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Caroline House Nears Completion
November 30th Date Set
For Dormitory Occupancy

Hoi the

undcidormitory which has been

irently be opened for oc

by the end of Novembe;

upon the expected completion "

all building plans, according U

the

, the

Tuesday by the College officials.

A Realistic Dale

In a letter to Mr. Frederick W.
Dumschott, Treasurer of the Col-

lege, Mr. Brohawn stated that "No-

vember 30 is a very realistic date;

all the contractors will do every-

thing they can to improve it."

The seventy upperclass residents

of the unfinished dormitory, ac-

cording to Mr. Dumschott, may ex-

pect to move many of their belong-

Thnaksgiving vacation. It has t

emphasized, however, that non

the students assigned to room:

Caroline will be allowed to n
in until the entire building is c

pletcly finished.

Inside Jobs Incomplete

The

Newlin Relinquishes Duties

To Serve As College Dean

line, Mr. Diunsi h<>([

cr which time the Broha

uction Company will be pi

for any further delays.

Kenneth Butts, who
ui)!T\ isnit: uoik on the

Mi

Li nypT
^^^j"

- i ^be^

Dr. Nichols Newlin, Ernest A.

Howard Professor of English Lit-

erature, has been named Acting

Dean of the College to fill the posi-

tion left vacant by the resignation

of Dean Robert Kirkwood last

Dr. Kirkwood.

curriculum by the Fine Arts Facit-

Along with this major project,

Dr. Newlin would personally like

to sec an increase in the opportun-

ities for independent and creative

work not only in new courses, but

also in those courses already being

taught here at the college.

A Windowless Job
When asked about his major

project, Newlin commented, "I'm

not sure how far we will get, but

I think we ought to try, particu-

larly since we've been talking about

lin hi pes

lii'TJiurc of

remains optimistic regarding com-

pletion by the predicted date of

November 30. All major construc-

tion of Caroline House has been

completed and only interior "fin-

ishing jobs" remain.

Delayed by Suppliers

According to Supervisor Butts,

the progress on the building was

retarded for three months during

the summer while the contractors

waited for the arrival of the win-

dows. The window manufacturers,

he explained, have been "swamped
with orders", which delayed ship-

Workers arc still waiting for the

tile to arrive and should begin

laying it this week.

Water, heat, and electricity lines

were connected long ago and the

formica-lopped wardrobe units have

Barnett House—one of the

Westerdahl To Assume
Dean of Men Post

adm
'cr the summer when
meed that Carl Wes-

terly the Assistant to

of Admissions, was to

position of Dean of

The appointment \

lowing the resignation

Walter Babb, who had i

made ("I-

ptis,

then

In an Elm interview, Dean Wes-
terdahl viewed the campus "sit-

uation" with optimism: "Today
I believe Washington College stu-

dents have the intelligence and
maturity to be able to handle a

good deal of freedom.

I also feel that along with free-

dom comes responsibility, and
t the

lonths.

Workers Without Work

tinued on Page 6)

: Rider College in Trenton, N.

Westerdahl Well-Known

Mr. Westerdahl is well knui

virtually all students on ca

Reinforcements Arrive

I will be ;

I I can."

ith Student Desires

dahl indicated that

tic with the desires

:s for new freedoms.

New, Vacant Faculty Positions

Filled by Twelve Appointments

.Iiu,.mI." rung<1 >- •

they don't have."

The new Dean expressed his

concern about the lack of pride

in the College, and pledged to

work "as hard as I possibly can

Dr. Nicholas Newlin

States Association Commission on

Higher Learning, was officially suc-

ceeded by Dr. Newlin September

1. The new acting dean will serve

in this temporary position until a

permanent replacement is found.

New Problems Focused

Having served as acting dean of

Washington College once before,

Dr. Newlin is familiar with the

mechanics of the position. In 1956.

he held the position for the fall

semester until Dr. Kirkwood took

office the second semester.

Although he knows something of

the responsibilities of the position.

Dr. Newlin observed that "Wash-

ington College has, of

changed in the last ten ye:

the problems to he dealt wi

Acting Dean Newlin says the majc

immediate problem is the new Fin

Arts Building and the initiation C

its program as an important addi-

tion to the academic life of the

college. He is convinced of the

eventual enrichment of the college

professors. Six fill

positions, the other s

Timothy Maloney

of Delaw

his experiei

. Thrt
s, Mr.
all-w

have added t

Music Director Added
With a bachelor's and ma

of Music of the Univei

The Arts Center

scheduled for completion

spring of 1967.

Philosophy DcpL Gains Two
Two additions have been mad

to the Philosophy department th

fall. Dr. James B. Hoopes and M
Stuart J. Pctock ha'

late

Profes

Philosophy.

Dr. Hoopes received his B.A.

from Haverford College and his

Ph.D. from Vandcrbilt University.

Mr. Petock holds a B.A. from

George Washington University and

is currently completing the require-

ments for a Ph.D.

Language Lab Director Appointed

Two new men have also joined

the Spanish department. Juan A.

Bilbao, a native of Puerto Rico,

has been appointed an Assistant

Professor of Spanish. He will also

be the director of the Language

Me plans to strongly support the

fforts of the SGA and will be

forking closely with the Student

esled in having the problems of

fraternities and .iutf<rits in general

brought to his attention before

cently appointed members of the faculty gather to

ons of Washington College before the annual Fall

'Tin 1 administration

sanitations must attend the

Student Government Associa-

tion meeting, October 3.
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No Moment Be Lost

"The readiness is all"—Hamlet

As Washington College welcomes its 105th class, it stands

belter equipped than ever to fulfill its commitment to liberal

arts education. However, the realization of a liberal education

is dependcnl more on the student than the school.

As we head into academic year 185, it would perhaps be

fitting for all students to reaffirm their college goals and their

individual commitments to education, keeping in mind some

thoughts staled recently by poet Judson Jerome:

"I am preparing to be a human being, I am seeking wisdom,

goodness, happiness. 1 want lo develop a habit of free but careful,

disciplined inquiry. I would like to have the courage to be

myself, to dissent, to think independently. I am developing a

compassion for others, an understanding of people and ways

of life radically different from my own. 1 am learning the

grounds and the means and developing the character for intelli-

gent, significant social action ... I am learning to appreciate

the worth and frailty and brevity of life, to be jealous of my
time, to be desperate that no moment or experience be lost

Punitive Draft Laws?
The Selective Service System's highest appeals hoard upheld

last week the 1-A draft classifications of six University of Michi-
gan students who lost their deferments for participating in a
protest sit-in against the Vietnam war.

The men we
cancelled their

October by thi:

Ann Arbor, Mi.

s whose local draft boards
Mils following a sit-in last

udents and teachers at the

Col. Arthur A. Holmes. Selective Service director in Michi-
gan, saiil that the students were reclassified for breaking a local
trespassing law, not for protesting the Vietnam war.

Even if one accepts Holmes' statements about the reason
for the reclassifications, we must wonder whether draft laws

< be punitivejn nature. After all, there are civil

latently something more

Can and will the threat of reclassification be used to control
the actions of individuals who are protesting against government
policy in a democratic society?

by Norman Jam-
arrival last spin

iat pretentiously n

184 (academic

nts far

183 predeces-

sors. By containing works of au-

thentic quality, the magazine shows

that it deserves an important place

in the life of the college that it

curiously mentions only in Latin.

There are, for example, two
highly inieresiing arlii les in history

and several in literary criticism.

The historical articles, and also one
on religion, provide a welcome var-

iety that I hope to sec extended in

subsequent issues to the natural

Disenchantment Discussed

Although tin opening paragraph
of Miss Mumford's prize-winning

paper, "The Failure of the Allie

938-

i ol dis

of hoi

Obtain a Russh
1939," should ha'

for a magazine. (1

It d.

and, as is true of Mr. Lewis's

slightly repetitious but absorbing
article on the diplomacy of Fried-

rich von Holstein, its picture of

political futility juxtaposes inter-

estingly with the alienation and
disenchantment discussed in the

literary articles.

Rickcrl's Judgement Fresh
Of these I thought Mr. Rick-

crt's and Mr. Lamond's especially

valuable, partly because their de-

tailed analysis of narrower subjects

led them to fresher judgements
than I could find in the articles by
Mrs. Rickert and Mr. Rabat. Also,

ment that "the modern novel, from

Dostroevsky's Notes from the Un-
derground to the works of Hardy.

Joyce, Proust, Mann. Rilke Kaf-

ka, and Hesse, are all dark and
deraeine in theme and mood."

Is the mood and theme of A In

Recherche du Temps Perdu all

dark and deraeine, or for that mat-

ter, all anything? And what about

The Wings oj the Dove and The
Ambassadors, whose author cer-

tainly has as much right as Thomas
Hardy to appear on Mr. Rabat's

list. And although I find Mr. Ra-
bat's literary judgements shrewdly

discriminating, I can't sec that he

makes a valid rase (if indeed one

can be made) for censoring any-

"Not Flesh"

Mr. Rodar's essay on "Religious

Use of Psychedelic Drugs" was
interesting though it could some-

times have benefited from greater

detail, as in the discussion of St.

Anthony, for example.

Of the stories and poems Miss

number of contributioi

ere submitted last time ar

r range of subjects in tl

submitted. This range

within as well as outsit

1700 a* completely as it neglects

economics or physics. The histori-

cal articles, too, emphasize recent

Folly That Up
No one article, of course, is at

fault here, but if one takes together

all of the articles in Miscellany

184, one has an overall impression

of fashionable subjects.

All in all, however, last spring's

issue is a good and welcome start.

As Mrs. Maisie Madigan would
say, "You should folly that up."

Mr. Matthews'

'

I I--.!,

ing, but mildly so. It nmli siia

Succinct Delight

Poetry is really impossible

ional flavor of their subjects

Mrs. Rickcrt's article was per-

ceptive, but it started at a point

that has become a cliche, and its

incompletely convincing inclusion

of Wallace Stevens made it sound
as if it were meeting the demands

question. I felt that

All Dark
I have been unable to det

whether Mr. Rabat's article

ually or facetiously pedai

I found each of Mr. Rickcrt's

poems a succinct delight. Miss
Buckingham's "On Time" is an
interesting example of a pocrn that

is more arresting in its entirety

than its individual lines or images
would lead one to expect.

Although sometimes disappoint-

ingly conventional and slack, Mr.
Coffel's tlm-c poems show possibil-

l that he should work i

his fluency of feeling and word.

Primrose Path
I have already suggested the

need for a little firmer editing here

and there. In connection with the

"Notes on Contributors" I would
the

-in-Chief Bob McMahon
searches in vain for a title for

the Washington College literary

magazine, now called Mi>i ellany

Campus Forum

t of sv

nables

body. We have fo

lo charge a small

tially defray [he i

This

4A Thousand Clowns'
Portrays Social War

By Howard DeHoff

Current dramatists are waging
a full scale war against a society

brimming with standards of liv-

ing. The current trend in drama

three acts will permit. Herb Gard-
ener is in the front lines with
A Thousand Clowns, the Chester
Players' first production of the sea-

..uM l„

The play Mui

bert. The choice

no greater

Bubbles Captures Audience

In the final scene, the future
brightens considerably.

Sandra chases Murray, now cm-
ployed, and it looks as though Nick

The play is fast and funny. The
Players did a remarkably job.

Harold Taylor played a highly

sponsor social functions and still

support our wide assortment of

campus organizations.

Wc plan to expand our activities

in this new academic year to pro-

vide a more comprehensive social

program.

This cxpansic

Mun and
liddle-aged naivete and

his nephew, Nick, a brilliant ado-
lescent, and their battle against

social standards and the formali-

ties of living. The crisis of the play
is whether or not Nick should be
removed from Murray and placed
in a "proper home" and lead a

"well balanced life."

Plot Thickens

The two arc affronted by a team
of social workers whose approach
oward Murray and Nick is straight

Nick, which

should certainly

io small task for

young The of
the cast deserves much credit for
a fine job under the direction of

Jack Schroeder. Oh yes, a hearty
cheer for a most memorable char-
acter — Bubbles.

t money
ince our income from the ac-

tivities fee is fairly static, we must
meet rising expenses with rising

prices at SGA-sponsored social

functions. We hope to realize from
one-third to one-half the total cost

of these added social affairs from
the admissions charged and thus
stretch the budget to provide more
social activity for you.

Our first activity this year will

be a cruise and dance aboard the
excursion boat. Port Welcome, fea-

turing "The Exotics," and "The
Van Dykes" on Saturday, Oct. 8.

The admission is $5.00 per couple,
in advance. We hope you enjoy

Marie Warner
Treasurer

Student Government Association

Albert leaves, and Sandra is

traded by Murray'
attitude.

If Murray can get a job, an
picfciahly marriage, then the ode
of keeping Nick are favorable. Al
tcr a battle with his well establish

ed brother (intent on charigin
Murray's employment status) Mui
ray agrees, half-heartedly, to rc

turn to his job as a writer for th
.'lie-popular television show Chip
per The Chippcrmonk.

Meanwhile, Sandra is torn be

twien Murray and her fiance: A

chalai

Nick (Jared Ingersol, right) po
Murray Burns, (Harold Taylor)

"A Thousand Clowns."
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Two Workshops Started

Under Sorority Leadership
Student

crship will be the subject of two
workshops planned for ibis fall by

the Dean of Women's Office with

the assistance of the women stu-

dents of Washington College.

The vill I

Panhellenic Workshop scheduled

for Sunday, October 2 through

Wednesday, October 5, to discuss

»hi. Ii - nty \

make a greater contribution to col-

lege life through their organiza-

tions. Included among the partici-

pants in the workshop will be sev-

eral national officers of the Col-

Indcpcndent Workshop
The second workshop, to be held

November 6, will provide a similar

opportunity for the independent

women of the College.

Tea, Opening Meeting

The Panhellenic workshop will

open on October 2 with a tea fol-

lowed by an open meeting begin-

ning at 3:30 p.m. to discuss the

"Role and Responsibility of the

Greek Societies Today." Address-

ing thi? meeting will be Mrs. G.

B. Week, national president of Zeta

Tau Alpha, from Berkeley, Calif.,

and Mrs. Ralph Sapp national

membership director cf Zcla Tau
Alpha, from Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Greek Contributions"

At 4:00 p.m. Mrs. Donald Sand-

lander, Alpha Omicron Pi exten-

sion chairman, from Stcvensville,

Md., will discuss with local chapter

officers the subject "What Can the

Greeks Contribute to Washington

College Campus Life."

On Monday and Tuesday the

workshop will take the fcrm of a

with the national officers, the

Deans sorority officers and their

chapters' advisors. The national

officers will also meet individually

with sorority women by appomt-

Open Meeting

A second open meeting will be

held at 7 : 00 p.m. on Tuesday
when Mrs Kalwey H. Johnson,

president of Province III of Alpha

Chi Omega, from Rockville, Md.,

and Mrs. Raymond Suppcs, reprc-

; the i

sideni

of Alpha Pi,

planning committees of Alpha Chi

Omega, from Chevy Chase, Md.,

will speak on "Scholarship, Stand-

ards, and Service."

Both of the open meetings may
be attended by any interested mem-
bers of the College community. The
workshop will end on Wednesday
with a breakfast and
session from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon.

Chapter Advisors To Attend

Local chapter advisors who will

attend the meetings an
brcy C. Daly, advisor to Alpha Ch

Alpha Omicron Pi;

Maynard P. White, Jr., of Zeta
Tau Alpha

Dean of Women Jane Caton ex-
plained that the College hopes to

offer a similar scries of workshops
at a later date for the men on the
campus, and that there may be
future conferences of this sort to
which students from other cam-
puses would be invited.

Need for Understanding

She said the College officials and
the students who are planning the
workshops feel "there is a need for

a more positive and better under-
standing of the purpose, meaning
and future goals in campus life.

We believe that Washington Col-
lege students should have the best.
With proper direction, their exper-
ience as members of the student
body can enrich and contribute
constructively to their personal

allege, and to their

Fifth Ave. Myths
Exposed By Hess

200 Student Faces
Swell Enrollment

To 630 Total
by Barbara Osborn

When Orientation Week began

on Tuesday, September 13, Wash-

ington College registered 174 fresh-

Though the current freshman

total is twenty-five percent less

than that of last year's class, the

overall college population has

grown four percent.

22 States Represented

Mexico, Canada, Puerto Rico,

the District of Columbia, and 22

states have contributed to the new

class. Marylanders comprise forty-

four percent.

In a survey distributed to fresh-

men applicants, 605 designated

Washington College as their first

choice. Harold Gray, Director of

Admissions, reported that 770 ap-

the and

man class. Sixty-sc

these ranked in t

their class, and a

eight percent wen
fifth.

Private School Repre

Independent schools contributed

twenty-eight percent of the class,

thirty-four percent of whom were

their graduating class. Seven per-

cent arc from parochial schools,

with seventy-five precent of these

ranked in the top one-third.

Over $50,000 in financial aid

has been awarded to this class in

college and government funds.

Mr. Gray expressed the hope

that this year's freshmen, posess-

d and 413

prospective students were offered

a spot in the upcoming freshman

Breakdown of States

States with significant numbers of

applicants included Maryland with

257; New Jersey, 132; New York,

108; Pennsylvania, 81, Connecticut,

54; Massachusetts, 36; and Vir-

ginia, 34. The Office of Admissions

divei

uld < i the college'

member of the New York
Fifth Avenue Peace Parade
Committee.

the

own slightly mad brain washing,
says noted author James Baldwin.
It is just such a bnunwashim; ib.it

the American people have under-
gone regarding anti-Vietnam war
protests. As a result of the tumul-
tuous and larcial House Un-Amer-
ican Activities Committee "investi-

gation into the anti-war move-
ment, generally, misleading news-
paper reporting the naivete of
many Americans, myths have been
widely accepted as reality.

No Monolith
the popular

Cumniunists. The Fifth Avenue
Peace Committee of New York

ch peace
unty, is hardly

a monolith. It is, rather, a fodcra-

lion of almost one-hundred anti-war
committees, eacli holding its own

the one-hundred openly advocated
aid to the National Liberation

The other protesters, while dis-

agreeing with our government's
policy, could not condone open aid

to America's enemy.
No Manipulations

The myth that the pence move-
ment is manipulated by Moscow
and/or Peiking is completely un-

made without evidence.

Decisions by the Fifth Avenue
Committee are democratically ar-

rived at. The Committee is com-
posed of elected representatives

from each of the member groups.

There is no "hot line" from New
York to the Kremlin.

Earthy Marchers
What sort of man ii a protest

marcher? He has sincere and deep
convictions. His approach to life

ts earthy, simple, and direct.

In the loft where 1 worked,
was an icebox stocked with

nd soda, with an open cigar

3 pay for the bever-

Dormitory Snafu Changes
Coed Bathing Habits

new ideas is the secret to sucessful

organizations.

He also commented that the

Admissions Office will be interested

to see if the present freshman

shows a significant difference in

new conditions of offering sopho-

more level introductory courses in

the freshman year.

by Chesley Stone

least not on most college campus-

es. However, Washington College

diction. This September, two form-

er family abodes religiously weath-

dormit'iries, one housing six stu-

dents, the other twelve.

These two groups of students

campus. It alsc

dents to line-waiting.

In Mr. Babb's ex-house, the

beds may recall past visits to a

hospital ward, perhaps because

they were once artifacts from the

old infirmary. This medical aura

could easily be ignored by glanc-

ing out the window. That is, if

the well-tacked, patterned plastic

sheets did not obscure the view.

"They're to keep people from look-

ing in at night, but they also keep

us from seeing out during the

day," sighed a misplaced senior.

Another resident explained how

vclopment of (orcthoUTht. Clothes

hang in the attic. The distance

combined with lack of heat cn-

rourages complete planning of at-

tire while Itill in bed followed by

a healthy a untdown dash. Health

is p i tall) important when con-

tending with unexpected leaks in

the roof as happened in the sit-

ting room, alias playroom, alais

(Because it's cheaper that way?)

Here the housemother sleeps in

the kitchen and students sleep

t the
. Oni

:in impression similar to psychedel-

ic art. Flowered wallpaper blooms
into the violently scenic plastic

curtains which leap out in visual

cacophony to clash with brightly

colored bedspreads.

There were originally four beds

and no desks. Now one desk lines

the wall with cardboard-box book

cases and two beds have migrated

to the study. Here the girls have

adopted a policy to walk softly and
wear a big hat. One night a fall-

ing window shade knocked a lamp
to the floor causing the ceiling be-

low to lose the grip on its plaster.

The beds here ton have a unique
air, resembling discarded army
bunks. Sleepers readily adjust to

motionless nights since the mat-

lined in their con-

justed to overpopulation. In Queen
Anne's the two lounges now ac-

commodate two and four students.

One has a note outside the door

reading "pencil sharpener hours

10 A,M. to 11 P.M." There is

even one student living in the type-

writer room. All this exemplifies

the laudiblc quality of flexibility.

To some seniors at Reid Hall,

there may be a question of pro-

gress. Nevertheless, Dean Caton

nplel

of Caroline House would take at

the most five weeks though a work-

man was heard to have muttered

"March."
Meanwhile, the male resident

situation, according to a male stu-

dent, is spacious and comfortable.

He suggests that the extra room
might be used to alleviate

of the overcrowding in the girl's
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Hofstra At Home

THE WASHINGTON ELM Sho' Soccer Season
SPORTS To Start Saturday

-Sporl Editorial-

Elm Congratulates

Kelley's Stickmen

Washington College lacrosse team, for the sec-

iccutivc year, lias been rated as the nation's tenth

egiate team, Published last week, the Rothstcin

National Rating also gave the Shore stickmen

.! .ii hirvi incuts, in lie landed under any circum-

ii i- ospct i.ilK < ommcndable i onsidering the sche-

l,u rosse team faced I Ending little competition in

heii itinerarj to ini lude the nation's best lacrosse

Staunch Competition
re examples of staunch Washington competition

ii tl,. sho'ini-i. in a disappointing 11-5 loss,

idiliiinn to these national powers, the schedule
ill mriiird wiili . oiiir.iv .i-.iiTist several major
a Washington meetings with (and victorious

u-vard, Wesleyan, Hofstra, North Carolina, and
show this enrollment discrepancy.

"Lacrosse Power"
istically, the desire to face top competition can
I by two fa.is. Since 19-19, when current Wash-
tinssi- lieu. in, the stii kmen have compiled a won-
rd nl 126-66, with 52 of the defeats going to
u teams, Washington men (200 to 325 in num-
e pUi-,1 schools with an average enrollment of

thedtiliiiM the Washington Col-
he called "lacrosse power,"
wer." Elm congratulations
o our four AU-Americans:
uce Jager and Ron Regan
oach Don Kelly.

Fullback Lettemien
Andy Murphy,

Wrightion and John Gadsb
battling for the two fullback po-

whilc freshmen Bob (Beef)

Lehman, Pete Johnson and Fre

(iorguiic try to break into the va

sity lineup.

The halfback line

lennen Jay Schwartz, Co-Capt.
Dick Louck and frosh Barry Drew.

Again, reserve barks Charlii- Ship-

per, Bill Woodcock, Ford Schu-

mann, Dan Lehman, Bruce Wolk
and Bill Schmoldl pressure the first

for their

St re tig Offense

Soccer Schedule

At hey Elected

M-0 President
Edward L. Athcy, Director of

Athletics at Washington College,

is the newly elected president of

the Mason-Dixon Collegiate Ath-

letic Conference.

Mr Athey, now in his eigh-

teenth year as Athletic Director, is

currently head coach of the soccer

and tennis teams. A former grad-

uate of Washington College he

received his M.A. from Columbia
University in 1948.

This will mark the second time

that Coach Athey has held the

post of president of the Mason-
Dixon Collegiate Athletic Confer-

ence. He served his earlier term

in 1951-1952.

At present, Washington College

is a member of three athletic con-

ferences: the Mason-Dixon Con-
ference, the .Middle Atlantic Con-
ference, and the Stiobhar Division

PARK
RUG & DRY

CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmac

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

s Ed Win-
ant, Dave Mwrwood, Joe Nichols

and Slrvi' Oejivy split ih<- ij'.'lil

and left inside positions.

Freshman J< e Nichols has shown
soiring potential, and Ed Winant
proved his worth by being named

,.h, JimSpa and [>:

the

The

i las!

Barrel! Injured

by Ken Slein and Art Schultz,

suffering from an infected

with Dick Checkett and Jim R
ford alternating in these posil

Barry Barretl, three year vei

wing i

indefinitely

Also expected to see action in

cither Varsity or Junior Varsity

games are: Jim Laws, Roger

Defense Untested

Coach Athey considers his un-

tested defense critical to this year's

campaign. The offensive line seems
to be scoring and moving the ball

well, but Mr. Athey cautions that

his line has not yet been tested

against a strong defense.

If the defense gels and the line

proves to be as capable as they

look, Coach Athcy feels that the

Sho'men have another good chance
for a successful season.

Saturday's game with Hofstra

should provide the necessary tests

for the Sho' offense and defense.

LTsually a moderately strong team,

the Flying Dutchmen occasionally

field an exceptional team. Hofstra

usually gives the Sho'men a tough

game, the scores seldom exceeding

a one goal margin by cither team.

HEAD AND SHOULDERS ABOVE ALL: Dick Louck, expected

start this year at center half, heads the ball in a recent soccer practice.

Theta Team To Defend
Intramural Football Cup

of Al Strielman and Bob Vander-
cloch while the Lambdas are
stronger with the addition of three

Dr. pla;

s formidable as

with nearly the

defeated the

Ray

lambda Chi's St«

indent squads, though in dif-

Grifhn, John McGinn:
and Tom Whitson of the Monks
Coach Ed Elliott, head of the

league, has received the rosters of
three independent teams, the up-
perclass squads, the Outcasts and
the Turtles, and the 1000 Clowns,
a freshman team from Somerset
dormitory.

Even though there are fewer in-

dependent teams than in preceding
years, the lack of quality should be
made up for by more skilled play-
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GubernatorialDebateFails President Gibson
Delivers ConvocationAs Underdog Wins Upset

by! -<«, John

By Steve Amick and

Mark Schuhuan
Scheduling problems, misundcr-

Gcorge P. Mahoney in Maryland's
Democratic primary and an assas-

sin's threat all combined to sabo-

tage a "great debate" to be held

at the College September 22.

The ill-fated debate, initiated by
the College Young Democrats
Club, was to be the first major
confrontation of the Maryland
gubernatorial primary winners.

Mahoney Not Invited

Preparations for the debate

started in May, when Democratic
Club President Brian Kchoe, '69,

invited the principal gubernatorial

primary candidates to the campus.
They were: Republican Spiro T.

Agnew, Baltimore County Exccu-

Carlton Sickles; Attorney-Genera
Thomas Finan, a Democrat; ant

Baltimore Comptroller Hymar
Pressman, running as an independ

Not on the

perennial primary contender

George P. Mahoney, the surprise

apparent winner of the Democratic

Agnew Accepts
Agnew and Pressman accepted

immediately, according to Kchoe,
and a September 22 date was
agreed upon. Sickles and Finan,

honey, the complexion of the de-

bate changed. With little time left

before September 22, a telegram

was sent by Kchoe to Mahoney,
asking the candidate to debate

Agnew, who was still expected in

Chcstertown by the Young Demo-

Life Threatened
No negative or affirmative ans-

wer was received from Mahoney.
An unknown person threatened his

life, and police did not permit the

candidate to see callers or to leave

his "caslle" home.
Just days before the scheduled

date, however, the Young Demo-
crats still expected Agnew to ap-

pear. It was then that a routine

check with Agnew's office disclosed

a mistake in Agnew's calendar of

appearances. According to his cal-

endar, the Chestcrtown debate had
been cancelled, and lie was to ap-

pear in Prince Georges County

Who, What . . .

Who, what, when, whei

how Mr. Agnew's Washington Col

lege appearance was cancelled wa:

still a mystery to the Young Dem
ocrats. An Elm

The havi

all-c

fight

> the t lHoi
coming, Coale reports that the

SGA will sponsor a moonlight
cruise on the Chester River, Oc-
tober 8, aboard the Port Welcome.

Starting at i p.m. and lasting

until midnight, the cruise will fea-

Dyke: Baltin

Van
' roll

band, and the Exotics, a similar

group from Harrisburg.

Students will be urged to board
the craft at 6:45 p.m. at the public

landing on High Street. A snack
bar will be operated by the Port

Welcome crew for the convenience
of the student body. Price of ad-

mission will be $5 per couple.

Since the Port Welcome accom-
modates 600 persons, approximate-
ly the total College enrollment,

tickets will be sold to Washington
College students exclusively.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - lhOOp.m

5:00p.m.-ll:00p.r

connection with the College debate,

was to have been aired before the

September primary WCTR asked

all the candidates to appear. Get-

ting little response, the producers

wrote each candidate, announcing
cancellation of the show.

After this cancellation, plus Mr.
Mahoney's uncertainty, Mr. Press-

man was informed that the debate

was off. And September 22 there

stood Russell Gym, scheduled site

of the debate, black and empty.

Washington College entered its

one hundred eighty-fifth year as

students and faculty members as-

sembled in Russell Gymnasium
last Thursday for the annual Fall

Following the invocation and

prayer given by Rev. Walter L.

Beckwith, pastor of the First Meth-

odist Church, President Daniel Z,

Gibson delivered his annual Con-

vocation address.

;d that they could not

itments before the pri-

mary. Each said he would "keep
it in mind," however.

With the apparent victory of

"Your-Home-Is-Your-Castle" Ma-

Coale Announces

SGA Boat Trip
The newly formed social com-

mittee of the Student Government
Association under the chairmanship

WCTR had planned, In conjunc-

tion with faculty members of

Washington College, a program to

be called "Know Your Candi-

The President called for an in-

dividual re-examination of atti-

tudes and values to determine
their nature and assure their val-

idity. He urged that students main-
tain an "aesthetic distance" be-

tween themselves and their activi-

ties to render their judgments oh-

Several academic awards wen-

presented to students by Dr.
Nicholas Newlin, Acting Dean of

Academic Awards

Linda Bnumai.u Sliipw.iy, a sen-

ior, received the Visitor! and Gov
eniurs Scholarship Award, and Par

Deschere, the junior with the hiijli-

cst academic (landing, was proicnt-

ed a similar award. Linda and Par

were also recipient! of the Vltlton
and Governors Medal and the

Alumni Scholarship Medal, rcspec-

Raymond Felton, '69, was recog-

nized for his outstanding work in

United States history. The general

academic prowess of Ray and
Louise Mastrti brought them dup-

licate honors by the awarding of

Freshman Scholarships,

The Errol L. Fox Loving Cups
were presented to Alpha Omicron
Pi and The la Chi, the sorority and
fraternity leading in scholarship

for the year 1965-6G.

Workshop Schedule
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1966

> Panhellenic Tea

*.M. Hynson Lounge, Hodson Hall

i Panhellenic Meeting (Open)

>.M. Hynson Lounge, Hodson Hall

"The Role and Responsibility of the Greek Societies Today"

(Mrs. G. B. Week, National President of Zcta Tan Alpha,

Berkeley, California and Mrs. Ralph Sapp, National Mem-
bership Director of Zeta Tau Alpha, Pittsburgh, Pcnna.)

4:00 to "What Can the Creeks Contribute to Washington College

4:30 P.M. {Campus Life)"

Mrs, Donald Sanders, National Second Vice President of

Alpha Omicron Pi, Alexandria, Virginia and Mrs, Walter

Mylander, Alpha Omicron Pi, Extension Chairman, Stev-

ensville, Md.
7:30 to Panhellenic Meeting—Dining Room, Minla Martin Hall

8:30 P.M. National Officers, Advisors and Panhellenic Members.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1966

10:00 to Conference—President Gibson

11:00 A.M. President's Office, Wm. Smith Hall

National Officers and Deans

1:30 to Conference and Consultation Affairs

4:00 P.M. Chapter Rooms, Minta Martin Hall

8:00 to Chapter Meetings

9:00 P.M. Chapter Rooms, Minta Martin Hall

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1966

9:00 to Conference Consultation

11:30 A.M. Chapter Rooms, Minta Martin Hall

Entire Membership (by appointment)

1 : 00 to Penhellcnic Discussion

3:00 P.M. Dining Room, Minta Martin Hall

Rush Membership National Officers and Sorority Members
7:00 to Panhellenic Discussion (Open)
8:00 P.M. Hynson Lounge, Hodson Hall

"Scholarship, Standards and Service", Mrs. Kalwey H.

Johnson, President of Province III, Alpha Chi Omega,
Rockville, Md. and Mrs. Raymond L. Suppes, National

Extension and Planning Committee, Alpha Chi Omega,
Chevy Chase, Md.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1966

9:30 to Breakfast Meetin£—Faculty Dining Room, Hodson Hall

10:30 A.M. Conference Evaluation Meeting, National Officers, Pan-

hellenic Advisors, Dean of Women and other interested

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

.

307 Hieh St

. for Women who Care"

Chester!own, Md.

The Peace Corps
isn't looking

for Superman.

Just little old you.

The Peace Corps. h<Y
Washington, D.C. 20525 M'^

Please send me information j? /(/?

D Please send me an application /\s£&
Name

Citv

State 7ip Code

%

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE

Bass Wejuns — U.S. Keds

Addler Socks — Perfume by Dana

English Leather — Hush Puppies

Joyce Little Heels — Viner

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chcstertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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News In Brief

Test Dates Announced;
Horseback Riding Offered

,
ol 4:30 p.m. in the

willi tWO years i>[ mi-

me oi more, who would

let] opportunitiel to i'i-

i cqucilriiui interest!,

i i„ attend tlii* initial

dinmi possible .iciivi-

li a club.

)W1 and !<.« Homing

il.lv

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For Ail

Sewing Needs

.ii theThii

which Hie local club hai operated

under charter from the American

Contracl Bridge League, which

authorizes il lo award masiti |»>im--

Id winner*, who tan compare (heir

standing will, all other league play-

er* throughout the country.

The charge for playing is 50

rent* a game to cover the expenses

<tf operation, Surpluses arc triu-

utcd to the college scholarship

lurid, Refreshments are served rcg-

Singlc player* are encouraged to

attend and an effort will always

All organizations which have not

turned in budget requests to the

SGA and plan to do so must sub-

mit them before the Monday, Oc-

toher 3, deadline.

Budget request forms may be

also reminded that thei

must lie audited by the

before requests can be granted.

Organizations which do not plan

to request money arc asked to reg-

ister with the Senate also. This

would serve to keep the Student

Senate informed of active campus
organizations, enable it to provide

made m!,I.,I|

Campus Calendar

Tosters have been displayed dur-

( the pas' week lor •.indents 10

n up for the Club, Anyone who

interested in seeing stub a club

mini it encouraged to attend this

Tin- Washington Du plic.il e

id ge (Huh will resume its regu-

fovember 30th Hair Set

in Dormitory Occupancy

vork hut no material to work

ns newest women's dormitory

.deled after Kent and Queen

l'| Mouses. The three floors

a combined capacity of about

ily-live and each is equipped

u siudy lounge, typing room,

by room and telephone,

10 demand for quarters to

3 the seventy prospective resi-

Thurs., Sept. 2»
6:00 p.m.- Washington Forum
7:01) prn.-Chorus—Win. Smith

Auditorium

7:30 p.m.—Spanish Club—Dun-

11- 1 1 p.m.—Lambda Chi Alpha
Open HoUSC—Club Room

Friday, Sept. 30
llyn! , KM,,

— Ilynson Lounge
Sat., Oct. 1

2:00 p.m.—Soccer—Washing I

College vs Ildfstra (H)
Sun., Oct, 2

Panhellenic Workshop
Martin (all day)

llyn.

Mon., Oct. 3

1-10 p.m. Panhellenic Workshop
—Minta Martin
7:00 p.m.—Senate meeting—
SGA Room—Hodson Hall

Tucs., Oct. 4

Soccer—Washington College vs.

Delaware (A)

7-8 p.m.— Panhellenic Workshop
Hynson Lounge
7:30 p.m.—IFC—Dean of Men's

office

Wed., Oct. 5

12-4 p.m.—ACAC Seccion—
Alumni House
7 p.m.—Chorus—Wm. Smith

7:30 p.m.—Society of Sciences

—Dunning 107

HARBOR
HOUSE

Overlooking

Worton Crick Marina

Chestertown, Md.

770-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
Io Cenircvillc

OPEN FRI. AND SAT. ONLY
One Show Nightly at 7:30

FRI.-SAT. SEPT. 30-OCT.

ELVIS PRESLEY

DONNA DOUGLAS

"Frankie and Johnny"

213 DRIVE-IN

Fri.-Sat.-Suu. Sept. 30-Oct. 1-2

1. "SHANE"
2. "Love On A Pillow"

3. These Are The

Damned"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Church Hill

CHESTER THEATRE
In Chestertown

Phone: 778-1575—Adolls S.75

Wed.-Thurs—Sept. 28-29

Vivian Leigh, Lee Marvin

and Jose Ferrer

"SHIP OF FOOLS"
6:45 p.m.

Fri.-Sat.—Sep

Steve McQueen,

"NEVADA

30-Oct. I

Karl Maiden

SMITH"

1fie OldltymjEfc

Thun. thru Mon. Sept. 29-Oct. 3

JERRY LEWIS
JANET LEIGH

MARY ANN MOBLEY

"Three On A Couch"

THE YARMOUTH SHOP
Men's Clothing — Gifts

Women's Casoal Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

TUES. thro SAT. OCT. 1—

8

CARY GRANT
SAMANTHA EGGAR

"Walk, Don't Run"

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Vour Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levis — McGregor — Addler — Farah

311 High St. Chestertown, Md.

TASTE]

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones i -

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK
. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Ottering All Types ot Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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MIRA Schedules Elections
To Name Council, Officers

Homecoming Events
Outlined By Senate
The of

Washington College's first semester

will begin October 21 and continue

throughout the weekend with a

schedule of activities prepared by

the Student Senate's Social Com-
mittee for Homecoming, 1966.

According to Joe Coale, chair-

man of the committee, the festivi-

ties will commence on Friday night

with a special "Chesapeake Bay'
1

dinner served in Hodson Hall.

Steve Myking, director of the Fri-

day activities, announced that the

Homecoming Queen and her Court

will be presented following a bon-

fire and rally to be held near Rus-

sell Gymnasium at 8:30.

Bagpipcd Band
The festivities will continue Sat-

urday with a Homecoming Parade

before the soccer game against Ly-

c riming and the cross country meet

with Catholic University. The tra-

ditional floats will be present with

the added attraction of four bands,

including one complete with bag-

pipes and kilts.

Saturday evening a buffet din-

ner in Hodson Hall is planned for

students, followed by a dinner and
dance for visiting alumni and

A Semi-Formal Affair

Highlighting the weekend's ac-

tivities will be the annual Home-
coming Dance scheduled for Sat-

urday night at the Chestertown

Armory. Chairman Coale announc-
ed last week that

Mary Wells, Benny King, and the

Echoes. The Armory decorations

will be arranged by a committee of

freshmen.

According to Jim Chalfont,

SGA elections chairman, all men
students will have the opportunity

to nominate girls for the Home-
coming Court. They will receive

nomination blanks in their mail-

boxes and will vote on the final

slate October 17. The chosen

Queen, a senior, will reign over

all events of the weekend.

by Dick Hcymann

The Washington College Men's
Residence Association will hold

three elections within the next two
weeks.

The first, to be held Fridav, Oc-
tober 21, will decide who is to

serve on the MRA Council, the

governing body of the organization.

Executive Committee
On Wednesday, October 26,

choosing among the members of

the Council, the students will se-

lect an Executive Committee, con-

sisting of the President, the Vice-

President, Secretary and Treasurer

of the MRA. The final election will

be held on Monday October 31,

to fill the four vacancies left on
the Council as a result of the cre-

ation of the Executive Committee.
The MRA will enforce regula-

tions concerning dormitory life

through its Judiciary Committee.

Advice and Assistance

Guidance and direction for cat

pus social life will also be a pc

of the responsibilities of the MR

study is the lack of cooking facili-

ties in the men's dormitories,

Also under study is the student

informal affa

of open houses

planned. The
nrst social event connected with
the MRA will take place towards
the end of October.

Constitution Revamp
Sevi

change
be

of the

the distribute

the MRA Coun-

According to Mr. Pritzlaff, the
Proctors may be represented on
the Council. There arc nine proc-

nd he speculated

e of t .,,!,!

representative for the rest.

More Off Campus
Other MRA sponsored ac

may include a workshop, limlllU

in scope and purpose to the work-
shop sponsored this week by the
sororities at Washington College.

Mr. Pritzlaff indicated that more
students might have the opportun-
ity to live off campus nrxt year.

Those living on campus would have
increased responsibility for main-
taining the dormitory fiirnishitisji,

and in general, of governing them-
selves more completely.

"There is a possibility th.it tin

television sets in Kent, Sommersct,
East and West Halls will come un-
der MRA care and ownership,''

ventured Mr, Pitzluff, Operation
and maintenance of the Coke and
candy machines may alio become
an MRA responsibility. The pro-

fits would be retained by srhorlar-

I to the ma
of the vending marhiri

Elm Mr.
bert Pritzlaff, Director of M
Residences, outlined some of

specific activities and progr;

which he hopes the MRA
sponsor. He plans to work clo

nth the Assoc! un-

Open Dorms
One of the first considcrat

that the MRA will undertake

Pop Bands To Play
On Moonlight Cruise
The Student Government Asso-

ciation has announced the first ma-
jor social activity of the fall semes-

ter, a five-hour boat ride down the

Chester River aboard the Port

Welcome, Saturday, October 8.

Social Committee chairman
Joseph Coale, organizer of the

cruise, stated that tickets will be

at the cost of $5

it the dock at $6.

me will leave the

: the foot of High

sold in ad<

per couple

:i return at midnight.

Continuous Music On Board

ill last fiv.

the Exotia and the Van D
A snack bar serving food and bev-

erages will be operated by the Port

Welcome crew.

Commenting on the cruise,

Coale pointed out that the Port

Welcome will head for the Chesa-

peake Bay at the mouth of the

Chester River and then return.

600 Passenger Capacity

The Port Welcome, a cruise ship

owned and operated by the city

of Baltimore, can accommodate
600 passengers. The ship's three

decks include enclosed, as well as

With the snack bar located on

the third deck, and the bands on
the second, the top or promenade
deck will be exclusively available

250 Tickets On Sale

Coale said "the SGA hopes to

sell 250 tickets to the student body,

but if any remain they will be

placed on general sale to alumni

and friends of the College."

Coale also announced that chap-

crones for the excursion will in-

clude Dean and Mrs. Carl West-

erdahl, Mr. and Mrs. John Lin-

ville, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Pritzlaff. In addition five uniform-

ed guards will be on board.

'Greater SGA Role'

When asked why the SGA was

sponsoring two major social activi-

ties this semester, Coale replied,

"there is a definite lack of student

social functions on campus this

year, partly due to rescheduling

and relocation of fraternal activi-

ties. It is my hope that the SGA
will take more initiative and re-

sponsibility in providing a variety

the College community."

Tutors Expand Program
With Added Volunteers

ded

Enthusiastic support

torial program was show
nights ago at a meeting
by about twenty-five students, May-
or Haakc of Chestertown, Miss
Ann Patrick of Gamett School, and
numerous local clergymen.

The College students will meet
their tutces 6

:

'JO this evening at

the Episcopal church. Response to

the program at Gamett School and
Chestertown High School has been

strong, and more students

be red hat

Negro and White Tutees

Dr. -William E. Hoffman, Assis-

tant Professor of Education at

Washington College, is faculty ad-

visor to the group. Doug Unfried
is the group's student leader.

They announced that as a result

of integration in the Kent County
school system, both Negro and
white students would be eligible

CORRECTION

The last line of the article on
Dean Westerdahl, appearing in

the September 29 edition of the

Elm should have read: "The ad-

and this office are not

get' anbody ..."

for tutoring this year. Previously,

only Negroes were given the op-

portunity for special attention.

The civic leaders told of genera]

local support for the College's tu-

torial program, commending the

students for their role in helping

solve what would otherwise be

unremedied study difficulties in the

high schools.

More Tutees Than Tutors

Because there are more appli-

cants for the tutoring assistance

than there arc tutors, the individ-

ual student's need will have to be

reviewed and considered in terms

of need by Dr. Hoffman and some
of the student's teachers.

Tutoring will be on a one-to-one

basis, a factor which greatly limits

the possible scope of the program.

Dr. Hoffman pointed out that there

are opportunities for College stu-

dents to accept more than one

high schooler, if the former's time

permits.

Assistance Important

Miss Patrick said that the stu-

dents were expecting the help of

the College students, and that Gar-

nett School teacher response was

very much in support of the pro-
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Activities Fee Accountability

Each academic year .$19.50 of each student's $66.00 Activi-

ties Fee is given directly to the Student Government Association.

This sum is then distributed by the S.G.A. to various student

organizations.

Due to sometimes inaccurate nnd haphazard accounting

methods, exactly what happened to these appropriations, somc-

linics as high as $750, after student organizations receive them,

has been somewhat of a mystery ill past years.

Such will not lie the case this year. Due to the efforts of

President Daniel Gibson, Bursar Robert Simmonds, S.G.A.

President Cliff llankcy and S.G.A. Treasurer Marie Warner,

there should no longer lie a question of Student Activities Fee

accountability.

Suggested changes in student organizations' budgeting pro-

cedures include the following:

British Student Discovers

"Less Independent" Study
The Admissio

ington College I

several years to

This year, due

student progran

Britain's smaller

2) At the end of the* semester, tin- SGA treasurer will checfe

cli organization's books for the accountability of the alloca-

3) There should be a en-signer for organizalic

above a specific amount, The amount would vary

organization,

Mr. Simmonds also suggested a seminar meeting of organ-

ization treasurers in the fall to acquaint them with proper

budgeting procedures.

The Elm wholeheartedly supports all of these proposals.

We also commend the Administration of Washington College

for seeking an answer to the problem of accountability that is

Corps beyond tin

of Great

:ies, Wash-
i England.

: of I

.... Engls

1, for the United State:

University "I Warwick.

Washington's Bob Mc
(pending this

rolled this semester. When com-

pleted in 1980, however, the Uni-

versity shou'd be the largest in

Great Britain with a prospective

enrollment of 20,000 students.

As an important part of her

semester abroad, Maureen spent

99 days touring the United States

on an allowance of twelve dollars

a day, supplied hy the university.

Accompanied by four other ex-

change students, she travelled as

far west as San Francisco — the

she liked to

Eur. ,,,,!„

i Ma spb Othc

plat

the
i

the Unh
irthmore,Rochester,

Columbia, and

California at Berkley,

900 Students

that the American college is equiv-

alent to the British pre-university

level, although the standard of

work seemed to be the same. The
British system is also different in

that, at British universities, the

student selects a major before en-

tering the university and follows

Students Independent

While Maureen has found

American professors very friendly

and willing to help her — they

are more "approachable" — she

feels that the British students who
are more on their own enjoy this

measure of independence. Dormi-

tory life is also new to Maureen

since most students at Warwick

live off campus in lodgings with

private families or in guest houses

rented by the University. "This

nyain indicates a inure independent

life for the English student," ex-

plained Maureen.

War
1965 > Was!

News
Briefs

October 31 dcadlir

applications,

for the fellowshii

< ially the

should send their can-

didate's name, current mailing ad-

dress, college and proposed field

of graduate study to the appropri-

ate Regional Chairman.

, On, u< !.-;.< .l..i

"The

Parable," will be given at this

year's first mcetim? of ihc Newinai

Club tonight at 8:00 in the Dun.

liing Lecture Room.
Dr. Bernard Haskc, lay advism

to the organization, will preset

the film which was a regular fea

ture two years ago at the New
York World's Fair.

Although only t\

in length and pcrfi

'What's in a Name"
Say Batd and Dodds

. this

earl) film, while infoi

, should be of spec

al interest to philosophy students

The showing will be open t<

: student body.

is often created by a fear of greet-

ing and living with an entirely

new staff of faces and personali-

The word "roommate" unleashes

ripples nnd chills and great terror.

When Thackray Dodds mused

about her future roommate she did

not worry considerably about being

overlooked in the mass and forgot-

ten because she had received a

warm and welcoming letter from

Dean Babb.

Prefers A Girl

However, the aspect of decency

weighed heavily upon her and
when she returned the standard

enclosed application for a room-

mate she wrote under the "particu-

lar preference" section, "a girl."

Some one took the hint and after

a hurried refiling, sherooms, re-

lieved, in Minta Martin Hall where

Because of her name, like many
people with unusual or family or

bisexual names, sh

to passing off with tolerance

Corps In Trouble

The National Teacher Corps is in trouble.

At a time of severe teacher shortage and of desperate need

to recruit new teachers for rural and urban slum schools, this

program has captured the imagination of many college grad-

uates, including several from Washington College.

However, last week the Senate voted only $7.5 million

to finance the corps. This amount will pay existing teaching

corps commitments—mainlj the salaries of the 1,250 trainees

now attached to schools—but it will not carry the Teaching
the current academic

Congress must be persuaded to pass a supplemental appro-
priation early enough to permit orderly future planning by the

Corps. Congress must demonstrate its faith in the cause of edu-
cation before it expects eager college graduates to join a pro-

gram that appears to be doomed.
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FootballMadnessRampant
On September Afternoon

By Jaia Barrett

Football fanatics at Washington

College got a chance to see quite

a game last Friday in front of

Bunting Library. Rough and tough

Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority played

against challenging Lambda Chi

Alpha Fraternity.

Captain of the feminine line-up

was Malificent Maryanov other-

wise known as the Pink Terror in

Pigtails. She headed the following

impressive list of players: Stupen-

dous Strausser, Killer Kieffer,

Deadly Davidson, Galloping Gall-

oway, Lynn the Lion Hearted, Vic-

ious Van Nostrand, Vengeful Vos-

kian, Martin the Mashei^ Dyna-
mite Dorsey, Terrible Thomas,
Sensational Sansbury, Herculean

Hill, Spit-fire Straycr, Bruteful

Buckingham, Battering Ballard,

and Crafty Killen.

Super Coach

Coaching the AOII team was
the brawny, brave, bold, brilliant,

bewitching and beguiling Brian

Griffin. His inspiring advice to the

girls before the game was to "make
like animals!"

The lucious Lambdas who dared

to challenge this remarkable team

were Meringue Mulvaney, Spun
Webb, Spittin Kelly, Whithering

Whitson, Huckleberry Henehan,

Mini-McGinnis, Creampuff Cam-
bardella, Routed Roberts, Hacked

Bohaker, Mashed Marshall, Cream-

ed Campbell, Kitten McKinney,

Ructious Ray and Marinaded

Manning.

Leap Frog Run

The Lambdas tried out some of

their new plays against AOII such

as the chicken fight block, the leap

frog run, and the illegal, but quite

effective, abduction play.

It was the AOII team, however,

who showed real skill and finesse

on the field. Outstanding in her

performance was Galloping Gallo-

touchdowns for AOII. Also to be

complimented on their playing

were Killer Kieffer, Deadly David-
son, Dynamite Dorsey, Spit-Fire

Straycr and Vengeful Voskian.

During halftime three lovely

cheerleaders entertained the crowd
which had gathered under the

Elm to watch the game. Leading
exciting yells were Mod Moulton,

Strobic Simpson and Mazy Mon-

way liful

carried off the field by his broth-

Boys Win Tight Game
The AOII team however was

not as lucky and had a long list of

inflicted upon their play-

One

i sport, injun

ugh'

As in almost

come hand in hand with

game. The Lambdas were fortun-

ate to have only one player hur
when he got in the way of oppos
ing players Stupendous Straussei

and Martin the Masher. Injurec

was Mini-McGinnis who had to b<

tured fingernail.

There have been several con-

flicting reports as to the final score

of the game. No wonder when the

sideration. They were Ostentatious

Osborne and One-sided Sterling

oth emg

Gallantly the girls conceded the

ictory to the Lambdas and car-

ed their coach off the f

Two Seniors Head
Discussion Forum

Georgetown
Liberalizes

Regulations
By B. Newton

Washington Correspondent

what officials described

sponsibility among students.

The Rev. Anthony J. Zeits, dir-

ector of student personnel at the

Catholic-supported university with

an enrollment of 6,700, said all

male students would be allowed to

keep and drink both beer and hard

liquor in their dormitory rooms.

Father Zeits said penalties would
be imposed against v'those students

who misuse alcolohic beverages.

The university is convinced that

most students will exercise good

and reasonable judgement."

Seniors Clifford Hankey and Ro-
bert McMahan will be Presidents

of the William James Forum for

the current academic year, the

Forum announced last week.

Other officers will be Milton

Hess, Vice-President; Judith Stok-

Secretary; and Jack Bloom,

McMahan in England

Hankey, a philosophy major
and President of the Student Sen-

ate, will head the Forum for the

first semester. McMahan, a history

major and Editor of Miscellany

185, will head the Forum for the

second semester. McMahan is cur-

the exchange program between

Washington College and the Uni-

Dr. Peter Tapke, faculty advisor

the Foi

: first

Presidents of the Forum in

immediate past have been con

trators in Chemistry, English,

The first meeting of the William

James Forum will be held this

Friday evening at 7 p.m. in the

Hynson Lounge. All are welcome

to attend. The kickoff speaker will

be the Rev. Michael Porteus, who
will speak on "Is There A Role

For Religion In The Post-Christian

Porteus is Director of the Main
Line Ecumenical Campus Ministry,

a position that brings him into

contact principally with students

at Bryn Mawr, Haverford, and

Swarthmore Colleges.

Former Oxford Curate

Mr. Porteus, a native English-

man, holds a B. A. and M. A.

degree from Oxford University.

Following military service in the

Royal Air Force, he returned to

Oxford as Curate of the Univer-

sity Church of St. Mary the Vir-

Before coming to his present post

in the Philadelphia area, Mr. Por-

teus was Associate Episcopal Chap-

lain at the University of Chicago.

His talk is presented jointly by

the William James Forum and the

Canterbury Club.

Fine Arts Building

To Open In May
iPlai

College

l%2
inception of the Heritage Program,
established by the Board of Visit-

ors and Governors.

Three major projects were be-

gun early in the program: two
dormitories and a major addition
to Hodson Hall. These have been
completed, and work is well along
on what is considered to be the

highlight of the projected eight

year expansion program, the Fine

The Complete Theatre

The Center, coating approxi-

mately $1,300,000, will contain a

six hundred-fifty seat theatre-audi-

ios and galleries, offices, dressing

rooms, and a large, we II -equipped

work shop for the construction of

The new stage will be a vast

ing used in William Smith Hall

The dimensions have been enlarged

in every direction, and the lighting;

as well as other technical facilities,

have been greatly improved. The
stage will have an orchestra pit

which may be raised or lowered by

an hydraulic lift.

Players Planning Ahead

The Arts Center is a facility

which has been long and anxiously

awaited by the Washington Col-
lege Community. The Players, the

College dramatics organization, \\-ill

make the Center their new home.
The scheduling of plays in the

new building has already begun,

with about four full-scale produc-

tions to be staged during the thea-

tre's first year of operation.

Concerts and other culturally

beneficial porgrams will be offered

in the Fine Arts Building in ad-
dition to the Players' presentations.

New Departments Created
Two new academic departments

of study, Music and Drama, have

been created this yemr and a third,

Art, has been further expanded,
Several new courses in each field

are being planned to take advan-
tage of the new facilities which
will be available when the Arts
Center is opened.

Interested? See Prof's

The professors directing the new
courses of instruction encourage
anyone interested in learning more
about the program to contact them
(or information, Mr, Mnhoney, Mr.
Walker, and Dr. James should be
seen about Drama, Music, and Art,

respectively.

A suggestion has been made to
revise the distribution requirements
for graduation in order to include

a choice of courses from these new

Four other projects have been
proposed to complete the goals of

the Heritage Program. A new li-

brary, estimated to cost $1,100,000,

will house almost double the

number of volumes presently in

the Bunting Memorial Library and
will be constructed on the present

site of Cain gymnasium.
The library would be remodelled

and renovated, along with William
Smith Hall. These two buildings

A new women s gymnasium is to

be constructed adjacent to Russell

Gymnasium, the two gymns being
attached by an indoor swimming

An additional men's dormitory is

to be built, scheduled for occupan-
cy by the fall of 1968.

Real Estate Purchased
In planning for the future ex-

pansion of the College, thirty-one

acres of land contingent to the

existing campus have been pur-

chased with Heritage Program
funds, This raises to 90 acres the

amount of land owned by the Col-

Half-price to

college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read. . .

At last count, we had more than 8,800 news-

paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all

over the world.

There is a good reason why these "pros" read

the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only

daily international newspaper. Unlike local

papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on

world news— the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers

most significant and reports it, interprets it,

analyzes it— in depth. It takes you further into

the news than any local paper can.

If this is the kind of paper you would like to

be reading, we will send it to you right away at

half the regular price of $24.00 a year.

Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-

men themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best

papers in the world.

The Chhjstian Science :

KJGUS *iX»7*.«

The Christian Science Monitor

I Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.

I am enclosing $__ (U. S. funds) for the period

checked. Q 1 year $12 Q & months $0 Q 6 months $6

Street.—

D College student..

Q Faculty member
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SPORTS
Tomorrows Home Meet
Opens Cross Country Season

*•• ^ r.

ill Kiii.cL.tpli Maroi

lln

r, freshman Sam Martin, an 1

r Captain Ben Whitman, "trie

team should improve upon

«m*i 25-36 defcal at the

i of Randolph Macon,- say*

Yell™ J.ukcl

Un

men schedule This unique ar-

rangcmonl ii due to the fai t that

American V . was n..i originally on

the Washing-Ion t^-ll. v.- . l- v

try schedule,

According » Coacli Donald
ChateMcr, ii would lie almost a

miracle II we beat American I'm-

vcrsiiy. who lut Novembei toil

the. Mavm-Divm . I , .i
.

-.,, U, , , . I...

meet. They will be follow.-

Twiddy and Joscphson who
fated well in the champic

Rebuilding Year

The Washington CollegQ

With five returning Irttcrn

prospects were bright, but e:

season injuries to Dave Cohn ;

Dave Stokes may hurt the Shot

Although Coach Chalellier dors

m<i mrdii I .i winning season, three

members of bis i iirn-ru squad work-

ed out during the months of Aug-

ust ami September avennririii i'roin

20 to 40 miles a week. Bob Bit-

lenbender looks as if he will im-

prove upon the excellent record

he posted as a freshman; and jun-

ior, Ben Whitman, should perform

much more consistently this sea-

son, according to Chalellier.

Chalellier has also been pleased

with the performances so far of

freshman Sam Martin. Other mem-

bers of the team who will be com-

peting for starting positions are

Dave Cohn, Dave Stokes, Buddy

last ram. Bill Leonard, Bill Dm han-

Hci Mix

Delaware, Rain Keep
Washington Winless
The Washington College soccer

team went down in defeat at the

hands of the University of Dela-

ware squad, Tuesday afternoon.

The final score at the end of a

double overtime found the Shop-

men trailing 2-1.

Alter an evenly fought first

half, Washington took the field and

made the first score of the game.

The only goal of the game was

scored by Ed Winant. Al Perry

put up a strong wall of defensive

opposition at the goal with fifteen

Larason Scorn

Larason was responsible for both

Delaware tallies. The first scoring

combination, to tic the game, was

an assist from Lindberg and head

by Larason early in the fourth

quarter of regulation play.

ikK Ihr

vertirne period, Larason

le winning goal ofT a

irk by Morley. Dela-

,alie, Murray, collected a

eight saves.

Same Score Last Year

Last year the Washington team
beat Delaware by the identical

2-1 score, but in regulation time.

The first game of the season

served Coach Athey, "by helping

him to summarize what I've got

and to sec how the team responds

as a group under the pressure of

Randolph Macon Tomorrow

With one game behind them,

the Sho'men eleven will face the

experienced team of Randolph
Macon tomorrow afternoon on

Kibler Field. Came lime is sched-

uled for 3 p.m.

The Yellowjackets will have
eight of last year's starting letter-

men coming back to head up this

Sports Schedule
Oct. 7 Soccer — Randolph

Macon (Home}
Cross Country— T ri-

nd Randolph Macoi

Football
Oct. 6 1000 clowns vs. Lam-

da Chi
Phi Sigma Kappa vs.

Outcasts

Oct. 10 Lambda Chi vs. Out-

The Nads vs. 1000

Clowns
Oct. 11 Kappa Alpha vs. Phi

Sigma Kappa
Oct, 12 Theta Chi vs. The

Nads
Oct. 13 Kappa Alpha vs.

1000 Clowns
Lambda Chi vs. Phi

Sigma Kappa

Chatty Starts Twelfth Year

member of the Physical Education

recent interview, reflected on those

twelve years in his capacity as

country teams.

After receiving his B.S. from
Springfield College in 1952 and
his Master of Education in 1953,
Coach Chalellier came to Wash-
ington College in 1955.

Being head coacli of bodi track

and crosscountry in a small school

ing his teams. Yet, as Chalellier

puts it, "We don't have a large

scholarship program for any sport.

With a 20-93-2 record in cross-

country in his twelve years, Coach
Chalellier is not looking forward
to the prospect of losing his 100th

meet. But "Chatty" is a little more
optimistic concerning the future

of track at Washington College.

With the recent completion of a

new all-weather track. Coach Cha-
lellier expressed the sentiment that

M: * :--
1 to |he phyS ica i

uragc young ath-

Washington Col-

plant should i

The Granary
Needs Help!
Waiters and Waitresses Wanted
for Weekend Work. Apply to

Mr. C. B. LeCales, The Gran-
ary Restaurant, Georgetown,
Md. Phone 275-3771.

ick Wheat Icy, who play-

Colle.The Was!
who scored

with Randolph Macon
at the conclusion of the '65 sea-

son. Filling their shoes will be co-

captain Cliff Hankey, a two year

veteran; a strong offensive fresh-

man, Joe Nichols; a junior. Ken
Stein; and a two-year sophomore
veteran Ed Winant.

Last year found the Washing-
ton College squad on the bottom

Looking forward to the remain-

der of the season, Coach Athey
said, "Right now we are in the

process of rebuilding after the loss

of seven first string lettermen.

We've had some fine scrimmages
and I'm looking forward to a

Also, the Hofstra game, post-

poned last Saturday, is now tenta-

tively scheduled for November 16

Theta Chi, Outcasts
Score Football Wins
Only two intramural football

games were played this past week
in a rain-abrcviatcd schedule as

both the Theta Chi Fraternity and
the Outcasts registered victories.

Carl Ortman led the Theta Chi's

to a 40-0 victory over the 1000
Clowns as he ran for two touch-

downs and passed for three more
scores. Ortman's touchdown runs

were for ten yards and five yards

respectively. Ends, Steve Clogett

and George Buchless, got into iht

'""•' '
. fort

from Ortman in the firs

half and Clogett also caught
ten yard second half touchdow:

In the only other scoring of the

game
)
Dean Ferris recovered a

1000 Clown's fumble in the op-

position's endzone for a six point

score. Ferris, incidentally, will r«

lost to the Thcta's for the remaind-
er of the season due to a recur-

renc spinal injury.

In a low scoring game, the Out-
casts defeated the Kappa Alpha's

by a 12-6 score. Nick Samaras,
the Outcast quarterback, dominat-
ed the game with his fine running
as he scored on thirty and sixty

yard runs. The KA's only score

came on a long pass from Bob
Vanderclock to Al Strielman which
was good for sixty yards.

Soccer Spotlights
By Dick Louck

Washington College opened its

1966 soccer season Tuesday against

the University of Delaware. The
score was Conditioning 2, Wash-
ington College 1. Delaware had
something to do with the victory,

but not as much as the lack of

stamina among the Sho" squad.

Unless one can find a represen-

tative of Mother Nature to blame,
then the situation remains; because

continuous rain, mud and generally

nasty ground conditions kept the

Washington team from having its

first game according to schedule,

and postponed a planned scrim-

mage with the team from either

Dover air base or the Chestertown
club.

Also full field scrimmages were
rare and sometimes impossible on
the rain-soaked field. The Wash-

in the gym, a very unsuitable

place.

Stamina Lack

Early in the game, when the

Sho'men were fresh, the potential

the club possesses was evident as

they kept the ball in Delaware
territory for most of the early

quarters. Then the lack of stamina,

mostly due to the players not being
able to pace themselves and not

being used to game conditions,

started to tell.

Attacks on the Delaware goal

came less and less frequently as

the game wore on. Finally, Ed
Winant pushed the ball past the

Blue Hen goalie to chalk up the

first score.

The Sho'men by this time had
just about given their all in at-

tempting to get coordinated and
were pushing themselves more than
the usual 100 percent asked. But

there was nothing left to push
with, and Delaware, with two
scrimmages under its belt, kept

getting too close to the Sho' goal

and finally was able to slip one in

To be beaten by a much better

team which simply outclasses their

opponents is not as disappointing

as losing to a team you feel you
should have beaten if only you
had . . . But a game that goes

into overtime is no disgrace, it is

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Welcome Students
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Travieso Appointed
To Admissions Staff

staff

to the College's

Michael J. Travieso was named
Assistant to the Director of Ad-

missions, replacing Carl Wcster-

dahl who was named Dean of

Men.
Kenneth F. Waltermire will

serve as Assistant lo the Director

of Public Relations, Charles Cock-

Had Active College Career

Mr. Travieso majored in Eng-

lish literature at the College, and

assumed his duties July 5. A na-

tive of Baltimore, he attended

Loyola High School in Baltimore

before coming to Washington Col-

lege. While at the College, he

Johns Hopkins Un

arts, concentrating in English, join-

ed the staff July 18.

Was Reporter and Announcer

Originally from Sommers, Con-

necticut, Mr. Waltermire attended

Springfield Technical High School

before coming to Johns Hopkins.

While at the University, he was

a reporter for the school paper,

the "Newsletter" and announced

for the school radio station,

WJHU.

Universities." Also interested in

sports, he was on the varsity cross

country and track teams and the

j.v. basketball team. He was a

member of Lambda Chi Alpha fra

temity.

Will Interview Prospects

As assistant to the di

.idn- Mr. /ill

visiting high schools and prepara-

tory schools throughout the north-

eastern part of the country as wel

as interviewing prospective student!

who come to the campus.

Mr. Waltermire, a 1966 grad

THE WASHINGTON ELM

New Profs

Bring Youth

To Campus
Mr. Leonard M. DiLillo is serv-

ing as an Assistant Professor of

Spanish. He obtained his B.A. and

M.A. from Rutgers University, and

worked for the National Security

Agency from 1961-1962 as a lin-

guist.

'62 Graduate Teaches German

Other additions to the language

department include Mrs. Georgia

H. Duffee, a 1962 graduate of

Washington College with a B.A.

in German and a M.A. from the

University of Maryland. During

the school year 1964-1965, Mrs.

Duffee was a graduate assistant to

the Dean of Women at Maryland.

si„- of Get

He red his i
Eng

Hsh from Montana State University

and a M.A. from the University

of Maryland in French. Mr. Levno

was awarded a two-year position in

1964- as "assistant d'anglais" by

the French government through

the Institute of International Ed-

ucation for teaching English part-

time and for studying French.

English Department Strengthened

With a B.A. from Brown Uni-

versity in 1960 and a M.A. from

the University of Pennsylvania in

1962, Mr. Alexander M. Baum-

gartner comes to the English de-

Mr. Evangelos Djimopoulos has

been appointed

New Diagnostic Clue Seen

As 4Back-To-School Slump'
As millions of students return to

classes, school and college phy-

sician and nurses soon will be faced

with long lines of young men and

women complaining of feeling tired

and listless and having other diffi-

cult-to-pin-down symptoms.

Some students will simply be suf-

fering from laziness. But many

others will have a legitimate reason

for 'back-to-school slump'—infec-

back-to-school disease which in the

past has been more difficult to

diagnose than to treat.

"Kissing Disease"

A theory that "mono" is trans-

mitted by close personal contact

has led college students to roman-

tically call it the "kissing disease."

Yet, when it strikes, infectious

mononucleosis can be one of the

most miserable experiences in a

student's life. Recovery can be

slow and every day lost from school

can endanger marks and play

havoc with education plans.

Now, experts have found that it

be ; null. Of .

the Tulane University School of

Social Work in New Orleans re-

vealed that high school and college

students who were being treated

for mono were momentarily de-

pressed at the time they became

ill. Thus, mono becomes a trigger

for drop-outs, an excuse f<:r failing

to repeat a year, a last straw tor

requesting medical excuses for

In addition, mono is also a

serious problem because of its abil-

ity to mimic other ailments in-

cluding appendicitis and hepatitis.

One authority, in fact, reports that

no fewer than 29 separate maladies

can be taken for mono if diagnostic

procedures are imprecise. These

ailments may call for exploratory

surgery to verify or potent drugs

for

while the usual I

thre

bed rest, aspirin and gargles.

Therefore, because of the possi-

bility of a mono patient being sub-

jected to the risk of being diag-

nosed and treated incorrectly,

physicians have been searching for

a quick and accurate test to con-

firm or rule out the disease. The

Tulane study further indicates the

need for early detection of the

disease, since postponement of

needed bed rest adds to the stress

and makes for emotional as well as

physical compli

Minute lest

er, it will be

school health

officials to tell whether a listless

student is discouraged about Ins

exams, malingering, seriously ill, or

another victim of mono. Pharma-

ceutical research has come up with

the "Mono-Test"—a simple, inex-

pensive diagnostic test which

quickly, and happily for the pa-

reveals the presence of mono

,

physicians can now im-

mediately order bed rest and spare

the patient further diagnostic pro-

cedures and delay in treatment.

With the new "Mono-Test",

diagnostic blood-testing for mono

becomes readily accessible. "Mono-

Test" is distributed by Wampole

Laboratories of Stamford, Connec-

ticut, to individual medical groups

and school and campus health cen-

ters as well as to hospitals and

laboratories.

Blood Sample Used
"Mono-Test" is so simple that

any medical technician can report

immediate results in two minutes.

It can be performed by a doctor

in his office using only a glass slide,

a blood sample from the patient

and the control samples provided

In addition, this new diagnostic

test is inexpensive. To screen an

entire school or university class

costs only about one dollar per

student. Before the introduction of

this quick screening method, it

would have been almost unheard

dents because conventional diag-

nostic techniques were too expen-

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed

perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The

name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Keepsake '

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement

and Weddii
Alio, lend

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE

Bass Wejuns — U.S. Keds

Addler Soeks — Perfume by Dana

English Leather — Hush Puppies

Joyce Little Heels — Viner

"Ask (or Anna, Hilda, Sarah or Mary"

AU Artists in their Fields

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown. Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On AH Makes

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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1966-67 Lecture Series

4The Hittites' Inagurates

Louttit-George Program
WashinKI'in College'l Loultt-

' I - turf Seriei will Ic.itun

(or first scniesler a numlirr of Out-

standing anil knnivlr-(l«i*alilr sprak-

Lading off llu- Uriel, Oclobci

14, i. Jeanny Vnry. Cuuhy. Ai.is-

lant Cunlor n( Am if ni Atl at the

Walliri Gallery in Ballii.n.rr. She

will speak nn "Tin' Hi

III:.

Jllllll. 1 1.
-J

ni the Unlvrjnlly oi Chi

"Espresso Priest"

,.i 1,1,,

Dr.

P.-li-r l',i],k... Ass,,, l;ili. Prnle.mr of

Philosophy.

Gcorgci Poulot, tho author ol

invent! luniks reviewing the wnrl<s

i.l French and Engliili writon, will

lecture nil "Promt and the Sense

,.l the Future" mi October '-'» One
of Hie grontcil literary critlci ol

our lime, lili moil outilnntlins

work is EuMit mi /. '/'.'»i/n llu-

imiiii, imlilished in t'.nglisli as .Slml-

in in Human Firm In- the Ho/ikim

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 11)7 CROSS ST.

Phone 770-3181

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Association. Professor Bodr's pul

litahi.ru include two volumes C

poetry. The Sactrd Season! am
The Man Behind You, ai well a

The American Lyceum and TH
Papula

riil.ih.r 'in < lilii ill [Jcrjodl of

ican history, will visit the Col.

lege. The author of over 30 pub-

lished works, lie will present lead

iriHs friuii iwo of his best-known
bunks, USA and Midcenfury.

New Lecture Scries

In addition to the regular pm-
gram of the Loiiill-GeorKe Sitich,

Gcori Wast

ture Series will also present an
....islanding pn.^ram of speakers.

Leading off Ihc series, in De-
cember , Volkmar Wentzcl will pre-

sent a "Slide Lecture on Portugese

Africa." A camera enthusiast, his

phi i'.wa|jhk rxpeditions have tak-

en him to many interesting places

throughout the world.

Finishing out t b e semester,

Rogers C. B. Morion, member of

the House of Represenla lives from
Maryland's First District, will lec-

ture at the College. A member of

tin: Civilian Advisory Board of the

Air Training Command of the Air

Force, Rep. Morton is also exper-

ien.cd in the field of liusirw -ss inan-

and 1 Tlaik

Campus Calendar
Fri. Oct. 7

3 p.m. — Soccer - W.isImiu,1i.ji

College vs. Randolph Macon
HOME
Cross-country—Washington Col-

lege vs. American U-—HOME
7 p.m.—William James Forum-

Sat. On.
7 p.m.—SCA Boat Ride- Kib-

'i p.m.—Arts League—Alu
House

(I p.m.—Film Series— Dunr

Tues. Oct. II

Senate Elections

Cross-country—Washington Col-

lege vs. Gallaudet—AWAY
7 p.m,—Panhellenic Council

—

Zcta Tau Alpha Room
7 p.m.—Pegasus-—Activities Clr.

7 p.m.— Student Education As-

-Alurr lln,,,,

11:30 p.m.— Washington Culleije

/Community Concert — Wm.
Smith Auditorium

Wed. Oct. 12

JV Soccer—Washington College

vs. Delaware—AWAY
7 p.m.—Chorus

HQUjf £
IVorton Creek Mari

Chestertown, Md,

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specialmhp, in Steaks and Seafoods

lo 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to

Closed on Mondays

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.ni. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas— Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
In Centreville

OPI.N IRI. AMI SAT. ONLY
One Show Nightly at 7:30

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 7-8

BOB HOPE
PHYLLIS DILLER

"Boy, Did I Get A
Wrong Number"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
i Church Hill

TUES. thru SAT. OCT.
CARY GRANT

SAMANTHA EGGAR

"Walk, Don't Run"

213 DRIVE-IN
Route 213, Below Church Hill

Open 7 p.m. Show Starts 7:15 p.m.

SUN. thru WED. OCT. 9
ELVIS PRESLEY
DONNA DOUGLAS

"Frankie & Johnny"

CHESTER THEATRE

CAROL I.YNLEY

'Bunny Lake
Is Missing"

JANET LEIGH
MARY ANN MOB1.EY

"Three On A Couch"
SUN.-MON.-TUES. OCT. 9-11

BOB HOPE
PHYLLIS DILLER

"Boy, Did I Get A
Wrong Number"

1. "Love Has Many
Faces"

2. "Seven Slaves

Against The World"

3. "Code 7, Victim 5"

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m

Saturday
7:00 a.m. . 1 :00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP
Men's Clothing — Gifts
Women's Casual Wear

331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah
Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones Ei

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK
. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Application Deadlines

Approach for Seniors
Seniors should apply as early

as possible to graduate schools and
take any exams prerequisite to ac-

ceptance as soon as possible, said

Ermon N. Foster, Registrar of

Washington College.

The Graduate Record Examina-

tions administered by Washington

College will probably be given

March 30, 1967.

Comp Dates Set

Mr. Fost-

er estimated that the dates for

the Comprehensive examinations

lo be given in the Spring of 1967

will be May 11 and 12.

The G.R.E. national testing

program schedule has been de-

termined as follows: October 29,

December 17, January 21, and
February 25, with two later dates

which would not give graduate

Walker Leads
New Chorus
Rehearsals
Under the direction of Mr. John

Walker, newly-appointed Director

of Music, the Washington College

Chorus has resumed rehearsals

with the piano accompaniment of

Mrs. Daniel Z. Gibson.

The Chorus is composed of ap-

proximately twenty men and
twenty women who practice each
Thursday evening from 7:00 to

8:30 in the Student Activities

Center. Sectional rehearsals arc

scheduled during open assembly

periods Tuesday and Thursday.

At the present time the Chorus
is preparing a number of standard

selections for a Christmas Concert.

A second concert will be presented

m the spring, but Mr. Walker
duubts that the group will go on

usually made a year in advance.

If enough interest is shown,
smaller choral ensembles and a

men's or women's glee club might

be formed, according to Mr. Walk-

'-r. There also exists the possibly

'if forming small

schools adequate time for consid-

eration of the marks before mak-
ing final acceptance decisions.

Law School Tests

The law school examinations
will be given November 12 and
February 1 1 . Medical school ex-

amination schedules have been de-

cided, and are posted in William
Smith Hall, along with a number
of other examination schedules.

The Registrar urges all

take the Selective Service Ex,

nation at their earliest c

uate school deferral.

Miller's Analogy

ed at Washington Coll<

quired for admissions

some graduate schools, is

Analogy. If a student has

this, he must make his .

rangements for doing so wi
University that does offer the

Mr. Foster suggests The Ui
ty of Delaware as being the

convenient place to take the

The Registrar's advice
stresses taking any necessary ex-

aminations as early as possible, so

scores on them may be considered
at approximately the same time as

a student's application, allowing
the graduate school to take early

pending on the school's decision,

the student will be able to make
plans about his future with more

Where '65 Went
Among the members of last

year's class, numbering nearly one
hundred, about sixteen were plan-

ning to attend graduate school,

eleven to teach, eight to attend

professional school, two to practice

nursing, five to enter the Peace
Corps, one to join the Vista pro-

gram, thirty to work, eleven to

the military, with the rest

Senate Appropriates $2608
To Support Campus Clubs

Dean of the Colle;

NOTICE

Due to changes in mail dis-

tribution, all incoming letters

should indicate students dorm-
itory addresses. Men students,

as well as women students,

now have mail delivered dir-

ectly to their mailboxes which
are located in the dormitories.

$378 more than last year, were
completed last Monday.

t organiza- Budget Required
Each organization was required

allocations, to submit a budget request stating

The Student Governn

cussing the budget requests fre

Men Carl Westerdahl, (l.-r.) St

Dick Jackson, and Treasurer M;
tor Joe Coale gives his opinion

spent several hours dis-

campus organizations. Dean of

clary Pat Dorscy, Vice President

e Warner, listen intently as Scna-

i the fiscal policy of SGA.

Lecturer Opens Series
With Ancient Hittites

Archaeologist Jeanny Vorys Can- all of Mt. Harmon Plantation, Cc-

Icy will open the Fall, 1966 Lout- cil County, Maryland, who, in

tit-George Memorial Lecture Ser- 1782, contributed to the original

ies, 8:00 tomorrow night in Hyn- endowment funds of the College,

son Lounge.

"The Hittites, A New Dimension

In Ancient History" is the sched-

uled topic of her lecture, and in-

formation gleaned from decades of

archaeological finds will provide

the substance of her discussion of

the Hi trite people.

Developed Early Interest

At present, Miss Canley is the

the Wallers Art Gallery in Balti-

more. Recently she was a visiting

lecturer in the Oriental Seminary

at Johns Hopkins University.

While a student at Bryn Mawr
College, Miss Canley developed her

interest in classical archaeology

and subsequently pursued this in-

terest at the American School in

Athens and at the Oriental Insti-

tute of the University of Chicago.

Participated In Digs

In the past few years she has

participated in three exc

how its money was spent but year

and how it plans to use this year's

request. The budgets were present-

ed to the entire SCA after the

Financial Committee of the SGA
reviewed the requests individually.

The following allocations were

Film Scries $750.00

Women's Residence Ass'n. $200.00

Student Education Ass'n. ..$ 43.00

Democratic Club $150.00

Republican Club $200.00

Gun Club $ 50.00

Senior Women's Hon. Soc. $ .50.00

William James Foruin $300.00

Spanish Club $125.00

Washington Players $225.00

Inter. Relations Club $145.00

Washington Forum $125.00

Mt. Vernon Lit. Society ..$100.00

Newman Club $145.00

Requests from the Men's Resi-

dence Association and the Sopho-
more Class were withdrawn until

need for money arises.

In addition to SGA allocations,

other campus organizations receiv-

ing chunks of the $66.00 per stu-

dent Activities fee directly from
the Administration include: Ath-
letic Department, $20.00 per stu-

dent; Washington Players, $1.00
per student; Elm, $12.00 per stu-

dent; Pegasus, $9.00 per student;

Concert Scries, $3.00 per student;

Film Scries, $1.50 per student.

SGA minutes of October 3 and
10 contain a detailed report of

how and why it allocated funds
to individual campus groups.

Future Infirmary

of

Turteams. All of these

key: one at Gordion, and a second

at Ha Hussas, the site of an an-

cient capital of the once-powerful

Hittitc nation.

The Hittite people established

1200 B.C. and are credited by

many authorities with the distinc-

tion of being one of the first peo-

ples to employ iron widely.

The Louttit-George Lectures,

which are free and open to the

public, were established by Mrs.

Harry Clark Boden IV in memory

of James Louttit, Jr., Sidney
George, Jr., and Joshua George,

The Student Health Service will move its headquarters from

the Kent County Hospital to the first floor of Richmond House,,

above, located on College Avenue. Dean Caton announced that this

new infirmary will be attended by Dr. O. Gulbransen and Nurse

Betty Schauber. Mrs. Schauber will be on duty to receive students

from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. daily except on the weekends. After 4 p.m.

and all day Saturday and Sunday, the Health Service will be given

at the Kent County Hospital under the same procedure as last year.

The opening date of this infirmary is not known. An announcement

will be made by Dean Caton as soon as the information is avail-

able. Until that time, the Student Health Service will continue at

the hospital.
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Cjklorial.

Job Well Done
In past years, the Student Government Association has not

been notoriously noted for its creativity in sponsoring campus

However, last Saturday night's "completely unique experi-

ence" aboard the Port Welcome was a "welcome" deviation

from this pattern. The Elm congratulates Joe Coale, Chairman

of the SGA Social Committee and organizer of the cruise, for

a job well done.

The Elm also encourages the SGA to discuss more such

creative ventures. One possibility is a jazz concert in place of

the traditional folk-singing affair. Another is SGA sponsorship

of more bus trips, particularly to Washington and Philadelphia.

(The following article appeared

in the October 3, 1966 issue of the

Salisbury Times in different form.)

A Washington College graduate

has returned this month to the

remote interior of Ethiopia, 10,000

miles away, half-way around the

world, for a second term of enlist-

ment in the Peace Corps.

Economics Major
Grieg LcBcl, '64, an Economics

major, enlisted in the Peace Corps

in October, 1964. After a period

of training in Los Angeles where

he studied the Amharic native

language, he was assigned as a

teacher to Emdcber, Ethiopia, a

remote village of 2,000 without

telephones or running water or

adequate highway communications

with the outside world.

Teaches History

He lives alone in a one-room

grass house, works most days and

nights, has a horse and some good

native friends, and loves it.

Grieg teaches history to ninth

and tenth grade pupils. Instruction

is in English, the official language

for teaching in all secondary gov-

ernment schools in Ethiopia. He
has written his own textbook for

classroom work and has a few

books furnished by the ministry ol

New Library

His and the school's special

pride is a new library just com-

pleted with funds furnished by the

United States Agency for Inter-

national Development — the mag-
nificent sum of $465.00. The build-

ing has 2,000 books, almost all in

English. Only four books are Am-
haric, the spoken language of the

Sauer-bait House
Grieg's village is 7,000 feet in

the hills, and he sleeps under four

blankets in a huge regal bc<l elab-

orately carved and decorated in

native fashion. His one-room grass

house is called a sauer-bait and

is heated by a large central fire-

place much in the modem fashion.

Smoke goes up through the grass

roof — eventually. He has a small

gasoline stove for cooking, which

he does himself. Some students

come to help a bit with tn-atini;

pla

rdlra , elei

Search For Dean
There seems to be little marked progress in the search for

a new Academic Dean lor Washington College, according to

Acting Dean Newlin. (See interview, page 3).

It is difficult to imagine why Washington College should

have any trouble finding a suitable Dean. But, it will take time.

Washington offers an unusual opportunity for someone with

imagination, someone who has a fundamental objection to "the

way things are going" in American education. The school is

small, independent, academically flexible, well staffed, dedicated

to the liberal arts and ideally suited to experimentation with new

forms of higher education.

Perhaps lurking in the shadows somewhere is a man with

the radical independence of a Hutchins or the leonine philoso-

phical imagination of a Dewey or a Paul Goodman.

More and more, the existence of the small liberal arts col-

lege is threatened by the multiversities which "sell" everything,

and whose list of courses resemble a Sears catalogue. This makes

it more imperative that Washington find someone with unique

ideas about undergraduate education. We need someone who has

a raison d'etre for the existence of a four-year liberal arts college.

The Elm encourages those who arc responsible for the

selection of the Dean to keep these thoughts in mind. It is too

easy to settle for an "undistinguishable person," and, in the long

run, we cannot afford to do that.

Befriended by Priest

Grieg said that when he first

arrived in the village with five

other members of the Peace Corps,

he was befriended by a native

French-speaking Catholic priest,

Father Francois Marcos, who holds

a position of influence in the ed-

ucational and religious life of the

The priest fed him, took him to

his house, and helped Grieg find a

house of his own. His position and
influence with the native popula-

tion has helped Grieg establish

himself there in the school. The
village is a composite of pagans,

Moslems, and Christians of both

the Catholic and Coptic faith

Most of them, Grieg feels,

only lip-service to religion.

Little Social Life

with work. He carries a teaching

load of thirty-five periods and 265

pupils. Grieg helps pupils at night

Grieg explained that. originally. with their lessons and home rark.

150 Peace Corps workc Experience Worthwhile

signed to Ethiopia in January, He does not miss televisio

1965. Many have falle any of the conventional lux

i. His vil- of modern American life. The
lage received six teacher from the that he has re-enlisted for a se 'Olid

period of one year is proof th t he

Grieg has some socia life with finds the life self-satisfying

them and with Father worth enduring the primitive hv-

but most of his time is taken up mg condiuons.

iN
#

;
LeBel, '64, is holding ;

plement in Ethiopia, where he is si

the Peace Corps.

Honor Society Forum
Probes Frosh Ideas

Some Prepared Food
Grieg uses native meats and

vegetables for his fare. Some items

are canned, such as butter and
rnokiim oils, but there is no super-

market to drop into for a week's

supply of canned foods. All water

iled. Sanitary facilities

By Linda Towne

freshman can be a tryini: cxpri-

Freshmen at Washington are at

an in-between stage — they are in

a position to assess the past and

of what is ahead.

The Senior Women's Honor So-

ciety has found an opporunity to

be of service to and perhaps learn

something from the class of 1970.

They accomplished both in a ser-

ies of panel discussions with fresh-

"How Freshmen Feel"

As President Judy Reynolds ex-

plained, "We had offered to help

during freshman week but we were

told we weren't needed. We
thought that perhaps by setting up
discussion groups now, we could

answer any remaining questions

anil also find nut how the freshtin'ii

felt about their campus life."

The discussions were held in-

formally in Queen Anne's and
Reid Hall lounges, with only in-

terested freshmen and honor so-

ciety members present.

Girls More Open

"The reason for this," Judy stat-

ed, "was that we felt that the girls

would be more open with both

were no faculty members present."

Freshman week was one of the

first topics brought up for discus-

sion. Although freshman week was
shorter this year than in previous

years, most of the girls felt that

it was too long and there was not

enough to do. "We just didn't

know what I the

one student explained.

Upperclassmcn Needed

One of the comments made most
often was that there should have

been more upperclassmcn available

to answer questions during that

first week,

"There were so many little ques-

Linda Shipway, Karen RuiTell, Lorraine Panowicz, and Evelyn

Kaniecki (l.-r.) listen as a freshman explains her views on upper-

class course. Almost half of the freshman women in Queen Anne's

and Reid Hall attended the panel discussions sponsored by the

Senior Women's Honor Society.

handbook and which I

ask my faculty advisor," one stu-

dent said. "Any upperclass student

could have answered the questions

Advanced Courses

The Freshman women seemc

:o be in favor of being allowed i

take advanced courses. They fc

rh.it having upprn l.nsmcn in the

classes was an advantage. Th.
also said that they would probab
enjoy courses more because tin

taking things they were ii

many things to choose frc

( Continued on Page
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1/fnder Jhe -styctrdi/ark'd ZJol

The

Well, the "Welcome to Camp Washingtoi
'week, and the first few clays of classes is

|

smiling faces are beiiinmng to look sober.

f 70's debut on campus
for the first few days at least—

jis, surf shirts, and hair

-id consequently missed

Some of the girls had
an't go on forever.

We rather enjoyed [lie

though. A fresh, colorful crev

they seem to have run out of clean
spray toward the end of the week
their first campus weekend activitii

problems, too; three different outfits a day
(And, oh, those breath-taking skirt length;

irvawhile).

There does seem to be a strongly bohernian element this

year— it should last until the cliques regroup, and everyone
finds out what he or she is supposed to be. The New England
Preps have sent a heavy contribution, too—we overheard one
regimental-barred and well-tweeded character opening a con-
versation, "I'm from Fairfield County, Brooks Brothers, and St.
George's. Say, are you in a fraternity?" Funny, he was talking
to Dean Westerdahl.

W.C. is still far away from liberality, but we understand
that there'll be no expulsions for heresy this year. And new
things may be happening—of course, the what's- their-names

slill sitting at the same table, and apathy hasn't exactly de-

in interesting year.

1 *i *!*fl

^^*^^^ wj m*
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Or Gibson displays t

On the left is a paim

In the background i

e by Gia Pomodoro.

rted the old college yet, but—

'Search For Dean
Still On 9 — Newlin

By Thomas Laeher Inok fnriu . tn „ m . -

During your long
with the College, have the
students changed academical-
ly?

Yes, students are more serious

today, and they do much bet-

ter work. The College is

harder today and it may
have become too difficult for

some students.

You have seen many differ-

ent editions of the Elm. What
is your impression of the pres-

ent newspaper

?

The Elm has improved enor-

mously. It is not recognizable

Gibson Collection Enlarged
By Italian Modernist Art

At this time we have no par-

ticular person in mind. The
College is conducting an ex-

What changes in courses

and distribution requirements

might occur in the near fu-

This fall several upper level

introductory courses were
made available for the first

time to freshmen. I expect dis-

By Thackery Ootids

Modulating Structure, 3-D, and
Hydrogen Venus are three titles

from Dr. Roland Gibson's large

collection of Italian contemporary

prints, sculpture, and paintings ac-

quired last April in Italy.

The collection includes a

thorough representation of the

Italian modernists. Dr. Gibson,

Professor of Economics, met the

artists through a Japanese artist,

Mubuya Abe, living in Rome, who
guided him from one studio to an-

other throughout Italy.

Gibson To Be Present

This collection will be shown

widely on the east coast at the

Baltimore Museum of Art, October

25-27 and later at the Virginia

Museum of Fine Arts in Rich-

mond, The East on Maryland

Academy of the Arts, Dartmouth

The collection will also be shown
during the opening of the Wash-
ington College Fine Arts Center
next autumn. Dr. Gibson will be
present for the openings of several

the Richmond show.

Medieval Game of Chance

In addition to the exhibitions of

his Italian collection, Dr. Gibson's

Japanese collection, which im ludc;

nearly all of the well-known Jap-

anese modernists, will tour the

University of Nebraska, University

of Iowa, The Butler Institute of

American Art in Ohio, as well as

many other colleges and i

The new paintings will ccrtaii

cause some interesting comme

A fascinating predominately c

white picture by Gastone Nbv<

is called "The Delightful Go.

Play"

by Valeriano

of discarded

game of chance.

No 'Child's

Pieces of sculpture

Trubbiani, made
chunks of metal, an
form a graceful art

Commenting on his collection,

Dr. Gibson said that a painting

does not have to be pretty to be

beautiful. Some people who think

the work of the modernists as

"child's play" should try it them-

selves. He agreed that much of the

abstract art attempts to evoke

emotion, and that it is often the

color imagination in the pictures

that is interesting.

Some of the paintings can be

called "products of our times" be-

cause they seem to convey dehu-

manization. Others, says Dr. Gib-

son, can be called "systemic," in

which the artist plans what he
wants through logical geometric

thinking.

Dr. Nicholas Newlin, Act-
ing Dean of Washington Col-
lege, reported to the Elm that

a music major will be offered

Anyone can

GOOF.
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you

can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In

handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

/£A TON'S C0R8ASA8LE

Only Eaton makes Corras;

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Available at Washington College Book Store
HYDROGEN VENUS, by Gianni Bcrtinni, is a photographic col-

lage depicting the power and destruction of the hydrogen bomb era.
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SPORTS
Intramural Football

\

Playoff Game Nears

ichdoi

Dav.self. Bruce Miller i

Moreland for the only Phi Sig

score. The Phi Sigs came hack

to beat the Nads by 24-19.

Lambda Chi Alpha's two victor-

Outcasts Record Victories

in recent action The Outcasts <

ed th<- Phi Sigs 13-12 and <

scored the 1000 Clowns, 26

with Woody Snyder throwing

tough opposition.

The KA's saw no action

week due to the inclement wuatln

and have only played one game.

SGA To Open
Russell Gym
The Student Government As-

sociation, acting with Dean
Westerdahl and Coach Athey,

the men's gymnasium on a reg-

ular basis during the week.

A tentative schedule is being

considered to open Russell gym
to Washington College men
Sunday afternoon and one night

weekly. If the plan is successful,

Coach Athey has agreed to ex-

tend the schedule to include

1 other nights,

Inf..

i

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Int.

For All

Sewing Needs

Football
On. 13 Kappa Alpha vs. 1000

Clowns
Lambda Chi vs. Phi

Sigma Kappa

Oct. 17 Outcasts vs. The
Nads
Theta Chi vs. Lamb-
da Chi

last Over American U.

Cross Country-

Ends Two Yea
Victory
r Skid

WU leading 1 y one point. But af- three years." After the race, Coach

ter the scconc mile American went Chatellier was given "the cold

ahead. At th V/- mile mark the shower" and predicted that "if we

3. Bob Bittenbender. stay healthy we may well end up

and Sam Martin led the season with a 5-7 log."

the thinclads Play Saturday

llhaiellier, "the sur- In two days the Sho'men will

prising and pirired performances lake on the Randolph-Macon Yel-

by Buddy J istram, Dave Cohn, low-Jackets and the Towson State

etting a new course record and Bill Le nard which enabled Tigers. Coach Chatellier feels "that

us to win." to the best of my knowledge Ran-

Senior Davc Cohn said "It's the delph-Macon has been hurt by

ffort by the Sho'men greatest team effort I've ever seen graduation, and we should win

;

Country Starts
Nan School

Frye A.U.

Bittenbender W.C.
Whitman W.C.

Martin W.C.

Record (4 /a mile <

UJ.

24:14

24:50

25:08

25:27

25:24

W.C

the

past, will be very tough and we
will be lucky to get our top three

in before their first five.

Towson Strong

Bob Peckham and Stan Jaeskle

will lead Randolph-Macon in the

make-up meet to be held at Tow-
son. Towson will again be led by
Dennis Patton and the Beneewiezo

brothers. Although Towson does

not have the depth it has had in

the past, it will be one of the best

contenders for winning the Mason-
Dixon Championship which will

he held in November.
The biangular meet in which the

Sho'men will meet both Towson
and Macon will be counted as two
dual meets. Chatty says that his

boys should split, beating the Yel-

low-Jackets and losing to Towson.

Soccer Team Plays
Home Debut Today

Soccer

The Washington College soccer

team will make it's home debut
today in a contest with Randolph-
Macon.
Coming off their season opener

loss to Delaware, the Sho'men will

be looking for their first victory

of the year. Last year Randolph-
Macon defeated what was consid-

ered to be a strong Sho'man soccer

squad and so Coach Athey's men
arc not apt to take this year's

Macon team lightly.

Towson Contest

Following today's soccer game,

more for a contest with Towson

Saturday. Again the Sho'

be playing a i beat them Low

By Dick Louck

Elm Soccer Columnist Dick
nber of the Sho'men

ihe Sho'n will Balti-

In last year's contest the Sho'-

men played Towson on even terms

for three quarters before the vis-

itors scored the game's only goal

on a long shot past Sho'man goalie

Next week, the Sho'man soccer

squad will again be on the road

as they journey to the Western

Maryland campus for a match

Wednesday.

with

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE

Bass Wejuns — U.S. Keds

Addler Socks — Perfume by Dana

English Leather — Hush Puppies

Joyce Little Heels — Viner

"Ask for Anna, Hilda, Sarah or Mary"
All A

n

i.i , in their Fields

the '66 season Satur-

away contest at Tow-
son, followed by another away
game with Western Maryland,

Wednesday. Both games figure to

be difficult tests for the 0-1 Sho'

Coach Athey has used this week
to get his team in improved con-

dition, a factor in the Delaware
game which proved decisive as the

Sho'men ran out of gas late in the

overtime contest. Improved weath-

er has enabled the squad to get out

on the field to scrimmage and get

more used to working the hall to-

gether.

The Towson name should he the

tougher of the two contests as the

Teachers dumped the Sho'men by

a close 1-0 score last season, and

Lt they should ha'

tie last year, and w
'enge the defeat.

Spotlights

Last year's Homecoming oppon-
ent, Western Maryland, lost some
offensive power through gradua-
tion of their star center forward,

Joyner. However, the Green Ter-

rors from Westminster generally

have a good squad and should be

out to better last year's 3-1 loss.

The Sho'men will seek their first

win today as they meet Randolph-
Macon in a game rescheduled (or

this date because of rainy condi-

tions last week. Coach Athey is

hoping for an improvement
last y ;

4-3 loss to the Vellow-

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181
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Constructive Greek Thought

THE WASHINGTON ELM

Sororities; Campus Role
Discussed By Conference

> discuss the role

and responsibility of Greek socie-

This was the title of the opening

speech given by Mrs. G. B. Week,

National President of Zeta Tau Al-

pha from Berkeley, California, and

Mrs. Ralph Sapp, National Mem-
bership Director of Zeta Tau Al-

pha from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

"Realize Your Potential"

They urged all Greeks to "real-

ize your greatest potential and

achieve your absolute best in all

phases of collegiate life. It is the

Greek society which is capable of

helping you achieve this goal."

The conference moved to a more

specific topic with a speech entitled

"What The Greek Societies Can

Do For Washington College Social

Life." This speech was given by

Mrs. Donald Sanders, National

Second Vice President of Alpha

Omicron Pi from Alexandria, Vir-

ginia, and Mrs. Walter Mylander,

Extension Chairman of Alpha Om-
icron Pi from Stevensville, Mary-

Baby-Sitting Suggested

The floor was opened to an in-

formal discussion of possible Greek

projects on campus and in the

community. Several suggestions

were made such as a Panhellenic

Halloween party for faculty chil-

dren, a Panhellenic baby sitting

service on campus, or a Panhellen-

ic blood bank. These and other

ideas were discussed with the vis-

itors from other colleges and uni-

Possibly the most practical and

informative part of the Panhellen-

ic Conference was the discussion

held by Mrs. J. Allen Frear on

ways rush had been handled suc-

cessfully and warned of situations

which should be avoided. Specific

plans for next year's rush program
were discussed and approved.

"Scholarship Standards"
Mrs. Kawley H. Johnson, Pres-

ident of Province III, Alpha Chi
Omega, Rockville, Maryland and
Mrs. Raymond L. Suppes, Nation-

al Extension and Planning Com-
mittees, Alpha Chi Omega, from
Chevy Chase, Maryland, conclud-

ed the conference with a formal

program entitled "Scholarship, Ser-

vice, and Standards."

"Scholarship standards of fra-

ternities," they both stated, "should

be higher than that of the average

great deal of faith in you and your
capabilities or you would not be

here at college. Meet your obliga-

tions," they urged, "and take full

advantage of the opportunities put
before you at Washington College."

Service Is Satisfying

"Greek service is not restricted

to philanthropic projects," they

said. "Serve by working on your
own campus and with alumni
groups. And most important, help

your own members with academic
and personal problems. Nothing
can be more rewarding and satisfy-

ing than service to others.

Radicalist

Hired By
Antioch

philosophy.

Panhellenic

situation and acts with wisdom.
If she tries to make the most of

herself and achieve tho greatest

for herself, she will be living up to

the high ideals of the priviledged

group to which she belongs and re-

presents."

Independents' Conference Soon
This conference was sponsored

by the Dean of Women's Office,

Panhellenic Council, Alpha Chi
Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi, and
Zeta Tau Alpha.

A second workshop, to be held

November 6, will provide a similar

opportunity for the independent
women of the College.

i^e06cl-/ums^.

"Oratory is the art of mak-
ing deep sounds from the
chest seem like important
messages from the brain,"

Port Welcome Excursion

role in the system,

Carl Oglesby, past president of

Students for a Democratic Society,

has been hired by Antioch students

as an "activist-scholar-in resi-

dence." Oglesby will spend the

next six months at Antioch as a

resource for student-initiated

courses and study projects.

'Open Partisanship'

Stressing "open partisanship" as

fundamental to the full exchange

of ideas, the program's planners

sought an individual who had de-

monstrated both a scholarly back-

ground and a commitment to a

social movement, according to

planning committee spokesman,

Dan Angert.

As an activist-scholar, Oglesby

will be encouraged to do the same

sort of work he did in SDS, ad-

vocating the cause of radical de-

mocracy, Angert said. Oglesby has

also shown an interest in working

with the theatre, he added, and

may write a play during his resi-

Opponents Denounce Radicalism

Opponents of the program
charged that it had been designed

specifically for Oglesby and as such

AWAY ALL BOATS—
Shortly after 7 p.m. last Sat-

urday the Port Welcome and
a cargo of Washington Col-

lege students disembarked

from Chestertown for an eve-

ning of spirited fun and re-

laxation. A balmy fall night,

a raucious band, and a suf-

ficient quantity of cool bev-

erages resulted in tho first Col-

lege "blow-out" of the semes-

ter. As the trip progressed

down the Chester River, a few
passengers were heard saying

they didn't want to return-

But the captain finally turned

the ship around and much to

the dismay of ail on board, an
excursion into happiness end-

ed at High Street public land-

ing. It was a merry crowd
that navigated the i

ties of the town's street

docked for the night

specfive dormitories.

hat the availability of Oglesby had

»een a central consideration, but

irgued that the program had de-

veloped as pilot project and will

irobably be continued with other

ndividuals.

They reported having consider- salary for the six months, paid out

d other candidates from beat poet of student fees. Anther $1,000 has

..lien Ginsberg to conservative Wil- been appropriated for bringing

iam F. Buckley, Jr. "visiting scholars" in for a few

Oglesby wiU receive a $4,000 days at a time.

Write your name
in the pages
of history.

But-don't forget

your address.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Males

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

5
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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Groves Explains Tests;
Draft Test Date Soon

Deadline dales for Federal Gov-

tioiu are forthcoming, according

to Bedford J. Groves, Placement

Director of Washington College.

Mr, Groves cautions seniors "to

move quichly in filing applications

for programs in which you are in-

grains have

which, if missed, will prevent the

applicant from being considered

Mr. Groves listed the following

1. U. S. Dept. of State and U.

S. Information Agency, for Foreign

Service Officer Careers — only

ONE exam given in 1966-1967.

File application before October 22,

for exam on Saturday, December 3.

2. National Security Agency —
only TWO exams given in 1966-

1967. File application before Oc-

tober 12 or November 25 for Oc-

tober 22 and December 10 exam-

inations, respectively.

of

pe

sonnc 1. Several dates, the first

November 19 and the application

must be in by October 19.

4. Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania — File application for state

jobs on November 10 or January

4 for examination on December 3

and January 28, respectively.

Complete information, with ap-

plic (plit.iim-il I

fice located in the Alumni House,

Washington and College avenues.

A free College Placement Annual

may be picked up by seniors at

Washington College's Republi-

can Club will sponsor a car-wash

Saturday afternoon from 2-5 p.m.

in the parking lot next to Foxwell

Hall. The cost will be $1 per car.

Cars having Republican bumper
stickers will be washed for half

price. Stickers will be available to

all those who wish to put them on

in time to save $.50. AJI students,

Republican or Democrat, are in-

vited.

—0—
Applications for the November

18 and 19, 1966 administrations

of the College Qualification Test

are now available at Selective Ser-

vice System local boards through-

Eligible students who intend to

take this test should apply at once

to the nearest Selective Service lo-

cal board for an Application Card
and a Bulletin of Information for

October 21 Draft Deadline

Honor Society ,

{Continued I'min 2)

we needed a lot of advice, and
some cases, faculty advisors werer

Just A List

"It would have helped if som
one had advised me not to tal

Biology, Political Science a n
Western Civilization all in the sail

semester," another student cor

handed i

The q

t of things 1 i

e to choose f

uld

i the girls asked of

the Honor Society members varied
from specific problems, "What
should I wear to homecoming?"
to the broader problems of wheth-

Benefits Mutual
Judy felt that both the upper-

claamen and the freshman stu-

dents who participated found the

discussion groups very valuable and
the Honor Society plans to have
more of them in the future.

"I think we helped the girls by
answering their questions but I

also think that the experience was
of even more value to us. The
comments the girls made will pro-

vide a useful guideline for planning

Bulletin, the student should fill out

his applii atiun and mail it immed-
iately in the envelope provided to

SELECTIVE SERVICE EXAM-
INING SECTION, Educational

Testing Service, P. O. Box 988,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Ap-
plications for the test must be post-

marked no later than midnight,

October 21, 1966.

According to Educational Testing

Service, which prepares and ad-

ministers the College Qualifnation

Test for the Selective Sen-ice Sys-

tem, it will be greatly to the stu-

dent's advantage to file his appli-

cation at once. By registering early,

he stands the best chance of being

assigned to the test center he has
chosen. Because of the possibility

that he may he assigned to either

iuU .ipj.li-

Freshmen am

platoon leaders class training. Jul

Campus Calendar
Thurs. Oct. 13

6 p.m. — Washington Forum —
Hodson Faculty Dining Room
7 p.m. — Chorus — Activities

Fri. Oct. 14

8 p.m. — Lecture Series — Mrs.

Canby — "The Hittitcc" (slides,

narrated) — Hyson Lounge

Sat. Oct. 15
Soccer — Washington College

vs. Towson — AWAY
Cross Country — Washington
Cohege vs. Towson — AWAY

Sun. Oct 16

8 p.m. — "Viridiana" — Dun-
ning Lcc. Hall

Mon. Oct 17

7 p.m. — Student Government
Association — Activities Ctr.

Tues. Oct. 18

7; 30 p.m. — Interfratcmity

Council — Dean of Men's Of-

Wed. Oct. 19

Soccer — Washington College

vs. Western Maryland— AWAY
U. S. Marine Corps — Snack
Bar — all day
7 p.m. — Chorus — Activities

Ctr.

HA&MP
Chestertown, Md

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hour?: 11 ajn. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs— Steads

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671
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Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Centreville

portant that he list a center and
center number for each date on
which he will be available.

The Marine Corps officer selec-

tion officer, Captain John A.

Studds, will be on campus next

Wednesday and Thursday to inter-

view men and women students for

Marine officer training programs.

The officer selection team will be

in Hodson Hall Lounge to provide

OPEN FRI. AND SAT. ONLY
One Show Nightly at 7:30

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 14-15
DORIS DAY
ROD TAYLOR

in

"Glass Bottom Boat"

CHESTER THEATRE
In Chestertown

Phone: 778- 1 57fi—Adults $.75

THURS.-FR1.-SAT. OCT. 13-15

NANCY SINATRA
PETER FONDA

"Wild Angels"

OCT. 12-1

ISTII

"DARLING"
r. oc
:LINT WALKER

"MAYA"

"Son of a Gun Fighter"

SUN.-MON.-TUES. OCT. 16-18
Cecil B. DeMille's

"Ten Commandments"
Due to the length of this feature

"Trouble

With Angels"

starting 7:30.

213 DRIVE-IN
Route 213, Below Church Hill

Open 7 p.m. Show Starts 7:15 p.m.

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 14-16

BOB HOPE
PHYLLIS DILLER

"Boy, Did I Get A
Wrong Number"

"Apache Uprising"
and

"East of Sudan"

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP
Men's Clothing — Gifts
Women's Casual Wear

331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Ganr Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah
Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK
. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Bonfire Ignites Homecoming '66

Bagpipes, Parade
Highlight Weekend

t the Chestertown

Students Elect Senators,
Class Officers For Year

By JaSa Barrett

Results of the class and sena-

torial elections which were held

last week were announced Mon-
day night at the weekly Student

Government Association meeting.

Heading the senior class for the

third year in a row is Joe Coale,

and serving with him are John
McGinnis, vice president, and
John Roberts, treasurer.

Runofi Slated

The junior class president this

year is Rico Rotundo. The vice-

presidency will be decided in a

run-off election between candidates

Lynn Margolius and Jeff Sedulow.
Other officers elected to serve the

' cjass of '68 are Judy Steele, sec-

;
retary, and Barbara Daly, treas-

Cnntinuing for another year as

president of the class of '69 is

Steve Myking. The outcome of the

vice-presidential contest must be

decided in a run-off between Ray
) Felton anc

Tomorrow's
th the parade at 1:00 p.m. ong-
oing at the foot of High Street.

The parade will travel to Spring

Street and down Washington

Avenue to Caroline House for

Sally Wampler and Dick Hey-

Senators E elected

Until elections are held for

freshman class officers next semes-
ter, Dick Jackson, vice president

of the SGA, will represent the class

in all school matters.

Senators, apportioned on a
dormitory basis, were also chosen

in last week's election. Represent-

ing the first floor of Queen Anne's

is Barbara Osborn; second floor

Minta Martin, Gina Hamel and
Susan Kurrle; third floor Minta
Martin, Nance Coch; East Hall,

Jeff Williamson; Middle Hall, John
Merrill; West Hall, Tom Whitson;

first floor Kent, Dave Cohn; and
Somerset Central, Pat Chambers.

Undecided Posts

The outcomes of the following

senatorial posts remain undecided
and will necessitate a run-off or
re-vote election: Minta Martin
fourth floor, Carol Killen and Jaia
Barrett; Queen Anne second floor,

Colleen Spivey and Michele Mc-
Mullan; Reid Hall, Gail Acker-
man, Karen Hays, Catherine
McAvoy, and Cynthia Stafford;

Somerset East, Jim McGrath and
Dean Skclos; Somerset West, John
Paul Coniglio and Robert
Kreamer; Kent, second floor, Steve
Amick and Brian Manson.

i Field

before the soccer game against

Lycoming at 2:00. One of the

participating bands, the Denny and

Dunipace Pipe Band, from Wash-

. DC,
halftime.

Tomorrow night the Student

Government Association is spon-

soring a dance at the Chestertown

Armory at 9:00 p.m. The dance

will feature the Drifters, the

Echoes, and Ben E. King. Tickets

are $2.00 per couple.

4'Hip-Preaching
'

'MaIcolm Boyd
Speaks On Relevant Religion

By Judy Thompson
The Reverend Malcolm Boyd,

the "expresso priest" and contem-

porary apostle of religion in the

vernacular, will be on the Wash-
ington College campus Monday
night to present a lecture at 8 p.m.

in William Smith Auditorium.

Reknowned for his methods of

making religion relevant to modern
society, the Episcopal priest has

just finished a scries of appearances

as a night club performer at San
Francisco's "hungry- i," where his

act included readings from his book

of unorthdox prayers, Are You
Running With Me, Jesus?

'Hippier-Than-Thou'

A former advertising executive,

television and Hollywood producer,

rtd Malcolm Boyd was Or-

al id I

Rev. Boyd is

to the church

that it should get off its ass." He
believes that the message of Chris-

tianity should go where the people

are, whether he finds them in

churches or in bars.

Sex, Race, and the Church
His message is delivered through

anecdotal ad libs on such subjects

as premarital sex, homosexuality,

integration, and the institutional

church, which are designed to

break down the gulf between "po-

lite ministers of the Establishment

and other people."

Boyd, who delivered his prayers

at Washington Cathedral with

Charlie Byrd on guitar, states that

"when people talk about evangel-

ism, they talk about Ghana or

some faraway place, not the bar

Peppered With Obscenities

The minister has won ecclesias-

tical disapproval by writing plays

"peppered with cuss words." In

1964 at Detroit's Wayne State Un-
iversity, his play Boy was banned

on the grounds thai it contained

"obscene and vulgar" language.

In 1961, Boyd participated in a

Freedom Ride from New Orleans

to Detroit and is widely known
as a fighter for civil rights and
human liberties of every kind. The
civil rights movement was the re-

cipient of the $4000 salary he earn-

ed during the past month at the

"hungry i," a San Francisco night

As field secretary of the Episco-

pal Society for Cultural and Racial

Unity, Malcolm Boyd stilt finds

Rev. Malcolm Boyd, the "expresso

priest" who created nationwide

sensations with his unorthodox

prayers and sermons, has also been

dubbed "Disturber of the Peace"

and "a member of the Break-

through Generation."

The last time the British invad-

ed the area, Kitty Knight staunch-

ly drove them back single handed
— or so the story goes.

Tomorrow, a band o' Scottish

laddies (and a lassie) will try to

take Chestertown by storm; Kitty

Knight is long gone and rumor has

it that they'll succeed.

Pipe Whiney Tunes

Dressed in colorful kilts and
piping whiney tunes bound in tra-

dition, the Denny and Dunipace
Pipe Band of Washington, D. C,
will lead the Washington College

Homecoming parade through the

streets of Chestertown Saturday af-

Formed a year ago, the band
has since won the Class B Pipe-

Band Clumpionship at the Dela-

ware Highland Games and the an-

nual Irish Counties Association

Fies (festival) in the Bronx, N.

Y., and finished second in the Class

B competition at the annual Round
Hill Highland Games, Stamford,

Conn.

Chisholm Piper Champion

Pipe Major John Chisholm, a

native of Inverness, Scotland, is

the leader of the band. Chisholm

is a champion piper in his own
right, having won most of the ma-
jor piping awards in his native

Scotland before coming to Amer-
ica in 1958.

Denny and Dunipace is a family

band in the true sense of the word.

The Earley family — Frank (the

father)
;
Jerry, age 15; Rose Ann,

16; and Stewart, 13 — make up
half of the pipe section. Three
members of the Carey family —
Bob (the father); Tim, age 13;

and Rob, 14; add two more pip-

ers and a drummer to the contin-

gent, and Drum Sgt. Walt Birtlcs

now has his son, Ronny, age 14,

pl,lying beside him.

Case of Medals

Among them, the three Earley

youngsters and Tim Carey have

(Continued on Page 6)

Marylanders

To Debate
Bay Bridge

Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority will

sponsor a debate Monday, Octoln-r

31 at 8:00 p.m. concerning the

location of the new Bay Bridge

Congressman Clarence Long,

defend his position against Senator

Frederick Malkus, advocate of a

southern position, and Mr. John
Funk, chairman of the State Roads

Commission in Maryland, patron

of a parallel span.

Dr. Joseph McLain, a member
of the Chestertown committee con-

cerned with the new bridge, will

act as organizer and moderator of

the project. The debate will be

held in t
""
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by Cheslcy Stone

On various larger

campuses the bicycle may be seen

sleekly and silently transporting

students from one ivy-covered

building to another, or standing

patiently in mobs each with a pcr-

ifying mark known

Sometimes one will wandi

the fire escape nearby if

Passing owners may be se

ing an affectionate kis

Honda, recalling, perhaps,

pily along the endless

only I

a hole, a lir.nl fender.

rounding Chestertown, and di

cover small locals of fall

Or they may ride to Pom
attempt to eat an
very quickly while traveling at '

m.p.h. in the open air. Some ha 1

uty,
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Honor System
As Washington College expands both physically

and academically it must constantly question and ex-

amine its education policies and search for new ideas

and concepts to encourage the self-development of the

individual. One such concept which remains to be ex-

plored by Washington College is the Honor System.

The Honor System is based on the belief that stu-

dents can successfully take the responsibility of estab-

lishing and maintaining standards in social and aca-

demic life. Entailed in this concept are such things as

student sclf-proctoring of examinations, student self-

scheduling of examinations, and student self-respon-

sibility for their social conduct.

What are the implications of such an Honor
System? The effectiveness of the Honor System rests

upon the high sense of inner morality of the student.

When students pledge to abide by an Honor Code they
arc indicating publicly their acceptance of the System
and their intention to live by certain principles.

That a violation of this Code should never occur
is probably inconceivable. But students must resolve

that their ideals shall be maintained, whatever pen-
alties must be imposed to maintain them.

Implicit in the Honor Code is the requirement
that a student report an infraction of which he has
firsthand knowledge. Occasionally, there is the tend-
ency to feel that his requires spying or "tattling."

There is sometimes a tendency to feel that to report
another's breach of honor is to deprive honor of its

personal sanctity.

For any code of rules or Honor System to be effec-

tive, however, there must exist two forms of social

control: one is an individual, inner morality resulting

from religion, education, and public opinion; and the
other is an external control, law. Although distinct in

their mode of operation, these two forms of control are
supplementary.

For the vast majority of students, the Honor Code
will take the first form, that of a set of personal ideals

or code of conduct. In a group of persons with varied
backgrounds and different moral standards, however,
there are always some, who, for a time at least, must
be made to understand that dishonorable conduct has
temporal penalties also, one of which may be a forced
separation from the group whose integrity they have
violated.

It has generally been the conviction of the many
schools that use the Honor System that dishonor will

never be curtailed by curtailing honor, and that those
few who are weak will never be strengthened by
weakening those many who arc strong. It is for this

reason that the Elm suggests careful consideration of
the establishment of an Honor System at Washington
College.
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:casional bike

would
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numbered thcr
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provide a comfortable

Guitars and Coffee
To Make The Scene

By Alison Howell

Washington College has defin-

ately lacked a place where students

can go on weekends to simply sit

and talk, drink coffee and be en-

tertained. There's always the snack

bar — but how much atmosphere

The idea of an on-campus cof-

fee house was brought up at the

first meeting of the Mt. Vernon
Literary Society. It was decided

that since the nearly defunct or-

ganization has no real function, a

project such as the coffee house

would be worthwhile.

Gibson Approves
A Board of Directors was form-

ed, consisting of Dean Westerdahl.

Dr. Norman James, Mr. Timothy
Maloney and students Cliff Hartkey,

Brian Manson and Alison Howell.
The idea and plans for the coffee

house were presented to President

Gibson who gave Ins whole-hearted

approval.

Once the idea was approved, a
desirable on-campus location had
to be found. Dr. Nathan Smith's

former residence, scheduled to be
torn down, was suggested and ap-

proved. It has two large rooms
downstairs, a fireplace and kitchen

facilities. The upper floors will be

closed off temporarily until the

coffee house is in full operation.

Java-not J & B
l~V.ui Wi-.HTfl.ili! emphasized tin-

Entertainment will be mostly

student and faculty provided. Cof-

fee, of course, will be the main
drink served. The object of this

place is not to make money
j
but

just to give the students a place

of their own. Cost to the students,

therefore, will be small since there

is no profit involved. The Student

Senate has allocated $100 for the

coffee house and since tin- building

Student Fills
Dean 's Chair
For Afternoon
Few students get the opportunity

to step to I he other side of an
administrative desk and take over

an important position. Last Friday,

however, Queen Anne's House
proctor Pat Hervey had the singu-

lar honor of filling the difficult po-

sition of Dean of Women for the

afternoon.

The problem arose when Dean
Caton had to leave the office for

the afternoon in order to keep a

doctor's appointment. Mrs. Leona
Eaton, Dean Caton's secretary^ was
on vacation and since the Dean of

Women's office is constantly busy

with students seeking advice, it

was necessary to find a temporary

"Nearest The Phone"

Pat said her duties as temporary

Dean included

phone, making appointm
both Dean Caton and Dr. Gro.

ler, the college psychiatrist, a

chatting with friends who came
consult her about various problei

nil be used for i

Weekends Only
Hours of operation have not

l>een established yet. The coffee

house will probably be open on
weekend nights whenever there is

no conflict with scheduled social

events. The Board of Directors

does not plan to have the coffee

egularly on week

it was all hoi

Asked her qualifications for the

position of temporary dean, Pat

said she was chosen for her quali-

ties of responsibility, intelligence,

and ability to make appointments

by telephone. "Also, I was the

proctor nearest the phone when

Dean Caton called to ask for a

temporary replacement," Pat add-

nighi

fart thai

tolci

the

This pla.

the students, run by the studei

The Smith house pr

tains all the furniture I

House, so work canno

finished. Furniture stc

college bam will be a

use in lln- coffee hou!

Pat Hervey answers one of the many pho:

her afternoon as "temporary dean".

:eeivcd during
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Washington Homecoming Beauties

nHM^ssBaHfiss
Photographs

By

Ed Lehman

Senior Court

Diane Lamb Nancy Galloway

Junior Court

Martha Salisbury Judy Steele

Homecoming Queen Candidates

Ellen Buckingha

Sophomore Court

Sharon Slrauiser Cissie Martin

Freshman Court

/'„,,/„ Snnlan,. Il„
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SPORTS
|f|| Soccer

Spotlights

Randolph-Ma con

en Go For 1st Win

The four mentioned were starters on last year's team, the

team thai won the Mid-Atlantic Conference Southern Division

title right? So why aren't we winning? Well, take one cham-
pionship team, lake away its champions and what do you have—
this year's soccer team.

There is no doubt in Coach Alhey's mind or anyone on the

squad that the seed is present for a good team. However, the

seed lies with talented, but inexperienced freshmen like Barry

Drew, Joe Nichols, Dave Isherwoodj Pete Johnson, Bob Lehman
and others.

This talent is not yet developed, and until it is the soccer

team will have to rel) primarily or drivej hustle and spirit to win
games. Until the assorted factors begin to gel the Sho'men will

have plenty of trouble.

Sho'men Battle Lycoming
At Saturday's Homecoming

pin

ol.M.
. the i c spectator that an offensive

Any number of things are

jp.ii','ii ,i successful one. Not

By Alan Ray

Seeking to reverse a 6-3 loss to

Washington College last year, ihc

Lycoming soccer team will meet

the Sho'men tomorrow at 2:00.

Led by their star center-forward

Walt Kinsley, Lycoming will pre-

sent, basically, the same team

which faced the Sho'men last year.

In last year's game Kinsley booted

in two goals against goalie Alan

Veteran Winant

The Sho'n aftci .-..il.-i.

The fans can MippK a ti

players.

The Sho'men have be
having good to excellent

the team in their hour of

team is at the bottom of s

n fortunate for the

earns, let's not ha'

iced so to speak. I

last four years in

e the fans desert

s easy to cheer a

three straight losses, will attempt

to get into the win column with

an attack centered around veterans

Ed Winant and Art Schultz, and
freshmen Barry Drew and Jc
Nichols.

Other Sho'men expected to s

action against Lycoming include

defensemen Dick Louck, Boh
Schnackcl, Bob Leyman, Steve

Wrightson and Jay Schw
In i

the also fes

Harriers Outpoint Macon;
Bow To Towson, 15-44

By Ben Whitman

The Washington College cross-

country- team evened its record at

2-2 last Saturday by defeating
K.Ljulolph-M.u i>n and losing i< a

strong Towson squad.

In the Towson meet the Sho'-

men were shut out by a score of

15-44. But Randolph-Macon was
a different story and, as Coach
Don Chatellicr put it, "we were
able to defeat Randolph-Macon by

Sho'men Depth

Once again it was the Sho'men's
ability "to run together as a team"
which gave them their second vic-

tory of the season. Against both

Towson and Randolph-Macon
Washington's first three finishers

were within thirteen seconds of

one another.

FOX'S

5c $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For AW

Sewing Needs

fcrence."

Two weeks ago Catholic U. de-

feated Mt. St. Mary's and Wash-
ington and Lee in a triangular

meet 16-55-65 and last week Loy-
ola was shut out 15-49. The Car-

dinals have two returning letter-

men this year, Steve Costion and
Kevin Hannigan. But with a host

Favored Over Loyola
The Sho'men will go into the

Catholic U. meet with an even
2-2 record. The following Wednes-

n forty-five seconds of cacl

Sho'men Meet Catholic

This Saturday the Sho'n

Cross-Country Results

Cliff Hankey and Pete Johnson.

In recent outings the Sho'men
suffered losses at the hands of

K.iriilnlpb-Maccm and Towson.

In the Randolph-Macon game
Washington College's goalie Alan

Perry was credited with fourteen

saves but to no avail as Randolph-

Macon won 2-0. A first-quarter

goal by Randolph-Macon's Charles

Bothem opened up the scoring

while both teams played defense

of the

Last Saturday the Sho'men jour-

neyed to Baltimore to face Towson
College, Towson, showing a strong

offense, defeated the Sho'men 4-0.

Washington College, again showing

an inability to get an offense start-

ed, played on even terms with

Towson through the first quarter

but the rest of the game was a

different story, Towson scored

goals b>

ronct quarter on

Ayres and *Phil

rly in the fourth quart'

Ralph Vbersax founi

vide open on a last hi

ushed the ball past goali

Ma- A third-quarter goal by Jerry

Zimmerman and a fourth-quarter

goal by Andy Smith wrapped up

Lambda Nips Theta
In Intramural Clash

By Thomas Lacher
John Cambardella's catch of a

five-yard T.D. pass was the differ-

ence last Monday afternoon as

Lambda Chi Alpha defeated Theta
Chi 6-0. The victory enabled the

Lambdas to move into a three-way

tie for first place along with the

Outcasts and Thetas.

The game's only score was set

up by a 65-yard completion to

Tom Whitson from Lambda quar-

terback Harry Webb, From the

Theta five yard line Webb threw

incomplete to Whitson in the end
zone. On the next play Cambar-
d.-Ila. ieldoi

paydirt.

da territory by the Thetas occurred

in the second half. After receiving

a kickoff, Carl Ortman ran back
to his 26. The Theta quarterback

Thetas Beat Outcasts

fheta Chi blanked the Outcasts
7-0, Wednesday, October 11.

Breaking open a tight ball game

(Quarterback Carl Ortman per-

sonally lead the Thetas to victory

by pitching four aerial T.D.'s and
two extra point conversions. Ort-
man also keep the Outcast defen-

sive unit lose by running the hall

successfully on numerous end

Close First Half
The Outcasts played a deter-

mined game in the first half and
trailed by only seven points. Ort-

man connected with George Buck-
less for the first score on a 40-yard
pass play, Ron Regan caught the

Thet Chi ki<k<- ( Oul

Woody Snyder tossed to Don
Fischer at the 40 yard line of

Theta, but the drive was slopped
at the 20.

Theta Defense Strong

Theta Chi took over possession

and march down the field for a

touchdown, the score coming on a

pass from Ortman to Steve Clag-

gett. Regan caught the 14th point

in the right corner of the end
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Washington Players Focus

Upon Salem Witch Trials
The Washington College Play-

ers will open their fall season No-
vember 10, 11, 12 with The Cru-
cible, a drama about the devastat-

ing consequences of the Salem
witch trials. The hounding to

death of nonconformist John Proc-

tor constitutes the main theme of

this Arthur Miller tragedy.

Contemporary cthnocentrism is

reflected to a large degree in the

character portrayals. Prejudice,

mass hysteria, and fanaticism could

easily be carried to their limits in

the Puritan Village of Salem,
Massachusetts. Religious beliefs

were distorted by fear and ignor-

ance to the extent that superstition

became a dominant part of life,

creating mass hysteria over unex-

plainablc events.

Forest Frivolities

In The Crucible, several girls

caught in defiance of Puritan stan-

dards try to justify their actions.

Their dancing in the forest implied

a rendezvous with the devil, as

did frivolities or any type. To es-

cape punishment, the girls falsely

accuse others of witchcraft. Snow-
balling, the entire community is

disrupted. No one can evade the

damning accusation. If one strong

character does stand up against the

confused mass conformity, the mob
will turn against him. John Proc-

rcached in the historic Salem witel

trials of 1692. Although the de
veloprnent and denoument are bas

ed on historic fact, marked con
temporary overtones reflect the tur

bulent era of the McCarthy trial

at the time when The Crucibl.

was first presented.

College Version

The Washington College Play

of this

emphasizes the modem v

demonstrating how simila

could lead to comparativ
tation in the twentieth

"Minor variations have be
to create a Washington
production rather than thi

president of the Players.

drama

College

! Broad-

Schultz,

The Washington Players will present "The Crucible" November 10, 11,

annd 12. Pictured above In last semester's presentation of "Thurber Carn-
ival" are Brian Manson (I.) and John Merrill.

Goucher College Arranges
Intellectual County Fair
Goucher College will hold its

eighth annual Intellectual Country
Fair on Saturday, October 29 at

the college. Registration will begin

at 9:30 a.m. in the auditorium
lobby in the College Center and
will continue throughout the day.

The fee is $1.

Members of the Goucher facul-

ty will give 21 lectures in diverse

areas of knowledge, summarizing
contemporary developments and
trends of thought. The program

dents of high school age and above.

Schedule Of Lectures

The schedule of lecturers and
their topics is as follows:

10 a.m. — Ingrid Y. Bucher,
Physics "Radioactivity: A Time
Guage for the Historian;" Sara
deFord, English: "Selected Short
Poems" (Readings and comments
by the author) ; William L. Neu-
mann, History: "The Lost War,
1939-1945;" Ruth H. Young, So-
ciology: "Public Welfare as a Pub-

11 a.m.—John V. Chamberlain,
Religion: "Geography of Pales-

tine" (illustrated lecture) ; Sally

H. Dieke, Astronomy: "Quasars
and Blue Interlopers—Recent De-
velopments in Cosmogony ;" George
A. Foote, History: "Once Upon
a Time;" Robert D. Loevy, Poli-

tical Science: "The New Nuclear
Delivery Systems and U. S. Dis-

Noon—Helen B. Funk, Biologi-

cal Sciences: "Persepolis: Ancient
Platform City in Iran" (illustrat-

ed lecture) ; Frederic O. Musser,

French: "The French Classical

Tradition (And How We Lost
It)"; Eric Van Schaack, Fine

Arts : "Changing Conceptions of

Leonardo Da Vinci (illustrated

lecture) ; Lewis A. Walker, Chem-
istry: "The How of Scientific Ad-
vancement: One Man's View-
point;" Frederic C. Wood, Jr.,

Religion: "Common Frontiers of

Religion and Psychiatry."

1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. — Lunch-

2:30 p.m. — Daniel Abrams,
Music: "The Classical Hit Par-

ade;" Barton L. Houseman, Chem-
istry: "Perpetual Motion" (illus-

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

trated lecture); Hcrtha KrotkofT,

German: "Caravan Cities: A Jour-
ney Through the Deserts of the

Middle East;" Mary C. Rose, Phil-

osophy, "The New Theology: A
20th Century Phenomenon."

3:30 p.m.Lincoln F. Johnson,

Jr., Fine Arts: "Slightly Under-
ground: Works by Independent
Film Maters;" Gairdner B. Mo-
ment, Biological Sciences: "A New
Look at Proteins;" William R.

Mueller, English: "A New Look
at Lady Chatterly;" Frederick G.
Reuss, Economics: "An American
Economist in India."

Held First In 1959
The first Intellectual Country

Fair at Goucher was held in 1959
as part of the college's Seventy-

fifth Anniversary celebrations. In
succeeding years the Fair has gain-

ed in popularity with last year's

attendance in excess of 1200.

Motorcycles . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

There are no Hell's Angels at

Washington College. Perhaps the

recent Churchill movie will in-

boots and have the proper "lay-off-

kid" stance, but no shoulders have
disappeared under piles of hair,

and beards tend to get discouraged

in early youth.

Variety of makes include mostly

small Hondas, though there are

two 300 Scramblers, a Bultaco, and
a Yamaha. A convenient aspect of

a motor bike is that it can usually

travel in straight lines regardless

of where the roads end, though
there are some pathways less desir-

able for blazing. A novice fan re-

cently rode off into a soybean field

and has temporarily relinquished

future asperations in that field.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

Find out

if you're man enough
for the Peace Corps.

Even if your name
is Mary.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

.

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

DON'T
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears

from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets

you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?

Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy

weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-

sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIEID, MASSACHUSETTS

Available at Washington College Book Store
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'185' Assembling Material;

Equestrians Form Group
Editors of Miscellany 185,

Washington College's literary mag-

azine, £re now collecting material

in preparation for a Spring pub-

Nena O'I.ear, Editor of Miscel-

lany, explained lhat t he immazine

will have basically the same format

papers. This year, we arc looking

for short essay-type articles written

especially for the magazine."

She explained that although

plenty of literary articles have been

turned in, they are still lacking

material on the sciences.

Large-scale Publication

Ncna emphasized that Miscel-

lany is a largc-sralo publicaliiwi.

"In addition to distribution on

campus, the magazine is sent to

over 300 universities and alumni,"

she stated. "This provides one of

the few good opportunities for un-

dergraduates to publish."

She explained that even if stu-

havt ,nly

artcile they should submit it. If

the editors think it is worthwhile,

they will notify . the person and

Illustrations, Cover Drawings

Illustrations and ideas for a new

cover an- also needed. Ncna stated

that faculty contributions and fac-

ulty

rill be welcome.

The tentative deadline for sub-

mission of rough drafts is Thanks-

living. Students wishing to sub-

nit material should put their i

, foldci i desk

in Bunting Library,

—0—
The Washington College Eques-

trian Club held its organizational

meeting September 30. Plans for

future activities were discussed and

in order to schedule events for the

coming months.

The Program Committee, head-

ed by Barbara Daly, has <

.ilh several suggestions I both

; films on riding uchiiio,ucs ;
and

top speakers on many aspects of

horsemanship.

Fox Hunt Possible

In the field of mounted activi-

ties, the club will be participating

in gymkanas. horse shows, picnic

rides and a possible fox hunt at

the end of the season.

A Constitutional Committee,

headed by Chuck Engstrom, drew

up the articles under which the

club will operate. The club is open

to all interested students of Wash-

ington College, with or without

riding experience, and any inter-

ested horsemen from the Chester-

town area, according to Miss Daly.

Members of the club can par-

ticipate in those activities which

interest them, on a pay-as-you-ride

basis. All members interested in

mounted activities must qualify be-

forehand. The club advisors are

Mr, Charles Cockey and Miss Mar-

ion Grieb of Quaker Neck Stables.

The present membership consists

of approximately twenty-five stu-

dent and the club urges all

those interested to join. Meetings

are held Tuesday evenings at 1 : 30

in Dunning Lecture Hall.

Campus Calendar
Fri. Oct. 21

Final MRA Elections

8:30 p.m. — Prc-Homecoming

Festivities — Pep Rally, Bonfire,

Crowning of Queen — Athletic

Field

Sat. Oct. 22
HOMECOMING — general

9 a.m.-12 p.m. — Alumni Reg-

istration, Alumni House
10:30-11:30 a.m. — Admissions

Seminar, Dunning
1 p.m. — Parade — starts dnwn-

2 p.m. — Dcdica

Caroline House
2 p.m. — Soccer — Washington

College vs. Lycoming

2 p.m. — Cross country—Wash-
ington College vs. Catholic Un-
iversity.

6:30 p.m. — Buffet Dinner —
Hodson Hall

8-11 p.m. — Alumni Dance —

Ches-
Hodson Hall

9 p.m. — SGA Di

tertown Armory
Sun. Oct. 23

8 p.m. — "Variety Lights," F.

lini — Dunning Lee. Hall

Mon. Oct. 24
- SGA Meeting — .

-Lect :Serie -Mal-
colm Boyd — Wm. Smith

Tucs. Oct. 25

7 p.m. — Panhellenic Council

— Zeta Tau Alpha Room
7 p.m. — Pegasus — Activities

Center.

Wed. Oct 26

3 p.m . — Soccer — Washing-

ton College vs. Loyola— HOME

Washington College vs. Loyola

—

HOME
7 p.m. — Chorus — Activities

< (hnaiional and r

Some of the educational activities

include a trip to the Pennsylvania

Homecoming . .

.

(Continued from Page 1)

won enough medals and awards
for individual competition at the

various Highland Games in the

East and in Canada to fill a large

trophy case.

The band also features Peter

McDcrmott on the Bass Drum,
who holds reserve status in a Para-

troop Battalion, where he has per-

Amendment
Sought By
Myking

Organization of a Freshman
Steering Committee is the subject

of a proposed Constitutional

Amendment by the Student Gov-

The purpose of the Steering

Committee "is to give the Fresh-

man Class informal leadership for

class functions such as the Home-
coming float, stunt night and
Christmas dinner," said Senator

Stephen Myking, '69, sponsor of

the Amendment.
In previous years, the Fresh-

man class has had no leadership

until it elected officers second

The SGA Vice-President is to

act as Chairman of the Freshman
Steering Committee, with Fresh-

man representatives of the Men's

Residence Association, the Wom-
en's Residence Association and the

Student Senate serving on the

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 ajii. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas— Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
Ip Centreville

OPEN FRI. AND SAT. ONLY
One Show Nightly at 7:30

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 21-22

ELVIS PRESLEY
ROD TAYLOR

"Paradise,
Hawaiian Style"

CHESTER THEATRE

WED-THURS.
OPHI,

"Marriage,
Italian Style"

FRI. thru TUES. OCT. 21-25

REX HARRISON
AUDREY HEPBURN

"MY FAIR LADY"
One show only each evening be-

ginning at 7:30.

Adults $1.00 — Children 50*

213 DRIVE- IN
Route 213, Below Church Hill

Open 7 p.m. Show Starts 7:15 p.m.

"LORD JIM"

DEAN MARTIN

"THE SILENCERS"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Church Hill

Starting October 24th this The-

atre will be open only Friday, Sat-

urday and Sunday.

Compliments ol

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00p.m.-ll:00p.r

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gilts

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Run-Off Results Announced
At Last Senate Meeting

Several close votes necessitated

a run-off election last week for

those class and senatorial offices

which were left undecided in the

regular Student Government Asso-

The suits of the 1-offs <

announced Monday at

SGA meeting and are

vice president of the

and the new sophon
is Sally Wampler.

Senators Named
Positions left undecided in the

senatorial elections were also filled

in the run-off elections. Serving as

senator from the fourth floor of

Minta Martin is Jaia Barrett, while

Colleen Spivey won the race for

Queen Anne's second floor sena-

torial post.

Reid Hall frcshtnen selected Sen-

ators Karen Hayes and Cynthia
Stafford from a field of four, Steve
Amick will represent Kent Houses's

second floor, Dean Skelos was sel-

ected from Somerset East, and Boh
Kreamer from Somerset West.

Appointments Made
Also announced at the Monday

meeting of the SGA was the list

of appointments to Senate com-
mittees. The SGA representative

Noted Critic Poulet
To Lecture Friday

Election Commit s jell W.I

third lecture in the Loutitt-Georgc

Memorial Lecture Series to he held

this Friday at 8 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge. Georges Poulet, author of

a three volume work of literary

criticism entitled "Edude Sur Lc
Temps Huinam' "ill lie the speaker.

Poulet, most recently Professor

Elias Nuttle

Honored At
Homecoming

Elias W. Nuttle, board member
and alumnus of Washington Col-

lege, was honored last Saturday,

October 22, with a plaque com-

mending him "for years of devo-

tion and service to his alma mater."

Nuttle has served as a board mem-
ber since 1937.

The commendation was made on

the occasion of the dedication of

Caroline House, the new women's

dormitory, one of the events in the

busy Homecoming weekend activi-

ties at Washington College.

Cornerstone Laid

Mr. Nuttle, a civic and business

leader of Caroline County, also

placed the cornerstone for Caroline

. the Eastern Shore.

On hand for the ceremonies

were Clifton M. Miller, chairman

of the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors; Dr. Daniel Z. Gibson, pres-

ident of Washington College; Wil-

iam R. McAlpin, chairman of the

Board's Buildings and Grounds

Committee ; Clayton McGarvey,

supervisor of buildings and grounds;

Franklin W. Hynson, assistant to

the president and director of devel-

: Coun-

ty; Miss Doris Bell, director of

Women's residences ; Miss Ellen

Buckingham, president of the Wo-
men's Residence Association; Da-
vid ll.i.i. !,e. inayni-of Chestertown,

of French Literature at the Uni-
versity of Zurich, is currently lec-

turing with the Ford Foundation
Continuing Seminar on Literary

Criticism. Before accepting a pos-

ition at the University of Zurich,

Poulet was a professor of French
Literature at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity and at the University of

Edinborough.

Literature Not Formal

According to Dr. Gerda Blumen-
thal, Chairman of the Department
of Foreign Languages at Washing-
ton College, Poulet docs not view
literature as a formal arrangement
which can be analyzed in terms of

Instead Poulet views a work, not

ms describing an experience through

the use of words, but feels that the

work itself is the experience. In
creating literature, the artist's con-

sciousness becomes aware of itself

and the actual writing of the work
is itself die aesthetic experience.

sidi ml
i thegathered at the site

dedication, following the third an-

nual Homecoming parade.

The parade included hands from

Chestertown, Garnett, Galena, and

North Caroline high schools; the

Denny and Dunipace Pipe Band

from Washington, D.C., and the

Swinging Strings of the Chesa-

peake. Floats were entered by the

Kent and Queen Anne's alumni

chapter and the Washington, D.C.

The \

establishing his relationship to the

world in terms of factors such as

time and space.

Aspect of Time

The aspect of human experience

which has most concerned Poulet

is that of time. In his three volume
work he deals with more than thir-

ty writers beginning as early as the

chairman of the Food Con
is Rico Rotundo.

Additions to the Student Life

Committee are Jaia Barrett, Nance
Coch, Tom Whitson, and Steve

Myking.

All Offices Filled

With the results of the run-off

elections in, all class offices have

been filled except those of the

freshman class, which will he de-

cided next semester.

Announced a week ago following

the regularly scheduled elections

were: senior class heads Joe Coale,

president, John McGinnis, vice

president, and John Roberts, treas-

urer; junior class officials Rico

Rotundo, president, Judy Steele,

secretary, and Barbara Daly treas-

urer; and sophomores Steve My-
king. president, and Cissie Martin,

Cafeteria Warning
Of general concern to the stu-

dent body was a subject discussed

at this meeting which involved the

condition in which the dining hall

is left after meals,

John A. Linville, head dietician,

warned the Senate members to con-

vey to students that unless the sit-

uation in Hodson Hall improves,

he may close down the cafeteria for

Cited as an example of the exist-

ing problem was the chaotic dis-

array of the Hynson Lounge and

the cafeteria Homecoming decora-

tions after la.st weekends festivities.

Casting for "Cruicible" Roles

CompletedbyCollegePlayers
Casting is complete and rehears-

als have begun on the Washington

College Players' Production of

the Drama department, is directing

The Cruicible. He is seeking to in-

terpret the play in light of mod-

ern developments, making compari-

ng in The Cruicible are some fa-

niliar faces to the boards of Wil-

iam Smith Hall, in addition to

i number of freshmen with previ-

John Proctor, the man who
stands up against the perverted

thinking in Salem, will be played

by freshman Pete Herbst. The
role of Elizabeth Proctor will be

filled by Christine Kent, a veteran

actress at Washington College.

The Reverends Sam Paris and

John Hale will be portrayed by

Brian Manson and Mike Young,

respectively. John Merrill will play

the part of Deputy-Governor Dan-

Supporting Cast

The supporting cast for these

principles numbers about fourteen,

including Nancy Bleyer, Chcsley

Stone, Larry Varon, Diana Fiala,

Brian Kehoe, Nancy Brunncr, and
Molly Stillman,

Mr. Maloney stated that re-

hearsals are going well, and that

the other aspects of producing the

play, the technical work, the pub-

licity, the programs and tickets

and other related work was pro-

gressing smoothly. All will be in

readiness then, when the 10, 11,

12 of November come.
New Rehearsal Regimen

Try-outs were a success, in that

there were several students to con-

sider for each role. The rehearsal

schedule that Mr. Maloney fol-

ing from the first scheduled per-

formance, he counts back two

nights for dress rehearsals, two
more nights for technical rehears-

als, and then counts down from
twenty. It is on the number one

that the first rehearsal falls. Cast-

ing for the Players' second produc-

tion of the semester, Waiting For

Godot by Samuel Beckett, will

take place early next week.

NOTICE

!

For those interested in the

Peace Corps, application forms and
information liave recently been re-

ceived by the Office of the Dean
t>f the College. The two remaining

test dates for the Peace Corps

exam are November 12 and De-

"Church On Its Ass"

Boyd Attacks "Organized Church r>*>

(Co. ' 2)

By Thomas Lacher

"This college generation is a ter-

ribly religious (reiteration, hut one

which will have nothing to do with

the organized church," said the

Rev. Malcolm Boyd, Episcopal

"chaplain-at-large".

Rev. Boyd, author of Are You
Running With Me, Jesus?, spoke

before a standing-room-only crowd

in William Smith Auditorium,

Monday evening.

Once an atheist, Rev. Boyd is

now "communicating to the church

that it should get off its ass."

The established church is not

being heard at all today by the

Boyd.

Church Sprinkles Babies

"It is hierachically present, it

has buildings in the real estate

business, it sprinkles babies with

water and has society weddings.

And then there is the burial of the

distinguished dead."

world. There are dispossessed peo-

ple, there are joyful people, there

are unhappy people. I say that the

church in its fundamental sense is

dealing with these things, and this

is the underground church," con-

tinued Boyd.

Worship Religion, Not God
Discussing problems that have

beset the church, Boyd stated that

"people art- worshipping religion

instead of God." He went on to

say that the new generation will

not accept this practice.

Boyd had some sharp words for

Sunday school programs, telling the

audience that Sunday schools made
more atheists than Nikita Khrush-

chev ever could.

Church Failure In Walls
Boyd termed the Watts situa-

tion as a "revolution, not a riot."

He said that conditions in Watts

imprisoned the Negro and kept

him contained in the ghetto. Boyd

cited the failure of the church to

exercise leadership in Watts as one

of the underlying causes for the

Jesus?, the Episcopal minister field-

ed questions from the floor. Asked

to define the "new morality', Boyd

replied, "the new morality docs

away with the double standard

that has cxisited in sex and calls

for more honesty in personal lela-

social issues, Boyd answered that

the students should get together

•ith the faculty, administration

and that the couple would probably

find more happiness in a large city

urban atmosphere than in a small

Another member of the audience

asked how he could get away with

his unorthodox procedures. Boyd

replied that he was a "worker-

priest" who earns his own living

side

>coPle

normal congregation,

result,

not here to offer "a blueprint for

action," but rather to generate in-

terest among the students.

In calling for student action,

Boyd emphasized that students

should demand change from the

established social order, both in the

church and in the secular com-

munity.
"Worker-Priest"

"I believe that an interracial

marriage should not be discouraged

an abortion scene, had played in

Chestertown. The resulting laugh-

ter was deafening. He then said

that this movie and Who Is Afraid

Of Virginia Wolfe? are the two

"religious movies of the year" and

recommended them both.

The two-and-a-half hour lecture

ended with a question from a stu-
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by Barbara Miller

The purpose of the teacher edu-

cational program is to provide the

essential professional preparation

required for admission to public

secondary school teaching in the

State of Maryland and, by cxtcn-

>rk. One student

ukir
skills. This

th the

tbc
weekly

whether he i

The i

the

year. Educational psychology is

taken in the junior year. It is a

presentation of the dynamic pro-

cess of learning in the modern
secondary school with the em-
phasis upon the contribution of re-

search to the problem of develop-

ing each individual to his fullest

potential in the school setting.

Placed i

Not all students planning to

teach ran be placed on the Eastern

Shore as not all subjects are

bility and desire to teach.

Honor Students

Aiiording to Dr. Huffman, those

udents who become teachers are

le more mature students, those

ho have found a direction for

ust promise of becoming

Scho

Publishing Co., Cei

student

Principles of Secondary
Teaching and a Special

€J**J

Open Gym

yiiie, Md. Methods and Materials

prior to student teaching The
part of the semester is spent

Principles of Education co

where information and expcri<

gained in the classroom are

phed and enlarged upon.

Laboratory Internship

The student is thus prepare:

igh

Last week a program was initiated to make Russell Gym-

ium open to all Washington College men at night. Tentative

ns have been established to open the gym throughout the

;k until intramural basketball season.

ml classes or both. Stu-

ling is the major pari of

nion block. This labora-

of the program lasts for

Weekly visits are made to the

student teachers to observe their

progress. Both Dr. Hoffman and

This opportunity represents an important student gain on Mr. Foster share tin

two levels. From a practical viewpoint, the ostensible purpose

of using the gym is clear. Men ccn take a study break, have a

chance to work out or to practice for intramural or inter-

collegiate sports. This certainly is an important opportunity

in itself.

this is

sist the

evaluated and graded by
-\ jointly with the co-

ainly to advise and as-

tudent teacher for self-

pie, found that they had to be

placed outside the area since there

are no high schools here which of-

fer Spanish. However, almost half

of the twenty-two student teachers

orking right

the

by

Air

knowing exactly what they will be

doing directly out of college.

A large percentage of students

in education arc honor students.

Most have no trouble getting jobs

after graduation Also it is these

teachers who do more for spread-

ing the name of Washingtoi

However, symbolically the plans represent an even mc

important gain—this being the demonstration of favorable si

dent-administrative relations, ft is the tangible outcome of t

operation between administration and students.

Dean Westeidahl, a'jiei'ablr to the idea initially suggested

by Dean Babb, offered to act as a liaison between Coach Athey

of the athletic department and the men of the college. Coach

Athey offered a set of libera! rules and Dean Westerdahl sug-

gested Student Government Association discussion. The SGA
offered modification of the original plan and suggested that a

be formed. Several responsible uppercl

asked to supervise on a rotational basis and plans

a workabi

In addition the student must
make a weekly report to the col-

lege advisor on his work. This in-

cludes a brief general summary of

the activities of the week, report

barely two weeks of stu-

:hing, students are finding

rewarding experience It

led work requiring

ny hours of preparation for each

field according to Dr. Hoffman.

"Many students are now attend-

ing Washington College because

they have heard about it from

n-.ii lung alumni."

Geese Disturbed

Spirited Marines Explore
Hazardous Eastern Shore

the Riverside Marina
town, Maryland. Instructor Don
Chattelier, who leads the co-ed
group, assigns two pupils to a

gives a brief lecture on
the hazards of the Chester River.

Full of spirit and enthusiasm,

the merry wa
three 15-foot aluminum canoi

brave the unknown. While

oers are beached on sandbars.

Two-bit Tour

Strange things c

middle of the Chester River early

in the morning. Last week debris

from the Port Welcome trip was
present to the canoers. Canoeing
class includes a r

tary of potnts-of-interest along the

river by the knowledgeable coach.

the small i

has rudely awakened sleeping flocks

of Canadian Geese. Undoubtedly
the class justifies this action by
citing the hour which the)

arise to partake of nature's splen-

concluded

c especially foi

alumni in Hodson Hall featurim

George Madden, and snid. i.i-.|.. j,

sored dance in the Chesi

Armory with the Drifters a
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7 sfefeu Lambda's Win Football Cup;
THE WASHINGTON elm Tennis, Soccer Scheduled

SPORTS
Soccer

Spotlights
By Dick Louck

(Elm soccer columnist Dick Louck is a member of the

Sho'men Soccer team.)
The Washington College soccer team finally put every-

thing together in the right places last Saturday for a stunning
defeat of Homecoming guest Lycoming College. The players
seemed to sense victory from the beginning, and determined ef-

fort and teamwork led to the 6-0 victory, the first for the Sho'-
men in four outings.

Coach Athey, early in the week bejore the game, found a
scoring combination which clicked by moving Dave Isherwood
to the center forward position and changing back to the five

man front line, which emphasizes the offense. This alignment
is only possible with superb wing halfback play, adequately
supplied by Cliff Hankey and Barry Drew.

One sour note on an otherwise beautiful afternoon in last

Saturday's win was the injury to Barry Drew, a knee injury
which will keep him sidelined for, hopefully, only one week.
Barry had to leave the game before the Sho'men unloaded on
the hapless Warriors from Lycoming, and Jay Schwartz took
over the difficult halfback slot.

A winning spirit, and a credo, contrary to the old cliche
that it's not whether you win or lose, but how you played the
game, helped the Sho'men to victory! This credo, scribbled by
some amateur bard on the blackboard before the game stated
simply: "If you don't play to win, then why keep score?"

The score told the story of Saturday's game. The Sho'men
dominated the game both offensively and defensively. Dick
Checket played perhaps the best game of his career, scoring
two goals and generally playing, as he admits, "better than I

ever thought I could, I can't understand it."

The "new look" Sho'men met Western Maryland Mon-
day, Loyola yesterday, and take on the always tough Mt. St.
Mary's team Saturday on Kibler Field. Several fans commented
that the team was finally playing as a team in Saturday's game.
To come out on the winning side after meeting this week's
foes will take plenty of teamwork.

Western Maryland has a potential All-American in goalie
Coburn, and an offensive threat in their right wing. Loyola
usually has a good team, and this year should be no exception,
since they lost only one goal to perennial powerhouse Baltimore
U. Then there is Mt. St. Mary's. Let me say only that they
beat Randolph-Macon handily. This same Macon team swamn
ed the Sho'men 2-0 Help!

by Paul Fostic

Lambda Chi Alphan won the

Intramural Football Fraternity cup
this past week by bcatiny Kappa
Alpha 6-0 in the final game of

Fraternity cup standings are

only, and do not include games
played against independent squads.
In winning the cup, the Lambda's
defeated Theia Chi, Phi Sigma
Kappa, and Kappa Alpha. The
Lambda's overall record was 6-1
with their only loss coming at the
hands of the Outcasts, an inde-

Tough Defense
In playing the final game against

Kappa Alpha, the Lambda's en-
countered an unexpectedly tough
defense. The first half of the game
ended in a scoreless tic as the
Lambda Chi's made numerous long
gains only to be stopped by a tough
KA goal line squad. Lambda Chi
offensive blockers were able to give
quarterback Harry Webb plenty of
time to throw the ball but the KA
pass defenders made a number of
saves deep in their own territory.

The second half begain with the
Lambda Chi offense again making
long gains until, finally, quarter-
back Harry Webb threw a 30 yard
touchdown pass to end John Men*
dell for the game's only score. De-
fensively, the Lambda's were able
to keep the KA's deep in their
own territoy for most of the game.
The KA's only scoring threat of
the game was eliminated when
Lambda Chi defensive safety. Alan
Ray, intercepted a pass on the
Lambda's 20 yard line and ran
hack to the 50 yard line.

TENNIS INTRAMURALS
Coach Ed Elliot has reported

that a total of thirty-two con-
testants are presently participat-

Thc
ment is sponsored by the Physi-
cal Education Department as an
extension of its regular program.
Competition has been under way
for about two weeks and is ex-

November.

Booters Clash With Mounts
In Home Contest Saturday

by Brad Steward
With the soccer season drawing unleashed

.
rapid close, the Washington

oal in their first thrc

College Sho'n

Mount St. Mary's Saturday on
Kibler Field.

Mount St. Mary, fielding an ex-
tremely strong team this year, will

face a Sho'men squad which seems
to have found a late season scoring

Six Coal Attack
The Sho'men, after scoring only

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

lies against Ly-
coming in last week's Homecoming
clash. Leading the attack will be
Dick Checket and Ed Winarit.

Checket scored two goals in the
Lycoming game with Winant as-

sisting on a number of occasions,

fn the Lycoming game the Sho'-
men came out on top by a 6-0

score. The first goal of the contest
was booted into the net by Check-
et, who also scored in the third

After a scoreless second period,

the Sho'men took advantage of a
Lycoming let down in the third

period and, with expert ball hand-

ling and ball control, netted the

ball four times in quick succession.

Scoring in the third period were
Checket, Winant, Dave Isherwood
and Joe Nichols.

With a 5-0 lead going into the

fourth period, the Washington
squad still played to score with
Charlie Skipper booting in the sixth

point.

Next Wednesday the Sho'men
booters will be at home for a con-
test with Wagner College. Follow-
ing the Wayner ir.imc the Sho'men
will be on the road for two games.

Saturday November 5, Washing-
ton will play Johns Hopkins on
the Hopkins field. The Sho'men
will then wrap up their season with
a game at Dickinson College, Tues-
day, November 8.

pcrilMltini;. Mon-Weathe]
day, October
completion of the first round of
the single elimination tournament.

ining after the first

itention will then cn-
r into the quarter finals and the
nners from this portion of com-
tition will find themselves bat-
ng for semi-final placement.
The two "Wimblcdonians" aris-

g victoriously from semi-final
itches will meet each other, the
unci reieivini* .1 trophy given by
c Physical Education Depart-
ed. Daily tennis match results
n be found posted in the en-

prm-ram is under

i of Ru; I Gym

INTRAMURAL SOCCER
Soccer intramurals, under the

direction of coach Don Chatellier,
have been scheduled as part of
the Fall athletic program. There
are to be four teams, each a rep-
resentee i.f one of the four class-

way, the freshman
matched against the

squad, and the juni

pit its footwork against the soph-
omore team. The resulting win-
ners of these games will then
participate in a championship

Although no team roster is re-
quired, coach Chatellier has ad-
vised that each class begin organ-
izing its team. Anyone, except
those ' having received a letter
for Varsity Soccer, is eligible to
play on the team representing his

class. With this restriction it is

hoped that those not able to play
on a varsity level can still play
the game in an organized and
competitive fashion.

Also, coach Chatellier has in-
vited each class to consider en-

n intramural track

Harriers Defeated
By Cardinals, 15-30

mo '

Ovt
the ci

to defeat at the feet of Catholi
University's Cardinals by the score

of 15-30.

C.U. brought with them 'per-

haps the finest cross-country team
the Mason-Dixon Conference has

Thompson. Thompson, a former
standout runner for Sho'men Coach
Don Chatellier, is now an assistant

coach for Catholic University.

Thompson further stated that

"Catholic University is in a class

of its own, and certainly should
run away with the championship

Sho'men Improve
Jerry Price once again paced

C.U. and, despite taking a wrong
turn, posted the second best time

this course has seen: 22:54. The
Cardinals also took the next six

plat

Despite such 2

ion for the next two home
id the championships. Bob

break upBittenbcnder tried

C.U.'s first fiv

unable to and had to settle for an
8th place finish. Freshman Sam
Martin and Junior Ben Whitman
were close behind, placing tenth
and eleventh respectively.

Play Mt. St. Mary's
This Saturday the Sho'men seek

to improve upon their 3-3 record
and go into the win column against

a tough Mount St. Mary's squad.
Mt. St. Mary's has recovered from
last year's mediocre season and up-
set Towson State 26-29 in their

first meet of the season. It was
Towson's first loss in 26 dual

The Mounts will be lead by
Clarke and Eiscl, both fine run-
ners, the latter of which placed
first against the Sho'men in last

year's race. Washington will close

its current home stand against

Johns Hopkir

>efore going on the road

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
1 booters Joe NithoN (21), Cliff Hankey (43)

and Ed Winant (44) pursue lose ball as Lycoming gonli

a save. The Sho'men won, 6-0.

Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE I
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Spirited Weekend
photos by I.chmann and Martin-

Boyd Attacks

.

(Continued fro m Page 1

)

purpose of life. Bt yd replied by

o of the Ten

the meaning of freedom." Boyd
it his purpose

lo offer definite sol rtions to prob-

lems, but rather to et the students

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

for themselves.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BU1CK, Ine.

Chestertown, Md.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Centreville

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 28-29

Big Halloween Double Feature

"Dr. Terrors'
House of Horrors"

In Church Hill

also

Night Creatures"

213 DRIVE-IN

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 28-30

STRICTLY ADULTS ONLY

"ALLEY CATS"

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 28-30

GREGORY PECK

"Guns of Navarone"

CHESTER THEATRE

"Yesterday, Today
And Tomorrow"

"FIREBALL BOO"

"This Property
Is Condemned"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

3
High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Crickctcer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
MilkShakes 1

Sodas

Cones 1 = -

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Faculty Defend Prof
In Pike Controversy

By Mark Schulman

of the Washir
ully

the

Th>

. Col-

gned a letter pro-

utrageous personal

ick" and "polemical crudities."

Cheap Road to Notoriety"

the editorial

he Kent County News of Oc-
tober 26,

Pliil,,,,,pl:

which Peter

MacKown Discusses

"Off-YearElections "

;sociate Professor

and Religion, for '

to the Baltimore

iid indicating his

"The significance of Off-Ye;

Elections" will be the topic of

lecture tonight by Mr. Stuart A

The lecture, at 8 p.m. in Hyn-
lon Lounge, will initiate this year's

Evening Lecture Series, presented

by Washington College faculty

Framework For Interpretation

According to Mr. MacKown, the

purpose of the talk is to provide

a framework for interpretation of

off-year elections by discussing i;
i

- 1
1

-

era! patterns of these elections.

"As
MacKo^

the Mr.
id, "many foolish

being made about

these elections."

"Really Mean This"

"For example, Republicans have
said that a gain of forty seats in

the House of Representatives will

mean a renaissance of the Repub-
lican party. But would it really

mean this?"

Some specific elections will also

be discussed. These will include

the November 8 gubernatorial

bouts of Spiro T. Agncw and
George P. Mahoncy, in Maryland;
Ronald Reagan and Pat Brown,
in California; and Lester Maddox
in a bid for Georgia's governor-

ship against Howard Callaway.

Discussion Period

A discussion period will follow

the lecture.

Mr. MacKown holds a B.A.

from Clark University, an M.A.
from the University of Massachu-
setts, and is currently a doctoral

candidate at the University of

Two Malcolm Boyd films will be

presented at 8 p.m. Monday in the

dinint; hall. Admission is free and

open to at).

iber of Washington Col-
lege. The letter to the Sun, written
as Bishop Allen Miller of the local

Episcopal diocese was bringing
heresy charges against Bishop

James Pike, was a defense of the

integrity of Bishop Pike.

"A great many people do not
realize," the Kent County News
stated, "that such a letter repre-

sents only the view of the author,

not his employees," The Newi
attributed Dr. Tapke's use of his

title to the fact that "Without
the title, he'd be a 'nothing'."

"What a cheap road to notori-

ety!" the editorial concluded.

Apology in Order

The faculty letter, drafted by
Professors Smith and MacKown
and signed, among others, by Dr.
Robert

""

Rcligio

Tapke'

(As the Elm goes to press, it

has been learned that Chester-
town's other newspaper, the Ches-
ter River Press, has just published

an editorial in defense of Dr.
Tapke.)

A Dedicated Christian

In his original letter to the Sun,
Dr. Tapke, who spent part of (he

past summer at the Pacific School
of Religion in Berkeley, California,

auditing courses by Bishop Pike

and others, defended the personal

and intellectual integrity of the

controversial bishop.

"He is the last man the Epis-

copal Church ought to get rid of,'

. Tapki
try twentieth-century Protestant-

ism for heresy. It is true that Bis-

hop Pike docs not affirm .

Virgin Birth, the Resurrection

and the Trinity at literal truths.

the majoi

ades. The
thii

Sun letter said.

brilliance, wit, integrity, and hu
mihty, he is a dedicated Christiar

in the finest senses of the term.'

"To try Bishop Pike for heresy,'

vholi- point of such
as Tillich and Bult-

mann has been to interpret these

doctrines in a non-literal way."
Intellectual Backwater

Professor Tapke suggested to

Bishop Miller, finally, that he
could find more constructive things

to do than prosecute Bishop Pike

for heresy, noting that such action

was bound to convey to the general
public an image of the Eastern
Shore as a "refuge of intellectual

backwardness and reaction."

Musing about the whole con-

MRA Group Emerges
FromlnitiaIElections
The results of the MRA elec-

tion held last week were made
official Monday, October 31, at

the Studei

East Hall, Kei

that

of accepted usage but from the

particular relevance of his aca-

demic qualifications to the subject

matter of his letter."

The faculty lettei

with the

affrc

November Target Date
Set For Caroline House
attitude of construction supervi:

Kenneth Butts with regard to t

completion of Caroline House
the November 30th target date.

ed, thai thechance", he

newest three-:

tory wilt be completed a week he-

fore the announced deadline.

Shipment Delays

Construction on the building

was held up for three months this

summer while the contractors wait-

ed for a manufacturer to ship the

windows. The installation of the

windows was completed last week.

Building plans were delayed an

additional month while the con-

of the tile. This job was also re-

cently completed when the tile was
laid on all three floors.

Stages of Rca

Final Step Approaches
In less than two weeks, worki

will begin to lay the floorini

final step in the operation.

ly after this, he claims, C
House should be ready f>

cupancy.

Caroline House is mi

Kent and Queen Ann

the three floors have ;

Shoi

i combined

capacity of about seventy-five and
each is equipped with a study

lounge, typing room, laundry room
and telephone.

Professor Clifton; from Middle Hall, John
Barkdoll who ran unopposed; Gil-

bert Bliss defeated Bruce Hill in

the contest for representing the

first floor of Kent, South; John
Martin will represent the second

floor at Kent, North, beating Mil-

ton Hess.

"This is an MRA Representatives

The MRA Council from the first

floor of Wicomico will be John
Coniglios and from the second

floor, Ray Felton, who defeated

John Hall and Peter White, re-

spectively.

Clinton Weimeister and Steve

Ellyson will represent the first

floors of Worcester. They beat Jos-

eph Massey and Steve Varipatis,

respectively, in the elections.

Runoffs Held
The runoffs between candidates

in Someset Central, floors one and
two, and the first floor of Kent,

North, were held yesterday.

Three positions on the MRA
Council were not filled, due to a

lack of petitions submitted from

House (second floor, South), and
Somerset Central (third and
fourth floors).

A Second Chance

A second opportunity to file

petitions to represent those three

residences and floors was given,

and on Wednesday, November 2,

among t MU,
decided

ing v uld be the

From East Hall: Petei

and Robert Schnackel; from the

second floor, South of Kent House:

A. D. Gilmour, Jr., Ted D. Gold-
man, and David Goldschcr; and
from Somerset Central, floors three

and four: Larry C. Martin and
John Anderson. Results of this

election and the runoffs will be

announced on Monday, November
7, at the SGA meeting.

Poet Stuart
To Lecture

Houses, upi mi.;

In Elm
month. Supervisor Bulls exphiim

that an absence of necessary mi.

plies had resulted in the many d>

lays: "We have had plenty .

people to do the work hut no m;

terial to work with." Thes

Seventy to Swarm In

Other "finis jobs"

.luplvl

elude the plaster

and the installation of the fori

topped wardrobe units.

The heating system, Supei

Butts assured, has already

tested and was found to he in

factory condition, Water and

Dabney
young poet from Virginia,

'

from his newly published work,

The Diving Bell, tomorrow in a
Louttit-George Memorial Lecture

at 8:00 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of

Davidson College, Mr. Stuart at-

tended Harvard University as a

Woodrow Wilson Scholar and re-

turning to his native state to teach

the Collet

Mary. Currently he is a member
of the Washington and Lee Uni-

versity faculty.

"Poetical Ordering"

The Diving Bell, available at the

Washington College Bookstore, is a

"poetical ordering of the events

and people of Stuart's past, which

gives shape and identity to him-

Two Lindens," earned him the

Dylan Thomas Award of the Po-

etry Society of America.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Unfortunate, Indeed

that Dr. Tapke
Bishop Pike agi

with Washingti

fessor of Philosp

ing to the News
people" into th

hardlv a valid o!

without excepti

writing. If, for

about pollution

be of relevanrc

Chemistry? If

theological cone

i Tapke and to Wash-

to object to the fart

more Sun defending

e to identify himself

self 'Associate Pro-

:>n College." Accord-

lisled "a great many
is institution as well

eld ab

Professor Tapke

group that ait

perfectly propi

the Chester River, would it not certainly

d interest that the writer was a Professor of

why should a matter of philosophical or

i be any different ?

trofessional concern with the field of

itrated by the fart that he teaches both

sophy and Religion's offerings in relig-

dvisoi to the William James Forum, a

philosophy and religion. Thus, it was

Tapke to include his title in his signa-

The editorial then states that Professor Tapke has not only

done the College a disservice, but that "his stated opinions are

not those of the college nor of any considerable segment of it"

It is thus ironical, as the faculty letter to the News points out,

that it is the editors of the News, rather than Dr. Tapke, who
place themselves in a position of presuming to know and state

what the college thinks. Obviously the College has not, and as

an institution, will not, take a position in the Pike

Dr. Tapke neither slated nor implied any such thing.

While ostensibly, the purpose of the editorial was to

eize Dr. Tapke's use of his title, one must wonder if thi

itself, was enough to incite the "mad-dog temperament" of ti:

News? (The editorial labeled Dr. Tapke a "nothing
he was seeking "a cheap

We think n

have something to do

issues raised by Dr. 1
heresy would l>e to

heresy."

Foreign Study Attracts
Globe-Trotting Students

in." 1

r. I >

. Judy Thompson

i T. Dippel

irt o( the student to

else. Although the

i abroad to study or

merely a passing

i if possibilities both at the graduate

and undergraduate level. The
East-West Center at the Univer-

sity of Hawaii is one such possihib

East-West Center

The East-West Center is a na-

tional American educational insti-

tution established in 1960 by the

United Stales Government in co-

operation with the University of

Hawaii. The major objective of

the center is to promote mutual
understanding among the peoples

of Asia, the Pacific area and the

United States.

The center offers several pro-

grams at the graduate level and
one at the undergraduate level, a

"Junior Year in Hawaii." Wash-
College at present has one

eluded in thi

Vacation Opportunities

The Institute also publishes i

list of reference bocks to be con

suited for more* specific informa

tion on foreign study. A list o

the world, including information on

the language used in lectures, as

well as scholarship opportunity's

may also be obtained. Students

interested should write the Insti-

tute of International Education,

809 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y. 10017.

Many students each year use

their summer vacation as an op-

portunity to travel and work in

Europe. The American Student

Information Service has a com-

plete file of many opportunities for

a variety of jobs. Applications

for such varied employment as

hotel resort work, office work, child

care, construction or farm work

arc available through the ASIS.

Three Week "Dig"
Information on housing facili-

ties, salaries, traveling expenses,

,ble.

Students interested in obtaining the

ASIS information booklet should

Student Information Service, 22

Avenue de la Liberie, Luxembourg

City, Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg, inclosing $'J.D0 to cover the

hand-

il postage.

archaeology or anthropology might

want to look into a program spon-

sored by the Association for Cul-

tural Exchange. The program in-

cludes classroom work in cither a

survey course in archaeology or a

specialis

cipale in a "dig" for three weeks.

Additional information may be ob-

tained by writing Professor Ian A.

Lowson, Association for Cultural

Exchange, 539 West 112th St.,

New York, N. Y. 10025.

These are only a few of the pos-

sibilities open to those with the

desire to (ravel, work and learn in

foreign countries. Additional in-

formation on foreign study may be

obtained in Dean Newlin's office.

student, Doni Blai oiled

; proL-ram.

and

All students 2

an Asian or Pi

propria te to the

These include

Chin,

guages. Donna Blatt, Washingto
College's student in Hawaii" is eui

rently studying Japanese to sur

plement her study of Far-Ea,

Grants Available

the »rh« .[.th
|

..-,,,, II

These grants include travel I

from Hawaii, tuition fees and
necessary books, housing, food and
an incidentals allowance, plus

health insurance. Application forms

and additional information may
he obtained by writing the Direc-

tor of Student Interchange, East-

other areas of

world, the Institute of Internati

al Education publishes a "merr

andum" of foreign study oppoi

New Majors Enrich

Fine Arts Program
By Barbara Miller

Completion of the Fin

tenter, one of the majc
ects of the Heritage Progra

itudi n- thei

practice. It is hoped that mu
will soon be included in the a<

demir distribution requin mr-iils.

This would pave the way for

rith

rbyi

The : andu:

infoi

dent who wishes to study abroad,

Such things as language profici-

ency, differences between Ameri-

can and foreign universities, for-

eign degree requirements, summer
study opportunities, scholarships

of the curri.

creased var:

c Major Planned

11 become a major

iculum through ai

The completed Fine Arts '

Photo Feature

Trick Or Treat

. The

1 be able v

;, charcoal

will be a gen-

other plas

photographic dark

storage room, library, class-

exhibition

nd faculty

fessor Tapke and Washington Colk-g
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SPORTS
Soccer

Spotlights

Harriers
To Earn

Outrun Loyola
.500 Win Mark

By Dick Louck

The ' says that Washington College has a

n, deny it. With five of the starting eleven injured

t with injuries, this team that beat

favored Mt. St. Mary's last Saturday is not good — it's great!

Coach Athey contributed the win to hustle; to that I would like

to add two other ingredients - heart, and one of the most confus-

ing and uncoordinated offense's ever presented on Kibler plain.

The Sho'men obviously outhustled the visiting Mount, but in

addition, the switching wide-open kick and run offense of the

Sho'men confused the Mount defense sufficiently to all several
point-blank shots at the goal. On the other end, Al Perry turned
in an excellent performance in the Sho' goal.

The win, only the second for the injury-ridden squad, was a
welcome and happy ending to an otherwise unhappy week. No
one likes a tie, but Western Maryland thought that better than

.
a loss as they knotted last Monday's fracas at 2-2 late in the

fourth quarter to send the game into overtime, which also went
scoreless.

Last Wednesday the Sho'men found that they had grabbed a
big green Catholic tiger by the tail in the person of the Loyola
College team, as they floundered under a 3-0 loss. The Grey-
hounds (Greyhounds?!) controlled the game very well, and the
Sho'men suffered a humiliating defeat by the not too likeable

Hounds.

ence record at 3-3.

Sho' Depth
The Greyhounds' Andy Carter

easily took first place, but the Sho'-
men's Bob Bittenbender, Sam Mar-
tin, and Ben Whitman took the
next three positions.

Dave Stokes, Buddy Jastram,
Dave Cohn, Bill Leonard, and Lem
Harris took the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,

and 1 1th slots to be within thirty

seconds of each other and to se-

cure the victory for Washington
College.

Bittcnbender's Best Race
Last Saturday Bittenbender and

Martin produced their best races
of the season running against the

Mounts. Bittenbender lost to Else!
by only five seconds and Martin
showed his mettle by copping
fourth place.

In these two races Cohn, Stokes
and Harris improved their best

times for the season which, accord-
ing to Coach Chatellier, "may well

prove to be the decisive factor in

the upcoming meets."

So far Coach Don Chatellier has
had to depend heavily on his first

three runners. However, it looks

as if whatever he gets

FOUR NEW ENGLANDERS: Cross Country standouts a
bender, Sam Martin, Ben Whitman and Buddy Jastram.

Tomorrow the Sho'men will
travel to Doylestown, Pa., to face
Delaware Valley and Pennsylvania
Military College in a tri-mect. This
is a crucial race because it will de-
termine whether or not the thin-

clads will have a winning season.

Last year the Sho'men lost to

Delaware Valley 27-30 and were
thoroughly outclassed by P, M. C.

Chatellier commented that, "we
haven't really had a tough meet
this season in which every member
of the team was tested at the same
time, but competing in these two
dual meets at once should prove
to be the biggest challenge of the

be largely due

thus far.'

On Tuesday, November 8, the

the last five fin- Sho'men travel to Carlisle, Pa., to

meet Susquehanna University and

s will

Final Football

Standings

Lambda Chi
Outcasts

Theta Chi
KA
Phi sig
1000 Clowns
The Nads

Saturday's Soccer Bout Ends
Sho'men's Home Season

Lambdas Win
Football Title
The 1966 intramural football

championship has been won by
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity after

their 6-0 victory over the Outcasts.
' The Lambdas had previously won
the fraternity cup with a regular

season victory over the Theta Chis.

To get to the championship
game and to earn the right to meet
the Outcasts, the Lambdas de-

feated Theta Chi hy a 7-6 score.

Mike Kelly scored the touchdown
and important extra point, snaring

passes from Harry Webb on both

occasions. The Theta score came
,
on a long pass from Carl Ortman
tojim Chalfont. But the defending

league champs could not execute

a successful extra point, and this

proved to be the difference.

Scoring Opportunities

The Outcasts came close to a

.
score late in the half as quarter-

\

back Woody Snyder just missed

Closing the 1966 Washington
College soccer season will be two
games, one with Johns Hopkins
and the other with Dickinson. The
Hopkins game will be played Sat-

urday, November 5, at the Hop-

Nick Sai
' the

. On

kins field and the final

Dickinson is scheduled for Tu
day, November 8 on Dickinso

home turf.

The Sho'men were defeated \

in last week's soccer contest w

Outcasts goal line ahead of him.

A poor Lambda kickoff gave the

Outcasts' goal line ahead of him.

the second half but they could nut

capitalize on this break. Tom Whit-
son made a diving interception of

a Synder pass to set up the lone

Lambda quarterback Harry
Webb hit on passes to Whitson and
Kelly before throwing a 30 yard

touchdown pass to John Mendell

Loyola. The game was played on
the Washington field and although

the Washington scorers didn't hit

the mark, goalie Al Perry played

a hard game by blocking 18 of

Loyola's goal attempts.

In soccer action yesterday after-

noon the Washington eleven tang-

led with the soccer squad from

Wagner. The Sho'men hustled as

usual, and were aided in their at-

tack and defense by the cool ball

handling of Dave Isherwood, Ed
Winant, Ken Stein, Bob Lehman,
Joe Nichols, and goalie, Al Perry.

The Sho'men clashed with
Mount Saint Mary's last Saturday

tune of 4-3.

The first Washington goal was
collected by Isherwood on an as-

sist from Lehman in the first per-

iod, which followed a Mount Saint

Mary's score by Kevin Curnyn.
Applying the toe again,. Isherwood

tallied another goal in the second

quarter. Following behind Isher-

wood was Stein who guided the

lull ll wice i the second ner-

t by Isher-

wood heln

of Nichols.

The last two goal scorec hy

Moun Sai t Ma
by Kevin Curnyr onri

period anc Dana Km the

closing min the game.

Thu far the Wasliinyum s ccer

H0Ugf x Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Dickinson Collej

The Sho'men lost a cliff-hanger

Susquehanna last year 26-29

by Dickinson.

Best MAC Runners
Susquehanna has two of the fin-

est runners in the Middle Atlantic

Conference in Hatfield and Vol-
kan. Dickinson's standouts, Smith
and Evinger, anchor their cross-

country team.

Coach Chatellier feels that "the

Susquehanna meet can go cither

way, but Dickinson will probably

be our toughest M.A.C. foe." If

the Sho'men can split these last

four meets, they will produce the

best record Chatty has had here

in the last eight years.

Intercollegiate

Hockey On Tap
For Sho' Girls

Sports for women at Washington

College arc off to a big start this

year as twenty-five girls play field

hockey in intramural competition.

Playoffs, to be held this week,

will climax the rivalry started when
the teams were organized during

ond week of school. The

;ames will emerge as

cntecn of the players will

from their field in front of

set dormitory to the Univer-

Maryland for a Hockey Play

The girls will compete with

from sixteen colleges of the

and area.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.nj

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11 :00 p.m.

Don KeUy

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.
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Dean Caton Explains Changes

In College Infirmary System
The following changes have

been made in ihe College Hcallh

Service for Washington College

students, effective Tuesday, No-

vember 1, I9B6, according to Dean

of Women Mary Caton:

1. The College HcalUi Servii e

will be localed in the Richmond

House.

2. The College Nunc will be

on duly, Monday through Friday,

from 9:00 A. M. - 12:00 noon,

and from 1:00 P. M. to 4:00 P.

M. During these hours, Monday
through Friday, all students re-

quiring medical attention ihould

use the College Infirmary in the

Richmond House.

The college physicia

Jor* OlM/ .ill I

the College Infirmary. Rich-

mond House, from 1:00 P. M. to

2:00 P, M. Monday through Fri-

day. Dr. Otciza is replacing Dr.

Oskar Gulbrandsen.
-]. At all f.thcr times when the

College Nurse is not on duly, stu-

tanrc in pelting to the hospital,

such student should be accompain-

petions. Women students will be

accompanied by a housemother.

Men students will be assisted by a

proctur or a friend.

ambulance, call immediately Kent

County Rescue Squad. 778-0660.

7. Dr. Otciza requests a medi-

U-L'K
.

friends who ,

Poet Stuart To Lecture

(Continued from Page I

)

Faculty Defends Professor

(Continued from Page I)

troveisy in a recent interview. Dr.

Tapke observed, "The letter was

in no sense a personal attack on

Bishop Miller, but a disagreement

with his policy of heresy-hunling.

Many of his own clergy have

disagreed with him in this as well."

Ecumenical Arc
"Nevertheless, I meant the part

about intellectual backwardness."

Dr. Tapke went on. "Anyone with

the slightest awareness of what is

going on in centers of religious

thinking nowadays knows that few

people are interested in fighting

to the death defending creedal

niceties of fifteen centuries ago.

iolulcly old hat."

"The
fine jol

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

omen's Casual We
331 High St., Chestcrtown, Md.

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

While in Kiddu.itc school he spent

a year at the University of Lnuvain

in Belgium on Fulbright ttrant. Geoi

lie was recently re-appointed by of M
the Mayor of Chestertown to a Count
Ihrcr-ycar term on the Historic contri

District C.cccn.ission of Chester- ment

The Loullit-Gcorsc Lerlurt

which are free and open to t]

public, were established by M
Ham Clark Bodcn IV in memo
of James Louttil. Jr.. Si tin.

on— the mood of ccunicnicism, of

healing ancient differences, of ap-

plying the Gospel in fresh new
ways to the demands of the pres-

Incvitable Old Guard
"Inevitably," said Dr. Tapke.

"the Episcopal Chord), like the

le c hanec as long as

op Pike-, in America.

e lielitning rod for

DR\

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

WATCH 111 PAIRS belli Ms si R\ It I

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Centrcrillc

led by the parents of all

dents under twenty-one. This

m ss'ill be sent to the parents by

College.

3. The Kent and Queen Anne's

Hospital Board asks all

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

FRI. & SAT.— NOV. 4-5

DON KNOTTS

"THE GHOST AND
MR. CHICKEN"

SUN. & MON-— NOV. 6-7

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
LAURENCE HARVEY

EDDIE FISHER

"Butterfield 8"

213 DRIVE-IN

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.—NOV. 4-5-6

The driver of any car with a nun:

bee 13 in the license number ss'i

be admitted FREE!

"Rasputin"

"Castle of Evil"

"Blood Beast From
Outer Space"

fri.-sat.-sun.—nov. 4-5-

steve McQueen
karl madden

"Nevada Smith"

CHESTER THEATRE

WED. & THUS.— NOV. 2-S

JAYSON ROBARDS, JR.
BARBARA HARRIS

"A Thousand Clowns"

FRI. & SAT.— NOV. 4-5

DORIS DAY—ROD TAYLOR
"The Glass Bottom

Boat"

ELVIS PRESLEY

"Viva Las Vegas"

SUN.-HON.-TUE.— NOV. 6-7-B

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
PAUL NEWMAN
BURL IVES

"Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

»
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTE] fUEIZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Players Open Season

With 'The Crucible'
The Washington Players

open their fall season tonight i

Arthur Miller's The Cmciblt
drama about the devastating i

sequences of the Salem w

The play, beginning at 8 p.n

and Sat-

Willl.l i Smith Auditori

urday nights.

Familiar Faces

Directing The Crucible is Mr.
Timothy Maloney, chairman of the

Drama department. Mr. Maloney
said he is seeking to interpret the

play in light of modern develop-

er, I,

n the horrors of the Salem
aft trials and the equally

i the twentieth

McCullough To Give

Concert Wednesday

century.

Among the students participat-

ing in The Crucible are some fa

miliar faces to the boards of Wil-

liam Smith Hall, in addition tc

a number of freshmen with previa

ous acting experience.

Play Cast

i Sak-i

Oscar McCullough

Psych Club
Organizes,
Elects Heads

Election of officers and the writ-

ing of the constitution were the

first orders of business which con-

cerned the members of the newly
formed Psychology Club at Wash-
ington College.

Senior Frank Bauer was elected

president of the new organization,

while Barry Burrell, also a senior,

will fill the dual role of vice presi-

dent and treasurer. Junior Kitty

be .

Oscar McCullough, well known
baritone soloist, and Assistant Pro-

fessor of Music at Hollcns College
in Virginia, will give a concert at

the College Wednesday, November
16, at 8:30 p.m. in William Smith

Accompanied by Roy Hamlin
Johnson at the piano, Mr. McCul-
lough has an extensive song re-

pertoire and has performed in

Baldwin Graduate

After graduation from Baldwin
Wallace College with a Bachelor
of Music Degree, Mr. McCullough
continued his professional training

at the Eastman School of Music
of the University of Rochester. He
graduated in 1952 with a Master
of Music degree and the Perform-
er's Certificate.

Mr. McCullough has since stud-

ied as a scholarship winner at

Tanglewood and Oglebay Opera
Institute. As a Danforth Grant re-

cipient he studied oratorio and
lieder interpretatioi

Royal Conservator;

Toronto and the

Summer Academy
teum in Salzburg, Austria.

New York Debut
In 1963, Mr. McCullough pre-

sented his New York debut recital

at Carnegie Recital Hall. His re-

cent engagements have included
the Berea Bach Festival, Berea,

Ohio ; the Orpheus Choir of Cleve-

land, Ohio; the role of Figaro in

"The Barber of Seville" in Ro-
chester, New York; and Marcallo
in "La Bohema" at Schroon Lake,

New York.

For the past several years he
has appeared in the Christmas

(Continued on Page 5)

the man who
the perverted

vill be played
by freshman Pete Herbst. The
role of Elizabeth Proctor will be
filled by Christine Kent, a veteran
actress at Washington College.
The Reverends Sam Parris and
John Hale will be portrayed by
Brian Manson and Mike Young,
respectively. John Merrill will play
the part of Deputy-Governor Dan-
forth.

The supporting

Bedford J. Groves, Placement Director of Washingto n College, held

a meeting with seniors at 1:30 p.m. today in Willian Smith Hall to

discuss job opportunities and future plans.

Placement Program
Outlines Job Outlook

The of pla,

numbers about fourteen,

including Nancy Bleycr, Chesley
Stone, Larry Varon, Diana Fiala,

Brian Kehoe, Nancy Brunner, and
Molly StiUman.

Admission price is $.75 for col-

lege students, $1.50 for the gen-
eral public, and $.50 for high

graduating seniors with employing
firms and with the federal govern-

ment was the topic of the Job
Placement Clinic held this after-

noon in William Smith Auditor-

ium for all interested seniors.

Placement Director Bedford J.

Groves conducted the session and

outlined the placement procedure

practiced by his office, The "re-

Senate Sessions
Raise Discussions

at both the

of Music in

International

it the Mozat-

By Jaia Barrett

With the new Student Govern-

ment Association representatives

installed in the Senate for the com-

ing year, last week's meeting of

the SGA was the occasion for scv-

Quality Is Questioned
The Bookstore Committee re-

ported that at the first meeting
of this group of faculty, bookstore

and SGA representatives, the price

of textbooks, both

It was suggested that the SGA
plan on sponsoring a bus for Wash-
ington College students next Feb-

ruary to take them to Baltimore

when the Sho'men basketball team
plays in the Civic Center. Also

brought up for discussion was the

suggestion that the SGA consider

having buses go to cities such as

Washington, Philadelphia, or New
York for the day.

being sought now which would
lower these prices.

This committee also discussed

the quality of the selection of

novels offered in the bookstore.

Senators were asked to get the

the College Bookstoi

To Promote Interest

The object of the Club is "to

promote an interest in the field

of psychology and to bring speak-

ers on campus,'' according to Dr.
Dwight Kickpatrick, professor of

psychology. Dr. Kirkpatrick and
Dr. Randall Grumpelt will act as

co-advisors of the organization.

Dr. Kirkpatrick explained that,

at the present time, only junior

and senior psychology majors have

and organization of (he club. But,

he added, according to the consti-

tution, which must be approved at

the meeting tonight, students who
have taken, or are at the present

lime, taking, psychology course
will also be eligible to join.

Although no definite plans have
been made, future .olivines of the

Honor System

"De Facto" Honor

Senators were also asked I

with their

possibility of
i

the College. I

the Senate that the Collei

de facto honor code at present.

The majority opinion expressed

in the SGA during this first dis-

cussion was against the establish-

ment of a formal honor system.

This subject will be further dis-

the

the opinions of tin? students h;ue
lieen expressed through votes tak-

Race Relations Aired

The lecture given by Malcolm
Boyd last mntith has inspired two

issues which were brought before

the Senate. One was the desire for

a better selection of both "Negro"
and "'white" newspapers in the li-

The second issue concerned the

Concert Series. It was suggested

i number of tickets t

>Ne(

the early part of the second se-

mester, but Mr. Groves warned his

audience that the field of prospec-

tive employers should be surveyed

and examined now.

Interested In Grads
Among the specific topics dis-

cussed were : the procedure of col-

lege recruiting followed by many
firms and agencies interested in

hiring college graduates; how to

Mr. Groves urged the seniors to

take advantage of the Placement
Reference Library, located in the

Alumni House, which offers many
sources of job "leads." Free copies

of the basic directory, the College

Placement Annual arc also avail-

able there.

Native Sons Hired
The Baltimore Chamber of Com-

merce will again sponsor its "Op-
eration Native Son," during which
approximately 100 prospective em-
ployers will conduct employment
interviews with college students

during the Christmas holidays at

the Civic Center in Baltimore.

Similar programs are also being

launched this year in Bethesda,

Chevy Chase and Salisbury.

Referendum
Made Invalid

With less than one-third of the

student body voting, a referendum

tin rial changes was declared invalid

by the Student Government Asso-

ciation, Monday night.

The SGA constitution requires

a minimum voting participation of

two-ihirds of the student body.

To Try Again

On Monday SGA will again ac-

cept ballots for a decision on this

issue. The voting will continue at

lunch and at dinner every day

next week until a sufficient number
of students have voted.

The proposals state that "the

Vice-President of SGA shall serve

as the Chairman of the Freshman

Steering Committee rather than as

Freshman Steering Committee

It also states that the Freshman

Steering Committee shall consist of

(Continued on Page 6)
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Ambitious Policies Offered

ire doing, if \

Alu i I. (.Mil Nalili

piTI ''III. I'.'-'Although
Alumni supporting the College

financially is small, about 20 per-

cent, Washington College led the

nation (in small, coeducational,

liberal arts colleges) in terms of

the total amount given as Alumni

4E Washington elm By Alumni Director Gates
Editor-in-Chief M» rIt A -

Schulman

Senior Editor - Tom Lacher
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By Dick Heymann
An enthusiastic approach to

Alumni relations marks the style

of Douglass Gates, new Director

of Alumni at Washington College,

replacing Bedford Groves, who is

serving as Director of Public Events

and Director of Student Placement.

A member of the 1959 graduat-

ing class of Washington College,

Mr. Gates has firsthand knowledge

of some of the inadequacies of the

Ten Alumni Chapters

The ten chapter groups of the

Washington College

Some of the chapters are more

active than others, Mr. Gates ob-

served. Recent projects by the

floats made for the Homecoming
Parade, a student appreciation

luncheon at which students and

their parents meet with members

of the faculty and administration,

and the establishment of a schol-

arship fund to aid deserving indi-

viduals from the general locality of

the Alumni Chapter.

\hr office,

ed by

n the

auorij

Referendum Vote
Last Friday's less than one-third turnout for the

Freshman Steering Committee referendum was dis-

appointing, but not unpredictable.

As is the case with issues that do not immediately,

or for that matter, ever, affect the current voting pub-

lic, it is natural for students not to care enough about

the issue to vote either for or against it.

However, looking at just the substantive issue in-

volved in the referendum, there is little to be said

against the idea of a Freshman Steering Committee.

(As a matter of fact, an overwhelming majority of

those voting in last Friday's ill-fated referendum voted

for the Committee.)

The purpose of the Steering Committee is to give

the Freshman Class informal leadership for class func-

tions such as the Homecoming float, stunt night and
Christmas dinner. In previous years, the Freshman
class has had no leadership until it elected officers

second semester. This has hindered first semester plan-

ning of class events.

While the issue may be uninspiring, let us not drag
it out any further. The Elm urges students to vote

affirmatively Monday, when the Student Government
Association will once again try to garner the neces-

sary two-thirds vote.

Agnew Triumphs
One astute television commentator election night

observed, "You know there is something wrong with

a candidate who has a slogan like 'A Home Is Your
Castle' and signs it to the tune of 'Bells of Saint

Mary.' "

A plurality of Maryland voters seemed to agree

with this assessment of Gubernatorial candidate
George Mahoney and decided that they did not want
to be entombed in a "castle" while the rest of the

world passes them by. Hence came the election of

Spiro T. Agnew as governor of Maryland.

All is not rosy for Mr. Agnew as he takes over the

governorship, however. He is not a man of immense
ability, and he will probably find it difficult to face

the massive problems of Maryland. No doubt com-
pounding his problems will be a predominantly Dem-
ocratic state legislature. He will have
his political skills and learn some new ones.

Democracy is simply the right to choose be
alternatives. While neither alternative in the Mary-
land race was superb, the better man did win.

of the Alumni
Chapters, he indicated that the

groups were to remain under the

control of the individuals in each

of the groups. Whatever assistance

his office is able to provide to help

the chapters with plans, projects

and ideas is eagerly given, Mr.

Gates remarked.

Five Big Aims
The new Director has five ob-

jectives which he keeps in mind
while working with and for the

Alumni Chapter groups: 1 ) To
keep the Alumni informed of Col-

lege developments; 2) To improve

the organization within the Alumni

Chapter groups; 3) To encourage

Alumni to keep in touch with the

Alumni Office, informing them of

the latest personal news and
achievements: 4) To promote the

"selling" of the College by Alumni
to prospective students; 5) To
stimulate the amount and pcrcent-

1 support of the Col-

do iMr. Gates is planning t<

great deal of travelling, t

out and meet the Alumni,"

feet, to "sell" the Alumni f

do more for the College. "There

is an obligation on this (the Alum-
ni) office to tell the Alumni what

Letters to the Editor
To The Editor: Freshman Class will noi

In the recent referendum vote function as an active o

,u , . .•
i . f „ We hope that the enl

concerning the establishment of a
h^ JJ, mm- .,_

Freshman Steering Committee, tin-

port of the i

: ef- 16). How.

ningly

.
(i. 183 i

tstituted since the

required two-thirds of the student

body did not accept the responsi-

bility of voicing their opinion.

Without this committee, the

UMCEF INSPIRES SIGS

upcoming vote.

Signed:

Freshman Senators

Dean Skelos

Cindy Stafford

Barbara Osborn

Karen Hayes

Colleen Spivcy

To the Editor:

Certainly this year'< Homer
ing Weekend was on

successful in the Colleg

Many people and orga

such as the Student Gov
"trsity Club, and

done. The Ahim-
nsored

i Hall e pecially

nfortuna

but the

ts absence. If

ations a c to be tressed,

should >e, why
faculty help

Phi Sigma Kappa members entertain children from Emanuel Episcopal

Church. Fraternity members chaperoned approximately twenty-five chil-

dren on a "trick or treat for UNICEF." President Dick Checket said

the children collected over $50.00 in their UNICEF campaign. The
children, most of them aged 6-12, were treated to ice cream and cake

i Dick, the Phi Sigs phi

! entertained by the boys and

, havi

Statement

To the Editor:

Students have always amused
me. I find that through the cen-

Washington College to be

of contact. I will pass

u unnoticed: perhaps 1

assume the identity of a

nd. No, how
reminded that

i. But I digress. Let

on Washington Coi-

led on Page 5)
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Chestertown Picks Agnew
In Supermarket Election

By Thomas Lather
Republii an gubernatorial candi-

date Spiro T. Agnew captured 45.!)

percent of the votes in a Washing-
ton College election poll held last

Friday in Chestertown.

George P. Mahoncy, the Demo-
pla-

villi Of

The
undecided.

Straw Vote
he straw vote was conducted

he A&P supermarket between
L.m. and 6 p.m., Friday. No-

vember 4. Mr. Stuart MacKown,
Instructor of Political Science, or-

ganized the poll and was assisted

by his department majors.

Mac Kown commented that the

poll was the only one, to his know-
ledge, conducted on the Eastern

Shore. Besides the choices for gov-

ernor, the ballot included prefer-

ences for Maryland's first Congres-

sional district.

Incumbent Morton Wins
Incumbent Rogers C. B. Mor-

ion, a Republican, was the lead-

ing vote-getter with 405 votes or

66.7 percent of the total. Demo-
cratic candidate Harry Byrd cap-

Mort

Board of Visitors and Governors
of the College.

Results of the poll were separ-

ated into white and Negro returns.

Overall, 446 ballots or 73.4 per-

cent were cast by whites and 162
votes or 26.6 percent of the poll

were marked by Negroes.

Negro Mahoncy Vote
Agnew received 46.4 percent of

the white votes and 44.4 percent
of the Negro ballots. Mahoney
garnered 37.9 percent from white
voters and 25.4 percent from Ne-

MacKown explained that

straight party voting and ignorance
of the issues resulted in Mahoney's
surprise showing from the Negro

sition to proposed open-homing
;i«lation.

Pressman Runs Third
Pressman gathered 9.5 percent

and only 4.7

Negroes were

of the Ni

percent of the whit

twice as undecided

The greatest differences of opin-
ion between white and Negro vot-

ers were present in the Congress-
ional race. Morton won 66.7 per-

cent of the overall balloting, 72
percent coming from white voters

and 51.9 percent from Negroes.

Byrd's difference was neglible, 12.3

percent Negro and 11.9 percent
white with an overall total of 12.0

School Grades
Not Correlated

With Success

iBhl

The Peace Corps
isn't looking

for Superman.

Just little old you.

The Peace Corps. ^
Washington, D. C. 20525 /V

D Please send me information A^
Please send me an application J^A

Name

^^&

Address

Citv

State Zip Code

of the electorate

WASHINGTON (CPS) —
There seems to be no direct re-

lationship between high grades in

college and professional success in

later life, two recent studies in-

Dr. Eli Gin/berg, a New York

researcher, studied a group of Co-

lumbia University graduate stu-

dents who had won fellowships to

the school between 1944 and 1950.

of "Why Children Fail," ob-

es that current school methods
roy love of learning by en-

students to work for

petty rewards — names on honor
rolls, gold stars, for the "ignoble

satisfaction of feeling they are bet-

asked to participate in the poll one
elderly lady replied she couldn't
because Crumpton was her polling

place.

Student Polls Vote
Another woman told an energe-

tic College student that she would
vote for him in the election. One
vociferous lady told the group that
if Mahoney won she would leave

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas— Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

For Fun and Games
find

how successful the 342 students

had become 14 years after they

completed their fellowships.

Grades No Guide

The findings showed students

who had graduated from college

with honors, who had won schol-

astic medals or who had been elect-

ed to Phi Beta Kappa were more

likely to be in the "lower profes-

sional performance levels" than

the students who had not distin-

guished themselves while in col-

Students Commit Genocide
A dispairing Pct»

surrendered Israel to the Germans
Frank Phillips, sitting in hi

Kent House Command Center, jus

destroyed the world!

Nightmare? No! It'

,<.th<-i of

campus—war games.

Hardy Band
The Washington College chap-

ter of Kriegspielers Internationa!

was formed this semester by a
small, but hardy band of colle-

etnamese situation and thus better

understand our efforts there."

Nuclear War is a game popular

with Washington students. By

playing various "warhead", "roc-

ket", and "population" cards, ama-
teur politicians try to gain control

of the world through actual power
techniques or alliances. The end

of the game is reached when no

one is left alive or one country

Two other games now in the

designing stage are Double Think

which is a Central- Intel I ig<*ncr-

Agency-type spy game, and Su-

premacy, a war game involving

a fictional continent with each

player commanding a country.

Several of the war games, in-

cludirig Nuclear War, are sold in

the College bookstore. The intent

participants buy additional equip-

World

War 1 1 helmets, guns, and fa-

tigues to complement their games.

Field Marshall

Field Marshall Charlie Skipper

and his cohorts usually play war

games in the lounges of Kent
:he de-House, but will

i

mand «

members and additional

Doctor Shocked

This finding startled the leader

of the research team, Dr. Phillip

B. Price. He called it a "shocking

finding to a medical educator like

myself who has spent his profes-

sional life selecting applicants for

admission to medical school."

He added that the study caused

him to question the adequacy of

grades, not only in selecting those

who should he admitted to medical

against man kin

npus branch nuCurrently the c

recruited daily.

Strengthen Sentiment
The original war game, V

nam, was invented by Rick Laq
and Phil Orbanes, two college s

dents who attend Swarthmore e

lively.

n.l-nf:

ut also i:

prioress.

one affirms that the over-emphasis

on grades, which begins when a

studeni is in junior high school and

continues throughout his academii

After the first game
the two young inventors sent

copy of Vietnam to Presidi

Johnson. Johnson replied that h>

liked the game and wished tin

success with it. One local John
son critic has interpreted this repli

sentiment in the country.

Nuclear War
Orbanes, who is Chair

Ciamesik-nte Corporation, said the

purpose of Vietnam is "to give

the average American the oppor-

tunity to visually recreate the Vi-
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SPORTS
Soccer

Spotlights
By Dick Louck

Coach AiIut, el the soccer team, labeled iliis as a building

year for his young squad. With three panics left to be played

—two of those rescheduled because of previous had weather—
this year's team could, at best, have only a mediocre 4-5-1

. record.

Injuries, inexperience and inclement weather were the

main factors in this year's poor showing. Yet, with a poor

record and no chance for any kind of championship this year.

Coach Athey remains in good spirits. Mr has good reason for

optimism.

The entire offensive line will return next year, barring

unforseen difficulties, or in a word— academics. Goalie Perry

will return with a solid defense in front of him which has had

a year's experience. Halfback returnees Jay Schwartz, Ford

Schumann, Bob Lehman and odiers will also help.

As a matter of fact. Coach Athey will have practically

the same team next year as he did this year. Where then, will

come the improvement? Here, experience is the key word.

But another important factor must be considered.

Sho'men opponents in league play will in many cases be

hit harder than Washington College. Hopkin's spark plug

fireplug?) Pablo Drobny will graduate, as will Western Mary-
land's Cnhurn and others on that team. Mt. St. Mary's will

lose both of their star wings. Delaware, Loyola, and Randolph
Macon will lose key players through graduation.

I don't want in sound too optimistic at this time, primar-

ily because of the always teuiLing spectre of the academic
axe rutting away some key players from next year's Sho'
squad, but on the surface, Coach Athey must be looking for-

ward to renewed success by future soccer squads. For the

present, this year's squad must now try to salvage what they

can from an otherwise dismal season by winning these last

Mark Schulman (above) demonstrates the form that
|

finals of the annual intramural tennis tournament,
several players competing for the winner's cup.
tourney play at their own convenience and thus
expected to continue for a few weeks.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

rVATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Cheatertown, Mr]

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Here Friday

Washington Soccer Squad
Reschedules Wagner College
The Washington College soccer

team will play Wagner College

Saturday on Kibler Field in a

contest that was rained out earlier

in the season.

Wagner, traditionally a tough

team for the Sho'men, will have
added incentive fo: tomorrow's

game in that the Sho'men defeated

Wagner last year by a score of 2-1.

Winant Returns

The Sho'men should be in good
shape physically for the Wagner
game due to the expected return

of Ed Winant to the line-up. Win-
ant suffered an injury in the West-

Maryland game and has been

ing minutes of the first quarter.

Early in the second quarter, Pablo
Drodney netted the next Hopkins
goal with the aid of Kit Batten-

Nichols was chalked up
through the second perioc

help of Bob Lehman. At
the score stood at 2-1.

the Washington squad pi;

in the third quarter, the

eleven saw daylight, at

kicked in two unassisted

halfway

with the

the half,

Although
lyed hard

Hopkins
id Pablo

goals in

Then Lose Two

unable play

In soccer action this past Sat-

urday, the Sho'men were handed
by Johns Hopkins, the fourth de-

feat in seven games. The 4-1 match
found Joe Nichols scoring the only

Washington goal and Pablo Drod-

Sho' Harriers Score
Win Over Hopkins
The Washington College cro

country team defeated Johns Ho]

22-37, for the first time i

for the first fiftet

12:

.nopoliz the

eek ago lastTuesday. though, upon the teams which plar

compete. "So far," Chatelliei

'Gallaudet, Mr. St. Mary's

umns with three of the four Hap-

Hopkins' Kit Battenfield scored

Booters Tie
Class League

intramural soccer league will have
played every' ether class soccer

squad twice by the end of the in-

ter-class competition. Although
more games are to be played,

league standings at the present
': for first place;

Three days later the Sho'

defeat at the hands of Delaware
Valley College and Penn Military Loyola. Hopkins. Towson and
College by the respective scores of seives will compct
24-35 and 15-47. The harriers ov-

er-all record now stands at 4-6.

Against Hopkins, the Sho'men
led by a commanding margin
throughout the race. Cliff Cyr of

Hopkins took first place. Bob Bit-

tenbender and Sam Martin paced
the thinclads throughout the race

and were joined by

finis

tie for second place.

Top Positions

Lem Harris produced his

effort ,.f th- ixth.

gam

On Monday, October 31, the

seniors defeated the freshman team
by a score of 2-0. A score in the

first quarter by Sonny Wonderlick
set the seniors ahead by one.

The freshmen were able to hold
the seniors until the third quar-
ter, but then Alan Ray broke the
defense, and headed the ball in for

The following day. junior's Dick
Jackson and Peter Rosen scored
and led the junior class squad to

a 2-0 victory over the sophomore

He was closely followed by Dave
Stokes, Buddy Jastrum, Dave Cohn
and Bill Leonard, who filled in

the ninth, tenth, and eleventh

slots, respectively, as the Sho'men
put their first seven men in the

top ten positions.

The following Friday, the har-

riers faced Delaware Valley and
Pennsylvania Military Academy
and cold weather. The results were
disastrous as the Sho'men lost two
meets and any remaining chance
they might have had for a winning

Sho

Coach Donald Chatellier pauses

for a moment as he prepares his

cross country squad for the Mason-
Dixon Championship, Nov. 19.

Harry Webb tallied :

game despite heavy offensive drives

by both teams.

In the fourth game, the fresh-

men defeated the juniors by a
score of 4-1. Freshmen Woody
Ayres. Sam Martin, Clifton Wei-
meister, and John Franco each
ored against the junior defense.

For the , I'-!,, R„

It was simply a case of being
overpowered by their Middle At-

lantic Conference foci. Ben Whit-
man, Bob Bittenbender, and Sam
Martin grabbed the 3rd, 4th, and
5th positions against Delaware
Valley and the 7th, 8th, and 9th
places against P.M.C. Lem Harris

and Dave Cohn were the 4th and
5th men to finish for Washington.
On Saturday the Sho'men will

travel to Gallaudet for the Loyola
Invitational. Last year Bob Bitten-

bender earned a 7th place medal
and this year Coach Don Chatel-

lier feels that his first "three boys

THE YARMOUTH SHOP
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A Ballet Kevieui . y-v -m- y —

—

Romeo and juiietj UrugUsageReported
Widespread In USA

' By Donald Dolce

The entire concept of reducing

to one's aesthetic appeal. For in

reducing it, the ballet loses its vi-

brancy and vitality that are so

prevalent during a live perform-

ance. Such was the fate of the film-

ed ballet Romeo and Juliet, per-

formed by the Royal Ballet Com-
pany, with score by Serge Proko-

Thc ballet is currently being

shown around the country.

Wider Audience

A similar experience could be

seen with the television production

of Arthur Miller's Death of a

Salesman last season. The motive

behind this process — to bring the

fine arts to a wider audience (and

to record it for posterity) — is

noble, althought it is impossible

to appreciate the ballet fully as a

With this in mind, the produc-

tion of Romeo and Juliet is one of

particular interest. The box office

"sell appeal" is obviously Rudolf

Nureyev. Yet those who expect

to see his magnificent leaps will

be disappointed because they do

not exist here. What will be found,

however, is one of Nureyev's most

powerful performances, and one

which enhances his image as the

danseur noble of the world. His

graceful portrayal of Romeo is a

resplendent effort.

Dame Fonteyn Absorbing

Dame Margot Fonteyn presents

an absorbing yet restrictive Juliet.

At forty-six, she is hardly able t

fourt r-.kl

,nd foolhardy

act indeed, my friends. Without

astrology, what would have become

of such men as Zoroaster, Anaxa-

goras, Virgil, Tycho Brahe, John

Milton and countless others whose

lives make a history of the world?

Whoever is responsible for Zolar's

removal can count on much hoot-

Statement

i CIRCULATION

Romeo who stays in one's mind af-

ter the performance.

The supporting actors are also

excellent. David Blair as Mercutio
and Desmond Doyle as Tybalt are
masterful, especially in their duel

Difficult To Match
The production has a grandeur

which is difficult to match. The
beautiful costumes and sets are not
generally unecessarily gaudy, but,

at times, they tend to take one's

attention from the dancers. This
is especially true in the ball scene
at the Capulet's house. One defin-

ite fault is the quality of the film. for other than
It frequently went out of focus and at least once;

NEW YORK — Drug usaSe

among American teen-agers may
not be as widespread as some fear,

but it is not confined to the slums,

or to a miniscule beatnik fringe.

According to a report in the

September issue of Seventeen Mag-
azine, based on 1,100 responses to

a survey sent by the publication to

ycd (close to one

8) have used drugs

dical purposes

the technicolor \

than satisfactory

The overall effect of "B
and Juliet" is a credible one,

cipally due to the performan
the Royal Ballet Company
Kenneth MacMillan's chon
phy. But rising above the

production is the duo that en
es the entire audience with t

alleled artistic achievement—
yev and Fonteyn.

it of 10 of these experi-

• are still using drugs;

an eight out of 10 of the

ers smoke marijuana . .

.

n a third swallow pep
almost a third take LSD
nost are involved with

i a single drug;

iris have little difficulty

ig drugs through illicit

eful analysis of the

1 from the Ch,Tl<lr,,n.

whatever,

the

girl. The camera closeups are mer-

ciless despite George ClafTs skill-

ful make up. Her performance is

technically faultless, although one

could almost hear her limbs creak

at any moment. Also, despite the

fact that this ballet is written es-

pecially for Juliet, it is Nureyev's

Campus Forum
( Continued from Page 2)

lege or 185 years of tradition un-

impeded by progress.

Your literary magazine was a

good idea. I liked the green cover

on the spring edition. Don't you

think it would be better to have a

hard-bound edition next time? A
hard-bound cover would give the

appearance of a book, you see. And

who is Richard Rickert? I can find

Certain other things have come

to my attention, among them the

current search for a new dean.

Don't be disheartened. It takes

years. Allow me to prophesy that Baroque

the passing of the current admin- —
istration will be regrettable.

I can contain myself no longer

concerning the disgraceful state of

when he arri

I assure you, and there

flies on Merlin at that ti

I was well pleased t<

these brotherhoods, or

are almost all togethe

spot. May I look forward
establishment of a Mini-Pandemon-
ium on that hill, men? I begin to

tire of this sisterhood business late-

ly, and frankly the hearths are

most certainly not what they used
to be, I intend no offense ladies,

Please pardon a coarse jest.

Now I must set about creating

a clever disguise. You will all be

reached in time. Meanwhile, it is

hoped that my words have been
suitable for doctrine and reproof.

As for these professors, don't take

any notice of them. SELAH.
Mekratrig '68

Concert Set
(Continued from Page 1)

candlelight service in Williams-

burg, Virginia. In addition, he has

appeared in recitals at several col-

leges throughout the country, the

Phillips Gallery in Washington, D.

C, and Carnegie Recital Hall in

New York.

While teaching at Hollins Col-

lege, Mr. McCullough has been
experiencing a n ever-increasing

orld shows that:

Among girls

drugs, half use

(pep pills); almost half, mari-

i five, LSD. About
one in 10 sniffed glue or swallow-

ed barbiturates. Three-fourths of

the girls who have iried drugs did

so between the ages of 15 and 17,

but 18.0% were 14 or younger.

....Almost half the girls in the

ave had ,

villi drug

Most
other te,

least indiu

+7.0% km
girl who uses druns.

e they believe is usi

/„„. „i„„ ,„i

re highly curious about drugs.

5.0% have discussed the subject

ith friends, in school, with their

irents, or in church.

What They Take
Although most teens from aver-

age homes have enough km
of I of it ("No
kid in lu's right n

says one college freshman), Seven-

do not real-

flirting with narcotics

vhen they seek a drug high from

.-proscription cough

licdei of the

Fewer thai of the

who had tried drugs

Ml-I.i'.

study

and

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.iu

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m.

shows pep pills (amphe
are widely used by teens who un-

derestimate their dangers. Some
college stiukriLs take them at exam
time to keep awake for all-night

studying and some mistakenly be-

lieve dexedrine (a full-fledged

.Lmphi-Liiiuuc) is free from hazard.

One student, who had four finals

in three days, took "dex" to help

her stay awake to study, a friend

reports. The result: "She thought

she wrote a brilliant economics

exam . . , found out later that she

had ju.

— 'I

wled a single

n a sugar plui

the blue book."

girls who find it difficult

:t a party take pep pills to

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear . . . for Women who Care

Cheslcrtown, Md.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Geneial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

get an exhilarating sense of hectic

involvement, the article reveals.

Others pop a few into their mouths
before a date. One of these teens
reported a "frightening reaction"— her mouth and neck became
locked in a spasm, causing her to

same girl tried

date and later

a thing that

be hospitalized. The

happened all C

cousin of the pep pills — a caf-

feine drug sold without prescrip-

tion — is also popular with college
students.

Why They Take It

A 17-year-old Virginian smokes
marijuana ( "blows pot" ) because
"I enjoy it and don't feel it's

wrong," a college freshman he-

i haw
ir-old

"like young r

in danger of moving on to tin

bigger bang of LSD and othct
drugs which alter the conscious-

ness. These hallucinogens have a

sharp fascination for teen-agers.

pariirularly those looking for ;i

gimmick t<> self-understanding.

Alice Lake, who wrote the Sev-

enteen artiele, and who interview-

ed teen-agers from all walks of life

to supplement the survey, conclud-
es: "The world of drugs contains
every clement appealing to youth's
conforming nonconformity," A col-
lege freshman told her, "Taking
drugs is the cool thing to do . . .

It's in." Pressure from the crowd
is another factor inducing teen-

agers to try drugs. ("I couldn't
say no, not be part of the group,"
explained a 15-year-old from Il-

linois.) In some schools, drug us-
ers form an exclusive clique ("It's

something to do at a party and
then brag about.").

Other factors: the fun of hor-
rifying parents, the secrecy, the
danger, the new '"in" language —
"joint" is slang for a marijuana
cigarette, a "nickel bag" is five

dollars worth of marijuana tobac-
co, an "acid-head" takes "a trip"

and a "pot-head turns on,"

Most of the teens who tried

drugs fall into the category of

"fun users" and most arc fairly

casual about them, "My purpose
in life is to experience as much
pleasure and the least amount of

pain as possible," said a 16-year-

old.

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed

perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The

name, Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Keepsake *

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Eogc-iement

ddino" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25c.

AI;o, send special offer ol beautiful 44-page Bride's Boole.

! KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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2-A Test Scheduled
November 18 and 19
For students this

s (he

Nam broadens, and few doubt lhat

will, an increasing number of

>rmer students are going to be

ting rifles.

Already the I-A men are in short

.u|>]ily Seventy thousand men be-

tween the ages of 2fi and 34 were

lapped for their physicals at the

nd of September.

Even if calls stay at their pres-

ent level, which is ten times the

draft rate of the winter of 1965.

those 26 to 34 found qualified

Slim Pickings

But the pickings are s

Hershey expects that o

thirds of the age 26 to 34 men
will not pass their physicals. The
one-and-one-half million college

students now deferred constitutes

: large group of men.

m how
much further the war escalates,

1 IitsIkv said in a recent interview.

Coming into the November elec-

tions, many of the official predii

tions on Viet Nam arc optimistic.

During the last year, however, the

count of U. S. military person-

nel has increased from 2,686,000

to 3,184,000. Defense Department

tiftirials have addi-d that the build-

up will continue at that rate un-

less there is a change in the war.

Two years ago the I-A man-
power pool was large, calls were

reduced, and the Selective Service

Campus Calendar
Thurs.. Nov. 10

Naval Air Rescrver, Snack Bar,

Washington Forum, faculty din-

ing room. Hodson Hall, 6 p.m.

Chorus, Activities Center, 7 p.m.

French Club, Activities Center,

8:30 p,m.

Washington College Players,

"The Crucible", Wm. Smith,

8:30 p.m.

Fri., Nov. II

Naval Air Reserve, Snack Bar,

all day.

"The Crurible", Wm. Smith,

8:30 p.m.

Sat., Nov. 12

Cross Country at Loyola, Invi-

"The Crucible", Wm, Smith,

8:30 p.m.

Kappa Alpha Rebel Dance,

Rock Hall, 9 p.ui.-l a.m.

Sun., Nov. 13

Chestertown Arts League Exhi-

bit, Hynson Lounge (week of

Nov. 13-19)

Film Series "I Vitclloni", Dun-
ning Lee Hall, 8 p.m.

Mon., Nov. 14

"Center Stage" group, Wm.

Fraternity and Soi

ings, 9 p.m.

Tub., Nov. 15

Chorus, Activities Center, 7 p.m.

Interiratcrnity Council, Dean of

Men's office, 7:30 p.m.

Riding Club, Dunning, 7:30

p.m.

"Community Aft airs Leadership

Seminar, Sen. Harry Hughes,

lecturer, Dunning Lee. Hall,

8:00 p.m.

Wed.. Nov. 16

Chorus. Activities Center, 7.00

Referendum Vote Urged
(Continued from Page 1)

Freshman representatives from the

Women's Residence Assoc iai ton,

and the Student Government Asso-

Thcse proposals for change

have been posted for four weeks

in both William Smith Hall and

in Hynson Lounge. Cliff Hankey.

St.A President, has requested lhat

students read these proposals and

if there is any confusion, to consult

their Senator or any Executive

Officer of SGA.
Although these changes arc con-

cerned with the executive onrani-

was looking for excuses to defer

students, according to Hershey.

Now local boards are harder press-

ed, and they are carefully evalu-

ating individual performance —
drafting those who fail to make

Selective Service grades.

Part-time students are no longer

deferred, and many State Boards

have been requiring students to

carry a full schedule to be defined

as "full time." Previously, students

were often allowed to carry three-

quarters of a normal year's load

and were still considered full time.

Now hoards are asking their 2-S

registrants to complete one-fourth

of a four-year program each year.

While Selective Service policy

has not considered a student's

choice of major or field in review-

ing his defcrrment, Hershey indi-

cated that this may not always

The judgment of individuals on

the local level is often quite inde-

pendent, he said, and "if the need

gets tighter ... the public under-

stands much better what you do

with an engineer than with a lib-

Students who have taken a year

out of school, for any reason, have

had trouble getting their defer-

ments back since last fall. Class

rankines became available to the

local boards this summer, as did

the results of the College Qualifi-

cation Test administered in the

Eighty-one per cent of the al-

most 800,000 registrants taking the

passing scores of 70 or better. A
new series of tests has been sched-

uled for November 18 and 19.

Opposition to the draft has been

exhibited in challenges to the qual-

ification tests. Several schools have

held referenda on whether to per-

mit the test to be held in their

facilities.

In one of the latest votes, stu-

dents and faculty at the Buffalo

campus of the State University of

New York swung two to one in

favor of holding the tests, stressing

; of having the op-

i Frei

to the' SGA

HtiQfiP
HOMSf;* Chestertown, Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR

eration on c

Classified Ads
Wanted: Riders to New York

City. Retur
Wm. Dippt

i late Sunday. C
or John Martin Share

expenses.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
Id Ccntreville

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

FRI.-SAT.—NOV. 11-12

LEE MARVIN

"CAT BALLOU"

"THE SILENCER"

213 DRIVE-IN

fri.-sat.sun.—nov. 11-13

steve McQueen

"NEVADA SMITH"
also

MARLON BRANDO

"THE CHASE"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

FRI.-SAT.SUN.—NOV. 11-13

WALT DISNEY Present,

DICK VAN DYKE

"Lieutenant

Robinson Crusoe"

CHESTER THEATRE

WED.THUS.—NOV. 9-10
ROBERT MORSE

JONATHAN WINTERS

"THE LOVED ONE"

"What Did You Do
In The War, Daddy?"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

»
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
MilkShakes f

Sodas

Cones B|£,

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Greek Festivities Begin Tomorrow
Curtain To Rise At 8:30
For Stunt Night Antics

Alumni Council Holds
Annual Senior Dinner
The Third Annual Senior Ban-

quet will be held at 7:00 p.m.

Friday, December 2, in Hodson
Hall.

The purpose of the dinner, ac-

cording to Alumni Director Doug-

lass Gates, "is to acquaint seniors

with the Alumni Association — its

goals and functions."

Reception Precedes

We he

Town Mayor

Airs Problem

Of Housing
The Honorable C. David

Haacke, Mayer of Chestertown,

will speak on "The Problem of

Substandard Housing in Chester-

town" on Tuesday, November 22

at 7:30 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

Prior to his election as mayor,

Mr. Haacke attended the Univer-

sity of Boston where he majored

in chemistry. After being gradu-

ated, he worked at the Lehigh

Chemical Company in Chester-

1963 Election
'

He was elected Mayor three

ago and opened his office

mentcd, "what the association does

for the College as well as Col-

luge's responsibility to the alumni."

The dinner will be prefaced by
a 6:15 reception in the Alumni
House, where members of the Al-

umni Council will mix with the

senior students for half an hour.

Although reception guests will be

rather "packed" into the Alumni
House, Director Gates pointed out

that this is preferable to "rattling

around Hynson Lounge."

After-Dir:

with s

general housing problem in Ches-

tertown and consider the prospects

of building apartment houses. At

that time the structures of the

sewer system was unknown by the

town engineer and when it was
finally uncovered, the verdict was
new sewers. Renovation is now in

This is only one of the projects

for improvement which Mr.
Haacke has initiated. Haacke has

been instrumental in fulfilling the

needs of Chestertown and feels

that the College is an integral

of the

ELM NOTICE
Due to the Thanksgiving Recess,

the Elm will not be published next

week. The eighth issue of the,

newspaper will appear on Thurs-
day, December 8, 1966. The ninth

issue will be published Thursday,
December 15 and will be the last

Elm before Christmas.

After the served dinner in Hod-
son Hall, seniors will hear three

alumni speakers: Dr. Phillip J.

Wingatc, class of '33, who is a
DuPont Corporation executive and
a member of the College's Board
of Visitors and Governors; Alex-

ander G. Jones, class of '51, who
is a Princess Anne County attor-

ney ; and Mrs. R. Neal Brown
Owens.

The invocation will be delivered

by Rev. David S. Remington, a

1960 alumni from Baltimore.

Independent Chapters

The ten chapter groups of the

Washington College Alumni Asso-

ciation, while supported by the

main Alumni Office, all remain
under the supervision of the indi-

viduals in each group.

Purposes of the Association

which will be impressed upon stu-

dents attending the Senior Banquet
include: keeping the alumni in-

formed of College developments;

encouraging alumni to keep in

touch with the Alumni Office ; and
stimulating the amount and per-

centage of financial support to the

Image-Selling

Perhaps the most important

function of the Association to be

discussed at the dinner is the pro-

motion of a favorable image of

Washington College and the "sell-

ing" of the College by alumni to

prospective students.

Washington College has prev-

The College's first Greek week-

end will be initiated tomorrow
night with the annual Stunt Night
antics in William Smith Audi-
torium at 8:30.

Proceeds from the traditional

event will go to the senior class.

The program will consist of ten-

minute skits performed and written

by members of Greek and inde-

pendent groups on campus. These
skits, which have been censored by
the senior class officers, are puns

familiar to all. The price of

admission, according to Class Presi-

dent Joe Coale, is $.50 a head.

Championship Race

Saturday the festivities will con-

tinue with a dance and the cross-

country championships. The Ma-
son-Dixon Conference will hold its

cross-country championship race

here at 2:00. Approximately eigh-

ty runners from eligible schools, in-

cluding Conference champion
Catholic University, will compete
on the four and one-quarter mile

The Lafayettes from Baltimore

will provide the music, with leader

Tommy Carson as the vocalist, for

a dance at the Armory from 9 p.m.

to 1 : 00 a.m. Sponsored jointly by

the Inter-fraternity Council and
the Panhcllenic Council, admission

to the dance is $2.50 for Indepen-

dent couples and $1.50 for Greek

Sunday Events

Scheduled for 2:00 Sunda
ternoon in Russell Gymnasiu
an alumni basketball game,
the College's Varsity learn p

against prominent alumni

were members of past v;

Culminating the week-end events

will be a Panhellenic Council

Party-Tea in the Student Activities

Center. Panhellenic President Sue
Schmidt has stressed the fact that

an invitation is extended to ail wo-
men on campus.

Raffle Raises $

Funds for the Greek Week-end
program of events were raised by a

raffle sale which was conducted

last week. The twenty-five cent

chances were sold by sorority and
fraternity members and will en-

title holders of the winning ticket

numbers to four five-dollar gift cer-

tificates at Bonnctt's Department

Store, Colonial Jeweler's, Park

Cleaner's, and the Tastee Freeze.

Winners will be announced at Sat-

urday's dance and must be there to

claim their prize.

The purpose of Greek Weekend,
according to Committee Chairman
and Inter-Fraternity Council Presi-

day Jay Schwartz, is to increase

the role of fraternity and sorority

activities for the whole campus.

Moment to Relate

Man and Science
"Science and Human Purpose"

will be the topic of a lecture by

Dr. Gairdner Moment, Professor

of Biology at Goucher College, this

afternoon at 1:30 in William Smith

Auditorium.

A graduate of Yale University,

Dr. Moment is the author of a

widely used text in college zoology

and of numerous papers in the

field of animal growth and regen-

eration. He also published "Sci-

ence and the Spiri

Coodinatcd "Voice" Series

Dr. Moment was Associate Dir-

ector of the National Science

Foundation, and in 1960-61, served

as program coordinator for the

Voice of America scries on biol-

ogy in mid-century America. In

1963, he was Secretary-General of

the 16th International Congress of

Zoology held in Washington.

Dr. Moment has also been the

recipient of research grants from

$1000 From Sears

Ups College Funds

titutions, including the

Philosophical Society,

:an Cancer Society, the

can Society of Zoolo-

by Mary McAvoy
Washington College received

$1,000 in an unrestricted grant by

the Sears-Roebuck Foundation.

The
last week by William Tell, local

representative of the Foundation.

Altogether, more than 600 col-

leges and universities from coast

to coast will receive unrestricted

Scars Foundation grants totaling

$1,000,000 this week, under a con-

tinuing program of aid to privately

supported colleges and universities.

Tell said that the purpose of the

program is to help institutions of

higher learning meet tl

needs. The grants are

to allow the schools to alloc:

their funds according to th>

greatest needs.

In addition to its grants pi

gram, the foundation during tli

"Annual gifts from the members
af the Board of Visitors and
jovernors are also useful in bridg-

ng this gap," continued Hynson,

'however the role of the Alumni is

iasingly important."

In other news from the Develop-

ment Office, the Administration

announced the appointment of

boardman William E. Griffith as

Chairman of the Development

Committee of the Board.

Bode To Speak

Following the Thanksgiving re-

cess, on Thursday, December I,

Carl Bode, Professor of English

at the University of Maryland, will

speak on "H. L. Mencken."

Having edited the writings and
letters of Henry David Thoreau,

Professor Bode is considered one

of the great authorities on Ameri-

can Transcendentalism. He is cur-

rently preparing what will be the

definitive study of H. L. Mencken.

.ill , : than

$800,000 in a variety of scholar-

ships and other types of education

programs, bringing its total expen-

ditures for higher education pur-

poses to more than $1,800,000 this

Capt. F. W. Hynson, Assistant to

the President, stated that although

the grant is small, it is of the most
valuable type. "This gift and gifts

like it are helpful in bringimj tin-

gap between the fees paid by the

students and the actual

maintaining the college and i

demic program," he said.
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Thanksgiving, 1966
In many homes both in this country and in North

and South Vietnam, there is a vacant seat at the

dinner table. As we prepare to head home for Thanks-

giving, 1966, we arc, as glaringly as ever, confronted

with one of the greatest dilemmas of human society.

Mankind prays for peace and yet we still live in a

state of international anarchy and war.

What all of us can do, when we sit down to that

traditional Thanksgiving Day feast, is to pause

—

evaluate ourselves and our own society first to gain

perhaps some valuable insights into the causes of this

dilemma.

In 1789, George Washington, in his Thanksgiving

Day proclamation, proposed thanks for constitutional

government which was the servant rather than the

master of the people. Let us hope that the governments

of the world collectively may become servants and

of the people.

Disquieting Figure

Reverend Malcolm Boyd was recently included in a "Life"

magazine list of the one hundred most influential Americans.

His recent visit to Chestertown demonstrated why he was chosen

for this distinction.

Mr. Boyd was a disquieting figure in Chesiertown. He was

also an inspirational one. He feels, as do many realists within

the clergy, that to reach the people he must leave the altar and

join other forces in society. From the altar Mr. Boyd comes,

approaching the people the churches miss. In a night club act

offering "pop prayers", with Charlie Byrd on a jazz recording,

or on one hundred twenty campuses yearly he tries to "get

tli rough".

It is now readily apparent that his rec

town has kindled a new spirit—one which

doctrines of the church and of the commi

student concern imparted by Mr. Boyd has materalized into sev-

eral campus projects. The tutorial program, the result of th>

minal Boyd visit, has become the target of regenerated

As a result of the lecture, the Wesley Club has established plans

for a program calculated to supervise after-school activity at

Garnett Elementary School. The club has also issued an invita-

tion to Reverend Richard R. Hicks to address a campus forum.

Mr. Hicks has been asked why Negroes in Chestertown are not

pulling themselves out of their desperate conditions.

The Student Senate has arranged for Mr. C. David Haacke,

mayor of Chestertown, to speak here Tuesday. Mayor Haacke
will speak on substandard housing in Chestertown. The Ches-
tertown clergy, also seemingly moved by Mr. Boyd, has estab-

lished a conference headed by Reverend Robert T. Hollett of

Emmanuel Episcopal Church. The conference pi;

nation of local civic problems.

To the traditionalists who take offense at Mr. Boyd's candid

style, we can offer only a pragmatic retort—he did "get through."

-A Play Review-

Didacticism Marks Crucible
.By Donald Dolce

It was unfortunate that the first

professionally directed performance

of the Washington College Players

had to be Arthur Miller's The
Crucible. The play was presented

November 10, 11. and 12.'

The weaknesses of the prcduc-

play itself.

apparent I

>m dress really

og cabin dwellings to conve)

ltmcsphcrc of Old Salem? It

:ainly did not encourage the r ood

lich play supp<. ;

Ma

had the impression that

; simply reciting memor-
ised lines with no real meaning to

themselves.

Endless Emotionalism

This contrasted sharply with the

second act when the crnntiniialisin

was endlt:ss. Secondly, the staging

was faulty at times. There were

Simple Props

The props were simple but eflec-

ivft especially for this play, where

lahorate sets would not be of great

Finally, the make-up work

,as atrocious and should have

Strength In Didacticism

The play itself has strength in

did.ll but the
.

,u Iters . Bigo-

bad and a lot of people

hurt by it—so what else is new?
The "message" comes through loud

and clear, but due to the theme's

repetition in our own time, it loses

the impact. (This "message play"

idea is also apparent in Miller's

recent After The Fall.)

The dialogue in Act I becomes

trite too often, but this is partially

i < mp'.'ns.it.'d for in Act II.

Court Room Scene

The culminating court room

scene demonstrates the play's best

and worst aspects. The tension is

built up well, but too often there

is excessive noise just for the sake

of making sounds for the audience.

An effective contrast to this is

John Merrill, who is loud only

when necessary and is particularly

good. Freshman Peter Herbs t

gave the most outstanding perfor-

mance of the evening. His John
Proctor was a compasionate man
whose anguish and hope were

superbly shown by Mr. Herbst.

Letters to the

Editor

ah. .111

..I I

- Kreigspiel Society,

First, the original

not "Vict Nam". It was chess

War ifiiiiiim; ran be (• und through

out all history. Napoleon, the Ccr

man high

Chiefs of Staff i

ategte

game fcund

its birth at the Avaion Hill Com-
pany of Baltimore around 1950.

The first of the new war games

was Gettysburg. Over twenty

games arc now produced by this

(BEEOW) ponder the fate of theii thur Millers Crucible.

nnal KrL'B-Second, the In

spiel Society dc

games baaed on luck, such as ;Vii-

clear Wat, for international compe-
tition. Although these games are

enjoyible to play, they lack the

needed skill and historical arcui-

Third, the true war gamer does

not sit around wearing surplus uni-

form parts. In fact, there are

some clubs in the world where
coats and ties are required for ad-

mission. The true war gamer often

lights baules with people in foreign

Church Commitment
Examined On Campus

by Cheslcy Stone

it the time when Robin:

mest to Cod" is the best i>

ional religious seller next tx

ward formal religion. Students

had been regular church attei

Dr. Peter Tapke, Professor ol

Philosophy and Religion, in an in-

terview dealing with the affect of

religion on this campus. He con-

tinued that, on the other hand,

students were clearly interested in

the broad and exciting social ques-

the doctrinal i

Dr. Tapke, finds the fer-

ment now going on in the Epis-

copal Church, "fascinating," an
"

who studied under Bishop Pike ;

the Pacific school in Berkeley,
California, this summer, has i
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China's Future Boss

A Political Profile
Chinese Defense Minister
Seen As Heir Apparent

Of Lin Piao

by Dr. Thomas S. An
(Editors note: Dr. Thomas S.

An, Assistant Professor of Political

Science, is Director of the Inter-

national Studies Program at Wash-
ington College. Dr. An's most re-

cent article appeared in the July-

August issue of Problems of Com-
munism.)

In the midst of the current na-

tion-wide upheaval in Communist
China which Peking euphemisti-

cally calls "the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution," Marshall Lin
Piao's star has risen dramatically

as the leading contender for Mao
Tse-tung's mantle. Defense Minister

Lin is currently the sole official

propagator and interpreter of the

Maoist Communist dogma. Chair-

man Mao is now old and feeble

and appears to have left the mun-
dane affairs of the state and party

to the 58-year-old Marshall Lin.

Lin's name is appearing more fre-

quently in the press as the authori-

tative voice of the Peking hier-

archy. For the China Watchers, it

is now difficult to tell just where
Chairman Mao's authority ends

and Mr. Lin's begins.

Major Casualties

So far, the major casualties in

the recent hierarchical reshuffle in

visiiuiist professionalism" that in-

sisted on the strategic importance
of nuclear weapons in modem war-

fare and considered the Maoist

strategic doctrine of "people war"
(guerrilla warfare) dangerously an-
achronistic as a defense against

modern American technology.

Eliminate 'Revisionists'

Marshall Lin's army newspaper,

Chieh-fang-chun Pao, has led the

attack on the important Peking

municipal branch of the Chinese

Communist Party and also spear-

headed the campaign t<> eliminate

alleged "foreign, bourgeois and re-

visionist" elements from Chinese

society. He was recently called by

the Chinese Communist press the

"most intimate comrade-in-arms of

Chairman Mao, his best disciple
'

and best example in creatively ap-

plying Chairman Mao's thought.

Pe-

China have . Lfti

Shao-ch'i, P'eng Chen and Gen-
eral Lo Jui-ch'ing, who may have

not been full-fledged opponents but

may have merely counseled to mod-
ify some excesses of the Maoist

Communist line. P'eng Chen, 67-

year-old veteran revolutionary, who
had been Mao's faithful follower

since early revolutionary days, and
his chief subordinates in the Pe-

king Party Committee were purged
last June. (According to reliable

Hong Kong sources, P'eng is be-

lieved to have committed suicide

in prison.) Liu Shao-ch'i, head of

state and formerly Mao's second-

in-command, has not been purged

yet, but has been brutally demoted
from second to eighth place in of-

ficial party rankings. Worse may
be in store for him. General Lo,

Chief of the General Staff of the

Chinese Communist armed forces

and former chief of secret police,

has been absent from public view

since November 1965. The recent

Army Day (August 1) editorial of

Chich-fang-chun Pao (Liberation

Army Daily), a newspaper con-

trolled by Marshall Lin and his

Ministry of Defense, indicated that

General Lo had been purged on

king, Chairman Mao and Defense

Minister Lin appeared in army
uniform to symbolize his close re-

lationship with Mr. Lin — his new
choice as heir apparent. Marshall

Lin spoke on Mr. Mao's behalf.

Premier Chou En-lai, moreover, in

his speeches, pointedly urged the

Chinese people to "respond to the

call of Comrade Lin Piao." In

recent months, radio stations and
newspapers throughout Communist
China have inaugurated a massive

"Learn From Comrade Lin Piao"

campaign.

Intensified Adulation

In short, the campaign to glori-

fy Lin Piao and underline his new
role as heir apparent to Mao, Com-
munist China's living deity, is now
nu'n\lii lining and undisguised.

The intensified adulation of Mar-
shall Lin appears to be aimed
partly at increasing his stature in

preparation for his eventual suc-

cession to Chairman Mao and part-

ly at strengthening his hand for

further purging of important party

and government figures.

In this connection, it is inter-

ofile.

ieful t : Mar-

Mao Tse-tung's most trusted po-

litical and military associates, with
some exception, have been natives

of the Provinces of Hunan (Mao's
birthplace), Szer.huan and Hupeh.
Marshall Lin Piao is from Hupeh.

Lin Piao (his original name was
Lin Yu-yung and the literal Eng-
lish . ..f Lin

born in 1907 in Ungkung, Hupeh
Province. His parents were of the

lower middle class. His father own-
ed a small textile mill and went
bankrupt at the time of his grad-

uation from elementary school. But
bright boy and managed

to attend middle school whe
was attracted by political radical-

ism. His left-wing orientation be-

gan at the age of eleven.

Honor Student

After graduation from middle
school in 1925, Lin gained admis-

sion to the Whampoa Military

Academy at Canton as a cadet of

the fourth class. By this time he

was already a member of the Com-
munist Youth League, and joined

the Chinese Communist Party in

1927.

At Whampoa, Lin was an honor
student and received intensive po-

litical and military training under
Chiang Kai-shek, the director, who
was later to become President of

Nationalist China ; Chou En-lai,

political tutor, who is now the

Chinese Communist Premier; and
Russian General Bluechcr, Chiang's

chief adviser.

Colonel In Army
Upon graduation from Wham-

poa in 1926, Lin was commission-

ed and participated in Chiang Kai-

sheck's Northern Expedition of

1926-27. He was soon promoted
to captain and in 1927, at the age

of 19, rose to colonel in the Fourth

Kuomintang Army under Chang
Fa-kuei.

When Chiang Kai-shek turned

against the Chinese Communists in

August 1927, Lin abandoned his

brilliant career in the Kuomintang

the Communist insurgents at Nan-
chang. After the Nanchang Up-
rising was crushed he fled with

Chu Teh to Kiangsi Province from

aganist the Nationalists.

Close To Mao
In May, 1928 Lin met Mao

Tae-tung at Chingkangshan in the

Kiangsi hinterland for the first

time. He has since been very close

to Mao personally and politically.

In the Communist camp Lin rose

to prominence repadily.

Lin Piao commanded a battalion

in Chu Teh's 28th Regiment in

the early days of its formation and

in 1929 the Red Fourth Army for

a while. In 1932, at the age of 24,

he became the commander-in-chief

of the First Red Army Corps, num-
bering 20,000 rifles. Thereafter, he

majoi

Communist-led uprisings and miti-

Brilliant Military Scholar

Marshal] Lin established a rep-

tation as a brilliant military

:holar and strategist in a protract-

. Com
Naiiimalists for control of China
and during the Sino-Japanese war.

It was his brilliant planning as

well as First Army Corps that

broke the deadly Nationalist en-

circlement and led the legendary

Long March (6,000 miles across

18 mountain ranges and 24 rivers)

of the Chinese Communists suc-

cessfully to Yenan in 1935.

In October, 1937 Lin's troops

(the 115th Division of the Eighth

Route Army) won the first major

military victory against Japan by

trapping and annihilating the Jap-

anese 5th (Itagaki) Division in

narrow P'ing-hsing Pass in north-

eastern Shensi. But he was severely

wounded in this battle and receiv-

ed medical treatment in the Soviet

Union between 1938 and 1942.

While receiving medical treatment

in Moscow, he also studied at the

Soviet Red Army Academy. Upon
his return to Chinese Communist
wartime headquarters at Yenan in

1942, he was made head of the

Chinese Communist military acad-

emy called "the Military Political

University fon Resisting Japan."
Military Base Established

Immediately after the Japanese
surrender in 1945, Lin descended
upon Manchuria with about 100,-

000 guerrillas. He had the crucial
mission of consolidating the area
as a base for the Chinese Commu-
nist conquest of China proper. His
mission was well accomplished and
this enabled the Chinese Commu-
nists to transform their forces from
guerrilla units into something close-

ly resembling a regular field army.
In 1948, his troops conquered the

Chinese Communist Party and
Chinese society. In recent years,

he has been obsessed with one
problem above all others : the
danger that his brand of commu-
nism in China will degenrate after

his death into Soviet-type revision-

Two Maoist Goals

Almost desperate in his final

years, Mr. Mao seems intent on
accomplishing two goals: (1) to

wipe out the comfortable "bour-
geois" temptations of Soviet-style

revisionism in his Communist Party

Dr. Thomas S. An

entire northeastern China, to begin

the final defeat of the Nationalist

armies. His crack Fourth Field

Army attacked the United Nations

forces in Korea starting in Novem-
ber, 1950. Reportedly he was again

seriously wounded and surrendered

his command to Marshall P'eng

Teh-huai.

After the complete Chinese

Communist triumph, Lin Piao held

the important party, military and
governmental positions in the Cen-

tral South administrative region,

with headquarters at Hankow, un-

til 1954, when such areas were

abolished. He dropped out of pub-

lic sight in 1952 and was reported

sick of tuberculosis or recuperating

from wounds suffered in Korea.

Lin Joins Politburo

Lin became a Vice Premier and
Vice Chairman of the National

Defense Council in 1954. A year

later Communist China for the

first time created the rank of Mar-
shall and General Lin was one of

ten promoted to the rank. In 1955

he was appointed a member of the

Politburo of the Central Committee
of the Chinese Communist Party.

He was made additional Vice

Chairman of the Central Commit-
tee of the Party and member oi

the Standing Committee of the

: Chin nly ,

set — about 700 million Chinese

people — by intensive "spiritual"

indoctrination. By condemning the

growth of materialism in Chinese

society and calling for the creation

of a new kind of human being,

Chairman Mao has in fact replac-

ed dialectical materialism with, in

the words of Robert Elegant, "di-

alectical spirituality."

A great deal of evidences sug-

gest that Mr. Mao is deeply dis-

appointed with his Communist
Party apparatus which, in his opin-

ion, succumbed to the same temp-

tations that corrupted centuries of

Chinese officialdom, after having

slain the monsters of capitalism.

The key policy debate apparently

took place within the ruling Cin-

cse Communist hierarchy in Sep-

tember 1965. At this meeting,

Chairman Mao presumably laid

down the doctrinal tine aimed at

fully the 70-millio

Chin ..ih. i

Poll L Of

the Eighth National Party Congress

in May, 1958. In September, 1959

he succeeded Marshall P'eng Teh-

huai as Defense Minister after the

latter was purged. In the recent

past, he became Chairman of the

powerful Military Affairs Commit-
tee of the Party's Central Com-
mittee, a post formerly held by

Mao Tse-tung.

In summary, Marshall Lin Piao

is a tough professional soldier to

the care and one of Communist
China's most competent and re-

spected military leaders. He has

a blend of "red" and "expert" and,

unlike American generals, is a man
with both brilliant strategic-tacti-

cal abilities and wide-ranging po-

litical training. Along with Mar-
shall Chu Teh, he carried the high-

in his country.

Little is known of Lin Piao's

family life except for his marriage

in 1937 to Liu Hsi-hing and birth

to them of a daughter and son.

II

Thei t Chair

man Mao is personally directing

the current purge with Marshall

Lin's assistance. "The Great Pro-

letarian Cultural Revolution,''

which is essentially a "spiritual"

movement, is Mao's last attempt

to restore ideological purity to the

dogmatic "Great Leap Forward"

as well as for the contingency of

an attack by the United States as

a result of the escalation of the

Vietnam war. (In 1965 Peking's

spokesmen expressed a genuine fear

that the United States would ex-

tend the Vietnam war to the Chin-

ese mainland. B u t Communist
China seems to have taken no spec-

ial steps to gird itself for clash.)

But he was supported by only a

minority within the Communist
hierarchy, and the majority was

in favor of pursuing more flexible

policy in domestic as well as for-

Mao decided to depend more heav-

ily on Defense Minister Lin Piao,

his most ardent and trusted dis-

ciple, and his army.

China's Wonder Boy
Not only did Mao admire Mar-

shall Lin personally. (Mao once

called him "China's wonder boy.")

He also admired the way Lin re-

asserted, in 1959, the primacy of

the Party over the army, especially

restive professional army officers,

and indoctrinated Chinese Com-
munist armed forces in much the

same fashion Mao wished to see

all of China indoctrinated.

Out of the alliance with Mar-
shall Lin, then, came the "Great

Proletarian Cultural Revolution"

—

the grand design to rejuvenate

Mao's 40-year Communist revolu-

( "permanen
rith
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Top M.D. Thinclads
Run Here Sunday

Soccer
Spotlights

By Dick Louck

Score: Washingotn 4, Wagner 0, Well it's about time! And

as they say in the comic strips, "It was a long hard season.''

Finally, the Sho'men put together some of the latent talent they

had shown all season, aided a little by a lack of injuries to the

tine squad, and bombed the outplayed pitch squad from

Statcn Island.

My c

though this

i that I lost an article by printing sort of

irticle last week, on the chances of having a good team

next year. It becomes a problem to find material for a column

about a team with 3-6-1 record. As a consequence this edition

of the column will be rather piecemeal.

One aspect of the team which has been overlooked this

year is the coach, Probably most of you readers have heard

praise of Mr. Alhey in some way or another. I imagine few

have ever heard the locker-room talk and some of the great

experiences had by some of the members of his teams.

I myself was consistently bewildered by Coach Athcy's lack

of despair at having such a poor season. His spirit was, to say

the least, indomitable. This spirit was infused
"

well, implemented by their refusal to give up

team was lower in the standings than most socci

Washington College have been.

One highlight of this spirit was disclosed as

spread around the locker room after last Friday's win over

Wagner, that this win was Mr. Atliey's 99th in collegiate soccer.

Several players were very anxious to play the previously can-

celed game against Hofstra, for no other reason than to get

that 100th win for the coach.

An amusing parallel to this is that Coach Chatelliefs boys

were equally devoted to the job of getting that 100th loss for

their favorite coach.

One sight especially makes one think how much Coach
Athcy loves and enjoys working with his boys. There was a

practice session where Coach Athcy was needed to fill one of

the positions on the squad to complete the line-up. Trying to

head the ball and wearing a baseball cap are definitely incom-

patible, so turning the cap around Rooty Ka^ooty style. Coach
Athcy continued to play, happy as a twenty-year-old schoolboy.

Eternal spirit, it seems that's what the coach has. Pepper,
enthusiasm, and a sincerity rarely found in people. Few others

can command the respect that will force a player to sustain a

"nicotine fit" rather than light up that relieving cigarette

around the coach.

If the resounding victory over Wagner is any indication of

ear's squad, then I would say that next

t be a repeat of this year's nosedive. •

used to winning soccer teams, and so is

an say is that next year 1 hope they make

the potency of :

year's season should n<

Washington College i

Coach Alhey. All I

111 <

by Ben Whitman
Washington College will host

the Mason-Dixon Cross-Counlry

Championships this Saturday on

Kiblcr Field. Eleven schools are

expected to compete in the meet

which will begin at 1:30 p.m.

The Southern Division of the

Mason-Dixon Conference will be

Virginia: Randolph Macon, Ro-

anoke, Bridgewatcr and defending

champion Old Dominion. Entrants

from the Northern Division, aside

from the Sho'men, will be Cath-

olic University and Gallaudet Col-

lege of Washington, D. C, Johns

Hopkins, Loyola and Towson State

from the Baltimore area, and

Mount St. Mary's from Emitts-

burg.

Catholic U. Favored

According to Sho'men mentor

Donald Chatellicr, "the Catholic

University runners must be con-

sidered the prc-mcet favorites on

the basis of their performances

this season." Last week-end Cath-

olic University passed up the Gal-

laudet Invitational to compete in

the NCAA College Cross-Country

Championships in Wheaton, Ohio.

Catholic University will be led by

freshman standout Jerry Price who
Chattellicr feels "is the man to

beat in the race this Saturday."

Other harriers who will be con-

tending for some of the fifteen

medals to be given are Dennis

Patten (Towson), Steve Baldwin

(Gallaudet), Jim Clarke (Mt. St.

Mary's
)

, Andy Carter ( Loyola

)

and Robert Peckham (Randolph-

Macon).
lOth-Piace Finish

The Washington College cross-

country team will hope to improve

upon last year's lOth-place finish.

The Sho'men will be led by junior

Ben Whitman who has placed

35th and 37th respectively in the

championships for the past two

seasons. Sophomore Bob Bittenben-

dcr finished 45th last season and
freshman Sam Martin has yet to

be tested in a championship meet.

Others to compete for Washington

College will be senior Dave Cohn.
sophomores Lem Harris and Dave
Stokes and freshman Bill Leonard.

The meet will be run over Wash-
ington College's new 4.25-mile

course which will start on the prac-

tice soccer field and finish on the

track. Chatellicr has said that "the

course as compared to others in

the Mason-Dixon Conference is

grassy and moderately hilly. '.

Washington Soccer Squad
Blanks Wagner In Finale

men ended their 1966 (

son blanking Wagner, 4-0, Friday,

November 11. The squad collected

ord of three

six losses and c

was postponed s

during the sea

Del;

Uni Sily of

»P<-I»T

Sh<

is chalked

-1 loss in the Sho'me
hich was followed by a 4-0 whit
ash by Randolph Macon. The

eleven played to 2-2 tie

tern Maryland and then

win column by running
iming 6-0 in the annual
ling game before a large

Harriers Complete
Four Win Season
cross-country team met defeat. The
harriers were over-powered at Car-

lisle, Pa., by a surprisingly strong

Dickinson squad 15-47. The Sus-

quehanna meet proved to be the

heartbreakei of the season for the

Sho'men as they lost by the score

of 28-29.

Against Dickinson the thinclads

dropped the first six places as Ben

Whitman took seventh and Bob

Bittenbcnder and Sam Martin tied

for ninth. According to the Dick-

best effort of the current season."

Jn this meet Dickinson's Smith

set a school record.

Race For Seventh

Coach Chatellicr predicted be-

fore the Susquehanna race "that

it might well end up ii

the score 28-28." Despite a record

setting performance by Susque-

hanna's Hadfield and Volkman
the Sho'men were able to tak<

third, fourth and fifth place:

(Whitman, Bittenbcnder and Mar

Susquehanna grabbed

plat

seventh and lor

turned out to be the tie-breakini

point as Lem Harris' last ditch ef.

fort fell short by three seconds

Buddy Pasham and Dave Stoke:

and Bill Leonard for eleventh. And
so the Sho'men's 1966 record will

go into the books with four wins

and eight losses. This is the best

season Coach Chatellier has had

Elliot Opens
Hoop Season

December 1

did Dave Cohn

A 3-C . Loyola pre rded i

Mount Saint

Mary's, 4-2. With the Wagner
game postponed, the squad faced

Johns Hopkins and lost by a 4-1

margin. Faced with the possibility

of ending the season with a 4-5-1

record, the Washington team look-

ed to Dickinson and Wagner for

two more wins. The squad split

the two contests by defeating Wag-
ner 4-0 and losing to Dickinson,

Intramural Tennis

Nears Completion

vapidly ap]iii',iihiiii> a finish,

itches are presently bring play-

whit h will declare the champ-

Drigmally, there were 32 con-

but as of Saturday, No-
vember 12th, only five still quali-

fied for contention. Through the

single elimination procedure, Brad-

ley Benedict and Rick Wiser had
advanced to the semi-final stage

and have l>een scheduled for a

match, the winner of which to he

placed in the final competition.

One of

Receives Trophy

[he contenders for

have been improved if freshman
Barry Drew hadn't suffered a knee

injury in the Lycoming game and
Ed Winant hadn't missed some ac-

This years ord could buildii

cted that they will havi

season in 1967. While

:
this year, ihe squad

all control skill which makes

en next year's season begins,

lo'men squad will be missing

crviccs of four experienced

ns. Linemen Cliff Hankcy,
Checkct and Bruce Wolk and
ack Dick Louck will be lost

• graduation,

si.'itii-l'iiiiils has not yet been d

clared. A match has been state

between Mark Schulman a n

Thomas Narbeth. The winner

this competition will then me
Woody Snyder in the scmi-fina

Following this match, the vktc

ious liftman will then find himsc

in the finals. The nclinnn arif.ii

vi< t. .i iously from the finals ivill i

ceivc a trophy given by the Phy.

i.i I i.duiaiiiii Department.

Letterman Marty Smith in pre-

season basketball action. The cag-

ers scrimmage with the Alumni

Sunday in Russell Gym.

varsity coach here at Washington

will be Ed "Lefty" Elliot.

Reporting for the first practice

were veterans Marty Smith and
Mike Hcnehan, who will be serv-

ing as co-captains of this year's

squad. Also returning will be

George Buckless, Ron Reagan,

Steve Clagctt, Dave Morcland and

Larry Sterling. Many of last year's

When the Coach was asked what

he thought of his players and the

coming season, he has this to say,

"With the experience of last year's

players and the all-around hustle

showed by the hoys, I feel that

there is going to he a good squad

coming out of them. All the boys

who reported have a lot of poten-

tial and are playing fine ball.

When the time comes to chose a

ne winch is scheduled with

istern Maryland on Thursday,

first of December.
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Air Raid Shelter Snauf
Imperils Local Survival

scathed in the massive retaliation

madness of nuclear warfare. Or so

one would think, until he glances
at a map of the Land of Pleasant

Unless Soviet military strategy

has recently changed, Chestertown
ranks far' down on the list of top
priority American targets. The
dubious priority honors belong in

part to Chestertown's nearby
neighbors — Washington, Phila-

delphia, and Baltimore, although
critics say the latter city gives the

appearance of having been devas-
tated for years.

Chestertown Safe

Should a nuclear holocaust pul-

verize our urban neighbors, Ches-
tertown is ideally located to re-

ceive the resulting fallout in large

doses, contaminating the Vitality

of the local atmosphere. Alert lo-

cal and college officials, aware of

such potential dangers, joined with
federal administrators to devise a
defense and shelter plan to protect
I he populace.

Washington College, doing its

part to meet the challenge of the
times, purchased
stuffs, and had shelter

ignated on campus. Several gciger

counters were acquired, although
the mechanics of their operation
no doubt remained a mystery to

those outside the Science Depart-

Bandaids Available

Few medical supplies were stock-

ed, under the somewhat dubious
assumption that the nearby Kent
and Queen Anne's Hospital could
handle emergency relief quickly
and efficiently, much in the same
manner as the Student Health Ser-
vice has operated in the past dur-
ing periods of quietude.

Alas and alack, as great crusades
and reforms atrophy after their

initial impact has subsided, so too

has the Civil Defense drive drifted

into the background. Little by lit-

tle, the emergency food stockpile

(aged Metrccal and all) has been
turned over to the Food Services

Director, presumably for incorpor-

ation into the daily menu, and
has not been replaced. The geiger

counters, rusted and unused, may
or may not be with us still.

Bomb Age

Only the fallout shelters remain.
In the I950's, when people realized

that they were indeed living in

the Age of the Bomb, they scur-

ried to build concrete blockhouses
burrowed far beneath the ground.
As the Bomb grew larger, the
shelter theory was revised, and less

substantial, often partially unen-

tion against fallout

the blast itself.

Should the fateful day ever
come, for example, students in such
representative places as East Hall,

Cain Gymnasium, and the third

floor of William Smith Hall, will

be content in the fact that their

government has declared their lo-

cations adequate protection acainst

fallout.

Aerial Exits

Confidence in the protective at-

tributes of these historic edifices

is by no means universal, however.
Unreliable sources state that the

ing should our nation su
protec- nuclear attack,

against The simplest and cheapest

My Neighbors

Pnlit The. class held
Smith 33 has earmarked

trusting in the more conventional
methods to navigate the several

levels of the college's main build-

Furthermore, the sources noted
that most students wear rubber-
soled shoes to that class, fearing the
consequences of friction against the

They are decidedly

the idea of rernain-

ithin the walls of that build-

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas— Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Geneial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

California Students
Protest Wage Rate
SAN FRANC IS C O, Calif.

;CPS) — Dining room employees
San Francisco State College may
come members of a union shop
is year, if predictions of Tom
azzolini, leader of the Organiza-
m of Student Employees {OSE)

semester, the OSE went on
against the commons dining
to protest present $1.30 to

per hour wages and to de-

establishment pf .a union

$1.85 Wage Sought

zolini said final approval of

ion shop would have to come
i board governing the com-

mons, but he was confident the
board would grant the OSE pro-
posal. If the proposal is passed,
any student employee in the com-

vided there are no difficul-

>ver a union shop arrangc-
Mazzolini will press for an

-the-board pay hike to $1.85.
pay raise," Mazzolini said,

'desperately needed to match the
ising cost of living. Seventy-five

of OSE membership have

to their financial

vever, the commons
ran $2,000 in the red last year.

Despite those losses, Mazzolini
said, the other associated college
concerns were well in the black,
The .bookstore, for example, makes
a profit of over $10,000. He asked
that part of the profit from the
bookstore be used to underwrite a
pay hike for student employees in

student employees at the Univ
ty of Michigan organized, pick
and protested until the minin
wage was raised from $1.00

"Th

per

support themselves

Mazzolini accused c<

manager Richard Mahoi

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specializing in Steaks and Seafoods

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 pjn. to

Closed on Mondays

The Peace Corps
isn't looking

for Superman.

Just little old you.
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Campus Calendar News
Fri., Nov. 18

U.S. Army—Lt. Franklin and

Capl. Gcscll, Snack Bar. all day

Senior Class Slum Night, Win.

Sal., Nov. 19

Cross County—M-D Champion-

9 p.m.-l a.m.—Greek Weekend

To' Live", Dunning Lee. Hall

Mon., Nov. 21

7 p.m.— Student Government

Brief
Hall

Wed., Nov. 23
THANKSGIVING RECESS

Mon., Nov. 28

Classes Resume
7 p.m.—Student Govcr

, Nov. 29

i Ctr.

-Riding Club, Dun-

rues., Nov. 22

7 p .m .—Panhcllcnic Council,

Zcia Tan Alpha Room
7 p.m.—Pcy.isus, Adivitics Ctr.

7:30 p.m.— Riding Club. Dun-

Wed.. Nov. 30

8 p.m. — Community Affairs

Leadership Seminar, Dr. Paul

Cooper. Lecturer. Dunning Lee.

Hall

9 p.m.—Ski Club, Dunning Hall

Church Commitment

Examined On Campus . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

*hip seventeen) lias planned a

program for volunteer playground

supervisors to begin after Thanks-

giving with Garnett's elementary

school,

They have also arranged for

Reverend Richard R. Hicks to

speak at the college on why Ne-

groes in Chestcrlown arc not pull-

ing themselves out of their desper-

ate condition The Senate has also

arranged for Mr. C. David Haacke,

Mayor of Chestertown, to lecture

Tuesday on subsiandard housing

in Chestertown.

Rev. Boyd made the plea for

a mure human comradcrie in the

church and in the community,

omous with socialThis

in both campus groups and church

groups within Chestertown.

"This is only the second year

,f Chestcrtown's school integra-

tion policy,"' Reverend Ralph L.

Minkcr of Christ Methodist

Church explained. When asked

about the attitude of his congre-

gation he continued. "They post-

pone but do not represent an ar-

.hitadel of opposition. They want

i do the right thing and by and
Hi. i

doing something

bout the negro, but this must

e seen in context . . . The church

: dominated by the older people

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

religious topics of ,

est. He is concerned with doing

something about conditions spur-

ring "the sludcrii's rebellion againsl

the formalized and irrelevant mood

This stale of traditional religious

distance was also condemned by

Rev. Boyd whose lecture Rev.

Minker greatly praised. The two

also agree that the student should

form final answers while in college.

To this "early cemented certain-

ty," Rev. Minker in part attri-

butes the apathy and cJosed-mind-

cdness now seen in the church at

large and its hesitation to meet

Thanksgiving turkey is on the

menu for the first of five student-

faculty dinners, to be held Monday

at 6 p.m. in Hodson Hall.

Freshman men and freshman

woman of Queen Anne's House

will serve as hosts and hostesses for

the occassion and will decorate

Hodson Hall in traditional Thanks-

Faculty members present for this

first dinner will be those whose

last names are listed from "A" to

"E" on the Washington College

Faculty and Staff list. Each sub-

through the list.

Coordinating the dinner arrange-

ments are Dean of Women Mary

J. Caton and Mr. John Linville,

Director of Food Service.

Other such dinners arc planned

for Christmas, Valentine's Day, St.

Patrick's Day and Easter.

Letters to the Editor . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

Tokyo, Japan without ever leaving

my house.

For the person interested in a

true intellectual challenge, we re-

commend trying to find a good

German attack plan for an assault

on Russia. If you find one let us

know, and we'll have it published

in the General which is a bi-

monthly magazine devoted solely to

Charles Skipper

NOTICE
Boost Br shots for prevention

of flu ill be available to stu-

dents and staff of Washington

College at the Richmond House

Infirmary from Monday, No-

vember 28 through Friday, De-

cember 2. They will be given

3:30 p.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

tally

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

> Street — Chesterto

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- ll:00p.r,

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
In Centreville

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

FRI.-SAT.—NOV. 18-19

WALT DISNEY'S

"THAT DARN CAT"

SUN.-MON.—NOV. 20-21

CARY GRANT
SAMANTHA EGGAN

"WALK, DON'T RUN"

213 DRIVE-IN

FRI.-SAT.SUN—NOV. 1(1-20

"Pleasure Girls"

"Hot Blooded Women"
(ADULTS ONLY)

CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Church Hill

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.SUN.—NOV. 18-20

JAMES COBURN
DICK SHAWN

"What Did You Do
In The War. Daddy?"

CHESTER THEATRE

WED.-THURS.—NOV. 16-17

SAMANTHA EGGAN
MAXIMILLIAN SCHELL

"RETURN FROM
THE ASHES"

FRI.-SAT—NOV. 18-19

CARY GRANT
SAMANTHA EGGAN

"WALK, PONT RUN"
SUN.-MON.-TUE.—NOV. 20-22

JAMES GARNER
JEAN SIMMONS

"MR. BUDWING"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Crickcteer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones t^a

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service
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College Loosens Distribution Plan
Faculty Votes Inclusion

Of Art, Drama, Music
With

faculty meeting and a near-unan-

imous vote of the Student Govern-
ment Association's regular meeting,

both held Monday evening, the

distribution requirements was vot-
j

ed into effect, beginning next Sep-

tember.

The changes in the distribution

requirements represent a liberali-

zation or loosening of the policies,

rather than a tightening of the

demands of the distributional re-

quirements.

vith t

be taken from any one group. The
subjects included in group num-
ber one are: Mathematics, Biology,

Chemistry, and Physics; in group
two: History, Ecnonomics, Politi-

cal Science, Psychology, and Soci-

ology; and in group three: Litera-

ture, Philosophy, Music, Art, and
Drama.

In an Elm interview, Dr. Nicho-

las Newlin, Dean of the College,

pointed out that the necessity for

Dos Passos, Wentzel
Scheduled To Speak
Washington College will be host

this week to the noted American

author John Dos Passos and Volk-

mar Wentzel, world famous pho-

tographer and traveler. Both are

appearing under the College's

Louttit-George Lecture Series.

John Dos Passos, who will speak

in William Smith Auditorium to-

day at 1 : 30, is widely known as a

prolific writer and commentator on

sociological aspects of most of the

critical periods in recent American

history.

Disillusioned by his experiences

in World War I Baltimore's fam-

ed citizen wrote Three Soldiers, a

novel which stripped war of its

glamor. His sympathies in. the

1920's lay with the Left, yet after

his experiences in the Spanish Civil

War, his interests turned to the

Right and deepened his study of

ory and the demo-

Everest, to dinner with Pandit

Nehru, to the Vopos of the Ber-

lin Wall, to Albert Schweitzer's

hospital, and to the Cameroons
court of Sultan Rei Bouba, who
owns 54 wives.

Wentzel will present his "Slide

Lecture on Portuguese Africa" to

the student body tomorrow at 8 : 00
p.m. in Hynson Lounge. A leading

authority on Portugese Africa, he

has traced Livingstone's route up
the Zambesi River in Mozambique
and was knighted with the Military

Order of Christ by the Portuguese

Government.

revising the distribution require-

ments arose in the attempts to

include the Fine Arts courses in

the curriculum, with particular at-

tention to the fact that Music and
Art will be offered as majors with-

in the next few yean.

"Good Solution"
In the student Senate meeting,

there were some arguments on dif-

ferent aspects of the proposed
changes. But there was strong

general agreement that some
changes were necessary, and that

a reasonably good solution to the

problems arising from the expan-
sion of the Fine Arts curriculum.

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl at-

tended the Senate meeting, and
took the Senate's opinion to the

faculty meeting, which began later

that evening.

Dean Newlin stated that the
faculty were "quite influenced"

by the reported strong endi

ment of the proposals by the

dents, and he feels that the Sen
ate vote really "clinched the i

ter" in the minds of some uj

cided members of the faculty.

Some of the specific points of

disagreement and contention arose

over the two year foreign language
requirement. Some students feel

that it is unfair to someone not

proficient in the study of a foreign

language to have to take four

semesters of the course.

President Daniel Gibson Dean Nicholas Newlin

Haacke Cites Plan
For Housing Code

by Mark Schulman
Establishment of minimum

health and housing codes — the
first step in the elimination of sub-
standard housing in Chcstertown
— is pending completion of a
Comprehensive Plan for land us-

age, at least a year-and-a-half

away, according to Cliesleriown

Mayor C. David Haacke.

Mayor Haacke, speaking before

students, faculty and townspeople

gathered in Hynson Lounge, No-
vember 22, addressed himself to

the problem of substandard

ing in Chcstertown.

Blighted Areas Under Study
Conceding that Chcstertown has

never made an effort to upgrade
housing and, at present, has no
minimum housing or health codes,

die Mayor said that the Compre-

planners Harland Bartholomew
and i Associates, will determine
which of Chestcrtown's blighted

areas will b^ renewed and which
will be- torn down.

However, Mr. Haacke, in a low-

evaded questions

Twelve Seniors Selected
For 'Who's Who' Honors

Dos Passos' momentous trilogy,

U.S.A., reflects his sharp observa-

tions of the effects that the social

and economic milieu have upon the

individual. In his own words, the

contemporary historian has been

a composer of "a narrative pan-

orama to which I saw no end."

Volkmar Wentzel is a familiar

name to those who read "National

Geographic." His photographic

expeditions have taken him to Mt.

Representing Washington Col-

lege, twelve seniors were recently

nominated to Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities

and Colleges, Dr. Nicholas Newlin,

acting Dean of the College, recently

Those selected were Joe Coalc,

Dave Cohn, Cliff Hankey, Mike
Hennchan, Vickie Hoagland, Mir-

iam Huebschmann, Robert McMa-
han, Nena O'Lear, Judy Reynolds,

Linda Baumann Shipway,

Smith, and Mark Schulman.
Recognizes Achievement

Who's Who recognition to under-

graduates who have distinguished

themselves both in academic stand-

ing and in extra-curricular activ-

Dr. Newlin explained that the

criteria for selection is scholarship,

participation and leadership in aca-

demic and extra-curricular activi-

ties, and citizenship and service to

the college. "Promise of future use-

Faculty, Student Committee
The committee at Washington

College which nominated students

for Who's Who was made up of

both students and faculty mem-
bers, with students predominating,

according to Dean Newlin. The
quota, based on the number of

undergraduates enrolled in the col-

lege was determined by the board

of Who's Who.

The names of the students and
their qualifications were then sent

to the Who's Who organization in

Tuscaloosa, Alabama, which made
the final selection of nominees.

Those chosen were recently notified

by letter.

Over 800 Participants

Each year, Who's Who rerou-

ted from over 800 colleges and

iversities. The organization

ards each member a riTtificatc

will I

Reynolds, Joseph Coale, Michael

the Washington Birthday

Convocation in February.

The students nominated will re-

ceive recognition in the annual pub-

lication in the form of a writeup

of their college and personal rec-

ords and a listing in die index

under the college from which they

were nominated. Who's Who or-

ganization also provides a place-

members seeking emplowneni,

scholarships, or fellowships.

will take, how renovation will be

an.v.mplished, and what living fa-

cilities will be provided persons

displaced as a result of slum clear-

New Sewage System

At the same time, the Mayer
pointed out that the Comprehen-
sive Plan will indicate where sew-

age lines need to be placed. Be-

cause parts of Chcstertown are un-

sewered, bathtub and wash basin

standards cannot be established or

enforced, at present.

Discussing the causes of sub-

standard housing. Mr. Haacke cit-

ed the lack of "responsibility and
morality" on the part of occupants

and owners of such dwellings.

However, the Mayor placed more
emphasis on the responsibility of

the former than that of the latter.

"Repairs Are Futile"

Carefully avoiding the use of the

terms "slum" or "slum landlord,"

Mayor Haacke said, "It is futile

for the owners of these prepcrtics

to repair them. The repairs would

just be torn up by the tenants."

"Even if the properties were im-

proved, increased rents would re-

sult," he continued. "In some in-

stances, tenants have expressed

satisfaction with existing conditions

rather than face increasing costs.

Because of the low rents currently

charged) many [teoplc beg to live

in these houses."

Lack Of Civic Action

Although citing the need to ed-

ucate occupants in the rcsp< n.-.ibili-

ties of caring for properties they

rent, the Mayor said that, at pre-

sent, neither the Chestertown gov-

ernment, itself, nor any private

groups have any such program for
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'Science Is Social 9

Says Goucher Prof

ausiic review, which if anythinu.

ras an insult to the Players and

he audience served only to show
lis inadequacy as a theatre critic.

I believe that my experience as

. New York theatre goer and the

lotcs by Mr. Miller on his play

rill serve to effectively counter

tions, The idea was to

of the audience in two wa>

of horror of what was takir

in a Christian world and i

a hilarity, sad as the ca

of the stupidity involved ir

"almost laughable even i

By Thomas Lacher led. Cit the

amples of William Shakespeare and
William Harvey, he told the aud-

ience that both men used basically

the same methods and techniques.

This method was "creating a syn-

thesis out of previously gathered
material and information," aceord-

Dr. Moment
basic approachc
for both the scie

classified these

search lone w

aid ilia

d author opened his

by stating that the Imagination Plus Facts

Quoting British philosopher Ber

trand Russell, Dr. Moment saic

that the secret of science is th<

• oLiilnnaiion of "bold im;iirinali<>r

and a passion for the facts."

Dr, Moment remarked tha

different fashions. Using the an.

lhn.ru,logical definition that mar
is the tool-making animal, Dr. Mo-
ment said that tool-making was

a science (equating science will

technology) and that misuse ol

: the i

athei

Dolce complains that there were

"too many characters . . . present

on the stage." Nonsense. Miller

states that he had eliminated a

good many players from the scene

which Dolce complains about.

There were in fact "several judges

of almost equal authority" and "I

have symbolized them all in Ha-
thorne and Danforth." There were

also more than three girls involved

in naming witches in Salem.

Dolce goes on: "The three girls

were cleverly accounted for by hav-

ing them seated at one end of the

stove," while "the others just stood

mei hank-ally in the background

delivering their lines at the cor-

rect moment." If this is true, I

saw a different play. While you're

one belonged. The only variant

from the scene is the absence of

Betty Parris (ably played by Nancy
Bleyer).

Yet one point sticks in my throat

that proves Dolce's deficiency as a

reviewer. That is his cute remarks

about the costum
of the lack of or

demonstrates a great failing: that

is the inability to imagine. A play

rather it is a spur to get you to

utilize that part of your brain. A
costume, in itself, is hardly a cri-

teria for judging the quality of

the play. Indeed, if it were, then

Richard Burton's performance as

Hamlet in slacks, loafers, and
sweater, should have been a mo-

i,pl,»>

i failui

human dcst

the advance
ructic

noderr

issisted by

gy. He then

of Carthacc

than that o Nagasaki
'

"Man's Twiiti Products"

"Art and ce arc twin pro-

ducts of ma n'scrwttmn ' Dr. Mo-

Mencken Described
As Anti-everything

Auditing Fee

Clarified

By Newlin

Baltimore's noted journalist and
author, H. L. Mencken, was the

topic of a Loutitt-George Memoral
Lecture last Thursday by Carl
Bode, Professor of English at the

University of Maryland.
Professor Bode, who is currently

preparing a definitive study of

Mencken, characterized the joural-

ist as being "afraid of no one and
anti-everything.' Mencken poked
at religion with the same felicity

Eastern Shore. "It's inhabitable on-
ly by ants, roaches and other lower
forms," he wrote. For years,

turned by irate Shorespeople when
the trucks dared venture to the

Eastern Shore, according to Mr.
Bode.

Professor Bode, an experienced
biographer, also discussed prob-
lems of biographical writing.

Unsatisfactory

the greatest prob-
to the Professor.

incomplete material readily

ivailable to the biographer. Even
unsatisfactory be-

tlie relationship between those in-

terviewed and the person discussed.

Another problem the author
faces is how deeply he should
probe into the private life of his

facts about pri-

lives make the author hesi-

and wonder whether publica-
of those facts is normally justi-

according to Professor Bode.

Because the biographer is never
has the complete

and because so much is left

.
Dr. Bode termed

>i l'i"i.'i.ipl,y an "art",

of the modem theatre.

Comments Too Smug

riial role in the i

[ended the judge;

Finally, Dolce'

)rds. "The Crucible reminded me
at we had not come to friendly

rms" with the audience. "I be-

ss -of the play and its character

Miss Cheerleader USA?

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS
—Sophomore Virginia Hamel has

entered the Miss Cheerleader USA
Contest held annually at Cypress

Gardens.

The sophomore coed, whose

home is Syracuse, N. Y., will com-

pete with more than 600 entries

to select America's Miss Cheer-

Five finalists were chosen from

entry blanks and photographs on

Sunday, and the finalists will be

flown to Cypress Gardens, Fla., to

compete on December 29. Reign-

ing Miss Cheerleader is Nancy
Greer from Ohio University, the

fourth coed to hold this national

The ...ill .

Johnson outboard motor,

a trip to Miami for the Orange
Bowl festivities, a $200 scholarship

and the Miss Cheerleader USA
trophy.

SGA Referendum
Receives Approval
The referendum taken by the

SGA was passed by a majority of

two thirds of the student body,

reported Jeff Williamson, Elections

Chairman, at the November 21

meeting of the Senate.

The referendum proposed two

changes to the Constitution of the

SGA concerning the composition

of the Freshman Steering Commit-

that the Freshm;

mittee shsdl be

Freshman representatives of

Men's Residence Association, the

Women's Residence Association,

and the Student Government As-

sociation. It shall be chaired by

the Vice-President of SGA.

Plan Christmas Dance
The- < tins

V.P. Is Head

hadIn the

been selected at random by the

Admissions Office and was headed

by the Vice-President of the SGA.
With the approval of the

dents, the Cor stitution now red,

SGA NOTICE
The SGA has caneellee die

bus leaving Chestertown for

State Roads, Delaware, at Ihe

beginning of the Christmas hol-

idays due tc lack of response

by students o the plan.

posed of Clinton Weimeister, Steve

Ellyson, John Coniglio, Larry Mar-

tin, Styvia Millhouse, Mary Bon-

elli, Anne McCormick, and Cathy

Wood. Also Karen Hayes, Bar-

bara Osborn, Colleen Spivey, Dean

Skelos, and Cindy Stafford. Dick

Jackson serves as chairman.

The first task of the Freslunan

Steering Committee will be the

sponsoring of a Christmas dance

next Wednesday at 9:00 p.m.

Entertainment will be provided

by the British Quarter until 12

p.m. In conjunction with the fresh-

man girls of Reid Hall, a special

dinner will be served in Hodson

Hall at 6:00 p.m. on this date.
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£Jtto,

Housing Problem Confronts Town

1

The Chesapeake Bay country is labelled

ie "land of pleasant living." Yet for

any years, the "pleasant living" has been
strictly reserved "for whites only" as

e main floor seats in its theaters.

On and off, students and townspeople
ive pecked gingerly at this unhappy
oblem in our midst. Most have chosen

ignore the problem. Maybe it would

However, as the subject of Mayor
Haacke's talk at Washington College
seems to indicate, the unmentionable can
no longer go unmentioned. Whether one
calls them "slums" or "substandard"
liousies, the appalling indecency of dwell-

ings which appear ready to collapse of

Will Chestertown's housing program im-
prove these conditions? This is question-

Mayor Haacke demonstrates little un-
derstanding of the "life-styles" of poverty.
He repeatedly emphasizes that the lack
of "responsibility and morality" on the

part of slum occupants is the major con-
tributing factor to substandard housing.

When the Mayor says that "some people
want to live only in squalor," he fails to

understand that poverty is a state of

mind, an approach to life ingrained after

years of discrimination in education, job

opportunity, and a hundred other

This "lack of responsibility" can hardly

be blamed on slum occupants. It is, rather,

the fault of the "well meaning," white
Christians of the Chestertown
ity, who, for many years, on their way
to church, have carefully avoided passing

through the town'

Mayor Haacke informs us that once the

Comprehensive Plan for land usage is

completed, Chestertown will see "day-
light" with regard to the housing prob-

lem. However, the Mayor failed to dis-

cuss how "irresponsibility" will suddenly
disappear after the Comprehensive Plan
is issued.

If Chestertown's war on poverty is to

be won, the poor must be converted from
people to whom and for whom things will

be done into people who have dignity and
who will strive to do things for them-
selves.. This is where the Che
plan fails.

A house-to-house, block-to-block effort

is needed to instill a new sense of dignity

into these downtrodden people. Mayor
Haacke's attempt to enlist townspeople
in such a project has, until now, been a
total failure. The students of Washington
College must now show their concern and
undertake the project of developing com-
munity pride and making the substandard
houses livable. We must try to repair the

physical and cultural damage caused by
the years of neglect.

Mark Allen Schulman
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r Play Delaware Valley Nex t

"ills** Washington Courtmen Lose
THE WASHINGTON ELM T Greyhounds, Yellowjackets

&-L\Jl-\- J- O 1966-1967 l»-^>^
"SStrf"

f£k Wrestling

Preview
By Dick Louck

College, New York, Pcnnsylv

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
TRAVEL?

Road trips in the next two yci

Western Maryland, W
Baltimore?

CHOICE OI JOB?
Exciting

from Ilopkin

UNIFORMS?
Not yet this year, but slick

two-way stretch tights of maroon,

helmets to match.

TRY WRESTLING!
New this year to the W.C.

collegiate wrestling. The prograi

preparation for a lull varsity si Ik

seven meets scheduled by the Athletic Department. This year

two meets have been scheduled as well as several tentative

scrimmages, and representation by a few wrestlers at the coming

Mason-Dixon Conference tournament .

Wrestling is the only sport at this college that matches

competitors who are as close to physical equals as possible.

The weight restrictions guarantee that your opponent will not

weigh more than your weight class permits. Skill therefore is

not a prerequisite. The team needs student candidates to form

a nucleus. Coach PritzlarT might say. "We supply everything

but guts."

Promising Freshmen

Aid Elliot's Cagers

Last year's record of

and fourteen losses was di

ly to lack of experience on die

starting five and to a porous de-

fense. Returning Icttcrnicn Marty

Smith, Mike Henelun, and Larry

Sterling are expected to lead the

year with help

from freshmen Frank Marion, Tom
Povinale, Larry Martin, and David

accumulating an overall record of

181-102 in basketball.

Elliot's coaching career spans

from his college days at Western

Maryland when- he acted as play-

"ar for stylish

tc with spacejlack ami wh
con was last year's Ma
Conference Champion a

sidercd a contender fc

on-Dixuii

d is con-

r honors

Steve Clagett

prepares to r

utnphed, 67-5.

nd in Randolph-Macon tilt. The Yellow

Fifteen Teams Engage
In Intramural Basketball
Men';

:ordi

ural basketball

i Tuesday, De-

g to Coach Don
Chattclicr, as six teams in the "A"
league and nine in die "B" league

seek to gain the titles won last year

by Theta Chi and the Dropouts.

Along with the four fratemitics

in the "A" league are the Nizblals

and an unnamed [earn. Lambda
Chi Alpha will have two "B" teams

to batde the Thetas, Phi Sigs,

Somerset Raiders, Baske(weavers,

Beefs, Dn .pouts, and Pickups.

In "A" league competition each

squad will play the other learns

twice. The teams in the "B" lea-

II play each other once.

The champions in each league

ill be determined in the follow-

ig manner: at the end of regular

die "A" league will play a champ-
ionship game which will decide the

The "B" league champimiship

will be decided in a slightly dif-

ferent maimer. The lop four teams

at the end of the regular season

will play each other in a single

elimination tourney.

"A" LEAGUE SCHEDULE
Thurs., Dec. 8
Lambdas vs. Theta
No names vs. NubhU
Phi Sigs vs. KA
Tucs, Dec. 13

Lambdas vs. Nizblals

Theta vs. KA
No names vs. Phi Sigs

"The Randolph Macon game

Elliot. He further related that die

Sho'men reduced by half their

fouling of opponents and their

ball-handling mistakes.

Once again, Captain Marty

Smith was the leading scorer for

W ash i neton College with fifteen

points. Coach Elliot also credited

sophomore center Larry Sterling

with "the best effort of his college

This Saturday Washington Col-

lege will play Delaware Valley in

an away game. Delaware Valley

has its high scorer and reboundei

returning from last year, Bill Eisel.

Frosh Take
Intramural
Track Meet

irly-four men participat-

.nnual Intramural Track
November 15 and 16.

,
pnn.lui.'d five new in-

cords in the field events,

mien showed their prow-

ng 69 points to defeat

d 12 points,

Cha I teller Impressed

J Gilbert led the freshmen

shot with a toss of 41'7". Coach
Chatellier commented that Gilbert

displayed a potential to establish

several school and conference rec-

ords at Washington College this

Sophomore Bob Bittenbender

shaved 10 seconds off the intra-

mural mile record with a fine time

of 4:49. Coach Donald M. Chat-

telier said, "I was impressed with

many of the performances and I

hope that these boys will be out

for track in the spring."

Junior Class Wins
'66 Soccer Trophy

by Paul Fastic

Of the intramural sports, soccer

held the spotlight during the

month of November. Although a

participant, here and there, was

a novice of the game, the class

spirit of each of the four teams

added considerably to the success

of the league action.

For a short period of time, there

was the unusual situation of a

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00p.m.-ll:00p.t

freshman soccer squads each post-

However, as competition continued

and footwork improved, the sopho-

more soccer "machine" gained ad-

equate momentum and landed a

position in the finai playoff game.

The opposition for the sopho-

more booters in the final competi-

tion came from the junior class

squad. As season records go, the

junior class had a rather unique

history. They had defeated the

sophomores once, had lost by a

si/able score to the freshmen (2-0

is a sizable score), had risen vic-

toriously from a game with the

senior squad, and finally had re-

tired the freshman team from com-
petition by defeating them 2-U.

On Thursday, November 10, the

sophomore and junior class squads

assumed their positions on the cold

and windswept field. Garbed in

many combinations of colorful

sweatshirts, sweatpants, overalls,

underwear, and the inevitable ac-

cessories to prevent injury, each

man fought for class honor and his

life.

AOPi Leads
Volley Play

Alpha Omirron PS has i

latche

girls' volleyball

a thrilling win over Zeta Tau Al-

pha last Wednesday. Three games
were played before a winner was

decided.

The STP's, Ducklings, Zeta's

and die Cooks are tied in second

place with two wins each. Other

teams scoring in matches are the

Alpha Chi's, Trish's Terrors, Or-

iginal Independents and the BOH.
Eleven teams including many

new freshman squads arc compet-

ing in the tournament and each

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

;or Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvet

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Gcncial Supplies

Monday Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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Workmen put finishing touches

Progress Report

Caroline House Opening
Scheduled Next Year
Tentative plans for the occu-

pancy of Caroline House call for

the moving of prospective residents

and their belongings into the new-

est women's dormitory during the

week students return from Christ-

Completion of the dormitory,

which has been under construction

for approximately one year, was

held up for three months this

summer while the contractors

waited for a manufacturer to ship

the windows. Deadlines also passed

while workers waited for the tile

According to contractor Charles

E. Brohawn of Cambridge, Mary-
land, the building should be com-

pleted by the first of the year.

The third floor is scheduled for

completion by December 27 and
the two lower floors by January 3.

The College Maintenance De-
partment will furnish each floor

as the construction crews finish

their work. The furniture is all

on campus and ready to be in-

stalled.

Although all the rooms on the

three floors should be ready for

occupancy by the time Christmas

vacation is over, Frederick Dum-
schott, Treasurer of the College,

cautioned future residents that the

"social rooms" on the first floor

may not be completely finished.

Last details of the building will

Integra ted Troop
Forming In Town

by Al Payne

Volunteers arc being sought

the College

as Scoutmaster

Uty

Scoutmasters for an integrated Boy

Scout troop to be established in

Chestertown.

A local organization, required

under Scout regulations to request

a charter for a new unit, and
granted subsequent discretion in

membership requirements, has

agreed to sp

Needed aj

twenty-one o

Scoutmaster

willing to contribute several hours

a week to Scout work, while at the

same time aiding the cause of in-

tegration in the area.

According to Dr. Howard
Grumpelt, there are no integrated

troops in Kent County. One all-

Ncgru organization is located in

Rock Hall. In conversations with

the Executive Director of Boy
Scouts for the area, Grumpclt dis-

covered that approximately eigh-

teen local Negroes had

! unable to find ;

the Scouts, but

staff a new unit of their own.

Exclusion Exists

Dr. Grumpelt noted that "tht

very group that would benefit mas'

from participation in the Scou 1

program is precisely the gnmp 1 1 1 a

has been excluded from member

II- h.>! student body will

campus organiz

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specializing in Steaks and Seafoods

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.n

Closed on Mondays

hopefully be taken care of during

Help for Trunks, Boxes
Crews from the Maintenance

Department have been recruited

to help girls move trunks, boxes,

and furniture from their present

rooms to Caroline House. Mrs.
Carlotta Markey, Caroline's house-

mother, will be the first to move
in, followed by the three proctors.

As was pointed out by Miss

Mary Jane Caton, Dean of Wo-
men, specific moving procedures

are not yet definite and will be

decided during a meeting, next

week, with College officials and
the Maintenance Department.

'Native Son'
Offers Jobs
To Seniors
The Chamber of Commerce in

Baltimore is reminding all college

seniors from there about its second

annual "Operation Native Son"
coming up this month. The pro-

gram affords all upcoming 1967

graduates, including masters and
doctorate degree candidates, who
live in the Baltimore area the op-

portunity to talk with representa-

tives from nearly one hundred lo-

cal companies about the very im-

portant topic of a career in the

old hometown.
Launched successfully last year

with 70 participating firms and
over 500 seniors from 125 differ-

ent colleges, the students and firms

engaged in 3600 screening inter-

views at the Civic Center and 1500

in-depth interviews at the Holiday

The basic objective of ONS is

to retain well-qualified young peo-

ple in the Baltimore Area after

graduation by affording the oppor-

tunity for the local business firms

and the native sons and daughters

to explore job possibilities at one

central location while home for the

holidays. The program is not in-

tended to interefere in any way
with current company campus re-

minded to note the dates, Wednes-

day and Thursday, December 28

and 29 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

the combined facilities of the Civic

Center and Downtown Holiday

Inn. To pre-register, pick up a

registration card from College

Placement Director Bedford Croves

or write to Elmer X. Lambdin,
Chamber of Commerce of Metro-

politan Baltimore giving your
name, address, the name of your

college and major course of study.

A student informational kit in-

cluding instructions, resume forms

and personnel requirements of all

the participating companies will be

mailed to each student registrant.

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed

perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name. Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-paae booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and now 12-page lull color (older, bolh lor onTy 25c.

Alio, tend special offer of beautiful 44-pago Bride's Book.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Don KeUy

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

College Heights Sub Shop
Hour.: 11 ,i rn to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fan Service

Phone 778-2671

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.
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Christmas Project Slated;

Hughes Urges Home Rule
Following a tradition initiated

last year, the College's Women
Residence Association will sponsor

a Christmas project. The members

have decided to send yuletide pai k-

i the Philippines for distri-

Huehe

huti -k-hildren.

i the \

dents and school officials in the

Philippines is a former Washing-

ton student, Gcri Maialico, who is

currently serving in the Peace

Corps. Miss Maiatico joined the

Peace Corps after graduation lasl

June and is teaching in Lobo, Ba-

langas province.

Last year the Women's Resi-

dence Association gained national

recognition by its "Cheer John"
project. This program was organ-

ized on campus to send Christinas

packages to American servicemen

in Vietnam.

All women students are encour-

aged by Project Chairman Karen

Johnson to prepare packages for

will be posted in dormitories. Male

students may also contribute to-

ward the project by giving money
which will be used for the postage

of the parcels.

Ellen Buckingham, W. R. A.

President, urges all students who
want to work on the Christmas

project or who would like more in-

formation on the program to con-

tact her or W.R.A. officers. "Wash-
ington College has established a

precedent with the success of Cheer

John and 1 hope that this

Senator Harry' Hughes, represen-

tative from the Eastern Shore in

the Mary-land State Legislature,

called for consideration of code

home rule in a talk given at Wash-
ington Colh-ge Tuesday, Novem-

>uld grant county com-

missioners certain legislative pow-

ers, excepting the areas of pro-

perty tax and debt limits. Present-

ly, the State Legislature must act

on a majority of icnimy legislatimi.

The Senator called for this meas-

ure because the lawmakers in An-

napolis are inundated with county

*r 15.

Code -xplai

Haacke Cites

Housing Plan
(Com from Page 1

)

a project have, thus far, been a

failure. He added that he would

welcome any effort by college

groups to undertake the project.

Furthermore, the Mayor com-

mented that government — town,

county, state, or national — should

avoid involvement, as far as pos-

sible, with the housing problem.

Governmental Role Minimized

"Governments and individuals

impose their own standard on oth-

ers. Some people don't want to

live in anything other than squal-

or." he said, apparently paying no

heed to the admonition, "Slum
conditions breed slum mentalities

"

When asked if Chestertown was

applying for already existing Fi-d-

eral renewal funds, the Mayor re-

plied, "If we wanted to keep track

of every Federal program, I'd have

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For AW

Sewing Needs

Senator Hughes' speech ;

Washington College was one of

series of 12 federal-sponsored let

lures which compose a program er

titled "Leadership Seminars o

Community Affairs and Commur
ity Development in the State c

Maryland."

Campus Calendar
Friday, Dec. 9 Monday, Dec. 12

Chestertown High School Play- Student Government

crs — Wm. Smith — 8:00 p.m.

George Washington Lecture Ser-

ies — Volkmar Wcntzel — Hyn-

son Lounge — 8:00 p.m.

Zeia Tau Alpha Closed Party

— Off Campus — 8:30 p.m.-

1:00 a.m.

Lambda Chi Alpha Closed Party

— Rock Hall— 9:00 p.m.-I:00

Satuurday, Dec. 10

Kappa Alpha Orphans' Party —
12:30-5:30 p.m.

Basketball vs. Delaware Valley

— AWAY
Chestertown High School Play-

era — Wm. Smith — 8:00 p.m.

Zeta Tau Alpha Dance — Hod-
son Hall — 9:00 p.m.-l :00 a.m.

Sunday, Dec. 11

Chestertown Arts League —
Alumni House — 3:00 p.m.

Film Scries — "To Die in Ma-
drid" — Dunning Lecture Hall

— 8:00 p.m.

Chorus — Wm. Smith — 7:0(

p.m,

Basketball vs. Catholic U. -
HOME

Tuesday, Dec. 13

Panhcllcnic Council Christina!

Party — Minta Martin — 3 :45

5:00 p.m.

Chorus — Wm. Smith — 7:0(

i'.iiiln llinic Council — Zeta

Tau Alpha Room — 7:0D p.m.

Riding Club — Dunning Lcc.

! Din-

r for Students — Hodson Hall

— 6:00 p.m.

Ski Club — Dunning Hall —
6:30 p.m.

College Choir Christmas Con-

cert — Wm. Smith — 8:30

to hire someone on a full-time

basis just to do this."

The Mayor also discounted any

possibility of city or county tax

relief to encourage property own-
ers to improve their property. "We
simply cannot afford the loss of

During the quest ion-and-answer

period that followed, Mayor
Haacke entertained questions

about: (I) community sentiment

in relation to substandard hous-

ing; and (2) occupancy restrictions

in Chestertown.

In answer to the first question,

the Mayor cited die razing of forty-

odd substandard houses as a de-

G.O.P. Club

To Present
Ex-Mayor

Mr. John N. Wilkinson, Jr.,

former Mayor of Bel Air, Mary-
land, will be the first speaker in

the Republican Club's series of

programs on local and state gov-

ernments, tonight at 7 p.m. in

Hynson Lounge.

Mr. Wilkinson, veteran of two

Mayoi
i well as

will talk

of a

Ches

The evening closed with Mayor
Haacke and many townspeople in

attendance voicing their regrets

that no Negroes were present, since

a large portion of Chestertown's

substandard housing is so occupied.

ELM NOTICE
Because of the Quid political

situation in Communist China, the

second part of Dr. Thomas S.

An's article. "A Political Profile

of Lin Piao," originally scheduled

to be published this week, will

"The Legislature — Theory and
Practice!" The scries will also in-

clude a professional city manager

The Republican Club is spon-

i a future date,

the Christinas vac
edition of the Elm

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
In Ccnmville

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

FRI.-SAT. DEC. 9-10

ELVIS PRESLEY

213 DRIVE-IN

CLOSED
FOR
THE

SEASON

CHURCHILL THEATRE
la Church Hill

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT..SUN.
DEC. 9-10-11

DEAN MARTIN
JOEY BISHOP

"TEXAS ACROSS
THE BORDER"

CHESTER THEATRE

"Modesty Blaise"

"WAY, WAY OUT"
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
DEC. 11-12-13

SEAN CONNERY 007

"GOLDFINGER"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-257S

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Pegasus '67 To Honor
Dr. Margaret Horsley
Washington College's senior

lss voted last week to dedicate

is year's Pegasus publication tc

r. Margaret Horsley, Professor

'f Sociology and Anthropology,

Editor Par Deschere recently an-

'Duri

California. After doing graduate

work at both the University of

California and Columbia Univer-

sity, she was awarded her Ph.D.

in anthropology in 1950.

Member Hofstra Faculty

Immediately upon receiving her

she has been doctorate at Columbia, Dr. Horsley

nmented, "she hai

earned the admira
the students. We ;

her dedication ant

i of i

joined the faculty of Hofsir

lege where she

ogy and sociolog

sley was a Fullbright Research
Scholar in the Philippines.

Dr. Horsley is a member of the

American Anthropological Associa-

tion, the American Ethnological

Society, and the Society for Ap-
plied Anthropology. During World

Pacific Theater.

)r. Horsley will also be hon-

d at the annual Puhlii ation

iquct held in May.

Joined Faculty In 1956

Dr. Horsley joined the faculty

Washington College in 1956 as

instructor in sociology. She was
professor in

Doing All We Can
Says Library Head

Dr. Margaret W. Horsley

'Miscellany' Solicits

More Contributions
By Jei e Shipway

With the final deadline for sub-

mission of material for Miscellany

185 approaching, Editor Nena
Olear commented on the general

lack of response by the student

body to submit articles from their

particular fields of study.

She explained that there was an

overwhelming response in the field

of creative writing, but little from

students in the math and science

departments. "Several students, at

the request of the editorial staff,

are currently writing articles speci-

fically for the magazine," she i

Nena also stated that the maga-
zine has received very favorable

response from several educational

of the col- Horsley

teaching duties,

ee years in this

iiiiui'd her resig-

nation in the spring of 1965, ex-

plaining that "Teaching and Mean-
ing' were both full time jobs,"

and that she wanted to "return

to her first love, anthropology."

Resumed Teaching Duties

Resuming her full teaching dut-

ies the following year. Dr. Horsley

was promoted to professor of soci-

ology. Last year, at a Christmas

dinner attended by all of the wo-
men students, Dr." Horsley was
honored by the Women's Residence

Association for her "services to the

students as Dean of Women."

of Glove, Arizona, Dr.

By Thackery Dodds

Soon, Washington Colleg.

be completing plans for a n

brary building, But where, sti

and faculty ask, arc the boc

The

*d her B.A.

among students and faculty that

the College library, the supposed

pulse point of individual research

and enlightenment, is inadequate.

A verba! battle is being waged be-

tween the faculty and administra-

tion in dispute over the quality of

the library.

More Money Needed
The feeling, among the faculty,

is that not enough money is spent

on the library for books. Although
Mr. Robert Bailey, Head Librar-

thropology from the University of for

American Spectrum

"but there has 1

natural initiative to submit e

or articles."

Faculty Questionnaire

Writer John Dos Passos
Lectures, Reads Works

ing Library.

Some professors feel that too

much is spent on less important

features of the college, like expan-

sion of the college, and thus the

library suffers. The result is "quan-

tity" rather than "quality."

Spends 6.7% On Library

Mr. Bailey counters this criti-

cism, saying that Washington Col-

lege spends a greater percentage

of the total college educational

funds for the library than most

colleges our size, including Hood,

Western Maryland, and Gouchcr,

and that this percentage (6.7) is

above the minimum accepted lor

accrcdation in Maryland (which is

5 percent).

Dr. Howard Grumpclt, Assistant

Professor of Psychology retorts that,

"I hope we don't have to compare

ourselves with the other small col-

leges in Maryland." Colleges such

as Amherst and Williams spend a

lesser percentage of their funds on

their libraries. Although this per-

centage probably amounts to more
[ dollars Mr. Bailey f

thai

effoi

ollege is makir

which could Pano]

By Mark Schulman

, Milhaud and Stra

1 f felt the compidsion to

lives of people I know
a of history," said

Passos, distinguished

who 1that historical forces must take the

place of Greek Olympian forces. ciple upo
USA is a reportage which reflects

this belief.

sidered t ! the

Nena stated that Dean Ncwliri

imed over to her the four ques-

nnaiies which lias ben returned

llis ufhc '. "Three of these did
k'ith an enthusia

American Panorama
For about fifty years, J<.hn Dc-

Passi.s' pen has caught and inter-

supposed to end," he commented.
"It was my endeavor to unfold an
endless democracy. I wanted to in-

clude all — the sailors and the

salesmen, the prostitutes and the

poets, the bums and the bankers."

Warm Readings

plied, "John Barth,

Salinger, and Joseph Heller."

When asked about his present

writing plans, he replied: "I'm

trying to write my way out of this."

Dos Passos refused to comment on

his newest literary undcruKnn:

"It's bad luck."

the library is every year increasing

its budget, the increase should be

proportional to the number of new

books and journals published every

year — we are in the midst of a

"knowledge explosion."

Mr. Bailey cited several examp-

les to show that the library funds

(Continued on Page 5)

lectern ;

tirial board,

contributions

phy. All cor

id poetry to the cdi-
i such works as Th

ELM NOTICE

Christmas hnlkln-. The

break. The entire staff of the ELM
wishes everyone a merry Christmas

and a happy New Year.

Soldiers, USA, MU

First World War," he related.

i-ilian." Disillusioned by tlv

pioneering bock, Tlir,

Olympian Forces Out

d with a smile

of M o n t e y

Woolcy's portrayal of Santa Glaus

in Miracle on Thirty-Fourth Street,

he read as if he were seeing the

material for the first time.

In a biting essay, he attacked

the disciples of Freud, who attempt

to emulate the Master. "They have

alligator coaches, guttcral accents

. the Master's.

Other readings included essays

about Frank Lloyd Wright and

James Dean.
During the coffee hour which

followed, Dos Passos was asked Author John Dos Passos
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Christmas, 1966
A Christmas tree in Hodson Hal], with tinsel and

decoration, the holly wreaths on the doors, the decora-

tive lights atop William Smith Hall—all these con-

tribute to the spirit of Christmas at Washington Col-

lege.

Yet the Christmas spirit at Washington College has

a more special meaning—a time for concern with hu-

manity. The Women's Residence Association again

sponsored a Christmas project. This year, the coeds

sent Yuletide packages to the Philippines for distri-

bution to rural schoolchildren. The Kappa Alpha

Order adopted nineteen orphans last Saturday after-

noon for a party and dinner.

Let us all resolve that throughout 1967, instead of

for just a few days, this spirit of concern will prevail.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from the

editors and staff of The Washington Elm.

Wentzel Discusses
Mozambique People

New Open Dorm Policy

Announced By President

By Barbara Miller

Volkmar Wentzel, famed pho-
tographcr and traveler, presented a

color slide lecture on Portugese

Africa Friday night.

A leading authority on Portugese

Africa, Mr. Wentzel has traced

in Mozambique.
ion of the slides in

taken on this ex-

l>y the selection of slides whicl

was shown here last Friday. The
were well-chosen and the pr.'sema

tinn read like a spoken
National Gcographif.

All farvi ..I" life i

President Gibson has signed a

in- ..-.. :" from the Men's Resi-

ience Association approving a new
pen dormitory policy which, will

o into effect on Sunday. January

, 1967. The "experiment" calls

ar open dorms every Sunday from

to 5 p.m. The only requirements

ain fulry open.

clean, and that other residents of

the donn show proper respect and
consideration for the female visi-

Thc proctors and MRA repre-

sentatives will be responsible for

"policing" the dormitory on Sun-

day afternoons, and MRA Presi-

dent Charles Mock said'in an Elm
interview that "Students should

recognize the open donn policy as

a privilege and should take advan-

tage of the opportunity to prove

that the experiment can be a suc-

cess, and that the policy is subject

Preliminaries Completed
Preliminary organizational pro-

cedures have been completed in

the MRA and several regular meet-

ings have been held. Out of these

meetings have come a number of

definite plans and proposals for-

mulated by the Executive Com-
mittee, consisting of the officers of

the organ ization.

The President of the MRA is

Charles Mock; Vice-President, Bob

Schnaekel; Secretary, Ray Felton;

Treasurer, Jim McKinney. The

aim as stated in the handbook to-

wards which they will lead (hi

MRA arc: "to help <

confidence among all resident mer

by enacting and enforcing such leg-

islation or regulations as woulc

Carl Westerdahl

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

I sit here, just returned from

class, nauseated by the acrid fumes

belching forth from our college-

boiler smokestack, and wonder

why the hell I have to put up with

Naus

: Of I

this simple observation never

curred to the wizard of the n

tenance department.

Perhaps the problem is n

deeper than mere students

cope with. Nevertheless, even

Why must the students of Wash-

ington College absorb into their

systems the putrid waste-smoke of

the boiler? Why indeed, must this

new facility on campus malfunction

so as to make itself a smelly nuis-

ally and figura-

physical ill- enough to note the filthy cloud

in the pres- that descends upon library, class-

its of Wash- Paying field. These resources also

. into their can ™' «« ^Y aclion beillS taken

remedy the problem.

If the problem is so much deep-

ively sick of i

I do

life the

t pretend to be an engin-

s an offended bystander,

to grasp at straws of re-

this choking smoke. It

Other Projects

Other activities of the MRA in-

clude the passage of a resolution

to purchase television sets for East

a possible remedy to the condition

would be a taller smokestack on To the Edi

the contraption, as one can see

that the present one is about half

than a too short smokestack,

then those with the faculties for

finding the remedy, no matter how-

deep, must relieve the problem.

Somehow the wizard must find a

way to put this smoke where it

belongs — away from the students.

Sincerely (choke),

Richard C. Louck (gasp), 67

"tradil

: of the old stack. Perhaps

Ka's Fete Orphans

Washington College that various

student groups sing Christmas

carols around the campus during

the week prior to Christmas vaca-

tion. When men have sung at the

women's dormitories, they usually

have been warmly received. How-
ever, this Tuesday a group of

women carolers sang at Somerset,

object of shouted

nty

Kappa Alpha Ord _, _._, of four fraternities here, adopted

for the afternoon last Saturday, making the tykes' Christmas

brighter. The KA'j

little

the snack

in Hodson Hall, complete with gifts, games, a "Christmas tree and

Santa Clans. Each bioiliei and his date adopted an orphan for the party,

attempting to assure each child of a happy, fun-filled time. After the

party the brothers, their dates and the kids had dinner together.

"This is a traditional thing with us," says KA brother Jim Blandford.

"Each year since about 19.">7 tin Fraternity has arranged bus transporta-

tion from the children's home, the Elizabeth Murphy School in Dover,

Delaware, to the Washington College campus."

The kids range in age from Five to eight years old. Some of the chil-

dren return to the campus for the Christmas party each year; orphans

in this age group aren't adopted as readily as orphaned infants. KA
finances the parly by raffling off two portable radios. The prize drawing
was held Friday evening. December 9.

Volkmar Wentzel

he Washington College campus
vas his wife, the daughter of the

elected Chancellor of West
iy, Kurt Kicsinger.

We should like

such conduct. The majority of

Somerset residents appreciate the

attention and thoughtfulncss given

us by the carolers. Unfortunately,

quickly discouraged the

we hope to deter such conduct in

the future and hope the women
of Washington College will accept

our apology.

Respectfully yours,

Stephen T. Myking
Raymond W, Felton

Joseph S. Massey
James W. Rawle

College Gets

Two Grants
Washington College received two

grants this week rotating $4,000
from the Humble Oil and Refin-

ing Co., and Texaco, Inc.

In announcing the two grants,

President Daniel Z. Gibson pointed

out that they are largely unre-

stricted, enabling the College to

apply the funds to areas of great-

est financial need.

Mrs. Beverly W. LaDage district

manaser of the Humble Oil and
Refining Company, Wilmington,

Del., presented the College with

i the F.sso Edu-

up-

pirtcd the college since 1956 with

Mr. S. J. Brown, Texaco's dis-

trict sales manager, Salisbury, Md.,
presented the College with a grant

lege has been supported by Texaco.
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Santa Claus Delivers The Goods

Santa Pays An Early Visit—Kris Kringle is about to enter Mima
Martin's chimney loaded with a bag full of spirited goodies for the

good little girls. The dorm's housemother was heard to say, "not down
my chimney, you don't, it's after hours." But good finally triumphed

over evil and Santa made his rounds untouched and unhampered.
Tomorrow the good little girls from all the dorms will leave campus
and await Santa's December 25 visit. Hodson Hall Christn

Mrs. Mao's Star Rises

Chairman's Wife Assumes New Role
Mrs. Mao-Lin Pao Pact
Marks Power Struggle

by Dr. Thomas S. Ad

Editor's Note; Dr. Thomas S.

An, Assistant Professor of Political

Science, is Director of the Inter-

national Studies Program at Wash-

ington College. Dr. An's most re-

cent article appeared in the No-

vember-December issue of The In-

tercollegiate Review.

In the midst of the "Great Pro-

letarian Cultural Revolution" in

whose name the current purges

have been conducted, Chiang
Ching, better known as Mrs. Mao
Tse-tung, has become an important

political figure. She became Mr.

Mao's wife in 1939 and most of

her life between then and now has

been in seclusion. Chairman Mao
lias never permitted publicity about

his home life, and Chiang Ching

appeared very rarely at public

functions in Communist China in

the past. Now, she has suddenly

emerged from 26 years of obscur-

ity, and appeared at her husband's

side

Chiang Ching now wields enor-

mous influence in her country as

first deputy leader of the Party's

Central Committee's group charg-

ed with the task of eliminating

"foreign, bourgeois and revisionist

elements" from Chinese society.

(The chairman of this group is

Chen Po-ta, her husband's former

private secretary and ghost writer.

Chen is now Editor of the Party's

Red Flag

a member of the Politlm

ing C< of

) In the

i's Stand-
Chines:-

of 1966 she was ranked 25th in the

Party hierarchy. When half a mil-

lion Red Guards gathered for n

mass rally in Peking on August

31, 1966, Chiang Ching had a

place of honor in the second au-

tomobile in ;i four-car mniorcad".

:ode rith

Premier Choi

Premier Tao Chu, who recently

rose from 95th to 4th place in the

i arc-fully graded Peking hierarchy.

At the November 3, 1966 mass
rally in Peking, sin- appeared again

with Premier Chou and the rising

propaganda chief, Tao Chu, ji

behind Mao Tse-tung and his h

apparent, Marshall Lin Piao.

Mrs. Mao Demands Purge

Mrs. Mao Tse-tung gave r

first major political address on J\

vembcr 2, 1966, to a rally of mc

than 20,000 rcvol

bourgeois reactionary line within

our party which opposes the prole-

tarian revolutionary line of the

Party's Central Committee headed
by Chairman Mao." (Italics in or-

iginal) On December 4, 1966, ac-

cording to the Peking radio, she

publicly demanded that all oppon-
ents of her husband inside, as well

as outside, the Chinese Communist
Party "he wiped out once and I

wife of Communist Chin
tor but an important political fig-

ure in her own right. (In 1964 she

was elected a deputy to the Na-
tional People's Congress, Commu-
nist China's rubber-stamp legisla-

Chiang Ching is Chairman
Mao's fourth wife. Mao's first mar-
riage in 1908 to a peasant girl

named Li, in his native Hunan
Province, was arranged by his dom-
ineering father in line with Chin-
ese tradition. (Mao hated his fath-

er who opposed his leftist thinking

and behavior while trying to force

him to be a farmer. Mao was close

to his mother who tried to make
a good Buddhist of him.) Mao was
only 14 (Mao was born on Decem-
ber 26, 1893), the girl 20. He
did not love his first wife and the

couple were unhappy. They were
childless. He later walked out on
his first wife and obtained a di-

vorce to marry his second wife, a
university professor's daughter.

Second Wife Executed

all - Chi.,

! tha

,' Chu..; als..
j

vt\ the

the
;

onths. Qil

Red <lu

-ol of

appointed "cultural ad-

viser" to the Chinese Communist
armed forces undei

Marshall Lin Piao

new duties of Mrs.

was coupled with

Chii best-known music

nd opera groups had been taken

ver by the army.

Mrs. Mao's Star Rises

In short, Chiang Clung, the

lamorous former Shanghai screen

tar in the 1930's and now Hearing

be a translator of Russian political

Mao Loses Three Children

Shortly after the death of his

second wife, Mao met a 20-year-

old leftist coed named Ho Tzc-

cheng at Changsha College. They

wero married in 1930 and Mao's

third wife adored him immensely.

Reliable sources agree that she

bore Mao five children. She ac-

companied her husband on the

legendary "Long March" in 1934-

35 from South China to the cave

city at Yenan in North-east China,

One Nationalist bombing raid

during the march left her with 20

shrapnel splinters in her body.

Therefore, she was compelled to

leave three of her small children

screen name Lan P'ing (blue duck-

weed) in Shanghai in the 1930's

(According to Stanley Kamow ol

The Washington Post, her meas

lieved to be 32-24-34.) She was
a minor or second-rate movie ac-

tress, whose most successful and

ed search which Chairman Mao
has conducted since he came to

power in 1949. Mao sent his third

wife to the Soviet Union in 1938

Univ

girl named Yang K'ai-hl

old daughter of Yang Ch'ang

who was a philosophy professc

Peking University. Mao soon

in love with her, and in 1920 thi

married in Shanghai. Mao'
wife was til

she and his sister were arrested and

executed by the Kuomintang
(Chinese Nationalists) during a

campaign to suppress Communists,

generally believed that

Mao' :ond wife boi

Ma. Mao
thing. Both studied in the Soviet

Union. An-ying married a Russian

woman and became an air division

commander in the Chinese Com-
munist army. He participated

for medical

brought her back. Instead, he de-

cided lo divorce the heroine of the

"Long March" to marry a glam-

orous screen star, Chiang Ching.

(The fate and whereabouts of Ho
Tze-cheng are unknown.)

Mao'Chairman
his fourth, was bom in Tsinan,

Shangtung Province, of middle-

class parents. Her original name
killed in was Li Ching-yun. She was a glam-

is movie actress under the

Chinese Communist revolution.

Chiang Ching was not particularly

intelligent, but was active in leftist

intellectual and art circles in

Shanghai. She had formerly mar-
ried a leftist newspaper editor nam-
ed Huang Ching. After the Sino-

Japancse War started and the sub-

sequent occupation by Japanese
troops in Shanghai in 1938, she

decided to abandon her unsuccess-

ful acting career and join the Yen-
an theatrical movement to enter-

tain Chinese Communist guerrillas.

Mao Tse-tung soon became her

most ardent fan in Yenan (Chinese

Communist wartime headquarters).

She divorced her first husband a

year before marrying Mao in 1939.

Chiang Ching is believed to have
given Mao two daughters.

Lin Piao—Mrs. Mao Pact

Needless to say, Chiang Ching's

sudden emergence from previous

total obscurity is a political fact

of profound significance. Signifi-

cantly, her emergence as a leading

political personage has been pre-

ceded by the ascendancy to the

pinnacles of power of Defense Min-

ister Lin Piao. There is good rea-

son to suspect that Mrs. Mao Tse-

tung may have made a secret pact

with Marshall Lin Piao to perpet-

uate the Maoist brand of commu-
nism in China after her husband
passes away. This pact is further

j'oincd by Chen Po-ta, Mao's most

trusted personal

Chu, Lin's close

Kang Shen, a former s

man and one of the major spokes-

men for Maoism in the Sino-Soviet

conflict. After Chairman Mao's
death, his widow will undoubtedly

become a considerable political as-

set and serve as a useful symbol

for Defense Minister Lin Piao in

his drive to consolidate power in

Editor's Note: The second half

of "A Political PrifUe of Lin

Piao" by Dr. Thomas S. An will

appear in the ELM after the

Christinas vacation.

protege; and
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SPORTS
Myers From

Center Court

Cagers Seek Victory

At Towson Tonight

In this modern s

shows, locker room i

transistorized micropl

body, the task of bcin

basketball team for t

weekly has fallen on i

eplays, and

he athlete's

67 Sho'men
publication

. Ori
nformed ihc Elm that he was too busy

covering die Atlanta Falcons and the Boston Bruins.

For this premiere article, I think a mere introduction of

some of the newer players would be appropriate, With five out

of the six opening games on the road, many Sho'men followers

have little idea about our newly-recruited superstars, several

of whom have crashed the starting line-up. Witli the injury to

Mike Henehan and the regretable forced retirement of Dave

Moreland, these fabulous freshmen now compose 40% of the

team. So, ladies and gentlemen, the introduction of the 1966-67

Washington College basketball freshmen, will begin.

At one corner is Frank Marion, 6T' hot-shooting player

from Rockvillc, Maryland. Frank led his team, a perennial

Prince George's County power, to the highest scholastic champ-

ionship in the State of Maryland. Marion will ably fill the gap

I, n lu iln loss "1 Dennis Chapman.
On the opposite side is Tom Polvinale, a 6'4" cornerman

from ( lalvi rt Hall in Baltimore, Maryland. Polvinale has shown

Coach Elliol on) ol the best jump shots to come from a Mary-

laud high school in several years.

Starting opposite Marty Smith at guard will be 5'8" Dave

Bruce from Cumberland, Maryland's Allegany High School.

Dave played on this team, a constant Western Maryland power,

as the Campers won two state championships in three years.

Another possible starter could be Larry Martin, from

Duval! High School in Lanham. Maryland. Larry led his south-

ern Maryland learn to a near win in championships at College

Park last' year.

Weiser Wins Tennis Title

Maryland tonight to play ihe Tow-

son Tigers in an important Mason-

Dixon Conference game. Towson

will be seeking to reverie last year's

loss to the Sho'men.

Highlighting the basketball sea-

son after the Christmas recess, will

be the second annual appearance

of the Washington College baskei-

ball team at the Baltimore Civic

Center. On January 5, the Sho'-

men will be hoping to avenge their

opening game defeat by Western

Maryland.

Defeat Delaware Valley

The improvement of the Sho'-

men team and the maturing of

freshman Tom Povinale, Frank

Marion, and Dave Bruce help to

guarantee a hard fougli

: Ccnte

In recent outings, the Sho'men

suffered a defeat at the hands of

Loyola of Baltimore, 94-73, and

in turn beat Delaware Valley. 90-

Bruce Scores High

Playing against a strong Loyola

team, which has lost only to pow-

erful Scaton Hall, the Washington

College team could not stay in

contention against tin- ( .ivyhounds.

The high scorer for the Sho'men

was Dave Bruce, a freshman from

Cumberland, Maryland. Ele\

Strong Offensive Power

Last Saturday, the Sho'men won

their first game of the season

against a strong Delaware Valley

quintet. Rati

Coach Elliot, played

first half. Elliot wa
pleased with the Sho'

ing offensive power. At V

Washington College held

especially

the half.

47-32

SOME STUFF—Freshman Tom Polvinah

Monday's Catholic U. game. Catholic U.

ttart of the third quar-

Delaware Valley gathered the

which Washington Col-

had benefited from during the

half. With only a minute to

nd the score tied, Steve Clag-

scored two crucial foul shots

live the Sho'men the 88-86

,
which they hung on to in

90-88.

>ach Elliot credited high scor-

larty Smith, who had twenty-

points, for his fine game and

freshman Tom Povinale, who

;d twenty-two points.

AOPi Team
Undefeated
Alpha Omicron Pi is still in the

lead for the girls' volleyball champ-

ionship after defeating a strong

team of independents called the

STP's. The AOPi's are undefeated

in four matches. The STP's are

Iplat with foi

Nizblats, Lambdas, KA's
Win Intramural Contests

Close behind these two

teams are the Ducklings, Original

lnclept ridents, Incredibles, Cooks,

and the Zetas with three wins each.

The tournament is scheduled to

be completed by February 6. At

this time the championship will be

ght
The men's intramural basket!:

season opened last week a

games were played. In addition to

five "B" league contests, the Niz-

blals. Lambdas and KA won three

"A" league games.

According to intramural direc-

tor Den Chatellicr. the Lambda

"A" league champs. The Lambdas
used their depth to advantage by

beating the Theta Chi five, 38-24.

John Mendel! led the Lambda of-

fense, while Car! Ortman and Jim

Chalfant led the abortive Theta

KA"s Down Sigs

Kappa Alpha overcame a strong

Sig offense, winning 67-45. The
KA five also impressed Coach
Chatellicr with their scoring po-

tential. Sonny Wunderlich showed

his driving prowess, whi

Strielman consistantly hit from t

outside and Cam Smith provi

KA rebounding strength.

Phi Sig shooting was led by P<

Al

ford and John Topodas added Sig

rebounding strength.

Dropouts Beat Nizblats

The Dropouts, a possible "upset

Team" according to Coach Chi

ellier, beat the Nizblats in the oth-

er "A" league clash. Chatty con

incnted on the excepiion.il play

freshman Cary Bauer. The Dro|

outs, winning 62-41, fielded several

capable freshmen including Bob
Lehman, Joe Nichols and Dave
Isherwoctl.

In "B" league action, the big

game was the SIF-Becf contest.

One half ton. of beef played the

present edition of last year's suc-

cessful Staten Island team. SIF
won 43-20.

The Lambda's "B" team out-

scored the Thctas in the "B" lea-

gue for a dual Lambda victory.

The Lambda Chi's won 60-21. A
third Lambda team lost 28-18 to

the Somerset West Raiders.

The Dropouts beat the Pickups

and the Sig B team defeated the

iket-

p-.-tiiimi.

other

Sport's Notices

The Ski Club will meet Wed-
anuary 5, at 6:30 in

Duimm. Lecture Hall, New of-

be elected and a pos-

ilble ski trip on Friday or Sat-

urday of lhat week will lie dis-

cussed.

Deau Wcsterdahl has asked

lormati' n of a sailing club con-

tact him at hi. office.

LUMP1E SHOT—Ken Clement takes a jump (

?

(1) attempts a block. SIF player Dan Mcsizcl wai

; 210 pounds,
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Coach of the Year

THE WASHINGTON ELM

College Mentor Don Kelly

Wins Top Lacrosse Honor
Washington College locrosse ed an outstanding qame for l la- Richard Alter, a standout goalie

coach Donald Kelly received the ll-stars and led all scorers for Brown University, received two
Morris Touchstone Memorial major prizes. He was presenter

award as lacrosse coach of the year In addition, four men were with the Sidney Cone trophy as

Saturday in New York. d to the executive hoard o the the outstanding senior netmindcr
Kelly was one of the recipients U.S.I.L.A. One of those four and was also the recipient of the

of the major awards presented at Washington College Athletic Di- first C. Markland Kelly Memoria
ihe 84th United Stales Intercol- ector Edward L. Athcy.

legiate Lacrosse Association three-

day convention in New York.

Sho'men Ranked 10th Sp-^tB -5bThe College coach, who just ||r tP
completed his tenth season as la-

straight Strobhar Division diadem.

The Sho'men lost only to the big

powers, Navy and Johns Hopkins,

to rank tenth in the country aman<*

all lacrosse schools. Washing""
was named the number one small

collge lacrosse team.

A Johns Hopkins graduate,

coach Kelly was the high scorer

on the 1932 United States Olympic
lacrosse team. His record at Wash-
ington shows 71 wins and 37 loss-

Kelly Leads All-Stars

Kelly coached the South team

in the annual North-South All Star

game last summer in Baltimore,

13-5. Bruce Jaeger, star attack-

man for Kelly at the College, play- Lacrosse Coach Don Kelly

Library Looks Ahead
To Future Expansion

(Continued from Page I)

and appropriations are increasing

every year. For instance, the col-

lege appropriation for books is $12,-

000, and this figure is steadliy

growing; it is four times the sum

flower arranging and colluding si.i

shells, and that more interest

should be taken in faculty and
students. Mr. Bailey i

this

have been special grants such as

the $10,000 supplementary gift

from the Kellogg Foundation grant

(which is divided among all de-

partments) and the proceeds from

the annual Parents Association

Drive. The total spent for books

during the 1965-1966 academic

year was $18,805. Mr. Bailey said,

"This year there was an appreci-

able increase in the library book

funds in ail departments."

Electronic Dialing System

Dr. Grumpelt says he is "very

concerned that there will be

enough funds in the future for

communications systems between

other libraties in which a student

might have access to journals in

other libraries through an electron-

ic dialing system. While this would

be quite expensive, it could mean
• 'insiderablc saving in the long

In response, Mr. Bailey pointed

out that our new library has made
provisions for such advances. In

the future, through new Federal

grants, college li-

saying that "there are two func-

tions of the library: the support

of the curriculum (references) and
general interest {fiction, current

biographies, current affairs)."

One professor asked if too much
was being spent on the libraiy staff

and not enough on books? Could-

n't students be trained to use the

that aff i nl.ei.

/bet -ill.

another by a teletype system so

that students could ask for books

from other libraries and these

books would be sent to them with-

in a few days.

Cost Of Journals Cited

Many students who are asked to

do original research papers (es-

pecially in the sciences) find that

they have to go to Baltimore or

Washington libraries f^r up-to-

date journals. Mr. Bailey remarked

that "we are adding as many jour-

nals as we can; this year we have

thirty-seven new journals. When
you add journals you should also

add a backfile. The journals and

backfiles can be extremely expen-

sive. One periodical costs $48(1 a

year.

What about the quality of the

books? The faculty and the librar-

ian choose the books for the li-

brary. Mr. Bailey said, "The funds

are slotted aumng the depart

considering the time and amount
of funds with which it has dealt.

The last decade, he remarked, has
been a great period of develop-

78,000 Volumes

Since 1957, the library accumu-
lated one third of its present col-

lection of over 78,000 books. Every
year brings an increase of about
3,000 books, and this number is

growing. He also says that since

the four-course plan was initiated

and the expansion of fields of

music and art, the library has been
growing along with the curricu-

lum. He says that "We are exper-

iencing growing pains which are

al."

Grumpelt says that it is a

ry healthy sign that the faculty

concerned about the library."

. Bailey also remarked that he
plr.j.si'd the faculty is showing

rill i

rith-

Althnugli the;

"healthy signs'' of "in-owing pains,"

they, nonetheless, illustrate the un-

(omfortablc face that the college

i/is Oldim&t.

of

i
ordered at thi-

The li-

Flowcr Books?

It has been contended that I

much is spent on books for to

Weeding Out Process

Some ask, aren't there too :

old books in the library? Mr.

ey feels that there arc man]
books in literature and biogi

and standard." However, he

dated books. Weeding

pccially consider. iM.-

of Education, Forcifl

[',( r urs and Sot \- I

Furthermore, Mr. Bail

the library burned down
ly in 1916, so that our

brary is relatively new

"The driver who burns up
the road often lands in the
cooler."

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

The Peace Corps
isn't looking

for Superman.

Just little old you.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Ghestertown, Md.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fait Service

Phone 778-2671

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

Orerlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chenertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specializing in Steaks and Seafood*

30 to 1 0:00 P.M. -
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Conference Indorses

All-Volunteer Army
Wee

n Chicago

replace t lie- draft With a

al system designed to

volunteers int.. the at,,

ring m

lude that ul oleialc rc- More than 600,000 y ouths h

'lie SC- been drr

.,,1,1

as the most surprising de-

it of the conference. Many
expected to see more

s ] i live Service System.

Consensus Present

Although no spcrilit pi- pcsals

.vcre presented for the Natl, na]

Commission on Selective Service,

l special panel appointed l.y Presi-

four days

utile

II,,

of Wa D.C.

Als.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.tt

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 pi

FOX'S

5c $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For AW

Sewing Needs

[nnnity in draft calls

SiiifJont and nccupational defe

Committee
Selects

Gibson
For the third consecutive year.

President Daniel Z. Gibson, of

Washington College, was named
chairman of the Maryland-District

of Cnlumbia Rhodes Scholarship

The six-member

yesterday at the Johns Hopkins

University in Baltimore, Maryland,

Rhodes Scholarship to study at

Oxford University in England.

Other Members Listed

Other members of the selection

committee include Judge Emory
H. Niles, secretary, of Baltimore;

Stanley K. Hornbeck, Dcric O 1

-

Bryan and Capt Charles J. Mer-

! Paul

The apparent c onsenstts Ihat

emerged after more titan four

of debate r tade it

conferees a 1, Senator lid-

ward Kenn edy (D
draft la

, Mass.) that

,,f incuuitii . Kennedy stated

tion from the 90th Congress

"There i m around the

country abe ut the draft," Ken
added. "It

the minds >f our young people."

Lottery System Suggested

Kennedy svho supports a lot-

ten- draft .,,...,.,, -siri.i

national st ndards lor

the Nation

boards, ma ting it impossible lor

one board o reject commercial pt-

Campus
Calendar

Thursday, Dec. 15

Phi Sigma Kappa Open He
Young Republicans Club —
livitics Ctr. — 7:00 p.m.

Basketball vs. Towson — A\
French Club — Activities

— 8:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 16

Faculty Christmas D i n n e

Hynson-Ringgcld House —

Saturday, Dec. 17

CHRISTMAS RECF.SS

Sunday, Dec. 25
MERRY CHRISTMAS

Thursday, Dec. 29

Chi Players Shot

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Gcncial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHURCHILL THEATRE CHESTER THEATRE
In Church Hill In Cbcstenown

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN. ONLY Phone: 778-1575—Adults $.75

"The Russians Are
Coming—The Russians

Are Coming"

CENTER THEATRE
In Centreville

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.

Friday, Dec. 30

Chester Players Show -

Gym — 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Dec. 31

Chester Players Matinee -

Gym — 2:00 p.m.

JANUARY 1967

Tuesday, Jan. 3

CLASSES RESUME -

Classified Ads
Typing wanted: Term papers

expertly typed on electric machines

by professional typist at .25/page.

Sec Judy Cronshaw, Admissions

"Way Way Out"

Don Kelly

CIIEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestcrtown, Md.

WED.-THURS.—DEC...14-15
JASON ROBARDS
JENNIFER JONES

"Tender Is

The Night"

FRI.-SAT.—DEC...16-17

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
JAMES GARNER
DORIS DAY

"Move Over
Darling"

"What A Way To Go"

SUN.-MON.—DEC. 18-19

ANN MARGARET

"The Swinger"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

5
rofessionol Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas
?v-: •-iifliSL

: -. .

Cones E& 4\A^Ll f^a

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fed: ral Deposit Insurance Corp



Roll Of Housemother Investigated
By Philip Scott-Smith

Housemothers
ed, Monday, of

sponsibility at tli

Association.

The charges w

itnirfg too much disciplinary re-

pense of the Women's Residence

i meeting of women's
proctors and the sub-council of the Women's Resi-

dence Association. The meeting was called by Dean
of Women Mary J. Caton after considerable con-

troversy over this issue erupted at a meeting of the

Student Government Association.

Charges Restated
The initial accusations were made December 12 by

Senator Steven Amick.. •Amick was colled to Mon-
t of the charges made

before the SGA and to answer questions from the

women's representatives and the Dean of Women.
Besides listing specific grievances, such as proctors

in one freshman dormitory not being permitted
upper-class hours, or compulsory door decorations

during Christmas, Steve told the group:

"The problem is really one of attitude rather than
of individual and trivial incidents."

Not In Constitution

He continued by stating that some housemothers
"conceive their jobs as-bcinl* primarily disciplinary in

nature. However, in neither the published College
rules, nor in the WRA Constitution, -are any discipli-

nary duties allotted to housemothers."
The WRA is given full responsibility for making

nxi enfon

Heated Dis

A heated discussion followed Steve's presentation

and subsequent departure, according to informed

sources. Additional complaints lodged against some
housemothers included: 1) punishment too excessive

for the crime committed; 2) kitchens being locked

.it night; 3) residents of Caroline House not being

permitted use of Queen Anne's House television, aJ-

lli<m<,']i the Caroline television did not work.
The meeting was adjourned with a resolution to

earn- on further discussion of these problems, with

the intention of submitting a series of written sugges-

tions to the Student A Hairs Committee.

McMahan Reports

From Warwick*

Page 2

Cagers Up Record

To 4-5

THE WASHINGTON ELM
VOL. XXXVIII Chestertoivn, Maryland, Thursday, January 12, 1967

Pessimists Proven Wrong
As Caroline House Opens
Campus pessimis

Although a few fi

ady for occn

3.

Worteck Forms
Debate Society

Freshman Ed Worteck, a form-

er Maryland State High School De-

bate Champion, is presently trying

to form a College Debate Society.

Mr. Alexander Baunigartncr, as-

sistant professor of English, and

Dr. Jon Wakelyn, assistant profes-

sor of history, have offered their

services, with Professor Baumgart-

ner acting as advisor to the group.

The Coach of the freshman team

at Georgetown University in Wash-

ington, D. C, will instruct the So-

ciety on debate techniques and prn-

workmen last September when he

muttered, "The dorm won't be

finished Lil March." The dorm.

Oi initially si hrduled f

was delayed for several \

the windows failed to a

one delay caused at lea:

crs, since he
systems could

til the windows were in.

Even after supplies arrived, con-

struction was slower than expected,

due to a labor shortage. But, as

the deadline approached, workmen

ing until midnight, trying to com-

plete construction of the building,

occupancy dates were set and re-

set. Residents of the dormitory

were notified during the summer
that Caroline House would not be

ready in September, but that Dean
Mary Jane Caton and Housing Di-

temporary housing foi

girls were forced to move tl

longings themselves. Beds, L

and heavy furniture had, b

been moved from Babb Hoi

Barnett House by truck.

'Waiting For Godot'

To Premier Tonight

and larger buream Residents find

themselves w e II protected hv

welded in

windows which not he r

higher than nin

During exam week last year,

By Barbara Miller

As their second production fif

the year, the Washington College

Players will present Waiting for

Godot, a two act tragicomedy by

the modern Irish playwright, Sam-

uel Beckett.

will be held i

Will Smith Audit

Bell. ould (Continued on Page 4)

Senator Tydings Predicts

Non-Proliferation Accord
Indian Trader In Moscow

Senator Tydings said he felt like

an Indian trader loaded with sou-

venirs and trinkets when he ar-

rived in the Soviet Union. He took

Unlike previous dramas present-

ed by the Players, Waiting for

Godot will feature college profes-

sors Timothy Maloney and Bennett

Lamond, both members of the

English department. Junior John
Merrill, freshman Charles Flem-

ming, and Donald Taylor, of Ches-

tcrtown, will complete the case of

characters.

Waiting for Godot expresses

Beckett's personal view of the state

of human conditions through the

extensive use of symbolism. A
touch of Freudian psychology as

well as Christian myth mark the

existentialist philosophical over-

According to Beckett, "in life

one awaits someone or something

that will provide salvation. The
present is nothing but a waiting

period; goals lie in the future."

Waiting for Godot describes this

basis of human experience.

For Vladimir and Estrogen this

i a torture.. Unable to

hasten the arrival of Godot, they

chat, complain and devise plana

nothings. Pozzo and' Lucky, the

secondary characters, symbolize tin-

conditions which engulf Vladimir

Under the direction of Mr.

James Miller, professor of English,

Wailing for Godot will be present-

ed on a stage s"

.und Mill-i

iade up of small angled

Near the center of the stage is

a bleak and barren, charred tree.

In this grotesquely beautiful set-

ting, the five actors in the play

for Godot.

:heduled for presentation this

rsday, Friday, and Saturday,
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By Robert McMahan

Editor1
! Note.- Robert Ma

English midlands in the

Ci wmtry. A city rivalling \

ton, Delaware as a rultu

spot," Coventry's sole ci

fame are Jaguars, Lady
and a somewliai "unique"

ra | — „h yes, and the Ui

An example of the "functional" architecture at the University of

Warwick is this classroom building. The photo was taken by Washington

College's exchange student, Robert McMahan.

(20,000). The school

Role Questioned

We sometimes became lulled by the status quo.

We tend not to notice or to think about events, or the

direction they are taking, until we are prodded to

think about them.

Such a prodding took place at the December 12

meeting of the Student Government Association. Sena-

tor Steve Amick accused housemothers of having "the

wrong attitude" and of assuming too much discipli-

nary responsibility.

A meeting of women's proctors and a sub-com-

mittee of the Women's Residence Association, called

by Dean of Women Mary J. Caton, to discuss the issue,

resolved to carry on further discussion of these prob-

lems.

The Elm looks favorably upon the spirit of coop-

eration displayed by Dean Caton, and we intend to

prepare a special report on the issue for publication in

our next Elm.

le co-ed halls of residence

c we are segregated by wings,

lin mostly single rooms, fully

defiantly devoted to the Liberal

Arts-mass education approach, the

English system is more highly se-

lective, specialized and restrictive.

When an English student is about

ignorant of eighteenth century

Russian or German history.

At Warwick one pursues only

three courses per term with three

terms of ten weeks each per year,

first year have

we he i

from twelve noon until

dnight. There is a com-
mon room and college bar, with

few cases of drunkeness but this

might he attributed to the fact

that the drinking age is eighteen

and drinks are very' expensive. The
dining hall is drab and the food

is a la Linvillc, but the prices arc

reasonable by >ur standards, for

nulr. ulu.illv j. mi bused meals.

The aeadeniir aim of Warwick

for example. After that pc

until his University (on.

says "college'" or "school"

refer to lesser august bodies of edu-

cation) graduation he will prob;

bly never take another course ou

side history, save perhaps a lai

guage or literature, "but new

To change one's program is ne:

nply

the

rnents of both th

English systems. C
fact that Warwick is only in iti

second year of actual operation

>r ele a medical school here; only one

n and' who has followed a prc-med pro-

th the gram can apply. Only a small per-

if this

English norm i

fore, generalitii

and its students

ited in scope,

the English an<

The, Within the specific fields there

is also a great deal of specializa-

tion. Special highlights are brought

out in courses, while a general

background and continuity arc of-

ten ignored. One will find an Eng-

lish student highly versed in the

is French revolution but completely

week, while after that r

weeks. There is, however, much
more reading and many special

papers to do.

The English system involves

more independent study and there

dent. If he fails a cc

Students ar

or fail; those

three degrees

which few p<

Educational

FM Station

Is Proposed

Chorus Makes Video Debut

Campus
Forum
TO THE EDITOR:

Aceo rding to Doug Schneider

and Chris Conly, a transmitte r ol

matcly 30 watts of p
will bt

fonnin

used. Programs will be

the basic lor the prog

ming.

[nil

Problems To Solve

al expenses are estimate a to

he area of $4,000. Th ugh
money received through advert sing

become

the I-edei

>roadcasting, then

illy for students

solved in the planning and organ-

iwiiiiTia] stages. In some measure.

the success of the efforts of (fin

will depend on the sup-

ihci

Forty members of the Washington College chorus

traveled to Salisbury, Md. to present a Clm.iin.i-.

concert on WBOC-TV, Salisbury, a week before

Christmas. The program presented was similar to the

program presented for the college but had to be short-

ened for the broadcast.

After the concert, the Salisbury chapter of the

\\ .i-hin-ion College Alumni Association treated the

chorus, their daughter Mr. John Walker, and their

accompanist Mrs. Daniel Gibson, and Dr. Smith to

a party and dinner at a Salisbury restaurant. After

il inner the entire group joined in singing Christmas

MYRA RIDDELL
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SPORTS
Cagers Win 3 Of 4,

Begin Exam Break
Myers From
Center Court

By G. Myers

Since the topic I had originally planned to write about was

not greeted with intense enthusiasm by this newspaper's sports

staff, I have been forced to exchange my basketball togs for the

robes of a fortune teller. Yes, ladies and gentlemen, and Wash-

ington College sports fans everywhere, Gary Myers, the great

soothsayer who sees and knows all, is now going to predict scores

for the remainder of the Sho-mcn biiskfihall svason. However,

it is only fair to warn the now very much enthusiastic reader

that these predictions are strictly off the top of my head at 3

o'clock on a Monday morning and with a great amount of optis-

ism intertwined. Yet, I must say that this spirit o.
r approaching

success is partially justified by Saturday's victory over a suppos-

edly strong Johns Hopkins team. After this upset I am predict-

ing that the Sho'men will finish the last ten games of the season

with an 8 and 2 record. One must remember, too, that even

though I am giving numerical scores the main point of this hoop

conjecture is merely to pick the victors. Fanally, I am giving you,

the fan, wherever you are hiding, a chance to view the validity

of my predictions. By the time this paper reaches you, the Dick-

inson game will be history and you can easily compare my
prophecy with the actual facts. But enough expte

with the main business of this article.

Jan. 10—Washingtc

Feb. 2—Washingtoi

\ Dkki.

but \

79.

:77-

Feb. 4—Washington 88, Lycoming 80.

Feb. 8—Washington 71, Swarthmore 59.

Feb. 9—Washington 84, Lebanon Valley 83.

Feb. 11—Washington 72, Hampden-Sydney 94—this south-

ern Mason-Dixon conference, power who have

a 7-2 mark now will be just too much for us.

Feb. 15—Washington 92, Gallaudet 79.

Feb. 18—Washington 79, Loyola 78—this game with the

Greyhounds is a toss-up but the Sho-men's

home court will be the deciding factor.

Feb. 21—Washington 88, Franklin and Marshall 85.

Feb. 23—Washington 68, Mt. St. Mary's 101—With Carter,

a true superstar, returning to the lineup after

recently breaking his leg, Russell Gym will

witness a great horror show in the season

finale.

Thus Houdini Myers predicts the final record for this sea-

i will be a magnificent one of 11 wins and 7 losses. GULP!

Intramural Standings
"B" League

rnmhl)vr
"A" League

Theta 2

Dropouts 1

NIzblats

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00 p"Ja.-n:00~p-.B

hi tTCndoi the

ft: ur eames to bring

their record to 4 wins and 5 losses.

In recent outings, the Sho'men
in their second annual appearance
at the Baltimore Civic Center lost

to Western Maryland 91-80 and
then returned home to defeat a

highly regarded Johns Hopkins

Ctnt. -Sh...

but rallied to take the lead at the

half, 45-41. The Sho'men were
led by center Gary Myers, who en-

"oyed an outstanding twenty min-
ltes with fifteen points and fifteen

Falling o foul trouble, the

their lead and fell

id time to Western

Maryland.

Smith with 23

The leading scorer for Washing-
n College was Captain Marty
nith with 23, while Gary Myers
Elected 19 before fouling out.

Last Saturday the Johns Hop-
ns varsity journeyed to Chester-

fa.<

Blue Jays,

.Shell The

Half-Lead

However, the Sho'men jumped
off to a 46-33 halftime lead with

Marty Smith leading a potent fast

break and Gary Myers doing yeo-

man work under the boards.

At the start of the second half,

Washington Collect? immediately

ran into foul problems.

of the

Sho'men, three of the varsity start-

ers: Frank Marion, Tom Polvin-

ale, and Gary Myers, had fouled

Sho' Depth

Going to his bench, Coach El-

liott sent Larry Sterling, Steve

dagger, Ron Regan, and Larry

Martin into the game. With five

minutes to go in the game and the

core 66-65 in favor of Hopkins,

R..n I i sank a basket

Steve Clagget added
rows to send the Sho'men
lead they never relinquished,

lo'men won with a burst of

free

ing 82-71.

Smith Again Top Scorer

The high scorer for Washington

College was Marty Smith with 23

points. Gary Myers added 18 and

Frank Marion 17.

The Sho'men next play Febru-

ary 3, at Wagner. Their next home
game is February 4, against Lycom-

ing.

Coach Elliot was extremely

pleased by his victory. He stated

that the victory was a team effort,

and he commended his reserves for

the lift which they gave to the

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181 -*«'*
"

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

FAST BREAK; This seemed to be Coach Elliotes most potent weapon

in recent Sho' wins. This one is led by Dave Bruce (20), with Tom
Polvinale (40) and Larry Sterling {24} following the drive.

Four-Way Tie Marks
"A" League Competition
With two weeks of competition

completed, the intramural basket-

ball "A" league has four teams:

the Lambda's, the Kappa Alpha's,

the Theta's and the Phi Sigs, all

tied for first place.

In a come-from-behind victory

early in the week, the KA's defeat-

ed the Lambda Chi's 39-37. Gee
Hibberd was high scorer for the

KA's with 15 points, while John

Mendell chipped in with 9 points

in a losing Lambda cause.

Prior to the defeat at the hands

of the KA's, the Lambda's had

been undefeated in league play,

defeating both the Theta's by a 38-

22 score, and the Nizblats by a

75-30 score. High scorer for the

Lambda's against the Theta's was

John Mendell with 11 points,

while Jim Chalfant led the losers

with 8 points. Mike Kelly led the

Lambda's against the Nizblats with

24 points.

Other "A"

Other "A" league competition

saw the Dropouts lose to the

Theta's, 41-36, and to the Phi

Sigs, 55-42. Gary Bauer was high

scorer in both games, collecting 17

and 16 points respectively. Shoot-

ing 92 per cent in the second half,

the KA's defeated the Phi Sigs

60-45 in, a hard fought contest.

KA, Cam Smith led both teams

with 19 points.

The "B" league standings show

the SIF's and the Raiders in the

lead with identical 3-0 records.

The Sits opened their season by

defeating the Dropouts 33-28. Dan
Mcasell led all scorers with 17

points. In another closely fought

contest, the SWR edged the Phi

Sigs 30-28. Don Zimmet was high

scorer for the SWR with 13 points.

Gil Jody scored 14 points for the

Phi Sigs.

..vtALL HANDS: Al Strielm.

as Tim Bohaker

Lambda Chi five

(c.) and Cam Smith (r.) look for the ball

'atches. The Kappa Alpha team beat the

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

.

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.
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Warwick
McMahan
Pock for England, and the return

of Robert McMahan to ihe Unit-

ed States, the first exchange pro-

gram between the University of

Warwick and Washington College

ended on a highly successful note

according to the program's coordin-

The University of Warwick,

opened in 1965. is the newest un-

iversity in England, with an enroll-

ment of 1500 (1967-68) and a

English System

'Casual': McMahan
(Continued from Page 2)

fur an '-(huaiion r.iihcr (linn hrine

Second Language Essentia]

One thing of special note is the

necessity of knowing a foreign lan-

guage. This is especially true in

as well; The student is sometimes

expected to have reading know-

ledge of two languages in addition

to English.

To an English student, the

American system at first glance

seems over-burdened with work.

To the Americans here,

the English system seems somewhat

slack, in that great quantities of

work can lie avoided, there are no

examinations until the end and

with few class meetings, one often

Exchange
Returns

atton of the old and the new. the
university is only 16 miles away
from Shakespeare's birthplace and

,ve Manor, one of the Washing-
family's ancestral homes.

vVashington College. < n the oth-

hand, offers the English student

i;rnci il

others standards Each r as its c

and in n rcrall c

w-iili.'

difTcrc it from th other

Student Life

St.K ents and life

Moil

or Hal

m>rd they

There is
';,::;;:,;

in "d

Elm Notice

All juniors and seniors will be

o complete an activity sheet

for thc Registrar's Office during

the fir t or second week of the new

r. These forms, sponsored

Senior Women's Honor So-

t-ill be placed in each stu-

dent's permanent record file for fu-

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

of the Atlantic look forward to

a. "measured expansion" in the fu-

ture exchange pr. grams, depending
on the number and quality of ap-

plicants, and the ability of the

participating schools to handle the

larger numbers of students.

Those interested in the program

Students Move
Into New Dorm

knocking down the wall in the

lobby so that the two dorms could

nounced that this was a mistake,

and that the connecting doors are

to be locked at all times.

Although residents were tcld that

lounge facilities would be "equit-

able," they found the Caroline

Hcuse leunge somewhat smaller

er housing capacities. But the ad-

dition of a rug to cover the con-

crete floor should make it more

"homelike."

Elm Notice

This issue of the ELM will

be the last published during

(his The

of the paper will be publish-

ed February 8. The editorial

board of the ELM will hold a

meeting Sunday, February 5

at 8 p.m. for all staff members

and those interested in work-

ing on the ELM.

muRftg)* Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chcstertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a in. to 1 1 p.iu. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas— Spaghetti— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Geneial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Our Man Flint

CENTER THEATRE

Frf. and Sat... —.. Jan. 13 and 14

WALT DISNEY'S

Lieutenant

Robinson Crusoe

CHESTER THEATRE

Phone: 778-1 375—Adults $.75

Jan. 11 and
[NERY

A Fine Madness

Fri. and Sat... — . Jan. 13 and 14

WALT DISNEY'S

Lieutenant
Robinson Crusoe

Sun.-Mon.-Tue Jan.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
EDDIE FISHER

i-16-17

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

»
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTE]

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banding Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp
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Burns Named New Dean
Governing Board Creates
Vice Presidential Posts
The Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors of Washington College has

recently announced the appoint-

ment of Dr. Landon C, Bums, Jr.

as the new Dean of the College.

Presently assistant professor of

English at the University of Penn-

sylvania, in Philadelphia, Dr. Burns

was named to the position on Jan-

uary 21 and takes office here on

July 1.

Administrative Experience
Dean Burns received his B.A. in

1951 from Yale University. He
served as a lieutenant in the Unit-

ed State Navy from 1951 to 1954,

and then returned to Yale, earning

his master's degree in 1956 and
his doctorate in 1959. In 1958 he

was appointed as an instructor of

English at the University of Penn-

sylva. 1962 he has been

,iih

Rep. Morton Urges
Changes In Policy
Congressman Rogers C. B. Mor-

ton called for a "redeal" to shift

Federal spending from military to

domestic programs. Morton spoke

before a Washington College audi-

ence last Thursday afternoon.

Morton's theme was improve-

ural

.. Hecthrough Federal
]

mented that "if we don't redea!

the cards so that environmental

spending gets a much higher share,

we're going to be in deep trouble."

11 Percent of Federal Budget

The Eastern Shore Representa-

tive told his audience Uiat only a

small slice of the Federal budget

dollar was allocated for improving

the environment. Morton said that

defense took 40 percent, Vietnam

16 percent, fixed costs (debt, vet-

erans) 33 per cent, and all other

constructive Federal programs 11

percent.

"I don't believe that you can

fight crime on dirty streets; I don't

feel that you can fight a negative

situation in housing with a Band-

aid type of program in our great

cities," he remarked.

Defense Department Waste

Morton stated that waste in the

defense department could be elim-

the young people of today, espe

cially the young people, are becom-

ing satisfied with second best,

Morton's remarks came as

what of a surprise to the College

audit-in <:. An acknowledged

vative, Morton has voted

many of the Administratioi

posals on environmental programs

Negative Voting Record
In the second session of the

Eighty-ninth Congress, Morton
voted against Medicare, amend-

the "War Poverty",

includes:

Assistant to the Dean of the Col

lege, Ad miss i i

letic Survey Committee, Under-

graduate Affairs Committee, Resi-

dence Committee and Studei

fairs Committee. He has also pub-

fished several papers since 1961.

rent supplements, open housing and

the minimum wage.

After questioned on his voting

behavior, Morton said that he was
against the Administration's pro-

grams because they lacked ade-

quate safeguards. He stated that

he was not against the programs,

per se.

When asked about his opposition

to Washington, D.C. home-rule,

Morton replied that "the nation's

capital belongs to all its citizens,"

He said that Washington should

become a "demonstration city."

He replaces Dr. Robert Kirk-
wood, who resigned his post last

summer to become associati- execu-

tive secretary for the Committee on
Institutions of Higher Education,
the Middle States Association of

Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Since Dr. Kirkwood's departure
last summer Dr. Nicholas Newlin
has been Acting Dean of the Col-

lege, a function which he perform-
ed once before in 1956 until the

arrival of Dean Kirkwood.
Two new executive administra-

tive positions were created with the

appointment of two ColL-ge vice

presidents by the Board of Visitors

and Governors in another recent

The appointment of Business

Manager Frederick W. Dumschott
to the additional role of vice presi-

dent for finance was announced
January 21 by the Board.

Forty Years' Service

A faculty member at Washington
College since 1927, Dumschott re-

ceived his master's degree from the

University of Virginia in 1931.

From 1932 to 1950 he taught his-

assistant professor; in 1950 he was
promoted to associate professor. He
assumed the position of business

Board member Howard Mcdholt
has been named as vice president

for public relations and develop-

ment. As vice president, Howard
Medholt, who has served for a
number of years as chairman of

the Board's Committee on Public

Relations, will coordinate activities

of the Public Relations, Develop-
ment, Alumni, and Public Events

Offices.

Advertising Experience

Medholt has been identified with

advertising and public relations for

more than twenty years, and has
been a partner in one of the na-

tn.n's leading advertising agencies.

ed shortly after graduation from
the University of Pennsylvania
where he was a member of the

faculty for three years. He has also

served as chairman of the board
of the Charles Morris Price School

of Advertising and Journalism in

Philadelphia.

Moloney Discusses Plans

For Controversial Major
The question of the hitherto

much debated drama major will be

decided in a faculty meeting next

Monday. The drama department,

headed by Mr. Timothy Maloney,
is at present offering

—Introduction t>

If the proposal foi

; passed, it will bi

Faculty Promotions
Announced by Board
The Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors of Washington College pro-

moted eight faculty members ef-

fective September 1967, according

to Dean Nicholas Newlin. The de-

cision was made January 28 at a

Board meeting.

inatcd and "we could still i

an efficient defense system that

gives us a sense of security." The
savings then could be applied to

control, national parks,

, din nd -de]

n cities." The congressman said

it six percent of the present bud-

t is spent on these environmental

"Air Force base after Air Force

se is beiiiK kepi open fm poliliial

isons, not because of its import-

ce to our military posture,"

nrlnri staled. "We got to be more

nest with ourselves than that."

"A Better Place to Live"

"The question that your genera-

,

n faces," said Morton, "is what
ntribulion do you want

.'uiir government to make in order

o provide you

elevated to the rank of

professor. The new associate pro-

fessors are: Dr. Thomas S. An
Department of History and Politi

cal Science; Mr. Donald M. Chat
cllii-r. Department of Physical Ed-

ucation; Miss Margaret M. Ep-

slein, Department <>l Modem Lan
e,nae.cs: Mr. Guy F. Omnlfellow

Department of History and Politi-

cal Science; and, Dr. Howard R
Grumpelt, Department of Psychol

ogy.

Three Instructors Promoted

Mr. Bennett J. Lamond. Dtpait

ment of English, Mr. Stuart A
Mai-.Kown, Department of History

and Poltical Science, and Mi
Thomas A. Pabon, Department c

Modern Languages, w

Professor Goodfellpw is current

ly a doctorial candidate at the Un
iversity of Maryland where he i

i i.iupleliiiL! his thesis on Calvh

Coolidge. Professor MacKown i

I'm afraid that finishing his doctorial thesis o)

New Hampshire politics at the Un.

iversity of Massachusetts.

The recent promotions will re-

sult in a shift of faculty distribu-

tion. The College's forty-nine full-

time faculty members will consist

of fifteen professors, twelve asso-

fifteei

corporated

into the curriculum next fall based

on a four year plan. In addition

to two semesters of Introduction to

theatre, the department will offer

courses in acting, directing, design,

stage craft, problems of production

and drama theory beginning next

fall. The following year, History

of the American Theatre, a play

writing course, and a seminar

course on the Theory of Produc-

tion will begin.

Summer Stock

Drama majors will be required

junior year with a resident pro-

fessional company such as the

Stage in Washington, Center

in Baltimore, or the Living

Two members of the Political Science Depart

eight professors promoted by the Board of Visitors and Go<

They are Dr. Thomas S. An (1.), who will become Aisocr"-

Arts Theatre Group in Philadel-

phia. They must also spend a sea-

son with a summer stock group.

Drama Workshop
Mr. Maloney also plans a drama

major's workshop to supplement the

Player's four yearly productions.

The workshop plays will be direc-

ted, produced and hopefully writ-

ten entirely by the student.

Farmer To
Lecture On
Civil Rights
Beginning the second semester

schedule of lectures, James Farmer,

former National Director of the

Congress of Racial Equality, will

speak on America's civil rights

day in William Smith Auditorium.

Mr. Farmer is currently on the

faculty of Lincoln University in

Pennsylvania. The grandson of a

slave, he helped form the first

chapter of CORE at the University

of Chicago in 1942.

Advocates Non-Violcnce

A consistent advocate of the

techniques of non-violence and

passive resistance used by Gandhi

in f ndia, Mr. Farmer has led count-

less Negroes and whites on sit-ins,

sleep-ins, and jail-ins. He led

CORE members on America's first

Freedom Ride, spending forty days

in a Massissippi jail as a result.

Gubernatorial Candidate

as a Liberal Party candidate in

New York's gubernatorial race last

fall, an election won by Nelson

Rockefeller. Mr. Fanner will be

the third speaker in the new
George Washington Lecture Series.
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Lift Depressing
Astonishment and disbelief describe the Elm's

"Fine Arts' Folly"—a $40,000 hydraulic lift to be installed in

ihe Fine Arts Center. Although the new lift only rises about

ten feet (that means it cost $4,000 a foot), it must be regarded

.is the height of frivolity, if nothing else.

The lift, to be used for theatrical effects and for an orches-

tra .ii (we do not know where Ihe orchestra is, either), comes

at a lime when Washington College is desperately searching

tor money to beef up its library, faculty salaries, and scholarship

funds.

II

Plenty!

teaches us that, before expendi-

made, priorities must be determined. What can be

with $111,000, other than buying a hydraulic platform?

700For one, the College library could buy 600

hooks. Or, eacli member of tne faculty could be given a bonus

of nearly $1000. Or, the College could have been well on its

way to endowing a faculty chair. Or, forty students could have

been given $1000 scholarships. Or. we could have endowed

s scholarships. Etc.. Etc., Etc.

If tile College really does feel the urge to throw away $40,-

000 as purchase of the lift seems to indicate, it could have, at

least, thrown the money back at the students—$66 a head.

File lift is ili'liiiih'lv depressing.

M. A. S.

New Drug Policy
The College Administration has recently instituted a rule

on narcotics that will make it illegal for any student to possess,

use, sell, or to be in control of "narcotic, psychedelic, or dan-

gerous drugs."

Further, the College will "remain cognizant of its responsi-

bility to the legal authorities in these matters."

The language of the new rule is crystal clear. It leaves

room for erroneous interpretation by the student body.

The Elm believes that the College is making ;

tempt to deal with a serious nation-wide problen
is formulated after much earnest di:

the issue. Furthermore, the Admini
open for !
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-Play Review

Waiting For Godot 9

Bv Norma i}ai

odd
s al-

ics Crrrritic

It may be AP-PALINGLY un-

oumalistic to auume that Samuel

Beckett's Wailing for Godot is a

nasterpiece (whatever that is), hut

n slightly more than a decade the

world has scarcely moved in a di-

the soiled attire of a gcntl

Estragon, lost not only in the \

skins, was less stylized and

ing commands or reflecting lyri

cally and poignantly on the pas-

sage of time. Any teacher playing

Pozzo starts the race half-way to

the goal, but Mr. Maloney was

research int

left the dor

on LSD is si

»l[r

ject. Later this semester

k at the College. The apparen
is to make the student cogni:

tg use may present.

i that the student body should maki
jnication so that their opinions ma'

Perhaps a closed student meeting followed by ;

esentation of student sentiment would be the mos
ipproach. Initial discussion with the Administratis,
ight inhibit student opinion on the issue and there

the communication meaningless. The College ha
t the rule is not "final" and is subject to "constructivi
Ihe Elm encourages the students of Washington Col

instructive ideas and intelligent and responsiblt
the drug question.

T. G. L.

mi; (-11 L|jl

;;;;„ '„„T
r

'ili!l""|',|,r"J

That (it Mi Jam s M,lk-r. v

Washington Coll

Players rod. etion rrcsented ,|

brisk, I essed Beckett's r

Sense of the trical tradition a

ism a breath of

otherwise Lucky and

had lost. As Chartt

played the scene- there

ty ;

ih.i

seemed momentarily inepressible.

Generally, though, it was slyli-

zatinn and caricature that Mr. Mil-

ler stressed, and at the high volume

and fast pace of vaudeville. Mr.

Bennett Lamond's Vladimir was

Maloney Consuinate

i Pozzo, Mr. Timothy Maloney

in superb voice whether shout-

'Playboy' Judged As

Magazine Bestseller
By Thackray Dodds

tual" magaziri (Net York

.) gather dust

while 'Villi'-" maya/ines evaporate

quickly from the store.

An Elm survey made public to-

day revealed that Playboy maga-

zine is far out in front as the best

selling periodica! in the Bookstore,

followed by Carotin, Mud, se ver.il

car magazines, and Life lied for

third place in student popularity.

"Quality" Magazines Decline

Students in die past have

manded
magazines the Bookst

U.llil

; sales figures seem to

this demand. Mr. Leid rep

that some of the faculty have

concerned with the quality

azines available for sale,

lias noticed that the "quali

azines often do not sell.

but

John Merrill as Estragon and Bennett Lamond as Vladimir rehearse

for their parts in the Washington Players' production of Samuel Beck-
ett's "Waiting for Godot."

with immense vulnerabilitv. Pozzo's air of command a trace of

preeariousness, of hamited urgency,

that Mr. Maloney could develop
in the changed circumstances of

the second act. And as Lucky, Mr.
Hemming, wearing around his neck

those two great stranglers, the

hangman's noose and the doctoral

hood, expressed submission and en-

Underlying Pathos
Many things could validly have

been different. The play could have
been performed more slowly with

slighdy longer pauses and greater

emphasis on dispair. Didi could
have been less stylized, Gogo gross-

er, and Lucky's speech a flawlessly

functioning machine. But Mr, Mil-

ler's interpretation made sense and
sense that suited the play. For if

the pathos was often indirect, it

was always there — in the poig-

nance underlying each perform-
ance, in the change of pace toward
the end of each act, and in the

setting.

Mr. Lamond's performance was
especially touching. It drew ex-

pressively on tradition, especially

what the clown has come to sug-

gest in terms of life in our cen-

tury. One was aware of Chaplin
and Marceau, of Roualt and Pi-

casso. This was appropriate both
because tradition is elemental to

this play and because for all its

suggestion of tradition, Mr. La-
mond's Vladimir was individual

Although the Bookstore orders

only five to ten copies of the so-

phisticated magazines for a student

body over 600, 90 per cent of them
usually returned to the pub-

lish- lical-

ly and the companies w

liiierit copies," added Mr, Leid.

Eleven Added To Rack
Dr. Howard Grumpelt, Chair

man of the Bookstore Committee
pointed out that since the begin

magazines have been added to tin

Bookstore- shelves. They are: Tkt

Atlantic, Saturday Review, Tht

Reporter, U. S. News and Work
Report, The Nation, Common
wheel, The New Republic, Harp
ers, Time, The New York Revieu

of Books, and the New Yorkei

"If the sti ders himself

sophisticated, he should

of the nature of these

llectual magazines," Dr. Grum-
: declared.

rii.-i

Lights Altered

on of pathos could surprise

reader of the play, who
see the Boy only through

e eyes of Vladimir at his most
sperate. But Mr. Taylor's shyly

pealing Bo) reminded one that

ii'.lil

The slower pace and altered

light at the time of the Boy's visits

brought fuller awareness of a pre-

dicament that had often been ex-

pressed comically. Not only did the

light of Ll s intensified pathos all

that had Happened i

darkening

way of con

day. This \

veying bored m withmu

was the set, vhich add-
ed the di nension of llil\e|-„!lil\

to the drca riness of William Smith

Acordii f to n Elm survey, Playboy magazin reigr

in lie College Bookstore. Sophist!

aziae, o the other hand, go begging for lack of

Auditorium.

Altogether this was an interest-

ing and effective presentation of a

great play, showing us that what-

ever Samuel Beckett dispaired of

in Waiting fur Godot, he did not

despair of the stage.
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Myers From
Center Court

Since it is Sunday night again and again I have forgotten

my deadline, this week's article will merely be a roundup of

several news items concerning the Sho'n.en basketball team

which may not have reached the eyes of our numerous fans.

So, here they are:

1. It was announced last night by the Los Angeles Lakers that

the Sho'men have made a trade with the Lakers. . . . Los

Angeles will send Elgin Baylor, Jerry West, and another un-

named player to Ghestertown in return for Marty Smith. . . .

However, Smith has announced his intention to retire instead

of playing outside of Russell I'icklhouse. The NCAA will rule

on the trade next week.

2. In the off-season George Buckless acts as sales representa-

tive for the Charley Atlas Bodybuilding Method. ... So far

George has earned more than $3,000. ... He poses for the

"before" photos in the ads.

3. Frank Marion was recently named by President Johnson
as American Attache to the State of Nicaquarca, specializing

in soul sounds and bougaloo. The nomination came after his

exhibition of savoir-faire at a recent embassy ball. . . . Simul-

taneously he was awarded "Rookie of the Year" for not know-
ing what savoir-faire means.

4. Ron Regan was named to the All-Arnericar

Eat Too Much for a Living" team.

5. Dave Bruce has announced his engagement
old girl. . . . His only comment was that he wa:
the footsteps of his idol Jerry Lee Lewis.

6. Larry Sterling has just resigned his job as understudy for

James's Brown's Flames. ... He will now sing lead for the

British Quarter.

7. In a recent vote by Sho'men players, Steve Clagett was
named "Person That You Most Like To Pass To Because You
Are Assured of A Return Pass."

8. Tom Provinale was recently given Sport Magazine's Cor-
vette as Athlete of the Year." . . . This makes an even dozen
in the family.

9. After a recent Washington College Game, Hugh Hefner has
announced that the Washington College Cheerleaders will all

serve as center foldouls in forthcoming Playboy Magazine.

10. And finally True Confessions Magazine has voted unani-
mously to give Coach Ed Elliot the Match Maker of the
Year Award.

Thetas, Lambdas, KA ?

*S

In Intramural League Tie

Who

By John Capmbardelta

of the KA's, Lambdas, and Thetas
are tied for first place. The top

three teams possess identical 4-1

records.

Hint lli-' -

,Hh

The three t

ond semester

Thetas 53-45 over the Phi Sigs.

the KA's outrunning the Nizblats,

50-36, and the Lambdas routing

the Dropouts, 74-30. None of the

lop three teams have been able to

take command of the league, as

the Thetas defeated the KA's early

in the season, but were stopped

by the Lambdas,
. the KA five.

Thetas Beat Sig

bested the Phi

Sigs, 53-45. Dave Rosen had the

game high of 16 points, but the

losers lacked depth which the

Theta quintet displayed, as Ferris,

Dick Jackson, and Jim Chalfant

Hit for double figures.

The KA's got off to a slow start

in their game with the Nizblats,

scoring only 15 points in the first

half of action. But Cam Smith

came alive in the second half and

exploded for 15 tallies. Sonny

Wunderlich also hit for 15, as he,

M Strcelman, and Gee Hibbcrd

showed exceptional ball handling

and brought the KA's a 50-36 win.

The Lambdas also experienced

a slow start against the Dropouts.

Half-time saw the score at 26-17,

but Harry Webb and John Roberts

caught fire and hit for 12 markers

apiece in the final stanza, as the

taller Lambda team pulled oul for

an easy 74-30 victory.

In "B" league action, the Raid-

ers held on to their first place lead.

but not without a scare from the

Thetas, The final score was 32-31,

Sho'men Suffer Losses

To Wagner, Lycoming

The
nglu

ion this past week after a two-

,1-i'k examination period layoff.

fhe team suffered losses at the

lands of Wagner and Lycoming.

Rebounding In;

Jou, > Stai

Wagner club. Last year, Washing-
ton College lost a hard fought con-

test to Wagner in the closing sec-

onds. This year's game was similar.

With eight minutes remaining in

the second half, the Sho'men were

only three points behind. However,
Wagner's depth aided by their re-

bounding power proved to lie an

ins Kuintabli' barrier and the

SI... 1-78.

Marion High Scorer

Freshman Frank Marim
leading scorer for Washingtoi

nineteen points. Senior t

Marly Smith added eightce

Last Saturday, the Sho'mc:

ed Lycoming College. Necdiim

victory to tie for third place

the Southern Division of the Mi
die Atlantic Conference, Washiri

ion tost, 80-62.

Foul Trouble

The failure of the tea

advantage of soring opporrunitii's

was given by Coach Ed Elliott as

the reason for defeat. Coach El-

liot cited specific examples when

the Sho'men made successive steals

and failed to score. The Coach

stated this was Washington Col-

lege's poorest offensive game this

The team was also troubled by

fouls. Center Gary Myers sat out

most of the second half.

Lack Steady Offense

Falling behind early in the game,

the Sho'men trailed by nine points

at the half. Unable to generate a

steady offense, Washington never

seriously challenged Lycoming.

High scorers for the game were

Freshman Tom Povinale and Frank

Marion, with twenty-one and twen-

ty points, respectively. Marty Smith

..icd I i pom

Mcaselt Scores 23

The Zero's lost by an identical

34-point margin to die Dropouts,

56-22, as Bill Goff pumped in 15

points for the winners. Dan Mease)]

outscored the entire Pickups team
with 23 points as the S.l.F. routed

the losers 44-13. The Doo Birds

waltzed to a 76-42 win over the

Basketweavers as five men hit

double figures — John Clifton,

Bryan Griffin, Jin McKinney, Todd
Mulvenny

)
and John McGinnis.

The Dropouts, Doo Birds, and
half

Raid-

either the Doo
Birds or the S.l.F. have played

the loop leaders, the race should

pri-viniisly defealed.

All-Star Team

The sports editors of the

ELM, working with Coach

Chatellier. have announced

plans for a Men's Intramural

All-Star basketball team. Se-

lection of the post-season team

will be based on nominations of

the players.

In addition to a five-man

team from each league, a most-

valuable player will represent

each league. The MVP honors

will be decided by balloting of

league members.

The team will be honorary

and will be similar to the WAA
Girls' "Honor All-Star Team."

Lambda Chi forward, II

against the Dropouts as John Rolx

Tim Bohacker prepare

Dropouts by a 70-34 scor

Going high in the air, Washington College guard Ro a Regan takes a

jump shot in last Saturday's 80-62 loss to Lycotnin g. Marty Smith

(22) and Larry Sterling (24) ready themselves for a possible second

shot

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
By Jim McOrath

Last week ihe Men's Residence Association was presented

with a request for funds to purchase an outdoor basketball

backboard. The basket is to be constructed on the Somerset

parking lot. However, the proposal was tabled, pending an

inquiry of student interest. We feel that such a purchase

would be in the best interest of the men.

The MRA questioned the need for an outdoor basket,

feeling a possible lack of student support. This fall the men's

gymnasium was opened evenings for student use. Participation

warranted continuous use throughout the winter, with as many

as fifty men using the gym nightly. The basketball intramural

program has a weekly participation of about one hundred

twenty men, while twenty play varsity and j.v. ball, Coach

Athey feels that if "twenty or twenty-five men use the basket

regularly," its purchase will be warranted. There seems to

be little doubt concerning student interest.

At this time the athletic association cannot afford the full

purchase price. As the basket would be used primarily by the

the MRA rather than the S.G.A. should be the support

in 1
..' organization.

The question of MRA support is similar to the question of

dated by

Would the allocation of MRA funds be apprc-

igh segment of the men to warrant the

e MRA has offered its men three func-

dance, a car smash, and a bus trip to Baltimore. Anoth-

ampus' dance is planned for this spring. One hundred

ive displayed an interest in using basketball facilit—

Hal
MRA pi.

less

uudent inter-
• half this numb
an outdoor basketball court far surpasses the interest

my MRA activities of this year. The basket will be

sonally year after year providing a permanent service

han only nightly entertainment.

wine from an income of lines levied on the men, the

in Ihe MRA treasury is nearly five hundred dollars.

K proposed future expenditure is a campus dance.

li Athey, a metal backboard with a steel
,

-fool extension would cost approximately

hundred seventy-five dollars. The MRA is financially able

lake such a purchase.

I that the purchase of a basket would offer men

bwbile sei vice than any previous or proposed MRA
adoption of pur. base plans awaits only a display

having

ebound. The Lambdas defeated Ihe
lent lefl lo the

; will buy c
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840,000 Boondoggle?

Stage Lift Stirs Controversy
Mechanical Problems

Raise Cost Of Lift

Limiting Safety Feature*

According to Mr. Maloney,

Mr. James Miller

Need A Lift?

Lilt Whole Building

"For $40,000 the whole building

mighl lo go up and down," com-

mented Mr. Maloney. He hopes

thai it will be possible to alter

the sper.ificatioi

safct.

chanees. Mr.
o-aliead for the

construction o( the lift and the

installation of tile hydraulic ma-

ihinery would not be given.

Construction is proceeding on

other parts of the building, how-

of the completion date, this fall,

will probably be met. A shortage

uf manpower on the jobsite in ad-

dition to strikes among companies

supplying materials for construc-

tion have been blamed for the

National Leaders Address
Student Press Convention

By Mark Schulman

Political philosopher and jour-

nalist Walter Lippmann charged

Saturday that United States policy

in Vie
i the

the

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown ChcstertowD, Md.

r^

tural lag" — "seeing the world

through spectacles that were fitted

twenty or thirty years earlier."

Lippmann was keynote speaker

at the United States Student Press

Association Editors Conference last

weekend in Washington. The con-

ference, attended by Elm editors

Mark Schulman, Thomas Lacher

and Alan Ray, featured sympos-

iums on contemporary political,

Eyes Closed

Owing to the cultural lag, "our

spokesmen are still using the stale

concepts and rubber stamps of

World War II to explain a quite

different kind of war against a

quite different enemy in a world

which has become radically dif-

ferent from the 1940's," said Lipp-

mann, a profound influence on

American political thought for over

fifty-seven years.

"They would not be doing this

if, as they have grown older, they

had kept looking freshly at reality

and had kept their eyes open and
their attention fixed on the novelty

Cold On Negotiations

the major

iomy drew agreement that
lomic affluence, lack

of ideologies, and rising expert a-

youth of today and their parents.

Scientism as Ideology

Paul Samuelson, Professor of

Economics at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology and News-

week columnist, told the student

editors that the affluence accepted

of by

by the "success mongering" among
artists who have become more con-

cerned with self-indulgent gim-

micks than with patient, serious

Appetite Waning

Kazin spoke particularly of the

tendency among many critics to

praise anything which expresses the

soul of the writer, regardless of its

literary value. "Art

volm
of middle- hav-

of rising expectations."

Robert Lekachman, chairman of

the Department of Economics at

the State University of New York

at Stony Brook, said today's econ-

omics is characterized by techniques

and organizing concepts rather

than ideologies and objectives.

"In the 1930's the social scien-

tists hoped that their systems could

change things and make them bet-

ter," he said. "If there is a new
ideology, it is scientism — an ide-

ology of techniques."

Lekachman, who is die author

of The Age of Keynes, said he

thinks today's youth are looking for

ideologies and a clear structure of

objectives.

Mongering"

, Ka;

In "The

of a fo!

The

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARIAL

COURSE FOR
COLLEGE WOMEN
Intensive preparation for superior secretarial

positions and subsequent promotion to junior

management.

WSS graduates:

• Work with top executives,

• Have interesting, challenging jobs,

• Have a wide choice of positions in

business, government, and professional

offices,

• Are paid top salaries.

Request catalog describing the course and ad-

l requirements.

listing of Presidential advisors Walt
W. Rostow and John Roche, and
Richard Goodwin, special assistant

to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson

from I960 to 1965.

Goodwin charged that United
States efforts to negotiate a setde-

ment of the war in Vietnam have

been "slowed down to an almost

glacial pace."

Rostow Cautions

White House assistant Rostow
was cautious in answering Good-

noted critic Alfred Ka-

zin clashed with Jack Kroll over

gimmickry in art.

the artists earnest and painstaking

attempts to find symbols for his

feelings. *

"People get tired of looking at

pop art hamburgers," he said, "no
matter how much passion has gone

Rebutting Kazin, Kroll defended
the validity of recent experiments

in the visual arts. During the last

decade, Kroll said, the artist has

been trying to occupy the gap be-

tween art and life, to make the

pattern of human behavior into the

aesthetic search itself. The experi-

ments of Warhol and others can

thus be seen as attempts to erase

distinctions between art and ex-

ternal reality.

Sponsoring organizations of the

conference included Newsweek
magazine, the Washington Post,

and the Columbia University

School of Journalism.

THE WASHINGTON SCHOOL FOR SECRETARIES
100-130 National Prtii Bldo., Wa.hington. D. C. 20004

he had

tlcment of the war. He added,

however, that this is a "bad time"

to be discussing specific negotiation

plan..

Informed Washington observers

have noted that if serious nego-

tiations over Vietnam are currently

in progress, the White House

Roche Jeered

John Roche, responding

charges that the United State-

the only country "which is be

SGA Plans Celebration

For Birthday Weekend
Among the events scheduled for

the annual celebration of George

Washington's birthday, to be held

on the weekend of February 25,

are parents and alumni activities,

ception, and the third annual

Commemorative Ball at which the

1967-68 Miss Washington will be

ias not done

nented that

t r.f si- lei live

Miss Washington, who will serve

as a representative of the College

during the coming year, will be

selected from the junior class on
the basis of her qualities as a well-

rounded person able to represent

the College.

Initial Twelve
Twelve initial candidates for the

honor will be chosen by the officers

of the junior and senior classes,

with the final selection of Miss

Washington and her four attend-

ants by the male students of all

Members of Omicron Delta Kap-
pa and their dates will serve as the

host committee for the Ball, which
is the highlight

Alumni Homecoming Dance earlie

this year.

Overflow Crowd Expected
In anticipation of an even larger

crowd than last year's capacity

attendance, the snack bar and stu-

dent center areas of Hodson Hall

will be decorated for use during

Orders for tuxedo rentals will

be taken during lunch hours on
February 1 6 and 1 7 by repre-

so be taking

: be placed

ire delivery.

Musi till i .vidrd

by the George Madden Orche;

frc

Yarmouth Shop wil

orders, but these i

by the the 17th to

Rentals from both
will be at reduced rates.

Mount Vernon Director

The guest speaker at Saturday's

2:15 Convocation will be Charles

C. Wall, resident director of

Mount Vernon, the restored home
of George Washington on the Po-
tomac River in Virginia. Following

the Convocation is the President's

Reception in Hynson Lounge,
sihcduli: from 4: 15 to 5; 15.
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Lottery at W.C .

THE WftSHDTOTON ELM

MRA Outlines Proposal
For Dormitory Selection
In a memo issued Tuesday,

Men's Residence Association t

lined a "Lottery System" plan

assigning rooms in dormitoi

Students will be given an op[

uty

M.R.A, on February 16th.

First choice for :

ven to proctors, then

niors, and then suplnu

will he the De;

Students requesting off campus
living privileges Tor the following

year must submit a letter with his

reasons for this requesr to the Dean
of Men by April 15th. To be eligi-

ble, students must have a C+ av-

erage or better, be on no type of

,
and, in the opinion of

These students will be placed

a waiting list, and if all rooms
campus can be filled, will be

|

mitted to live off campus. If si

of the students on the list n

remain on campus in order to

empty rooms, the students to

off campus will be chosen by t

chosen IwfiTc tin: H;iic nf the draw-

ing, and only one of the two men
will particpate in the drawing.

All freshmen will he assigned to

Somerset Hall. Upperdassmen,
who in the opinion of the Dean
of Men will be a good influence on

the freshmen, will he permitted to

live in Somerset.

All fraternity members and
pledges will be assigned rooms in

the fraternity houses before any

independents will he given rooms

there. The fraternities will not

have the choice of which indepen-

dants live in their dorms.

All rooms on the campus except

those in Somerset for freshmen,

those rooms held aside by the Dean
of Men for students with certain

problems, and those rooms to be

occupied by fraternity men will he

put in the lottery. Any student

who has not paid his $100 deposit

for the following year by May 1st

will not be eligible for room prefer-

ence privileges.

ebruary graduate Kent Clements takes <

-be junked '54 Chevy. The
sponsored by the MRA to raise money for postage to send gifts to

Filipino children, a project initiated by the Women's Honor Society.

Society.

College Formulates Policy

On Campus Drug Question
By Thomas Lacher

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl

announced on January 26 the Col-

lege's official policy on narcotics

at a special student meeting in

William Smith Auditorium.

The addition to the College

Handbook will read: "Any Wash-
ington College student found in

the possession of, using, selling, or

in control of narcotic, psychedelic,

or dangerous drugs will subject

himself to immediate dismissal from

the college. In addition the col-

lege will remain cogni?ant of its

responsibility to the legal authori-

Dean Westerdahl stated iliat the

"growing number of narcotics vio-

lations in campuses across the coun-

try precipitated the new rule."

He emphasized that the College

favors open discussion on the nar-

cotics issue and that it welcomes

open forums between students and

30 Stickmen
Begin Spring

Training
Preparation for the opening of

the lacrosse season on March 18

began in earnest this week as some
thirty-odd candidates took the field

for formal practice. Informal prac-

tice began January 30 with calis-

thenics, running, conditioning and
drills under the direction of assist-

ant coach Bob Pritxlaff.

Body contact was avoided the

first week to prevent injuries, and
full equipment was not issued until

last Thursday. This picture will

change now as the squad goes all-

out in preparation for their first

Coach Kelly was modestly

pressed by the speed shown
the team at key positions. Two t

ter-than-average goalies will

battling for the starting positi

the goal will be challenged by

freshman Ford Schuman, an All-

New tngland goal tender who

shows exceptional speed.

administrative officers. The Dean
of Men also remarked that the

College's position is not final and
static, but remains receptive to re-

sponsible constructive change.

The new narcotics rule was form-
ulated after much investigation and
inquiry into the problem. Dean
Westerdahl stated that eight fac-

ulty members, President Gibson,

Dean Newlin, Dr. Groehler, ten to

fifteen students, Preston Heck, the

colleges were consulted.

At the same meeting, Dean
Westerdahl announced additional

parking regulations for second se-

mester. Freshmen with grades of

"all C's or better" will be allowed

to have cars. Twenty-four out of

a possible 176 freshmen qualify for

the new automobile regulation. The
new parking rules include:

1. No automobiles belonging |.>

any male students may be parked

in any college parking facility east

of Washington Avenue.

I..K-,

lot.

5. Students are reminded that

all parking on Campus Lane is

illegal. If this rule continues to be

abused the college will be forced

to close the lane to traffic.

The coffee machine in Somerset

was removed "for unclear reasons"

according to Dean Westerdahl, but

he added "the machine probably

wasn't making enough money to

justify its existence."

The meeting closed on an opti-

mistic note when the Dean said

that he was encouraged by the

over-all behavior of the male stu-

dents and that the past semester

was the most ltarmonious one in

recent years in the area of student

ded that2. Students are

over time parking in the two h
/one on Washington Avenue i

result in fines levied by the toi

3. All students are expected

park below the yellow dotted 1

that has been drawn across V
Ham Smith parking lot.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. . 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.n

RUG and DRY
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney. Jeweler

Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE

Find out

if you're man enough
for the Peace Corps.

Even if your name
is Mary.

Address.

City

»*£.R8PH00§§* Chestertown, Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the final in home cooked foods

SpcdtJhfllg in Steaks and Seafoods

Houn: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 pun. to 9:00 p
Cloud on Monday*

Anyone can

GOOF.
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you

can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinarypencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In

handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIEID. MASSACHUSETTS
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Library Acquires Copier;

Aid Deadline Approaches
A Vico-Maiic copier has been

placed in ihe reading room of

Bunting Library on a trial basis.

Similar to those found in many

libraries, the machine, when set in

operation by insertion of a dime,

makes clear white-on-black copies

of documents, letters, pages of

books and periodicals, etc.

If a black-on-while copy is de-

sired, another dime may be de-

posited to obtain a "ropy of the

copy." The machine is availahlr

whenever the reading room is open.

It is hoped tliat the use of this ser-

vice will be sufficient to warrant

its permanency.

Students who wish lo be con-

sidered for financial assistance for

the 1967-68 academic year must

file die Parents' Confidential State-

ment with the College Scholarship

Service no later than April 1st.

This policy affects students current-

ly receiving financial assistance

from die College, and those who

wish to be considered for die first

lime. Students receiving assistance

from the State of Maryland only

are not affected by this regulation.

The appropriate copy of the

Parents' Confidential Statement is

available in the Office of Admis-

sions. Please obtain this form at

ynur earliest convenience if you

wish to he considered for 1967-68.

Decisions of the Committee on Stu-

dent -Aid will be made in early

June and announced approximately

A nameless vocal duo made its

debut in Richmond House on

campus last Sunday evening as

final preparations are bcinv inadr

for the opening of the Coffee

House in Smith House.

The new singing group, com-

posed of Gil Bliss and guitarist

Ted Goldman, presented a wide

variely of ballads and popular

15th.

FOX'S

5c $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

"Don't Think

Twice" and "A Taste of Honey"

to "Harry Pollitt' a ballad about

a Bolshevik.

the student-run Cof-

fee House. Opening of the new

student facility in Smith House is

Campus Calendar

Campus
Forum
To the Editor:

On Friday, February 3, the

Men's Residence Association spon-

sored a bus trip to Baltimore. The
members of die MRA Council felt

that this trip would augment the

sii-cial activities on campus. The
council saw the necessity for this

plaints about the lack of social

activities on Friday nights. The
council would like to complain

about die lack of student response

to the bus trip. In the future, those

students who complain about the

uught to consider the fact that a

Kroup which sponsors an event

must have adequate support from

the student body. Even our small

enrollment of 600 could have sup-

plied, without considerable strain,

a busload of 41 students to Balti-

more. From now on, the MRA
i.iuncil will think twice before it

sponsors another bus trip. It is

suggested tiiat students think twice

before they gripe about a dead

campus.
Sincerely,

Raymond W. Felton

Secretary, MRA

Thursday, Feb. 9

Administrative Staff Meeting —
Hodson Private Dining Room -

10:00 a.m.

Washington College Forum —
Faculty Dining Room — 6:00

p.m.

Chorus — Activities Ctr. — 7 :
00

p.m.

Basketball vs. Lebanon Valley

H
Friday, Feb. 10

Md. Dcpt. of Water Resources.

Public Meeting — Wm. Smith

—

2:30 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 11

Basketball vs. Hampdrn-Sydney

p.m.-l:00 a-m.

Sunday, Feb. 12

Chcstertown Arts League — Lec-

ture on Painting — Hynson

Lounge — 3:00-5:00 p.m.

Film Series — "Day of Wrath"
— Dunning Lecture Hall —
B:00 p.m.

i Ctr. 7:00

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

—

9:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 14

Lecture Series — James Farmer

_ Wm. Smith — 1:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Panhellenic Council — Zeta Tau

Alpha Room — 7:00 pjn.

Riding Club — Dunning Lecture

Hall — 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 15

Basketball vs. Gallaudet H
Ski Club — Dunning Hall —
9:00 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 16

Young Republicans Club —
Hodson Hall — 7:00 p.m.

Chorus — Activities Ctr. —
7:00 p.m.

Friday, February 17

Alpha Chi Omega "Room Clean-

ing Project" — 12:00-5:00 p.m.

Lecture Series — Desmond Guin-

ness — Hynson Lounge — 8 :
00

College Heights Sub Shop
Houii: 11 aua. to 11 p-m. — Monday coroajb Satnraar

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzai— Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fan Service

Phone 778-2671

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m-

Saturday — 8:311-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Fri.-Sat.-Sun.—Feb. 10-11-12

TONY CURTIS
VIRNA LISA

"Not With My Wife,

You Don't"

CENTER THEATRE
Io Centreville

OPEN FRI. i SAT. ONLY

Fri. Se Sat.—Feb. 10 & 11

ROSALIND RUSSELL
HALEY MILLS

"THE TROUBLE
WITH ANGELS"

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

In Chestertown
Phone: 778-1575—Adults t-75

Wed.-Thur).—Feb. 8-9

STUART WHITMAN
JANET LEIGH

"An American Dream"

Sun.-Mon.-Tues—Feb. 12-13-14

Academy Award Winners

SHELLEY WINTERS
SIDNEY POITIER

"PATCH OF BLUE"
Wed.-Thurs.—Feb. 15-16

CHARLTON HESTON
REX HARRISON

"The Agony and
The Ecstasy"

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

ChetteTtown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

5
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md,

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fedieal Deposit Insurance Corp.



SGA Readying Course Evaluations
Student evaluation of professors and their

courses, a principle issue in last year's "White Paper,"

may soon become reality, according to Cliff Hankey.
president of the Student Government Association.

"The purpose of the evaluation," he explained,

"is to help both students and professors. Instead of

relying on campus gossip, students will have a com-
plete reference of other students' opinions on pro-

fessors and their courses.

Stimulate Discussion

"But even more important," he continued, "we
hope that the criticism, and praise, of students will

stimulate self-evaluation and discussion among facul-

ty members on the best teaching methods for their

consisting of Senate's Executive

Committee members and several interested students

will decide the form of the evaluation and the areas

the question will cover. After a tentative question-

naire is set up, the committee will enlist professional

assistance in framing the questions and tabulating

the results. The purpose is to give as accurate picture

as possible of student opinion.

Opposition to Publication

Cliff explained that several people fear that,

because the evaluations could be unfair, and per-

haps damaging, to professors, they should not be

published. Instead, critics feel they should be used

only by the faculty for self-evaluation. "After talk-

ing to faculty members, students, and administra-

tors," he stated, "we decided that the evaluations

are as important lo students as to professors, and so

should be published for general use.

"The problems of biased students and unfair
evaluations can be eliminated to a great extent by the
way in which the questions are asked," lie contin-

ued. He emphasized that no value judgments will

be drawn from the evaluations.

Numerical Rating
The interpretation of the results will be left to

I he individual. Basically, it will be a tabulation of a
numerical rating which will reflect student opinion
about the professor and the course.

The Senate will hold an explanatory assembly
when the evaluation questionnaire is finished. After
students have had an opportunity to discuss the
program with their representative. Senate will vote
on the proposal.

Reassessment Of

Basketball Schedule,

Page 3

New Coffee

House Opens,

Page 2
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I Farmer Cites Emergence
Of 'New Negro Identity'

SGA Urges Changes
In Juciciary System

By Thomas Lacher and
Mark Schulman

;e!f-hairecl an
the Negro today

assertion of identil

lor of the Ongres* of Racial

Equality, attributed the new searth

for identity to the impetus of World
War Two, education, and the new

World War Two led the Negro
n the concept of master

iany but

"Th.

e United States

of the

AM the

By Thomas Lacher

Extensive changes in tin- College

judiciary system as outlined in a

proposal drafted by SGA vice-

President Dick Jackson would
the ting

the Eln

ed on by the SGA next Monday
evening, must be approved by Pres-

ident Gibson for ratification. The
areas of structure and jurisdiction

in the present judiciary system are

the focal points of the proposed

change,

Alternatives Spelled Out
The proposal spells out the al-

ternatives available !< an accused

student. The student may (1)

the case heard privately by an Ad-
ministration official from which no
appeal would be possible, or, (2)

the case heard by the Judi-

ciary Board or whichever House
Council is appropriate (MRA or

WRA).
Under the amended system, Ad-

ministration officials would not be

able to bypass "due process" in the

judiciary set-up. The Dean of Men

Negro a proud image of their race,

one radically different from the

Hollywood Tarzan stereotype."

On result of the Negro quest

for identity is the "cry for black

power," Farmer said. He then at-

tacked the populai

that "black means e

of Irish and other immigrant

groups.

"In America, the only bonk

(hat's understood is the pot ket-

book."

Concerning Negro material pro-

gress, Farmer explained that, while

the Negro standard of living has

gone up in absolute terms, the

gap between Negro and while in-

come has widened.

"In 1950, the Negro earned 53

percent of the average white in-

come. In I960, tin- average Negro
earned only 52 pencil! of the white

He said that the Negro middle

class has absorbed most of the in-

crease, while large segments of the

Negro population have gained lit-

CORE'S Tare

riots were averted. He said that

Baltimore's police chief sent CORE
a letter praising the organisation

for its role in keeping the peace.

"Cool it baby, cool it," became
the slogan which characterized

peaceful
:

The ,1*1.1 ited

that CORE
who deal Negroes us equals and
who don't act paternalistic." Bal-

timore's CORE chapter includes

both white and Negro slafF mem-
bers and volunteers.

A leader of the first "freedom
bus rides," Farmer said that they

serve as a bridge to close the gap
between "ihc law and its implc-

docs exist and that he

of independent civili

boards.

ited with

Black po! tinued Farmer,

concept emphasizing "grc

self-esteem, and dignity."

that black power will t

Negro into the mainsi

"Negroes want their slice of the

pie, and political and
unity is the only way t

Acclaimed

Performs
Washington College will host the

internationally acclaimed LaSalle

String Quartet a week from tonight

in William Smith Auditorium.

The Quartet will appear under

the auspices of the College-spon-

sored Community Concert Scries.

Quartet

Thursday
the famed Julliard School of Music
in New York, the Quartet has ap-

city of the United States, Europe,

Canada, and the Far East.

The four members of the Quar-
tet were all students at the Julliard

School. Walter Levin and Harry
Meyer, first and second violinists,

were students of Ivan Galamian,

Peter Kamnitzer, violinist, was
working under Milton Katims; Jack

Kirstcin, cellist, was studying with

Felix Salmond.

After persuading the authorities

of Julliard lo establish a degree

in quartet, they became its first re-

cipients in 1949.

Upon graduation, the LaSalle

Quartet became quartet-in-resi-

dence at Colorado College in Col-

orado Springs. In 1953, they ac-

cepted an appointment as quartel-

in-rcsidencc al the College Con-

servatory of Music, University of

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The LaSalle Quartet made its

European debut in 1954 with a

tour of the Netherlands, England,

Switzerland, Greece, Denmark, and

also holds the <
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Evaluations And

Judiciary Change
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Hippy Hippy Hurray

Profs, Coffee, Op Art

Mark 'Moss Box' Debut
By Chesley Stone hot spiced cider and doughnuts piano donated by Alpha Omicn-.n

which used to accommodate the the Spring. Live etiieriainuuni m ill Oj i iuhl i< hopefully

,,, .,|,|,.„'.' 11.1,1 l„i ilir Ian Bla.k R..,.m will hai-e -ie -t.i|i-il ,(,.. I, ..„,„,,,„ ..| H„ ,,li-luaii.il

lenial iiamlMtmaii.-ri diaeia-srd as s'-ms D.-lI'- Bieuei ami Bill T |i- n,.alih I), paruii.-nt, ami others.

coffee liouseites and pattencd as son, a former Mother. threaten to delay the opening

"The Muss Box." Future volunteers include Dr. „iKl,t. however. Meanwhile, That k-

From three pale green rooms and Mrs, Kirkpairiik with guitar cry D<idd,, having had previous

have emerged one of angular op- and vocal ac paniment, Dr. cofFee housing experience, has

art in black and white, by Leslie Smith and his has,-. Chuck Eng-
i )ccn assessing coffee quantities

Robeson and Rusty Hulshart; a strum and folk, and Howdy De- and seeking volunteer waiters and

round room divinely designed and Hoff and his travace. All interested waitresses, cooks, and clean-up

painted by Dedc Brewer, Howdy singers, musicians, poets, corned- aids.

DeHolF and Nance Coch; and a ians, magicians, soothsayers, etc. Anyone willing to donate an
totally black room hung svith contact Brian Manson or Alison

inspired masks by Lee Snyder and Howell. Available, too, svill be a (Continued on Page »)

Chesley Stone. All will be enhanced

by as yet mysterious lighting ar-

rangement designed by Art

Srhulu.

The Coffee house is backed and

sponsored by the Mt. Vernon Lit-

Bri

-Is ir-pr,

Manso: Mr

Recently the Student Government Association has

taken action in two important areas—judiciary system

reform and course evaluation. Both proposals should

benefit the students of Washington College. The judi-

ciary reform, in the words of SGA Vice-President Dick

Jackson, would "clarify and streamline" the existing

Judiciary Board, while course evaluations would en-

able the student to objectively evaluate each course

he takes, instead of relying on rumor and gossip.

A great deal of confusion exists today in the Col-

lege's judiciary system. "Due process" of an accused

student is not always followed, as was shown in last

spring's infamous off-campus case. As a result, injus-

tices have occured, not necessarily because of admin-

istration malintent, but because of a faulty judiciary

structure. A new structure, composed of five students,

four teachers, and the non-voting Dean of the College

and Vice-President of the SGA should modernize the

Judiciary Board, and at the same time take the pressure

off the administration for unpopular decisions since

under the proposal students and faculty would make

up the "jury."

Course evaluations will allow the student body to

express their opinions on courses and professors. As' a

consequence of the evaluations, professors may be

forced to reassess their teaching methods, the end result

being improved quality of instruction at Washington

College. The Elm cautions the SGA that the evalua-

tion forms should be constructive in nature and should

not intend to demoralize any professor. Since this pro-

posal is still in the early stages, there is time to make
certain that the evaluations are as constructive and

meaningful as possible. The Elm supports both SGA
actions and believes both will be substantial improve-

ments to the College. T.G.L.

Lecture Series

A recent gathering of Washington College stu-

dent leaders was asked to pinpoint the most intellectu-

ally stimulating aspect of extracurricular campus life.

All agreed that it is the lecture series.

Certainly, most of the notable lectures this semes-

ter have been in the Louttit-Gcorge Lecture Series.

This series was established by Mrs. Harry Clark Bodcn
IV in memory of James Lout tit; Jr., Sidney George

Jr. and Joshua George III. of Mt .Harmon Plantation,

Cecil County, Maryland, who, in 1782, contributed to

the original endowment funds of Washington College.

Included in this lecture series have been the Rev. Mal-
colm Boyd, John Dos Passos, Carl Bode, and Daniel

Callahan, Associate Editor of Commonweal, who will

speak on Tuesday, April 11.

The students of Washington College are greatly

indebted to Mrs. Bodcn, who has contributed so much
to the intellectual life of Washington College.

decided after watching

the fizzle of the Student Activities

Center as a place for congenial

<-niii>Ti'i>aiiim that a more atmos-

pheric and entertaining milieu was

needed on campus.

The S.G.A. designated $100 for

decoration expenses after Smith

House was cleared for use by the

lions: maintenance promptly flow-

ed in executing orders to baraca.de

and rope off the top floor for the

vague reason of "precaution," and

to nail shut the cellar entrance.

Three rooms and a kitchen remain.

The kitchen will serve coffee,

fiscal

Campus
Forum

Fraternity Projects

Benefit Community
By Louise Maslen

'ou have attended an Armory
or found your perfect male

To the Editor:
j lv or sorority

I have been asked to express my- each year by

self via your Letter to the Editor pus. Besides

colmun, concerning the value of

placing an outdoor haski-iliall Lank-

ine, hoard and basket in the vicinity

. I.F.C. weekend include!. ___.=

a dance and a beach party.

As members of a community, the

Greeks contribute their time and
effort both in projects in Chester-

Greeks

upyir 'eral

sity campuses, that this type of

fixture is readily evident in the

areas close to the men's dormitor-

ies. As to how much use is made of

this facility, I cannot give an ac-

curate answer, but I do know that

upon questioning the athletic staff

n the yearbooks, the Greeks

serve a function both on campus

and in the community which many
students are not aware of.

Fraternity and sorority projects

are of two types -

ity. Raising the i

. tin-

ted raffle ticket method

iinys Kh-mak-
of our athletic conferent

do indicate that they are used dur-

ing the spring and fall seasons. Us-

sire an hour's recreation, by either

shooting or playing half-court bas-

ketball are seen using the facility.

(Continued on Page 4)

-Photo Featu

Among the services rendered U>

calendar which included a round

of weekend dances as well as I.F.C.

weekend sponsored by the Inter-

file . One of the

week to

The Kappa Alpha's, in addition
to their annual Christmas party for
orphaned children, donate money
to the home which cares for the
children. The Lambda's and the
Theta's sponsor the Garnett High
School basketball clinic while the
Phi Sigs supervise the Cheslertown
children's Unicef project at Hal-

Raisintf money through occasion-
al "room cleans," the Alpha Chi's
contribute money to the MacDowel]
Colony in New Hampshire which
provides a kind of retreat for ar-
tists where they may work econ-
omically and undisturbed. They al-
so contribute to the National Al-
truistic Foundation and the Estelle
McFarlene Dunble Fund which
provides financial aid in the form
of scholarships to members of the
national chapters of Alpha Chi.
Within the Cheslertown commtui-

m in Kentucky
the Frontier Nu
y also contribute

iety for rehabilila

ire, France, the Rn

id the Ca
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Shore Five Wins
One Home Game;
rops Two Awaj

Playing three names lasl week,
[he Washing™ Ci.llew hasketball

team defeated Leham-.n Valley at

home and lost to both Swarthmoro
and Hampden-Sydney on the road.

In the Swarthmore game. Wash-
ington College hauled for the lead

33-30. Foul sh

men the lead a

had (ailed to t

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
Maryland, Towson Offer

Sho 'menBasketballTalent

Even though i E
_- baskelbal) sea-

son is not yet over, Waihingion
College fans are already looking

forward to next year, when two of

the most promising players to come

take the Moor.

These two cagers are Gary
Bauer, from Towson, Maryland, a

transfer from Duke, and Boh
Koepke, from Collins, Iowa, who
previous]/ attended Maryland.

NCAA Prohibits Play

Both men are unable to play

this season because of the National

Collegiate Athletic Association rule

which prohibits transfer athletes

from participating in inter-rolleg-

pleted one full year at (heir new
school.

Gary Bauer played for Towson
High in both the years they were
state champions and the year they

Bauer and Gary Myers, presently

the varsity center, led a powerful
Towson team and both were all-

Baltimore selections.

Keopke Compared to Finnegan
Coming to Washington College

as one of the most heralded play-

ers since the celebrated Tom Fin-

negan, Keopke was chosen the most
valuable player and named to the

all-tournament team in the Mary-
land state championships in 1965.

the

DONT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets

you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

i ISJ

Only Eaton makes Corrasable
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD,

lilable at Washington College Book Store

nlf trailing

u the Sho'-

cture. They
im the foul

The second half was as closely

contested as the first, but the Sho*-

men couldn't overtake Swarthmore
and lost, 77-69. High scorer for

Washington College was Frank
Marion with 21 points.

Last Thursday night Washington
College hosted Lebanon Valley.

Displaying a balanced scoring at-

tack blended with fine teamwork,
the Sho'men came out of the con-

test with a 77-68 victory.

The game was a see-saw affair

until the final minutes of the first

half when the Sho'men took the

lead which they never relinquished.

With the score tied, Larry Sterling

and Dave Martin scored successive

baskets to give the team a 39-35

lead at the half.

Continuing to display a balanced

attack, the Sho'men increased their

lead in the second half and rode

home to victory. For Washington
College, five players scored in

double figures. They were Marion,

Tom Polvinale, Marty Smith,
Sterling, and Martin. Polvinale

was the high scorer with 20.

Coach Elliott was especially

pleased by the lift that sophomore

Sterling gave to the team when he

came off the bench to score 14

points in the Sho'men victory.

The final game of last week was
played by a visiting Sho'men team

against a powerful Hampden-Syd-
ney quintet. The Hampden-Sydney
team, one of the strongest on the

Washington College schedule this

year ran away from the Sho-men

to win 123-91. In the victory

Hampden-Sydney shot a phenom-

enal 57 percent from the floor.

For Washington College once

again there were five players in

double figures. The leading scorer

for the Sho'men were Gary Myers

and Smith with 16 points apiece.

This Saturday the Loyola Col-

lege Greyhounds visit Washington

College. In an earlier meeting this

year, the Sho'men were defeated

by the Greyhounds.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Ioc.

Cht.lerK.wii, Md.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Lambdas, KA 's Lead
A-Intramural Action;

B-Standings Tied
A five-way tie for first place in

the intramural B league is the re-

sult of last week's play. The Raid-

ers were defeated by the Dropouts

while the Doo Birds, Phi Sigs and

SIF each collected wins. All five

now slate 5-1 records.

In the A league the Lambdas
and KA's kept up their winning

ways, defeating the Thetas and Phi

Sigs, respectively. Only the outside

shooting of Mike Kelly and Harry

Webb saved a 35-30 victory for the

Lambda five, as the Thetas com-

pletely dominated the backboards

throughout the contest.

Their 25 points combined were

just enough to best the 2-1-2 Thcta
zone defense which stifled John

Roberts and Tim Bohaker under

the boards. Dave Rosenstock and

Carl Ortman contributed 1 1 and 9

the Thcta-ely,

nlfThe KA':

start, trailed the Sigs by one po>nt

at halftime. The Sigs, sparked by

Ken Stien's outside shooting in the

first half, went cold in the second

half. Cam Smith and Sonny Wun-
derlich each hit for 12 tallies and

the KA quintet won, 41-29.

The Nizblats took revenge for

l heir earlier defeat at the hands of

the Dropouts, as Woody Snyder

and Paul Fastie netted 21 points

each. Joe Nichols bucketed 1

7

the losers, but they v

35,

whelmed the Zeros, 64-19,

Tom Marshall, John Clifton and
Steve Myking double-figured. The

SIF, with Danny Measell high

scoring once again with 19 poults,

smothered the basketweavers, 51-

26.

The Phi Sigs defeated the The-

tas, 38-22, as Jack Hawkes hit for

15 points. Making the five-way

deadlock possible, was the 50-19

rout of the Raiders, previously un-

defeated, by the Dropouts, as Bob

Bittenbender hit for 14 counters

with Bill Goff scoring 12. Charlie

Skipper, with 15 points, and the

Pickups outlasted Beef, 24-15.

The tie in the B league will

break up this week when the top

teams clash: the Doo Birds play

the Raiders and the Dropouts

tackle the Phi Sigs.

Sports Editorial

Schedule Defended
In an editorial on November 30, 1966, the Chester River

Press called for a reassessment of Washington College's basket-

ball schedule. The Press pointed out that Washington College

has won only nine out of thirty-five encounters in the past two

seasons. Twenty-one of those thirty-five encounters were against

Mason Dixon foes, with Washington College winning only four

of these contests. With these figures in mind the Press went on

to advocate that Washington College drop such Mason-Dixon

foes as Mt. St. Mary's, Catholic U., Randolph-Macon, and

Harnpden-Sidney.
Well, things aren't quite as simple as the Press seems to

indicate. First of all, Washington College plays these Mason-

Dixon teams in all sports, not just basketball. If we drop Mt.

St. Mary's in basketball, what's to prevent Mt. St. Mary's from

dropping us in soccer. Soccer is a sport in which the two teams

compete on a fairly even basis.

Secondly, most of the teams that we compete with in the

Baltimore area are in the Mason-Dixon Conference. These

include Towson, Mt. St. Mary's, Loyola, and Catholic U. If

we drop these teams from our schedule, we would lose much of

our newspaper sports coverage in the Baltimore area. At present,

this is a valuable part of Washington College's public relations

Third, the Washington College athletic department, like

any other athletic department, competes in a sport with the

idea of winning the league championship.

To qualify for either the Mason-Dixon or the Middle

Atlantic championships, Washington College must play six to

eight different opponents in each league. If we try to schedule

the easiest teams in both leagues in a particular sport such as

basketball, the team would not qualify for either championship,

in addition to endangering our status with certain teams in

other sports.

While we are on the subject of basketball, one hopeful note

should be injected into the discussion. This year's basketball

team has only one senior and no juniors on the squad. Also, there

are two transfer students who are expected to be a big help to

the team next year. With this kind of depth returning, Washing-

ton College could be ready to knock off some of those teams

which consistently "outclass" us.
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Campus Calendar
Saturday, Feb. 18

Basketball vs. Loyola II

Sunday, Feb. 19

Film Series — "La Terra Tre-

ma" — Dunning -<<

— 8:00 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 20

Hall

. Clr. 7:llll

Frairrnity & Sorority Mei'titiK

9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 22

Ski Club - Dunning Mall

9:00 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 23

Chorui Activities Ctr 7

College/Community Concert —
LaSftlle Ouarh-I Win Smith— 8:30 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 24
WashiiiKlnu Players Dinner —
Harbor House — 7:30 p.m.

Saiurday, Feb. 25
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
CONVOCATION & PARENTS"
DAY — general cvenisi

Parenls' Registration, M i n I a

Martin Lounge, 9:00 a.m.

Parenls' interviews with advisors

& professors, 9:00 a.m.- 1:00

p.m,

lufoniial Lunch, Jlodsim Hall,

11:30 a.m.- 1:15 p.m.

Washington's Birthday Convoca-
tion Russell (Jymnasiuiii, S|>eak-

er: Charles Cecil Wall, 2:15

p.m.

Parenls' Association Annual
Mei'ling, Activities Ctr., Hudson
Hall. 1:15 p.m.

President's Reception, Hynson
Lounge. Hi>dson Hall. 1:11-

5:15 p.m.

Washington's Birthday Ball,

Hodson Hall, 9:00 p.m.- 1:00

Sunday, Feb. 26
Film Scries — "Shoot the Piano

Player" — Dunning Lecture

Hall 8:00 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 27

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Saturday

7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-ltrOO p.m

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne"s

Counties

Welcome Students

Fraternity & Sorority Me*

Coffee House
To Open Soon

(Continued from Page 2)

hour or two a week should cmiac I

Alison Howell, Reid Hall. Thatk-

ery Dodds, Caroline House. Also

needed are bottle! (ess than eight

inches rail, and old New Yorker

covers. These should be given to

Brian Manson and Nance Coth,

respectively.

Parlors determining the success

or failure of Thr Moss Box include

Letter to the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)

proximity of ihe doi ,
the

the Ml, I.: solllO

On the basis of this testimony

alone, I believe it would justify

the Men's Residence Association,

lo spend an adequate amount to

supply this facility.

Since it is strictly a recreational

type venture for the men students.

there is no plan for the Athletic

Dept. to make use of it in its pro-

gram and so under these circum-

ity for furnishing the facility should

fall upon the Mel
,! :

,!<•!

able.

SGA Proposes

Judiciary Change
(Continued from Page I)

or the Judiciary Board if the stu-

Appeal to the Judiciary Board

from a House Council decision

would be possible under the pro-

posal change, but the Judiciary

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

ttMHfi!1 Overlooking

Worton Creek Marin;

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Huun: 1 1 a jii. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs— Sfeakt

Call Ahead For Fast Serviot

Phone 778-2671

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHURCHILL THEATRE CHESTER THEATRE

lo Church Hill

OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUN. ONLY

"Arrivederci Baby"

CENTER THEATRE

"What Did You Do In

The War, Daddy?"

"The Agony and
The Ecstasy"

"Warning Shot"
plus

ALLAN and ROSSI

"The Last'bf
The Secret Agent"

"Dead Heat On A
Merry Go Round"

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

3
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

TASTEE FREEZE
MilkShakes |

Sodas

Cones I

~ <' IWf T 'V ~J

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fed. ral Deposit In



Stickmen Ready

For Tough Schedule,

Page-4

Miss Washington College

Pictorial,
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College Fetes Namesake
Stage Lift

Supporters

Present View
in response to an Elm editorial

which appeared February 10, a
number of persons haye- 'expressed

their reasons for supporting the

. inclusion of an hydraulic lift in

1 the stage of the theatre in the

Fine Arts building,

j"* These individuals include Mr. L.

1 Howard Fox, Theatre Consultant,

. and Mr. Timothy Maloney, Di-

rector of the Fine *Afts building.

Their position is that the elevated

lift should be included, as plan-

One of Many
Virtually all new college theatres

have an elevated lift, and Wash-
ington College would be among
the few who plan to increase flex-

ibility to the extent of having the

lift split into two sections.

Persons supporting their position

(Continued on Page 5)

Coronation Marks
Third Annual Ball
liii.:lilh'.liiniil the weekend's fes-

Ge-orgc Washington's birthday will

be the crowning of Miss Washing-
ton College at the third annual
formal Ball.

To reign over official College

events during the coming year, the

1967-68 Miss Washington College

the

.ml hr

mill's

Field of Eleven

The five finalists for the honor
ere chosen from a field of eleven

xitestants from the junior class,

ho were nominated by officers of

le senior and junior classes. The
nal scli.'ctifin of the Court was de-

ded by a vote of all men stu-

taken last week.

The : Bar-

Energeti

Ellen Buckingha

Washington figu

the decorations

Ann Rothenhocfer, and

r statue identical to the George

low). The statue will be part of

Saturday night.

CIA-NSALink <*«"

NSA IssueRe-opens
By Mark A. Schulman

Despite the U.S. National Student Association's con-

firmation, last Tuesday, of clandestine financial ties with

the Central Intelligence Agency, the Student Government
Association will probably maintain its affiliation with NSA.

This was indicated by an informal Elm survey Tues-

day, of SGA Senators. The NSA topic was not discussed

at length during Monday's SGA meeting.

Issue To Re-open

However, the survey also indicated that some long-

time opponents of SGA membership in NSA are planning

to use the NSA-CIA disclosure to re-open the member-

ship issue, last debated two years ago.

SGA President Cliff Hankey, a cautious supporter

of NSA affiliation, commented that, "while the current

Scheduled Events

n .—Convocation.

I.—Parents' Association

ington's Birthday Hall.

bara Daly, Par Desch.-rc. Charlene

Glasscr, Judy Javor, Debbie Kelly,

Carol Killen, Karen Laux, Ginny
Marked, Martha Sansbury, Judy
Steele, and Paula Wordt.

Five in Court
The five members of [he Court

to be presented tomorrow night,

are Debbie Kelly, Carol Killen,

Karen Laux, Martha Sansbury, and
Judy Steele.

Members of Omicron Delta
Kappa arid their dales will serve as

the host committee for the Ball,

which is a black tic affair from
9:00 to 1:00 a.m. in Hodson Hall,

with music provided by the George
Madden Orchestra.

There will be a cocktail hour
from 8:00 to 9:00 in the lounge

of the Driftwood Restaurant.

Crowd Anticipated

bers of the student body, the fac-

ulty, the Board of Visitors and
Governors, and College supporters

among the alumni and the Ches-

dent activities center of Hodson
Hall will be decorated for use dur-

Exhibit Opens
Other events of the day will in-

clude the opening of a photograph
exhibit, Parent's Day activities, and
the annual Washington's Birthday
Convocation.

A three-week, one-man photo
exhibition by Robert F. Kniesche,
photograph director of the Sun-
papers of Baltimore will open to-

morrow in Hynson Lounge and will

be free to the public.

Parent's registration will begin
at 9:00 a.m. in Minta Martin
Lounge, followed by interviews

with advisors and professors, and
the Parents' Association Annual
Meeting in the Activities Center of

II. .<]„ Hall 3:15 p.n The
President's reception, to which all

guests of the College an: invited,

is scheduled for 4:15 p.m, in Hyn-
son Lounge.

500 Guineas
Washington's Birthday Convoca-

tion will begin at 2:15 p.m. in

Russell Gymnasium and will be

open to the public. The convoca-

tion address will be presented by

Charles C. Wall, resident director

of Mount Vernon, the restored

home of George Washington on
the Potomac River in Virginia.

Besides granting to the College
die use of his name, George Wash-
ington served as a member of the

Board of Visitors and Governors
from the school's inception in 1782
until he became President of the

United States in 1789. He also con-

tributed 500 guineas to the original

endowment funds of the institution.

(See Miss Washington College

Candidate, Page 3)

affair is abominable, we have never had any complaints

against the services offered by the Association."

NSA Consulted

"NSA has been useful on a number of occasions,"

he continued. Hankey noted that the student organiza-

tion was consulted in connection with SGA studies of

campus social problems, judiciary change, student travel

abroad, and student discount cards.

"It also serves as a clearinghouse which channels in-

formation to and from various schools," he said.

Hankey For Continuing

Hankey said he would be in favor of continuing

SGA's affiliation with NSA "unless it can be proven that

the CIA substantially influenced the policies of the organ-

ization or that more than a few top NSA leaders were

aware of CIA infiltration."

Meanwhile, SGA Senators David Cohn and Joseph

Coale announced their intention to oppose renewal of NSA
membership. Both were aligned with anti-NSA forces

two years ago, when SGA last appraised its affiliation.

Reflection of Student Opinion

"I think the NSA is a Communist front," said Cohn,

a former NSA coordinator for the SGA.
While failing to

between NSA and the

College Academic Policy Change

Gives Freshmen Second Chance
By Thomas Lacher
freshmen with unsatisfac-

; semester academic records

cent D's and F's) were
to school sec-

This change in College policy

was announced last week by Dr.

Bernard J. Haske, Chairman of the

Committee on Academic Standing.

Haske said that "freshmen stu-

dents deserve one academic year to

prove themselves."

"This year," he explained, "the

College has decided not to be as

stiff with freshmen as in previous

years." He said that determining

and those remaining were placed

on academic probation. The class

of 1970 began with 176 students

in September, 1966.

Explaining the Committee's pol-

furthi-r. Hj-U- -.ml '

nith i F's will

in in school in most

record during the i

allowed

the - il<

'Alt lli.

nted

from the

id vci

; leftist-type

"The organization docs not attempt to

dent opinion of its 300-some members," lie al

NSA Anti-War

Coale expressed similar beliefs, but prefer:

NSA "a leftist front." He accused the or

leaders of illicity using their power and posit

tend their own personal political beliefs."

(Continued on Page 5)

difficult and that each ease is eval-

uated on an individual basis.

30 Freshmen

In February, 1966, twenty-two

per cent (52 out of 239) of the

freshman class were brought be-

fore the Committee, in February,

1967, seventeen per cent (30/176)

of the freshman class were brought

At the end of first semester,

thirty freshmen achieved unsatis-

factory records. Two were dropped

by the College, two left voluntarily,

(Continued from Page 1)

mcjtcr." "A freshman with two
F's at the end of last academic
year's first semester would have
been dropped," he added.

Harold Gray, Director of Ad-
missions and a member on the

Committee, remarked that "no
hard and fast rule exists as to

who stays and who goes." "Nor-
mally a student is allowed at least

one semester on academic proba-

freshmen are difficult to make and

not all votes by the Committee art-

unanimous. He also said that the

are composed entirely of faculty

and the membership rotates to in-

clude different professors.

The Registrar's office a

.i- hit Wine

first

Harold Gray

"Sorry, General Hershey.'



feelMany students around the country

demoralization' and frustration. With no governmental oppo-

sition, the Central Intelligence Agency, America's subversion

and espionage arm, has apparently been engaged in wide-

spread and systematic infiltration of educational, cultural and
labor institutions and, organizations across the country.

Through die deviousneas of CIA operations, thousands of

scholars, students, unionists and professional leaders discover,

long after the fact, that they have performed unwittingly and

undesired duty as secret agents,

The recent disclosures of links between the CIA and the

National Student Association are, however, simply the latest in

a series of crimes against education. A few years ago, it was

revealed that the CIA secretly set up the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology's "Center of International Studies," as

a "respectable" academic institution. In 1966, Ramparts mag-
azine revealed that a Michigan State University project to de-

velop a police and civil administration in Vietnam was, in reali-
'

: Ngo Dinh Diem dictatorship by "

ing his militia and by buying guns and ;

personal police. The United States Coven
compromise the integrity of American educ

Senator Fulbright asks sardonically,

wo! Id understand that the Americans are

liliori for 1

willins

Wo all understand the ;

' a little bit bette:

Washington Traditions

This week end's activities will pay homage to perhaps the

greatest of our nation's founders, on the 236th anniversary of

his birth. Although numerous towns, schools, streets, and the

like are named after George Washington, this College is unique

in its close personal connection with our first President.

As Washington's Birthday approaches, we thought a few

facts, both well-known and obscure, would lie of interest about

the College's namesake.

George Washington personally gave his name to the Col-

lege, contributed toward its support, and served on the infant

College's Board of Visitors and Governors. The oldest chartered

college in Maryland and the tenth in the country, Washington
College is the only college to have received its name by personal

The first two monuments erected to the memory of Wash-
ington are located in Maryland. In Boonsboro, near Hagers-
town, a crude stone monument was constructed by the towns-
people in only one day. The first officially dedicated statue to

Washington was built in Baltimore and is situated at Mount
Vernon Place.

One little-known fact about our founder is a discrepancy
about his actual birth date. Today we celebrate Washington's
birthday on February 22. However, Washington was born on
February 11, 1731. The confusion stems from the
of the Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar, which
red in 1752. This resulted in a 282-day legal year in 1751 and
consequently, Washington did not have a birthday at all that
year {Julian calendar). Finally, young George turned 21 on
Febraury 22, 1753, as eleven days were added to the new cal-

The State of Maryland and Washington College should
l>e justly proud of its historical heritage surrounding George
Washington—patriot, general, President, scholar, friend, and
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Integrity Compromised

Antonion i 's 'Blow-Up
Reviewed By Donald Dolce_

Up, a film of some recent contro-

versy, explores a photographer

( David Hemming) who attempts

,i.i

'...,. i images of his

lerially well off — he drive)

Is Royre convertible — he

in mod-oriented London.

cure world of images is in-

ter? i odd.

discovers the murder quite

: it. To assure himself that

ler has "really" happened,

is to the park and actually

? body. Having established

e as a reality in his own
' finds it impossible to rc-

the body as something other than a

subject for a picture, but only be-

cause he forgets to bring his cam-
era on his initial visit to the corpse.

Catches Guitar

His aversion to the outside world

is established by his relationship

with two mod teeny hoppers who
continually visit his callous quar-

ters. He strips them and plays with

them as if diey were toys. Later,

at a Yardbirds concert, he catches

part of a guitar discarded by one

of the performers and is mobbed
by the audience. Finally escaping

and reaching the street, he throws

it away. Although treasured by-

Haunted by his state of inertia,

he seeks a catalyst to bring him out

of his world of unreality and in-

form the authorities. He finds the

his

of i

. In-

tthi.h ;

why the phoiographci

world, he is unable to comprehend

its meaning and implications. He
is able to extend his concept of

photographi

itially Ron cannot be reached. Fin-

ally when he is discovered at a

somewhat pretentious pot party, he

refuses to accompany his friend.

The photographer uses the excuse

of having a still life picture for thi

Captain Steve Miller demonstrates a correctly executed lunge

Chevalier Bill Wilson as Captain Bill Clark describes the finer points.

John Coniglio, Don Denton, Bob Murphy, Bob Cooke, Ray Keen and
Andy Dyer watch carefully.

Balcon Club Shows
Balance and Agility

After

ized pro

By Bill Clark

evcral years of disorgan-

sport is getting started under the

direction of Dr. Robert L. Harder.
The Balcon Fencing Club, estab-

lished both for those who are ac-

complished in the art of fencing

and for those who are interested in

learning, hopes to establish an in-

ler-collegiate fencing team status.

Dr. Harder acts both
and instructor for the

was the United Slates National
Champion for two consecutive

years. According to Captain Bill

Clark, the team could become one
of the finest college learns in the

country.

Ancient Sport

Fencing started centuries ago as

practice in swordsmanship for ac-

tual combat. Today because of the

development of lighter and more
manageable weapons, fencing is

considered one of the safest and
finest sports for physical and men-

Coordination, balance, agility

and quick perception a3 well as

a keen sense of timing and physi-

cal endurance

Equipment
The equipment used in fencing

consists of the foil and various

protective garments for the fencer

including a chest-protective device

called a plastron and a helmet to

protect the face. The foil itself

weighs approximately fourteen

ounces and has an approximate
overall measurement of 42 inches.

The blade is rectangular in cross-

section and tapers to a theoretical

point. The foil is strictly a thrust-

ing weapon. The objective is to

score touches or theoretical punc-
ture-type wounds with the point of

the blade.

Ritual

At present, there are fourteen

men mastering the fundamentals of

the sport under the direction of

captains Steve Miller and Bill

Clark. A sport with a ritual as

complex as its rides, fencing cate-

gorizes each team member by the

extent of his ability.

There are five basic ranks: Can-
idat, Fantasin, Chevalier, Eveque,
and Captaine. To dale the Balcon
Chili has seven Canidats, four Fan-

Che, sCap-

are mandatory for New Members Sought
Practice is held Monday through

Friday in the balcony of Russell

Gym at 2:30 p.m. The club is

eel the changing interested should contact either
opponent

.

Bill Clark or Steve Miller.

pictures and
when he returns to the park, he
discovers the body is also missing.

While walking through the park,

he chances upon a group of mim-
ists ( who appeared in the first

scene of the film) playing a make-
believe game of lennis with no
equipment,

One of the players hits the ball

cut of die court and motions the

photographer to retrieve it. In com.
plying with this request, he shows
symbolically that he, like the mim-
ists, cannot escape their world of

-Star"

The icting in Blow-Up is superb,

the cast, headed by David Hem-
ming and including Vanessa Red-
grave, is lively and so unaffected

in its dialogue that they are an
entirely appealing group.

The

if his book to lure him, but he bli

Body Missing

While he dashes about i

of the production,

tor Michaelangelo

?xactness which he

ach scene makes
masterpieces. One

xainple is the pholograp-

vcry of the murder when
he ha:

taken. The scene is played i

pletcly without words because
words are not necessary. The move-
ment and expression convey per-

fectly the photographer's emotion.

The merits of the film will un-

doubtedly be argued for some time,

hut this observer definitely feels

that the conscientious viewer will

be favorably impressed, if some-
what shocked, by a brilliant motion

F.C.A. Selects

New Officers
The recently formed chapter of

the Washington College Chapter of

the Fellowship of Christian Ath-

letes selected officers for next year.

Ben Whitman and Dick Car-

rington were elected president and

vice-president, respectively, while

Pat Chambers will serve as sec-

Purpose of Fellowship

According to Whitman, the pur-

pose of the national organization

is "to confront athletes and coach-

es with the fellowship of the Christ-

ian Church."

The Washington College Chap-

ler, a subsidiary of the Baltimore

chapter, was created by Coaches

Don Chattelier and Ed Elliot work-

ing with Whitman.

Notice
Students who wish to be con-

sidered for financial assistance

for the 1967-68 academic year

must file the Parents' Confiden-

tial Statement with the College

Si-hi. hi rship Service no later

than April 1st. This policy af-

fei ts students currently receiv-

ing finanr ial assistance from the

College, and those who wish to

be considered for the first time.

Students receiving assistance

from only the State of Maryland
are not affected by this regula-

The
Parents' Confidential Statement
is available in the Office of Ad-
missions. Please obtain this form
at your earliest convenience if

you wish to be considered for

1967-68. Decisions of the Com-
mittee on Student Aid will be

made in early June and an-

nounced approximately June
15th.
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1967 Miss Washington Candidates

Judy Steel Debbie Kelly

Heritage Program Shy $4 Million
The construction of a new men's dormitory, a new li-

brary, and expanded athletic facilities will constitute the

major projects in the third phase of Washington College's

Heritage Program, Captain Frank W. Hynson, Assistant

to the President, reports.

First on the agenda for the building program is a men's

dormitory, which will be located on the present site of

Barnett and Smith Houses. The dormitory is scheduled

fur occupancy by the fall of 1968.

Expanded Athletic Facilities

To expand the present athletic facilities, a new women's

gymnasium, costing an estimated $500,000, will be built

adjacent to Russell Gymnasium. A swimming pool, attached

to both men's and women's Kyiiiiiasiums, is also planned

in this project.

When the women's gymnasium is completed, a new

library, designed to house twice the number of books in

Bunting Library, will then be built on the present site of

Cain Gymnasium. The estimated cost of this Structure is

$1.1

.ill be

"Since the Arts Center is the only one of its type in

the area, it will be an important element in enriching the

academic program," Hynson commented. "Town-gown re-

lations have been good, and improving, for many years,

and we are also looking to the Arts Center to significantly

further this valuable relationship."

Additional Land Acquired

In planning for future expansion of the College, ap-

proximately li 1 acres contiguous to the existing campus

have been purchased, hrinning the total area of the campus

to more than 91) acres, A portion of this land has already

been developed with new outdoor athletic facilities and

"But the first order of importance in the Heritage

Program is the students themselves," Hynson stated. The
College has grown to a size of over COO, with an enrollment

Since its initiation in 1962 by the Board of Visitors and

Governors, the Heritage Program's original goal of 9.5

million has been revised to the present goal of $12 million

by 1970. Toward this figure, the College has raised in

excess of $8 million to date.

for gratification," Captain Hyn-

750 ; for 19

"While this is I

always the last mil

that the closer we

attain every dollar.

Challenge Fund

A new approach has been initiated this year to stim-

ulate alumni giving. A challenge fund, in the amount of

$15,000, has been raised by a few alumni and friends of

the College. With this fund, all other alumni are being

challenged to match this amount on a two for one basis,

which would give the College the $45,000 needed in alumni

Fine Arts Center

Captain Hynson reported that ilince the i nitiation of

this new program, the College has received c

from alumni who have never before d. In addi-

lion, a majority of regular givers hav s almost dcmbled their
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HE WASHINGTON ELM Win Clip

SPORTS
Myers From
Center Court

Vfrei i in avy schedule in ir tra-

mural basketball

playing two games, the Lair bda

Chi lur m
[he \ leagu

k ., er first plac

h two wins. The
l>i, pouts n rds and S1F also

villi

/-I records or

fi league.

Tlic Lamb as anricd up ae.

the Nizblalt ning 76-48 ill.

Harry Web!
1 the k A\ 1 ,:ll

By Gary Myers

In this, my final article, I have decided to Fori anj

more attempts at humor, This article will In 1 an cndeavoi i<>

Washington College team. In all of the millions ol words print-

ed about the Pentagon from Chestertown, tfnc membei of the

team has been constantly slighted, So, now I oflei .1 belated

apology and write a few words to alleviate this conspicuous

Little recognition has been given i<> Washington College's

official basketball and baseball scorer. Hardly anyone concerns

himself with the duties and responsibilities which accompany

the wearing of the scorer's striped shirt. So. I feel il is my
obligation to say a few words about Mr. George Bailey, George

is a man of many sides and of unlimited energy. His job is al-

most equal to the position held by any Athletic Director. Ii

is doubtful whether the learn could function properly without

him.

First of all, Mr. Bailey is a "scorer". As such, lie must he

familiar with the numerous rules concerning the legality of

who and when someone may enter a game. < i.-or l;<- knows these

rules and is not afraid to refresh the officials' memory when
they are violated. Secondly. George is the team's premiere PR
man. After each game, he must telephone eai h newspaper which
coyers the Sho'men and report to them the box scores and other

pertinent details regarding our performance. He must regularly

inform the main offices of the Mason-Dixon Conference, the

Middle Atlantic Conference and the NCAA of game scores and
top individual

hii

. Gen . lie

W.lshl

in li. The KA duo c

>ard and Sonny Wunderlirh

d 1 . and 1- points, respective-

lie Thetas split their two
s, defeating the Dropouts 55-

as Jim Chalfant, Dave Rosen-

:, and Dean Ferris double-fig-

, and lost a clifl-hangcr to the

i, 39-33. Sonny Wundertirh
consistently on corner jump

slims for 16 points.

The Sigs brought iheir record to

4-4 by defeating the Nizblats and

Dropouts, 59-50. and 53-43, re-

spectively. Pete Rosen was the high

scorer for the Sigs in both games

with 25 points against the Drop-

outs and 18 against the Nizblats.

final minutes as Gary- Bauer hit

for 27 points for the Dropouts and

Steve Ellyson meshed 23 for the

Nizblats.

The Dropout B team made its

hid for first place by roasting Beef.

51-19, as Bob Bittenbender and

Bill GolT split 32 points evenly.

In a defensive battle, the Sigs

the

Sunday at 2:00

Sho ' Five To Host
Mounts In Finale

Yet, George Bailey has

a Washington Senator and Redskin fan. Oh, well, we all

_ Birds also beat the Phi

Sleeps Sigs in the second contest, 45-25,

as Jim McKinney netted 12 points.

The Raiders ran out of ga- and

back. Me happens to be lost their second and third games

rhaperone. No bus moves, no player
his OK. Everything revolves around his

year to form a nucleus. Notable
among these are Steve Morris, Ty
Wilde, Peter Belts, Dave Boulden,

Mark Madden, Barry Cocoziello

and Pat Gray.

Facilities are being tremendously

improved. Mr. Athey is purchasing
a modem resilite plastic-foam mat
which is a necessity. Lack of prop-

ihe mats together was a major
problem for the wrestlers this year.

Head protectors, knee guards,

Kelly Faces Rough Season

tretch uniforms, shoes and
equipment also will be ready b

ise during the 67-68 season,

ull schedule of

arranged with participatiot

- Mason-Dixon Confercnci

planned. Those wrest

lets who [fort

By John Trost

With the year's first lacrosse

game scheduled for March 1 0,

Coach Donaldson Kelly predicts

According to Kelly, the Sho'
squad faces the "kind of schedule

that could produce several lows."
He feels that the success -if the

team depends largely mi 1 In- de-
wliipnietil of tin- freshmen.

Ixjss of Jaeger

The freshitx-n must n-placr i^racl-

a more defensively minded team.

According to the "coach of the

year," the loss of Dave Svec from
the defensive unit will be counter-

balanced by the addition of fresh-

man Tom Heald and the addition

of Dick Louck.

Absence of I on. I.

The lidfield is seen to be a
weak point with freshmen a major
factor. The absence of Louck from
the unit leaves Jim Chalfant, Steve

Claggelt, and Mark Madden as re-

turning players.

eturning lettermen and the

Hopkins Favored

Kelly feels that Hopkins should
be ranked as national "co-favorites"

with Maryland. The loss of a
strong Navy attack left the Mid-
shipmen only "good."

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority earn-

ed the girl's intramural volleyball

1 liampionship after completion of

an undefeated season. Their closet

rivals were the STP's and the

Original Independents.

Linda Shipway was chosen to

head the girls' honorary volleyball

team. Other members named by

the WAA to the post-season squad
: Mai HI,-.

, Vas-

"aboi

as last year" while North Carolina

and Harvard remain secondary

foes. The Sho'men beat each of

these teams last year.

Harvard, Towson, and a young
Delaware team will be "the most
improved," hut should pose no
real threat to a strong Kelly team.

Mir, Bonnie Straycr, Karen Johnson,

and Pat Hervey. Honorable men-
tion was awarded to Raye Harris

and Meppie Packard.

Basketball Action

Following the girls' volleyball

season, basketball intiamural action

has begun. A six-team league, that

icludes three Greek

DRA's a 40-'

Of the BOH
Alpha Chi ovi

20-11.

plans
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Coach Starts 1 1 th Season

College Mentor Don Kelly

Wins Top Lacrosse Honor
By Thomas Lacher

Donaldson Kelly, lacrosse roach
of the year, heads into his eleventh

season as the Sho'men stick men-

Kelly received ihe Morris Touch-
Best Small College Team

The stickers, who lost only

Navy and Hopkins, won the
laci

title to rank tenth in the country
amonR all lacrosse schools. Wash-
ington was named the best small

college lacrosse team.

As a student at Hopkins, Kelly

won nine varsity letters and was
named to the first Ail-American

>sse team in his junior and
>r years. In addition, his alma
t recently honored him as a

.ber of the Ail-Time Hopkins

Kelly Led Olympic Team

In the \9Ti Olympic games
Jc.hns Hopkins was selected to rep-

resent the United States. As a

member of that team, which won
all its games, Kelly emerged as

In 19'i7.

>cied to England
:'...!

I The /

i games

Coach of the year Don Kelly

the schedule and Kelly scored

Iwenly-four goals.

Washington teams under Kelly

for the last ten years show an over-

all record of 71-37. Last June Kelly

coached the South team in the an-

nual North-South All-Star game in

Baltimore.

Lift Advocates

Respond To Elm
(Continued from Page 1)

build a college theatre limited to

a standard proscenium. Tift ele-

vated lift will provide many times

the flexibility in training and pro-

duction, and allow * «jiHnr «m>p
and stagecraft to be

thai i

of

ulcl .

They point

stall the lift later, after construc-

tion is completed, than to install

it now. In addition, they indicated

that other features of the thea-

tre were designed with the lift in

mind. In other words, the lift

is an integral part of the theatre

and not an additional frill.

Persons supporting the original

plan to build the lift say that in

building a theatre, Washington
College should have the best one
possible, one that will not be
outmoded quickly, one that is

liexible enough the de-

e. They
planned

,^xx„ ,. < .x-CiA-NSA Link ««**««!

NSA IssueRe-opens
(Continued from Page 1)

Claiming that the majority of students support the

\ Vietnam war, he charged that "NSA is using our money

I
to support anti-war activities."

No Representatives

When a-sked if Washington College sends representa-

tives to NSA national conventions, where NSA leaders

are elected and policy is formulated, Coale replied, "No."

Meeting in Washington for the past several days, the

National Supervisory Board of NSA is attempting to

determine the extent of CIA influence over past and pres-

ent NSA activities. The Board members called for "im-
mediate termination of CIA penetration."

"We are shocked at the ethical trap into which young
men of great integrity have been placed by covert actions

of the CIA," the Board said in a statement issued last

Friday.

CIA Uses NSA
"Representatives of the Association, whether aware I

of the CIA relationship or not, were used by the CIA to
\

gain access to the trust and confidence of individuals
\

active in the international student movement," the state- I

Stating that the CIA did not exercise direct control I

over the policies or personnel of NSA, the Board said that
\

CIA agents often enjoyed "close relationships" with the
\

student association's staff. "CIA agents, through their \

connections with NSA, may have attempted to influence ;

the selection of officers for the Association," they said. :

During the past fifteen years, the Association has re-
\

\ as eighty percent of its budget from the I

; to reports published last week.CIA,

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 10/ CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Compliment! of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. 11:00 p.nj

Saturday
7:00 a.m.. 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

HMffiS1 Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chatcrtov.il, Md.

7784669

RESTAURANT and BAR

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read. . .

At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.

.v
T1

l!
re is a good rea9°n why these "pros" read

the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news— the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers

most significant and reports it, interprets it
analyzes it— in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.

If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.

Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-
men themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

The Christian Science Monitor

focus Tx^ss^siSr
The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
I am enclosing J_ (TJ. S. funds) for the period
checked. 1 year S12 n 9 months |1 Q 6 months ?e

s'ree' — Apt./Rm. #

D College student Year of graduation
O Faculty member

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... {or Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

Write your name
in the pages
of history.

But-don't forget

your address.
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Theatre Announcements

'Moss Box' Opens Tonight; churchjll theatre

College Appears On TV
Washington College's newest

nightclub, the Moss Box, premier-

r* toniijlit in Smith Home.
Scheduled for an 8:00 p.m. de-

but, the coffee house will feature

Dede Brewer and Bill Thompson

on guitars. Cover charge is 25

cents per person and all students,

faculty, and townspeople are in-

ChaplainPaul

To Consider

Ethics Today
"The New Morality will be the

subject of the first meeting this

term of the William Janus Forum.

President Rnln-rt McMahan an-

Lounge.

The speaker of the evening will

be the Rev. Gerald W. Paul, inter-

(knuminalional chaplain at Carle-

ton University in Ottawa, Canada.

Paul, known as an effective anil

pcipular speaker and counselor at

Carleton, is expected to touch on

both the theoretical aspects of the

new morality and its practical

Friday and Saturday night and
will remain open until 1:00 a.m.

Coffee, hot spiced cider, coke.

doughnuts, and popcorn will be

Brian Manson urges anyone with

nng, < .ally in the

s life.

Canadian Chaplain

Mr. Paul holds B. A. and B. D.

degrees from Queens College,

Kingston, Ontario. He has served

as a chaplain in mining camps and

has been a minister in Norlh Bay,

Ontario.

At Carlelon, where he has been

chaplain since 1964, he is sponsored

by the Anglican Church and Pres-

byterian Church of Canada and by

the United Church of Canada, a

merger of several denominations.

Controversial Issue

The so-called "New Morality,"

attai-kiiii? ethical legalism In all its

lives and hailed by liberals as a re-

turn to the pure ethic of Jesus. It

was the subject of a chapter in

Bishop Robinson's best-selling Hon-

Haske Cites

PolicyChange
(Continued from Page 1)

and fifteen per cent, respectively.

while

i perc
rlass achieved Dean's Li

llinntrable Mention honors.

Eighteen per cent of the senioi

I.iss mad.- Dean's List and twenty'

three per cent obtained Honorable
Mention rating.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Cheatertown, Md.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

the coffee hoi

Washington College Dean ol

Men Carl Westerdahl and junioi

Dick Jackson, from Perryville

Maryland, will be seen on WBAL
TV this Sunday from 4:30 t(

5:00 p.m.

Westerdahl will moderate a stu-

dent panel on "Guidelines for Suc-

cessful Adjustment to College

Life." one of six half-hour broad-

casts presented by the Association

of Independent College in Mary-

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gilt*

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St., Cheatertown, Md.

"The Wrong Box"

CENTER THEATRE
In Centreville

OPEN FRI. & SAT. ONLY

"The Russians Are
Coming, The Russians
Are Coming"

CHESTER THEATRE
Id Chestertovm

Phone: 778-1575—Adults $.75

WED. thru FRI. FEB. 22-25

DEAN MARTIN

"Texas Across

The River"

SUN.-MON.-TUES. FEB. 26-28

HENRY FONDA

"Battle of the Bulge"

Campus Calendar

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

Friday, Feb. 24
Washington Players Dinner —
Harbor House — 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 25
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
CONVOCATION Si PAR-
ENTS' DAY—general events:

Regi Min
Martin Lounge, 9:00 a.m.

Parents' interviews with advisors

& professors. 9:00 a.m. - 1:00

Informal Lunch, Hodson Hall,

11:30 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Washington's Birthday Convoca-

Sunday, Feb. 26

Film Series — "Shoot the Piar

Player" — Dunning Lectu

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 am. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzas — Spaghetti— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

TAST!

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

EE FREEZE

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Miss Washington '67 Course Evaluations

Due Before Spring

The week-long flurry of speculation and rumor surrounding the five

finalists vying for "Miss Washington" honors came to a climax last

Saturday night as Karen Laux (1.) donned the crown at the third annual

George Washington Birthday Ball. With Karen is last year's Miss

Washington, Janet Geclan.

Houston To Describe

Effects Of LSD Use

By Jeannettc Shipway
The Student Government Asso-

's Teacher Evaluation Corn-

has drawn up a tentative

questionnaire which it plans to

have in final form for distribuiini

before spring vacation, Robert

of material, professors ap-

nt knowledge of 5 subject, suit-

ty of the grading system, and

ey will also enlist pro-

fessional assistance in framing the

questions, which, according to Boh,

will help eliminate tin- problems of

biased students and unfair evalua-

The evaluations of the professors

and their courses, which SGA plans

to publish in pamphlet form before

Spring r.'t'i.tr.Kii.n. will be written

in paragraphs. Bob emphasized

that these evaluations will draw no

on student-faculty relationships.

Dr. Jon Wakelyn, advisor to the

SGA, jaid that the faculty members
he had spoken to do not feel that

there will be any hard feelings from

He commented that, "in a school

like Washington College, with such
a high premium on teaching, why
should the faculty be opposed to

an evaluation of their teachim;

stating that, "education should sti-

mulate and motivate the students,

and the proposed plan will evaluate

the school academically."

A final form of the questionnaire

will lie presented to the SGA, and
then SGA officers will explain at

.tn assembly the purpose of the eva-

luations to students.

Horsley Substitutes

For Dean Of Women
Dr. Margaret Horsley, Professor

of Sociology, will assume the essen-

tial duties of Dean of Women in

the absence of Dean Mary Jane
Caton, who underwent major
emergency surgery Sunday.

The
Wilmington General Hospital,

for the removal of a massive i

ach ulcer.

Condition Satisfactory

Miss Caton's condition is

as satisfactory, but she will n

able to resume her duties a

the

Dr. Horsley has posted her office

hours on the door of the Dean of

Women office, Mrs, Eaton, secre-

tary to the Dean of Women, will

be present in the office throughout

the day and will help carry out the

functions of the Student Affairs

Office until Dean Caton t

will

Psychedelic experiences and I

use of color in painting will

the topcis of two lectures to

presented on tin- Washington C
lege campus this weekend.

Charles Parkhurst, director

the Baltimore Museum of Art sin

1962, will speak on "The Art a
Science of Color From Rubens

Impressionism" tomorrow night

8:00 in Hynson Lounge.

Sometime research assistant

the National GalleTy of

ho became assistant ci

Parkhurst finds no inconsistency

promoting art of all styles, whether

in traditional veins or tn those of

He is currently chairman of the

Maryland Arts Council, by the ap-

pointment of Governor Tawes, and

was recently elected president of

the American Association of Mu-

Mr. Parkhurst, a former Ful-

bright scholar, has taught at Prince-

ton University and Oberlin Col-

president of Roland Gibson Art

Foundation.

Sunday afternoon Washington

College will host Professor Jean

Houston, who will lecture on "The

Varieties of Psychedelic Experi-

ence" at 2:00 in William Smith

Auditorium.

She is associate professor of phil-

osophy at Marymount College in

Tarrytown, New York, and director

of the Foundation of Mind Re-

search in New York City.

In her lectures Professor Hous-

ton affirms the importance of LSD
research psychiatric work while

pointing out the dangers presented

by uncontrolled drug use.

ithai nth. Tl

the

The Committee decided thai the

individual questionnaires will be

made available for the professors'

uses, but that students will be per-

mitted access to the pamphlet only.

Student-Faculty Relationships

i meetings ques-

the effects this e

ised

.ill have

s of the hospital is: CI

and Broom Streets, Wilm
Delaware.

Dr, Horsley is former Dean ol

Women. She served in that capa-

city from I960 to 1965, when she

returned to teaching full-time.

Came in '65

Dean Caton came to Washing
College in September, 1965.

previously held a similar positio:

West Chester State College,

mv. Oppose Loyalty Oath

Profs Support Open Housing

idelyProfessor Houstc

known for her many lectures,

broadcasts, and television appear-

ances on the subject of LSD and

other psychedelic drug research.

With her husband, R. E. L. Mas-

ters, she is the author of The Var-

ieties of Psychedelic Experience,

the first comprehensive study of

the effects of LSD on human per-

The Washington College chap-

of University Professors urged the

Maryland legislature to ( 1
) abol-

ish Maryland's loyalty oath {Obei

law), and {2) pass civil rights leg-

islation on open housing as j

posed by the State Interracial Ci

mission and Governor Agnev/s Ad-

visory Committee on Human

At a meeting, held Monday, Feb-

ruary 20, the AAUP chapter drew
up two separate letters to the chair-

man of the State Senate Judicial

Proceedings Committee, the Hon.

J. Joseph Curran. Copies of the

letters were sent to Delegate Elroy

Boyer and Senators Robert Dean
and Harry Hughes.

Committee Opposes

In one letter, the aroused pro-

i expressed their regrets that

keep lists of
|

:sugativ

in the past I

versive has been caught. "During
that period, on the other hand, per-

sons with strong convictions about

individual freedom have refused to

sign the oath and others have re-

frained from applying for teaching

lent positions in state institutions be-

' to cause of a desire to avoid making
and gratuitous affirmations of their Icy-

but alty.

;ub- Probably Unconstitutional

"It is true that the US Supreme
Court is likely to declare this Mary-

land law unconstitutional, in a case

now before it, but would it not

show more intelligence and cour-

age," the Washington professors

judicial

NOTICE!
ELM editorial positions will

change hands next week. All those

interested in being on the 1967-

68 staff should attend the meeting

in the ELM office this Sunday a

the 1H year-old OWr

"We would hope," stated the

professors, "that by now it would

l>e realized that this law has ac-

complished nothing of value while

in the state by questioning their

loyalty and patriotism."

The professors pointed out that

reasoned, "for the state legisla-

ture to recognize that the law is

a bad one, repeal it outright, and
save the time of the judges?"

In a second hard-hitting letter

on open housing, the Washington

College faculty members urged

passage of Civil Rights legislation

as proposed by the State Interracial

Commission and Governor Agnew's
Advisory Committee on Human
Rights.

Out of Step

"We are particularly concerned

about present restrictions against

the free movement of Negro citi-

zens into white neighborhoods. We
do not believe that such segregated

Negro neighborhoods—

the spirit

The AAUP members warned

that present restrictions interfere

with the recruitment by Maryland

colleges of qualified professors who
happen to be Negro,

of

Dr. Dwight Kirkpatrick (r.), president of the Washington College

chapter of AAUP, discusses open housing proposal with (L-r.) Mr.

Leonard M. Di Lillo, Assistant Professor of Spanish, and Mr. Alexander

Baumgartner, Assistant Professor of English.

icrcasingly

fficult."

No Negro Professor

Although there is no discrimina-

;>n at Washington College on the

.ioo professor has ever held a

(Continued from Page I)
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Drama Major
The question of whether or not to establish a drama major

will soon be decided by the faculty. On first hearing, one might

be tempted to favor creation of such a major. After all, it

would seem that the greater the diversity in courses offered, the

iiiln>, air tin' iilination.il opportunities for students.

However, this may not be the case. With the excreation of

a drama major, Washington College may be spreading itself

too thin. Nine of our sixteen major departments this year have
two or less full time faculty members. In an era of increasing
specialization, many professors, because of our understaffed
departments, find themselves over-burdened by constantly hav-
ing to teach courses not directly related to their own specializ-

ed interests. In some cases, important areas of study within
existing departments are not even touched.

For this reason, the Klin believes that, while it will be
desirable to have a drama major in the future, we can ill afford
to spread ourselves too thin now.

New Mace Bearer

Men 's Dormitories Become
MarinelandofChestertown

By Dick Heyman
Following an almost idle remark

by Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl

stating that fish are the only pets

permitted in the dorrni lories, there

has been an influx of aquatic life

on campus. Tanks ranging in size

from two to twenty .gallons contain

fish, and the plants in the tank if

they get hungry enough. Oscars, if

well fed, grow rapidly and attain a

weight of nearly six pr.unds. When

assemblage of hungi

T.i. k.-.

or.ln and .

gup-

tropical fish.

Kent House seems to be the

headquarters fur most of the inter-

est in the fish world as every other

in Ills s'pmr [unit ..!" aquatic

tal. Colorful plants

in the tanks make I he lisli ...lie.

CfUppics F.

guppy.

pies and other fish I

habitants of the "Death Tank" con-

tented and well-fed. Fish should

not he over-fed, and they are al-

most always ready to eat. As a

result, guppies seldom last over

thirty seconds in the "Death

Tank". With a room crowded

with onlookers several nights ago,

fifty guppie

^ dike E

the

lll<- •Dca h Tai

and or inivo,

Coffee House Debut

College Prof

Earns Ph. D.

All Flavor, No Grind
By Donald Dolce most important social development

The newest nightspot at Wash- of the year at Washington College.
ington College, The Moss Box, The atmosphere, if somewhat noisy
made its debut last Friday, playing during the performances, is cordial
to an SRO audience. The coffee and the entertainment at least tin

1 III oso |»llV house, unde r the direction of house far, is outstanding.

The dullness of Friday and ofte

By Tliomas l.ach Saturday night will undoubted
es B. Hc- luite firmly established. lie alleviated by ihe newest an

ised rra Opening night entertainment most welcomed addition to th

his doc campus.

li. -lis In, Dede Brew r and Bill Thompson.
Miss Brew r, who accompanied

folk guitar sang sever-

al popular olk songs. Especially

r rendition of "There

Z'J ™.
But For For line." Mr. Thompson

PwWr iffiiftrl
Donovan st

h.D. Fro lill contract with Capitol

62 Have lord C. 11 se grad- Records.

The Black Room

Letters To The Editor

F.rmon Foster, recently appoint*
Assistant Professor of Education
missed his first convocation ii

i last Saturday. Mi
raditional hearer u

the mace, was in North Carotin;
viMtini; his daughter who was ap
pearing in a play at St. Andrew:
College. Mr. Foster reported thai

Foslrr,

mpus of a Fellowship of Chris-

n Athletes raises certain ques-
iiis, bi.th intellectual and moral.

ick, first of all,

: breath-taking incongruity in

in organization. The healthy

F.dw

had given Athlct:

d Athey full

b, however, and Mi
i a worthy substitui

Noti

i,.i i.„

n the 1967-6B
lust file the Pan
ial Statement wi

cholarship Sen

,i;ii;.iii Greece and not

ted the body with

even identifying it

>f Original Sin.

e organization

persons. They must have their own
fellowship. If there is to be an
FCA, elementary fair play demands
that there also be an FCNA-NCA-
NCNA. But these initials are too
complicated, and unpronounceable.
I propose instead that the new
group lie called CREEP (Commit-
tee for the Restoration of Every-
body Else's Pride). Anyone inter-

ested may attend an organizational
creep-in at my office next Tuesday
at 4 o'clock, at which time suitable

secret moltos, symbols, arid initia-

tory rites may be devised. Chris-

tians who happen to l>e athletes are
most welcome to attend.

The advantage of CREEP will

be that it is open-ended, not con-
fined to the athletic scene. Should
a Fellowship of Christian Chess-
players appear, or a Fellowship of

Christian Hog Raisers, or a Fellow-
ship of Christian Canary Catchers,

mitt i
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SPORTS

MVP's Named

Vanderclock, Webb
Awarded Honors
The Intramural Basketball Lea-

gue All-Star teams were announced

Monday along with the players' se-

lection for the most valuable play-

Lambda Chi Alpha forward

Harry Webb was selected the most

valuable player in the A league.

Webb, playing in the Intramural

competition, averaged 14.5 points

a game and is also considered one

nf the outstanding defensive players

in the league.

Nine Point Average

Bob Vanderclock was selected

as the most valuable player in the

B league. Vanderclock, a member
of the SIF's squad, averaged nine

points a game. In addition lo his

si-uring ability, Vanderclock led his

team in rebounding.

Both Vanderclock and Webb

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Glib

were also named on the league all-

star squads. In the A league along

with Webb were teammate Mike
Kelly, Jim Chalfant, Theta Chi,

Sunny Wonderlich, KA, and Gary
Baur, Dropouts. B league selections

along with Vanderclock, were Jim
McKinney, Lambda Chi, John Mc-
Ginnis, Lambda Chi, Danny Me-
seall, SIF's, and Don Fischer,

SIF'S.

. Top Five

Selections for the All-Star

squads were based on the top five

men in the voting. Ballot

cast by each member of the teams

in their respective leagues.

MRA Okays
Backboard

By Michaels C. Kelly

The Men's Residence Associa-

tion, last Thursday, appropriated

seventy-five dollars for the con-

struction of a basketball backboard
to be constructed on the Somerset

parking lot.

The MRA contribution will be

combined with money given by the

athk-tii' department to buy the ma-
terials and the maintenance de-

partment has offered the labor for

THE WASHINGTON ELM

Lambdas Win
League Title
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

won both the Intramural Fratern-
ity Cup and the league champion-
ship this past week with victories

over Phi Sigs and the Dropouts.
Early in the week the Lambdas

KAs In Second
i their final game of the week
Lambdas defeated the Drop-
71-29. Hairy Webb and John

is apiece. The KA's
ond place with a 63-

victory over the Nizblats and
B5-50 victory over the Drop-

7 and 28 points respectively.

The Theta Chi Fraternity finish-

d league play in third place with

les over the Phi Sigs and the

Nizblats. In the only close contest

of the week the Thetas edged the

Phi Sigs 41-34. Phi Sig guard Pete

Rosen was the game high scorer

with 16 points. In their highest

scoring effort of the season, the

Thetas defeated the Nizblats 62-

39. Jim Chalfant scored 21 poinis

for the Thetas and Woody Snyder
netted 15 for the Nizblats.

B League Competition
In B league competition the

Dropouts and Doo Birds maintain-

ed first and second place positions

with big victories.

In their final game of the regu-

lar season the Dropouts defeated

the Theta B squad 42-24. Bill

Goff was high scorer with 19

points. Fred Gray threw in 10

points for the losing Theta team.

In other league action the Doo
Birds completely out-classed the

Beefs 1-J4-32. The Doo Birds bad

PAGE THREE

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Definite Need

The MRA offered their seventy-

five dollar after a proposal by

presentative Jim McKinney. Mc-

Kinney stated that he mac
proposal after speaking with Ed-

ward Athey, Director of Athleti

Athey felt that the outdoor back-

board has been a definite need for

a long time.

This backboard is designed to ac-

commodate college students during

the warmer months of the school

year. It is hoped that this outdoor
backboard will alleviate some of the

I] ..-; Willi . ; th.

l during off-hoi

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md-

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foodi

Speculumg in Steaks and Seafoods

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

KA Center Cam Smith pulls in

rebound against the Lambdas last

Thursday. The Lambdas 48-34

win gave them the Fraternity Cup.

five men in double figures, with

Brian Griffin high point man at

28 points. In a closer game the

Pickups defeated the Zeros 32-20

as John Flalo led both teams with

14 points.

Raiders Upset
The only upset of the week came

as the Phi Sig B squad defeated

the Raiders 51-19. Gil Jody scored

24 points for the winners.

The Raiders came back the fol-

lowing day to defeat the Basket-

Weavers, 27-25. Don Zimmet's nine

points in the second half aided die

Raiders' cause Zimmet had sixteen

points for the night to lead all

Phi Sig B*s, after upsetting the

Raiders, continued their winning

ways by edging the SIF's, 42-40.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - ll:00p.u

Sunday

5:00p.m.-ll:00p.E

STERLING PLAY: Larry Sterling (24) sneaks around Lebanon Valley

College center Bob Matzuka for a two-point tally. Sterling scored 17 as

Washington landed on top, 77-68...

Mounts Triumph

Sho' Five Drop Two
In Basketball Finale

By John Mendel

Completing the final week of the

1966-1967 basketball season, Wash-
ington College lost to both Frank-

lin and Marshall and Mount Saint

Mary's. The losses brought the

Sho'men final record to 6-12. This

sion for Washington College.

Journeying to Lancaster, Perm-

sylvania, last Tuesday, the Sho'-

men opposed an extremely tall

Franklin and Marshall quintet.

In the first half, Franklin and

Marshall, garnering most of the

rebounds and benefiting from an

swept to a ten-point advar tage.

Final Standing

"A" League

9—1

KA 8—2

Theta 7—3

Phi Sig 4—6

1—9

Nizblats 1—9

"B" League

8—1

8—1

SIF 7—2

Phi Sig -

Pickup, 4—5

Basketweavers - ... 3—6

2—7

Theta 1—9

Beef 0—9

The
Chester-town Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Chestertown — Gale

Church Hill

Welcome Students

30 Percent Average

Playing catch-np hasketball the

second half, Washington College

could never get their offense mov-
ing and fell, 75-57. As a team
the Sho'men shot under 30% from
the floor in one of their poorest

offensive (lerformances of the year.

Leading die scoring for Wash-
ington Colle ge was sophomore
Larry Sterling with 17. Sho'man
captain Marty Smith added 10.

On Sunday, in the season's fin-

ale, the Sho'men hosted Mount
Saint Mary's. In an exciting con-

test, Washington College lost 96-

77,

Fred Carter Outstanding

During the opening half, the

Sho'men with Tom Polvinale and
Marty Smith leading the team
kept even with the powerful

Mounts. The score at the half was

42-42.

In the second half, the Mounts
sensational Fred Carter personally

took charge of die game. Showing
phenomenal speed and agility, Car-

ter guided his team to victory

against the upset-minded Sho'men.

The high scorer for Washington

was Tom Polvinale with 24 points.

For die Mounts, Mike Lyon had

31 and Carter 28.

Although ending the i

,
the Sho'n

Joining

the Peace Corps
isn't hard.

Just apply yourself.
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Frosh Presidential Run-Off Frosh Vote

Ends In Tie

udent Government .

were more ballots

ian lettistcrrd voters."

In acuordarire with SGA rules,

ie number of votes cast in any

liool elect ion must coincide with

ie number "f names diecki-tl off

Campus Calendar
Thursday, March 2

Win. James Forum Lee

"The New Moralily" —
Paul — Hynson Lounge-

Friday, March 3

Charles Parkinson Lcttu

rfywsun Lounge — B:0I

High School Basketball -

Russell Gymnasium — 8:

Bridge Club Alumni
b:00 p.m..

Saturday, March 4

Saturday Seminars for

High School Students"

Girls' Basketball vs. Ai

Un. — Russell Gym —
High School Basketball-

Gym 7:00 ]

Lambda Chi Alpha Dance —
Chestertown Armory
9:00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.

Sunday, March 5

Lecture Series—Jean Houstor
Wm, Smith — 2:00 pjn.
Film Series — "The Lonelin.

of the Long Distance Runner'
Dunning Lecture Hall—8 p.i

Profs Protest

Ober Provisions
(Continued fn

(acuity position he

m Page 1)

e. The AAUP
. _t qualified Ne-

gro professors dn not wish to ac-

cept employment in many Mary-
land communities because they
would be restricted in their choice
of a neighborhood in which to live,

Half of Profs

"We hope that legislation will

be passed by this session of the
Maryland legislature that will make
it more appealing for Negro schol-

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Need*

To satisfy this requirement, a

second election to decide the four

officers of the Class of 1970 was

held last night from 5 to 7 in the

Prudent Activities Center.

Mil; Mart Dii Room

Riding Club—Dunning Lecture

Hall — 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 8

Faculty Covered Dish Supoui

Hodson Dining Hall—7:00 p.m.

Ski Club — Dunning Hall —
9:00 p.m.

Thursday, March 9

Lecture Scries—Jose Camacho
Wm. Smith— 1:30 p,m.

Phychology Lecture — Dr. D.
Ferguson—Hodson Hall—8 p.m.

C.H.S. Players — "Play Boy of

the Western World" —
Wm. Smith — 8:00 p.m.

Professor Hoopes

Receives Degree

Asked to comment on the big-

gest difficulty that the dissertation

presented, Hoopes replied, "the

major problem was to stop re-

searching and to start writing."

A native of Hagerstown, Md..

Hoopes joined the College's phil-

osophy department last fall. He
teaches two sections of the depart-

ment's introductory courses, history

*tf philosophy, and senior seminar.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear . . . for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

College Heights Sub Shop
Hutire: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Gen-eral Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext 253

Theatre Announcements

CHURCHILL THEATRE CHESTER THEATRE

FRI.-SUN. MARCH 3—5

ELVIS PRESLEY

CENTER THEATRE

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. MAR.

SEAN CONNERY

"THUNDERBALL"

WEO.-SAT. MARCH 1—4

TONY CURTIS

NANCY KWAN

"Arrivederci, Baby"

SUN. TUES. MARCH 5—7

Two Big Dean Martin Hits!

'Who's Got
The Action"

and

"Who's Been Sleeping

In My Bed"

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown. Md.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

TASTE] FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones "ttS.

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fediral Dcpocit lojurancc Corp
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SenateDelaysAction
OnNSAMembership
Senate voted Monday to remain

in the National Student Association

until they consider the question of

membership renewal next month.
Cliff Hankey, president of the Sena

Student Government Association, able soi

explained that the controversy arose deiermi

as a result of the recent disclosure fiuence

of the Central Intelligence Agency's tion. .

involvement with NSA. The two of the

questions discussed at the meetings tion wa
were the Senate's and the College's fortuna

. this would effect SGA's
. I the i

Women'sHonorGroup
Holds Majors Forum

ed with the requirem

De la Torre
To Perform
On Guitair

Classical guitharist Rey de Tor-

re will perform here Tuesday
night in the fourth presentation of

the 1966-67 Concert Series.

A celebrated artist, Mr. de la

Torre has been applauded by coun-

try-wide audiences in repeated

tours of both Canada and the Unit-

TV Appearances
.udienct

programs such as the "Tonight

Show," the "Today Show," the

"Jack Paar Show," and "Camera

The artist has also appeared on

such special programs as "Guitar"

on the CBS network and on the

television broadcast of Garcia

Lorca's "The House of Bemarda
Alba" for which he supplied the

Cuban Prodigy

Rey de la Tore's record albums

on the Epic label are popular

throughout the world and his fre-

quent European tours have taken

A prodigy at the age of ten, the

Cuban-bom guitarist journeyed to

famous guitar teacher Miguel Llo-

bet. Two years later he made his

Pliant Guitar

De la Torre's sensitive artistry

and exciting programs have raised

him to top-flight eminence in his

field. In one critic's words: "It is

extraordinary how pliant the gui-

tar is under his fingers, which must

have knowledge of more kinds of

Notice
Students who wish to

sidered for financial a.

for the 1967-68 acaden

must file the Parents' C
tial Statement with the

Scholarship Service n

than April 1st.

nhd^-
Collcge

o later

requisites for majors in all depart-

ments during a "Majors Forum"
scheduled f n- next Wednesday from
7 to 9 p.m. in the Student Activi-

both classes for the purpose of clari-

fying any questions which might
arise in regard to departments and
courses before the sophomores de-

clare their major fields by March
18.

Student Representatives

Each department will have a stu-

dent representative present, in most

has conferred with the department
heads concerning all changes in

i urni.iila and requirements.

Those who are interested in talk-

ing to these students about their

majors are free to come and go dur-

ing the two hours of the forum and
can visit any number of tables re-

presenting different majors. Facul-

ty meinlK'rs will not be present.

"NSA has always said that iheii

ons reflect the opinion

ity cr its members," he

continued. "The question now is

how much of its policy was deter-

mined by students and how much
was a result of ClA pressure."

Students Not Represented

Several Senators felt that SGA
should cancel its membership in

NSA, not only because of the CIA
involvement, but also because ser-

vices provided by the national "ren-

nization could be obtained else-

where. Many also felt that NSA's
policies are not representative of

the opinions of Washington College

students.

Hankey pointed out that "our re-

lationship with NSA in the past has

been due partly to our lack of

initiative. As members we have

the responsibility, as well as the

right, to participate as much as

Isolated Campus

"The purpose of NSA is to break

down the isolation of the cam-
puses and to make the students'

voice heard in national and inter-

national affairs," he explained.

"Senate has been mainly concerned

with campus problems, and has

made few attempts to attend con-

ventions or to use other channels to

make its viewpoint on issues

Senate has sent a letter to NSA
stating its opinion on the present

situation. They have also re-

quested that a representative of the

national organization be sent to the

campus to explain NSA's relation-

ship with the CIA and what SGA
can do to participate more actively

in the organization.

LSD,PsychedelicDrugs

Potentially Good, Bad
By Dick Heymann

The dangers of using LSD unless

under expert care and guidance

were stressed last Sunday by Dr.

Jean Houston, associate professor of

Philosophy at Marymount College

in Tarrytown, New Jersey. Dr.

Houston co-authored the first com-
prehensive study of the effects of

LSD on human personality. The
Varieties of Psychedelic Experience,

with her husband R E. L. Mas-

Dr. Houston described the LSD
hat is generally available to stu-

lents as a kind of "bath tub gin"

yhich does not chemically dupli-

ate professionally manufactured

since the passage nearly two years

ago of legislation prohibiting this

use of the drug. Many important

projects were ended as a result of

this legislation," she stated,—"The
riaiiuiial publicity LSD has received

she

commented, "and has created i

false impressions <( the values

dangers of the drugs."

Dr. Houston recounted a number
of experiences her patients have

gone through when under the in-

fluence of LSD. She stated that

an individual's I. Q. is related to

the experience in that the higher

the I. Q., the more imaginitive and

ed the experience

Administration Ok's Greek
RushingFor This Semester

will be. She feels LSD
access to the depths and compl
tics of the human mind.

Columbian

Diplomat

To Speak
The

By Dick Heymann

An administration decision to al-

low fraternity and sorority rushing

this semester was announced earlier

this week by Dean of Men Carl
Westerdahl.

The decision came following sug-

gestions from the Dean of Women
Mary Jane Caton and
ced to the faculty last Monday
evening. Reasons given for the

change in plans include the ex-

pected difficulty in rooming assign-

ment changes next fall after return-

ing sophomores are rushed and
pledge a fraternity whose members
live in a dorm other than the one

to which he \\as originally assigned

Parties Distract

i stated for the de-

the rush parties would distract the

freshmen during the important

orientation period.

During the 1:30 assembly period

next Tuesday, a detailed explana-

tion of the rush procecdures will be

given by the Dean of Men in

William Smith auditorium.

The rush
|

Rush Dates

-iod for m

The

April 12, 13, 14, and 15, Tl

women will rush April 13, 14, I

This schedule, one may note, i

eludes two "school" nights and Fi

day and Saturday night:

purpose of rushing over the week-

end is to reduce the number of

party inn niehts with classes the fol-

lowing day.

"Students may pledge in the

spring," stated Dean Westerdahl.

"but no pledge training is to take

place until fall."

the date after

ich freshmen will be allowed to

nd closed fraternity and soror-

parties. According to the rule

ch was established last year,

re was to be no rushing until the

; week ..f the first s

uld :
able i

Dean Westerdahl President Gibso

I closed parties prior to that lyze

George Washington Lectures will

be presented today at 1 : 30 in Wil-

liam Smith Auditorium when Jose

Camacho will speak to the student

Dr. Camacho, who will lecture

on a yet-to-be-announced topic, is

minister of the Columbian Embassy

in Washington, D. C, where he

directs the cultural, political, and

press affairs of the Embassy,

Divided Duties

Jose Camacho divides his time

between diplomatic duties and his

role at the World Bank in Wash-

ington, of which he is alternate

director.

Entering the foreign service of

Columbia in 1936, Dr. Camacho
has represented his country abroad

in France, Spain, and Brazil as

well as the United States.

Expert on Alliance

From 1950 to 1958 he was coun-

selor of Information on Latin

America for the World Bank.

An expert on Latin-American

economics, Dr. Camacho will ana-

the achievements of the Alli-

for Progress.
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Waiting For WRA
In the beginning of January, SGA Senator Steven

Amick accused housemothers of assuming too much

disciplinary responsibility at the expense of the Wom-
en's Residence Association. A general discussion of

the situation resulted in a request that the WRA study

the problem and issue a report defining the inter-

related roles of proctor. Women's Residence Associa-

tion, housemother, and student.

The SGA and the Student Affairs Committee

have been waiting two months for this report, and

there is still not the slightest indication that the WRA
is taking any action.

Meanwhile, housemothers must continue their

uniquely unpleasant task of police work, and dormi-

tory government must continue to exist in a semi-

anarchistic state.

WRA inaction through the years is largely to

blame for the current state of disorder. The associa-

tion must now either disentangle and clarify the pow-
er relationships or else acknowledge that it is reneg-

ing. The issue must not be allowed to drag on infinite-

ly-

Symptoms, Not Cause
President Johnson called Monday for a reorgani-

zation of the military draft system. There are some
features of the present system that are in definite

need of overhaul. However, one must wonder wheth-
er the President is concerned more with the symptoms
rather than the cause—overextension of American
power—in at least two respects.

First, many of the present draft inequalities are

the result of economic and social environment. As
long as America remains committed to its present

course in world affairs, it will not be able to meet its

obligation to its own people. We are presently aggra-
vating the situation.

Second, 300,000 American troops are still basking
in tranquil Europe at a time of severe troop shortage.

Even if there are short-run rewards to be derived

from our present foreign policies, one must question

whether they are commensurate with the sacrifice.

Noted political commentator Eric Scvercid sug-

gests that "America's reach may be longer than its

grasp." This appears to be true.
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A Senator Speaks Out
By Mark A. Schulman

of fo

of

related and can be used in varying combi-

nations and degrees. However, a resort to

militarj force should come only after the

exhaustion and failure of other means.

It is, therefore, shocking that three times

within the past six years the United States

has resorted to some form of military force

to vindicate its interests and values. First

there was Cuba, then Vietnam, then the

Dominican Kt
|

'
i Un . A inrm ,ms must now

THE ARROGANCE OF POWER by Sen-

ator J. William Fulbright 2(i4 Pages.

Random House. $4.95.

engage in some soul seaiehing: whv d" we
increasingly rely on military force?

Senator I. William Fulbright addresses

Fulbright. It "tends also to take itself for

omnipotence." In its attempt to "spread the

gospel of democracy," he suggests, the U.S.

stands in danger of Overcxtending itself.

Central to America's messianic urge is "a
national mythology cultivated in Fourth of

July speeches and slick publications, which
holds that we are a revolutionary society,

that ours was the 'true' revolution which
ought lo be an inspiration for every rcvo- I

lutionary movement on earth.

Quite the contrary is true, Fulbright

astutely observes. America is actually an
"unrayolutidfiary society.!' It totally fails

to show "empathy for' the great revolutions

Concentrate on Nationalism
The U.S. should forget about being

"God's avenging angels" in the fight against

Communism, he urges. We should, instead

concentrate on backing nationalism.

The Arkansas Senator also offers a hardy
defense of the right to protest a war. In
fact, he writes, "the protesters against the

Vietnam war are in good historical com-
pany." Abe Lincoln, in 1848, rose in the

House of Representatives and made a speech
:ing the Mexican War worthy of Sen-
Wa Mors.

-Letters to the Editoi

F.C.A. Supporters Respond

To the Editor:

In regard to Dr. Tapkc's letter

concerning the formation of a Fel-

low-ship of Christian Athletes on

campus, we of the F.C.A. felt

prompted to clear up two partic-

ular points which seem to have

been clearly misinterpreted or mis-

understood.

First it should be noted that al-

though the F.C.A. does maintain

certain prerequisites for its mem-
bership (which are adherence to

Christian beliefs, and participation

in high school or college athletics

on a Varsity level), wc have cn-

i ourac" d anyone (Christian or non-

Christian, athletically or non-ath-

Ictieally inclined), wishing to at-

tend and participate in our meet-

ings, to do so. Conseqently, any-

thing "secret" and "initiatory"

within the organization can be

claimed or implied only by those

who haven't felt compelled to in-

quire into the philosophy and aims

of the group.

As well, the Fellowship was
formed on a voluntary basis by cer-

tain students who, being interested

in athletics and having firm be-

liefs in Christianity, joined togeth-

er as a group to exemplify tl

personal religious convict!

through the medium of athlef

The name is not intended as a

To the Editor'

In our colleges and universities

we are sheltered from
, life. We,

learn about the competitive outside

world mainly through class work
and the various news media. How-
ever, seeing it through such a per-

spective makes it seem so distant;

it seems as though it will have little

or no effect on us.

However, now I am nearing the

end of my senior year and must
face the realization that soon I, too,

will be competing in such an en-
vironment. Many say that this

environment builds strong charac-
ter—a character which will survive

y. However, one
whether the devclq

of this sort cf "character" i

Teach By Example

ioth i . .. I ... : . . . = I

part

pating in world affairs. We have
over-extended ourselves militarily

into parts of the world in which we
do not belong. We even claim to

have done this in the name of "hu-

If '

ml - 1 . .

s had I

have en forced 1

College Participates

In Turtle Contest
By Jaia Barrett

Washington College will tafcf-

part this year in one of the biggest

of traditional college events, Amer-
ican University's Turtle Interna-

tional '67.

The Turtle International, to be
held on May 6, is a thirty five

foot dash for turtles of six inches

colleges and universities through-

out the world and AU promises

that the '67 race will be the most

hotly contested of all limes.

Medical Research
The purpose of Turtle Interna-

tional is greater than just a turtle

race. The entry fees will go into

the Turtle International fund for

Muscular Dystrophy.

The support given to Muscular

Dystrophy through the entry fees

from all participating universities

will aid in the support of Muscular
Dystrophy Associations of Arnerica,

George or Martha
Washington College, lacking a

e, requested

guns and bullets as often as we
have. We should, instead, have
been teaching by example and by

constructive means—building hos-

pitals, schools, libraries, and agri-

cultural equipment for the world.

There is certainly nothing wrong
with over-extending ourselves in

Roman Fate

However, as was the fate of anci-

gant with our power, and instead

Continued on Page 6)

Inn Inter: < pun
qualified i

college in the race. The Sho'men'
only responsibility is to give ou
turtle a name. A suggested title i

Martha, depending.
There r the t

Correction

An article in last week's Elm
ntitled "New Mace Bearer" in-

orrectly stated that Mr. Er-

:ccntly aP -

Edu.

Profcs

The
should have read, "Mr. Ermon
Foster was recently promoted
to Associate Professor of Edu-
cation " Mr. Faster has been
at Washington College for more
than 18 years.
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Sculpture By Parks

Now On Exhibition
By ChesU

i the abund; >of a
i the

Mr. E Chit,

ten quickly labeled as archaic, or

linringly convcniional by the more

avantguard critics. However, a sec-

ond glance with an open mir.d

may reveal appealing and unfor-

seen aesthetic preceptions.

Such is the case with Mr.

Charles Cropper Parks of the Wil-

mington of Brandy Wine school

that also includes N. C. Wyeth,

Andrew Wyeth his son and How-

rude work in wood conveying by

subtle lines slightly accenting the

wood's natural grain, the Madon-

na's determined strength and the

infant's oblivious i

Universal Theme

The piece is part of Mr. Park's

exhibit at Christ Methodist Church

sponsored by the College's Wesley

Foundation. The larger part of the

tan it- exhibit is in Hynson Lounge.

The Madonna and Child purposely

faces another work, a very polished

truxifmon done in mahogany, the

placement representing the begin-

ning and unforseeable end of

Christ's life. Like many of Mr.

versa! underlying theme, in this

case, mother and child and the

unknown future.

ier pieces purposely face

r in the church exhibit.

World War Il-inspired

ork entitled Memorial
Croup, placed on the altar; the

other is a smaller model in bronze

of Abraham and Issac. Memorial
Group consists of a larger heavenly

being bearing the body of a young
man. The entire form flows upward
so that the two bodies form a sky-

by the church's lightinj Both

theme: God did not and does not

desire the death of young men.

Sign of Decadence

ide with Mr. Parks aversion

nrtal gallery exhibits, "a sign

symbols.

Not Immediate

idols in the contemporary

are so stylized on the one

lat they merely represent

layman a vague sense of

the complaint about the

imediate life.

If religious themes were sup*

events, would the church's outlo-

i han^e toward statuary both in t

Protestant total rejection, and

Seminar, FolkMass
To Be Held Sunday
The Activities Center of Hodson

Halt will be the site of a Newman
Day Seminar on "The Church in

the Modern World", Sunday,

March 12.

The seminar will begin at 10:00

a.m. with an informal talk by Eu-

gene J. Linenam S.J and will con-

clude at 4:00 p.m. with a folk

K, ti ( Director

Father Lincham was ordained a

Jesuit priest in 1953 after receiving

a Master's detgree in Sacred Theo-

1-tgy from Woodstock College. He
had a varied career which included

pastoral work, teaching at Loyola

High School and acting as coun-

selor for the seminarians at Wood-
stock College.

He is presently director of Man'
reta Retreat House, Annapolis

Maryland.

Folk Mass

The Capuchin Folk Singers from

Capuchin College, Washington D
C, will sing the folk Mass, in

i. Inch words of the Liturgy arc scl

i folk song melodies. Two guitar*

w ill provide the accompaniment
The group, organised in January

l
y65, is made up of five clerics and

one priest.

The day will also include a

movie on agnosticism, "The Least

of my Brothers" and an informal

sclf-c

He

andi

icist by which he means one

icccpts the world we live in."

ms to embody a very flexible

atter-of-fact attitude towards

art so that he is not bound by

styles, size, media, or subject but

shifts freely from one to another.

In The Entombment now in the

Church yard he employs black and

white and shadows. He describes

all his works as religious but not

.til liturgical. By religious he in-

fo 1963 he won Grand prize in

the Internationa! Exhibition of

Contcniporar, Liturgical Art and

occasion part of the artifact i

His works will be in Chester

until Sunday. March 12. Sprite of the Brandy

«
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SPORTS

Marly Smith drives (or one of his runny layups this year. Smith,

senior, led the varsity basketball team in scoring this past year wit

close to a 20-point average.

Courtmen End Season;
Lefty Looks To '68

the Washington College varsity

basketball team ended the 1966-

1967 season with a record of six

The !

reive la

l began with practice

sessions starting in late October.

Coach Ed "Lefty" Elliot had two
starters, senior Marty Smith and
sophomore Larry Sterling, return-

ing. Coach Elliot had high expec-

tations for success with freshmen

Tom Polvinatc, Frank Marion,

Larry Martin, and Dave Bruce and
sophomore Car)' Myers.

Coach Elliott Pleased

Opening December first against

Western Maryland, the Sho'mcn
lost 107-84 with Smith and Pol-

vinalc carrying the scoring load.

Two more defeats followed in suc-

cession against powerful Randolph

Macon and always strong Loyola.

Next against Delaware Valley,

Washington registered its first vic-

tory. Coach Elliot was extremely

pleased with the offensive strength

of the Sho'mcn in the 90-88 win.

During the final week before

Christmas vacation, the Sho'men
were defeated by highly-rated

Athey Netmen

Begin Practice

Tennis practice began this week
for the Washington College netmen.

as Coach Athcy held the season's

first practice in preparation for the

first match of the season, against

Penn Military College on March
30.

This year's squad is by far, the

largest to come out for Coach
A they s tennis team. Competition

will be keen, for the sixteen men
on the squad will be vying for eight

starting berths. Last year's entire

starting team has returned again

this season. Heading the list is

Dick Checkctt, last year's No. 1

Returning Veterans

Other returning veterans are

John Merrill, BUI Manning, Bob
Kendall, Fred Gray, Steve Graeff,

Dan Meascll, and Bill Wilson.

Other prospects who might see ac-

tion this year are Harold Wood-
cock, Ken Stein and Joel Cope.

The outlook for this year's team

is very good, according to the

Coach. The returning veterans

combined with ont or two rookies

should provide enough punch to

improve last season's 4-6 record.

With any luck at all, Washington

College will have its first winning

defeau J Towsc-n, 83-69.

Civic Center Appearance
After the break, Washington

College faced Western Maryland
and Johns Hopk.ns. In their sec
«.nd annual appearance in die Bal-

timore Civic Center, the Sho'mcn
loai to Western Maryland, 91-83,

despite fine efforts by Myers and
Smith. The Hopkins game proved

the Sho'men five over a highly

touted Blue Jay team.

Returning after exams, the Sho'-
men defeated Dickinson 79-68, and
lost to Wagner, 93-78, and Lycom-
ing, 80-62, on the road. In the

Dickinson clash, the sophomore-
freshmen studded Sho'men came
from behind to defeat the Hilltop-

Defeat Lebanon Valley
Finding the schedule becoming

rougher, the Sho'men lost to

Swarthmore, 77-69, and Hampden-
Sydncy, 123-91, in away games.
The Hampden-Sydncy team shot a

torrid 57% from the floor in the

77-68 and Gaflaudet
both of these contests, the fresh-

men starters for Washington Col-

lege showed signs of maturing.
Against Gallaudct, Captain Marty
Smith scored 31 in the highest

so .ring game of the season for a

Sho'man performer.

fn the final week of play the

Sho'men were defeated by Loyola
86-84 in overtime, Franklin and
Marshall 75-57, and Mt. St. Mary's
96-77.

Thus, with a 6-14 record, the

Sho'men can only look back upon
the experience which they have

gained to add to next year's future.

Only one senior. Captain Marty
Smith, is graduating. With a new
crop of transfers and freshmen
blended with this year's club, the

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-l; rida>

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

5:00p.m.-ll:00p.r

Kelly Stickmen Open
At North Carolina

By Dick Louck
Washington College last year's

best small college lacrosse power
and Strohhar Division champion,
begins defending its title and rep-

snt factor, this year's team will

epend on a balanced offense of

lidfield and attack, with an im-
roved defense hopefully keeping

The drlcn:

just enough young, talented blood
to help out. Dave Boulden and
Ford Schuman hold the goal-tend-

ing burdens, with Pete Belts guard-
ing a solid position at close defense.

Betts is aided by frosh Tom Hcald,
who appears to be a starter with

Bryan Griffin and Ty Wilde, an-
other freshman, hauling for the

third spot.

Problems at Midfield

At midfield, Kelly is involved in

a testy problem. Carl Ortman a

star midfielder for St. Paul's in his

Washington, has played attack for

two seaons. The problem is wheth-
i keep Car

Jim

Socrosse Offers

Off-Season Play
By Don Zimmti

likely to bless ycu. Actually it is

a fitness soccer-lacrosse combina-
tion invented by Coach Athey to

help keep the hooters in shape dur-
ing the off-season and also to sharp-

en the old moves and add a few

The

fiooi

delights

irds

tching

The
Ches^crtown Ba

of Maryland

Church Hill

/elcome Student*

al fan I ield,

scoring punch.

The two St. Pauls' products wil

team with Mike Kelly on the firs

midfield. This first unit, havinj

Chalfanfs overall ahihtv Ortman'

good left hand hard shot would In

Young Attack

Brc U. the

.igh-s an, lai

is that one-third.

But it is hoped that All-New Eng-

ender Pat Gray and cx-convcrted

midfielder Mark Madden, an All-

New England attack ace two years

ago can fill in.

With this Sho'men balance, sev-

eral aficionados of the game ex-

pect a good season. A few of the

games early in the

for the rest of the

Brown, in particular, should

of the top games of the '67

taking them a little too lightly, lost

a very close game. Last year,

Brown figured to walk over the

Sho'men, but were surprised as the

Kellymen set the Brownies on their

heels by another close score.

Hopkins Strong

This year, neither team will be

taking the other lightly, and both

squads will be at about their av-

erage ability, with neither school

fielding an exceptionally strong

team. Both teams look good on pa-

per, but anything can happen when
these two rivals meet on the field.

Another game to watch will he

the Hopkins match. The Sho'men
recently have been taking regular

beatings from the Blue Jays, and
only occasionally do the Kellymen
field a team that threatens an up-

set. From pre-scason guesses, many
lacrosse people place Hopkins as

number one in the nation. How
well the Sho'mcn do against the

Blue Jays will help determine how
good the season will be.

are usually made up of six men.

Rules of Soccer Enforced
The game is played in Russell

Gym and this is truer than it

might sound. The playing area is

the total inside area of the gym

;

everything is in bounds: walls, raft-

ers, doors, basketball liai
. kboards.

etc. While Socrosse is rough, being
played into walls and such, the

rules of soccer are strictly enforced
by player coach Athey.

The game itself is played in 3

periods like hockey, but for 10

usually of six men — played as a

goalie, two defensemen, and three

offensemen on the line.

Five Point Shot
Scoring is done by putting the

ball, a volleyball for a soft touch
and player safety, in either of the

two basketball foul circles, this

counts as one point. In the foul

circle there is a basketball placed

on an inverted paper cup. If this

is knocked off by a shot, five points

are tallied, a very difficult play.

A match usually results in two
exhausted teams, one the winner,

both better for practice. A smiling

Coach Athey, for all the husi

Washington College attackman Carl Ortman and midfielder Jim Chal-

fant battle for the ball in a game last year with Brown University.

Fierce play such as this awaits the Washington College Lacrosse fan

this spring. The Sho'men open their home season March 29 against

Wesleyan.

Lambda Roundballers

Sweep 'A ' League

Intramural Diadem
Both the A and B league i:

mural basketball tournament cl

pionships went to Lambda Chi
Alpha as the Lambda A team de-

feated the KA's in the finals, and
the Doo Birds prevailed over the

Dropouts in the B league.

John Roberts came alive against

points to give the Lambdas a 47-26

victory. "Lurch" Sanford was
high-scorer for the losers, with 9

.ind.'iiich lead i m,' the attack the

V's tied the score at the end of

;ul,,tion rime. The KA's. with

Thel , 8-5,

,
46-4

i pen

KA's Tie Score

Carl Ortman and the Thetas
took a quick lead over the KA's
Ortman netting 10 of his 16

points in the first half after which
Theta Chi led 27-22. With Sonny

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

5 '*™BV)Ji'

31!if 1

Men'; Clothing — Gifb

331 High Si., Cheslcrlc wn. Md.

During the early minutes of the

final game, Al Strcclmar. drove for

eight points. After this, the Lamb-
das started scoring. John Roberts
attacked the boards scoring 9 quick
points, and personally put the
Lambdas ahead at half-time 17-11.

Lambda Chi, led by Mike Kelly's

12 points, held the lead and won
35-28.

B League Tournament

In the first B league semi-final

game, the Lambda Chi Doo Birds

and the SIF fought to a meager
27-10 score with tlic Lambdas hold-

ing the edge. In the other semi-

final, the Dropouts, led by Bill

GorT, edged the Phi Sigs, 29-28.

Against the Doo Birds in the fin-

als, Gcff scored 12 points, hut did

ni t receive any aid from his team-

n
Th'

Jim

II. 1

McK

irds Ice

tiney led the

and Jnhn Mc-
c hoards.

14-13 at half,

vas still close

Willi k
r, three quick Lambda

baskets ed the Lambdas vir-

wry. The fi tal sco e was 35-23 in

the Bl taguc champ onship.
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Lottery System Favored

Presidential Advisory Unit
Urges DefermentA bolition

uo'iipational deferments w
posed to President Johnson, Sat-

urday, by a National Advisory
(Ji'umiission oti Selective Service.

"I lie panel, which was appointed

by tlie President, called for a lot-

tery-type system among eligible 19-

year-olds. No more than 500 area

centers applying uniform policies

i f class iheatien and app?al would
replace the nation's 4,100 neigh-

h rlicod draft, boards. .

Alih. .lull,

ably be used to select draftoes.

Under the proposal, all men
would be examined at age 18 and
those found eligible would be plac-

ed in nation-wide pools. At the age''

of 19, drafting from those pools

would begin, with the order of se-

lection decided at random.
The advisory body also recom-

mended that the present "oldest

first" order of call should be re-

versed so that the youngest men,
beginning at age 19 are taken first.

How would the proposal effect

a Washington College male stu-

dent?

Students who arc in school when
the plan takes effect will be per-

mitted to complete the degrees or

programs for which they are can-

didates. Upon termination, of those

deferments they will be entered in-

to the random selection with that

Students, under the new system,

that were already in college when
they received their notices to re-

port, would be permitted to finsh

ilieir sophomore year. Hardship de-

ferments would continue to exist,

but most occupational deferments

would end.

Women should provide more
numbers to the military, the com-
mission reported, so that the num-
ber of men who must involuntarily

Vietnamese

Diplomat

To Speak
Vietnamese diplomat Dr. Nguyei

tonight in Hvnson Lounge.

Dr. Hoa is Counselor for Cul-

tural Affairs and Information at

the. Vietnam Embassy in Washing-
ton. He is currently on leave from
the University of Saigon, Faculty

of .Letters, where he taught lin-

guistics and English and was chair-

man of the Department of English

From April, 1962 until Septem-

ber, 1966, Dr. Hoa was Director of

Cultural Affairs in the Ministry of

National Education and also Sec-

retary-General of the Vietnam
National Commission for UNESCO.

Professor Hoa, who is married

and has four children, has taught

at Columbia University, the Uni-

versity of Washington and the Uni-

versity of Hawaii.

He Is the author of several text-

Inn iks designed t> teach Vietnamese

to English speakers and English to

Vietnamese speakers.

The lecture is being sponsored

by ' the International Relations

Club.

1 1Ml
Jfaefcr

.

RUS and DRY V_/
CLEANERS CORP

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

I'hon 778-3181

lied to duh can be reduced

: of the commis-
sion's report is to eliminate the un-

especially the 4,100 self-auton.,-

tent, an individual's luck would re-

place the existing subjet

tion of draftees.

set-up is the National Guard and
Reserves. The i-nmitiissii-n suggests

that direct enlistment into the Re-
serve and National Guard forces

: provide immunity from

Saturday Seminars

Offered by College

Colleges Saturday Seminars for

Able High School Students began
on Saturday, March 4, with sem-

inars in drama, music and litera-

Sponsored by Washington Col-

lege and supported by a grant from
the Wye Institute, the seminars in-

troduce college-level subjects to se-

letti-d high school students nomin-

ated by high school principals, in

Kent, Queen Anne's, Caroline, Ce-

cil and Talbot counties. The stu-

only a $1.00 registration

Ulll I held <

Washington ram pus. scheduled for

10:30 a.m. on March 4, 11, 18,

April 1, 8, and 15. Each session

usually concludes about noon; at-

tendance is voluntary and enroll-

ment is largely limited to 11th and
12th graders.

Profes Maloi dire

The opening

March 4th began in the Willia

Smith Auditorium at 10:00 a.rr

when the students were welcor

ed by a member of the ...llcgc fa>

Befoi

10;30

traduction to the techniques of t

theatre; changes in writing, actir

stage and theatre design as th

n Saturday, have developed from the time

:hc William the Greeks to the present.

Assistant Professor of Music

John Walker will present a cc

temporary survey of the basic stn.

of musical composition, such

symphony, concerto and sonata.

for

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Geneial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page lull color (older, both lor
only 25c. Also, send special offer ol beaulilul 44-page Bride's Book.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90. SYRACUSE. N. Y. 13202

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

, . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fed...
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Bruce Wins Presidency;
MRA Plans Car Rally

; Bruce won a run-off elec-

r the presidency of the fresh-

ass in a special election held

'ednesday. Bruce defeated

The February Freshman Class

elections were declared invalid by

the SGA because more ballots wen-
cast than registered voters. In ac-

cordance with SGA rules, the

number of votes cast in any school

election must coincide with the

number of names checked off on a

Bruce started on the Sho'men
basketball team this year, playing

guard along with Marty Smith.

Nicknamed the "General," Bruce
played consistently and displayed

fine ball-hand line, for the basketball

Letters To
The Editor

( Continued from Page 2)

constmrtive manner, we have used

of government which would fight

our enemies. In doing so, we are

We have a great heritage in this

country. We can look back on a

revolution against oppression, a

Jefferson, a Lincoln, an Adlai

Stevenson. But I fear that our
leaders have forgotten about it or

have become so arrogant in their

ways that they become blind to

that heritage.

It is the forgotten spirit of this

heritage thai must be rekindled, for

this is our greatest weapon.

Peter Aaronson

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertovrn, Md.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Of all the sports in which auto-

mobiles are used, the sports car

rally is most able to involve the

average car enthusiast because ral-

lies are held on public roads, offer-

ing a great challenge to both the

driver and navigator. Drivers must

not use excessive speeds.

VW's To 'Vets

Sunday, April 15 will mark the

first sports car rally at Washington
College. The rally is being sponsor-

ed by the Men's Residence Asso-

ciation. Because speed is a negli-

gible factor, all cars from Volks-

wagens to Corvettes will be com-

nplel rith

rill he a straight for- first t

speeds that must be maintained.

At "check points" the cars will be

given penalty points for being eith-

er early or late. The car with the

least number of points over all,

will win.

Beach Party

A beach party will follow the

rally. Winners

Registration i

12:30 p.m. on tl

There will be a

will then be

Campus Calendar
Thursday, March 9

Lecture Series — Jose Camaelm
— Wm. Smith — 1 : 30 p.m.

Psvi hology Lecture — Dr. D.
Ferguson — Hodson Hall —
8:00 p.m.

C.H.S. Players — "Play Boy of

the Western World" — Wm.
Smith — 8:00 p.m.

Friday. March 10

Phi Sigma Kappa Dance—Ches-

Hynson Lounge — 3:00

Monday, March 13

Washington Players —
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday. March 14

Local Chapter DAR Mee

Lounge — 1:30-4:00 p.m
Washington College Fori

Faculty Dining Room — 1:00

1:00 a

CHS. Players — "PI

the Western World"
Smith — 8:00 p.m.

Bridge Club — Alumni House
— 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, March II

Girls' Basketball vs. Salisbury A
Saturday Seminars for "Able
High School Students"

C.H.S. Players — "Play Boy of

the Woi
1:00 p.:

Wm.

Sunday, March 12

Newman Club Seminar —
tivities Ctr. — 9:30 a.m.-5

Pegasus —- Activities Ctr. -

—

7:00 p.m.

Panhellenic Council — Zeta Tau
Alpha Room — 7:00 p.m.

College/Community Concerts —
Rey de la Torre, Guitarist —
Wm. Smith — 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 15

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Ski Club — Dunning Hall —
9:00 p.m.

Thursday, March 16

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Chorus — Activities Ctr, —
7:00 p.m,

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: II a.m. to II p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

Theatre Announcements

CHURCHILL THEATRE CHESTER THEATRE

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. MAR. 10-12

LAURENCE HARVEY

"Life At The Top"

CENTER THEATRE
In Centrevillc

OPEN FRI. & SAT. ONLY

I'RI.-SAT. MARCH. 10-1

DEAN MARTIN

"Texas Across
The River"

WED. thru SAT. MAR. 8-11

PETER SELLERS

"After The Fox"

SLIN.-MON.-TUES. MAR. 12-14

"MACABRE"

Recommended for adults only

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

»
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

mump
worn

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chatertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Find out

if you're man enough
for the Peace Corps.

Even if your name
is Mary.
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Board Announces New Elm Editors
Heymann Editor-in-Chief;

Newcomers Revitalize

Student evaluation of teachers

rill become a reality in a "hold

tep forward by the Student Gov-

stated Bob Kreamer. "The e\

tion should show what course

teachers are like. This will 1.

valuable in choosing the fall s

ter's courses and will serve

very useful academic guide,

A committee was formed to

rite a questionnaire for the entire

udent body which would best

nswer the questions students have

bout at teacher and his course

felt

Kre

befoi

words, "enable the faculty ti

in a concise way what the

spots are in their

in which they could improve their

teai him; methods."

Chairman Bob Kreamer and Sena-

tor Charles Skipper presented the

results of the

Difficulties Eliminated

The results of a preliminary

questionnaire sampling ironed out

the major difficulties and confus-

ing elements in the questionnaire,

and all student Senators aided in

the distribution of the question-

naires Tuesday evening. The dead-

line for completion of the ques-

tionnaire was Wednesday noon

;

Inter-Library

Book Loaning
Now Possible

Besides their own library of 75,-

000 volumes, Washington College

students now have direct access to

574,100 additional books, which

this will

ficient time to assess the evalua-

tions made by the students as a

whole and by another group of

students selected to write the ab-

stracts which will represent the

general student opinions.

Quality Majors Selected

undei

This :ond

ors from each department
ollege. They were selected

•asis of their over-all academi

ice, their record in the:

d their ability to wrii

the

analyziThese students

returns from the entire student

body and summarize the opinions

and comments in several brief par-

agraphs. These briefs wilt be sub-

mitted to the Senate Committee to

be reviewed and approved. Then,
in published form, the evalu

graduate students, Washington has

formed the "Library Cooperative

Program of Maryland Independent

Colleges" with nine other accredit-

ed colleges; Gouchcr, Hood, Loy-

ola, Mt. St. Agnes, Mt. St, Mary's,

Notre Dame of Maryland, St.

John's, St. Joseph and Western

Maryland.

Students simply fill out a "self-

messenger" form at their own li-

brary, have it signed by the librar-

of a cooperating- college.

In the past, inter-library loans

were only by mail, with institutions

borrowing from each other, but no

direct access by individual students.

The l ollec

i Invaluable Aid

an integration of students

i |j;irlii ipating c

tive book buyim; in specifii area

ht-lping them to supplement rathe

1 1 1

:

j t -tuplirate ead- other's Tf

The Board of Publications an-

nounced earlier this week that

Richard Heymann is the newly
appointed Editor-in-Chief of the

Elm. Heymann, a sophomore, was
promoted from assistant editor and
will succeed Mark Schulman at

the top position.

Those named to the editor's po-

managing editor: Linda Towne,
news editor; John Mende, sports

editor; Thackray Dodds, features

editor; and Dave Ritz, photography

S. G.A.SponsorsEvaluation

Of Teachers And Courses

The Old and The New

editors of the Elm during the

.'ious year, while John, Thack-

camc to Washington College,

served as Editor of the Bi

Shield during his senior yea

Brooks School.

Elm To Report More

"The Elm will continue to

forum for the exchange of

ated. "We will also continu

.ggressively search out the rn

policy of my predecessor,'

immented. "The staff will <

lore closely together this yea

Staff
will be assigned full time to cover

the Student Government Associa-

tion meetings. We also intend to

expand the features section of the

students," Dick announced.

The sports page will con

evaluating games and season

pects in preview stories.

Not yet announced are tin

dividual! who will replace 1

Workshop Casts

In Rehearsals
Two separate casts under s

dent direction will present p

formances of William Saroya

one act drama "Hello Out The:

on April 6, 7. Pete Hcrhst a

Jack Bloom are co-directing

production, Brian Manson is

ccting the other. The produc

are sponsored by the Players,

planned through the drama work-
shop, headed by Fine Arts Build-

ing Director Timothy Maloney.

The Players will not present a
major production during the first

part of this semester, as Mr. Ma-
loney is working to develop acting

and other technical talents and
skills in the workshop. The major
production to be presented May 4,

"Vol-

Coffee, Politics Related

Columbian Minister
Stresses Diversity

Castir

Kipnes A Principle

mplet for the

Bloom-Herbst production of "Hello

Out There". Howdy DehofT, Sha-

ron Strausser, Charles Hemming,
Dean Skelos, and Becky Simpson

The principals

jmdu. will

Kipnes, April Marshall and

s the tale

of ill fortune of an itinerant gamb-

ler who is arrested and jailed in a

small Texas town, the scene at the

opening of the play.

Rape Is Charged

The gambler is fasely charged

with rape, but the only person

sympathetic to his pleas for justice

and understanding is a young girl

who cooks for the jail. The gamb-
ler makes a gift of all his money

need for diversification of exports,

last Thursday in William Smith

Auditorium.

Dr, Camacho, who divides his

time between the Columbian Em-

bassy in Washington and the

World Bank, of which he is an

alternate director, discussed the

s of dependence on one

;ommodity by citing his own coun-

:ry's hazardess reliance on con-

stantly rlui

Progress is Slow

Dr. Camacho also commented

on the U.S. Alliance for Progress

program. He said that the Al-

liance marked a change in the

scope and nature of U.S. rela-

tions with Latin American coun-

dani

prici

Cents Can Im

pound coffee price

world markets can

forty million dolle

bia," he said. Pri

the

lying

and shoots him.

cook before the

.n's husband, accompan-

tob, breaks into the jail

for 45 percent

jffee bean

jr more of their

wild price swings

have been known to break treas-

uries and trigger political upheav-

Disputing some gloomy predic-

tions that the Alliance is destined

to fail, the Columbian Minister

observed that "social progress is a

slow process. The greatest failure

of the Alliance has probably been

one of public relations both in

Latin America and the U.S."

Dr. Camacho entered the for-

eign service of Columbia in 1936,

and has represented his country

abroad in France, Spain, and

Brazil as well as the United

States. From 1950 to 1958 he

was Counselor of Information on

Latin America for the World

Bank.
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Spring Cleaning
With the advent of the first gentle spring breezes on campus,

many visible and natural transformations are ushered in. Spring

is die season of rebirth, change, and rcvitalization, and it is in

diis spirit of rejuvenation that the 1966-67 ELM Editorial Board

passes on its responsibilities to die newly-elected staff.

The outgoing staff wishes to drank everyone who contributed

to the ELM's publication during the past year. The Board of

Publications, especially its Chairman, Dr. Peter Tapke, and Mr.

Charles Cockey served as invaluable sources of information,

guidance, and inspiration for the paper. The Queen Anne's

Publishing Company deserves special mention for their patient

understanding of the sometimes apparent irrationality of the

staff. Eleventh hour spasms of creativity were not uncommon

this year and it is to our publisher's credit that a newspaper

appeared at all on several occasions. Mr. A. Clayton McGarvey

provided the ELM with transportation to reach the printing

presses in Centreville, often on short notice. The ELM's pho-

tography has improved immeasurably through the last four years

and, to the graduating photographers, we extend our sincere

appreciation for a job well done. Finally, our small dedicated

core of reporters deserves the highest praise, for they represent

the heart of any newspaper staff. They have shown willingness to

search out news and to report it quickly to meet the ever present

deadlines. —The Editorial Board

NSA Membership

j ry-1 The intent is not necessarily

Letters io *^ *,^ oi^™*.
ship of Christian Athletes, b

The Editor

Many of the problems facing the

ed and perhaps perpetuated by res-

is especialy true concerning the wo-

men of the campus and the rules

that govern their lives. In partic-

ular this is seen when the role of

the house mother is questioned.

A great many of the women on

this campus arc resigned to the tra-

ditional police-chape rone role of

the dorm mother. They are resign-

ed, .too, to the helplessness which

they must exhibit in order to con-

tinue comfortably this state of af-

fairs, in order not to disrupt their

daily routine. I feel that this is

often due to a kind of fear — a

fear of power on the one hand and
i>f disturbance on the other.

Unwritten Rules

It is a well-accepted belief on

this campus — at least among die

women — that to transgress one

of the many unwritten rules is to

invite the alienation and wrath of

those who hold a great deal of

power. In doing so, it is believed,

harassment and discomfort within,

and perhaps without, the confines

of the dormitory will result. This

belief has been proven sound in

Perhaps it is telling that I have

not written this until the second

have been a chicken. Recently,

however, I have attempted to ex-

press my feelings and opinions. Ad-

mittedly this has been done on a

small scale. In doing so, I have

met with no unbearable obstacles.

I have, however, received no en-

couragement, no colleagues in ac-

tion. There has been agreement on

the principles involved, however.

Katherinc Whit

rather to expound upon its phil-

osopy and motives.

The Fellowship of Christian

Athletes is a national organization

founded in 1954 in which the Bal-

timore Chapter has been active

since in 1960. Its foundation was

the result of efforts by Mr. Donald

McClanen, Mr. Branch Rickey and

Dr. Louis H. Evans, Sr., who felt

there was a need to emphasize the

coach's and athlete's responsibility

as Christians in the world today.

Mr, McClanen realized that the

athlete holds a unique position in

our society from which he could

both set an example and spread

Christianity in an age which is

characterized l>v religious apathy.

Confront Athletes'

The primary purpose of the Fel-

lowship of Christian Athletes as a

national group is "to confront ath-

letes and coaches, and through

them the youth of the nation, with

the challenge and adventure of

following Christ in the fellowship

of the Church . . In its fellowship

of bringing together the greats and

unsung heroes of the sports world,

it works to help each other become

better men and better examples of

what God can do with a yielded

life."

We here at Washington College

felt there was a definite need for

such a group. We hope that the

Fellowship can help us fill the void

Seek Inner Faith

There are two basic reasons fi

the current FCA movement i

Washington College: (1) that oi

Fellowship will attempt to gi\

Christianity a firmer foundatic

within t h c college communii

through discussion, prayer, and
deeper inner faith; and (2) to t

itself. We no not propose to draw

away from local churches and
groups, but rather to further their

This

this

strengthen our own indii

faiths.

We appreciate Dr. Tapke'<

right to question oi

concepts. Our ideal is not discnm-

pating in die Fellowship of Christ-

ian Athletes at Washington College

merely wish to further our convic-

tions within this chosen and vol-

untary realm through thought and

We welcome criticism and ad-

vice and hope that those who are

interested will attend our meetings

and participate in our discussions

Benjamin T. Whitman
Dick CarrinRton

Pat Chambers
James Blandford

Ronald C. Smith

Granville H. Hibherd

-Photo Feature-

Going Down Hill?
photo by J. Ma

This letter is in response to that The Capuchin Folk Singers, folk mass guitarists, play for

of Dr. Peter Tapke which appeared mavs which « as celebrated Sunday afternoon in the Stud

in the March 2 issue of the Elm. Activities Center by Father Eugene J. Lineham.

Publications Board Statements

Next month the Student Government Association will recon-

sider its membership in the National Student Association. In

light of recent disclosures of clandestine financial ties between

NSA and the Central Intelligence Agency, the membership issue

promises to be hotly contested. However, for a number of rea-

sons, the ELM believes that Washington College should main-

tain its affiliation with NSA.
First, if SGA has any complaints about "not getting its money's

worth with NSA," it is, admittedly, SGA's fault. NSA has proved

helpful on a number of occasions. It was consulted in conjunction

with SGA studies <>1 c ampus ^» i.tl problems, course evaluations,

judiciary change, student travel abroad, and student discount

cards. SGA should take more advantage of the services offered

by NSA.
Second, students do need a national voice on policy issues.

NSA has served this function in the past and can continue to do

this in the future. There are some who cry that NSA is "too

leftist" and hence unrepresentative of the majority of students.

These critics are apt to overlook two factors: (1) college stud-

ents, by tradition, are a leftist-oriented group; (2) those who
complain about NSA positions usually never bother to attend

NSA national conferences, where NSA policy is formulated and

its leaders are elected. In recent history, Washington College has

sent no representatives to the national gatherings.

Third, NSA breaks down the isolation of campuses. It serves

as a clearinghouse which channels information to and from

various schools.

The CIA affair was something more than unfortunate. How-
ever, it would be even more unfortunate if NSA collapsed. This

would prove to the CIA that it has life and death power over

organizations it assists or has assisted.

For these reasons the ELM believes that, if NSA can demon-
strate that it has cleansed itself of the CIA, the SGA should

renew its membership in this national organization.

At its meeting on March 1 die Board of

Publications authorized the publication of

die statement printed below, requesting that

it be published by the ELM in the last

issue edited by the outgoing editorial staff.

This somewhat unusual step was taken in

view of what seemed the need to give recog-

nition just now to the especially high edi-

torial calibre of the ELM in the past year.

Since 1963 the ELM has not fallen below

Honors Second Class in the Associated Col-

legiate Press ratings, and in 1965 was one

of two papers in the nation to win All-

American Honors in its class, the highest

award possible. Yet the ACP ratings often

arrive too late to honor the editors in ques-

tion, and the Board wished to do what it

could to commend this year's editors before

their departure.

There is only one gloomy side to the

picture, and that is the large number of

senior editors the ELM is losing this year,

As one of the functions of the Board of

Publications is to assure continuity in the

editorial staff of the ELM, I should like to

point out to any who may be interested the

several slots in the upper ranks of the mast-

head that are being vacated. All upper edi-

torial positions carry stipends; to work in

them can be both personally rewarding and

a service to the life of Washington College.

The Board urges all who may have been

letting their talents as editors or writers go

to waste to get in touch with editor-elect

Dick Heyniann. This is an unusually good

year to join the ELM staff.

The Board of Publications is happy to

make the following statement of commen-

dation :

'The Board of Publications, which seeks

to raise and to maintain high standards in

all the undergraduate publications of Wash-

ington College, wishes to record its satis-

faction in the excellent editorial work of

the ELM editors for 1966-67, and in par-

ticular of Editor-in-Chief Mark Schulman.

"In the past year the standards of layout

and typography achieved by past editors

have been maintained and, in several places,

improved. Feature writing has been gener-

ally more imaginative and sophisticated.

The sports page has looked livelier this year.

By far the most outstanding improvement,

however, has been the invigorated editorial

policy of the ELM. The forceful editorial

writing of the past year, while in the nature

of things it cannot have pleased all die

people all the time, has raised the joural-

isttc excellence of the ELM to a new pitch

and has contributed to the strength of

Washington College as a forum for the free

and uninhibited exchange of ideas.

"In lauding the performance of the past

year we commend the example it affords

future editors of the ELM. Long may all

these good trends continue and grow.'

Peter Tapke, Cha

The Board of Publicatk
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SPORTS
This year the spring sports program at Washington College

will again have a four-sport program featuring lacrosse, base-

ball, track, and tennis.

In previous years there has been an attempt to organize a

golf team. Their efforts have proved to be futile because of a

lack of interest and support among the student body. Cer-

tainly the idea has been stated before.

It doesn't seem possible that Washington College cannot

produce enough players for this game which is among the most

popular in the United States. Most of the schools that our

teams regularly participate against in both the Middle Atlantic

Conference and the Mason-Dixon Conference, have golf teams.

In fact, there would in the State of Maryland alone be enough
competition to guarantee a schedule for a golf team. Such
schools as Johns Hopkins, Tow-son, Loyola, and Mount Saint

Mary's, to name a few, have fine golf teams.

Chatelliermen View
Difficulties Ahead
The Washington College track

team has begun practicing in pre-

paration for the season's opening

meet on April 1 at Lebanon Val-

ley. Working hard, Coach Chat-
tcllicr's cindcrmen hope to equal

last year's 5-3 record.

The trackmen will have their

Y.Liui- Stnui?l« ru .mtl Al Ri-JtU.li.

At present there is, in the student body
re capable of playing for a winning go
nist be at least ten players, six regulars

a comprise a golf team. The problem

few players that

>lf team. But there

and four alternates,

finding the team.

versatile athlei

of the dashes,

jumping evenl

Smith, Whitman Return

Coach Chattelier hopes that si

of the loss suffered by this ye

team can be made up by the c

bination of impro(

Last year the Sho'men were, represented by Tom Marshall

and Page Carter in the Mason-Dixon Conference Champion-
ships. Marshall, a three handicap player

s
was among the early

leaders and finished a creditable eleventh representing Wash-
ington College. Thus, the school received recognition in a

sport that it doesn't field a team in.

There are questions to be raised. One is the need of a

course to practice and play matches on. This can be easily an-

swered by the fact that there are facilities in the area. The
Chestertown Yacht Club and Great Oak Country Club course

in 1 hu»h possibilities. Another problem is that of finding a

coach. However, there are members of the faculty who are

able players and could be approached.

The real question then is in the forming of such a team.
Is there enough interest in Washington College for a team?
Certainly with wrestling becoming a varsity sport, golf could
lie seriously looked into.

Heading this

this

tilt- Si llo.il t

year's track squad

Marty Smith and
Smith, who holds

ecord for the half mile

at 1:58.3, will lie running mainly

the sprint and relay events from

the 440-yard dash on down. Ben

Whitman, Washington College's

foremost distance man, will be run-

I.ettermcn Carry Burdc

Carrying much of the bun
this year's track team will be tht

returning lettrnncn. Returning foi

the sprint events an- Mark Stein.

berg and Dave Morcland. Runninc

the 440, 440 relay, and mile rclaj

Volley Action

To Commence

its second loss.

A best-of-thre

played each tim

In the finals,

will (

Thctas Defend

Last year's winners, the Theta

Chi "Splendid Spikcrs," defeated

the KA "A" team in five games,

and will be defending their title.

No limit is placed on the number

of teams to enter the tourney. The

schedule is made up by Coach

Chattellier and the tourney will

last until all teams have lost two

matches except the winners, who
will be the 1967 intramural volley-

ball champs.

Left Fielder Dick Jackson belts the ball i

last year. Jackson heads a strong outfield for the baseballers.

15-Game Schedule
Faces Diamondmen

ball t

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For 4/1

Sewing Needs

i has begun practic

aing to h

upon the respectable

ord of last year's squad.

This year the team faces a 15-

home (ills. Three double-headers

hndilie.li! the schedule

twin bill wi
Maryland, w

Sho'men last year.

Hitting Mainstay

This year the diamondmen ar

competing in both the Mason-Dis

on and Middle Atlantic Confcrenc

- the Northern Division

title of the Mason-Dixon Confer-

ence until the final day of the sea-

son and ended up in third place.

Hitting was the mainstay of last

year's club which compiled the

highest terun batting average in the

school's history with a .306 aver-

age. The fielding average was a

very respectable .884.

squad is Alan Eisel. Last year

led the Sho'men in almost ev

slugging department and w

966

among the leading hitters in the

nation with a .485 batting average.

Pitching is the question mark
at present. There are three return-

ing letter-winners: Al Streelman,

Sonny Wunderlich, and Dick Car-

rington. These players will be sup-

ported by freshman Tom Polvinale

and sophomore Cam Smith.

Pitching Weak

Since none of these players have

proven to be consistent winners,

the prospects for a solid mound
staff is the biggest weakness that

Coach Elliot is seeking to remedy.

The team will be especially

strong at catching with Al Perry,

starting catcher for the past two

years and a consistent .300 hitter.

Returning for infield duty is

shortstop George Buckless who hit

for a .300 average last year. He
is also a fine defensive player.

The outfield rema

year, although sidelined for a I

games, Junior Bob Van Der CI

hit for a high average

superbly. His outfield

Harry Webb,

this year will be senior cinderman
Dave Cohn. The hurdle events will

be run again this year by Tim
Bohacker and Woody Snyder.
The field events will be one of

the strong points of this year's

track team as almost all of last

year's lettcrmen have returned. At
the shot, discus and javelin this

year will be John McGinnis. John
has been working hard and losing

weight in prc-season practice. Re-
turning also will be Charlie Skip-

per, last year's ace discus thrower
and pole-vanlter Bob Manning.

Outstanding Rookies

The outlook is good this year

for a fine crop of rookies. Sprinter

Chuck Mock and distance runner
Bob Bitlcnlxmder will add some
depth to the already powerful run-

..,[ hr-M.-.l

ning squad. Outstanding freshman
prospects are javelin thrower Pete

Johnson and distance runners Sam
Martin and Fred Couper.

The possibility of bettering last

year's record look dim according

to Chatty. "We will score as many
points in the running races but it

will take more men to do it. The
field events will be generally the

same except in the broad jump and
triple jump where the toss of

Stramberg and Reddish will really

be felt." Chatty is optimistic about

the team's performance; he feels

we can win the first three meets,

including the home opener against

Western Maryland on April 8. Pos-

sibly if this feeling of optimis:

the

than three.

night

Pole Vaulter Paul Fastie goes over the bar in a practice l

sion. Fastie, a novice vaulter, hopes to strengthen the Sho'n

in a traditionally weak field event.

3| Quick

if Stick
By Dick Louck

Spring comes to Washington College! Or so it seems, since

all the signs are in evidence, even though it is still early March.

Besides the balmy, sunny weather, certain phenomena around

campus indicate strong doses of spring fever.

To many students spring means a blanket and a girl to

spend an afternoon with relaxing on the lawn in front of Bill

Smith Hall. Others escape to Tolchester to catch the sunset,

or the season's first beach party.

Athletically minded students haul out the golf clubs to

practice lobbing five-iron shots from Middle Hall to the roof of

Dunning, while some prefer to borrow some buddy's lacrosse

stick to "have a catch".

Then there are the more carefree signs such as: Weejuns

without socks; water balloons; Theta Chi Wall; top-down-tape-

system-blaring-Impalas; bikes and chicks; outdoor classes; arid

poor Mr. Goodfellow trying

Motown sounds blasting from

But according to an upcoming issue of Sports Illustrated,

this campus centers around the institution of lacrosse.

" an integral part of the spring scene here, and that

vill begin to take shape again March 29 when the

Sho'men play host to Wesleyan University of Connecticut.

This Saturday, the Sho'men travel to North Carolina for

their first defense of the Strohbar Division title. Several prob-

lems with personnel have been resolved by coach Don Kelly

and the players have spent the last

in their respective positions.

Carl Ortman, earlier slated for

moved back to the crease attack posi

twenty-seven goals arid assisted

first-mid field positions have had

spring r.

Lacrosse :

weeks getting settled

dfield action, has been

i from which he scored

others last year. The
be changed as a result of

Freshman Barry Drew, a quick, aggressive player from

Kenwood High, has been named to team with Mike Kelly

and Jim Chalfant on the first unit. The second-mi dfield prob-

ably will be Steve Clagett, Bob "Beef" Lehman and Dick Louck.

Notes—the starting attack out-weighs any other unit with

an average close to 180 pounds—rookie Rick Sherman earned

some dubious browny points by winning a face-off, his first

attempt, breaking the coach's stick in the process—Cliff Han-

key likes to body-check opponents by butting them with his

head—send your Fleer Double-Bubble comics to Ford Schu-

man, he's saving them to get a pair of scissors for Ty Wilde.
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College Hosts Institute

For Local Supervisors
Eighteen office and

Maryland De-

partment of Employment Security

arc attending a Supervisor's Train-

ing Institute at Washington College

next week, from March 20 through

March 23.

The institute, directed by Dr.

Roland Gibson, chairman of the

department of economics at Wash-

ington College, will cover topics

related to the adn

policies and personnel in county

employment offices.

Among the areas that will be

covered by the Institute arc the

importance of the manager's lead-

ership in the organization, the need

for an effective i .>mm.inii atimis

process, and the methods and ap-

proaches most useful

people. Specific case problems

alyzcd, with emphasi

> of <

cisi'Hi-making, and action and I

low-up to overcome these problei

Instructors for the Institute \

be Professor Richard F. Feathi

assistant pnifessor of marketing

Rutgers Univcrsi

Philip C. Sliaak,

of management i

Office manage]

attending the Insi

Weeks, Paul Baui

KlltgF'tS

Campus Calendar
Thursday, March 30

Tennis vs. P.M.C. — 3:00 p.r

— A
Washington Players — Wr
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Young Republicans Clul> -

"
' in Hall — 7:00

]

1 rid.iy. March 17

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Bridge Club — Alumni House

— 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 18

High Sch.».l Athletic Clinic —
Russell Gymnasium — 9:30 a.m.

Saturday Seminars lor "Able

High School Students"

SPRING VACATION BEGINS
— 12:30

in, Warren Col-

,
William Clark,

Mrs. Bertha E. Fowler and Camp-
bell Turner, all of Baltimore

;
James

Ross and George Murray of Luth-

ervillc Donald Bbersole Williams-

port: Edward Smouse Oakland.

Also. Mrs. Emily Glessner, Glen

U. of Noi

Una — 2:00 p.m. — A
Tuesday, March 28

CLASSES RESUME
Panlicllenic Council — Zeta Tau
Alpha Room — 7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Riding Club — Dunning Lecture

Hall — 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 29

Wesleyan — 3:00

p.m. — H
Wasltington Players

Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Ski Club — Dunni
9:00 p.m.

Wm.

The
Chestertown Cank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.i

CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — GUtj

3S1 High St., Chatertowu, M

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need i i Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shi ts — Cricketce r — Farah

Downtown Chester town, Md.

H»«.
Overlooking

WortoD Creek Marin

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specializing in Steaks and Seafoods

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 nan. to 9:00 I

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Geneial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizzu — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Theatre Announcements

CENTER THEATRE
In Centreville

CLOSED

213 DRIVE- IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152
Admission: Adults 75;

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

Big Triple feature
Opening

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. MAR. 17-18-19

1. DEAN MARTIN

"Texas Across
The Border"

2. THE MUNSTERS

"Minister Go Home"
3. MAURY AMSTERDAM

ROSEMARIE

"Don't Worry, Will

Think Of A Title"

CHESTER THEATRE

VIRNA LISA

Not With My Wife
You Don't"

LAURENCE OLIVIER

SHIRLEY M:ul AIM

"Irma La Douce"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
In Church Hill

CLOSED

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

»
Professional Pharmac

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SI UN II I

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear . . for Women who Can

Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Bank/no Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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WarwickToWelcome
Washington Students

..mil

Willi I

Amateur Premiere

Controversial MacBird
Scheduled By Players
MacBird this seasons most con-

troversial play on Broadway, will

lie presented at Washington Col-

lege this spring. The announce-

ment was made earlier this week

l>y Timothy Maloney, Director of

ihe new Fine Arts building and

chairman of the drama depart-

ment. MacBird will be staged in-

stead of Volpone \vhii-|i had been

scheduled.

Mr. Maloney staled that Wash-
ington College's production of

MacBird will lie "among the first,

if not the first production of the

play as it is now being performed

The play lias received mixed re-

views, with some critics charging

that it is "tasteless". The play

closely parallels the events of the

assassination of President Kennedy,

and the controversy arises over the

action of the other figures in the

play, closely resembling other poli-

tical figures, before and after the

The play has developed from a

fifteen minute skit that was plan-

ned for the October 1965 Inter-

national Days of Protest gather-

ings. The skit never was written,

as Miss Garson was embarked on

a full length play. The first pre-

sentation of MacBird was at the

Village Gate theatre in New York
on January 19. 1967. The style of

the writing is a contemporary

adaptation of Shakespeare langu-

age, with the play itself originally

intended to be a take-off on Mae-
Beth.

Different versions of the Play

have appeared in manuscript, small

printings, leaflets, and extensive

excerpts in Ramparts magazine.

Less than a year from the time the

play was first shown to New York

ihcatieagents, MacBird was fully

capitalized, cast, and in rehearsal.

Try-outs for MacBird will be

held tonight in William Smith Au-

ditorium at seven o'clock in room

Westerdahl Appoints

Dormitory Proctors
by Carolyn Erwin

Nine students have been ap-

pointed to fill proctorship positions

in the men's dormitories for the

1967-68 academic year, Mr. Carl

Westerdahl, Dean of Men, recent-

ly announced.
The applicants appointed to fill

vacancies created by out-going

proctors in Somerset are Steve

Myking, Brian Kehoe, and Dave-

Hall while

Steve Clagelt will be in Middle

and Gary Myers in East. In Kent

the proctors will be Mil

and Dave Brown.

Responsible Students

Chosen for their academic r.

Ionium ,- and leadership qualit

proctors

MRA Evaluates Applicants

In previous years, the selection

of proctors was left solely to the

Dean of Men. This year, however,

names and qualifications of all

candidates for proctorships, along

with those of current proctors,

were first presented to MRA for

sity of Warwick, two students have

been chosen to attend classes on
the Coventry campus. Junior Dick
Jackson and Sophomore Ray Fel-

ton will spend the fall semester

next year working under the Eng-
lish University system white War-
wick will select two students to

study at Washington.

The exchange program with the

University of Warwick was start-

ed through the efforts of Dr. Peter

Tapke, professor of Philosophy at

Washington College. Dr. Tapke
met the head of Warwick's ex-

change program while traveling in

England and suggested that such

a program be arranged with Wash-
ington College.

Program Successful

During first semester this year,

HEW Grant
Boosts Fund
The Department of Health, Ed-

ucation, and Welfare has announc-

ed the awarding of a $165,635

grant to Washington College to-

ward the construction of a wo-

department complex, estimated to

cost $500,000.

Previously, $150,000 from the

State of Maryland was granted for

the same project. The remainder

of the funds are being provided

by the College. Constiuction is

expected to begin in the fall of

1967.

The new women's gymnasium

will be located adjacent to the

men's gym; future plans call for

a swimming pool located between

the two buildings, accessible from

The present women's gym,

Cain Gymnasium, was built in

1912 and named after James W.
Cain, President of Washington

College from 1903 to 1918. The
structure is no longer adequate to

handle the increased scheduling

and activity in women's athletics.

The building is scheduled to be

Senior Robert McMahon studied

at Warwick while Washington
hosted Maureen Pook, a junior

history major from Warwick. The
program was so successful that it

has been expanded from one to

two students participating next

year. According to Fay Felion, it

is hoped that the program could
be expanded still further to in-

clude other departments and offer

the opportunity to more students.

The program, as it exists, is pri-

marily for history majors and stu-

dents are chosen both on the basis

of their academic record and their

.<l>l>i-!i|>i-iatenes5 as a representative

nf Washington College. This year

there were six applicants for the

program; in addition to the two
students chosen, an alternate was
also selected — Jaia Barrett.

:u.ik.- i for <

library. This work

being financed through the Col-

je's Heritage Program.

Parks

ain the standards of condui

within the residences," Dean Wes
erdahl explained. They are respoi

sible for interpreting the Collet

lahl.' fin

:, ,cnicrMi'iii ils

dence halls.

Recently, proctors have been

given the added responsibility of

returning ahead of upperclass rcg-

: freshn

week. S tilde i lillii.

History Majors
Both Jackson and Felton are

majoring in U.S. History with a
minor in Modem European Hw>
tory and plan to concentrate their

study at Warwick on European
History. As Felton explained, the

approach may be quite different

and some courses may be stronger

in certain areas than they are

In addition to the students do-

ing work on the undergraduates

level at Warwick, Washington will

be represented on the graduate

level at Oxford University, Sen-

ior Cliff Hankey, a philosophy

major and president of the Stu-

dent Government Association, will

begin a full academic year of study

at Oxford after his graduation in

Faculty, Courses

ExaminedClosely

of Senate's Teach-

er Evaluation Committee.

He stated that the committee

felt that the program was success-

ful. "It depends now on how stu-

dents and faculty members accept

the evaluations," he continued.

"Their opinion is the final criterion

for success."

Rep. Response

70% of the

ompleting the question-

», all i

ufficientty

had

/aluated. Bob said

that for the most part the question-

naires were taken seriously.

the questionnaires have been writ-

ten by the majors in each depart-

ment. A mimeographed copy of

these will be distributed to stu-

dents and faculty members this

One problem which the com-

mittee encountered was the reluc-

tance of students to express their

opinions freely because a profes-

sor might recognize their hand-

writing. For this reason, the com-

mittee has decided not to make

the individual question]

able to the faculty.

Idea Praised

Bob stated that students general-

ly parued the idea of an evalua-

tion, although some did say that

in a small school atmosphere this

evaluation might cause hard feel-

ings. "But from the return that

we got from the questionnaires,"

he commented, "I feel that this

indicates very strongly the stu-

dents' desire that an evaluation

of teachers and their courses take

Most students said that the for-

mat of the questionnaires was

good, but that some questions

should have been more specific

and, in some cases, more choices

should have been offered.

Cridcism Helpful

Most of the cridcism concern-

ed the repetitious nature of the

general questions in the third sec-

tion. Bob said that response on

this part was not as good as ex-

pected, and this section would

probably need the most work.

. . this type of i

criticism that is most useful," Bob
commented. "It will undoubtedly

help us a great deal in planning

future evaluation questionnaires."
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Extended Program Draws
Peace Corps Volunteers
Tho ! i told I

£Jn

Our Policies

in Elm staff and editorial

of purpose and emphasis in

ear's Elm staff proposes to

the news, in effect "making

With the annual changt

positions often comi

policy for the next year,

continue to aggressively se

news" rather than simply reacting to it.

As a part of a desire to broaden the scope of the "news"

covered in the Elm, a greater emphasis will be placed on the

long-range planning ln'ing done on behalf of Washington Col-

lege. In addition to reporting the more pedestrian weekly

events, the Elm will publish more faculty contributions—on

subjects of particular academic interest^-or on topics of gen-

eral importance.

Special efforts will be made to bring to light for students,

faculty, alumni, and other individuals interested in the future

of Washington College, the plans for the College—as they are

now being discussed in the Development office and the Admin-
istration office, for example.

Em phi

lege today. Simi

munity will be c ered in depth.

lo the educational >

The Elm will also attempt to bring to the Washington
College campus some issues and ideas which have stirred con-

troversy and debate on other campuses; we will pass along

those ideas which are particularly stimulating—and hope that

in so doing, some stimulation of our own student body might

Plea For CRIA
Within a three hour period on November 4, 1966, the

flooding waters of the Arno surged through the streets of Flor-

ence, Italy. The water averaged fifteen feet in depth in the

city, twenty-four feet elsewhere. Thirty-nine thousand square
miles of Central and Northern Italy were under water, and
calculations of the damage to crops, buildings, monuments,
churches, manuscripts, documents, archives and musical instru-

ments defied accurate guess. Florence officials tentatively esti-

mated that water and oil damage and cost of restoration to art

objects alone would reach $160 million.

han fifty area committees were
) coordinate the sending of aid,

nnanciai ana omerwise, to tne stricken Italian areas. The cen-
tral committee is known as CRIA—Committee to Rescue
Italian Art. Founded by two professors from Brown University
and one from Harvard, CRIA offices began to accept offers
for monetary and personal assistance from all over the country.

The movement to support the relief efforts was particular-
ly enthusiastic among colleges and universities in this country.
While funds poured in from p
auctions and other benefits to

goal of $2.5 mi
of the

manuscripts are dried
(that weren't carried ;

In effort

mch that

ut, all he:

way by tl

: sources, students arranged
money for CRIA. An initial

jre will be needed. The ex-

t will take years before all

:oes restored, and all books
! waters) recatalogued.

at Washington College
in this most worthy project, the Elm has placed a receptacle
in the library for student donations to CRIA. Funds collected
there will be sent to the national headquarters of CRIA in
New York. Perhaps student initiative will produce other meth-
ods of raising money on behalf of the student body; the Elm

: this first step will be generously supported.

Shriver, asked by President Ken-
nedy to become ihe first head of

the Peace Corps, snorted, "That
lemon." "Well," retorted Kennedy,
"you make it lemonade."

And lemonade it has become. In

its five-year existence, the Peace
Corps has grown to more than

twenty times its original size: from
five hundred Volunteers to over

twelve thousand serving in forty-

Considering Us size, Washington
College has continually contributed

its fair share of students to the

Corps. This year, at least three

Washington College students have
been accepted, thus far, by the

Peace Corps to work for eleven

cents an hour in one of the most
underdeveloped areas in the world,

The students are Mary Rum-
mi rigs, Frank Phillips and his wife.

Miss Kummings, a political

science major, will begin training

[his July for a social welfare job

in Senegal, West Africa. "The

there is a mortality rate of over

50 percent for children under five

years of age," Mary explained.

"The reasons for the high death

rate are malnutrition and disease

caused by lack of proper sanita-

The language barrier is one of

the most formidable to overcome

when adjusting to a new culture.

The official language of Senegal is

French, but the people speak a

variety of African dialects. "I real-

ly don't think I'll mind living with-

Mrs. Phillips, a part-time Wash-
ington College student, is a regis-

tered nurse and plans to work as a

One of the new.

of the Peace Corps is a program

for college students to cam Bach-

elors and Masters degrees and
train for the Peace Corps at the

same time, with the Joint Peace

Corps-State University College at

Brockport Degree. The program
combines training and experience

college > will finish bis soph-

this June can qualify

lor a bachelors degree, a provis-

ional leaching license, and an ov-

erseas leaching alignment with the

Peace Corps in just fifteen months.

The program includes two sum-
mer sessions — producing a full

year's academic credit —- complete-
ly subsidized by the Peace Corps.

As a Peace Corps volunteer on the

staff of a teacher training center

overseas, he will be able to earn
up to twelve hours of graduate
credit and to obtain his Master's

degree and permanent certification

the Brockport campus.

Brockport students will earn fif-

teen semester hours credit and,

since they will have dual status

as Brockport students and Peace
Corps trainees, their tuition, living

expenses and a $12.00 weekly al-

lowance will be paid by the Peace

Mary commented, "but the work

will be that much harder until I

master a little of the native lan-

guage."

Also headed for Africa will be

Frank Phillips, also a political

science major, and his wife, Jenny.

Both are interested in working with

a community development project.

Phillips commented that one of

the nicities of life he will miss in

Africa is his daily New York Times.

Letters To The Editor
lack of respect shown the distin-

guished Colombian diplomat was
totally inexcusable. No small num-
ber of students were doing their

homework, talking and drowsing
dopily during Dr. Camacho's ad-
dress. One student had the nerve
to sit eyes closed, head dangling
disjointedly for the entire half

To the Editor:

I feel compelled to express my
disgust and embarrassment at the

puerile behavior of many Wash-
ington College students during last

Thursday's lecture by Dr. Jose

Camacho. The sparse audience in

attendance was a poor enough re-

flection of student interest in Latin

American affairs, but the blaiant

Blind Coed Conducts
Listening Experiment
Doubling the rate at which ccdure, to make more c

blind persons are able to use tape the results from die firs

recorded materials is the object of If Ellen can show that

an experiment being conducted by sible to learn to compre
Washington College senior Ellen cordings at increased spec

Rubin. be an advz

not blame Dr. Cama-
>t welcoming another
i speak at Washington

Leonard M. DiLillo

Assistant Professor

of Spanish

in advanced problems of psycholo-

gy. She has been blind for five

years, since the age of seventeen.

The experiment is intended to

raise the listening speed of tape

recorded materials by blind per-

sons from 175 to 325 words per

minute. This latter figure is close

to the average speed of reading for

sighted individuals.

Twenty-two children attending

the Philadelphia School for the

Blind were divided into two

groups. The control group listened

words per minute. The experi-

mental group listened to speeds

which were gradually increased, in

increments of 25 words, to the 325

word per minute level. "The in-

crease is speed sounds high and
squeaky, much like chipmunks,"

said Ellen.

Each group was tested for com-
prehension of what they had heard.

The scores of both groups were
compared and the results indicat-

ed that practice is necessary in

order to increase listening under-

standing.

"Although the results of the ex-

slower method.

Ellen has been active for some
time in teaching the blind. For

the past two summers she taught

blind high school students pre-

paring for college. The curriculum

included an evaluation program
which tested the students for skills.

After graduation this June, El-

len will work in New York teach-

ing the deaf and blind at the In-

dustrial Home for the Blind. This

rehabilitation center teaches corn-

skills of daily living

Ming time, or tying

To the Editor:

The complete lack of respect for

other's property — which seems,

lent trait here, coupled with too
much alcohol and not enough ma-
turity, resulted in the dumping of

all motorcycles parked by Hodson
Friday night. I wonder what kind
of thrill comes from such method-
ical vandalism, and what kind of

person walks around pushing over
orcycles knowing that damage

will •ult?

way i

ted Dr. Hoy
nt profes

Mill

hopes tha

predicted dir

Grumpelt, a

psychology. The results were

"suggestive, but not significant."

he remarked. Because of this, a

second series of experiments will be

conducted, using the same pro-

And how will our Dean react?

After all, "as long as you're quiet"
you can methodically stone your-
self every night, drink in your
room or at a campus dance. A
policy of "just don't make it hard

is regularly pursued by the

|>;:i|.,-i

typical. After receiving a parkin*

ticket for a car I don't own, hov
is it (hat the sharp-eyed indiviilu.i

who spotted my non-existant cai

Gre

Senior psychology major Ellen Ru-

bin demonstrates how she admin-

istered listening comprehension ex-

amination lo blind youngsters

ing the motorcycles will lie fount

The middle of the campus is, a|

patently not safe enough. Persoi

ally I'd be willing to wager thi

the damage dune by maiiitciiarn

the grass is greater than that t

an occasional bike. If ihe cycl<

could be parked near the owne

for them.
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SPORTS

X Quick

Stick

Sho'men Top Brown;
Face Harvard Today

The i

, ith three1967

any doubts as to whic

is Washington College.

The Sho'men jumped off

ring against theii

by Dick Louck

iall college lacro earn started off the

case you still have

null college team, it

by Thomas Lacher

Two fourth period goals by at-

tackman Carl Ortman provided

Washington with the margin of

victory in last Saturday's win over
visi i i

i

ii; Brown University.

Washington faces Harvard Uni-
versity on Kibler Field today and
Johns Hopkins this Saturday on
Homewood Field in Baltimore.

Fifth-ranked nationally. Brown
lost to the local stickmen last year

The Shore (en

iiLMillmi.'

3-0 in

is 0-1.

this

oppo cuts within the fin

by

ute of each game. The Tarheels of the University of North

Carolina were the first scored upon, and never managed to

subdue the barrage of shots.

North Carolina was finally overwhelmed by an 18-7 score,

with coach Don Kelly substituting freely in the second half.

A new addition to the Strohhar Division, the Tarheels showed
; team, but were no match for the

Brown Dumped, 6-4

Brown scored the garni

two goals but midfielder Jii

fant and Ortman tied thi

Mike Kelly and Chalfant lat.

added tw

Chal-

Madden paced Washingtoi

five goals and two assists while his

teammates scored with equal facil-

ity. Regan again hit for three goals

and five assists while Oilman chip-

ped in two goals. Chalfant scored

four limes and assisted on two
others in a

the faceoffs,

Regan, Chalfant, Ortman, and
Madden have shelled enemy goal-

ies in the first three games for

thirty-four of the team's forty-

four goals while the defense has

held the opposition to seventeen

Regan Leads Scorers

Regan has tallied six goals and
assisted on thirteen more for nine-

teen points. According to unoffi-

currenUycial Eli

leading the Maryland
Chalfant is right behind Regan
with ten goals and six assists. Mad-
den, the team's pleasant surprise,

has found the range for seven
goals and six assists for a thirteen

Co-captairi Ortman, who hit the
nets twenty-seven rimes last year,
has pumped in eleven goals and
two assists. His goal total is the

highest on the squad.

Chalfant Tied For Second
Phil Kneip, a sophomore Hop-

kins attackman, is tied with Chal-
fant for second place in the state's

scoring race with sixteen points.

Mi., i

Both

1 the first half ended

University, a pretty good team from Co
also proved to be no match for Washinginn College as the Sho'-

men cruised to a 20-6 victory last Wednesday. With the score

11-1 at the half, Coach Kelly substituted almost anyone who
could carry a stick.

But everyone was not happy. Carl Ortman said that if he

had known the score was so lopsided he would have stopped

shooting. Sure, Carl. Also, this writer sends his condolences

to Mark Madden, Ty Wilde and Ford Schuman who were

finally convinced, hesitantly, to shed their long locks by the

very persuasive Mr. PritzlafT.

The big news of this young lacrosse season came last Sat-

urday as the Sho'men dumped an excellent Brown University

team by a 6-4 score. The game was tied many times, but the

Sho'men made their lucky breaks count and stepped into the

lead to stay in the fourth quarter.

Ford Schuman was outstanding in the goal for the Sho'-

men, making several good saves, but showing brilliance especial-

ly in clearing the ball out of the goal area. Strangely, Ford

had once planned to attend Wesleyan University.

Contributing greatly to the victory were defensemen Pete

Betts and Tom Heald. It is surprising to note that while play-

ing against Brown, the defense allowed fewer goals than against

either North Carolina or Wesleyan. Particularly instrumental

in stopping the Brown scoring threat were defensemen Bryan

Griffin and Ty Wilde who effectively played the extra-man de-

NOTES—Attackman Carl Ortman, midfielder Jim Chalfant,

and defenseman Dick Louck have been nominated by Coach
Kelly to play in the annual North-South All-Star Lacrosse

Game. Coaches may nominate up to three players for the game,
which will be held this year at the University of Massachusetts

I -I,..

!.

::.m.

aggrcsivi

Wa"iliin.i:inn railed u> capitalize

several extra-man plays.

Ortman Scores Three

The Sho' attack jelled in t

final quarter as Ortman tallied t

last two goals. The senior co-C£

tain finished the afternoon w
three gcals; Ron
assists: Chalfant

and Kelly with one.

In earlier stick action, the Sho'-

men blasted the University of

North Carolina 18-7 in the opener
and Wesleyan University 20-6.

The North Carolina victory gave

the team a 1-0 record in defense

of their Strohhar title. Towson
State, Delaware, Washington and
Lee, and Loyola complete the

smali college division.

North Carolina Routed

Ortman led the North Carolina

rout with six goals as attackmatc-

Regan poured in three and assisted

on five others. Mark Madden, the

partner of the explo:

i goals and

Cindermen Falter
In Away Contest

assisted twice.

Wesleyan offered even less op-

position to the balanced Sho'men
squad. A rugged defense stopped

the Massachusetts team on six goals

as the high-powered attack bomb-
ed the enemy twenty tiroes.

the

Lehai

;ge won half of

ly in a track

Valley College

of depth

Diamondmen Suffer Loss

In Debut at Kibler Field
The Washington baseball team

dropped its season opener to Cath-

olic University on Saturday by a

score of 1-0. The two played to

a scoreless deadlock until the ninth

inning when Catholic U. pushed

i that prov-

ed to he the winning margin.

Pitching, which earlier in the

spring appeared to be qur-ui.n:<Mi

was the one bright spot in the de-

feat. Sonny Wunderlich, Cam
Smith, and Dick Carrington all

pitched creditably holding the op-

position to only four hits.

Unearned Run

i each of the first five

The Sho'men's hopes were kept

alive down to the last out. A
pinch single and some daring base

running by Dave Fegan left tying

The Washington College 9 will

I to get in the win column on

lesday in a big double header

Western Maryland. The next

but because of

dropped the meet 75-65. LVC,
with 50 members on its track team-

fas opposed to WC's 20), was able

to pull down enough second and
third place finishes to make up
the margin.

Coach Chattelier, who had ex-

pected W.C. to win the meet, was
disappointed as a combination of

poor conditions, bad breaks, and
surprises combined to set W.C.
back in its first meet of the year.

Snyder High Scorer

High scorer for Washington was

Junior Woody Snyder with 13

points. Snyder took second place

in the high hurdles, third in the

intermediates, third in the high

jump, second in the iriple jump,

and a first place leap of 20'2#"

in the broad jump.

Juniors Tim Bohacker and
Chuck Mock were double winners.

Bohacker took the high hurdles

17.8 and 63.1, (respectively. Mock
won both the 100 and the 220.

Smith, McGinnis Win
Other first place finishes for

Washington were won by Marty

Smith in the 440 (53.1} and John
McGinnis in the shot put (41'-

2/a"). The team of Cohn, More-

s disqualified on
the triple jump,

narrowly missed

Marty Smith i

a technicality I

Kyle Murpn;
third place in two events, and
Pete Johnson was unexpei tedly

outdistanced in the javelin. One
sad note of the trip was the knee

injury sustained by Bob Manning
while clinching second place in the

pole vault.

Sho' Netters

Even Record
The tennis team opened its sea-

son last week by splitting a pair

of matches. Coach Athey's net-

men chalked up a 5-1 victory at

Penn Military College on Thurs-

day, March 30. The second, the

home opener, resulted in a 6-3 loss

to Catholic University.

Defeating the Kaydets easily,

the netmen required only the
singles play. The lone loss in the

match was suffered by the squad's

No. 1 ma "

7-5, 7-5.

Goin the for

>f 3::

i the nli<,LVC was able to \

2-mile, javelin, pole vault,

ump, and triple jump. They
ook 8 second places and 1

1

places. That was enough to

the difference. LVC's high

man was Williams who won

lile and 2-mile and look a

1 in the 880.

The loss came as a result of

virtually sand and also

John Merrill and Fred Grey.

Winning in straight sets were Bob
Manning, Bob Kendell and Dan
Mcascll. The doubles play was not

completed as the match was al-

ready sewed up by the end of the

singles competition.

In a match that could have gone

either way, the Sho'men lost their

to CU last Saturday

byi i-3. Set • for the

Kenin in the singles

Stein playing in the No. 6 spot.

In the doubles, victories were tal-

lied by Checkett and Woodcock
playing first and Kendall and Grey

playing third doubles.

The team competed against a

Maryland last

by The

and Sam Martin
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Society To Recognize

Dean's List Students Ifeffl-lm^.

Westerdahl

An Honors Tea and discussion,

held under the auspices of the

Senior Women's Honor Society,

is scheduled for next Wednesday to

give recognition lo those students

who have achieved academic dis-

Mr. Donald J. Shank, Director

of the Wye Institute, will speak

on domestic and foreign post-

graduate opportunities at 7:30 p.m.

in Hynson Lounge. An informal

discussion and refreshments will

follow.

Honors

faculty members and to the 143

students from all classes who
placed on the Dean's List or Hon-

orable Mention last semester, in

lieu of any form of official recoR-

list which is posted in William

Smith Hall, the Senior Women's

Honor Society is sponsoring this

Honor Tea to acknowledge scho-

lastic achievement.

A noted eduratit.nal administra-

tor and contributor to education-

al publications, Mr. Shank is well-

qualified to speak on the subject

of opportunities available to the

college graduate, both in this

country and abroad.

HE Veterans

Affiliated with the Institute of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.n:

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.c

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Women', Casual Wear
SSI High St, Chestertown, Md.

RUG d DRV
EANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 77S-S181

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

tnternational Education for sixteen

years, he served as its acting pres-

ident during 1949-50.

Mr. Sh "

if men

position with the

North Central Association of Sec-

ondary Schools and Colleges.

He is a past educational advis-

or to the Civilian Conservation

Corps, as well as a former as-

sistant secretary of the Armed
Forces Committee of Post-war

I'.cliit -aiional Opportunities for

Service Personnel.

Mr. Shank served for ten years

the American Council on Educa-

tion and from 1945 to 1948 was

the director of student personnel

at Cornell University.

In his present capacity

rector of the Wye Institute, he

concerned with promntim; 'VfF.i

lo strengthen and expand edui

di-

ns
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

HAJRSff
Orcrlooking

Worton Creek Marin*

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown. Md.

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: lla.ia.tollp.fn. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pfcio — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday • Friday — 8:30-5:00 pjn.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext 253

(Continued from Page 1)

ctors was made by the Dean

Dean of Women Mary Jane Caton,

there has been a delay in the se-

lection of women proctors. How-
ever, applications for vacant po-

sitions are now being accepted by

Miss Doris Bell, Women's Resi-

dence Director.

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE-IN

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. APR. 7-9

"GOLDFINGER"
"DR. NO"

"Sean Connery 007"

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

Phone 556-6152
Admission: Adults 7V

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

DEBORAH WALLEY

"Ghost In The
Invisible Bikini'

"Tami—Teen
Age Awards"

SUN.-MON.-TUES. APR. 9-1

"Funeral In Berlin"

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Fatah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 776-2575

TASTEE FREEZE
MilkShakes I

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fexucal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Senate To Hold Elections Friday
Steve Nyking Runs Unopposed

In Senate Presidential Race
By Linda Towne

Washington College students vol

ing in the SGA Elections on Fri

day, April 14, will find five cai

didates running for four Senate pc

The . ndidates are Steve My-
President, Marie Warner
President, Pat Dorsey for

Secretary, Dean Skeins and Jim
Rawle for Treasurer.

No-Vote Win
Despite the fact that three of

the candidates are running unop-
pposed, students will be asked to

vote either for the candidate or I

"no vote." In the event that a "

be held.

SGA President Cliff Hankey e

plained that although there we
who qualified

the-

In ordei

n addition, freshmen may r

or the office of president.

Bad Situation

Hankey explained that

gretted that the election would be

run virtually uncontested because
he felt it would be a definite dis-

advantage to the candidates.

"Usually a student taking office

has won the position on the basis

nf somehing and they feel that

they have the support of the stu-

dent body. It means something to

have been chosen instead of some-
one else. Three of the new officers

are going to have to start cold."

"The worst thing about it is

that it's not their fault," he con-
tinued. "The

N.S.A. Representative

Discusses C.I.A. Link

S.G.A. President Cliff Hankoy seated

S.G.A. offices before campaign speeches

twenty-seven college students.

nting the National Stu-

,
Mr. Robert Cut-

ner attended last Monday's meet-
ing of the Student Government
Association to explain and answer
questions about the N.S.A.'s in-

volvement with the C.I.A.

Mr. Cutner, a full-time N.S.A.

staff member, stated that the orga-

rerted

ferences.

Decision To Break
Philip Sherbourne, president of

the N.S.A. last year, decided to

terminate the relationship with the

C.I. A., and set about finding finan-

cial support to replace that of the

marked that the C.I.A. pressured

other staff members to try to dis-

courage Sherbourne, from dissolv-

ing the connections between the

two organizations. In spite of

these pressures, Cutner reported

that while the C.I.A. funds repre-

sented 60% of the budget in 1964,

this was reduced to only 7% by
September of 1966, when the infor-

mation "leaked out" about the

Draft Board Help

Cutner aJso noted that where
N.S.A. officers could not convince
their draft boards to defer them
for at least the year they were in

office, the C.I.A. would step in and
help the students receive the neces-

sary classification for deferrment.

"No schools have dropped their

N.S.A. membership since the

C.I.A. link was made public. In

fact, sixteen colleges have joined

the N.S.A." though Cutner related

that a number of colleges and uni-

versities have seriously considered

leaving the organization. He ad-

vised the S.G.A. to wait until after

(Continued on Page 6)

Most Qualified

Both Hankey and Dick Jackson,

Vice President of SGA feel that

the candidates who are running
are fully qualified and cite this

factor as part of the reason no one

else decided to i

felt candidates

running were the most qualified

and didn't feel they could beat

them in an election anyway,"
Jackson explained.

"I regret the situation and I

feel that if anyone is to blame, I

am," Cliff explained. "Senate has

worked very hard and has been

very successful in a number of

areas but we didn't put enough
emphasis on the importance of

(Continued on Page 6)

Four Profs Named
To College Faculty
Four men will join the Wash-

ington College faculty as assistant

professors for the 1967-68 aca-

demic year, according to Dr. Nich-
olas Newlin, Acting Dean of the

College.

They are Thomas F. McHugh,
education; Albert W. Briggs, Jr.,

mathematics; Roger D. Petersen,

psychology; and Shirish K. Shah,
chemistry. Their appointments
are effective September 1, 1967.

Baltimore City Orchestra
To Present Local Concert

N.S.A.-C.I./ link.

"Past presidents of the N.S.A.

and other staff members "found"

jobs and other career positions in

the C.I.A.," Mr. Cutner remarked.

"As an inducement to incumbent

officers and staff personnel, the

C.I.A. would offer positions in the

oi-.t;aiii/.ation for future operative

work—in addition to 'money under

the table'," he added.

The Baltimore Symphony will

visit Chestertown on Wednesday,

April 19, to play a concert at 8: 15

p.m. in Russell Gymnasium under

the auspices of the Chei
Rotary Club and Washingtoi

lege's Student Govt

The ninety-two member orches-

tra, which was founded in 1914 as

an agency of Baltimore City, will

present its local concert under the

baton of Associate Conductor Elay-

kum Shapira. In its last appear-

ance in Chestertown, in February,

1 966, the orchestra attracted a

capacity crowd of about 2000 area

residents and students.

Tchaikowsky Symphony Featured than 200 <

This Wednesday's concert will

feature Schubert's "Overture to

'Rosamunde'.55 Ketelbey's "In a

Persian Market," and Dukas' "Sor-

cerer's Apprentice." The orchestra

will also perform "Second Hungar-

ian Rhapsody" by Liszt and "Sym-
phony No. 4 in F Minor, Opus
36" by Tchaikowsky.

At its inception in 1914, the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

played a "season" of three con-

certs. This year, under the direc-

tion of Dr. Peter Herman Adler,

they will present 36 subscription

concerts in Baltimore, and more

New Education Director

Mr. McHugh, a 1959 Temple
University graduate with a B.S. in

education, will be assistant profes-

sor of education and director of the
teacher's training program at the
College. He will replace Dr. Wil-
liam Hoffman, who has accepted a
position at the College of Wooiter
in Ohio to direct a new education
program there.

Mr. McHugh received hi» Ed.M.
in 1960 from Temple. Since 1962,
he has been at the University of

Pennsylvania, working for his

Ph.D. as a research fellow.

Briggs Replaces Styer

New assistant professor of math-
ematics is Albert W. Briggs, Jr.,

replacing Mr. David Styer, instruc-

tor of mathematics, who will be

Berstein Discovery

Associate Conductor of the or-

chestra and Director for the Ches-

tertown concert, Elaykum Shapira

was born in Tel Aviv, Israel,

where, in 1948, he was discovered

by Leonard Bernstein. Invited by

Mr. Bernstein to participate in a

conductor's competition with the

Israel Philharmonic, Shapira took

top honors and was subsequently

brought to the U. S. where he

began his studies at Tanglewood.

Mass., with Serge Kaussevitzky and

'ork.

.'Cd his l.B. degree

from Harvard
mathematics from the University of

California, Berkeley. From 1964-

66, he was a Peace Corps Volun-
teer at the Technical Institute,

Penang, Malaysia, teaching mathe-

Petei i Join Faculty

Ben

Appointed Assistant Conductor
of the New York Philharmonic for

the 1960-61 season, he earned in-

tL-rnational acclaim when he con-

ducted that orchestra without re-

hearsal when Bernstein was sud-

denly stricken ill. Mr. Shapira was
named Associate Conductor of the

Baltimore Symphony in 1962 and

directs the orchestra in more than

oik' hundred performances each

Reserved t

for adults ai

and students,

ckets costing $2.00

d $.75 for children

are presently avail-

st-come, first served

ay be obtained from

he Chestertowi

from SGA Senators

Appointed to the psychology

department is Roger D. Petersen, a
1963 graduate of the University of

Oregon. Mr. Petersen is presently

studying at Cornell University.

Shirish K. Shah will be an assist-

ant professor of chemistry. With a

B.S. from St. Xavier's College in

1962, he has majored in organic

chemistry as a radiation protection

research fellow at the University

of Delaware since 1963.

Shah expects to receive his PhJ).

this June. The addition of Mr.

Petersen and Mr. Shah to the fac-

ulty will increase both the psychol-

ogy and chemistry departments to

three members.

Dean Newlin reported that no

replacements have been found to

fill vacancies which will be left by

Mr. Arley Levno, instructor of

French; Mr. Stuart Mackown, in-

structor of political science; and

Miss Patricia Home,
sociology.
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SGA "Elections"

Criticizing student apathy is, unfortunately, trite. There

has been so much comment on this topic, that deaf

denly develop when the subji

Yet an occasion of this

what must be an unprecedented

ing date for filing nomination pe

dates in the race for four Student

Sin tin

has been filed and one

The exhortations U

didates and vote for the

"No vote" vs. candidate

deserves comment. Ir>

by the official clos-

there were four candi-

date, another petition

es will be contested,

nsideration to the can-

out of place this time,

three out of four tick-

ets. The students must have realized this soon enough to spare

themselves the effort of attending the speeches of the candi-

dates. 95% of the student body managed to find something

else to do this Tuesday evening when the speeches were given.

It is commendable that the candidates delivered their

addresses. They were forced to come up with a platform, to

plan for public stutenmil what they intend to do when elected.

The fault may lie partially with the two top executives on the

SGA now for failing to encourage
|
.utkipation in the e ections

It may rest with the junior class 1 n not producing oi - sirmh

candidate (four are now sophomo es, one a freshman ; or .1

may be, as has been suyoested, ll at the best candid tea are

running, and none could win attain t them anyway. 'I hi is cer-

tainlv a lackluster campaign and el sction, and the Elm uggests

that students may benefit from e> amining just exactl y why.

By Linda Towne
Consider the plight of the cul-

turally semi-ignorant Washington

College student upon being invited

lo spend an evening in New York

viewing the world premier of an

Torn between his somewhat

ikepttcal friends and a haunting

fear that everyone else there will

ing the decor of t'

State Opera House a

nf the patrons who i almost ;

afraid.

Unbounded Enthusiasm

Such was the position of two

members of the Elm staff plus

friend when Dr. Richard Brown,

Chairman of the Department of

Mathematics at Washington Col-

lege invited them to spend an eve-

ning wilb him in New York. An
enthusiastic opera fan who drives

to New York as many as three

times a week, Dr. Brown enjoys

introducing students to his fav-

orite art and frequently has extra

tickets which he gives to interested

students.

From many years of experience

in winning over dubious students

and knowing full well that at least

one of the party would have pre-

ferred a free ticket to the National

Invitational Tournament, Dr.
Brown set about his task of getting

us accustomed to New York's cul-

tural night spot, Lincoln Center.

The New Met building, the sculp-

Light Comedy
A repertory group, the New

York City Opera Company was

presenting Giannini's The Servant

of Two Masters, an opera adapted

from a play by Cotdoni, an eigh-

teenth century Italian playwrite. A
quick, light, colorful comedy, the

opera was an excellent one for

those of us who had never seen

a production before.

A few minutes spent studying a

copy of the libietto or the text of

the play clarified what seemed to

be a complex plot, comprehension

being aided considerably by the

fact that the opera was written

in English. Dr. Brown's explana-

ivbich carried over from the Ital-

The plot involves two sets of

lovers, Clarissa and Silvio, and
Beatrice and Florindo, separated

by fate and reunited accidentally

by Truffaldino. the valet who has

decided to serve both Beatrice and

Florindo. Truffaldino and his

eventual wife Smeraldina both re-

present conventions or types.

All Ends Well

Truffaldino is the ever-hungry

servant who decides that if he serv-

while Smeraldina the

of being free to i

a shop of her own
as all comedies

ends with three

Ending happily

msi. the opera

UIFa

The opera and the entire eve-

ning were thoroughly enjoyable

and a good introduction to an art

we had all thought too high-brow

to concern us. And we know at

least one ardent basketball fan who
left with no regrets that he had
missed the NIT.

Campus Forum

ture in the co urtyard, the record

ibrary and a small collection of

from old opera

louses served

the afternoon.

Arriving at the opera before

To the Editor:

In the March 9th editorial of

the Elm entitled, "Waiting for

WRA," the editor questioned the

flow of positive action by House
Council on the problem of defining

a clear conception of the house-

mothers' duties. We of House

Council feel that unjust implica-

tions were imposed upon us and

feel it incumbent upon us to cor-

Evaluation Rating
__ The Elm rates the evaluation a qualified success, based

on the goals as stated in the introduction to the pamphlet.

Certainly it provides more information about the courses than

the grapevine (but is knowing that a certain course "does not

stimulate . . . interest" yet "has a lasting effect and was ulti-

mately a success" for the students really tell us more than a

twisted grapevine tale could relate?).

The success of the second objective of the evaluation may
never be fully appraised: to "provide the faculty with a sincere

and honest appraisal of their efforts, giving praise where it is

due. and suggestion where it is warranted."

Surely, the evaluation is a candid, honest attempt to de-

scribe the merits and demerits of the teachers and their courses;

yet there is room to criticize the style of the writing, if not the

content itself. It appears that certain of the briefs were writ-

ten hastily, due in part to the tight deadlines the writers faced.

At least one brief was actually written during the class it eval-

uated. But the language was less than subtle in a few cases,

and a resume of critical comments may still be slated clearly

without losing the general opinion of the students, if more
diplomatic terms are used.

The experience gained from this year's evaluation will, no
doubt, be of significant importance in future efforts. Details

relating to the printing, collating, and binding of the evaluation

which were poorly planned this lime, will be far easier on the

next go-round. Perhaps some questions "ill be re-phrased to

ask more nearly what the (-valuators meant lo ask; more time

will be allotted to the writing of the briefs, and to the review-

ing of the briefs by the SGA Evaluation Committee; The
Committee should investigate the charges thai seniors softened
personal criticism of professors because they have to take com-
prehensives from them shortly.

The Elm fervently hopes that the evaluations will indeed
be of value to students and faculty alike; that guidance and
constructive criticism, respectively, may be beneficial; that this

will not become simply the "official" grapevine and a sounding
board for personal gripes at the faculty.

'Moss Box 9 Houses
Undiscovered Talent

By Karen Laux

"The Moss Box," which opened

its doors to the College almost two
months ago, is not posing an im-

mediate threat to the popularity

of "The Tombs" or "The Crazy

Horse" in Georgetown, D. C. Nor
is it promising to depopulate

dances at the Chestertown Armory
on Saturday nights.

But quietly, and largely unno-

ticed by many Washington College

students, "The Moss Box" is be-

coming the i

Ph0!

offee house, which de-

pends on student efforts, is offering

an outlet for creative student ex-

pression where none existed prev-

iously. Entertainment, therefore, is

branching out in all directions at

"The Moss Box."

Performances last weekend rang-

ed from Dede Brewer's folk music

to Nance Coch's "No Talent
Band." In addition, entertainment

may involve the presentation of a

work by a well-known playwright

original piece of dr

by by

ntroduced in this way.

Guitarist To Entertain

Although much talent comes
from the campus, performers also

include people from outside the

college. Alan Freeman, a profes-

sional guitarist, rame from New
York.

Bob Dalsemer, an entertainer

from Baltimore who has performed

at Carnegie Hall, is scheduled to

sing and play the guitar and banjo

on April 21. This Friday, Mr.
Maloney, head of the Dramatics

Department, will present "Krapp's

Last Tape," a dramatic mono-
logue by Samuel Beckett.

(Continued on Page 5)

The problem, initially presented

to SGA by Senator Steve Anuck,
was passed cm to the Student Af-

fairs Committee. Dean Caton, a

ed that the WRA House' Council
examine and discuss the present

situation and responsibilities of the

housemother. A series of discus-

sions, one of which Steve Amick
attended, were promptly held.

The final step, the submission of

the report to Student Affairs, un-

fortunately was never completed
due to the illness of Dean Caton.

Since our immediate role in the

problem had been played and the

results of our labors passed in to

other hands, the Women's Resi-

dence Council assumed that the

report had been submitted as plan-

ned, Obviously the failure lies not

with any one person or organiza-

tion. Why did not SGA or Student
Affairs make known the absence

of the report? As was stated, the

report was overdue two months.
Surely such dissatisfaction of the

part of these two, organizations

ought to have provoked one of

them to approach the Residence
Council. Clearly we feel that the

guilt docs not completely rest with

WRA is composed of all women
who reside on campus. Each girl,

each floor, each dorm has access

to representatives or council mem-
hers. If WRA is to function prop-

erly, the girls themselves must
make use of these opportunities to

make themselves heard. Without
their cooperation, the organization

must and shall fail. Perhaps a

sharper awareness of the proper
channels would serve not only our
organization, but all organizations

on campus. Certainly the policy of

"passing the buck," as is so easily

shown in this unfortunate incident,

does not make for efficiency in

Respectfully,

The Women's
Residence Council

Dear Students of Washington
College,

I should tike to take this op-

portunity to express my apprecia-

tion to you for the gifts received

by the Lobo Elementary School. I

was deeply touched by the senti-

ment expressed by the students and
various organizations associated

with the College.

This kind gesture will always be

remembered by me and the Fili-

pino people in our district. It has

(Continued on Page 5)

NOTICE!
Acting Dean of the College, Dr.

Nicholas Newlin, has stated for

clarification purposes that students

now in the college may satisfy the

distribution requirements according

to the new plan approved by the

faculty this winter.
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Washington College Plays

International 'Parent'Role
By Barbara Oaborn

44297 is pleased to announce

the arrival of a 13 year-old boy.

K-5133, in March, 1967. K-5133

is really our man in South Korea

Kim Tong Ok, and 44297 is the

Foster Parents' Plan, Incorporat-

ed^ appellation for Washington

College.

As advised by Social Committee
chairman Joe Coale last December,

Washington College joined other

college, civic and private groups

across the nation in the role of

international "parent." Through
Plan headquarters in New York

City, the S.G.A. arranged to con-

tribute eight-dollar monthly cash

grants and school, clothing and
health supplies to one Korean
youth in return for an association

with progress reports, photos and

Eager OK
Tong Ok, as described in an in-

troductory letter from Foster-plan's

international headquarters, is an

eager first year junior high school

student with a talent for music

and an ambition to bring financial

comfort to his mother. Though an

active boy, Tong Ok's vital sta-

tistics are listed "small for his age."

The Kim family are refugees

from Kongjoo. North Korea where

they were forced to leave their iron

workshop and all possessions in

fleeing the Communists. In 1959,

Tong Ok's father died, leaving

him, a brother, a sister and Tong

five dollars per month.
With Plan aid, the Kims have

bought a crude shack for thirty-

five dollars and arc receiving social

work and medical benefits from the

organization. Supplies arc distribut-

ed all year round to Tong Ok in

spray and a sweater and in Korean
products ranging from clothes and
shoes to school and cleaning sup-

plies. Sports equipment, an alarm

clock and a harmonica are part

of a recommended list of gift hems
which may be purchased through

Plan.

Patience in awaiting the arrival

and increase in warmth of letters

from the child is advised as ship-

of corresponds
Ki.rt l dif-

Kim Tong Ok
Ok destitute in Pusan. The mother

collects scrap metal for one dollar

a day, and Tong Jin, 19, working

in an iron shop, and Jung Soon,

16, employed in a factory, bring

BSU Members Initiate

'Big Brother' Program
One of the most active yet little

known organizations on campus is

the Washington College Baptist

Student Union. The Washington

College BSU is a small branch of

a nationwide association of Baptist

student unions which has repre-

The campus BSU was formed by

a group of students who felt the

need for a closer integration of

religious with intellectual growth

in the college community. It re-

ceived its charter and officially be-

Greeks Plan

Annual Fete
Plans for IFC weekend, the big-

est all-Greek project of the year,

have been announced by IFC Pres-

ident Jay Swartz. Planned jointly

by all the fraternities under the

sponsorship of the Inter-Fraternity

Council, the annual spring bac-

cancel is scheduled for April 28,

29, and 30th.

Friday night's program includes

the traditional songfest. Each sor-

ority and fraternity prepares two

songs, one chosen by the IFC and

one of their own choice to sing in

Athletic Trophies

Judging songfest this year will

be Mr. John Walker, Chairman of

the Music Department, Mr. Robert

Forney, of Forney's Jewelry Store,

and Mrs. Delphine Barroll of the

Music Department. The standard

songs will be "Lara's Theme" from

Dr. Zhivago" for the sororities and

"Amen" from "Lilies of the Field"

for the fraternities. Winners of

came a campus ornam/adon in

November 1966.

"Big Brother Program"
BSU members are currently en-

gaged in a project which they call

the "Big Brother, Big Sister Pro-

gram." This project, sponsored in

conjunction with the Kent County
Probation Department, makes it

possible for less forunate children

to have the companionship of a

BSU "big brother or sister."

fidence to strangers and elders.

Letters are translated and forward-

ed by headquarters to the child

monthly, and donors are asked not

to reveal their direct address to

avoid requests for informal expan-

sion of gifts.

Contributions are tax deductible,

but must be channeled through the

central office. Registered with the

Advisory Committee on Voluntary

Foreign Aid of the Agency for In-

ternational Development, Foster-

plan makes clear the security in-

formation concerning mail (no

stamps or cash in envelopes) and

possible visiting. (If a foster parent

should be traveling in the country

where his child lives advance ar-

rangements can be made for him

to be escorted for a visit by a

Plan representative).

Daniel Callahan, leading spokesman for reform in the Roman Cath-

olic Church, answers questions during informal coffee hour in Hyn-

son Lounge after lecture.

Outspoken Catholic

Criticizes Church
,.( the

The- milhei

plan recreational programs for

these children which, in the past,

have included bowling, concerts,

sports events, and trips to the thea-

tre. In the near future, the BSU
plans to take trips to Washington

and New York.

Since its inception, BSU has

participated in many programs of

the regional organization which
have included meetings at the U.S.

Naval Academy in Annapolis, a

winter retreat, and a spring re-

treat, held in March at Hilltop

Ranch near Conawingo Dam.
The officers of the campus or-

ganization are Alda Mae Peterson,

president; Debra Green, vice-presi-

dent; Carolyn Erwin, public rela-

tions coordinator; Rick Sherman,

social chairman; and Rev. Roy
Rudasil, advisor.

Membership in the BSU is not

restricted to members of the Bap
list faith, but is extended to

interested persons. Previous mt
bership has included members

the Protestant, Catholic, and Ji

ish faiths, as well as Baptist. Any-

one wishing to join this organiza

Car Rally
The Men's Residence Associa-

tion of Washington College will

sponsor a car rally this weekend.

Pre- registration is at dinner Friday

and Saturday, April 14, 15. Offi-

cial registration will be at noon,

Sunday, April 16 in the parking lot

of William Smith Hall. The first

car will leave at 1:01 p.m. Tro-

phies for first and second place will

be given, with duplicate awards for

tury mentality, Christianity is de-

fective, bungling, and even cor-

rupt," stated Deniel Callahan, As-

sociate Editor of Commonweal and

one of America's leading spokes-

men for reform and liberalization

in the Roman Catholic Church.

Speaking in William Smith Au-

ditorium last Tuesday, Mr. Calla-

han established the image of an

ideal Christian: one who was "un-

yielding, confident, and sure in his

faith" ; one who accepted "the

faith of our fathers"; and one to

whom serious criticisms of the reli-

gion were an indication that the

doubter was "ignorant, immoral, or

had bad faith."

Evades Objections

The ideal Christian "evades

genuine and serious objectii ~
"

_ lized that the

churches had critiefsed each other

in the past, refused to consider a

major revision in his beliefs. The

idealist's primary personal goal is

salvation; "Love thy neighbor" is

his guidepost.

Callahan stated that this type of

Christian is "a danger to everyone.

This kind of person is likely to find

that his religious life has turned to

ashes." The difficulty for the

Christian comes, Mr. Callahan

feels, in relating the "security of

his faith" to "contemporary life."

No Future

Does the future belong to Chris-

tianity?" It doesn't seem to," he

remarked. "Contemporary man is

getting along fine without the

Mr. Callahan does not feel that

the Church has had any impact at

all on the Viet problem, and only

"qualified significance on the prob-

lems of cybernation, automation,

and slum clearance," he stated.

"No one seems to listen to religious

spokesmen any longer," he added.

The suppression of the freedom

of the individual by the Church

was commented on by Mr. Calla-

han. He said that the first task of

tnc individual is to find out where

he really stands, recognizing that

he alone is, in the end, responsible

for his own beliefs. "We must see

reality," he conclud-

-Play Review -

'Hello Out There!'
By Donald Dolce

_

A dual production by the Dra-

matics Workshop of William Sar-

oyan's Hello Out There was pre-

sented April 7 in William Smith

Auditorium. The play itself des-

cribes a fatal episode in the life

of a jailed gambler — charged

with rape — in the small Texas

town of Matador.

The lonely man has a much

more vivid appreciation of life

than those in the community. He

becomes acquainted with the jan-

itor — a young girl named Emily

— and through this fleeting ac-

quaintance, they become quite at-

other. They plan

San Fran-

iral vill

Tray and diamonds will be the

band featured at the dance Sat-

urday evening to be held at the

Chestertown armory. Admission

will be $3.00 per couple for non-

Greeks and $1.50 for Greeks.

There will be a $.25 admission

charge for songfest this year to help

Beach Party

Rounding out the weekend <

"""

be the annual beach party for

Greeks and their dates. Starting

at 2:00 p.m. Sunday, the beach

party will be held at Anthony's

beach. Records will provide enter-

cisco. However, the husband of the

woman supposedly raped suddenly

enters the jail house and fatally

Setting Symbolic

The play has effective comments

on contemporary society. First, the

setting is symbolic — Matador,

Texas. The matador is a brave

man who enters the bull ring risk-

ing his life for glory. Here, the

citizens of the small community are

shown as cowards.

The husband enters the jail,

knowing beforehand that he will

win. He reacts only because of his

friends' comments if he does not.

He shoots the defenseless gambler

who stands enclosed, trapped like

the coyote he claims to be.

Shallowness

The gambler's plaintive cry of

"Hello out there" — hoping some-

where to find a person who is larg-

er than the narrowmindedness of

Matador's population — is answer-

ed by Emily. Emily is much more
sensitive than the rest and attempts

to save him. Seeing the shallowness

of her surroundings, her wail of

Sullen Man
The Brian Manson production

emphasized the young gambler

"I-IIm

Emily, (Sharon

who has been ;

tion of William

usser) befriends a lonely gambler, (Howdy DeHoff)

ied of rape in the Pete Herbt-Jack Bloom produc-

oyans 'Hello Out There!"

>stalgic. Hopefully, she will go

to San Francisco where she is told

The gambler is the catalyst who
awakens her from the wasted life

she experiences in Matador. He
promises her something better and

gives her money to achieve the

physical transportation to that

place. She also wants to leave the

limitations of the town. Because of

this metamorphosis, she rises above

the rest of the community just as

her dead confidant once did —

rithdrawn man whose ap-

Emily was strained at

Fred Kipncs presented hira

as a man tired with life — hardly

inspiring to send her to San Fran-

cisco. Through his bad luck (he

claims) his view of life could hard-

ly be ecstatic. Only toward the

end does his relationship with her

seem to reach a state of vitality.

The production lacked this vitali-

zation. April Marshall was superb

as the girl. Despite this, the lack

of communication between her and

the gambler was quite apparent

The Jack Bloom - Pete Herbst

production was definitely the high

point of the duo. While Howdy
DeHoff was the trapped coyote,

pacing restlessly around the jai"

— spirited and

unweary. Ably assisted by Sharon

Strausser, their dialogue and feel-

ing toward one another was

thoroughly genuine.

Deficient, Not Wrong
Kipnes' interpretation can not

be called wrong; it was simply

deficient in the appeal that De-

Hoffs had. One certainly did not

have the feeling of despair toward

Kipnes' weariness as they had to-

ward DeHofTs anxiety, which was

quite apparent.

Student productions as these

should definitely be encouraged.

Each was an honest effort and the

Workshop is to be commended for

their efforts in the dual production.
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SPORTS

Undefeated Hopkins
Beats Sho' Stickmen

Quick
Stick

by Dick Louck

Last Saturday, Johns Hopkins, for the first time since their

opening game against Mt. Washington lacrosse club, faced a

good lacrosse team, and possible defeat. Little Washington Col-

lege collected its Strongest weapons and almost defeated the

probable 1967 national champions.

Neither Yale nor Princeton, both highly touted Ivy League

loir

able to j

e Hopk'tn

nky-dinks.

ul.lr

Ma

fell behind

rciful and threw

onal champions,

ped 12-2.

"bush league" by

ional champion-

issions of Satur-

and, will not be

Ihr- three watchwords of the week which paid ofT in the

game wi re: Pride, Poise, and Ball. That is what the Sho'men

used to give Hopkins such a close game. Each player who had a

part in the game displayed those qualities.

Pride was a big factor: being a small school, an obvious

underdog, and the butt of much criticism. The Sho'men were

out to prove that they were as good as they were cracked up to

be, that the wins over die likes of Brown, Harvard and other

big name tens were not just flukes of luck.

Poise, that certain quality of confidence, talent and finesse

was demonstrated perfectly by the two standout players of the

game, Jim Chalfant and Ford Schuman. Schuman, in the

goal, repeatedly stopped the "impossible" shots, the point-

blank bullets that should be sure goals.

He also showed that poise out of the goal, clearing the ball

away from the »oal area and bringing the crowd to its feet

with his exciting play.

Chalfant played perhaps the best game anyone of us on the

team has seen. Jim was always there, "there" being exactly

where he was needed. Poised on both offense and defense, ready

to make just the right play at the right time, Chalfant earned

the respect of every one of the thousands of fans.

Hopkins won the game, but Washington College won a

moral victory. Perhaps this shock was just what Hopkins needs

to get ready for the Navv and Maryland games. At any rate,

when a little "bush league" team from the Eastern Shore nearly

knocks ofT one of the greatest lacrosse titans, people in power
begin to ask why.

Trackmen Triumph;
Journey to Loyola
Washingon College's track team

evened its record Saturday after-

noon by defeating a weak Western

Maryland squad 96 to 49. The
squad is now 1 and 1.

The word for die cindermen

was "depth" as they collected 10

first place finishes, 13 seconds, and
7 thirds. In the field events Wash-
iiigton College swept the shot put

with McCinnis taking first with a

heave of 40'7" and Mock and

Murphy finishing second ihird re-

spectively. Pete Johnson won the

javelin with a toss of 177'1/a" and
McCinnis took second. Johnson's

loss was only eight feet under the

school record. Since he is only a

freshman, it appears that the

school record is in jeopardy.

Woody Snyder had another fine

ing in three events. This week lit-

er was a close second in the high!

with Snyder third. Bohacker took

a spill in the 440's and the best

W. C. could do was Snyder's third.

Both the 440 and mile relays

went to W. C. in times of 45.6 and
3;40.3. In both of these races, the

teams had no difficulty in running

By Thomas Lacher

David and Goliath met in la-

crone combat on Homewood Field

last Saturday to determine if the

nation's best small college team

could upset the premier big uni-

versity ten, Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, heir-apparent to Navy's Mil-

The giant finally won 10-6 but

not without a fight from an arous-

ed Sho'men squad. Tied 6-6 late

in the third period, Hopkins scored

three last quarter goals to pull

away from Washington College.

Sho'men 4-1

Washington, now 4-1 overall,

faces Loyola College this Saturday

at the Greyhound's Evergreen

campus in Baltimore. Loyola is

play.

The Sho'men spoiled the Blue

Jays a 4-0 lead in the first quarter

before Jim Chalfant found the

range with a backhand shot late

in the period. Mark Madden t

anothei lil.-d

Trail Hopkins 6-4

Barry Drew tallied from close

in on a feed from Madden, and
Mike Kelly pumped one in as

Hopkins led 6-4 at halftime.

As the defense stiffened in the

third stanza, Washington scored

twice while limiting Hopkins to

one goal. Ford Schuman, the

squad's outstanding freshman goal-

ie, turned aside repeated Hopkins'

threats and finished with thineen

Ron Regan made the score 6-5

on a feed from Madden. Later in

the third period Chalfant passed

to Madden for his second goal as

the Sho'men knotted the score with

the Blue Jays, 6-6.

Cowan Paces Blue Jays

Hopkins came right back to

score and led at the end of the

period, 7-6. Attackman Joe Cowan
paced the host team with five goals

Madden was coach Don Kelly's

high scorer with two goals and

Earlier the Shore ten whipped

visiting Harvard University, 16-8,

on Kibler Field. Harvard, beaten

the previous day 15-1 by Navy.

was no match for the nigged Sho'

Ron Regan led the team with

four goals and five assists. Carl

Ortman pumped in four more and
passed off for another. Chalfant

hit the nets three times and had
one assist while midfield-mate

Drew tallied twice.

cond
triple jump, and high jump. Junior

Charlie Skipper placed second in

the discus and Bob Manning over-

In the sprints Mock won both

the 100 and 220 with limes of

10.5 and 23.4, respectively. Stein-

berg took second in the 100 and
third in the 220. Die middle dis-

tances were ail Washington Col-

lege. Smith ran the 440 in 53.1

with Moreland and Cohn right be-

hind Riuenbend.-r was a double

lik

with times of 2:04.6 and 4:40,5.

Whitman was second in the mile

and won the two-mile in 10:41.

Sam Martin was second in the 880

and Fred Couper took third in the

two-mile.

The 120 high hurdles and the

440 intermediates went to Morri-

son of Western Maryland. Bohack-

DASHMAN—Junior .Chuck Mot
Western Maryland in the Sho'me
dash for the cindermen.

Washington Nine

Seeks First Win
The Washington College base-

ballers are still looking for their

first victory after dropping three

games last week. The losses

brought their record to 0-4. Last

year after the first four games, the

team boasted a record of 2-2.

Last Tuesday, the Sho'men lost

both ends of a doubleheader to

Western Maryland. In the first

game, the Sho'men let some fine

pitching go to waste in a 4-1 de-

feat.

Scattered Hitting

The game was tied going into

the seventh inning when the Ter-

rors went ahead to stay. The Sho'-

men were hurt by scattered hitting

and five errors. Senior Sonny Wun-
derlich was the losing pitcher.

In somewhat of a wild second

game, a six-run Washington rally

in the final inning fell short,

stranding three runners. The big

loaded double by Al Perry. The
final score was 10-7 with Al Streel-

man the losing pitcher.

Unearned Runs

On Saturday, the Sho'men
fumbled away a close game by

making six errors in an 8-5 defeat

to Swarthmore. All totaled, six of

the eight Swarthmore runs were
unearned. An overworked Wunder-
Hch was the victim of shoddy sup-

port and was charged with the

setback.

Commenting on the Swarthmore
game, Coach Lefty Elliott said

that he was encouraged by the

pickup in hitting as the team
banged out 11 hits. However, he

was distrubed with the poor field-

ing and the numher of strikeouts

by his team.

High Praise

Individually, George Buckless

had three hits and Wunderlich and
Streelman two apiece. Coach El-

liott also had high praise for the

defensive work of freshman Larry

Martin, who made several fine

plays in sharing the third base

duties with Lou House.

Still looking for the right de-

fensive combination, Elliott has

shifted Alan Perry, the regular

catcher for the past two seasons,

to first base and has named fresh-

man Dave Bruce behind the plale

Bruce responded by throwing out

the leading Swarthmore base steal-

Lead Hitter

At the moment the leading hit-

ler for the Sho'men is Wunderlich
with a .417 average He is follow-

ed by Buckless who is batting .333.

relief pitcher Dick Car-

Streelman Stars

The Sho'men hope to crack the

win column on Tuesday in an
away game with Penn Military

College. Al Streelman has been
named the starting pitcher, ft is

hoped that he will be ready to go
the distance. Last year the game
with PMC was rained out. Two
years ago the Sho'men lost 4-3.

Coach Elliott hopes that the

Sho'men will be able to reduce the

number of errors and strikeouts.

In four games the Sho'men have
committed eighteen errors and
struck out forty-two times.

The hitting according to Coach
Elliott had showed signs of im-

proving and if the pitching con-

tinues to improve, it is hoped that

the team will gather momentum
for a successful season.

Phi Sigs Win
In Volleyball

Intramurals
Phi Sig B bounc«d back from a

defeat to the Spikers to defeat the

Faculty and avenge their loss hy

beating the Theta Spikers, the de-

fending champions, twice for the

intramural volleyball champion-

Thc Faculty had eliminated the

Six Moons and KA Z. The Pit-

men, Newts, and Sig A all fell

earlier in the double-elimination

tournament. The KA A team fell

to the Faculty also, as the latter

won its half of the tournament,

the half which was made up of

Sigs Beat Faculty

As the Faculty waited i

i lit.- i

i ha,

the

play

who dropped a contest, the Spikers

enjoyed their victory over Phi Sig

B. Then the Sigs defeated the Fac-

ulty and came back to play the

Spikers. In two best-of-three series,

the Sigs overpowered the Spikers.

led by the net play of Gary Myers,

and took the intramural volleyball

The next event to lie contested

in ihe intramural program will be

Softball. Last year's champion in

this sport, which is run by Coach
Athey, is, incidentally, the team
on which he played.
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Two Shopmen Top

Maryland Scorers

Intercollegiate Sport

Rowing Enthusiasts Begin

Strenuous Practice Sessions
The oldest intercollegiate sport

in the United States has come to

Washington College. Rather, the

participants go to it. Led by ex-

perienced oarsman jSmie Johnsori,

about sixteen other students' travel

thrice weekly to St. James school

in Middletown, Delaware, for

workouts and coaching in crew.

Mr. Washburn, head crew coach

lathemayc;
leparf

isly

St. Andrf

j.Ui-

i the enthusiastic group
Washington College student
Launches, lockers, and laborio'

conditioning exercises are all pr

vided by Mr. Washburn—ir

tion, of course, to the shells, oa
and other related rowing equi

Two Crews
Enough students to fill two eight

oared boats attend his sessions each
week, and have already begun to

notice that they are able to row
together for short distances. Row-
ing smoothly in unison is difficult,

particularly when the entire crew
is new to the sport, and must mas-

ter the three parts of the stroke:

the catch, the pull through, and
the finish. Subtleties

voiding hitting one's own knee in

returning to the catch position are
being mastered, but in the mean-
time, bloody palms and thumbs
tell of strains on hitherto unused
muscles and skin.

An eight-oared shell is about
sixty-one feet long, with a beam of

about twenty four inches. Depth
of a shell is only nine and one-half

to ten inches, and these proportions

indicate the importance of balance
in a shell. A quick move in get-

ting into the boat or when leaving,

while rowing easily lead to a dunk-
ing or at least a generous spray of

water. "Catching a crab" refers to

i the

the

rby,

ter properly at

The boat will

netimes leaving

r behind it.

The Washington College

men hope eventually to make use

of the Chester River for rowing.

Facilities including boathouse,

dock, and equipment will be need-

ed. The largest obstacle to over-

come before attaining thesi- objei -

lives will be to raise enough money
to support the construction of a

boathouse and dock, and the pur-

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 pjn.

Saturday — 830-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

chase of severel shells. America's

—indeed the world's leading pro-

ducer of shells—is the Pocock
family, living in the northeastern

U.S. Brothers Richard and John
continue the trade begun by their

father and grandfather in England,
thoi

lars for each shell they make.

jid dol-

At the end of last week's lacrosse

action Washington College domin-
ated (he Maryland scoring race
with four of the lop five scorers.

Sophomore attackman Ron Re-
gan leads everyone in sight with
eleven goals and twenty assists.

The ex-Boy's Latin ace is eight

points ahead of his nearest com-
petitor, Hopkins attackman Joe
Cowan. Cowan has eight goals and
fifteen assists for twenty-three
points.

Chalfant Third
Third in the scoring derby is

Sho* midfielder Jim Chalfant.
Chalfant has scored fourteen Koals

and has eight assists for twenty-

two points. Close behind in fourth

place is another Washington play-

er, Mark Madden.
Madden has hit the nets for

eleven tallies and nine assists for

a total of twenty points. Mad-
den is a sophomore attackman. In

fifth place is Carl Ortman, icnior

creaseman for the Sho'mcn. Ort-
man has shelled the opposition for

fifteen goals and has assisted on
three others. Ortman and Phil

Kneip, a Hopkins attackman, both
have fifteen goals to share the state

lead in that department.

The Sho'men, before the Hop-
kins contest, had won ten straight

lacrosse games over a two year

stretch. In Strobar division play,

the lacrosse team has won fourteen

in a row, and four straight titles.

Campus Forum
(Co. ted from Page 2)

brought us a step closer to creat-

ing better human relations, human
understanding' and in combating
poverty and apathy. As one co-

teacher stated: "The gifts repre-

sent a 'human concern' for others

whkll often overlooked."

ishes and heartfelt

bility college women should have

without being restricted by un-

written rules or interpretations of

vague ones. We feel that the sys-

tem needs a thorough revamping
to include definite statements

about duties and limitations of

housemothers and proctors, how
rules can be changed, and rights

of individual ' MlltlcillS

Sincerely,

Geri J. Maiatico

PCV

To the Editor:

The last Elm contained a let-

ter from Kathy Whitmore express-

ing her dissatisfaction with the

system of Women's Residences.

She mentioned that she had re-

ceived no encouragement from her

this

thesequel to this letter,

dersigned, have conducted a sur-

vey in Caroline House to gain an
idea of how widespread this dis-

satisfaction is. The result was
quite encouraging. Forty-one out

of 62 girl? in Caroline House are

definitely dissatisfied and feel that

the

which
are controlled. There is a break-

down in communications so that

there are no effective recognized

channels through which problems

of this sort can go. In addition,

there is an overall lack of definite

statements about duties and limi-

tations of housemothers and proc-

tors, and rights of individual girls.

In fact, the Handbook includes

no statement about housemothers

at all. Under such a system it is

impossible to exercise the responsi-

There has in the past been much
informal complaint about the sys-

tem among the girls but no for-

mal statement of grievance. This,

ness of the system we feel is inad-

equate. Most girls we consulted

in our survey agreed with the

above complaints but did not

want their names mentioned.

Many of the girls, although dis-

satisfied with the general system,

felt that their complaints would
be taken, not as general com-
plaints, but as attacks on their

housemother or proctor, result-

ing in personal antagonism, mak-
ing dorm life highly unpleasant.

We, the undersigned, realize that

the Student Affairs Committee and

the WRA House-Council are work-

ing now on this problem, and we
are willing to supply any specific

ey wish to hear. It

the girls to support

be done to better the

jation among women's resi-

ices. We urge the other dorms

make a survey and to begin

?rcising their responsibility by

Penny Rosser

Ellen Squeri

Ellen Rubin

Louise Masten

Cathy Riggin

Kathy Whitmort

Molly Stillman

Tennis Squad
Suffers Loss
On Tuesday. April 4, the Wash-
ington College netmen suffered

ind defeat of the season.

The this i

Westernthe hands
Maryland i

In singles action, the Green Ter-
rors completely dominated the
play. The lone Sho'men singles

victory was posted by Bill Man-
ning. Playing in the No. 5 slot,

Bill easily put his opponent away
6-4, 8-6. Losing difficult three-set

matches were Bob Kendall and

Rally In Doubles
Although the match was virtual-

ly over after the singles, the net-

men rallied in the doubles play.

Combining to win a tough match
at first doubles were Dick Checkct
and Bill Woodcock. Posting a
straight set victory for Washington
at second doubles were Bill Man-
ning and John Merrill.

Manning Scoring Leader
As the record now stands, the Sho'-

men have faced three opponents

resulting in one victory and two
losses. The leading scorer for the

netmen is Bill Manning who has

tallied 2 T/j points. Tied for second

arc John Merrill, Bob Kendall,

and Fred Grey.

Trackmen Win . .

(Conti icd frc

The leading scorer for the track

team was Chuck Mock. He swept

two firsts in the dashes and sur-

prisingly garnered a second in the

shot in addition to running a re-

Tlie l

hopes for ;

prospects s

am's next meet is against

in Friday. Last year the

defeated the Greyhounds
3-53 margin. This year,

; to the Loyola coach, he

promising freshmen and

. However, the

I for a

Lacrosse Schedule

April 15 Loyola A
April 18 Towson 11

April 22 Swarthmore A
April 29 Washington & Lee 11

May 2 Delaware

May 6 Holstra 11

May 10 English Team H
Exhibition

Moss Box .

(Continued from = 2)

While a great deal of the en-

tertainment is carefully planned

and rehearsed ahead of time, one

significant feature of "The Moss

Box" is that it allows for spon-

taneity. Saturdays are officially set

aside as "Hootenany Night," when

anyone is welcome to participate.

Although some people may feel

that the drab weathered white

frame house composing the coffee

house indicates an uninspiring in-

terior their opinions may change.

As Spring progresses. emert.iinmi-Tit

that was confined to the indoors

in the winter, is beginning to spill

out onto the front porch and show

the campuB a new range of social

and intellectual activity.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-ll:U0 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmaelit

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 776-2575
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Campus Calendar
Friday, April 14

Track vs. Loyola — Away Phi

Sigma Kappa Rush — 6:00

p.m, _ Washington Players —
Wm. Smith 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 15

Saturday Seminars for "Able

High School Students-

Tennis vs.

Stevens — Away - - Kappa
Alpha Rush — 8:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 16

Film Series — "An Evening with

Laurel and Hardy" — Dunning

Lecture Hall — 8:0(1 p.m.

Monday, April 17

SGA — Activities Ctr. — 7:00

p.m. — Washington Players —
Wm. Smith 7:00 p.m, — Frater-

nity & Sorority Meetings 9:01)

p.m.

Tuesday, April 18

Lacrosse vs. Towion — 3:0(1

p.m. Home — Washington Play-

ers — Wm. Smith 7:00 p.m. —
Riding Clul. - Dunning Lec-

ture Hall — 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 19

Baseball vs. Franklin & Marshall

Home — 3:00 p.m. — SGA —
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Concert — Russell Gym R.15

p.m. — Psychology Club Lecture

— Hynson Lounge — 7:30 p.m.

— Washington Players — Wm.
Smith 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 20
Tennis vs. Towson — Home
3:00 p.m. — Track vs. Towson
— Home 3:00 p.m. — Young
Republicans Club Activities Cir.

—7:00 p.m. — Washington

Players -- Wm, Smith 7:00 p.m.

—Chorus - Activities Ctr —
7:00 p.m.

Friday, April 21

Washington College/Conununily

Concerts — New York Baroque

Ensemble — Wm. Smith —
a :30 p.m.

Saturday, April 22
Washington Players — Wm,
Smith 10:00 tun. - Lacrosse

vs. Smarthmore — Away —
Baseball vs. Randolph Macon
Home — 2 : 00 p.m. — Track —
M-D Relays — Away — Sopho-

more Dance — Chesapeake

Landing Clubhouse — 9:00 p.m.

— 1:00 a.m.

Sunday, April 23

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith All day — Film Scries —
"All These Women" Dunning
Lecture Hall — 8:00 p.m.

Monday, April 24
Oi'Livwm'

SGA — 7:1

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

p.m. — Washington Players —
Wm. Smilh 7:00 p.m. — Fratcr.

nity * S-ir.>nly Meetings 9:UU

Tuesday, April 25

Track vs. Dickinson — Aws
— Panhcllenic Council — Ze
Tail Alpha Room — 7:00 p.

— Washington Playi

Smith 7:00 p.m. — Pegasus

Activities Ctr. 7:00 p.m. —
ing Club — Dunning L<

Hall 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 20

Baseball VI. Dicki

Wm

Rid-

WRA Starts

Blood Drive

For Caton
Washington College's Women's

Residence Association donations

from students to replace twelve

pints of blood which Dean of

Women Mary Jane Caton used

General Hospital.

: Dean Caton has worked

rem Dul.ii

Away Y E S Program —
Russell Gym — Washing inn

Players — Wm. Smith 7:00 p.m.

I hiii-Mby, April 27

Chorus — Activitiei Ctr. —
7:00 p.m. — Washington Play-

ers Win. Smith 7:00 p.m.

Senate Elections

Set For Friday
(Continued from Page 1)

elections. We felt that other things

were more important and didn't

lake time to stir up enthusiasm

among the senators for the elec-

Jackson said that he felt the

to blame. "I would have run my-

self," he commented, "but 1 won't

l>e here first semester. We brought

tier and ni-i'iu- «"l rv iu-d alum!

pus, we felt that WRA should

help initiate the drive," Ellen

Buckingham, president of the or-

ganization,

in ihe Dean of Women's Office.

Two Volunteers

To dale, only two students have

volunteered to donate blood. "I am
disappointed in the response so

far," Ellen staled, "and I hope

that more students will volunteer."

According to National Hospital

Association rules, 24 pints of blood

must be donated to replace the

amount used by Dean Caton. Don-
ors must be at least 18 years of

age and must have parenlal per-

mission if under 21. Donations will

be accepted only at the Wilming-

ton General Hospital.

Transportation Provided

Ellen explained that the hospital

can handle three students at a

time. WRA will handle arrange-

ments for transportation to Wil-

mington for those students who
have volunteered.

The Dean of Women's office re-

ports that Dean Caton is now re-

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear .

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

: her home in West-

chester, Pa. She will return to

Chestertown this Saturday, but no
information has been released con-

cerning the date she will resume

her duties at the College.

Representative . .

(Continued from Page 1

)

the annual Congress convenes in

August at the University of Mary-
land to decide whether to remain

in the N.S.A.

Domestic Emphasis

A greater emphasis on domestic

213 DRIVE- IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152
Admission: Adults 75tf

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. APR. 14-16

"Soft Skin On
Black Silk"

"The Weird
Lovemakers"

"Johnny Tiger"

N.S.A.-C.I.A. link.

CHESTER THEATRE

"Riot on Sunset Strip"

"The 25th Hour"

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Idc

Chestertown, Md.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gilts

Women'i Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTES FREEZE
Milkshakes

Sodas

Cones k'iY''
:
"

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Ottering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp
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Students Support Myking
In Uncontested SGA Race
Steve Myking,

posed for the Student Government
presidency, won a vote of confi-

dence for students in the elections

held last Friday.

In the Senate meeting last Mon-
day, Cliff Hankey, president of

SGA, announced that Marie War-
ner and Pat Dorsey also received

supporting votes for the offices of

vice president and secretary, re-

spectively. Jim Rawle will be

treasurer of SGA for the next

academic year.

Discussing _r .

SGA action, Myking stated that

he hopes to execute proposals and
"get the machinery going for the

Judiciary Board." Senate will also

work on student suggestions for

improvement of the Teacher Eval-

e only one big 'blow-out' and
lore money should be appropri-
ted for small interest groups, such

o Pr. nfori:

Support Interest Groups
Another major issue which he

roposes is that of decreasing the

mount of SGA money spent for SGA should
ocial events. "I think there should interest in t

mented. "Students should be en-

couraged to participate in activi-

ties in which they arc interested.

Support of interest groups by the

greater

Myking Plans Future

a recent Elm i

SGA itself."

, My-
Newly elected SGA officers, vice-president Marie Warner and Treas- king commented on the electic

urer Jim Rawle, flank president Steve Myking in Senate offices while and ,he P ,ans hc has f" r ilui fm '

preparing meeting agenda. Missing is secretary, Pat Dorsey.
a* P^'dcnt o

Cooke, Stone Named
Miscellany Editors

the unopposed elections, I natur-

ally hope that a situation like this

will never happen again," he com-
mented. "It may be the fault of

the junior class because the elec-

tions were not publicized enough."
Myking stated that a major

weakness of the SGA is a lack of

and publicity. "As

Sex Education Proposal
Seeks Sponsoring Group

.S'>|j!n!iiiure Robert Cooke will

e Editor of Miscellany 186 next

car, the Board of Publications

nnounced this week. Chesley

Miscellany, Washington College's

lished for the first time last year

Under the leadership of Nena
O'Lear, this spring's issue will

contain a number of essays and
poems, contributed by faculty and
students. The magazine is sched-

uled for publication before the

end of April.

Not Satisfied

Miss O'Lear is not satisfied with

tity of material submit-

ting by Jack Schroeder, a lo-

cal artist and an alumnus of Wash-
ington College.

Mr. Schroeder also contributed

several original ink drawings for

illustrative purposes." The use of

graphic art has been increased in

this issue," said Miss O'Lear.

Drawings, photo graphic essays

and a collage by Miss O'Lear add
variety to the format.

thi

foil,,. up
generally watch

more closely what they arc doing."

More Demands On Senators

Myking added that he plans to

demand more from individual sena-

tors, to divide the work load more
evenly, and to make sure that the

senators communicate better with

their constituents. "I feel that

about three-fourths of the senators

neglect this responsibility," he

By Linda Towne

A proposed program for sex ed-

ucation has attracted considerable

dents and faculty, but getting be-

yond the proposal stage and set-

ting up a good program seems to

be causing some problems.

The suggestion was first made
by Dr. James Hoopes, Instructor

of Philosophy at Washington Col-

lege. Having talked with many
students and several faculty mem-
bers, Dr. Hoopes felt there might
be interest in such a program, The
Student Life Report, published

the need for a sex education pr<

Values Questioned

program. Several faculty members,
the student deans, and Dr, Van
Eyck Groebler, the college's con-

sulting psychologist, have indicat-

ed an interest in working with a
sex education program.

The problem of a sponsoring or-

ganization to set up and structure

a program remains unsolved. Both
the Student Senate and the Wo-
men's Residence Association have
discussed the project and have ask-

ed their constituants for sugges-

tions. The Wesley Club, mean-
while, has begun a scries of discus-

sions for its members with the help

of Reverend Ralph Minkcr of

Christ Methodist Church, Chester-

"Tlie pro-

sed foi pilhll..:

Concert To Feature
Baroque Repertoire

gram would depend largely on the

questions and needs of the students

who might wish to enroll," Dr.

Hoopes explained. Students who
have been questioned about the

said that they feel tha

factual infoi

urili . .I s lid

Featuring classical music of the

17th and 18th century, the New
York Baroque Ensemble will pre-

sent the final concert in the Wash-
ington College-Community Concert
Series at 8 : 30 p.m. on Friday,

April 21, in William Smith Audi-

Since its inception in 1961, the

Ensemble has toured throughout

the U. S. and Canada and has

appeared in yearly seasonal recitals

at Carnegie Recital Hall, the New
School for Social Research and oth-

Coniemporary Works

Under the mantel of the baro-

que the Ensemble performs the

works of Vivaldi, Telemann, Bach,

Handel, Purcell, and Coupcrin.

eers with performances in Ne
York and surrounding areas.

In their programs, trjdiiinn.il i

of t> the

tets and quintets in their reper-

toire. The harpsichord, played by

Gerald Jtanck, is featured as a

solo instrument as part of every

program.

Other members of the Ensemble
are Bonnie Lichter, flute: Barbara
Long, violin; Humbert Lucarclli,

oboe; and Howard Vogel, bassoon.

As was done in the preceding

ranged for the 1966-67 Cot

Si-ri The , and date will

for discussion of moral and emo-
tional aspects of the problem.

"It is these latter aspects which

question of value in a modern

Structure Discussed

A sex education program could

be offered either as a formal course

or as a series of discussion groups.

Or, as one student suggested, a

formal lecture followed by oppor-

tunity for discussion might be an

effective way to implement the

New, Old Elm
Posts Fffled
The final appointments to Elm

si, iff positions were announced this

week by Editor-in-Chief, Richard

Replacing Nena O'Lear as Ad-
vertising Manager is Dee Mat-

thews. Judy Hughlctt wilt assume
the duties of Business Manager,
taking over from Sue Schmidt.

Two New Posts

Two new staff positions were
created, those of Copy Editor and

Circulation Manager. Mitch Brc

printers for publication. He is ex-

pected to correct errors of typo-

graphy, spelling, punctuation,

well .

orks,

demic areas arc not r eprescnted,"

she commented.
Contributors o the

tiun of this s{ edition arc

Michael Hennal an, R herl Conke,

Michael Travie MisK-lhii)

lames Miller. The

guard illustrated >.ill.it!i--tv|i''

poem by Chad , lie
: Phil

Stein has contributed

written hy
Chesley Stone included

Creative Writing

Much of the material for Mis-

inally written for

the creative w ting lau of the

By commissmnitii; i.nitcmpni.iiv

typical Baroque instrumentation,

they have added works to their re-

pertoire such as David Loeb's

"Concerto de Camera." Lnst sea-

son, the Ensemble premiered, in

New York as well as on tour,

"Three Scenes for Five Instru-

ments" by Peter Schickele.

"Free Lance Musicians"

The New York Baroque Ensem-
ble drew its memhers from artists

known in New York as "free lance

musicians." Some of the members
now fulfill pan time leaching as-

signments at the Manncs and Man-
hattan Schools of Music, and at

Smith College. In addition, these

artists have maintained sulo car-

nml of'l

Members of the New York Baroqui

violin; Humbert Lucarclli, oboe;

Lichter, flute; and Howard Vogel,

a concert tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m

page lay-o

and other duties. Consistency of

style and correction are assured

with a single person in charge of

copy editing.

Combined Jobs

The position of Circulation

Manager lias been combined with

that of Exchange Editor. The
responsibilities of the dual office

include maintaining an up-to-date

mailing list for Elm distribution,

making prompt changes when a

change of address occurs, and to

develop a wider circulation of

the Elm among other colleges and

"Through an expanded exchange

program, the Elm expects to keep

in closer touch with developments

i Editor Heymann.
i have an exchange of

II as newpapera," he
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Don't Raze Cain

M.R.A. Sponsored Car Rally

Generates Keen Competition

i question a segment of the

ction (and da
Perhaps it is not ye

planning for future can-

Washington College.

Since one architectural firm created a master plan for the

development of the physical plant at the college, another firm

has been hired to execute plans very sirnlar_jo, if not identical

to the original ones.

When space in building— indeed the buildings themselves

—and, of course, money, come at such high premiums, it strikes

us that some useful purpose may be found for Cain. It is a

fundamentally sound structure, and renovation or modification

of its interior would, surely, cost less than its total demolition,

and would provide the college with what we are assured is badly

needed space for ;~ny number of projects.

The main floor might be used for lectures—too big for

Dunning—too small for the new Fine Arts Building theatre.

Rehearsals for the college Players, the Drama workshop, or the

Chester Players' productions could be staged without interfer-

ing with the tight si. Iirdulint; ol the Fine Arts stage. Communi-
ty groups could meet there—groups which are too large to

meet in the Alumni House) which is currently being used for

some local meetings). If the use of Cain for theatre purposes

were explored further, the college might be able to receive a
grant from the Humanities Division of the National Founda-
tion of Arts and Sciences. This group is seeking to aid regional

or community theatre groups. Chestertown has an established.

performing organization, and presumably could qualify for a

grant, relieving the college of at least a part of the burden of

renovating or converting Cain to its new uses.

The gym could be used as a shooting and sound stage for

video tape programs when the college acquires the equipment,
as it is planning to do. If an FM radio station were established

on campus, the front office space is a natural location for the
studio. The downstairs area is well-suited for showering and
dressing or make-up work for theatre productions. The main
floor area could also be used for music rehearsals or practice
sessions by campus or visiting combos.

Would the

if the new libra
.

iy not. It is as central to

cannot truly be defended as being well-landscaped.

The Elm fervently hopes that Cain is not wasted by being
torn down; that intelligent, imaginative planning may prevail
over a rigid set of plans calling for Cain's destruction.

first car rally held at Washington

College. Sponsored by the Men's

Residence Association, the affair

began with the departure of the

first car from the parking lot of

William Smith Hall at 1:01 p.m.

Sixteen cars entered the race;

finished. Rally-Master Ted

backtracking and

be followed. Ave

ally driv

Sex Education
The Elm supports efforts on behalf of the expressed stu-

dent and faculty interest in establishing some sort of sex edu-
cation "program" at Washington College.

Without including specifics or details, proposals have been
made to the WRA, the SGA and other campus organizations to
sponsor a series of discussions—not only about the "facts of life"
but also about the larger, moral issues related to sex: love, the
family, and one's obligations to others, for example.

The mechanics of the "lectures" and "seminars" (factual
information would best be presented in a lecture; discussion in a
small, informal group) remain to be worked out—perhaps dif-
ferently by each sponsoring organization. However, it i

'

that this is at least one gap in the educational process
college which may be closed, to the benefit of everyor
cerned. The idea of having a sex education program is a

one, and deserves college-wide support.

"rare" Po

era who a

d crew, their pcr-

checked.

: car resumed the

ally-driving viola-

sible to be charged

nts at each check-

Jominick Sassi and Mitt

nd Jack Hawkes (I. to r. standing).

y a margin of only three-hundredths of ;

id Bob Kendall

Students To Read
Theses Tomorrow
Rosemary Catalano and Char-

lene Glasser will read papers pre-

pared for the psychology depart-

ment's experimental learning

course tomorrow at the Maryland
Psychological Association's annual

crued only four points throughout

the entire race. Second place

awards went to Bob Kendall and
Jack Hawkes—who came within

ndredths of a minute

h a third car. The
iv drove a Kharman
nners-up, a Camaro.
was about forty miles

>nd the perfect time

sring it was seventy-six

minutes. Peter Brown, who laid

out the course, used telephone pole

numbers, mail boxes, and even
tombstones as landmarks for direc-

tional instructions. One sleepy

navigator directed his driver

through a checkpoint twice, gain-

ing damaging points.

Some crews had rally boards,

with stop watches and slide rules

to figure out average speeds over

precise distances; others simply
drove along, following the course

as best they could. Duplicate tro-

phies were awarded the first two
finishers, and the enthusiastic re-

ception given the event indicates

that another rally will be spon-

by the MRA next year.

Miss Catalano wrote her paper
last year; forty-four people were
involved with her experiment,

The irill held
ikh

Towson State College, and the two

psychology majors wih travel with

Dr. Dwight Kirkpatrick of the

Washinulon Colics- psychology de-

partment.

Independent Research

The papers represent efforts at

independent research by the two
students in experiments on verbal

learning. Dr. Kirkpatrick believes

that the two papers are "of grad-

uate level quality" and expects that

top research papers will be sub-

mitted for approval annually to

the Psychological Association. This

year, the only two applicants from

Washington College were the two

i beer

j first compos-
ed. Miss Glasser's project involved

forty-eight persons; the experi-

ments were conducted this year

—

she is a junior and Miss Catalano

BLOOD DONATIONS

According to Robert Schnack-
el, President of Phi Sigma Kap-
pa fraternity, eleven members of

the fraternity have signed up
to donate blood at the Wilming-
ton Genera! Hospital on behalf

of Dean of Women, Mary
Jean Caton. During her recent

hospitalization, Dean Caton
l.f blood

the hospital's sup-

Letter to the Editor

girls, and both
|

cd. "It

'I"-

To the Editor:

t is about rim that some com-

-
rice arrangement as it presently

ts; there remain questions as

unasked that should be com-
'""wSi fer in panirular

: beef

; Saturday

breakfast,

Sunday evening meal,

;.iijpcar.-ince of last ye;

night steak.

Breakfast is sparsely attended,

everyone knows. Serving only until

8:30 is probably the reason. A
student who has been up late the

night before and who has no early

merely full. But somehow
promises of better meals and i

appealing breakfasts, the cov
Saturday dinner moved to gre

pastures. As a replacement wc
ceive exported Mexican roas

on Wednesday.

It is probably now clear that 1

am questioning the board fee.

There is somewhere a discrepancy

between the amount paid and the

meals received. Melted cheese on
: is hardly satisfying. I would

like

lass the ni

elects to sleep past the 8:'.

fast. Although I am not i

sion of the exact attend. fig-

runcr

than 25% of the

ttend breakfast. And yet

has paid for this meal
board fee. Clearly there

ikfast. More on

changes 1

sible. First, breakfast should be

extended until at least 9 o'clock,

and preferably until 9:30. Second,
there should be some form of, or

return to, the old system of pro-

viding Sunday Supper.

Barring the adoption of both
these plans I would press for a
system which would require the

refund system, involving a refund
for meals not attended. (Who
knows, the rebate on one luxurious

breakfast might pay for coffee in

the Snack-Bar!). Meal tickets

would be carefully checked and
Upon the

of meals
card, the number
on the old card

eakfast. Need I say that this

icious by its

:cn in the Snack-Bar Sunday eve-

ng could not claim that the meal
not missed: the crowd that week-

jams the Snack-Bar is adequate
oof that it is.

Saturday dinners last year bc-

red tradition.

night of the week that

; satisfied rather than

ment appears wide enough,
rulate petitions in order to

tively represent the opinion

Martin Buinicki
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Shore Nine Winless;

Loses Two to Upsala
By Bob VanDerCIock

Last Tuesday, the Washington
College baseball team traveled to

Pcnn Military College in search

of the 1967

Ho- their bid

thwarted by a 13-hit PMC attack,

and shutout pitching by left-hand-

ers Bill Selwood and Jim Coleman.

The Sho'men used Cam Smith,
Dick Carrington, and Rick Weiser
in a vain effort to halt the run-

scoring. When it was all over,

Washington had been whitewash-
ed, 10-0. The only noticeable high-

lights for the Sho'men were three

hits by George Bucklcss and two
shutout innings in relief by pitcher

Rick Weiser.

Double-Header Against Upsala
Following this encounter was

home double-header against Upsa-
la of New Jersey. After being rout-

ed in the opener, 10-1, the Sho'-
men held a 4-2 lead in the night-

cap going into the sixth inning,

Cindermen Crush
Loyola on Road

only by i

Coach Chatellier's trackmen

capitalized on their depth again

last Friday as Washington defeated

Loyola 85-51.

Junior Woody Snyder was again

the meet's high scorer with fifteen

points in five events. Snyder won
the high jump and the 120-yard

high hurdles, while taking second

in the broad jump and third in

both the intermediate hurdles and

the triple jump.
Both Chuck Mock and Marty

Smith scored eleven points apiece.

Mock remained undefeated in the

Rain Thwarts
Tennis Squad
The Washington College tennis

team will try to even its record at

2-2 today in a match against Tow-
son State College.

In its last attempt at Susque-

hanna, the score of the match was
indecisive when rain cancelled the

last set of the second doubles

match and the entire final doubles

match.

Split Singles

In singles competition, Wash-
ington College split six contests.

Dick Checket and Bill Manning
wen in straight sets 6-0, 7-5, and
6-1, 6-3, respectively, while Steve

GraerT wen two of three sets.

After Manning and Fred Grey
had dropped the first doubles

100 and 220 yard dashes with

times of 10.5 and 24, while Smith
took the 440 and the triple jump.

Other winners for Washington
were John McGinnis in the shot

put (39'4"), Bob Bittenbender in

the 880 (2:03), and Bob Manning
in the pole vault (10'). Tim Boh-
aker was upset by his teammate
Woody Snyder in the high hurdles

but came back to win the inter-

mediate with a time of 63.2 sec-

Upsala lefthander Joe Reyda
pitched a brilliant three-hitter in

the first game, giving up singles

to Dave Bruce, Sonny Wundcr-
lich, and Gee Hibberd. Washing-
ton's lone run was scored in the

last inning on Gee Hibberd's hit,

and Dave Bruce's single which was
misplaycd.

Wunderlich Loses

Losing pitcher Sonny Wunder-

placed !Ben Whit
the mile and two miles, while Sam
Martin and Fred Couper also pla(

ed in the middle distances.

In what I

t h c mishap-of-the-week tourna-

ment, Dave Cohn and Dave More-
hud combined to spike each other

during a baton pass and put More-

land out for at least a week with

stitches in his foot.

Washington also kept up its un-

defeated streak in both the mile

Thursday Washington comes up
against Towson State College at

home in a meet in which the pow-
erful visiting squad could possibly

Towson's outstanding distance

runner, Steve Mahieu, is consist-

ently running under 1:56 for the

half mile and 4:25 for the mile.

Both of these times would be

Washington College track records.

Washington Stickmen

Defeat Loyola, 9-6

edge.

t.h whi.h

spe tided the

cancelled.

set each. The rai

the final match

for the day.

Probable starter

are Dick Checket, Fred Grey, Bill

Manning, Bob Kendall, Harold
Woodcock, nnd Steve- GraerT.

Despite the poorest team per-

formance of the year, the Wash-
ington College lacrosse team de-

feated Loyola Greyhounds last Sat-

urday in Baltimore 9-6.

In the game, the Sho'men were

outshot and outhustled by their

upset-minded opponents. It was
obvious from the start of the game
that the Greyhounds were psychol-

ogically up for the game while the

Sho'men, after facing Hopkins last

week-end, were not ready.

Poor Conditions

While not attempting to make
excuses for the team's showing,

Coach Pritzlaff stated that the con-

ditions of the field were extreme-

ly poor and that the Sho'men had
three players, Ron Regan, Pat

Gray, and Steve Clagett, who
could not go at full speed because

of injuries. Also, ho believed that

the refereeing was the poorest that

he had ever seen.

The i close throughout

"or Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestcrtown

KODAK SERVICE

for

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — Gencial Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 pjii.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

c game : the Sho'n

, but were unable to gain more
an a two-goal advantage until

e end of the game.

Sloppy Play

The first half of the game was

ry sloppy. The Sho'men could

it hold the ball in their territory

prolonged time, but still led

3-2 at the end of the first half.

At the start of the second half

the Sho'men seemed to be moving
the ball better than they had.

However, bad breaks such as three

shots hitting the pipe kept the

Scoring Divided

The scoring for Washington Col-

lege was divided between six play-

ers, Carl Ortman, Mike Kelly, Pat

Gray. Ron Regan, Mark Madden,
and Jim Chalfant.

Sustituting for injured goalie

Ford Schuman, Dave Boulden had

an outstanding game for the Sho'-

men as he tallied twenty-nine saves.

This Saturday, the stickmen

journey to Swarthmore to play an-

other game in their defense of the

Strnhbar title. Last year the Sho'-

licli pitched -!\ .umng innings, but Strccl:

tired in the seventh, and was re- loss a
lieved by Carrington. Dick got one only I

while allowing four

"scratch" hits. Cam Smith then
came in, and threw one pitch to

retire the side on a flvout to Harry
Webb.

Sho'men Lead
In the second game, Washington

jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the

openiny inning on a leadoff triple

by Dave Bruce, a walk to George
Buckless, and a triple by Bob Van-
derclock. In the third inning the

Sho'men made the score 4-2 on
another walk to George Bucklcss,

a double by Bob Vanderclock, a

bunt single by Al Streelman, and
Al Perry's sacrifice fly.

Poor defense once again spelled

defeat for Coach Elliot's team, as

Upsala scored three runs in the

fifth inning, all unearned, Al

irbed the hard-luck
loss as he gave up seven hits and
only two earned runs.

One cannot expect a team with
an 0-7 record to show too much*
on the positive side, but a look

at the statistics docs show hitters

over the .300 mark, with George
Bucklcss at ,333 and Bob Vander-
clock ! .320.

Pitcher Below Potential

The Sho'men pitching staff is,

to say the least, having its (roubles.

The "lowest" ERA on the staff is

Al Strcelman's 5.25. Rick Weiser
has not given up an earned run in

two innings, but each of the other

pitchers arc performing far below
their potential.

Upcoming home contests against

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS

A Quick
Stick

by Dick Louck

Last Saturday, Washington College again played the David

and Goliath bit. Sadly, the Sho'men found themselves cast in

the role of Goliath opposing the weak David (Loyola).

Loyola showed surprising hustle, and not-so-surprising

rough play, challenging the Sho'men and approaching to within

one goal (7-6) before finally losing 9-6. For the second week

the "David" team worried the "Goliath" team.

The Baltimore papers figured Washington to romp, but

they failed to take into account the advantage of playing on

Loyola's home field, the probable low ebb of the Sho'men's

morale after last week's high tide against Hopkins, and they

couldn't calculate the effect of injuries to five of the first thirteen

players.

Playing on Loyola's field is an experience thankfully de-

nied our loyal fans. The field, besides being small and concrete-

hard, is constructed on a baseball diamond—complete with an

obstructing pitcher's mound. It is probably one of the worst

fields in the country.

In addition to the deplorable conditon of the field, the

Loyola fans are another problem which the players dislike.

In this respect, perhaps only Washington College fans can

match Loyola as cutting, loud and critical. Their loyalty can-

not be denied, but their methods certainly can be improved.

Loyola used their advantages to the fullest, often breaking

up attempted clears by the Washington defense, and using the

hometown referees to best advantage. The game was rough,

often dirty, but Loyola just wasn't able to match the finesse

of Washington College.

I must give Loyola credit for being scrappy. They out-

hustled us, out-shot us and played dirtier and got away with

it better than the Sho'men. So, as the «ame progressed, the

injured list grew, tempers flared, and the mighty Goliath turned

its scoring machine selector to "Rc.nan-Ortmari-Chalfant" and

pulled away from the scrappy Hounds.

Notes—Ours is the only team I know of that has two official

coaches and approximately five unofficial assistants—yet what
we really need is a good trainer—six players are at half or zero

strength because of injuries which would be considered minor

with competent care—these injuries, with proper care could be

gone in a matter of days, but instead will linger on, maybe for

weeks, because there is no one on campus who can afford the

time, has the ability, or the equipment to properly handle the

injuries, and the hurt goes on.
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Final Examinations Schedule
Monday, May 22—8:30-10:30

Eon 407 Djimopoulos S.25

Econ492 Gibson D.310

Engl 301 Tatmn S.26

Engl 303 Ncwlin S.24

Hilt 415 Wakelyn S.30

Math 413 StyerD.3ll

Phil 315 Tapke S.21

Phil 301c Pctock S.35

Phil 410a Huopes S.36

P.S. 332 MacKown S.33

Rum 302 Meyer S.2

Soc 410 Henley B.32

Span 408 DiLillo S.32

11:00-1:00

Chem 102 MeLain D.203

Phy. 301 Trimmer D.310

Psy 314 Grumpelt F.l

2:00-4:00

Fren 102a,l> Lcvno S.35

Fren 202d Lcvno S.35

Fren 202c Epstein S.36

Fren 202a,b Blumcnthal S.25

Span 102a,b Bilhoa D.203

Span 202a.b Pabon D.203

Span 202c DiLillo S.20

Germ 102 Meyer S.21

Germ 202 DuBcc S.22

Russ 102 Meyer S.21

Rim 202 Meyer S.21

Tuesday, May 23—B:30-IO:30
Biol 102 Gwynn D.203

Ghent 402 MeLain D.109

Germ 452 DufTee S.2

Soc 415 Honley GI 22

11:00-1:00

Chem 304 Haskc D.109

Compliment! of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.ir

Sunday

5:00p.ro.-ll:00p.i

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne 's

Counties

Welcome Students

FOX'S

5c $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Engl 208a Lamond S.24

Germ 402 DufTee S.2

Math 312 Brown D.31

1

Mus 302 Walker R.H.

Phil 314 Hoopes S.20

Soc 311a Honley S.35

2:00-4:00

1 104a,b Smith S.25

t 202a,b Goodfellow S.21

I 202c.d Wakelyn D.203
t 262a,b Halstead S.35

Wednesday, May 24—8:30-10:30

Engl 102d,c Tatum S.25

Engl 102h Lamond S.20

Engl 102b,c James S.21

Engl I02j,k Baumcartner S.35

Engl 1021 Miller S.22

Eron 202a.b Gibson D.203

11:00-1:00

Chem 306 MeLain D.109
Ensl 404 James S.24

Math 324 Styer D.31

1

P.S. 442 An S.22

Soc 307 Home S.7

2:00-4:00

P.S. 374 An S.21

Phy 305 Rijer D.310
Phy 202a Kirkpalrick S.25

Phy 202b Grumpelt S.35

Thursday, May 25—8:30-10:30

Econ 30+ Dji |. t .,il.

Educ 306 Hoffman S.35

Engl 210a Banmgartncr
Fren 302 Epstein S.2

Germ 302 DufTee S.32

Hist 396 Goodfellow S.21

Math 41 1 Brown D.203
Mus 202 Walker R.H.
Psy 332 Grumpelt F.l

Soc 203 Home S.33

Span 302 Pabon S.36

Math 329 Slyer D.310
Fren 407 Blumcnthal S.7

S.20

11:00-1:00

Phil 202a,b Harder S.25

Phil 2U2c.d Hooper S.21

Phil 202e,f Pctock S.20

Phi] 304a,b Tapke S.35

2:00-4:00

Art 318 James D.311

Eng! 2101. Banmgartner S.24

Hist 372 Halstead S.21

P.S. 41 1 An S.22

Psy 321 Kirkpalrick F.l

Soc 311b Horsley B.32

Friday, May 26—8:30-10:30

Biol 305 Gwynn D.206

Educ 302 Hoffman S.35

Drama 204 Maloncy D.109

Engl 206 Tatum S.26

Phil 301a Harder S.25

Phil 410b Pctcck S.22

Psy 320 Kirkpalrick F.l

11:00-1:00

Chem 302 Haske D.109

Econ 202c Djimopoulos S.25

Hist 314 Wakelyn S.33

Phys 102 Ri/.er D.311 I

2:00-4:00

Biol 201 Yaw D.109
Econ 202d Djimopoulos S.33

Econ 308 Gibson S.30

Educ 304 Hoffman S.35

Engl 208b Lamond S.24

Hist 392 Smith S.26

Math 212 Brown D.311

Phil 301b Harder S.25

P.S. 312 MacKown S.7

Span 402 DiLillo S.2

Saturday, May 27—8:30-10:30

Chem 310 Haske D.107

Engl 405 Lamond B.32

Fren 402 Epstein S.2

Hist 302 Halstead S.33

Phys 202 Trimmer D.310

Soc 202b Hoi : S.24

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

«, Overtaking

Wcrton Creek Marin

Chotertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 aan. to 11 p.m. — Motsday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

PIko — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

11:00-1:00

Math 112a Brown D.311

Math 112b Styer D.109
Math 112c,d,e Covey D.203

213 DRIVE- IN
AT STARKEYS CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 536-6152
Admission: Adults 75*

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

"SPINOUT"
2—ROD TAYLOR

"The Liquidator"
3—

"Chamber of Horrors"

APRIL 20, 1967

2:00-4:00

P.S. 202 aj) MacKown S.25

TBA by instructor

Engl 310 Miller

CHESTER THEATRE

"Endless Summer"

SUN.-MON.-TUES. APR. 23-25

JANE FONDA
JAYSON ROBARD

"Any Wednesday"

CHESTERTOWN

DRtVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Don Kelly

t'HEVROI.F.T-BUICK, Inc.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Maltes

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

3
Professional Pharmacist

High Strut

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gani Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milkshakes

Sodas

Cones Wl *&

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fedi ral Deposit Insurance Corp
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Greek Festivities Start Friday
Tray W Diamonds
ToPlayAtIFCDance

By Thomas Lacher

Tomorrow night's annual song-

ion will mark the

dvent of the Intcrfraternity Coun-
Ts Weekend for 1967. The song-

will begin at 8:00 p.m. in

ntion in larmssc, baseball, and ten-

nis. The stickmen (7-1) will Face
Washington and Lee University in

a Strobhar Division game. Johns
Hopkins University will meet the
Sh.ui

, the

.,11 , vith

I

'•: 'IV

Senior Wins Fulbright Grant
For German Studies Abroad

By Dede Greenwell

thing I never dreamed would be

offered to mc," Miriam Hueb-
schman said last Monday of her

acceptance as a Fulbright Scholar.

Her scholarship includes ten

months of study starting next Sep-
tember at the Johannes Gutenberg
University in Mainz, Germany.

In addition, the scholarship ^ives

her round trip transportation, a

monthly allowance nf $105, plus

$125 for books per semester, and

Having filed these forms, which
were approved by the faculty board
at Washington College, they were
forwarded to the Institute of Inter-

national Education in New York.
On the state level of competition,
Miriam was then interviewed by
a panel of twelve college deans at
the University of Baltimore. Mir-

to say the leas

In January, Mir
letter from the Ins

national Education

the last she heard until last Thurs-

day. "I had given up any kind of

hope; I hadn't heard anything for

so long," she said.

Prior to her departure on Sep-

tember, 13 on the SS Bremen, Mir-

iam will be spending her summer
improving her facility in speaking
German at the Middlebury Sum-
mer School in Vermont. Upon her

the Cht
of Tray V the Dia-

popuar Motown-sound
The dance starts at 9:00

Saturday evening and lasts

1:00 a.m.

Beach Party at Anthony's

Concluding the IFC Weekend
will be a closed Greek beach party
from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Sunday afternoon at Anthony's
Beach on the Chester River.

Each sorority and fraternity will

display its vocal talents in one
standard song and one of their

own choice in the songfest. The
standard songs

Thci i the Dr. Zhiv

Motown at Armory
Tray V the Diamonds, an

eleven piece rock 'n' roll band
played here earlier for the Lamb-
da Chi Alpha Crescent Ball. Fea-
turing the contemporary Motown
sounds of such groups as the "Four
Tops" and the "Suprcmes," the

band will play from 9:00 p.m. un-
til 1:00 a.m. Tickets will be sold

in advance and at the door at a

cost of $3.00 per non-Greek couple
and $1.50 for Greeks.

IFC Weekend will end with var-

ious individual beach parties spon-
sored by fraternity chapters and in-

dependent groups. The closed

beach party at Anthony's Beach
is the last formal event of the IFC
Weekend calendar.

eithei

from Lilies of the Field for the

Judging songfest will be Mr. Jon
Walker, Chairman of the Music
Department, Mr. Robert Forney, x T , rri •

member of the Chesapeake Bay IS LtGCtUTG 1 OplC
String Quartet, and Mrs. Delphi

ESP—Philosophy

Mil

-study program ailed

at the college level <

courses toward a Ph.d. Meanwhile,
she happily anticipates the oppor-
tunity to study abroad under a
Fulbright Grant.

Barroll of the Music Depart
Rotating trophies will be awarded
to the winners of the competition.

Intercollegiate sports will dom-
inate the campus Saturday after-

noon as the Sho'men face compe-

Still < mnpetition

im faced stiff competitic

with many students fro

leges. The complicated application

pn-cess began last October with the

help of faculty members Dr. Hors-

ley and Dr. Tapke.

The procedure included writing

three compositions: a life history

Fourteen Obtain Honors
In ODK, WHS Elections
Tim

Mir ; of

improve her speaking

ability in German while learning

the customs and culture of that

country. She hopes to affiliate her

l-'ulbright year of study with Mid-

dlebury Language College in order

to obtain a master's degree upon

fessor have been named

College's honorary societie

cron Delta Kappa and Senior Wo-
men's Honor Society.

Elected on the basis of leader-

ship, scholarship, and service by

the unanimous vote of the Society's

present membership, the ti

juniors named to Senior Woi

Omi-

Cathy iHonor Society ;

Mary Sue Blei,

Par Deschere, Karen Johnson, Sui

Kengeter, Mary McKay, Trutl

ue Scheulen, J

Judy Steele,

Linda Tow

ODK Taps Two
Dr. Bernard Haske, a

Bob Vanderclock were nai

Omicron Delta Kappa, the

al honorary fraternity for

tapping by the Senior Women's
Honor Society, the newest campus

honor society. In order to be eligi-

ble for consideration, a student

must possess junior class standing

and meet the academic standards

set by the national organization

Mortar Board, of which the Honor

Society will become a chapter upon

acceptance of its record.

To qualify for final selection, an

eligible junior must exhibit the

ed leadership and service, which

are equated with her scholarship

in the selection process.

Sponsors Service Projects

Under the leadership of Presi-

dent Judy Reynolds, the Honor

students who had placed on the

Dean's List or Dean' List Honor-

able Mention last se

In on for the tvm new mem-

beis of ODK will t .ke place at

the al Spring H >nors Convo-
May. The

of the Sen or Women's
Hon r S >ciety will be

It a dinner i

honored this

i the private

dimi K ' om of Hodson Hall.

"ESP and Its Philosophical Im-

plications" will be the subject of

a talk this Friday evening at the

William James Forum. The speak-

er will be Professor Lewis Foster

of the Philosophy Department of

the College of William and Mary.
ESP (Extra-Sensory Perception)

is a general term that includes a

variety of ways of knowing apart

from ordinary sense perception,

among them precognition and com-
munication with the dead. Pro-

fessor Foster's talk will center on
cases of precognition—cases in

which an event has been foretold

in advance and later come true.

Such cases are the easiest to docu-

ment and verify in ESP literature.

Professor Foster is currently

teaching a course in Eastern phi-

losophy at the College of William

and Mary. Together with such

eminent philosophers as C- D.
Broad and H. H. Price he believes

extra-sensory perception is an
rtant aspect of experience

ti philosophy and psychology

(Continued

eral

inch..

>,f cm
illege and community affairs.

Juniors George Baily, Dick Jack-
n and Enrico Rotondo were al-

named to the honorary fratern-

y in a tapping earlier this year.

r. Haske is the eighth faculty

discussion for freshmt

sale of student directories, and a

"Majors Forum" lo aetjuaim fi.sli

men and sopohores with the re-

quircmenfs and prerequi

all academic major fields

for

Ki.rl the

book

the eight

«th

Huebschman will

members of the Senior Women's Honor Society arc (1. to r.) 1st

Sue Scheulen, Truth Ann Melvin, Mary McKay, Par Deschere;

row, Sue Kengeter, Judy Steele, Karen Johnson, and Mary Sue

Fulbright grant.
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Pass-Fail

We have once again reached that time of year when final

examinations, term papers, and compnehensives occupy the

thoughts of students and faculty alike. Worry about meeting

deadlin, i and allowing enough study time in ad

: parami

i uiisidn

to bring up for

pass-fail grading
; therefore, that it is an ideal tit

tion die possibility of establishing

system at Washington College.

There has been much activity over this plan in colleges

throughout the country, and many different proposals and meth-

ods of implementation have been suggested.

The letter grades A, B, and C might be made a passing

grade, D and F failures. Perhaps a certain number of the re-

quired thirty-two courses a student must take to graduate could

be included in the past-fail plan. In other words, not all courses

need be handled in this manner, but it would be the student's

option to decide which of the courses he selects would be mark-

ed according to the "pass" or "fail" system.

These courses would not be included in the computation

of the cumulative average. Some courses could be excluded

from the plan at the discretion of the department. The plan

could be made available to students in all classes, or limited to

upperclassmen. The past-fail opdon could be exercised in

courses in a student's major or minor fields, or in an elective

These suggestions are only some possibilities which have

been considered, and in some cases, implemented, elsewhere. Jt

seems to us that a pass-fail grading system is one step, a good

step, closer to reducing the emphasis on grades Students and

faculty are aware of the temptation to prepare only for ma-
terial a student may expect to find on an examination. In ef-

fect, the student is not really learning the course material; he

is preparing for examinations on anticipated selected bits of

course material. Reduced emphasis on grades, while retain-

ing a yardstick for measuring achievement, may well induce a

greater emphasis on learning for learning's sake.

The Elm proposes that the SGA establish a committee
composed of faculty and students to investigate the possibilities

of and interest in this idea.

While healthy competition would continue to exist, sure-

ly some of the unnecessary pressure for grades may be elim-

A Matter of Style

g with the intensification of the acadci

pressures at this time of ye;

work load

respondingand othe;

"intensification" in social life, on and off campus.
IFC and Spring Weekends provide students with the need-

ed opportunities to let off steam, to relax and forget classroom

While die Elm can hardly object to students getting "smash-
ed" occasionally, that whifh distinguishes gentlemen from boors

is not in the amount consumed, but the manner in which one

Inebriation reduces one's resistance to temptations such as

smashing windows and vending machines, staining or defacing

walls and pavements, propositioning women (who may be just

as drunk), and playing or making loud "music" at late hour*.

This kind of behavior demonstrates a distinct lack of imag-
ination and one wonders whether the qualities of style: wit,

charm, and grace are at a low ebb. The students have an op-
portunity to prove, most importantly to themselves, that these

qualities have not disappeared from Washington College.

A recent newspaper editorial stated: "In the time tense

with war, protests, searches for identity and assertive individ-

uality there is an increasing tendency to forget that it is quali-

ties of style, humor, courtesy, and personal grace and that af-

ter all make life bearable."

The Elm heartily endorses that statement, and suggests

we take stock of our actions while "under the influence" fand
when not under the influence) in light of these remarks.

change. Then
changed into f

Scott-Smith emer
bagpipe veteran i

7le-loading guns

1 jppiVl
I

al I

not many bagpipes in

id it was a year before

mith discovered a fcl-

ultry fanner, greedily hired

Mr. Scott-Smhh
:otland and re-

irncd with a set of real Scottish

ipes which he had no idea how
i play. Both Philip and Mr. Trus-

w are partly Scottish and per-

ips together they plan to con-

?rt some French hens.

Attention-Getter

Mr. Set (-Smith

He

By Chesley Stone

Washington College has a way
i.l obscuring its members. Once in

a while, extraordinary people with

!y appear after years of unobstus-

ivc existence. Aside from making

one wonder what else may be hid-

Ycar Veteran

{, a rumor began about

(. of bagpipes on cam-

ic was actually alarmed

Letters to the Editor

The current questioning of the

system which governs the living

conditions of the women of Wash-
ington College could provide the

change is made. If i

There is a point perhaps, in the

csirc of Washington College to

s with the past by

. Date

itself.

the validity of the

the uiLi

personality quirks of existing house-

mothers with which to find fault.

That criticism has thus far been

directed toward the practices of

certain housemothers rather than

the system itself is evidence of

student resignation lo the existing

order. This resignation, I believe,

is due to the fact that students

seldom experience more than one

college situation and are as a result

unaware that there ran be funda-

mental differences.

As a student at Washington Col-

lege during my first two years, I

remember feeling that certain prac-

ulous, and sometimes unfortunate:

but my criticism of practices never

led to a questioning of the system

the system at Washington College

may realize other possibilities of

government I offer this informa-

Thc dormitory of 140 women in

which I have been living for the

past year is operated by the Uni-

versity of Hawaii. The dormitory

staff consists of a Head-resident

and three students, one on each of

the three floors paid by the Uni-

versity. The head-resident is not

a disciplinarian. Her concern is

vith the physical plant of the dorm

l students shoulc

not remain one of these traditions

If, however in this regard. Wash
ington College should come t

{Continued on Page 5)

irked for a Quebec museui

"Hawker", or attention-getti

dressed as a French Revolution-

ary War soldier and played his

de-tartancd pipes, successfully at-

tracting tourists. He also began

playing for the Yonkers Kilty Bag-

pe Band in New York in the

ah grade and has performed for

the shoul-

une because

the hum-

ming of a bee," Scott-Smith ex-

plained. The player blows into a

blow pipe on one side of the bag

and fingers on a recorder-like

chanter connected to the other

of another enthusiast, Mr.

Scott-Smith considers the practi-

cality of continuing questionabtc.

-Photo Feature

Fire When Ready

The government of the dormi-

tory is carried on by a Dorm
Council consisting of elected re-

presentatives of the residents. They
alone are responsible for the crea-

tion of any rules and the punish-

ment of those who infringe upon

them. The dormitory is opened at

8:00 AM and locked at 11:00

PM on weekdays and 11:30 on

weekends. However the women
themselves have no hours. The key

to each girls rot»m opens the main

That it works is a credit to i

residents of the dorm who hi

accepted the power and the

sponsibility that accompanies

The Gun Club, which held a "shoot" last Sunday, is am

active organizations on campus this year. This season, the club has

participated in numerous such "shoots", hunts, and competitions. Mem-
bers talked with game wardens, organized a blind, saw films and bought

a shell reloadcr. Steve Wrigbtson, recently elected President, invites

all interested persons to contact him; he is pictured below, reloading

shells.
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Elm Interviews New College Dean
Burns "Disenchanted" With Penn;
Likes Small College Atmosphere

By Dick Heymann
A new Dean of Washington Col-

lege, Dr. Landon C. Burns, Jr.

was appointed to the post early in

February by the Board of Visitors

and Governors. Replacing Acting-

Dean Nicholas Neivlin, Dr. Burnt

will take office here on July 1.

The new Dean is currently serv-

ing as assistant professor of English

at the University of Penrnylnrnia,

in Philadelphia. The Elm conduct-

ed an interview with Dr. Burns in

the faculty lounge at the univer-

sity, to obtain his views concern-

ing plans he has made for Wash-
ington College, some of his hopes

for the college, and his views on

education in general.

Ph.D. in '59

He received his B.A. in 1951

from Yale University. He earned

his M.A. in 1956 and his doctorate

in 1959, both from Yale, after serv-

ing as a lieutenant in the United

States Navy from 1951 to 1954.

He was appointed instructor of

English at the University of Penn-

Good Students — Biu Job

Dr. Bun -ill .

of his major jobs to draw mo
and better students to the colle$

"It is vital to spread the name
the college too," he said. The tir.

• the atmosphei

thei

the ajor groups

the developments at the college,

and encourage some alumni to re-

cruit new, top quality students.

This process of improving the

quality of the student body and

of spreading the reputation of the

college "cannot be done overnight"

and constitutes a long-range pro-

ject. The better the college's repu-

tation, the better qualified wilt be

the students attracted to it, which

will in turn increase the quality of

the student body, and so on.

Ph.D. Prestige

He recognizes the prestige value

of the Ph.D. degree and while it

ily related to the

tality of an individual as a teach-

, he plans to maintain the high

tio of Ph.Dd.'s among the fac-

ed student body, rather than well

rounded students he commented.
This means it is better to have
individuals especially talented or

able in a certain area than a stu-

dent less talented in more fields.

In this way, the student body when
viewed as a whole is well rounded.

Concerning independent student

work. Dr. Burns said that he feels

it depends on the student—wheth-
er he is ready personally for the

added responsibilities of indepen-

dent work or research at the un-

dergraduate level. The increased

amount of time required on the

part of the faculty who must deal

with each student separately must

also be taken into consideration.

teader t systet

,rk. ludepender

said. European students are more
tellectually, Burns noted.

They are more used to the idea of

independent work, and are really

ready for it when the opportunity

Burns is opposed to athle-

holarships as such; he feels

ifter academic scholarships

ded, athletes should

be considered for scholarships, in

addition to individuals who have

other, equally specific and well-

developed talents and skills to of-

fer as a good athlete. He supports

the broadening and diversification

:nd abilities of the

student body, provided that the

basis for selection of Washington

College students remain on the

basis of scholarship and academ-

ics. Dr. Burns said he would wait

until he has been at the college

mting

Don Munter Named
968 Pegasus Editor
The editors for the 1968 edition visions."

of the Washington College year-

book, die Pegasus were announced
last Thursday at the annual pub-

lications banquet by 1967 editor-

in-chief Par Descherc. Junior Don
Munter will head the staff assisted

by Gloria Fine. Gloria, a member
of the staff for two years, will fill

the position of Business Manager.
Don has been the head photog-

rapher for the Pegasus this year.

According to Editor Par Descherc,

"about half of the pictures in this

year's book arc Don's." I think

the 1968 Pegasus should be a really

beautiful book with Don's pictur-

es." Gloria was the Greek and
Faculty Editor for the 1967 edi-

To achieve a more informal and
according to Don a more interest-

ing section, seniors would be group-

ed according to their major de-

partments instead of using the pre-

sent system of alphabetical order.

Informality will be noted in the

faculty pictures also. Instead of

the usual photographs of faculty

members in their offices and class-

rooms
(
Don plans to incorporate

shots of professors in their homes.

cd th.

npt.h'i

Stresses Informality

Stressing informality in his plans

f next year's Pegasus, Don stat-

t he will "attempt to achieve

unity through disorganiza-

"Instead of the usual senior

lge the faculty and senior

s into major department di-

the usual forn

be replaced by informal shots of

individuals around the campus. "I

have seen this type of phninfL.ipliv

used effectively in other year-

books," he stated, "and I would

Dean Landon C. Bums, Jr.

Dr. Burns has served on a num-
ber of committees at Pennsylvania:

the Admissions Committee, the

Athletic Survey Committee, the

Residence Committee, the Student

Affairs Committee, and the Un-
dergraduate Affairs Committee. He
also held the position of Assistant

to the Dean of hie College.

Bums has published several pa-

pers in journals and magazines
since 1961.

During the interview, Dr. Burns

said that he is "disenchanted with

Penn. I am looking forward to the

fresh small-college atmosphere at

Washington College a great deal."

Small College Advantages
"One of the most important as-

pects of small college life is freer,

students, faculty, and administra-

changes in curriculum, for ex-

ample, at a large school he stated.

"Bureaucracy and red tape" delay

i smaller school,
;

the results "aim-

he remarked.

as dissemhiatr the general body of

knowledge, ?t>hitf the •.mail rnllrgr

need only disseminate it. He wel-

comes independent faculty re-

work does not interfere with teach-

ing duties. "Teaching skill should

be the first qualification for pro-

motion and the granting of ten-

ure," he said. Involvement in re-

search may certainty be considered

in addition to teaching skill, he

September Opening Slated

For College Arts Center
By Carolyn Erwin

If the wisdom contained in the

old adage, "things worth hiving

are well worth waiting for" can

be relied upon, the Fine Arts Cen-

ter, the most eagerly and long

awaited project in Washington

College's eight year expansion,

should be the most prized addition

to college facilities.

The Fine Arts Center, which

suffered many delays and setbacks

due to material and manpower
shortages, will be ready for use in

September according to the latest

reports from Mr. Tony Parkes,

Director of Department.

Construction Complete

Major construction on the build-

ing has largely been completed.

The workmen are presently putting

the finishing touches on the inter-

ior. The walls of the classrooms

and workshops have been insulated

and, in the case of the music wing.

soundproofed, the plaster has been

added, the first coat of paint ap-

plied, some of the windowpanrs

system partially installed.

Outside, a ground crew is clear-

ing the ground around the buililimi

for shrub and tree planting and

the laying of cement walks. Sched-

uled to arrive May 12 is a mural

to be placed on the i

November II. 1967. The opening

will be highlighted by a week-long

program of concerts, plays, and

other "culturally stimulating pro-

Opportunity to Community
Commenting on the value of the

Fine Arts Center for the Chester-

town community as a whole, Mr.

Tony Parker said, "The new Fine

Arts Center presents a great op-

portunity for the Chestertown

community as well as the rest of

the Eastern Shore. Here, they will

have the benefit of a center which

has fine acoustics and wonderful

stage equipment and facilities

which heretofore never existed."

dents and faculty has been the

distance of the Arts Center from

College Avenue. The general feel-

the

query of the architects

revealed that the building was con-

structed this way purposely to al-

low room for a proposed Art Wing
to be added at an estimated cost

of $500,000 and a new girl's gym
and athletic field.

A proposal has been sent to the

Federal Government requesting a
p

grant of $76,000 to help finance

the cost of operating and support-

ing an arts curriculum. Other con-

tributions are currently being so-

licited from industry, philanthropic

foundations, and private donors.

the final decision will be

Don plans to continue the tra-

dition of keeping the name of the

person the yearbook is dedicated

to a secret, He stated that he feels

that this will add interest to the

publication, This year's Pegasus

Other appointments made which

were announced at the publications

banquet were the editorial staff of

the Elm for 1967-1968 and for

Miscellany 188. Dick Heymann
was named Editor-in-Chief of the

Elm and Jeanettc Shipway will fill

the post of Managing Editor. Mis-

cellany will be edited by Bob

Cooke with the assistance of Chcs-

have no business ignoring.

Profound Implications

ESP data Professor Foster lakes

to be real, and he believes they

have important implications for

meta-physics, epistcmology, and

religion. He plans to discuss these

implications in his talk.

The
Hyn-

: held in the

7:00 p.n All

the

if a faculty ,

The addition

of the mural will give the Center

Delay Possible

As of now the only possible de-

lay will be the lift for the stage.

The official opening date for the

Fine Arts Center is scheduled for

With major construction on the Fine J

largcJy completed, workmen are now applying finish-

ing touches to the interior. The long awaited project
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X Quick
Stick

By Dick Louck

Last Tuesday, Towson Stale College came to Chestertoun

ready to play their most important game of the season. They

were going to try to knock Washington College from their

champion's berth in the Strobahr division. Baltimore papers,

even the Lacrosse Newsletter had given Towson a good chance.

Ron Regan, Jim Chalfant, Barry Drew, Carl Ortman and

other top scorers were to change that prediction rather quickly

and dish out a large portion of humble pie to the paper Tigers

from Towson. The Sho'men unleashed an amazingly accurate

and potent offense to romp by a 20-8 score.

Swarthmore College, expected to be big and hruising

proved even less a threat to the Sho'men in last Saturday's tilt,

which the Kcllymcn won easily, 10-3. Washington nicked in

five goals before Swarthmore could tally, then tipped the score

to 7-1 before Swarthmore scored again.

By this time the Sho'men were beginning to play ho-hum
ball and made many amateurish mistakes. Still, the Swarth-

more team failed to capitalize on most of the mistakes and
remained behind.

Ford Schurnan was again outstanding in the goal. Once he

raced downfield, faked about four players cold and drove in to

take a shot, only to have the ball hang up in his stick and go
wide of the goal.

Tom Heald, a speedy defensive mate, also had a chance to

score as he ran towards the goal, on a one-on-one with the

goalie, and threw the ball over the goal and out of bounds.
As the Sho'men cruised, the Swarthmore crease attackman

remarked, "We didn't expect to win, we only wanted to give

you guys a good game." Wish they had, then maybe Oris,

Chal, Regs, Rock and others would have gotten more fired up
and really swamped Swarthmore.

I can't help feeling a little sorry for the guys from Towson.
They really thought they had a great team and were going to

teach those "creeps" from the Eastern Shore a lesson. Well,
the tables turned on the Tigers. One could say they were
dumped, as well as turned.

They were, to put it mildly, shocked. Their coach didn't

talk to the team until long after the game had ended. The
players walked back to the locker room stunned, and it seemed
they had lost the championship of the world.

Some were angry. One remarked, "That number thirty-
seven was the biggest farmer I have ever seen." Too bad that

{Continued on Page 5)

Stickmen Undefeated
In Strobhar Division

Continuing iht-ir pare ff.im the

Towson game, the Sho'men scored

a fifth straight five quick goals. Mark Madden
Championship, hegan the onslaught and Jim Chal-

fant climaxed the scoring. At the

end of the first quarter the score

er this past week
Towson and

l a record of 3-0,

i"gly good.

This Saturday, if the Sho'men

defeat Washington and Lee, they

will sew up the championship

Washington and Lee has a record

of 5-2 at present. They have lost

to Loyola, a learn the Sho'men de-

feated 9-6, and Hofstra 14-5.

Towson Visits

Earlier in the week, the Towson
Tigers journeyed to Chesiertown

with hopes of defeating the Sho'-

men and capturing the conference

championship,

Their hopes were based upon
pre-season ratings which listed

them as equals with the Sho'men,

and also

Dartmouth and Dr<

record of 3-0, they felt confident

that the Chestertown ten could he

Towson jumped off to a 1-0

lead after two minutes of the open-

ing quarter. The Sho'men retali-

impressive <

die nd of the

of Washington College.

Heavy Scoring

In th< second quarter the Sho'-

men attack finally shook off the

sluggishness which had engulfed

i for the
]

.ime, Towson

and

Scoring for Washington College

were Carl Ortman, Ron Regrn,

Jim Chalfant, Barry Drew, and Joe

Nichols.

In the second half th" Shore

attack continued to pierce the sag-

ging Towson defense. With the

score 20-5, Coach Kelly pulled out

sity :

s20-E

Cindermen Lose to Towson;
To Compete In Penn Relays
squad was still too much for

Washington last Thursday and set

the Sho'men back with an 85-55
defeat. Washington's dual meet
record now stands at two wins and
two losses. Towson left a sprinter,

a 20-point man. and all their pole

vaulters home but they were still

too strong for the home team.
Chuck Mock was Washington's

taking first

point lead. Smith took the 440 in

51.5 and placed second in the 440
intermediate hurdles establishing a
school record in doing so. He also

picked up two third places in the
broad jump and the hop, step, and

In the field events John McGin-

shoi

remained undefeated

ave of better

Charlie Skip-

plai the 100 and 220 with
me s of 10.0 and 23.8 respectivc-

i. Mock also ran the third leg of

be 440 relay team with Steinberg,

lohn. Mock, and Smith which
>ok that race in 45.3, their fast-

st time this season.

Smith Wins
Marty Smith also scored 10

lock for the Sho'men

than 41 feet. Junior

per placed second

and there was no contest in the

javelin so Pete Johnson was able

to take the day off.

Manning Excels

Boh Manning and Paul Fastic

took first and second uncontested
in the pole vault as Manning clear-

ed the har at 11 feet and became
the second best pole vaulter ever
to go to Washington College.

leiibemler pi< ked up a third in the

880 and Ben Whitman won the

two-mile event. Sophomore Marl;

Steinberg lent support to Mock in

the sprints with a third in the 100

yard dash and a second place finish

in the 220.

Many Disappointments

Ihn

ler Tim Bohaker was blanked in

the 120-yard highs and had to be

satisfied with a third in the 440
intermediates. In addition, quarter-

miler Dave Moreland was still out

with an injury as a result of his

spiking accident last week. He
should return for the Dickinson

meet on Tuesday in Carlisle.

Snyder Falters

Finally one sad spot was the bad
day experienced by junior Woody
Snyder who has consistently been

a strong performer for the locals.

Snyder's tone place of the day was
a third picked up in the high

jump, solely because Towson enter-

Swai

i

limine ui.it. lied Washing
in College with three goals in the

fcond quarter making (he score

t the half 8-3.

The third quarter was a battle

[tween the defenses of both

aius. Neither attack was able t>

le Washington defense

comprised of Pete Bet/, Tom
Heald and Dick Louck completely

throttled their opponents.

In the final quarter, Carl Ort-

man and Mark Madden scored to

bring the final score to 10-3.

Regan with two goals and three

assists brought his scoring total to

fifty-one points, which is tops in

the country.

Midfielder Jim Chalfant who
scored two goals and assisted on

another has now totaled thirty-five

points. At present, he is the highest

scoring midfielder in the nation.

Diamondmen Win;
Towson to Visit
Freshman Dave Bruce, pitching

in his first college baseball game
last Wednesday, limited Franklin

uid Marshal! to sis. hits while

The Sho'men jumped out to a

2-0 lead in the first inning on hits

by Bruce, Bnckless and a two-RBI

single by Al Streelman, who went
4 for 4 during the game. The lead

was never lost, and Washineimi

had a 6-0 lead before the oppon-

ents finally pushed across two

markers in the late innings.

Offensive Support

Pitcher Bruce was in command
all the way, scattering six hits ef-

fectively, and filling the Franklin

and Marshall batters on a partic-

ularly good curve bail. Offensive

support came mainly from Al

Streelman, Bruce and George Bnck-

less, who among them collected

nine hits and five RBI's.

Coach Elliot Is pleased with the

team's performance, noting that

improved hitting could carry the

team the rest of the way. With
seven games remaining, the Sho'-

men can still finish with a record

above .500. Bruce's performance

on the mound immediately shows

the pitching

Hitting Improved

t the hitting? The
i Streelman, Buck-
ruce and VanDei-

ment from John Topodas, Harry
Webb, and Al Perry will bring it

higher, if the others can maintain

Postponed

On Saturday, April 22, a home
encounter with Randolph Macon
was postponed. This means that

Washington will play four games
between April 26 and May 1

.

against Dickinson, Towson, Hop-
kins, and Randolph Macon.
The team looks forward to a

much-awaited win streak which has

become the earmark of Washing-
inn's baseball teams for the last

Tennis Team
Loses Third
The Washinglon College net-

men were defeated 7-2 by a strong

Towson team in a home encounter

last Thursday,

The Tigers pulled an upset over

the Sho'men squad, which had
been depleted due to injuries and
personnel losses. The loss to Tow-
son came unexpectedly to Coach
Athey, who was counting on a re-

peat of last year's 5-4 Sho'men
victory.

Only Victories

Bob Kendall and Bill Woodcock
playing in the number 4 and 5

slots, respectively. Kendall defeated

thre

apped
while Wood-

opponent

he Sho'men faced Delaware
!onday and Dickenson yesterday.

he tennis team will meet Hopkins
a home duel this Saturday.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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Adventurous StudentsFind
Job, Travel Opportunities

By Trackray Dodds

As your Pan American Boeing

707 smoothly touches ground on
European soil, you briskly fasten

[he buttons of your London Fog
trench coat, preparing for your

Slimmer assignment in Paris, Rome,
London — you name it. Peering

out of the window, The Eiffel

Tower, Big Ben, and the Roman
Colliseum seem to appear before

you in a magnificent panorama.
Securing your briefcase under

one arm and descending the ramp
liurridly, you slip through customs

and into a taxi which takes you to

Headquarters where you begin a

series of adventures that could

never seek to compare with the

nine months of academic labors

you left behind. -

Job Opportunities

Impossible? Not at all. There
are many job opportunities open to

adventurous students that can be

For those who wish to travel far,

The American Student Informa-

tion Service (ASIS) furnishes sum-

mer job information about fifteen

European countries. There are

many job categories, such as life

guarding, office work, factory work,

sales work, child care, hospital

work, and construction work.

Before beginning a job, each

lent attends an orientation

rse in Luxembourg prior to his

in order to break in to the

European way of life. During
summer and work period, each
lent receives a complete guid-

Student Pay

: and

Letters To
The Editor
(Continued from Page 2)

the Twentieth Century the women
of Washington College must first

make the transition. It can be done

hut it won't, be easy. Nothing

worthwhile ever is.

Donna Blatt '68

Dear Editor:

The most naive would agree that

a course evaluation guide must be

the result of an objective interpre-

tation of student comments. The
entire value of such a guide rests

upon that understanding. For the

most part Evaluation '67 was a

success. Most evaluations were ob-

jective and used often such terms

as: "The majority of students felt

.
.". "A few . .", "The students

were'divided . .
.".

However, a few evaluations

failed to keep that necessary ob-

jectivity and are consequently of

little use to either the students or

the professors of those courses. For

the student evaluator to suddenly

lose sight of the fact that he is

supposed to be interpreting data

and not offering his personal opin-

ion, is, of course, a grave error

in any type of objective reporting.

Showing partiality by a religious-

like admiration for a professor is

just as great a fault as showing a

personal dislike for a course or a

tn an evaluation beginning with

a statement such as "A student

can afford to miss a class without

missing a thing" is obviously a

subjective commentary. It immedi-

ately throws the whole evaluation

into a personal and emotional ar-

gument. Once establishing such a

strong opinion at the beginning,

the writer must not change his

tone in the remainder of the report

lest he appear to be inconsistent.

Any positive comments must be

interpreted in a way to support

the polemic already established.

Poor evaluators, reporters, and

jurors do this without realizing it.

Those few erring evaluations,

being a part of the whole, have

the tendency of throwing bad light

on the whole Evaluation '67 , and

thus encouraging adverse com-

ments such as "irresponsible", "in-

sincere" and "not serious". Eval-

uations '67 '68, '69, '70 deserve

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Cheatertown, Md.

they intend to spend only on them-

selves. Not so the Washington Col-

lege Players. This group used a

portion of the profits from its dra-

matic productions to subsidize two

trips to the National Theatre in

Washington, D. C. The cost of a

ticket, including round-trip bus

transportation, was three dollars

per person — a real bargain by

anyone's standards. Since these

tickets were available to the entire

college community, the Players

should be commended for their

generosity.

But how was this generosity re-

dents and faculty members alike

chose to spend two Saturday eve-

nings doing something else. The
first performance drew a respect-

able but modest number of people,

but attendance at the second (and

ironically the better performance

of the two) was disgustingly small.

In several cases, people who had

signed up for tickets cancelled out

without notifying the Players that

they weren't going, leaving the or-

ganization with unused tickets for

which the group had already paid.

I believe that everyone has a

right to select that form of enter-

tainment which he considers most

enjoyable. However, in a town

where one hears constant com-

plaints that there is "nothing to

do," the lack of support for these

excursions is inexcusable. If the

Washington College community

chooses to ignore such opportuni-

ties, it must expect to he denied

them in the future.

Catherine C. Wakelyn

ions. Congratulations to ex-Edi-

tor Schulman for illiciting so self-

condemning a reply from the

Girls' Residence Association. His

point is proven.

Incidentally, who is "passing the

Michael J. Travieso

-..- board is al-

ways arranged by the ASIS. Job
application forms and catalogues
will be sent to you by writing:
ASIS, 22 Ave. de ka Kubertem
Kyxenbiyrg/City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, Dept. VIII, enclos-
ing $2.00 for overseas handling.

For those who would rather re-

main in the states, there arc other
job offerings which could prove
stimulating to qualified students.

For instance, applications are now
available to junior and senior un-
dergraduates for the 1967 Summer
Pre-Professional Traineeships at

the Devereux Schools, a group of
multidisciplinary residential treat-

ment, remedial education and re-

habilitation centers.

Appointments

Appointments as Research Aides,

Professional Aides, Day Camp Tu-
tor-Counselors, and Resident Camp
Counselors are available in subur-
ban Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

;

North Anson, Maine; Santa Bar-
bara, California; Victoria, Texas;
and Rutland. Massachusetts.

The students will be paid up
to $200 per month, plus room and
board for a two to three month

Further information and appli-

cation blanks are available from
Dr. Henry Piatt, Director of Train-
ing, the Devereux Foundation In-

stitute for Research and Training,

Devon, Pa.

Deprived Children

In addition, the Newark, N. J.

YM-YWCA is selecting college stu-

dents to take part in a program
to work with primarily economical-

ly and culturally deprived children.

Each student is assigned six chil-

dren upon completion of a seven

day pre-camp training program
dealing with the most effective

ways to work with groups and in-

dividuals.

The students' job is to help each

child have an enjoyable camp ex-

perience and to enable him to

learn to understand other children

from various backgrounds and en-

vironments. For information write

the YM-YWCA of Newark and
Vicinity, 600 Broad Street, New-
ark, New Jersey.

The Elm would be happy to

provide students interested in

learning more about these and oth-

er groups with the information sent

Arley W. Levno

P.S.—Why be secretive about

the questions on the questionnaire?

To the Editor:

Many college organizations work

diligently to make money which

College Heights Sub Shop

Houn: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Piiza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

HftSfstf
Orarlooldng

WortDO Creek Marina

Cheatertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Scaring the fincat u

Ann Vassar, named Most Valuable Player by the. Women's Athletic

Association, will head the girls' honorary basketball team. Others named

to the honor team were Bonnie Strayer, Raye Harris, Karen Johnson,

Linda Shipway, and Dolly Mallonec. Mary Sue Blevins and Ann
Woodruff received honorable mention honors.

QUICK STICK
(Continued from Page 4)

Tom Healcl, number thirty-

Massachusetts and d
hick farmer.

en, happens to be from liinghan

Dummer prep school, hardly

Other lacrosse news finds sophomore Jim McGrath, a last

string defenseman on the Washington squad, spending spring

break impressing the University of Delaware coach of lacrosse

with his talent. The coach thought he was a student, and was
ready to suit him up for the season with the varsity team until

! he had recently trans-

NOTES—Jim Chalfant, co-captain with Carl Ortman and
stellar midfielder, wins the brown helmet award for the week

—

as co-captain, he has called the pre-game toss of the coin only

twice—once against Hopkins (lost the game) and once against

Loyola (probably the worst game the team will play all year,

nearly losing)—let's let Ortman do the talkiti'— is Pat Gray
real or is he a wind-up sound machine? Only his furbish knows
for sure.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chester/town, Md.

Find out

if you're man enough
for the Peace Corps.

Even if your name
is Mary.

The Peace Corps.

Washington, D.C. 20525

D Please send me information

D Please send me an application

StatP 7lp P«H»
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Amick To Head GOP Group;

Esquestrians Go To Hunt Club
Steve Amick was elected ihi*

week 10 replace Dan James as head

of the Washington College Repuli-

-Itcan Club.

Other newly elected officers in-

clude Mike Young, vicc-preiident

of the organization, Chuck Mock,

treasurer, and Sue Thomas, secre-

tary.

The new officers intend to fol-

low the general program featured

since the group was founded last

year. Future activities will include

the presentation of films, speaker*,

discussions, and trips to Republi-

can events of major interest and

importance.

"We have learned through our

affiliation with the Maryland Fed-

eration of College Republican!,

that Illinois Senator Charles l'er-

cey, often mentioned as a possible

Presidential candidate, will speak

at Johns Hopkins University on

May 8," president-elect Amick an-

nounced yesterday. "If it can be

arranged, we will sponsor a bus to

go hear him. Transportation will

he free, with scats offered first to

Club members, then to the college

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Compliment! of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.ii

Sunday

5:00 [,.in.-ll:0U p.m.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gilts
' Cum] Wear

331 High St., Chestertow

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For Alt

Sewing N»*dt

1967 Maryland Hunt Cup in Bal-

timore has been extended to Wash-
ington College students. The race

will be held this Saturday, April

29. Transportation will be provid-

ed by the members of the college

Equestrian Society. Cost will be

limited to the sharing of bridge

tolls and gas. in addition to the

parking fee of $5 per automobile.

charge to the race.

The annual event attracts many
famous personages in the world of

horses; some come from the Euro-

pean countries to watch and par-

ticipate in the activities.

The cars will leave the parking

lot of William Smith Hall at 12:30

pin Saturday, in order to be at the

race grounds by 2:30. Students

will be hack at lite college by 7:00

pm, in time to dress for the IFC
sponsored dance at the armory, be-

ginning at 9:00.

A gift of $4,000 to establish an

investment league at Washington

College was announced yesterday

by Tony Parker, Director of De-
velopment.

The money, given by Henry
Crown, through the Arie and Ida

Crown Memorial fund, is to be

used for the establishment of

Washington College Investment

League in the memory of the late

Herman Crown.
Three Stipulations

Stipulations accompanying t h e

gift include the provision that stu-

dents participate as much as pos-

sible in the decisions as to what

stocks are purchased ; that periodic

reports be made to the memorial

foundation by the league; and that

as the advisor to the league for

The first, organizational meeting

of the investment league will be

held on Sunday, April 30, at 7:00

pm in the conference room adja-

cent to the SGA room in the stu-

dent activities center. Persons in-

terested in learning about invest-

ments of all kinds, stocks, bonds,

mutual funds, and desiring to par-

ticipate in the selection and pur-

. if,,-

this LI IIP,.

med I Hen i Crow
An alumnus of Washington Col-

lege, William Brogan of Chester-

town, Class of '52, head of the

According to Mr. Robert Bailey,

bead librarian, a number of issues

of important journals are missing

from Bunting Library, and cannot

he found. The majority are in the

field of psychology. Anyone having

requested to return them to their

proper place on the shelves. These

journals are not only needed by

other readers, but are expensive

and difficult to replace, especially

the two bound volumes. The un-

bound issues are needed for bind-

ing.

The missing material is:

1. Journal of Abnormal and So-

cial Psychology: June and August

1966 (Vol. 71 nos. 3 and 4) —
2 issues.

2. Journal of Educational Psy-

chology 2 bound volumes, 1962

and 1965. Also one unbound is-

sue, February 1966 (Vol. 57, no.

1).

3. Journal of Experimental Psy-

chology: 3 unbound issues, Janu-

ary, March and May 1966 (Vol.

71, nos. 1, 3, 5).

4. Journal of General Psychol-

ogy: 1 unbound issue, January
1966 (Vol. 74, no. 1).

5. Journal of Marriage and the

Family: 1 unbound issue, February
1966 (Vol. 28, no. 1).

Campus Calendar
Friday, April 28

Baseball vs. Towson — Home
3:00 p.m. — Track Pcnn. Re-

lays — Away — IFC Songfest

— Win. James Forum Lecture

— Professor Lewis Foster —
Hynson Lounge 7:00 p.m. —
Washington Players — Wm.
Smith 7:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 29
Lacrosse vs. Washington & Lee

Home — 2:00 p.m. — Baseball

vs. Johns Hopkins Home —
2:00 p.m. — Tennis vs. Johns

Hopkins — Home 2:00 p.m. —
Washington Players — Win.
Smith 7:00 p.m. — IFC Dance
— Chestertown Armory 9:00
p.m.-l:00 a. m.

Sunday, April 30
IFC Beach Party — 2:00-6:00

p.m. — Washington Players —
Wm. Smith 7:00 p.m.

Monday, May 1

Baseball vs. Randolph-Macon—

SGA Meeting—Activities Ccn-

Fraternities and Sororities

Washington Players — Wm.
Smith — 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, May 2

Tennis vs. American University

Riding Club — Dunning —
7:00 p.m.

Washington Players 7:00

Wednesday, May 3

Washington Players present

"Mat-Bird" in Wm. Smith at

8:30 p.m.

Society of Science — Dunning
107 at 7:30 pjn.

Thursday, May 4
Washington Players present

"Mai-Bird" in Wm. Smith at

8:30 p.m.

Who's Who meeting — Dean
Nrwlin's Conference Room —
1:30 p.m.

Chorus Activities — Center —
7:00 p.m.

Psychology Club 7:30 p.m. —
Hynson Lounge
Kent County Board of Educa-
tion May Music Festival — eve-

ning program — Russell Gym

Theatre Announcements

213 DRIVMN TESTER THEATRE

AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152
Admission: Adults 75c

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. APR. 28-30

1. JAMES COBURN
DICK SHAWN

"What Did You Do In

The War, Daddy?"

2. JERRY LEWIS

"THE BELLBOY"

"Tarzan And The
Valley of Gold"

WED. ihru SAT. APR. 26-29

TEX RITTER
FARON YOUNG

An AU-Star Cast in

"Nashville Rebel"
Also

GEORGE HAMILTON

"Your Cheat-in' Heart"

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
APR. 30 - MAY 1 & 2

ZERO MOSTEL
PHIL SILVERS

BUSTER KEATON

"A Funny Thing

Happened On The

Way To The Forum"

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones ;
-'">.

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

, . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fedteal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Players Stage Garson's MacBird
Controversial Play Makes
Amateur Thespian Debut

led this

iuccion of Barbara

[way is being pre-

by the Washing-

Playei Willia

:30 p..

Ribicoff
9
s Tax Plan

Allays Tuition Costs
The United States Senate has

approved by a 53-26 vote a plan

to provide a federal income tax

credit of up to $325 for tuition,

books and fees paid by students in

colleges, universities and other

post-high school institutions. Final

enactment of the plan probably

will depend on the decisions made

by a joint Senate-House of Repre-

person who pays the tuition. Thus,

it would be available to working

students and wives as well as to

parents and other relatives. Par-

ents with more than one child in

college or graduate school may get

a separate credit for each.

"Over two-thirds of the benefits

of this amendment would go to

families earning less than $10,000

year," Ribicoff said. A formula

the

The tax credit plan was offered

by Senator Abraham Ribicoff, D-

Conn., as an amendment to a

House-passed bill which would re-

store the

ii table

Smith Auditori

Performances will be given tonight

through Saturday evening.

The Director of the play is Tim-

othy Maloney, Director of the new
Fine Arts building and chairman

of the drama department.

Included in the cast are veteran

Player performers John Merrill as

MacBird, Christy Kent as Lady
MacBird and Pete Herbst as his

Dick Louck portrays John Ken
O'Dunc, with brothers Bobby and

Teddy played by Mike Young and

Ray Felton, respectively. MacBird's

two daughters are played by Judy
Dowler and Marian Keller. The
roles of the Egg of Head, the Earl

of Warren, and Wayne of Morse

are filled by Gil Bradford, Brian

Kehoe, and Charles Hemming, re-

spectively.

The supporting cast of Senators,

Congressmen, aides, witches, and

reporters includes Sandy Ayres, Bill

Stalling*, Barbara Miller, Larry

Clark, Howdy DeHoff, Bob Hunt-

er, and Larry Varon.

MacBird, which began its four

day run here last night, is the

most controversial play produced

this year, both on Broadway and

at Washington College. J.i Edgar
Hoover, Director of the F.B.I.

,

called MacBird "a satirical piece

of trash which maliciously defames

the President of our country . .
."

Some graduates of Washington
College and other persons have
written to the college and express-

ed similar sentiments, "Where are

our censors?" queried one letter.

Written in Shakespearean verse,

touches of Hamlet and MacBeth
are to be found. However, the style

is predominately Mrs. Garson's

—

a contemporary interpretation of

the Elizabethan drama.
A parody of Shakespeare's Mac-

Beth, MacBird characterizes the

Kennedy-Johnson rivalry. In this

political satire, Mrs. Garson de-

picts the two-facedneu of all pol-

MacBird, who pledgei support

and friendship to John Ken
O'Dunc, secretly plots to take over

the crown. Similar to the situation

in MacBtth, MacBird plans the

death of John Ken O'Dunc in hi*

lust for power.

MacBird is the final production

for the flayers this year. It will

also be the final production staged

in William Smith Auditorium as

the new Fine Arts Center u sched-

uled for opening by next Septera-

WRA Revises Plan

To Extend Curfew
By Linda Towne

Liberalising curfews for

is the goal of a special (

set up by the WRA which has

been studying the problem for

most of the second semester.

Cathy Barnes, secretary of the

WRA and a member of the com-

mittee explained that the idea of

extended curfew originated last

year with a proposal for a "key

Percentage Credit

Under the amendment offered

by Ribicoff and accepted by the

Senate, the tuition and fee credit

is 75 per cent of the first $200

paid 25 per cent of the next $300

and 'l0 per cent of the next $1000.

The credit is subtracted from the

inccme tax owed to the govern-

Director Unfried Evaluates

Tutorial Program Changes

The credit ailable

Chorus Plans

May Concert

Walker, will present their annual

spring concert in William Smith

Auditorium on May 10 at 8:30

Bach and several Hungarian folk

songs, by Matyas Seiber. Three ad-

ditional folk songs by Brahms will

also be included in the program.

"The Road To Siberia" from She

stakovitch's "Lady MacBeth of

Mitzensk." Concluding the concert

will he Mozart's "Coronation", a

mass in C major. Soloists in the

"Coronation" are Linda Deis,

Nena O'Lear, Steve Myking and

Bob Vanderclock.

By Deo Dee Greenwell

This year the Tutorial Program

underwent a major structural in-

novation over that which has been

in effect since its conception in

the Spring of 1965. The Rev-

erend Malcolm Boyd "planted the

seed" for this educational project

when, following a Civil Rights

of the tutees, whereas at Ches-

tertown High, the program failed

to have any central direction

which prevented the program from

Another problem lie

this means as a solution to bet-

The first year and a half that

this system was operating, it was

affiliated solely with the Garnett

High School. However, this year,

Chestertown High School was in-

tegrated into the program. Doug-

las Unfried, Student Director of

the Tutorial Program, stated "that

the Negro child has benefitted

more than the white tutee, in

many cases, because of the limit-

ed education the Negro receives

in his family environment. In con-

instances, took advantage of the

program merely because his par-

ents, recognizing his needs, made

him do so. Thus the Negro ap-

proached the help offered him

ely. This

e fact that.

ns and others e\

t of the program
partially di

Education. The other, resulting

from the integration of the Ches-

tertown High Schools, will involve

gearing the program more toward

the selection of underprivileged

children and away from the Civil

Rights outlook, in order to give

the greatest opportunity for help

dropped because of the

lem," Cathy stat-

ed. "The problem was that even

if just one or two keys were lost,

all the locks would have to be re-

Having written to several other

schools to find out about other

curfew systems, the committee pre-

pared a tentative plan for a sys-

tem which included signing out

but eliminated a set curfew. "The
problem with this plan was that it

would require hiring an extra em-
ployee to let girls in when they

return to campus," Miss Barnes

explained, "The administration is

not convinced that the ptychlogical

value of a no-curfew system is

worth hiring an extra employee."

"We're a little diicouraged," re-

marked one committee member,

"but we feel that this is important

enough to justify the work. We're

going to try and rework the sys-

tem. We've got to eliminate the

necessity of an extra employee.

Even if we only get an extended

curfew, the philosophy is the

i Mr. Unfried com-

"This year the high

schools' schedules allowed no free

periods during wh;

could work with tv

udy."

iulted

and offei

why only th

three out of the original fifty

during the sec

Fewer Tutors

As contrasted with the first

and a half in which forty

tutors offered their help, this

only thirty entered the program.

"More tutors a

mind, and, due

he benefitted more."

Drawbacks

Mr. Unfried felt that :

drawback lay in the high

it look,

Garnett he

in charge of the organization

systems thenuelvi

Masten, nc

remarked,

need help i

ly help one

Next year, two new challenges

will have to be met, one of which

is the continuation of the program

without the able guidance of Dr.

Hoffman, Assistant Professor of

William Hoffman, (center) Assistant Professor of Education, is the fac-

ulty advisor to the tutorial program. He u flanked by Doug Unfried.

student director of the program, and (L to r.) Mike Grover, Paul Faste,

and Ed Worteck, all participating in the tutorial project
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Experiment With Curfews

The college's administration maintains that it does not

like to play the in loco parenti role, and there is now an oppor-

tunity to prove that statement.

Through the Women's Residence Association, efforts are

being made to establish a system of no curfews for senior wom-

en. The Elm wholeheartedly supports their position, and hopes

the administration will give next year's senior women a chance

to prove that they are capable of handling the responsibilities

involved.

The objectives as stated in the WRA proposal are 1) "To

permit senior women more freedom in arranging their time and

activities;" 2) "To provide an example for upperclass women

and at the same time a privilege for senior women" and 3) "Ul-

1 most importantly, to form an increasingly mature

esponsible college student and graduate."

As the proposal also states, if by their senior year, the wom-

en of Washington College are not capable of handling the re-

sponsibility they will have to face immediately after receiving

their diploma, "the college is failing somewhere in its responsi-

bility to graduate mature adults."

According to the new plan, girls would sign-out, giving the

information necessary to reach her in the event of an emergency,

and seal the information in an envelope. This would not be

opened unless emergency existed, or in the event that the girl

was more than one-half hour late in returning (based on the

time she signed out for, indicating the time she expected to re-

Girls would be required to leave before curfew, if they ex-

pect to stay out beyond it; deadline for sign-out would be 10:00

P.M. Girls must return by 7:00 A.M. unless they have signed

out for a weekend or an overnight.

Specifics about implementation of the new curfew system

remain to be settled, but it is clear that this is an honest attempt

to exercise a responsibility and a privilege. The senior women
of Washington College should be given the chance to do so.

Tuition—Tax Break
The results of a questionnaire completed by Washington

College freshmen indicate that about one-third of their families

earn less than $10,000 annually. If this proportion is even*

closely reflected in the family incomes of students in the other

three classes, Senator Abraham RibicofTs tax credit plan (de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue) is of no smalt financial impor-

of the ! of the it $300, and 10 pei

The credit is available to whoever pays the

subtracted from the income tax owed the gov
gives a much-needed financial break to those \

to pay high tuition costs for education, amountinj
25 per cent of one's total income. The plan is a kind of scholar
ship, and when used in addition to the low-interest loans

able, and other scholarship and fii

: $1,000.

and is

This

nil-

lies.

A fo;

families «

savings aj

: the burden \

nula redu

the !

the amount of the credit available to

ning more than $10,000 yearly. Obviously, these

be just as interested in taking advantage of whatever
possible under the Ribicoff amendment.

Although Maryland Senator Tydings (Democrat) chose to

vote against the measure, the Elm supports the Connecticut
Democrat's bill, and hopes sufficient interest and support is gen-
erated to successfully complete Congressional action on the

-Play Review

Garson's MacBird
_by Donald Dolce

_

The Washington Players unveil-

ed MacBird last night to a near

SRO audience in William Smith

Audilorium. Too bad they didn't

MacBird is a lamentable sub-

stitute for a play. To be sure,

the play has its moments, chiefly

when John Merrill or Michael

linly lacking in ihe fabri-

:self. Merrill as MacBird

him as a back-slapping.

The props were quite effective,

being eerie, gruesome and sug-

gestive of foul play. The backdrop

pictures (which were not centered

correctly) gave i

lough i

ibis

changes of

ilch-

ntly—from MacBird

to Robert to John to Lady Bird

to the witches and back again to

MacBird and Robert. The result is

(hat the production rarely emanates

Michael

t Ken O'Dunc. He
portrays the slain president's broth-

er as a man, sure of every step he

makes—confident of his own judg-

ments and manipulations of peo-

ple to his own ends.

Also highly laudable are Wil-

liam Bradford, Howdy Dehoff,

Peter Herbst, Raymond Felton,

and the Holy Father.

overcome the play's disrupting

qualities. The awkward set changes

made the disjointedness more
acute. The Players' stage is small

and one got the feeling of an end-

less procession of people walking

about in a daze not sure of whom
to follow, where to go, or what

Despite the play itself, which is

compounded chaos, this production

is worthwhile for the excellent act-

ing and imaginative staging. The
fault lies not with the Players,

but with the playwright.

The lack

with :

Besides structure, there are oth-

er deficiencies. As satire, MacBird

lacks both originality and good

taste and Mrs. Garson relies on

cliched responses much too often.

the sake of being <

attempts at eleven

a play. Another >

liberal

te and isolated

ss do not make
r annoying fea-

.ith quasi-Shakespearean language.

L touch of authenticity perhaps?

What themes does Mrs. Garson

ry to bring out? Whether the play

inleresliiii; mments on the

unique kind of

individual—the power hungry po-

litico—unscrupulous in expression

and operation to fulfill his desires.

MacBird and Robert O'Dunc

mocked—just as their fickle fol-

lowers are.

The production itself does fair-

ly well, despite Garson's gauche-

ness, but the direction did little

to help tlie disjointedness.

The most commendable feature

of the production was the acting.

The cast, brilliantly headed by

John Merrill and Michael Young,
bring a vibrancy to the play that

Their favorite brand is Ghiquita, although :

simian jest at the Chestertown A&P are (L

deHoff and Roger Maisch.

E-lectrical Banana
Is Found Appeeling

Students dancing to ihe tune of

"Mellow Yellow" have discovered

a new and legal way to take a trip

with the e-lec-trical banana that

British singer Donavan sang of in

his song — and not by slipping on
the peels.

Students who are in the know
have the formula down pat:

"scrape off the white fibers from
the inside of a banana peel, bake
them at 400° until dry, grind them
up and smoke in a pipe," they

One Somerset connoisseur offer-

ed a variation to the recipe: "put
the inside of the peels of 2 bunch-
es of bananas in a baking pan and
place in a refrigerator until brown.
Then bake at 425° for four hours.

You can either eat it or smoke
it," he added.

Although sales on bananas have-

n't zoomed at the Chestertown
A&P, the saleslady did notice a
few students picking over the dis-

play of bananas and buying one or

two. The bananas sell for 12c a
pound — a lot cheaper than cig-

adventurt

Two Students Plan
Junior Year Abroad
Two Washington College sopho-

mores, Linda Gompert and Linda
Shecdy possess the initiative and
imagination to plan rewarding fu-

tures for themselves. Both girls are

Spanish majors who have been ac-

cepted by the New York University

of Madrid to study during their

junior year. They will receive full

credit here for the courses they

take through the New York Uni-

versity Program.

With visions of Spain running
through their heads, the girls ex-

pressed their ambitions, "f hope to

learn the language and see as

Linda Gompert. "If all works well

returning to Madrid after I grad-
uate from Washington and work

t the

Atmosphere
Linda Sheedy, who spent last

summer in Spain, says that her
relatively short visit gave her an
idea of what more specific tilings

she wants to see and do. She spoke

with great enthusiasm of nomadic
gypsies, Moorish mosques and the

friends she stayed with, all the

while revealing her attachment to

the country. "When you see a
building that was built in 8(10 AD,
there is a feeling you get from the

of llie p|a<atmosphe
tiostalgn ally.

will study Spanis

' she

"Sort of High"
A group of Reid Hall freshmen

whipped up a batch of banana
scrapings but the results were dis-

appointing. "Nothing happened,"
sighed one coed, "and the smell

was terrible." One girl reported

that she felt "sort of high" after

a drag on bananas effluvia, but

then added that she felt pretty

good even before puffing.

It was suggested that Philip

Scott-Smith, a veteran pipe smok-
er, was adding a touch of banana
to his tobacco mixture. "No," he
declined, "I think I'll stick to my
Brinkely's mixture."

The "high" everyone is talking

about is caused by a chemical con-

tained in the bananas and their

peels called saratonin, a chemical
found in the human nervous sys-

tem. Although the results have not

been compiled scientifically, it is

debatable that the bananas con-

tain enough saratonin to give a
good psychedelic high. "The high

is all psychological" says one

knowledgable Somerset resident.
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Admissions Policies
Reviewed By Director
The fallowing interview is with

Mr. Harold H. Gray, the Director

of Admissions at Washington Col

lege. The purpose of meeting witl

Mr. Gray was two folds

thee s Poll,

relate them to the f\

the college; what will the stu-

dents, hence the college, be tike in

years to come? The answer to this

and other questions posed to Mr.
Gray reveal much about the char-

acter of the college, and the po-

tential which lies in its future—
and the role of the admissions de-

partment in that future.

Mr. Gray stated that the primary

concern of the Admission Commit-
tee is academic qualifications of a

student: can he successfully handle

the work load at Washington Col-

lege.

The largest immediate difficulty

the committee faces is one shared

by all departments of the college

—

how to increase the extent of the

reputation of Washington College

as a good small, Liberal arts insti-

Specifically, the admission de-

challenge, not only by

ing high academic standards for ad-

mission, thereby improving the gen-

eral quality of the student body,

but also through informal contacts

with high school college guidance

counselors. These counselors, if they

are familiar with ihe college's qual-

ity and characteristii

mend it to studen

kind," trie Admi

Profs Plan Summer
Of Research, Study
Many of the professors at Wash-

ington College have already made
plans for the summer months.

Among these professors are Dr.

Dwight Kirkpatrick, Dr. Richard

Brown.
Dr. Kirkpatrick has been accept-

research program at the Florida

State University, The program,

sponsored by the National Science

Foundation, provides psychology

teachers with the opportunity to

refine their research techniques and

exchange information and ideas

about the areas they will investi-

Dr. Kirkpatrick will be working

with Dr. Robert Schaeffer during

the ten-week program. His project

will involve some aspect of animal

learning.
,

Seminars will enable fellow re-

searchers to share their experiences

in other fields which span com-

puter-assisted learning, tempera-

ture sensation, and the nature of

visual sensitivity changes.

Dr. Joseph McLain will spend

most of his summer in Chester-

town, completing the third and

final year of work on an Army
grant from the Chemical Research

Laboratory of the Edgewood Ar-

Dr. McLain, who is assisted in

the laboratory by Michael Mc-

Clure, has been studying the po-

tassium chlorate-sulphur system

which is used as a fuel mix in

marker grenades. The mixture,

though in some respects ideally

suited as a propellant, has a ten-

dancy to blow up unexpectedly.

The purpose of the study has been

to make the system less sensitive

to accidental detonation.

During the course of this inves-

tigation, the Chemistry Depart-

ment's Differential Thermal Analy-

ring the thermal propertie:

of the system. A second device that

will be used this summer is a spec-

ial conductivity cell designed by

Dr. McLain. The cell measures the

change of electrical conductivity of

ied.

fn addition to his work for the

Army, Dr. McLain will teach a

three-week course in solid state

chemistry at Crane, Indiana. He
has prepared a text for the course

and hopes eventually to publish it.

Text Completed

Dr. Gwynn is also preparing a

textbook. He plans to complete the

of the last four chap-

this The
completed several years

has been reviewed by the publish-

ers, Prentice-Hall.

Dr. Gwynn is using an evolu-

tionary approach in his treatment

of general biology. Some of the

material covered in several chap-

(Continued on Page 6)

In fact, through the add

two new members of the

slions department staff, it

possible next year

ground geographically, making

possible a wider number of con-

tacts with high school guidance

counselors and, of course, the

students themselves.

"We visit every Maryland high

school at least once every other

year, and many receive us annual-

ly," Gray remarked. This policy

will be continued, he stated, along

with the personal campus inter-

view policy for all prospective stu-

dents who visit the campus.

Students who tum down an ac-

ceptance at Washington College are

attending other schools of higher

quality than ever before, Mr. Gray

In order to obtain students with

more diverse backgrounds, the per-

centage of students from out-of-

state has risen to 60 per cent;

Maryland residents used to com-

prise a similar percentage of the

student body. This change has oc-

curred within the past few years,

Mr. Gray noted.

"Another method for improving

the quality of students applying to

Washington College is to encour-

age alumni and faculty to 'recruit'

especially well-qualified students,"

Mr. Gray said. "Outstanding stu-

dents with good records academ-

ically or with above-average tal-

ent in a field such as drama, mu-

sic, or art should be encouraged

to apply."

Tne admissions department will

also attempt to encourage more ap-

plications from qualified Negroes,

Gray said. There have been few

Negroes applying for admission, he

commented.
Next year, in order to keep fac-

ulty, students, and alumni more

fully informed about the opera-

tions of the admissions department,

there will be a newsletter published

periodically. Information about ac-

ceptances for the freshman class,

and notes about developments af-

fecting admissions standards will

be included, Mr. Gray said.

(Continued on Page 6)

adernic qualification i

Clairvoyance And ESP
Are Topic Of Lecture
"The philosophic implications of

Extra-Sensory Perception," better

known as ESP, was the topic of a

lecture given by Professor Lewis

Foster of the Philosophy Depart-

bent of William and Mary last

Friday evening in Hynson Lounge.

"There are many forms of ESP,"

Professor Foster explained, "all of

them leading or claiming to lead

to knowledge gained by means oth-

er than the five senses." Professor

Foster went on to explain that

there is considerable evidence to

support those who claim to have

ESP and that if it is proven to

exist, it would have serious im-

plications for modern philosophy.

"Various forms of ESP are now
being investigated by psycholo-

"The idea of pre-cognition goes

back to the Grccki and existed

then as the Oracle at Delphi.

Some of the best evidence, how-

ever is contemporary and there has

boen a real attempt to work with

this in the lab."

Professor Foster concluded hii

lecture by stating that if, as some

philosophers claim, the five senses

developed because they were prag-

matically useful, the ESP might

be another tense, as yet not fully

developed. "The predjudice
against the idea of ESP has hamp-
ered work in the field," Professor

Foster concluded, "but it is no

more ridiculous to investigate ESP
than to investigate memory. In-

quiry into the field should certain-

ly be continued."

xplai

pla,

" Professor Foster

; training people to be clair-

at. Clairvoyance is the ability

e what is happening in anothei

"Another type of ESP which

occurs frequently is 'another-te-

IepathyJ which is the ability to

understand what someone else is

thinking," Professor Foster said.

Still a third type of telepathy is

pre-cognition, or the ability to sec

into the future. "If this phenom-

enon is fact, the implications for

philosophy are tremendous. If peo-

ple can see into the future," Pro-

fessor Foster explained, "then this

would seem to imply that the fu-

ture is already determined. If this

Relationship between ESP and

Philosophy being discussed by Wil-

liam James Forum lecturer Pro-

fessor Lewis Foster.

End of Military Draft Advocated

To Eliminate Inherent Inequities

The following is a letter, repro-

duced tn its entirety, sent to the

Elm by Senator Mark O. Hatfield,

Republican, of Oregon. It repre-

marks being made on this much-

of the position ad-

icated by those who would elim-

ate involuntary military servitude

the United Stales.

startle many. But when all the

facts are in, and all the current

and projected needs for military

difficult to avoid

the conclusion that America does

not need the draft, America can

afford not to have the draft, and

America is overdue in bringing to

an end this drastic invasion of the

lives and liberties of her young

Congress is now beginning to

debate President Johnson's legis-

lation to extend the draft anoth-

er four years. In years past Con-

gressional t

diffei

The only real argument for hav-

ing an involuntary draft

the Nation could not reaso;

doubt to the height-

of America's young

hose lives the draft so

affects, many in Con-

now for the first time

rethinking the premises upon which

the first draft is supposedly based.

An

Thanks

sbly af-

ise and retain the needed

nanpower without it. I

that the Nation cart af-

:liminate the draft. In

,ve will restore lost liber-

;an end once and for all

the inherent inequities of a com-

pulsory system. We can upgrade

our armed forces and increase our

national security. And we can do

it at a price this rich and power-

ful Nation can easily afford.

There is no numerical shortage

of manpower for filling military should embark

ranks. Each year nearly four times

as many men as the military needs

enter the draft age pool. With

more realistic service qualifications

and sharply increased wages and

fringe benefits, and with an en-

findir sadly with

the draft is volun-

tude. ft is legitimate and

onal when Congress, ex-

i stop exchanging precious liber-

Dr. Kirkpatrick of the psychology departmi

members who are planning to do

preparing for his research work.

i of the draft system are taken

account, including civilian

es foregone by draftees, we

well be saving nothing at all.

And this calculation fails to take

into account the qualitative value

of skilled career specialists serving

in crucial military positions now

filled by reluctant draftees.

From the standpoint of individ-

ual liberty, equity to all, the en-

hancement of national security, and

the total economic costs, the draft

fares badly in comparison with an

all-volunteer armed forces system.

How do we get from the present

draft to the volunteer army?

First, we must unequivocally re-

affirm our commitment to the goal

of voluntary armed forces. The

draft should be extended for one

or at the most two yean. During

the Defense Department
program de-

make the draft increas-

special joint

of Congress—indepen-

dent of the Defense Department

and the Selective Service System

—

should be set up to make recom-

mendations for a phasing out of

the draft, and to maintain a con-

tinual review of the Defense De-

partment's progress toward that

goal. And military pay and fringe

benefits should be raised substan-

tially, starting now.

ft is time we made the firm de-

cision to put an end to inequity,

and regain for

our young people the liberties the

draft has taken from them.
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SPORTS

A Quick
Stick

S/ro 'Trackmen Lose;
Bring Record To 2-4

depth proved inexhaustablc and
the Sho'men fell heavily 102-38.

Chuck Mock lost for the first

time in both the 100 and 220,

settlcing for second in each. In the

100, according to Coach Chatte-

,
Chuck lost on a judges' ,de-

Both his

the t rthei
and that of

up a first in the field events. John
McGinnis and Chuck Mock picked

up second and third respectively

in the shot. McGinnis also picked
up a third in the discus.

In the distance events Washing-
Bittenbender

Washington College again demonstrated its lacrosse su

periority over Strobahr division foes by romping past Washing

ton & Lee University by a 14-3 s

The Sho' aighl titles, clinched

the league have lost

nmfi-lfiiied record in

another in the victory. The other teams

at least one game each, compared with a

the league for the Sho'men.

Lacrosse fans noted a slow start by the Sho'men, attributa-

ble to the rain earlier in the week which kept the team inside,

or hampered workouts on the main field. The Kellyrnen soon

shrugged off this lethargy and began what was to become a

12-0 lead Iwfoix' the Generals scored.

Obviously, W & L concentrated their offense with their at-

tack. Every time the midfielders brought the ball downfield,

the W&L attack called for the ball and tried to work some
action from there instead of attempting some midfield play.

The close defense of Tom Heald, goalie Ford Schuman
and especially Pete Belts, played exceptionally well. Belts was
consistent and rugged on defense. Added to the fantastic clears

of Schuman, this defense was able to shut out W&L until the
last quarter.

Schuman was taken out with the score 10-0, and Dave
Boulden took over, and continued with fine style in the goal.

Boulden made several good saves, one especially memorable;
a one-on-one at point blank range. Boulden refused to be faked-
out and came out of the crease to block a well-placed shot by
the General's best attackman, Jim Chew.

Defense play was so good all day that the Sho' goalies were
able to make a total of only eight saves. Willi the game out
of reach for the Generals at 12-0 Coach Kelly substituted freely,

each man on the squad getting a chance to play.
The attack story centers around Carl Ortman who, using

typical finesse and savvy, tossed in eight goals and assisted on
i question of being in the right spot at the

uable points and lost 86-54

Double Winner
For the second week in ;

Chuck Moc
only double

W.nhin.

In the 440, Marry Smith ca

ured one of three Shore fii

jlaces with a lime of 52.0. Ho'
ver, because of the tieinendo

lepth of Swarthmore, he

of 4:38.8 <

vith Ben Whit-the mile and tied <

man for first in the

This Saturday, the cindcrmen
meet Johns Hopkins at home.
Coach Chattelier predicts that if

his injured players return, Wash-
ington College fans can look for

Most of hii

He took few shots, but capitalized

t others. It

right time, and Ortman
tremely accurate, indeed.

Barry Drew, freshman from Kenwood, continued to show
improvement by tossing in two goals, and making his presence
known in other key defensive plays. Last week he hit for three
against Towson, and will obviously be a valuable returnee for

hurdles. He also picked up two
more second places in the broad

jump (
18'4") and triple jump

(39'1")-

McGinnis Loses

In the field events, John Mc-
Ginnis lost for the first time this

year. His heave of 39'6'

enough for

Skipper placed second in

Once again Pete John
his specialty, the javelin

17rS" throw. McGi
third only thi

Boh Manning cleared eleven feet

for the second week in a row to

garner first place for the Sho'men.

In the high jump. Woody Snyder

placed second.

Shut out in 880
Competing in the distance

events, Bob Bittenbender picked

behind

Sho' Ten Wins;
To Play Hofstra

up i i the mile and Ben
i third in the I

Last Saturday, t

visited Swarthmore
against one of the ;

on its schedule.

Washington Nine Loses Twice;

Final Game Away On Saturday

Clinching their

Strohbar Division Championship,
the Washington College lacrosse

team defeated Washington and
Lee 14-3 last Saturday at Kibler
Field.

The victory gave the Sho'men
the title with a record of 4-0 in

division play. Overall the team is

now 8-1 with three games remain-

ing.

Scoring first for Washington
College was freshman Barry Drew
on a pass from Carl Ortman. Be-

fore the end of the first period,

Mike Kelly and Mark Madden
> give Sh..'

The Washington College Base-

i found themselves on the
d of three contests last

April 27, in search ol

>nd victory. Right-hander
man started for Washing-

without a hit resulted in the de-
feat of the Sho'men. Seven runs,
on only four hits, gave AI Streel-

man another hard-luck loss. Wash-
ington, on the other hand, had
only two runs on four hits.

Southpaw Sonny Wunderlich
started for the Sho'men against

Johns Hopkin
trouble, howev

ning before be

the scoring.

Ea
In the bone

He hed control

a booming home run. From there

on, Streelman was in command,
giving up only two hits in the suc-

ceeding five frames. Yet, Washing-
ton's batters could not seem to find

the range. The team's lone tally

of the game, which was called af-

ter 6/2 innings, came in the third

inning on back-to-back doubles by
Bob VanDerClock and Al Streel-

man. In all, the team managed
five hits.

The Towson contest began as

many baseball games have begun
this year. Washington, after the

first inning, had jumped ahead of

their opponents, 2-1. This was due
to Dave Bruce's lead-off double, a

walk lo Gee Hibberd, and a single

by Bob VanDerClock. Bruce scor-

ed on the single. When the out-

field relay was misplayed, Hibberd
scored also. Pitcher Streelman
the meantime limited Towson
four hits.

Streelman Loses Again

Sho'

lead o

walk t

' Bud
> Bob VanDerClock, and A!

Sireelmans two-base bit Offensive-
ly, though, the She/men's threat
was finished for the afternoon.
l-ieldine deficiencies beset the learn

despite an effective pitching stint

by Dave Buce.

The sixth inning saw Hopkins

steal, and a wild pitch. They scor-

ed again in the ninth on a triple

by Mike Schenoff and a single

which iced the game for the visit-

ing Blue Jays.

1-10 Record
The Washington College base-

ball team now has a 1-10 record,

with not enough games left to

make the .500 level. However, at

present George Buckless with a
.378 mark and Al Streelman who
is hitting .375 lead the club.

effective pitcher has been Bruce,

who in 17J/3 innings has given up
only thirteen hits, one earned run,

and boasts a 0.50 earned run av-

erage despite a 1-1 record.

Schuman Excels

Washington's outstanding goalie

Ford Schuman was sensational in

the nets, consistently dodging op-

ponents while clearing the ball for

the Sho'men.

Despite playing sloppy lacrosse,

the Sho'men managed to score

three more times in the second

quarter. Two of the goals were by

Ortman, the other score by Mark
Madden. The Sho'men left the

field with a 6-0 lead.

At the start of the third quar-

ter, the Shore attack came to life

and shelled the Washington and
Lee net for six scores. Once again

it was Carl Ortman who led the

Ortman Scores

Scoring four goals in the third

quarter, Ortman twice stole the

hall and scored unassisted. The

and Madden.
The Sho'men

more except fo,

I"

fact that the

ialie made
nsational saves on fast breaks

t a Sho'men scoring threat.

[he start of the fourth quar-

th the score 12-0 in favor

Sho'men, Coach Kelly be-

point that Washinv.i"

inspired lacrosse, Washington and
Lee being no match for the Sho'-
men. He also remarked that Carl
Ortman with eight goals and two
assists had his best day as a Shore

Although he did not score a
goal, midfielder Jim Chalfant
played another superb game. He
won most of the face offs and gar-

nered several loose balls.

Washington College's defensive
unit of Tom Heald, Pete Belts and
Dick Louck once again had a fine

day holding their opponents score-

less during the first half. Coach
Pritzlaff was very pleased with

This Saturday, Washington Col-
lege will play host to Hofstra Uni-
versity, the game beginning at two
o'clock. Last year the Sho'men won
in overtime 10-9 at Hofstra.

Tennis Squad
Drops Sixth
The Washington College tennis

team lost their fourth match of the
year last Saturday to Johns Hop-
kins at home. Hopkins with an
especially strong team defeated the

Netmen by a score of 8-1.

Playing at number one, Dick
Checket lost to Art Guerin of Hop-
kins 6-4, 6-2. Checket, according
to Coach Athey, has improved and
is a fine tennis player.

Washington lost four out of the
other five single contests. Neither
Bill Manning, Bill Woodcock, Fred
Gray,

Ho.

Carl Ortman came right back
score for Washington College.

Jayvees Play

W:i.-liini;iiin and Lee scored once

ire and then Ortman scored

bring the score to 14-2.

At this point, the Jayvees were

put in by Coach Kelly. Playing

almost six minutes, they held

Washington and Lee to only one

goal . The final score: 14-3.

Coach PritzlafT stated after the

game that the team did not play

Bob Kendall
victory for the Sho'men.

Only Steve Graeff playing at

imber six defeated his opponent
>m Hopkins. The scores of the

is were 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.

In the doubles, the team lost all

ree of their matches. The final

ore was 8-1 in favor of Hopkins.
Coach Athey felt that the loss

junior John Merrill, who left

e team in order to devote more

This Saturday the

will visit Baltimore t

Loyola Greyhounds.

match of the year wil

l.li/ i.l"-iliinwn at home
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Spring Is Sprung .•. Again... Etc.
Pho i by Fred Coupei

Winners in Men's 1FC Songfest

competition, Kappa Alpha, offered

"Amen" and "Madame Jcannetie"

for event which began weekend's

festivities. Winning for the second

year, Zeta Tau Alpha
mi took top honors with

here My Love" and "Girl

Ipanema,"

Zest for spring cleaning extends to students as several, pictured above,

aided maintenance department in campus clean-up. Railroad tie

seemed much heavier and more awkward to move than when it was first

brought to campus, or so some thought they remembered.

Much acclaimed lacrosse proficiency

away from the athletic fields, so , .

.

Several weeks of virtually unbrok-

en skies permits the development

of new interests; here, sport en-

thusiast tries different way to keep

Compliments of VISIT THE NEW
COLLEGE
SNACK BAR Washington College Book Store

Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Mouday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 pan.

7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
!

Telephone 778-2800— Ext 253

The
Chester-town Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

HOUSJt l <»-—*•«
_^--Xy-i, 778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

Chestertown — Galena

Church Hill

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Specialiamg in Steak* and Seafood*

Welcome Students Houn: 5:30 to 10:00 PAL — Sunday: 3i00 pun. to 9:00 p-m.

Closed on Monday*

And, for good reasons . . . like smart styling

to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed

perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant

gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The

name. Keepsake, in your ring assures lifetime sat-

isfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at

your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him in the

yellow pages under "Jewelers."

TCqepsgilce '

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Pleas© send new 20-paoe booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
ond Wedding" and new 12'pago full color folder, both for only 25c
Alio, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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F.C.C. OK'S
Campus F.M.

Radio Station
The Federal Communications

Commission has given the college

permission to own and operate an

FM radio station. According to

Doug Schneider and ChrU Conly.

imluoV

the i'" 11

i frorr

. e powerful would not only

cost a great deal more." Schneider

stated, "but would also involve

more stringent regulations, such as

requiring a second class operator's

Education Classification

The station would be classified

as an educational FM stalion, and

would not be subject to the regula-

tions imposed on commercial sta-

tions or those educational FM sta-

tions with a power of more than

100 watts.

Mr. George Thoma of WCTR in

Chestcrtown is helping the interest-

ed Washington College students

complete the license applications

and surmount other obstacles re-

lated to the establishment of the

FM station.

Spanish Studies
(Continued from Page 2)

being taught by Spanish prniVss

hired by the New York UnivenJ

Before the regular classes begin

they will receive an int<

in the language.

With Families

The girls both prefc. -

with families rather than in dormi-

dentt, enabling them to speak only

Spanish and become acquainted

with life in Spain unlike what the

usual tourist may experience.

Preparing to travel for Spain on

the Italian Line ship Rafaelo, the

drill

live

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On A1J Makes

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifa
Worn cd' i Casual Wear

SSI Hlth St, Chestcrtown, Md.

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For AH

Sowing Needs

girls spoke of the possibilities that

will be open to do even more trav-

eling during vacations while they

are staying in Madrid Miss Co
and

Barnes explained, "We feel it's

about time Washington gave its

womeD students a chance to dem-

onstrate their maturity."

Miss Shcedy plans to take adv

tage of the numerous student trips

offered by the University to travel

around the Mediterranean as well

Curfew
(Continued from Page 1)

to accept the responsibility of an

extended curfew or of setting her

own curfew. If she is not ready,

the college is failing in its responsi-

bility to produce mature students.

Maturity has to be gained in prac-

by handling someone a diploma.

"Letters (rom Hood College,

Gettysburg College, Gouchcr, and

Western Maryland all indicate that

other schools are experimenting

with more liberal systems," Miss

Admissions

.lumber of applications made this

year in alt colleges for the Class

Profs Plan
(Continued from Page 3)

ters in his book are not ordinarily

In contrast to the professors who
will devote the summer to their

chosen field, Dr. Brown plans to

diverge from mathematics and ap-

proach a different domain. This

Campus Calendar
Thursday, May 4

Administrative Staff Meeting—

Hodson Private Dining Room—
10:00 a.m.

Baseball vs. Mt. St. Mary's—

Away
Tennis vs. Mt. St. Mary's—

Chorus—Activities Ctr.—7 p.m.

Psychology Club Lecture — Dr.

Paulick — Hynson Lounge —
7:30 p.m.

Kent County Board of Educa-

Washington Players—"MacBird"

Wm. Smith—8:30 p.m.

Friday, May 5

Washington Players—"MacBird"

Wm, Smith—8:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 6
Baseball vs. Loyola—Away
Lacrosse vs. Hofstra—Home —
2:00 p.m.

Track vs. Johns Hopkins—Home
1 1 :00 a.m.

Tennis vs. Loyola—Away
Washington Players—"MacBird"

Wm. Smith—8:30 p.m.

Sunday, May 7

Chester Players—Wm. Smith-
All day

Monday, May 8
Chester Players—Wm. Smith—
5:30 - 9:00 p.m.

SCA—Activities Ctr.—7 p.m.

Faculty Meeting — Dunning

—

7:45 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

9:00 p.m.

Chorus—Wm. Smith—9:00 p.m.

Tuesday, May 9
Spring Honors Convocation —
Russell Gym— 1:30 p.m.

Track vs. Ursinus — Home—
3:00 p.m.

Pegasus—Activities Ctr.—7 p.m.

Panhellenic Council—Zeta Tau
Alpha Room—7:00 p.m.

Chorus—Wm. Smith—7:00 p.m.

Riding Club—Dunning Lecture

Hall—7:30 p.m.

Chester Players—Wm, Smith—
9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 10

Lacrosse vs. English Team —
(Exhibition)—Home—3:00 p.m.

Washington Chorus Spring Con-

ccrt-Wm. Smith—8:30 p.m.

Thursday, May 11

Young Republicans Club—Ac-
tivities Ctr.—7:00 p.m.

Chorus—Activities Ctr.—7 p.m.

Chester Players—Wm. Smith—
7:00 p.m.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestcrtown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chesttrtown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

will

(Continued from Page 3) „ew dimen

There is a difficulty in filling the college

all available spaces in next year's —
freshman class, Mr. Gray

reflecting a general dec.'

in- which he can listen

of operas in preparation for his

course in opera, which will be of-

fered second semester of the com-

ing academic year. Dr. Brown will

integrate the two aspects of his ed-

CHESTER THEATRE

and impart

:>rk hei

213 DRIVE-IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 75c

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. MAY 5-7

PAUL FORD
CONNIE STEVENS

"NEVER TOO LATE"

"Saddle of the Bulge"

Phone: 778-1575—Adults *.75

DANA ANDREWS

"Hot Rod To Hell"

"The Greatest Show
On Earth"

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Far Nice Thing! in Jewelry md Sitae

Robert L. Forney, JaWofM
Craw Street — CheltenowD

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

P/zia — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Cliestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Typet of Banking Service

Member Fediral Deposit Insurance Corp.



Stage-Screen Utilized

By Chester Players,

Page Three

Gibson Art Show

Opens in Reston,

Page Five
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College To Fete Bacchus
Smokey and the Miracles

To Highlight SpringDance
• high

«

beach

:lass auction, slated

rrow night in Hod-
lead off the week-
The purpose of the

class gift to the

class president Joseph

ports that "all of the mer-

f Chestertown have been

Grant To Sponsor

History Symposium

"The Miracles"

vide the

"The

in English i

Sunday Beach Party
The beach party, scheduled for

3 p.m. Sunday, will be held at

Anthony's Beach. Entertainment
and food will be furnished by the

SGA.
Joe Coale, chairmen of the Stu-

dent Government's social commit-
tee, explained that the cost of the

weekend has required the SGA to

set a ticket price of $12 for alum-
ni and non-students attending the

event. The cost of student tickets

is $6, while seniors will receive a
$3 'reduction.

Tickets for the dance Saturday
night will be sold until 9 p.m. Sat-

urday night in the SGA office. No
tickets will be sold at the door.

of

Coale believes

that "events such as these create

a sense of unity in the student liody

in that it is a general college af-

fair, and not that of a particular

group. These events give the stu-

dent body something to look for-

"and helps

that -

of the

"Many students are proud that

a college of this size can afford to

put on events with nationally

known groups such as Smokey Ro-

binson, while not sacrificing other

campus activities. A few students

are quick to criticize SGA expen-
ditures," Mr. Coale said, "hut arc

the last to recommend other altern-

atives that would be enjoyable to

the entire student body."

Washington College'

partment has received .

Mrs. Harry Clark Bot

resident schola

Nooks, research materiaJs and travel

fund, and a scholarship fund.

Hyland-Price Seminars

The major portion of the grant

will support the symposium, nam-
ed the Hyland-Price Seminars. Un-
der this non-credit program, out-

standing lecturers and scholars in

various aspects o( American history

will come to Washington College

for stays from a day to a week or

Lectures at the College which have

brought such notables as John Dos

Passos, Malcolm Boyd, Charles

Parkhurst and Daniel Callahan to

the campus.

for the dai

urday night from 9 p.m.— 1 a.m.

in the Chestertown Armory. The
nationally known group from De-

troit, which also appeared at the

first spring weekend in 1965, fea-

tures the popular "M o t o w n

Sound."

"The Miracles" will be backed

up by the "Van Dykes" of An-

napolis. Also appearing on the eve-

Hervey Named President

Of WRA House Council
Pat Hervey has been

i head the Women's Rcsi-

sociation for the coming

"Prospect 82" To Examine

Liberal Arts College Role
82," ivmjMisni

sponsored by the Willia

Forum, will examine the changing

role of the liberal arts college in

education, according to Dr. Peter

Tapke, advisor

rill be held on Tuesday, May that

leral i

Chestertown community.

Scholarship Fund

A substantial amount of the

grant will be used for scholarships.

Named the Spencer-Benson Fund,

these awards will be given to out-

standing students whose special in-

Part of the grant will further

an established books, research ma-
terials and travel fund. Previous

funds by Mrs. Boden have already

"The idea behind such a discus-

sion," Dr. Tapke explained, "is

that in 1982, when the class of '67

returns for its fifteenth reunion,

Washington College will be enter-

ing the third century of its exis-

fiftecn years for education."

colleg. re numbered, so we must

whether we are doing all

: can to survive and improve."

Another question which will be

scussed, according to Dr. Tapke,

'hich the panelists

Five Panelists

The panelists leading the discus-

sion will be Theodore Parker, Di-

rector of Development, Clifford

Hankcy, SGA immediate past pres-

ident, Jon Wakelyn, Assistant pro-

: Barbara

ihnson, vice president, and Lor-

ine Kenton, secretary. According

to WRA rules, the vice president

also fills the position of treasurer.

Election Process Criticized

The procedure for the election

of WRA officers had been a source

groups on campus. Miss Hervey

agreed that the process is "too

long and tedious," and stated that

she would like to see a system

similar to that of the Men's Resi-

dent Association or Senate insti-

tuted. "In this way students who

House Coi

Jon. ruber ,->f the Board of

Dr. Tapke, the

! for the colle, what the)
symposium members where chosen

because of their "youth and in-

volvement in the affairs of the

College."

Washington Graduates

Mr. Parker, a 1964 gradu;

Washington College, is now servim;

as Director of Development. Presi-

dent of the Student Goi

l while in college, he al-

Miss Hervey also stated that she

plans to continue working on the

proposal for an extended curfew

for senior women. "Although the

administration rejected the first

plan," she commented, "I think

we have a good chance to have a
revised program approved."

Beautification Program
The new president has planned

various projects for next year, in-

cluding a beautifir.ation plan for

the grounds surrounding the wom-
en's dormitories. A WRA com-

mittee is now working with the

Chestertown Garden Club on this

.oil,.,

a.s niulti-vohmie presidential papers

and decade-long files of colonial

Travel Fund

The travel fund' will make it

possible for faculty and student

the Library of Congi

original documents, private pap

and rare published works.

Mrs. Boden's grants were pi

for these projects after a rei

departmental study of specific v

to make Washington Collegi
Senior Cliff Hankey (left) and Carl Westerdahl, Dean of Men, prepare

an outline of their remarks concerning the future of the college, to be

presented at "Prospect 82".
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Name Bands—Too Big?
Each student pays $9.50 per semester to the Student Gov-

ernment Association through the student activities fee. This

money is distributed by the SGA to campus clubs and organiza-

tions that show enthusiasm and leadership—and, of course, a

need for financial support.

The Elm wonders how many students realize that fully 70

per cent of the $19.00 paid annually to the SGA is used to

finance the social functions sponsored by the campus govern-

It seems incredible that not even one-third of the students'

money is used for purposes other than throwing parties. Al-

though diere are obvious immediate benefits to be gained from

having an active social calendar, and although the SGA may
be honestly attempting to meet criticisms about the lack of

campus social life, it is spending an exorbitant amount on bands

and other entertainment

The Social Chairman of the SGA obviously feels it is im-

portant for Washington College to have big-name bands and
personalities on campus; he has stated that "events such as these

(spring weekend, Homecoming) create a sense of unity in the

student body. . . . These events give the student body some-

thing to look forward to."

Spring weekend this year is costing over $4,000. Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles are giving the college a "hot deal"

and are charging only $3,000 for their performances.

The Elm wonders whether the "sense of unity" created by
spending more than $4,000 on one weekend is worth it. AH too

often, the value of the performance by the big-name band is

lost in the frenzy of the armory crowd. A concert-like setting

would at least provide an opportunity to see the group perform.

Fortunately, newly elected SGA President, Steve Myking,
wants to cut down on the social expenses of the SGA. This
decision is something less than arbitrary for him; it is a necessi-

ty. There simply aren't enough funds to continue in the style

to which we have become accustomed. Already the possibility

of having a dance aboard the Port Welcome has been eliminated

for next year, and SGA officers are concerned that there wi"<

be insufficient funds to make the down-payments for the enter-

tainment for Homecoming weekend.

The Elm supports the move to reduce social expenditures
by the SGA, and suggests that a slightly less well-known band
may produce the loud, "motown" sounds desired, at less cost,

allowing redistribution of funds to campus organizations. Saving
even $1,000 on social activities will permit the granting of more
funds to campus organizations, and in some cases, may double
their resources allowing them to sponsor more energetic and
constructive programs and

Prospect 82
'"When the Class of 1967 returns for its

1982 Washington College will be entering

What is the prospect for the small liberal

next fifteen years? In particular, for Washington "College
What vision do we have for the College in 1982? Are w "

ing all we can to survive and to become more excellent

be considered

ed with the

do-

penetrating and fascinating questions, and will

Tuesday evening by persons vitally

We should all be concerned with the answers; alumni,
faculty, the Class of '67, and those of us who look forward to
graduation have a stake in the future of Washington College.
The better the institution, the more the degree will mean.

The Elm encourages everyone who can spare part of an
evening to attend this panel discussion. Much will be learned
about the college and the planning that is being made for its

One sunny Saturday afternoon,

two English majors hap't upon
Dunning Hall, unaware of the mys-
terious populous thai dwells among
its hallowed technical walls Some-
how, a touch of Poe and a smat-

tering of H. G. Wells seemed to

penetrate the atmosphere,

Wandering casually through the

dimly lit cellar of the scic-nce build-

ing, they passed a door on which
hung a plaque with the official

inscription: The office of Osborn,

McCIure and Lchmann. Peeping

cautiously inside, they noticed

The English majors gathered

their ccurage and ventured to ask

these three young men what they

were doing. ' "Making LSD. and

it, we make it," said one studeni

rubbing his hands together ghoul- other classe:

ishly '— he was joking, the English

are taking is Qualitative Organic
Chemistry, which involves the iden-

tification of organic compound,
This course is most valuable if one

chemistry. It includes the praciic.il

application of the more general

heory of chemistry they learn in

After a small bit of

it was discovered that in

Osbom, McCIure and

Call It Home
The second semester involves or-

ganic preparation in which the

students make organic compounds.

The course takes at least ten hours

of lab per week. Said Lehmann,
"When you're in lab that long, you

:all it

During the s

these students arc

where they have

given a system

a study the me-
chanism of a reaction. "In order

to do this, we first had to make a

compound, which in itself involves

making a compound," commented
Lehmann. "In the end you analyze

the reaction mixture from the var-

ious percentages of compounds in

it. You can hypothesize exactly

what reaction took place out of a

possible five reactions," he said.

"This is quite difficult to analyze,"

Lehmann explained further, "and
it may not work. The value is that

this is the kind of thing that may
happen to you in graduate school."

Rider Projects

In thri

do
istry

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

In losing Roland Gibson we are

losing nne of the most valuable

members of the faculty. The color

and sophistication that Professor

Oibs...

col-nificantly even to

lection of people as a group of

college teachers, and his absence

from the faculty will be regret-

fully noted by many of us. The
portion of his collection of paint-

ings that he has shared with us

has lent to those alert enough to

know them the sense of being in-

volved in the art of their period

that a sense of involvement is

virtually unknown since the Re-

naissance. Professor Gibson's in-

tellectual power is incontrovertably

attested to by the high esteem in

which his colleagues hold him; he

there will be no money for the de-

posit for entertainment for Home-
coming next fall. First of all, if

the S.G.A. looked hard enough I

believe they could find this money,
maybe in the form of an advance
from the business office. Secondly,

why penalize the student body for

the shortsightedness of a few stu-

dent leaders? Thirdly, I don't be-

lieve the S.G.A. can easily justify

spending about three-fourths of this

semester's six thousand dollar plus

majors alsc

jects. The majors pick some sub-

ject they find interesting and work
on it. Senior Dave Cohn did his

project on a quantitative analysis

of how much fluoride there is in

Auorinated tooth paste.

Chemistry major Anne Compton
"worked on trying to extract the

chemical that is the poison in jelly-

fish. Mike McCIure did some work
for Dr. McClain about solid-state

reactions, (differential thermal an-

alysis). "Riders are good," said

chance ork

A year ago the S.G.A.

dering what to do with

end-of-year budget surplus. I'm

sure most students will be relieved

( Continued on Page 5

)

Diselenooxamide

Lehmann's project involved try-

try to further information on dith-

ioozamide; the properties of which

It appeared to the two English

majors as they left the presence

of these enthusiastic young scien-

tists that their fears of the un-

known were unfounded.

: deal,

abou If of

his students have failed to appre-

ciate what he has to teach them, if

they did not make the effort re-

quired to take advantage of what
he quietly offers, it is their loss.

What a pity it is that others of

us have to share the loss.

Stuart Jay Petock

Assistant Professor of Philosophy

To the Editor:

A situation which I have been
privately grumbling about, for three

years has finally grown so far out

of hand that open comment is re-

quired. My complaint is the high

price of admission to S.G.A. spon-

sored events, notably Spring Week-
end this year.

The S.G.A. gets an appropria-

Poor Weather Drops
County Bird Count

• i. ; u

charged all students. Multiplying

this figure hy something over six

hundred students, you have over

six thousand dollars per semester

for the S.G.A. to work with. Yet

When President Gibson, Dean
Westerdahl, Mr. Styer of the math
department, and Mr. Cockey of

the public relations department

aren't watching over the affairs of

students, they are still watching

—birds. Last Saturday, these mem-
bers of the Kent County Chapter
of the Maryland Ornithological

Society gathered in the surround-

ing fields and marshes of this area

for the annual spring counting.

The bird watchers, including

team captain of the lower Quaker
Neck and Piney Neck area, Dan-
iel Z. Gibson, looked for early ar-

rivals of birds, rare birds that

be passing through while on
spring migration to other area

for new species of birds extei

count is sent to the central agei

cy in the state. The watchers pe

form a valuable service to the con

munity by influencing legislatio

on wildlife conservation."

"I hope that bird watching

beginning to lose its stigma", sai

Westerdahl, "because many pe<

pie make the false actuation th;

a tile

uch IINU

the boatride, and Spring We
students are charged admission.

Personally, I would have little ob-

jection to a token charge.- How-
ever, the boatride was five dollars

per couple and for Spring Week-
end I understand the charge will

be six dollars per couple. The point

is that after having paid an activ-

ities fee it does

me to charge students almi

much as they would normal!

for non-S.G. A.-sponsored ente

Bald Eagle
' Last year, the bird watchei

found 133 different kinds of bird

among them the cattle ef

glossy ibis and the , bald eagle

ath.

. Mr. Westerdahl i

although the $

oiiLsiuYnibly. The most interesting

find reported by Mr. Westerdahl
.was (he solitary sandpiper.

While in the fields making their

counts, the bird enthusiasts carry

a spotting scope similar to a rifle

scope. Says Westerdahl, "This is

amateurs may participate. The

i high

Dean Westerdahl, an avi

watcher, is president of the Kci
County Chapter of the Maryhi
Ornithological Society.
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4Monte Cristo' Production
TermedDramaticHappening

Dui Countc of
by

Alex

Monti
Charles Fechter and adapted by

Mr. james Miller, professor of

English at Washington College,

will be presented by the Chester

Players as part of the Chestertown

Ter Party Festival.

The play, a kind of "campie

riiL-ludriinia", according to Mr.

Mil expei

i during tin- singe a

tion. Mr. Miller explained that I

plans to use two screens, one stai

right and one stage left. The a

, both will be

running simultaneously.

Silent Films

In addiiton to the filmed se-

quences, there will be a series of

35 mm slides which will be shown

on the screen at stage right which

will mock the action and dialogue

on stage. Mr. Miller has some old

silent film prints which he plans

to use including some of Doug-

las Fairbanks—senior, that is, and

some of Clara Bow.
"It's going to be kind of a mel-

odramatic happening", explained

Mr. Miller. "We decided to do

something with melodrama and

have had a lot of fun adapting it.

The lighting, for example, will be

very melodramatic and we plan to

use a lot of color on stage."

Freelanced Script

"The idea for this kind of a

production came about two years

ago when we were doing Soroyan's

"The Cave Dwellers", Mr. Miller

stated. "We used a filmed se-

quence and like the effect. We're

doing a lot of experimenting and

of course taking a lot of liberties

with the script."

Rehearsal for the stage se-

quences is just getting started, ac-

cording to Mr. Miller since the

stage and auditorium have been

in use for both the Players produc-

tion of "MacBird" and the Spring

chorus concert. The filmed se-

quences are almost completed,

however, most of the filming be-

ing done by cameraman Chuck
Engstrom at Vince Raimond's

Teahouse. The "screenplay" was

partially written by Senior English

major Christy Kent and Junior

Cheslcy Stone.

The cast includes many college

personnel as well as townspeople

who have been active in the Ches-

ter Players. Hal Taylor will play

re! and Jack Schroeder a

lers. Also included in the cast will

be Chuck Engstrom as Noirtier,

Kent Wallermire as Caderousse, Al

Miller as Fernand, Mike Travieso

as Villefort, and Dean Westerdahl

as Faria. Other major roles will be

played by Charles Cockey as

Brigadier and J. C. Dulin as Al-

The female cast members include

Linda Waltermire as Mmle. Dang-
lars, Dolly Schroeder as Mercedes

and Mary Jean Hudson as Car-

Honky-Tonk Revived

In keeping with the camp ap-

proach to the play, the background

music will be honky-tonk piano

played by Henry Kratzer. The
stage sets will include a rolling

wagon along with several back-

drops which can be lowered and

raised during the play.

The Chester Players have been

active since 1965. To date, they

have presented such productions as

Soroyan's "the Cave Dwellers",

Tennessee Williams' "Summer and

Smoke", Bernard Shaw's "Arms

and the Man" and Herb Gardi-

ner's "Thousand Clowns" as well

as two children's plays, "Peter

Pan" and "Many Moons."

The production is planned for

May 18, 19 and 20 plus one per-

formance on May 27 as part of the

Tea Party Festival. All perform-

ances will be held in William

Smith Auditorium at 8:30. Asked

for comment, Mr. Miller remark-

ed "It's tough to follow 'MacBird',

The Tea Party Festival, to be

held May 26, 27, and 28 com-

memorates the original Chester-

town Tea Party, one of many vi-

olent reactions against British

rule which preceded the Revolu-

tionary war. This particular protest

was Maryland's first and occurred

on May 23, 1774.

In addition to the Chester

Players production, the festival

features daily re-enactment of the

original event, a walking house

tour and a tour of the country-

side aboard the "Port Welcome."

Senior Group
Elects Heads

Junior Jeannettc Shipway was

recently selected to head the Sen-

ior Women's Honor Society for the

1967-68 academic year.

In elections held last Thursday,

other officers chosen were Kathy

Barnes, vice president; Sue Kenge-

Kare Jul,,,.

Intense and varied expressions characterize the acting talents of Dean

of Men Carl Westerdahl, shown here during rehearsal for Cheater

Players production of the "Counte of Monte Cristo."

Blumenthal Praises "Sanity

At Senior Honors Assembly

;
and Mary McKay, his-

Advisor Selection

Miss Shipway explained that the

society will be mainly concerned

with the selection of a new ad-

visor to begin the rotation process

prescribed by Mortar Board.

"This year's members of the

Honor Society have sponsored sev-

eral excellent projects such as the

Majors Forum, and the honors tea

and discussion for the campus,"

she continued, "and we will prob-

ably continue many of them, as

well as developing new activities.

We hope to do something for

freshman women during Orienta-

tion Week next fall, although our

ic Coum
;en Troutr

of 1 vith

BudgetStrain

For The SGA
As we near the close of this

school year, with its unprecedent-

ed (expensive) social events, the

Student Government Association

finds its budget strained, though

the books have yet to go in the

red. The pinch involves next year's

the SGA always must pay down
payments on Homecoming over the

summer. Due to the added attrac-

tions of the fall Boat Ride and an

expanded Spring Week-end, the

SGA must make a decision con-

The Spring Honors Convocation,

termed "a day of sanity" by speak-

er Dr. Gerda Blumenthal, chair-

man of the Department of Mod-

ern Languages at Washington Col-

lege, was held Tuesday, May 9, in

Russell Gymnasium.

In defining what she meant by

"sanity", Dr. Blumenthal set the

tone for the annual convocation,

held to recognize the accomplish-

ments of outstanding students. Dr.

Blumenthal slated that in honor-

ing these students, "what we arc

Basing her talk on the theme

of reality and delusion, Dr. Blum-

enthal explained that by sanity, she

meant "the inner sanity which re-

sults when an individual has the

courage to come to grips with re-

ality." "Reality," she explained,

"comes coated with endless layers

of delusions which we provide for

ourselves to make life smooth and

comfortable."

"Sanity, then, is having the

freedom and courage to see things

as they really are. To do this one

must take off the wrappings im-

posed by habit and free onself of

neat conceptualized thinking which

deals in abstractions and disguises

reality," she stated.

Referring again to Anna Ka-

, Dr. Blumenthal stated that

implary form takes the form of

"; creation. "Tolstoy's defini-

i the artist and of artistic

m," she explained, "states

as the students whose character

I personal integrity in the opin-

of the faculty have done the

st to enhance campus life was

Marty Smith. The Emil

i No-

. Hildenbrand Memorial Award

but to take off the for the highest average in English

ature was awarded to Chris-

Kent while the Julius Hoff-

award for outstanding

(Continued on Page 6)

outer 'wrappings

reality of the work is revealed. A
sculptor, for example, takes a slab

of marble and chips away at it un-

til the reality of his idea is real-

ized."

"Artistic creation, then is a new

way of viewing reality," she con-

tinued. "It is discarding all the

old habits and ready-made con-

ceptions and seeing reality as it has

never before been seen." Dr. Blum-

enthal explained that s

Founded c

vember of 1965, the Senior Wom-
en's Honor Society was formed on

the standards of Mortar Board, a

national organization stressing

leadership, scholarship, and ser-

vice. The group hopes to affiliate

with Mortar Board, but must be in

the campus for five

i before it can apply for affili-

Placing of "Little George"

Step Toward Beautification

rifyin

utiful, thus endan-

gers sanity and at the same time

is the greatest safeguard sanity of-

fers.

"Coming to grips with reality is

the greatest act of sanity, Dr.

Blumenthal concluded. "It is this

alone which ensures man's free-

dom and it is a powerful defense

against the madness of delusion."

Following Dr. Blumenthal's ad-

dress, Dr. Nicholas Newlin, Chair-

man of the Department of Eng-

lish, presented the awards.

Receiving the Clark-Porter med-

s be

By Chestey Stone

jrs to Chestertown are apt

npressed with the beauty of

sections and •

deci will

cd fall

,iih Horn

Boat Ride and a

Homecoming of the magnitude

that this campus has seen in the

past few years. Disgust felt by

some students with extravagant

SGA social events makes them

press for greater SGA suppoi

Win.

and clubs.

financial situation demands reduc-

ed spending. (Point of clarifica-

tion: the SGA received only a lit-

tle less lhan $10 of the $66 stu-

dent activity fee for each student,

not all of it, as many think).

The SGA will sponsor a short-

poll

, of student

the contrast with its absence in

others. The same is true for the

campus. The architecture on cam-

pus is a peculiar scramble, the

shock of which is greatly eased by

the blending effect of the engulfing

green. At a second glance, it ap-

peals that the possibilities for her-

bage beauty are barely exploited.

When one looks from Hodson

Hall towards Somerset, the va-

cant field is blatant in its deso-

lute atmosphere. The effect can be

depressing even on the sunniest

like a perfect setting for a Mickey

Rooney Boy's Town. Certainly the

center field is neat and pleasant,

but even it could be beautiful.

Upkeep
The maintenance department

hears the responsibility for all

ground improvement at the mo-

handles the entire

ipkecp and all arising problems of

til buildings on campus. There

vas. in oast years, a presidential-

;d committee in charge

is and improvements in

somehow overlooked one year and

reappointed.

"Little George"

Presently, the closest thing to

ch a body is a temporary spe-

Tradition held that the upper-

classmen of the college chose five

attractive girls from the freshman

class to polish "Little George"

with toothbrushes. The last "sacred

inch" of the statue was saved for

the most beautiful girl of the five

"Little

,tcd by Miss Bell,

served on various coin-

George"

r lved .ii!.

has noted

with regret the absence of any spe-

cific organization in charge of

,lly cide i plai : of

(1UU„( Par Deschere, Pegasus editor,

ulations from President Gibson on being elected to the Senior Women's

Honor Society.

statue which once stood in front

of Dunning as an object of impor-

tance during the presently banned

Freshman Orientation.
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Sho 'men Win Twice;
Host British Players

POINT MAN—Woody Snyder has been
,

year's track squad under coach Don Cbatellier.

Cindermen Record
Victory at Kibler
Washington split a pair of track

meets last week and brought its

season record to 3-6.

On Wednesday a squad of 1

1

men travelled to Catholic U. where

they came up agaih&l Enilitfnount-

able opposition and dropped the

meet by a score of 120 to 16.

Chuck Mock was able to salvage

Washington's only first place of the

competition by taking the 100 in

addition to a second in the 220.

Tim Bnhakcr picked up a second

in the 120 high hurdles and a third

in the 440 intermediates.

Saturday was another story.

Competing with Johns Hopkins

University on the Washington

with a 82 to 57 victory. It was Ihe

third of the season for the Sho'-

the intermediates behind Marty
Smith who had a time of 61.2. The
440 relay was nipped out by Hop-

.ll.hol

In the field events, weight man
John McGinnis picked up two
firsts in the shot put (40'9") and
javelin. In the latter event fresh-

man Pete Johnson was only able

to come up with a third. McGinnis
also placed second in the discus.

Mock added to the point total with

a third in the shot.

Woody Snyder took the high

jump and broad jump with Marty
Smith placing third and second re-

spectively. In addition Smith was

ing handled the last of its

tic opponents for the 1967

the Washington College

e team took on an English

r team Wednesday. Bringing

record to 10-1, Coach Kcl-

ickmen defeated Delaware,

and Hofstra, 16-3, ii

Delaware, the Sho'men
J to a 4-1 first quarter lead

With goals by Barry Drew and two
by Carl Ortman, all assisted by

Ron Regan. Mark Madden also

scored, unassisted. Regan and Ort-

man scored goals only 22 seconds

apart at the start of the second

stanza, as Mike Kelly and Bar-

ry Drew added two more goal: to

give the Shore ten an 8-3 iiulfliiue

College added five

the third period for a 13-4 lead.

Mark Madden scored his second
and third goals unassisted and Jim
Chalfant added one more for a

final score of 16-6 at Delaware.

Ford Schuman, Dave Bouldcn,

and Jim Blandford shared the

goal-guarding duties with Schu-
man handling the job in the first

half, turning in his usual solid

performance, and Boulden and
Blandford's adding ten saves to

Schuman's six, in the second half.

Boulden Plays

Bouldcn took over the goal for

(he Hofstra game, and allowed

only one first-half score, as the

triumphed, 16-

Chuck Mock took two firsts in

the 100 and the 220 with times of

10.5 and 23.7 respectively. Marty
Smith placed first in the 440

Washington's last dual meet of

the season will be this Tuesday at

team. With a probable loss against

them Washington's season record

will most likely end up at 3 and 6.

According to Coach Chattelier,

Uninus is one of the strongest

teams on the Washington schedule.

They have depth in all of the

events to go with many superlative

performers.

Ron Regan who had two goal

LACROSSE S CORING

50 71

10 48
15 42

15 41

8 23

4 17

ssists; t-total

(51.8) and Dave Morehnd return-

ed to that event after injuries with

a third with a time of 53.9. Fresh-

man John Tucker was second in

Ortman
Chalfant

Madden

38
27

26

same in the mile; and Whitman
and Couper were first and second

Kelly

Key — g-gc

13

als; a-a

Washington Diamondmen
Suffer Loss to Mounts

By Bob VanDerClock

The prospect of salvaging a pos-

sible doubleheader victory against

Loyola on Saturday was ended by

rain, and so the Washington Col-

lege baseball team finished the

1967 season with undoubtedly one
of the worst records in the school's

history': one win, twelve defeats.

The dismal year was compounded
by the near-total loss of the team's

hitting attack which in 1966 was
the best hitting since Washington

Colles

ington travelled to Mount Si

Mary's, a team whom the Sho'inei

had defeated in two straight year

by successive scores of 6-3 and 3-2

However, the team's hitting falt-r

ed completely. In fact, the Sho'

.333,

with mark,

1 Streelma

i the tea

the Mount's
bander for I

George Buckles

The Shore pitcher, Al Streelman,

was in trouble from the beginning,

having been the victim of a grand

batted a poor .208, Both the pitch-

ing and fielding were of little help,

as the team's .895 fielding per-

centage was only a slight improve-

ment over last season. A 4.79

team ERA was virtually the high-

est of all league pitching staffs

Dave Bruce, however, in his few
pitching appearances, managed a

fine record of 13 hits allowed in

I7 ]

/s innings along with an 0.52

ERA, despite a [-1 mark.

Hitting Falters

On Wednesday, May 3, Wash-

base hits. Righthander Cam Smith
pitched the eighth inning and im-

pressed the Mounts by striking out

the side while allowing one batter

1968?
What's in store for 1968? Wash-

ington will lose two pitchers, Wuu-
derlich and Carrington, to gradu-

ation, but returning will be Topo-
das, Webb, Perry, Bucklcss, Van-
DerClock, Streelman, Bruce, Mar-
tin, Smith, Hibherd, and House
— nearly all lettcrmen.

A young club, in baseball can

go no place but up. What is need-

ed is more pitching and fielding.

If the hitting does only as well as

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Student!

LEADING HITTER—Sophor,
second baseman and pitcher,

ington with a .308 average.

Hofstra. Mike Kelly,

twice, by Regan, scored five goals

four in the first half, as the Sho'

men held a 7-1 lead. Carl Ort
man, also assisted twice by Re-

gan, scored four of his five goal:

in the second half and assistec

Steve Clagett on his goal.

Muddy Field

A muddy field, complicated latei

disrupting the game by playing an
unusually rough game, accumulat-
ing many penalties, and losing a
player for the afternoon on an in-

fraction.

As usual, Jim Chalfant turned in

another flashy performance at

points, two goals and two assists.

Many Sho'men fans will turn
their attention to the Navy-Hop-
kins game Saturday, as the Wash-
ington College national ranking
could be boosted by a Hopkins

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS

A Quick
Stick

By Dick Louck

Last Saturday, Washington College lacrosse fans again were
treated to an excellent performance by coach Kelly's charges,
as they demolished a visiting Hofstra University squad on a
rain-soaked Kibler field.

Defense, attack and midfield units all clicked together and
routed Hofstra by a 16-3 score. Carl Ortman continued on his

path toward top scoring honors by matching Mike Kelly's five

goals, both players getting high-goal honors for the game.
Ron Regan out-pointed both although not scoring a goal.

Regan fed others for seven goals to add seven assist points to

his national high total of 71 points, 49 of those being assists.

Although the field was wet and slippery, and a cold, light

rain fell throughout the game, the caliber of play was sur-

prisingly controlled. Washington's potent scoring machine put
the game out of reach early in the second half.

The Sho'men defense again showed strength, holding Hof-
stra to only 14 shots. Washington goalies were able to make
only five saves as the defense repeatedly took the ball from
Hofstra before they could get a shot at goal.

Earlier in the week the Sho'men swamped the University of

Delaware by a 16-6 score, but played poor lacrosse for most of

the game. Delaware was obviously outclassed as the Sho'men,
even though making many careless mistakes, managed to score
against the inept Blue Hens.

One aspect of the lacrosse team that has not been men-
tioned this year is the all-work, no glory job of team manager.
For two seasons this nearly thankless job has been handled well
by Gil Bliss. Gil has seldom made his presence known on the
team, yet without him the players would surely notice an un-
comfortable void.

Gil, a sophomore, has played lacrosse, as a goalie, but last

year was bested by Dave Boulden. This year with Ford Schu-
man, Boulden and Jim Blandford all ahead of him as goalies,
Gil again chose the ignominious job of manager.

But he is more than manager. Gill fills the voids of grounds
keeper, scorekeeper, news reporter, trainer, water boy, assistant
equipment manager, and once in a while manages to play goal
in a Junior Varsity game.

Lacrosse players, and for that matter, most athletes, con-
sider the team manager almost as a valet, and a sub-person.
Sadly this continues, yet without him, any team feels his ab-
sence. Thank you, Gil Bliss for doing a great job.
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Gibson Art Show Opens In Reston
Japanese Art Show
Exhibited By Prof

Washington, and is a place

[he inhabitants may live,

worship and shop. There

Letters to the Editor
{Continued from Page 2)

to find that their senators, after

much deliberation, have finally

solved this mountainous problem.

And who knows? Washington Col-

lege may achieve the distinction

of having the first student govern-

ment in the world to make a suc-

cess of deficit spending.

The < the l

demerits of Barbara Garson's Mac-
Bird will no doubt rage and inten-

sify as MacBird is more widely

performed. However, judging from

many of the critiques, including

Mr. Doke's Elm review last week,

1 cannot help but feel that Mac-

is the generation to which it pe-

' uliarly belongs.

For example, Mr. Dolce writes:

'MacBird is a lamentable substi-

tute for a play." He condemns it

because of its disjointed

for the community includes seven Washington College, has this week
shopping and community centers opened an exhibition of his mod-
serving seven villages with up to etn art at Reston.

27 Pieces

The collection being displayed

there is comprised of 27 pieces by
as many different Japanese artists.

The exhibition will be on display

until (he end of the month, when
it will travel to Richmond, Vir-

ads. Dr. Gibson's art collection,

Is this the way we intend to which totals nearly three hundred
spread the name of Washington paintings and pieces of sculpture,

College? Is this what our students i s divided into several parts; in ad-
and alumni deserve? Are we to sell dition to the display of Japanese
Washington College the same way paintings now being featured at

it or beer? Reston, another collection of Japa-
i is the message," nese works has just completed a

show at the Tyler School of Art
Peter Aaronson in Philadelphia. That collection is

Mark Schulman scheduled to tour several colleges

"Whether the play

iiliijr<

Dolce remarks.

Comments such as those made
by Mr. Dolce completely miss the

point. MacBird should not be judg-

ed by ordinary drama standards

any more than Upton Sinclair's

The Jungle should be judged by

'.phi>tir ated literary standards.

MiuHinl ii not the usual play

rather, a Passion Play

if the New: ' Left. It breathes all

lie anarchistic zest of a. terribly

bly fr

This uhi.li

v-!v be

magazine
of contemporary Japanese :

ell deodoi

If the "r

God help i

third collection,

President Outlines Proposal
To Expand Acquatic Activity

For all students who chose

Washington College for its loc;

tion near the Bay and inland w;

tcrways, there is hope for expan
sion of the college's aquatic

. In an Elm Pres-

ident Daniel Z. Gibson outlined

a proposal for a boathouse on col-

lege property.

"It's just a dream in my mind"
at the present time which needs

defining, explained the President,

but he hopes that a shelter for

small craft will increase opportuni-

ties for water activities. Despite the

proximity of the campus to water,

not one part has beach frontage,

and there is no likelihood of the

college purchasing any soon.

College Property

The only waterfront property is

on the grounds of the Hynson-

Ringgold House, the president's

home. The Chester River boundary

of the garden in front of the his-

toric house is a shallow cove about

one hundred feet in width. To one

side i

of the cove could be constructed

a boat shelter for college — and
student — owned craft.

The proposal is "in nobody's

development plans" at present,

and, the president explained, three

3teps must be completed before

ity would likely be given to equip-

ment of the newly established crew.

He added that students would be

welcome to bring private crafts to

Chestertown and that perhaps the

college could invest in a sailboat

for general use.

The
"What

turn, will appropriate funds for the

Asks Students' Suggestions

The President said that he

would encourage interested stu-

dents to view the cove and submit

plans or suggestions for the shel-

lli. nl>

about the

ference

sthal

ith the surrounding

nd the view from the

minimized. Vehicles for

; could be deposited on CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

colleges, art galleries, and exhibi-

tions since 1964. Included among
the places where his paintings

have been shown are the Addison

Gallery of American Art in And-
over, Massachusetts; the Baltimore

Museum of Art; Dartmouth Col-

lege; the Lyman Allyn Museum in

New London, Connecticut; the Ro-

anoke Fine Arts Center; the Vir-

ginia Museum of Fine Arts in

Richmond, Virginia; Wilmington

Society of the Fine Arts; and at

the following colleges and universi-

Elmira, Kutztown State, Mt.

Holyoke, Pennsylvania State, St.

Lawrence, Illinois, Michigan,

Massachusetts and North Dakota
universities, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, Wesleyan, Whcaton, and
Williams college.

Fine Arts Display

Future exhibitions are planned

for fifteen more places over the

next year, including a display of

Italian art which will be located

in the Fine Arts Center at Wash-
ington College next fall during the

opening of the new dramatics and

musk facility. This Italian art has

not yet been shown on this cam-

The Reston exhibited will be

viewed by many people, both resi-

dents of the community and visi-

tors to the villages:

The Reston "experiment" in-

cludes a center for governmental,

industrial, and research work of

1,000 i 15 elei

schools, three intermedial. .> I I..

and a like number of high schools.

A community college is also plan-

It is an attack on a governr

system that has room fcr a George

Wallace, but has little or no room
for the nonconforming intellectual

or the man of sincerity and virtue.

Befitting a Passion Play of the

New Leti,- MacBird offers the sys-

tem little hope for redemption from

within. After all, is not Robert

in, MacBird. And damned be hiiri

that first cries'Hold, enough.'
"

Mark A. Schulman
To the Editor:

A random sampling of the ads

appearing in (he May I '2 iss

Time magazine turned up the fo

lowing Madison Avenue gem:

I & B Scotch, Seagrams, "
"

Walker Scotch, Marlboro Cig-

arettes. Schenley's Scotch, White
Horse Scotch, and Washington

College!

We have now joined the ranks

of such illustrious institutions as

Parsons College, which lost its ac-

creditation in March, 1967, and
C.W. Post College—both of which

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 pjn.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext 253

For Nice Things in Jewelry m

Robert L. Forney. Jew

Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Struct

Chestertown. Md.

Phone: 778-2575
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Netmen Lose

Eighth Bout

Of Season

Face Mounts

|, huhmiii: lo M s
' Mary's

Mi.' sh, -..,.• i .1 7-2 defeat.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - U:00p.n

Saturday

7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

Don KeUy
CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chalet-town, Md.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

331 High St., Cheste:

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Campus Calendar
SGA Spring Weekend
track (Middle Atlantic Cham-
pionship) — Away
Chester Players — Wm. Smith

7:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 13

Chester Players

All day
Tennis vs. Elizabelhto.

Home — 2:00 p.m.

Track (Middle Atlant

piunship) — Away
SGA Spring Dance —

Win. Smith

Chei

Sunday, May 14

Chester Players — Wm. S

All day

SGA Spring Beach Party

2:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Monday, May 15

Riding Club — Dunning Lec-

ture Hall — 7:30 p.m.

Wm. James Forum, Talk "A*
Preview of Washington College,

1982" — Hynson Lounge —
8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, May 17

Athletic Cordial Hour—Hodson
Hall — 5:30 p.m.

Athletic Banquet—Hodson Hall

6:00 p.m.

Chester Players — Wm. Smith

7:00 p.m.

Thursday, May 18

Chester Players — Wm. Smith

8:30 p.n

Athletic Ban

Hall—6:00-7:t

SGA
Chcs Playei

Fraternity & Sorori

Honors Convocation . . .

(Continued from Pajte 3)

achievement in German was award-

ed to Miriam Huebschmann.
The Zcta Tau Alpha Award

for an outstanding senior woman
in the field of education and the

Frederic Livingood Memorial

Award for the outstanding senior

man in the field of education were

received by Sue Schmidt and Dan-
ny Nuzzi. The award for the out-

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear .

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

THREE
COURSES FOR

COLLEGE WOMEN

BUSINESS ORIENTATION SEMINAR
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN
10 WEEKS—JUNE 12 TO AUGUST IB

SPECIAL SUMMER CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

& OR 8 WEEKS—ENTRANCE JUNE 26 OR JULY 10

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL COURSE
FOR COLLEGE WOMEN

48 WEEKS—ENTRANCE JUNE 26 OR SEPT. 23

- OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

Tl :: WASHINGTON SCHOOL FOR SECRET \RIES
100-130 National Press Bldg., Washington. D. C. 20004

Sc-niur Women's Holl-

and Who's Who were

i/ed for their a. hiuve-

CHESTER THEATRE

W.-T.-F..S. MAY 10-13

BURT LANCASTER
LEE MARVIN

"The Professionals"

SLIN-MON.-TUES. MAY 14-16

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
MICHAEL CAINE

MAY 11. 1967

213 DRIVE- IN

AT STARKEYS CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 75*

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

"Not With My Wife
You Don't"

"Any Wednesday"

Overlooking

Worton Creek Mai

Cbesterroi

776-0669

Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR

Serving the finest in home cooked foods

Speeialmhg in Steaks and Seafoods

Hours: 5:30 to 1 0:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 pan. to 9.-00 p.n

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Faralt

TASTEE FREEZE
MilkShakes

|

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHEST£RTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Fcdnral Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Dr. Perry To Address
185th Commencement
Washington College will hold i

185th annual commencement Su:

day, June 4. The college will m.n

uatc approximately 115 seniors.

Events scheduled (or the

end include reunion activi

well as traditional graduati

. Friday, Ji

the weekend, followed Saturday by

alumni reunions, an informal talk

by U. S. Congressman Rogers C.

B. Morton and a meeting of the

Board of Visitors and Governors.

Activities for graduating seniors

begin on Saturday with an out-

door barbecue for faculty, parents,

Board members and seniors, follow-

ed by the President's Reception.

The annual senior dinner-dance

will be held Saturday night in

Hodson Hall.

Baccalaureate is scheduled for

11:00 A.M. Sunday -followed by

a luncheon in Hodson Hall. Grad-

uation services will be held at 2:30

P.M. Addressing the graduates will

be Dr. Marvin Banks Perry, Jr.,

president-elect of Goucher College.

Dr. Perry received his B.A. from

the University of Virginia and his

M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard

University. He taught English at

Washington and Lee University

and was Chairman of the Depart-

ment of English at his departure

in 1960.

Since 1960, he has been a pro-

fessor of English and Dean of Ad-
missions at University of Virginia.

A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Dr.

Perry is on the Board of Trustees

of Mary Baldwin College. His pub-

well ;

the

;ral :

Qm

SGA Inquiry Spurs

Review of "Comps"

Review.

Civil Rights

The speaker for the Baccalaur-

eate service will be the Rev. Mr.

Rowland Cox, Episcopal chaplain

at Princeton University. Moderate-

ly active in the civil rights move-

ment, Rev. Cox has been at Prince-

ton University for six years and
has joined with other chaplains in

an acumenical movement on cam-
pus. Previous to his position at

Princeton, Rev. Cox was in charge

of an Eskimo congregation in Alas-

ka and worked for the Episcopal

New York City.

Departing Professors

Reveal Future Plans
Ne> the abii

A review of the system of com-

prehensive examinations for sen-

iors was the subject of a petition

presented to President Gibson in

a meeting with an SGA commit-

tee. The petition, presented by

Senators Marie Warner and John

Merrill, calls for either a revision

of the present system or the substi-

lution of a different kind of senior

of cor

thes

"The of

vas merely

of the suggestions that

reviewed this year anyway," Miss

Warner explained. According to

Miss Warner, the petition will be

presented to the Academic coun-

cil and, if the question is major

enough, it will be presented to the

Board of Visitors and Governors.

departments whei

kind of work would be applicable.

A third suggestion was that a

seminar course, taken as a fourth

or fifth course during the senior

year, -be instituted for the purpose

of drawing the work of the four

years into a unified whole.

"If the present system of a corn-

ed," Miss Warner explained, "we
would at least suggest a revision

in the scheduling of these exams.

The time of year when they have
been given in the past seems un-

satisfactory to faculty members as

well as students."

Schedule of Events

Friday, June 2

8:30 p.m.—Alumni Mixer
Saturday, June 3

4:00 p.m.—President's Recep-

8:00 p.m.—Dinner-Dance
unday, June 4

9:00 a.m.—Continental
Breakfast

11:00 a.m.—Baccalaureate

professors will lie noted in the fac-

ulty staff at Washington College.

Among those instructors leaving

are Dr. Roland Gibson, Dr. Ber-

nard Haske, Miss Patricia Home,
Mr. Arley Levno, Mr. Stuart Mac-
Kown and Mr. David Styer. Four
of these professors arc departing

to accept teaching opportunities at

other colleges or universities, while

two will undertake graduate work.

Haske Accepts Position

A member of the chemistry de-

partment, Dr. Bernard Haske, is

leaving Washington to teach at

Adelphi Suffolk College in Oak-
dale, N. Y. Miss Hoi
of i vill I,

of absence in order to take courst

and complete the necessary exan
inations toward a Ph.D. degre

from the University of North Cai

olina at Chapel Hill.

Psychological Stn

"The]

t enough to justi-

abolishing comps alto-

gether or at least revising them,"

Miss Warner continued. "First of

all, many students do not feel that

ihe exams are truly comprehensive.

This of course varies from depart-

ment to department. Secondly, a

good student can fail the

simply because of the stress in

volvcd in taking and preparing foi

them and not because he does no

know the material."

Chestertown 9
s Tea Party

To Mark Historic Event
To many Washington College

students, the dates May 26 and

27 are largely significant as the

last two days of a trying period

For those students who have fin-

ished their exams by the 26th of

May, the city of Chester!

77:1, few

incident occ

the following Ma;
openly and

oarded the Brigantin

>cd its shipmei

the Chester River.

Other attractions during the

three-day festival will include

cruises up and down the Chester

River, displays in shop windows,

that closed the
]

of Boston u

been made
there. Chesterto 1

the firs i kind in Marylai

To publicize the Festival, Walt
Volkcr, a Chestertown business-

man will ride on horseback from

Yorktown to Philadelphia, follow-

ing as closely as possible the route

of Tench Tilghman. Tilghman was

the native of Talbot County who
served as an aid to General Wasli-

Aftei

f V..rkt-.u , ntei,,, who

, will fly by kite during Chestertown Tea Parry Festi-

, Scheduled times are 5:30, Friday, May 16, 11:30

Saturclay, and 2:00 on Sunday. She learned to fly from Ken Tibado of

Lake Wales, Florida, who is considered to have originated 50% of all

water, ski tricks and who is the originator of kite Qying.

a. The Count of Monte
by the Chester Players. The
ill be an experimental pro-

ich live sequences

ith filmed

Senior Chuck I'ngstrom was rc-

punsible for most of the filming

or which students Chrisry Kent

nd Cheiley Stone helped write

the American victory to the gov-

Volker's trip will take one week.

He left Yorktown on May 14 and

passed through Annapolis before

crossing the bay h' Rock Hall. He
is expected to reach Phil.ulel|i!ii.i

by May 21 where lie will celebrate

at the old Head House Tavem, a

fitting sequel to such a grueling

iter tliis preliminary study is

:luded, she will return to Wash-
on to teach and to work on her

: nation. During the

for her studies in the fall.

Gibson Leaves

Dr. Roland Gibson will assume

a half-time position, teaching two

sections of Comparative Economic
Systems, at the New Hampshire

College of Accounting and Com-
merce in Manchester, N. H. He
is looking forward to retiring in

New England where he will be

close to the fine arts center at

Dartmouth College, his alma ma-

ticipatei

Assistant professor of Political Sci-

ence, Mr. Stuart MacKown, pic-

tured above, is among those facul-

ty members leaving next year. He
is going to the University of Wy-

being able to continue collecting

and exhibiting his art in and

around the Boston area. His sum-

mer plans include locating and

buying an old colonial house noar

Manchester, in addition to carrying

ispundence with regard I

of his ;

Escort Interpreter

Mr. Arley Levno will be spend-

prcter for the State Department.

He will be guiding French-speak-

ing representatives of foreign coun-

tries around the United Slates on

(Continued on Page 10)
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Let Us Now Praise . .

.

Difficult tasks performed well consistently, too often lead one

to forget how hard the job may be for the individual who labors

over the task.

Contributions to the extracurricular lift of Washington Col-

lege are frequent among members of the faculty. Too often we

forget, or do not know about valuable services rendered to the

college by selfless faculty members. The Elm would like to call

attention to those whose work is often behind the scenes and give

credit and recognition to them.

Near the top of the list must come Dr. Roland Gibson,

whose art collection has done much to spread the name of

Washington College. He has invested heavily of his own time

and money to exhibit his paintings in colleges, museums, and

galleries. Recently, Dr. Gibson personally took a number of his

art works to Salisbury, where he did a live television broadcast.

The weekly film series has been Professor Norman James'

baby, in addition to his valuable support lent to art trips, college

play productions, and to the Mount Vernon Literary Society.

The Washington College Chorus was enlivened this year by

John Walker's force and enterprise; Mrs. Helen Gibson ably

accompanied the chorus this year, as she has done in the past.

The field of music at the college is further strengthened by the

varied interests and talents of other faculty members. The
Kirkpat ricks. Dr. Smith, and Miss Covey are all willing to per-

form on their respective instruments and share their musical

enthusiasms with students.

Dr. Brown adds to the student's opportunities to appreciate

music, generously sharing his high-fidelity equipment, and by

inviting students to accompany him on his frequent trips to New
York's Lincoln Center.

Fencing, sailing, and choral directing are only a few of die

activities enjoyed by Dr. Robert Harder, and the many
students he includes in these ventures.

The campus religious organizations owe much to the unher-

alded but consistant support of Drs. Blumenthal, Haske, Wake-
lyn, and Trimmer.

Many hours of planning and work have been spent by Drs.

Tatum and Horsley on the Women's Honor Society, by Drs.

Grumpclt, McLain, and Wakelyn on various student interests,

and by Dr. and Mrs. Hoopes on their well-received and ably

conducted discussions in die field of sex education.

Recognition should also go to those persons who willingly

serve as chaperones to student functions.

Although not a member of the faculty, the Reverend Ralph

Minkcr deserves the gratitude of the college community for his

personal concern for many students, and for the welfare of the

college in general. He has nourished in a refreshing way the

religious and intellectual life of the college during the past two
years, and will be missed next year when he leaves Chestertown.

"Flight nun

dclphia, Ballir

Stop Growing?
"Help Us Stop Growing" is the appeal of an advertisement

in last week's Time magazine on behalf of Washington College.

This slogan presents at least one curious contradiction : the

future of the college, the development of the college are

virtually synonymous with the objective of growth—certainly in

numbers, hopefully in quality.

Why then the appeal for funds to limit the size of the col-

lege? It seems that the ad is, at best, a clever entreaty for finan-

cial support and, at worst, a confused expression of the plans for

the future of the college.

The Elm hopes the ad represents the former effort: another
means of raising much-needed capital for the operating expenses

of the college. One may say that it is possible to grow in size

—

yet remain "small" by retaining a high faculty-student ratio

while increasing the overall size of the student body. Yet this is

not the stated goal—according to the ad.

The Elm recognizes that Washington College is not in the

privileged position shared by numerous educational institutions

—

that of having notoriety—and we admit that exposing the name
of the college to a national audience does indeed spread the

name of the college.

But isn't it possible to do it some other way?

. from planes which land

travel needs of the people in this

community. Mr. Walker Eliason,

owner and manager of the airport,

gives flight

Mr. Walker Eliason is shown with on<

hangar located at Gill Airport. Planes

rented out on an hourly basis to a lici

the two planes kept

i be chartered with pilot i

holder.

Letters to the Editor
To The Editor:

Without dealing in personalities.

I view with amazment Mr. Os-

borne's letter in last week's Elm.

Incidentally, despite a long- list of

cuts, M* Osborne was former

Vice-President of the Student Gov-
ernment Association. The questions

Mr. Osborne states that he hrs

been "privately" grumbling for

three years about the charges made
by the SGA. This may be true.

However, I should like to ask this

question: why didn't he do some-
thing about it publicly when he

Kenton, WRA secretary, and pre-

sumably authorized by Dean Ca-

ton. The election procedure is not

only "long and tedious" as our new

since the right to vote is voluntary

not mandatory, is also undemo-

While it is true that every wo-

man resident of Washington Col-

lege is a member of the WRA and

therefore has an interest m the

elections, it is also true that all

male students are MRA members
(Continued on Page 10)

Mr. Eliason keeps two private

planes based at the airport: a

Beachcraft Debonnair and a Cess-

na 172 (for training and rental).

and other pilots keep (heir plants

there also. Mr. Eliason shows much
enthusiasm for flying, saying that

"it grows on you. Every flight is

an adventu

ies in trying to get to where you'r

;oing without difficulty."

The sight-seeing lours Mr. Elia

a plane or meet an engagement can

find the convenience of flying use-

ful. It takes only 20 minutes to fly

from Chestertown to Friendship

International Airport in Baltimore.

Mr. Eliason states with conviction,

"YOU name an airport, and I'll

get you there."

Flying Lessons

If there are any students who
may be interested in flying, Mr,

Eliason said that he would be glad

to talk and give information to

them. "The lessons aren't particu-

larly difficult," he said, "but it

really isn't quite as easy as driving

a car." Students of flying learn the

basic handling of the airplane dur-

ing the first ten hours, then navi-

gation and the FAA regulations.

The normal length of time it takes

• get

Mr. Eliason said that it

enough people are interested, he

would even consider buying anoth

er plane to provide better servici.

His observation

should borrow mo:

appropriations in <

the business office

charge he is throwing at the pres-

ent and past officers of the SGA.

It is true~ihat the SGA is spend-

ing about three quarters of its bud-

out funds. Not one organization

this year was refused money. If

the students would rather have this

money spent on something else oth-

er than social life, I as a senator,

what. Mr. Osborne failed to point

out that alt campus organizations

come first when money is appropri-

ated at the beginning of each year.

and that the social budget is de-

termined by what remains.

If the SGA resorted to deficit

spending bv borrowing as Mr. Os-

borne implies this would be the

tragic event, not the fact that we
spend three quarters of our budget

on social life that all the students

enjoy and need in Chestertown.

Joseph M. Coale, III

Dr. Nathan Smith, chairman of the history department, shows devastat-

ing form against colleagues in intensely competitive ping-pong match.

Ping Ponging Profs

Reveal "New Breed"

Social Chairman SGA

print-dun:

i for i

>urce of

I groups

on campus." Undoubtedly,

critical group may be added to the

list i.e. the involuntary association

of coeds who received penalty

room campuses for ahsenre from
the election meeting last Tuesday.

By Philip Scott-Smith

There has never been an age

which could hope to rival the

20th century in its general com-

plexity. Life must have been

much simpler in earlier times, es-

pecially in the professional world.

The promising young college gra-

only an occupation in one of the

major disciplines, but is compelled

to limit himself to one very special-

ised cranny.

Even then, one may hardly sleep

ity in his field. Truly, the day

Seven
>ut this l.oir

mastery of all our endeavors.

"Whole Men"
However, Washington College i

making an effort to return the ver

satility of Classical and Renais

sance times. With the Heritage

Program vigorously pursuing its oil

jectives, we have been fortunate!

reminded that the college wa

founded in the last great age o

"whole men." New and unprecc

dented pressures are bein-; applif

to members of the faculty as we
as students. One of these is th

reportedly growing difficulty in or.

taining professorial tenure here, ur

less an exceptional talent is dii

played in areas unrelated to th

classroom. It appears that the co

(Continued oa Page 10)
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Miscellany 185
A handsome edition cf Miscel-

lany ~ the I85ih — has just been
published at Washington Collcc.
Nena dear's magazine joins Tim-
othy Maloney's Macbird, John
Walker's "Coronation Mass" ' ?nd
Gerda Blumenthal's "Sanity" as a
very special part of Sprintr 1967 in

ChesterEown, Maryland. The covr
design by J. R. Sehroeder estab-

lishes the creative mor.d of the
magazine and the expectations it

arouses in the reader arc, surpris-

ingly often, gratified.

The magazine is, of course, un-
even. Purportedly "a campus mag-
azine," it fails to achieve that goal

ception of the first two articles,

only imaginative literature. This
failure cannot be attributed to

Miscellany 185 or its staff, how-
ever, but to the campus itself for

not contributing to its own maga-

Education"

sociological jargi.n and impression-
istic personal observation which,
while nicely written, fails to

achieve coherence. Her ideas are
tentative and delightfully youthful
and should be considered success-

ful as such. Richard Jackson's es-

say, "Lincoln's Emancipation Pol-
icy," is concerned with the idea,

apparently surprising to Mr. Jack-
son, that President Lincoln was
not the mythological "Great Eman-
cipator." but a shrewd politician

.
By Bennett J'. Lamond

: be

thenecessary

Unim." The idea has been pre-

sented before and Mr. Jac>< -n's

redundantly argued th-sis riili H
sheck or surprise anyone who Ins
irone beyond the first year or so
of high school. Rather than ques-

tive, why not question what was
his motive — "to save the Union?"
It seems to me that the assumed
value and neressity of saving the
Union at whatever cost is an
equally important moral and poli-

tical issue which has not really

been debated.

The imaginative literature, in-

terspersed with a nicely random
selection of photographs and
sketches, is what Miscellany 185
is really about and the number of

successful contributions is delight-

fully impressive. Chesley Stone's

peculiar play, "A Train Ride,"
reads almost as well as it played
last month at the Moss Box. The
situation and characters are ab-

surdly believable and the dialogue— "Would you like some gum with

the word literally) wonderful.
Peter Herbst's "An Incident of

successful of

rather bathetic situation whicl
"ith the assistance of Deirdre
Brewer's sketch of the heroine,
moves one despite oneself.

Th- poetry in Miscellany 185
is as varied as poetry should he
The angry young men are repre-
sented by Bill Matthews,

J. T.
Miller and Philip Stein and the

Barkdoll and Ellen Bui kim-ham.
Mr. Matthews, to «-licm Miscrl-
lany 185 t?ly dei

cd, damns
supplying a "solution" which the
poet would probably reject if of-
fered. Mr. Stein has the effrontery
to inquire "Have you ""« »— -

lapalm bomb at nigh
Have ical

"Town-Ccuntry Protest in Sum-
mer Camp 1966," J. T. Miller has
the effrontery to effect such effete
effluvium as "effusion for efful-
gence" in an otherwise nicely con-
ceived commentary on "our shoot-

Philip S
S the I effecti

"Steii

;. Despite such

. Ho

Mis,

Nicely

tanyS ;e shoi

of Samuel Beck-

ion style, Mr.
rtheless, high-

of I of jus-

Herbst's story is, i

Iv original. One
what it is about, but it is annoy-
ingly amusing and very well writ-

ten. Christy Kent's "The Unlonely
Lady" is a conscientiously written,

rather affected presentation of a

sloppy" (One thinks of "S\vw
Maud./OH GAWD"). Mr. Stein's

Hardy's anti-god attitude and is

highlighted by a wonderfully Hop-
kinsian verbal juxtaposition —
"Mind loss — such loss." A nicely
done, very disturbing poem.

John Barkdoll has written "Con-
undrum," a poem of real individ-
uality and creative importance.

MISCELLANY editor for next year, Bob Cooke, and Bennett Lamond
look over this year's issue which Mr. Lamond described as "handsome".

Campus Religious Groups

Form Coordinating Council

MRA OfficersChosen;
Goldman President

last Tuesday to f<

Religious Organizations and to

elect officers for the coining year.

The purpose of the CRO is to

coordinate the activities of the sep-

arate religious organizations as well
as to sponsor programs of general
interest to students on campus.

Vandcrclock New President
Officers elected to head the co-

ordinating council are Bob Vander-
clock, president; George Baily,
vice president; Par Deschere, secre-

tary; and Karen Hayes, treasur-

er. Dean of Men Carl Wcstei-dah!

Reside iThe Men's

Ted Goldman. The newly ejected

vice-president is Gilbert Bliss. Ser-

ving as secretary and treasurer will

he Dick Buck and Clint Wcimeis-
ler, respectively.

The final election results were
announced last week after a run-off
for the vice-presidential post. It

was feared that a run-off would
also be necessary to decide the

presidential position, as the third

choice on the ballot was "no vote"
and it was possible for neither
candidate to receive the needed
majority for victory.

Mil...

Dean will meet weekly with the

proctors. Finances for MRA-spon-

sored events come from the sale of

parking stickers, fine* levied against

students, and from the sale of soft

.hi,,.

ling

Dean Westerdahl and Rev.
Ralph A. Minker, minister of

Christ Methodist Church, originat-

ed the plan to form such a coun-
cil. Dean Westerdahl explained
that they were "concerned about
the lack of influence of the reli-

hoped that by combining the fi- fir

namial resources and membership
of the individual clubs, the reli-

gious program could be made more
effective."

Five Represented
The religious organizations on

campus represented on the council
arc Canterbury Club, Baptist Stu-
dent Union, Newman Club, Wes-
ley Foundation, and the newly
formed Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Provisions have also been
made for any new religious clubs
which may he organized.

Mr. Baily explained that a ma-
jor portion of each club's financial

backing will come through the
Council. "Since SGA has had to

tighten up its expenditures, the in-

dividual groups have had trouble
getting appropriations through be-
cause they are, in a sense, selective

"Since the CRO will be an all-

encompassing stud
should be able

Parker Looks To College's Future
Editor's Note: The following arti-

cle was salocited from the develop-
ment office in order that faculty,

students, and alumni might more
clearly see what the "philosophy of
growth" of Washington College is,

for the col-

should also examine the growth of
the student and faculty bodies in

light of their significant achieve-

juU

held in the fall, the second in

a IK 1

ring.

"Workii _
Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl, the
MRA will review the student
handbook rules concerning men,"
Goldman stated, and will work
jointly with the WRA on issues

which involve both men and wo-

A proctor review board will be
established to examine the "per-
formance" of proctors approxi-

By Theodore Parker
Director of Development

A development office in the

minds of most people is synony-
mous with fund raising. And in-

deed, largely that's its function.

But, in a much larger sense the

phrase "college development" in-

cludes the total growth of an ins-

titution as well as the direction in

For Washington College the re-

cent growth and development
started in 1960 when the Heritage
Campaign was still in its formative

stages. Since 1962 when the formal
fund raising efforts were initiated,

some $8.5 million has been donat-

ed to this venerable institution.

Physical Facilities

That money has been allocated

for use in building three new dor-

tcr-dinin" hall, n.-w athl.-rir fields.

a 51.3 million Arts Center, a main-
tenance building and

the accomplishments in these
areas; but it is precisely in these

areas that the fund raising efforts

have had their reason for being. I

will leave it for others to describe
the ways in which Washington has
grown academically, but let me say
simply that by most quantitative

and qualitative measures there can
be no question about Washington
being a better school today than
ever before.

Looking into the future, what
can be expected? The projects of

the Heritage Campaign have been
pretty well defined. Requirements

riw

studied and established.

By 1970, when the present Her-
itage Campaign is scheduled to

end, campus additions should in-

clude a new $1.5 million library,

a women's gymnasium, a swimming
pool, another men's dormitory and
an infirmary. There will as well,

be conversion and renovation of
existing facilities for faculty and

A crucially important matter.
and a necessary adjunct to these

accomplishments is the vital ex-
pansion of endowment funds for
si-hiilarships. faculty chairs and op-

erating income.

Total Program Considered
Taken individually one might

make a strong case for placing
priority on any one of the propos-
ed projects. Unfortunately t h c

parts cannot be separated from the
whole. We are looking at the

Washington College of 20 years

removal of Cain Gymnasium, for

be weighed i

the students away. So, the whole
thing is a spider's web and it is

nearly impossible to discuss accur-
ately a single part without missing
some other part of the complex
whole.

Reflects Education Pattern

I think that probably the de-
velopment program in which Wash-

tension of a development campaign
that had been gong on for about
180 years and will continue for

another 180. Having decided long

ago to be an educational

the of :

light of :l -,,,.':

the college's facilities.

A new functional library with

cntral location and adequate

upport the

for

M-h..|,i!-.,liijjs and faculty chairs.

During this five year period, th*

cost of annually operating Wash
ington College has grown fron

$1.1 million to almost $2. rnillioi

for the coming fiscal year, '67-68

Student, Faculty Growth
To discuss "development" in tin

more comprehensive sense om

formal fund-raising program in

1962 was simply the reflection of

the patterns in American Higher
Education. These patterns are
changing very quickly today.

According to Frank E. Bowles,

a top educational specialist with

the Ford Foundation, we will be

founding a college per week in the

United States by 1980. By the

time the present Heritage Cam-
paign is concluded, electronic

equipment will he changing teach-

ing techniques and new demands
will be being placed on the liberal

arts. It is also a foregone conclus-

ion that new ways of financing ed-

the fun be

illy qualified but not

academically, would drive the fac-

ulty away. To pay less than aver-

age faculty salaries would attract

less than average faculty and drive

ff I could close with an editorial

opinion it would be this, Washing-
ton College is not a cloister re-

moved from the influence of econ-

omic, political, social and philo-

sophical trends in this world; how-
ever, it should not spend too much
time worrying about the influence

the trends will have on it, rather

Washington College should now be

planning to have its own influence

on the trends.
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Prospect '82 Probes College Future

ing influenc, of th,

Specif,, ally, what t"

the Class of 1967 returns for

'982, Washington College will

lluiy, What are the prospects

ollcge then, amid the expand-

iltivcrsity educational system?

will Washington Colleg, plus

-. ... necessary for the maintenance

of the standards and quality of the

college? These and other questions were posed at a

gathering last tee, I. „j persons interested m the future

o\ Washington College

Th. panelists presenting ,'/"' discourses on various

aspects «l the college and its \ulure include Tony

Parker r,-l Direcloi of Development; Alexander

"Sandy" I'-m'. '51, member of the Board of Visitors

and Governors: Clifford Hookey. '67, immediate past

president of the SGA : Jon Wakctyn, Assistant Profes-

sor of History, and Carl Weslerdahl. Dean of Men.

The following u a resume of what each speaker

said, both in his original pri sentation, and during the

course of the informal question and answer period

that followed.

The editors hope thai this will settle as a valuable

insight into the planning and future of Washington

Collegl . », rtol. '/ by '• divet „' group of people, speak-

ing from different viewpoints, and that this sym-

*„„,,>, sponsored by the William James Forum, will

n; this fiscal ye

spend approximately $1.9 million, a 73 per cent in-

crease over a five year period. If we follow that pro-

jection in the next fourteen years, cost ol operation

alone would be in excess of $10 million.

Enrollment

Student enrollment in 1962 was 510 students; this

year began with 625 students, an average increase

of twenty-three students per year. Again, il this

projection is followed, we will have an enrollment of

970 students by the year 19H2.

Assume we have 'l,000 students by 1982, and that

student fees increase at a rate slightly less than the

standard of living, it will cost students $4,000 per

education in 1982.

Income—Deficit

his would produce an annual income of $4 mil-

,
against projected annual operating expenses of

$10 million. Where is the $6 million for opera-

j, particularly the graduating studei

should realize that they, as alumni, elect by ballot

twelve of the members of the board. Twelve others

are appointed by the governor, and the remainder

are, in effect, selected by the first twenty-four.

May I suggest that you give careful considera-

tion to the ballot and to the biographical sketch that

you receive about the candidates.

Place In Society

We must also strive to increase the calibre of the

faculty. We must try to attract men of wisdom, of

learning, not necessarily of experience; men of vi-

broad-minded men who can expose i

i.l.-.i We .,ls,

salo

The altei take. On
simply reacting to Che

s in our society as they occur; the other is thet

i anticipate those changes, that we can change

ed at a later dale
whitTony Parker; There are three assumptions

we all might accept; Education is no longer a nice-

ity of life, it is .i necessity, the size of the popula-

tion and technological changes have made it a ne-

cessity (man can no longer survive independently of

Other men I ; and thirdly, it is a necessity because val-

ues still exisi. qualitative measures of what is good or

r untrue in the world,

has suggested that our

chnology. I would agree

bad.

Dr
ight or wrong, t

Milton Eiscnh

chalk nge s to human
with

Ch

hat proposition.

Change
ange and iclcvan

„ mind As dm

nd Relevance

arc two important words to

change, an important ques-

. ., whether Washington College is rele-

vant n- the society in which it exists. I think that

we should be flexible and adapt to those changes,

and even anticipate them.

Some fads about Washington College and the

Tuture growth of the population are interesting

Today the school age population numbers U
f

b°u^u
be listed among the also-i

ond alternative, we would find

__.;standing students. I feel there is a place in

our society for the small college—with an enrollment

that is to be expanded to 750—and that there is a

very definite need for colleges of this si/e to cater to

students who do not want what the universities

have to offer.

I'm not suggesting that we take only mom's apple-

pic all American type students; but I think we should

have what Mr. Gray of the admissions department

here at Washington College commented on recently

as being a well-rounded student body, people from

all walks of life, from different ethnic, racial, and

national origins—who can contribute so much to the

Best School

I urge those of you who arc alumni to keep in

touch with what is going on on the campus; to re-

turn periodically to see the changes. In simple,

practical terms, the better the college is, the better

your diploma is. Now there are much broader rea-

sons for being in college but that, in this practical

societv, is a very useful one.

Clifford Hankey: 1 find myself asking the question:

if I had to make the choice again, if I was in the

positon of choosing a college, would I choose Wash-

ington College or a small liberal arts college, and

why. I am sure that I will be put in this position in

the future when someone asks my advice, asking

what I think of Washington College, what I think

of a liberal arts approach to education. What will

people (persons between the ages of 5-24).

By 1982 that will be close to 100 million. 10 mil-

lion of that group will be involved with undergrad-

uate education; twice as many as there are today.

Public education will begin at age 4 and continue

through age 24. That works out to one community

college per 50,000 residents. At the present time we

are founding approximately twenty colleges a year;

by 1980 we will be founding one per week.

Facilities Doubled

We will have to add, by 1975, facilities equal to

twice all the campus buildings that have been erected

in the United Slates since Harvard opened its doors

in 1636.

The economy is now spending about 6 per cent of

the gross national product on education; by 1982, it

will be spending 10 per cent on education, by the

year 2,000, the figure will have risen to 25 per cent.

—H9C

Wakelyn

program before society forces

accept the first alternative

If

rbe?

,
I think we might

,ve accept the sec-

rselves among the

t afraid to take a

Alexander G. J

Because of these statistics, I believe that we can

say with reasonable certainty that no college that is

established today is going to l>e allowed to fail. The
question is: Who will pay for this edi

are not, and will t. Business

is, along with private

mtributed a total of

^hich went to support

pport education alone.

Students

and philanthropic orgai

individuals, who last >

$13.6 billion (48 per ce

religious institutions) ca

Joint Venture

Federal and state aid cannot do it alone (

There will be a cooperative venture, much as

today, with the governmental agencies paying ,

creasingly larger share of the costs, the studei

increasingly smaller portion.

At Washington College in 1962. the total c

leaders, among those who
chance to get in the lead.

In order, then, to remain relevant, we need not

abandon liberal arts; we need to adapt liberal arts.

Friendly Computers
Whatever path we follow, I think the students of

1982 can expect to develop friendly relations with

computers instead of teachers, have more freedom as

far as course selection is concerned, along with more

independent study. They will find less time for them-

selves; more video tapes, fewer text books. There

will be greater responsibility, mote mobility and less

identity.

Washington College is a small college, but should

not be considered unique with its financial problems.

I wish us luck.

Alexander "Sandy" Jones: Dr. Donalds of the

Johns Hopkins University history department was

quoted recently as saying that history is very inter-

esting in itself but that it has no real value unless

we apply it to the present and to the future. This is

what I propose to address myself to now.

There have been a number of changes in this col-

lege since I was a student. It is often said by my
contemporaries that we could no longer matriculate

here or be graduated from this institution, which

is undoubtedly true, and which I think is a recogni-

tion by these alumni that the college has improved.

Board Broadened

One of the first changes that was made when

President Daniel Gibson came to Washington College

was the expansion of the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors, from primarily Eastern Shoremen who suf-

fered from myopia and could not see beyond th*i

Eastern Shore of the Chesapeake Bay. The number

of men on the board was increased to thirty-six (the

size of the graduating class that year). This broad-

ened the "base" of the board considerably. Other

changes were instituted regarding the eligibility and

selection of members of the board.

When I was a student here, full professors were

paid less than instructors are paid now. The build-

ings all had been dedicated by Dr. William Smith,

and the students came from wherever the college

could get them.
Better Faculty

The faculty has quite obviously improved in cali-

bre and background. The students are drawn essen-

tially from the upper one-fifth of their graduating

classes, the remainder from the top half.

In the next fifteen years, I suggest that we emu-
late the start, the precedent that has been estab-

lished during the past fifteen years. In terms of ac-

complishment during that period, this is no small

: thing, though it is not all-inclusive,

but it is very important: the relationship that exists

between students and faculty and the relationship

that exists among students.

I will take the second One first. In speaking to

some of the panel members earlier, I mentioned that

I was afraid to graduate, that I didn't know what I

would do when I got my diploma, had I graduated

from the University of Maryland where I began my
college education.

Impersonality

In terms of student relations with other students, it

goes without saying that there is the element of im-

personality in the university system. At Washington

College we often boast of how well we get to know

one another, of the close friendships which are made

and never broken.

These are not the pleasant experiences, many
times that we make them out to be. They are hard

experiences. There are problems in dealing at this

very personal level which one can more easily avoid

at a large university. I do not know what I am go-

ing to do after my anticipated graduation, but I

know it is going to involve people. Dealing with

people, understanding their viewpoints, getting along

Carl Westerdahl

with people, (not necessarily agreeing with them)

but being able to work with them, to communicate

with them, is going to be a problem we all face.

Problem: Communication
Now I imagine this is probably trite and over-

simplified', but in our society, it is one of the biggest

problems: communication. And this is something

that while it might appear to be very easy down
here, isn't necessarily the case. It's something that

you have the opportunity to acquire. The challenge

is presented: there are problems in such close rela-

tionships, there are very definite rewards. You not

only get to know other people I think, but you get

to know yourself. Other people know you better.
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Value Of Liberal Arts Examined
Maybe that's the thing that makes it difficult some-

Instructor Relationship

What about the relationship with instructors?

Why do I think that is important?

I think the teacher at a liberal arts college this size

has the responsibility. One thing that is within this

realm (as course load, size of classes, and salaries

are not) is his relationship with students.

It's Not Enough
It is not enough to say that there are fewer stu-

dents in the classroom at a college this size; it is not

enough to say that you can get to know the teacher

better, on a personal basis.

The important thing is how this opportunity

is approached by both the student and the teacher.

The relationship. I would submit, at a school this

size, is the most important thing. I strongly believe

that. It is the measure of success or failure of the

school. At Washington, with only 600 students, the

opportunity, not only for knowing students, but for

motivating students.

Faculty Are People

If there is one thing that I can say positively about

this school and about what I've gotten from it, it's

this: I have gotten to know faculty members as peo-

ple. It is to view a teacher, as a person with a priv-

ileged position in the classroom. But something hap-

pens when you meet this person without his aca-

demic garb, when you finally come to realize that

education, being an educated man, does not neces-

sarily just mean accumlating facts, being able to

give a good, entertaining lecture, giving you the

grades that you think you deserve. There is some-

If there is really one strong point that this

school has, and could even improve on, it's this one

thing: I don't know what my educational status

is; we can figure out from grades and from compar-

ing ourselves with one another how much Washing-

ton College has affected us academically, how much

we have reacted to it. I don't know if I'm going to

become an educated man, but I know one thing now,

and I think if we're going to compare and contrast

university philosophy of education to the liberal

arts, I think this one point is valid, and I think it is

worth pointing out and remembering: While I might

not be an educated man, I know what an edu-

cated man is. And I think that is very important.

Dr. John Waketyn: I thought I would go into the

past of Washington College and see if there are any

clues in the past that might have some bearing on

the present, and more importantly, the future, of

Washington College. I have decided to look, from

1782 on and to project to 1982, to look from an his-

toric perspective into the years to come.

Money Raising On Horseback

As most of you know, William Smith, the first

Provost of the College of Philadelphia which became

the University of Pennsylvania was also the founder

of Washington College in 1782. His first task, I

suppose like every president, was to raise money.

Now for William Smith, it was a bit easier. He got

on his horse, he traveled the Eastern Shore for five

months, and raised the twenty or thirty pounds or

so that it took to start the college. Times have chang-

ed.

The initial problem was money. With Smith's

hard work, he was able to raise it. In 1789, George

Washington, who lent his name to the college, and

who as a matter of fact, was one of the first bene-

factors of the college, expressed to William Smith

his views of the college and the college's future.

At this time Washington was president-elect, per-

haps the most famous man in the country. He said

"In civilized societies, the welfare of the state and

the happiness of the people are advanced or retard-

ed in proportion as the morals and the education

of the youth are attended to."

Washington Praises Smith

George Washington went on to praise William

Smith for the teaching, for the curriculum, and for

the imagination that Smith showed as founder of

the college. "Imagination" is a word I think we

should hold on to. It is a very important word in

looking at the vision of the future of Washington

College.

Now as so often happens to a college in a tew

short years, seven years to be exact, 1789, William

Smith left Washington College. This was the begin-

ning of a long line of financial troubles for a small

school. From' 1827-1844, this was the period of the

dark ages at Washington College. Further financial

troubles difficulties in finding students, the Eastern

Shore part of the south was a troubled, beleagured

area, but then in 1844 a man by the name of Ring-

gold became president of Washington College.

Ringgold Vision

President Ringgold had a vision. If you are going

to have students, you must build buildings; you

must house them! you must find a place to teach

them. He helped to build what is now Middle

Hall, one of the oldest buildings on the campus. This

was the end of the dark ages, the beginning of the

reawakening of the college.

But again, as happened in the south after 1865,

Washington College underwent a reconstruction. The
college again fell on hard times.

Active Alumni
But the alumni also took an active part. The

gates to the entrance of William Smith Hall were

first started through contributions made by the class

of 1929.

From then to the present, the college has grown
to the point where it has over 600 students, and

over 60 faculty members. The emphasis again, is

on quality. Also, the emphasis on a healthy build-

President Gibson (left) congratulates Cliff Hankey

(right) on speech as Dean Landon Burns, Jr., watches

ing program: the Fine Arts Center which is almost

finished, plans for a new addition to the gym, a new

library, a projection that by 1970 that the student

body will consist of some 750-800 students. But I

submit that this quick- sketch of the college is just

the beginning, and in seeing these individuals, these

leaders of the college and their actions you can get

some clues as to what Washington College must

have, must do in the future. As Professor Gibson

has said, and many other members of the faculty,

the college can't rest on its laurels. The college has

come a long way, up and down like the stock mar-

ket you might say; but there are still problems, prob-

lems of finances, problems of students
: ~

competitive period

getting better;

udents

I ha

The students are

fact, I would dare say that the

getting better faster than the faculty

.uggestions: that Washington College

lift its vision; emulate the audacity, the actions of

these men of past. We should follow what Mc-
George Bundy, president of the Ford Foundation,
said just a few weeks ago to some representatives

of small colleges: "Look around you in 1980. No
matter what the small college is, if you don't have
1,000 to 1,200 students, you're not going to be

That's The Game
These are the facts of the game. This is the way

it works. How large can a small college get? Dart-
mouth College has 3,000 students, but it still has a

small, student- teacher ratio, an ability for the faculty

and students to get together and mingle. The num-
ber is not so important: perhaps because I am an
historian my vison is small, but I project a necessi-

ty of at least 1,200 students by 1982 at Washington
College. 758-800 by 1970 is a fine goal and is some-

thing we must achieve, but by 1982, times will have
changed so much that 1,200 would be the minimum.

I also think that we should think seriously about

opening a full time summer school—to further aid

the students and perhaps add needed finances to

the college.

I think in terms of service. That is what a col-

lege is for, in part, to serve. In looking around the

eastern seaboard, I note the problems in education,

chronic problems in education in areas which will

send students on to us.

So Washington College, having a plant to teach

teachers, should perhaps extend its vision to the point

of a masters of arts in the teaching program.

Hope Is Important

With a little bit of hope, and hope is a very im-

portant thing, the Bay Bridge will come in soon.

This could change the Eastern Shore overnight.

We could no longer be an appendage; we could be

a suburb.

The school, the college, grew because of three fac-

tors: the vision of the founder, the imagination of

various presidents, and audacity, this last above all

perhaps.

So, let me say that perhaps the past, and we
antiquarians of sorts can give vision to your present

and perhaps even to the future.

Card Westerdahl: I have developed two theories

about the future of Washington College.

I think there is one area that is of extreme con-

cern to me, one that is extremely challenging and

is most important to the college's future.

(Continued on Page 10)

£jitoriJ

Where Exhibitions from Gibson Collection Have Been Shown

Academy of the Arts, Easton, Md.

Addison Gallery of American Art, Andover, Mass.

Arnot Art Gallery, Elmira, N. Y.

Baltimore Museum of Art, Baltimore, Md.

Butler Institute of American Art, Youngstown, Ohio

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y.

Kutztown State College, Kutztown. Pa.

Layton School of Art, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Lyman Allyn Museum, New London, Conn.

Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.

Rchoboth Art League. Rehoboth Beach, Delaware

Roanoke Fine Arts Center, Roanoke, Va.

St. Lawrence University. Canton, N. Y.

George Walter Vincent Smith Art Museum, Springfield, Man.

State University College at Potsdam. N. Y.

State University College, at New Paltz, N. Y.

Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.

University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, 111.

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, Va.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va.

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.

Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.

Wicomico County Free Library, Salisbury, Md.

Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.

Wilmington Society of the Fine Arts, Wilmington, Del.

York Junior League, Historical Society, York, Pa.

Where Future Exhibitions Are Planned

Albright Art Gallery, St. Joseph, Missouri

Arkansas Art Center, Little Rock, Ark.

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Henry Gallery, University of Washington, Seattle, Waih.

High Museums of Art, Atlanta, Georgia

Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia. Kan.

Nebraska Wesleyan University, Lincoln. Neb.

North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, N. C.

Philbrook Art Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Stout State University, Menomonie, Wis.

University of Iowa, Ioka City, Iowa

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y.

Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.

Washington College, ChesUTtown, Md.

Dr. Gibson is leaving Washington College next year for the New Hampshire

College of Accounting and Commerce.

Dr. Roland Gibson
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Shopmen Win Finale;

Bring Record to 11-1
conicn of the year, W;.slim«t.,n

Colleges powerful lacrosse leam
defeated the touring British All-

Star. 15-11 al home last Wedncs-

Thc victory brought the team
record [o 11-1, the finest in Shore

history. For (he past four years the

final score 15-11 in favor of Wash-
ington College.

Allsop Stan
There were many outstanding

plays by both goalies on the field.

England's sensational one-armed
goalie Tern* Allsop had twenty-

five saves and was equally as good

For Washington, Dave Boul.

played the entire, game. He ;

had a fine game making
one saves and did an excellent j.

clearing.

The combined lm al-tendins' w.

luili.ips i lit- fin. 'st seen at Washin.

ton College this year.

Washington Nine
Concludes Season

lie rcci rd ol thirty-eight

ind ten defeats. Only three

r defeats have been incurred

Fast Opponent
In the game against the All-

Stars, the itickmen faced the fast-

est opponent they have ever come
tip against. However, the Sho'men
did have an advantage in the rules

of the play. The British rules, for

lacrosse are different from those ol*

the United States.

The

Bob VanDcrClock

tive, happened The baseball (cam
of '67 was counting on its hitting

attack, which in 1966 was (he only

real strong point.

When the hilling failed, the

team fell apart. The .306 team
batting average of 1966 dropped to

a miserable .208. The learn pitch-

ing, poor in '66. (4.62 earned run

average ) was worse this year

(479). The field went from a

sputtering .884 to .895.

Bucklcss Leads
Despite these statistics, certain

players are worthy of mention.

George BuckU-ss led the .earn of-

fensively in total hits, runs scored,

hatting average, and stolen bases.

Al Slrcelman was the only other

hitter to lop the .300 mark. Al-

though his record stood at 0-5 in

pitching, in all honesty, he was
victimized by some tough-luck

Dave Bruce demonstrated bis

versatility on the diamond, playing

four different positions creditably.

As well, Bruce was the leading pit-

cher with an 0.52 c med r

icrhi

slowly

led the team
n walks. Bob VanDcrClock led in

xtra hasc hits and tied in total

with Buckles*.

Team Needs

What does the team need? First

Third, the hittini* must substanti-

ally improve. In regards to this,

the talent was definitely there, but

some of the players who were heav-

Winning Spirit

Fourth, and possibly most im-
portant, a spirited, winning atti-

tude must return to Washington
College baseball. One could de-

tect a demoralized group after the

/hich Wa-hinston
fven-hitlcr. The

Ron Regan and Jir

Washington. Mark Madden for

Sho'r had the

lost 1-0

apathy

pipe in this quarter.

The second quarter was stand-

off between the two teams with the

British scoring four times to Wash-
ington's three. The lead changed
hands three times to bring the

score to 5-5 at the half.

Beginning the second half, the

English team scored first. Wash-
ington quickly tied it up as Carl
Ortrnan scored on a pass from
Barry Drew.

Lead Changes
The lead sec-sawed back until

the whistle at the end of the quar-
ter and the British led the Sho'-

men by a score of 10-9. With fif-

teen minutes left it appeared that

Washington was in trouble.

This quarter was the finest ef

fort of the year for the Sho'men
who scored six limes to make the
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SPORTS
£Juo,

Cindermen Crushed by Ursinus;

Close Season with 3-7 Record
i a decision to Un
to 45. The home
>rd stands at three

is team all the wi
e outstanding perf

ral of the home n

TiKkei

d was only able to come
third, Freshman John

»k third in the 880 out

of three contestants, Biltfnhender
ran third in the mile and Whitman
and Couper were second and third

in the two mile.

Tim Bohaker had his fastest

time ever in the 120 high hurdles
(16.0) but he was only able to

pick up a third. Smith and Bo-
haker were second and third in

the 440 intermediates but their

pole a

:ond

.'hile Smith and Snydei
were second and third in the broac
jump. Smith missed the schoo
record in the triple jump by ont

inch with a leap of 42'l'/s", anc
Woody Snyder was able to placi

third in the high jump with z

jump of 5'6",

The 440 relay wasn't run anc
WashiniMon forfeited the i

the

oppoi

Chuck field rerord

vtth

Final Urs

100 and 220 with times of 10.3

and 23,1 respectively, Mark Stein-

berg picked up a third in the 100.

In the middle distances Marty
Smith suffered hi "

Golfer Takes
Fourth Place

This year the only golfer to re-

present Washington College al (he

Mason-Dixon Conference Cham-
pionships was junior Tom Mar-
shall. Playing very well with his

irons, he fired" a 79-81 for a fourth

of 57 flat.

Weak Throws
McGinnis heaved the shot

9" to take second and Mock
third. Skipper picked

Washington 45.

Friday and Saturday the squad
travelled to the University of Del-
aware for the Middle Atlantic

Championship. Although lacking

It is now possible to confidently refute the charge that

Washington College students are apathetic. At least some have
energy—in fact, a great deal of energy and enthusiasm—suf-

ficient to organize a sport new to Washington College: crew.

The scene of the practices is St. Andrew's School in Mid-
dletown, Delaware, an hour's round-trip ride from the college.

The coach is Mr. Davis Washburn of the mathematics depart-

ment, who is also the head crew coach for St. Andrew's.
Jamie Johnson, a Washington College sophomore and a grad-

uate of South Kent School where he learned to row, felt that

there was sufficient enthusiasm and interest in the sport to try

to bring the world's oldest intercollegiate sport to Washington
College.

After several futile attempts to find a school that was willing

to part with an old (eight-oared) shell, Johnson made arrange-
ments with Coach Washburn to use the St. Andrew's facilities

three times per week. Shells, oars, launches and other equip-
ment were loaned by the school for use by the college novices.

Workouts progressed and so did word of the activity in the
"new" sport., More students attended practices, and soon,
enough men were available to fill two shells.

With only three practices each week, limited in length by
the number of daylight hours (extended on occasion by Coach
Washburn's flashlight), and beginning in April, the oarsmen
progressed rapidly, quickly learning the fundamentals of rowing.

After concentrating on improving form, eliminating
"check" in the boat, and raising the stroke for racing starts

and for rowing in competition, the crew challenged one of the
St. Andrew's crews.

Several lengths ol" open water separated the two shells, with
the college oarsmen literally losing their shirts in the race.

Spirits were only temporarily lowered by this defeat; the
oarsmen are anxious to return to the water next year and ob-
tain the needed experience for better performances. WTOP,

the college d.

before the beginning of

Play in Virginia

AlKiut seventy golfers from four-

teen colleges competed for the

championship at the Ingleside

course in Stanton, Virginia, plnyim-

(Continued on Page 9)

HURDLE—J

440 low hurdles for Vi

t to filrr

o-minule film which appeared
-ew for their efforts with little

support for the sport is strong
is high among those who have
by participating or being spec-

ators. It is a beautiful sport to watch, and may be appreciated
II the mote when the difficulties involved in having eight men

half or full mile course, guided by an
understood. Excitement runs high near the

close race, with the cox, raising the stroke, beating
it the pace, and urging an all-out burst of effort from his

ew, as the lead see-saws back and forth between two boats,
pending on which crew has their oars in the water.

It is possible to bring this sport to Chestertown; money to
irehase a shell is needed. Although college boathouse faciU-

nterested citizens have offered places
ring shell and other vital equipment. The Chester River
deal location for crew practices, and with the degree of

nthusiasm already demonstrated by the oarsmen the Elm
the college should do everything possible to support the

ally and otherwise. This is an opportunity for
he college and interested friends of the college to reward an
utstanding example of student initiative.

R.C.H-
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Miscellany 185
By Bennett J, Lamond_

A handscme edition of Mind-
lany — the 185th — has just br-rn

published at Washington College.

Nina Olear's magazine joins Tim-
othy Maloney's Maebird, John
Walker's "Coronation Mass" and
Gerda Blumenthal's "Sanity" as a

very special part of Spring 1967 in

Chestertown, Maryland. The cover

design by J. R. Schroeder estab-

lishes the creative mood of the

magazine and the expectations it

arouses in the reader are, surpris-

ingly often, gratified.

The magazine is, of course, un-

even. Purportedly "a campus mag-

lantly ;

Mr. Jack*
ted the! .f.iil

shock or surprise anyone who has

cone beyond the first year or so

of high school. Rather than ques-

tioning what was not Lincoln's mo-

lt seems to me that the assumed
sity of saving the

Unin nh.l>

[fails

ccption of the first two articles,

.mly imaginative literature. This
failure cannot be attributed to

Miscellany 185 or its staff, how-
ever, but to the campus itself for

not contributing to its own maga-

Education"

m biological jargon and impression-

istic personal observation which,

while nicely

He:
tentative and delightfully youthful

and should be considered success-

ful as such. Richard Jackson's es-

say, "Lincoln's Emancipation Pol-

icy," is concerned with the idea,

apparently surprising to Mr. Jack-

son, that President Lincoln was
not the mythological "Great Eman-
cipator," but a shrewd politician

who freed the slaves not because

nf any humanitarian visinn of jus-

cqually important moral and poli-

tical issue which has not really

been debated.

The imaginative literature, in-

terspersed with a nicely random
selection of photographs and
sketches, is what Miscellany 185
is really about and the number of

successful contributions is delight-

fully impressive. Cheslcy Stone's

peculiar play, "A Train Ride,"

reads almost as well as it played

last month at the Moss Box. The
situation and characters arc ab-

surdly believable and the dialogue

— "Would you like some gum with

the word literally) wonderful.

Peter Herbst's "An Incident of

Foot" is the most successful of

Miscellany's three short stories.

ather bathetic situation

vith the assistance of Deird:

Irewer's sketch of the

noves one despite • neself

sented by Bill Matthew
Miller and Philip Stein

poets are represented
Bnrkdoll and Ellen Buckiivjlia-

Mr. Matthews, to whom \.

lany 185 is appropriately dc
cd, damns poor Tiresias fo

supplying a "solution" whic
poet would probably reject

fered. Mr. Stein has the effn

"Have
apalm bomb at night?" Nc

Have
i-Coui Prot Sui

:ely : of Saj icl Beck-

Kent's "The Unlnru'ly

ted presentation of a

mer Camp 1966," J. T. Miller has
the effrontery to effect such effete

effluvium as "effusion for efful-

gence" in an otherwise nicely con-

ceived commentary on "our shoot-

in over there." Philip Stein's

"Black Poem" is the most effective

of the "angry" poems. Despite such
"Steinerisms" as "your copy. How
sloppy" {One thinks of "Sweet
Maud/OH GAWD"). Mr. Stein's

mood is reminiscent of Thomas
Hardy's anti-god attitude and is

highlighted by a wonderfully Hop-
kinsian verbal juxtaposition —
"Mind loss — such loss." A nicely

done, very disturbing poem.

John Barkdoll has written "Con-
poem of real individ-

Campus Religious Groups

Form Coordinating Council
Representatives of the various

religious groups on campus met
last Tuesday to form a Council of

Religious Organizations and to

elect officers for the coming year.

The purpose of the CRO is to

MRA OfficersChosen;
Goldman President

;sep-

sponsor programs of general

interest to students on campus.
Vanderclock New President

Officers elected to head the co-

ordinating council are Bob Vander-
clock, president; George Baily,

vice president; Par Deschere, secre-

tary: and Karen Hayes, treasur-

er. Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl
ull

.
..lb. i,

The Men's Reside

tion president for nexi

Ted Goldman. The i

vice-president is Gilbei

for the vice-presidential post. It

was feared that a run-off would
also be necessary to decide the

presidential position, as the third

choice on the ballot was "no vote"

and it was possible for neither

candidate to receive the needed
majority for victory.

Two Car Rallies

President-elect Goldman explain-

ed that several activities will be

scheduled for next year including

two car rally*. The first rally will

be held in the fall, the second in

the spring. The increase is due to

the enthusiastic support and good
participation in the first rally held

"Working in conjunction with

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl, the

MRA will review the student

handbook rules concerning men,"
Goldman stated, and will work
jointly with the WRA on issues

which involve both men and wo-

A proctor review board will be

established to examine the "per-

of proctors approxi-

Dean will meet weekly with the

proctors. Finances for MRA-spon-

sored events come from the sale of

parking stickers, fines levied against

students, and from the sale of soft

drinks in numerous vending ma-
chines on campus.

Reason reaches and hot

cowboys
Become.

Dean Westerdahl and Rev.

Ralph A. Minker, minister of

Christ Methodist Church, originat-

ed the plan to form such a coun-

cil. Dean Westerdahl explained

that they were "concerned about

the lack of influence of the reli-

gious organizations on campus and
hoped that by combining the fi-

nancial resources and membership
of the individual clubs, the reli-

gious program could be made more

Five Represented
The religious organizations on

campus represented on the council

arc Canterbury Club, Baptist Stu-

dent Union, Newman Club, Wes-
ley Foundation, and the newly
formed Fellowship of Christian

Athletes. Provisions have also been
made for any new religious clubs

which may be organized,

Mr. Baily explained that a ma-
jor portion of each club's financial

backing will come through the

Council. "Since SGA has had to

tighten up its expenditures, the in-

dividual groups have had trouble

getting appropriations through be-

<e|...lit

.««.<. the CRO will be an all-

encompassing student organization

we should be able to receive more
financial support," he continued.

Parker Looks To College's Future
Editor's Note: The following arti-

cle was solocited from the develop-

ment office in order that faculty,

students, and alumni might more
clearly see what the "philosophy of

growth" of Washington College is,

and what lies in store for the col-

By Theodore Parker

Director of Development
A development office in the

mous with fund raising. And in-

deed, largely that's its function.

But, in a much larger sense the

phrase "college development" in-

cludes the total growth of an ins-

n d dcvcle]>TiK-nl

started in 1960 when the Heritage

Campaign was still in its formative

stages. Since 1962 when the formal

fund raising efforts

to this venerable institution.

Physical Facilities

That money has been allocated

r use in building three new dor-

f Foxwell Hall

and the Alumni House. Equally,

the Col-

lege's endowment which has grown

by almost $2.2 million for use in

.clii'larships and faculty chairs.

During this five year period, the

cost of annually operating Wash-
ington College has grown from

$1.1 million to almost $2. t

for the coming fiscal year, '67-68

Student, Faculty Growth
To discuss "development" in thi

more comprehensive sense one

impossible to measure adequately

the accomplishments in these

areas; but it is precisely in these

areas that the fund raising efforts

I thei
i for I

studied and established.

By 1970, when the present Her-
itage Campaign is scheduled to

end, campus additions should in-

clude a new $1.5 million library.

a women's gymnasium, a swimming
pool, another men's dormitory and
an infirmary. There will as well,

will leave it for others to describe

the ways in which Washington has

grown academically, but let me say

simply that by most quantitative

and qualitative measures there can
be no question about Washington

being a better school today than

Looking into the future, what
can be expected? The projects of

the Heritage Campaign have been

pretty well defined. Requirements

of

A crucially important matter,

and a necessary adjunct to these

accomplishments is the vital ex-

pansion of endowment funds for

scholarships, faculty chairs and op-

Total Program Considered

Taken individually one might

make a strong case for placing

priority on any one of the propos-

ed projects. Unfortunately t h e

parts cannot be separated from the

whole. We are looking at the

Washington College of 20 years

from now; in that context, the

removal of Cain Gymnasium, for

example, must be weighed in the

light of our total building pro-

gram, our overall efforts to im-

prove the college's facilities.

A new functional library with

central location and adequate

space is necessary to support the

faculty and students. At the same
time higher faculty wages raises

operating costs which then increas-

es tuition which restricts the num-
ber of qualified students who can

afford private education without

the students away. So, the whole
thing is a spider's web and it is

nearly impossible to discuss accur-

ately a single part without missing

some other part of the complex

Reflects Education Pattern

I think that probably the de-

velopment program in which Wash-
ington is now engaged is an ex-

tension of a development campaign

that had been gong on for about

180 years and will continue for

another 180. Having decided long

tion of merit, the adoption of a

formal fund-raising program in

1962 was simply the reflection of

the patterns in American Higher

Education. These patterns are
changing very quickly today.

rill be

finat

To i

the Ford Foundation,

founding a college per week in the

United States by 1980. By the

time the present Heritage Cam-
paign is concluded, electronic

equipment will be changing teach-

ing techniques and new demands

will be being placed on the liberal

arts. It is also a foregone conclus-

ion that new ways of financing ed-

If I could close with an editorial

opinion it would be this. Washing-

ton College is not a cloister re-

moved from the influence of econ-

omic, political, social and philo-

sophical trends in this worid; how-

ever, it should not spend too much
time worrying about the influence

the trends will have on it, rather

Washington College should now be

planning to have its own influence
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Prospect '82 Probes College Future
Editor's Note: When the Class of 1967 returns for operation was $1.1 tiiillioi.: tl

ill fifteenth reunion in 1982, Washington College will spend approximately $1.9 mill

b, entering its third century. What are the prospects crease over a five year pe.

lor a small liberal arts college then, amid the expand- jection

trig influence of the multiversity educational system?

Specifically, what pari will Washington College play

in the syslem? What ii necessary for the maintenance

and improvement of the standards and quality of the

college? These and other questions were posed at a

gatherin- last week of persons interested in the future

of Washington College.

; 510 students

The panelists pt sho

Parker, '64 Di

•Sandy" Jor

and Gov. in

l„. Ml nl ,./

rar of Histo

The folio mng

include Tony

of Development; Alexander

•„>>., of the Board of Visitors

' Hankey, '67, immediate past

on Waktlyn, Assistant Profcs-

tl WesterdaJll, Dean of Men.

esumc of what each speaker

said, both in his original presentation, and during the

course of the informal question and ansiver period

that followed.

The editors hope that this will serve as a valuable

insight into the planning and future of Washington

College, as stated by a diverse group of people, peak-

ing from different viewpoints, and that this sym-

posium, sponsored by the William James Forum, will

be continued at a later tl

Tony Parker: There : :
whichare three nssumptioi

(location is no longer a nice-

ity of life? it is a" necessity; the size of the popula-

tion and technological changes have made it a ne-

cessity (man can no longer survive independently of

oilier men) ; and thirdly, it is a necessity because val-

ues still exist, qualitative measures of what is good or

had, right or wrong, true or untrue in the world.

Dr. Milton Eisenhower has suggested that our

challenge, is to humanize technology. I would agree

wiih that proposition.

Change and Relevance

Change and relevance arc two important words to

keep in mind. As times change, an important ques-

tion to ask is whether Washington College is rele-

vant to the society in which it exists. I think that

we should be flexible and adapt to those changes,

and even anticipate them.

Some facts about Washington College and the

future growth of the population are interesting.

Today the school age population n

million people (persons between tl

By 1982 that will be close to 100

lion of that group will be involved

ibers about 70

ages of 5-24).

llion. 10 mil-

edu oday.

Public education will begin

through age 24. That works out to one community

college per 50,000 residents. At the present time we
are founding approximately twenty colleges a year;

by 1^80 we will be founding one per week.

Facilities Doubled
We will have to add, by 1975, facilities equal to

twice all the campus buildings that have been erected

in the United States since Harvard opened its doors

1636.

The economy is now spending about 6 per cent o(

he gross national product on education; by 1982, it

.-ill be spending 10 per cent on education, by the

ear 2,000, the figure will have risen to 25 per cent.

1 believe that we can

say with reasonable certainty that no college that i*

established today is going to be allowed to fail. The
question is: Who will pay for this education?

Students cannot, are not, and will not. Business

and philanthropic organizations, along with private

individuals, who last year contributed a total of

$13.6 billion (48 per cent of which went to support

religious institutions) cannot support education alone.

Joint Venture
Federal and state aid cannot do it alone cither.

There will be a cooperative venture, much as exists

today, with the governmental agencies paying an in-

creasingly larger share of the costs, the student, an
increasingly smaller portion.

At Washington College in 1962, the total cost of

fiscal year

,, a 73 per cent in-

iod. If we follow that pro-

fourteen years, cost of operation

Id be in excess of $10 million.

Enrollment

Student enrollment in 1962 w;

year began with 625 students, ;

of twenty-three students per year. Again, if this

projection is followed, we will have an enrollment of

970 students by the year 1982.

Assume we have 1,000 students by 1982, and that

student fees increase at a rate slightly less than the

standard of living, it will cost students $4,000 per

year for an education in 1982.

Income—Deficit

This would produce an annual income of $4 mil-

lion, against projected annual operating expenses of

over $10 million. Where is the $6 million for opera-

tions alone going to come from ?

There are two alternatives we can take. One is

that we can move along simply reacting to Che

changes in our society as they occur; the other is that

we can anticipate those changes, that we can change

Wakelyn

our program before society force

If we accept the first alternath

be listed among the also-]

,
I think i

The students, particularly the graduating studei

should realize that they, as alumni, elect by ballot

twelve of the members of the board. Twelve others

are appointed by the governor, and the remainder

are, in effect, selected by the first twenty-four.

May I suggest that you give careful considera-

tion to the ballot and to the biographical sketch that

you receive about the candidates.

Place In Society

We must also strive to increase the calibre of the

faculty. We must try to attract men of wisdom, of

learning, not necessarily of experience; men of vi-

sion, broad-minded men who can expose us to new
ideas. We must also continue to attract and cater

to outstanding students. I feel there is a place in

our society for the small college—with an enrollment

that is to be expanded to 750—-and tha

very definite need for colleges of this size

stude: do what the

iggesting that we take only mom's apple-

pie all American type students; but I think we should

have what Mr. Gray of the admissions department

here at Washington College commented on recently

as being a well-rounded student body, people from

all walks of life, from different ethnic, racial, and

national origins—who can contribute so much to the

Best School

I urge those of you who are alumni to keep in

touch with what is going on on the campus; to re-

turn periodically to see the changes. In simple,

practical terms, the better the college is, the better

your diploma is. Now there are much broader rea-

sons for being in college but that, in this practical

society, is a very useful one.

Clifford Hankey: I find myself asking the question:

if I had to make the choice again, if I was in the

positon of choosing a college, would I choose Wash-
ington College or a small libera! arts college, and

why. I am sure that I will be put in this position in

the future when someone asks my advice, asking

what I think of Washington College, what I think

of a liberal arts approach to education. What will

rbe?

ond alternative, we would find ourselves among the

leaders, among those who are not afraid to take a

chance to get in the lead.

In order, then, to remain relevant, we need not

abandon liberal arts; we need to adapt liberal arts.

Friendly Computers
Whatever path we follow, I think the students of

1982 can expect to develop friendly relations with

computers instead of teachers, have more freedom as

far as course selection is concerned, along with more
independent study. They will find less time for them-

selves; more video tapes, fewer text books. There

will be greater responsibility, more mobility and less

identity.

Washington College is a small college, but should

not be considered unique with its financial problems.

I wish us luck.

Alexander "Sandy" Jones: Dr. Donalds of the

Johns Hopkins University history department was

quoted recently as saying that history is very inter-

esting in itself but that it has no real value unless

we apply it to the present and to the future. This is

what I propose to address myself to now.

There have been a number of changes in this col-

lege since I was a student. It is often said by my
contemporaries that we could no longer matriculate

here or be graduated from this institution, which

is undoubtedly true, and which I think is a recogni-

tion by these alumni that the college has improved.

Board Broadened
One of the first changes that was made when

President Daniel Gibson came to Washington College

was the expansion of the Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors, from primarily Eastern Shoremen who suf-

fered from myopia and could not see beyond ths

Eastern Shore of the Chesapeake Bay. The number
of men on the board was increased to thirty-six (the

size of the graduating class that year). This broad-

ened the "base" of the hoard considerably. Other

changes were instituted regarding the eligibility and

selection of members of the board.

When I was a student here, full professors were

paid less than instructors are paid now. The build-

ings all had been dedicated by Dr. William Smith,

and the students came from wherever the college

could get them.
Better Faculty

The faculty has quite obviously improved in cali-

bre and background. The students are drawn essen-

tially from the upper one-fifth of their graduating

classes, the remainder from the top half.

In the next fifteen years, I suggest that we emu-
late the start, the precedent that has been estab-

lished during the past fifteen years. In terms of ac-

complishment during that period, this is no small

I hit upon one thing, though it is not all-inclusive,

but it is very important: the relationship that exists

between students and faculty and the relationship

that exists among students.

I will take the second one first. In speaking to

some of the panel members earlier, I mentioned that

I was afraid to graduate, that I didn't know what I

would do when I got my diploma, had I graduated

from the University of Maryland where I began my
college education.

Impersonality

In terms of student relations with other students, it

goes without saying that there is the element of im-

personality in the university system. At Washington

College we often boast of how well we get to know
one another, of the close friendships which are made
and never broken.

These are not the pleasant experiences, many
times that we make them out to be. They are hard

experiences. There are problems in dealing at this

very personal level which one can more easily avoid

at a large university. I do not. know what I am go-

ing to do after my anticipated graduation, but I

know it is going to involve people. Dealing with

people, understanding their viewpoints, getting along

Carl Westerdahl

with people, (not necessarily agreeing with them)

but being able to work with them, to communicate
with them, is going to be a problem we all face.

Problem: Communication
Now I imagine this is probably trite and over-

simplified, but in our society, it is one of the biggest

problems: communication. And this is something
that while it might appear to be very easy down
here, isn't necessarily the case. It's something that

you have the opportunity to acquire. The challenge

is presented: there are problems in such close rela-

tionships, there are very definite rewards. You not

only get to know other people I think, but you get

to know yourself. Other people know you better.
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Coaches Gain Berths
On Intramural Squad
Coaches Ed Elliot and Edward

rUhey lead ihe balloting in this

year's Elm All-Intramural team se-

lected by the sports staff.

Because of the division of the

league, all-stars from both were

ii.mied. Hitting and fielding were

, M.Kii

Sis A's. Ghecket

5-0 record while hitting

clip. The catcher is Jii

(.667) of Lambda A.

In the infield, John Roberts

(.800) is leading the league in

hitting and has been selected at

first base. The second baseman is

Barry Drew of Theta Chi (.467),

the third baseman Ken Stein

(.478) of Sig A, and the shortstop,

Lambda A's Tom Marshall (.587).

Intramural Softball All-Stars

NATIONAL LEAGUE

C Kyle Murphy Sanova Beech

lb Bill Mitman Mr. Simmons

2B Tom Polvinale 4Q's

3b Nick Samaras

SS Harold Gray Faculty

OF Paul Fastie

OF Steve Wrightson 4Q's

OF Charles Mock
P Coach Athey (R) Faculty

Coach Elliott (L) Faculty

AMERICAN LEAGUE

C Jim McKinney Lambda A

IB John Roberts Lambda B

2B Barry Drew Theta A

SS Tom Marshall Lambda A

OF Bruce Miller

OF Pete Rosen Sig A

OF Petejoslin KA A

P Dick Checket

The outfield Is composed of

Bruce Miller (.613) and Pete Ros-

en (.607), bom of the Phi Sig

A, and KA Pete Joslin (.500).

In the National League. Faculty

players Ed Athey and Left Elliot,

because of their abilities, split the

pitcher position. Sophomore KyU-

Murphy (.375) rf the Sanova

Beech Boys won the nod as the

all-star backstop.

Rounding out the infield for the

National League are at first base

the Simmons' Bill Mitman (.557),

at second Tom Polvinale (.400)

of the 4 Q's, at third the Sanova

Beech Boys' Nick Samaras (.692)

and at short Mr. Harold Gray

(.400) of the Faculty.

Mock Leads in Hitting

The leading hitter of the Na-

tional League. M r. Simmons'

Chuck Mock (.705) heads the out-

field. Other players arc Steve

Wrightson (.417) of the 4 Q's and

Paul Fastie (.666) of Simmons.

This year's honorable mention

went to Charlie Skipper of Sim-

mons, Dave Moreland and Bob

Schnackel of Phi Sig A, Todd
Mulvenny of Lambda A. and Dick

Jackson of Theta A.

Softball Play

Enters Finals

because of the number of

Ed-

Quick
Stick

the touring English

t decided until the

;
personal, friendly

meet. The players were

e clubs all over England.

really quick, and

«n at the Tavern

outlast Eddie's supply of

By Dick Louck

Washington College ended the 1967 lacrosse

Wednesday with a hard-fought victory t

Lacrosse Union All-Stars. The game w;

last quarter when the Sho'men dumped

win 15-11.

The British team was perhaps the

bunch of guys a person could Wi

selected from among the many 1;

Only two were members of a University team.

Quite unused to American rules at first the British learned

very quickly and were able to beat Swarthmore 17-15 before

losing to the Sho'men. Then later in the week the Stars whip-

ped Towson 17-5, showing further improvement.

The British play with twelve men on a team, they don't

wear helmets, and the rules are such that the game is much

more genteel than the American version. The British soon ac-

customed themselves to the body checking and rough play not

found in England and used their surprising speed to come un-

comfortably close to beating the Sho'men.

No substitution is allowed in English lacrosse, and the play-

ers, though most were over twenty-five, w
well-conditioned. Several of the te

the night before the game, trying

Afterwards, at a fish fry, one Britisher went for a row in

the hostess' rowboat, until he discovered how far it was to Eng-

land Another fed beer to the cherished thoroughbred pups

kenneled behind the big house. All in all, the Britishers

such a great bunch of rollicking good guys that I'm sure the

Kelly squad was sorry to see them leave.

The Sho'men played three or four really good games this

season. That may sound silly with an 11-1 record, but many of

those eleven games were more or less easy touches for the Sho'-

men. A good game is not especially a winning game, but a

"ame in which everything seems to go right.

The games against Brown, Hopkins, Hofstra, and parts of

the Washington & Lee game were the best this year. The

rest of the games were marred by either a lack of hustle, co-

ordination, and just general lack-luster effort.

In the beginning of the year. Coach Kelly had doubts about

this season being very successful. The loss of Jaeger, Svec

and Rudolph Kelly thought would be very sorely felt. How-

ever, Mark Madden turned in a remarkable year at attack, and

was much more valuable at that position than at last year's

midfield spot.

The addition of Tom Heald to the defense also took some of

the shock of the loss of Svec away. Heald is not as good with

the stick as Svec, but his clearing was very valuable. Pete Betts

played with much more confidence and poise this year, again

helping to brighten the picture for Kelly.

But besides individual performances, the team effort and

the overall balance of the team was remarkable. Although the

top scorers of the team are among the top ten scorers in the

country, the scoring was still spread out somewhat, as every-

leagues by Athlt

ward Athey in i

complete scheduli

Each team ha

regular season already and the

three teams of each league are an-

ticipating the playoffs. In their

games, the second and third place

finishers will meet to determine the

right to meet the first place team

for the league championship.

Overall Champion
The final two teams will play to

decide the overall champion of the

softball circuit this spring.

At present the Phi Sig A team

has clinched first place in the

American League composed of only

fraternity teams. With a perfect

record of 5-0, they will meet the

winner of the Lambda A—Theta

Chi game.
Faculty, Simmons Tied

In the National League, the

Simmons team is tied with the Fa-

culty for first place. Both teams

have a 4-1 record. A flip of a

coin will decide who will play the

third place finisher, the Sanova

Beech Boys.

It is interesting to note that in

the finals there will be a match be-

tween hitting and pitching. The

National League appears to have

the better pitchers, while the

Regan, OrtmanLead
Country in Scoring
Three of Washington College's

ntly lead-

scoring departments.

: have completed their sea-

lacrosse players z

Most Goals

t present crcase-attarkma,

nan is the leading goal

Carl

Mark Madden, is also among the

leaders. He has scored a total of

twenty-nine goals with sixteen as-

sists. A sophiHiKirr, Madden will

nd Mike Kelly fifteen.

13.6 Average

, the Sho'men arc ci

He has tallied forty-

three- goals. In all, Ortman has

amassed fifty-two points.

All-American candidate Jim

Chalfant is the leading scorer

among all midfielders in the nation

with forty-seven points. He has

scored thirty goals and has assisted

As £

rently leading the nation in goals

with a total of IG6 goals, an aver-

age of 13.6 goals per game. In

comparison the team had only

seventy-five goals scored upon

them, an average of only 6.2 goals.

The attack for the year has scor-

ed eighty-five goals and assisted on

aeventy-scven scores. In all they

have accounted for an outstanding

total of one hundred and sixty-two

Shore Tennis Team
Has Losing Season
Climaxing the season on a win-

ning note, the Washington College

tennis team defeated Elbabeth-

town 6-3 last Saturday. The final

record for the season is 2-10.

Dick Checket, playing at num-

ber one, lost to Bender of Eliza-

bethtown 6-2, 6-2. Coach Athey

stated that Checket has improved

throughout the season and would

easily make any varsity team in

Manning Wins

Playing at number two, Bill

Manning defeated Brostrand 6-2,

6-2. At number three Bill Wood-

cock lost to his Elizabethtow

ponent in a hard fought i

5-7, 6-2, 6-0.

Both the fourth and fifth

6-2, 3-6, 6-1

nded

tch

Lose Double Match

At the anchor position Steve

Graeff held his own for Washing-

ton College defeating Eamsi of

EHzabethtown 6-0, 6-3.

In the double cempetition,

Checket and Kendall playing at

number one defeated their oppon-

ents, 3-6, 6-2. 6-3. After Manning

and Woodcock had lost at number

two, Crcy and GraerT won at three

by a score of 6-0, 6-3.

Definite Improvement

Looking over the season Coach

Edward Athey remarked that he

felt that most of his players had

made a definite improvement dur-

the lit. Ihn lidfields scored ;

Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer —•
Farah

Downtown Chcstcrlo'
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Spring Weekend Events Recalled . .

.

"Last Hurrah" A Wet Cheer

As Rain Dampens Weekend '67

By Barbara Osborn

Gumps are over, and fur the s- r

iors, u was all over but the la

hurrah. Spring Weekend '67 w;>

exactly that.

ding as Griffin extolled die virtuei

bright blue pockethook for the au-

dience. Having seme difficulty

getting seventy-five cents for col-

lege beer glasses, John McGinnis
was hid one dollar for his tie.

Travel Adventure

The Class of
'

ned off, and (he Senior

1 $220 fur their trouble.

day night. Over 700 students,

alumni and guests packed the

dance floor to shake and sway to

the music of Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles. Smokey opted to do
his I...!! I

mlm-.i.i.l,.

sh...

The SOA held

Saturda evening at 6 p.m. Sena-

tors ant their guests at the Great

Oaks Cc untry Club, in anticipation

of the c ance, paid tribute to the

back-up hands who carry the

melodic load for the big name
groups a our dances.

Loudest Hurrahs

Rounding out the evening were the

beats of the Van Dykes and the

Rusty Nails.

The hurrahs were drowned out

on Sunday afternoon at the Beach

Party at Anthony's Beach. The
SGA, unable to find an alternate

arrangement, decided to resist in-

sistent showers and the beat went
on. Tray 'N* the Diamonds, the

fourth combo to cntortain weekend
celebrators, played throughout the

afternoon to merry, if slightly

soggy enthusiasts.

Happy couple, temporarily out of focus, relaxes at table for a few i

ments before rejoining merry dunce floor throng.

.slirj«ci> fu reed band

Maze of bodies, booze and bands filled the armory.
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Coaches Gain Berths

On Intramural Squad
Coaches Ed Elliot

lead

i Edwi
this

r's Elm All-Intrainural

led by ihe sports staff.

Because of the division of the

8ue,
all-stars from both were

ned. Hitting and fielding were

en into consideration by the se-

American League Battery

Sig A's. Checket has compile

5-0 record while hitting at a

clip. The catcher is Jim McKii

(.667) of Lambda A.

In the infield, John Rot

pitcher Dick Check

hitting and has been selected at

first base. The second baseman is

Barry Drew of Theta Chi (.467),

the third baseman Ken Stein

(.478) of Sis A, and the shortstop,

Lambda A's Tom Marshall (.587).

Intramural Softball All-Stars

NATIONAL LEAGUE

C Kyle Murphy Sanova Beech

lb Bill Mitman

2B Tom Polvinale 4 Q's

3b Nick Samaras Sanova Beech

SS Harold Gray Faculty

OF Paul Fastie

OF Steve Wrightson 4 Q's

OF Charles Mock

P Coach Athey (R) Faculty

Coach Elliott (L)

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Lambda A

IB John Roberts Lambda B

2B Barry Drew

SS Tom Marshall Lambda A

OF Bruce Miller

OF Pete Rosen Sig A

OF Petejoslin

P Dick Checket S.gA

The outfield is composed of

Bruce Miller (.613) arid Pete Ros-

en (.6H7), both of the Phi Sig

A, and KA Pete Joslin (.500).

In the National League, Faculty

players Ed Athey and Left Elliot,

because of their abilities, split the

pitcher position. Sophomore Kyi;

Murphy (.375) of the Sam va

Beech Boys won the nod as thr-

all-star backstop.

Rounding out the infield for the

National League are at first base

the Simmons' Bill Mitman (.557),

at second Tom Polvinale (.400)

of the 4 Q's, at third the Sanova

Beech Boys' Nick Samaras (.692)

and at short Mr. Harold Gray

(.400) of the Faculty.

Mock Leads in Hitting

The leading hitter of the Na-

tional League, M r. Simmons'

Chuck Mock (.705) heads the out-

field. Other players are Steve

Wrightson (.417) of the 4 Q's and

Paul Fastie (.666) of Simmons.

This year's honorable mention

went to Charlie Skipper of Sim-

mons Dave Moreland and Bob

Schnackcl of Phi Sig A, Todd
Mulvenny of Lambda A, and Dick

Jackson or Theta A.

Softball Play

Enters Finals

LEADING SCORERS—Attackmen Mark Madden, Carl Ortman and

Ron Regan with midfielder Jim Chalfant led Washington in scoring.

Regan, Ortman Lead
Country in Scoring
Three of Washington College's

lacrosse players are currently lead-

ing various scoring departments.

Ml three have completed their sea-

•ntly leading the

sists with fifty-t

f fifty-

Quick
Stick

By Dick Louck

Washington College ended the 1967,bow; «Jg g
Wednesday with a hard-fought victory over *e taring Eng 1 sh

Lacrosse Union All-Stars. The game was not deaded «n*Uhe

last quarter when the Sho'men dumped six goals into the net to

Wm
The British team was perhaps the most P™"^1"^

hunch of guys a person could want to meet. The players were

selected from among the many lacrosse clubs all over England.

Only two were members of a University team.

O.iite unused to American rules at first, the British learned

v,rv^uckly and were able to beat Swarthmore 17-15 before

i3Sg
q
Sti£ Sho'men. Then later in the week the Stars whip-

ped Towson 17-5, showing further improvement.

The British play with twelve men on a team, they don t

wear helmets, and the rules are such that the game » much

more genteel than the American version. The British soon ac-

u.stomcd themselves to the body checking and rough play not

fuund in England and used their surprising speed to come un-

comfortably close to beating the Sho'men.

No substitution is allowed in English lacrosse and the play-

er>, though most were over twenty-five, were really quick, and

well-conditioned. Several of the team were seen at the Tavern

the night before the game, trying to outlast Eddies supply ot

Afterwards, at a fish fry, one Britisher went for a row in

the hostess' rowboat, until he discovered how far it wa_

land Another fed beer to the cherished thoroughbred pups

1 ,-nneled behind the big house. All in all, the Britishers were

such a great bunch of rollicking good guys that I m sure the

Kelly squad was sorry to see them leave.

The Sho'men played three or four really good games this

season. That may sound silly with an 1 1-1 record, but many of

those eleven <*ames were more or less easy touches for the Sho -

men. A good game is not especially a winning game, but a

i-ame in which' everything seems to go right.

The games against Brown, Hopkins, Hofstra, and parts of

the Washington & Lee game were the best this year The

rest of the games were marred by either a lack of hustle, co-

ordination, and just gi-nernl lat k-lttsler effort.

In the beginning of the year. Coach Kelly had doubts about

this season being very successful. The loss of Jaeger, Svec

and Rudolph Kelly thought would be very sorely felt. How-

ever, Mark Madden turned in a remarkable year at attack, and

was much more valuable at that position than at last years

midfield spot. f

The addition of Tom Heald to the defense also took some ot

the shock of the loss of Svec away. Heald is not as good with

the stick as Svec, but his clearing was very valuable. Pete Betts

played with much more confidence and poise this year, again

helping to brighten the picture for Kelly.

But besides individual performances, the team effort and

the overall balance of the team was remarkable. Although the

lop scorers of the team are among the top ten scorers in the

country, the scoring was still spread out somewhat, as every-

one on the first three midfields scored at least one goal.

leagues by Athletic Director Ed-

ward Athey in order to insure a

complete schedule.

Each team has played out the

regular season already and the top

three teams of each league are an-

ticipating the playoffs. In their

games, die second and third place

finishers will meet to determine the

right to meet the first place team

for the league championship.

Overall Champion
The final two teams will play to

decide the overall champion of the

softball circuit this spring.

At present the Phi Sig A team

has clinched first place in the

American League composed of only

fraternity teams. With a perfect

record of 5-0, they will meet the

winner of the Lambda A—Theta

Chi game.
Faculty, Simmons Tied

In the National League, the

Simmons team is tied with the Fa-

culty for first place. Both teams

have a 4-1 record. A flip of a

coin will decide who will play the

third place finisher, the Sanova

Beech Boys.

Most Goals

At present crcase-attackma.i Carl

Ortman is the leading goal scorer

in the nation. He has tallied forty-

ihiee goals. In all, Ortman has

amassed fifty-two points.

All-American candidate Jim

Chalfant is the leading scorer

among all midfielders in the nation

with forty-seven points. He h;

scored thirty goals and has ass:

Madden Excels

Washington's other attack

Washington has two other play-

ers with excellent totals. Barry

Drew has scored twenty-seven

points and Mike Kelly fifteen.

13.6 Average

As a team, the Sho'men are cur-

rently leading the nation in goals

with a total of 166 goals, an aver-

age of 13.6 goals per game. In

comparison the

snty-fivi inals

them, an average of only 6.2 goals,

The attack for the year has scor-

ed eighty-five go&ll and assisted on

have accounted for an outstanding

total of one hundred and sixty-two

Shore Tennis Team
Has Losing Season
Climaxing the season on a win-

ning note, the Washington C-.1K--

tennis team defeated Elizabeth-

town 6-3 last Saturday. The final

record for the season is 2-10.

Dick Checket, playing at num-

ber one, lost to Bender of Eliza-

bethtown 6-2, 6-2. Coach Athey

stated that Checket has improved

throughout the season and would

easily make any varsity team in

ih-

the finals there will be a match be-

tween hitting and pitching. The

National League appears to have

Manning Wins

Playing at number

Manning defeated Brostrand 6-2

6-2. At number three Bill Wood

cock lost to his Elizabelhtown

hard fought m

bill

5-7, 6-2, 6-C

Both the fourth and fifth posi-

tion players for Washington Col-

lege- defeated their opponents. Fred

Grey at number four won in a

hurry 6-0, 6-0, while Bob Kendall

at five was extended in winning

6-2, 3-6, 6-1.

Lose Double Match

At the anchor position Steve

Graeff held his own for Washing-

ton College defeating Earnsi of

Etizabethtown 6-0, 6-3.

In the double competition,

Checket and Kendall playing at

number one defeated their oppon-

ents, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3. After Manning

and Woodcock had lost at number

two, Grey and Graeff won at three

by a score of 6-0, 6-3.

Definite Improvement

Looking over the season Coach

Edward Athey remarked that he

felt that most of his players had

made a definite improvement dur-

ing the season. He -specially prais-

ed freshman Bill Woodcock who

he believes will develop into an

The loss of number two man

John Merrill and number six man

Ken Stein hurt the chances of the

ver, Coach Athey felt

that although the season record

was not as good as last year, the

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketecr — Fatah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phooc 776-3181
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Spring Weekend Events Recalled . •

.

"Last Hurrah" A Wet Cheer
As Rain Dampens Weekend '67

By Barbara Osborn Driftwood went for about 75% of

Comps are ever, and for the sen- their face value. The Class of '67

iors, it was all ever but thr lam even . ffered, opportunities for tra-

hurrah, Spring Weekend '67 was vel and adventure putting plane
exactly that. rides fn m Gill Airport and boat

The festivities started will) the
rides on the Chester River up for

hawking of John McGinnis and
grabs. Items werth up to $50,

Brian Griffin at thr- Senior Class
from clock-radios to sports jacket*.

aunii n on Friday night. Apprnxi-
were auctioned off, and (he Senior
Class netted $220 for their trouhle.

ered in Hods..n Hall !,, ihe^l-id- The SGA held its banquet on
ding as Griffin extolled the virtues Saturday evening at 6 p.m. Sena-

tors and their guests at the Great
bright blue pocketbtt V fi i thi au- Oaks Country Club, in anticipation
dience. Having some difficulty of the dance, paid tribute to the
getting seventy-five rents for col- back-up bands who carry the
lege beer glasses, John McGinnis melodic load for the big name
was hid one dollar for his lie. croups at our dances.

Travel Adventure Loudest Hurrahs
Dinners for two for the Gran- The loudest hurrahs came from

ary, Kitty Knight House and the the Chestertown Armory on Satur-

day night. Over 700 students

dance floor to shake and sway tn

the music of Stnokey Robinson ancl

the Miracles. Smokey opted to do
his two half-hour shows continu-
ously and gave the enthusiastic
crowd a show of 70 minutes.
Rounding out the evening were the

beats of the Van Dykes and the

Rusty Nails.

The hurrahs were drowned otll

on Sunday afternoon at the Beach
Party at Anthony's Beach. The
SGA, unable to find an alternate

arrangement, decided to resist in-

sistent showers and the beat went
on. Tray 'N' the Diamonds, the

fourth combo to cntortain weekend
cclebrators, played throughout the
afternoon to merry, if slightly

sonny enthusiasts.

Happy couple, temporarily out of focus, relaxes at table for a few i

ments before rejoining merry dance floor throng.

fjferj
Maze of bodies, booze and bands filled the armory.



St. Andrew's Crew Downs
Rookie Washington Squad

By Mitchell Bronson

Last Friday, the Washington

College crew, competing in its first

race, lost by four lengths to the

third boat of the, St. Andrew's

School team. Although stronger

physically than their opponents,

the Sho'men were beaten by a

better coordinated and more ex-

perienced St. Andrew's crew.

Organized this spring by captain

Jamie Johnson, the oarsmen had

practiced for five weeks in prepa-

ration for this race. Traveling

iliree times per week to practice

r.n the St. Andrew's course in Mid-

dletown, Delaware, they have jour-

neyed more than 900 miles.

Borrowed Coach
The Sho'men, using the St. An-

drew's equipment, also borrowed

[he services of their mentor, David

Washburn. Coach Washburn ad-

mitted that "it lakes at least five

well established and competitive."

Competing for the Sho'men in

the eight-oar event was Andy Dy-

er at the bow position, followed

>>y Peter Brown, Jamie Johnson,

Bruce Hill, Jack Hawkcs. Doug
Schneider, and John Miller, with

D»n Gilmour at the stroke posi-

tion. Coxswain for the crew was

Simebn Hyde.

Strength Not Enough
The St. Andrew's third boat, of

the five crews at the school, was

matched against the rookies from

Washington College. The average

age for the

Aral

length over the Sho' oars

The coordination of the S

ew's team persisted through

they stretched their lead to four

lengths at the finish.

Televised Coverage
For their first effort of the sea-

son, the Washington crew receiv-

ed television coverage. WTOP TV
filmed the Sho'men in preparation

for the race. The tape, which also

included an interview with Coach
Washburn, will be used as a sup-

plemented to a sporting news

broadcast at some future date.

As a show of gratitude, the

Washington College crew present-

the Washington crew.

Next year, according

captain Jamie Johnson, the Wa:
ington College crew hopes to co

er port, preferably on the Chester

River. Johnson stated that a tem-

porary boathousc could be con-

(Continucd from PaL

Ellen Buckingham has written

the most successful item in Mia-

crllany 185, "Remembrance of a

Friend." It is a beautiful use of

setting to evoke mood and create

emotional and intellectual content.

The poem presents the moment
when mere words become some-

thing more than words, become
i hough ts that arc impressed on

one's body and one's mind as liv-

ing, vital things. The poet's friend

had :

"The ! thei

lily

Washington College < : the catch during

mg

St. Andrew's,

parent that strength alone cant

win a race. The St. Andrei

crew took the lead at the st;

and never relented as the race p
eeeded along the one mile coui

Standing Start

Worteck Plans 'Active Schedule
For Campus Debating Society

In

:anding position, first pull-

ing quick strokes necessary to get

the shell moving. The next stroke

is a fast power stroke which brings

the shell up to normal speed. Af-

ter about twenty power strokes, the

lowers the beat to thirty-

strokes

;w lost valuable tim

ained St. Andrew
end of the fir.'

The Debating Society of Wash-
ington College is now making plans

for an active debating program for

the 1967-1968 academic year.

The team has been invited to

participate in the C. W. Post In-

vitational Tournament at Long Is-

land University in Brookville, New
York and to tournaments at Loyola

College in Baltimore and Harper

College in New York.

Campus Debate Planned

Other activities planned for next

year include a possible campus de-

bate open to all students on topics

of general interest other than the

national topic. Arrangements are

also being made for the assistant

WRA Initiates Program

To Beautify Dormitories

debating coach of Georgetown Un-
iversity to speak here.

Earlier this year the Debating

Society participated in the C. W.
Post Invitational Tournament. Ed-

ward Worteck, president of the so-

ciety, explains that although the

team won only one out of eight

debates at the tournament, they

had a number of high speaker rat-

ings and their over-all average was

only three points below that of the

Smallest College

Washington College students

participating in the tournament

were Edward Worteck, Donald
Rogers, Donald Denton and Jean

Hayes. Washington College was the

smallest school represented, facing

teams from University of Massa-

chusetts and City College of New
York among others.

The Debating Society was form-

ed in February of this year by Ed-

ward Worteck with

of Alexander Baumga

Under the guidance of Miss

Doris Bell, Director of Women's

Residence, the Women's Residence

Association has formed a commit-

tee to "add color to the girls'

side of Washington Avenue."

No definite plans have yet been

made, but iclude

planting flowers along the walkway

between Reid Hall and Minta

Martin Hall. The committee will

also add to the few flowers now
around Caroline House, and per-

haps the other girls' dormitory,

with emphasis on Caroline which

Landscape Guidance

from the combination of aid from

the maintenance department, WRA
funds, and the Chestertown Gar-

den Club. The Garden Club may
provide the official landscape gui-

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

i carry it through

the night . . ."

The poet now realizes the signi-

ficance, the thought, of the words:

I carry the sun into the night

and it bums because

I never did it before.

The question with which the poem
concludes is hauntingly beautiful

and deeply moving. Misi Ducking-

ham has given Miscellany 185 a

real work of art and, if for no

other reason, Miscellany 185

should be valued for her poem.

Golfer Takes 4th ..

.

(Continued from Page 6)

both rounds on Monday, May 8.

Washington could not compete

for the team championship since

the aggregate scores of four players

from each team were needed to

ptalifi.

Thev,

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Giftx

Women'* Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

for this oject, well :

;ing the shrubbery for the

statue. Little George, should it be

placed on the female side of the

campus.

Mrs. Tri ^ife of Dr.

Trimmer, chairman of the physics

department at the College, may
also donate from her profuse Iris

garden. The first meeting of the

WRA committee directing the op-

eration was held on Tuesday,

May 15.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Clicsiertowu, Md.

Sue Thomas, a member of the

WRA committee, is now engaged

in a beautification project for the

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear .

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Moaday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sunday: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Overlooking

Wor ton Creek Marina

Cbesiertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
thank you for your patron-

Congratulations to the Class of '67

age! Best Wishes!
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor
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Liberal Arts .

(Continued from Page 5)

to all people. We must make some
effort lo cooperate with other in-

stitutions lo form loose confedera-

cies with other private colleges

area. This is already being done
by many colleges in this country.

We have an inter-library loan

program which

for This

mini-step in what I think will be

a full-blown program by 1982.

Faculty Loaned
We could also start a program

of faculty loan. Certain members
of our faculty would go to an in-

fivc Maryland colleges be sent lev

the west coast much more cheap-

ly than each college could send its

Preservation of Identity

What we must be careful of here

is that the identity of each indi-

vidual college is not lost in this

joining together of efforts. I feel

that if we could manage to retain

the sense of individuality aw
thei of pro-

grams, I think we would make
extremely exciting to a student

attending Washington College with

all these.

Snobby Drift

The other area is one that I

irncd ; thai

many of the private colleges in

the U.S. arc starting to drift very

much to the becoming what the

miliary si hool today.

vc can see this sort

Washington College. Thi
La-

and anyone who knows anything

sport, and caters to snobs. The de-

velopment of crew on the campus
is another example of a snob sport.

I say we must fight this trend.

Preppies Arc OK
I do not say that I am against

preppies; some of the preppies on

contributors to college life. But I

think what 1 am for is balance

in our institution. I think the

Washington College of 1982 should

have Negro students from the

ghetto, the farmer from Princess

Anne; I think it is vitally impor-

tant that we have students from all

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:0Op.m.-llK)0p.D

FOX'S

5c -$1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Campus Calendar
Friday, May 19

Reading Period Begins

Chester Players — Win. Smith

8:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 20
Reading Period

Chester Players — Wm. Smith

8:30 p.m.

Sunday, May 21

Reading Period

Mon. May 22 Sat. May 27
Final Examinations

Alumni Reunion Weekend
Friday, June 2

Alumni Registration — Alumni

House — 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Alumni Mixer — Alumni House

8:30 - 12:00 p.m.

Saturday, June 3

Alumni Association Breakfast

Meeting — Hodson Hall

Che r Riv -2:30
,

President's Reception—Hynson-
Ringgold House — 4:00 p.m.

Class Reunion Dinners and
Dancing — Hodson — Hall —
8:00 - 12:00 p.m.

COMMENCEMENT
Sunday, June 4

ital Breakfast — Hodson
Hall 9:01) .

Baccalaureate Services—On the

Campus — 11:00 a.m.

Graduation Exercises — On the

Campus — 2:30 p.m.

Letters

3:30 -

Registn

riii i

Alumni House
12:00 N

Class Meetings & Photographs

Front Campus — 11:00 a.m.

Outdoor Barbecue — On the

Campus Green— 12:30-2:30 p.m.

Campus Tours; Recreation;

(Continued from Page 2)

and all students of the college are

SGA members. No attendance or

vote is required for their election

procedures. In fact, the only or-

of

for

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE

TUES. thru SAT. MAY 23-27

ROSALIND RUSSELL
ROBERT MORSE

"Or Dad, Poor Dad,

Mama's Hung You in

The Closet And I'm

Feeling So Sad"

—Also—

"Is Paris Burning?"

213 DRIVE-IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 75*

c-l.ilil.tn (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.S-AT.-SUN. MAY 25-27

"ARRIVEDERCI,

BABY!"

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Mond«y - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext 253

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

3
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

CI.estertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Cindermen . . .

{Continued from Page 6)

Mock's fifth place in the 100 and
a fourth in the 220. Marty Smith
took fourth in the 440 with a time
of 50.7 seconds. It was Smith's

fastest time ever and ranked him
as the second fastest quarter miler

ever to compete under Coach
Chatellier. Pete Johnson took sixth

in the javelin with a toss of 177'

while Bittenhcnder took eighth in

the mile and Whitman placed sixth

in the two mile with times of 4:40
and 10:10 respectively. The two
mile time was also the fastest ever

for Whitman.

Departing Profs

Make Fall Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

Tar I -fin (Jinij tours to factories and
other business concerns. In the fall.

Mr. Lcvno will resume French in-

struction at Towson State in Bal-

at the University of Wyoming in

Laramie. This summer, in addition

to teaching political behavior

he ;

tiripates receiving his Ph.D. from
the University of Massachusetts af-

ter the finishing touches on his

dissertation are completed.

Styer Continues Studies

Mr. David Styer, professor of

mathematics, is departing to begin
graduate study. He has filed an
application at the University of

Maryland where he anticipates

studying this year. This summer
Mr. Styer will l>e reviewing French

proficiency examinations in a for-

gin his further study.

Acting Dean Newlin reports that

five of the six vacancies, excluding
the one in the department of math-
ematics, have not yet been filled

Ping Pong . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

lege has realized that its laudable

"sound mind and sound body" ap-
plies to all in its auspices—both
teacher and pupil.

Tournaments
This new challenge is being ad-

mirably answered by several profes-

sors. Among the numerous activi-

ties which the "new breed" is pur-

suing, the most conspicuous is pin^
pong. Tournaments which thrill

the hearts and imaginations of all

spectators are being held with in.

creasing regularity in the Student
Activities Center.

The most exciting aspect cf all

is that the professors compete with
each other not only to win the co-

veted tenure, but because they ac-

tually enjoy the sport. This can be

readily documented by the fact

that at least one participant not
only has tenure, but is one of the

most venerated teachers at the col-

lege.

Finally, this innovation in facul-

ty activity at the college sets a-

splendid example to all students.

The gentlemanly attitude display-

ed at all of these strenuous com-
petitions reveals the importance of

maintaining one's dignity in victory

or defeat. Our hat is off to all

those professors who demonstrate
that man does not live by books

Pegasus editor Don Munter has

announced the members of his stafl

for next year. Assistant to the edi-

tor will be this year's Pegasu\
editor, Par Deschere. Greek editor

will be Shannon Ellis; Literary

editor, Cathy Barnes; Features and
Organizations editor, Linda Baily:

Men's Sports editor, George Baily

Girl's Sports editor, Mary Sue
Blevins; Layout editor, Rose Wol-
ford ; and copy editor Louise Mas-
ten will all serve under Munter.
Pegasus is the college yearbook.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler

Cross Street — Cheslertouu

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

TASTE! FREEZI

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones ' Cji*.

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Injuraacc Corp.
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Dr. Burns Discusses
Admissions, Faculty

erm of office at Dean Burns expressed pride and
ge this summer, satisfaction in the figures released

led Dean of the recently by the admission;

Landon C. Burns,

; his first few I nths

ng himself with the op-

af the college, and the

functions of his particular office.

Among the most important items

on Dean Burns
1

agenda this year

is the work scheduled to be com-

pleted by the Academic Council.

The committee, headed this year

by Dr. Newlin, will undertake a

thorough review of the distribu-

partment which indicated that an
increasing percentage of students

listed Washington College as their

first choice, and that the quality of

those students, as measured by
SAT scores, rank in class, and
other criteria, has continued up-

ward. "This in spite of a wide-

spread levelling oiT, and in some

cases, decline in the quantity and
the quality of students admitted at

a number of colleges rumparable

ti. Washington College," lie stat-

ed.

Trend Was Predicted

This trend, recognized recently

by a number of national weekly
magazines, was predicted by col-

inued on Page 4)(C

'Open Door' Policy

Set By Dean Clark

'Who's Who'
Taps Twelve
For Honors

instituted in the Dean of Womens

office by the newest addition to the

administrative stall at Washington.

Dean Beverly Clark.

Dean Clark is a graduate of

tics and holds a Masters c

ation in Counseling from th

:rsity of Maryland. She sa)

jlans to spend the first fe-

i getting to know the wome

she explained, "but

Dean Clark previously held a

position with the Atomic Energy

Commission in Washington, D. C,
working, writing and coordination

she will need

vith the

school and students." She plans

to work closely with the W.R.A.

and states that she will consider

any proposals made. "I think the

students must work out proposals

for projects and changes in policy

advisor."

Having spent part of last week

U-toming acquainted with the dor-

mitory system. Dean Clark says

she wants to spend some time

working with the freshmen. "I

think the freshmen should become

involved in the life of the campus

as soon as possible," she explained.

"They all have individual talents

which they have brought with

them and I think they ought to be

College Roll

Dean Clark says she i

get started w

"I feel the purpose of a college

education is to take the student

from his role as a primarily depen-

dent being and make of him an

independent person. This is true

in all phases of college life—social

as well as academic. There's a lot

for me to learn from the girls since

Close Cooperatic

Dean Burns anticipate

will be working closely

ways to increase the reputation of

Washington College and prospect-

ive students—and to attempt to at-

tract more and better students to

the college.

Grant Finances Programs

In Math, Social Sciences

hu's Who honors. T
re notified of their selection to

e publication in May, 1967.

Approximately 800 colleges and

throughout the country

tudents to Who's Who
each year. In making their selec-

tions, campus nominating commit-

tees are instructed to consider the

student's scholarship, his participa-

tion and leadership in academic

and extracurricular activities, liis

Ne\ •ograro vill be

this Sf

of received

as a result of a government grant

received in July, to be used in

conjunction with the University

of Delaware.

New courses and seminars are

already underway in the Art, Bi-

ology, and Sociology Departments.

Longer range projects are in the

planning for the Mathematics and
Psychology Departments.

Visiting Artist

The Art Department will offer

cm art will be offered for credit

by a professor from the University

of Delaware and the painting

July.

Unemployment Studied

The course is open to students

taking Li.onomics 491, Psychology

400 or Sociology 415. The group
will study the economic problems

of Kent County, especially the un-

employment situation. Students

will be required

equipment.

i the field ; well ;

oducl

officials.

tics Depart

of 20 s

iiietliodi'lon) and familiarization

and recording

a result of this

se in physiological

psychology will be offered in the

spring.

The government grant is a co-

operative grant, so called because

it allows a small college such as

Washington College to draw on

the facilities and personnel of a

larger institution such as the Uni-

versity of Delaware.

school, and his promise of future

Students Recognized

Each student who becomes a

member of Who's Who receives a

certificate of recognition which will

be presented at a convocation later

in the school year. Students are

:ognized in the annual pub-

in the form of a write-up

of th.-i

' be offered for cred-

Majo:

: Biology

A seminar in marine biology will

he offered, without credit, to in-

terested students first semester. An
organizational meeting will be held

September 29. Second semester,

students will have the opportunity

to work on special problems in

marine biology with graduate stu-

dents from Delaware.

The Interdisciplinary Communi-
ty Research Seminar planned by

The program is to be di-

vided into three parts. The first

section will be an introduction to

the nature of computing machines

including discussions of what ma-
chines can do and applications to

business and research. The second

part will deal with Fortran, com-

puter language, which is a mix-

ture of English and symbols.

Problem Solving

Actual computer problem solv-

will comprise the third part of

sduri

.aboratories at Delaware.

Some of the funds provided by

he grant will be used for training

he three faculty members of the

'sychology Department. Dr.

jrumpelt, Dr. Kirkpatri

ull fifteen

physiological phycholog;
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Class of "71

As has been the trend in recent years, each entering class

holds stronger academic credentials than its predecessor. This

trend lias been continued this year, with the 186th class show-

ing the best record for academic success ever.

Seventy-three percent of the freshman class ranked

top fifth of their high school class. The college board

average 510 for the verbal examination and 575 for the i

matical.

The class has been welcomed to the college and the com-

munity, through the five day orientation period by the town

merchants who, for the most part, welcome the influx of con-

The Elm would like to extend its officiaJ welcome and best

wishes to the Class of 1971, and express our hope that they will

take advantage of the opportunities which present themselves

here. Each year, as the quality of the faculty, student body,

and physical plant increases, it is practically a moral responsi-

bility not to waste these potentialities.

Special efforts are being made by most branches of the

Washington College community to provide for the Class of 71;

an interesting fact, and one that strikes most visitors to the

College is that although we are the eleventh oldest college in

tins country, most of the ideas, much of the plant, and many of

the faculty are visibly young, new, and fresh. This tradition of

innovation is sonirthing which we should appreciate, and do our

best to continue and to which we should make our fair share

of contributions.

The Elm 's Plans

Dean Burn

are (1. to

Koelle, nia

s and

r.) Bru

reshmen admi

e Kozak, Dea

in. and Patrici

n Bun
Sloan

new fin

s, Edwa rd Schnlman, C

They

Student Describes

Asian Study Trip

i Haw

By Jaia Barrett

i Blatt, a blond, suntanned

las returned to Washing-

r fifteen months of study

,ii and j

the "polk

We expect, of course, to cover the important events which
occur on the campus throughout the school year. Advance
notice of speakers, in-depth interviews and reports will be made
from time to time on subjects of special interest to the

The Elm recognizes its responsibilities to the audi

yond the student body, and will nn hide information ant

which will be of interest to alumni, friends of the college, pa

The scope of the Elm will include contributions by
bcrs of the faculty and administration, especially

topics related to the future of the College, the planning that if

being made to meet the immediate needs of the college—and
the longer range work concerning the over-all development
and growth of the college, in size and quality.

Contributions have been promised by a number of prom-
inent writers on monthly literal")' magazines, and we hope
bring to our pages reports of activities of interest and impo
tancc to the students of Washington College—those even
which occur on other college campuses throughout the country

The Elm would like to invite contributions—whether in tin

form of ideas or articles, by any member of the college

munity. We look forward to an exciting year at the college,

and trust that many of you will share your time and experience
with us.

At the end of her sophomore

year, Donna was awarded a grant

to study Japanese for a year at

the East-West Center in Hono-
lulu. In addition, sin- panii ipaipd

in a field study trip to Japan dur-

ing t he past summer.

Special Program

Although the East-West Cen-

ter is primarily a graduate school,

they do have a special program

offered for juniors wishing to

study the Japanese or Chinese

language. Fifteen grants are

awarded each year for the study

of both these languages. To be

eligible,

studying at a colleg

ty which does not offer either

Japanese or Chinese.

Beginning in June '66, Donna
began intensive Japanese classes

in Hawaii. In the one year at the

East-West Center, she reached a

level in Japanese that would have

ordinarily taken four years of

study. Besides the language (lass-

es, Donna took courses in People

and Institutions of Japan, History

400 Asian Students

•'Half of the education e

ence," said Donna, "is the

range of courses offered in

university and the different ap-

proaeh they take towards teaching.

The other half is meeting and get-

ting to know people from Asia

600 grants

warded by the gradu;

i large

much smaller return. "Students

accepted here were good enough to

get accepted by other more presti-

gious or well-known schools. Wc
can't compete with them now. I

think our academic standards are

far ahead of our reputation," he

The new students include 63

men, 86 women and 25 transfers.

Only 49 percent of those who ap-

plied were accepted. Of those ac-

cepted, 46 percent of the men and
72 percent of the women came
from public schools, 6.3 percent of

the men and 7.8 percent of the

women came from parochial

schools, and 47.6 percent of the

men and 20.2 percent of the wo-
men are graduates of independent

schools.

PriVi

i from

pendent schools than from puhlic

schools, Mr Travieso said, "It's sad

that it seems to take an affluent stu-

dent to afford us." To remedy
this problem, two new admissions

officers have been added to the

staff. School visitations will be

greatly increased and the total a-

mount of funds available for scho-

larships will also he increased.

The students represent fifteen

states, Washington, D. C, and
eight foreign countries. Mary-land

supplies 44 percent, 13 percent

come from New Jersey, followed

by New York with 1 1 percent of

the freshman class. Two British

students are here taking part in an
exchange program with the Uni-

versity of Warwick, Coventry, Eng-
land.

Other foreign

, Hoi

Sweden.

:
Kong, th • Con, .Can-

ada, and Mexico.

Freshman Week
The new students arrived on

campus September 12, for a week
of freshman orientation. They
spoke with faculty and upperclass

student advisors and participated

in a round of meetings designed

to acquaint them with their new
school. Among the social activities

were an informal Pan-Hel spon-

sored dance with music provided

by the Moonrakers, a Beach
Party, held at Conquest Beach,

and an informal dance sponsored

by the SCA following the Beach

Chorus Starts

Second Year
UnderWalker

The Washington College Chorus

i its second year

n of Mr. John

Schedule

This semester, the Ch.

prepare selections for three per-

formances. .

Fine Arts Center, the Chorus will

sing the Hallelujah from the

Mount of Olives. The second pre-

ill be Mozart's Corona-

tion Mass. These appearances will

he followed in December by the

traditional Christmas Concert.

One week before the Christmas

program, the Washington College

the

Washington Chorus appears at

Manhattan College during a spring

tour in April.

Try-Outs
Try-outs for the Chorus can be

scheduled until the twenty-ninth

of September. Students who wish

to audition should see Mr. Walker
at his office in GI Hall for a

In addition to the regular col-

uill .
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SPORTS
£Ja.,iJ

by Gary Myers

Fall and football have returned once more to Washington
College. Within a week, the Washington College Intramural
Football League (better known as the W.C.I.F.L.) will open
for another grueling season. Already teams have begun intra-
squad scrimmages in front of Somerset and Bill Smith in order
to be ready for their opening tilts.

Appropriately, John A. Linville has announced a decrease
in the amount of grease per meal so as to allow overweight
linemen to slim down to playing weights. Coincident ally,

league trainer Eddie Harris has announced that he has de-
veloped a revolutionary new training diet consisting of a single
liquid. This, he will gladly disperse at league headquarters,
located on High Street extended. Finally, alt team representa-
tives report excellent success in the annual Autumn drive to

recruit "honeyies" to inspire their pros to greater heights.

Now, all seriousness aside, this writer would like to make
two suggestions for this year's operation of the W.C.I.F.L.

nizational, the other procedural. The first one is

into two divisions, the Fabulous
•edible Independents. Each fra-

others twice, for a total of six

Sho' Stickmen Gain
Post Season Honors

simply to divide the league
Fraternity Four and the Int

ternity would play the three

games apiece.

The independent Icagu

; to the number of teams
would operate similarly arcord-

n the league. One division would
play on Monday and Friday, the other on Tuesday and Thurs-
day. Thus the whole league could be scheduled in four weeks
barring a hurricane or beer strike. The teams with the best
records in each division would be the separate champions and
then would meet in the W.C.I.F.L, Brawl for the World
Championship.

The second suggestion concerns a change in the rules. For
years, the whole game has been based on the ability of a team
to score a touchdown in five downs. One series to go the
length of the field. Such a rule has made for an inferior league.

A team with a medium range attack soon finds itself

mired to constant play in the middle of the field. One lucky
break eventually decides the game. A player may run 75 yards
with perfect blocking on fourth down only to have his team
not score a point because of an incomplete fifth down pass.
The illogical part is that the present rule does not constantly
reward the long gain. In not doing so it ruins the concept of
ihe TD drive so vital to the game of football. The solution
is to change the rule to the idea of having three downs to gain
fifteen yards.

Under this system, the medium range type of club is re-
warded, the long non-scoring gain also, and the consistent
long bomb team still is able to threaten. The logistics of such
a changeover are really quite simple. Surely, a school costing
$2600 can afford to buy 45 yards of chain and six poles.
Each team would be required to supply one linesman. The
referees could regulate the placement of the chains and decide
any first down disputes. The operation is amazingly simple.

To this writer, it is imperative that these rules or some-
what similar ones be adopted so as to make the W.C.I.F.L. a
more balanced and consequently more exciting league.

and Robert Pritzlaff.

The official poll of lacrosse
rankings, the Rothstein Poll, plac-
ed Washington College fifth in the
nation, the highest position ever
attained by a Shore ten.

Hopkins First

The top ten teams were John
Hopkins, Maryland, Navy, Army,
Washington College, Virginia,
Princeton, Cornell, Rutgers, and
Brown in that order.

Commenting upon Washington
College's team for Lacrosse Ntws-
Utter raved about its being the
strongest small college in the na-
tion and also about its impressive
fast-moving play.

Chalfont Cited
Four Sho'men were named to

various All-America teams. Gra-
duated Seniors Jim Chalfont and
Carl Ortman made first and second
teams respectively, while sopho-
mores Ron Regan and Mark Mad-
den were named to the third team
and honorable mention listings.

Chalfont was the first Washing-
ton College first team All-Ameri-
can since Nicky Dommagio in

1959. Other Shore first team Ail-

Americans have been Joe Seivold
1957 and 1958, Hezzie Howard
1955 and Ray Wood 1956.

On the Strobhar Division all-

star team, Chalfont, Ortman and
Regan were joined by last year's

freshman defensive star. Tom
Heald.

Commenting upon last year's sea-
son, Coach Pritzlaff stated that he
believed the Sho'men had the best

attack, best one-two goalie punch
(junior Dave Boulden and sopho-
more Ford Schumann), and the
finest midfielder (Chalfont) of any
team in the nation.

Lack Midfield Depth
If Washington had the depth at

midfield that Hopkins had. Pritz-

laff believed that our ranking

,
Chalfont scored ;

oal in the summei all-s

One Hundred Goals
Ortman scored over one hun-

dred goals during his four years at

Washington College. Last year,

playing crease offense, he scored
forty-three goals, the second high-

Only a junior this year, Ron
Regan led the nation in both scor-

ing per game with a 6.45 average
and in assists. For the second year
in a row Regan led all Maryland

Great Attack
Another entering junioi

den typified Washington's
by his quick agile play and teamed
with Ortman and Regan to give

Sho'men what Coach Pritzlaff

termed "the finest attack in the

Mad-

Crew Team To Prepare

For Practice On Chester
The Washington College Navy

—

Captained by A, D. Gilmore, num-
bers one eight-oared shell and one
single (scull). Last spring, a num-
her of Washington College students
arranged to travel thrice weekly to

St. Andrew's School in Middle-
town, Delaware, where the head
coach of crew there, Mr. David
Washburn, generously donated his

-ate in the spring, a shell w;
-chased from the Vesper Bo:

" Philadelphia

sof i lil.-r I
i of the Yale

the shell

Mr. John Truslow, owner oi

w Farms, Inc., offered to

he boat in the basement ol

his unused chicken coops,

Eight Oar Gift

ie Johnson, a college junioi

Uni

Dick Heymann travelled to

Brooks School in North Andover,

Massachusetts last weekend where

he took delivery of four oars which

were generously donated by the

crew coaches, Mr. Kim Smith and

Mr, H. T. Kingsbury.

Tapke Buys Single

During the summer, faculty

liaison man Dr. Peter Tapke
watched over the growing stock of

boats and equipment, and purchas-

ed for the school the single shell

weighing under 160 pounds. Ai

excellent training and condition

int; shell, the single was used oftei

by Dr. Tapke this summer.

Dr. Tapke investigated the pos

from other boat

in the Philadelphia

ed from the Vesper Boat Club in

d on the farm of Mr. John Truslow

Washington College is hopeful

lat persons who have had ex-

ould like to help establish crew
; an official intercollegiate sport

. Washington College would con-

might have gone higher.

As for next spring season, a
young fast defense returns led by
all three defenscmen and both
goalies. In all, eight of last year's

Fall Practice

However, there have been some
strong additions to the schedule
and only next spring will, accord-
ing to Coach Pritzlaff, he knows
just how much the loss of Chalfont
and Ortman will be felt.

Fall practice has been scheduled
for 3:30 every Tuesday and Thun-

f».

^A JStk- vjfc*- - -^^ k

V21>V7HsS$S2f

Soccer Standouts
BeginNewSeason
Lack of speed, depth, and de-

fense are problems facing the

Washington College soccer squad

for the 1967 season.

Commenting upon this, athletic

director and soccer coach Edward
Athey stated that if "an improve-

ment over last year's three wins,

an.oinpJislied, it will have to come
mainly from the experienced core

of the squad."

Host of Sophomores

The experience that Coach
Athey hopes will dominate his

supplied by a host of

>st of

to improve the team for the com-
ing year.

At this time, Coach Athey felt

he could not give an adequate ap-

praisal of this year's freshmen play-

ers since they had only been out

for a week.

This year's squad will play an
eleven game schedule. American
University replaces Randolph Ma-
con on the current schedule. The
Eagles from Washington, D. C,

the nly .
' addit

started last fresl

The annual homecoming game
will be played against Western

Maryland on October 14th.

Ken Stein (right wing) Shar-

lie Skipper (left wing), Jay Sch-

wartz (halfback), Bob Schnackle

(fullback) Alan Perry (goalie) are

seniors who, according to Coach
Athey, have shown considerable

strength in early workouts.

Perry Stars

the All-*

despite playing for a losing squad.

Juniors George Buckless (left in-

side), Steve Wrightson (fullback)

will figure prominently in the

never participated while at Wash-

ington College on the soccer field.

However, he was an outstanding

player at Overlea High School and

at Washington College has already

earned varsity letters in basketball

and baseball.

Sophomores Joe Nichols (right

inside), Dave Isherwood (center

forward, Bob Lehman (halfback),

Barry Drew (halfback),

Schui

fullback],

-rtcd halfback

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Overlooking

Vorton Creek Marina

( hcMerlown, Md.

77B-0669

! Best Wishes

Hours: 5:30

RESTAURANT and BAR
i the Class of '68 and thank you fo

Closed on Mondays
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Washington Welcomes
Ten New Professors
With the start of the 1967-60

academic year, ten new members

have joined the faculty at Wash-

matici is Albert W Briggs, with a

AH rrom Harvard and an M.A.
Math, mains frni

Berkeley. From
1904 to 1966 HnL.es was a Peace

Corpi Volunteer al the Technical

Institute, Penane. Malaysia, teach-

ing mathematics.

Two Chemistry Professors

Two new faculty members, Dr.

Frank J. Crecgan and Dr. Shirisll

K. Shah, have auumed assistant

professor positions in the chemistry

department A graduate of Merri-

1. fi.lleye. Dr. Crecgan receiv-

ed his Ph.D. in chemistry from

Fi.rdham University. Last year he

taught organic and analytical

chemistry at llie University of

li.-l

Willi a B.S. from St. Xavier's

lollege in 1962, Shah has major-

d in organic chemistry as a radi-

tinn protection research fellow at

lie University "f Delaware since

%:t, receiving his Ph.D. this past

in M.A. in sociology from

ivcrsity of Notre Dame, he

ently working toward his

it the Catholic University of

a Washington, D. C.

nas F. McHugh, a I9
ri9

Univcrs

-hi.. Mil I

(in.t cduc;

m,.lu is and

Mayor McKeldin To Open
Fall Series Of Lectures

lollege in New York.

Appointed to the psychology de-

partment is Assistant Professor

Roger D, Peterson, a 196!! gradu-

ate of the University of Oregon, he

is presently carrying on graduate

studies at Cornell University.

Rosenberg Appointed

udy

its. As a graduate student, he has

taught at Brown, Northeastern, and

Southern Massachusetts Technolo-

With a B.A. from Wayne Slate

and an M.A. from the Johns Hop-

kins University in international stu-

dies, Richard P. Schick has been

appointed assistant professor nf

political science at Washington

College. He previously was an in-

structor-lecturer at the University

of Maryland.

at Washington College.

New Education Prof

McHugh also received his Ed.M.

in 1960 from Temple, and since

1962 has been at the University of

Pennsylvania, working for his

Ph.D. as a research fellow.

Miss Alice B. Mnycr has been

appointed instructor in French at

Washington. A graduate of God-

Burns Discusses

Plans For Year
(Continued from Page 1)

lege admissions officers lastyear,

and is expected to continue for

several more years. The difficulty

tris trend presents, noted Dean
Burns, is that it puts a squeeze on

the Business Office of the college,

which wants and needs ample op-

erating revenue, and the college

Community as a whole which, at

Washington GiHeyr "unanimously"

ards, and not yield to the pressures

to slacken up on qualifications

simply to fill freshman class va-

Dr. Burns stated that he is

oud of Washington College's re-

sal to bend to these pressures.

lie also expressed the hope that

iidents. family, anil adimnbtivt-

anything at all which would have

a salutory effect on the college

community.

For Nic E Things in Jewelry B nd Silver

Robert L

Cross Str

Forney
eel — Che

Jeweler

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B.
Professional Pharmaci

High Street

Chesteriown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Theodore R. McK<
of the city of Baltimoi

the Louttit-Gcorge Memorial Lee.

turc Scries for the 1967-68 aca

The lecture has been tentative

ly scheduled for October 5th. Mc-

Keldin was also mayor of Balti

more from 1943-47, and governoi

of the state of Maryland frorr

19.11-59.

A liberal Republican, McKcl
has been

II and as a lawyer for the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission in

Washington, he embarked on a

ministerial career which has tak-

en him to the post of Dean of

the Cathedral of St. John the Di-

vine in New York and to the

Bishopric of California.

Bishop Pike has been criticized

by the Eiii«i>pal House of Bish-

Ambassador of the Ivory Coast to

the United Slates and Canada, is

also scheduled to lecture this se-

mester. Ambassador in Washington

since 1966, he lias spent this sum-

mer escorting his vigorously pro-

Western President, M. Houphouet-

Boigny, through the United States

and Canada.

Other speakers scheduled for

the fall semester are Henry Hope
Reed and Dr. Samuel Enoch

the

rights

dent':

.U-l-lf

affairs

n Balti

member of the Pre

His latest in a series of many I..

are ) ou and the New Morality :

// This Is,- Heresy.

As a unique addition to

Louttit-Gcorge program, A
McClenny, associate professor

music at Hollins College, Va.,

in lute, iiual Reed is

ral hooks and
articles on the history of

obsei

that
?ight

Morse Appearance Scheduled

In November, Senator Wayne
Morse, Democrat of Oregon, will

visit the campus. Noted for his

outspokeness on any topic with

which he disagrees, he has said of

President Johnson's policies in

United Natic

Senator M
violated r

ions illustrating thi

His Excellency Timotbee Ah.

Yanderbilt University. Dr. Stumpf

ned his duties this summer as

des of President of Cornel! College in

selec- Iowa. He is the author of a his-

ofthal tory of philosophy entitled Socra-

tes to Sartre and Morality anrl the

Law

chai

Theatre

Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1573

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

I.EE MARVIN

"THE DIRTY DOZEN"
ADMISSION:
ADULTS $1.00

CHILDREN 50f

MATINEE
SATURDAY and SUNDAY

2:00 P.M.

213 DRIVE-IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

OPEN I'M. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

THURS.-FRI.-SAT. SEPT. 22-24

PETER FONDA

"THE TRIP"
Plus

TONY RANDALL

"Bang! Bang!
You're Dead"

sslully

j accepted Ira-

ni the Senate. Orieinallv

clectcd to the Senate in the 40's

on the Republican ticket, he ran

successfully as an indrnindctit

candidate in 1952, after differences

with party members on labor is-

Now a Democrat, he is

pert on labor relations,

thirty years experi

Fine Arts Building

Hosts Opening Rite

With
bitra-

heen frequently call-

Washingii>n College hegau its Dr. Gib:

official academic year yesterday emphi

with the annual fall convocation.

The first official college function

to be held in the new fine arts

Washington's 186th Year. liberate the

President Daniel Z. Gibson "f«™ ^ar. p

icized the over-

technology and

tated that not enough attention

s paid to that type of learning

free the i

edm
lind"

gave his

In December, Bishop James A
Pike, currc

the Center he study of Dem-

ocratic Institutions in Santa Bar-

bara, California, will visit the

College. Having served as a line

officer in the Navy in World War

students. Dr. Gibson's

; the value of a liberal a

,tion. In pointing out t

last two decades, the ;

money spent for highi

reased tremendously,

d the use this money

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

he stated,

d by this libera-

;d, "is a quiet

which is good

nowledge." Dr.

his talk with

W<
be much diffei

aim in the future so that it may
preserve the real value of a liberal

arts education.

Awards Presented

Presented at the assembly were

awards to uppenlass students.

Among the awards presented were

the Visitors and Governors Schol-

arship Awards to the junior and

senior with the highest academic

standing. Receiving the junior

award was Louise Masten. The
senior award went to Par Des-

Other awards presented were

the Visitors and Governors Medal

to Mary Sue Blevins for the high-

average in the sophomore year.

Freshman Honored

The Fox Freshman Scholarship

award was presented to Steve

Hartly as the freshman with the

highest academic average. Alpha

Omicron Pi and Lambda Chi Al-

pha received the intcrfratemity

loving cups as the sorority and

fraternity with the highest aver-

Pat Green and Steve Myking
were honored jointly as the out-

standing students in United States

History by the National Society

of Colonial Dames of America in

the State of Maryland, Eastern

Shore Region, Scholarship award.

The Mary Lou Chamberlin Me-

I
Award for outstanding s

vice to the Mount Vernon Liter-

ary Society was awarded to Brian

Manson.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday . Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m

Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m
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BaltimoreMayorMcKeldin
Plans To Address College

Keldin, v

College oi

SGA Sets Goals

Clubs Have Priority

In SGA Allottments
The Student Government Asso-

ciation of Washington College has

set a number of goals for the year,

according to its President, Steve

Myking.

"This year, the SGA looks 'for-

ward to working closer with ad-

ministrative officials than has ever

l>ecn done in the past"
Budget Re-evaluation

Also included on the agenda for

the year are plans to re-evaluate

the budget of the SGA. The
trend in allocating funds this year

will be to allot more to the cam-

pus organizations and less to the

.'rial activities than previously.

Last year, although it was claim-

<-A that all organizations were al-

lotted funds prior to the establish-

ing of a social budget, more was
spent on social activities than ever

before (including a surplus from
the prcceeding year). This year,

the SGA plans to more nearly meet
the requests for funds by the cam-
jjus organizations, while planning

uations. Work will begin much

earlier on the evaluation this year,

President Myking reports, and

more time will be allowed for the

reviewing of the resumes of class

opinion of a teacher and the

course. "Increased objectivity"

avid "lev; ;nl)j..'< iivity' Un'i). :.!ir

the goals.

By working more closely with

the administration, the SGA ex-

pects to improve the relationship

between the student body and the

administrative branch of the col-

lege. A more thorough under-

standing of the aims and objectives

of each group will result in in-

creased mutual cooperation.

re's Mayor and a rtation-

n speaker, Theodore Mc-
'ill speak at Washington

l October 4 at 8:00 p.m.

in the new Fine Arts Center.

McKeldin, a member of the Re-

publican Party, was Mayor of Bal-

timore from 1943-1947 and served

two terms as Maryland's governor,

the only member of his party to

win a second gubernatorial term.

Vietnam Elections

Recently McKeldin was one of

22 Americans named by President

Johnson to observe the Vietnam
elections. Formerly a critic of the

Administration policy in Vietnam,
Mayor McKeldin was enthusiastic

about the outcome and handling of

the elections. Upon his return, he
is quoted as stating, "From my
impression gained in touring the

country, from one end to the oth-

er, the election was completely in

order. I think the Vietnamese peo-

ple are extremely happy with the

A recipient of the Freedom's

Foundation award in 1952 and the

Sydney Hollander Foundation

Award for the promotion of bet-

ter interracial relations, Mayor
McKeldin is noted for his interest

in bettering race relations in Bal-

timore. In a recent editorial, the

Baltimore Sun acclaimed his ma-

jor role in keeping Baltimore

peaceful this summer.
City Fortunate

"The Mayor did not have to

pretend to be energetic this sum-

mer; he is energetic . . . He did

not have to pretend to like people;

he docs like them, and care about

them and race and color mean
utterly nothing to him . . . The
city is fortunate at this particular

time to have in this particular of-

fice, this particular man."

As a member of the Republican

Party, McKeldin gave the nomi-

nating speech for Dwight D. Eisen-

hower in 1952 and was Chairman
of the Rules Committee in 1956

at the Republican National Con-
ventions in San Francisco. He has

served as Chairman of the Na-
tionalities Committee in the Re-

publican campaign and is a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee of

the National Governors Confer-

Harbor Tunnel

As Governor of Maryland, he

undertook the modernization of

the highway system, the planning

of the State Office Buildings in

Baltimore and Annapolis and re-

forms in states appropriations.

He instituted home rule for mu-
nicipalities and planned the financ-

ing of the Baltimore Harbor Tun-
nel which

1957.

Students to Serve

On Committees
By Barbara Osborn

Through the cooperation of the

Office of the Dean and the S.G.A.,

Washington College students may
have an opportunity to have a

voice this year in administrative

affairs from admissions and aca-

demics to the bookstore.

In a September 25 interview.

Dean Landon C. Bums explained

that committee chairmen had been

asked to consider calling on stu-

dent delegations to advise their

policy decisions. Dean Bums sug-

gested that the S.G.A., as recom-

mended by the separate bodies,

organize standing advisory groups,

each numbering perhaps three to

five students who are informed of

campus opinions and ideas.

Excluding only the committees

Players, Drama Department

Combine Efforts For Year

One saving will be effected by ob-

taining slightly less well-known

Controversy

Last year, there was considerable

controversy over the expenditures

for social occasions by the SGA,
especially when compared with the

financing of campus organizations.

This year, it is hoped that some of

the organizations will be induced

to sponsor (with SGA funds) some
of the activities which normally

require special SGA attention (bus

i Washington and Baltimore,

fore nple).

da for the SGA
his year is a revamping of the pro-

cedures for writing the teacher

valuation. It is generally felt

liat the time element in the pre-

of the last

spring was responsible in large part

for the lack of editorial work
on the evaluation, and was
therefore responsible for the impro-

per phrasing of several of the eval-

NOTICE !

The Business Office of Washing-
ton College has announced that it

will no longer cash checks for stu-

dents throughout the day. The
time for this service will be limited

to the hour between 12:00 and
1 :00 o'clock daily, Monday
through Friday. The $25 limit

The combined efforts of the

Washington College Players and
the drama department will result

in three theatrical productions dur-

ing the school year. The an-

nouncement was made jointly by

John Merrill, president of the stu-

dent organization, and by Timothy
Maloney, Director of the new Fine

Arts Center and chairman of the

drama department.

The first scheduled production is

"Oh What a Lovely War", to be

staged November 2-4. According

to Mr. Maloney, a number of pro-

duction "firsts" for Washington

College will be made. These are

due to the improved working
facilities and equipment available

in the Fine Arts Center.

Improvements Made
"This year," Mr. Maloney com-

mented, "we have a larger stage

and vastly improved equipment

—

which will permit a wider selection

of plays to be performed at the

college." He pointed out that the

of the stage in William

the year are Johnson's "Volpone"

{in March) and Pirandello's

"Henry IV" (in May). A fourth

production, scheduled for Decem-
ber, was cut in order to present

some original film work. Cinema-
tographic equipment has been

added to the host of new "tools"

available in the Fine Arts Center.

The talents of the music depart-

ment will be added to the cast of

"Oh What a Lovely War". Dr.

John Walker, chairman of the

Department Pays

This year, due to the creation of

the drama department, many of

the expenses which have been

borne by the Players will be assum-

ed by the drama department. The

at a theatrical performance at be-

low half price. There is a possi-

bility that at least one lecturer will

also be sponsored by the Players.

Under the aegis of the Players

last year, a workshop was begun to

"coach" students in some of the

finer points of acting and stage-

craft. This year, Mr. Maloney

will do the "coaching" in courses

offered for credit, and the work-

shop will be discontinued.

on Appointments and Tenure,

which can view campus consensus

via the S.G.A.—published course

evaluation guide, on Nunnii,i.ii"ii>

(of faculty committee members)

and on Honorary Degrees, student

participation seems not only feasi-

ble, but valuable, according to the

new academic Dean. His own
charge, the Academic Council, will

surely have at least one session in

which students may discuss college

policies on the foreign language re-

quirement, die distribution require-

ments in general and senior corn-

Dean Bums elaborated that the

Bookstore and Library Committees

have possibilities for frequent stu-

dent consultation and that students

on the major committees of Admis-

sions, Financial Aid and Assembly

will likely have occasion to aid in

formulation of general policies. He
mentioned that at least one faculty

chairman favors permanent student

membership.

The proposal is an expansion of

faculty - undergraduate cooperation

extant in the Judiciary Board, Stu-

dent Affairs Committee and Publi-

cations Committee in which stu-

dents have not only permanent

membership, but also voting ma-

Though S.G.A, president Steve

Myking declined to comment on

the outlook of the new program at

this early date, Dean Bums, having

received response from nearly all

chairmen, has encountered "no

rabid opposition" and looks toward

general participation in the plan.

i feei

Smith i

product

aK.

I there.

:lkh

Based upon material taken from

the combat records of World War
I, "Oh What A Lovely War" is the

first "musical" to be done by the

Players since "A Thurber Carni-

val", performed two years ago.

itograph)

eased expenditures in this

area, and students will not be

charged admission for theatrical

performances sponsored by the

Players and the drama department.

Income from the sale of tickets to

faculty and local citizens will revert

to the coffers of the drama depart-

The Players expect to sponsor

several bus trips to Baltimore and

Washington theatres again this

year, making available to students

and faculty alike the round trip

transportation and orchestra seats
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English Exchange Students

Two English students, Patricia

Johnstone and Peter Beamish, are

spending this semester at Wash-
ington College under an exchange

pro) the Univ
England.

Both Patricia and Peter, new ar-

rivals in the United States, gave

candid impressions of this country,

and descriptions of student life in

England during a recent F.lm

Political Groups

Peter entered Warwick because

its the only place I could study

Patricia, a honey-blond English

beauty, lives in Lacoch, County
Wiltshire, a small village sur-

rounding ,a 12th century abbey.

Her home, which sounds like a

description in a Jane Austin

novel, is built of grey stone with

a "typically English" garden in the

back, and stables not

Laroch, in fact, is not far from

Bath, the setting for many Austen

novels. Trisha, (the name she

prefers) is a graduate of Sacred

Heart Convent, a girls school. The
only advantage of a girls school,

says she, is that "you

a] grou]

is play I

i the
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according to Beamish.

Students join many political clubs,

among them arc the Socialist Club,

Labour Club, Friends of Rhodesia

Club, Return io Democracy Club,

Return Democracy to Greece Club,

and the Liberal Club. The rivalry

between clubs is often quite fiery,

reports Beamish.

Every now and then, students

participate in marches into Cov-
entry to make known their feel-

ings on certain political issues.

The concensus of feeling about

Viet Nam is fairly well split, al-

though the anti-Americans won a
recent debate on that issue. "This

is possibly because the Lefts arc

louder," says Beamish.

Although he finds the prospect

of tests and exams "h^irifying"

he also find Americans "a little

friendly and less reserved. Its

this

of the people

heir

.-.',,-

.vlmh

CditoriaL

Cigarettes, Anyone?

port. Wc call our ma
Airport Lounge," sh<

like it at Warwick," si

nt it is the habit of Engli

iple to sort of cut things

The above picture was taken several days after the of-

ficial end of the college year, in Somerset dormitory, about
twenty-four hours before this cigarette machine, and one in

the hall next to it were reduced to scrap by further vandalism.

The Nude Look
The walls in the dormitory lounges, in the cli

dors, and in Hodson Hail are bare—due to the departure of

Dr. Roland Gibson-—who took with him to New Hampshire his

ntemporary art collection.

States, and "the ma

tracts." Under stiff compelit

she and Peter were chosen

among the top 26 applicants. Their

studies at Washington will include

a heavy emphasis on American

History courses.

Peter Beamish arrived in Amer-
ica a month before he was due to

start college at Washington. He
has so far traveled to Washington.

D.C., New Orleans and Mexico.

Peter, a native of Sussex, West
Chi I tine/ton, was impressed by what
he called the "pressure and the

husslc and busslc" of the cities

he visited. "In every town I

passed through" he said, "every

couple of miles were petrol

tions and shopping centers,

only what you're used to, I sup-

During his trip through the

South, en route to New Orleans,

Beamish said he noticed a feeling

Epic Tale, Part I

Archeologist Unveils

Remains ofLost City

Its

Letter to

the Editor

The college now should be in a position to appreciate how
much his art added to the atmosphere of the college. Even the

freshmen have complained about the sterility of the walls—and
they are not in the position to remember what the college look-

ed like with all the paintings.

As a preliminary step to fill the void, the Elm suggests

that the college invest in a collection of reproductions, with

some being available to students on a yearly loan basis, and oth-

ers being placed in the lounges and other public areas where
the white spaces arc conspicuously lacking in decor. In this

manner, students' room decorations would be enhanced, and ap-

preciation of fine art would be encouraged.

This step should be supported by the SGA if necessary, and
funds may be solicited from patrons of the art among the

friends of the college—who also might be able to donate items

from their own collections, possibly including originals.

In any case, a start should be made to "replace" the col-

orful additions to the campus that Dr. Gibson took with him.

Freshman Class Scores
Last week it was noted in these columns that the freshman

class college board scores were higher than ever. The average

mathematical board score is 575, and the average for the verbal

is 570, not 510 as was staled.

To The Editor:

I had hoped the article about

Who'a Who in the Elm's first is-

sue would answer a question I

have had since the nominations

were first made. The article did

not, so I ask the question myself.

Why wasn't the selection limited

to the members of Senior Class?

If the practice of nominating

juniors has come about through a

ruling of the central agency of

Who's Who, then of course the

answer to my question

I f the practice has ari:

through the nominating c

tcrests. As an archeologist Her-

bert T. Coopert Institute of Re-

search in Applied Archeology,

B.S.), I have ventured to the far

comers of Kent County, discov-

ering mysterious treasures hidden

by many feet of rich Kent County
soil. My last expedition led me to

Chester [own, Maryland. After

lengthy research into dusty vol-

umes of Thaxmi tiles' Histc

state, a mighty fortress of brick,

called Collopolis Rex. Eventually,
this Coljupolis urew to become so
mighty as to actually be success-

ful in repulsing the barbarian on-
slaught. The inhabitants of Collo-
polis found a source of pride in

this fete, and banded together

much rejoice to celebrate

thei

> the c i that i

s apparent-then the Class of

ly received strong

essence, the class has been in-

formed that since it has so few
members who measure up to the

qualifications of Who's Who, the

committee has had to turn to the

class of '69 in order to fill Wash-
ington College's quota.

As the statistics for the students

elected to the 1965-66 Who's Who
show, the vast majority of stud-

ents selected are undergraduates;

therefore, it seems that a senior

who is not selected has very little

chance of being considered for the

honor as a graduate student. It

seems unfair that a qualified stud-

ent should be passed over for any
reason other than that the quota
has already been filled by seniors

who are more qualified than he.

Having been involved with the

(Continued on Page 6)

in the vicinity c

once thrived the Lost City de-

scribed in Volume I of Thax-
mitiles' book.

Old Man
As I drove toward this sleepy

little town, I discovered, by the

backed up traffic visible for miles

ahead of me, that the bridge was
being repaired and only a few

cars at a time could cross. As I

neared the bridge, I spied a

wizened old man carrying a red

flag. He neared my car and since

I had nothing better to do, I

spoke to him. Wc began chatting;.

It appears that he had tended this

bridge for the last 60 years. His

father tended the bridge before

him, and his father before that. I

queried him about the Lost City.

He settled himself beside my car

and lapsed into deep thought.

Finally he began to speak:

Collopolis

"The story has been told (by

way of the age-old custom which
is now apparently extinct, of hand-

ing down information through the

-erbal c

s), that there <

ny populous who dwelt

banks of the River Chi

i feudal state called Collo

Against the

Thus arose the Great Age of

Collopolis. a period of intense in-

tellectual activity. The ruling
monarch was dubbed Philosopher
King of Relations Public, and it

was he who spread the word to the

people of other states of this fine

institution. Hundreds of down-
trodden, intellectually deprived
flocked to this ancient mecca.

Invaders

However, all was not so rosy
as the Philosopher King may have
hoped. The slogans chalked on
ancient recovered artifacts reveal

that although the fortress of

Collopolis was indeed mighty,
there was still remaining the ever-

present fear of roving war-mongers,
called Radicals. Basically, these

invaders can be identified as be-

longing to two tribes, called the

New Leftists and the Radical
Rights. The inhabitants of Collo-

polis, being peace-loving people,

could not accept the aggressive

- doctrines held by these outsiders

who came from far-away realms

such as New York, Boston, San
Francisco, and those who claimed
to have traveled from the mythical
shores of Europe. Finally, circa

1967 A.D., the threat of attack,

became too much for Collopoliton-

The feudal state of Collopolis

i up i The
(

oPt

is evidenced by the v

which arose and the fights which
broke out over Controversy (the

name given to the war raged upon
the Radicals). Those with like

(Continued on Page 5)
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Modern Facilities

Prove Beneficial
By Allen Payne

Architects, theatre consultants,

.irtist-professors, and engineers

have pooled their talents in de-

signing a building that meets the

stringent requirements of the pro-

fessional artist for space, equip-

ment, and stage. Technology and

ihe arts, frequently pictured as

warring opposites, have combined

to produce Fine Arts Center.

The 601 seat theatre, central

to the concept of the building,

provides maximum visual access

and comfort to the audience. Much
effort has gone into allowing for

acoustical adjustment for the dif-

fering requirements of voice and

music. Individual acoustical

"clouds" hang on four pipes with

turn-buckles. Once adjusted by

professional acoustical people for

maximum voice-music effectiveness

{our Fine Arts Building will be

"tuned" in the near future) the

clouds remain stationary.

Acoustical curtains above thei

clouds and at the back of the the-

atre are adjustable for individual

the Green Room (which is as

green as a fire engine). Professor

Maloney solved the problem by

explaining that the Green Room
is a traditional name for an actor's

waiting room which now is used

for receptions after performances

DepaiThe Mui
Professor John Walker, gleefully

vacated G.I. Hall for the second

floor of the Fine Arts Building.

Aside from the classroom, choral

rehearsal room, and two faculty

offices (one of which now houses

the department's collection of

scores, recordings, and books),

there arc six practice :

for student

Five new Knabe studio pianos

have been purchased, while KLH
Twenty and Twenty-plus sound

systems are used by the depart-

ment. Both the KLH systems and

the Knabes are amenable to the

Beatles as well as Bach, and stud-

performances. With all the cur-

tains open, the theatre becomes

"live," and is preferable for drama.

On the other hand, orchestra con-

certs benefit best with closed cur-

tains, for the richer, fuller sound

is muffled and directed toward

ihe audience.

The sound system is still under

lighting system is nearly complete.

The vast improvement in lighting

can be demonstrated only by com-

parison. In William Smith Audi-

torium productions, the eight dim-

mers of the portable lighting board

and all lights had to be changed

manually between scenes. With

the new light board, all of the

present thirty dimmers need not

be adjusted between scenes, while

the lights for as many as ten

scenes can be set in advance, and

operated simply by turning one

button on and another off.

(nl.su,

The stage

rill house

rgc, both

,nd absolutely. The en-

tire front is built in a se

movable platforms that >

the hydraulic lift, a rarity in col-

lege theatres, hopefully within the

next two years. Mr. Tony Park-

er, Director of Development, esti-

mates that $15,000 will be saved

then, since work can be undertaken

directly by a subcontractor with-

out paying the general contractor

the 15% legally due him.

Included within the workshop-

sa is a "paint frame," run

interweight system, that al-

lows a painter to raise or lower

the backdrop he is working on so

that his immediate work is always

at eye level. Although such a de-

vice is not exceptional, it is neces-

sary in smaller workshops to con-

serve space and desirable in that

it makes the task easier.

Also for use by the Drama De-

partment and other performing

musical and theatrical groups arc

first floor dressing rooms, a guest

stage

strumental music ensembles

join the established vocal en

bles (the Chorus and Won
Chorus) in the near fu

necessitating an expansion in

music faculty. With :

The main entrance of the Fine Arts Center, constructed of concrete and brick, leads into die lobby and art

gallery. Above (he portico b the sculpture by Philadelphia artist C. John Godfrey, depicting the nine muses

of Greece.

College Fine Arts Building

Aids Liberal Arts Curriculum
By Allen Payne

The great intellectual and spiri-

tual traditions and aspirations

conveyed in the arts, and some

understanding of the techniques

of the creative arts, are essential

arts education. A theatre-fine arts

building on the campus of Wash-

ington College will provide the

physical facilities with which to

round out our liberal arts curricu-

lum and will allow the College to

serve with greater distinction in

education and as a cultural center

on Maryland's Eastern Shore.

President Daniel Gibson, 1961

The completion of the $1-3 mil-

lion dollar Fine Arts Center, now
the dominant structure on cam-

pus, marks the elevation of the

arts to a status equal to that of

other academic disciplines, for it

provides the previously lacking

facilities for expressi

pla, ided <

with art studios beneath.

The demands of the Viet

war and "normal" inflation <

bined to push the total i

. th.-

for

Building is

for

Despite the absence of an art

wing per se, facilities for instruc-

tion and practice are provided.

The lobby on the second floor pro-

vides "a sizeable space for ex-

hibits," Mr. Maloney reminded,

and the basement area beneath the

drama workshop has been con-

verted into an art studio. Courses

in art and art history are offered

already, and Mr. Walter Redding,

formerly of the Moore School of

Art in Philadelphia, who now lives

a non-cred'it studio course. The
first of what hopefully is to be a

successful series of art exhibitions

begins in late October with the dis-

play of modern and abstract art,

much of it oriental, of Dr. Roland

former professor of

at Washington College.

The arts faculty unaminously

agrees that the facilities of the

Fine Arts Building will help not

only in attracting performers and

exhibitions to the campus, but will

aid in drawing prospective students

wishing to attend a liberal arts col-

lege that can provide for their

With the expansion of physical

facilities, the arts departments

continue to develop a larger,

varied program of instruction. Both

music and drama majors were es-

tablished last year, and a major

The Fir

its functional design and intended

purpose establish it as an integral

part of campus and community

life. The theatre facilities are su-

perior, making Washington College

a logical choice for major musical

and theatrical productions on the

Eastern Shore,

To the student of the arts, the

theories of the classroom can now

be put into practice. Drama stud-

ents study stage-craft and work at

creating sets in a fully equipped

workshop; music students use the

facilities to listen and perform;

and art students possess ample

space for work and display. More-

over the casual student has the

__.., through exhibits, plays,

concerts, and inquisitive dabbling

into the subjects himself.

Undertaking the construction of

for a small college, and the history

of the Fine Arts Building re-

flects the complexity and difficulty

of achieving maximum functional

utility and esthetic value, while

striving at the same time to work

within a budget set by a not-

unJimited source of funds.

The original artist's visualization

of the Arts Center (1963) appears

letheless lacked

block-like starkness of many

i designs. Simple pillars,

it and the roof were used

ni'mum visual effect. There

no department

,700,000,

and forced an important decision.

The art wing would temporarily

be shelved and put on the high-

priority list for future funding.

The exhibition room was deleted,

although facilities for studio work

and display remained.

Despite the difficulties and al-

terations, the building remained

basically unchanged from the orig-

inal conception of its purpose and
form. Those familiar with the

problem of producing a play in the

William Smith Auditorium or re-

hearsing music in the depressing

and confined quarters of G. I. Hall

cannot help but be amazed with

the new environment the building

supplies. Yet several questions

arise which deserve an answer.

For example, why are there only

601 seats in the audience area

(with no provisions for expansion)

when the student population pro-

jection is from 750 to 800? Such

a question is based on several mis-

conceptions, according to Director

of the Fine Arts Center, Mr. Tim-

othy Maloney, who contends that

the building "houses a theatre, not

an assembly hall". "The student

body meets infrequently as a

whole", he continued, "and when
it does, such as for the Washing-

ton's Birthday Convocation, the

crowd is so large that it could not

be held practically in a theatre".

The problem of finding desirable

facilities for large campus assem-

blies is being considered, how-

of Development, remarked that

ever. Mr. Tony Parker, Director

"in altering the present gym facili-

ties, there is thought being given

to making it more attractive for

assemble purposes".

Secondly, a theatre of 800 would

the location of the Fine Arts Build-

ing. Why is it so close to the

road, cramping the entrance, over-

powering its surroundings, and sub-

ject to the rumbling of huge Vita

Foods trucks? The original intent

was to move the building back

from the road; however, the ques-

tion of its proximity to the new
gym additions and playing fields

caused it to be moved clusur. Since

then, construction of the art wing

has been postponed, and the

smaller drama workshop area

moved from directly behind the

stage to stage right. Hence, a new
unanswered question. Unless the

art wing can be added to the

workshop area, won't it still jut

.' gym, ei close to the r

with the building

location?

A third question is simple and

straightforward. Is the building

esthctically pleasing? In varying

degrees, many (including the writ-

er) feel the exterior of the building

to be cold and unrefreshingly pre-

dictable, from the unbroken brick

that angles unsteadily with

stheThe sculpture directly aboi

entrance, estimated to have cost

$20,000, is the work of Philadel-

phia sculptor C. John Godfrey. In

itself, it is an interesting depiction

of the nine muses of Greece. Un-

fortunately the terra cotta sculp-

ture blends in beautifully with the

brick exterior of the building, and

the effect of a much needed con-

( lost.

Any such criticism must be

tempered by the realization that

only the most fortunate of colleges

can afford to achieve maximum
functional utility and superior

facilities within such a building,

while at the same time making the

exterior a work of art.

used for videotape

uit television pro-

ill as for FM radio

surrounded

the 650 seat theatre.

By 1965, when construction be-

gan, the estimated cost of the

building had risen from the orig-

inal $1,169,000. The blueprints

were altered. The theatre design

remained essentially unchanged,

although both a larger music and

drama wing, as well as a smaller

gallery extension were introduced

The exterior assumed its basic final

form, complete with a large cxhibi-

Messrs. Miller and Maloney (L to r.) leam how to operate the lightii

equipment control panel from a lighting technician.

be impractical in the sense that

few audiences equal to the entire

student body in number would

ever attend a particular concert

or play. And third, Mr. Maloney,

who doubles as Assistant Professor

of Drama, finds a theatre of 600

A second question deals with

What then is a fair and honest

judgment of our new Fine ArU

Building? For its interior design,

facilities and utility (its most im-

portant and needed assets), a

rating of superior. For its exterior

design (the icing on the cake),

once landscaping is complete, a

rating of adequate-plus.
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College Varsity Club

Selects Membership

IIAKKII RS—Hen Whit

The Washington College Var-
iity Club selected tweny-eight stud-

ents for membership this past week.

Twenty-six of ihe twenty-eight

satisfied the requirements by either

earning two letters in one sport or

one letter in three different sports.

In the first week of school, the

club elected new officers. Those
elected were Ben Whitman, presi-

dent; Bob VanderClock vice-presi-

Jon Topodas, secretary;

Veteran
Look to

gcpencncc pays

Saturday's lime trials, Chatellier

CODGded that the team's hopes de-

pnd heavily on the quality of

Runners
Opener
question mark in the squad is

junior larross star Ron Regan who
is determined to be of significant

help to the cross-country team. It

will be interesting to sec how the

versatile athlete can handle his

Moi

of pot

"'I'l ore S.ini Martin should he

he fourth man on the squad while

hre-year man Dave Stokes should

lold down the fifth spot. Other
[)[><: ir lass hupefuK will be sopho-

"Bill Leonard and John
Tucker, and frcshm

Four Freshmen

Much is expected from the foi

freshmen who have reported i

Dave Bird leads the pack, f(

. Jol

The bL

Washington will open its season
against Ml. St. Mary's at Emmitts-
burg on October lllh. The Mounts
are usually a strong squad but
Chatellier feels his men can pull

off the upset that they came so

close to doing last year. The home
season opens on Homecoming
Weekend against Calaudct.
Chances arc very good that the

Big Ifs

There are still a lot of big "ifs"

in Coach Chatellicr's strategy. If

in has finally developed
into a champion; if injuries can be
minimized; if returning lettermen
have improved considerably; and
if Chatellier can continue to pro-

duce the maximum effort with
the minimum of talent available

Wh

Tim Bohaker, social chai

only other returning members of

the Varsity Club are Alan Perry

and Mike Kelly.

The club sells refreshments at

athletic contests in order to raise

money for its annual donation to

the scholarship fund.

Sponsors Cheerleaders

It also sponsors the cheerleaders

of Washington College by taking

part in their selection and by pay-

ing for the uniforms that they use

during basketball season and di-

rects Homecoming.

This year the club is expanding
its activities to include the offering

of members to serve as guides for

Mr. ' Pritzlaff hoped that this

year would establish an upward
trend for success by making it a

more active organization based

Shopmen Seek Soccer Coach's
One Hundredth Career Victory
The Washington College

team will go for its one hundredth
win under athletic director and
coach Ed Athey in an away game
against Hofstra tomorrow.

i of the . Pen

Hoi

will field an experienced squad led

by a wealth of returning starters.

Co-Captains Named
Co-captains Ken Stein and All-

American goalie Al Perry' will lead

the Sho for thei

Football Play

to Commence
Intramurals

Washington College Intramural
Football was scheduled to start at

4:15 Monday, September 25. A
few changes have taken place, one

suggested by Gary'

week. Although his suggestion in:

a new ruling on first downs —
three downs to move fiften yard:

— was not taken literally, the ide:

A team must move twenty yards

TTlii should open up the game
quite a bit, improving on the five

downs to score a touchdown, as

was the ruling for the past few

- .'ill be jt

men and freshman Bohn Vcrguis.

Others likely to see action will

be sophomore Ford Schuman and
junior Steve Wrightson as fullback,

with Barry Drew manning the cen-
ter halfback spot, and Jay
Schwartz and Bob Lehman on the
wings. Junior George Buckless
{left inside), and sophomore Joe
Nichols {right inside) Dave Isher-
wood (center forward), and Pete
Johnson (fullback) will also add
the experience and punch needed

Freshman Evaluated
According to Coach A they,

freshman halfback Mark Svec has
shown considerable strength in

early season practices. Svec, suf-

fering from a broken nose, may be
out for two weeks. Athey, how-
ever, feels that, barring further in-

juries, Svec could challenge Bob
"Beef" Lehman for a starting half-

back spot. The freshman standout
is not expected to see action
against Hofstra.

Other injuries have taken their

toll after only two weeks of prac-

tice. Pete Johnson, Ken Stein, Bob
Lehman, and Charlies Skipper arc

suffering from early-season leg in-

juries. All are expected to be

ready for the season opener, how-

Defense the Key
Defense continues to be the

weak spot in this year's squad.

Athey feels it will have to be par-

ticularly strong against Mt. St.

Mary's, Loyola, and Towson. "The
Mounts should have their best

team ever this year," according

to Coach Athey.

Delaware and Hofstra should

also prove to be good tests for the

Shore Booters.

Pro Soccer Help
Commenting upon the emerg-

ence of soccer as a professional

sport in this country, Athey feels

that the publicity the pro circuit

has received could help college

coccer. This should definitely in-

crease interest and boost alien-

schedule had i

nr-V of this

the

tide. Sugges

different types of

league play had been offered

Whichever suggestion is ac-

cepted, Dave Bruce, who is taking

charge of the technical aspect of

the league, will supply the referees

needed.

of the Varsity Club
which has not been changed in

years will be rewritten by a special

As in past years, each new mem-
ber will be given a varsity sweat-

er and a certificate of achievement.

However, this year the club will

sell refreshment at any group's

function in order to give a larger

donation to their scholarship drive.

Wrestling Offered

Since this is the first year that

wresting will be offered, no one
will be eligible for membership on

the Varsity Club because of know-
ledge and closeness to its members

All Athletes

He also desired that the organ-

ization be recognized for its hon-
oring of not only outstanding

athletes but those who compete for

According to Mr. Pritzlaff, "The
Varsity Club as i

honor organization will continui

to aid its members and Washing-

ton College.

VARSITY MEN—Officers of the Varsity Club (from left) John
Topodas, Tim Bohaker, Bob VanderClock, Ben Whitman, and Dave
Moreland.
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SPORTS
by J* > McGrath

The Hopkins cannon boomed across Homewood Field nine

times throughout the game and the students chanted "We're
number one" at the end. Hopkins had just beaten Navy, end-
ing an Academy win streak of thirty-three games. The victory,

despite a later loss to Maryland, proved Hopkins worthy of

being the nation's number one lacrosse team.
The recently published Rothstein Lacrosse Ratings that

named the Blue Jays number one placed Maryland second,

Navy third, Army fourth, and Washington fifth. Hopkins,
Maryland, Navy, Army, Washington College. One, two, three,

four, five. The Sho' squal placed tenth in '66 and, according to

Lacrosse Newsletter, made a "tremendous gain to fifth during
the '67 season.

Several questions present themselves. What caused the in-

creased stature? Can it be preserved? And the most obvious
question: Can the standing be improved? A simple progression
would suggest that a five place jump from tenth to fifth could
be followed by ... It seems almost blasphemous to ask the
stickmen for more after such past gains. But here's a list of

the people who dare aim for the top.

They Want a Winner

The coaches: Coach Kelly, an Ail-American attackman
and Coach Pritzlaff, an AH-American defenseman. They have
the combination of the will to win, the abhorrance of defeat,

and the experience that comes from their histories. They not
only want to win but they know how.: they scouted better,

they made better game plans, they practiced longer and harder,
they created a j.v. team.

The team: Blatent proof of their will to win is found in

the records: 11 and 1. They beat Brown (6-4), Harvard (16-8),
Swarthmore (10-3), even the English Union All-Stars. The
only loss was to national champs Hopkins (9-6). Hurtt Der-
inger, sports editor of the Chester River Press, called this ef-

fort a "moral victory" . . . proof of being "one of the finest

teams anywhere." Team efforts attract new talent and the
tradition propagates itself.

The admissions office: They want a winner too. Bill

Brown, a former Bucknell stickman, joined the admissions
staff this year with the intention to establish a liaison between
the admissions office and the athletic department. He plans to

"increase the number of student athletes," coordinate informa-
tion with the athletic department and create a more prudent
allocation of athletic scholarship money.

The Public Relations Office: They contributed with a Spor/s
Illustrated article and press coverage. Mr. Cockey published a
sports brochure for distribution to secondary schools. This
pamphlet begins "If you are a college-bound student who
wants to participate in varsity inter-collegiate sports. ..."

Even Chestertown: They offer support. Hurtt Deringer
(Continued on Page 6)
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NSA Congress Evaluated By
Student Senator Warner
When the new Senate took of-

fice on Monday night, .one of the

major issues which the represen-

tatives discussd is that of the Stud-

ent Government Association's af-

filiation with the National Student

In August, Senate Vice Presi-

dent Marie Warner attended the

annual NSA Congress at the Uni-
versity of Maryland and reported

extensively on the week-long ses-

sion at the last Senate meeting.

The issues and policies formulated

at that Congress will be a major
factor in deciding the future of

SGA's association with the na-
tional organization.

The major issue at the beginning

of the Congress was NSA's covert

backing by the Central Intelligence

Agency. "During the first two
days of the Congress, delegates

were saturated with NSA-CIA ex-

posures and were fairly well con-

vinced that this was in the past,"

Marie reported.

"Most delegates felt that the

student organization had emerged
from ials cleansed ;

lling to support To i

l'itss policies and legislation dealt

with domestic and student issues,

moving away from involvement ir

international affairs.

Legislatively, the program of

NSA was primarily concerned with

Power, both Black and Student.

The Student Power Resolution

called for students to assume their

tights

in the governing of their college.

(See story at bottom of page.)

The Black Power resolution was
a declaration of the rights and
responsibilities of the "black men"
in America. Defining Black Power
as "the authority gained by the ex-

pression of ethnic identity of com-
munal spirit," the resolution

called for Negroes to organize to

represent their own needs — "the

emancipation of the black man
from what the white man thinks

best for him." White students

should support black power "by
organizing poor whites around

Archeologist
(Continued from Page 2)

opinion banded together and
formed interest groups. They
dressed alike in tidy garb, ate to-

gether, and cohabited in the same
living quarters. They participated

in the same ancient rituals and
generally ignon

around them.

With as ma
factions there

y as seven official

/ere also unofficial

ot difficult to dis-

from his particular

alliance.

whole broke down. There was little

exchange with the outside world.

The lower class peons, called pro-

fessors, eked out a living to satisfy

the whims of the upper class ruling

Then, about this time, according

to the ancient graffitti frescoes

recovered from lavatory walls, it

appears than an anonymous but

powerful man gained control of the

which crossed

Chester and lead t

world. The inner sc

of Collopolis, being

and suspicious of

of either Factio

Rive.

the

; deadlocked

of Contro-

i pass that it was dis-

covered (only too late) that the

anonymous-looking man with the

red flag was an under-covcr agent

of Controversy, for he admitted

into the stronghold of the fortress

throngs of outsiders who began

to infiltrate the factions. This

metamorphosis happened gradual-

ly, yet surely it happened.

Preoccupation with traditional

rituals began to fade in favor of

love of chaos; peace-loving servants

turned against their oppressive

ruling factions. No man was known

heir own self interest" and "by
liucatirig the white middle class to

is need to understand Black

racist attitudes."

Special Resolutions

The Congress also dealt

faculty rights, urban
. call for abolition of the draft. In

special resolutions, delegates called

for reform drug laws to legalize

marijuana' and drug use considered

medical rather than legal problems.

The Congress also resolved that

Marie Warner
SGA - NSA Representative

Miss Warner stated that the

services of NSA, explained at the

Congress, will be of particular in-

terest to Washington College. A
new program, the Alliance for

Campus Talent, is designed to

eliminate problems which colleges

encounter in booking talent for

social events. The service deals

directly as an agent for the col-

leges and, when possible, sets up
block booking in areas to lower the

rates for all schools.

Strong Regional Programs

Through sessions at the Con-
strong regional programs

also emerged. Miss Warner
' chairman of the Mason-
Region, which is planning

:s of programs this year,

g with a student power con-

rence this fall.

Miss Warner described the

ingress as a "stimulating ex-

perience, valuable in the most

part for the exchange of ideas it

fostered."

"I was tremendously impressed

with the soul-reaching discussions

and new awareness the Congress

"Many delegates, I'm sure, were
a little disillusioned by inefficient

administration or the failure of

some specific program, but I think

that the general feeling was one

of hope and new enthusiasm. If

people left the Congress with a

feeling of frustration, it was a heal-

thy frustration — not 'it's wrong
but we can't do anything,' but

rather "it's wrong, how can we
change it?'

"

Honor Society Plans

Publications, Forum
Plans are being made for :

projects by the senior w<

honor society. Traditionally

vice organization, the group has

outlined a list of projects,

of which are intended to eithei

assist or honor the freshman class

Among the services for fresh-

man being considered by the So-

ciety, arc a majors forum and per-

haps a special dinner to honor
who I

To
aid any students needing spec!

help or tutoring, a list of me:

bers of the Honor Society ar

their majors will be posted.

NSA Congress Mandate Demands

Involve Student Power, Rights

lithe,

tic self-govern-

ning those pol-

:xtra-curricular

afforded their

> search \

Furthermore, students

rights as citizens in the college and u

munity. Students have been subjected t

out a warrant, arbitrary social regulations by admin-

istrations, double jeopardy by administration and civil

In addition, a United States Supreme Court de-

cision of June 1967 has granted to all minors those

rights which have heretofore been granted to United

States citizens,

principle:

The USNSA recognizes and supports the "stu-

dent power" movement as a movement designed to

gain for students their full rights as citizens and their

right to democratically control their non-academic

lives and participate to the fullest in the administra-

tive and educational decision-making process of the

college or university. USNSA affirms that through

action and the assumption of responsibility, student

power encourages self-development, which is an in-

:gral part of the educational process. {BPD XIV

1. registration, chartering and regulations of

student organizations and activities

2. student government and student activities

financing.

3. regulation of cultural programming

4. determination of dormitory hours at

5. establishment of any housing regulati

6. establishment of any

7. all disciplinary decisions regarding the viola

tion of student regulations

USNSA further recognizes the basic interest

students in the determination of all administrat

and educational policies and recognizes the right

students to exercise joint control over these mattt

The following areas, among others, are recognized

of joint faculty, admi i and student

of a formal hoi

discussed the idea superficially

among ourselves and we know that

the Senate considered it last year,"

one member explained. "We're
not at all sure that a serious prob-

lem with academic honesty exists

here and if it docs, that an honor
system is the solution. We feel

it's worth investigating, however."

Publications

Publicaions arc also being

planned by the group. One sug-

gestion was a small booklet which
could contain information on col-

lege traditions and information

of general interest and use to in-

coming freshmen which could be

sent sometime during the sum-
mer. "We don't want to duplicate

what is in the college handbook

or the catalog," committee
chairman Karen Johnson ex-

plained, "but if distributed during

the summer, this kind of informa-

tion could be very helpful to an

Directories

Students directories are another

project planned by the group.

These will probably be available

sometime before Christmas vaca-

tion. Activity sheets for juniors

and seniors will also be printed up
and distributed and will become

part of the student's permanent

record in the Registrar's office.

Projects already completed by

the society include helping with

freshman week and acting as ad-

visors for freshman women to

"In Loco Parentis"; BPD XVII "Student Bill_ of

Rights and Responsibilities"; BPD XVIII "Du
cess"; BPD XIX "Student — Faculty

stration Relations")

declaration:

USNSA recognizes the intrinsic right and re-

sponsibility of students to govern themselves and to

regulate their lives and interests within the college

and university context. Students should be prepared

to assume the responsibilities inherent in the granting

of full legal status.

USNSA calls upon the faculties and administra-

tions of the colleges and universities to reorganize

these areas of student responsibilities, and to with-

draw their operations and cease exercising power in

opposition to these policies.

USNSA further calls upon student governments

to call for and attain such rights and responsibilities

tudent bodies through appro-

both within and outside the college or

Admini-

ademic calendar

6. hiring and dismissal of faculty and administra-

tive personnel

7. any and all university and college services

8. grading systems and appeals on grades

mandate:
The Twentieh National Student Congress man-

dates the national officers to do the following:

1. Establish a legal desk on the national level

in order to answer any questions relating to the leg-

al status and rights of students in the context of

the student power movement.

2. Supplement the legal desk of USNSA by

[ing the regions •stablish regional coord:

i of student power and legal rights, and aidin

coordinators in carrying out activities in thi

be <

The rights of student governments to legislate

over matters of solely student concern must be rec-

ognized, as must the status of students as citizens.

This obligation must not be shirked by either facul-

ties, administrations, or student governments.

With the acceptance of the obligation imposed

by increased rights and responsibilities, all regula-

tions of a non-academic nature which apply solely

and exclusively to students should be controlled by

students. USNSA recognizes the following areas,

among others, as falling within the purview of stu-

dents alone through their students governments:

3. Prepare a reference handbook, to be com-

piled and published by USNSA by February 1, 1968,

which should include, but not be limited to the fol-

lowing sections: A. test cases; B. procedures in at-

taining financial autonomy and the incorporation of

student governments; C. an explanation of tactics that

can be employed to secure student power; and D. an

explanation of the procedures in civil law cases.

4. Set up a fund for the legal defense of stu-

dents who are challenging university authority in

which5. Establish a student power newsletter

rill communicate on national and regional levels

.11 activities concerning student power

rithin the USNSA newsletter the aforer

foi

6. Organize a national student power conference,

to be held in Thanksgiving weekend, 1967.

7. Organize, educate, and aid individual campus-

es in the philosophy and implementation of student

to sell or buy.

"We're hoping to 1

work with the campus a;

President Jeannett Ship'

"Although we are an

group basically,

confine ourselves

of college life."

«,ly I

Scholarship

Applications

Are Available
The Maryland Stale Scholarship

Board today announced plans for

conducting the 1968-69 State-wide

competitive examination for the

three State Scholarship Programs.

The examination will be held on

Saturday, November 18, 1967 in

test centers throughout the State.

A student who takes this com-

petitive examination may qualify

himself as an eligible candidate for

a General State Tuition, a Teach-

er Education, or a Senatorial

scholarship. A student who has

not previously attended a school

of college rank may compete for

any one or all three of these State

scholarships. Students already at-

tending college may compete only

for a Teacher Education and/or a

Senatorial scholarship.

Registration for the examination

will take place from September 15

to October 12 in the Office of
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Mrs. HenryBoden Sponsors

Visiting History Lecturers
The history department of Wash-

ington College has announced the

inauguration I his year of the Hy-
Jand-Price Visiting Scholars Pro-

gram. Supported by a grant from

Mrs. Henry Clark Boden, IV, of

Newark, Delaware, the program

will bring four outstanding scholars

in the field of American history to

the college for a brief period of

This year, each visiting historian

will deliver a lecture for the general

benefit of the college—attendence

will be open to all interested stu-

dents, and to persons from the col-

lege and local community. Sub-

jects for these "open" lectures have

been selected to appeal to the

greatest number of people — not

simply those who arc history ma-

Thc program will, however, be

Of special interest and importance

to history majors, as each lecturer

noon of the day following his gen-

eral lecture. These seminars will

be restricted in sizr, and will give

the visiting scholars an opportunity

to deliver a more "specialized" lec-

ture, aimed at individuals who
have had more background in the

study of history.

The first scholar to visit the

campus is Professor Holman Ham-
ilton who will speak on Tuesday,

October 17, 1967, at 8:30 p.m.

The announced subject of his lec-

ture is: "The Role of Biography in

the Study of American History."

Prof. Hamilton

Professor Hamilton has been a

member of the University of Ken-
tuck's history department since

1954 and is the author or co-auth-

or of six books.

Scheduled to speak on Novem-
ber 28, is Professor Louis Hartz, a

member of the Department of

Government, Harvard University

since 1945. His topic will be

"American History in Comparative

Perspective."

The third scheduled lecturer is

Professor Thcodor S. Hamcrow.
Dr. Hamcrow's lecture "The Rise

and Fall of Germany as a Great

Power" will be delivered on Wed-
nesday, February 14, 1968. He is

the author and co-author of a
number of books, and has held sev-

eral lectureships. He pursued spe-

cialized studies in Germany as a

Fulbright Research Scholar. Dr.

Hamcrow is a member of the his-

tory department at the University

of Wisconsin.

John Hope Franklin

History" will be the topic of the

lecture delivered by Professor John

Hope Franklin on March 26, 1968.

Professor Franklin is chairman of

the department of history at the

University of Chicago. He has

held teaching posts visiting lecture-

ships at many of the leadin

abroad. He is especially active in

civic professional service, and was

appointed in 1962 to the Board of

Foreign Scholarships by the late

President Kennedy.
Although future funding of the

program indefinite, it is hoped that

the anticipated success of the pro-

gram will merit its refunding and

Film Series
The following films, listed

with nationality and director,

have already been booked for

Oct. 1 Ashes and Diamonds
(Polish, Wajda)

Oct. 8 The Caretaker (British,

Donner, screenplay by Pin-

ter)

Nov. 19 L' (Italia

Dec. 10 Monica (Swedish,

Bergman)

Jan. 7 Rules of the Game
(French, Renoir)

Jan. 14 Shorts: The Music Box
(Laurel & Hardy), The
Rink Si The Cure (Chap-
lin), and The Goat (Buster

Keaton)

Several more bookings will

be announced later. All of these

films will be shown free of

charge at 8:00 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Building (except on

March 3 and 10, when they

may be shown En Dunning).

All foreign films will have Eng-
lish subtitles.

Soldier In Vietnam
Gives Views On War

lege

The following Utter was sent to

7i McGrath, a Washington Col-

! member of the Elm

1966. and represents the first of an

exchange of correspondnce be-

tween Captain Karl Sharff and Jim

McGrath. It is reprinted here in

its entirety; it is a personal state-

ment "from the field" about a mat-

ter which is of concern to every-

Dcar Jim,

Received your recent letter and
read it with much interest. I re-

gret to say that 1 didn't have

first-hand acquaintance with your

"Cheer-John" program — but the

idea sounds terrific. Many states

sent packages to the servicemen

over here, and these did much to

raise morale and emphasize the

point that somebody back there

does like us.

Throughout modem history in

all parts of th world, the univer-

the most fruitful spawning grounds

for political opinion and debate.

In some countries, notably Latin

America, Korea and Japan, the

students have become so influenced

and so influential as to cause

chaotic conditions and political

upheaval. Some of the "gather-

of

have strong anarchis

leanings, e.g. Berkeley. These an
the extremes which are to b<

found in varying degrees eve*y

where. The main point to remem
ber is this — participation in poll

tical discussion, debate, and objec

live organizations is healthy and i:

to be encouraged. You and youi

classmates are sooi hold

tally t ' that

Theatre Announcements

"sword and thread"

what taint my objectivity. Basic-

ally, I feel that if the flow of Com-
munism isn't stemmed here in

S.E. Asia, then it will only be

a matter of time before the U.S.A.

will stand alone as an opponent.

I believe in what we are doing

here, and ! believe that we will

achieve the desired results. Most
of the

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVEN
Phone: 778-1575
TWO SHOWS

FRJ.-SAT. SEPT. 29-30

"ONE MILLION
YEARS B. C."

"Prehistoric Woman"

"The Naked Runner"
ADULTS 51.00

CHILDREN S.50

MATINEE
SAT. and SUN. 2 P.M.

AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 750

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.

SEPT. 29-30 & OCT. 1

"LORNA"

AND

"MUD HONEY"
Admission SI.00 — Adults Only

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks — General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

the growing might and grasping

ambition of Asian communism.
Our power, therefore, is a vital

shield. If we are driven from the

field in Vietnam, then no nation

can ever again have the same con-

fidence in American protection.

In each land the forces of inde-

pendence would be considerably

weakened. And as Asia so threat-

ened by Communist domination
would imperil the security of the

United States itself. Three presi-

dents have pledged to help this

honor our word or abandon our

believed us and who trusted us.

Thank you for your offer to send

along some reading material.

Frankly, the best-seller in these

parts is "Playboy" and they never

become dated

Write again soon: I thoroughly

enjoy discussions of this nature.

Try not to become biased in your

Howdy Dchoff, a member of the cast of "Oh What A Lovely War,"

awaits the rest of the cast for rehearsals, which began earlier this

week. He is in the first floor corridor of the Fine Arts Building—out-

side several classrooms, Mr. Maloncy's office, and the Green Room,
a lounge to be used by the Players,

Army Grant Research Job
Completed By Dr. McLain

by Karen Johnson

Three years of research on an

Army grant from the Edgewood
Arsenal culminated this summer
when Dr. Joseph McLain and his

laboratory assistant, Michael Mc-
Clure, completed an investigation

of phase change in solid state re-

The potassium chlorate sulfur

system was closely studied as a part

of the program. Potassium chlorate

and sulfur are components of a
propcllant for marker grenades.

A greater understanding of the

system was sought in order to in-

crease its' stability.

research effort. The thermal prop-

erties of various systems were in-

vestigated with the Dupont 900

Differential Thermal Analyzer.

This instrument provided a

graph that showed the tempera-

tures at which a system took or

gave off heat. Since heat is ab-

sorbed when the system change?

state, the heat release accompanies

reaction, it was possible to deter-

mine how pretreatment affected

the system.

McLain Designs Instruments

To obtain additional informa-

tion, a conductivity cell designed

by Dr. McLain, was built at the

College and used to monitor the

change in the conductivity of a

solid as its temperature was var-

ied.

Reaction in the solid state has

been the major research interest

of the chemistry' department for

the past decade. As a continua-

tion of this interest, Dr. McLain
will now begin a study of crystal

hardness.

Hardness is a measure of the

degree to which a substance can
withstand intrusion by another ob-

ject. Research in the area of

crystal hardness will pinpoint the

relationship between hardness,

bonding, and bond strength.

Letter to Editor
(Continued from Page 2)

members of the present Senior

Class for three years, I am con-

fident that there are more than

nine members (for that matter,

more than twelve members) who
well qualified for the honor
Who's Who

this

been colored by such influent

personal likes and dislikes c

with qualified seniors, the hoi

being a Who's Who nominee

* Par Descherc

SPORTS
(Continued from Page 4)

wrote that Washington lacrosse "has been the greatest tonic

for sports in the region in decades." The town offers attend-

i-end fish fry for the players.

or the Alu
rtain extent. Someone
vith people sympathetic t

The interest, recently c

ancc, press coverage, even a seasc

Perhaps the administration

are behind these efforts to a ce

sponsible for filling key positions \

aim of creating a winning team.

ated, seems to have a central soi

Main Hindrance
Even with all this going for Washington lacrosse, the

team faces a main hindrance to an advance in standings. This

hindrance is extraneous to the center of competition. It. is not

abated by the talents of the coaches, the efforts of the players,

the contributions of the administration, the influx of new play-

ers or the support of the town. The hindrance is the schedule.

The '67 season offers a graphic example. Although the stick-

men lost only to Hopkins, they were untested against other

major competition.

This year's schedule offers an improvement with contests

against top-ranked Hopkins as well as newly added, second

place Maryland. To advance in standings a victory over each
team is necessary. Further advancement (to number one)

must be made by adding more top competition to the itinerary.

In other words. Washington could be;'if Hopkins and Maryland
and each other i

To .

the schedule and still i

the top a scheduling handicap
)t easy because of intra-sport re

and Ieague-divi;scheduling, admi
sponsibility.

Into Ivy, Miller

As a member of the Snobhai Division, the stickmen play
intra-lcague games against North Carolina (Rothstein-ranked

as 57th in the nation), Washington and Lee (49th), Delaware
(46th), Towson (40th), Hofstra (34th), and Loyola (28th).

Victories over these schools benefit neither team. Who is proud
of a 20-3 win (or loss)? The fairest (most evenly matched)
competition is to be found in the Ivy League. The toughest

is found in the Miller division (Army, Navy, Maryland, Rut-
gers, Virginia and Baltimore University). Such staunch com-
petition would prove the true worth of the team and would
provide a possible (if uphill) road to a national championship.
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College Elects Campus Leaders
Bloom To Head Senior Class;

Class of 1969 Chooses Kehoe
The new officers of ihe senior,

junior and sophomore classes and
ihe senators elected to represent

the dormitories in SGA were an-

nounced last Monday night.

President of the senior class is

Jack Bloom, Vice President Allen

Payne, Treasurer Barbara Daly,

and Secretary Judy Steele.

Junior Class

The junior class is led by Brian

Kehoe, Bill Wilson and Mike
Young will be in a run-off election

for the vice presidency. Treasurer

of the juniors is Mary Milkovitch,

Secretary is Debbie Dayton.

Hollins Prof

To Present

Talk-Recital
American music of the eigh-

teenth century will be the subject

of a lecture-recital by Anne Mc-
Glenny, associate professor of

music at Hollins College, Virginia.

Scheduled for 8 p.m. tomorrow
night in Hynson Lounge, the lec-

ture is the second in the fall

Lout tit-George series. Miss Mc-
Glenny plans to show slides of early

instruments and play selections il-

lustrating the music of the Ameri-

Radio, TV Appearances

Miss McGlenny has appeared in

solo piano and lieder recitals in

this country and in Britian. She has

had several appearances with or-

chestras and is heard frequently on

With degrees from Hollins and
Columbia, Miss McClenny studied

at the Mozarteum in Salzburg dur-

ing the summer of 1964. While
there she attended lieder classes of

Erich Werba and piano classes of

Friedrich Wuhrer.

Miss McClenny spent 1966-67

on sabbatical leave doing research

in early American keyboard litera-

ture. She also gave concerts in

several British Uni

Denton is Vice President, Candy
McAvoy Treasurer and Becky

Hainesworth Secretary.

Run-Off

Freshman senator from Reid Hall

is Carol Payne; Maria Rosario

Lorts will represent Queen Anne's.

Caroline House must have a ruri-

off election for two senators: the

candidates are Mary Sue Blevins,

Karen Hayes and Barbara Osborn.

Minta Martin second Roor will

have a run-off election between

Carol Busick and Gloria Fine.

Third floor Minta Martin is repre-

sented by Colleen Spivey; fourth

floor will have a run-off between

Karen McCahill and Sylvia Mill-

Men's Dorms

Kent, first floor elected Dean
Skelos second floor elected Steve

Amick. West Hall senator is Mitch

Bronson; Jerry Luhn will represent

Middle Hall and Jay Schwartz

will represent East Hall.

The senator representing Somer-

set West is Joel Benisch, Somerset

East, Edward Schulman. Brian

Kehoe was elected senator from

Somerset Central but declined to

accept the post as class president.

Petitions are being circulated for

achir vith Gran'

The Louttit-George Lecture Se-

ries is in its third year at Wash-
ington College, Established by

Mrs. Harry Clark Boden, IV, the

Lecture series is in memory of

James Louttit, Jr., Sydney George,

Jr., and Joshua George, III of

Mount Harmon Plantation, Cecil

county, Maryland, who in 1782

contributed to the original en-

dowment funds of Washington

College.

of the United States Su

preme Court, Earl Warren, and

Bill Vceck are some of the indi-

viduals who will address the col-

lege this academic year.

Others include the commander
of the United States Navy Reserve,

M. L. Peterson; Alex Hayley,

author of the biography of Mal-

colm X; and Timothee Ahoua,

Ambassador of the Ivory Coast to

rhe United States and Canada.

a senator to represent this section.

Joel Cope was elected as the off

campus representative.

Run-off elections for class offi-

cers will be held this Thursday

night during dinner in the Student

Activities Center. Run-off elections

for senators will Ik- Thursday night

in the respective dorms.

MRA Elections

The results of the MRA elec-

erset Central, floors one and two:

Ed McKay; floors three and four:

Jim McGrath; in Somerset West,

first floor, John Walker; second

floor, Steve Ellyson; in Somerset

East, first floor, Rich Tompson;
second floor, John Foster; in Kent

orth wing, first flooi ~

A^adW

,nd fin, Dave Gold-

uth -

Huntei

Mitman ; second floor: a runoff

will be held at a future date be-

tween Steve Gracff and Keith

Levinson; in Middle Hall, Bill

Zimmerman and Dave Boulden;

in East Hall, Pete Johnson; in

West Hall, John Gadsby.

In making these announcements,

MRA President Ted Goldman did

not specify the date of the run-

off, but said that the time and

place for voting would be an-

Newly elected class officers and senators include (seated (I. to r.) Bill

Buchanan, Brian Kehoe, Jack Bloom, and Allen Payne. Standing (1. to

r.) are Ed Schulman, Mitch Bronson, Joel Benfcch, and Jerry Luhn.

Debating Club Sets

Meet With Towson

lecond floor, of Kent

By David Saffcm

The Washington College De-

bating Society is anticipating an

active year highlighted by several

Resulting from the contacts

made at the C. W. Post College

tournament last year, Washinfrti'ii

College has been invited to four

lude

eport, Harper College, Tow-
tatc College, and Loyola Col-

The main goal of the Society

however, is to raise the funds

attend these tourna-

These

the Univ of

Tutorial Project Expands

To Include Middle School
By Carolyn Erwin

Reaching the underpriviledged

youngster will be the major task

confronting local school officials

and nearly thirty Washington Col-

lege students when they meet next

Wednesday to organize plans for

this year's Tutorial Project.

According to last year's tutorial

project coordinator, Doug Un-

tried, this year's program will be

more selective and geared primar-

ily toward those students in the

Chestertown community who need

but cannot afford private tutors.

Tutors Wasted

"Last year," Mr. Untried com-

mented, "interested students simply

signed up for tutors. Consequent-

ly. '

possible this

: of c

on students who really didn't need

tutoring and who could afford to

hire private tutors.

"This year," he continued, "the

students will be chosen by their

teachers according to their need

for tutoring and then assigned to

the program."
"Middle-School"

Because of the expanded in-

tegration of the Chestertown school

system, the tutorial project will

shift its concentration from Gar-

nett High School, formerly an all-

Negro institution, to what is now

called "The Middle School" and to

Chestertown High. Tutors will be

made available to pupils at these

two schools beginning with grade

7 through 12.

One of the major problems

which confronted the tutorial pro-

gram last year was "attendance."

Toward the middle of the year

both tutors and tutees failed to

show up for the

"We hope to

problem as much

ject coordinator stated, "by hold-

ing more group meetings with both

the tutors and their pupils."

When the project gets underway

sometime during the early part of

October, tutors and their pupils

will meet twice weekly for an hour

or once weekly for two hours. The

weekly sessions will be held pri-

marily here on the campus in Dun-

ning Lecture Hall and William

Full Curriculum

The students will receive help in

history, French, English, algebra,

biology, chemistry, and physii

Tutoring in these subjects nil be

done during and after school hours.

The present "Tutorial Project"

grew out of a talk on civil rights

given at Washington College in

1965 by the Rev. Paul Moore, Jr.,

Episcopal suffragan bishop of

Washington, D.C. and a militant

supporter of the civil rights move-

Civil Rights

Stirred by his talk, a group of

Washington students organized the

contribution to the Negro's struggle

for civil rights.

These students with the aid of

Dr. William E. Hoffman, former

assistant professor of Education at

Washington College, and Elmer

(Continued on Page 6)

First Tournament
The first tournament is October

28 at Towson State College, where

the members of the Washington

College Debating Society have also

been invited to meet and exchange

ideas with Mr. Otto Bauer, the

author of Fundamentals of Debate

Theory and Practice. The two col-

leges intend to work together close-

ly on their preparation for subse-

quent debates.

The national debate topic is,

"Resolved that the Federal gov-

should supply a

Ed

Worteck, the president of the So-

ciety, predicts that the broad im-

plications offered by this topic

should provide many stimulating

debates. Mr. Worteck also hopes

to sponsor on campus debates on

topics besides the national one.

Inter-Collegiate Club

The Washington College De-

bating Society was founded last

February in an attempt to estab-

lish Washington College in an

inter-collegiate academic function.

Last year the Society only went

to one tournament — at the C. W.
Post College, a division of Long

Island University. Twenty-five

schools participated in this tourna-

ment including Fordham Univer-

sity, New York University, and

the U.S. Military Academy.

The first meeting this year will

be held on Sunday, October 8.

President Worteck encourages any-

one with any interest in debating

to attend this meeting. No exper-

are twelve freshmen who have had

previous debating experience in

high school. At this first meeting

Society will elect the officers to

lead the Society through this

academic year.

NOTICE !

The Business Office of Washing-

ton College has announced that it

will no longer cash checks for stu-

dents throughout the day. The
time for this service will be limited

to the hour between 12:00 and

1:00 o'clock daily, Monday
through Friday. The $25 limit

apply.
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CditoriaL

The Budget Gap
President Gibson announced to the student body on Tues-

day of this week the decision by the Board of Visitors and
Governors to raise the tuition charges from $1,450 to $1,650—
an increase of $200. Also raised for the 1 ^68-6^ academic year

will be the amount charged for room and board: $950—up
from $900.

In a letter sent to parents of all students explaining the

increased charges. President Gibson noted that "it was a choice

between (raising the tuition fee) and reducing the quality of

our academic work."

Certainly it was the only possible decision the board would
consider. The cost to parents of an education for one year at

Washington College will be $2,710. In spite of the increase,

however, there is a projected "gap" between income and ex-

penses amounting to over $200,000 for this year; without -the

increase, ibis figure

though 30% of the

mhi oJ financial aid,

ayo. This cap 'deficit

; that al-

ifficially receiving some
rceiving a "scholarship"

om $300 only two years

under which the college

ir of Development, has

) operate bc-

; Tony Parker, Direi

stated, "It is economically impossible

The problem, of course, is not li

lege. The October issue of Fmlum-
(ullc'jes

. . may be pridm: tlieuiseb

as the projected rate of increase in thei

gross family income." The artirle further states that ;

age annual increase of $100 in tuition is a "reasonable assump-

tion based on what administrations are predicting." "The pre-

dicament of ihe private institutions 'is thai] although their fees

> U'jvhiivj

[>s out of the t

r charges outpace;

More spi ally, al Washington C

approximately t-f percent each y«u I"

Students are mm paying $7.67 daily fc

room and board. Next year, these am<
$H.73 daily for tuition, and to $4.32 for

ing the total daily "cost" of an educati

text honks and "personal" expenditures

The important questic

the past five years.

tuition and $4.09 for

nts will have risen to

cm and board, bring-

i here (not including

to $14.34.

Is it worth the cost?

getting what we pay for?

Elm believes we are.

"Credit-No Credit"

idea of a "pass-fail" marking system is not new; last

the Elm advocated an investigation into the possibili-

ties of instituting such a system. The Elm now suggests that

Dean Burns consider the matter as an important issue to be
discussed in the appropriate faculty and student committees this

The Intercollegiate Press recently reported that Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, has begun offering a "eredit-no

Credit" program "to encourage students to explore courses which
they otherwise might shun to avoid risk of lowering their grade-
point average. A difference from the 'pass-fail' programs in ef-

fect elsewhere is the absence of a penalty for failure."

In Miami's plan, juniors and seniors "who arc not on aca-

demic probation may sien up for one course each trimester on
a credit-no credit basis. 'Credit,' without any grade, will be put
on the record for any course completed with a C or above; 'no

credit' will be entered for grades lower than C. Work thus
taken will count toward rredit-hour requirements for gradua-
tion, but will not be figured into grade-point averages.

"The program has been approved for a two year trial.

Registration requires the instructor's approval, and the plan may
not be used for required courses. Total number (of hours) of

work a student may attempt on a credit-no credit basis is 12

So plans similar to the pass-fail system are being tried else-

where. With such a program students are able to explore fields

of interest they might otherwise avoid when pressures elated to

high ejade-point averages are specially intense. New courses,

instructors, and ideas may be confronted. Concern about one's

record for graduate school admissions is reduced. The idea has
merit why not give it a try?

Waiting For Godot'

By Donald Dolce

Center Stage Theatre opened its

1967-68 season last week with

Waiting for Coil"! by Samuel Beck-

etl, a two act tragicomedy depict-

ing modern man's life. Two tramps
wait by the roadside r

ived. Instead, he

Mi, (iui

Apparently the mail will take them
from their unfulfilled life of the,

present to a better one. They have
waited in the past many times for

Mr. Godoi, but he has never ar-

Epic Tali-, Part II

Victors Use Barge

For Annual Orgies

ical expedition to Chester! own,

Maryland (see atlas). He had read
about an ancient Lost City which

Chestertown, ac-

irding > the ike
,
Thu

Histories. Wilsmi meets and begins

talking with an old bridge lender

who recounts the story of the inva-

sion of Colloppolis, the Lost City
of Chestertown. The bridge tender

"After the invasion, no man was
known by his costume, yet this

fact was realized after much strug-

gle. The melding of two cultures

fond of arguing. They were an
rjuisitive and restless breed. Ma
enjoyed wearing motley dress, ai

other. Full of mutual suspicion,

they stared at each other across

separate dining tables.

But all was not lost. Each year,

the Invaders celebrated their first

victory over the CoIIopolitonians.

They cruised the River Chester,

the very river they had crossed lo

enter Collopolis, in an enormous
barge, laden with the fruits of friv-

olity—barrels of wind and a bevy

of dancing girls (Oh! what poelic

movement when they did dance).

Surely such an orgy was enough
to waken the Gods from the sweet-

est slumber.

The CoIIopolitonians,' though
used to celebrating only among
themselves at traditional religious

rites, joined the Chaots in a naked
and unashamed search for pleas-

use and social activity, (note dis-

grew beards. At
first, these independent savage in-

vaders frightened the peace-loving

inhabitants of Collopolis.

The culture of the inhabitants

of Collopolis differed in many ways
from that of their invaders. These
original inhabitants were a placid

people, dedicated to confronting

with others for the sake of tran-

quility. They feared dc

the

Ibis

might upset the serenity of the

community, Thry dressed alike in

lovely finery, and they spoke only

Traditional Rites

These CoIIopolitonians partici-

pated in weekly traditional rites

It is not hard to compr
that these two cultures might

And so they did for some

Jical

Idling the two

make it that

.ould definitely

> passing strang-

\ewed by Donald Dolce

;rested in Lucky, because

During the discussion they ask

Lucky to think. The speech which
ensues does not have the tone of

rebelliousness that is often seen in

many portrayals of Lucky, but sim-
,ply a declatory statement. The only
hint of violence is at the end of his

speech when the others cringe in

fear as he picks up a large rock,

ready to cast it upon them. The
strangers leave and return the next
day, but this time, Pozzo is blind;

yet Lucky continues to lead him

—

as resigned to his fate as before.

Still, the tramp waits, but for
what? Is Godot a person as they
think? This production suggests
that they are waiting for death. In
stage center, there is a mound
neatly edged, which appears to be
a grave, although they call it a
ditch. They trip on it, sleep on it,

for Godot to arrive. But Godot will

arrive only in death. Death is the
only way for them to leave this

world and enter the better one
which they envision.

Ronald Hufman's direction has
artistically blended all die elements
of Waiting for Godot into a beau-
tifully unified production. All the
characters arc equally balanced on
the stage. Pozzo, for example, is

not domineering and powerful. In-

stead, he is just a fat conceited
man who has a rope around some-
one's neck. Lucky retains his char-

acter as the submissive servant

throughout the production.

The play takes place on two
levels of the stage. The lower level

which is the stage proper, is occu-
pied by the tree, the grave and
the characters during the first a

yearly festivals, that those of every
costume joined together in song.

And indeed, we must not be too

harsh in our judgements, for in

sung were full of- lovely harmony.
While the CoIIopolitonians were
not accustomed to Chaotic revelry,

so the Chaots were unaccustomed
to the Collopolitian s quiet ways.

As they joined together in song,

especially during the festival ' sea-

son upon the barge, it appears
that burly male Chaots—Chaots

opolitonian men opened ihci

rib ,

which

live together in spirit. They ate

separately, lived in separate quar-

ters, and spoke only among fellows

of the same breed. Neither side

Chaotic-Collopolitonianism. Tl

were a confused generation,

many ways alienated from "tr

parents, who had settled 'for cc

promise when ihey entered i

wedlock.

(Ed. note: and so endeth F

II of this Tale of Woe, until n

this

per level where Pozzo, Lucky,
d the messenger boy enter, and

"derable activity takes

dun [the
1ramps

:

.ith the

whal

ter and the

slave. Using both levels provides
relief from the starkness of the

stage with its glaring lights and
the pretentiously symbolic scenery-

Waiting for Godot is definitely

one of the better Center Stage pro-

ductions. Much of the credit goes
to Mr. Hufman for his skillful

ing of the roles into one en-

^ach role blending into the

scheme of the play, while
rnultani-imsly letting each char-

'67 Graduate
Earns Wings
As Stewardess

Having already lived in Europe
and India, Nancy Lee Galloway,
a 1967 graduate of Washington
College, feels at home with the

diplomatic set as a Pan American
World Airways stewardess.

Miss Galloway recently gradu-

ated from the airline's Interna-

tional Stewardess College in

Miami, Florida. Wearing her new
gold wings, she is serving aboard

Jet Clipper flights from Washing-
ton, D.C. across the Atlantic to

London and Paris.

Wings Awarded

During her five weeks training

in Miami, Miss Galloway shared
-

hotel-type quarters and classes

with young women students from
all parts of the world. The Pan
American college annually awards
wings to about 1,200 graduates.

Miss Galloway's family lived in

Calcutta, India (1947-62), and
traveled through the Middle and

Far East and North Africa. Before

she entered Washington, the new
stewardess attended Miss Scrim-

shaw's School in Calcutta, Preal-

pina in Chexbres, Switzerland, and
Greenwich High School, in Green-

wich, Connecticut.
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NLF,Unofficial U.S. "Delegates"Meet

These North Vietnamese r

over their cities. The U.S.

cr. Pilots captured after the battles are given full rations,

EDITOR'S NOTE: (Dave Dellinger, editor of LIBERA

TION magazine, arranged in Hanoi last r/>i

'

,
for the onrush of U. S. jet bombers read)

the North to date, but the DRVs estimates a)

freedom of movement, Chris trims parties,

vith the North Vi

bets of the NLF in a midway meeting point

developed to be Bratislava, Czechoslovakia. The America

ware drawn from the peace movement, the black liberate

Harvard, Yale, Wash-

,, __</ University of Chicago, community

organizers clergy' artists and filmmakers. Raymond Mungo,

former editor of 'the Boston University NEWS, participated

and spoke on behalf of the LIBERATION News Service.)

By RAYMOND MUNGO
BRATISLAVA, Czechoslovakia (LNS) "Lyndon John-

son will have a nightmare when he hears about this meet-

ing," said Tom Hayden to 40 Americans and an equal num-

ber' of North Vietnamese and members of the National Lib-

eration Front (NLF). "He will have a nightmare because

he has sent 500,000 men to your land to find the Vietcong."

"We will tell him he'd better leave some men at home.

Because, like Spartacus, whose fellow slaves in Rome

protected his hiding-place by each claiming to be Spartacus

himself, I am the Vietcong. We are everywhere! We are

all the Vietcong!"

And on that note, the first major meeting between

Americans and the "enemies" of their government ended

on Sept. 13 after 10 days here of cultural shock, political

programs, and fraternal exchanges. The American delega-

tion led by Dave Dellinger, which included blacks, com-

munity organizers, American Friends, artists, clergymen,

and full-time peace movement workers, was moved and at

times incredulous at the Vietnamese morale and willingness

tn r^ist in face of monstrous military force. The Viet-

:, for their part, recognize the relative smallness of

the conference, Sol Stem of RAMPARTS heatedly refused

to sign a statement which all but two others thought was

mem' relatively mild (explaining that it would implicate him if

which he didn't sign it) and insisted one veto should cancel the

ricans statement. It did, and a statement ultimately went out over

the signatures of Dellinger, Hayden, and Nick Egelson, the

organ r z of the

/ere selected

Hanoi, but others may follow later. (The reasons for thi

selection were not made public.) Rightfully proud of thi

strength under duress, the Vietnami

friends see their homeland for themselves. They
understand frustration, had no difficulty encompassing the

frustrations that Americans feel at so simple a task as ending

the war, and attempted to comfort us. We were at an

understandable loss to offer them tangible comfort, but

Ross Flanagan of the Quaker Action Group persevered with

small packages of medical supplies which were seized by

Royal Canadian Mounted Police last month as they were

being brought into Canada for shipment to Hanoi.

Considering the difficult political tasks ahead, though,

some comforts seemed justifibale. and so both delegations

joined in singing "Wc Shall Overcome" with locked-arms —
the first time in years that a chorus of "We shall brothers

be" has been sung without embarrassment — and we joined

them in a snake-dance version of the Unity Song.

The final evening, a formal Czech reception at Bratis-

lava's oldest and most elegant castle turned into a New
York-style frug, Slovak violinists notwithstanding, and Viet-

namese brothers clapped and laughed uninhibitedly —
recognizing a cultural tradition when they see one—while

the heads of state stood by, powerless to stop what obviously

seemed to them a desecration of socialist realism and diplo-

t but foi wth as the l

.j the U. S. intervention in their affairs.

"Wc can speak to you, dear friends, as brothers," be-

san Nguyen Minh Vy, chairman of the Northern delegation,

as he threw his arms around Dellinger. Gifts were ex-

changed, or more properly lavished, as each side delighted

in pleasing the other. Books, sketches of South Vietnam

produced on elaborate underground "liberation presses,"

phonograph records, pins, rings made of debris of downed

U.S. planes, clothing, letters from captured U.S. pilots for

delivery to 'their families on one side; on the other, anti-

war pins, books, pamphlets, and little black dolls from Free-

dom House. A wizened sixtyish Vietnamese woman (who

kept asking "when the women will all get together") grins

broadly, pointing to her SDS badge. Those of us who could

spoke in French, but the Vietnamese also brought six excel-

lent interpreters, and the Czech Peace Committee added

Time and again the Vietnamese overcame American

embarrassment at the apparent impotence of the conference

to affect U.S. policy by insisting they were talking to

the real people of America — the blacks, the community

organizers, the students, the poor. These Americans, our

war-torn friends said, will some day lead their people in

peace and brotherhood with all the world, They said they

knew the struggle may lie long, but the Vietnamese will wait

and watch — they have waited thousands of years already

— and we must be strong and return the good fight.

One Vietnamese girl had literally 200 tiny wounds

from American fragmentation bombs which exploded on her

elementary school while she was teaching a class. Another

teacher died from a similar bombing, her 26-year-old body

sheltering one of her students.

Much singing and dancing went on nonetheless, for

the Vietnamese are a cultured people, proud of their arts. A
North Vietnamese friend told me on our return from

La Traviata at the Bratislava Opera House that opera

still as well as dance. Astounded, I asked

on (he outcome of a democratic elcctioi

Therefore, the NLF is confident of its ability to main-

tain the widespread support which it now enjoys, and seems

entirely honest in its insistence that the people of Vietnam
be given, at last, the opportunity to decide for themselves

which form of government tiny will have. The current pro-

gram, with its assurances of private property rights, may be

a compromise with the many non-socialist elements active

in the body and leadership of the Front, but the ultimate

program would be dictated by the populace as far as possible.

Even among Thien and Ky's top military officers, the

NLF maintains secret sympathizers, Mrs. Binh added. The
Front includes at least three major political parties (Demo-
cratic, Radical Socialist, and Peoples' Revolutionary), four

major reliyimis, ami many ethnic groups.

According to Southern journalist Huynh Van Ly, from

Ben Tre, the NLF is now in control of over 30 per cent of

the Southern countryside—excluding the major cities of

Saigon, Danang, and Hue, which are governed with varying

degrees of stability by the "puppet government" sanctioned

by the U. S.

Maps and films were presented showing life in these,

liberated zones, which Mr. Ly maintained include 3.5 million

hectares of land, over two million of it privately owned by

peasants, producing enough rice for the fighting troops with-

out the major rice-import problem of the Southern gov-

(Saigon is expected to import a million tons of rice

this year, and reports from Boston University NEWS cor-

respondent Alex Jack in Saigon said that nightclubs there

had taken to a version of "Greenfields" winch reads, "Once
there were ricefields . . . now there are none.")

LIFE GOES ON IN NORTH VIETNAM
Obviously, the necessary functions of society continue,

with difficulty, in spite of the bombing; otherwise the Viet-

namese would have had to give in long ago. But despite

bombing heavier to date than the total bombing in the

European ad African theatres of the Second World War,
Mr. Vy documented that even the cultural life continues.

He showed films of dances and theatre performances. School

enrollment is up 1 30 per cent this year. Newspapers, maga-
zines, even art books, continue to be published.

Vy's explanation for this phenomenon is as follows:

Industry, and now schools, are scattered in small centers

in the countryside, Mr, Vy said, adding that an urban
economy could not have withstood the bombing so long as

the North has. "When the radio says the U.S. has destroyed

a factory, we assure you it was only four walls in the first

place. When they say they destroyed an army barracks,

it was only a building."

The DRVs four-point program for peace remains as

before. Tran Con Tuong, a Hanoi lawyer, reiterated the

stand: (1) The U.S. must put an end to aggression against

the DRV (at which point negotiations could begin immed-
iately). (2) Strict attention must be paid to tho Geneva
accords. (3) A solution to the problems of South Vietnam
must come from the South Vietnamese themselves. (4) The
two Vietnams must be allowed to achieve peaceful reuni-

fication between themselves.

j
"Our people are determined not to rtubmit to force,

not to talk to the U.S. imperialists under the threat of

(resumed) bombing," Mr. Tuong emphasized; Hanoi "has

no reason to escalate the war" {as Washington has

charged) ; its stand is "in the interests of the American
people as well," Mr. Tuong stated.

The North is now receiving limited aid in heavy in-

dustry from the Soviet Union, but nothing from China,

delegates said in small-group sessions. Much of the DRVs
weaponry is small artillery, and both infantry weapons and
larger arms are frequently salvaged from captured U.S.

supplies or downed aircraft. (During the conference, word
same that Secretary of Defense McNamara had announced

in Washington that the DRV is receiving up to $1 billion

annually from the USSR; he did not say that the U.S. is

ibsidizing the South government by some $26 billion

"When Mrs. Ngee Bao was eight months pregnant, a piece

of shrapnel penetrated her hip and lodged itself in the face

of her unborn baby. Mrs. Bao hemorrhaged and an hour

later the baby was born. Both mother and child were saved.

Ml 11..!

if the poets and i

"Oh, ' he laughed

j become a 1:

aughtcr all around

» publish.

Perhaps the m:

political program s

tributed to the Air

The document

Communist, to join

tects "the right of

1, is normally a

mists and overlooks the Danube; beer

plentiful and superb. The Vietnamese

were apologetic for indulging in such

-, The former, convinced that Ameri-

i "dress very well," bought expensive suits and raincoats

Europe; they were surprised that wc wore dungaree

:cts and tattered sandals and complimented our "hu-

ty as well as courage."

Despite surface similarities, however, the Americans

ered from their Vietnamese brothers most prominently

the extent to which their internal squabbles persist and

g, closed meetings were necessary. On the final day of

or event of this meeting between Viet-

ins was the release of the first NLF
ice 1960, printed in English and dis-

rican delegates.

nvites all forces. Communist and non-

thc NLF's nationalist revolution; pro-

)wnership of the means of production

_.ther property of the citizens;" encourages "the capi-

talists in industry and trade to help develop industry, small

industries, and handicrafts;" respects "the legitimate right

to ownership of land by the churches, pagodas, and holy

seas of religious sects;" promises free general elections toward

eventual reunification of both Vietnams, "in accordance with

the principle of universal, equal, direct suffrage," and bars

military alliances with all other nations.

"You will notice that there is nothing here which

mentions socialism," said Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, the 50-

year-old foreign secretary for the NLF, who also headed

the Southern delegation. Mrs. Binh added that the NLF's

program insists on five points: peace, neutrality, democracy,

independence, and eventual national reunification.

Most Americans were surprised at the wording of the

NLF prograh, which seems much too pro-capitalist in its

i best demonstrated by

if House Armed Services Committee chairman Mendel
Rivers. "Please ask Mr. Rivers to come to Hanoi," he said,

"and see for himself if we've been 'bombed back to the

stone age,' as he advocates. We're not in the stone age, and
we can't be bombed there."

AMERICAN BLACKS REPORT
The Vietnamese position as a colonized people, how-

ever, did not escape the attention of SNCC's John Wilson,

who was most warmly received of all the American re-

porting in Bratislava on their movements. "Wc are a

colonized people too . . . We know," Wilson said, "that

power comes from the barrel of a gun. . .. U. S. imperialism

extends from South Vietnam to South Africa to South

Carolina, U. S. A. To destroy that imperialism, by any

means necessary . . . you cannot organize or domesticate a

mad dog — you dispose of it."

Wilson defined black America in four categories —
integrationists, separatists, ethnic politicians, and black

militants. He excoriated Whitney Young of the Urban
League for being "used by the U.S. to legitimize the recent

(Saigon) elections in the eyes of black people," and said

the integrationists, including Martin Luther King and Roy
Wilkins, have been "leading black people to the slaughter."

He was debated briefly by Stoney Cooks of Dr. King's

Southern Christian Leadership Conference, who said the

militants' program was poorly organized and without hopes

of success.

The cultural differences between Vietnamese and
Americans were not so marked, however, as to obscure the

obvious cultural insemination which each side was ex-

periencing. The Americans took to bowing, using pro-

tocol titles, asking others to step ahead before them, and
singing uninhibitedly. A Vietnamese interpreter who had
become a friend bypassed the accustomed statement of

brotherhood to say, "So long, baby. Its been a gas."
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SPORTS
col-By homecoming soccer coach Etl Athey will hai

lected his 100th soccer win at Washington College. As so.

roach here for 18 years he has compiled a record of 99 \

and 44 losses with 20 ties. However, his collection of 100 \

will reflect, only partially, his degree of success as a coach.

The reason that this record is an inaccurate incasun

his achievement is obvious to any athlete who has played for
s7c

"]
a r 'dc?cn5iw"Vlay

B
and

Sho'men Beaten 3-2;

Play Home Saturday
The Washington College !

learn dropped iis season o

against Hofstra University

The Sho'men controlled [he hall

or 16 of the last 18 minutes but

olid defensive play by Hofstra least

ghlighted by the Long Is la)

the Coach. His goals as a coach extend beyond the establish-

ment of a winning percentage. Another good roach with the

same boys could have possibly established a heller record.

He seems m have two objectives. Me leaches the funda-

mentals of the game, creating an athletic statue, just as the

Bculptor molds clay. This is one measure of his achievement

and i- indirectly observed in his record. His other objective,

his primarj aim, is achieved to a greater degree although it is

less easily measured, or even observed.

Athcy's Men
the Marines, he builds men. He extends the objective

grcssi\ ball-i nllim; Sfio

of winning
but in him i

His

rificing hi

of winning equitably.

ital.le

ihod H|r.,h.

»rd.

teaches

tory. He teaches

the field.

, but not to the degree of

•r coach he has won the

the Mid-Atlantic once, the

Conference twice

n.l of ihc ring.

WWk-

championship
Southern Conference onre, tied the South
. . . Coaching basketball the Coach has sent eigh

the playoffs. Two track championships extend the 1

ing under Coach Kibler, Mr. Athey "was always near the

top", winning twice, The list seems endless.

"Win For Athey"
One reason for the Coach's extensive lisl of wins is his

ability to marshal! his troops—convey his winning will. "I've

played them all: baseball, football, basketball, soccer, la-

i rosse," one of his charges commented, "and I have never

wanted to win for a roach as much as I do for Coach Athey."

The century victory mark remains important only as a

reminder of ihe Coach's qualities: sportsmanship, love of the

game, desire to win. Therefore because he doesn't play only

to win. a record of his victories can only partially

,k liievement of the man.

A*>*4iidc

the second

period. Their goal came despite a

fantastic defensive effort by the

Sho'mert, A Hofstra shot which

skimmed off the outstretched fing-

ers of a lunging Al Perry seemed

to be headed for sure paydirt when
Washington fullback Ford Schu-

man deflected it with his hand.

The ensuing penalty shot and
subsequent Hofstra goal equalled

the score at one all. Neither team

capitalized on any scoring oppor-

Hofstra Gets Two

The third period saw Hofstra hit

3-1. The first of

terrific shot

This tightened the score to

side man Joe Nichols then <

open goal for

been the tying goal.

missing the corner, Nich-

bounced off the j

.vent the last Sho

Only Three Teams Undefeated
In First Week of Intramurals

Last year's defending intramural

football champs, Lambda Chi
Alpha, started the new season on
the right note with two resounding

victories, 19-0, over the Outcasts,

and 46-0, over the Freshmen.

Only two other teams remained

undefeated after the first week of

play. Theta Chi pounded Lambda
B 25-0, while KA stopped the

Somerset West Raiders, 19-0. Al-

though the Phi Sigs were upset by
llir Freshmen, 1 2-h. in their season

opener, they bounced back to shut

out Lambda B, 23-0.

Webb Connects
Lambda Chi quarterback Harry

Webb connected on two touch-

down passes, one to end Gary
Bauer and one to Mike Kelly.

Bauer also scored on a 45-yard end

sweep for Lambda Chi. A tough
defense held the Outcasts score-

earlier defeated Phi Sigma Kappa,
12-6, Lambda Chi exploded for

seven touchdowns, five of which

covered more than 60 yards. Webb.
Bauer, and Kelly accounted for all

the scoring.

New QB
Pete Joslin tossed for three

touchdowns in his debut at quar-

terback for KA. The receiver on
two of his passes was Al Streelman,

last year's field general for the

KA's. Joslin also hit Bob Vander-
Clock for the third Kappa Alpha

sie^ plugged up a few

ir pass defense, which
12-6 loss to the Fresh-

ihut out Lambda B,

Charlie Inglefritz gave the Sigs

an unusual 2-0 lead when he tag-

ged a surprised Lambda in the end
zone for a safety. Bruce Miller

then picked up the reins and threw

three scoring passes, and also

added three successful extra points

on passes. Gary Myers, Chip Gor-

gone, and Jon Topodas were Mil-

half as they did i

uilld h.ive Lift--.

sthc-less found

the hustle to score a goal within

the first ten seconds of play. Junior

George Bucklcss, left inside, drove

up the middle for the unassisted

score. This was the only time in

the game, however, that the Sho'-

men found themselves on the long

"We Find

die second half when we lost somi

of the nervousness we displayed ii

the beginning of the game," say:

Commenting upon the Hofstn

erwood, George
Bucklcss, and Joe Nichols also eon-

(rilnited heavily to the Shore cause

with fine hustle and ball control

Fulbacks Ford Schuman and Steve

Wrightson displayed fine defensive

teamwork as they stopped many
Hofsta drives and passes.

The Sho'men went for their first

win of the season against Delaware
in a home game on October 4th.

On Saturday, October 7, the

alumni return to do battle

College Crewmen
In Fall Practice
The Washingloi

has been practicir

each week for the
]

According to i

crew captain, the team is "exer-

cising to get in shape, and to put

as many miles in on the water as

possible this fall for the sake of

Colleee Navy tory for the fall

several times 'informal' pract:

;t three weeks.

l, for these

and workouts
springtime, we hope tc

Daily Rowing
Enough interest has be<

ated this fall for two full

row on alternate afternoons. The
shell is being kept in a chicken

coop on the farm of Mr. John
Truilow of Chestcrtown. The door

to the building has been enlarged

Gilmore, have a 'r

Gilmore says that he expects to

compete against some of the St.

Andrew's crews next spring, in

addition to whatever intercollegiate

meets are arranged.

shell with the

the individual

the eight-o

tched.

nd the

Varsity Club

Membership

Is Announced

No intercollegiate competition is

planned for this fall, though cap-

tain Gilmore expects "a number"
of races this spring. One difficulty

that has been temporarily sur-

mounted for the fall semester is

the lack of a professional roach.

No Coach

C
W shington College

President Ben Wh
Varsity

1

inducted into the club at the

la nccting. There w re fifteen

Ji rs and twelve senio

Those seniors elected a re George
B

,
George Jastram, lob Man-

mug, Dan Measell, John Mend ell

d John Merrill.

To date,

icen held the

Delawar

Washout

Also selected among the ser

were Chuck Mock, Bob Schnat

Jay Schwartz and this year's so

co-captain, Ken Stein.

The who
! be ]

Linbeatens Play

and Theta Chi put their

:n records on the line this

is they face each other.

Chi also plays Phi Sigma

oued on Page 6)

"This arrangement is satisfac-

Intramural Standings
Lambda Chi "A" 2-0

Outcasts 0-1

Jim Blandford, Dave Bouldcu,

George Buckless, Chip Campbell,

Steve Claggett, Steve Graeff, Fred

Grey, and Mark Madden.

The other seven juniors arc Bob

Kendall, Ron Regan, Mark Stein-

berg, Larry Sterling, Dave Stokes,

Sirc.'i-liii.ni Stew
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McKeldin Outlines Plight

Of Cities, Racial Problem

more's Mayor, Theodore McKel-
din, treated the college to a fine

display of his rhetoric and oratori-

cal style. Weavi-

tion. For example, "slum housing,

traffic congestion, bad school

housing, water supply difficulties,

broken pavement, polluted air, and
understaffed police and fire depart-

of the

-iiy.

observations about the urban prob-

lems facing many other cities like

Baltimore, the Mayor captured his

audience immediately.

Commenting on the problems

facing Baltimore city, he stated

that he feared the point has been

reached when "We can't sec the

forest for the trees"—referring to

the many issues which face resolu-

jor difficulties he will attempt to

straighten out.

Nothing Magical

"I have no magic formula," he
said, "I have a great conviction"

for solving the problems of Balti-

more city. "No problem will be

solved as long as halt of the people

feel no responsibility for solving

them," he remarked, referring to'

those persons who live outside the

"There is no problem that can-

not be solved through human wis-

dom and ingenuity. The collective

good sense of the Baltimoreans is

equal to their needs."

Money Trouble
Financial difficulties also face

the city, he stated, and pointed
out that while the metropolitan

.nfonnal questioning in Hynson

Stuart Canin To Appear
In October 10 Concert

By Ed Schulman

Violinist Stuart Canin, concert-

master of the Chamber Symphony
of Philadelphia, will perform at

Washington College's Art Center

Tuesday evening October 10, at

8:30 p.m., in the first of a series

of five programs scheduled by

Washington College Community

Mr. Canin was a first prize win-

ner of the Paganini International

Violin Competition. He has been

soloist with major American and

European orchestras, including the

New York Philharmonic. In ad-

dition, he was honored by his na-

tive New York City with its high-

est cultural award, the Handel

Medal.

Chamber Music
For many years Mr. Canin was

a featured chamber music artist

with the famed Aspen, Colorado,

Summer Music Festival and the

Dartmouth College Congregation

of the Arts. He has been a profes-

sor of the violin at major conser-

vatories in the United States and

Europe.

Featured in Mr. Canin's Wash-

ington College program are J.S.

Bach's Violin Concerto No. 1 in

E. Major; Beethoven's "Kreutzer"

Sonata for violin and piano;

Hindemith's Sonata in E for violin

and piano; and Ravel's Tzigane.

He will be accompanied on the

piano by Charles Wadsworth.

Madrigal Singers

Other artists scheduled to ap-

pear in the sixteenth annual series

sponsored by Washington College

and the Chestertown community

are Aldo MancinelH, pianist, No-

vember 21 ; the soprano-tenor duo

of Aliani and Diard, February 1

;

The Juliiard String Quartet,

March 1 ; and the University of

Maryland Madrigal Singers,

April 4.

Season tickets for the entire ser-

ies are $9.00 per person. They will

be on sale at the College office of

public events in the Alumni House
until the evening of the first con-

cert, when they may be purchased

at the theatre box office.

Tickets to individual concerts

will be on sale at the box office

on the nights of performances on

a scats-available basis, from 8:15

until 8:30 curtain-time. These tick-

ets are priced at $3.00 a person,

for adults, and 50 cents for school

children. Washington College stud-

ents have been issued season tickets

for this year's series.

was a decrease in popula

4.000 people in the city. He em-
phasized that this means less reve-

nue from taxes, and indicated the

trends within the city include "a

tremendous rise in the number of

people requiring public assistance,

a drop in unemployment, a rise

in part-time employment for youth,

and a rise in (he number of

housing units that arc deficient

and should not be lived in." These
number approximately 52,0(10 now.

he added, representing 18 percent

of the total housing supply.

"Over fifty of the schools being

used now were built before 1900

This situation cannot be tolerated."

Bright Future

The outlook for Baltimore's fu-

ture, he predicted, is bright. "Bal-

timore has diversity—in terms of

commerce and industry, the physi-

cal characteristics, and the popu-
lation." "Diversity is the breath

of life," he said, and "We must

our weaknesses."

The Mayor spoke eloquently

and "from the heart" concerning
the racial issue, and stated that he
will attempt to enact an open hous-

ing law for the city. "How stupid

we white people arc," he said. "As

have to be on relief. We will pay
for our stupidity. They will re-

main on welfare until they are

Mayor McKeldin also comment-
ed that before President Johnson

sent him to Vietnam to observe

the elections, he was "one thou-

sand million percent for getting

out" but since his return, he is

"not so sure." "We ought to say

we made a mistake," he said. "We
are powerful and we can be gra-

cious about a withdrawal. I am
in favor of the President's dometsic

programs with all my heart," he

added.

»*JR88F
Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Propriet

10 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches
" -.'1

Opei Until 12 P.M. Daily

Kent Society Plans

Lecture-Film Series
By Jtm Dillon

A series of five films dealing
with wildlife and conservation will

be presented this year at the col-

lege by the Kent County Chapter
of the Maryland Ornithological

Society. These will be ninety-

minute color movies, each narrated

by its own producer. They will be
shown in the new Fine Arts Center.
In return for the use of the Fine
Arts Center by the Society, Wash-
ington College students will be ad-
mitted free of charge to all the

films. 8:00 p.m. is the scheduled
starting time for all programs.

The first film, to be shown Oc-
tober 9, will be "Designs for Sur-

vival" by William Anderson. It

Dean of Men, Carl Westcrdahl, is

a member of the Kent County

of the Maryland Orni-

thological Association, and is in-

terested in continuing the lecture

series begun this year relating to

wildlife.

Trails" filmed :

Grand Teton Range in southern

Wyoming.

"Wild Rivers of North Amer-
ice, a tour of America's scenic

natural waterways, featuring the

St. Lawrence, Hudson, and Buffalo

Rivers, will be presented by John
D. Burger on January 30.

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl, a
member of the Maryland Orni-

thological Society, commented that

these lecture-films "should be of

special interest to biology majors

and people interested in wildlife

and the outdoors."

At the beginning of the second

semester, on February 21, Robert

W. Davidson, a native of Bounti-

ful, Utah, will show "The Van-
ishing Sea," a film on the Great

Salt Lake and the unique natural

inhabitants of this vast inland sea.

The series will close for the year

with a presentation of "A Natural

History Tour of the Delmarva
Peninsula" on March 25. Tho nar-

rator will be Charles J. Stinc, a

well-known Maryland field natura-

list. Highlights of this film will

include a canoe trip down the

Pocomoke River and visits to As-

sateague Island National Seashore

and the Chincoteague National

Wildlife Refuge.

According to Dean Westcrdahl,

"This program is experimental in

nature, and the chances for con-

tinuing this worthwhile program

will depend on and an interested

response, so we're hoping for a

good tum-out, especially from the

student body."

Bonnett's Dept. Stare
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's— Cant Shirts — Cricketeer— Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
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Young Democrats, Republicans

Anticipate Numerous Speakers
Washington College's Young

Democratic and Republican Clubs

are planning a number of cvenis

for the coming scholastic year.

Each group has extended Ipeelf-

hers of Congress. They also in-

tend to organize other affairs in

order to widen the average stud*

ent's knowledge of politics.

Politics of South

The Democratic Club, with

Brian Kchoe as President, has cx-

tenclcd sped, in i,' invitations to Gov-

ernor George Wallace of Alabama,

Senator Ervin Inver of North Car-

olina, Allen Ellender of Louisiana,

and Congress] iic n Charles Wellncr

of Georgia, and Claude Pepper of

Florida. The theme of these

speeches is to be the "politics of

the South."

In cooperation with the Demo-
cratic National Committees, the

Young Democratic Club has ap-

grams: "Congress on Campus"
and "Cabinet on Campus," Mem-
bers of Congress have been en-

couraged to register for this pro-

gram in which a Congressman or

Senator will spend a day on the

campus of an American college or

university. Thus far. one hundred

Congressmen have submited their

Washington at Disadvantage

"Cabinet on Campus" is a simi-

lar operation in which an eligible

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Mens Clothing — Gifts

Women's Casual Wes
331 High St., Cbestertowi

aboi

Republicans Invite Speakers

The Young Republican Club,

under the direction of President

Steve Amick, also has various

plans for the upcoming year. Sen-

ators John Tower of Texas and

Edward Brook of Massac husct ii

have been invited by this club to

speak on campus.

In January, the Young Repub-

lican Club plans to sponsor a

mock political convention in co-

operation with the Maryland Fed-

eration of College Political Clubs.

Although this undertaking is

Campaign for Mori

President Amick also stated that

if Congressman Rogers Morton, the

r-|in ''Ilt..[l\

is hoped thai

„i!d come t<

Congress from

the district which includes Ches-

for the United States Senate seat,

the Young Republican Club will

campaign.

The GOP Club also hopes to

featuring the student performers

of the college, following the bon-

fire on the Friday night of Home-
coming Weekend. With the Fresh-

man Class specifically invited,

President Amick intends this pro-

gram to enable the members of

programs because the schools

which are larger in area and stud-

ent body are usually selected be-

fore a school of Washington's size.

President Kehoe emphasized

that the purpose of the Young
Democratic Club is not strictly

vide an opportunity for the stud-

3 Teams
(Continued from Page 4)

Kappa in another interfrattrnity

battle. Lambda Chi A has a

chance to run its record to 4-0, as

they field a strong team against

Lambda B and the Somerset West

Raiders this week.

The Outcasts, possibly the most

underrated team in the league,

have a chance to close in on the

leaders. They face the Freshmen

and hapless Lambda B, the only

team to drop both its games.

Project Expands
(Continued from Page 1)

Hawkins, former principal of Gar-

nett High School, planned a pro-

gram aimed at helping the Negro

Program Expanded
Since that time, however, the

program has been expanded to in-

clude all high school students in

the Chestertown community who
need tutoring in their academic

The "Tutorial Project" is an in-

dependent, voluntary effort run en-

tirely by Washington College stud-

ents. The project is open to all

Steve Amick and Brien Kehoe, Presidents of the Young Republic:

and the Young Democrats, respectively, discuss joint plans.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

&
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE-IN

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

WED.-THURS. OCT. 4-

"JULIUS CAESAR"
With All Star Cast

ROBERT MORSE

"Guide For A
Married Man"

TUES. thru THURS. OCT. 10-12

JEANNETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

"SWEETHEARTS"

AT STARKEYS CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 555-6152

Admission: Adults 75f

Children (Under 12) Tree

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 6—8

"Gruesome Twosome"

VINCENT PRICE

"Dr. Goldfoot and

The Girl Bomb"

Half-price to

college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read. . .

At last count, we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all

over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read

the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news— the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers

most significant and reports it, interprets it,

analyzes it— in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.

If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.

Clip the coupon. Find out why newspaper-
men themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

The Christian science Monito:

t f 5

The Christian Science Monitor
1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.

I am enclosing $ (U. S. funds) for the period

checked. 1 year $12 9 months £9 6 months ?6

M»™»

. Year of graduatio

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Banking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Committee Submits Library Plans
Approval has been gi

Buildings and Ground
tee of the college's Beard of Visi-

tors and Governors to plans for a
proposed $1.3 million dollar library

to be constructed on the present

site of Cain Gymnasium. Formal
proposal will be submitted to the

governing board at a meeting to be

held October 21.

The new library was designed
by J. Russell Bailey, a famed li-

brary architect. The capacity of the
new library will be 165,000 vol-

* Other features of the new li-

brary, which will have three floors,

include air conditioning through-
out, indirect overhead fluorescent

lighting, over 100 individual read-

ing and study carrels, each by a
indow, and

blc

for the proposed §1.3

provided for 300 readers, or 40
percent of the projected 750 mem-
ber student body. The site was
selected because it will permit fu-
ture expansion of the library, and
because the location is central to

the mainstream of activity on cam-

Dr. Horsley Advises Haste

As Aid Deadlines Approach

other libraries.

Also included in the new facili-

ty will be space for a collection

of Washlngtoniana (now located

on the second floor of the library),

a separate periodical department,
a rare book room, a record and
listening section, and two confer-

ence rooms for students who wish

to study in groups.

Small Roodi

On the ground floor, a small

meeting room which will seat about

50 people is planned. The educa-

tion department will have a cur-

riculum laboratory in which to

keep texts, lesson plans and other

educational materials.

The .,]! .
. the

Students interested in applying

for graduate school for the fall

semester who intend to apply for

financial aid should decide imme-
diately which grants they are in-

terested in since deadlines are fast

approaching.

According to Dr. Margaret

Horsley, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Sociology and the Full-

bright Representative on campus,

most deadlines for fellowships and
assistantships fall in late October

and early November.

Competition Intense

"Due to the rising cost of gradu-

ate education, competition for the

fellowships available is intense,"

Dr. Horsley commented, "but there

are many scholarships available

from both foundations and industry

as well as government grants."

Students interested in college

teaching or foreign language ma-
jors should consider applying for

the National Defense Graduate
Scholarships. The National Sci-

ence Foundation Fellowships arc

available for s

Wilson Grant

The Woodrow Wilson Fellow-
ship, which provides a varied a-

mount of financial assistance was
also established to assist students

who wish to prepare to teach on
the college level. The qualifica-

tions are the same as those for the

Danforth award. Dr. Smith is the

deadlin

The Fullbright Fellowship, estab-

lished to provide a years study at

a foreign university is open to a
student majoring in any field with

a good academic record. Inter-

ested students should see Dr. Mar-
garet Horsley for further informa-
tion. Applications must be com-
pleted by November 1.

(Continued on Page 4)

reserved book reading room, ad-

ministrative offices, and the refer-

ence collection. There will also be

a room in which students and fac-

ulty will be permitted to smoke
while studying.

Staff Lounge

The third floor will be the lo-

cation of the staff lounge and
kitchenette, a meeting place for

the Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors, and locked study carrels for

faculty research.

Also included in the plans for

the new library will be a seminar

room for special classes.

Yearly Additions

The library adds between 3,000

to 3,50ft volumes to the library

Drop in College Standards
Saved By Tuition Increase

mathematic

udy the

RCA Fellowship

In addition, private industry of-

fers fellowships in special areas.

Among these are fellowships offer-

ed by the Radio Corporation of

America to students interested in

graduate study in the fields of

science, engineering, journalism

and drama.
Special fellowships include the

Danforth Foundation Fellowship,

The Woodrow Wilson Fellowship)

and the Fullbright Fellowship.

Danforth Award
The Danforth Graduate Fellow-

ship was established to assist stu-

dents interested in preparing to

teach on the colloge level. Stu-

dents who wish to apply for this

grant must' lie nominated by a

faculty member and have a good

academic record with an arts or

science major and a sincere desire

to teach on the college level.

The average Danforth Fellow-

ship provides $ 1 ,800 annually.

Students interested must be nomi-

nated by November 1 and com-
plete application forms by Novem-
ber 23. Further information may

By Jean Kirshenbaum

An upward surge in the cost of

attending Washington College was
announced last week by President

Gibson before an assembly of

Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors

in the Fine Arts Center.

Effective next fall, tuition will

be upped $200, and room, $50—

a

total increase of $250 decided on
by the Board of Visitors and Gov-

A let

ton College students said: "We
deeply regret the necessity for this

change. But it was a choice be-

tween that and reducing the qual-

ity of our academic work."

Runoff Results
Winners of the runoff elec-

tions for the Senate of the Stu-

dent Government Association

are: Carol Busick, second floor,

Minta Martin; Karen McCa-
hill, fourth floor, Minta Mar-
tin; Mary Sue Blevins, first floor

Caroline; Barbara Osborn, sec-

ond floor Caroline, and Jim Dil-

lon, Somerset third and fourth

floors. There will be a second

runoff election to determine the

representative from Somerset

central, first and second floor,

between Joe Massey and Pete

Maryoff.

This change in costs means that

tuition will go from $1,450 to

$1,650, and room from $900 to

$950, or a total increase from
$2,350 to $2,600, excluding activi-

ties fees. Seniors graduating in

June, 1968, will not be affected by

the changes.

Pays Faculty

In order to cover the costs of

education the revenues from the

fee hike will be poured back into

Washington College, a non-profit

school with an operating budget of

$2 million.

According to Tony Parker, Di-

rector of Development, the money
will go primarily toward faculty

salaries, and toward the mainten-

ance of college buildings.

Not for Building

Parker said that no money will

go toward "building new^ build-

ings" which are usually financed

through Federal grams and private

He ; explained that the fees

ce what they were ten

,'hilc the operating ex-

ilian doubled since 1957. "In that

year," Parker said, "the total cost

was only $1,285."

Future Hikes

When asked about the possibility

of future, hikes 'Parker said: "It is

quite likely that students can ex-

pect increases, because of the high-

er cost of everything. The ques-

Landon C. Burns, Dean of the

College, said in a separate inter-

view that the college would try not

to make tuition hikes annual, but

that he "was afraid" another one

would be necessary in two or three

$500 Short

"Even with tuition hikes," the

Dean said, "the individual student

does not begin to pay for the cost

of his education." Because the

college will be short $500 per stu-

dent, he added, "we give each stu-

dent a $500 free scholarship each

Next year's increase, however,

represents a 14% rise in the cost

of a student's education. A previ-

ous hike was fixed in the 1965-

1966 academic year, so that in the

past three years costs have risen

$600. Thus the class of '69 will

have experienced approximately a

40% increase over a four year

Not Expensive

Even with the hike Washington

College will not be one of the most

expensive schools. When ranked

with 1 7 other Eastern Seaboard

colleges Washington lists fourth

from the bottom in expense.

While Mr. Parker thought that

because of new expenses here fu-

ture applicants might be attracted

felt that the effect on admissions

would be negligible because other

(Continued on Page 4)

each year. With fewer than 85.000
volumes in the library now, there
is enough room for growth with-
in the new structure for about
twenty-five years.

Although federal and state funds
are available for funding construc-
tion of the library, outside contri-

butions arc still needed to finance

Bunting Library may be con-

verted into much-needed admin-
istrative office space. This would
free space in William Smith Hall

for more classrooms. An addition
to Russell Gymnasium to house

Noted Author
PlansSeminar

Open Lecture

Clark Boden, IV, of Fairthorr

Newark, Delaware, will be deliv-

ered next Tuesday, October 17, by

Dr. Holman Hamilton, a noted

American Historian. The title of

the free, public lecture which he
will deliver at 8:30 p.m. in Dun-
ning lecture hall is "The Role of

Biography in the Study of Amcri-

The series, named the Hyland-

Scholars program,
ludes f( bed schol-

a closed "seminar" the afternoon

of the day following the lecture.

Dr. Hamilton, a member of the

history department of the Universi-

ty of Kentucky since 1954, is the

author or co-author of six books:

Zachary Taylor: Soldier in the

White House; Zachary Taylor:

Soldier of the Republic; White

House Images and Realities; Ma-
jor Crises in American History;

The Democratic Experience; and
the award-winning study of the

background of the American Civil

War Prologue to Conflict.

Dr. Hamilton was recently nam-

ed Fulbright Lecturer at the Cen-

ter for Inter-American studies at

the University of Chile. In 1961,

he delivered a lecture series at

Memphis State University, and in

1958, he gave the History of Amer-

ican Civilization series at the Uni-

versity of Florida.

The remaining three visiting

(Continued on Page 4)
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Fill The Coffers
Throughout the four years at Washington College, each

class' treasury usually remains empty—at least until the second

semester of the senior year—when the auction is held. The pur-

pose of the auction is to raise funds for a class gift. Aside from

this particular source of income, most classes receive only small

amounts of money for such purposes as sponsoring a float, or

for a special event.

The Elm suggests that each class president and treasurer

propose that dues he paid by each member of each class, begin-

ning in the freshman year. If only $0.50 were contributed by

each freshman this year, by their senior year, they would have

well over $300 in the bank. If the dues were $1 per academic

year, a senior class would have over $750 to work with.

Cfiftainly, $1 per year is a hardship all students can face,

and the possibilities for class functions or the class gift are great-

ly increased. In election campaign speeches, the candidates for

i yasj offii ' s prpmise more class-sponsored activities; the treasurers

solemnly note their Hscal responsibility and facility with figures,

yet have no opportunity to prove their claims.

The Elm will suggest to the SGA, if necessary, that this

idea be given consideration, but the initiative rests with the in-

dividual class officers. And only their imaginations, along with

those of their classmates', are the limit to the number of ways

in which these funds might be used. (Perhaps thai is a pro-

Alumni Receive Elm
One problem which continually confronts the college alum-

ni office is the difficulty of maintaining close contact with grad-

uates. In an effort to help this situation, the Elm has entered a

full year's subscription free of charge to graduates of the Class

of, 1967, and will give, each year, a subscription to each member
of the graduating class.

Student Dedicates Statue;

Delivers Speech in Greek
By Jim Dillon

Evelyn Manolis, a sophomore

student at Washington College,

participated this summer in an im-

pressive ceremony honoring the

Greek philosopher Aristotle, On
September 6, Evelyn unveiled a

statue of Aristotle presented by

her father to the island of Euboea

in Greece.

At the presentation ceremony,

which, says Captain Manolis, "was

and dignified manner," Miss Man-

olis unveiled the monument and

gave a short speech in Greek ex-

pressing her sincere gratitude (or

the honor of participating in the

dedication. She ended the speech

saying, "Never in my life will I

forget this great moment. I thank

Cheerleaders

Are Chosen
This past week the 1967-1968

version of the Washington College

Cheerleading squad was selected.

This year because of the scarcity of

girls trying out, all of last year's

team who desired place were given

automatic berths on the squad.

Of the twelve-girl team, eight

positions are to be filled by re-

turnees. The only seniors among

the group are Julie White and Par

Dcschere, who have been cheer-

leaders since they were freshmen.

Four Sophomores

Returning juniors for the year

are Mary June Maryanov and Lor-

raine Kenton. There will be four

sophomores including Linda Phin-

were selected by a panel of judges

representing various athletic areas

of the college. On this (

Students selecting the new cheer-

leaders were Jane Ward and Judy

Steele, last year's captain and co-

captain of the cheerleaders, Bon-

nie Strayer of the Women's Ath-

letic Association and Ben Whitman

of the Varsity Club, A) Perry and

Ken Stein of the soccer team and

Larry Martin and Steve Ctagett

of the basketball squad.

broker in New York City, came to

this country as a young boy from

his native Eubeoa. He trained for

the merchant marines at Stevens

Polytechnic Institute in Hobogan.

New Jersey, and was in the mer-

chant service during Wo.rid

War II.

Captain Manolis has a strong

loyalty for and pride in his native

homeland, especially for Eubeoa,

which has a major distinction of

being the site of the death and

grave of Aristotle.

Homecoming Preview

*ho Who
The

The

made in Carrara. Italy, of Carrara

marble, and was shipped to Greece.

At the base of the statue is an

inscription engraved on each face

of the square base in a different

language: Greek, English, French

and German. Aristotle is described

as, "Philosopher, Historian and

Scientist — Fountain of Know-
ledge, Father of Science."

New Girls

The new girls chosen v

men Mary Johnson from East

Brunswick, New Jersey, and Sarah

Soderberg of Brandywine, Mary-

The two alternates chosen for

this year are sophomore Barbara

Moore and freshman Judy Jacobs

of Edgewater, New Jersey.

The cheerleaders will first ap-

pear at Homecoming and then at

every home basketball game later

in the school year.

Evelyn Manolis, a sophomore, inspects statue presented to the Island of

Euboea, in Greece, by her father—with her father. Euboea is Mr.

Manolis' place of birth—and is the city where Aristotle died and is

buried. The inscription honors Aristotle, and reads: "Philosopher, His-

torian, and Scientist—Fountain of Knowledge, Father of Science".

Mysterious Spirit

Invades Moss Box
There are rumors floating

around the college that a series of

ghostly incidents have been taking

place this year at the Moss Box. A
number of students who have been

to the coffee house have reported

unidentified sounds and a feeling

of "magnetic presence."

One student reports that "after

semester break last year, when we

first started to work on the coffee

house, the house was quiet. Then,

one night I got to the house about

ten o'clock at night and met three

or four boys who were armed with

i die presence and i

s again.

t d..u

other

Another bizaar occurance which
has been reported is that the lights

in the Moss Box seem to turn off

and on at will. People in charge

of the Moss Box say they make it

a point to turn the lights off after

working late at night. Somehow,
however, the lights arc seen to be

on during the night.

Mysterious Light

"The hall light went on one

night when we were sitting at the

foot of the stairs. Since the hall-

way was blocked off, and there

ach the light

did

ing," which I thought •

funny. We went into

and White room, arid

played a note on aj

guitar. From dircctl>

same the weirdest soui

heard. It sounded like

another ghost follower.

In an attempt to discover w
the Moss Box ghost belongs

1890; Presidents K;ni.
,
Culd.

z::r^:::z
se Iron

Cl.aii

scribed feeling

wards [he door

Who's Float Is That?

!

1918 Co I960. Dr.

man ..[ the History Department

lived Ihere from I960 until 1965.

The house was originally built for

the President of the College, and

was turned over to the faculty

when the present home of the

President was given to the college.

At this point, the search for the

ghost is still on; its identity re-
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Washington Wins 3-1;

Coadh Hits Milestone

X-County Squad
To Open Season

Sophomores Click

A relentless Washington offense*

spear-headed by a trio "of -soplioi

.

mores, passed and kicked. for three

goals as the Sho'men overwhelmed
s: The first score fame on
"ul assist from center JJarFy I

> insideman Joe -Nichols

the first period.

Indet of the rmarteV

the Hci

:i,-

e Washington

ispn with Coach

Wednesday,
College Varsity c

opened its 1967 s

Chatellier very optimistic con-

cerning the coming season.

The addition of Fred Coupcr
ivhn dropped off ihe soccer squad

to join the team should help ac-

cording to Chatty. "Coupcr ran

quite well in the two mile last

spring and shows promise."

Whitman Leads

Captain Ben Whitman continues

to lead the team. In practice this

past week he ran his best time over

rollege course and the following

day his second fastest career two

l the all-purpose

CtMl White
c this

iore team, not only because he i

the best shape of his career

t also because of his improve-

Chambers to Help

chatellier believes Pat Chambe
and Sam Martin will provide tr

most help and that Martin, if he Gallaudi

would work hardci

Whitman.
A freshman with real promise,

Dave Bird, according to Chatty,

will push the two remaining veter-

ans, John Tucker, Dave Stokes,

and Couper for fourth position.

Two other freshmen. John Foster

and Bill Bollinger, could develop.

Gallaudet Meet
Against Callaudet this Satur-

day, Coach Chatallier feels that his

charges will have a chance, al-

though Gallaudet has three out-

standing competitors, one man who
finished second in the conference 1

meet returning and two freshmen

capable of beating him.

Overall, Chatty feels that his

squad this year is stronger than last

year's, but that only when they

face competition will he be able

ccrning how his team will fare

against the rest of the schedule.

Saturday, he hopes that there

will be a large turnout because of

>nng

ped seve- al Shore c

Score T
TbJfe third peri<

Hen booters cck e

John Merrill:" The

sophomo

the

t eoalie

tmairicd

rtly, however,- KS>

;rwdod '

' cort-

m assist to Joe Nichols,

:d his second shot of the

nto the Delaware net**

But the Sho'men we're not satis-*

fied. Ort a perfectly executed

play, only minutes into the' fourth

period. Joe Nichols hit for his third

goal of the game. The score came
on 'a beautiful double assist. 'Barry

Drew passed off to Jim Blandford

who then alertly headed it to Nich-

ols. Stymied by the Shore speed

and defense, the hapless Hens did

not threaten our nets for the rest of

Merrill Returns

In the season opener against

Hofstra, Shore- All-South goalie Al

Intramurals To Feature Battle

Of Unbeaten Fraternity Teams
da Chi and Thcia Chi con-

to dominate intramural

II play. Theta Chi thwarted

i Alpha's undefeated hope:

uncing KA, 26-0. Now only

Chi and Lamhda Chi re-

: West, lambda
jal 2-0 lead as

;ed the Raider

the first play Iron

:bb connected on a

end Tom Marshal

Kappa f

!icked uiT

Woody Snyder

KA's won the 1

season, 7-6.

The Fresmra
6-0 lead on a
the KA defense

and the offenst

points as Al Str

and once ' to I

VandcrClock ri

a punt and Jc

Smith for two

laddcn added another TD on an

id run and Frank Marion tossed

Ty Wilde for the final Theta

ore. The final: Theta Chi 39,

imerset 0.

Lombda's Meet

Lambda Chi "A" met its coun-

rpart, Lambda "B," and handci

KA touchdo'

Al Streelma:

derClock an
added the PAT f.

red the

which

U ll„.

me lead, but the Fresh-

ahead on a 22-yard

. The Outcasts clinched

right kneecap. Deciding it best to

have a 'man with some- experience

to replace Perry at this vital spot;

coach Athcy recalled senior John
Merrill, last year-B substitute goalie,

who was theiYt-W-for the W: U

"John agreed," says Athey, "that

if anything happened to Al, he
would come back. Evidently the

fact that he went into the Dela-

rith only a few days

t surprise

—

formance was a plcasai

f knew he'd be good, but he's done
far better than I thought he

Wednesday the Sho'men hosted

a powerful Mt. St, Mary's team in

a key Mason-Dixon Conference

"The Mounts have their

this

practice didn't hurt hin

Athey. Tomorrow, in the tradi-

tional homecoming game, Wash-
ington will face the Green Terrors

of Western Maryland. Festivities

and awards will precede the 2:00

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
- Last year has been looked upon as one of the most disas-

trous seasons' in Washington College annals. Every varsity

sport except lacrosse suffered a losing season, most of these not

even coming close to the .500 mark.
Yet, in retrospect, if the facts are analyzed, it may be seen

that perhaps this disaster could have been forecast because of

the championship team that Washington College produced only

a few years ago.

The soccer team is a perfect example. Three years ago, led

by All-American Bruce Jaeger, the team posted an 11-1 record

and won the Jvfason-Dixon Championship. The remnants of

this team hung pn until last year when Coach Athey had a
3-6-1 record during a rebuilding season. This year with only

four starters gone, the team is more experienced and looks for

. Coach Chatellier's cross-country team has five of its best

men returning this season under Captain Ben Whitman. A
winning cross-country team is something unheard of at Wash-
ington College, but with Whitman, the only senior, certainly

things are looking up.

Basketball has never been a consistent winner for Shore

fans. In the past twenty-five years, Washintgon has had only

five winners. Yet five years ago Washington had a fine 12-8

record. 'However, due to graduation and grades the team has

never been able to rebuild. This year with seven of the first

eight players returning and two outstanding transfers, the team

looks oh paper ready to pull out a winning season. It must also

be pointed' out that there is not a senior on the team which

posted a 6-12 record last year.

The baseball team tumbled to 1-12 last year, the reverse

of its record four years ago. But here, also, there were only

two regulars lost from last year's club and only three seniors

returning. Certainly, the baseball team has been rebuilding

and points toward better .days.

Though last year's tennis squad compiled only a 2-7 rec-

ord, it was hurt early ia1 the season by the loss of two of its

ranked players. This year with every member except number

one man Dick Checket returning and the possibility of a few

ifreshrncn prayers, the outlook here is also better.

'""'Laik of depth always stymies the College Track team.

There arc ncvei enough participants to fill up each event.

ConsequentIv. most, team members are forced to compete in

tlinx- and four events. However, this year with only three

members of last year's team gone, the expectations for a better

record than. last year's 3-6 mark appear hopeful.

=l,
- ThCilacrosse team, although it has kept up an outstanding

record hlh also rebuilt under Coaches Don Kelly and Robert

Prit/iaiT.' Although the team lost three outstanding players from

last veaiV squad, a host of lettermen return. An important

"point U ttffit of <hfs group only one starter, Mike Kelly, is a

h,H, efnte tho: st.itriin-nts

.-ttl.M

that

Id 6e impossible to predict a

for all of the teams, but it must be stated that

t year's debacle will occur again while any

n college are here. Certainly it \

will tell if it was worthwhile.

JRWM
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Baltimore Artists

Exhibit Paintings
40-f

rts Center. This

the first in the

new facility, which opened for use

this fall, and which will be dedi-

cated next month,

The works to be shown include

watercolors, oils, temperas, and col-

chapter of the Artists Equity Asso-

Each artist is exhibiting one of

his works, making for an interest-

ing representative potporri of con-

Thc three contenders (or the throne of Ho:
nd 5:00

Chesapeake Bay Dinner,

Bonfire Begin Homecoming
begin Friday night at 6:0(1 PM in

Hodson Hall with a special Eastern

Shore dinner. Fraternity pledges

will serve the dinner; sorority pled-

ges will decorate the dining hall.

The freshman class is preparing

a bonfire for the pep rally to be

held at 8:30 PM behind Russell

Gymnasium. The coronation of

Ihc 1967 Homecoming Queen will

also be held at this time. A torch-

light procession will lead the

crowds to the Elm where the Re-

pubiran Club is sponsoring a Folk

Concert. Featuring student enter-

tainment, the college alumni re-

turning and freshmen especially

itedi end

Aim

inrhidini; fi.ur rcpre.si -iiliiii; differ-

ent alumni chapters, The parade

will lead to the soccer field for the

Pre-game ceremonies will in-

clude the presentation of the

Homecoming Queen and her court

by Bob Vanderclock, Vice Presi-

dent of the Varsity Club.

X-Country

Cross country 'vs' Gallaudet and
soccer 'vs' Western Maryland will

begin at 2:00 PM. The cross

country meet will finish during the

half time of the soccer game. Al-

so during the half, Sandy Jones,

class of '51, President of the

Alumni Council, will present the

ards for the float competition.

on and Howdy Dchoff, a

on Stumph.
Queen Presented

After the review the Queen and
her court will again be presented.

Dancing follows to the music of

the dixieland band of Buzz Walters

from Baltimore.

The SGA is sponsoring a dance

at the Chestcrtown Armory from
9:00-1:00. It will feature Jimmy
Ruffin and the Van Dykes. Tickets

for this dance are $4 per couple.

The Alumni Office has planned
the Homecoming events with the

thought in mind of bringing both

students and alumni closer to-

through Friday, October 20.

The following artists are includ-

ed in the exhibit: Lee Ackerman,

Florence H. Austrian, Barbara S.

Beck, Louis Bondy, Jack Bonsai,

Robert R. Browne, Jr., Hazel

Camp, Hannah H. Cohen.

Also, Marge Courtney, John C.

Edwards, Phoebe Fisher, Effie May
Jones, Frank Jones, Alice Kraefle,

Marie Larsen, Ruth B. Leven, Gi-

no Manelli, Ron Maters, Ralph

McGuire, Ervin Miller, John B.

Mitchell, Dorothy K. Mudgett.

Also: Joanne D. Nadol, Ona
O'Connell, Selma Oppenheimer,

Wnsyl Palijczuk, Catherine Plack,

Helen W. Ries, R. Henry Schulze,

Tammra Sigler, Merelyn Subotnik,

Elizabeth Swartz, Anne Taylor,

Betty Wells and Mary C. Wood-

An exhibit of contemporary

modern Italian art from the col-

lection of former Washington Col-

lege professor, Dr. Roland Gib-

son, is slated for the Fine Arts

Saturday begins with the regis-

tration of Alumni from 9:00-4:30

in the Alumni House. The Alumni

Council Meeting will be held at

9:30 AM in the Alumni House.

Tours of the Fine Arts Building

will be conducted all morning 'till

noon and also immediately follow-

ing sports events in the afternoon.

These tours will give both students

and alumni an opportunity to view

the elaborate 'behind the scenes'

workings of this newest addition to

our campus.

Fourth Parade

The Fourth Annual Pre-Gamc
Parade will begin at 1:00 P.M.

Four bands will participate this

year: the high school bands of

Chestcrtown, Centrcville and Elk-

ton and the Denny and Dunipace

Bagpipe Band from Washington,

D. C. At least ten floats arc ex-

pected to be entered in the parade

This : Lhrc

for judging the floats. The
best float of the parade will re-

ceive a trophy, a fifty dollar prize

and the sponsoring organization

will have its name engraved on the

perpetual trophy. A trophy and
a prize of twenty five dollars will

be presented to the best Greek
float and to the best independent

float. One float may not receive

more than one award.

Cocktails

The Alumni cocktail party host-

ed by the Kent and Queen Anne's

Chapter, will be held from 4:30-

6:30 at the Alumni House.

A special buffet dinner for stu-

dents and alumni will be held from
6:30-8:00 PM in Hodson Hall.

After dinner the Moss Box will

MRAPlansCarRally,
Party For Weekend

i Hodsc
Hall. The showbill will include

Gil Bliss and Ted Goldman, Dr.

and Mrs. Kirkpatrick. Bill Tomp-

History Exellence

To Be Recognized
Phi Alpha Thcta, an honor fra-

ternity for men, is in the process

of being organized at Washington

College.

Under the direction of Brian

Kehoc, this society will honor ex-

cellence in the study of any history

course offered at Washington.

"Response to Improvement"

Kehoc explained that Phi Alpha
Thcta is a response to the recent

improvement of the history depart-

ment to a position of commenda-
bility. "The advancement is large-

ly due to the noteworthy quality

of the Highland Price Lecture

Series and the contributions of

Mrs. Harry Clark Boden to the

library book fund," he continued.

Thus, there is a definite need,

Mr. Kehoe emphasized, "for a

student organization which would
recognize scholastic achievement in

the study of history at Washing-

ton College." A total of nine mem-
bers are necessary to open the

chapter. Although! faculty mem-
eligible, at least five of

The only requirements for ad-

nissiun to the fraternity are twelve

in any history

Washington College's Men's
Residence Association will sponsor

a car rally and a beach party dur-

ing the week-end of Homecoming.

Scheduled for Sunday, October

15, the day's activities will begin

with registration at 1 1 : 30 a.m.,

followed by a driver-navigator

meeting at noon.

Finish at Beach

1:01 p.m., and the othe

follow at one minute intervals,

The rally will end at a beach, still

to be designated, where a party

will conclude the day's activities.

Checkpoints Set Up

Each car will be given a set of

route instructions which include a

ed on different parts of the route.

Checkpoints will be set up along

that it is off schedule. The object

of the rally is to obtain the least

Identical trophies will be award-

il,.- rthe

the first and second place cars.

Pre -registration will begin two or

three days before the rally, and the

trophies to be given away will be

Admission to the beach party

Sunday evening will be fifty cents.

Students participating in the rally

will be admitted free.

"This year a great deal of time,

effort, and money has been contri-

buted toward making the rally

even better," Ted Goldman, Presi-

dent of MRA, commented. "The
route if more difficult to make the

competition more interesting and
< hallenging." With the full sup-

port of the students, the MRA
hopes that these activities will help

the ]

average in that

The purpose of Phi Alpha Theta
will be to read recently published

papers and essays of importance

at the meetings in order to further

broaden the outlook of the mem-
bers. This society will also work to

organize a welcome for speakers

participating in the Highland Price

Lecture Series.

300 Chapters

In his efforts to establish a

chapter of Phi Alpha Thcta at

Washington College, Mr. Kehoc
has been communicating with Mr.
Donald Hoffman, the National

Secretary of the honor fraternity,

drcd chapters of this society in

the nation. Established in 1917 at

the University of Arkansas, Phi

Alpha Theta is second in seniority

for fraternities of this nature, with

Phi Beta Kappa claiming the posi-

Lecturer
(Continued from Page 1)

scholars coming to Washington

College under the new program

are: Dr. Louis Hartz, from Har-
vard, Tuesday, November 28; Dr.

Theodore Hamcrow, from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, Wednesday,

February 14, 1968, and John Hope
Franklin, from the University of

Chicago, Tuesday, March 26.

The series is not yet funded for

another year, but the history de-

partment is hopeful that strong in-

terest in the program will warrant

continuation of the program.

Fellowships
(Continued from Page 1)

Fellowship assistance varies from

a few hundred dollars to the entire

colleges are also becoming more

fn regard to scholarship students

Dean Bums also said that the col-

lege would be able to help anyone

"endangered by the $200" by rais-

ing proportionately die ;

student though

'thn

> Of]

Tuition Increase
(Continued from Page 1)

cost of tuition, plus special allow-

ances for married couples. Most

fellowships are awards annually

and are renewable. For more in-

formation, the booklet, Fellowships

in Arts and Sciences published by

the American Council on Educa-

tion is available in Bunting Libr-

ary. Dean Bums office also has

catalogs and information on Gra-

duate schools in general.

Theatre

Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575
TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 13-14

PETER FONDA

"DEVIL'S ANGELS"
SUN.-MON. OCT. 15-16

AUDREY HEPBURN

"Two For The Road"

TUES.-THURS. OCT. 17-19

"Who's Minding
The Mint?"

213 DRIVE-IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 751

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 6—8

"Gruesome Twosome"

VINCENT PRICE

"Dr. Goldfoot and

The Girl Bomb"
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Anti-War Demonstration
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Faculty Committees

To Include Students
By Jean Kirsheiibaum

Washington College has taken a

speak before sis fac-

ss which formulate

I).. Hll

oppoi

otal of I

representation

the faculty cha

ty students have

jy the Student

ictings. Student

it llic request of

Myking, President of the Studei

Dean of the College Landon Burns disc

udents to faculty committees.

dmilm-dly have an influence."

"But," he said, "students will lie

excluded when we get down to

dci i>iim making."

According to Sieve Myking,
SGA president, students "will be

The Academic Council, for exam-
ple, has invited three delegates,

Marie Warner, Richard Heymann

weeks. They have also been ask-
ed to submit an outline of sug-
gestions and criticisms before the
meeting.

than average acad
although students

Hodson Trust Gives

Gift Of $100,000

00(1 crant from the Hodson Trust,

of Morristown, New Jersey. The
ed gift will be applied

general building fund, the

:un in 1963, and is scheduled to-

;ompleted by 1970. The progr;

s designed to supply funds for :

Teases in faculty salaries, furtr

committee of the Board whicl

has proposed the new library

Architectural sketches will bi

available for scrutiny, and thi

expected to approve thi

recommendat:

with only minor
my. The Heritage

j'ond the half-way

if the

(k'l.i

plat

oost the endowme
Recently compli

Heritage Program
Building, which wi

irly in November.
Further Heritage Program plans

ill for a $1.3 library to be located

af Cain gymnas-

d under the

the Fine Arts

be dedicated

There have been several assem-
blies and a convocation in the

Center, and the Players are cur-

rently holding rehearsals in the

building. It has not yet been of-

ficially turned over to the college.

admitted student members are the
following: Assemblies and Admis-
sions, Guy F. Coodfcllow; Student
Aid, Dr. Jon Wakelyn; Academic
Council, Dean Landon Burns

;

Bookstore, Mr. Bennett Lamond;
Library, Dr. Norman James. Stud-
ents are already represented on the
Public minus and Student Affairs

Committees.

Among the first of the com-
mittees to meet was the Student
Aid Committee. The group discus-
sed procedures for parcelling out
available financial aid money. Also

aid and the possibility of creating
campus jobs or "work scholar-

ships" for needy students.

Information Centers
"How much influence the stud-

ents will have," Dean Burns com-
mented "will depend upon the

mittee. Because Admissions and
Financial Aid, for example, arc of a

Residence Councils
Reveal Joint Plans

the violatior

Asso- joint board \

lence spring at a nie

mtals Westcrdahl. It

proposal for if

made by WRA la

with Dec

In ordei > pro-

:or such a buil-

0,000, the ne

The Hodson Trust gift brings to

51 600,000 the total amount donat-
ed to the college during the past

10 years.

C ]<nel Clarence Hudson, found-
-r of the Trust, was a pioneer in

leve loping

Thespians Set Premiere

For Fine Arts Opening
The Players open this year's sea- Walker, Mike Young, Carl Gaml

the Thtatr

in MRA last year. Member
elected last week and are m
ing notified. If all positio

accepted, the board should 1

: |hi* e.-k.

Joint Cases

new judiciary boa

ill meet jointly wi

board of WRA
olving a couple. Tf

lirmanship of this

ikh
MRA representatives and
WRA representatives.

Joint Board Rulings

The joint board will impost

allies on both persons involv

allege's Board of Visitors and
nors from 1920 until his

death in 1928.

nily representation on the

I is continuing, with the sup-

of Mrs. James S. Hynson of

Scrtr^dale, New York, the daughter
lonel Hodson.
morrow, the Board of Visi-

snd Governors will meet to

is the recommendation of the

NOTICE
The Elm sends belated

1

con

gratulations to the Maloney's o
the birth of a strapping 10 lb. I

ok. son. Curt. Today is "libera

tion day" for Mr. Moloney whi

preceded hi, wife into the hos

pn.il due to a collapsed lung.

Directors

The play is directed by Mr.
"micthy Maloney, director of the

tion of the play until Mr. Maloi

recovers from a collapsed lung s

fcrd almost two weeks ago.

Mr. John Walker, chairman

semble consists of George Messier,

Bill Thompson, Bill Manning, Ed
Shulman, Larry Varon, and Dr.

Nathan Smith.

The actors include Bert Bogash,

Gil Bradford, Howdy DeHoff,

Charles Hemming, Pete Herbst,

Hal Jopp, Jon Lankford and John
Merrill.

Also included are Steve Ogilvy,

George Schiffer, Sue Long, John

3S M

Grant Creates
Stock Group
A donation of $4,000 to the col-

lege by Henry Crown is thi basis

It the organization of an invest-

ment league at Washington Col-

of (he market

Alex Brown and So;

the Investment Le;

of (lu- ll,, i Croi

Cast of "Oh What a Lovely War" rehearses for perforr

The first, organizational meel

ing of the Herman Crown Colic,

Investment League \%ill be hell

Tuesday, October 2 I. at 6:30 p

in Hynson Lounge of Hi dson ll.il
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"Student Power"
Washington College has not had any student demonstra-

tions for student power. There has been no heated controversy

over the rights of students to join in the policy-making decisions.

One wonders whether there is enough student interest to sup-

port any such enthusiastic display of interest and concern.

Yet the administration saw fit last week to institute the

policy of permitting students on all but two faculty committees

(the Appointments and Tenure and Student Aid Committees).

The move caused hardly a ripple here, and most students are

probably still in ignorance of the decision or its importance.

This decision reflects a confidence in the students who will

serve on the committees—and the student body in general. The
must recognize their

n the opportunity to

point of vi

of the del

other colleges c

unpressiv ;hen
j thousands

of hours of student protest, dollars, and efforts have gone into

voicing the hope that just such a system might be adopted.

This move puts Washington College at the very front of the

small group of colleges who recognize and respect the opinions

and intelligent contribution students are in the position to make
to faculty committees.

The reader's attention is called to the articles elsewhere in

this issue which report in some depth the efforts elsewhere to

achieve similar goals. Certainly there is room for further in-

volvement of students with administrative and faculty policy-

making decisions—but this is an excellent beginning, and those

who are responsible for the decision are to be warmly thanked

for their expression of confidence.

It is imperative that students recognize the opportunity for

what it is, and treat it with the respect and concern due it.

The Bookstore

'The Killing of Sister George
_By Donald DoleA

The Killing of Shirr George, at

the Morris Mechanic Theatre, is

undoubtedly one of the dullest

West End comedy imports that has

been produced in recent years.

The killing refers to the death of

a popular radio soap opera charac-

ter—a lovable but gruff country

nurse who is called Sister George.

The radio program is beginning to

fade in popularity. To save the

program, Sister George is killed.

Clarabclle The Cow

The producers, believe that Sis-

ter George'i death will bring back

the viewers with an even greater

loyalty than they had in the show's

most popular days. However, the

killing becomes Iwo-fold. June
Buckridgc, who is Sister George on

the radio, believes that with the

death of her static characterization,

she is also being killed. She sees

no future for herself although she

is offered a new role on a BBC
children's show as Clarabclle the

Cow.

While the future of Sister

sadistic flat-mate who is constantly

harsh with the girl. Into this situ-

ation enters Mrs. Mercy Croft, who
represents the producers of the Sis-

ter George radio show.

Represents Killing

Croft also rej

must adapt lo the death of Sis

George, she (Buckridgc) must

dapt to the changing world.

people meet a similar crisis, wr

the kiddie show

The play also denotes that this

change is for the better. Everyone

in the play benefits from Sister

trauma of the incident. Childie

benefits by leaving the stifling mas-

ter-servant relationship with Miss

Buckridgc, to devote her time to

ballet and poetry. Finally, Miss

Bucfcridge benefits by learning to

adapt to a new life—as a new

The three act comedy depends

heavily on Pclly Rowles (June

Buckridgc—Sister George) for its

success. Her command of the

stage is excellent and her acting

easily dwarfs the rest of the cast.

Paddv Croft (Mrs. Mercy Croft)

and Patricia Sinnotr (Childie) fail

to project the clearly defined chai-

acteri7;tii<.ns that playwright Frank

r fault is the lack of
i

thre

another. An attempt a

from this situation is the it

tion of Madame Xenia—

a

teller living in the same ap

empt -;ikii

friends. This would

created a disjointed e

Madj.iue Xenia's role

The killing of Sister

voted the Best Play of 19G54

the London Theatre Cr

Letters to the Editor

Mis ...i-kri

the planned death of Sister

George. Mrs. Croft simultaneously

enters into the relationship of the

two women and eventually con-

vinces Childie to leave the flat and

Music Dept. Rule

Is Challenged

Mr. Walker Gi\

Reasons For Mo

Both j-plol iently

merged ito a familiar conclusion

when Mrs. Croft tells the star that

just as the people of the village

Ancients

Celebrate

Homecoming
By Thrucgood Wilson

This week, I will discuss the era

of intense Heroine worship which
developed toward the end of the

Great Age. Many theories have
been developed by historians, as to

why this period of almost fanatic

eligious fervor car

Recently, a change in policy has

ccurrcd concerning the use of

he listening rooms in the Fine

irts Building, Originally, the

dea
i, the musi

losed the

Most . the

rooms to all people except music

students with assignments and oth-

sion. Now, after a student pro-

test to the Dean of the College,

that the listening rooms are open

to all students who want to do

serious listening. This most re-

cent action by the music depart-

ment is just a devious way of

rewording the original change.

The day the notes concerning

the second change in policy were

Of the bookstore, it has been said that "There are as many
opinions as there are people."'

The accuracy of the statement is reflected in part by the

bookstore "situation" at the college. Many people have com-
plaints—others seem to carry personal grudges—but against

precisely what?
Determining the specific criticisms of the bookstore will be

the most valuable function of the two committees currently

"investigating" the "problem." The faculty-student bookstore
Committee will meet shortly to discuss complaints and possible

solutions to those objections. The Senate has assumed a broader
base of inquiry, and formed its own committee to do work in

addition to the faculty-student committee.

What needs to be done most urgently is to bring all inter-

ested parties together so information and fact may properly
confront emotion and inaccurate opinion.

"My mind's made up; don't confuse me with the facts"

seems to be the attitude of many people involved with the book-

One fundamental question is: Should the bookstore be run
as a business or as a service to the students?

The Elm feels the bookstore will be most useful if it is a
service—yet we recognize that the basic principles of bookstore
management and business operation may not be ignored.

The faculty often criticize the bookstore for not having
books in on time, yet rarely does the majority of tlie Faculty

cooperate with the request of the bookstore to have book requi-

sition orders in at the beginning of the summer.
The Elm will make specific proposals to attempt to solve some
of the problems outlined here at a later date.

In the meantime, get the facts before arguing.

In any case, these people found

consolation in a search for the

most perfect embodiment of

bums. Upon ;

I found one

the other y

, a l-

The Music Departm
comes students, including

taking courses in Musu

tening and providing they l

stand that any room may H

empted by a student doii

signed work in Music if no

nent records. In addition, 1

am in the building. The d(

o keep rooms locked was

eluctantly, and only after t

:dly finding the machines li

ir being played too loud, gi

hrown about the rooms, wii

eft open, and the room!

wercrowded (the last crcatit

riving
: the

> locked and has

Just as I will

album a out

F the i

: were few disbelicv-

tbe living persomfi-

ice, beauty, and no-

vciiiiblc symbol of

searched for a

represent the entii

i. Therefore, the searc

Id; one personal, if

When the private ideal woman
.'as at last found, the discover)'

Las celebrated for a period of

hree days at a festival. This fes-

ival was called Homeci mine, he-

ause it illustrated the idea that

ment entered the room and told

me that I could not play my rec-

ords because they were not classi-

cal music. Is this to imply that

a person cannot do serious listen-

ing unless he listens to classical

music? Whoever left the interpre-

(Continuod on Page 8)

ularity of the listening

Next Week . .

.

lire Extinguisher M
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College Bookstore Policy
Reviewed By Committees

By Richard Hcymai

Students Support Campus
?M Radio Station Idea
he preliminary results of a In the meantime, private sources

n t poll taken this week indi-

rhat there is strong student

si in and support for an ed-

mal radio station at Wash-

response to specific questions

the hours of operation of

atinn. most students feel that

I. to 2 a.m. or 6 p.m. to 12

were the best hours. Over
thirds of the respondents in-

led that they owned an FM

Music Type

ning to the type of music

popular selections far out-

hetl Jazz and Classical mu*
which ran a close second and

Fully one-third of the re-

us indicated they would be

of funds are being sought, to con-

tinue preliminary work necessary

to establish the station. Mr. Ma-
loney, Director of the Fine Arts

Center, has designated a room in

the new building for the station's

headquarters. Equipment esti-

mates have been solicited from
Cates and Collins Radio Company.

w: the

administrative or

umber of students indicated

they would be interested in

third class radio- tele-

mses from the Federal

•i for station disk jockeys.

Funds Requested
• college has included a rc-

for funds to establish the sta-

lere on campus in an appli-

n for funds from the Federal

ent, but the results of the

nt's decision will not be

d until next May.

which seem to plague the book-

store. The student government as-

sociation has appointed a commit-
tee to study the feasibility of

starting and possibly operating a

used book exchange, but the idea

was rejected several years ago be-

cause of the complexity of run-

ning such a system.

The used book problem is only

one which has been voiced recent-

ly. Students have complained about

the book-return policies establish-

ed by the bookstore manager.

Senate Committee

The Senate bookstore committee
—and the discussions in Senate

—

have been spurred by a former
member who complained to the

Senate in a meeting that he was
unable to return a new book to

the store after he purchased a used
book, saving a substantial amount
over the full retail price of the

"The bookstore is an insult to

the intelligence of the student

body," one faculty member has

charged. There are objections to

the quality of books represented

in the general reading and novel

section in the bookstore.

Soft Goods
The soft goods, whose sale gen-

crates the most profit for the store,

is not sufficient to permit discount

rates. Thus, students have claim-

ed that prices arc unfairly high in

r, Mr. Leid is using stu-

.nce instead of two full-

employees, and hopes

subsidize the bookstore.

Pilferage

Roth the bookstore manager and back door. Although $1,000 i

The bookstore : l-d im-

possible for the store to purchase

any supplies in the quantity which

Would put the bookstore in com-
petition with, for example, Drug

Last year, the college business

office reports, the bookstore did

not make money. That means that

the college is in effect subsidizing

each purchase made in the stote.

Low Profit

Low profit margins, low turn-

over in the soft goods department,

and high overhead have resulted

in this situation. Last year, gross

income in the bookstore was ap-

proximately $73,000.

Editor Munter Plans

Informal '68 Pegasus
l;i:< niialji

II he the k.

and
; for t

edition of the Pegasus, Edit

Munter reports.

In a recent poll, the seni<

voted by a two-to-one majt

use informal shots in the

on the r

Expanded Admissions Staff Plans

Enrollment Expansion By 1970

Don should represent the College for

c lass Seniors Begin Posing

jty t
Seniors will begin posing for pic-

senior tures in informal settings next

ation. week. Special attention will be

it this given to background and scenery,

lyout, which will not be confined entirely

is a to thc Campus. Other sites for the
— photographs will include downtown

Cll.-slel

This

the

aff is planning

By Linda Towne

1 face of considerable dis-

conccming the plight of

mall liberal arts college in try-

ith larger schools

itudents, the Admissions office,

amissions Director Har-

has a number of new
designed

. diffei

:ntly expanded from a staff

to a staff of four, the Ad-
s office hopes to increase

^graphical distribution of

3 by visiting areas they have
visited before. Included

ng the new areas admissions

ie visiting are Cleveland,

Albany, Rochester, Buf-

L"uisville
r
and Cincinatli.

Long Range Plans

them to attend Washington next

year. Although no definite increase

in the scholarship budget has been

decided on as yet, figures from last

year indicate that "a substantial

number of students who applied

for aid last year were granted

With expanded programs for re-

cruiting students, Mr. Gray hopes

to increase enrollment gradually

over the next three years. "I

would like to increase enrollment

to about 750 by the year 1970-

1971 although we couldn't house

that many on campus unless the

Student Athletes

Special recruitment program
i

;tanc Director of Admissions,

he traveling with Coach Elliot

of his work. Mr. Brown will

alking with counselors about

Among the places Coach Elliot and

Mr. Brown will visit are the Phila-

dephia area and northern New
Jersey area.

Athletic Days

In addition, three athletic days

are planned during weekends.

Prospective students will be invited

to the college with their parents to

tour the college. Invited students

will include those who have ex-

pressed an interest in the college

and those recommended by coaches

Mr. Gray stated that he hopes

that this will improve the male en-

rollment at the college, He em-
phasized that this docs not mean
that the college is not interested in

attracting students with interests

in other areas such as art or music.

"We are especially interested in

attracting these students now that

the fine arts program has been ex-

panded," Mr. Gray expla

it year's class, the grout

with all brochures pub

he college and remain:

touch with the admis

to use colored paper foi

duction, Other changes in format

will include having individual sig-

natures under the photographs of

the professors and seniors.

Layouts Varied

"The layout for each page will

be different," Munter stated. "In

the organizational section, we are

office.

Members of the program wi

also receive the admissions new:

letter a publication new this yea

which the office will publish scve

or eight times a year. The purpos

of this is to keep the consultan'

(Continued On Page 7)

' l>"

of people

making each picture

identity with the group."

"In the long run," he com-

mented, "it may not be a great

yearbook, but it certainly will bo

Adn Pro-

gram is still another program de-

signed to make students in diverse

areas afare of the college and what

it has to offer. Started this year

with 30 consultants, the project

will be expanded with the purpose

of providing alumni
distant

far fr( the cnlk-i

quaint the counselors in some
hools with the college."

Scholarship Aid
ships should he available

lege personally.

Newsletter

Including 10 alumni from before

1959, 10 from the graduating

classes between 1959 and 1966 and
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SPORTS
My mind right r

(bis week's column. T
space a complete loss

suggest!

College.

they are) say, r

following idea is more a topic

a concrete suggestion. Tradi

By Gary Myers
iv is a complete blank for an idea for

it- has run out. But as not to make this

Harriers Drop Two;

Seek First Victory
ybe I can indulge <

for the improvement of athletics

it of way out but a

ying. Maybe I sho

The Washington College har-

riers opened llieir 1967 season tins

past week by dropping two quick

meets to Mount Saint Mary's last

Wiibi.sday and Gallaudet

Sat. ; Hoi ;
feat

thi

i iln Mounts the SlWtiicr

and

excellent sport, requiring ol the athletes a multitude of skills

coupli I with .11 fail stamina. Still, though the brand of

soccer played by Americans lack fan interest.

The American style of play and the tactics utilized in it

(usl seem to lack the appeal which draws die rest of the world

to the game, Pro soccer in die U.S. will aid soccer attendance

in one way by diffusing the game, but, it will, on the other

band, spoil the American spectator in the quality and style of

play. Soccer just does not have die brutal contact and physical

violence which dr

gladiators or dra'

the Rams.

Washington College needs a fall sport which generates great

crowd enthusiasm and consequently -HK.nl spirit. Obviously, the

But, I do
hibitive to

football w
ball—or w

! brutal i

2(10.000 to Rome's Colis

BO.OOO to the Los Angeles Colis

ton. keeping pace with the

Mount's number one man for over

three miles and finally finished

Coupcr Scores

Fred Couper who had been

working out for only a week after

dmppine off the soccer squad was

the next finisher for die Sho'mcn.

After Coupcr came Pat Chambers.

The final score of the meet was
Washington College 39, Mount
Saint Mary's 19.

On Saturday, the Sho'men
hosted a strong Gallaudet squad

and fell by the score of 19-38.

Once again it was Whitman, the

captain of the harrier team, who

It is a coi

with the i

30,000 ha

hat we Americans have dubbed Rugby,

try to hold your laughter. Rugby is a great game.

ibination of the aforementioned skills of soccer linked

onlact and attack of American football. Crowds of

e seen the U.S.C. Rugby team play in the Coliseum

maybe on die whole a more exciting sport to watch
than football. It contains teamwork but has a mot
theme of one man against the enemy—

a

The cost of Rugby is almost negli

more equipment than the soccer players

die prime protection against injury. Even though Rugby is

spring spoil numerous opponents could be found for the Sho'mi

team. Baltimore has several club teams and several Easte

colleges field teams (U. of Va. and several Ivy League schools

Rugby would be a great conditioner for lacrosse players in tl

distinct

American ideal.

Players wear no

(Con led on Page 8)

gemi-i-ed second ll lie has kicked

Chambers Surprises

A pleasant surprise for Washing-

ton was the fine performance

turned in by junior transfer, Pat

Chambers who ran a fast 24:25 for

the five-mile course while finishing

a distant "sixth.

The rest of the finishers in order

for the Sho'men were Sam Martin

and Fred Couper (tied for sev-

enth). Dave Bird, Dave Stokes,

Sho'men Defeat W. Maryland 3-0

In Annual Homecoming Contest
Sweeping two gam

veek. the Washmgtor
:er team has tipped i

2-1, then, in ibe traditional home-
coming contest, bowled over the

Green Terrors of Western Mary-
land 3-0.

Mounts Hit

Mount St. Mary's drew first

blood as Ibcy pushed one by Shore

their third win of the season,

irns Out of action because of a leg

alic Al Perry, injury, Joe Nichols returned suf-

lue to a knee ficiently recovered to score

the Hofstra first goal of the game. Only
die

Ulici . able '

duce much of

for the remainder of die first half.

The half ended 1-0.

Midway into the third period

the Sho'men found the range.

Junior George Backless connected

from Barry Drew to

for the St. Mary's game.

his old form on many fine

Nichols, sophomore inside

cored three against Dela-

didn't play in the Mount
lue to an ankle injury.

Swamp W. Md.
Perhaps it was the festive air

. the

3-0

> the i

Only later, Drc

isted by freshm;

, rammed

this

of

Sho'men Ic

Green Ten
land. One thing:

entire leam was "up" for the

game and played every minute
like champions. Scoring in the

first, third, and fourth periods, the

Sho'men displayed a relentless of-

fense and a very stubborn defense

•lied their way to

ting the lo!

irked thi

pleased with most of his run-

s' limes and that the importani

: five Shore finishers

Whitman and Chambers
surpassed the old standard of

24:40 by a Washington runne

: only arly in the

This week the Sho'men face two

of their toughest opponents, Tow.
son on Wednesday and American
University on Saturday.

All in all, it looks like another

rough week according to Chatty
tuntry squad.

Lambda's Sweep
Into First Place
Lambda Chi Alpha clinched at the touchdown, giving up short

sideline

ale leaped for
:

Tom

Chi fell to the defending cham-
pions, 13-6, and Phi Sigma Kappa
was shut out by the Lambdas,
21-0.

With an untained 6-0 record,

Lambda Chi can take this year's

cup with a win over Kappa Alpha
this week. Theta Chi is the lone

John Hall pass

,
seconds after he came down

with the interception, time ran,

,

out. The final: Lambda Chi 13,

Theta Chi 6.

Against the Sigs, Lambda Chi

took almost the entire first half t

get their offense moving. Tim Be

caught Bruce Miller

for a 2-0 lead half-

nder

Several Washington drives were
stymied in the second period and
the halftime score remained 1-0.

Isherwood

The third period saw Dave Ish-

beautiful shot from the middle.

This widened the margin to 2-0,

Late in the fourth period on
another unassisted shot, George
Backless found the range as he hit

on a perfect cover shot from 25

yards out. This was the last score

of the afternoon, and the game
ended 3-0.

Towson Here

On Wednesday. Washington fac-

ed a very powerful Towson State

Although Towson is only
1-2 in league play, Coach Athey
feels that they have "one of the

dropped one

Chi loss and a Theta Chi
could deadlock first place.

Webb Stars

Harry Webb and the Lamb
struck early against Theta (

40-i
latei ;bacl ; play

and added the cxt

the Lambda scoring at 13 points.

Theta Chi emerged a new team
in the second half. Their blitz

was a main factor in freezing the

Lambda Chi offense. John Hall

hit Frank Marion on a difficult aA\

out right, pass left play for six

points, but the extra point play

was broken up on a brilliant de-

fensive move by Bob Manning.

Last Chance
Theta Chi got the ball with one

Razzle-Dazzle

Then quarterback Harry Webb
picked away at weaknesses in the

Phi Sig secondary and hit Gary

Bauer on two touchdown passes.

with i

final score of 21-0.

Theta Chi came from behir

defeat the Outcasts 12-7, as Woody
Snyder connected with Paul Fast

for the touchdown and then added

the PAT. But John Hall found the

range on two 40-yard passes

Steve Claggett and Mark Madden.
In the only other game played

last week, the Outcasts gave the

Somerset West Raiders their fif'h

defeat without a victory, 15-6,

After a safety for the Outcasts,

Woud) Snyder took control of the

game, passimr to Henry Biddle fur

LOOSE BALL—Sophomore Barry Drew has just headed the ball in

n from last Saturday's 3-0 victory.
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Spectacle of Homecoming Recalled

Bonfire, Floats, Queen
Spark Spirited Weekend

: By Fred Couper

The :

By Steve Myking

which
campus only once a year returned
again as Homecoming 1967 got

under way. A conglomeration of

activities was packed into one
weekend planned for the college

rr mmunily and returning alumni.
Friday evening, the festivities

started behind Russell Gym with

the pep rally and the crowning of

the Queen. Chosen to reign as

Kumca.ming Queen was Debbie
Kelly. The lighting of the bon-
fires (yes, it did bum this year)
followed the introduction of the

soccer and cross-country teams. A
torch-light parade led students

over to the Elm tree where the Re-
publican Club sponsored a folk-

singing show. Chilly weather kept
attendance down, bin i-xt illi-n t en-

Council to the present student
brdy. Alumni toured the new Fine
Arts Center after a luncheon in

the alumni house. Among the

many ycung alumni on the campus
Ho:

held

group of enthusiasts.

Alumni Council
Saturday morning, the Alum

Council met for three hours a

Queen, Ellen Buckingham. Ellen

crowned this year's Homecoming
Queen and rode in the parade.

The afternoon parade down
Washington Avenue featured the

Queen and her Court, fraternity,

sorority, and class floats and three

high school bands. Mr. Sandy
Jones, Alumni Council President,

presented awards for the best floats

at the half-time of the soccer game.
Phi Sigma Kappa, "Snoopy and
the Red Baron" took the award
for the best over-all float. Judges
named the Lambda Chi "Lady
Bug" the best Greek float. Earn-

ing the best independent award
was the Senior Class' "Raid Can."

ling royalty. The game

commenced and the Washington
College Sho'mcn handed the
Green Terrors of Western Mary-
land a 3-0 defeat. The Cross
Country team could not muster
the speed needed for a win over
Galaudet.

Saturday night the alumni
danced in Hodson and the stud-
ents headed across the tracks. The
Armory trembled to the sounds of

Jimmy Ruffin and the Van Dykes.

bled thet temperamen-
tal Ruffin who almost refused to

put on a show. He and the Van
Dykes had differences of opinion
on how to play certain numbers.
The MRA capped a full week-

end with a car rally and beach
party at Anthony's Beach on Sun-
day afternoon. Obviously, few
students had recovered from the
night before, as only ten cars par-
ticipated in the event. The win-

ning car was driven by Jim Mc-
Kinney and navigated by Judy

Hughlett.

1 j
- '

S ^ f |l
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Mobilization Group Plans March

Vietnam Demonstration

Set For Saturday In DC
Bv MARK SOMMER „ ,

WASHINGTON, D. C, Sept. 25 (LNS) — If last

wa| a scason nf frustration and hopelessness for

„„ lv i,;',,. Ain.n radicals, autumn has become the

politics, and per-

as a month ago,

u..,c~SNCC worker was able to remark with witty

disdain that the American radical movement was "a black

the increasingly ind pendent black

ing obliged to take

haps to change thos t poll

But the panther is changing.

: leftists, after months and even years of ideological

and tactical drift, arc beginning to define themselves as

other than the tail of someone else's movement. In fact, it

may be the birth of a wholly new animal.

That animal, with all of its contradictions and com-

plexities, is showing itself most clearly in its relation to the

anti-war movement. On October 21, in Washington, there

will be another mass march to protest the Vietnam war.

Like the April Mobilization that preceded it, the Washing-

Ion march is a volatile coalition of many left groups. The

"invitational list" to the Administrative Committee of the

Mobilization includes on the same piece of paper Dr. Ben-

jamin Spock of SANE, Stokely Carmichacl of SNCC, and

the New York DuBois Clubs. Six months ago, such a coali-

tion was still possible, if not completely workable. Today,

it is more a wish and a regret than a reality.

Within the functioning Mobilization itself, there are

many and disparate elements. The bulk of the energies

being exerted by moderates (SANE, certain New York labor

unions, Veterans for Peace) are aimed at producing the larg-

est possible mass of protestors to petition their grievi

with the Johnson Adi Like the April demon-

by the moderates as a

will march directly to

.elf k. those

the President for an end to just THIS war," says Rubin;

"if the war ended today, it still wouldn't change anything

fudamental in the society. We're trying to build a mass

revolutionary movement that will be able to assume power."

The rhetorical gap between Jerry Rubin and the

radicals outside the Mobilization is negligible; but the direc-

tions of their energies arc ultimately very different. One

amateur political philosopher explains the difference in

quasi-Freudian terms: "The Mobilization people," he says,

"are still working within the framework of 'patriarchal

politics.' When they want to change something, they ask,

beg, or demand it from Big Daddy; they define themselves

in terms of Big Daddy. The radicals outside the Mobiliza-

tion — the community organizers — are into a system of

'fraternal politics' where Big Daddy is no longer alive (or

at least, no longer relevant) for them. They're looking for

change over a long period of time, from the very bot-

tom up."

Community organizers may not accept such a definition

of where they arc at but they arc very clear about the fact

that they are doing something different. Cathy Wilkerson,

head of the Washington regional chapter of SDS, sees the

mistake of the Mobilization organizers as one of "believing

that America is a pluralistic society changeable by pressure

tactics. You've got to organize and affect people at the

gut level, on issues that directly affect THEM — and

marches don't do that." To her and many other community

organizers, the anti-war movement is not only wasting its

time, but is tragically diverting the limited energies of

leftists from more effective work. "The war is not the only

issue," she argues, "and the Mobilization gives people the

impression that if the war ended, everything would be

dandy."

ilizatlon directors have seen fit this time to

allow more direct and aggressive forms of protest to take

place — if not under its imnndiate sponsorship, then not

^ under its strict prohibition. This alone is a development of

^recent months. (In the preparations for the April march,

iho Mobilization heads flew ten members of a group

manning mass draft card burning to New York to tell them

tli- Mobilization would have nothing "officially" to do

With it.) In October, not only draft cards will be burned,

/nut most probably dans, television sets, and five-dollar bills;

and this time, the Mobilization plans simply to avert its

official eyes.

More significant than that, perhaps, is the estab-

lishment within the Mobilization itself of a "Direct Action

Project." Seeking to move "from dissent to resistance," as

one leaflet declares, the direct action group will carry

out disruptive action "over a sustaind period of time." The
group's first project was the scattering of anti-war leaflets

on the floor of the Senate during the opening ceremonies

of the new session (a move vociferously condemned by all

five Senators on the floor at the time). Sinsc then, groups

have picketed, blocked the entrance, and sought to enter

the Selective Service national headquarters in Washington.

But what makes this march different from all others,

if anything, is the prospect of massive civil disobedience at

the Pentagon beginning on October 21. Jerry Rubin, a direc-

tor of the Mobilization and a militant in its context, is

thinking in terms of ten thousand or more sit-down pro-

testors who will block the above-ground entrances to the

Pentagon for up to three days. "They may arrest us

or they may just let us sit," Rubin says. No matter what,

it's going to be pretty disruptive." Nevertheless, he de-

clines to predict what exactly will happen. "Hopefully,

everybody will do his own thing." says Rubin, "whatever

stage they" re at." Rubin and Cornell University Professor

Robert Grcenblatt, a co-chairman of the Mobilization, are

quick to define their ultimate goals, and their reasons for

staying within the Mobilization. "We are not petitioning

Mobilization workers defend their anti-war work with

equal conviction. Sue Orrin, a director of the Washington

office of the Mobilization, argues that community organizers

are not dealing on the level of the major national problems.

Organizing around garbage cans doesn't stop tanks from

rolling through the streets." With the imminent possibility

of a world war," she argues, "we are fiddling while the

world falls apart before US."

Though other leftists may deplore the trend, a sizable

portion of the left is shifting its principal energies from anti-

war work to community organizing among poor and work-

ing-class whites. At this point, such projects are few and

only partially developed. JOIN (Jobs Or Income Now), a

community union among Appalachian whites in uptown

Chicago, is a prototype. SSOC (Southern Student Or-

ganizing Committee) seeks to work among labor unions

and white communities in the South. Such projects, and

similar ones in ghettocs throughout the North, are the har-

bingers of a much mure widespread movement. At an in-

formal two-day conference on community organizers in

Washington last weekend, the participants decided not only

to aid in the improvement and expansion of existing pro-

jects, but to undertake detailed studies of cities between

100,000 and 1,000,000 inhabitants with the view of es-

tablishing projects in each city. In addition, SDS plans

to recruit up to 2,000 organizers from campuses during

the year to staff new anil existing white community projects.

Such projects portend a change in the direction of the

left which few would have suggested six months or a year

ago. If the white radical movement lags behind its black

counterpart in America (and many white radicals readily

admit that it does), then it seems determined to catch up.

More significantly, it has decided to catch up on its own
terms, by its own kind of politics. Of those white radicals

at the National Convention for New Politics who were
angered at feeling obliged to vote for a thirteen-point black

resolution parts of which they didn't like, simply to "keep
the coalition," many have now decided that going it alone

is the best and only way. The black panther is all black

now; the while animal is just now beginning to define its

precise shape and form.

Evil Spirits Are

Around In D.C.
By RICHARD ANTHONY

NEW YORK (CPS)—When the people—the beauti-

ful, the gentle, the flower people—reach the Pentagon they

will encircle it, all of them, scorccrers, swam is, priests,

warlocks, rabbis, gurus, witches, alchemists, medicine men,

speed freaks and other holy men.

And joining hands they will raise the mighty OM—
the pure, perfect, crystal sound—and the Pentagon will

trembling rise in the air. And they will shout "We are

free. Great God Almighty, free at last."

If their magic is strong enough.

Because the gentle people, too, are mobilizing on

October 21 in Washington, but not in orderly marches

nor with personal acts of civil disobedience. Their thing is

to exercise the evil spirits inside the Pentagon by encircling

it and applying their magic.

"Pentagons, as you know," says a letter written by

one of them, "arc a symbol of evil in almost all religions."

The gentle people arc coordinating with the National

Mobilization Committee—in a way. They will probably

march across the Arlington Memorial Bridge with the rest

of the marchers, instead of swarming across the George

Mason Bridge as they had hoped to. But most of the time

they will do their own things.

They plan to "bump into each other by accident"

at the end of the reflecting pool opposite the Lincoln

Memorial (the Mobilization rally is to be held on the steps

of the Memorial) at 11 a.m. on the 21st They will hear

music from various rock groups—the Jefferson Airplane,

the Fugs, The Group Image, Mother Earth are among those

scheduled—and then move on the Pentagon.

On the way, they may "hurl everything we've got,

dye, the Potomac red, burn cherry trees, panhandle diplo-

mats"—or then again, they may not.

The gentle people have no permits from the Wash-
ington authorities

—"Permits?" says Abbic Hoffman, a

New York Digger, "that's not our way."—and they will

probably have a difficult time making their ring aroimd

the Pentagon.

Maris Cakars, chairman of the Mobilization Committee's

Direct Action Committee, admitted that the hippies would

be "in for a rough time" when they try to encircle the

building, because the police will be attempting to keep a

way open into the building. The Committee is not trying

to discourage them, however. "We welcome it," said Cakars.

While most of the Gentle People will be from the East

Coast, a large contingent is en route now from California.

They are traveling in a peace caravan entitled "Wagon
Wheels East," which includes a Barkeley and a San Fran-

cisco group. Peter Berg, a West Coast Digger, said some-

where between 150 and 200 people are making the trip.

He added that there are more who would like to come, and
suggested that someone should do a "rich freak-trick" in

order to provide airline tickets for them.

There is no way of estimating how many of the gentle

people will be on hand in Washington next Saturday.

According to their calculations, however, it will take 1,200

people to surround the Pentagon, and they are hoping

for volunteers from among other groups at the march to

help them form ope or more rings around the building.

And what is it all about? "It's monkey warfare," a

Digger would say—a large-scare guerilla action in what
Abbie Hoffman calls "a revolution for the hell of it."

But whatever else the idea of encircling the Pentagon may
be, it is not intended to be a harmless prank. The serious

Diggers, like Hoffman, are in fact very serious about the

war, and about the society in whose name the war is being

"We're doing nothing Lyndon Johnson wouldn't do,

only Johnson gets respect," says Hoffman. We don't want

their love, their respect," he adds; "We want them to ,do

rthin_

And what keeps them—peopl

arc institutions. Hoffman is agai

the concept of schools," he says.

like about schools is rcces;

don't like school. They're :

tern shifts; that would be

bee

in northern Virgini

gainst institutions. "Look at

ys. "The thing that people

id summer vacations. Kids

free, they can't say the sys-

ntrovcrsial. Nothing should
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Director Gates Explains
Alumni Office Activities

By David Saffem

"The major purpose of the

Alumni Office is to create a rela-

tionship between Washington Col-

lege and its alumni that will be

mutually beneficial," explains Mr.
Doublass Gates, Director of

i Affair

The Alumni Office Is constantly

laiionship. It keeps the alumni in-

formed about every facet of Wash-
inclon College, and "in this way,"

Mr. Gates said, "is generally the

alumni's only link with the affairs

AlumnJ Newsletter

The Alumni Newsletter, which

ontains a summary of student ac-

\iii.s. College standards and poli-

ies, and future events of interest,

:
sent to graduates every two

icnths. At the present time, this

Faculty
(Continued from Page 1)

Councils
(Continued from Page 1)

of the proctors each semester to

confirm that the job is being done

i.iti-factorily. The type of evalua-

tion to be used is not definite, al-

though a joint MRA and constitu-

ent)' report is being considered.

Privileges

rove ourselves," said

MRA president Ted Goldman, "we
go to the administration to ask

fi-r privileges. This will involve

uniplete cooperation of the men
n all dorms with MRA.
"An example of the privileges

eing sought is extended open
louse hours. MRA is presently

uaking an investigation of open

bouse plans at other colleges, such

Western Maryland, which are

similar to Washington.

Extended Hours For Women
The Women's Residence Asso-

jtion is also working to increase

the freedom and responsibilities of

Washington students, They are

planning a gradual change in the

hours of senior women, beginning

th extended weekend curfews.

Under the proposed system, sen-

r women, with their parents per-

i^ion. would be able to stay out

itil 2:30 a.m. on weekends. So
not to force the Residence Di-

rtors to remain on late duty/the
girls would be admitted to the

by the night watchman at

1:00 i :30 when he makes his

unds.

This plan was presented to Dean
Clark last week and if approved,

effect immediately.

Staff Plans
(Continued From Page 3)

'are of any changes in policy,

Mr. Gray commented that the

major problem is getting students

11"; college I

STAMP IT!

is the only regular publication of

the Alumni Office, although it is

planning to publish a directory in-

cluding the names, addresses, and
the year of graduation of all

Besides the use of direct mail,

Mr. Gates travels and meets with

groups of alumni in a further at-

tempt to make them aware of the

affairs of the College. The results

of this contact can be seen in the

many services which the graduates

perform for the College.

In Admissions Program

For example, certain members of

the class of '67 are actively par-

ticipating in the Admissions pro-

gram. These alumni arc from geo-

graphic areas on which Washing-
ton College does not concentrate

in their efforts to attract capable

students.

If a student from one of these

areas does express an interest in

the College, then an alumnus from
the area is notified. He, in turn,

contacts the student and gives him
an informed view of Washington

College,

Ten Active Chapters

Other services are performed by

the ten organized chapters of the

Alumni Association, which are in

far north as New Eng-
land. Last year, the Baltimore
Chapter held several social func-
tions to raise money to support the

Alumni House and create scholar-

The Alumni Council, consisting

of presidents of the organ-
ized chapters and representatives

throughout the country, is the
governing body of the

the

Council controls the Associ

affairs, and Mr. Gates acts as the

liaison between Washington College

and Council members.

Sponsors Senior Dinner

The Alumni Council suggests flu-

type of activities in which they

would like to panicipate, and was
responsible for the creation of the

Alumni House. This organization

annually sponsors the Alumni
Council-Senior Class Dinner to

Marijuana Statutes
Have Day In Court

orient the t

bers of the Alumni

Alu:

; futu:

ies which include

honoring exceptional students,

promoting athletics, and contrib-

uting essential funds. In 1966, the

alumni contributed $18,000; this

year, the amount has increased to

almost $40,000.

By Joe Pilati of duplicity and inconsistency go
(CPS) Over the next few up in a cloud of euphoric, meta-

weeks, Boston attorney Josephy S. phoric smoke.

Oteri might become one of the And Oteri — a legal rationalist

most admired and maligncd-fig- of the old school, who even looks

ures in the American legal profes- a bit like Darrow — is simply

"doing his thing." In his own
Over the next few years, he words: "Five years ago, I began

might become the primary instig- defending kids accused of various

ator of a precedent which (if un- marijuana violations. I've been

derground optimists are correct) singularly impressed with these

would literally make this America people — decent kids, not crim-

inals, not violent, full of life and

Delegates Advised To 'Turn On'

At Student Drug Conference
By Carolyn Erwin

"Turn on, tune in, drop out," a

term borrowed from the psychede-

lic world of today's "hippies," be-

came the rallying call for delegates

who convened on the campus of

Frostburg State College for a two
day "Drug Conference" recently.

The conference, sponsored by

the student association, attracted

over 230 delegates from 30 east

coast college and university cam-

puses located in New York, Penn-

sylvania, West Virginia, Virginia,

Washington, D. C, and Maryland.

ing to drugs." It is fallacy, ac-

cording to Leary, that "LSD and
marijuana are potentially danger-

Stresses Experience

Stressing the importance of en-
vironment, Dr. Leary advised any-

one contemplating using LSD or

marijuana to "spend at least two
years reading about and studying

the drug before attempting to use

it." "Proper use of LSD requires

experience," he said.

Defending the use of drugs, Dr.

Leary stated, "Man has to use

himself in order to find himself.

LSD helps him to this end by
freeing the ego and the conscious-

He accused the present society

being too "conforming" and
ised that each individual "do
own thing" (i.e. find his own
ce in life).

Students Disillusioned

At the conclusion of Dr. Learns
talk, the delegates retreated to var-

of this groups, this re-

porter noted a general feeling

among the delegates of "disillusion-

ment" with Leary's presentation.

Those who had pictured Dr.

Leary as a rebel spokesman for

LSD expressed disappointment be-

the question of whether college

students or anyone for that matter

should seek an answer in drugs,

specifically LSD and marijuana.

He retreated instead behind the

slogan "do your own thing," leav-

ing the decision up to the indivi-

Group discussions dominated the

second day of the conference with

the subjects ranging from "Drugs
on Campus" and "Why Students

Use Drugs" to "Criminal Aspects

of Drug Use and Abuse." Sev-

eral opinions were voiced on these

topics but no concrete positions

were established on any of them.

Some delegates felt that anyone
who takes LSD is not qualified to

counsel others on its use and sub-

sequent effects. Opposing this

view, other delegates argued that

"experience makes the best teach-

During the discussion of "Drugs
on Campus," the concensus of

opinion was that the college or

university should adapt the laws

of the state, concerning illicit drug
traffic, to combat the problem.

Others suggested that students who
wish to explore drugs consider tak-

ing a year abroad because such ex-

i
inappropiate in a col-

tive, not harmful, a relatively in-

nocuous substance. I started check-

ing into it and decided that the

challenge the law."

The challenge is here. It goes

by the name of Commonwealth
vs. Leis and Weiss, and pre-trial

hearings, expected to last for sev-

eral weeks, have begun in the Suf-

folk Supreme Court in Boston.

The actual trial of Messrs. Lcil

and Weiss, two former students

caught green-handed at Boston's

Logan International Airport, will

be the second act in Oteri's drama.

If he has his way, the "action"

will still be rising, wafting inexor-

ably toward the U.S. Supreme
Court, after these local hurdles are

cleared.

In an interview at his office, the

36-year-old lawyer said he and his

have lined up 23 expert

wills

ting.

Delegates to the conference from
Washington College included: Vir-

ginia Colfelt, proctor; Carolyn Er-

win, WRA; Dean Skelos, SGA;
Richard Buck, MRA; Michael

Park, proctor; and Carl Wester-

dahl, dean of men.

Panel discussions, group discus-

sions, and individual talks given by
guest psychiatrists, clergymen,

lawyers, medical physcians, and
other informed persons provided

the general format for the meeting.

Leary on LSD
Highlighting the conference was

the appearance of Dr. Timothy
Leary, rcknown spokesman for

LSD. Dr. Leary, clad in

and dais.

spoke about "LSD" from a plat-

form situated on a grass quad-
rangle inside the campus grounds

to a capacity crowd of delegates,

In his talk, Dr. Leary touched

up.-i ; i.,i|j,

:ed with LSD and marijuana.

It is fact, he said, that "more
and more college students who are

failing to find a deeper meaning

for life through education are turn-

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

,^
;

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

workability and probable uncon-

marijuana statutes. The witnesses'

names cannot yet be made public

— although compendia of named
from more level-headed recent

anthologies and articles on pot

provide a set of excellent hints.

Oteri estimates that the pre-trial

hearing will take three or foil*

weeks at the very least. "We may
cut our 23 witnesses by five or so,

just to speed up," said one of his

assistants, who also intimates that

the attorneys for the prosecution

are having trouble finding wit-

nesses, not to mention reputable

data, which would support exist-

ing laws.

He feels that present marijuana

laws "run the risk of excluding

perhaps 25 percent of the future

leaders of this country, branding

them as "drug addicts." He says

he is having trouble convincing

people he is "interested in a legal

problem, not a medical problem.

There are an awful lot of lives

ruined by virtue of this law, and

I'm trying to compel the courts

and the Congress to take a long

look

"We ue not advocating legaliza-

marijuana," he stressed,

say that it could be regu-

ith prohibitions on age

forth," he says. He drew the

familiar analogy between the cur-

rent anti-marijuana laws and the

Prohibition amendment of the

Twenties: "Prohibition dealt with

a downright dangerous and addic-

tive drug: even now, fully three

per cent of the population is ad-

dicted to alcohol. On the other

side of the fence, we have the

much more innocuous substance

called marijuana — can we afford
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Student Letter Grinnell Drops
Women's Hours

Dean.
leire has

encompass Imth

nine to classical

e should he able

Tnutcea
the belie

i; but if a person
11..- .i-.IIrL

rinnell Col- has been increasingly difficulty to

justify the reflation of women's

e is,,,,.! of parental practices nor edurational

philosophy tends to support sucb.

regulation.

'•The way a student uses his or

her time clearly has an effect on
the individual's academic success

ble security and social life, but the relative

effect varies greatly on individuals
nei ' Bity of

ng an arbi- said

"From an academic point of

icc O. Low view it seems likely thai self-regu-

made after lation, with its inherent necessity

ssion among for the sometimes painful develop-

'""I'""

1
'

;

' ;" 'j"!'
1

! '"j
,|.,ll

\ '""'",.
Ml ] . . , Dean Low said the self-regula-

ii ml ..„» i i J.
Ii" I i- tion of women's hours will apply

without regard to parental permis-

een reflected sion adding that the college is un-

willing to continue to undertake

regulation over and above that

ill lb* otrilHUi .ubhle- bility of the initial misuse as a C r
which parents are able to encour-

l 1 ' 1 '"-Il lege dormit- age.
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'
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Sincerely, thai the musii students could not m are far more with the individual student and
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l„ L! h»i Mil, Hammer lo a Director of Music because someone rise was using ^

the rooms. The solution to this

is quite obvious. The music de-

partment or administration could

de ago." Dean Low added that it family relationship," she added.

llu- i lever Lev « l«- thinks Yiddish,

The real secret of success thoughold il. En i na 1. ngci

establish closed and open hours.
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fall and would increase the c verall spirit of this small school.
makes the problem very minuscule.

In conclusion I would like to

slate that I, along with many oth-

L*M
The unlv major iliHiinlly would be the location of a coach.

And this is no overwhelming ( Hi, ultv. 1 am sure there is some-

place ,i Pnafessov who is a Rugby nut and who would enjoy ronms are for the enjoyment nf

teaching at a small southern trhool. If not. the college could

create a [ob 1 kntm mainra ahec nerds one good rflan—they mere work rooms. I don't stand ifls^B

limit Rugby which seems to fit

our campus of odd-balls and
nl excel at way out sports what
having a year where a Wash-

old repeat in Sports Illustrated.

for the misuse and damage of

machinery, hut only the privilege

of the room was ever violated so

1 say that the music department

the majority of the students be-

cause of the acts of a few.

(Signed)

Charles Andrews
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Architectural Historian Robert Ennis presented the first of Eve lectures

on "The Art of Building", Wednesday, October 11, at Washington

College. The Harvard-educated professor's first lecture was entitled

"Architecture as a Representational Art". The five week series is free

and open to the public and the four remaining lectures will be pre-

sented each Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 311, Dunning Hali. Future

topics include architecture as an expression of structure and materials;

also architecture in the modern environment, with the influence of

Expo '67 taken into consideration. Ennis, a professor at the University

of Delaware, speaks at Washington College under a federal grant from

Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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"Democratic Temperment"
Is Aim Of Student Power
"WASHINGTON (CPS) —The

point should be clear — student
power means nut simply the ability

to influence decisions, but the abil-

ity to make decisions.

The days when two students,

hand-picked by the administration,

could sit on a college-policy com-
mittee for seven months, only to

endorse a report having little to

do with student demands, should

end. Student power involves the

organizing of all the students, not

just the elite; it involves the par-

ticipation of the students, not just

the elite.

The educational premise behind
demands for student power reflects

the notion that people learn

through living, through the process

of integrating their thoughts with

their actions through a capacity to

act Education which tells stud-

ents that they must prepare to live

tells infants that they learn to walk

by
Ull.n.i

h their ef-

forts to intensify the relalii (.ships

between the community within the

Ancients
(Gontii

jty. Each woman prayed to be

held worthy by a man; they craved

recognition.

When the search was at last fin-

ished and the festival of Home-
coming drew near, the men and
women gathered in great rejoice

over the promise of spiritual fulfill-

ment. There was much talk about
who had chosen uhum; the women
talked secretly among themselves,

and the men discussed their

choices.

Pilgrimages

On. the eve or the celebration,

people from far-off realms who
used to dwell in Collopolis, made
pilgrimages to their former home-
land. They gathered rn stalt;i<"silly

for the festival.

The next day, the

in sporting games, to demonstr
their manliness to their cho
queens. There were immo
parades and monstrous fires bi

in the honour of these fair G
desses, to whom each

Community Queen

In the midst of this celebration

there was much philosophical dis-

cussion regarding the relative

merits of the fair queens who were
contesting to represent the com-
munity as a whale. They were

discussed on a purely spiritual

basis. "Does she truly embody the

qualities of a living Goddess?",

they asked in formal dialectic.

Once the community queen was
chosen, the men gathered with

their own private queens in a rit-

ualistic Dance uf Gratitude. Much
happiness and good-will reigned as

ideal women stood on many pedes-

tals to fulfill the spiritual desires

of Collopolitcnian men.

Peaceful Aftermath

The aftermath of the celebration

was peaceful. So peaceful, in fadt,

that hardly a person spoke, and if

they did, it was only in whispers.

Their zealous search for perfection

had been divinely fulfilled, and

meditatiun.

tors should advise — attempt to

persuade, even. Yet the student
slu uld bear the burden of choice,

They should demand the burden.
Students and faculty should co-

decide curricular policy.

Students, faculty, and adminis-
tration should co-decide admissions
policy (they did it at Swartli- negation of

all college policy affei

order to persuade.

People who say that student

power means anarchy imply really

of a

ing the c

Student power brin

changes, and in the lattc

means that the student

be taken seriously — tl

i like

Student

rgued on !

should

I LI.'UN

a legal principle, b
tional principle. Students who

explore the reasons for rights, hi

a university, a right should spring

from a premise of education, not

a decision of a court, ahhoue.li the

two may coincide. Student power
can suggest 'a critique of eduea-

Most students don't wi

ent power. They are too

tared, or too acquicscen

ar it. That, too is a stu

ision. Those with potent:

those who have decided not to de-

cide have made a decision.

Yet, abdication of responsibility,

or transfcrral of authority to other

people inhibits individual and col-

lective growth. Students who ac-

cept other people's decisions have

diluted their desire to question, to

test themselves, to become through

being. They create walls between

nd their

, beu en I he i andc

even humiliating. Education slioi

be neither.

Student power is thieHieniim

those who wield power now, 1

this is understandable. A sludi

should threaten his administ

tors outside of class, just as brii

students threaten professors insi

of class. Student power ultima!

ilMllene.es everyone in the univ

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chcstcrtuwn, Mil.

of rules. Student power is

the elimination of authority,

the development of a demo.

Students who abju

power abjure themselves. They

"the student opin-

elite. That's the point of

Gerhard Spicglcr converses with Drs. Tapkc and Hoopw of the
philosophy department after a seminar with the New Morality-New
Theology class. Dr. Spicglcr received his Ph.D. from the University of
Chicago and is chairman of the department of religion at HttWrforfi.

Students Influence
Antioch Trustees

\\ .i-,hiiiL,ton College President Dan-

iel Z. Gihson approved the meas-

ure announced (his week of in-

cluding student .representatives on

all but two faculty

There will be at least

bcr of the Senate on c;-

TIME
The longest word

in the language?

By letter count, the long word

icsilicoi'olcanocwious, a rare lung

disease. You won't find it in Web-
ster' New World Dictionery, Col-

lege Edition. But you will find

words than in any other desk dic-

kou'11 find 48 clear definitions of

[he different meanings of lime and

27 idiomatic uses, such as lime „/

mc's life. In sum, everything you

mil to know abuut lime.

This dictionary is approved and
jsed by more than 1000 colleges

ind universities. Isn't it time you

jwncd one? Only $5.95 lor 1760

$6.95

fs that education should be r.lat-

id to humane values, thai a demo-
raiic coll.-ee comninnily itiv.Jvs

indents at all levels "I doeision-

nakins, that a collage of the 19tin's

nust he able !Q tolerate ' " alive

Cleveland and New York

Find out

if you're man enough
for the Peace Corps.

Even if your name
is Mary.
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UN Day Speaker Is Ambassador;

Newlin Receives Poetry Award
The ambassador of (he Ivory

Coast to the United Stales and

Canada will speak at Washington

College on Tuesday, October 24,

at 1:30 p.m. in the theatre of the

new Fine Arts Building.

His Excellency Timolhee Ahoua

is expected to speak on the prob-

lems of bis country. Mr. Ahoua

was educated at the Lycee of Fon-

taineblcau in France. He holds a

Bacbclor's Degree and Diploma

from the Univcrsily of Paris. Mr.

Ahoua became the first counselor

of the Embassy in Washington and

later to Morocco after continuing

From approximately 6,000

tries, the poetry of Mrs. Nicholas

Newlin, wife of the chairm

the college's English Department

was selected lo place amonij thi

niest. Mrs. Newlin's :

Bryn Mawr, invited her tc

of submit some poetry for considers

it, tion; when she did, it was reject-

t was this poetry—thrct

—which she then entered ir

troud Festival

The and

toher 2ft in Stroud, England, Ii

cludei Christopher Fry among tl

judges i.f the poetry suhniilted i

highly commended en-

tries—and it is into this latter

category that Mrs. Newlin falls.

Campus Calendar

coning his vigorously pro-Western

President. M. Houphouct-Boigny,

through the United States and

Canada.

His lecture is the third in a

scries established by Mrs. Harry

Clark Boden IV in memory of

James Louttit, Jr., Sidney George,

and Joshua Geo:

Mt. Han Pla Cecil

i 1782County, Maryland,

contributed lo the original en-

dowment funds of the college.

Other speakers scheduled for

this year include U.S. Senator

Wayne Morse of Oregon; Bishop

James A. Pike, currently a staff

member of the Center for the

Study of Democratic Institutions in

Sania Barbara, California; Sam-

uel Stumpf, President of Cornell

College; Earl Warren, Chief Jus-

tice of the United Slates Supreme
rl.. [O

lubs Hither

and John Usb
of Freshman Studies at all-

Negro Miles College in Birming-

ham, Alabama, and past dean of

Harvard College.

Thursday, Oct. 19

Men's Residence Association

—

Dean of Men's Office—4:30 p.m.

Chorus—Arts Center—7:00 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 20

Bridge Club — Alumni House

—7:30 p.m.

Saturday Oct. 21

Soccer vs. Lycoming—Away
Board of Visitors & Governors

Meeting— 11:00 a.m.

Players' Lock-out (2 weeks)

Sunday, Oct. 22

AOPi Patroness Tea

Minta Martin—Afternoon

Monday, Oct 23

JV Soccer vs. Harker Prep

—

Student Government Association

—Activities Ctr.— 7:00 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

—9:00 p.m.

Senior Women's Honor Society

SCA Room (Act. Ctr.)—9 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 24

Panhellenic Council—Minta

Martin dining room— 7 p.m.

Riding Club—Dunning

—

7:30 p.m.

Faculty Leclure

Hynson Lounge—8:30 p.m.

The Washington College Filrr

Series movie for this Sunday il

Long Day's Journey Into Night

., ..ill be sho

lecture ball (Room 203)

film is based on O'Neill's pi

and won an unprecedented fi

awards at the 1962 Cannes fe

val for the principals in its c

—which include Ralph Rkha
son. Katherine Hepburn, Jai

Robards Jr., and Dean StO

well.

The

Overlooking

Vorton Creek Marina

ChcstertGwn, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

» 10:00 P.M. -

Closed <

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

i Mondays

CHESTF.RTOWN
PHARMACY

B
High Street

Chester-town, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Theatre Announcements

Wednesday, Oct. 25

Thursday, Oct. 26.

Men's Resident

Dean of Men's Office—4:30 ]

Chorus—Arts Center—7 p.n

Saturday, Oct. 28

Soccer vs. Loyola—Away
Cross Country vs. Loyola-

Monday, Oct. 30

Phi Sigma Kappa UNICEF
Party for Children—Chapter

Room—6:30 p.m.

Student Government Association

—Activities Ctr.—7:00 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

9:00 p.m.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575
TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

FRI.-SAT. OCT. 20-21

JOHN WAYNE
ROBERT MITCHUM

"ELDORADO"

SUN.-MON.-TUES. OCT. 22-24

"I, A WOMAN-
adults ONLY

213 DRIVE-IN
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults 75t

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. OCT. 20-22

KIRK DOUCLAS
ROBERT MITCHUM

in

"THE WAY WEST"

CRAIG STEVENS

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's— Gant Shirts— Cricketeer— Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

National Educational Advertising Services

1
Anyone can

GOOF.
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In

handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

is:

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

.TON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

MARYLAND NATIONAL BANK

. . . does so much for so many people

2 OFFICES IN CHESTERTOWN

Offering All Types of Bonking Service

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For 4/1

Sewing Needs
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Congressman Morton
To Speak Here Tues.

Miiivl.iml Congressman from the

irst district, Rogers C. B. Morton
/ill speak this Tuesday, October
1, at 1:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts

;enter.

Elected to the 88th Congress in

Maryland Congressman Rogers C. B. Morton

Opening Ceremony
Set for Fine Arts

By Jin

'.Viishingtnn College's new Fine
Arts Center will mark the official

pening of the best-equipped thea-

ter-arts facility on the Eastern

Shore. During two weeks of dedi-

cattons and performances, the $1.3

million Arts Center will be intro-

duced in its new function of pre-

•eriting concerts and speakers of in-

terest' to both the College and the

The convocation will be held on
Saturday November 4, with Doug-
las Seal, Artistic Director of Centre
Stage in Baltimore, giving the

main address. Mr. Scale came to

America in I960 after some twenty
years of acting and directing in

British repertory theaters.

He has directed plays in off-

Broadway and on Broadway, and
his productions have been
ti> appear in Paris, Berlin,

.

'! mi, Moscow, and Leningrad. M
Seale is now in his third

Artistic Director at Centre Stage,

directing five of the seven shows

Cornerstone Ceremony

Prior to the convocation, on
Thursday, November 2, members
"( the Administration and student

leaders will participate in the cere-

mony of laying the cornerstone of

the Fine Arts Center. The cere-

mony will be open to all members
of the College community. That
evening the Washington Players

will open their production of the

musical satire "Oh What a Lovely
War!", in the first of three conse-

cutive evening performances.

A Loutitt-Georgc lecture by

Henry Hope Reed, architectural

historian and author, will be given

>n "Classical America" on Novem-
ber 7. Mr. Reed, an authority on

erican architecture should
i depart from "functional"

styles in favor of a return to the

classical, "traditional aesthetic goals
of beauty and sublimity." He feels

nuch 'modem' or 'functional'

tiph

of engineering rather than of art.''

College Showcase
The 600-seat Tawes Theatre,

named after former Maryland gov-

ernor J. Millard Tawes, has a 3000
square foot stage and is thoroughly
equipped with workshop, costume
room, two dressing rooms, variable

acoustical tuning and full lighting

(Continued on Page 4)

and Insular Affai

which deals with tl

of National Parks, public land man-
agement and Island territories.

i
Wildlife Conservation

Congressman Morton has also

been a member of the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee
which sets U. S. Maritime policy

and is concerned with fish and
wildlife preservation and Coast

A member of the Republican
party, Morton was involved in the

drafting of a long range plan for

the improvement of the Chesapeake
Bay Basin. Citing long experience

in the field of business manage-
ment, Morton has served on the

Committee for Small Business and
has served on the Puertorican Sta-

tus Commission for Corporeal De-
velopment and International Trade.

Urhan Affairs

Morton's major interests during
his term of office have been the
encouragement of small business,

farm production and marketing sys-

tems, as well as rural and urban
change.

In a speech at Washington Col-
lege last February, Morton called

for a redeal of federal money and

a shift in federal spending from
military to domestic programs. He
stated that by trimming defense

costs, the money saved could be

applied to pollution control, nation-

al parks and shun elimination.

Conservative Views

An acknowledged conservative,

Morton has voted against many of

the Administrations proposals for

environmental programs. For ex-

ample in the second session of the

Eighty-ninth Congress, Morton vot-

ed against Medicare, amendments
to the "War on Poverty", rent sup-

ousing and the

Voting Record
Asked about his voting record,

Morton stated that lie was against

the Administrations programs be-

cause they lacked adequate safe-

guards, although he did not oppose

the proposals per se.

Morion has also been opposed to

home rule for the Nat inns Capitol,

Asked about this opinion, Morton
stated that "the nation's capitol

belongs to all it "

"

Senate To Organize
Tutorial Workshop
Plans are currently underway to

organize a tutorial workshop for

the children of Washington College

faculty members.
The problem of inadequate ele-

mentary and high school education

in this area was raised in an SGA
meeting by Senator Steve Amick.
"Not only has this situation dis-

courage prospective faculty mem-
bers from accepting positions at the

college," he reported, "it has also

been the reason for several profes-

Three Alternatives

'Washington faculty with chil-

dren of high school age have three

alternatives to meet this problem,"

he explained. "If they can afford

it, and few college professors can,

;y ran send their children away
school." Supplementing the

icstcrtown education or leaving

.nother which offers

l better cdu>
I prof

led. The
organization of a tutorial program

is a step in the direction of provid-

ing supplementary education for

the children of faculty members.

Faculty Members Meet
The SGA has called a meeting of

faculty parents interested in such a

program to determine ages of the :

children and to see what subjects

should be considered.

,
the All of

GoverningBoardApproves

| Plans For New Library
By Barbara L. Osborn

Plans for Washington College's

new library and women's gymna-
sium was the major topic of dis-

cussion at the meeting of the Board
of Visitors and Governors on Satur-

day, October 21.

Twenty-nine of the thirty-six-

member Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors lined the President's office

for the first general meeting of the

academic year. According to the

ex-officio thirty-seventh member of

the Board, President Daniel Z. Gib-

son, this attendance was above the

average.

Fine Meeting

So was the length and import of

the meeting, whose di

a well-known specialist in the de-

signing of college libraries, will

draw up the complete plans in the

next six months, and the Board will

accept bids for construction some-
time in the spring. College Busi-

ness Manager Frederick W. Dum-
schott explained that construction

completion date cannot be pre-

dicted at this stage, but the college

hopes that the new facility will be
in operation in September of 1969.

"One of the finest in the state"

was Mr. Wingate's evaluation of the

future library. Plans for special

reading rooms, open stacks

lid el,< • facilii

merit this outlook. Hopefully the

inter-library loan idea will be ex-

panded to a system of magnetic
tape receivers of information trans-

mitted by the University of Mary-
land and the Library of Congress.

Women's Cvm Planned

Construction of the new women's
gymnasium adjacent to Russell

Gym is expected to be simultaneous

with the library. Mr. Wingate ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

fer an enrichment rather than a tu-

torial program for the children ,n

grade school. This would include

courses in subjects such as French,

English literature, art and muic.

High School

For students on the high school

level, however, a tutorial program
will be set up. The orga 1 izcrs will

compile a list of colleg students

willing to tutor and th; individual

faculty members inus' determine

the qualifications of t' _ student to

A tentative fee of three dollars

per hour has beer i set. Senate

members expressed tie hope that a
grant will be made Available to the

program so that 'acuity members
will not have to p. , the entire cost.

Although Senat is pdesently in-

volved in organiri:ig the program,

a committee of thiee members, re-

presenting the faculty, administra-

tion and students will direct the

program in the future. The work-

shop is scheduled to begin function-

ing in three weeks. \

NOTICE!

Studen tickets for the Play
«' Proi of "Oh What
a Lovely War , November 2,

3, 4 am the l No.
1 II 1,V EllRC >e I»
1 1,,' available

ing Mon i the Dean of

Women's There \ ill be

-'0(.l tiekets available to students

for each light, and will be giv-

:l:
ul arst come first

nued froi

P.M.-

apponi

I A.M.
1 fine i

:arly 1

i the

liber.

the plans for the

ipy the site of Cain
Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Visi-

of the meeting, Philip J. Wingate,

reported that the plans for the new
library as recommended by the

Com
Grounds were approved with only

slight, modification.

Bids Accepted in Spring

J. Russell Bailey of Orange, Va., Architect's rendering of th>
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Bookstore Solutions
Last week, die Elm mentioned some of the difficulties which

seem to plague die bookstore. This week, a few suggestions:

Pilferage is reported to have been nearly $1,000 last year.

There are no estimates for this year, but books are being taken

out of the store, unpaid for. The "mediod" for getting away
undetected seems to be going into the store with an armload of

books, and leaving with an armload plus. The solution to this

problem is simple: install bookracks outside the store and permit

none to enter with books in hand. Thus, any books going out of

the store must be paid for. Surely students recognize the need for

such a policy, and would not be offended. Last spring, Mr.

Lcid proposed that shelves be installed in the hallways. The idea

was turned down by Mr. Dumschott because he feared they

would restrict the flow of traffic in the hallway.

The merits of saving money through stopping or drastically

-lowing down pilferage outweighs the problems occurred when
c nly two people, instead of three, may pass abreast in the hall-

v, ly. Three sections of book-shelves with eight separate com-

partments each would cost under $400—an investment that

wculd repay itself after no more than two years.

Mr. Leid also reports that at college bookstores where

charge account systems are available, business increases more
than the cost of maintaining die system. In fact, Tulane's book-

store enjoyed a 40% increase in business after instituting a

charge system!

Washington College had a charge system in the bookstore

some yea." aeo, and it was dropped because it was not worth the

cost The' Elm suggests it be tried again. There are different

methods for limiting the amount a student may charge (should

his parents choose to set a limit)—and for solving the other

"problems" i volved.

It is nc secret (except perhaps from the college business

aes one must spend money to make money,

n of die Elm that a bookrack and a charge

system are two "improvements" it would behoove the bookstore

committees to onsider, and the business office to recommend.

After all, if tin Oookstore is losing money, die students are sub-

sidizing it thro gh their yearly tuition fees—and any possible

means of reversing the flow of money should be given serious

consideration.

office) that :

MRA-WRA
week for both

he Republic of I

Congo to matriculate with tl

year's freshman < 'ass, fn a rcce

Elm interview, he enthusiastic

related his experiences in Ki

shasa {formerly Leopnhlwlk). n

commented on his (amity aihl

tion with Washington College.

Christopher describes his

year stay in the Congo as "pi

ably the most c

contract with the United Slates

which involves shipping American

agricultural surplus lo the Congo.

He must supervise the shipments

and sec that what is sent gets put

to the best use. There is coopera-

Swahili

French is the prcdoi

Next week should prove to be an e:

residence organizations.

The Men's Residence Association will

dation to increase the open hours in men's dorms, in addition

to a "doors ajar" policy. To date, the open houses have been

well handled on the part of the students; the privilege has

been shown to be in responsible hands. The Elm feels that an-

other move to increase campus social life is a logical next step.

The Women's Residence Association is considering some
problems which are inherent in its present constitution—and will

discuss some major revisions in policy.

There will be further discussion of the role of the house-

mothers, a topic which received much attention last year. Sign-

out procedures and room inspections are other matters for con-

sideration.

The Elm applauds these organizations for taking an active

role in investigating present conditons and responding to stu-

dent objections and requests. The Elm suggests that the students

agitating for change not assume that "die administration" is

the "enemy"—and attempt to work out solutions together, rather

than by seeing "how much (they) can get" through threats and

ultimatums.

such as Lingala, Swahili, and Ki-

All white people arc called Eur-

opeans, remarked Rogers, and they

arc still the favored class, despite

what has been said. Most live in

villas, many have swimming pools

and frangi pani trees
—

"ideal for

parties", added Rogers. The Amer-

ican community is comparatively

large (1,000-1,500).

Native "boys"

Christopher met natives in the

area as well. In the Congo, Afri-

can servants are called "boys".

The Rogers family had a launder,

cook, driver, and a night watch-

Christophci

Christopher Rogers, a Washington College freshman, came here from

a five year stay in the Congo.

Scholar Examines
Ancient Desk Art

,
Reincarnation of Davy Crock-

— =- a phoney", and
Dictatorship of

them well, and still writes to

Political Problems

While the parties were great

fun, and there was no lack of ad-

venture to be found, the recent

political situation in the Congo has

made living there particularly hard

for outsiders. As Rogers explains,

"The political situation is always

fluctuating. General Mobutu wants

to make the Congo more a Congo
for the natives instead of for out-

siders. Former leader Tshombi was

unpopular with Mobutu's party,

and an ally to Schramme, and his

group of Katangese Gendarmes.

Tshombi is held captive now in

Algeria while Schramme is trying

to swing favor toward Tshombi.

Meanwhile, there was a six to six

curfew held in Kinshasa, imposed

by Mobutu against Schramme and

the Europeans. The curfew was

By Thruegood Wilson

The people of ancient Collopolii

were skilled craftsmen and sensi-

tive artists. Their greatest pericc

of creativity came to a fore dur-

ing the Golden Age of D<

the Proletariat , iyt«iy "

period. Symbolic message

duce masterpieces of endeavor. It

was under incredible conditions,

such as poor lighting and the con-

stant fear of suppression, that

they made mere slabs of wood in-

to structed, unified beauty.

Three Theories

It is difficult to pin-point ex-

actly how desk carving became an

important part of the lives of the

ancient Collopolitonians. There

are three theories:

1. One scholar says that desk

carving is a direct result of non-

rewarding lectures. This is called

stunulous response frustration, and

is documented by the fact that

there was more carving done in

areas where discussion was not

2. Desk carving, says another

authority, is really a continuation

of the former vast decorations

found on lavatory walls.

typify this later

precisely what the name implies

—

used only symbolic.

The second kind of desk art,

decorative, resembles a road map
of the Rocky Mountains. Every

" 3
groove '" "~

six o'clock in the evening. Kin-

shasa was like a dead city in the

evening. The curfew was strictly

enforced;

i did i i obei pres

- Iwfoi

equaled in technique.

Very often these messages and

(k< 'nations become political in na-

ture. Unfortunately, a discussion

of how this art reflects the dissat-

isfaction of the people is beyond

the scope of this report. It

with regret that I cannot rel

these messages here. I do, howev-

er, encourage a visit to the dig-

gings at William Smith's Forum.

There you will find a complete

display of desk art on view for all

ent, dependents are

aged by the American govern-

ment to go back to the Congo.

Enrollment at my school has

dropped considerably."

Because of the political chaos,

the Rogers family is separated.

Mr. Rogers is still in the Congo

while the rest of the family ts in

the United States.

Chris tophei

Washington College becau!

maternal ancestors have been

relate graduating frc

elatedfounding. He
Barrel family, who settled

Chestertown during the eighteenth

century. They formerly owned one

of the houses along the Chester

River called the Barroll House.

lothei

desk

pedant descri

Riding Club Activities

Include Fox Hunting

decorated because they

were thought to look more beau-

tiful that way.

My own investigations prove to

me that desk art can be best at-

tributed to the first reason. Re-

cently I made a field trip to the

site of archeological diggings in

Chestertown. There, I uncovered

the largest and most complete col-

lection of desk

seen during my entire

though a thorough doc

would take years to accomplish, I

will give a short report.

It appears that there are two

clearly different styles of desk art,

message

that I have

syniliulii

ally either

"Batman Live

irly .

be illustrated by the follow-

ing intricately carved statements:

"Flower Power", "Batman Lives",

and "Cool it". Later, the mes-

sage becomes more involved. The

By David Saffern

The Washington College Eques-

trian Club is planning to partici-

pate in a great variety of activities

this year, including some for hunt-

ing, informal riding, and traveling

to see a horse show.

At the club's first meetin on

Tuesday, October 10, the upcom-

ing activities were discussed. Al-

though there will be no riding at

the Quaker Neck Stables until this

spring, other arrangements have

been made with Mr. and Mrs.

Thompson of Quaker Neck to use

their privately owned horses for a

Club's Sponsor

Mr. Charles Cockey, Director of

Public Relations and die club's

sponsor, is trying to locate other

individuals who are willing to al-

low the club to their facilities. Mr.

Cockey stated that he hopes tha

lity interested i

perfected «ty.

"Dr. Spock
i

providing these facilities will

tact him.

Arrangements have also been

made for the club to attend the

Washington Horse Show in Wash-

ington, D. C. on the week-end of

October 28. Transportation will

be provided by the club.

Fox Hunting
Last year, the Equestrian Club

attended the Pennsvlvania National

Horse Show, and visited the Mary-

land Hunt Club and the stallion

station at Chesapeake City. This

year, the Howard County Hunt
Club has offered to allow the more

hunting with the club. They hunt

on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and

they also bold an open hunt on

Thanksgiving and New Year's Day. .

The novice riders have been invited

to trail behind and observe the -

Richard Heymann, President of

the Equestrian Club, announced

that anyone who is interested in

riding with the club should pick up

a schedule from the Registrar's

Office. This schedule should be

filled out, and given to Mr. Cockey.

The club's meetings will be posted

on the social calendar, and will be-

held in Dunning Hall unless other-

Evei ,,il,
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Shore Ten Wins 3-1,

To Battle Loyola
Decisive victories over Towson

Slate and Lycoming have given

the Washington College soccer

team a good chance of winning
the Mason - Dixon Conference

Championship.

The deciding games figure

with Univ sity

X-Country Team
Falters At Home

i played Wednesday and

Loyola which will be played on

Saturday.

Last Wednesday, the Sho'men

defeated a strong Towson State

squad 4-1. The Shore booters

scored early as George Buckless, on

an assist from Marc Svec, pushed

one through.

Later in the first period, Joe

Nichols found the range and made
the score 2-0. The ball

ied the

lofted it

mnd
, Dave Ishei

Ban

The Washing, n Ci lici-e varsity

toss crounty team continued witl-

ess as it fell to powerful Towson
state last Saturday by a score of

Tcwson came to Chestertown

,1'ith two of the finest runners of

mv school. Their number one

nan Patton has run a 4.15 mile

i-hilc Mayhew the number two

miner, has posted an outstanding

Powerful Squad

With these two runners leading

he way, the Sho'men were in for

i
li.ni; afternoon against the power-

"1 Towson squad, which went into

lie meet with an undefeated re-

,-d of 5-0.

for Washington, the order of

and
If a powerhouse

; favt

hi>ish Whit

t:hambers, Fred Couper, Sam Mar-

tin and Dave Bird as they were

shutout by Towson.

Fine Efforts

Coach Chattcllier was not totally

disheartened by the results as most

i>l Washington's runners ran the

fastest race of their career in the

losing effort. Chatty was pleased

with the improvement, but stated

that although the team is stronger

tliis year than last, the competition

is stiffer.

Chatellier hopes for the team's

st win en Saturday against Loy-

i which is also winless. He anti-

. Whitman's garnering first

place in the meet at Baltimore.

Toughest Opposition

Commenting up.n the' season so

far, Chatellier felt that the teams

which Washington had faced so far

had been its toughest opposition,

noting that each team had out-

standing performers.

Not to take anything away from

his team, Chatty praised them for

their continued improvement and

desire. He hopes for victory next

week against a weak Hopkins

ALL STAR NOTICE!

jd today

will not be selected because of

the playoff game between the

Lambdas and KA's.

who alertly headed it to Nichols.

Midway in the second period,

Jim Blandford, assisted by Sandy

Snyder, booted it past the Towson

goalie to make it 3-0. For the

remainder of the half, the teams

fought to a standstill.

A lackluster Towson attack

finally gathered some momentum

as they scored their only goal early

in the third period. With the

score 3-1, the Sho'men hustled to

score their final goal by Ken

Stein on a pass from Dave Isher-

wood to make the final score

4-1.

Outstanding Saves

All-South goalie Al Perry,

cently recovered from

knee made "three or xour up-

standing saves and was excellent

on clears" according to Coach

He also praised Barry Drew for

On Saturday, the Sho'men

found themselves locked with Ly-

coming in a Mason-Dixon dual.

The game was deadlocked after

regulation play, and was finally

won by the Sho'men

"The game was very frustrat-

ing," Coach Athey reported. "We

had fifteen open shots at the goal

which wouldn't go in, hitting the

posts or missing by inches."

The Washington goal during the

LambdasRetain Championship;

Defeat Kappa Alpha In Playoff
Lambda Chi Alpha retained the

!. iinpi. nship of Washington Col-

ic's intramural food. a!! league by

i'-tVatmg Kappa Alpha 25-13, but

lot until 'after KA had stunned

hem with a 7-6 loss, which forced

In- playoff game.

A fired-up KA defense was the

vhole story of the first game, as

lie usually potent Lambda offense

vas held scoreless in the first half

>y a tight KA secondary.

Not only was the Lambda of-

iuse thwarted, but KA quarter-

Lick Pete Joslin picked away at

he defense, which had given up

.ing KA halftin

Bohaker Scores

Lambda Chi bounced back late

in the game with a diving catch by

Tim Bohaker of a Harry Webb aer-

ial for a touchdown, but the extra

point failed and KA stopped an-

other Lambda Chi drive to hold on

for the 7-6 win.

In the playoff game, KA obvi-

ously had the momentum it needed

to capture its first intramural cup

in several seasons. They took the

kickoff and marched to a touch-

down, using short passes from Al

Streelman to Bob VanderClock and

Gee Hibberd.

The scoring toss went to Vander-

Clock, while the extra point was

hauled in by Hibberd. Possibly this

shocked Lambda Chi into reality.

Overcome Lead

They overcame the 7-0 deficit

and took a 13-7 halftime lead, with

Harry Webb connecting on passes

to Mike Kelly for both touchdowns,

one of which was set up by a brilli-

;
defensive play by safety Tim

Polvi who blitzed, blocked

grabbed it in the air for

tn interception.

Harry Webb, who pitched three

ouchdewn passes and caught one

limsclf, put Lambda Chi on the

iroreboard first in the second half

vith a short pass to Tom Polvinale,

>ut KA put itself back in the game
wn dri

vith

:
by the Lambda's 25-13..

I by KA Bob Vander.

Webb Excels

A game of quarterbacks as it

was, Webb did his part by sending

his team downfield and calling a

double reverse pass for a touch-

down, himself on the receiving end,

to put Lambda Chi in front 25-13.

Streelman then took charge and

moved his team well, but time ran

out on the KA's and Lambda Chi

prevailed, 25-13.

regulation time came in the first

period when Joe Nichols assisted

by George Buckless rammed one
past the Warrior Goalie for the

only score of the first half. Ly-
coming scored in the fourth pe-

riod to tie the score and force the

In the double

Buckless for the tally. A few min-
utes later the scoring was reversed

as Isherwood scored and Buckless

assisted, making the final score

versity team that has beaten some

very powerful conference teams.

This was a "must" game for the
Shore booters who are entertain-

ing ideas of a Mason-Dixon title.

In what will be perhaps their

toughest game of the year, the

Sho'men face Baltimore's powerful
Loyola College, Saturday at Loy-
ola. The Greyhounds, according
to Coach Athey, "have an ex-

tremely tough ball club this year.

playing them at their Homecoming
so they'll certainly be up for the

game." The MRA is sponsoring a
bus to and from the game.

Nichols is presently leading the
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SPORTS
by John Clifton

In the second week of the season, the Washington College

harriers are still in search of their first win. They dropped their

third meet in as many contests last Wednesday afternoon to the

strong competitors from Towson State.

The scores of all three meets are not important because

none of the events were what one would call a close contest.

With the exception of the consistently strong running of senior

team captain Ben Whitman and the determined efforts of junior

Pat Chambers, the squad lacks the ability to be a winning team.

It is hard to blame all these deficiencies on the members
of the squad themselves. Perhaps it is the attitude of the whole

campus that has to change. Cross country has for too long

been the forgotten sport at Washington. Admittedly, it is def-

initely not a great spectator sport, but it is a hard, grueling,

and most exhausting contest that requires hours of hard practice

necessary to build up the stamina required to run our four-

Unfortunately, those hardy souls who choose to participate

in this sport get next to no support from the student body, or

from the administration. This lack of spirit has become such

an institution here that attendance at practice always dwindles.

As a result, stamina is, with a few exceptions, never developed.

This in turn leads to endless losing seasons that all but destroys

team spirit and desire. This defeatist attitude has even invaded

the athletic department, more specifically, the cross country

coaching staff.

I, for one, think that this attitude has to change and soon.

Washington College prides itself in participating in a great

number of sports for a school of this size. If we are going to

continue being proud of this, something is going to have to be

done to save cross country from becoming extinct on this

campus.
Cross country is going to have to be raised to the proud

position that it holds on most of the campuses with which we

compete. To achieve this level, Washington is going to have

to begin a determined effort to recruit good runners. Just

like the athletic department recruits athletes for every other

sport here. Perhaps the athletic department has to be reminded

periodically that there are other sports on this campus besides

lacrosse and that our athletic department cannot be considered

a good one unless our athletic system is a well-balanced one.

Certainly, Coach Chatellier needs some help.

In addition to new recruiting methods, those runners who

chose to come here cannot be allowed to cut practice and do as

they please. They must be given the desire to make Washing-

ton cross country runners able contenders in the Mason-Dixon

and Middle Atlantic Conferences.

Only when these things are accomplished will the attitude

of the campus toward cross country change, and only then will

the esprit des corps needed for a good team become synonymous

with Washington College cross country.
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Theatre AnnouncementsUN Ambassador Outlines

Problems Of Ivory Coast Chester theatre
213 drive . in

Rrpub
Ihc lr,[

A,...i
I'-

'1 l>y Ills legal advi

z
Mr. '..rc7yi cr who al.o >

d Mr. Agouss ™i>

s fin M
Ahoual

e geographic

P litical aituatio . .1 hi! . 1

Fonncr Colony

A fon ler frcr ch colony, Ihc Ri

by Mali and Uppcr-Volta. to the

West liy Guinea and Liberia,

Politically autonomous tince

1960, the Ivory Coait ltas a govern-

ment modeled after the frcneli

govemmenl with a presidential

regime and universal suffrage.

Then- is one 'Democratic" party.

Ambassador Ahoua stressed the im-
portance of I he national language

which is french as a unifying fat-

Economic Growth

Rem
the for

Agriculture and industry dirertly

involved willi agrieulturaJ products

account for 95% of national pro-

duction. Tlic Ivory Coast is the

world's third largest coffee produc-

er and Ihc fourth largest producer

Library

(Continued from Page 1)

plained that all bids submitted last

spring were rejected as too nigh
and that the Board hopes combined
construction of the buildings will

be more economical.

Recognizing the increased cost

of a Washington College education,

the Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors voted to supplement the gen-
eral purpose scholarship fund by
$20,000. Consequently, the Stu-

dent will i

award $90,000 in final

students for the 196(1-69 academic
year. Mr. Wingate noted this as a
step in the Board's determined ef-

fort to increase financial help for

Asa
t Efforts Recognized

he Bo:

approved the j

faculty members. As a matter of

a different sort of course, Board
Member Lammot called to the at-

tention of the Board the efforts of

the new Washington College crew

In general, members considered

the sport a "natural" for the Col-
lege. Mr. Wingate explained that

provision of funds for crew facilities

is the next step and that action on
this topic can be expected within

The Board adjourned to Hodson
Hall's dining room for luncheon,
then proceeded to the Fine Arts
Center for a tour of the newest

realization of the Heritage Pro-

gram. To Public Relations Chair-
man Howard Medholdt. in his sec-

ond six-year term on the board, the

development program of recent

years has been of immeasurable
value to the future of Washington
College.

if cocoa and pineapple. Mineral
esources are small, consisting

nainly of iron ore and diamonds.

The government of (he Ivory

rctly i olvcd

<].;,].

with (he European Common M
ket although Mr. Ahoua empha:
ed the fact that the Ivory Co
would like increased dealings w
the United States which now ci

slitntcs about 15% of (he cxp
trade and 5'/a% of the imp
Iradc.

Stable Structure

The rapid growth of the Ivc

Cojui's economy stems from
highly stable political structure

With a number of small tribes con
stlluting (he population, popula
loyalty tends towards national rath

er than tribal loyalty. Unlike th

sixty tribes in the Ivory Coast is

relatively small and (hcrcfore no

In foreign affairs, the Ivory

Convocation
(Continued from Page 1)

control. The theater will provide

an impressive public showcase, in

addition to the augmented curricu-

lum afforded the College by the al-

ready functioning drama, music,

and art departments housed in the

Arts Cemer.

Eugene Istomin, described by
Pablo Casals as "among our grcat-

csi pianists" and known interna-

tionally as an American "Musical
Ambassador" through world-wide

certs on the evenings of November
10 and 11. The second Istomin
concert will close the series of per-

formances, lectures, and ceremon-
ies heralding the opening of the

Fine Arts Center.

Gibson Exhibit

Throughout the two weeks of

dedicatory festivities, an exhibit of

contemporary Italian art, loaned
by former Washington College pro-

fessor Roland Gibson, will be on
display. This exhibit will continue
from November 1 (hrough Novem-

Coast believes strongly in In

tional cooperation but oppos
terference in the domestic affa

another country. Although strong-

ly opposed to the system of appar-

tcid in South Africa, for ex:

the Ivory Coast will limit il

test to economic pressure as \

political pressure but will not

vene militarily. Their pol:

Compliments of

COLLEGI
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - ll:00p.n

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m

STAMP IT!

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's— Gant Shirts— Cricfeeteer— Farah
Downtown Chestertown, Md.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

Downtown

. for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

778-1575
TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

"Si. Valentine's

Day Massacre"

"Casino Royale"

UBfi ;Jii,U :;:'

'

;

AT STARKEVS CORNER
SHOW STARTS AT DARK

Phnne 556-6152

Admission: Adults $1.00

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

"ECCO"
MACABRO-

'TABOOS OF
THE WORLD'

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

Overlooking

WortoQ Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

College Heights Sub Shop
1 1. .ii i II a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizio— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students
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Proposed Submitted to President

Open Dorm Question

Spurs MRA Action

Students admire sculpture in lobby of Fine Arts Building. Exhibit

is part of a show by Dr. Roland Gibson, a former economics professor.

Dedication Ceremony
To Open Fine Arts

has been healed controversy and

debate in the Thursday afternoon

meetings of the Men's Residence

President Ted Goldman dele-

gated the responsibility of drafting

al for revised open dorm
d a change in the "open

olicy to the Executive

. held today :

laying ceremony
and2:00 i

followed by the convoca-

tion at 2:30. The cornerstone was

scheduled to be put in place on

Thursday afternoon, but inclement

weather resulted in postponement

of the

Speaker

mony was Douglas Scale, artist-

ic director of Center Stage in Bal-

timore. Paul Callaway, organist

and choirmaster of the Washing-

ion National Cathedral, and Dan-

iel Z. Gibson, Washington College

President, made some dedicatory

Dr. Callaway

Dr. Callaway attended West-

minster College in Fulton, Mis-

souri, and received an honorary

Doctor of Music degree from the

college in 1959. From 1930 to

1935, he studied the organ with

Dr. T. Tertius Noble in New York

City, then with Dr. Leo Sowerby

at the American Conservatory of

Music in Chicago.

He prepares music for 1,800 an-

nual services, directs the Choir of

Men and Boys, and conducts three

performances of oratorio each year

by the 250-voice Cathedral Choral

Society. He has been musical di-

rector of the Opera Society of

Washington since 1956 and has

served on the faculty of the Cath-

edral's College of Church Mu-
sicians since 1962.

Mr. Seale

Douglas Seale was trained as an

.ictor at the Royal Academy of

Dramatic Art, London, and work-

ed there exclusively as an actor

and in repertory until after World

War 11. Following two seasons as

an actor at the Royal Shakespeare

Theatre, Stratford on Avon, he

became artistic director of the Old

Vic, in London, and was also guest

director at the Royal Shakespeare

Theatre during two seasons.

Mr. Seale then came to the

United States, and was director at

Stratford, Connecticut for two sea-

sons. He presently directs five of

the seven shows at Center Stage

each season; he is now in his third

season there. This year, he will di-

rect the 25th Shakespearean pro-

duction of his career when Center

Stage presents "Hamlet".

J. Millard Tawes

Also present at the dedicatory

ceremonies will be formtSr Mary-
land governor, J. Millard Tawes,
after whom the theatre is named.
A lecture Tuesday afternoon by

famed architectural historian

Henry Hope Reed and two concert

performances by pianist Eugene
Istomin Friday and Saturday eve-

nings will conclude the two week
dedicatory program. -^

NOTICE
1 of

office of

the Dean of Women. Students

may pick up tickets for the

drama production and for the

concert by Eugene Istomin.

scheduled for next Friday and

Saturday evenings, from 9:00 to

5:00 daily, Monday through

Friday. There will be no cost

to students. Faculty, admini-

stration, and townspeople will

be charged $2.00 for the play

and $2.50 for the concert.

iay be made by

778-288, 262.

stituents and determine the extent

of support for a proposal to permit

doors to be "ajar" on Sunday

afternoon, the present time for

open dorms. There was no sugges-

tion to open the dorms on other

days during the week.

The representatives

that their respective

were in favor of the proposal. At

that same meeting {held last

week), Dean Skelos and Bill Mitt-

man proposed that the MRA con-

sider also

At the November 2 meeting of

the MRA, however, it was decided

either proposal to the

afternoon and either Friday or Sat-

urday evenings, with doors ajar,

according to the third suggested

plan. This was presented to the

President Friday morning by Carl

Westerdahl, Dean of Men and "ad-

visor" to the Mill? Residence

Association, and Ted Goldman,
President.

Other Activities

President Gibson indicated that

a decision would be made on the

issue by next Wednesday.
Other activities of the MRA in-

clude planning for increased so-

cial functions, sponsored by the re-

sidence organization. Last year,

several dances were held, but at-

tendance was not considered "suc-

cessful". One car rally has been
held this fall, and there is a pos-

sibility that another will be held

reported

Student Poll Taken
Decry Comp Exams

; . .

day afternoon s

Sunday afterno<

Skelos and Mitt

the male residen

and that the

-ening, Satui

and

subjects w!

: Elm last >

.vo proposals be

/ote was 153-34,

:cond proposal.

only one person suggesting a three-

year requirement, one-third of the

total respondents suggesting citb-

DC Urban League Director

Outlines City's Problems

quarters

spondents felt that the aims of

eomprehensives, as stated in the

college catalogue, were not achiev-

ed. An even greater majority felt

that graduation should not de-

pend on receiving a passing mark
on the exam. A slight majority
thought that comps should be re-

quired only for honor candidates.

Assuming that comprehensivej

are not abolished this year, over
three-quarters of the respondents

indicated that the examination*

should be given at an earlier date

during the year, instead of when
papers and regular final examina-
tions are scheduled.

The recent liberalizations in the
distribution requirements were sup-
ported by a two-thirds majority.

To the

Breaking down the walls which United States," Tuckej

surround our urban ghet

topic of a talk Wednesday even-

ing by Washington, D. C. Urban
League Director, Sterling Tucker.

Mr. Tucker, speaking before the

William James Forum, based his

talk on his theory that urban prob-

lems of the "secular city" cannot

be separated from the problem of

color descrimination. The "secular

city" as defined by Mr. Tucker re-

presents a "new structure of life

which has turned its attention to-

ward this world—a city of diversity

and disintegration."

City Strangled

The major problem of this secu-

lar city as outlined by Mr. Tucker

is that it is being "strangled" by.

largely self-sufficient suburb

York city alone could

use that many units."

Urban Renewal

Citing both the Federal Housing

Administration and Urban Renew-
al, Tucker criticized the former as

a "tool of the middle class" and the

latter as an example

uhi.-h i

"Nine out of every ten homes de-

stroyed in urban renewal is a home
occupied by negro families. After

renewal projects arc completed only

one out of ten displaced negro

Thus housing is more dependent

which ;

lothing

s facilities

to its de-

velopment. Tracing the movement
of the negro from rural south to

urban south and then to urban

north. Tucker pointed out that the

city has become an area inhabited

by low income families living in an

environment of dispair.

Among the race-based problems

cited by Tucker were housing and
urban renewal. Since the end of

World War II, the cost of housing

has increased to the point where

very few houses are being built for

low-income families. "Approxi-

mately 35,000 public housing units

are built each year in the entire

facet of life yet there is "more dis-

crimination in housing than any-

where alse. The higher mobility

rate of lower income families ref-is

to mobility only within the ghetto,"

Tucker stated. "They're merely

keeping one step ahead of disas-

Equa! Opportunity

nded IMany programs i

nate the problem of the ghetto

merely reinforce it. "The negro

today isn't realy moving forward in

jobs and education even with all .

the training programs. He's catch-

ing up. We don't want equal op-
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Fine Arts Opening
Today marks the official opening of the finest college

theatrical facility on the Eastern Shore—the Washington College
Fine Arts Building, Already the site of two art exhibitions and
a commendable production of "Oh What A Lovely War"—the
building is only beginning lo show its importance and potential

uses lo the college community.
With time will conic an increased familiarity with the tech-

nical equipment, and it will be used to greatest advantage in

ihe.mii ;J piniliii linnv, concerts, lectures, exhibitions, and per-

formances.

There are problems, of course. It is opening over six months
"late." The building has already begun to settle, and cracks
have ap|>carcd in walls as a result—and despite careful planning,
the sidewalks have begur. to disintegrate. The lift on die stage

il not mechanically operable—it must be raised or lowered in

Rt iic-i, In hand, Some I urnishings for rooms have not yet
hum .1 .mi] i'h ii M'onis to be a problem regulating temperature

Despite these (hopefully) temporary' difficulties, and today's

inclement weather, die Elm is excited about the prospects of

what the Fine Aits Center may mean to the college. We diank
those who arc responsible for providing the funds to construct

the; center—and urge those who have opportunities to use the
building lo take advantage of them.

"Classified"

Last weekend at a meeting of East-coast college newspaper
editors, one editor announced that he was planning to abolish the
weekly paper—this week. He stated that the paper was little

more titan a bulletin board, and contained few real news articles

—too few to justify the paper's existence.

The Elm has enjoyed a working relationship with depart-
ment heads and' the administration of the college; these people
do use the Elm for announcements of innovations, forthcoming
events, and policy changes. To expand the services of the Elm
to include an additional function, beginning next week, the Elm
will solicit and accept classified advertising:

The kinds of notices which appear on the bulletin boards
about babysitting, opportunities for sharing travel expenses on
weekends, and even lost and found articles are to be included
in the classified advertising. There will be a general notice
distributed to all members of the college community next week
giving specific rates and deadline information.

We hope that the students, student groups, faculty, and
administration will take advantage of the opportunity to share
their needs with the widest possible audience, and enjoy
readership—and response to their notices with classified advertis-

ing in the Elm.

'Oh! What A Lovely War!
I Donald Dolce

aptly called a show, since its

panizalimi and structure do not

semble that of a play. It folli

World War I chronologically «
a series of individual scenes, ei

showing a different attitude tow;

ally clever but never brilliant

What could have been an over

hearing "message" evening wa:

avoided by the freshness of cacl

scene. This is not to infer tha

the meaning was not well pro

jected, for the ridiculousness a

the entire message was clearly ev

ident and precisely depicted.

One of the best features of thi

play

ini: disjointed or confusing. This,

each scene had an impact of its

own and contributed to an even

greater impact collectively when
molded ingi'thcr by directors Ma-
loney and Miller,

This particular production made
ample use of the facilities of the

Tawes Theatre and the combined
talents of Timothy Maloney and
James Miller. The lighting was

effective and well integrated

> the ods of [he A Is.

the blinking of characters on the

stage was superb. The pierrots

were artistically arranged during

the girls' solo numbers and the

troop's ill-fated charges against

the enemy. The musical direction

is commendable, as it blends the

voices of the cast into a forceful

component of the play.

Highlighting the players' per-

formances were those of Carl

Gamda and Gilbert Bradford. Each

As one of the doomed soldiers,

Bradford made highly effectiv.

use of gestures and penetratini

glances. Gamda's project"

mastery of the stage is

His

nd the

of the MC he portrays

the

soldiers that he drills. Also excel-

lent are John Merrill, Peter

Herbst, and Stephanie Siegel.

Herbst and Michael Young were
particularly effective in the ball-

The show is not without faults.

First, the choreography is lame

and shows little imagination. This

is especially evident when the

company
'Johnny J.

ly Wai

assembled for

"Oh! It's a Love-

The Finale.
1

' The
consists of the ac-

ack and forth and
making neat little rectangles on
the stage. This is not a serious

Raw, and it certainly does not de-

tract from the show. It's simply

the icing on the cake, and last

evening, pound cake was served.

;cond :

used. Forced rolls of German r's,

slurred Slavic and French accents

were in abundance. This was at

times a part of the play, as when
the French and English generals

othei

;cusable. The unfort

would have been

illy lost, but with the ones

t were used the only affect was

^ third fault was the poor

he actors, making
lines almost inaudible. This

especially noticeable with the

The college has been presented

with a credible production for the

opening of the Fine Arts Center.

combining melody, message, and

melancholy, and the best Timothy
Maloney production to date.

Letters to the Editor
To The Editor:

As most students at Washing-
ton College know, there has been
a considerable amount of complain-

ing done by the women on campus
in the past few weeks. These com-
plaints deal with the housemothers

id the President of the

WRA, it has come to my attention

that few girls take these problems

: do have

t for the I

Similarly, there have been tim

when I have felt that cross-count

holds a degraded position on tl

campus. Surely such an enviro

ment is not conducive to a winnii

team spirit. Since my freshm;

year, cross-country has taken gre

strides forward. Last year's

Dean Clark has requested that

complaints be written out and
brought to her office, and the

WRA is encouraging girls to ap-

peal penalties which seem unfair-

It seems to me that this is the

simplest and quickest way to call

attention to our problems, and I

hope that more girls will appeal

their cases or take their complaints

to the Dean instead of letting

them slide by.

«th a 3-6

much weaker t

..id v

I [his

rely,

Marty Shrewsbury

ord wil probably not

thankful for and appreciates the

Elm's interest in their sport. Wc
only hope that the college will sup-

port us in defeat as well as in vic-

tory, realizing that the individual.

who choose to compete are rnakinu

a great sacrifice for seemingh

meager rewards.

Respectfully submitted.

Ben Whitman

To The Editor:

To the Editor:

It would be amiss if I did not

offer some reply to the Sports Edi-

torial which appeared in the Oc-
tober 27 issue of the Elm. Rather

than opposing the editorial, I am
basically in agreement with the

points which were made.
I do think that the Athletic De-

partment is now making a concen-

trated effort to recruit athletes in

order to create a more balanced

progrm. Hopefuly this wilt bring

one or possibly two strong runners

which will enable our cross-coun-

try and track teams to compete on

an equal basis with other schools.

Schedule revisions have been made

oft
elating to the openir

Arts Center, there is

MRA Proposal
Last week, the Men's Residence Association discussed two

proposals for rhanges in the hours women are allowed in the

The first proposal would have permitted doors ajar on Sun-
day afternoons (when the dorms are normally open to female
guests)

. The second proposal advocated having doors shut (and
locked) Friday evening, and Saturday and Sunday afternoons
and evenings. Although the second proposal received strong
support over the first (a 6-1 majority in an informal poll), the
MRA decided to submit the following proposal to President
Gibson: that doors be ajar during open dorm hours which are
to occur Sunday afternoon and either Friday or Saturday
evening.

The Elm commends the MRA for the careful consideration
it has '.riven this issue. The President indicated yesterday that he
would announce his decision on the matter by next Wednesday.
In view of the unblemished record of open houses in the men's
dorms since last year, the Elm hopes the President will give the
male (and female) students another opportunity to prove their
maturity and responsibility.

section devoted to Roland Gibson

It lists the titles of the painting-

prints, and sculptures on view in

the Fine Arts Center in his show

There is a very "sympathi-lii

the bottom of the

giving background informa-

tion on Dr. Gibson. The "appro-

priateness" of the exhibit is "quite

clear". He "contributed much to-

ward appreciation of contempor-

ary art by the Washington Collriv

students and members of the sur-

rounding community." His "inter-

est and generosity" was responsible

for the 'remarkable" collections in

lounges, halls, and offices all over

campus. There is a partial list of

places where he has exhibited his

collection.

Frankly, it makes me sick to see

this "after the fact" support and

encouragement of Dr. Gibson's col-

lection. The administration and

faculty were noticeably silent when
Dr. Gibson was here—and more

often than not did not express their

appreciation for his efforts on he-

half of the college when he was

here. Now that he has

a fine time to look ba

enormous contribut

his

I.UV Dr. Git

has been severely felt this year-

cspecially in this area of colic;

life. I hope selected members i

(Name Withheld Upon Rcqui
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Plan For Women 9

s Gym, Pool

Architect's rendering of the proposed

Harvey Cox, author of "The Secular City," lectured to the New
Morality-New Theology class yesterday afternoon. He discussed the

"Death of God Theologians," and the secularization of Christianity

with the class before leaving to attend a conference in Baltimore last

night.

Morton Speaks On
"Rap, Rats, Riots"

By Steve Myking
"A riot is a petition for society

to do something,- stated Rep. Rog-
er C. B. Morton in Hyruon
Lounge on Tuesday night. Address-

ing a substantial audience of stu-

dents and townspeople, Congress-

tit>h- f.1,,1

He intimal d that black powe
mili!

withdraw afte

had boyun t

Ihu denying that many not were

he added that

derlying factors such as poor

housing, and lack of job oppor-

which led to violence.

Failure of the federal and lo-

cal governments to "deliver the

goods", to provide promised hous-

ing and jobs has increased frus-

trations He proposed that private

sectors of society, along with local

governments, take the initiative in

solving problems that the federal

government has not and cannot

effectively remedy.

He explained his disenchant-

ment with the "rat bill" in these

terms. With this bill, Washington
could not provide a "long-going

approach" to the rat problem. On
the other band, a new bill recent-

ly passed would provide funds to

be distributed to local governments

through the Public Health Service.

Rep, Morton stated that the latter

bill had a better chance of success

over a period of time.

All levels of got

face the task of rousing "excite-

ment" among citizens to seek ac-
tively needed changes in a con-
structive manner, he said. He ve-

hemently defended the right of

dissent to provoke change, but con-
demned destructive violence that

only slowed progress. He admit-
ted that "we have moved too slow-
ly, but not now becoming 'excited'

about solving city problems that

foment rioting." These grass-

roots stirrings encourage greater

activity of local government, which
can combat the several problems
more cheaply and effectively.

Following initial remarks, Rep.
Morton fielded questions from the

audience. He urged local admin-
welfare programs

He admonished the

private sector to make efforts to

improve bousing and provide job
opportunities.

Rep. Morton encouraged evolu-

tion rather than revolution in

cy. He feared that haste might
provoke reactions that would in-

can't legislate what goes on in a

Enforcement of present gun
laws, rather than new legislation,

will curtail crime, he claimed He
called the recently proposed gun
legislation "un-enlorceable." More
strict control of mail-order guns,,

for example, could reduce rising

through

MRA Spurs Safety Inquiry;

Equipment Found Defective
By Richard Heymann

It was discovered several weeks
ago that much of the equipment
around campus for fighting fires is

defective or non-existent.

President of theTed Coldm;
Men's Residct

vestigated the situation, and de-

cided that it merited the attention

of the MRA—and that something

had to be done immediately about

MRA 1 1. mi......

An inspector was brought to the

college campus. He spent three

the de-

in fire protection equip-

ment and escape facilities.

it was discovered that most of

the fire extinguishers around the

campus had not been properly i

r:ial fir.

al

i be used on clec-

: located, in several

eas where electrical

fires were most likely.

Faulty ExlihKuishers

Wires are overloaded, and Wil-

liam Smith Hall remains a poten-

tial funeral pyre for half the

student body. There are no ex-

ternal means of escape in the event

of fire—which destroyed the first

Tag on extinguisher shows inspection date 2 years overdue.

Kehoe Gives Speech
At Senate Meeting

lastWith the election of th<

Senators, the Senate is beginning

new term. For the remainder of the

year, let us all remember two
things: the student body has prob-

lems and all problems of the stu-

dent body should come under the

consideration of this Senate.

It is easy for us to occupy our

time by discussing money prob-

lems, by-laws, and social events,

but I think there are larger top-

The Senate has no goals. We
have few plans for this school. We
have no aspirations. With nothing

to work for, we have nothing to

the major problem on this cam-
pus. It will not be alleviated in

a committee, or by the faculty, or
by any individual, but I do think
that the Senate has the power,
the imagination, and the ingenuity
to alleviate part of it. Do we have
the will?

And then there ar
lems of the Senate
have before us two extremes. We
can channel money and energy to

provide great good for a great

the prob-

We (

life ,-i' iiii/.iI;i

The res pons ibil

only with the college—but in the

hands of an apparently incom-

petent fire iaspector who has

visited the school periodically to

make safety inspections. The col-

lege finally called upon one of his

superiors, and a detailed report has

been submitted this week, outlin-

ing the deficiencies.

budgets, dances and •

One would never know it from

listening to this Senate. Wc have

forgotten, perhaps, that we are

young, that we are in college. We
are supposed to be idealists. We
are still new to life. Boredom,
despair and disgust with life are

still a ways off. We are going to

change the world tomorrow. I wish

I saw more of this feeling at col-

lege. But we are so sensible. We
are so conservative. We are so

We are so dead,

am tired of apathy. I am
I of tiny lecture audiences. I

tired of uncontested elections.

n tired of hearing how boring

is at Washington College. I

tired of lethargy. Apathy is

aste for influence and power. We
an become the smug bunch that
lolcs out funds as if they are our
>wn and lord out authority over
very person and group that comes

Like apathy, the smugness that

omes of government cliques is

elf-regenerating. For example, at

... the Senate. We ma>
izc this in all its implica-

the student body eligibh

as a candidate for Presi

ce President, Secretary, m
r of the Student Govern.

sociat ion. How democratic,

i safe.

per

. let us legislate wit

with dispatch

ly at all costs.
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SPORTS
By Gary Myers

This college is bush. The campus is bush because the stu-

dents are bush. This docs not imply that the W.C. students

are mentally, physically, or socially inferior to any other college

undergraduates. U.tllin this statement is an indictment of the

present stiual system at the college. Washington College has no

student body; whal it has is a forced confederation of six

highly autonomous, very egotistical groups. All a person's efforts

seem to be funneled into his one particular group to the exclu-

sion of the others- and thus consequently the ol' school. This

attitude is probably supreme in the four fraternities. The
house has come to be placed above everything on this campus.

A lot of people have become puppets to the opinions and poli-

cies of the fraternity as a whole. Consequently, a cold war ex-

ists between these four groups and always there is a constant

flow of adjectives. Everybody in the other three are most as-

suredly a combination of a-scs, zeroes p-sies, or just common
S.O.B.'s. Now I'm not advocating abolition of fraternities now,

because at this moment they perform an important social func-

tion which the school cannot replace. What I am calling for

is saner heads in each fraternity, and possibly abolition of fra-

lernities in several yean when the school can assume these so-

cial functions.

The present politics of these groups is a definite detriment

to athletics at W.C. How bad is this school when intramural

football games draw larger crowds and generate more enthusi-

asm than varsity soccer tilts. Intramural basltetball games are

a constant victor in attendance against varsity competition.

Nobody really comes to the games in order to watch basketball

but rather to cheer on their fiat brothers and to show their

manlihood by verbally insulting the opponents. Such is the

situation. Intramural athletics and games for the House are

placed on a higher level than intercollegiate competition. Such

an attitude is deplorable. Somewhere the logic of this policy

seems to escape me. What is the glory of going hell-bent for

the championship in intramurals. Your victory is not going to

sway anyone's opinion of your group. It might a few freshmen

v^ho don't know how to judge people as individuals yet. But

most of all I think such enthusiasm is merely

sself: that he is the best. I am

Loyola tops Sho 'men
& Win Championship
A veteran Loyola College soccer

team delt Washington College's

young squad a staggering blow in

their quest for a Mason-Dixon

Title winning 4-2 at Baltimore.

The loss was the second of the

season for the Sho'men and the

first after six straight victories.

Loyola's victory enabled them to

grab sole possession of first place

in the northern c i of the c

.ith a perfect 7-0 ) ord.

The Sho'men's record now stands

at 4-1 in the conference and 6-2

overall.

Drew Sparks

Sophomore center halfback Barry

and George Buckless in the open-

mi; minutes when Washington mov-

ed extremely well against the sur-

prised Greyhounds.

At the start of the second period

Loyola's experience began to take

the ball away from the sophomore-

studded Shore lineup and the big-

i.'i'r Raltimorc team dominated piny

At the half, however, the Sho'mer

led by a score of 2-1.

Ties Game
At the start of the third period

Loyola scored to tie the game

Less than ten minutes later, the gc

ahead goal was made. Loyola

aded an insurance tally in the fin;

the

tude is essentii I

from the bush lis

at faulting indi-

<\ftcr all these people

nd party with them,

ntable. A man does

ain I plea that a change in atti-

c from without but rather change

s needed to remove this college

frame.

In defeat Coach Ed Athey had

strong praise for his entire squad

and especially his three fullbacks

Steve Wrightson, Pete Johnson, and

Ford Schumann who kept the team

in the game, breaking up many of

Loyola's fast breaks and other

Powerful Winds
Earlier in the week, the Sho'men

had to overcome gale force winds

in order to defeat American Uni-

versity 4-1 at Kibler Field. A four-

Washington Varsity Wrestling

To Have Intercollegiate Debut
The first season of intercollegi-

ate competition for a Washington

College Varsity Wrestling team has

begun with fall practice under

the NortHem Division of the

Mason-Dison Conference with

seven meets against other schools,

four of these home and the Mason-

Dixon Championships.

-"The 123-pound class appears

loaded with talent. Seniors Tom
Marshall and Steve Morris are

both strung wrestlers according to

pritzlaff and should produce an

exciting battle for the position.

Morris will be graduating in Feb-

Mike Dumonticr and
l Jim Pichirino. Also ready

;te for this position will be

re Dave Isherwood from

37-pound class has Sandy

presently out for

Mat a;

in competition for

the first time. Brooks Jackson who
placed third for T. C. Williams

High School in the Virginia Reg-

ional looks to be the class in the

145-pound division.

Mark Madden, a junior lacrosse

player, heads the list of candidates

for the 152-pound class. Accord-

ing to Pritzlaff, Madden is extreme-

ly quick and strong and could be a

real outstanding performer this

Bill McCargo who has a fine know-

ledge of the sport and should give

Madden some hard work.

Severe Contest

Probably the most severe contest

for a position will be waged in the

160-pound class where there will be

four possibilities including junior

Pete Belts, senior Bill Gray, and
sophomores Joe Ericson and Har-
old Woodcock. According to Pritz-

laff both Betts and Ericson are fine

this

Bouldin,

help the team.

Junior John Miller is presently

atop the 177-pound class. Fresh-

man Joel Berusch who is felt could

help the team is out with a

shoulder injury. Benisch will have

a hard fight against the dei

strong Miller.

Buck Returns

Veteran Rich Buck has hi

hands full in the 191-pound clas

with newcomer Francis Filipi

According to Pritzlaff, Filipi i

amazingly strong and with tim

could become a threat.

All .

class is freshman Rick

who weighs in around the

dred thirty-five pou

cculd be, Pritzlaff

ence. The coach likes th<

tors attitude and dcterm

All in all, the coach is

for the coming
lieves that wrestling

on as a spectator spi

(Continued on

i off I

riod outburst with

id them sent the

Sophomore halfback Bob Leh-

nan broke the ice for the Sho'men

k'ard Dave Jsherwi od with eleven

ninnies cone in the second frame,

t was Ishcrwiwd's fourth uoal of

left in the second period Sandy

Snyder fed George Buckless for the

fourth score of the period.

The third stanza was a stand-off

because of the wind. However, in

the fourth period, the visitors scor-

ed against the reserves as AI-

Awadhi dented the nest with 1:05

later lighlei

; Nichols

unassisted goal. With 3:40 remaii

ing Nichols scored another goal, h

eiehth >J the season, on a great ai

sist from Barry Drew.

half

All-South goalie A) Perry had

nine saves during his tenure. Re-

serve goalie Dan Lehman had one

This Saturday, the Sho'men host

Johns Hopkins in a Mason-Dixon
Conference game. On Tuesday the

Sho'men host Dickinson in the fi-

nal game of the season.

X-Country Team
In First Victory

Saturday with

over Loyola.

For the Sho'men, Ben Whitman
turned in a fine performance tak-

ing first place in the meet. It

was the first win ever for the team

captain and the first win for a

Shore harrier since Marty Smith

turned the trick two years ago

against Dicki

The
:onsidering that [a.t

mile juncture, while leading the

pack, he missed a sign and fell

back to fourth place. However,

strength (Betts), the other who is

more knowledgeable and quicker

(Erickson).

Either Ericson or Betts could

make up the weight to challenge

junior Dave Bouden for the 167-

pound position. Pritzlaff feels that

istently hard work-

back to win by seven seconds.

Seven Races
Coach Chalellier stated that

there were seven different races

run Saturday afternoon on the

Loyola course and it was an honest

mistake of Whitman.
Loyola ran without their ace

Andy Carter who was sidelined

with an injury. Carter was an

M.S.A. mile champion in high

school and was coached by Wash-

ington College's Ed Elliot. How-
ever even with Carter, the Shore

runners would have recorded their

Pat Chambers turned in another

fine performance finishing third.

The rest of the Sho'men in order

of finish were Fred Couper, sixth,

Dave Stokes, seventh, and John

Tucker, eighth.

Clinch Victory

At the three-mile pole, the Sho'-

men were losing by thre points,

however according to Coach
Chatellier both "Chambers and

Couper were able to pass a man
and hold on until the finish, there-

by clinching the victory."

In praising Whitman, Chatty re-

marked that his team leader had

been working out twice a day in

order to attain the strength desired

for his first victory. It was evident

to Chatellier that Whitman was

helped by this.

This week the harriers meet

Johns Hopkins. Although Hopkins

has had a poor season, they de-

feated Loyola by a few more points

than the Sho'men. Therefore.

Chatty believes that the team will

have to do just a bit better to re-

cord their second victory.

On Saturday, the college will

host the Pennsylvania Military Col-
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Elm Announces *67

IntramuralAll Stars
The 1967 Intramural All-Star

F. i thai! is dominated by this

year's champiens. Lambda Chi,

who repeated their victory of last

year. Lambdas placed seven men
on this year's first team.

Leading this year's offensive ends

are sophomores Gary Bauer and
Frank Marion. Bauer was picked

because of his leading the league

in scoring, his tremendous kickofT

and punt returns, and besides this,

bis defensive play was also worthy

r>f nomination. Marion who was
a star on the Richard Montgom-
ery High School State Champions
a few years ago, was almost as

unanimous a choice as Bauer.

to the Theta Chi captain Steve

Claggett and the Lambda's excel-

lent little end, Tom Marshall.

Claggctt and Marshall might have

Kelly Named
The center position was ably

filled for the Lambdas this year by

senior Mike Kelly who was named
last year to the All-Elm basketball

team. Kelly was also named the

league's outstanding kicker be-

cause of his strong play. Outcast

Henry Biddle was named to the

second team because of his pass re-

ceiving abilities.

The blocking back positions are

filled by this year's most valuable

lineman, senior Tim Bohaker, and

FINE PLAY—All-Elm

Marshall in an encount

Bob Vandc Clock tags second team pick Tom

FINAL LEAGL

Team W
E SI AN

L
1

1

2

2

2

3

5

DING

Pt.F.

183

96

78

51

31

Pt.A.

26

13

69

45

33

102

118

91

Kappa Alpha

.... 3

v
r

THE OFFENSIVE TEAM—Front row: Tim Bohaker and Gary
Baver. Back row: Frank Marion and Mike Kelly. Missing: Harry
Webb and Rick Holloway.

freshman Brick Holloway. Bohaker

was far and away the league's best

blocker according to the selection

It l i fell i . II, .1

way would have excelled even

more if his team had been stronger.

Worthy mention was also given lo

second team picks Tom Heald and

Cam Smith. Ileald also received

recognition for his defensive play.

MVP
The quarterback position went

to this year's Most Valuable Back,
Harry Webb, who led the Lambdas
to the championship. Second team
mention went to the Theta's Joint

Hall who threw eleven touchdown

This year's defensive line is led

by Lambda Todd Mulvenny, who
was without doubt the finest rush-

er In the league. Without his

crushing play, the Lambdas would
not have been as strong. The other
lineman named is Bill Goff of the

Siijs, another rusher of comparable
repute. The second team picks

were Pete Bctts of the Thctas and
Jack Hawkcs of Phi Sigma Kappa,

Two Juniors

The linebackers on this year's

club are juniors Tom Whitson and
Bruce Hill. Hill was outstanding for

this year's Outcast team, although

Bohaker and Webb
Are Named MVP's

This year the outstanding line-

men and backfield player awards
in intramural football were award-
ed to two Lambda Chi athletes,

Tim Bohaker and Harry Webb.
The selection committee, which
was comprised of representatives

of the Football League and the

Elm Sports staff, felt that two
awards rather than one were neces-

sary in football.

Tim Bohaker is a senior from
Easton, Maryland. In choosing

for the outstanding lineman
ard the selectio

thei -CI d .

this

the past. Whitson, who was in-

jured in the Lambdas only loss,

came back strong in the playoff to

play an excellent game. Second
team nomination was given to the

versatile Al Streelman of the

Kappa Alpha team and freshman
Don Pace of the Somerset West
Raiders who, it was thought, would
have been much better if he could
have some help on his team.

Defensive Backs

This year's defensive backs
posed perhaps the hardest choice.

Senior Bob Manning of Lambda
Chi was named because of his

clutch playing in the big games
against the Thetas and KA's. The
other back named was senior Bob
VanderClock whom, it was felt,

was the best defensive back in the

league. His fine play against Bauer
was worthy of mention alone. Sec-

ond team choice went to Paul

Fastie of the Outcasts and Larry

Martin of Theta Chi, Martin had
a fine season with a few excellent

interceptions and overall good play.

of his play

Both Ways
The only problem with Bohaker

was whether to place him on the

offensive team or the defensive

unit. His play on both sides of

the line was excellent and he could

have been called either the best de-

fensive or offensive lineman in the

As a blocking back, it was felt

that Bohaker contributed his great-

test assist because of his keeping

opponents away from the Lambda
quarterback. On defense Bo-

haker played linebacker and with

Tom Whitson another All-Eim

pick, wreaked havoc upon enemy
blocking backs.

Theta Contest

Perhaps the best game for Bo-

haker was the Theta contest in

which he scored both Lambda
touchdowns, kept the Theta rushers

out of the backfield and played ex-

cellently in defense.

Hailing from Bcesle/s Point,

New Jersey, junior Harry Webb
led the Lambda offensive machine.

It was felt that Webb's signal call-

ing ability was one of his outstand-
ing assets. This year's Lambda
team, running a pro-type offense,

utilized both the forward pass and

Fourteen Touchdowns
In the eight games that Webb

played, he threw for fourteen

touchdowns and ran for another
four. This made him both a run-
ning and passing threat for the

team that the Lambdas faced.

For Webb, it is his second most
valuable player award. Last year in

intramural basketball, he led the

Lambda team to victory, and was
selected at the end of the season.

The closest competition for the

award was from teammate Gary-

Bauer, a junior from Towson,
Maryland. Bauer was the leading

scorer in the league this year with

fifty points.

fn addition, Bauer made some
exciting runbacks with punts and
also played a fine game of defense

on an excellent defensive team.

The Elm extends congratulations

to both Tim Bohaker and Harry
Webb in being named the best at

these positions for the 1967 sea-

Scoring

Name, Team
Bauer, Lambca A
VanderClock, KA
Webb, Lambda A
Kelly, Lambda A
Claggett, Theta
Bohaker, Lambda A ....

Smith, KA
Hall, Theta
Koepke, Theta

1967 INTRAMURAL ALL-STAR FOOTBALL TEAM
Offense

First Team Second Team
E Gary Bauer Lambda Chi Tom Marshall Lambda Chi

E Frank Marion Theta Chi Steve Ciaggett Theta Chi

C Mike Kelly Lambda Chi Henry Biddle Outcasts

QB Harry Webb Lambda Chi John Hall Theta Chi

B Tim Bohaker Lambda Chi Tom Heald - Theta Chi

B Rick' Holloway Somerset West Cam Smith Kappa Alpha

Defense

E Bill Goff Phi Sigma Kappa Don Pace Somerset West

E Todd Mulvenny Lambda Chi

LB Bruce Hill Outcasts

LB Tom Whitson Lambda Chi

HB Bob Manning Lambda Chi
HB Bob VanderClock Kappa Alpha
Pete Betts _ Theta Chi

Jack Hawkcs Phi Sigma Kappa

Al Streelman Kappa Alpha

Paul Fastie Outcasts

Larry Martin Theta Chi

K Mike Kelly Lambda Chi

MV Lineman—Bohaker Lambda Chi

MV Back—Webb Lambda Chi

THE DEFENSIVE TEAM—Fron

VanderClock. Back row: Brt

Manning and Todd Mulveny.

The
Chester-town Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Cheslertown — Galena

Church Hill

Welcome Students

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

RUe and DRVV/
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181
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WRESTLING
lUcd from Pagt 4)

Clinic to be Held

On November IB, Coach Pritz-

laff will try and have a clinic

(practice meet) for the school to

attend and learn how a meet n

jcored and the finer points of the

sport. In this way he believes that

STAMP IT!

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Start thinking

about insurance

now .

The longer

you wait,

the higher

the rate!

lower for him than they'll ever

be. I have specialized in the

problems of students for New
York Life. Let me discuss with

you the opportunities we offer.

Monroe Hudson
SPECIAL AGENT
NEW YORK LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
117 Water Street, Chestertown

Bus: 778-1688

Res: 778-2888

m

Campus Calendar
Suiid.iy, Nov. 5

Arts Center—8:00 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 6

Student Government Association

Activities Center—7:00 p.m.

Faculty Meeting

Dunning—7:45 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

Wednesday, Nov. 8

Arch. Lecture—Ro
Dunning-^:30 p.ir

Zeta Tau Alpha Banquet

Harbor House—5:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 7

Women's Residence Associat

Minta Martin Din. Rm.—7 p
Lecturer—-Henry Hope Reed

Friday, Nov. 10

Bridge Club

Alumni House—7:30 p.n

Concert, Eugene Istomin,

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's— Gant Shirts— Cricketecr — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

town & country shop

Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

&
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

"$?
Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

- # Chestertown, Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietoi

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

(Hosed on Mondays

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE IN

Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

FRI.-SAT. NOV.

DICK VANDYKE

"Divorce

American Style"

"Don't Make Waves"

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adolts SI.00

Children (Under 12) Free

OPEN FRI. - SAT. SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

"MACABRO"
"TABOOS OF
THE WORLD 1

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Clothing. — Gifts

Don Kelly

CHEVHOLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street -

WATCH REPAIRS

Chestertown

KODAK SERVICE

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

College Heights Sub Shop
Hourc: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEMBER FD1C
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"All The News ..."
The New York Times has as its motto "All the news that's

fit to print". Too often, the Elm's motto is "All the news that

fits, we print".

This week, there is simply not enough going on at Wash-
ington College to warrant an issue larger than two pages. The
sports season h over, there seems to be a temporary lull in the

number of lectures being delivered this week, and no burning
issue occupies the hearts and minds of the college community.

We are not at all embarrassed to publish this issue. It dra-

matically emphasizes the fact that sometimes very little does

happen at the college; in fact, the staff almost decided to "skip1 '

this week entirely.

We have used this week's "spare" time profitably; nest

week's issue will be particularly interesting, with an article on
"The Purge of Military Professionalism: One Aspect of Mao's
Cultural Revolution" by Dr. An; the coverage of a statement on
Black Power to be made at the college which is of national im-

portance and interest; several interviews and "biographical

sketches" of some of the less-well -known campus administrative

and faculty figures: the first of the classified ads; coverage of

four lectures, two concerts, and two plays; and the debut of

several new (regular) Elm features.

Beginning next week, Donald Dolce and Linda Ayers will

compile a weekly list of theatrical performances, art exhibitions,

and other items of cultural significance in the Wilmington,
Washington, Baltimore, and Philadelphia areas. The Elm hopes
that students will choose to take more frequent advantage of the

opportunities which are available within a two-hour ride from
Chestertown.

To that end, Barbara Osborn will present, from time to

time, articles about places relatively near Chestertown which
are of scenic, historic, or cultural interest to the students. And
with the aid of the longest-termed residents of the college com-
munity, Jean Ktrschenbaum will write a number of articles

about infamous graduates of Washington College.

In short, we expect that our policy of bringing only the

best news, features, and sports articles to our pages will be un-
derstood—and that we cannot afford—financially or journal-

istically, to "pad" the Elm with unimportant, irrelevant, or

poorly written material.

Istomin To Conclude
Dedication Program

the Tawcs Theatre this Friday and

Fourth In Series

Architects ' Styles

RevealedByEnnis
By Norman James

Professor Robert Ennis, of the

University of Delaware, gave the

fourth in a scries of five lectures on
The Art Of Building yesterday.

He will give the final lecture, "The
Architecture of the City," in Dun-
ning 311 on Wednesday, November
15, at 4:30 P.M.

In his first four lectures Mr.
i <lu*

The festivities and ceremonies surrounding the first weekend's celebra-

tion of the opening and dedication of the college's Fine Arts Center

included the laying of a cornerstone, (pictured above) a convocation

address by Douglas Scale, director of Center Stage Theatre in Balti-

more, and the awarding of two honorary degrees. Former Maryland
Governor J. Millard Tawes, after whom the theatre facility is named,

ginally representing i

tion of the cosmos, changed in the

eighteenth, nineteenth and twen-

bolism. He also showed the rela-

tionship of structure and site to

this change.

In his first lecture Mr. Ennis
traced representational architecture

1 forms in Egypt to

In dealing with architecture as

structure Mr. Ennic showed how
Horatio Greenough's famous and
often misinterpreted dictum "form

function of the" materials out of

wheih it is built. To illustrate this

idea he discussed the innovations of

several nineteenth-century Ameri-
cans, Frank Bumess, Henry Hob-
son Richardson and Louis Sullivan.

He also showed how Buckminstcr
Fuller's Structure at Expo '67 not

tins loden

the repre; of thi

the Signature

Rooms of the Vatican and Pal-

ladio's Villa Rotonda.

Starting his second lecture with

the cosmic structure of the plan at

St. Peter's and at Versailles, where
all of France pointed to the bed-

room of Louis XIV, Mr. Ennis

then showed how amateur gentle-

equivalent classical i

Chis

tion but also paves the way for re-

viving, in modern forms and mater-

ials, the representational power of

architecture that was lost after the

In his fourth lecture Mr. Ennis

traced the shift, after the seven-

teenth century, from architecture

that determined its site, like Vaux-
le-Vicomte and Versailles, to archi-

tecture that, following the Chinese

influence upon England, blends in-

to nature in pursuit of the pictures-

que. This architecture, Mr. Ennis

feels, reaches triumph and tragedy

in the work of Frank Lloyd Wright,

and in his final lecture Mr. Ennis
will search for a possible way out

<.f tin-, dilemma.

ingful classical structure of the

Villa Rotonda, while Westover
handles with clumsy showiness de-

tails that require a sense of re-

straint and proportion not achieved

in America until Buckland and Jef-

ferson. Mr. Ennis also showed

The pianist Time magazine call-

ed America's "Musical Ambassa-
dor" will perform at Washington
Cullrge November 10, 11 in the
Tawes Theatre of the new Fine
Arts Center at 8:15 p,m.

Istomin is known as one of lite

I R,„. and .

iimijrarii

Istomin Progra

His Washington Colle,.

will include Joseph
'

Hayder
"Sonata in A Major", Franz Schu-
bert's "Two Impromptus", Opus
90, and Ludwig Van Beethoven's

C Major, Opus 53,
Waldstein".

>n)i.;r,uji i
icluded in the

(1924) by Igor Stavinsky, am
three works by Frederic Chopin
"Nocturne in F Sharp Major'
"Polonaise in A Flat Major", am
"Opus 53".

Students Free

Greek :

NOTICE
The Moss Box will open again

t 8:30 Saturday night with

The Contemporary Offset"

providing the entertainment,

group has had professional

rience and consists of three

The Moss Box has been
lorated and is opening un-

tiew management.

The

of charge. Faculty, admir
and other guests will be charged

$2.50.

Tickets are evailablc at the Box
Office, located in the main lobby

of the Fine Arts Center from
12:00 to 5:00 daily through Fri-

day, and from 9:00 to 5:00 on
Saturday. Tickets may also be

purchased at Forney's Jewelry
Store, Townshcnd, Kane and Com-
pany, the Yarmouth Shop, and at

the Sherwin-Williams Paint Com-
pany, located in the Kent Plaza.

Telephone orders will be accepted

at the college's box office.

Petock Sets

Music Talk

For Nov. 14th
"The Problems of Meaning in

Avant-Garde Music" will be the

topic of the first faculty lecture,

to be delivered by Mr, Stuart Pe-

tock, Assistant Professor of Philos-

ophy. The discussion will take

place next Tuesday, November 14,

in Hynson Lounge, at 8:00 p.m.

Mr. Petock's discussion of avant-

gard music will be accompanied by

selections played on tapes, to il-

On Understanding

Petock stated that one of the

most difficult problems in consid-

ering avant-garde music is "to un-

derstand how to understand avant-

garde music". He noted that this

semantic game, that learning how
to understand or appreciate avant-

garde music is the first, and pos-

sibly the most important hurdle to

be overcome.

Dr. Jon Wakclyn, administrator

of the faculty lecture series, an-

nounced that future faculty lee-
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Black Power Advocate Here;

Troupe Gives Winter's Tale

Campus Calendar
Friday, Nov. 10

Pl.LM, i Ccntc

A drama group from ihc Buxtnn

School in Wiltiamslown, Massa-

chusetts will present a perfonnarn e

of Shakespeare's "The WinJet's

Talc" at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday, No-

vember 14 in the Fine Arts Build-

ing. The play, directed by Vir-

ginia Hall Smith, is one of Shakes-

peare's later dramas and deals with

the themes of death and rcbirih, tc-

Previous Appearance

Among the previous plays pm-
duecd by the group are "The Tam-
ing of the Shrew", "Patience", "A
Mid-Summer Night's Dream",

"Murder in the Cathedral', and

"John Brown's Body". Their per-

lude a presentation "I

"An Italian Straw Hat" at Wash-

ington College in 196D.

The Play will be accompanied by

a 32-piece student orchestra under

the direction of Jerry T. Bidlack

which will play adaptations of six-

teenth and seventeenth century

music to accompany the various

songs, dances, and scene changes

the play requires.

nia. In addition to the wood car-

vings, the exhibit will feature an-

tique decoys from the Shelburnc

Museum in Vermont, plus a dis-

play of "early" duck hunting guns

and equipment.

The exhibit will be open from

10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Admission will

be $1.00 for adults and $.50 for

children. Information may be ob-

tained by Contacting Carl Wester-

dahl, president of the Kent County

The Student Government Assi.-

riation will sponsor a lecture by Mr
Scott Stone, the black power repre-

sentative from the National Stu-

dent Association on Wednesday
:

November 15 at 7:30 p.m., in the

Fine Arts Center.

part of the Maj'

the itstand

an Sho

;
of i

sirds,ings of Am<
tcr fowl and upland game birds

November 7 through II. The ex-

hibit will be held at Emmanuel

Episcopal Church.

The icludc

than 250 carvings

are for sale by approximately

i raftsmen from Maine to Califi

bi.-l,

Issue Referrenduin of NSA which

submits the three major issues pass-

ed by the NSA Congress to member
A.

or not Washington College accepts

the NSA resolution on Black Pow-

Racial Pride

As defined in the resolution,

Black Power is "the establishment of

racial pride, identity, purpose, and

direction in order to secure econo-

mic, political, social and cultural

power and influence for the black

peoples of America".

Implicit in the NSA definition of

Black Power is the idea that with a

positive self-image the

will a

community which will be "more

than a euphemism for a ghetto'*.

It represents the "emancipation of

the black man from what the white

man thinks is good for him".

Human Rights

In its declaration the NSA reso-

lution includes criticisms of racism

criticisms of government programs

which permit civil privileges but

deny human rights and expresses

the need for the white middle class

the Black Power Movement.
The formal resolution calls for

an NSA established Black Commis-
sion of "black peoples to consider

the problems of black peoples in

the United States on all levels cf

society. Funds for this organiza-

tion will hopefully come from the

N.A.A.C.P., C.O.R.E., Urban Lea-

gue or other organization! of this

White Role

In addition a negro shall be ap-

pointed to head the Civil Rights

Desk. The resolution also calls for

NSA support of both white and

negro roles in the Civil Rights

movement and a special sub-desk

on the role of whites in the Black

Power Era to be set up.

All students are urged to attend

the lecture and to be informed of

the entire contents of the resolu-

tion. Additional information may
be obtained from Marie Warner.

OlympicOarsman

Guest At Dinner
Mr. Jack Kelly, champion

American oarsman, will speak at a

dinner to be given by the new

Washington College Crew Club.

Marking the end of their fall prac-

tice season, the Crew Club will

sponsor a steak dinner on Decem-

ber 12 in celebration of the official

establishment of crew at Washing-

ton College.

U. S. Champion

As the giiest of honor, Mr. Kelly

Kelly was a semifinalist in the 1948

Olympics. Especially in the late

I940's, he was a dominant figure in

iof i:

will
i

a slide

ing after the dinner t" Crew Club

members and invited guests. The
son of a two-time Olympic crew

champion and brother of Princess

Grace of Monaco. Jack Kelly was

the American single-sculls cham-

pion several times.

Kelly maintained for several

years the position of Senior single-

sculls champion at the Royal Cana-

dian Henley in Ontario, the largest

rowing regatta on the North

American continent. In the Royal

English Henley, he showed strongly

against strong European competi-

tion to win the coveted first place

The Washington College Crew
Club, after a long unofficial period

as the Chester River Rowing Club,

has now earned official remgnition

as a college association. Working

entirely on their own, this group,

under the leadership of Don Gil-

more and the advice and help of

Dr. Peter Tapke, originally provid-

shell and equipment.

Hard-Working Group
The Club established rigorous

early morning practice sessions and

soon organized themselves into a

well-coordinated squad.

Now with an SGA subsidy and

projected support from the Board

nf Visitors and Governors the

Washington College Crew Club has

the eventual goal of evolving in' ->

a variety team whi hoclduc hou

a variety team which could contri-

bute much to the College's intercol-

Theatre Anriouncements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE-IN
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

PATRICK BEDFORD

"UP THE DOWN
STAIRCASE"

MICHAEL CAINE
b

"Hurry Sundown"

Saturday, Nov. 11

Concert, Eugene Istomin,

Pianist—Arts Center—8:15 p.m

Cross Country
Gallaudet Invitational—Away

Sunday, Nov. 12

Film Series

Arts Center—8:00 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 18

Student Government Associatioi

Activities Center—7:00 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 14

Pan-Hellenic Meeting

Minta Martin Din. Rm.
7:00 p.m.

Riding Club Meeting

Dunning—7:30 p.m.

Senior Women's Honor Society

SGA Rm. Act. Ctr.—9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 15

SGA Lecture—Mr. Scott Stone

of NSA—Arts Ctr. (Tenia.)

7:30 p.m.

Computer Seminar
Dunning—8:00 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 16

Men's Residence Association

Dean of Men's Office--*:30 p.m.

Alpha Chi Omega Banquet

Harbor House—5:00 p.m.

College Choir—Arts Ctr.. 7 p.m.

Theta Chi Open House
8:00 - 12:00 p.m.

Faculty Lecture

Hynson Lounge—8:30 p.m.

Chestcrtown High School Play

William Smith And.—8:30 p.m.

Harriers Drop Two
To PMC, Hopkins

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. NOV. 10-12

"DIRTY GIRLS"
and

"LIVING VENUS"
(Adults Only)

FILM SERIES
ECLIPSE

8:30 pm Sun. in Fine Arts Theatre

The Washington harriers drop-

ped two meets this week to Johns

Hopkins and Penn Military College

on Tuesday and Saturday respec-

tively, leaving the team with a 1

and 6 record.

The Hopkins meet was a disap-

pointment for both Coach Chatel-

jier and his athletes who had
thought they would perform better.

Captain Ben Whitman was in the

lead until he fell on a dangerous

downgrade. A Hopkins opponent

praised him and he was unable to

catch up. He finished second. Pat

Chambers also had a bad day fin-

ishing a distant sixth. The final

score was 21 to 34. Hopkins.

Strong And Experienced

Saturday the Sho'mcn faced a

strong and experienced PMC in

what was to have been a tri-angu-

lar meet. Delaware Valley can-

celled out at the last minute leav-

ing Washington to face the fates

alone. Whitman, Chambers, and

Martin finished strong third, sixth,

and ninth places.

Ben's time of 23:20.5 was the

best ever posted by a Sho'men run-

ner on our home course. Cham-
bers- and Martin's times of 24:22.5

and 24:30.5 were their best efforts

also. Also placing for Washington

were Couper in the eleventh spot

and Dave Stokes in twelfth.

Bright Spot

One bright and optimistic sight

on Saturday was the performance

Mcln
the course in a good time of 24:38.

Tuesday Washington faces both

Delaware Valley and Dickinson in

a home triangular event. Coach
Chatellier feels that the team has

a good chance of defeating both

these clubs, thereby equaling last

year's dual meet record of 3 and 6.

Saturday the squad travels to Balti-

ticipate in the newly

Irving has been called "A bard act to follow" and many other things

recently. Last week he attended convocation, and provided comic relief

to the proceedings. Irving attends meals and lectures regularly and may
easily become the college's mascot.

Gallaudet In

,,,•!,•

Ham Smith Hall

siden

Letters to the Editor
To The Editor Correction of the situal

I wish to commend the MRA for

its interest in and concern for the

well-being of the students of Wash-
ington College. As a result of this

interest a very thorough fire inspec-

tion of all of the buildings on the

campus was completed approxi-

mately a week ago. For many
years Washington College has had
annual fire inspections, followed by

a report. In this instance a more
thorough inspection was made and
a more complete report was sub-

mitted. For this we thank the

MRA for its vigilance.

The report, while very lengthy,

did not uncover serious deficiencies

in the mechanics of fire prevention.

There were several items, not pre-

viously reported, which will be cor-

rected in the very near future. The
chief value of this report is to bring

to our attention the need for great-

er effort in the area of housekeep-

ing details. The matter of the fire

extinguishers emphasizes the im-

portance of attending to the min-

utest details. It is my understand-

that the fire extinguishe

mended to this summer but for

some unknown reason they were

not tagged at the time they were

tested. Consequently it is only na-

tural for anyone looking at the last

date on the tag to assume that the

fire extinguishers were not being

properly serviced.

Many of the items in the report

arc of such a nature that their cor-

rection can be fully realized only

by the cooperation of the students

and the maintenance department.

These apply almost entirely to our

housekeeping responsibilities.

of William Smith

Hall has been incorporated in the

Heritage Program. The possibiliiy

of a catastrophe such as destroyed

the first William Smith Hall is re-

mote. The origional building was

destroyed as a result of spontan-

eous combustion which developed

in the coal pile which was housed

in the basement of the buildiiu'.

At the present time when William

Smith Hall is open it is almost to-

tally occupied. Under the circum-

stances detection of fire will occur

in its early stages allowing adequ-

ate time for the evacuation of the

building.

The purpose of this letter is to

assure you that the conditions on

the campus are not as alarming ns

would appear from the tenor of

your article and to assure you that

the College is cognizant of its re-

spim-iibiliiy in provide the very best

fire protection.

Sincerely

Fred W. Dumschott
Treasurer

To The Editor

I would like to extend my per-

sonal thanks, as head co-Ordinatni

of the student dining service, to

Roger Mniscli :iud Fred Couper for

their efforts in attempting to re-

medy student body irresponsibility

and thoughtlessness. These two

gentlemen last week cleaned up a

fellow students.

It was a small part done
small group against a rapidly g

dining hall staff is confronted with

_ now. It is seemingly the vogue

nowadays to throw food, simply

dump food on the floor, leave trays

and dishes on crudely treated din-

ion Wil- ing tables, and lastly, to impede

n under the work of the student staff by

me. In staying unnecessary late during the

ng time of the dining hall.

The i

I believe, two-fold, the first

that the students just don't

ting i

comfortable enough tn

do something about it.

The second reason for the pre-

sent situation is protest against the

quality and/or quantity of the food.

It is an ineffective protest, for it

hurts the student body in general

and the students who must, out of

necessity, work in the dining hall.

It affects the student in that the

dining hall becomes an unpleasant

place to eat in and the cost of

maintenance is increased, thus de-

tracting money from food purchas-

es and preparation. This means of

protest hurts the student worker

because his academic and social

time is decreased by the increasing

time he must spend in the dining

hall. Protest should be channeled

tn the SGA which is currently

working on the problem of food.

Again, I thank Fred and Roger.

1 hope I may find it possible some-

day to thank the student body, too.

Respectfully submitted,

Peter Cushman
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66Outspoken " WayneMorse
To Speak November 30

Figure of Controversy

ji-r parlies, he has had an as-

lishing record in successfully

violating many of the accepted
traditions of politics.

Switched Political Affiliation

Elected to the Senate in 191+ as

a Republican, Morse was regarded
as a prrlabor "liberal." He was re-

elected in 1950, but after diffcr-

Preiid.-m

when he figure

t

Of differences I:

and Longshoren

law
! he >

the Univ

and expert

I of thi

with
I

Senator Wayne Morse

Senate Approves

FM Radio Station

issues, ran successfully on the dem-
ocratic ticket in 1956 and 1962.

A recent U.S. News and World
Report article said of the Oregon
Senator, "The Morse code has been

hard to fathom. The Senator yields

to no man the right to be No. 1

objector. The things he opposes

range from fixing of parking tickets

Oregon,
from 1931-1944, when he first ran
for the Senate. A graduate of ihr

University of Wisconsin, the law

department of the University o'

Minnesota, and Columbia Univer-
sity, Morse also held positions or
the faculty of the Universities o

Wisconsin, Minnesota and Oregon

Vic in;

.tll'4nici t of $695 from ill.

is allowed completion o:

establishment of an FM
tion at Washington Col
sed last week by the Sen<

allotment, together wit!

will provide all the equipment nee

Outspoke I Critic

Annual Satire Spree
Sparks Greek Fete

Stunt Night, tha;

rused President Truma

for

The

ung i FM i

buymested sum
iscd low-power transmitter. /

other equipment, records, tapi

Ind furnishings, the total cost

Valuable Studioette

oom in the Fine Arts Center
for the station's headquarters, to-

es, was provided by Mr. Ma-
', Director of the Fine Arts

er. A studioette, consisting of

ntable, tape desks, and all the

51225.00.

Acoustical carpeting and sound-
proof glass for the broadcasting

will be provided by a donor
sted in the station. Misccl-

is used equipment which can

taincd free, such as micro-

booms and tape recorders,

een located through various

channels.

Music Provided
Companies such as RCA and

t a low rental fee. In ad-

cveral individuals on cam-
: agreed to loan tapes and

Although necessary equipment and

completely accounted for, the FM
station will probably not be in op-

eration until late in 1968. Local

sured by thirty days of advertising

plication for a license will require

application procedures will be

supervised by Mr. Miller and Mr.
Schick, who have been named as

co-advisors lor the station.

Eisenhower
of Dwight D.

i pre*.

ing i (h. 5 f.ill\ Wcek-

idential nominee in 1952,
switched to Adlai Stevenson dur-

ing the campaign, calling Eisen-

hower "a political puppet of some
of the most evil reactionary forces

in American life."

In 1962, the Senator, by then

a Democrat, termed President Ken-
nedy's proposal to set up a Govern-

ment-regulated corporation to run

the U.S. share of a satellite com-
munications system, "a gigantic

giveaway." Of President Johnson's

end.

Sponsored by the Senior Class,

Stunt Night offers lite student body
a chance to view itself, the faculty,

and the school in a light and jest-

ing vein, opening the way to unique
and vivid descriptions, "colorful"

character portrayals, and the

gamut of college humor.

F.A.B.

The spacious new playground of

the Fine Arts Center will be the

site of Friday evening's farce,

winch begins at 8:00 P.M. General

Esprit Encouraged

Alumni Association To Hold
Annual Senior Class Dinner

taining contact with Washmt;tMi

College through the Alumni Office

even before students actually be-

NOTICE

lailing labels c off

< ship the

to the Class of '67

members of the col-

unity of last year.

On Friday, December 1, the

Alumni Association will sponsor its

annual banquet for the senior class

Members of the Alumni Council,

including Council President Alex-

ander G. Jones, Jr., '51, will rcprc-

Invitations

Seniors will receive formal in-

vitations from the Association. In

addition to seniors, faculty alumni,

the Student Government Associa-

tion President and Editor-in-chief

of the Elm will attend. For plan-

ning purposes, Mr. Gates asks that

all guests respond to the invitation.

The banquet speakers will he

Mr. William Duval, '30, and Mr.
Phil Wingate, 33. Dr. Duval is

presently the Labor Relations Di-

of Visitors and Governors, serves

as Assistant General Manager for

the Photo Products Department of

Dupont Chemical,

Esprit

The Alumni Association, under

the direction of the Alumni Coun-
cil, was created in order to encour-

age "esprit" among previous Wash-
ington College students. Mr. Gates

adds that the Association began

"to maintain interest in education

in general as well as Washington
College itself."

The Alumni Council sei

an executive capacity for th

ciation. Presently it is the only or-

ganization composed of alumni,

board members and students. The
Council recently voted to include

students to make the present stu-

dent body more aware of alumni
activities. Representing the stud-

Thus, each graduating class will

continue to demonstrate a deep
concern for the college and its acti-

vities, and will stay "close" to the

developments of the college, and
hopefully, return from time to time

to the campus.

used by the Senior Class in defray-

ing the cost of a i lau gift.

Prizes of $15.00 each will bt

awarded to the best fraternity

sorority, and non-Greek skits, will

an extra $10.00 going to the bes

of the three prize winners, A co

operative and thick-skinned grou]

of faculty judges will grade cacl

tent, production, and performance

Like the Roman circuses, th

crowd will be entertained between
acts by musicians of campus fame

Greek Dance

On Saturday evening, an open

dance sponsored by the rampu
Greek organizations will be held at

the Chestertown Armory fror

9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. The cos

of the tickets is $1.50 per coupl

for Greeks and $3.00 for indeper

dents. Prior to the dance at 8:0
P.M., the Armory will be open fc

a Greeks-only cocktail party.

The dance will feature Bonni

Conrad and the Queensmcn, wh
Jim Blandford, President of th

Inter-Fraternity Council describe

as "an up and coining soul ban

from Baltimore, Go-Go girls an

female singers included." H
added that both the dancers an

vocalists will join with the ban

at the A:

plete sho-

dents

hopes to instill an

Class nd th!
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people have the intelligence, let

alone the sanity, to evaluate well

enough the competing claims of the

many. These many want their own

elusions that will make the survival

of the species a likelihood, even it

we ignore the complications that

considerations of the species' well-

being would entail.

The overwhelming defeat in San

Francisco of the proposal that the

U.S get out of Viet Nam can be

accounted for in terms of the cx-

iuld bo typewritten, double-spaced and signed.

ill,- Kd ; desk i

The deep fractures in American

ideals that the recent elections so

dramatically exhibit grow out of

the same problems that demand an

uncommon intelligence and sanity

for their solution. Moral decisions

do not take place in isolation.

They presuppose a network, a sys-

tem, of beliefs about what is right

and what is true about the world.

Whether one encourages the city

to bus his children to a distant

school, e.g., depends upon what

opportunities he believes ought to

be open to whom, by what contri-

butions he believes his child's in-

convenience will make toward se-

curing these opportunities, and to

what extent his child will likely be

store of thoughts.

Only an uncommon few hi

intelligence to sort out the

make a proper beginning I

choosing a candidate or vo

referendum. And still fcwei

the stability that lets them t

precious beliefs about a wc

flux when those beliefs no

square with ihe facts.

And, finally, only an uncc

few have the integrity to a<

ledge their vested interest

their feelings and

km then:

£jib,a

Need For Perspective
This week's issue of the Elm is an exciting one, we think.

We arc introducing a number of excellent new features to our

pages. Nance Coch and Stuart Petock begin regular features

found elsewhere on this page. Dr. An has written another arti-

•cle for the Elm—which will comprise a chapter in his forthcom-

ing book: "Mao Tse-tung's Cultural Revolution". There are

profiles of one faculty member, and one member of the adminis-

tration—Mr. Walter Redding, art instructcr, and Frederick

Dumschott, college business manager, respectively. The GOP
club president begins a series of articles which will alternate

weekly between himself and the president of the democratic

club. The classified ad section begins with this issue, and there

are two critical reviews, one of a movie, one of a play.

What is significant about the size of the paper is the con-

trast between this—the largest Elm ever, and last week's issue

—

the smallest ever. Because of the up-coming holidays, this week,

the Elm includes coverage of events which would normally ap-

pear in subsequent editions; what is striking is to realize that

next week the college breaks for Thanksgiving, then for Christ-

mas in just over two weeks—then for semester break after finals

weeks after Christmas). Et voila. Second Semester,

me apparently moving along so quickly, it is too easy

aught up in the "small" matters which are our daily

Hid lose sight of the larger perspective in which each

<lay fits. How many of us deliberately take time out to do noth-

ing—absolutely nothing—except about where we are going

—

where we have been.

One corporation executive cl

provide himself with one day a we
into the more general areas of his business.

Recognizing that fishing is not the only way to find the t

to allow one's thoughts to yain the perspective which can bi

valuable, the Elm suggests that vacation breaks be used in m
the same way. A refreshed outlook on many things, not

least of which being school life, is one potential benefit tc

derived from such thinking.

(only three

With t:

to become t

New members of ODK, mens honor fraternity, include (front

row, 1. to r.) John Clifton, Mitch Bronson, Steve Clagett, and Bill

Wilson. (Back row, 1. to r.) Ted Goldman, Jim Blanford, G.

Hibberd, and Steve Myking. Missing from the photograph are

Bob Cooke and Don Muntcr.

Letters to the Editor

magazines,

vision, and riding

many subways. You, my friend, a

the victim of MASS MEDIA!

I tell you nothing short of play

surgery "ill really change y

r self 2

life. as the kindlv phil<is<>|)li' i

du retain a youthness thi

poundage, haircolor, or

Food Service

To The Editor:

As a member of the fraternity

system at Washington College

which was criticized in the Sports

Editorial of the November 4 issue

of the Elm, we find it necessary

to agree and argue some of the

points made concerning the athletic

program at Washington College. It

is "bush" when an intramural

contest draws bigger crowds than

an intercollegiate athletic event

;

it is also pathetic when a Varsity

iigns, and yell in support nf Wash-
ington College teams? They are

nembers of "Greek" organic! tii-n.-

safely say they are not

ng for any specific fraternity

. Ifoit

THEIR college.

holf

Incidently,

Mr. Linville attended last Monday's senate meeting to ex-

plain "his side" of the controversial story surrounding the com-
plaints about the quality of the food. He pointed out that there

has been no increase in the amount of money per student avail-

able for purchasing food (lining the last two years. Prices have

risen, of course, and the result is that Saturday night steaks

have been eliminated, Sunday box lunches are no longer distri-

buted, and amenities such as ham in scrambled eggs at break-

fast occur less frequently.

Mr. Linville expressed his willingness to have anyone in-

spect the quality of the food purchased, stated that "cheap"

food is not the standard selection, and in fact, is not necessarily

the best buy.

The food "problem" is not unique to Washington College,

nor is it a new problem here. It is one of the issues which con-

tinues from year to year, with different students making sugges-

tions about what may be done. The senate has established a

committee to handle student complaints about the food, and it

is much more effective to work through this group than to

throw the food around the dining room, or to demonstrate one's

dislike of the food in other ways—most of which do not really

get at the problem—and only add to the cost of running the

dining hall.

That there is a food "problem" is unquestionable. The
Editor had a salad on Wednesday noon that had a green worm
on the side, and Thursday noon's salad found a dead fly on the

lettuce leaves. The belt thing to do in these cases is to show

them to Mr. Linville—who shares the reaction of the student in

these instances.

Patience, understanding, and cooperation with a "sym-

pathetic" kitchen staff is necessary. At Temple University, a

week long boyrott has been 99% effective against the food ser-

vice system. Such drastic action, fortunately, is not necessary

urge the individual fraternities, the

individual athletes and especially

the Athletic Department to listen

and act accordingly to the prob-

lems posed in this Sports Editorial.

We might point out that instances

In defense of the fn

hope the Elm
placing intercol-

vs above that of

ramurals. In the last issue, we
noticed intramural football was

given as much space as ALL the

Varsity sports combined. It would

be appreciated if you could give

soccer, cross country, basketball,

equal coverage in the next issue.

Sincerely,

Theta Chi Fraternity

(Just to set the record straight,

the Elm km
of spa<

iol catalog

that Mr. Linville has few

mouths to fill on the weekeo

Stranded in the kitchen with th

sands of under the sea salads,

mourns the weekend departi

more than mere words can expi

Realizing that "student nn

ment" is the new thing (unless

trusty Newsweek has led me

tray), I must conclude that at

apathy has been shattered

W.C. students have taken act

They have moved away from

campus on weekends! »

:ubje<

mural

r lull-page feat ,/ hnt

, thought. There a

ways complaints about the fa<

the same handful of student:

How to make students care

teacher evaluations and the If

meat served at breakfast at t

o'clock at night has been a

concern of the S.G.A. lor

years. I offer the following

tion: Disband the S.G.A.

simply have

organization

imagine bow Mr. My-
this. If one looks at the

10 represent Wa.diinei n

inn.ro.Hecate athletic

i, he will find a great

To The Editor:

Your issue dated Thursday, Oc-
tober 5, 1967, contains one of the

most offensive articles I have seen

regarding the Vietnam problem.

miss any thought of my renewing

the subscription.

I believe in a thorough job of

eated out of nccd<

real purpose, but whe

s served the group

Let the students experiem

lack of a student governmen

see if, in fact, the S.G.A.

ed. Don't

More importantly,

breaking tradition.

Grumble, Mumble.
lose all ihe progress we've ni

echoes in the halls. I ask you,

ever, NOT WHAT DO YOt
FOR THE S.G.A., BUT
DOES THE S.G.A. D'

YOU?

port surrogate mothers.

IVU
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Buxton School Gives Play
/Vs Educational Recreation

By Trackray Dodds all the "educational i

of Washington Area Tour
was "Since Buxton is a boarding
Sol- school," says Director Benjamin
lux- Finckc, "the students and faculty

5 by have a lot of time togcihcr, and

) School, in Williainsinwn.

; a small (82 students)

liege preparatory school.

thus 2

play is chosen at

each year, kecpir,

the tour will be.

ly presented John
ltd Tr.o

riculum, including Ian- member V
as French, Latin, and play, direc

ices, English, drama, ing.

sports. This unique
(,,,! houses the philosophy that

;[il,.' indents should be a part of

Wc

The play must have, a la

t every student in the :

solved in the production

Istomin Criticizes

Theater Acoustics

about Washington College

last Saturday evening. He
.;tf Cicely in answering several

asked concerning his pro-

as his bands moisten and ma
difficult to play. This, for hi;

not the case with ivory keys.

But his displeasure about

fection. He stated, "all members
my profession have an ideal, wliii

they never reach." The hnplic

One

Perfection

ult of his a

ames Cites

uture Plans

or Exhibits
By Jean Kirshcnbaum

faculty committee has been

ugh nothing is i

now have :

Exhibition Area
Ulheugh no exhibitior.

lieduled as yet, tl

He plans to contact

perfect is several hours of practice
every single day. His work de-

mands "intense concentration" and
total involvement with his music.
After hearing him play, one may
conclude that few can concentrate

as Mr. Istomin must.

After several world-wide tours,

Mr. Istomin remarks that Ameri-
rans largely do not yet appreciate

fine music. To a lesser degree this

is true in England and France. He
has found the most sophisticated

This due

other hand,

I late arrivals

Mr. Istomin began playii

the age of five, and always ass

that music would be his life's

He remarks that his is a di;

life, despite the glamour o;

concert hall.

Jle the traveling exhibit

Ihe Museum of Modern Art
New York City.

committee members are

irns, Stuart Petock, Waller
and Mrs. Orsin Ncils"n,

Works Donated
works of art h .

frbeen acquired for the school

collection. Roland Gi

ner Washington Colic

professor, has donat'

n his personal painting

way. Some are in the orchestra,

some are with the stage crew,
others act. When the play begins,

no faculty member is backstage;
they are all in the audience.

The drama lour is scheduled (bis

Student Papers

i the course of tli

of "A Winter', Tnlc."

lems and research it fully on their ~J~%
• 7| M~

7z:'t ;::,: z :;i::;:zz BusinessManager
a topic, such as the Arab-Israeli C^

SSB^S;,SDumschottProfile
bcis how lire paper is comino a- v

The paper is criticized ar

polished. The best writing

d in a bock called "Washin
'apcrs". In the next few yea

By Barbara Osborn
College Business Mana scr Fred

;rick W. Dmirscliott has bei

rait of Washington College a

of Me.

thi

cully. No'

i loll .oh

d an Admiss
Indents, but

944, these

handled by Mr. Dinnstho
dutic

of in. 'si

I 1

Scholar-Critic Reed
Praises Classicism

By Edward Schulman and Philadelphia's City Hall

"Heaven has kissed earth," said

Henry Hope Reed, Jr. architeclual Design System

scholar, historian, and critic, in his
"Classicism

'

t based on an idealized intci-pi

on of natural forms, carried ,

the Greeks and Romans. ItReed visited Washington College

Tuesday, November 7, and shared

his somewhat unorthodox views on

gathering in I he auditorium of the

Henri il

Reed, Jr. has taught urban cct

omics at Yale. He is the autt

of The Golden City and co-autl

of American Skyline and Ametic
Architecture: A Bailie of Styl

Reed is well known for his popu
round Manhal

ugly. Classicism is very much
It may be passed over for the i

ent but is by no means dead

Mr. Reed continued by s

that it is the variety of da
architecture which makes it s

(cresting. Its unity and abuni

of detail capure the imagin;

By the use

slides, Reed dei

fundi ty of lerr;

cipal Art Society.

Reed advocates

classical forms of

of the Muni obelisks Imm

Imivjs outside the rcgisir

n William Smith Hall,

to the school by ai

ilastic casts by the late

e, sculptor of the statue

Washington located on
campus, has been donated by

ico-classical American archi

vhich makes it so beautiful.

"Philadelphia City Hall i

Greeks ProGIe

Rird .ailed "modem"

cderick Dumschott
College Business! Manager

budget. Mr. Dumschott continued

teaching an occasional course in

Political Theory and American
Political Though) until 1956. But

no longer does the business of the

college allow such leeway, The

A balanced bud«et is an ideal

,,,!. which Mr. Dumschott mast

It is the wealth <>( rlassk;

on which the future c

will be built."

Part of the sculpture collect

in of the economics dcpartuicn

i the lobby of Tawcs Theatre ii

of Dr. Roland Gibson, former chai

t Washington College, now on cxhibi

<e Fine Arts Center.

>7 from la o 28. Consc

ancc staff lias

sidcrably from one work.
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SPORTS

Stat

cage campaigns

Tills winter Washington College begins its quest for only

its fifth winning season in basketball in the last twenty-three

years. The once proud Sho'mcn, the descendants of the legend-

ary Flying Pentagon have sustained many disappointments since

the end of World War II.

do not lie and the records of the past twenty-two

reveal that the Sho'mcn have had only four

In that span of time the Shore five has lost

262 cage engagements while winning only 167. Six basketball

mentors have Hied to pull the Sho'mcn above the .500 mark.

All six have had if not an even .500 mark, then a losing record.

Only Coach Ron Sisk (1963-65). who was one for two before

leaving the Chestertown campus had an adequate work. De-

spite having three winning seasons, Coach Edward Athey had

ten losing ones while he was at the helm. Other losing coaches

include Henry W, Carrington (1945-47). 0-2; the now deceased

Prank P Apichclla ( 1947-48), 0-1 ; Emmerson Smith (1953-55),

0-2; and Edward Elliot (1965-67), 0-2.

However, it is remarkable to note that prior to World War

II, Washington College had only two losing seasons in twenty

campaigns. The Sho'men under Coach Thomas J. Kibler were

20-0 in 1924-1925 defeating such powerhouses as Maryland,

Navy. Duqiiesne, and Temple along the way.

Those dap arc certainly gone. Today, the aforementioned

are out of the Sho'men's class in enrollment, athletic programs,

etc. In the past ten years the Washington College could not

even guarantee itself the players to furnish a team for a season.

, brighter days appear to be in sight. For the first

Basketball Practice

Begins for Varsity
The Washington College Varsity

Basketball team which began prac-

tice almost three weeks ago with the

loss of only one starter from last

year's club and without a senior on

In the first time in his three

years at Washington College, Coach

Edward Elliott will have the return

of all of his young players after last

year's rebuilding season in which

the Sho'men won six while losing

twelve.

Smith Gone
Despite the loss of Capt;

pects Frank Ogcns and Don Pace

varsity while Pace will see action

with the junior varsity.

Upon commenting about his

team Coach Elliot slated that he

was very optimistic about his teams

chances this year. Despite playing

such traditional powerhouses as Lo-

yola, Mount Saint Mary's, Catho-

lic University and Randolnh-Ma-

tcrtown since Little All-Amrrie

Tom Finnigan. Koepkc wil bt

gible after first semester.

This Sunday, the team

scrimmage the Alumni squad ti

up of such past Shore great]

Tom Finnegan, Rich Carrcll,
j

Nick Scallicn.

M.i

gett

Smith who iged

who .11

! Sho'-

both

this '

ichola:

of last year's eligible

problem. For the first
i fell by the wayside,

time, the team will he able to work as a veteran unit noni uic

cutset instead of a patchwork of coaching magic.

The athletic department has instituted a new system which

they hope will bring more student-athletes to the Shore campus

to perform for the home fans. Basketball Coach Edward Elliot

lias been released from his baseball coaching position in order

to conduct a program in conjunction with the schools admis-

sion department.' Accordingly Elliot has been working with

Mr. William Brown, a new addition to the admission depart-

ment to set up a -ystem of visitations to various high schools

in the New York, Washington, D. C, and Philadelphia areas.

It goes without saying with the ground work laid both on

the court and in the administration the prospects for this year

and future years for the first time in a long while at least appear

promising. For on paper, this year's club appears to be the

strongest in years, perhaps even with a good chance to gain a

berth in the conference championships, something not accom-

plished in four years.

Certainly the fans of Washington College should be glad to

support this team. For in the next few years, barring any

academic casualties, the Shore supporters will be able to watch

the making of a winning team.
JRWM

Another returning player wh<

has been on the team for the pas

two years is junior Larry Sterling

Sti-rlim;. another 6'5" center, is slat

ed for more work under the boards

Also playing for the Shi

be 6' I" Ron Regan, a junior from

Baltimore.

Marion Returns

Two of last year's top scorers

and rebounders return to the team.

Sophomores Frank Marion (6'1")

and Tom Polvinale (6'3") who
both averaged almost fifteen points

game are expected

Shore Wrestlers

Will Host Clinii
thu

Elliott

the pivot this season because of his

swiftness and agility.

Two other sophomores who al-

ternated at the fifth starting berth

last year, 6'0" Larry Martin and
5'8" Dave Bruce retvm, Martin

has really come along Coach Elliot

believes and will furnish a big boost

to the Shore hopes this year.

Up from last year's junior var-

sity is sophomore John Hall, an-

other player who has made a great

deal of improvemnt.

Freshman Players

Although the freshman team

Cross Country Squad Competes

In Gallaudet Invitational Meet
The Washington College Cross-

Country team suffered through a

disastrous 2-7 season. Despite

-early season predictions of upcom-

ing itrength, the harriers were nev-

er able to get going against lar

superior competition.

In thu opening week of this 10a-

*on, the Sho'men dropped two

against Mourn Saint Mary's and
<Jallaudet em Homecoming. Against

•he Mounts. Captain Ben Whitman,
a stellai pcrfi rmer all season finish-

ed second. The score of the meet

was 19-36. During the Homecom-
t the Sho'men lost

werful Gallaudet squad 19-

Chambers finished s

for a Shore perfoi

Next, the Sho'n

With the opening match at Sus-

quehanna University still approxi-

mately three weeks away, Coach

PritzlafT fcls that his team is Hear-

ing top physical condition. Except

for the boys who were playing soc-

cer and joined the team only last

week, everyone has already wrestled

eight continuous minutes (the full

length of a match).

Conditioning itsell will not be

enough however to insure success.

Knowledge of wrestling skills is still

the teams main weakness. "Our

boys just aren't familiar enough yet

with the basic wrestling moves,"

quotes the Coach, "However, now
that the team is in good condition

Showing Promise

The lower weights are showint

much promise and the fact that th<

majority of these candidates havi

wrestled before makes them com
pete that much harder. It migh

be old hat, but competition doc

improve the breed.

Dave Isherwood, Steve Morris

Tom Marshall and Jim Pichitim

Loyola placed 2nd and 4th :

lively last season in the I

Dim n Tournament.

.kins h.il.k

strength for our opponents.

Miller and Joel Bcnisch, at

Dick Buck and Frank Filipi a

and Rick Holloway at Unlii

will be facing a difficult chalk

However the Coach feels t

classes contain great pot

that r

ud h.. an adrq

of natural ability.

There will be a clii

day, November 18, a

Russell Gym to explaii

some basic holds. Th
lowed by an intrasqua

meet. It is hoped tha

body support Wasliim

State 18-40 de-
givi eSho'

Sixth Place

This pas weekend th E Sho'm
need sixtl in the Galla

lional in Catho

mversity' B team at d Weste

(Con't on page 11, col. 4)

of the first three could \

the 123 lb. class a

challenge Pichitino for the

At 137 lb.

pendent School

New Jersey 2 years ago, will

likely be the #1 man. Fighi

weight problem, Sandy is now
ing the 137 limit and is rounding

into shape. Brooks Jackson, a

freshman, is getting a stiff lest

from Jerry Luhn and Chip Darrell

but holds the edge in the 145 class.

Co-captain, Mark Madden, is

holding off" challenger, Bill Mc-
Cargo, at 152 and shculd be a con-

fer the Sho'-

men. Peter Belts, dropping weight

in order to make the 161) lb. limit

should according to the Coach be

exceptionally strong for the class.

The other Co-capta

NOTICE
This year's Intramura

program got underway

the guidance of Coaches

ward Athey and Donald C

tellier. Each class has fieldt

team to participate in

Buckless, G. .

Nichols J
Isherwood, D
Drew, B
Blandford, J.

Snyder, J
Stein, K

Lchrrian, R.

S

Merrill, J

Lehman, D. .

Vergari, B.
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Sho 'menEndSeason
LosingTwo atHome
Rehrunding from a 4-2 loss lo

jfason-Dixbn title winner Loyola

College, the Washington College

joccer team trounced Wagner Col-

lege 3-1, hut then narrowly drop-

ped consecutive games to llopkir

,nd Die i 2-1.

The Loyola game was a battle of

anlcrcnce unbeaten with the divi-

jon tide at Stake. The loss gave

Jie Sho'mert second place in the

KortlK-.ii Division.

Wagner Scores

agncr drew first blood on a
early in the first period. Min-
latcr, on a penalty shot by Jce
ols, the Shore hooters tied the

at 1-1. The second period

the ball change sides several

s before the Sho'men finally

Bttlcd it. Joe Nichols again figur-

ed in the scoring as he assisted

(„!. Buckless who then hit for

the first of his two goals.

action was fast and furious

third period as the Sho'men
fccpi pouring it on Buckless, this

issistcd by co-captain Ken
igain found the range as he

sophomore Dave Isherwood tallied

on an assist from Sandy Snyder.
This made the score 4-1 in favor of

the Sho'men.

Snyder Scores
Midway into the fourth period,

Sandy Snyder, unassisted, dribbled
through the harried Wagner de-

thc final goal of the

The :ooda

nifty

Coach Ed Athcy had strong
praise for his entire squad anil

especially for the defense. The
three fullbacks, Wrightson, John-
son, and Shumann, kept a good
Wagner offense from scoring scv-

Commenting on the seemingly
lopsided score, Coach Athcy said,

"The game was closer than the

score indicated—we took advant-
age of our breaks, while they were
unable to capitalize on theirs.

Their defense was somewhat weak,
but their offense was nearly as

good as ours. They somehow just

In a game rained out on Satur-

day and finally played on Monday,

the Johns Hopkins soccer squad
strategic Middle Atlantic Confcr-
stratcgic Middle Atlentic Confer-
ence loss. The evenly matched
contest was highlighted by consis-
tently fine defensive play on the
part of both teams.
The first half of the game saw

neither team capitalize on any
scoring opportunities as the ball

traveled up and down the field

many times. Fine performances by
all three Shore fullbacks broke up
many Blue Jay fast breaks and
scoring threats.

The halftimc score read 0-0 as
cither i the (

SHORE OFFENSE—Varsity

Stein, Jay Swartz, George Buckles

n io an 8-4 record.

Elm Article

Results In

Controversy

:d by Gary Myers' column
Elm of two weeks past, the

temitj' Council formed a

tee to meet with the Wash-
"gi'-n College Athletic Staff.

A meeting was held on Wednes-
i>\ November 8, in Ccach Athey's

•ffice to discuss the present status

tramural sports and their ef-

>n intercollegiate sports. Each
'nity representative was willing

o accept any sort of change in

[oliey to invalidate Gary's observa-

diethcr they were thought

,1,1 , rise, if a true understanding
was reached between the varsity

athlete and his coach. The indivi-

dual would have certain responsi-

bilities more important than per-

sonal or group interests. The
coaches present expressed their

thanks for the IFC's concern and it

was felt that such discussions be-

tween intramural sports and varsity

tack to break the ire,

Hopkins Hits
A fired-up Blue Jay attack came

on strong in the third period to
score back-to-back goals and pull
ahead of the Sho'men 2-0. A lack
luster Shore offense failed to dent
the Hopkins' vets as the third
period ended 2-0, favor Hopkins.

Jim Blandford finally found the
range for the Shore eleven as he
put one by the Jay goalie on a
beautiful assist from George Buck-
less This score put the Sho'men
back in the ball game with little

over half the fourth period remain-
ing,

A tight Hopkins defense stymied
several Shore drives for the tying
goal. Sandy Snyder, with what
looked to be the much needed even
up score, nearly put a beautiful
shot in the corner, but had it some-
how deflected hy the fingertips of

the lunging Hopkins goalkeeper.
The Sho'men rallied several times

but just could not seem to get into
the winner's ci

ended 2-1 Hopkins for only"
third Shore loss of the season.

Dickinson Squeaks By
fn the season finale, the Wash-

ington College hooters dropped a
close game to visiting Dickinson
College by the narrowest of mar-
gins, 2-1.

The game proved to be princi-

pally a defensive contest as neither

team could generate enough offense

to dent the other's net.

The ball traveled up and down
the field with surprising rapidity

thwarted, and fell back on defense.

gistercd by Shore All-South goalie

Al Perry, whose booming kicks on
clears set up many Washington
scoring drives.

The halftimc score read 0-0 and
the spectators seemed to be getting

a replay of the Hopkins game.
(Con't on page 11, col. 4)

THREE FULLBACKS-Deiensemen Pete Johnson, Steve Wright-
sort and Ford Schumann were outstanding for the Sho'men this season-

Booters Conclude
With 8-4 Record

last year, the Washington College
soccer team ended its season with
an 8-4 overall record. The Sho'-
men won four and lost two in the

Mason-Dixon Conference as they
took sccc.nd place in the Northern
Division. In the Middle Atlantic

Confernce, the Shore booters talli-

ed a 5-3 season winning fourth
ace in the Southern Di

Coach Ed Athey attr

the help of very expei

this

enced soph.,mores, particularly Joe
Nichols, Bary Drew, and Dave
Isherwood, who replaced many gra-

duating stars, rcpetedlyfine play of

outstanding veterans such as All-

South All-American goalie Al
Perry, Kenny Stein, Bob Schnaklc,
Steve Wrightson, and Charlie Skip-

Defense Shuicd
A fine defense, backed up by

three fine fullbacks in Steve
Wrightson, Ford Schumann, and
Pete Johnson, and spear-headed by
star goalie Al Perry turned in one
fine performance after another as

they kept the Sho'men in many
tight games by holding the opposi-

tion to a total of 17 goats, and
blanking them twice.

The offense was no less spectacu-

lar as they scored 31 goals on all

opponents. The one game season

high came in a five-goal blitz

against Wagner. The Sho'men

Graduation to Hurt
The team will be dealt a major

blow this year through the gradua-

tion of stellar goalie Al Perry. If

reserve goalie Danny Lehman's
knee holds, he might get the start-

ing nod next year. Freshman
Bohn Vergari will provide Lehman

fullback if Lehman slays healthy
Further loses due to giaduutinm

will be suffered when Jay Schwartz
Ken Stein, and Charlie Skipper
leave this June. All of these play-
ers have been consistently fine per-
formers for the Sho'men In past
years and will be sorely missed if
some promising freshmen and so-
phomores do not develop.

Backs Back

With Sandy Snyder and Beef

Barry Drew, Joe Nichols, Dave?
Isherwood, Jim Blandford, Mark
Svec George Buckless, the Shore-

si.l.-. .mil li.illK.n U hack bn

Wri R hlson. Schumann
i, a fine fullback trio

o boost

Johni

all return next i

Shore defense.

Freshmen Mark Svec, Carl Shap-
pcrd, and Jim Disselte, will be-

wanted on next year's team to take-

: sting out of graduatio

J.v. Hon and
Steve Ogilvy.

Commenting on prospects for

strong teams next year, Coach Ed"
Athey feels "Loyola will l>e a pow-

Thcir

ibis ud th.-i

<ely

from Baltimore prep champs Pat-
terson, Calvert Hall, Southern, ancT

St. Joes. They'll be tough for at

Athey also feels that Towsort
State will be strong next year due-

to their fine freshman team, and*

that Mount St. Mary's coud again

tmg

.i l,.,'.l

policies similar to Loyola.

This writer and the entire Elm
staff wish to congratulate Coach Ed
Athcy and his 1967 Washington
College soccer team and its fine

Sports Shorts Letters To The Sports Editor

Inn- rllegiate sports, ideally,

rst, but the nature of the

ral sports has, admittedly

detracted somewhat from

Miotic Staff could easily clear up
"v '"^understanding en the part

'' v;u .iiy athletes who wish lo play

Coaches Opinion
flic ecaches re-hashed this idea

ted. individual opinions thjt

Srme coaches absolutely do
it their athletes to play in-

lie held in the

By Jim McGrath

Again the Sunday deadline is

here—with no editorial, so these

following few words owe their

brevity to Dr. Trimmer and his

Monday morning thermo exam.
This week's champs are Mr. Charles

Cockcy and Mr. Pritzlaff. The
recently published edition of Inter-

national Lacrosse Magazizne con-

tains the following:

"Charles Cockey, who produces

excellent publicity releases for

Washington College, ends his May
18 (lacrosse) release: 'Last year

the Shoremen were tenth in the na-

tion in Rothestcin ratings. With
an 11-1 record under their belt, a

15-11 victory over the British tour-

ing team, and a moral triumph
against Johns Hopkins, Washington
College is laying strong claim in

1967 to the nation's five spot be-

hind Hopkins, Navy, Maryland ami
Army.' Maybe, but that's pretty

strong talk for a school that plays

only one of those first four." This
leaves Mr. Cockey quite well

yclept.

Mr. Pritzlaff wins this week's

heads up coaching award. As
wrestling coach he has initiated a

"wrestling clinic" to be held this

Saturday in Russell Gym. The
clinic will be set up as an inIra-

squad meet and special considera-

(Con't on page \\ col. 5)

To The Editor:

"This college is bush." r*

Gary Myers' t.dimiial of two wee

ago was a perfect example. It

about time that individuals mi il

have simply been unwilling or un-

able to attain anything higher than

apathy. Thirdly, the abolition of

i has been advocated by

uthoi Fratc

answers to their problems. Accord-
ing to Mr. Myers all activity on

is fraternity oriented.

As ; ;ult

aphasized and intercollegiate

athletics suffer. Anyone who has

been a member of this student body
and a fraternity man for four years

has heard just about enough of this

Point by point the author's arti-

cle i

because it is based on fact

that is ill'igically twisted to suit the

author's intent. Firstly, all a per-

son's efforts and activities on this

campus are not funneled through

the fraternity system. Fraternity

men participate and in many cases

are the leaders in every type of ac-

tivity at Washington. Secondly,

perhaps the house has come to be

placed above all else on this cam-
pus but this is definitely not the

fault of the fraternity system. It

can be blamed on the fact that

only the fraternities on this cam-
pus generate any spirit or competi-

tion. Most other organisations

They are only the symptom. De-
stroy them and something similar

will arise again. Man is a social

animal, Mr. Myers. He likes com-
panionship in an intimate group.

Large all-encompassing organiza-

tions lead to his alienation and

The greatest failure of Mr.
Myers is his assumption that Ihe

fraternity system is respi risible fur

the lack of attendance at varsity

soccer games. The reason behind

this is simple. Most men enjoy

seeing aggressive violent sports.

Soccer may be aggressive

lacks the violence and body cei

that lures millions of pcopli

watch football

Mr. Myers then goes on to state-

that intramural games are placed

higher plane than intercollegi-

The of

and varsity sports cannot be fairly

argued on the same level. The-

purpose of athletics as a whole is to

instill a spirit of competition in

> fight

also to lose honorably. Varsity

athletics are organized for those

athletes with superior physical abil-

ity. A limited number of people

ailed

athlel uld

but

i far e

vailable to all male students even if

they weren't varsity level athletes.

It sems that the onlj

tramurals and frater

they have succeeded.

Finally it was stated that frater-

is boring. We would rather watch

football any day of the week than

go see a soccer match. Perhaps the

large tournout at the Theta Chi-

Lambda Chi Alpha football game
indie of
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Military Professionalism Purged
Article By Dr. An
This article is pari of D, Aitt forthcoming book iniitl

The first major clash bet«

tary professionalism" tame int

ister Peng Teh-huai, a mcml

Party1
! Politburo, attacked I*

Forward" movement ol 1958

the Party's Politburo mei I

plenum held in July and Auk

I wifli the purge of

C of Marshall Feng
his crisis has extend-

an Cultural Revoln-

mrge of General Lo

The
,.(.-.

i

Mini-when Defense

article emitted "Lo

War!""1 Marshal! I

old classic line of guerrilla warfare and was probably de-

signed chiefly K- refute ibe viewpoints of military profession-

alism which were conveyed by General Lo*s arlicle of May,

1965."

In Ins May t% r
> anicle. which was written on the 20th

anniversary of the defeat of Nazi Germany, General Lo

Jui-ch'ing paid lip service to Mao's military thought, bill at

the same lime made it clear in devious double-talk language

Union promptly through an ideological

In short, many of the things General Lo Jui-ch'ing said

in his May 1965 article clearly reflected a dissident military

professional viewpoint, and dovetailed neatly with the "trea-

sonablc" views attributed to the anti-Mao "revisionist" op.

position in the current "Great Proletarian Cultural Revolt*.

General Lo had served as Mao's loyal Minister of Public

Security {secret police chief) from 1949 to 1959 and was

largely responsible for the deaths of a million or more land-

lords in the Communists' agrarian reform. In 1959 he be-

came Chief of the General Staff of the Chinese Communist

armed forces presumably to crack down on Marshall

.Him

fall in the fall of 1965 indi

background notwithstanding

sympathy and support to mil

b. suddenly shift"

.t, Ins Yenan guerrilla

belatedly shifted bis

iVssioii/ilism. Why did

likely that America's escalation of the Viet-

tar in early 1965 (i. e,, the beginning of regular U. S,

acta against North Vietnam in March, 1965) marked

lining point in General Lo's desertion from Mao's

guerrri I la-oriented military orthodoxy. In 1965 Lo express-

ed a genuine fear that the United States would extend the

Vietnam war to the Chinese mainland.™ In his eyes, the

Maoist strategic doctrine of "people's war" provided no

satisfactory solution for such an eventuality, and it was a

waste of effort for the Chinese Communist army to fight a

well-equipped and powerful adversary with the primitive and

conventional (non-nuclear) weapons at its disposal. There-

fore, General Lo favored a truce in the Sino-Soviet conflict

(a pragmatic compromise on the basis of an agreement to

disagree ideologically but safeguard Chinese Communist

independence and dignity) for a resumption of Soviet aid

:he Vie

The Viewpoints of Milita.

The continuing andli.

Profes

by the imperi

an what? General Lo left that to be

here were nuclear weapons (protective

nuclear umbrella) with which to pursue this more realistic

defense policy to be found? In order to answer this

question, Lo quoted the authority of Mao Te-tnng himself

for the view that the imperialist war threat could he frus-

trated if "the unity of the Socialist [Communist] camp' 1 was

preserved. 1
"

1 In advocating this "unity" he was, in effect,

pressing for compromise with Moscow in the Sino-Soviet

rift—the compromise which Chairman Mao stubbornly re-

fused to make.
If Communist China persisted in rejecting rhe repeated

Soviet offers of reconcilation as it did in the post-Khntsh-

chev period of Sino-Soviet relations, General Lo warned, it

would remain vulnerable to attack from "United States im-

perialism." Before the Second World War, he said, England

and France had repeatedly rejeeted the Soriet proposals foi

officer group covers many specific

but interrelated issues. As it has evolved, the dispute is not

a simple black-and-white argument but a debate over em-

phasis or priority. That is to say, professional-minded mili-

tary officers tend to view military problems in the nuclear

age essentially from the "expert" (professional) rather than

"red" (politiral) standpoints.

Professional military officers, many of whom tasted United

States power in Korea during the Korean War, stress the

importance of nuclear weapons and modern military techno-

logy and argue that in modern warfare the material and

technological factors arc much more important than the

human and political factors. By implication, this view

rejects the validity of Mao's military thought that men, not

weapons, are decisive in war,18 as well as the cardinal Party

principle of "putting politics in command" in military af-

As a corollary to the above argument, Communist

military professionals want more professional, uj

armed forces equipped with the ultra-modern

weapons as a deterrent against American attack i

country. They place the highest priority on the develop-

ment of a nuclear capability even at the expense

military (i- e., economic) development.

Professional officers prefer a compre
Soviet conflict, arguing that Coi

the Sin

annot d

ty rapidly

i first :

ted and effective nuclear r.apabi

ithout Soviet military, economic and technical i

ainst Nazi Germany, whereupon "Hitler They are understood to favor a political accommot

nprcpared." 1 -* It was Moscow, not an ideological reunion but one which would

; China and Chairman secure modern military supplies badly needed, by the i

friends" and also lo and economic aid to speed up the country's industrializa

FOOTNOTES
ilohe and Mail. Canad.
.eneral Lo rommiiied si

ee the Washing!. >n rVo

(her sources General I.

liled. He

in De<
Ho Lung, "The Democratic Tradit

pie's Liberation Army," Chick-fan

the

have grail- dcscriplh

i Proletarian Cultural Ke\ . luiion." wliiili h

in the spring of 1966. is Peking's enplu-misl

vide political purge

Mao's so-called

Party and government.

"Editorial "Making Our Army a Creat School of Mao
Tse-tung's Thought, " Chieh-fang-rhun Pao, August 1, 1966.

r General Lo's May 191.') arti< le

neinorale the Victory over Germ
nggle against V. S Imperialism tl

Her, <-,,-, May 14, 1965, pp. 7-15.

November, 1965,

see Lo Jui-ch'ing,

n Fascism! Carry
r.ugh to the End,"

«»/«n-min Jik-pao, Febn. ,

-'•For a study of the militia m Co uui-i China see John

Ciinngs -( binas Militia," The China Quarterly, No. 1"

(April/June, 1964), pp. 100-117.

-"The new system of military ranks and badges was intrc

duced in Communist China in September 1955. But Pekin.

announced in 1965 that as of June 1, 1965, the system of

ranks and all badges and titles of office was to be eliminated

from its armed forces. New China News Agency, Peking,

May 25, 1965. This policy was designed to curb professional-

ism in the military and also eradicate a
professional officer corp.

v-This fact was ,, ubli.lv c-nfirmed by Marshall Ho Lung
in August. 1965. See Ho Lung. "The Dei

t Liben

-.It ing, "China Stands R.-.idv to Smash U. S.
' pAin* Hci-i,;.-, Angus, !>. 1955. p. 5; and
The People Defeated lapanes.- Fascism and

nly Defeat U. S. Imperialism Too," ibid.,

to the April 9. 1967

uh from David Oanria of the Toronto

-186; and Ah., I.anglev lhi-h.

Papers: Military" Doctrine and
rterly, No. 18 (April-June, 1964),

, op. cit., No. 12, March 10, 1961.

article by Marshall Ho Lung dis-

i Counter- Revolu-

tionary Strategy.'' Jen-ruin Jih-pv. September 3, 1966.
-sSee Mao Tse-tung, "On Protracted War." Selected

Military Writings of Mao Tse-tung (Peking: Foreign Lang-

uage Press, 1963), pp. 217-218; Red Flag Comment
'Mart's Role Is Derisive." Peking Rene :<

.
Septet til in

1964, pp. 17-18: Sbih Tung-hstaiig. "Man Is the De<

Chieh-jang-chun Pao, Sept-

„J /'..,

:ii.2-'J7'J.

PullC (Nc

i modern warfare when the

: monopoly right after the

A. Kissinger. Nuclear Wtap-

York: Harper, 1957), ]'

is the soul"Marshall Lin Piao said in 1964: "Politi

and the supreme command Political work is the lifeline o'

the Chinese People's Liberation Army as well as the funda-

mental guarantee of all kinds of works," Chieh-fang-chin

Pao, January 22. 1964. See also "Imperialism and All Re-

actionaries Are Paper Tigers," Selected Works of Mao Ts*>

tung (Peking; Foreign Languages Press, 1961), Vol. I"p
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Military Specialists And Mao Split
Professional-minded military officers resent or even oppose I

excessive political interference in their commands by the

party and its political commissars. They argue that the

business of conducting modern warfare is too scientific,

bend and that the prinriple of "putting politics in command"
jn military affairs is incompatible with the important require-

ment of functional, technical and organizational efficiency

jn modem warfare. They advocate the abolition of the

Patty committee system in the Chinese People's Army which,

in effect, means al>olishim; the ii«hily lontrollcd leadership

pi Chairman Mao ;imJ bis Communist Party over the army.- 1

Modernizing professional officers dislike the intensive

political indoctrination program for the armed forces. They
assert that their splendid revolutionary past or their member-

ship in the Parly— should exempt them from all "ideological

reforms" and indoctrination and be left alone to improve

[heir own military proficiency.23

Military professionals also oppose the employment of the

Chinese Communist troops for non-military purposes, such as

fanning, running factories, constructing highways and dikes,

digging canals and doing political propaganda work to

spread the thought of Chairman Mao. They contend that

such employment depresses army morale, dissipate troops'

energy and interfere with military training program. They
resent having the talents and energies of their men
diverted to non-military tasks at a time when they arc

charged with the responsibility of preparing for a possible

conflict with enemy forces which have superior military hard-

Military specialists disagree strongly with Chairman Mao
and his party on the idea as well as utility of the militia

("mass army").--1 They argue that the militia is profession-

ally deficient in military training ami technology, economi-

cally wasteful, and militarily useless in times of war.

Therefore, they advocate that the militia should be abolished,

jo that the resources allocated to it could be diverted to the

Modernizing professii nal officers strongly dislike Chair-

man Mao's recent policy of abolishing all military ranks and
badges in the Chinese d nmnmist armed forces.- 5 They fear

(hat this policy will affect the authority and prestige of the

officers, weaken army discipline, and impede the work of the

military command, thereby leading eventually to a sharp

decline in professional standards as well as the combat effec-

1-100; editorial "An Important Measure for Further

./.„/., O.i

to Pol

June IU .

Mastered in Giving Promine
13, 1965.

"See Chieh-fang-chiin Pao, November 26, 1965; and
August 23, 1966. Chairman Mao tacitly recognizes that this

strategy is vulnerable to chemical/bacteriological weapons,

tilled. That
to.ukl still si

! Mao's estimate.

''-'See editorial "The Historical Experience of the War
Awmst Fascism/' Peking Review, May 14, 1965, pp. 15-22;

Chieh-fang-chiin Pao,

September 17 1966; and editorial "An Army and a People
tapped with Chairman Mao's Thinking on People's War
An- Invincible," Peking Review, September 23, 1966, pp.

dosed that Communist China' had a militia i

'"'I million men and women in 1966. Jen-min Jih-pao,

.966. Militia forces art organized in r

Production drives in economic h>ld
;
lb) helping the public

•eports; and (d) protecting state properties.

1967. This —

.

a broader role as a
vening increasingly i

Pao, March Id,

reted as a move to give the militia

rity force while the army is inter-

venes* of the armed forces.1 " They assert that a modern
war requires a tightly centralized, disciplined, hierarchical

military organization and technical professionalism, rather

than "proleterian democracy" and "heroic" individual initia-

tives which were valuable in the pre-nuclcar Yenan days of

guerrilla warfare against the Chinese Nationalists and the

Japanese.

Mao Tse-tung Rejects the Viewpoints of

and grenades. 30 Mao insists that the United States cannot
completely defeat Communist China solely by a massive
nuclear attack because of Peking's large territory and popu-

For final victory-, therefore. United States troops would still

have to enter and occupy the Chinese mainland, and there

they would face the surviving Chinese population in caves

\liht t Prof* nah
Mao Tse-tung, Communist China's living deity, flatly

rejects the viewpoints of military professionals and approach-

es the military problem essentially from the political angle.

Both Chairman Mao and the professional officer gToup are

fully committed to military modernization of their country,

but they tend to see things in a different light.

Chairman Mao and his Communist Party have not been

unaware of both the strategic importance of nuclear weapons
in modern warfare and Peking's vulnerability to nuclear

attack or blackmail by the United States. In fact, they have

made a conscious and determined effort to develop Com-
munist China's nuclear capability both to deter an American
nuclear attack and to wield increased influence in world

affairs. But they realize that Communist China has many
years to go before it possesses a dependable and sophisticat-

ed nuclear striking c,ipal>ilu> until then the effective substi-

tute for Peking's present nuclear weakness is the Maoist

strategic doctrine of "people's war"—the "spiritual atomic

bcmb."- ; As Mao sees it, a huge but poor, underdeveloped

The Maoist military doctrine believes in the inherent

superiority of man over machine or weapons. It is not the

gun, Mao insists, but the man behind the gun that is de-

cisive in the outcome of war.25 Furthermore, this inherent

superiority of man can be materialized if and when every

soldier is properly inspired, motivated and conditioned

through intensive political indoctrination—and the Party

alone is competent to do this important job by applying

the canonical thought of Mao Tse-tung. Armed with super-

ior political morale, will and revolutionary consciousness, a

technically inferior Chinese Communist army can overcome

all sorts of obstacles and also defeat its superior enemy. In

other words, the revolutionary and political indoctrination

of people's hearts, not military technique, is what decides

victory or defeat in war. Hence, politics should take priority

over professionalism,-9 and Chairman Mao's military think-

ing is far superior to nuclear weapons.

In short, Peking's continuing heavy emphasis on the

superiority of man and politics over modem weapons of

mass destruction reflects that Mao and his loyal partisans

are finding compensation for Communist China's nuclear

weakness in the iron discipline they learned during the

period of their revolutionary struggle for power. The con-

stant reiteration of the Maoist 'man-over-weapons" thesis

rouses the morale of the Chinese Communist troops, breaks

down the fear of the Chinese people about nuclear weapons

and the United States until Peking develops a credible nuc-

lear deterrent, sustains the validity of Mao's military

thought, justifies Mao's tight political control of the army,

and rationalizes Communist China's heavy emphasis on the

major role of conventional ground forces in modern war.

Like professional-minded officers, Chairman Mao and

his loyal supporters apparently fear that the United States

would or might attack the Chinese mainland as a result of

the escalation of the Vietnam war. For such an eventuality,

the Maoist strategic doctrine presupposes the feasibility of

a protracted guerrilla-type "defense in depth" of Communist

China (the concept of a "broken-back" war), the outcome

of which would be decided by close-range combat between

soldiers using primitive conventional weapons, i. e., bayonets

superior American technology. In j

Chinese assert, the "people's war"

cnt, the Maoist

ught by Chair-

man Mao during the previous war against Japanese invasion

would certainly be able to exhaust and finally defeat "United

States aggressors."3 ^

In this people's war against an American invasion, the

Maoist strategic doctrine emphasizes, the militia"3 would

complement the regula. armed forces and would be expected

even to play a major role in the defense of the homeland

against the enemy forces. It is chiefly on this ground that

Mao justifies the maintenance of the militia system in Com-
munist China, although, in actuality, the militia is more

than a service army force which can be expected to defend

the home.31 He further maintains that the militia consti-

tutes no great burden on the national resources and trea-

sury since its members are almost self-supporting.

The Maoist Chinese are opposed to the demand of pro-

fessional military officers to improve Peking's nuclear cap-

ability at the sacrifice of economic modernization. They as-

sert that the building of a highly developed economic base

is a prerequisite for strong national military capability."

They charge that the military professionals arc guilty of

putting the cart of military modernization before the horse

of economic modernization.

Chairman Mao is dead opposed to a truce or compromise

with the Soviet Union in the Sino-Soviet rift because, he

argues, there can and will be no compromise between

"truth" and "error." He maintains that Sino-Soviet rap-

proch£ment is possible only if and when Moscow accepts the

militant Chinese version of communism. He is afraid that

slavish reliance on and emulation of the Soviet Union will

have a very harmful "revisionist" effect on Communist

China's military modernization. Therefore, heavy emphasis

is placed on the greatest possible self-reliance and self-

sufficiency.

"Defense Minister Lin Piao said in April 1960 that

"Socialist economic construction is the material foundation

for defense production." New China News Agency, Peking,

April 27, 1960.

:,f,Scc editorial "Resolutely Act on Chairman Mao's In-

1, 1966.

" 7Thc best defense of this policy was made by Marshall

Ho Lung on Peking's Army Day of 1965. See Ho Lung,

"The Democratic Tradition of the Chinese People's Libera-

tion Army," Chieh-fang-chiin Pao, August 1, 1965.

In January 1967 Vice Premier and Marshall Ho Lung,

71 became one of the major casualties of the "Great Pro-

letarian Cultural Revolution." He was accused of having

been the "real man" behind Ceneral Lo Jui-ch'ing. Yomiuri

Shimbun, Tokyo. January 21, 1967.

asThe Peking regime under Mao confirmed the c

Mao in January, 1967, and

'"See Jen-min Jih-pao, January 1, 1967; and Chieh-fong.

decades has provided to the hilt that Chairman Mao's think-

. lire] in

nt irrefutable truth

At i

i is it possible for us to depart in the slightest from

the orbit of Chairman's thinking and line on army build-

ing." The July -.11. 1967 editorial ol liun H Ch'i (Red Flag),

the authoritative doctrinal journal of the Chinese Com-
munist Party, said: "The view that military technique is

the basic standard determining the fighting power of an

army is an out-and-out bourgeois military view. What gives

our army the greatest combat might is the invincible thought

of Mao Tse-ting."

^"August 1 is now celebrated in Communist China as

Red Army Day. The August 1 date commemorates the day

in 1927 when troops of Chiang Kai-shek's army rebelled in

Nanchang, the capital of Kiangsi Province. A number of

had played an important role in the Nanchang uprising and

"founded" the Chinese Communist army on August 1. 1927.

*'See footnotes 27, 28, 32 and 36. Sec also "Long Live

Mao Tse-tung's Thought," Jen-min Jih-pao, June 1. 1966;

editorial "Great Strategic Concept." tl»<i., August 25, 1966;

and editorial "Mao Tse-tung's Thought Is the Victorious

Banner for Sealing the Heights of National Defense Science

and Technology," Peking Review, October 14, 1966, pp.

16-17.

*--Chie-fang-chiin Pao, September 20, 1966. On July I,

1966 (the 45th anniversary' of the founding of the Chinese

y from the sham revolutionary and the countcr-revolu-

*3See this writer's article "Chairman Mao's Wife Assumes

New Role," The Washington Elm, December 15, 1966, p. 3.

"This fact was publicly acknowledged by the Mao-Lin

faction on July 31. 1967. The July 31. 1967 editorial of

Hun? Ch'i said: "It is imperative for die proletariat to take

firm hold of the gun and keep firm hold Of the Army ...

Should the Army be lost and its power usurped by bad efo-

ments, then everMliine, achieved by the proletariat and the

working people will come to naught."

^'Hsieh Fu-chin, Minister of Public Security (secret po-

lice) new heads rh.- army's political s.-.-.mty force.

* uOn January 14, 1967, the New China News Agency, a

mouthpiece for the Mao-Lin faction, reported messages of

support from army commanders and men of military units

in Shenyan (Mukden), Lam how. Tsinan Chengtu, Kwang-

chow Kunming, Nanking, Peking, Shanghai, Canton, Inner

Mongolia, Tibet. Wuhan, and Foochow. Broadly speaking,

this report appears to be true, but it is also clear from

many reports that the armed forces have

ring Maoists (Red Guards) i
ell ;

tually warlords, wi

lip service to Mao's authority, as long as they i

lesied by Mao's Red Guards. In the sculhw

Peking and Shanghai

t leaders played i : Nanchang :ording to Japanei
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Area Cultural Events Listed
Listings

P.M. The "Lieb- Sl.a

"How Do You Do, da Vir

Btitution Ave. and 6th St., N.W.,

through Nov. 30. Mon.-Sat., 10-5,

Sun. 2-10. Continued exhibition

of Ginevra de'Benci by Leonardo
i of Art,

Donald Dole* and Undo A\

pitpaTt the material, indue

formation on opemt, hnUrt\,

BALTIMORE

oreSymplionj al '

Q«
lh," "Shards,"

"Brahms' WalUes."

Art Galleries:

College nl Notre Dame, Fmirnicft

Gallery -1701 N, Charles St..

through Dec. 4. Weekdays 9 - 5,

Photographs by A.

Aubr I'..,!,,

ditOTtum, Nov. 26. 27. 8:30 P.M.,

$3.60 per pflMOn, 'The Play r>f

Daniel," a 12th Century musical

drama.
WASHINGTON

Concerts:

Constitution Hall, DAR, Sat.,

Nov. 18. R P.M. S. Hurok presents

I Soliiti and Di Zagreb — Nov. 19.

Symphony,

Fran/ Hader Gallery, 212-1 Penn.

N.\ .-Sat.

Mm Ral

fid Mai
id i'i

Clubs
t I'Micher, Sunday, Nov. I

S. Barb's "Magnifies! i" D."

Hen's "Ceremony "I QbkiIb."

ntcrnalional PcflivBl ol 2mh
ilur) Chamber Musk (Second

3 series of five) al the Baltimore

I1G I Art, Sunday, NCV. I'>,

' M. David Burse, pianist-com-

ii ai lecturer and quest soloist.

lallim..n- Hebrew Gunmen. .

Twenty-iovemh "Life in Bahi-

Walters An Caller). Charles and
Centre Sis.. through December,

Mon.-Sat. Il-
r
i Sun. 2-5. "Amcri-

ran Worta of Art," selections of

19th Guntury paintings.

Theatre:

'Mad Scene" fro

orchestral progra.

22. 8:30 P.M. J.

II Tr&vatorc. B
' from II Pirata

ngram — Wed.

through Nov. 30. Works I

ists of the Bader group.

Dickey Gallery of Art, 11th and

Harvard Sts., N.W., through Nov.

30, Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5. Paintings

an'drawings by B. Warren Lane.

American University Watkins

Gallery, Mass. and Neb. Avw„
N.W., Nov. 19 through Dec. 13,

Mon.-Sat. 9-5. An exhibition en-

titled "Sculpture in Wood."
PHILADELPHIA

Art:

Museum of the Philadelphia

Civic Center 34th and Convention

Ave.. Mon.-Sat, 9-f>, Sun. 1-5, Nov.

11 - Dec. 11. Polish Arts Today,

Major contemporary artists (75

painlings, 50 graphics), and Folk

arts (rugs, tapestries) — Nov. 22
- Dec. 18. Excellence in Architec-

ture, Annual awards exhibition by

Philadelphia architects.

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

through

Nov. 27, Mon., Tucs., Thurs, Sat.

10-5, Wed., Fri. 10-10. Andrew
Wyeth Exhibition. Over 200 works

The Philadelphia

Benjamin Franklin

St., Nov. 3 - Dec. 11, Mon. - Sun.

9-5. Edouard Manet Retrospective,

200 paintings and prints in the

largest exhibit of Manet's work
ever assembled in this country.

Sat. 8:30, Sun. 3 P.M. Nw
Shakespeare's "Hamlet." Nov. 17

and 19, "Once in a Lifetime" by

George S. Kaufman and Moss
Hart).

Great Evenings in the Theatre

Series, Irvine Auditorium, 34th and
Spruce Sts., Nov. 18, 8:30 P.M.

"Julius Caesar," National Shakes-

peare Company — Nov. 19, 8:30

P.M. "Much Ado About Nothing,"

National Shakespeare Company.

Hedgerow Theatre, Rose Valley

Rd., Moylan, Thurs., Fri., Sat.

8:30 P.M., Nov. 4 - Dec. 3. "Anna
Christie" (Eugene O'Neill).

i page II, col. 1)(Con't

Mao Tightens Army Political Grip
litary thought remain today within the

But then' arc indiral ons that Chairman
itical grip over the

S between political

military pi.-fessionals vithin the Chinese

military units throughout Communist China.*" As of this

writing, this allegation is difficult to verify. The Chinese

Communist army is still divided by divergent regional alle-

giances, political nuances, personal loyalties, and professional

Mao's "Cultural Revolution" has given the loyal {pro-

i seized power 18 years

[aged

Mao and the Parly justify their i

Moo Tightens Hu Political Crip Over the Army
The recent purge of General l.n Jui-iliiiu: undoubtedly

trcngthened the bands of the Maoist doctrinaires vis-a-vis

miliiary professionals. But (here is no sign (bat the sources

of potential tension between Chairman Mao and military

pr-ifuisioualism have been eliminated. How much dissent

inf Ch'i (Red Flag) disclosed that

army was undergoing one of the

most s.-vcrc purges in it 40-year history.*" In this effort of

"lei politidc lake oomm nd," the Army's Political Depart-

mem plays a very impoi

comillissan has been en

am rule, and luc power of political

pai^TrVncuk-aT'and
recent months, the publicity cam-
even, immortalize Mao's military

thinking has been lam died with unprecedented vigor.' 1

Chieh-lang-chiin Pao (I iberalion Army Daily), the official

newspaper of the army controlled by Marshall Lin Piao,

said recently that officers and si-ldiers musl "think and art in

accordance with the tea rhings of Mao Tse-tung. If Chair-

man Mao says it is so t icn it is certainly so, and if Chair-

man Mao says it is not so, then surely it is not so."*?

y for non- Mao Tse-tung has re cently reorganized the 16-member

tess, so the group for the armed foreCS—and placed it under the "direct

guidance" of the MilltB ry Commission of the Communist
Parly's Central Commit ee. which is controlled by Defense

Minister Lin Piao, and the central paily group in charge

ol the "Great Proletari in Cultural Revolution," which is

headed by Chen Po-ta. Mao's trusted aide. Chairig Cliing,

better known as Mrs. M o Tse-tung, was recently appointed

"cultural adviser" to th

of abolish- troops Maoist.* 71

1 forces (»n The 2.500.000 army s today the only remaining naiion-

urn to the ally effective and comparatively unified force in Communist

'|,ii'\.-ua

the thought of Mao
Tse-tung, to impose order upon near-chaos in the cities as

well as the countryside and to prevent the disintegration of

the agricultural and industrial econo

army has quietly taken over many civilian posts left '

by Red Guards' rampaging attacks on the party and gov-

ernment apparatus, and direction of the tasks of fall cultiva-

tion and related trade, transport, finance and other activities

from the city down to the village level.*" In short, the loyal

army is running most of Communist China under the direct

guidance of Chairman Mao and Defense Minister Lin

Piao/.
Conclusion

As of this writing, the odds seem in favor of a victory

by Mao and his faction in the current turbulent power strug-

gle in the Chinese mainland. Mao's charisma and prestige,

his wild Red Guards and the overwhelming superiority of

the loyal armed forces at his disposal may enable him to

crush the so-called anti-Mao "revisionist" opposition led by

Liu Shao-ch'i and maintain control of the whole country. As

long as the doctrinaire Maoist Chinese control the two signi-

ficant power constituencies— the political apparatus and the

armed forces—at present and in the future, they will remain

ruthlessly intolerant of military professionalism.

But the arrogant assumption of Maoism to infallibility

carries within it the seeds of its own frustration. Chairman
Mao's genius lies more in wrecking an established order he

dislikes than in budding and organizing a more sophisticated

and complex society. What Chairman Mao scornfully calls

"revisionism" or "professionalism" is a concomitant of the

iiilitarily powerful Communist society he
• II I

irthc

ought jilds 1949. , tChir

i's "great military thought" will no doubt become in-

singly irrelevant. So history's logic weighs against

lism. With Communist China changing, Mao may al-

y be outliving his time. After Mao and other dogmatic
:ists fade away from the Chinese scene, military profes-

alism will inevitably make its voice heard again—this

very loudly and effectively.

FOOTNOTES loralizing effect i

that Mao's R

Parly Get

rial newspaper of I hi- Clihieii

August 26. 191.7 thai mai
lenn n i ->: of loyally to S

y miliiary leaden

Pao, August 26,

"In the r

evolution,'

liluim t-. symbolize ilir army's piitui
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"Loving Couples
The most interesting feature of

"Loving Couples" when I saw it at

the New Theatre in Baltimore was

the audience. One row near the

front of the theatre was filled with

an all male chorus, who chanted

"Sex! Sex!" at the sight of any

licentousness (and thet

.i.l.-i

idi

,

Periodically,

s of this group would leave

.<• and parade up and

ie center aisle. While there

added charge for this spmt-

l otherize dull audi-

[.mu.nisK in. i [r.illy (•tu'i'dird sunrise

about her future- Fortunately, the them I

father of her child finds a substitute ncss pr

for himself and a wedding ccJcbi

lion takes place as if nothing u

usual had happened The <<ib

The brolhrrhciud was probably

enticed into the theatre by the title

of this Swedish import—rather rais-

Jeaduu; one because there is a con-

spicuous lack of couples in the film.

It examines from several angles, the

pregancy of two members of a

Mancinelli,

Hartz Plan

Campus Visit

Culture abounds as no lack of-

intellectual entertainment comes to

"Washington College. Students will

have to schedule their time wisely

in order to include the many events.

Pianist Aldo Mancinelli will re-

turn to Washington College to per-

form at the Fine Arts Center on

Tuesday, November 21. This per-

formance will be the second of five

programs scheduled by the

The girls' family are not ...mc:m<

over the dilemma at all. Th-

wealthy are candidly seen at a ?ea

Another viewpoint is seen fro

one of the servants who feels d

gustcd with the lack of condemn

New Art Professor

Holds Studio Class

ington Colle f
lity Con-

Internationally Known
Mr. Mancinelli has given nuin

hroughout Asia, £
cpe„and the United States. H«

the first American-born pianist

win the lm
test "Ferruciio Busoni" in Bolzano.

Italy. Mr. Mancinelli mad.

debut at the age of eleven, perforin,

ing the Beethoven First Piano Con
; Wheeling Syinph-

Political Potpourri
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Rebel Or Modern Prophet;

Dr. James Pike Reviewed

with human
a head dress

scalp o

r bonne

d worn by Sion* < liief

worn by Sioux Chief

niong (he il nu in. lulled i r Ihc Bunting Library

Variety Of Relics

Displayed In Library

By Linda Towne
Bishop James A. Pike, the con-

ivi'rsi.il figure who has hcen cali-

a heretic by some of his colle-

cs in Ihc Episcopal Church for

i opinions in the fields of thco-

d morality, will speak at

;lon College on Saturday,

er 9.

Invited here to speak in connec-

tion with the philosophy seminar

in New Theology taught by Drs.

Hoopes and Tapye. Pike will speak

to the members of the class in the

afternoon and then give an all-col-

lege lecture in the Fine Arts Center

on Saturday evening.

Discard Supernaturalism

/olvemcnt in controversy

covers a wide range of areas, from
his opinions on Church Doctrine

to his crusade for racial justice. In

an article in Playboy magazine,

Pike was described as a man "pos-

sessed of a colorful personality and
a penchant for controversy".

Time Magazine (September

'67). Pike's philosophy is sumi

ized in the idea that "man tod;

I'ik.

By Susan Arnold Colin Ferguson, a f

Although traffic in and out of of Washington Colli

the reading room is heavy, few

students using the library bothi

president

to the George Kiss
(

'

Avery Bunting Library Museum.

Visitors lo the museum find in

the spacious and attractive room a

bizarre collection nf Indian relirs.

early American weaponry, and his-

i the firs

major clerical crusaders for racia

jplit
justice" and one of the "most out

ed for'fiTn»lng"''"The First »P°ken and radical advocates o

the first moving picture »P
dat,"8 C.'.ist.an doctrine am

de nn the Eastern Shore; and a
A"

t pull taken from a house built

17:i.'i in Clii.-sleit.iwTi, with liand-

rluding the Holy Trin-

al-Ioi

Miscellany

Perhaps the most diversific

ind cKory of objects on exhibi

e"ined
""-"Ilanefcis assortment of

in this group arc Indian head F^^n^d."
dresses, war bonnets, woven bas-

iets, beads, spears, and arrow- lc rnu
f
cul

heads. One of the picturesque In- a" at rac»ve

dian relics is a "Shirt and Leg- "«™B ™m
.

ginns Trimmed with Human ,n a " ao:mircl

Scalps" worn by Sioux Chief u<*™ artifacts,

"Crazy Horse."

Another aitraciion is the "Cap

Banks off Nc

Pike is one of a number of the-

ologians who advocate the "demy-
tholi.i;ization" of the Christian re-

ligion. Although each of these

theoli'cians teems to have a differ-

ent opinion of what is to be dls-

s essential and
interpretations

,
each of them i

Empirical Proofs

. own particular vc

l- Theology' takes tlie form

Students Research
At Truslow's Farm
By

By Jean Kirshcnbau

for eighboi .Hi,.. « ed

Washington C<

students are helping to prep;

baby chick blood samples for i

perimental research.

Since the start of the fall sem
ter, the boys have been traveli

> John Truslo'

them down on the job," he said.

Virus Tested

From a stock of about ten

thousand egg-laying hens, the pur-

pose of the boys' work, Truslow
xpbined.

of an attack first on the old accept- poultry research farm,
plci

t effet

i the eleter-

.ella.

i
Geort Ml -

F guns ; side-

"Clcan Sweep" Indicated

Local Color

Items of reeiioal historical inter.

;st form another category of items

n the museum. Among these are

i snuff box and a handmade i best

vhith were once owned by Mr.

Enraged West Residents

Run Clifton For Janitor

measles virus, on pregnant women.
The rate of defective birth!' of in-

fected pregnant women is 95 per

One of the boys' first processes

is to "candle" the embryo of an

incubated egg: to hold up the egg

^reparation. Incubated

candled by the

at 99 degr

thousand i

of the Nei - has the

Without heat for three cold tested election. An
nights, the residents (at least those the general apathy ii

: blankets) were fact that for the pa

irritable and demanded action. The the S.G.A. represent;

incident that touched off the stu- opposed, This electic

dent protest was Charlie's failure a turning point in

to do anything about the extensive trend toward complac

fungus growths on the walls and on this, and t

shower curtains in the bathrooms

of West Hall.

The following morning, Charlie an
^
d "hoax"

boys each Sunday.

Chicks Hatch
When the specified csgs aie

hatched, five to six hundred are

killed and bled. Dave Stokes and
Glen April! arc the two qualified

Then Glen, and also Phillip

Scott-Smith, separated the blood in

a centrifuge refrigerated at two de-

grees Centigrade, or just above

freezing. The red blood cells are

then washed a.nd prepared for dis-

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs
since the beginning of thi

did last week. It

that Charlie the J;

' of the Main-
John Clifton.

The highlight of Clifton's accep-

tance speech was his promise for

"sweeping" reforms.

>elect John Clifton caught loafing on the job brings specula*

tion that Charlie will challenge election results or continue in his old

post despite results.
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Alumnus Gibson Receives
Honorary Doctor Of Laws

By Jaia Barrett

Dr. Charles H. Gibson, a mem-
ber of the class of 1910 at Wash-
ington College, was recenty award-

ed an honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws from Georgetown University.

M enthusiasm alumnus, Dr. Gib-

son has served on the Washington

College Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors since 1922, seldom missing

a meeting of this body. He has

also been a liberal doner lo the

O'lleqe's financial campaigns.

An article in the Kent County
News of November 8 reported on

the career of this 83-year-old Dor-

chester County Lawyer.

Four Degrees

Dr. Gibson now has four degrees,

a Bachelor of Arts and Masters

from Washington College, a Bache-

lor of Laws from Georgetown as

well as his latest, the doctorate.

According to Dr. Gibson, he de-

cided to be a lawyer when he was

employed in a machine shop for

bicycles in Cambridge. One day

ty, tried Dorchester, where he
rould get help from relatives. Mr.
Gibson has lived there ever since.

In quest for money to gain an
education, he took a steamer to

Baltimore to answer an advertise-

ment of the United Railway and
Electric Company seeking conduc-

tors for its expanding trolly car

system. However, even though he

added a few years to his age when

The determine

the Eastern Shoi

n),

: Boy

He was bom in Oxford, Mary-

land. His father died when he

was very young and his brother,

dispairing of keeping the truant

youngster in sch<...| in Talbot Conn-

NOTICE
Timothy Malone;

aftei thai

have lade

ofDouglas Scale, dir

Center Stage Theatre in Balti-

more, to bring his production of

Hamlet to Washington College.

The date for the performance

has been set for Tuesday, Feb-

Tickets will go on sale shortly,

Washington College students

will have priority in obtaining

tickets until a date which has

yet to be announced, when seat-

ing will be made available to

the general public. Student ad-

mission charge will be $1. Cost

to all others will be $2.50.

AudubonFilm
Teton Trails

Set For 27th
In the Fine Arts Center on Mon-

day, Nov. 27, at 8:00, Mr. Chatles

Tyler Hotchkiss will present his

full color motion picture — Teton

Trails. Teton National Park is lo-

cated in Jackson Hole, Wyoming
and the film promises to display .nil

the natural splendor of this colorful

region.

"Ty" Hotchkiss has an impres-

sive background including a degree

in Forestry and Wildlife Manage-
ment at the University of Connec-
ticut and a Masters Degree from

the University of Illinois. As a

Seasonal ranger-Naturalist at

Grand Teton, Mt. McKinlcy and
Everglades National Parks, his per-

sonal narration of the film is sure

to enhance the awesome beauty of

the dramatic story of life in the

Sponsored by the Kent Counly
Chapter of the Maryland Ornitho-

logical Society in cooperation with

Washington College and the Na-

perscnally narrated color films.

Tickets are available in the Dean
of Men's Office. High School stud-

ents single admission is $.75 and

a season ticket is $3.00. Washing-

ton College students may attend

free of charge.

Cultural List

(Con't from page 8, col. 5)

Society Hill West, 22nd an
Walnut Sts., through Dec. 3, Fri

Sat., Sun. eves. "A Streeta

Named Desire" by Tennessee Wi
, I Pull

Haverford College, Haverfard,

Pa., Nov. 18, reserved seats avail-

able for S3. Jazz Concert featuring

Stan Getz.

The Philadelphia Orchestra,

Academy of Music, Broad and Lo-

cust Sts., Nov. 18, 19. William

Smith (Susan Star, piano). Beeth-

oven, Overture, "The Ruins of

Athens." Franck, Symphonic

Variations for Piano and Orches-

Letters

—

(Con't from page 2, col. 4)

:t and which can be found on

her side; Imi worst nf all devuii--;

country ai

i all the adm
lion is doing either, but to devoi

one whole page to this drivel

unpatriotic to a criminal degree.

I hope this does not represei

the opinion of the college.

Sinct

James E. Hays

Di

Back to Balti

iclf. Wedging his way into the

nanagcr's office he presented the

letter. Little interest was shown
until the man saw the postscript.

It read—"He is a real black Re-
publican." This landed Gibson the

job. In those days only Rcpubli-

Saved $400

Young Gibson worked three

rs for the trolly company. Then
It $400 saved up he prcscnt-

lumsclf to the' headmaster
the prep school then in

rs, lie spent ihc'neM seven

Piano and Orchestra. Nielsen,,

Symphony No. 4. — Nov. 21. Wil-

liam Smith (Claudio Arrau,

piano). Beethoven, Overture, "The
Ruins of Athens." Brahms, Concer-

to No. 2 for Piano and Orchestra.

Nielsen, Symphony No. 4. — Nov.

25, 26, Lorin Maazel. Schubert,

Symphony No. 5. Debussy, "La
Mer." Schoenberg, Variations, Op.
31. Strauss, "Till Eulcnspicgcl s

Merry Pranks."

The Chamber Symphony of

Philadelphia, Academy of Music,

Broad & Locust Nov. 20. Lee
Luvisi, Pianist. Corel!!, Convorlo
Gxosso, Op. 6, No. 4. Mozart, Con-

certo No. 24. Brahms, Screnado in

D Major — Nov. 23. Miseha El-

man, violinist. Bach Brandenburg
No. 2. Vivaldi, Concerto. Milhaud,

Symphony No, 5 for 10 winds,

Mendelssohn, Concerto for Violin

and Orchestra — Nov. 17. David
Bar Ulan, pianist. Mendelssohn

Program: Symphony No. 9 for

Strings, Concerto No. 1, Symphony
No. 3 (Scottish).

Philadelphia Lyric Opera, Nov.

29. Madame Butterfly (Puccini),

Rama Kabarvanska.

Film Series

L'AVVENTURRA

tud by Antonioni

I960

= movie will be shown at 8:00

Sunday evening in the Fine

910 at the age of 1

During the next

.

on both tadglu sell

W, ,.],,,

school Dis
and entered Georgetown Uri

shy's Law School. Alter beinj

mitted to the Bar in 1915 he

and also served in the Man
nl.K. 1022.

Dure all

.< If-- Con-

udents fees)

of Hudson

Hall's mortgage. Also, the dormi-

tories must liquidate their debts

through room rent, determined by

a balance of maintenance and oper-

ational with 90% of the dorms'

ti.il.

college revenue fund which we're

Mr. Dinnschott has seen the face

of Washington College change bu

II:

that he "misses" the contact with

the students that we had in the

classroom and as coach "and finds

Business Manager a difficult posi-

tion from which to meet the public.

Sim t Pctock, Assistant 1'rol

the faculty lecture scric

"The Problem of Me;

of Philosophy, delivered the first

1-Garde Music".

; pieces of traditional mi
including Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, and that the atonal noise wl

is often heard in avant-grade music is not really so different from "re

lar" music, since both involve the arranging of .sound in such a

that the listener registers a response of "lightness"

cords of the payments and report

them to the Visitors and Governors.

Further it is Mr. Dumscbolt's

task lo reconcile the college build-

ing program with college costs.

Once a facility is completed, it

Classifieds
(WSE is (he abb

;iill thara axfunu
To 1959 or '61:

Wanted: Ride to NYC No<

her 21 or. 22 WSE Nina Sehim
2nd Fir. MM.

Hand made beads and beautiful

original posters for sale. Kent 105,

ask for Brian.

Hardin
General of the Virgin Islands. He
married Dorothy Herring Clum in

1923 and served in the Islands for

14 years.

Always a staunch Republican, he

has been a candidate for Congress

and other public offices. His spe-

cial interest however, still is Wash-
ington College—where he is a

veteran of the Board of Visitors

and Governors 45 years. He has

also served as president of the

Dumschott
(Con't from page 3, col. 5)

Though all of the college enter-

prises are ultimately responsible to

the Business Office, the administra-

tion of each concern such as the

library, bookstore, dining hall, or

snack bar are virtually independent.

Beyond interviewing clerks and es-

tablishing all salaries, Mr. Dum-
schott finds that an infuriiial laissez-

faire agreement with the depart-

The Heritage Program's funds

are in the custody of the Business

Office. Though it is the Office of

Development which must determine

and collect necessary funds, Mr.

G. I. Bldg. Room #13 Viola Gibe]

Ride needed to Philadelphia

Tuesday, November 21 WSE Con
tact John Davies S106.

Soccer

few

.-.ihci i /.

..,,,,..,

Nichols Scores

The scoreboard finally came alive

in the fourth period when, with

10:30 left on the clock, Joe Nichols

found pay dirt on an assist from

George Buckless. Dickinson was

bounced back with 7: 30 shoeing.

With the score lied at 1-1 and time

growing short, the game suddenly

Riders needed to Long Island

will stop in NYC il necessary leav-

ing Wednesday 22 see Dirk Har-

rington Middle #34.

Ride needed to D. C. Niiti

Airport Wednesday, Novembc
after 11:30 WSE Pis. Cot

Gretchen Greely MM 309.

Ride wanted to Balthnore ibis

weekend. See Eileen Rice Caroline

Wanted: Ride to Hartford,

Conn. Tuesday, November 21 tee

Cathy Bass MM 2nd Floor WSE.

willing lo a

live for c

dent lours ,, Union*. Wide
Student W eels Abroad Prog/an.

vir Madis, . Avenue

New York, N. Y. 10022

Sport Shorts

(Con't rom page 5, col, 2)

lion will b shown the fans. An
will explain hasu leeh-

rreeedurc as well as in-

let collegia e rules.

This is

should, pr.

::':!!<
sludem turnout. Such

em serves a dual funr-

stop the see-saw exchange of shots.

But, with less than two minutes

gone since their goal, Dickinson

again found the range and drew

ahead 2-1. The Sho'men battled

gamely, but never again really

threatened the Indian's nets. It

was the fourth and final loss, as

compared to eight wins for the

X-Country
(Con't from page 4, col. 3)

Maryland. In the race, Whitman
finished tenth and earned himself a

While analyzing the season

C. ach Chaullicr remarked that

"the races we won were by small

scores and the ones we lost were

out of sight." He praised most of

the team members, especially die

em [standing work of his captain,

Ben Whitman.

Looking ahead to next year,

Coach Chaiellier sees the team at

about the same strength with only

the loss of Whitman from the team.

Also, transfer Doug McCi.mis will

be eligible and should help the

Could be the an
draw the r<und
Coach Prit/afT

'Loving Couples'

wl. 3)

retly jealous lb:

she has no children.

Her vicious denunciations rl.gei

erale to verbal attacks on her bu

baud—belittling him bu not tivn

her a child.

Director Mai Zetterling h;

blended ihese elements into an al

sorbins film. The series of Has!

back:

ould
.-.Hi

be li.-lu class. Swedis.
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Campus Calendar
Friday, Nov. 17

—Bridge Club
Alumni House— 7:30 p.m.

—Stunt Night—Arts Ctr.— p.m.

—Chcstertown High School Play

William Smith Aud.—8:30 p.m.

Saturday, Nov, 18

—Cross Cty.

Mason-Dixon Champ.—Away
—Arts League Exhibit

Hynson— (Nov. 18-26)

—Chcstertown High School Play

William Smith Aud.—8:30 p.m.

—1FC Dance—Armory
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Sunday. Nov. 19

—FihT, Scries

Arts Center— 8:00 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 20
—All College Dinner

Hodion Hall—6:00 p.m.

—Student Government Ass'n.

Activities Center— 7:00 p.m.

Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

9:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 21

—Spanish Club Meeting— 7 p.m.

—Women's Residence Association

Minta Martin Din. Rm.—7 p.m.

—Concert—Mancinelli, Pianist

Arts Center— 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 22

—Thanksgiving Holiday begins

12:30 p.m.

Alu: -7:30 p.n

Saturday, Nov. 25
—Player's Lock-out (2 weeks)

Monday, Nov. 26

—Student Government Ass'n.

Activities Center—7:00 p.m.

—Classes resume—8:00 a.m.

—Audubon Lecture

Arts Center—8:00 p.m.

—Fraternity & Sorority Meetings

9:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 28

—Pan-Hellenic Meeting

Minta Martin Din. Rm.—7 p.m.

—Riding Club Meeting

Dunning— 7:30 p.m.

—Hyland— Price Lecture

Louis Hart?,—Dunn— 8:30 p.m.

—Senior Women's Honor Society

SGA Room—9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 29

—Hyland— Price Seminar

Minta Martin Din. Rm.—
2:30 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 30

—Men's Residence Association

Dean ol Men's Office—+:30 p.m.

—College Choir
Arts Center— 7:00 p.m.

—Lecture—Sen. Wayne Morse

Arts Center— 8:00 p.m.

Bishop To Discuss

His New Theology
(Cunt from page 10, col. 5)

of a limited space-lime continum"

by his impact on others. To again

quote Time, "In other words the

existence of heroism and sanc-

:cndent quality to man's being

that ,d this life.'

ESP
Com Kniim; from this idea of

death is a fart". Pike has carried

this idea even further. Recent
newspaper reports indicate that

Pike has been working through

"mediums" in an attempt to con-

tact the dead and has stated that

he has made contact with his de-

Pikc, despite talk of transcendine

this world, remains more concerned

with life here on earth than with

life after death. Time quotes hi

, that

we are called to learn, work, to

There is in this view of things

every motivation for moving to a

new plateaus of freedom and effec-

becomc while in these familiar sur-

rounding). One world at a time."

Situation Ethics

In (he area of morality, Pike's

lihcral attitudes put him in the

"situation a list" camp. In the a-

forcmentioncd article in Playboy,

Pike is quoted as saying, "I can't

buy the codifiers who say we've got

a set of rules telling us what is

Decisions ought to be made con-

textually, situational!)-, responsibly."

Pike's opinions have placed him
at odds with the Episcopal House
of Bishops who formally censured

him for "irresponsibility and vul-

garization of the faith". Heresy

accusations are still unsettled pend-

ing a considerable study by the

Episcopal House of Bishops.

According to Chrhtian Century

magazine, if the final decision to

declare Pike a heretic is made, it

will be made very slowly and re-

servedly after a complete evalua-

tion by the church of bcth Pike

and itself.

Whatever the outcome of the

study, Pike has raised a consider-

able challenge. To again quote

Playboy's article, "he put his mitre

GIRLS

EASILY EARN $200 BY CHRISTMAS

THROUGH SPARE-TIME SEWING AT HOME
EVEN WITHOUT A SEWING MACHINE

Easy-to-sew products (both with and without a sewing machine)

can earn you extra money just in tune for Christmas (and in

the following months, too!). You can accomplish this in a few

hours a week, even while you're baby-sitting. There is no personal

selling needed. Our booklet gives you all the easy steps to follow

so that you can have fun sewing those items which you already

know, plus new ideas which you can leam, while every stitch

earns you more money. Our extra Directory of "Where To Send

For Sewing Bargains" will be included FREE, (fabrics, threads,

yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing machines at

low, low prices!) if your order is received within a week. Rush

two dollars today, (only ($2.00) for your copy of "GIRLS
SEW AND LEARN," to Amethyst Enterprises, 5 Jamaica

Avenue, Greenlawn, New York, 11740. Your money will be re-

funded if you are not completely satisfied—and you may keep

the Directory with our compliments!

Chestertown Drama Group

Presents "Berkeley Square"
By David Saffern

The Chcstertown High School

Dramatics Club is presenting three

performances of John Balderstons

romance comedy, "Berkeley

Square" in William Smith Auditrtr-

Thc
8:00 P.M

November 17 and 18. The adin

sion price is $1.25, with the exce

tion of student tickets which a

$1.00. The play, directed by Toi

Elder, features Martin Hall, Cath-

ryn Whcatley, Katy Schrocder,

Marilyn Stevens, and Jonathan

Harder. Mr. Elder is a biology

teacher at Chestertown High

High School, and Katy Schrocder

is President of the Chi

Dramatics Club.

Love Story

The play was originally per

formed at the Lyceum Theatre n

New York City in the 1920's. Brit

ish actor, Leslie Howard, was th

male lead, and "Berkeley Squire'

was heralded as the hit of the sea

son. The play is a love story of
i

Twentieth century American, wh

Mr. Elder describes the play ;

entertaining, but also "extreme

beneficial to the actors, because tl

Photo by Dick Hcyi

Members of the

School production.

thai

s." The club

consists of approximately 80 mem-
bers, and 40 of them are actively

partii i|i;iting in the play to some

capacity. Mr. Maloncy and Mr.

Miller of the Washington College

drama department are helping as

technical advisors.

"Berkeley Square" is the first of

three productions that the Chester-

town Dramatics Club intends to

perform at William Smith Auditor-

The
next production will be "Fool's

Paradise" by Peter Coke during the

week before Christmas vacation.

Anyone wishing to purchase tickets

for any of these performances will

find them available at the door on

the night of the performance.

STAMP IT!

Don KeUy
CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men s Clothing — Gills

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, M

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE- IN
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 17-18

Jack Lemmon

SUNDAY - TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 19-21

Warren Beatty

"Bonnie and Clyde"

r Beginc At 7:15 P.M.

Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults $1.00

Children (Under 121 Free

OPEN FRX - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. NOV. 17-19

"WOMEN OF
THE WORLD"

"A GIRL

CALLED FATHOM"

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's— Gant Shirts— Cricketeer — Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear

Downtown

. . for Women who Care

Chestertown, Md.

;
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for those Calculations in Class

and in Bull Sessions

A handy slide rule is offered to acquaint you with my services.

If you are soon going to Monroe HudsOH
graduate, you 11 be inter-

ested in learning about New SPECIAL AGENT
York Life's program of life )[? Water Street Chesteriown
insurance especially suit- Phones:
able for college students. bus . 778.1688
You can select from a Res: 778-288B

wide variety of attractive

plans. And because you are
young and still a student,

you enjoy the money-saving
advantage of low premium

Send the coupon today
for your Pocket Slide Rule.

New York Life
Insurance Company
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The Washington College Crew
Team under the direction of Cap-
lain A..D. Gilmour is sponsoring a

slide lecture by Philadelphia's Jack

Kelley, Oympic oarsman and eight-

time American singles champion.

The lecture will be held at 8:00
p.m. on Tuesday December 12 in

Hodson Hall.

The team, started less than a

year ago, now has about twenty

members. Their equipment, ob-

tained mostly from private dona-
tions, includes an eight-man shell

College Gets

Unrestricted

$5,000 Grant
Bethlehem Steel Corporation has

awarded a $5,000 unrestricted

grant to Washington College

ill rough its unusual aid-to-educa-

The grant was made after Dean

Ferris, a graduate of Washington

in the Class of 1967 completed

Bethlehem's Management Training

Course, The program was set up

to cover the difference between the

actual cost of a eolege education

per student and the amount the

student actually pays in tuition and

fees. With this in mind, Bethlehem

awards $5,000 to private colleges

and $2,500 to publically controlled

uld i c able to get under \

Friend-Invited

Invitations to the $10 a plate

dinner have been issued to friends

of the crew team. The dinner will

be held at 7:00 p.m. in Hodson

Kelley is president of John B.

Kelley, Inc., masonry contractors

in Philadelphia. He is presidents

of the Philadelphia Athletic Club,

board member of
/
the National

Rowing Foundation, the National

Association of Amateur Oarsmen,
the United States Rowing Society,

and a member of over forty civic

and charitable organizations.

pletcs the Loop Course.

The program was initiated by

Bethlehem Steel in 1922 and is one

»f the oldest and best-known train-

ing programs of its kind. Each

year between 150 and 200 college

graduates are selected for formal

'raining "designed to acquaint

them with the scope of Bethlehem's

activities so they can advance to

positions' of responsibility in the

'I'fir ability and maturity."

Mr. Ferris graduated with a de-

RKc in Political Science. While in

college he was a member of the

(Continued on Page 4)

Olympic Champion

As an athlete he has won th<

U. S, Schoolboy Championship foi

1944-45, the U. S. Single!

Championship eight times, the Phil

adelphia singles championship ter

of

the Canadian Singles tournament.

He has also won the European

Singles Chiimpii.riship and has par-

ticipated in the Olympics for both

lis and double skulls.

yetThe crew t

participated in an actual meet but

has had one informal meet with St.

Andrews School in Wilmington,

Delaware. "We're looking forward

to having Jack Kelly speak and we

hope that this will not only help

raise money for the team but also

create more enthusiasm for the

sport among the student body."

Comp Date Changed;
Re-test Time Moved
The unanimous voice vote of the

faculty at a meeting last Monday
'ted in the adoption of

"Comprehcnsives will be given
during final examination week.
Seniors will be excused from all

which they are taking comprehen-

—a culminating test of the four-

year college program," Dean Bums
'aid, He hopes the move will also

result in the reduction of some of
the tension which traditionally ac-
companies comprehcnsives here,

"By having no course exams, it will

allow fuller attention to the pre-
said. The Dean added that the
new schedule should result in a re-

duction' of the chaos in the last

two weeks of the term which pre-
vailed under the old system.

Presently, the catalogue states

rill take place

in September of the semester fol-

Varation for comprehcnsives," he
lowing the failure. The objective
in rcstatingfi (he rule is to permit
earlier retesting so there will be less

interference with a student's plans
for work which often commences
about the same time the individual

was expected to present himself
for retesting.

These resolutions do not pre-

clude the possibility of a recom-
mendation to abolish comps by the

Academic Council or the commit-

Rowing Team Plans

Fund Raising Dinner

y is to be the guest of honor at

fund-raising dinner given by the

—am to raise money for additional

equipment. Captain Gilmour
stated that a permanent boathouse

and dock, and a permanent coach
are needed if the team is to attain

varsity status and enter serious

competition with other schools.

Although the college owns prop-

erty along the Chester River which

is suitable for crew, and which
they would be willing to let the

team use, they cannot afford to

build the necessary dock and boat-

house. If the team can find a way

chairman.
Reexamination may not be sche-
duled earlier than two months
after the date of the original ex-

The announcement was made to
the Elm by Landon Burns, Dean
of the College. "The resolutions

are effective immediately," he
stated.

Blue-Ribbon Group
He also said that a committee

composed of the chairmen of all

"wrestle with the whole problem
of comprehensive?" — the philoso-
phical as well as the practical is-

committee will be reported to the

sues involved. The results of the

Academic Council, he added.

The purpose of scheduling
tempt to put the exams "in the

comps during exam week is an at-

position which they should occupy

Players To Stage

Avant-Garde Plays
Two performances of three one-

actplays remain in the current

Carl Gamba, Howdy DeHoff,
John Merrill, Pete Herbst, Nancy
Thibadeau, and Chcsley Gamba
comprise the casts of the three

plays. In avant-garde presenta-

tion, Edward Albee's "Zoo Story",

and Samuel Beckett's "Krapp's
Last Tape" and "Play" are the fea-

tured programs.

Special Effects

Using special lighting and sound

Disturbed Children
Seek Companionship
The Special Education Division

of the Kent County Board of Edu-
cation is sponsoring a Big Brother

and Big Sister program for some
children in the county schools and
would like college students to par-

ticipate in the program.

Dr. Howard Grumpelt, who is

the director of a similar program
in Millington explained that the

children who are selected for such

a program range in ages from
about third grade level to senior

year in high school. "They fall

into four categories," Dr. Grumpelt
explained. "They are either slow

learners, mentally retarded, Brain

damaged children, or emotionally

disturbed children."

Adult Model

Dr. Grumpelt explained that

these children need several things

from a Big Brother or Sister who
might be able to donate

someone to help them experience

things they may never have seen

before. A student might spend an
afternoon taking a child down to

the bay to look at boats,

be

. play. Ev<

these children".

Dr. Grumpelt said that his ex-

perience with this kind of program
in Millington showed a tremendous

response and led him to the con-

clusion that such a program could

(Continued

effects, the Washington Players
hope to present a "total theatri-

cal experience" according to

Gamba, overall coordinator of the
event. He hopes the style used to

present the plays will sever "the
audience's emotional cords with the
outside world, assimulating them
into the enveloping framework of

the plays."

There are no intermissions, only
interludes between the plays filled

with "son et lumiere" spectacles.

Musi cand lighting arrangements
by Art Schultz along with films by
Chuck Engstrom and Carl Gamba
complete the intervals between
with during which the simple scon-

After last night's performance,

Freak - Out
one member of the audience was
head to say that the plays had
"really freaker (him) out."

The next scheduled performance
in the new Fine Arts Center's
Tawes Theatre is the Center Stage
production of "Hamlet", directed

by Douglas Sealc, who was award-
ed an honorary degree from Wash-
ington College at last month's con-

Mr. Maloney, chairman of the

one-ham drama department, stated

that the plays to be produced in

March and May by the Players

have not yet been definitely decid-

ed upon, but that Volpone was a-

mong those under consideration.

I,.M, Ihrir

First, they need an adult model, a

person they can look up to as an
example. They also need someone
to stimulate them, expose them to

things they may never have seenn.

They also need a friend.

The children selected for the

program will be chosen by their

teachers in conjuction with Mrs.

Madeleine Fennel I, the Director of

Special Education in Kent County.

College students offering to help

the children will probably receive

limited supervision in the form of

a group meeting with a psycho-

New Experiences

"What many of these children

need," Dr. Crumpelt explained, "is
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Declamation Contest

Intercollegiate dclwli,,:; ,s comine, into its own this yeaj at

\V.i*i„i;ln„ Cnllece. Tin- KM, is pleas,-.! In SCO this rahuAle

extra-curricular activity flourish here. The Elm would like to

propose jnoilio, activity vtliirh could be established on a on. e-

vearK basis: a cicdamau&kvSVitfcSJXJ " 1 »» Jjvl J

In such a competitive event, contestants would memorize a

passage "of some limited duration (usually no longer than five

minutes) and deliver'it before an audi'ehce of students antl a

panel of judges. The. selection ( ,l, L. passage to be committed

to memory would be left to thechoiceof. the.tndividual student.

In addition to this presentation, the student would be ex-

pected to deliver a recitation pf a passage which (presumably)

he had never seen, before;, selected by the judges. Thjs would

give the contestant an opportunity to show Ins mettle in extem-

poraneous speaking.

Perhaps the college dr some donor and friend of the college

will contribute a surri of money necessary to establish some sort of

prize; perhaps some of the. money from the Sophie Kerr fund

(which mainly benefits the English department) could be divert-

ed for this puriiose. f I s ' I'\
The Elm is willing in lake this idea u>-th,e floor of the stu-

dent senate if necessary, but we hope Dtp irlea*vitrinteTe?t sdttfe-

one enough to make the necessary plana for the event, and should

someone decide to do so, he woulc$Me$>V<$liil%©S'S'\§!S4
I (Hipi'l'.U

A Busy Signal

The telepl i M Washington Collci

nd studied during die past fe\\

feel i
• for the adn

review the

. call i
l.jt.MK

Hemlock Patch
Loyalty

single devici

leadership
oyalty to ideals

the first U.S.

takes as their

the patriot is "My country, right or loyalty me.

wrong [usually right)"). Loyalty in- reservation,

vjies „,..„ ,,, uil-l up what eu.1,- attack the man is in ),is loyalty

aWi.theVri dignity- 'their ill >ilii\ "This is how GeoVgfc Wallace can

ideal the highe

every generatic

itself just whai

But this highe

of there hav- for medic

pid and pillories 'the ly that those involved "are peo-

ple who do not love their country."

Loyalty to an ideal would ap-

pear la exempt itself from these

changing values. Mediocre people

try to keep the values from chang-

ing by appealing to a loyalty to the

er did

CTtwinc, 'Va
that the

di The

ways of ti-

cliallrner

is, would

e mediocre

hear over

rightly rega

le "Fuck

'
"|ile

You" "that

1 dress and

5 critical

low
Barry Goldw
stand that loyalty to America

not entail loyalty to archaic v;

even if they are, or were, au

rfieally American. And in
j

.arizing his misunderstands

gave- the word "patriotism

{Continued c iA)

Letters to the Editor

Gibson Heads

Scholarship

Committee

good portion of the

i opposing factions,

Greeks and theami-

The central switchboard is outdated, and is the kind 'of

equipment which prevents efficient expansion and modernization

of the system as the college plant grows—a basic overhaul is

needed. Units of desk-top sire are now available to replace the

old switchboard.

Included in any plans lor revision of the 'phone system

should be a reconsideration of an intra-campus system. Previous

studies have indicated that such a set-up is too expensive. In

that case, additional pay telephones should be installed in some

..I the dorms, on some of the floors which house the most people,

There are about fifty students -on the first two (residence)

floors of Minta Martin, and>the 'phones are almost always busy

from six until one in the rooming, (Ask anyone who tries to get

them with any regularity— the busy signal is the usual reply).

The Business Office of the telephone company has informed

the Elm that additional pay 'phones would not cost the college

anything provided that' at least three calls per day are made;

there is little doubt that that requirement would be met. -'A num-
ber of 'phones on floort (in the girls' dorms especially] have ten-

minute limitations on their use, but their is practically always

someone waiting to use the facility.

The declamation contest would give another opportunity

for those who enjoy the combined benefits of the theatre and the

skills required in debating—including the ability to think on

President Daniel %. Gibs.

led cha, .an rif the

Greeks.' Indeed, a letter in Vrecen,

issue of The Elm signed by num-
erpus members of a particular fra-

ternity was clearly an cxprvssii.ni

of resentment, and showed that a

to be overly friendly.

Maryland-District

Rhodes Scholarsh 1

mittee. Other

of Columbia

i feet.

Usually, .ction; in this

ction Com-

lude Judge

'

Emory H. Niles, Johns Hopkins

President Lnroln Gordon, and Mr. !

Paul S. Sarbanes, sec
l

r^tary
,

'df'lhe;1,

Rhodes ScholajTshipiiLTrtJus'; a" °f

Baltimore.

Also on the selection committee

are Dr, Robert Q, Marston,

Bethesda, Maryland; Mr. Frank,

Sievcrts.and Lt. Cdr. Robert. B.

Wednesday, De«

Scholarship to

School Days MeatfS-

^SAfJ DRIVING DlYS

In the last

paragraph of their letter members
of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity

lead one te believe, that only fra-

sygtejn does not. "We can only ask

those new students on this campus

to disregard the sour grapes phil-

osophy of those who have not yet

learned to, strive for excellence or

to lose gracefully."

This type of 'logic is simply ir-

rational and I fear written as an
emotional reaction rather than an

honest evaluation of the situation.

Np group with, any power or in-

fluence, which the Lambda's cer-

tainly have, can disregard as "sour

grapes" the criticism of others and

as the letter of November 17 so

As I 1 mentioned before this feel-

ing of paranoia is not confined to

fraternities but is just as prevalant

among independent social groups.

I believe that this is an important

reason for the fragmentation of

campus as a whole. Everyone

and attend many
ns. And adinitietlly,

,culd be a lot deader
1

would do well, to lie-

Greeks. One
the fratei

see why he shi

Qf course,'.

But here some
people the C

rsonal harm, 1 fail I

group is doing that the resulting

situation is a stagnant one.

I believe everyone will agree to a

expressed in the letter of Novem-

mal," and that "he likes compan-
ionship in small groups." However,

where these small groups are work-

not evident that this is the solution.

It would seem that merely a little

more, give,- and take is necessary by

all parties. Although there has

(Continued on Page 4)
t
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Morse Attacks Vietnam Policy
MvMy Edward Schulman

"Coiinnuiii

might. The

1 Morse, (D.-Ore.),

College Thursday, No-

In 1954 31061]eva Dulles left in- of the

(he United Stale* stopped the 1956
elections, she vi jlaied the tenets

of the Geneva accord and interna- Son) p

tional law, Mors asserted.

"Do
' South ' He

John Foster Dulles, former

tary of state, whose polici.

presently being followed in

Diem who was an exile who had
never fought against the French,

and the State Department and the

CIA took him to Saigon and set

him up as a puppet . . . then

illegitimate political offspring. He
changed the 17th parellel from a

political to a military demarcation

r, stated that under our Con-

tton the foreign policy of our

itry is the making of the peo-

Congress and the President

sia. "The discredit of the Viet-

jm war in the next 25-50 years,"

redicted Morse, "will be given lo

John Foster Dulles, and Rusk is a

Dulles boy."

Opposed F-D.R.
"Dulles wanted to come to the

d of France 'in the Indo-China
jr. ' He walked out on Franklin

Delano Roosevelt at the Teheran
Conference because F.DlR. wanted

:> get support for the establishment

f a trusteeship for Indo-China and
for the, Western powers to set up
an economic and literacy program
for the masses of people in Jndo-

"F.D.R. recognized that you
can't export political freedom but

and literacy and ean raise the

standard, of living of underpriv-

ileged people."

but Churchill stopped it. He
thought England could hold India

as a colony. F.D:R. warned that

England would be thrown out of

i, and that France would be

vn .' out of Indo-China, de-

feated in war, but Dulles was de-

termined to get involved."

Made Secret Pacts

Morse said ad-

checks and balances.

and former attorney general (Kat-

zenbach), has recently stated that

Article 1 Section 8 of the Con:

stitution is outmoded. "If a student

in my constitutional law class had
said that, I would have flunked

him. The Constitution should, be,

H-Bomb Adv.

Shoup makes me look

irvative. He has gone

Y that all of Southeast

rfti
Yet, we .have reached the I5,q00

mark in American deaths.. Johnson
doesn't dare send up a Declaration

of ' EYery non-c

Sho 'men Win Opener Then Lose

Second Contest By Slim Margin

ould i

Moj Dull,-

The 1967-68 Washington Var-

sity basketbal team opened the new
season with a convincing victory

over Salisbury State College, 79-63,

at Salisbury and then fell to the

Green Terrors of Western Maryland
in a hard-fought contest at home,
77-76.

In the opener Friday night, the

Sho'men were never tested by the

home team. With their fast break

and patented offense working to

perfection the Sho'men were able

to blow open a twenty-one point

he way the Sho'men con-

> roll the score up in the

lalf. However, with six

:o go in the contest, Coach
t flooded the floor with

s and Washington won in

a rout 79-63.

For Washington,

guard Dave Bruce u

Larry Sterlil

half.

/ith . : pavi

fie t tins

\lso in

between them, Sterling

eleven and Myers nine. .

double figures were the thre

starters, sophomores Larry Martin,

Tom Polvinale, and Frank Marion.

Commenting upon the game,

Coach Elliot felt that the Shore de-

good shooting by either team. Yet,

the- Sho'men had more than five

shots roll off the rim. With any
luck they could have had a ten-

point lead.

The second half began at the

first with the lead quickly chang-

ing hands. At the half-way mark
of the second half the score was

53-52, Washington.

At the three minute mark, Lar-

ry Sterling scored to give the Sho—
men a 74-73 advantage. Quickly
Western Maryland scored again.

Larry Martin scored a few' mom-
ents later to put Washington back

the lead for the last time.

Morse said that the United

States cannot risk war with Red
China. "In answer to the Hydro-

gen Bomb boys, because of weather

patterns, radiation from atomic

blasts on China would also wipe

out huge, populations on the West

Coast and inland United States,

Also, we would never have enough

solidm to fight wars in Vietnam
and China."

"The United States cannot set

up a military containment policy

of Dulles, implemented by Rusk

and expect to be .a free, nation a.

hundred years from tomgnt.

Spend More On Education

Al the, beginning of Morse's

speech, he remarked that since

1961 Congress has
1

passed more
educational legislation lhan in the

entire history b( the republic. As

chairman of the Senate Sultcotm-

Wit nly .

on Educ;

l the'flooi

he i
,k),-<I

thr-

, thus

: Sho : game.

te Sho'

Larry Sudor, the Western M;
land captain scored to make
score 77-76. The Sho'men v,

unable to score during the

sixty seconds and fell by that

Last Saturday,

opened their basketball season a

home against the always stron

Green Terrors of Western Mar)
land who had four returning stari

ers from a team which had defeat

ed the Sho'men twice list year.

> hard I oi i Ed
Elliot

nng t

Philip Scott-Smith and Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Peter

Tapke are shown here in a picture with B. Kane, Jr., and the bead of

Navy's crew. The purpose of their meeting was to discuss the possibiuV

s of helping the college's fledgling crew. Jack Kelly, Olympic oars-

n, will speak to the crew, invited guests, and students next Tuesday

a fund-raising dinner to be held in Hodson Hall.

, the game
foul shot by

Tom Polvinale and a bucket by

Frank Marion gave the Sho'men a

quick 3-0 lead. However, Western

Maryland recaptured the lead to go

ahead 5-4.

With the lead changing hands
almost constantly, it was until with

four minutes to go in the first half

that the Sho'men were able to take

a commanding lead, 28-22. How-
ever, Western Maryland came right

back and trailed by only one at the

half, 34-33.

The first half had not witnessed

bo related that he felt his

team was finally finding themselves.

He remarked that the game could

,
have gone either way and that with

a break the Sho'men could have

According to Coach Elliot "the

defense of the team had really

come along. Both at Salisbury and
here the team played a fine game."

He hopes that the tight game situ-

ations his team has been involved

in will furnish added experience.

The coach praised the play of

red nirt s while direct-

warding Wea-
Larry Sutor.

ing the offense :

tern Maryland's

The high scorer lor the game was

Western Maryland's Ralph Baker

with twenty-three points. Dave
Bruce was" high for Washington

with twenty.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

3
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

STAMP IT! The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

; Senate Fri-

lendirig less

stay in Washing
mas dinner."! he added.

(Continue on Page 4)

Basketball
December —

.

9 Del. Valley (H)
11 Catholic U. (A)

13 Towson (H)
15 Bridgewater (A)

January —*!">j;!i/ '*<*.

4 Western Md. (A
6 Hopkins' (A)

8 Wagner (H)
id Dickinson (A)

February —
3 Lycoming (A)

7 SWarthmore (H)
8 Lebanon Valley (A)

10 Randolph Maton (H
14 Gallaudet (A)

17 Loyola (A)

20 F and M (HI
24 Mt. St, Mary's (A

I,.''/

Wrestling
December rn-i

9 Susquehanna (A)

16 Johns Hopkins (A)

January i

—

i, American U. (H)
9: Loyola (H)

17 Western Md- (H)

26 Lebanon Valley (A
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Bishop James Pike

To Speak Saturday
Episcopal Bishop James A. Pike-

is scheduled to speak on Saturday

afternoon and evening, Decctnlrtr

9 The controversial clergyman, in-

vited in connection with a course

in the New Morality and New The*

ology taught by Drs. Tapke and

Hoopes, wil speak to a special

Pike,

previ

staff Tthe Elm,

her of the Center for the Study of

Democratic Institutions at Santa

Barbara, California. He was

Religion and Law at Coltirhlii

c.dii. Hay, 1958 t

ber I960. Other previous posi"-

s include his work as Dean ..I

Cathedral of St. John the Di-

clude IV,

and"/, '

Church and
of the Gradii;

Law School.

es of the Episcopal

Board of the Yale

DECEMBER 8'. 136/

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE- IN
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

JAMES GARNER

"Hour Of The Gun"

"You Only Live Twice"

Political Potpourri

! At 7:1

Phone 556-6152
Admission: Adults $1.00

Children (Under 12) Fre

Dec. 7-9 OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. ONLY

"She Should Have
Stayed In Bed"

Hemlock Patch
(Continued from Page 2)

Not all loyalty is bad, I sub-

mil. The humanistic ideal that

iM ha <itha

to he one to

ommit him.

his a much

ilirll'Jhcr'c

1

old not like-

one put the

roinht have

would leatl

Pike

lood in 1946 and served as a

tutor at the General Theological

Seminary, rertor of Christ Church

in Poughkcepsic, and Chaplain of

Episcopal Students at Vassar Col-

lege. He complet

isand i

ndUni a The-
gradu:ological Si

from the latter magna rum taufle;

Pike has also served as Chaplain

of Columbia University and headed'

its Department of Religion. He has

also been an Adjunct Professor of

Religion and Law a Columbia Uni-

versity, and taught a seminar in

church-state relations at the laV

school.

A prolific author, Pike has \-rit-

len numerous articles in the field

of Federal Judicial and Adminis-

trative Procedure as well a* several

hooks stating his philosophic I

views in the areas of Theology and

Morality Among the books he has

writcn are: Beyond Anxiety, If You
1- The-

Grumpelt

county. "I think that this could

be a great deal of fun for some

students," Dr. Grumpelt stated.

"It doesn't take a tremendous a-

phone nur

they have 3

lmes, address

> Dr. Grum-
whether or

failing to achieve its basi. purpose. dcgener.i

The Republican Parly is indeed only b

"constantly explaining itself," as

Steve Amick remarked in the last

edilion of the Elm, but the Party

in explaining ilsclt to Republicans

of the individual —

"individu:

Inaddit

the r that s

iscd so highly bv the Chamber

of Commerce and the National As-

sociation of Manufacturers.

Beginning in 1896, Republican

National Conventions have made
an excellent cast for the charge

that the American conservative,

nified is the Repub-

Lastly, I would like to take issi

with the idea that the Republic;

Party is the Party of bold disser

fn recent times. Senator Morse w
the greatest dissenter the Repu
licans had, and he left the Part

Steve said that the Republic;

Party "has not been able to demo
stratc any great affinity for tl

roined and accepti

, In foreign polic

formity has

Republican leftists

, George Romriey i:

r as you goin that direction. Ir

.Vest, the land of Ronald Reag
Shirley Temples and other po-

cal make-believers, Washington

pany mo

In du- M

Bicn Kchoe

the United States. It will

rely on occasional protest t

national heroes to win elect

them. It will continue to f

I- .Orel

$5,000 Grant
(Continued from Page 1)

lacrosse and baseball teams and

Theta Chi Fraternity. After com-

pletion of the management train-

ing course, he was assigned to the

Shipbuilding Department where he

will undergo additional training for

Morse Attacks
(Continued from Page 3)

At an informal coffee hour

Hynson Lounge following the I

about the United States stoppage

of Vietnamese elections in 1956, he

said that it was a "great mistake.

If Ho Chi Minh was elected presi-

actually exists in Vietnam, attack-

ing the Administration and the-

President. "But, in regard, to the

value of repetition in the learning

BARRETT

It's what's happening . . . the

high frequency colors! Hot pink,

green, shocking orsnge and

yellow. The pared down shoe with

chunky heel . . . this is the

Big Thing in footgear. $11.00

ORE -Kent Plaza

Tolerance
(Continued from P;

shall leave the argi

point to a Greek,

otedly t

vhn could

better than I.

What ARE the values of having

fraternal organizations on the cam-
pus? The letter I previously men-
tioned here merits some comment.

l of the letter was clear.

The persons writing it were fed

up with what they considered un-

funded gripes against the fraternity

The 1
- bad I

It had n

id that man "likes com-
panionship in intimate groups."

This is agreed. Nearly all people

belong to a small close-knit group

Bui the point to question is wheth-

er nr not it is socially desirable or

necessary for a group to officially

declare itself a "fraternity" or "sor-

nd clearly designate who
members and who ;

party,

plained that he gets more support

from Republicans than Democrats.

In the Senate, the traditional

forum for foreign policy, the Ma-
jority Leader. Senator Mansfield,

lias expressed doubts about the

course of the war. Minority Leader

Dirksen has stood fast in his sup-

port for the war.

ich of a

unofficial

ind it-self T

Ho-
friendship is there in a v,mup wbii 1

requires the humble subjugation ol

its prospective friends?

The other important point mad*

in the letter concerned competition

.Nearly everyone, assuming he is e

capitalist, is agreed that competi-

tion is a good thing. I too woulc

challenge those who say i "

when competition leads

violent mockery of the Hue
;se of athletic games, when it

to petty back-stabbing such as

iughout the rush

t leads

make

the

tsclf.

r feel-

? fraternity

the point

etition for

exists in the true sense of the «

What exists is a cold war with fre-

quent outbreaks of hbstililities.

But have I not been guilty here

of "crusading" against fraternities

when they have apparently c

i harm? I do
right

think so.

those dc-

cribed in the prec.cdi

;raphs for the reason that they ai

nimical to the well-being of societ

,nd thus to me as a member i

«>uld seriously contend that the:

iclions and their like are social

Parties
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5)

ups on this campii.
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Changes In Curfew
Proposed By WRA

President Gibson was presented

this week with a list of proposals by

the Women's Residence Associa-

tion. Among the several revisions

in WRA policy being considered

A proposal to change women's

curfew hours from 1:30 a.m. on

weekend evenings to 3:00 a.m.; a

new system for the sign-out card

Sunday of the month, followed by

a coffee hour sponsored by each

dorm (in rotation); and WRA

Participation in the 3:00 a.m.

curfew plan would be "voluntary,"

according to the outline for im-

plementation of the program.

Girls would sign out for a return

by 3:00 a.m. before 1:30, the pres-

ent curfew hour. Girls who indi-

«ate they plan to use the later

curfew-hour system will alternate

the responsibility of handling door

duty from the 1:30 curfew to 3:00

Ch<-the sign-out regula

Limits Extended
The boundary limits of Chester-

town would extend north to the

Granary (in Georgetown); south

to routes 213 and 301; east to the

Howard Johnson's Restaurant; and
west to the Chesapeake Bay (Tol-

chester and Rock Hall.) It would
be

free to leavi

Another change being considered

by the WRA is an extension of the

limits of what is referred to in

Fraternity Presents

Party For Orphans
By Susan J. Arnold

Santa will arrive early this year

for children from the Elizabeth

Murphy School in Dover, Dela-

ware. Saturday, December 16, will

be the date of the Kappa Alpha

fraternity's annual Christmas Or-

phans Party.

The children arrive at Washing-

ton College early in the afternoon.

Each Kappa Alpha member and

his date are then responsible fur

entertaining and befriending one of

the children.

Party In Hodson Hall

The student union room in Hod-

.on Hall is the scene of this year's

party. Balloons, decorations —
and the most essential element, a

Christmas tree will fill the room.

The party begins with playing

;;ames and amusing the children.

Then comes the most anticipated

event of the day, the arrival of

Santa Clans.

all of the children. After more

fun and picture-taking, which the

children enjoy, dinner awaits the

party in Hodson Hall. The day

been a project of the Kappa Alpha

fraternity for ten years. This year

the chairman of the Orphans Party

are James Blandford and Ronald

Funds for the project arc raised

by selling raffle tickets. Any profit

made is sent to the Mother Murphy
School to aid the children.

Merry Christmas

go to these plat

out purposes, they are considered

to be within the limits of Ches-

If the proposals submitted to the

President receive his approval, the

WRA will consider a system of

penalties to cover the new rules.

Girls must indicate at the be-

ginning of the semester whether

they will participate in the 3:00

To go to dances, girls need only

move their card to another box;

they do not need to sign a dance

sheet or their cards. To go on an
overnight, a girl would be per-

mitted to put her address and ex-

pected time of return on her card

in a sealed envelope which would
be opened only in case of emer-

Nancy Fink and Barbara Mad-
dox presented a petition from the

freshman women requesting second

curfew to be 12:00 midnight Sun-

day through Thursday and 1:30

Friday and Saturday nights. These

hours correspond to those of up-

perclassmen.

CollegeChoirGives

Christmas Concert
The Washing. .» Collect- Chorus

directed by Mr. John Walker and

the Women's Chorus under the di-

rection of Liz Turoczi will per-

form a Christmas concert Friday

evening December 15, at 8:30 p.m.

in the Fine Arts Center.

The choir will perform some in-

dividual numbers from larger

works (Messiah, Christmas Ora-

torio) plus several traditional carols

and individual choral concert

pieces. Mrs. Daniel Z. Gibson will

accompany both singing groups.

Two weekends before Christmas

the Chorus will appear on WMAR
Channel 2 in Baltimore. The color

taping was done last Friday night.

The exact time of the telecast has

not yet been determined.

A Spring tour of New York and
New England is being planned for

April 22-26. The tour will include

performances at Bard College,

Annendale-On-Hudson, N. Y.; Ny-

ack Preparatory School, Southamp-
ton N. Y.; Rockville Centre Public

School Long Island N. Y.; Man-
hattan College, New York N. Y.;

Mcses Brown School, Providence.

R. I.; St. George's School, New-
port, R. I. and Lcngmcadmi Hiyli

Si'IkkiI, Lontnneadow, Mass.

The Music Department

secure the

ring

,nd piano teachers to

come to Washington College one

not be for academic credit and the

cost will be borne with the student.

Any student interested in t his pro-

gram should contact Mr. Walker.

Dean Clark

Dean of Women, Beverly Clark, presented President Gibson with the
Women's Residence Association proposal Friday.

Cornell University President Speaks

Stumpf Discusses

LawandMorality
By Linda Towne

"In quest of law and order"

was the topic of a lecture given

Thursday by Dr. Samuel Stumpf,

currently President of Cornell Col-

lege, Mount Vernon, Iowa. Dr.

Stumpf presented two lectures on
the topic of law and morality in

connection with the New Moral-

Law, according to Dr. Stumpf,

must be denned as a combination

of several things: first a body of

rules or precepts, secondly, a re-

gime of power used to enforce

these rules, and thirdly, a judicial

process. "The regime of power

lich i •stablis

the force of rules is not

an arbitrary one due to the judi-

cial process which establishes a

relationship between the rules and

the power they represent," Dr.

Stumpf explained.

Meaning of Law

"In discussing the meaning of

law," he continued, "one must al-

so answer several questions con-

cerning law; namely what is the

source of the law—who says that

this is right?—and the validity of

the also

what is the purpose of law." Be-

cause of the complexity of the

answers to these questions, Dr.

Stumpf maintains that there are

Dr. Stumpf stated that the prob-

lem of a society in which each

man decides for himself what is

right is that order breaks down.

Thm
t of rules

by which we all must live. This

concept is based on the premise

that s all r l have the capaci-

based~ on their conviction that

there is a fundamental law of

human nature which their rules

must follow.

Social Problems

"The problem in our society to-

day, and this occurs on issues

such as the draft, property laws,

free speech, etc., is that there is

always the question asked by a

man who cannot, according to his

follow the law because

rescribes another
law. What shall he do?Thc philos-

opher Hobbs' answer to this ques-

tion was that he should follow his

conscience to its end even if this

According to Dr. Stumpf, this

is the point which many people

who "conscientiously" object to

laws do hot understand. He re-

ferred to Dr. Martin Luther
King as one who does understand
the double implication of the civil

disobedience idea. "That is," Dr.

Stumpf explained, "that he has
the right to refuse to obey laws

but he is willing to accept the

consequences of this act in the

hope that his refusal will eventual-

ly lead to change."

Rules

stablish rules from which
may come a sense of stability and
provide for these rules to be con-

stantly re-evaluated to provide for

change. The objective of law, the

"What people today want is or-

der which maximizes freedom.

They want the maximum expres-

sion of human will. Great damage
can be done in the name of free-

dom, however, and run wild it

can become a massive pathology

which repudiates order." What we
must seek", he concluded, is an
"ordered freedom."

NOTICE
Coming in the January 15 issuse

of the Elm is a letter from Clif-

ford Hankey (Class of "67) and
Richard Jackson, both attending

school in England. They make de-

thc

take issue with the editorial stand

of the Elm, the President of the

SGA, and others. Watch for
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CdiloriaL

'Farewell To Arms'
The Elm joins the chorus of papers, columnists, and promi-

nent political figures who are casting doubt on the merits of re-

taining Lt. Gen. Lewis G B . Mershcy as director of this nation's

Selective Service System.

There is no doubt that Hershey performed a valuable service

to the system, when in its youth, he gave firm direction to the

implementation of military induction policies. Now, however,

there is a need to revise the very foundation of the system itself,

and this revision is something Hershey will not permit to occur

while the system remains under his control.

Ostensibly, local boards arc relatively autonomous, but as

one writer put it, the letters of suggestions for policy implemen-
tation to the local boards are often taken as directives. The
biggest problem within the system is reflected here: some boards

react to circumstances (sit-ins, and other demonstrations) one
way, while another board may take a completely different course.

This fact is one which Hershey uses to point out the "auton-

omy" of the local boards; yet, more importantly, it shows how
the standards for induction vary from one board to another.

This is the inequity (built in to the system) which is unfair,

and which must be revised.

Elsewhere in this issue appears an article which illustrates the

extent to which the protests against Hershey have gone beyond
the student level. The President of George Washington Universi-

ty has prohibited any military recruiting on the campus because

of one of Hershey' s recent epistles to the draft boards urging

punitive drafting for protesters.

At Washington College, military recruiters are a frequent

sight in the snack bar: representatives from business firms on
campus to interview students with career interests usually meet
in the Alumni House (wheer the Placement Office is located).

To date, there has been no active protest against the military

the college. There has been no squabble about al-

nilitary to recruit (while disallowing a student group
isually the issue over which protest occurs at other

ring the ;

solicit—

i

Does a

Et Cetera

Hemlock Patch
When 1 chose the nai : of living we learn would have l

. ,ipp|o[Ml.lfe I iiikl become.

i too far inI do
drawing parallels between Socrates

and myself, or bciwecn Melelos

and Professor Harder, but there is

one sentence that is trup for both

situations: The surprising thing is

that it did not happen sooner.

One must see my getting fired

as ihc almost predictable i

security, but we quickly find cut

that absolute security is the exclu-

sive possession of the dead, while

ours is the business of ihc living.

Here, for reasons known better to

psychologists lb. in to philosophers,

some of us choose to imitate the

condition of the dead and some of

us choose to become most like the

; because I had to

reluctantly.

i last To 1

) become a certain kind of man,

.t first there was the hostility I

ncountcred from the students, es-

ecially the philosophy majors,

lost of whom insisted that I was

ot doing what a philosophy n-ai li-

r ought to be doing (Cf. the cval-

atinns). Complaints about the

uality of my leaching reached the

that although I valued
:

treasured integrity.

There is no martyrdom here. I

give up only death, and I give it

up in exchange for life. It grieves

me to leave the college now, when,
for the first time since I got here 1

really feel a part of it. But what
you must see is that if the decisions

tit. ii led i" tlii- infelicity were oth-

er than they were, there would be
no sense of belonging. This college

faculty is no intellectual necropolis;

only the living can really feel at

home here.

The experience of teaching at

Washington College has been an
extecdingly valuable one. I have
encountered challenges that I could

(Continued on Page 5)

brought

lead. who pre-

sented them lo me ingenuously and
with the sincere offer to help me to

improve my teaching. 1 reflected

on some of the information that

passed between us, and I decided

keep doing essentially

An Evening oftheAbsurd

had been doing. The decis:

. Regis

All this pressure front the stude-

lts, like my being fired, is the rc-

ult of my decision to react in a

I kn>

niques would make me ohno

to many of the students and

they would act againsl

I knew that my reaction to certain

stales of affairs would make me
obnoxious to the other members
of my department and that they

would act against me. This was

not masochism; I could not have

acted differently.

Letter to

the Editor
To The Editor:

This Monday the Senate voted

In hire Herhie Mann for the spring

weekend concert. They are to be

Congratulated for their choice. Re-

sponsive to a student questionnaire

that almost unanimously requested

a Friday evening concert, the SGA

By Donald Dolce

Reviewing An Evening of Absurd

Theatre, as performed by the

Washington College Players is dif-

ficult primarily because of all it

encompasses. The offerings in-

cluded a musical introduction last-

ing thirty minutes, a light show
accompanied by drm dance, arid

three one act plays — Albee's Zoo
Story and two Beckett's — Krapps

Last Tape and Play.

The mood of the absurd was

well developed by the time the

plays began due to ihc musical in-

troduction and light show. Each

of the one act dramas arc well

known as examples of theatre of

the absurd. Rather than attempt

to analyze them as examples of this,

would be more appropriate.

Zoo Story

The Zoo Story is set in Central

Park where a member of the mid-

dle class is accosted by a stranger.

The stranger proceeds to

life of the middle class. Albee gives

great insights into the lives of the

iwo kinds of people — and the in-

terplay of actors Carl Gamba and

Howdy DeHoff compliments this

immensely. Each of

Play, also by Samuel Beckett pre-

scnts three people who relate their

past relationships with one another.

Each is located in a large cement
like cylinder with only their heads
visible. Throughout the years, they

have attempted to communicate
with each other but have failed.

The lack of t onnmmication in their

lives is aptly symbolized by the

physical containers where not
only their minds, but also their

bodies ain. Peter Herbst give;

a commanding performance a:

Play's chief character and is wel
supported by Chesley Stone anc

Nance Coch.

When the trio of dramas wai

completed, the tight crew swepi

beam of lights on the audience.

The only complaint that can ht

found in the evening's fare was th<

length. After Zoo and Krapp, th<

audience was hardly able to devott

(Continued on Page G)

A
Column

: oppoi

lent

. ided allow abot Wths
of the spring weekend money to

ported that the general desire of

the students was for a more expen-

"name," group to play at the Sat-

urday dance. On these two student

decisions the Senate acted com-

pletely as the campus had clearly

mandated.

display his abundant

amidst the simple sets.

Krapps Last Tape concerns 2

man who makes a tape of each yeai

in his life. The evening the audi

ence sees him, he is playing tape;

of the past and commenting or

them. Finally, he makes a record-

ing :

By Nance Coch
I'd like to tell you (is anyone
t there listening?) how extreme-

hard it is to write a column
it isn't witty or bitter. Try play-

an for a while and

life. Krapp,
are equally represented during the

episode. He sees his past and

Above and beyond technical and
executionary difficulties, everything

is brought to you in black and
white, no pun intended. Even
Christmas comes in black and

white—for eg., that is to say for

example, ask Mr. 50th percentile

on the bell shaped curve of college

normality, (footnote; see Warner's

study of the typical Bombay stu-

dent) pause—ask him what Christ-

As thoughts turn to the vacation ahead (most students

would prefer not to think about it: almost everyone has at least

one term paper lo write), several thoughts come to mind.

The Business Office has not responded to Elm criticism of

the vetoing of the bookstore manager's proposal that shelves be
installed outside the bookstore to cut down on pilferage. The
Business Office has not replied to our request that a charge sys-

tem be instituted. May we take this opportunity to make those

two proposals a direct challenge? We await an answer.

The student body will no doubt enjoy vacation more, know-
ing that the Senate has finally decided on a band for the spring

concert, The Mitchell Trio is the first choice in the folk-rock

category desired by the students. Objections were raised when
category desired by the students. Objections weer raised when
the Senate decided to present jazz music, as a compromise be-

tween the folk-rock and motown sound factions. The Elm is at

least gratified to sec that student interest could be so aroused!

To set the mood for the vacation, Mr. Linville and his crew
put on a beautiful dinner Thursday evening. The dining hall

has never looked better, the Elm has been assured, and the food
was some of the best ever served in the hall. It's a good thing

the room was prettily decorated and pleasant to look at; the stu-

dents had plenty of time to look around. There was a line wait-

ing to be served for nearly two hours.

c^ f xib^
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Political Potpourie

by S. Amick

In the election of 1932 President

Loosevelt made final the establish-

ment of the grand coalition that

as dominated the Democratic

'any ever since. The un-holy alli-

Southern

,
ethnic gr

of

the intellectuals has provided the

basis of continued one-party gov-

ernment. That these, groups, highly

diverse as they are, could be amal-

gomated into one party is truely

the most amazing development in

recent American political history.

How ; party can in-

corporate, in one legislative body,

the personalities of Senators Ste-

phen M. Young of Ohio and

James O. Eastland of Mississippi?

Even further, how can a young

vote for an Eastland for Chairman
of the Judiciary Committee which

passes on Civil Rights legislation?

How can a Vietnam dove like

Frank Church, of Idaho associate

himself- with, a Richard Russell,

hawk of hawks (or, for that, mat-

GWU Bans
Military

Recruiting
Washington—(XNS)

All military recruiting on the

campus of George Washington Uni-
versity was banned last week in

an order by University President

Lloyd H. Eliott.

The action was explicitly in re-

sponse to Lt. Gen. Lewis G. B.

Kershey's letter to draft boards

urging- punitive drafting for pro-

Elliott said that industrial recruit-

ers (such as representatives of

Dow) would continue to be wel-

come on the campus.

David Ganz, a spokesman for the

George Washington chapter of

Students for a Democratic Society

(SDS); welcomed the action but

criticized Elliott for "handling it on

a platter." The way he did it,

Ganz explained, "the students

avoid responsibility for a decision,

they ought to make."

Ganz said he felt the ban on

military recruiters would be tem-

porary, since Hershey's stand is.

not likely to withstand the attack

Ganz added: "Military recruiters

should be banned because they're

military recruiters and not because

the draft is being used as a puni-

tive measure against draft pro-

FINALS
The Registrar's Office, has

pasted a schedule of final exam-

inations. The January issue of

the Elm will carry the com-

plete schedule, with any chang-

es made due to conflicts. Any
conflicts should be reported to

the Registrar's office immedi-

Lyndon B. Johnson of

The

the Done Party, cohesive

as the electoral success of the coali-

tion has made it. The results is that

the old association is breaking up.

New voters arc calling themselves

"independents" as the great depres-

sion fades into the memories of

thedr parents. The minorities chal-

lenge regular Democratic machine
candidates to a contest at the polls

and win as happened in Gary and
Cleveland. Labor leaders stick by
but the membership comes un-

hitched as was demonstrated in a

recent Harris poll. Southern Demo-
crats must campaign for the first

time in their lives.

And last but hardly least, the

old "brainstrust," the intellectuals

(as well as just plain concerned

citizens) are fleeing on the grounds

of the illegitimacy of the Vietnam
war. They have risen up against

the regular Democratic Party by

forming at least a dozen different

opposition organizations. They have

chosen the respected Senator Eu-

gene McCarthy of Minnesota (not

so surprisingly a former protege

of one Hubert H. Humphrey) to

lead the consolidation of these

dissidents into becoming a viable

and powerful political force. All

that remains is for this group,

defeated as they surely will be by

the- old party regulars in the 1968

Democratic National Convention,

to officially secede from the party,

nominating McCarthy, Kennedy
or- some other doveish leader for

the Presidency. This, I believe, will

Eate Hours

Plan Killed

By President
Amherst, Mass— (IP)—Vetoing

a.,proposal by the combination stu-

dent-faculty College Council for

the- abandonment or extension of

parietal hours at Amherst College,

President Calvin Plimpton recently

defended the administration de-

"the permitted

The Roland Gibson house. Page's Comer, Dunbarton, New Hampshire.

Gibson Opens Art Museum
AtNew Hampshire College

By Richard Hcymann
Dr. Roland Gibson, former chair-

an of the economic department
Washington College, held a re-

his home December 9,

the opening of the

r of i h..us,

oned
than those at almost all other resi-

dential colleges."

He contended "the Trustees be-

lieve that the entertainment ol

women without restriction of hour;

in College residences

seum, housing some of the paint-

ings in his contemporary Japanese

and Italian art collection.

The house, located at Page's

Corner, Dunbarton, New Hamp-
shire, was built in 1760. Modifi-

cations and additions have been

made throughout the years by its

' owners. Dr. Gibson has renovated

the house extensively before mov-

ing in this year, restoring archi-

tectural authenticity to the house's

appearance. Dormer windows had

been added to the south side of

the house in 1900; these were re-

houses hi:

modern art gallery. The gallery

en, back room, and shed. Gibson

raised the ceiling in one of the

rooms to be used for exhibition

purposes in order to accommodate

some of his larger works.

Random-width pine floors were

brought down from the attic be-

fore the attic floors were insulat-

ed. All of the floors in the house

were sanded and finished with

polyurethane. There

Gibson removed all of the

aper from the walls except

french toile gold leaf "art

au" paper in the parlor and
ew modern paper in the liv-

oom, which he found in ex-

t condition. The rest of the

vails have been painted ofT-

with the wainscoting and

woodwork a different color

with a member of the New Hamp-
shire State Historical Society, who
put him in touch with a realtor

in the Dunbarton area.

Dr. Gibson hosted the four-

hour reception last Saturday, re-

ceiving artist friends, and friends

of the college. Paintings from his

collection have been hung in the

college library and administrative

offices. The college has "secured a

promise from Dr. Gibson that his

paintings will always be available

to be hung throughout the college

campus."

Christmas Spirit In

Fraternity Groups

pla. Chri

ational pur-

As an alternative, the College

Council called for the extension

of dormitory hours beyond the

latches and hing-

es, The original Indian shutters

were apparently buried in the

walls when the original 7x9 inch

pancd windows were replaced by

all.-ini wliirli ;

I:.. 191)11

10 a.m. and 11:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, and until 12:30

on weekend nights. President

Plimpton responded negatively to

this- suggestion, citing student negli-

gence in adhering to present rul-

ings. However, he was sympathetic

to College Council's request for

norm punishments regarding viola-

tions of parietal hours.

Council proposed that violators

be exempted in any case from pen-

alties of suspension or expulsion;

closely resemble the

holiday season, the sororities, fra-

ternities, and residence associations

at Washington College have volun-

teered their services in a variety of

Christmas projects.

The 10th annual Kappa Alpha
Christmas party for the children-

of the Elizabeth W. Murphey
School in Dover, Delaware, was

held in Hynson Lounge on the

College campus on Saturday, De-
cember 16. Following a play period

when the 26 boys and girls got

acquainted with their "parents for

the day", the fraternity members

and their dates, Santa Claus visited

and distributed toys. Then the chil-

dren were treated to a full Christ-

mas dinner.

Speaking for the members of the

fraternity, the president, Granville

Hibberd said the party was "one

of the highlights of our college

life here and we look forward to it

all year." Some of the boys who
rode back to Dover on the bus

.lul. :..; .1,

$3,500 Handshake

:ipli.

al sequence of

probationary periods of three

for first offenses, each time there-

after to be augmented by an addi-

tional three week period.

Responsibility for the enforce-

ment of parietal hours will be as-

sumed by the office of Dean Swartz-

baugh, who announced that cam-

pus police would henceforth be

more stringent in dealing with vio-

lations when observed "in the nor-

mal course of duty." He warned

that "whereas staff members in

the past were not to question ap-

parent offenders, they now have

been instructed to do this."

Campus police would not com-

mence "dorm patrols" nor enter

student rooms, Dean Swartzbaugh

assured, although evidence indicat-

ing parietal violations would be re-

ported to his office.

hard to say goodbye to the

A number of the chil-

dren at the Murphey School are
orphans or from broken homes,

Alpha Chi Omega and Alpha
Omicron Pi sororities and Lambda
Chi and Theta Chi fraternities

have been filling boxes with new
and used school supplies, toys,

books, and personal hygiene arti-

cles to be mailed to ivi-cly < hildren

in an Alaskan village, There they

will be distributed by a worker in

the Vista program.

The Alpha Chi Omegas have

also joined with the Christmas

Social Agencies in gathering clothes

and toys for the needy.

Members of the Men's Resi-

dences have bought presents to give

each of 116 children in the Kent

County Board of Education's Pre-

School program. The presents will

be given to the children at their

Basketball

4 Western Md. (A

6 Hopkins (A)

8 Wagner (H)
10 Dickinson (A)

February —
3 Lycoming (A)

7 Swarthmore (H)

8 Lebanon Valley (A)

10 Randolph Macon (H
14 Gallaudet (A)

1 7 Loyola (A

)

20 F and M (H)

24 Mt. St. Mary's (A)

Wrestling
January -

(H)

Jack Keltey, Olympic oarsman, (left) congratulates Washington Col-

lege Crew Club Captain A. D. Gilmour after the announcement of a

83,500 gift to the club made by Mr. Richard W. Hompe, a member of

the college's Board of Visitors and Governors. Dr. Peter Tapke and

Mr. Lamott, supporters of the crew club, watch.

6 Catholic

February —
3 American U. (H)

Loyola (H)
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SPORTS
Instead of launching another crusade which usually results

in the hostile division of the student body, 1 have been asked

by the Washington College administration and by the Educa-

tional Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey to use this

column to administer a general intelligence test to W.C. students.

Consequently, the following questions are to be answered by aJl

students. Each persons' individual answers are to be mailed

immediately to the following address:

Super Intelligence Test Scoring Headquarters

The Tastee-Freexe

Chestertown, Maryland

So now precede with the test:

DIRECTIONS: This is a relatively simple test. Each ques-

tion is followed by three different answers. The student is to

pick the response which best answers the question. No question

may have more than one answer while one answer may be for

several questions. There is a 24 hour time limit on the test, All

pencils must be placed on the table after 24 hours. Undercover

test proctors will wander through the student body in order to

be sure that no one is cheating. If you have a question do not be

afraid to task them, They canbeidentified because they all arc

dressed in green suits with their individual names embroidered on

their chest. They will be more than glad to answer any questions

you have about test proceedure. You may begin the test one

minute after reading these directions.

1. STP is the world wide abbreviation for:

a. Set the Pick

b. Scientifically Treated Petroleum

c. Sterl the Pearl

2. What is an Oyster

a. an Underwater Shell Fish

b. Dave Bruce

c. slang for a special type of crane

3. Who coined the phrase "number two — but we try harder"

a. Steve Claggett

b, die perennial bridesmaid

r. Avis PR men
4. If you were a Rullet. where would you most likely to be

a. in a gun

b. on the Civic Center floor in Baltimore

c. in front of Bob Kov pke's name

5. Who consumes the greatest amount of Kosher Dill Pirkles

in the world:

a. the residents of East Hall

b. Don Pace
c. El AI Airlines

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington College Grapplers

Falter in Intercollegiate Bout

Sho'men Lose Three;
To Visit Bridgewater
The Washington Varsity basket-

ball team lost games to Loyola,

Delaware Valley and Catholic Uni-

versity in their last three outings

dropping their record to 1-4. The
Sho'men have been playing excit-

ing basketball except for a few

costly breakdowns in each game.

Last Wednesday night, the Sho'-

men dropped a heartbrcaker to

Loyola 81-76. The game was a

nip and tuck struggle all the way
with Loyola racing to an early lead.

Washington rallied to tie the game
at 28-28 on Dave Bruce's jumper
and went on to gain a 40-39 half

time advantage. Junior center Gary
Myers paced the Sho'men in the

tint half hitting 7 of 8 held goals

and a free throw for fifteen points.

Myers got into foul trouble in the

second half and the absence of

replacement Larry Sterling with

a badly sprained ankle hurt the

Sho'men.
Lead Till End

Washington led up until the last

five minutes of the game when
Loyola raced ahead to an eight-

point advantage. The Sho'men
once again rallied on field goals

by Frank Marion, Larry Martin

and a pair of foul shots by Dave
Bruce to pull within one point of

Loyola 77-76 with 30 seconds re-

maining. Loyola then scored an

easy basket on a long pass and

netted two foul shots to finish the

scoring. Marion led the Sho'men
in this game with 22 points, fol-

lowed by Gary Myers with 17, and

Dave Bruce with 16 points.

On Saturday afternoon a highly

regarded Delaware Valley basket-

ball team met Washington in Rus-

sell Gym. Delaware Valley was led

by 6'9" freshman sensation Dave
Sechler. The Sho'men put on their

best basketball display of the sea-

son in the first half as they shot

well and rebounded strongly

against their much taller oppo-

gair. 40-39 halftii

thc

layo:

grapplers dropped a 27-7 decision

to Susquehanna. The defeat was
not overly disappointing for the

matmen due lo the fact that Sus-

quehanna is one of the toughest

opponents that Washington College

will face this year.

Tom Marshall began the action

in the 123 lb. class by dropping a

•t-0 decision tu his Su>q>ii'li:iiin.-i

oppoi Marshall's oppoi

in this light put (

table performance
Coach Pritzlaff. "j:

prove greatly as

tch experience.

In the 137 lb. class Sandy
Snyder had the privilege of facing

Susquehanna's best wrestler. Sandy
exhibited a determined effort

throughout the match and wound
up on the short end of a 15-3 de-

The most exciting match of the

day came in the 145 lb. class.

Brook Jackson, behind 6-0 after the

first period, staged a concerted

"rally" and wound up with a 10-10

tie. This gave Washington College

of the match at that yoint 1 1-2.

First Points

In the 152 lb. class Mark Mad-
den made it evident that he did

not take the four-hour bus trip to

Susquehanna for nothing. He total-

ly outclassed his opponent in the

quickly decided matters by record-

Mark's pin brought Washington
College within four points of Sus-

quehanna at 11-7.

Unfortunately for the Sho'men
from here it was all downhill. In

the 160 lb. class Dave Boulden
dropped a decision to a very strong

Susquehanna opponent. Peter

Bctts at 167 lbs. and Joel Benisch

at 177 lbs. were then pinned and
this put the match out of reach for

the Sho'men grapplers.

Final Match
The finale of the match was an

exciting heavyweight duel between
Washington College's Francis Filipi.

Wl,«-n Fran.

dropped a 12-11 decisioi

Next week the

faces Johns Hopkins. The Sho'n

can be expected to improve

their showing against Susquehai

Intramurals

The final score was Delaware Val-

ley 74, Washington College 63.

Sechler dominated the game with

22 points and numerous blocked

shots and rebounds. For the Sho'-

men Dave Bruce led the way with

19 points, followed by Larry Mar-

tin's 12, and Marion and Myers

On Monday night of this week,

the Washington quintet traveled to

Washington, D.C., to take on the

heavily favored Catholic University

Cardinals. The Sho'men, although

losing 78-68, played probably their

best game of the season.

Close Contest

The first game was a basket for

basket affair in which the Sho'-

men rarely led but managed to

keep within striking distance. Lar-

ry Martin, playing his finest game
for Washington College, scored the

first six Sho'men points and led

the team with 12 tallies in the

first half. The halftime score was

36-34 in favor of Catholic U.
Washington got into foul trouble

early in the second half with center

Gary Myers and forward Tom
Polvinalc each saddled with four
fouls. Martin and Frank Marion

At this point Catholic U. went
into a tough full court press and
reeled off eight straight points to

break the game open. Martin was
the high scorer for the Sho'men
with 22 points for the game fol-

lowed by Marion with 20.

At Bridgewater

Tonight the basketball team vis-

its Bridgewater (Virginia) College.

Earlier in the week Bridgewater

played powerful Shepherd State of

West Virginia and lost in a hard-

fought contest by a score of 101-

81. Bridgewater had led at the

half 45-43. They have an qut-

sfaucling forward named Look, who
scored nineteen against Shepherd

College and a good guard Bob
Upperman who is averaging ,18

BASKETBALL—Fast

Intramural Action
In Opening Week
The 1967-68 intramural basket-

ball season is off to a flying start

with both leagues playing twice

a week. The A league once again

features the top fraternity and in-

dependent clubs, while the B league

has its ups and downs.

At the end of almost two weeks

of action the KA "A" team leads

the A league while the- Doo Birds

and Sifs are tied in the B league

for first. Each of these teams has

an identical 3-0 record.

The KA's started the season

ing champion Lambda Doo Birds

are tied with the SIF's. The Doo
Birds have defeated Sig B's 32-12,

Tlieia Chi 69-23 and Triple S

51-26. Todd Mulvenny was the

leading scorer in the last game
with eighteen points.

The SIF's with a few additions

. 8lv<*

nth upsel

ir's defending champion, Lamb-

da A. The score was knotted at

the end of the half. A couple of

clutch baskets by Pete Joslin gave

the KA's the victory 32-31. Next

the KA's defeated the improved

Sigs 35-33, and finally the Thcta's

Tied

The Lambdas came bark strongly

to defeat the Deltas 45-27 and the

Thetas 40-24. In these games Tim
Bohaker scored sixteen and four-

teen points, respectively. The Sigs

who are tied with the Lambdas

for second place with a 2-1 rec-

ord, defeated the Outcasts 42-32

and the Deltas 41-28.

The Thetas are tied with the

Delias for fourth place with a 1-2

record, while the Outcasts arc in

the cellar with a 3-0 mark having

lost to the Thetas and Deltas.

George Buckless of the Thetas

presently leads the league in scor-

ing with fifty-one points

point per-game

WRESTLING—Grapplers struggling for cootrol. KA,

His high

the

KA "B" 46-24, and

the Zonks 55-13. Against the

Zonks, Dan Measell scored 24

points, the high so far in B league

2-1 Records,

The Triple S, KA B and Thous-

and Clowns arc all tied for second

with 2-1 records. The Triple .S

opened their season with a 68-22

victory over the Super Six with

Dick Holloway scoring seventeen.

Next they lost to the Doo Birds

and defeated the Clowns 35-14.

The Clowns despite their loss to

the Triple S have defeated the

Super Six 38-35 and the KA "Z"

22-19. The KA "B" have' defeated

the KA "Z" 31-21, Theta B 36:

14 and lost to the SIF's 46-24.

The KA "Z", Sig B and Zonk

squad are tied sixth with a 1-2

record Bringing up last place at

present are the Super Six and-the

Theta B.

M, Kinney Leads

At present Jim Mc Kinney of the

Doo Birds is the leading scorer in

the B league with forty-four points'.

Dan Measell is in second place

with thirty-nine points.
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December Cultural Activities
By Linda Ayres

PHILADELPHIA
Art Museums:

Philadelphia College of Art.

Board & Pine Sts. Mon. - Fri. 9-5,

Sat. 9-12 Through Dec. 28, Faculty

Biennial. Faculty work represent-

ing all departments of the College.

The Philadelphia Museum of

Art. Ben Franklin Pkwy. at 26th

St., Mon. - Sun. 9-5. Through
Dec. 12, Instructors' Exhibition.

Starting Dec. 16 "Le Supreme Bon
Ton." An exhibition of highly

amusing fashion prints (Paris,

1814) from the Museum's print

collections.

Tyler School of Art. Beech &
Penrose Aves., Elkins Park. Sat. &
Sun. 10-4, Dec. 2-Jan. 8. Juried

Student Show.

Rodin Museum. Ben Franklin

Pkwy. at 22nd St. Daily 9-5.

Largest Rodin collection outside

France. Original sculpture and

Philadelphia Art Alliance. 251 S.

18th St. Mon.-Sat. 10:30-9, Sun.

1-9 Through Dec. 14, Group ex-

hibition of non-objective oils

:

Esta Cassaway, Mary Donleavy,

Nancy Duval Grigby, John Hanlen,

Judith Ingram, Lad Montgomery-

Nancy Drinkwater O'Brien, Helenc

Stephenson. Dec. 12-Jai

. Martino, oils and
Thoi

Voshida, woodcuts. Dec. 14-Jan. 15

Roger Anliker. oils and water col-

ors, Religious Illustration. Two-
man exhibition: Anne Richter,

prints ; Franklin Shores, water

Theater:

Theatre of the Living Arts. 334

South St. Through Dec. 11, Room
Service. Farce about producers,

actors and playwrights. Dec. 20-

Jan. 29. Beclch. (Rochelle owens).

World premiere of a shocking play

set in modern Africa.

Drama Guild. 1714 Delancey

Place. Through Dec. 17, "Can-

dida" by Shaw.
Hedgerow Theatre. Rose Valley

Row, Moylan. Dec. 15-Jan. 15.

X%Q#S# or The Emasculation of

Gertrude Stein as Seen Through

: Eyes, Ears, Nose, and Throat

Sts. Dec. 21 -Feb. 11. "The

Knack" by Ann Jellicoe. A British

comedy which just finished a long

off-Brt way i

Society Hill Playhouse. 507 S.

Rth St. Through Jan. 14. "Lock

Up Your Daughters." A racy musi-

cal based on Henry Fielding's

"Rape Upon Rape."

Cinema:

Philadelphia Museum of Art Film

Series. Van Pelt Auditorium. Dec.

17, "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"

(Germany). A surrealistic silent

masterpiece, a forerunner of today's

University Museum Film Series.

33rd & Spruce Sts. Dec. 18, "Art

f>f the Middle Ages" and "Chartres

Cathedral." Surveys of medieval

masterpieces.

The Chamber Symphony of

Philadelphia. Academy of Music.

Broad & Locust. Dec. 21, John

Browning Pianist. Corelli, Con-

certo Gro'sso (Christmas). Vivaldi,

Concerto for Flute, Oboe, Bassoon,

and Strings. Wishart, Con
Performance)

No. Dec.

2H Benin.- Valents. Eu
Richard Knees. Howa
University of Pennsylv:

Society. Bach Pro?

rto No. 5. Magnificat.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Philadelphia Orchestra. Academy
of Music. Dec. 16, 17, Eugene
Ormandy. Corelli, Concerto Grosso

No. 8 (Christmas). Sibelius, Sym-
phony No. 4. Beethoven, Concerto
No. 5 for Piano and Orchestra

("Emperor"). Dec. 26, 29, Or-
mandy (Norman Carol, violin)".

Corelli, Concerto Grosso No. 8.

Sibelius Symphony No. 4, Barber,

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra.

Weinberger Polka and Fugue from

"Schwanda." Dec. 30, 31, Jan. 2,

Ormandy (Philippe Entremont,

piano). Gershwin Program: Suite

from "Porgy and Bess"; Concerto

in F for Piano and Orchestra;

"Rhapsody in Blue". "An Ameri-

can in Paris."

Swarthmore College. Swarth-

Pa. Dec. 17, Mass in B

BALTIMORE

Studio North, Allegheny Ave.,

Towson. Through Dec. 30, exhibi-

tion of original prints and draw-
ings by leading artists of the 18th

through the 20th centuries. Also

original contemporary works

(Chagal, Picasso). Oringinal oils,

water colors, and sculpture by lead-

17th

20th centuries.

Concerts:

The Johns Hopkins Choral So-

ciety. Sh river Hall. Dec. 10,8:30
P.M. ProkofiefT, Alcxandei Nev-

sky. Poulens, Cloria. Beethoven,

CIi'umI Fantasia.

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,

Lyric Theatrcr. Dec. 9, 8:30 P.M.
Handel's "Messiah."

Letter
(Continued from Page 2)

cnts favored Mo-town while the
rest strongly requested "anything
but soul" — specifically folk-rock.

The choice of a modem jazz musi-
cian for a concert and a Mo-town
group for the dance is sensitive to

each desire. The folk-rock faction

is a minority and can claim no real

right to hearing "their" music.
However as a large faction of the

student body, they are represented

in their wish not to hear Mo-town.
On the other hand, the soul broth-

get Mo-town Saturday night

Minor (J.S. Bach) Swarthmore

College Orchestra and Chorus. Af-

ternoon and 8: 15.

Philadelphia Grand Opera Co.

Dec. 16, "Carmen" (Bizet). Nell

Rankin, Albert Lance, Cesare Bar-

delli.
..I I

let

Of

Thurs ,
Sat.

Co

WASHINGTON
Concerts and Ballet:

National Symphony and Wash-

ington Ballet. Constitution Hall,

DAR.. Dec. 26-Jan.- 1, Tchaikov-

sky's Nutcracker. With principals

from the N.Y.C. Ballet.

Washington National Symphony.
' ion Hall, DAR. Dec. 16,

„.30. Pops Christmas Party with

Arthur Fielder, guest conductor.

Mrs. Edward Kennedy, narrating

"Peter and the Wolf."

Theater:

The Shakespeare Society of

Washington, D.C. 2170 Florida

Ave., N.W., Through Dec. 10,

"Much Ado About Nothing."

WILMINGTON
Theatre

:

The Playhouse Theatre. Dec. 9,

The Harkncss Ballet of New York.

Baltimore Choral Arts Society.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

Monday-Friday SERVING
7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. Kent and Queen Anne's

Saturday Counties

7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. Chestertown — Galena

Sunday
Church Hill

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. Welcome Students

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

5
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

nd aim ort : Friday

Almost on Friday, Soul is jazz,

Often jazz and soul are one: Ray
Charles, Junior Walker and the

All- Stars, Jimmy Smith — is

MOJO soul or jazz? Herbic Mann
Bcnnie Good-

Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong embraces the audience's enthusiastic ap-

plause at a recent performance in the Wilmington Playhouse Theatre.

Goucher College Kraushaar Audi-

torium. Dec. 17, 8:30 P.M. Bach's

"Christmas Oratorio."

Peabody Prep. Senior Choir

Christmas Concert. Peabody Con-

The Harkn
York. Lyric Theater. D>

P.M. "Tchaikovsky," a

ballet, "Sebastian," a dramatic bal-

let, and "Time Out of Mind," an

abstract ballet.

National Ballet. Lyric Theater.

Dec. 16 & 17, 3 P.M. "The Nut-

Opera:

P.M. and Dec. 17, 2:30 P.M.

"Amah! and the Night Visitors"

by Cian-Carlo Menotti.

Theater:

Morris A. Mechanic Theatre. Be-

ginning Dec. 11 (one week only),

"How to Be a Jewish Mother."

Godfry Cambridge, Molly Picon.

Dec. 18-Jan. 6 "The Fantasticks."

Center Stage. North at Charles.

Dec. 26, "A Man's A Man" by

Bertroit Brecht. Musical satire on

war. Dec. 28, 29, "Waiting for

Codot" by Samuel Baeckett. Dec.

17, 19, 20, 21, 27, "Hamlet" di-

rected by Douglas Scale. Dec. 30,

"Pictures in the Hallway" by Sean

O'Casey. Dec. 22, 23, 30, 31,

"The Member of the Wedding" by

McCullers.

He
he ;

soul

brother then brother to soul. If

forget what the music is called and
listen to the music we, as soul

brothers, can enjoy Herbic Mann.

The Senate has successfully at-

tempted to represent complete

student desires and is to be con-

gratulated.

Respectfully submitted,

James McGrath

P. S. Sam and Dave are coming
to Baltimore.

Hemlock Patch
(Continued from Page 2)

find in few places, and to the ex-

tent that I have overcome them I

have used an opportunity to mat-

ture. If the responses I am getting

any indication, I must believe that

my professional values are vindi-

cated. But most important, I have

come to know a feeling for people

that has its ground in the fullest

exchange of what people can com-
municate. It is a source of great

satisfaction to know that when the

pressures were on I did not let

these people down.

A Column
(Continued from Page 2)

still believe those profs are eag-
erly waiting to scan your gramma-
tically horrendous theories about
hypothetical problems)

, a semes-
ter's worth of reading in master-
plots and old test files, expircment
write ups (they say Psychology is

a science), and other tedious items.

After your ear has been thoroughly
chewed off with someone's plans to

buckle down and cram, you may
hear a vague mumble about hav-
ing no money to buy presents, or
no dress to wear to the dance, or
no New Year's Eve date yet!

It would seem as if the tinsel

has also undergone dev.ilmtinn.

What is this? Don't bee a loutish

bore! There are bigger and better
things happening in the world be-
yond confines of these college walls.

If it's a real effort, you could
cheat and look through Time mag-
azine briefly. Odis Reding died:

Black Christmasites may boycott
Santa Claus; Graduate is not al-

ways deferable. Cheery, huh?
oi ,. Must up
cheery note. The Beatle's

bum. Let them take you to the

Mysterland . . . but be sure to

come back and fill out your income
tax return forms, schedules and
throw in a few resolutions, for

sake, of course.

balls up in those boncy sockets a
bit, you'll find that I did just about
what I said I was trying not to

du, that is be bitter or tooth

grinning witty. Which all goes to

: oh absiirdiiiu! that

the >

will entertain speakers in the future

to discuss the moral implications

in the "Santa Claus is dead"

phrase. Who would have thought

that God died years ago?

In all seriousness (kidding aside

line)—Merry Christmas and to all,

an all-night!

Merry Christmas

The Weekend Look
(seven days a week)

Fori hipping a lund own or lollipoppin

111 rough for all don'l-dross

Viner cas lals ar lOe-in. [iisl ri

for Ih casually lothe -con cious look yo

love- villi a sups rbnor . I...1 ncc bred into

body, s Ichcd inl< the seams, splashed in lo

look again shad ngs.

V;Ms
BARRETT SHOE STORE

V_ Kent Plaza
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Review

.

the attention to Play that it de-

served, However, the problem is

difficult, because a break in the

proceedings would have entirely

destroyed the mood. One solution

would have been to eliminate one

of the pieces. Also, the music was

. long. The thirty minutes could

dctr

reduce

•''I
1 " 1

.i.lii.

STAMP IT!

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Start thinking

about insurance

now .

The longer

you wait,

the higher

the rate!

.I students f>>r Nev

Monroe Hudson
SPECIAL AGENT

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Bus: 778-1G88

Res: 778-2888

Myers

.

6. What :

Resounding Success

Other than overbearing length,

success. The Dramatics Workshop

presented a very successful dual

production of Hello, Out Then-

last year and this year, have com-

pletely surpassed last year's work.

More of these student creations

need to be seen at the college and

should be encouraged constantly.

Much of the evenings distinction

must be attributed lo Carl Gamba
— whose talent as actor, director,

of the entire pro-

ighl a new height

the dramatics de-

(Continued from Page 4)

in artichoke?

fruit

b. a vegetable

c. a fat man in a sweaty blue plastic suit

7. Who said: "Cleanliness is next to Godliness" and "Two
Showers a Day Keeps the Doctor Away"?

a. Mr. Clean

b. Dr. Spock
c. "Binger" Marion

8. Woodlawn is correctly associated with which of the

following:

a. a cemetery

b. an old peoples' rest home
c. J.D. Hall

9. Who was elected The Man of the Year by the American

Dental Association?

a. Frank the toothless Wonder
b. Granny Goodwitch
c. Cool McCool

10.Who wrote the famous Broadway hit show "Stop the Roll,

I want to Shoot"

a. Johnny Mercer
b. Tom Polvinale

c. Rodders and Hammerstein
11. Who keeps the Ace Bandage Company and Camergesic

Ointment Corporation solvent?

a. Larry Martin
b. Green Bay Packers

c. Boston Bniins

12. Who is the world's fastest human?
a. Dave Bruce

b. Number 2

c. Bob Hayes
13.What is the Geisch?

a. a shaggy dog
b. a rare tropical disease

c. a three time loser

14. If you saw a sign which read Bump, what would you

look for?

a. a sharp indenture in the roadway
log so as to have a bump on the log

i your pencils and mail your

Bonnett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer— Farah

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

HOU
Overlooking

Vorton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietoi

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p-m.

Closed on Mondays

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperback— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE 213 DRIVE-IN
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 md 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

"Honey Pot"
Also

NEIL CONNERY

"Operation

Kid Brother"

"The Family Way"

1:15 P.M.
Phone 556-6152

Admission: Adults $1.00

Children (Under 12) Free
OPEN FRI. - SAT. . SUN. ONLY

"Mummy's Shroud"
2

"Devil's Own"
3

"Crawling Eye"

School Days MeafiS.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St., Chestertown, M

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

i.;js85k:.

gj^*$$&$&i\ -as

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

!4S High Str.it |Downto«n|

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEM8ER FDIC
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Gibson Approves WRA 'Key' Plan
Installation Problems Require

Changes In Original Proposal
By Jeannette Shipway

nen students last Friday, Pros-

it Daniel Z. Gibson approved

:y system proposal of the Wom-
Ri'sicli.-m v Association to per-

senior women and those over
in determine their own cur-

Malled

th(

The operational feasibility of the

system still remained in doubt
doubt yesterday morning, howev-
er. After talking to the mainte-

nance department at the Universi-

ty of Maryland where the card-

key system was used, Supervisor

Clayton McGarvey said that the

original WRA proposal to use

this plan would be impractical.

Regular Locks
Instead special Best locks, the

ivpe now in use on campus, will

or of each

ritories for

'hich regular keys, made by the

maintenance department, will be
used. According to McCarvcy,
"this system will be less expensive

and quicker to install, and the

keys cannot be duplicated by any
locksmith in the area.

The key issued to each partici-

pant in the program can be used
only to enter the designated door
in her dormitory. If a key is lost,

the core to the lock can be quick-

ly changed, and new keys issued

at a minimal cost.

Two Year EfTort

The acceptance of the WRA key

!,!, .

Dorm Prank Results

In Extensive Damage
By Bert Bogash

Two unidentified Somerset n

great deal of I

mm.
At approximately four a.m. Sun-

day, according to Dean Carl Wcs-
Irrdahl, the two pranksters systema-

tically "... plugged the drains

of each shower on the first and
second floors of Somerset and al-

Extensivc Damage
The full extent of the damage

t" the dorm itself is unknown as

Mr. Clayton McGarvey, the Main-
tenance Department head, told The
Elm that there "... may be water

sfill within the walls." This can
p"iMlily cause the plaster to peel

and the ceilings to collapse. It is

further estimated that the cost of

damage lo personal effects such as

rugs, shoes, and furniture may ex-

ceed one hundred dollars.
,

The flood was discovered be-

tween 7:15 and 7:30 Sunday
morning. The Derm was notified at

10

damage. By that t

ance men and the residents of Som-
erset were involved in cleaning up

reportedly confessed to the crime.

At this time informed sources dis-

agree about whether the culprits

were turned in by proctors or stu-

incident is that this kind of horse-

play may have endangered the lives,

of some of the people in the domi.

It almost caused bodily damage
when one hoy discovered that the

control box of his electric blanket

was covered by water. Fortunately

the switch was turned off."

about the situation said "I hate to

see these things happen . . . This

was more malicious than anything."

He added that "... an incident

like this, is hard on the mainten-

ance staff's morale. The floors had
just been stripped and waxed over

the Christmas vacation and now
they are in bad shape."

property loss expenses, it is esti-

mated that the practical joke cost

the college over fifty dollars in ex-

cess water and sewage charges.

posed by WRA in 1966,

Mr. McGarvey has assured
members of WRA that the key
system will be ready for use by
February 6th. A meeting of all

women on campus is scheduled
for that day to explain the de-

tails of the system.

Rules For Use

Keys may be used any night of

the week and will also be issued
to students leaving the campus
overnight or for a weekend if the
student expects to return after dor-
mitory closing. However, 'no keys
will be issued over college vaca-

The keys will be kept in a
locked security box and a partici-

pant may check hers out from
10:30 a.m. until one-half hour be-

fore dorms closing. Keys must
then be returned to the security

box by 10 a.m. the following morn-
ing, at which time they will be
checked by the Residence Direc-

Honors Pledge

A student participating in the

program must sign an honors
pledge stating that she will "up-
hold the Self-Limited Curfew Pol-

icy" and "undertake the responsi-

bility of the success of the sys-

tem." Misuse of the system, such

as lending or borrowing of keys,

(Continued on Page 5)

SGA Readies Form
To Evaluate Profs
Senate's Teacher Evaluation

Committee is putting final touches

on the questionnaire which will be

distributed to students at the be-

ginning of the second semester.

The questionnaire will be exam-
ined by psychology professors How-
ard Grumptelt and Dwight Kirk-

patrick, and will then be presented

to Senate for approval. Mary Sue
Blevins and Edward Wortcck, co-

chairmen of the Senate committee,

stated that the printed evaluations

should be distributed to students

before Spring vacation.

Same Format
The questionnaire, which has

Senate Group Investigates

Food Service Complaints
Senate's revitalized Food Com-

ivith

bers of the admi:

dinini; hall staff

ing student dissatisfaction with the

College's food services.

Complaints on preparation, as

well as quality and quantity of

food served in the cafeteria were
discussed. Mr. John Linville, Di-

rector of Food Services, expressed

the desire to work with Senate to

improve the situation.

t the Food
has been almost non-

the Student Govem-

Altcrnatives Offered

i effort '

the Dean called a Dorr
ing for all residents of Somerset

'or 6:30 on Monday evening. The
Dean told the gathering of proctors

and residents of Somerset that if

'lie culprits identified themselves

'eforc the group, the onl) action

'dken would be (or them to pay
for the damage.
The Dean offered a second alter-

native: The prankslei

l Tuesday and the

would he punished hy bavin;

'I'en house privileges suspc:

indefinitely.

On Wednesday morning tl

Ui it. i ailed in two suxpec

ded

ment Association took it over last

year, and that he has not been

aware of many of the complaints

brought up at the meeting. He
added that he will make every at-

improve the preparation

Results of the food preference

sheets recently completed by stu-

dents will be sent to Mr. Linville

for this purpose. The Food Com-
mittee has scheduled another

meeting for February 20th, at

which time changes made in the

food services will be evaluated.

Quality Good
To the committee's question if

an increase in the food budget

could substantially improve the

food service, Mr. Linvale answer-

ed that "the quantity could be in-

creased, but the quality of food

is as good as it can be."

The committee also questioned

the administration about budget al-

locations for the dining hall and
said that many students

cover the major areas of teaching

techniques, course content, and
general information on number and
type of blucbooks, readings, and

A special section, designed to re-

flect how much effort the student
has put into the course, will pro-

vide an opportunity for the student
to evaluate himself. An additional

will evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of a department as a
whole, with questions centering

around the courses students would

The questions will be mutiple
choice, with space provided for the

student to make additional com-
ments. The essay part of last year's

questionnaire has been omitted

because students felt that it was
Thee

less biased by providing questions,

or choices within answers, directed

Questions More Direct

Miss Blevins explained that much
of the work in revising the qucs-

has

ques

so students i

several questions at the same time.

She added that "it will probably

take two or three more attempts he-

One problem facing the commit-

tee is that of determining who will

be most objective in writing up the

abstracts. At present they plan to

: field.

the

the will 1

lease a detailed report of the stu-

dent auxiliary budget, which in-

cludes dining hall allocations at a

later date.

"In the meantime," he contin-

ued, "the committee will contin-

ue to push for improvements in

the food service, which has been

a perennial problem at the Col-

ents not directly concerned with the

department may be less biased.

Aid For Students

In addition to providing an aid

for students in selecting courses, the

evaluation is designed to involve

student participation in academic

affairs and to serve as a guide for

faculty members. The committee

also states that a function of the

evaluation should be to make the

then it hasn't performed its func-

student think about what learning

is to him—in other words, to make
{Continued on Page 6)
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Key To Responsibility
The dust seems to have finally settled around the decisioi

to "extend" senior women's curfew hours. The Women's Resi

dence Association presented President Gibson with

for a card-key system which would enal

'

other girls, twenty-one years of age or ok
any time after the regular curfew hour.

President Gibson quickly approved the plan, and sent it to

Mr. McGarvey, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, for

implementation. Mr. McGarvey contacted an acquaintance

at the University of Maryland, where the system was reported

(by Dean of Women Beverly Clark) to be in effect successfully

—and was told that a regular key system, not the card key
system, was in effect.

Mr. McGarvey informed President Gibson of this fact,

and the fact that installation of the system here would be im-

possible without ordering new (expensive) doors (wiring is

concealed within the doors) for the three dorms involved. The
President then informed the WRA that the plan was off. A
few quick calls to the University of Maryland straightened

things out somewhat It seems both systems are in use there

—

one for the sorority women, one for independents.

After further discussion Wednesday afternoon, it was de-

termined that a regular duplicate key system would work best

here, and that die college's maintenance department will be

able to handle the change of locks on the doors, as well as pro-

keys to women who qualify for the program.

) enter the do

Letters To The Editor
Jan. 9, 1968

To The Editor:

During my first four months at

Washington College I have had
very good impressions of this

school, particularly the student

body. Unfortunately iny impres-

sions are rapidly changing. This

i)i,iru;i.- has been mainly the

Somerset ma}
privileges, un

fess. I feel

sure that the

Therefore the

set will lose c

of the "great flood"

can be reasonably

people concerned do

courage to do so.

residents of Somer-

havc occurred in Somerset House
over the last weekend. Saturday

night I was sitting in the room
across the hall with friends when

ightcd firecracker

say, "with deep regrets

s such as these reflect th<

of the student body ir

this institution. I do realize tha

this person or group of people i

but

Fortu: tely did

-lie.

go off. Later that night

The Women's Residence Association, the Dean of Women,
and the other parties who have worked a long time to be given

the opportunity to test such a system deserve the college's thanks

—and cooperation, to insure a successful system. It is up to the

women who participate in the system to demonstrate that they

are capable of handling the responsibility which accompanies

a plan such as this.

A Matter Of Integrity

It is the policy of the faculty Committee on Appointments
and Tenure not to publicize results of their meetings—and
rightly so. If a faculty member chooses to leave Washington
College, or if a department chairman recommends that one of

his colleagues not be rehired, it is the decision of the depart-

ing faculty member involved whether or not anyone outside

the committee knows about his plans. The committee's poli-

cy on this subject protects the integrity of the faculty member.

In the case of Dr. Robert Harder's recommendation that

Stuart Petock (in his second year at the college) not be re-

hired next fall, nothing has been officially stated as to why this

action was taken. In fact, at the time Petock was informed of

the decision, he was not given any reason either. Why not?

Because, in this case, it appears that a personality conflict

between two members of a department is sufficient grounds for

dismissal—and that no serious breach of academic or depart-

mental standards is involved, and this was "understood" to be
the reason. This is not the first time a member of the philosophy

department has been dismissed—two others in the last five years

have also been fired—but there have been, on the surface at

least, reasons sufficient to warrant or justify Dr. Harder's actions.

The job of a department chainnan entails many responsibil-

ities, and includes intangibles alon-j with specific standards for

running a good department. With no apparent academic rea-

son for recommending Petock's dismissal, it is doubtful that the

highest standards are, in fact, being maintained.
Given the special circumstances which surround this case,

the Elm feels it would be in the best interests of all concerned
if Dr. Harder would publicly proclaim his reasons for firing

Petock. The integrity of both men stands to gain, not

Luckily :

arly the

The best of all

hours of Sunday morning some de-

mented half-wit or half-wits clog-

ged the drains in the showers and

turned them on full blast in, two

sections of the dorm. It was any-

thing but funny the next morning

when people got out of bed to

find their rooms flooded, and such

hems as text books, notebooks,

suit of the above mentioned ma-

liciousness and hooliganism. I also

sincerely hope that this sort of

ill cease. Washington Col-

and clothir

sthing of the stu-

dent whose electric blanket con-

trol was on the floor next to his

bed. Once again it was fortunate

that the control was turned off,

otherwise our comedians might

have a death to laugh about. Need

of work that had to be done by

the maintenance staff to repair the

damage created by these very fun-

offer than many
We should all be very

i be students of this school.

, the college is here for us.

Sincerely,

John Knight

Somerset West

British Students

Bid Farewell
To The Editor:

tould like to thank the Col-

all the friendliness and hos-

that we have encountered

jur semester at Washington

It has been an amazingly

all farewell.

e would be greatly honored if

would all remember that you
two friends in England who

Exchange students frcm \

University, England,

Patrician Johnstone

Peter Beamish

Students Protest

Petock Desmissal
To The Editor:

At one time, I thought that a

college or university was a place

where people learned through the

exchange of ideas, and that it was

a place where this exchange was

of much greater importance than

certain other things, such as per-

sonality or eccentricity of the per-

sons involved in this exchange. Ap-
parently this is not so at Wash-

ington College, for the college has

fired Mr. Stuart Petock for no

other reason, I think, than that he

We v,

lege for

pitality

during i

College.

happy s

Im.UM nl of the weekend. who >., are ack in England.

mM
"x^

A weatherbeaten longshoreman fishing off the West Coast of Son

brings in a freah haul brought by the recent abnormally high tide.

Hemlock Patch
-By Stuart Petock-

Christmas night, prone on the

sofa and barely recovering from the

effects of too heavy food with

which I gourged myself, I was

projecting my dyspepsia on the

- and wheels.

ivhich i (For

of : by
tcmplattng which aspect of the

holiday I found most offensive. I

was ready to flip a coin to choose

that offended the

the lucky

songs, and the fraudulant spirit

that at once proclaims "good will

toward men" and tolerates the pov-

erty and the conditions that per-

petuate poverty in city slums, that

at once proclaims "peace on earth"

and tolerates Attila the Texan. As

I was about to abdicate the power

of choice, the field of light that

makes up the screen of my sis-

ter's color television took the shape

of a highway patrolman about to

preach driver safety and traffic

I thought that perhaps this would

be an ad whose message was that

one should apply a measure of

sanity in choosing a car, but the

man debarrasscd me of my misun-

derstanding by saving the clarify-

ing point for the end.)

The second car was an ambu-
lance. In showing this not too sleek

vehicle the man praised the peo-

ple who staffed it, saying that

they do what they can, which is

considerable, to save life and min-

imize suffering. (You can see how
this could support my misunder-

standing.) The third car was a

hearse, and the explanation con-

sisted of making the point that

sometimes the people who staff the

second i

needs t

"fit

mg othci things, "not fit-

that Dr. Harder,

the man ultimately responsible for

Mr. Petock's dismissal, does not

fully approve of the way Mr.

Petock teaches philosophy. Cer-

tainly, Mr. Petock is not being

fired because he hinders the ex-

change of ideas at Washington Col-

lege, and this, to me, should be

the only basis for the dismissal of

a college professor, else academic

Would Dr. Harder be willing to

Harder who should be dismissed

—by hindering the exchange of

ideas by firing Mr. Petock.

Me

nany other inlet tiou.s

be isolated, or, if given

can spread and destroy the

i body in which it is housed,

ocrity is a spectre, sometimes

can be exercised and destroyed; if

invisible, it has the power to en-

feeble entire bodies of people. We.

here at Washington College, are

very fortunate, indeed! Every so

often, this disease, this spectre, be-

|y. We are fortunate, because now,

we have the opportunity to grapple

with this problem honestly and

openly; if we so choose.

(Continued on Page 5)

Myking Clarifies

Elm Statements
To The Editor:

"It is difficult to say what in-

spired this move," I said. "On most

campuses this plan would be con-

sidered revolutionary. Here it just

happened." For making these few

remarks about the attendance of

students at faculty committee meet-

ings, I have reportedly shown "total

lack of comprehension of any con-

tinuity of effort." My remarks "re-

flect attitudes that

; short of the

of

: than merely inaccurate

although they certainly

My remarks thus in-

tation, anger and disap-
1 from former Student

it Association officers.

hanced by riding only i

I this

death. Happily, I discovered that

there was no need lo delegate my
decision to chance.

What the man on the t

said was that there wer by driving c

kinds of cars in which on makes most likely c

holiday trips. The first, a little (Contin

Government t

The progressive and quiet substan

rial ideas and experiments of th<

past few years have been "lost am
therefore rendered impotent by th«

subscription lo just the

Aftct

.plied"

(Italics mine) by my remarks.

brief clarification, the

der can possibly agree that the

ase "must be implied" should be

n be implied." My short state-

(Continued on Page 5)
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Students Analyze Campus Scene
To The Editor:

Thank you for sending The
to us. We enjoy the paper
much and usually read it from e

y\»-r.-. and-
ible excitement and justifiable

iridc at the recently reported sue-

:ess and improvements at Washing-
:on College. Wc share these feel-

ind offer our congratulation*.

Sev. i and .

Collet had . i.drul

-ilth'-u-

they arc certainly both. They
evidence a total lack of comprehen-
sion on the part of the Editor of

the Elm and President Myking, and
Miss Barrett, of any continuity of

effort and demonstrate an inexcus-

able disregard for farts. There has

been a student effort to gain more
ivspmisibility and power and to im-

prove all facets of campus life: and
the inclusion of students on faculty

committees did not "just happen"

—it was not a sudden and unex-

pected gift bestowed on a complete-

student body. Quite

. be :

ne of the results of

a very optimistic and energetic atti-

tude which has been operating on

the campus: an attitude which en-

tails an awareness of certain funda-

mental principles of student power
and responsibility. Apparently both

the attitude and the principles have

been abandoned by or are beyond
the comprehension of President

Myking. Editor Heymann and Miss

Inaccurate Reporting

Of the three statements Miss

Barrett's can be handled most sim-

ply. It is a clear case of inaccurate

reporting. She says that the joint

MRA-WRA judiciary was suggest-

ed by the WRA (basically a special

interest group) at a meeting with

Dean Westerdahl; when in fact it

was presented to the WRA at a

meeting with Dean Westerhald as

part of the more comprehensive

SGA plan for complete, campus-

wide judiciary reform. It is also,

we believe, very symptomatic of

tinuity of effort or to see the broad

attempts made by many people to

improve student life and increase

the role of the student in campus

Lack of Perspective

The by

provements, but certain of these

events and individuals must here be

included so that their influence

might be recognized.

In the term of Bob Eisenbud
(1964-1965) the Senate undertook
the task of reorganizing itself and
decided on

expressed in the Octc

however, have distressed us greatly.

We refer directly to: the article

headlined "Residence Councils Re-
veal Joint Plans" written by Jaia

Barrett which states, referring to

the plan for a combined MRA-
WRA judiciary to handle cases in-

volving a couple, "a proposal for

this joint board was made by WRA
last spring at a meeting with Dean
Westerdahl"; the editorial entitled

"Student Power", the first para-

graph of which stated "Washin

demonstrations for student power.

There has been no heated contro-

vcrsey over the rights of students to

join in the policy making decisions.

One wonders if there is enough
student interest to support any such

enthusiastic display of interest and
concern"; the article headlined

"Faculty Committees To Include

Students", which quotes Steve My-
king, President of the S. G. A., as

saying in reference to the inclusion

of students, "It is difficult to say

what inspired this move. . . . On
most campuses this plan would be

considered revolutionary. Here it

just happened.'

jnts were ones of

iger, and disappointment. Ho\
er, after thought and discussic

: have come to realize that the:

lething much more than mere

Steve Myking and Dick Heyi

are almost a declaration of this lack

of perspective. To l«lieve that

there have been no student demon-

strations for increased power, and

lo believe that substantial improve-

ments simply appear as unrelated

instances, is truly amazing. To ill-

ustrate we have briefly traced some
recent campus history which,

though far from complete, is suffi-

cient to refute both these state-

ments. It would require a great

deal of space to merely list those

individual!, and events we know

Clifford M. Hankcy, a '67 grad-

uate of Washington College, was
president of the Student Govern-
ment Association.

successful effort was made to clari-

fy the existing campus judicial pro-

ceedure. Through the energies of

people like Steve Harper, Hurley
Cox, Jon Segal and Ozzie Hodges.
Senate began to direct its attention

to more basic problems: Senate ef-

fectiveness, individual student re-

sponsibility, and meaningful com-
munication among faculty, student,

and administration. During the

Jon Segal, Senate began to push
for progress in these areas. Sena-

torial financial policy, with the con-

tinuing advice and help of Mr.
Simmons, was scrutinized and im-
provements were made. Adminis-
trative officials, through invitation,

attended various Senate meetings,

initiating a probe into the area of

student rights and responsibilities.

(the infamous Water Street inci-

taTks)"""
1

White Paper

In the Spring of 196G a group of

students and faculty, not formally

associated with Senate, drafted the

"While Paper", a comprehensive

report which clearly defined basic

campus problems, traced their sour-

res and suggested possible solutions.

Central to the mood of the paper

was a call for a new attitude of

cooperation, communication, and
mutual respect. (An analysis of

the "White Paper" would fall far

short of the document itself. We
suggest that those interested, especi-

ally members of the Elm and Sen-

ate, acquaint themselves with the

paper— copies of which, we hope,

are still to be found.) The idea

for the paper came from Fred

Kipnes, Sam Rodar and Phil Stein

after attending a lecture given by

Mr. Cramer, a replacement in the

economics department. Other stu-

dents who participated were Mike
Travieso, Lcn Schrader, Nina
Olear, Bob McMahon, and Jon
Segal ; faculty contributors were

Stewart McCowan and especially

Mr. Richard Rickart, whose influ-

thinkine then and since can hardly

be overestimated.

Goals Set

The completed paper was sub-

mitted to the Senate in the Spring

of 1965 and was unanimously en-

dorsed. At the subsequent issue of

the White Paper there was indeed

would prejudice other more imme-
diately important demands and that

if the changes called for in the

paper were effected, this goat

would follow more naturally and
effectively at a later date.

Defines Campus Problems

Last year's Senate, greatly influ-

enced by both the White Paper
and past Senate Administrations,

continued to define and investigate

basic campus problems. Through
the protracted efforts of people like

Marie Warner (Senate), Dr. Jon
Wakelyn (faculty), Mark Schul-

man (ELM), and Dean Wester-

dahl (administration), and of

course the 40 of 50 students who
compiled the individual course en-

tries, Senate published the first for-

mal evaluation of teachers and
courses. It must be remembered
that this project was under the al-

most constant attention of Senate,

in particular, and through ELM re-

porting, the campus in general.

An equally important development

was the complete re-evaluation and

wide judiciary policy—the first such

This led to another favorable de-

velopment. Wc, as elected officers

of Senate, upon formal request by

Senate, were admitted to a regular

faculty meeting to discuss the im-

plementation of the new judicial

policy as it affected the faculty

membership on the Judiciary

Board. It is both interesting and
important to note that this was not

only the first tune that any Wash-
ingon College student had attended

a college faculty meeting, but, more
importantly, the meeting was ex-

tremely beneficial to both sides and
the faculty seemed likely to wel-

both the administration and facul-

ty, concurrent with, and often as a
result of, student strides, were oc-

curing. The work of Dean Carl
Westerdahl in areas such as college

disciplinary policy and procedure
and, along with student Senator
Bob McMahon. among others, the

MRA, produced much needed im-
provements. The addition of Mr.
Tony Parker and Mr. Mike Travie-

staff,

have confined ourselves to the areas
that wc can speak most accurately
on, since we do not have the bene-
fit of any sources of information

beyond our own memories. Second
we have only limited time and
space. Third even though a search
was made by the White Paper
Committee into Senate minutes and
records, back issues of the Elm and

i of faculty and admin-

the appointment of young and en-

ergetic people to the positions of

Dean of the College and Dean of

members, infoi

: his-

W..i

realization on the part of the Col-

lege Administration and Board of

Visitors and Governors that new
and imaginative approaches arc

needed if the college is to continue

to grow and improve.

President Cooperative

The position of President Dan-
iel Gibson has almost always been,

when presented with lucid, mean-
ingful proposals, one of receptivity,

respect and encouragement, And

areas other than social, the faculty

has taken definite and necessary

steps to extend to a greater degree

its involvement into areas other

than pure academics. In this in-

tion those who have not contri-

buted in some way to the new
mood of involvement. However,

the valuable advice and optimistic

attitude of Dr. Jon Wakelyn, not

only with Senate but with the cam-

pus in general, stands out especially

Many people and incidents have

been unavoidably omitted from this

very brief review. For this apolo-

gies. Although our area of con-

centration does not signify any not-

able achievements before 1964, this

does not mean that we deny or dis-

miss such developments. First we

could not be found. We do
not deny that there has been a con-
tinuum; the mood of unrest and
dissatisfaction which led to the
White Paper did, wc believe, have
causes which go lav back. Most of

the progressive ideas and experi-

ments had been lost and therefore

rendered impotent by the subscrip-

tion to just the point of view that

must be implied by the s

of Myking and Heyman

Clarify Situation

Even with all these re

we believe this short revie

i -iiiiplisbed certain ends; i

£jitoriJ

'Responsible' Reply
In what is most certainly the longest letter to the editor evei

received (or published) by the Elm, two Washington College bilities (if

students express on this page their concern over the factual ac-

curacy, naivite, and "irresponsible nature" of several statements

published in the Elm earlier this year. The Elm is grateful for

the opportunity to review, defend, and amend its earlier state-

has hinted at de-

velopments which have culminated
in present campus cenditions; by
doing these two things it has clear-

ly pointed up the gross inaccuracy

of the statements o[ M/kirv; and
Heymann. W fail lo sec what
method of reasoning or colhc.hn cf

facts led to the assertions (hat there

have been no efforts toward stu-

dent power or that the inclusion of

students on faculty committees mys-
teriously and unexpectedly happen-

ed.

But labeling these beliefs inaccu-

rate is not enough, because they are

much worse than that. Their dan-

gerously reactionary' and obviously

irresponsible nature must not go
urn ballenged or, we hope, uncor-

rected.

Emphasize Responsibility

In many ways the efforts of stu-

dents have been aimed at demo-
i raii/.ing various aspects of campus
society. These efforts have involv-

ed striving for increased student

rights; but with rights go rcsponsi-

. of

>bei

At the risk of oversimplification, it seems that Messrs. Han-
key and Jackson ( the former served as SGA President last year,

the latter has returned to the college for the second semester,

having spent the first at the University of Warwick in England)

have' attempted to show that the

most faculty committees here did

phrase the way Mr. Myking (currei

They presume to show that

approved

to that effect w;

five" (a word s

Hogwash.
The Elm

sponsible" and
'

several tho

• include students

ot "just happen"—to para-

: President of the SGA) put

arious student government

;r the past five or so years

• the :

intains its former position (however "irre-

informed" that may be—even though we are

liles closer to where the action is—or isn't)
;

ill feel that the decision was made without the pres-

sure of any "heated controversy over the rights of students to

join in the policy-making decisions"—to quote the original edi-

torial on the subject. That fact is just that—fact. No one may

correctly assert that such controversy ever took place. Discussion,

yes. Perhaps even arguing—but a campus wide controversy simp-

ly did not occur. The authors of the letter themselves indicate

how small the group of people who composed the "White Paper"

was. This was one major point of the editorial statement—which

we do not see fit to change.

We do, however, see fit to step back and comment again on

the decision itself—or, more properly, what was meant by the

decision. We were under the impression that students would

actually serve on the committees—attend all meetings as regular

members. Instead, the students selected to "serve" are to be

available for a meeting at which their opinions (personal and

as representatives of the student body) may be asked. This,

obviously, is quite different from our original interpretation of

the decision. The significance of the difference is that we are not

really "in the very front" of the vanguard of colleges to make

similar, liberalizations in their attitude towards "student power".

Numerous statements in the letter are exaggerations or mis-

statements: who ever described the college student body as "com-

pletely apathetic"? When did the Elm or Steve Myking i

body else say that "thtre have been no efforts t

power"? (Emphasis ours).

The Elm will not attempt to answer every .

letter; we hope our position has been restated clearly and firmly

enough for the moment, and trust that this exchange will give

rise To further reaction and comments from the two authors,

the faculty, students, and adn

.vards student

formed. To make unfounded and

lo shirk this responsibility, thereby

denying one of the principles upon

which student power is based,

Lack of accurate information and a

tradition of confused inaction were

formidable, ohsiui lis to be overcome

in the efforts to accomplish the

gains thus far made; it would seem

that Editor Heymann and President

Myking have, albeit unconsciously,

made strides toward re-esiablishiiu;

both these obstacles.

Progress Made
We think it can be seen that

improvements and progress were

made when people began to reject

the attitude that things just hap-

pen, and when they began to real-

ize that there were basic, causes to

existing conditions — a realization

that these conditions would not im-

prove themselves, that they must be

understood and investigated. With

this came an understanding of the

"why" of the various conditions

and opinions. Disagreement moved

from the area of personalities and

prejudices towards the area cf ccn-

cepts and principles. Most impor-

tant, there emerged in the student

body, especially in the Senate, an

attitude of awareness, of init-.at.i-c,

of determined and responsible ac-

tion. The key word is initiative;

this is the crucial ingredient which

which is so important to the effort

lo expand student power and re-

sponsibility. The quality cf initia-

in the student power "movement"

(wc use this word only for lack of

a better one) at Washington. The

change in attitude can justifiably be

dently in serious danger of being

lost or reversed, judging from the

total lack of even a feint of any of

the qualities of this basic pro-

irressivism in the published state-

ments of two of the students who

keeping it alive and healthy. Make

(Continued on Page 5)
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Sho 'menLoseEighth
To Visiting Wagner
The Washington Varsity basket

ball team won one and lost foui

contests since the last edition a

the Elm, dropping their record

2-9. After keeping thi

in the first half of each ball game.

U-

SI,.. to la* the

second half drive needed for the

victory.

In a game played on December
15th, the Sho'mcn dropped an
84-62 decision to Bridgcwater. The
Bridi!(.'ivatt*i i lub methudkally
picked apart the Washington 2-3

zone and rarely shot from beyond

Intramural Action
Breaks for Exams

Vi'U male, playing his

t game of the year, almost

i;li--h;uided!y kept the Sho'men
the hall game, with a 29 point

)rt to lead all scorers.

their fifth consecutive victory this

The undefeated KA's complete-

ly dominated the game, as At
Strcehnan meshed 23 points, and
Cam Smith and Gee Hibberd hit

for 18 and 15, respectively. The
rebounding was all KA as the

lea giie-1 cade rs kept one full game
ahead of Lambda A, now 4-1, af-

ter defeating the Outcasts, 53-35.

Comeback At Half

An 18-17 halflime lead for the

Lambdas exploded into a 53-35

rout, as all five starters netted

between eight and thirteen points

The change in the second half

was due to the speed and rebound-

ing of the Lambda five. Woody
Snyder wasted 18 counters for (he

In the only other A league con-

test, Phi Sigma Kappa outlasted

Thcta Chi, as Bruce Miller, Jay
Schwartz, and Jon Topodas all

contributed ten points to the Sig

cause. Steve Ogilvy was the game
high scorer for the Thetas with

In B league I

Birds, last year's

undefeated by
nearest competitor and last year's

runner-up, SIF, 44-23. Todd Mul-
venny led (he Doo Birds with 15

points and playmakcr Tom Marsh-
all netted eight. The Doo Birds

by

tied 28-28 at (he end of regula-

tion time. Triple S were edged

by KA B, 36-34. Ed Boardmcn
high-scored with 13 points for the

winners and Rich Holloway had
nine points. John Flato hooped 14

for (he KA's. four in overtime.

The Zonk Squad picked up their

lecond win, 38-22, over THOU,
with Tom Whitson high-scoring

with 15 (allies, Mitch Bronson hit

for eight for the Zonks, as did

Rich Buck for the losing THOU.
The Super Six forfeited them-

selves out of the league as they

failed to appear for their game
with (he Sig B team. Their un-

victorious record may have influ-

enced (heir second straight ab-

87-67. Coming back from vaca-

tion on only one full practice,

Coach Elliot's men were cold and

managed only ten field goals in

(he first half when they (railed

37-28.

Weslern Maryland completely

dominated the second half with a

good fast break and some fine

shooting to outscore the Sho'men

80-39 to put the game on ice.

Larry Martin, constantly improv-

ing in the backcourt, led all scor-

ers with 21 points. Other Sho'men

in double figures were Dave Bruce

with 12, Polvinale with 11, and

Gary Myers with 10.

Lose To Hopkins

On Saturday night, the Wash-

ington club lost a heartbreaker to

Hopkins by a score of 80-75. In

the first half the Sho'men seemed

to have everything going for them.

A quick zone defense coupled with

some fine shooting, enabled the

Marshall,Madden,Pichitino Win
For Shore Grapplers at Home
On Saturday. January 6, the

Waslinietoii Cnl|f(ff wrestling learn

opened its home mat season with a

disappointing 31-13 loss to Calh-

olic University.

The Sho'men were somewhat

hampered by the loss of usual

starters both Sandy Snyder and
Francis Filipi due to injuries. Had
these two been able to participate

the match would certainly have

been much closer.

Early Lead
As in their previous two match-

es the Sho'men grapplers jumped
off to an early lead in the early

matches. In the 123-lb. match Tom
Marshall got the team off to a
great start when he pinned his op- .

ponent early in the second period.

Tom's adversary proved to be

very adept at "running away," and

(here were no takedowns in the

first period. When the wrestlers

-.:,,

Crowd Pleaser

The Sho'men continued on the

right track in the 130-lb. class as

Jim Piihitino pinned his opponent

late in the third period. It was a

real "crowd pleaser" due to the

fact (hat the pin occurred in the

last second of the match.

Jim took control of his opponcnl

early and there was never any
-question as to who was the bet-

ter wrestler. Jimmy just had to

hide his time and wait for the

best opportunity to shoot for the

pin and that is exactly what he

did. This made the team score

10-0 in favor of Washington Col-

lege and the hometown crowd was

really starting to buzz.

In the 137-lb. class, Jerry Luhn,

subbing for Sandy Snydi

in a very credible perfo:

ned

latches, but la

University adversary.

At 145 lbs., Brooks Jackson set

op with a really tough boy. Brooks

made a great effort through the

early part of the match but was

unable to resist a pin in the latter

stages.

Madden Wins Third

The final high point of the day

came in the 156-lb. class as Mark
Madden won his third straight

match by a 3-0 decision. Mark's

very strong opponent was able to

resist a takedown in the first pe-

riod although there were many
close calls near the edge of the

Early in the second period

Mark executed an escape to take

a 1-0 lead. In the third period he

"rode his opponent out" and re-

ceived two points for riding time

making the final score 3-0. At this

point the team score was 13-8 in

favor of Washington College.

Tide Turned

From this point on, it was all

downhill for the Sho'men. First,

co-captain Dave Boulden was pin-

ned in the 161-lb. class. Next Pete

Betz was pinned in the 167-lb.

class. Freshman Joel Benisch,

wrestling at 177 pounds, was pin-

At this point, Senior John Mil-

ler, substituting for the injured

Francis Filipi, turned in a credit-

ible performance for Washington

College in (he 191 -lb. class and
lost a close decision (o his Cath-

olic University opponent.

The finale of the match was a

duel between two huge heavy-

weights.

ned freshman Rick Holloway
the second period bringing the

final score to 31-13 in favor of the

Gary Myers was four for five

from the floor in the first half,

but he also picked up four fouls

which hampered bis effectiveness.

The tide turned in the second half

when Hopkins, getting a lift from

their reserve guard Hal Thome,
rallied to tie the score at 49-49

and never trailed again. Frank

Marion led the Sho'men with 22

points, while Larry Martin added

14.

Powerful Wagner
On Monday night the Sho'men

met a heavily favored Wagner
team in Russell Gym. Wagner
seemed to be a little overconfi-

dent and the Sho'men, playing

some fine basketball, gained a

32-31 half-time lead against their

much tallert opponent.

Frank Marion went on a scor-

ing spree, tallying the first ten

Sho'men points, and picked up a

total of 17 in the first half. He
was also charged with four fouls

in the half and managed only four

[join befoi t..uli>

early in (he second half.

Wagner's fast break and full

court press broke the game open

in the second half and (he final

score was 79-61. Marion was high

scorer for the Sho'men with 21

Beat Dickinson

On Wednesday, Washington

finally broke its losing streak by

defeating Dickinson by a score of

83-69. The Sho'men had their

fast break clicking and blew out

a 40-27 half-time lead and were

never headed,

Larry Martin, hitting from the

outside and off the end of the

fast break, led all scorers with 25

points. Marion added 21.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. 11:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Chestertown — Galena

Church Hill

Welcome Students

Bonnett's
Your Every Need in

Levi's— Gant Shirts

Downtown

Dept. Stare
>ress & Casual Clothes

— Crickcteer— Farah

Chester town, Md.

HOIS i

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

10 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

&
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575
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Scott Stone Cites Issues

In Black Power Struggle
"Condiiions have become worse,"

slated Scott Stone, Seriate sponsor-

ed Black Power speaker in Hyn-
son Lounge on January 4th. The
militant Black Power advocate, a

student at the University of Min-
jresented his i

est black movi it. thi-

t;ood for black peoples in Ame
tan society". The movement cot

hats "white chauvinism" and "i

(.iterance of other cultures".

Connotations

More specifically, Black Pow
lias three separate coi

Black Powei
alth i

the black man's place in

i society. Economic insti-

tutions must be built to challenge

white domination. Mr. Stone re-

peatedly stressed the importance of

the dollar in the United States.

Second, there is evolutionary

Black Power. Mr. Stone denounc-

ed this as gradualism that will get

"a few niggers in the program ev-

ery 50 years"

Key System
(Continued from Page 1)

will result in the automatic revo-

cation of privileges for all violators.

If a violator does not have self-

inning hours privileges she is au-

tomatically deprived of any fu-

ture participation for the duration

of her status as a Washington Col-

udent. Any woman student

and fails to report this, will be

subject to the same penalty as

that of the violator.

Letters to Parents

Letters explaining the system

will be sent to parents of students

eligible for key privileges. Stu-

dents whose parents have submit-

ted written objection to the Dean
of Women's office will not be eligi-

ble to participate.

WRA is also working on a com-

plete curfew plan, proposing a

Uraduated system of special lates

for freshmen, sophomores, and

juniors. Pat Hervey, president of

WHA and spokesman for the group

which met with President Gibson,

explained that the purpose of the

system is to allow students to ac-

• cpt greater responsibility in man-

.iK'ing their personal lives .

Alternate Proposal

The card-key program was

drawn up as an alternate proposal

when President Gibson rejected the

WRA plan to extend weekend cur-

fews for upperclass women to 3

a.m. After reading the WRA key

system proposal. President Gibson

asked only a few questions on de-

tails of the plan before giving his

approval.

He told students at the meeting

that "we all agree that liberty is

a good thing, but let us not begin

cheering until we see what the out-

come of this liberty will be . - .

so I will be sitting on the side-

lines cheering while you girls

work out your fate."

hit considering the black 'man's
tatus, he recognized that violence

n achieve equality.

While Mr. Stone respected mod-

ciety "must be dropped". He laud-

ed moderate leaders for their long

struggle for equality, but said that

a militant posture must now be as-

sumed.

Programs

Commenting on Black Power
programs, he said that leaders

were now planning measures to

augment black political and eco-

nomic power. Black leaders in-

tend to grasp political control in

southern and metropolitan areas

where they have majorities. They
intend to build

the NSA Congi
drug laws, the draft, and black

power. Senate had invited him to

speak at Washington College to

Clarify Issues

Stone was former Black Power
coordinator for NSA group, or-

ganized to educate white students

to what black power is and to

organize black students for the

movement. Because of political

"in-fighting" in the student organ-

ization, Stone has resigned his po-

,u,li .

out slumlords.

Mr. Stone took advantage of this

speaking engagement to announce

his departure from the National

Student Association. He states the

NSA made a policy statement on
Black Power but failed to give

him the money and staff to con-

vert the words into action.

"I know where I stand with

George Wallace and Bull Connor,

but the NSA leaders were decep-

tive. Black students have no pow-

er in the NSA."
In long-range terms, what about

the future ? Mr. Stone warns
spiritual

destruction of

s we kn<

K.A. Party

Children from the Murphy
School in Delaware were honored
guests at the annual Kappa Alpha
Christmas Party held in the Stu-

!~i
dent Activities Center on Saturday,

December 17th. Approximately 25

children attended the afternoon

party, which was climaxed by a

Christmas dinner, compliments of

Mr. Linvi lie, Santa Glaus visited

the gathering, distributing tfifts to

the guests which were bought by
the frsLcrnity.

Letters To The Editor
Petock Dismissal

(Continued from Page 2)

The student in a liberal arts

college, especially a small one, has

the opportunity to extract a truly

first rate education from that col-

lege if he is willing to be diUgent

and honest with himself. However,

the same student has the option

to elect a mediocre education, to

take the easy course and to merely

get by. The student has this

choke, so long, and only so long,

as there are two types .of courses

to choose from. At the present

time, here at Washington Col-

lege, there is a choice. But

the scope of that choice is slowly

but surely being decreased. I feel

that it is the responsibility of everj

student to object to this phenorn-

The dismissal of Professor Stuart

Petock, is a case in point. This

case, however, is only a symptom

of the far greater disease. Only

now, as is often the case, are stud-

ents beginning to Realize what Prof.

Petock had to offer, and now it is

too late. In a larger sense, the

students in this case arc as much
to blame as the other personalities

invloved. The dwindling of the size

of Prof. Petock's classes is indica-

tive of the choice of many students:

the easy way. But, with time, this

problem might have been over-

lize. He has served as one striking

example of what mediocrity can do.

He is leaving, but many of us are

remaining. It would be tragic if

Prof. Petock's dismissal faded into

history. If that happens, if med-
ocre minds arc allowed to destroy

the students' chance for excellence,

if mediocre men arc allowed to dis-

miss and drive away those who
have a sense of responsibility and

dedication, then the only prognosis

is Mediocrity.

What will happen, no one can

predict. But I don't think we can

of

lack of ''basic progressivism."

fully support the course and leachc

evaluation, liberalization of socia

policies, student participation ii

discussions at faculty committei

meetings. Is this "reactionary"?

Let iefly

chance. We
the case of Prof.

Petock, — it may be too late.

Michael R. Young

Former Philosophy Major

Myking Clarifies

(Continued from I *2)

ment quoted from the October 20

issue of the Elm has been miscon-

strued, so I shall "correct" it. The
inclusion of students on faculty

committees at this campus came
from a derision of the present Dean
of the College. It was an idea that

was derived from his past exper-

ience at the University of Pennsyl-

.11 ; rith

But, - ,
the,

nissal of Prof. Petock is,

however, only an overt sign of

mediocrity. There is a far greater

problem under the surface. The
I,., ally <>l this iiisliniii"n li.r. ..>m>'

truly great minds. There arc men
and women teaching at Washington

College, who coud easily find posi-

tions at other colleges or univer-

sities. But how long will these peo-

ple remain on the faculty of Wash-

ington College? Needless to say,

they will remain only so long as

they can fend off mediocrity. When
mediocrity is in its terminal stages,

when it begins to eat up all the

fresh air here, then, one by one,

these people will begin to leave. It

is our duty to support these great

minds and to come to grips with

Prof. Petock has done more for

former S.G.A. officers here. In this

context did student attendance at

faculty committee meetings "just

happen." A new Dean's arrival,

coupled with a decision to include

students on faculty committees, pro-

duced the phrase "just happened."

I obviously do not deny the role

of his own experience in his de-

ported "lack of perspective." The
evaluation first came out fast year

after the idea was tossed around

by a few students (that idea which

had been considered and made a

reality at other schools before its

appearance at Washington Col-

lege). I am quite aware of the im-

portance of past dialogue on this

subject. 1 have appointed two

capable co-chairmen to handle the

evaluation this year. The psycho-

logy professors have been consulted

as well as several other faculty

members in order to improve it.

Our efforts and direction come
from the last year's evaluation and

our perception of its weaknesses. Is

this lack of perspective?

One idea that has motivated me

ment as an elected officer is the

important role of the interest group

at Washington College. I have con-

veyed this idea to faculty members

and the Student Senate. A student,

because of his own inclinations,

volunteers to participate in one or

more of the many campus organiza-

tions. He focuses his attention on

those group activities. Because of

his interest and the outlet for his

own talents, activity in that group

contributes a great deal to his "con-

with the College environ-

So I encouraged the Senate

rease substantially the funds

to clubs this year. The Sen-

quelling the "anger" of those two

men. If this is not so, I anxiously

await any questions they or any

students may have.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen T. Myking, President

Student Government Association

Campus Progress
(Continued from Page 3)

ber of administration, faculty, and

students needs to be made aware of

both the need for participation, and

the context of past and present de-

velopments and brought into the

process of improving campus condi-

tions, or else future achievements

along these lines may well be bmit-

ed to empty proclamations and

meaningless structures. We firmly

believe that this point is so central,

so very basic, that too much em-

phasis cannot be placed on it It

is only by a firm realization of its'

basic importance that any truly

worthwhile improvements like the

inclusion of students on faculty

committees can come about in the

Clifford M. Hankcy
Oxford University

Oxford, England

Richard E. Jackson

University of Warwick

Covt
England

,
Warkwickshir

.,n this

and which

Orgai

student attendance at faculty

metinegs dsirable. I do not deny

cause and effect relationships.

This act would have been con-

sidered "revolutionary" on other

campuses. At some colleges and

universities, attendance at faculty

committee meetings and the like

would be difficult to obtain. Be-

greater club ac

Is this lack of perspective?

We can appreciate the concern

the past officers have for Washing-

ton College students. But under

my remarks is overdone. It is melo-

dramatic. The ideas they convey

reveal intensive thought on their

part as to the role of student gov-

ernment on a college campus. We
can thank them for sharing their

sights.

irks hav<

Maryland students who took

the State Scholarship exams in

November, 1967, and who wish

Senatorial Scholarship begin-

ning in September, 1968, must

file an application with their

State Senator. Appropriate ap-

plication forms are now avail-

able in the Office of Adr

Lil .lU'li'

State Si

to March 15, coui

a student from scholarship i

sideration.

Students currently recei'

senatorial scholarship assists

do not have to apply for

newal of their awards.
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Pam Performance Climaxes

Lambda Cinema Arts Festival
By Donald Dolce

The Lambda Lads nf West Hall

presented a pre-Exam cinema arts

festival last week. Climaxing the

festival was a matinee performance

of the highly acclaimed Pam, a do-

mestical art film, shown before a

highly selective and appreciative

audience, Pam filled the impromp-
tu movie theatre with art fans from

across campus. An overflowing

crowd clamored for a view of this

popular hit on the art house cir-

The of I

Pam i

an aesthetically beautiful blend-

ing of film and music. A domi-

nant feature of the movie is a

lack of dialogue—reminiscent of

Blow-Up and /, A Woman. Pam
unqiK'.Miui]Liii;lv eclipses the artistic

heights reached by hoth of those

Pam is a beautiful coordii

The
rhythmical gyrations, back and

forth, up and down, arc accom-

"I've Got My Mo-Jn Workin' ".

and selections from ihe soundtrack

leu unnecessary in expressing one
person's love for another. As a

human being, Pam expresses her

love in many ways. For example,

her engagement ring becomes the

focal point of several scenes. Often

the expression on her face shows

Ihe real joy she experiences in life.

Pam takes life casually and relax-

ed. She enters into the relation-

ship with her lover only to show
him that she is totally devoted to

his life.

Technically, however, Pam has

several flaws. First, the editing of

the film reflects the amateur touch

resulting in a haphazard sequence

of events, The direction is also

rather lax. However, this does not

affect the action in the least. The
actors are so absorhed and envel-

oped in what they arc doing that

a director's touch would almost

wanted) interference.

The acting (?) is unexcelled in

School, but their is no pretentious

lack of movements as is often seen

with Method adherents as Marlon
Brando and early Warren Bcatty.

Pam is a monumental fill

achievement — poignantly photo-

graphed, artistically acted—a true

n 11, , of Ihe Lads'

Hemlock Patch
(Continued from Page 2)

car number one. Now, apart from

the disgraceful omission of a crit-

icism of a car that is designed

without any apparent regard for

the well being of the people for

whom it was made, there is some-
thing very wrong with the man's
concept of safe driving, a con-
cept that is grounded in a sup-
position that derives from the same
absence of critical common sense

that yields up most if the other

objection;)! aspects nf the holiday.

To drive safely, one must tran-

scend carelessness. No one would
object to this. But carelessness de-

of the machine,

man had forgot to consider the

limits within which the organism
can adjust. This is the point. The
machine is given; the organism
that controls it must adapt. Build

a machine that is so heavy and
powerful that its speed imper-
ceptibly increases beyond the de-

gree at which it can safely be

driven, and if there is an accident

it is driver carelessness that caused
it. Put tires on the car that give

less than a maximum of adhesion
to the road, and if the car spins

out of control it is driver careless-

ness that is the cause. For any
accident, if an alteration in either

the driver or the machine would
have prevented it, the driver is

blamed for not having adjusted,

belief that it v.

that that person might plausibly

be expected to have made.

The policeman's thoughts run

parallel with those thoughts that

give : i Chri Chri
songs, cheer, trappings, perhaps

Christianity itself, represent the

triumph of institutions over the

people for whom the

nity were what it is cracked Up

be, (hat exhortation would bear

name "Christmas." Instead,

lothei

insanity. Wc arc prevailed upon

to buy these things wc cannot af-

ford for people who do not want

them. Wc are exhorted to be nice

to people we do not like by dint of

suspending the critical faculty

whose use would make us less like-

ly to hurt people we do not know.
Policemen are instructed by peo-

ple who should know better to

blame other people for doing what
they cannot keep from doing.

order to buy cake for people who
need bread.

The utter lack of taste that

Christmas trappings reflect itself

reflects what the world as it is

owes so much to—the absence of

Evaluation Form
(Continued from Page 1)

him consider what he got out of a

course in the light of what he put

tion have ranged from "unfair and
critical of professors" to "too gener-

al to serve any purpose." Miss

Blcvins reports that discussions with

faculty and administration members
indicate that "while some are op-

posed to the idea of an evaluation,

Constructive Criticism

"The purpose of the evaluation

is not to tear down professors, but

to point out strong areas and to in-

made," she continued. "Hopefully

"But if the evaluation must be so

glowing that everyone is satisfied.

Chris
malci appealing claims, but it does

not follow through with a work-

able program. It is hollow. It is

no accident that so much of what
is valued about Christmas has to

do with fancy wrappings. It is a

good idea to disguise the triumph
of the institution over the people

nded t

ollect their due.

: t

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE CHURCH HILL
: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

THEATRE
Phone: 556-6628

THURSDAY . SATURDAY
JANUARY 18-20

ANN-MARGRET

"The Tiger And
The Pussy Cat"

SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 21-24

FRANK SINATRA

"TONY ROME"
SATURDAY, JANUARY 20

Old Fashioned Movie
Day

TWO SHOWS, 1 and 3 p.m.

ALL KIDS UNDER 12 — 10f

ONE WEEK
THURSDAY thru WEDNESDAY

JANUARY 18-24

PAUL SCOFIELD

"MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS"

ADMISSION:
ADULTS — $1.25

CHILDREN — $.75

TWO SHOWS, 7 and 9 p.m.

MATINEE SATURDAY 2 p.m.

School Days Meafijgl.

^SAFE DRIVING MS
THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md,

TASTEE FREEZE
Milk Shakes f

Sodas

Cones !

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: II a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

General Motors, is only occasion-

ally inculpated for designing cars

that needlessly cause the deaths of

mention the hapless pedestrians

who get vivisected by the pointed

grills and spcar-Iike ornaments. It

used to be that society would

squander hs wealth on its trap-

pings, even though the people who
made up the society desperately

needed that wealth to remedy their

severe poverty. Society still does.

Children go barefoot in Harlem
while the country spends billions

10 that some American astronaut

can be the first person to plant

his well shot fool on the moon.

We make war, needlessly. And I

have not seen the Roman Church
lately embark on an austerity pro-

gram. Some of the people who
profit from the large sales of cig-

arettes are the very ones who die

from their carcinogens.

The world desperately needs an

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEMBER FDIC
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President Approves
Open Dorm Policy

open house system is also an an
experimental basis, and is slightly

modified from that which was in

effect last semester.

Tales Responsibility

house system was submitted Sale

and was not satisfactorily complete.

Ted Goldman, President of the

MRA, stated that this semester's

are the best lime to have open
house.

Second Report

The second reporl to the Prcsi-

dent alio im luded the results of a

poll conducted by the Women's
Residence Assoeiati jiving the

women s reaction Co the open

Senior Women 's Society

Plans Career Symposium

The action by President Gibson
resulted in closed dormitories for

two weekends at the br.ijinniii.ij of

this semester.

Details of the new plan were
released this week in a memo from
Goldman lo the male members of

the student body. The main differ-

The Senior Worn

or Bedford job

; purpose is to

campus

Hd„ allv

ymposium is designed

it the work of the d

t office and emphasize c.

of the most imp.

any job arc thos

planned for a tv

Of panel discussio:

cific jobs and thei

law and merchandising. Each
speaker has been asked to speak

discussion of the field in general.

Ill this way, the society hopes to

make the program more interest-

ing and useful,

Company Representatives

Other plans for the symposium
include getting together some of

the company representatives who
visit campus annually to recruit

iroiitjh Sunday, each dorm will

licet those sixteen hours which
ir majority of the resident' frel

clrtus should laieiully nmsider the

Hours Available

The hours from which the dorms
residents will choose are Friday,

7-11:30; Saturday 1-11:30; and
Sunday, 1-8:00 p.m.

Goldman also noted that Presi-

dent Gibson expects a report on
this semester** open dorm plan in

May, and will evaluate the pro-

gram in order to determine the

policy for the first semester of the

Dean Clark Explains

Curfew Regulations

Blatt. "It four :

Each of alk

College Board Sets

Faculty Salary Hike

open for college graduates with

their companies. This aspect of

the program is being handled

through Mr. Groves. The honor

society felt that many of the rep-

resentatives who do visit the

campus leave never having

Colle;

ling of all Wj-liiii.«r..i

olved

Hi, . »hn ha ilher f..r-

Major policy ch

the initiation of the key system

for seniors and women students

over the age of twenty-one, and
a graduated system of lates for un-

derclassmen. The new regulations

will go into effect on Monday,

Febn 2th.

Major increases in faculty sai-

nt', approved at Washington Col-

:ge last week will place the school

morig those offering the highest

By action of its Board of Vis-

lors and Governors, Washington
College will adjust faculty sal-

upward for 1968-1969 to

possible by a restricted grant of

.ippioximalely $150,000 from a

member of the board of the col-

lege, Mrs. W. Alton Jones, of Eas-

ton, Md. Her gift will allow the

college to meet the AAUP ""

ifor , by

Average Pay Scales

increases will put average

r professors at $17,000; for

le professors, $11,900; as-

sistant professors, $9,560; instruc-

$7,680. Presently, the only

institutions in Maryland

above the AAUP "B" scale

providing the funds

make up the difference between

what normally would be approved

and the "B" level.

Formerly "C" Level

In recent years, average faculty

at the "C" level in the top three

ranks. Only instructors' salaries

According lo Dr. Daniel Z. Gib-'

resident of Washington Col-

"Our board reacted to this

al in a most heartening man-

lined that the representa-

tive was scheduled to be on cam-

pus. This part of the program will

be held on Thursday, March 28

from 12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. in

Other plans for the symposium
include an all women's dinner to

kick off the project, a booklet con-

gram, and a series of faculty cof-

fee hours to be held Thursday and
Friday afternoon.

Key System

The. key system, approved last.

lonth by President Daniel Z. Gib-

en, will permit eligible partiri-

ifkmifir ation tags for the keys ;

ui.h

,1...,

average top-bracket steel worker
gets, or even as much as the av-

erage recorded for lawyers or per-

Landon G. Burns, dean of the

faculty, said, "This makes us com-
petitive with the best institutions

in the country in our ability to at-

tract and hold good faculty—one

of the biggest problems facing

small colleges today." He empha-
sized that retention of faculty is

'"Now that we can meet the mar-

ket, faculty will be less apt to

lured away," he said.

men will he allowed to lake more

2:00 late curfews on weekends
This plan will work on a graduat-

ed system.

Freshman Lates

During the first semester, fresh-

men will observe the usual 1 1 p.m

weekdays and 12:30 p.m. week

end curfews. During the secont'

semester the weekend curfew will

be raised to 1 a.m.

Freshman women receiving

marks of C or better for then

first semester grades will have a

12:00 weekday curfew, while oth

ers will still observe the 11 p.m

limit. Freshmen will have tout

lates per year.

Sophomores and juniors will ob

serve the usual 12 midnight week

day, and 1:30 a.m. weekend cur

fews. Sophomores will now hav
six lates per year and juniors

twelve lates per year.

Sign-Out Changes

Other major rule changes involv

ed sign-out procedures. Womc
students going outside of set Co'

lege limits will siyn their destina

nvel- iv This envelope will b

pened only in ease of an emergen

y in which a girl must be con

11 he held in the

from 2 to 4

third Sunday of
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Food Strike
The Senate derided last Monday that the "food has im-

proved" sufficiently that the planned boycott of the dining hall

will not take place. It was felt that the threat of a strike, along*

with the discussions about the "food situation'', had produced
results

—
"better food", and that a boycott was not necessary at

the present time, although the possibility of holding a strike

at some other point in the future is not precluded. Presumably

such a strike would be staged if the "improved food" efforts

The Elm feels that much of the concern over the food

"problem" is busy work—"bad food" and other dining hall com-
plaints are little more than convenient topics for griping.

'Sir. Linville, the Director of the Food Service, has assured

the Elm that although a different brand of hot dogs are being

purchased, virtually all other comestibles are of die same quali-

ty as were being purchased before the Senate investigation.

where has the "improvement" con
tions of the Senators?

Actually, the Senate probe into the food :

earthed a number of important points which may be more im-
portant than the quality of that which is eaten. There will be an
examination of the dining hall budget in detail, and students

will be able to see how much of their "board" fee goes for such
items as student help, regular full time labor, replacement of

broken and stolen articles, and the paying off of the mortgage
on Hodson Hall. These are directly related to the quality of the

food, as the money for these items comes out of the food pro-

curement budget, and may mean lower quality food in the event
that any one of the items becomes unexpectedly high in cost.

What can the students do?

Mr. Linville estimates that $2,500 worth of dishes, silver-

ware, and glasses will be taken from the dining hah this year.

That means five students are paying for breakage and theft

only. 264 knives walked away from the dining hall during the

first semester alone—and almost one water glass per student
has disappeared.

Mr. Linville also estimates that if students would take only
that amount of food which they really expect to eat—breakfast
juices, milk, bread, butter—everything—including the number
of napkins taken—-that enough money could be saved to pay
for half the cost of providing steak to the entire student body
which totals .$4,000.

In other words, the students themselves can go a long way
towards improving the quality of the food through eliminat-
ing wasteful habits which, by raising the overall cost of operat-

ing the dining hall, result in economies in food purchasing. The
Elm wonders whether Mr. Linville shouldn't go on strike to

protest.

Have A Ball

SGA Commentary
By Raymond W. Fcllon

Tin- first SGA meeting of the

w semester moved smoothly (or

e most part as President Sieve

yking bandied discussion quite

bly. Several i

discussed, aloi

in,- I-

h the r

I.].,,

Refuting

the familial

t., work with", (h<

at a meeting with Mr. Li

lie turned away by

111.- Set

possible way in which they may be

resolved effectively and satisfactor-

ily is through the joint participa-

tion of the Senate and the students

which it represents.

Food Service

The food service has long been

a problem at Washington College.

Last year the SGA food committee

did liulc to -follow

l>" '

lie, Mr.

dent Gibson

hat Mr. Dum-

II. - this

ihe Sf.A

schott would explain the niceties of

the Washington College budget lo

Mr. Myking. At any rate, im-

provements have already resulted

from this increased student persis-

tence; the hamburgers do have less

nauneal and more meat in them:

nn Saturdays;

ry Wednesday
and the possibility .,( a rnntincntal

breakfast for the late risers.

Student Support

Ho<

shall I

making significant slridi

direction. Now the test

dents must supplement

form. Don't let a wo
cause falter for lack of

Mr. Linville only needs ar

like student apathy to dt

responsibility: we cannot a

lal Sludcnt Asso

by j . Thei

Letters to the Editor

TotheiS/ro:

I am very grateful to the stud-

ents who have expressed their

thoughts that my departure from

the college does not increase the

worth of the philosophy depart-

ment. But I do not think that

they should cvprsc themedves to

prejudice by calling („ information

There appear to be two n

flic first is that enrolhnenl

into the dep;

contempt foi

of my depar

feelings for

to Ihem. L

, of lei

econd is that I di not fit

rtment. Both of these

.veil founded. I have

: t f the chief

deoa rtment

lighin a school that >.

percentage of stud,

schools as this college does ought to

entail preparing the students for

work beyond the B. A. Yet, work

of the advanced philosophy stu-

dents I have known here and the

ml. n ,,,..,,.

udents on these G. R. E.'i

Coll.

mpel my belief thai Was In union

philosophy majors begin

work pitifully behind stu-

dents from comparable schools. In

a field whose tradition calls for tea-

ching the examined life the mater-

ial is watered down in order, lo use

Professor Harder's word, to "har-

poon" as many students as possible.

If it ever occurred to me that I

might fit into this department, I

would leave leaching.

Enrollment is a factor, too. My
courses arc difficult, but they are

not extraordinarily difficult, at least

not by the standards that evist at

many schools whose students are no
brighter than ours. In light of the

kinds of options that arc open to

students here, however, it is not

surprising that this semester is the

first one in which enough students

knowingly enrolled in my courses lo

bring my enrollment near the

faculty average, and this when
there are only three men to teach

philosophy to 600 students, instead

of the accustomed four.

The third annual (traditional) Washington's Birthday Ball

is upon us again. The Public Relations office is busy making
preparations to be sure that this year's celebration of the event
will be bigger and better than ever.

The most salutoty aspect of the plan to date is the an-
nouncement eri( loscd witb tin- invitations to the effect that the
proceeds from the Ball this year will go towards a Special student
Scholarship Fund.

The Elm shares the hope lhat this will add some "meaning-
ful" significance to "this annual sot ial evt fit".

re I discovered that the reason

nly half the college volunteers

enroll in a philosophy course

?ly philoso-

phical. I have very m
like being here. But i

did not fire me this ye

likely lhat I would ha-

Mo of the

courses go into other fields, and too

many of the students who come
into philosophy are happy only

when they are doing something

else. This kind of

be

tiih i

t Professor of Philosophy

MRA President

Decries Apathy
To the Editor:

Looking back on my two and
one-half years as a member of the

Washington College community,
the last one and one-half years be-

ing involved in student govern-

ment, I am left with a great feel-

ing of disappointment. As I see

it, the majority of the students on
this campus are only interested in

their text books, the armory, and
the lacrosse field.

Naturally, the text book is the

most important part of what a col-

lege has to offer. But in a very

few years we will enter society; or

should I say we will hecome the

society. Our success will depend on

more than just our vocational

skills; it will depend on our abili-

ty lo live with each other as mem-
ben of the society and our ability

to cope with all the situations that

arise, many of which will be the

time to look at the issues that will

confront us and be able to under-

stand them.

(Continued on Page 7)

onal rights of students

form of ]

draft boa

nn: (hey think

tinu ajiain'

intelligent, in a supposedly demo-

cratic society which masquerades

a haven for the protection of f:

speech, is a mockery of ilm prin

pie for which Americans are fig

ing and dying. Everyone shoi

read the brief of this suit which

can be found at the desk in )

ing Library. This case could

the MRA has forfeited the right

' gram
nted to President Gib

son. An embarassed MRA Presi

dent Ted Goldman reported thi

matter to the Senate. Hopefully

the second report will prove mon
satisfactory. A sadder but wise:

Goldman promised the Senate that

a purge of ineffective comn
chairman would take place a

next MRA meeting. It is f

lb.- damage done can b

Key Systei

; the same nes. Kilty

,, (.ks luu

Bailey, the WRA r

ported lhat the

been installed on the doors of the

girls' dormitories, permitting

(.liiiiin.-iiioii of rurfru hours for s

old.

If the students can handle the

situation capably, we shall have

moved another step closer to

and long-needed liberalizai

residence policies. The adm

DJm u^iim the i iiiiiin.iliii
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InterdisciplinaryPlan

Involves Community

Dr. ( hiirlcs V. Hiiiiiiln

"Black Power" Talk
Set For Saturday
Dr. Charles V. Hamilton, Chair-

nan of the Political Science De-
triment at Roosevelt University,

rill speak on "Civil Rights and
Slack Power" on Saturday, Feb-
ruary 10, in Hynson Lounge. In-

cited to speak by the Student Gov-
ernment Assfn-i.it inn. Dr. Hamilton

the Glack
folio-

the speech

addition to his best selling

binsraphy, which received the 1966

eld-Wolf Award from the

day Review and was hailed by

native of Ithaca N. Y.. Mr.
Hahy i s the son of a former roller

isor. He attended North
ina Teachers College unti his

nent in the U. S. C.

1. During his tour of duty,

Mr. Haley attained the rating of

Chief Journaliit.

Mr. Haley continued his iourn-

ting style, Mr. Hale)

Begging Posture

uovement with the

hts movement, Dr. Hamil-
es that the original move-

= often ineffective because

oftei

Jiin

Coauthor with Stokely Carmi-
chacl of a book called "Black

wer: The Politics of Liberation

America." Dr. Hamilton views

irk Power as a "clear altcrna-

'e" to violence in the Negro's

battle to gain civil rights. In a

t article in the New York
;, Hamilton is quoted as de-

fining black power as "the forma-

tion of political organizations by
Negroes, independent of white

power structure." The article furth-

er states that "through these or-

ganizations, Negros could do for

themselves by local majority rule

it all possible levels what white

IcadrTihip never had cf>ne satis-

Author Haley

Speaks Tues.
Alex Haley reknown author of

;he "as-told-to" story, "The Auto-

liocraphy of Malcolm X," will be

the guest lecturer at Washington
College on Feb. 13. The lecture,

of the Loutit-George Lecture

of breeing for g
who hold the decision-makin

er. Through the black power
ment, Negros can attain

portionate part of the d

making power for thcmselvi

It is this positive nature
black power movement which
makes it a suitable alternative to

violent revolution which Hamilton
feels is "not feasible and will not
become so." Dr. Hamilton contin-

ting his colleague Carmich-
his efforts to "unite all ele-

f Ncgrn leadership" in ord-

ration necessary if Negro:

have a true voice in the

'"«'"

problems affecting them. Hamilton

states that "political organization

to make effective the voice of the

black majorities in Washington.

D. C, Gary, Ind., Negro quarters

of the northern cities and Black

Belt southern counties is not only

black power but democracy in ac-

Commcntir the oting

cities last summer. Hamilton said

that the rioting stems "from sup-

pressed rage induced by long op-

pression and lack of political pow-

er to improve the conditions whi. h

fan the anger." Although he sees

them as a healthy psyihoi.^ii a I

means of confronting the "oppres-

cotnbined effort

ments of Soci.

Psychology, and
:cd by Dr. Mar;

Research Seminar is

o interest the college

nunity

nd bridge

iia of past trends comes
future social develop-

t. Size as well as history plays

important role in area charac-
tics, with the small popula-
and rural surroundings roak-

it an excellent "laboratory"

Involved in the s

Social Science Approach
Centering on the Kent Co

and Cheslcrtown areas sped:

Practical Educati

n additional broadei

takes place as per?

ticipants. It is felt that the pro-

gram fulfills a basic need of

"practical" knowledge for those

educated predominately in the

As a center of research, the East-

! area is fascinating for a
>f reasons. Fairly isolated

Food Committee
Reports Progress
Tuesday, February 20, is the

late on which the Student Scn-

,tc will decide the nature of the

ction to be taken in regard to

he College Food Service situation.

: complaints about the

ning weeks.

Food Committee Meets
The Senate Food Committee was

formed to suggest specific changes
and inquire about budget allot-

ments for each meal served. At a
meeting held before exam week

of a.lni

Campus Men Select

'68 Queen Candidates

and the

matter. N'

of the C

affair, will be held from 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m. in Hodson Hall. Invita-

tions have been sent to members
of the student body, parents, facul-

ty, the Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors, and College supporters

atnonti the alumni and Cheiterinwn

Preparations for the annual

weekend celebration of George
Wellington's birthday are now un-

derway.

Highlighting the festivities sched-

uled for Saturday, February 24-fh,

will be the fourth annual Birth-

day Ball and the crowning of Miss

Washington. Thh year) proceeds from the baiI
Five Juniors Compete will go to a special Washington's

Nominated by the men students Birthday Scholarship Fund. Pub-

of the College, the five juniors lie Relations Director Charles

competing for the Miss Washing- Cockey reports that the committee

ton title are Laura Beider, Lor- in charge of the weekend felt that

raine Kenton, Mic belli- Si mi p'-ivrac, "since the affair has been so suc-

Sharon Strausser, and Ellen Thaw- cessful, and enthusiasm has grown
ley. Final balloting will be held each year, the ball could be made
next week. more meaningful if the proceeds

Tiie new Miss Washington will are turned into a fund to help scu-

te crowned by the 1967 Miss dent in the future."

Washington, Karen Laux. She i

official College

Black-Tie Affair

Student Support

Letters have also been sent to

he major organizations on campus
skini; fur student support and con-

ributions to the fund.

Other events scheduled for the

;te Fine Arts Center. Tours

Center will he conducted

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

hout the morning.

annual Birthday Convoca-

scheduled for 2:30 p.m. in

I Gymnasium. Speaker for

,'ent will be Earl Warren,

of the SupremeI Justi

irents will also be given an

of the faculty during the

f the students and their par-

, the food

e of the

Wednesday night. Frozen vegeta-

bles will be served instead of can-

ned vegetables in most cases.

Continental Breakfast

The possibility of a continental

breakfast—coffee, milk, and sweet

rolls—from 8:45-9:1 5 is being

studied by Mr. Linvillc. However,

a conflict with the business of the

College Snack Bar must be con-

sidered before instituting this

change.

Weekly Food Committee meet-

ings are being held with Mr. Lin-

ville at lunch on Tuesdays.

Student Cooperation Needed

Mr. Linvillc welcomed the idea

of a suggestion box to be placed

in the cafeteria. He stressed, how-

ever, that students must cooperate

with the Food Service—"cat only

what you are going to cat—-think

before choosing your food."

Food Thrown Away

He remarked about the si/cable

te members of the Food Com-
fecl that the possibility of

strike February 23 with the

School Days MeafiS-
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Artist Equity Presents

Contemporary Art Show
Thackray Dodds

ilih of contemporary Bal-

Bctly Wells,

Cd for its cx-

ostly abstract

I lie basic

,i,ii, Bolton,

"Fantasia II
1

shapes bleed

ground,

against hard edge

w0 abstracts by Jan-

:allcd "Fantasia" and

The edges of the

into a unique gran-

in perfect. Mi*
tliat she has recently been "<

posed to and delighted by the ;

depth of material arc used.

Area artist Valerie Binder, who
exhibits an acrylic painting called

"Winter With Little Areas of Ex-

citement" and "Collage", says that

she develops her abstract paintings

from sketches in ink and water-

color. Catherine Plack, who also

works in acrylics, commented that

her compositions are based upon

structural and architectural ele-

ments. "The backgrounds," she

said, "arc left void so that the eye

can focus on the subtle variations

of the lines."

Wasteland

"Moon", by Peggy Holloway, is

an abstract expressionist landscape,

dark with a while moon, and the

suggestions of figures marching

across a wasteland.

To the left of the entrance to

the Fine Arts Center is a wall

hanging by Mildred Heller. "Wall

Works of twenty-three profe

Equity Association of Ballim

College Fine Arts Center.

Hemlock Patch

A person who openly and vio-

lently strikes out against his society

holds that society in default. And

when a significant percentage of a

society docs violence against its

other parts, that society IS in de-

fault, Americans upheld this prin-

ciple when they rebelled against

England. Americans held the East

German state in default when it

took military action against its pro-

testing workers. We held the Hun-

garian state in default when it act-

ed violentlj !• lurpreu the violence

of so many of its people. We held

the P h h -i,i, in default when it

who lilted 1.1- .1.1 \".. 1. - should

yet i

:e to America by

tup parting the very conditions thai

eur best traditions repudiate and by

refusing to levy thai decree of self-

criticism that our best traditions

demand.

The social philosophers whose
thoughts most influenced this coun-
try's founders, Hobbes, Lorke, and
Rousseau, saw a reciprocal depen-
dence between the society and the

individuals who make it up. They
noted that if the state did not exist,

then individuals would be so

occupied protecting what little

they could possess that develop-

ment, self-fulfillment, rould never

happen. But if individuals retain-

ed the right to do violence, then

the absence of the stability that a

•ocicty needs to function will force

its collapse (or prevent its found-

ing). In a word, it is ony insofar

as a society is able to obviate the

need for its members to "take the

law into their own hands" that the

conditions that the society depends

upon can obtain.

Now, for conditions to be stable,

most of the people must refrain

from denying the values of society

By Stuart Petock

to the remainder. For if the ma-

jority keeps too much of the goods

for itself, the remainder will note

that it is not to their advantage to

tolerate the limitations that obedi-

ence to (he law imposes. If enough

deprived people get enough power,

they can destroy a significant part

of the needed stability, and the re-

sult must hring about a weakening

of the structure of the state itself.

Here, either the power elite must

slrike nut against ihe deprived, as it

did in East Germany, Hungary,
and Poland, or it must so alter the

application of power that more of

the goods of satiety pass to the

heretofore deprived. As things

ind its imitators. many people are so deprived that

m proposed to they do not connect their well-

Icin .'I mass vio- being with the slate's well-being,

by bolstering the we must either give up the egalitar-

BVernment to do ian principles, the dissemination of

be did himself which has been the sacred justifica-

muit acknowledge that our society

is in default and act in change it.

Claiming to have a rationale for

the urban riots is not tantamount

bridge would have taken Rapp
Brown's advice, and they would
put the torch to ibe White neigh-

borhoods instead of to their own.

My point is that it is unreason-

able at once to demand that others

not trespass on your property or in-

terfere with your going about your

freely chosen career and not to

allow those others to buy or rent

property or to qualify for, let alone

to choose, their careers. It is fool-

ish to blame the at

shirk in

society when the)

insist on ascribing duty to others

while we keep all the rights for our-

selves, we do not secure the right

for the secure society, upon which
our well-being depends.

Ancients Boycott

For Better Food

fasci for

of Medieval pageantry. The
is omitted, but the memory of an

emotion or thought is evoked. Still,

I feel sure that the feminine pleas-

ure of working with wools to dec-

orate a wall is unchanged through-

out all these centuries."

With works such as "Amiens"

and the wall hanging, one sees the

fresh, imaginative approach these

artists have when they interpret

and express art of the past.

Other Exhibitors

Other exhibitors include: Kath-
ryn Dreyfus, Joan Erbe, Beth
Fiske. Herschel Fried, Fredna
Friedman, Jack Goembel, Eunice
Graham, Mildred Heller, Ina Hel-
rirh and Tomi Kleff.

Also represented are Wasyl Pa-

lioczuk, S. Noreiga Pons, Allen

Tarses, and Albert Sangiamo.
Tins is the second Artist Equity

exhibit to be held at Washington
College. The show represents only

a small segment of the total Equi-

ty membership of 170 professional

By Thruegood Wilson, Archcologist

I have just spent one incredible

evening in the catacombs of Wil-

lim Smith Forum, examining the

waits on which are left the rem-

nants of crumbling frescoes. These

colorful murals depict an age of

splendor, vulgarity and
lied <

It appears that around the mit

die of the 20th century, the cit

zens of that yast cultural have

known as Collopolis Rex, thei

was a lack of an abundant suppl

of food. Surely what these cit

of

ferior fare.

The tummies which growled
protest joined in an endless chorus

of sturm and drang and compli-

cated fugues. Emaciated bodies

slumped to the ground as they

tried lo walk to their daily chores.

Some even halucinated from lack

of proper diet. Eyes widened to

envision a mirage of thick steaks

smothered in mushrooms, home-
made apple pies with ice-cream,

and fresh green vegetables. Every-

one, in his crazy, frenzied slate,

began to dream, the impossibly—

a dream for better sustenar

One day, the populatii

weakened by their unfed sta

not have the strength or ar

to habit the hall set asi

dining purposes. They bo;

the dining room with enth

They cast frugality to the wind 1

and began to frequent a small bar

which sold food. They were de

perate in this life or death situs

tion, so desperate that they wei

willing to pay exorbitant prici

for the food. While pockets wei

emptied of monetary baretcr, tun

mies were once again filled.

And what became of the hall (

spiders spread thrdugho

and nnlhi

-d In

the darkly lit building. No long.

er did the sturm and drang

empty tummies echo within

mighty halls of dining oft c<

pared to the Roman Coliseum.

was not until enough money '

set aside to purchase food to sa

fy the populace of gourmets, t

the people of Collopolis finally did

return to The Hall of Dinin

Felton Describes Semester
At University of Warwick

for

By Ray Felton

My intellectual experience at I

University of Warwick was in so

ways extremely satisfactory, but

other ways it proved frusirati

It was difficult to adjust to

more specialized and narrow sci

nar topics, the large amount of f

time, and the almost nc

lecture system.

In addition, the British student

approaches his school work with a

far more relaxed attitude than their

American counterparts. The
Americans' worried demands for

some work at the beginning of the

term amused our Atlantic cousins.

Course Load

I studied three courses at War-
wick, the normal course load for a
second year history stu

each course, I had to write three

seminar papers of about 1500 words
apiece. Usually the seminars met

At the meeting, which lasted a-
bout two hours, the seminar leader

(one of the faculty members)
would direct what discussion he
could produce around two or three

topics which had been chosen in

found that the British stt

were better prepared for this type

of work became they had ivo-ived

ting of shoi By

r leadet

One of

ried t

the students by having one of us

read his report, after which he
would ask for discussion, There
were about six students in each

Comprehensive Reading
Aftcr.the topics had been more

Ray Felton, a junior at Washing-
ton College, spent last semester at

the University of Warwick, Eng-

or less covered the leader would
usually assign three questions for

the next meeting's paper. With
each topic, he would present a

reading list, consisting of four or

five readings. At first, it was hard
to read these sources properly, for

the lopics were narrow, while the

sources often proved quite compre-
hensive. I gradually learned to

read more selectively.

But reading and writing still de-

manded a great deal of time. I

they have been working in tl

major for two or three years. 1
means that they must do only th

years for their first degree.

Few Lectures

Lectures were few. They w

not required. The only demand^

As a result of this academic pro-

gram, I averaged about one or tw*

hours of lecture a week and ah""'

four hours worth of seminars. Tim

ich fre Ine<

staying up all night to do a paper

Disadvantages In System

I feel that I learned a great dell

from my work at Warwick. k>u<

there were some definite disadvant-

ages to the system. First, one couM

not discover any overall view of •

period; too much emphasis w*

placed on a limited aspect of *

specific period.

(Continued on Page 7)
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All-College Dances Brighten

Semester's Social Outlook
By Barbara Osborr

shorter hours in the library and
longer hours in the lounges around
campus and around town. From
this point the semester social out-

look is bright.

Last Saturday's Phi Siyma Kap-
pa Moonlight Dance at the Ar-

dance has been cancelled thi

weekend, the Alpha Chi's are plan-

thcirannu.il Valentine Dame
I-Vbn L7th.

Center Stage Theatre arrived last

Tuesday to prepare for two consecutive evening performances and a

matinee Wednesday of Shakespeare's "Hamlet," attended by many

high school students from the Eastern Shore. The set was constructed

by the Washington College maintenance department to Center Stage's

s|i< • ill' -'lions.

HEW Grant Expands

Government Program

Birthday Ball Plans

Pn jm.iliniis for the highlight of

tensifying as Washii

approaches. The B;

is receiving subscriptions for the

Birthday Ball, and the WRA is

planning the transformation of •

Hodson Hall for. that gala. With
Chief Justice Earl Warren as the

featured speaker for the convoca-

tion) this Parents' Day and fourth

annual Ball weekend is expected

to be most successful.

Tawes Theatre of the Fine Arts

Center is the site of three Wash-
College Community Con-

An introductory lecture on

'Tramework of State and Local

Government" Wednesday afternoon

inaugurated a program on "State

and Local Government" offered

this semester by the Department of

History and Political Science.

Made possible by a federal gov-

ernment grant, this series has the

major purpose of providing a strong

supplement to the existing political

science' program. As a visiting pro-

fessor, Dr. Fred Roberts of the Uni-

versity of Delaware will give seven

lectures, open to all interested stu-

dents and directed toward political

Course Structure

There are four books recom-

mended as background reading for

the course. Two of them: Polities

and Policies of State and Local

Governments by S. Kaufman, and
Banfield's City Politics, are on or-

der at the College Bookstore. Gov-
erning New York City, by Sayre,

and Comparative State Politics, by

Jacob, will be on reserve at Bunting

Library. The lectures will be on
Thursday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.

in room 21 of William Smith Hall.

Following the introductory ses-

sion will be a lecture on "Local

Political Machines, Voting Behav-
ior and Patronage", given on Feb-

ruary 22. Attention will then turn

to state government with a lecture

on "Budget Making and the Execu-

tive," presented on March 7. On
March 28 "Legislative Policy Mak-
ing" will be the topic of discussion.

General Topics

The final lectures in the series

will cover broader topics. On
April 11th, the lecture will be on

"The Bureaucracy." Problems of

the cities will then be discussed

"Metropolitan Politics."

"Approaches to Metropolitan

Problems" will be the topic on
April 25th, and the final lecture, on
May 9th will cover the "Notion of

Public I Interest." Full details of

ed on the faculty-student bulletin

board opposite the office of the

Registrar.

series was given by the federal

Health, Education and Welfare

Department, under the Higher Ed-

cation Act of 1965. A fund was

established for aid to "developing

institutions," schools which have

potential which, for geographic or

financial reasons, has not been real-

ized.

Requirements of the grant were

that the College state projected

uses of the funds, with a certain

amount of reasonable adjustment

allowed. Uses of the grant have

included curriculum development, a

series of lectures on architecture,

biology and interdisciplinary semi-

nars, a course in modem American
art, a seminar on computer techno-

logy, as well as faculty leaves and

The February

first perfor

and William Diard, the soprano-

tenor duo, will be followed March
1st by an 8:30 concert of the Jul-

liard String Quartet. The Uni-

versity of Maryland Madrigal

Singers will perform here April 4.

Two Plays

The theatre season continues

with two dramatic productions.

The Center Stage Company of

Baltimore graced our boards Feb-

ruary 6th with their current pro-

duction "Hamlet". The Washing-

ton College Players will hold their

own with Moliere's "The Miser"

just before spring vacation. Their

performances will be at 8:30 on
March 13th. 14th and 15th.

The Sunday night film series

will cc

Hamerow To Speak

On German Politics
Professor Theodore S. Hamerow,

one of the United States relatively

small number of specialists in

nineteenth century European his-

tory, will speak here on Wednes-

day, February 14, and Thursday,

February 15, in the third of four

pairs of lectures sponsored by the

Hyland-Price Visiting Scholars

Program.

The Wednesday lecture, to be

held at 8:30 p.m. in the Dunning

Lecture Hall, is open to interested

students and the public. The topic

of Dr. Hamcrow's presentation will

be "The Rise and Fall of Germa-

ny as a Great Power".

Spi-i -i.ili/ed Seminar

: 2:30On Thursday afternoon

p.m. in the Minta Martin Lounge,

Professor Hamerow will conduct a

seminar on "The Emergence of

World Po<

specialized dis

on period i

The grant which will fin.

majors and others by request.

Born in Warsaw, Poland in

1920, Professor Hamerow received

his training in the United States

at the City College of New York,

Columbia University, and Yale

University. As a Fulbright Re-

search Scholar, he pursued speeial-

town & country shop
Exclusive Wear ... for Women who Care

Downtown Chestertown, Md.

The

Chestertown Bonk

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Student!

Greek Events

Greek social events will enrich
campus calendars as the AOPi's
hold their dance at the Armory
on March 2. Spring will be ush-

ered in with Lambda Chi Alpha's
Crescent Dance March 30. March
will be peppered with closed

Greek parties preceding Rush
Week April 3rd through 6th.

The last individual fraternity

event is Theta Chi's Ox Hop April
20th. The Interfratcrnity Songfest
at 8 p.m. April 26th will usher in

IFC Weekend. The Greeks plan a

ized studies and research in Ger-

Exhaustive Study

According to Dr. Nathan Smith,

Chairman of the Department of

History and Political Science, Pro-

fessor Hamerow is engaged in "an

exhaustive re-examination of the

political, economic, and social cir-

cumstances attendant upon Germa-

ny's unification and emergence as

a world power in the nineteenth

century".

Currently a member of the his-

tory department at the University

of Wisconsin, Dr. Hamerow taught

previously at the University of

Maryland and the University of

Illinois, where Dr. Smith was one

of his graduate students. Washing-

ton College students taking the

course offered in nineteenth cen-

tury Europe are indirectly ac-

Saturday night dance at the Ar-
mory and a closed beach party on
Sunday afternoon.

Spring Weekend

Two weeks later is everybody*!

bash—Spring Weekend 1968. This
year the annual SGA concert will

be incorporated into the SGA-
sponsored farewell to the seniors.

The Mitchell Trio will perform.

The Saturday night armory
dance will feature the Motown
sound of J. J. Jackson. For those

with energy remaining, there is a
beach party all of Sunday after-

noon. And the year will go out,

not with a whimper, but with a
bang.

FILM SERIES
Feb. 11 JULIET OF THE SPIRITS (Ualian, Fclini, 1965)

with Ciulietta Masina.

18 THE SEVENTH SEAL (Swedish, Bergman, 1956) with

Max von Sydow.

25 RED DESERT (Italian, Antonioni, 1964) with monica
Vitla.

Mar. 3 SALTO (Polish, Konwicti, 1966)

A surrealist film with a great performance by Zbig-

10 YOJIMBO (Japanese, Kurosawa, 1961)

This film about an unemployed samurai whose ser-

vices to the highest bidder was the basis for A FIST-
FULL OF DOLLARS.

31 THE SHOP ON MAIN STREET (Cjcch, Kadar and
Kos, 1965)

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Profeislonal Pharmacist

High StrMl

Ch.tt.Hown. Md.

Phou: 778-2575

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. .11:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

TASTEE FREEZE

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

^^ Overlooking_^_
Wortoo Creek Mann*

Chatertovm, Md.

7784669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN,

Hour.! 3:30 to 10.-00 P.M. — SuncUyj 3:00 p-m. to 9tO0 pjn-

Clamed oa Monday
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SPORTS
In tin- past Washington Colli has not had tin- most com-

th. College ..."I u-ith i!„- =.-.|., . i thai is due tllet til

Hi i. i. I thai ilu Was Collegi Varsit) Club . W
III., in s.i| .pli-iiM nt the athletii department's "Code of Con-
<ln, i

The Varsity Club r.li thai the spectators'

I h i ' in. in .. il...l ..ml ii-hl .1. in

petition Similarly ..lli. 1.1I. arc paid

It irrti sts .. rairli as il.. . 1 trl nnt tn 1

I he roll .'I the . hei 1 1. .i.lns is to eneoi— ""• participation. 'I

spert; snpporl the, rm-ivf .1 „o

'Ih, fault lies nol with the squad .ill the) as

Marshall, R. Holloway

Win For Wrestlers

should

, i .iili-

Immc
lire of

Las

li

Sail

man of

in tl

ason

Sho'm
appointing '-!>->'• o« to

1 Diversity.

Tin l...,,i oir tc

Hie 2"..|h. dais «

Tom M ,| all tl '' > d his

down n Mi, 1,,.,
1

hut T
own

.,,,.,„ per nil. |. n. 1:1 ,-.,:,,

nr ihc remainder of the m
i Wai IvftmhalPs second sir

irtory before the Home
rowd,

Mason-Dixon Champion

One of the more exciting m

reversal lo make the score 5-4 and

that is how it finished. If the two

should meet in the post season

tournament, the tables could easily

be reversed.

In the 137-Ib. class Cluck Darcll

dropped a close 2-1 decision to his

American University opponent. It

was Chick's first appearance on the

In the 145-lb. class Jerry Luhn
also lost a 2-1 decision. Jerry was

followed by Brooks Jackson in the

152-lb. class and Brooks lost by a

6-2 score.

Madden Loses

Another exciting match came in

the I60-lb. class where previously

unbeaten Mark Madden Inst a

.ill wrestle for the

; by a I5-:while

177 pounds Joel Benisrh i

on the short end of a

the 19 Mb. class R
pinned by his strong American
Univercity opponent.

Holloway Wins

nf the few highlight

eight

ion Collegi fans should be fully aware of this when attending

[1 is the beliel d! the Washington College Varsity Club that

sportsmanship is reflected nol only by those participating in

athletics, bul afso bj the spectators who follow the sport.

I Goldberg on top
.'h Mark many times seemed

. have his opponent out-maneiiv-

od. In the set "iid period Mark's

i the first Mark

the end of the first ]

score was 0-0.

Taking the top positi

start of the second peri

period. Quickly in the ti-

ne escaped and then re

man and pinned him ir

Kappa Alpha and Doobirds Lead

In College Intramural Basketball

,d I'l.i Sigma Kappa hy .I'-

ll,. Outcasts 3 19 and
49-47, keeping itortl ,11,,,,. mil ... r ,

•, I-..I .,.,1.1

..,. hard ..on. as Sir,,- HI,-

.villi Lambda 1 lli to nd r-l.i

2 points, l„n K. ,.,,. nl. ,1

- |.,sl,n stored 1! .,„ r II,. - i.
•

I

,1 netted II

<ly Snyder honped 28 p..n.i<

and Mil. K, IK trjliultd 1

1 lata n> Pete

\i Sti 1 I ,,, en, bill Ms nam Busted
combined |..i 69 nf the 75 short ,',,d ot a W- IN score.

Rosen Scores

isle. H In Tlida Chi dropped two cam
S.cii.a Kappa movctl into lasl week, one to ilie chargir

kept their record flav

I g KA "Z" 5(1.1

[tin Ml Kinney scored 20 points,

SIF Upset

Shore Five Loses
In Away Contest

WRESTLING SUMMARY
I r. M , i. ..li (WC) deci ionci

I

I; ir, |.o

VI deci ioned
Pl-I.i.i,,,, ...

137 ] M .'..,
I Bar-

rel! (WC I

1
!'. \ 11 del .. ,, I ..I..

I .. decisioned

I . Wi .

VI deci ...... -.1

'

.!. ioned

B ...
I ,, ... 15.1

Bci

\i ....
. I ..I ,1

I (WI :

I

191 1 VI
I Bud

Unl. 1 .1 F,,s-

Ici ill 6:05

NOTICE!
Honorary Va ,ity A.rard,

Alpha Omicron

. .. , v
all The ,'

players are C Barnes
illUVi, Mary Blevins

(DRA), Bcttyc Cum
(2TA), Kar,-„ |„ DRAI.
and Debbie K.IK (ZT V). P,i<

Mcdford (ZTA
Wills (AXO) »

li 1 II

M ir. ...... cbo In XI si Val-
.

. The WAV |.l,„.

nine the opcorn I.....I1

:,l season ..ill be
IiimI.i, jhted by ,.'.',, nil, "I:,,,-

.villi Salisbu , Sun-
Coll, and Vi ,

The Washington College Varsi-

ty basketball team returned to ac-

College. Showing the effects of the

long vacation layoff, the Sho'men
were mauled by a score of 104-75.

Cold shouting and poor ball han-

dling plagued the Sho'men
throughout the game.

Washington led briefly in the

first half on the strong offensive

play of transfer Bob Koepke.
Koepke got in foul trouble early,

hr.wev.-r, whirl, hampered his ef-

fectiveness. Ly<..mmg retrain, d the

half, She tiled

lefi'iisr designed especially f«r

Big Lead

Capitalizing on Sho'men

1 1 in the second half but Lycom-
ing ivent on another scoring bar-

rage to put the game on ice. Frank

Marion led the scoring for the

Sho'men with 22 points followed

by Koepke with 19.

The addition of Bob Koepke, a

Standout as a freshman at the

University <.! Maryland,
i

i peel-

ed to
i trengthen the team. He

has been ineligible for the lasl two

of the WCAA

Koepke at forward to replace Tom
Polvinalc who failed to cut

academic mustard. Polvinalc v

standout for the Sho'men for

past year and a half and hi;

senee will no doubt be felt.

The Sho'men will try to bounce

back in the win column on Wed-
nesday opposing Swarthmore at

Russell Gym. On Thursday the

Sho'men travel to Lebanon Valley I

College and return home for a.

game Saturday with the always

powerful Randolph Macon team.

Came time for the Saturday con-

test is 7:00 p.m.

Patronize

All

Home

Games
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Political Potpourri
By Brien Kehoe

The pages of one of the latest

editions of the Washington Elm
were blackened by the vilest crime

fcnown to journalism. It is a trans-

gression akin to beating one's wife

f, r poisoning a neighbor's dog. I

Democratic Parly. In Mr. Amick's

last article, I saw the Democratic

Party characterized as an "unholy

alliance", a collection of "old

a hodge-podge

of political elements which is

about to explode and scatter all

-,,- the political landscape.

Combining divergent groups and
(crests into one political party is

U an "unholy alliance" but rath-

is essential for electoral success

[he American political system,

he winning party is the one that

better at combining groups. But

>ing further, calling this Dem-

.. development in recent Ameri-

,n political history" is totally

he. There is nothing "recent"

lout it at all. The first member
the Party to be elected Prcsi-

:nt, Thomas Jefferson, won with

£ votes of (he farmers of Penn-

Ivania, the working men of New

MRA President .

.

(Continued from Page 2}

The time to start developing in-

after college, when by
isity we become an integral

while we
are in an environment oi learning.

This process ran be started by tak-

ing an interest in what is happen-

ing to us here, at Washington Col-

lege.

I see only a very small per-

centage of the students on this

campus who have any idea what
npus is all about or who

doing because it does affect you.

enough to really look into the

people who do run. Look at the is-

it hand and decide which of

the candidates will do the best job

reprt

well be the best I

light

[ assume, however, that af-

Icctions are over that you
ihould go back into your

shell; that your representative is

fallible. I feel that this year
student government has i

this

two example;

I'd like

j a new Open House Pro-

arid its final realization the

MRA, in not following its part of

ample • >( ,n .,1,1- .

Recently, the SGA voted itself

ilo poverty by allocating a tre-

mendous amount of money on
Spring Weekend, a venture whose
lasiing t'H'ccts. 1 feel, does not war-

such an expenditure. And
is more appalling is the (act

that the issue of Folk Rock vs.

Motown is the only area that you,

the- student body, has shown any
interest in this year. To mc this is

College, and ultimately the good
°f the world, let us now start to

°f values, or should I say, let us

begin.

Don't

the

iclf

coalition which
i

day: the urban North and the rur-

al South. What has changed is the

of po.

shifted frc

to urban areas and away from the

South. But the reason this coalition

is still working after 170 years is

because it works. It preserves

Southern power in the Congress
and Northern power in the Prcsi-

the Congress
1934,

four years, and it has kept the

White House Democratic since

1932, except for eight years.

But Mr. Amick is not the only

one that has predicted the disin-

tegration of the Democratic Par-

ty. It must be admitted that such

political neophytes as Walter Lipp-

man also subscribe to this view.

I do not. Lipptnan maintains that

it is the Vietnamese War that will

end the Democratic Party's ma-
jority status. For all of Johnson's

foreign policy problems, he has

pleased the Party and much of the

country on domestic issues. Organ-
ized labor is solidly behind him.

The Negro vote will be for him.

Polls indicate that Wallace will

hurt the Republican candidate

more than the President. On for-

Johnson is unpopular,

; he <

Birthday Ball . .

.

(Continued from Page 3)

cope with these new obligations.

Unnecessary Discussion

A final point relates to a situa-

tion existing on the Senate which,

if corrected, could lead to shorter

and, consequently, more efficient

meetings. Unnecessary discussion

must be eliminated.

Last Monday's meeting was pro-

longed 25 minutes by a barrage of

suggestions on how to improve
freshman grades. This conversa-

tion occurred immediately after

Dean Westerdahl had asked Sena-

possible solutions. No one really

desired this matter to be hashed
over by the Senate on the spot.

The meeting room, a poorly venti-

ragged on. Few Senators left the

icer.ing with a very clear or wide-

wake mind.
If a person enters a meeting

bad frame of 'mind. De-
lays of this type limit anyone's effi-

ciency. To obtain the best perfor-

mance from each senator SGA
meetings must be streamlined,

loutih really essential

can be judged by the i

length of this, column)

bringing up a lot of irrele\

fellow-student or the

Limited Library Rcsou

Third, I think a more adc
stocked library would hav
helpful. There were cnoug

:r, firmly opposes ihc adminisIra I

Dwcrful voice of dissent within the Democratic Party.

>Ianc" lather than by

g penality trails whi

iu' pi ssciicd. Bill Cosby

incdy or John*

Open Dorms

ion. So who is

leaving the Party? The left and
the intellectuals generally. Yet for

inadequate, being [i o sm .11 ti

ty or ..i i' mmodatc the sixteen pcopli fo.

Inch I which they wen- designed,

Acoustics Problem

icr problem waj tin at oui

Most lived in the surrounding ;

in student houses or Hals.

Student Apathy

i degree.

More Student Contact
Fifth, I wish that we could have

net more of the British history stu-

Jents. We met only the first-years.

The second-years were in the Unit-

id States and the third-years were
n Italy.

The students treated me for the

had no difficulty in i

qdly

My room was extraordinary by

I had been placed

in a In ilding p itii for by s e an-

s benefactor who wished to

furllicr Angl

s- 1 1 ved in a two-stoiy

with d Iks and easvrhairs

downs airs and beds and a private

balhro airs. Wall-to-wall

elcome extras. A kitchen

ririiltfd me to cook
all my
co-ed.

"""
h,

sals. The dorm seas

qg separated from
chastity doors.

Dick a's dorm, although

elabora

daids. He had a

n and wall-to-wall

I ol ihc room. Un-
fortuna cly. h kitihcii lacilities

people. It often hurt to see such

discussion with a British student

whom I had considered a fairly

close friend.

Many Pro-American
However, many students were

sincerly pro-American. The most

irritating form of anti-American

Hide towards anything American,

which some British possess and dis-

play at every opportunity.

Socially the Warwick exchange

was a success. The girls proved

friendly, fascinated primarily by my

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs -i- Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

8

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
town) • Philosophei
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Theatre

Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

"Cool Hand Luke"

"Birds, Bees

And Italians"

SAT. FEB. 17

ALL KIDS UNDER 12— 100

"Man Called
Flintstone"

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE

ONE WEEK
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 8TH
THROUGH FEBRUARY HTH

RICHARD HARRIS

"THE BIBLE"
ONE SHOW 7:45

MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M.

Phone 556-6628

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BU1CK, Inc.

I, Md.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

A Message: to Business, Commerce and
Liberal Arts Graduates

,

.

.

Wouldn't you like to build your career WHERE

THE MONEY IS? Well you can, by simply

investigating the many job opportunities

available to you in BANKING at the Equitable

Trust Company in Baltimore.

OUR RAPID GROWTH ASSURES
YOUR RAPID DEVELOPMENT
H If you want to be not only "Where The Money Is,"

but also WHERE THE ACTION IS in today's business

world, then you belong in BANKING. Keen competi-

tion in banking has created the need for needle-sharp

marketing and sales techniques. Exciting innovations

in bank operations call for imaginative ideas in the

management of men and machines to support a rate

of growth which is outstripping other Baltimore banks.

SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT TRAINING
ASSURES RAPID ADVANCEMENT
H It'll be "out of the frying pan and into the fire" when
it comes to continuing the learning process in Equitable's

scholarly (yet bank-oriented) Administrative Training

Program. Excellent development curriculums are con-

ducted in all the various banking operations.

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MA's AND MBA's

H You may be more than a little surprised to hear

what's in store if you choose BANKING as a career.

This is especially true at Equitable Trust where we
look upon people with your level of educational achieve-

ment with particular appreciation.

:

'
: : :: :;-:;a»§Mms^p|

«|s OF COURSE OUR BANK HAS EMPLOYEE »|f
•I'..! BENEFITS (insurance, pensions, hospitalization jjg

||S and the like) WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO MAKE $i||

:;? PEOPLE WANT TO SPEND THEIR ENTIRE §§
£» WORKING LIVES WITH US.

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

We'd be happy to tell all'about us as

well as learn something about YOU, if

you'll contact your school's Placement

Department and make an appointment

to see our representative on campus.

Do it today!

Equitable IV-f
Trust Bank %•]

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street -

IATCH REPAIRS KODAK M-.KVIf i

Bennett's Dept. Store
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Levi's — Gant Shirts — Cricketeer — Farah
Downtown Cliestertown, Md.
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Reporter In Vietnam

To Write For Elm

Vietnam. He \

The Elm has designated Dan
Derby to be the official Elm cor-

respondent in Vietnam. A former
West Point Cadet, Derby is pres-

ently en route to the war torn

country, where he will send dis-

patches directly to the Elm at least

once weekly.

Derby edited the Corps Man-
date for four issues, then was Spe-

cial Projects Manager for the

any particular Ujl.,1]

Student Actions Aid
Birthday Ball Plans cd

:cording to Derby, he left West
t ahead of schedule because

,vas "administratively separat-

l consequence of my subversive

Derby was in Washington, D.C
last weekend, and traveled to dies-
tertown, to meet the editors ol

the Elm and discuss his plans foi

the articles to be sent from Viet-

Special Interest

He expressed an interest in at-

tempting to discover how wide-

spread several practices of the

American military forces are: foi

example, he remarked that if i

American or South Vie
units are in close proximity, and
find a number of Vict Cong dead,
both units count the dead in their

"body count" reports. This is clear-

ly one way in which the reported
number of VC dead may be inflat-

ed, and is directly related to much
of the concern over the accuracy
of government figures currently be-

ing released.

while in Vietnam, but has
iscd to pay the cost of shipping

his body back to the states, if that

should be necessary.

irthday sifyin

as February 24 approache

Ball Committee urges students to

finalize their plans soon by making
hotel and restaurant reservations

for parents and guests and ordering

Student Role Grows
Students are playing a much

larger role than in preceding years

in producing the Ball as S.G.A.,

Pan Hel and I.F.C. leaders join

administrative officials on the Ball

Committee. Public Relations Di-

rector Charles Cockey credits stu-

dents' own initiative for this in-

crease. Steve Myking has volun-

teered S.G.A. aid in encouraging
ionizations and individual stu-

dents to support the Ball as pa-

The M.R.A. has relieved Mr.
Cockey of the responsibility of coat

checking and car parking opcra-

; this . Also, the .

Hodson Hall. While
he M.R.A. will provide the labor-

the Women's Residence Asso-

on will provide the decorations

the transformation of Hodson
> a country club atmosphere.

Federalist Hospitality

.!!-!-;i!lHHVl!

Hallt

.»<tu pla, by Pa
Hervey, Leslie Robeson and Mam-
ie Holt, Ceorge Washington would
he much at home at the party in

liis honor. The dining room and
Hynson Lounge will be formally

regaled using Federal Blue as the

predominant color with touches of

white and gold, and the snack bar
and student activities center will

l>e disguised as a wine cellar cab-

aret for a less formal gathering

Playing continuously from nine

to one, the Morgan Baer Orches-
tra, a six-piece ensemble will pro-

et and the hugaloo. The
evening's highlight will he the

crowning of Miss Washington Col-

lege 1968, selected from five jun-

ior-year finalists, ending the reign

nf Miss Washington College Karen

Fourth Anninl "1 radii

"Now Mr.
Ockey calk the Ball, whose fourth

annual edition establishes its sen-

'"rity. The difference this year is

dint the Ball has more than social

^nilVanie. All proceeds above
expenses will go to supplement the

general scholarship fund. Mr.
Cockey adds that hopefully the
['i' feeds will evolve into a perman-
ent self - supporting scholarship

benefitting wholly or in part stu-

dents from Kent County, from

deal of the

upport

Thus far, 226 people have con-

firmed their invitations including

78 students, which, Mr. Cockey
notes, is an unusually large num-
ber, since student response previ-

ously has been minimal until a few

days before the event. According

to last year's cost of $2,000, the

$2,347.50 received to date indi-

cates receipts way ahead of last

year's total will be reached, and

that there has been a very favor-

able response to the scholarship

Derby is using military trans-

port facilities to reach Vietnam,
and expects to arrive there within

two weeks. Regular columns by
Derby will begin next week in the

pages of the Elm with a story

about the views of other West

Point Cadets on the Vietnamese

Straight Reporting

;rby professes to have a

The ,,pn. lihhle

the public at $7.50 per couple and

$5.00 to faculty and parents. There

is no charge to students and their

guests, and subscriptions may be

paid for at the door. Three hund-

red patronage subscriptions arc

available at $25 and $50 and over.

NOTICE!
At next week's Washington

Birthday Ball in Hodson Hall,

off campus couples, invited by

students, will be charged $5. No
charge will be made for a stu-

dent of Washington College

with an off campus date.

Grant To
Computer

By Sharon Stumpf

A grant awarded by the National

Science Foundation in providing a

computer facility to he established

on campus.

Initially applied for by Dr. John
Trimmer, the $88,000 award will

be distributed over a three-year

period, enabling interested students

qualify for computer work in

Finance
Facility

rrounding metropolitan area,

as Baltimore or Washington,
!. Equipment on campus will

it of a computer console, or

"telephone line" to the des-

. fields.

Computer Channel

Present plans for the facility in-

ide a channeling of computers

ulable in either Chej

Students will train for computer
work after graduation, for future

occupations in the social and phys-

ical sciences. Facult/ members in-

volved in research will also be

aided by a facility that will enable

> devoi i the

Alienated Reformer Seeks

Negro Coalition ForPower
By Steve Myking

Dr. Charles Hamilton, black

power advocate, addressed an aud-

ience of students and townspeople

last Saturday afternoon in Hynson

Dr. Hamilton, Chairman of the

Department of Political Science at

Roosevelt University, defined sev-

eral distinct types of participants

within the civil rights movement.

The first type, the political bat

micliael and H. Rap Brown belong

in. The reformer has developed the

concepts of black power. He has

lost faith in the

as the media in w
his problems.

The reformer,

with the bargain

regard himself a

While Dr. Hamilton endorses no

presidential candidates at this time,

he did name party leaders he

thought most cognizant of needed

changes. The Democrat named the

one with the most foresight con-

gainer, work!

He attempts

vithin the system,

his fellow:

of

therefore

replace institutions that abuse him

with those of his own. He calls on

black peoples to unite and thus be-

come "politically functional."

Violence

The alienated revolutionary, the

Computer Program Course

More data will be processed at

greater speed, and in greater de-

tail, than ever before; with more
detail being extracted from increas-

ingly larger quantities of research.

Concerned presently with the cam-
pus computer program is a course

currently offered on Wednesday
evenings, in which both undergrad-

uates and faculty members strive

to improve the skills necessary to

their world of technology.

Also involved is the Interdisci-

plinary Research Seminar, in which

data gathered from the Kent Coun-
ty and Chestertown area specifical-

ly will be computer-processed to

reveal relevant detail. According

to Dr. Trimmer, the program is

designed to eventually encompass

the entire campus, serving all areas

i
the only

the NAACP and Urban League,

constituted the "major thrust" of

the civil rights movement. They

influenced the movement most of

induce change. Violet

the destruction of white society,

can'ease the suffering of all black

While discussing his ideas con-

cerning violence, Dr. Hamilton dis-

tinguished between two types. Ex-

pressive violence is the result of

suppressed rage. Cropping up
the crowded ghet ; neither

ted. Dr.

Reformers

A third type defined by Dr.

Hamilton is the alienated reformer,

a category that he, Stokely Car-

sympathizes with senti-

ments which cause this spontaneous

Conspiratorial

Instrumental violence, on the

other hand, is conspiratoral. Or-

ganized and directed from under-

ground, this violence is used to ac-

complish specific goals. Dr. Charles Hamilton
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Our Man In Vietnam
The Elm is fortunate to enjoy the "luxury" of a corre-

spondent in Vietnam. Several big state universities have sent

members of their staff to Southeast Asian countries recently,

most especially South Vietnam, to report on

It is a costly venture if civilian transport (c

for example) are used. One large western university managed

lo collect almost $3,000 through nickel-dime contributions in

the cafeteria for this purpose. Obviously, no such possibility

exists here. The Elm will not have lo pay for food, lodging, or

transportation of Dan Derby, and faces only the grim prospect

of buying transportaticn for his body and coffin back to the

United States—if he dies "in action".

Even though most students have probably developed some

personal opinions about the American commitment in Vietnam,

there has been no public expression of these, opinions, either in

the pages of the Elm, the floor of the Senate, or through dem-

onstrations. This fact sets Washington College students apart

from many other colleges and universities where vigorous public

drbaie Iw- this i

The Elm is confident that most Washington College stu-

dents arc well-informed about the critical situation which ex-

ists in Vietnam—and Southeast Asia in general—and will take

advantage of this opportunity to gain greater insight into the

political, military, social, and economic situation there.

The Elm hopes that students will be motivated to express

themselves through these or other outlets-—as a result of the

material presented in our pages. We of the Elm staff will use

this opportunity to take a position on the war in Vietnam—and

trust that we may report of a growing student

the American military posture in that country.

Wise Decision
A potentially inflammatory issue was smoothly handled by

the administration this past week—as Bedford Groves, Director

of Public Events, informed several military recruiters scheduled

to appear on campus soon that the snack bar would no longer

be the headquarters for their recruiting activities.

As a result of an objection to their presence in the snack

bar—voiced in the Senate meeting last Monday—the recruiters

will now avoid that area while on official business—and confine

their recruiting operations to the Student Activities Center.

This is an issue, which has caused student protest and even

riots, boycotts, and other drastic action on numerous campuses

across the nation. Usually, the issue centers over a refusal by

the administration to allow student groups to represent them-

selves in the same areas as corporation or military recruiters.

Such student groups usually offer counsel to potential

draftees on how to maintain deferments, become a conscientious

objector, or "defect" to Canada. While no such groups have

been openly organized at Washington College, it is not hard

to imagine that this matter could have resulted in loud and

active student objection and complaint—and that the admin-

istration, whether it realizes it or not, has really avoided a

serious strain on its relationship with many students.

SGA Commentary

.. John Mendel!
Dave Rite

. Mitch Branson

less importance desen

haps there would be some embar
assment lo the College if ihe bud
get figures were disclosed. How
ever, the release of our faculty":

salary scale to the press shows tha 1

: adm

Mary McKay, Barbara Osborn, Al

of the MRA sponsored open house

program, and senators' response,

or lack of it, to certain lasks as-

Food Situation

SGA President Steve Myking re-

ported that the food committee had
been able to secure nothing con-

clusive from its lunch meeting with

Mr. Linvillc, but that things were

moving in the right direction. He
then regretfully announced that his

meeting with Mr. Frederick Dum-
schott, treasurer of the College, to

discuss the College budget had

failed in its purpose. It seems that

Mr. Dumsehott and the food com-

mittee had different ideas on the

subject of reviewing the budget.

While the committee, including

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl,

felt that they would receive a fair-

ly detailed break-down of at least

the board expenses at Washington

College, the clover Mr. Dumsehott

maintained that he had agreed to

show Mr. Myking only an outline

of the budget, with the amounts

spent under broad headings. When
pressed, he politely and firmly re-

fused to discuss budget in any fur-

ther detail. In addition, in ex-

change fir the uninformative ma-
terial which he gave Mr. Myking,

he extracted the promise that the

press would not obtain these fig-

"No Money"
Mr. Dumschott's reasons for not

disclosing the figures are at best

quite weak. He told the helpless

Mr. Myking that he needed the

permission of the Board of Visitors

and Governors to give out any fin-

ancial information. He added that

publicizing ihcse fieurcs would cm-
harass the College, for other people

would see the deficit in our budget.

In other words, Mr. Dumsehott

gave the familiar excuse, in a more
refined and ambiguous way, of "no
money."

This uncooperative attitude on

the part of Mr. Dumsehott has

placed another obstacle in the path

of food service improvement. Pcr-

divulgc

the College to the public.

Expose Improbable

Since only one major newspaper
besides the Elm has published this

data, it appears that Mr. Dum-
schott's fear of an expose of our

monetary difficulties is improbable;

these journals cannot get enthralled

over our domestic financial circum-

According to members of

Mr. Dum-
sehott was perfectly z

the Senate desired.

While discussing various aspects

of the budget, Barbara Osborn, re-

presenting Caroline House, suggest-

ed that the college bill sent to

parents be made more explicit. She
said that certain amounts of money
supposedly allotted to board in the

bill are used for quite different

purposes. For example, $110,000
of the board fees is channelled into

the mortgage of Hodson Hall.

Pay Building Costs

In addition, the cost of new
buildings, beyond what the Her-
itage Program funds cover, falls on
the students. It appears in the bill

under various other headings. Miss

Osborn thinks that these expenses

should be a separate item on the

bill, a logical and intelligent pro-

Closcly related to this food ser-

vice problem is the planned student

boycott of the cafeteria, originally

scheduled for February 23. With
the evidence of improvement in

food, many senators argued that

the threat of the strike on this

particular day constituted undue
pressure on Food Service Director

John Linvillc, who had shown him-
self willing to cooperate.

Bad Show of Faith

Thus a strike would be a bad
show of faith on the part of the

students. With the first moves al-

ready made in the direction of bet-

ter eating conditions, new questions

can now come up, without the aid
of the February 23rd strike. With
Messrs. Brian Kehoe, Ted Gold-
man, and Holloway casting the

only dissenting votes, the Senate
decided to call off the strike, but

the

After thi

idea of a boycott if i

necessary.

meeting. Mr. Kehoe
stated that the students had
ed the strike and that the stril

was necessary, for the battle wi
not yet won. Mr. Goldman fc

that "when you take the pressui

off,

'Strike Anytime'
However, Mr. Myking and Miss

Osborne expressed the dominant
views of the Senate when they

rike
." Mr. Myking thought

; the Senate has demonstrated
istained effort to gain conces-

i from Mr. Linville, there is

(Continued on Page 6)

Letters to the Editor
Dear Dr. Gibson:

Aftel Ilia. I Of

eiglis

the most happy association with

Washington College, I find it diffi-

cult now to have to submit to you
my resignation, to become effective

at the end of this academic year.

I have accepted the position of

Professor of French and Compara-
tive Literature in the Graduate De-
partment of Modern Languages
and Literatures at Catholic Uni-
versity. Nothing less than this

new challenge of working with

advanced students who already

bring a definite commitment to the

field, and the freedom to offer

prevail on me to leave

prestige or wealth. As ',

have been associated v
have seen it, under yoi

ship, dedicate itself to i

of excellence with thf

sense of values and prioi

without any of the prete

of -

tell

i of I

this I don't belie

have left it simply to go to an-

other college. Washington College,

for all its struggles and tribula-

tions, has always seemed to me to

have meant to me, both personal-
ly and professionally. They reas-

sured me that there was no need
to go elsewhere. The situation here
was sound, and getting stronger

and I knew this to be exceptional

rather than something one could

take for granted.

Soul Food

For

thank you for a

for me all these y

say simply:

. My thoughts

»n very close

and the college.

Affectionately,

Gcrda Blumenthal

To The Editor:

There has been much talk lately

about the lack of harmony and co-

operation between the Greeks and
the Independents, yet we have not

seen evidence of attempts to bridge

this gap. That a probler

evidei

tude toward the Moss Box.

In the past we have overlooked

many incidents, some of which have

caused damage to the building it-

incident becomes far more signifi-

cant in the light of previous talk of

better co-operation. Last Thursday
night, an object was thrown
through one of the winddws,

spreading glass all over the room.

This happened while the band was

practicing. Luckily everyone was

far enough from the window to es-

cape being injured. Another win-

dow was broken in a snowball fight

about that. We feel that the time

ady been made.
The Moss Box exists because

any students complained about

e lack of on-campus activity, and

ttemptei

ce of em
We !

tfor

And to thinkl I voted for this food strike.
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Language Dept. Chairman
Departs For Catholic Univ.

Dr. Cerda Blumenthal, Chair-
man of the Department of Modern
Languages, has announced that she

will leave Washington College at

the end of this semester to accept

a position as professor of French
and Comparative Literature at

Catholic University in Washington.
D. C.

Expressing her feelings that it

is with great regret that she leaves

Washington College, Dr. Blumen-
thal stated that only such an op-
portunity as the one she has been
offered could have made her decide

to leave Washington. "My experi-

ence at the college has been won-
derful," she commented, "but I

am looking forward to the oppor-

tunity to work with graduate stu-

who bring with them a definite

committment to the field."

20th Century
Dr. Btumcnthal explained that

her new position will give her a

crcat deal of freedom as it permits

her to teach courses in almost any
area she chooses. Since her main
area of specialization is the twen-

tieth century, most of her work
will be in that field, although she

has recently done much work in the

field of nineteenth century French,

German and Russian Literature

and Russian Literature and will

also teach courses in these areas.

At present, her plans for next

year include the teaching of sem-
inars on Proust, Malraux, Existen-

tialism and Modern European Lit-

erature, and a comparative course

on Balzac and Dostoevsky. "The

ed," she commented, "I will teach

a little further along in I

There arc certain things that can
be taken for granted in working
with graduate students."

International Flavor

The transition from Chestertown
to Washington, D. C, represents

for Dr. Blumenthal a move which
is both quite natural considering

her background and very exciting

Dr. Blumenthal commented that

she finds Washington a fascinating

city and that Catholic University

about it which appeals to her.

"I've always lived in cities such as

have generally been good but she

will have to wait until she has been

Berlin, Moscow, Paris and New
York, so this move is almost like

returning home," she stated, "al-

though I have become rather spoil-

ed by having everything so close

at hand in Chestertown."

Of her experiences at the col-

lege, Dr. Blumenthal says, "from
the first year I came here, the col-

lege has given me the opportunity
and the encouragement to grow
intellectually in any direction I

wanted. When I first began teach-

ing here in 1955, I found that stu-

dents weren't yet equipped to do
as much as I would have liked to

have done with them. Now I feel

that by and large they are able to

Open House Hours
The following is a listing of the hours each men's residence hall will

be open during the second semester. The hours were established by the
residents of each dorm, and approved in a meeting this week of the
MRA.

East Hall: Fri., 7:30-11:30; Sal., 3-5 and 7-11:30; Sun., 2-7:30
Middle Hall: Fri., 7-11:30; Sat., 3:30-5 and 8:30-11:30; and Sun 1-a'

Kent House: Fri.. 7:30-11:30; Sat.. 2-5 and 7-11:30; Sun., 2-6:30. Som-
erset: Fri., 8-11:30; Sat., 2-5 and 8-11:30; Sun., 2-8. West Hall's hours

hose of Somerset.

Moss Box To Mark
First Anniversary

far

Further Progress Needed

Dr. Blumenthal feels that the

college still has a long way to go
to realize its goals. "Students are

still somewhat lacking in the in-

tellectual liveliness and initiative

Is will

s intel-

Dr. Gcrda Blumenthal

which I have found in s

elsewhere. I think, howeve
the new majors in the ai

help attract people who ar

lectually and imaginatively

"I think what I have most loved

about teaching at Washington is

the great freedom I have had to

develop my interest in Compara-
tive Literature. Most other under-

confined me more rigidly to a

specific slot in the department.

While Dr. Dillon was head of the

department, she encouraged me to

start Colloquim and I have enjoy-

cd developing that

;l,:

On Washington's Birthday week-
end the Moss Box also has a birth-

day. Friday, February 23, is the

local club's first year anniversary.

Under the management of Bob-
bie Widdicombe, the cozy folk and
rock hideaway has grown into a
feature spot for the guitars and
psychedelic sounds of such regulars

as Howdie Dehoff and Bill Thomp-

Free Soft Drinks

Both Dehoff and Thompson will

entertain at the anniversary cele-

bration along with a handful of

others. Though admission will go
up to 50c for this night only, cus-

tomers can sip Coke and Sprite for

free.

Brian Manson launched the

Moss Box idea so that entertain-

ment could be available on the

Washington College campus. The
Moss Box building, which now
seats 60 people, was originally a

private home and then a storage

which will meet
e a week and I

for t . hours

New Book
Part of this free time will be

devoted to a new book Dr. Blum-
enthal is planning which will be

a study of Balzac and Dostoevsky.
Dr. Blumenthal has written and
published two books so far: Andre
Malraux: The Conquest of Dread,
,md a study of another great twen-

tieth century novelist, The Poetic

Imagination of Georges Bernanos.

Dr. Blumenthal commented that

ihe graduate programs in Romance
Literatures at Catholic University

there a while to evaluate them. Of
graduate students, she stated, "I

The Little Foxes'
By Donald Dolce

the, • be :

: than undergradu

The Little Foxes opened last

Monday night at the Morris Me-

chanic Theatre. Rarely has a Bal-

timore audience been so electrified

by such an outstanding play.

Set in a small community in the

deep South, The Little Foxes ex-

plores the relationship between the

members of a moderately aristo-

cratic family. The foxes, are two

brothers (Ben and Oscar) and
their sister (Regina) who scheme

to build a cotton mill on their

plantation, and thereby quickly be-

come wealthy. Part of their scheme

involes forcing the sister's husband

Brief Elm History
Shows Style Changes

Elm pla ted when ,0.MI

tun College's first newspaper
sprouted as the Collegian in 1898.

Since that year, the newspaper has

been uprooted and periodically

changed in style and content.

The early Collegians, under the

editorship of W. L. Wheatley, were
pamphlet size and printed only a
few times a year as a literary-type

publication. Articles and editorials

<>f campus news and dots of humor
and poetry.

Big Changes
The big changes came around

1925 when the Collegian, switch-

ing to a format like that of a

daily, began ,,, puhlish bi-weekly, A
i towards newsprint brought the

Consequently, the paper began a

new life as the Elm on October 18,

1930.

Large Staff

to contribute $75,000 to the fund.

Materialistic Family

However, the husband, Horace,

will not relinquish the money. The
obvious question is why. Horace

is the one person in the play who
sees his relatives and wife for the

basically materialistic characters

that they arc. His wife is a woman
who has hated him for years and
who only married him because of

his money. The two brothers, Os-

car and Ben, are always trying

to fulfill their insatiable greed for

more wealth. Their pretentious

concern for his health become
transparent veils of deceit.

Just as the foxes connive among
themselves for a common gain, they

are also ready to attack each other

in order to secure more personal

wealth. They bicker about how
much each will receive from the

Theft Discovered

Finally, the foxes steal the money
from Horace's money box, know-

ing that he only rarely looks into

it and that the money can soon

be replaced without his knowing.

However, the discovery of the theft

ing the last remnants of the south-

em gentility that the whole group

claims to possess. The southern

gentility theme is also realized

when at the end, Alexandra

(Horace and Regina's daughter)

tells her mother that she intends

to leave the home and live else-

where. Thus, the little foxes are

left alone in a world of their own
making.

Acting Forceful

The Little Foxes is one of the

most forcefully acted plays that I

have ever seen. Heading a superb

cast was Margaret Leighton as

Regina, who captured the very es-

sence of her character's bitterness

and loneliness. E. G. Marshall play-

ed Ben, the angry, greedy brother

whose materialistic ends helps to

destrop his own family. Mr. Mar-
shall has great command of the

stage and the dramatic scenes be-

tween he and Miss Leighton were

the finest moments of the produc-

addit iety of r

feature columns, wedding

totaj staff of thir

beginning to re

soluble the future

Choose Name
A general campus election was

held in 1930 to give the paper a

new name. The "Elm" masthead
was in competition with names
such as "Pentagon," the "Flying

Pentagon," and the familiar "Col-

legian." There were two write-ins

for "The Cafeteria Critic" and
"The Cherry Tree."

the role ol

Alexandra, performed by the love-

ly Geraldine Chaplin. This is Miss

Chaplin's first stage role and those

who enjoyed her in Dr. Zhivago

will be disappointed in her per-

formance here. In a film, she would

have had the benefit of many takes

for a scene. The stage is quite a

different story, and unfortunately,

her transition can hardly be called

smooth. She seems like a wild-

flower surrounded by a cluster of

orchids.

Demanding Role

After the performance, I talked

with her about the role as we
walked along Charles Street. She
commented that the role was a de-

manding one, but that she enjoyed

doing it very much. Her main ob-

Mechanic Theatre and how highly,

she thought of it. Similar com
were voiced by Miss Leighton and;

E. G. Marshall, both of whom|
commended the theatre. Mr. Mar
shall commented "We need raori

theatres like the Mechanic all ovei

the country."

The Little Foxes is an outstand

ing contribution to the theatre —
both in play and players. It is, with

area. The tables are scavengcred
old desks and sewing tables.

"To get the idea going," said

Widdicombe, "we worked through
the Mount Vernon Literary So-
ciety." It was easier, he said, to

push it through with the help of

a campus organization.

Need Entertainers

The Moss Box usually charges
25c admission, "but we're hoping
to get enough money to bring in

outside entertainers from other
campuses," said Leslie Robeson,
one of the founders.

"We also need more entertainers

for the birthday night," said Alison
Howell, a co-originator, "and we
hope to drasv some future regulars

Bill Thompson, Moss Box enter-

tainer, will celebrate lease of a re-

cording with Howdy Dehoff in two

SEA Plans Sale

Of Used Books
Washington College's Student

Education Association is planning

a used book sale for the first sc-

Members of the organization will

begin collecting books after spring

ing to editions in the book store

will be sold to freshmen and upper-

classmen next year.

A record will be kept of the

owner and price of each book. If

a book is not sold, it will be re-

turned to the owner. The organi-

zation will keep a small commis-
sion for each book sold.

Sally Wampler, SEA president,

reports that students will be able

to make much more profit on used

books under this system.
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Sho 'men Win Twice;

Koepke, Marion Star
i spread the i

the si

Athletics are an essential part of the college. Intercollegia

athletic participation has put this small campus i

The continued success of the lacrosse tear

of Washington College nationwide. Th:

team will carry the Sho'

tinent. The basketball te;

and Mark Brumbaugh coi

ty in the Mason-Dixon si

spring and fall athl

The Washington Varsity basket-

ball team began to come alive as

they won two of the three games

played last week. The [cam record

with other institutions for perspeel

male student is probably more ini

of this school than the high ra

pupil-professor ratio, or the fine sr

are a vital part of this school's ci

ful public relations outlet.

The administration has come

few years. More and more effort

scholar-athlete. The pen
Mr. Ed Elliott, and now

top-flight athlel

the European Con-

ligibility of Bob Koepkc

vay to building, a dynas-

ena. The success of the

* this school competitive

:udcnts. The perspective

athl

ing of the faculty, the

lall college facilities. Athl

rriculum and a very sua

>me to realize this fact in the past

Tort is made to gain the so-called

iiveness of Mr. Robert Pritzlaff,

Bill Brown have and are bring-

nto this school. Just recently 30

„ high school basketball players from several states were
^

invited to this campus in an effort to influence their decision

and many responded favorably to the school and its climate.

An extremely big push is being made in the field of atliletic re-

cruitment.

Even though I am in agreement with this policy, I still

think a valid criticism can be presented. Present policies have

excluded maybe 40% of high school athletes from considering

this school. 11% of the total population has beeti excluded from

admission to this school. I am not saying this school has a color

bar or is segregationist dominated—rather that the Negro stu-

dent and hence the Negro athlete have in fact been denied en-

trance because of cost, academic deficiency, or a myriad of other

real or supposed causes. The number of Negro students in my
three years at this school I could count on my one hand ex-

cluding mv thumb. The fact is this school is as lily-white as

any institution in Mississippi or Alabama. If not in number

then in spirit. Such a condition must be remedied. College is

supposed to provide an education in order to meet and defeat

the problems of the outside world. How valid can a Washing-

ton College curriculum be if it offers a student a haven from

tin- complodng problems of race which are omnipresent in to-

day's world. Brotherhood must be practiced—not lectured,

read, or tested.

A conscious effort must be made to bring more Negro stu-

dents to this school. A likely starting point would be the Negro

athlete. At this point some may scream hypocrisy. Let me make

it clear that the choice of the athlete as a starting point is not

because (ll Negroes would improve our athletic teams which

(Continued on Page 6)

On Wednesday night, the Sho'-

men defeated Swarthmorc by a

score of 82-67 in Russell Gym,
Although the outcome of the game

was hardly ever in doubt, this was

not one of the Sho'mcn's better

efforts.

Sloppy Play

The game was somewhat sloppily

played and featured many turn-

overs by both sides. Frank Marion,

with his best offensive show of the

season, poured in 32 poinls to pace

In a somewhat abbreviated con-

test played on Thursday night, the

dsitine, Sho'men dropped an 84-81

decision to Lebanon Valley. The

first half was all Washington as

points followed by Frank Marion

Outstanding Performance

On Saturday night the Sho'-

men put on their finest perfor-

mance in many seasons upsetting

Randolph Macon College by a

score of 87-70. This was the

first Washington win over the

strong Southern opponent in re

The outcome of the game was

hardly ever in doubt as Washing-

Dan Bn 7 of 9

field *«>] the

Sho'm
the half.

Close Struggle

However, in a wild second half.

Lebanon Valley got hot and me-

thodically picked apart the Sho'-

men 2-3 zone to quickly tie the

game with 1 3:00 minutes remain-

ed his

i'ith much con-

ct seemingly unnoticed by the

finals. Only the fine offensive

ay of Bob Koepke kept the

am in the game.

The game was prematurely end-

r, as Coach Elliot pull-

l from the floor in the

e of the game. While

i somewhat wild jump
the officials, Elliot was

th two technical fouls

and ejected from the floor. Since

there was no other coach or facul-

ty member present to run the

team, Elliot was forced to pull his

squad from the floor. Bob Koepke

slapped

led the Shn'n hi, :>--.

Washington Wrestlers Downed
byLoyola College atHome 26-14
Last Saturday before the home-

town fans the Washington College

grapplcrs dropped a 28-12 decision

to Loyola College.

Tom Marshall began the action

in the 123-lb. class by dropping a

close 1-0 match. There was no

scoring in the first two periods as

both wrestlers proceeded very cau-

tiously. With only about one min-

ute remaining Tom's opponent es-

caped and kept the lead to win

Plchitino Win.
In the 130-lb. class Jim Pichitino

got the Sho'men on the scoreboard

by taking a 7-0 decision. Jimmy
was in constant control throughout

the match as he exhibited some fine

wrestling moves. Jim has shown

matches and should prove to be a

serious contender in the post-season

Mason-Dixon mat tourney. At 137

lbs. Chic Darrell had a rough time

as he was pinned by his strong Loy-

ola foe.

Brooks Jackson broke out of his

niidsi-asuii slump by winning an im-

pressive 10-2 decision. Brooks ti.uk

the offensive early in the match

and never let up. If Brooks ex-

hibits similar form in future match-

es he should do scoring for the

Sho'men.
102 Pound Match

In the 152-lh. class Mark Mad-
den put on another excellent dis-

play of wrestling tactics as he casit-

ly decisioned his Loyola opponent.

His win enabled him to remain un-

defeated in the 152-lb. class. The
team score at this point was 9-8 in

favor of the hometown matmen.

In the 160, 167, 177, and 191-Ib.

classes Washington College suffered

a severe setback as Jerry Duhn,

Dave Bouldcn, Joel Benisch, and

frauds filipi were respectively pin-

The match ended on an encour-

aging note as Rick Holloway won
a 3-1 decision in the heavyweight

division. It was his second straight

victory before the Washington Col-

lege fans. Bick got his points by

getting an escape in the second per-

iod and a takedown in the third

period.

Coach Pritzlaff was very pleased

despite the 28-12 defeat. He cited

the Jackson and Holloway bouts as

examples. Jackson's opponent

came in to the match with a spark-

ling record. His defeat was by an

excellently wrestled bout by Jack-

Great Promise

The coach believes that Holloway

has come a long way and is begin-

ning to show a great deal of pro-

mise. His opponent from Loyola

had only the week before lost a

i lose decision to last year's Mason-
Dixon champion,

Perhaps the finest bout of all ac-

cording to Mr. Pritzlaff was the

12'i-lb. class where Tom Marshall

lost to the M-D fourth place finish-

er of a year ago. "Marshal

pro' latch and it's a

a senior because he

real good one," stated

i the

Good ball handlir_.

strong rebounding, and fine shoot-

highlighted the Sho'men vic-

At the half, the team led

45-30. Randolph Macon rallied

early in the second half to cut

the lead to eleven but the Sho'-

men then blew the game open with

fast breaks and fine shooting to

Bob Koepke again led the scor-

ing with 20 points. Dave Bruce

and Frank Marion chimed in with

17 points apiece.

The Sho'men's next two con-

tests are on the road with Gallau-

det on Wednesday and Loyola on
Saturday. The final home game
will be played with Franklin and
Marshall on Friday, February 23.

KA'S Dump Sigs

For League Title
Alpha clinched first with an 8-0 record. But the i

place in the intramural basketball

A League with a resounding ti4-!l'i

win over Phi Sigma Kappa. Cam
Smith and Al Streelman split 32

points evenly as KA wrapped up
the fraternity cup for 1969. Still

within reach at halftime, 15-25, the

Sigs witnessed a hot streak by Al

Streelman, accounting for ten

quick points and putting the

game on ice for the undefeated

KA five.

The Lambdas moved into second

place by defeating Theta Chi

79-48. All five Lambda Chi start-

ers netted at least 12 points. John
Mendell had 19, but George, Buck-

less rimmed 24 for the Thetas.

Deltas Win
The Deltas assured themselves of

a spot in the playoffs by capturing

fourth place with a 44-39 win over

the Outcasts. Again, Steve Ellyson

sparked his team with 19 points.

Bonn Vergari contributed 12 and

Outcast Woody Snyder meshed 15.

In the B League, the idle Doo
Birds had completed rcgula

leagui week, finis

in the standings fin-

ished impressively with victories.

The second-place Triple S club-

bed KA Z, 34-14, as Rick Hollo-

way had 12 tallies.

Measell Gets 26

Dan Measell threw in 26 points

as the SIF's ended the regular

THOU, 53-27. KA B edged Phi

Sig B, 26-24, to avoid a confus-

ing four-way playoff for fourth

place in the B League to deter-

mine who would participate in the

league playoffs. John Flato had
eleven counters for KA.

In the only other game the The-

participants are' KA, Lambda
Chi, Phi Sig, and Delta—

A

League; Doo Birds, Triple S,

SIF, and KA B—B League.

-1 record. Jim Pitchitino

vith a 3-2 mark. Follow-

arc Brooks Jackson, Rick

i and Tom Marshall, all at

2:00. It will
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Hemlock Patch
No profession is more intimately

related to teaching than philos-

ophy. Physicians, lawyers, scientists,

linguists, leave teaching tr> practice

their professions, or they give up

[he heyday of Greece the

sional philosopher has been
teacher. The accountant or

journalist who cannot make
grade in the field can earn a liv

teaching others how to make
grade. But if there is one area
which the proverb, "Those v

often i

fes-

thai

philosophy. The
derive from default; the man who
cannot do philosophy cannot teach

it either.

The nature of philosophy guar-
antees its ongoing life. When a

student watches his science teacher

perform an experiment, or even

when the student runs through the

experiment himself, he knows the

outcome in advance. The student
knows that the discovery has been

of confirming someone else's dis-

covery, that it is only a matter of

getting enough skill to go on to

the next course. But when a stu-

dent works through a problem with

his philosophy teacher the material

has to be alive. Discoveries are al-

ways fresh, not only because the classroom

The 1

comes dated with new
But philosophers can at c

tradict and coexist. When scientists

disagree one of them almost always

turns out to be wrong. Indeed,

scientific proceedure is good to the

extent to which it can proclaim
the triumph of one theory over the

other. In philosophy the trick is to

understand why each man thought
what he did, not which we will be-

and Spinoza says that mai
free. The philosopher in tl

room does not have to di

give only perfunctory attei

the other. The philosophei

All You Need Is Love
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in

that wonderful, once-in-a-Iifetime way. The en-

gagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the

word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine'

color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or

replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages,

under "Jewelers."

_._ REGISTERED _

I
HOWTO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENTAND WEDDING j

I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
|

j
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for

|

j
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book,

j

V Stuart Petock-

known be-

forehand, but even where the

teacher knows where the ideas go,

the passage from one thought to

another is novel because problems
tend not to get thoughts thru the

same way twice. The philosopher

in the classroom is not verifying

a general law that everyone knows;
he is discovering something about
ideas and letting his students in

on the discovery. Only an advanced
graduate student or colleague can
join the practitioner of most fields

in live performance. The philoso-

pher can say to his beginning !

dent, "Come, let us work togeth

rethink with him the problems that

led each writer to the position he
advanced. Where the commitment
is to what is topical old theories

have to be seen as competing with
the new. But in philosophy as in

art the commitment need be only
to understanding the object of

study, and the philosopher is free,

therefore, to teach the literature of

his field with the focus on the

values that each work embodies.
The practicing philosopher does

irely teach other people's

Ideas that are rethought
ntly ,

uhy |,hiterpretation. This
sophical journals

original articles that deal largely

This why. of the i

thr

osophy, Kant's

Reason, contains, in part, a treat-

ment of Hume's ideas, in part, a
treatment of Leibniz' ideas, and in

part, a treatment of Plato's ideas.

Yet, the slightest familiarity with
that great work dispells the illusion

that it is ecclectic.

Philosophical ideas live. And like

so many other living things, its life

depends upon a process. Ideas that

are merely reported are ideas whose
vital process was killed by pre-

digestion ; they are dead things.

But even if, like Lazarus, ideas that

are dead can be revivified by the

right person's present interest, the

i
organic character of philosophical

ideas gives the philosopher in the

classroom a special responsibility.

This is why it takes a philosopher

to teach philosophy. Otherwise, the

presentation of dead things has to

pass for the sharing of live ones,

and philosophy does not consist oF

dead things.

Political Potpourri
By Steve Amick

If Lyndon Baines Johnson is re-

elected as President of the United
Slates and serves the full four year
Presidential term, he will be sec-

ond only to Franklin Delano
Roosevelt in the length of his Ad-

He will have pro-

ional '"leadership" for

over nine years. This is indeed a
frightening thought. How is it that

a man so consistently unpopular
among all classes of Americans as

Lyndon Johnson
c-elccted?

The
i the

temporary lack of an cffectii

party system in much of the Unit-
ed States today. The party system,
according to theorists, will provide
sufficient competition as to ensure
the election of popular

The i

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Aid.

"OK" USED CARS
Service On All Makes

believed to

is personally disliked and distrusted

will not be returned to office. Is-

sues of this magnitude will be of

such import in the campaign that

the opposition candidate will sure-

ly be elected and the minority
become the majority.

Unfortunately the theorists may
well prove wrong in the instance

of the present day. Southern Dem-
ocrats run unopposed. Many
Congressman of both parties face

only token opposition. In order to

elect a Republican Governor of

Maryland his opponent must be an

Bonnett's Dept. Stare
Your Every Need in Dress & Casual Clothes

Tuxedo Rental Available for Washington Birthday Ball

Levi's— Gant Shirts — Cricketcer— Farah
Downtown Chestertown, Md.

Anyone can

GOOF.
With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you

can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per-

mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinarypencil

eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.

In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In

handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

out and out racist in the tradition
of Lester Maddox. In order to

elect a Republican Congressman
from the Eastern Shore the last

Democrat must have been indicted
for bribery—even then it was

Many local political offices go
completely unopposed, Is it any
wonder the people complain about
the quality of state legislators and
county council members if these
men fear not for their re-election?

The quality of men elected in

two-party constituencies is notably
higher thanT those who are not.

The Republicans are themselves
largely responsible for their own
lack of success in maintaining the
two-party system. Over-concerned
with intraparty squabbles, they
have not been able to carry out
the "guns and butter" policy of

fighting among themselves as well

as with Democrats. They have not
taken full advantage of opponents'
unpopularity. The reasons for this

are highly complex and contro-
versial—a major subject of study
for political science majors and
not to be discussed here.

But the fact must be emphasiz-
ed that the result has been the dis-

appearance of mv strong two-

party system and that this factor

affects the government to a con-

siderable degree.

Now as Republicans struggle to

regain lost ground they are in need

of help from all who believe that

to have two strong parties is an
inly many

pla. tlu-i

trust in the right of democratic op-

position—which can only be on
any regular basis on the foundation

of the large, healthy, widespread

party.

The basic freedoms enjoyed by

Americans include the right to

vote. Let us make sure that the

right to vote means something. Let

us have a choice of candidates

—

each with a reasonable chance to

School Days MeanSl

^SfifE DRIVING DAYS

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs
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Sports Editorial (Continued from Page 4)

they assuredly would, or (2) to use them as a banner to wave

in the face of the N.A.A.C.P. as a symbol of our liberal poli-

cies. The Negro athlete is the initial key because he is the

means to bring other Negro students to this school. He is a

symbol to other Negroes that there are opportunities for them—
athlete or non-athlete— at this institution. The Negro athlete

in a sense is a public relation gimmick to gain other Negroes

in order to make this college a far better institution.

With such a goal in mind the admission policies of this

school must be changed. The Negro athlete must be recruited

in large numbers. Nobody wants to be a loner and this is just

the situation that former Negroes in this school have been sub-

jected to. This school should be able to support at least 10

Negroes a year. Negro students with admissible academic

achievements must be subsidized if necessary no matter what the

cost. Money from other areas should be diverted to meet these

expenses. What is more important—an air-conditioned main-

tenance office or the ability of the school to offer education

to more students and a wider education to the enrolled. The
burden of payment would not totally fall on the school. I'm

positive that if this school opened its token integrated school

fully grants from Negro institutions and the Federal govern-

ment would be forthcoming to defray these costs. Other small

schools have sizable Negro student enrollment. Where docs

Washington College stand. Or are we too south of the Mason-
Dixon Line. The time has come for this college to evaluate the

value and the merits of having an almost totally white enroll-

ment. Does such a situation fulfill the goals of a liberal arts

education so highly praised by faculty and administration?

SGA . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

no need to dangle a date in front

of him.

There are two sides to almost

every question; the food problem

is no exception. The Senate is a

two-way channel, so Mr. Linville

has asked students lo help him save

money, a reasonable request.

Cut Down Waste

If students took only food that

they wanted, lliey could cut down
waste and save Mr. Linville money
— money which he could use to

help eliminate his deficit. Stolen

silverware and glassware amounts

to about $2400 a year, or about

60% of the cost of Saturday night

steaks. A little more cooperation

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

THURS.-SAT. FEB. 15-17

BIG HORROR SHOW
"Fearless Vampire

Killer"

"Eye Of The Devil"

BIG KIDDIE
SATURDAY MATINEE

CHILDREN UNDER 12—10*

"Tarian And The
Lost River"

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

"Taming of the Shrew"

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Chtsttrtown — Galena

Church Hill

Welcome Students

RUe and DR Y >-_^
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

help solv!

i theMr. Goldman
good lidinss as he announced the

resumption of open bouse. It seems

that President Daniel Z. Gibson

was satisfied with the revised re-

port. Mr. Skelos of Kent House

objected to the still experimental

status of the open house, but was

assured by Mr. Goldman that the

MRA would merely have to sub-

mit satisfactory progress reports to

the President in order to keep the

program.

Senate Apathy

Some rather tlisi-on raging sii;ns

of Senate apathy manifested them-

selves at the meeting. When Mr.

Myking asked how many senators

had read the brief concerning the

suit against General Hershcy, only

seven could reply affirmatively. Al-

though a jew may have had good

excuses for not reading this briet

report, most had nothing to say

that would have explained their

lackadaisical attitude.

It is the business of not only

the senators but of every person

on this campus, especially the men,

to read this document and realize

its importance. That is, of course,

if these senators consider their con-

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE

ONE WEEK
BEGINNING FEB. 1STH

SIDNEY POITIER

"TO SIR WITH LOVE"

Two Shows Nights 7 and S

MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M.

Phone 556-6628

FEBRUATsW I5TB68

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.n

STAMP IT!

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silvei

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

p 10:00 P.M. -

Closed

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

- Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pjn.

n Mondays

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

8
High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

ir i

rights thw

Reprc

icn perhaps soi

find out how imj

sidcr their positi

tative Negligent

The :

Mr. Myking asked for hookstore

reports; except this time only five

senators had done their job. No
wonder students see no improve-

ment in bookstore services. For

many students, the one line of pos-

itive action has been clogged by

a negligent Senator.

It is high time that these lazy

representatives were prodded. The
SGA constitution provides, in Ar-

ticle 7, Section 1, for the removal

of a Senator in case of "neglect of

duly," malfeasance in office, ser-

ious personal misconduct, or upon
being placed on probation," (em-

phasis own). According to Article

by

..v.

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
245 High Street (Do. (near the College) MEMBER PDIC
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'68 Class Dedicates
'Pegasus' To lames

production of Tadjik

Senate Completes

Spring Evaluation

Modem Drama
while his back-

ground in Art is the result of the

fact that his father was director

of the National Galcrey of Art
during the first fifteen years of its

Belch i

Night.

'ork has been
as a member of the
which helped plan the

Center. Dr. Jai

the building now needs an art

wing to complete the facilities. Of
the building itself, Dr. James said,

beautifully planned build-

a wel-

campus as a

of the Declaration of

Independence."

Faculty Improved
Dr. James has been a teacher

at Washington since receiving bis

Master's degree from University of

teaching here while working on bis

Doctorate, which he received from
Duke University ir

he "the
ngr< in the shidnm and fatuity

c have been cnourmous. Both
c improved, the faculty more
than the students, although

s more room for improve-
ment among the faculty."

"Students," h e commented,

"seem much more aware of what

an irrational world they arc living

in and therefore more receptive to

the wildly irrational things I teach
in a course like modem drama.
The bottom layer of students has
disappeared completely and al-

though there have always been a

Maryland i I'.tjll

think thn

now than

Dr. Jai

questionnaires for the 1968
Itudent teacher evaluation are in.

Student Government Association

rcpi'-fiiiatives callected completed
Thursday afternoon from

k of compiling the opinions

class into abstracts which
airly reflect the class opinion of

Durse and the teacher.

luation Committee co-ehair-

Mary Sue Blevins and Ed
ck are satisfied with the form

)f the questionnaire. Compared
'

i last year's questionnaire, the

one is more nearly based on a

isiical approach, with a "grid"

esponse used to indicate the dc-

which one is satisfied with

he work load of a course, for ex-

Purposes

The evalution is designed to "of-

:r students an opportunity to ex-

tess interest in academic affairs,

ffer the faculty some indication

i their success in fulfilling their

lurse or teaching objectives," and
i "stimulate a student to con-

dcr the extent of his learning in

eshmen registering for thei

semester courses" and be ;

j "upperclass

Psychology

Members of the college psychol

:y department advised the cvalua-

of quest!

npns orgnii

faculty and to the computer."

Kreamer sympathized with Miss
Blevins' and Mr. Wortcck's efforts

fill ,

:entagc of the studei

He served for a number of

as an advisor to the Washin;

College Players usually, he c

mented, "after I had writte

rather tart review /or the

about the last production. 1

advi

Iha

Dr. An, Mrs. Speiden
Receive Promotions

and International Stud-

the

vered last year's cssay-slylc ques-

tionnaire. But he feels that "much
less serious consideration will go
into this year's responses from the

students due to the length and bor-

ing college board-type questions in

The Board of Visitors and Gov-

rnors of Washington College has

nnounced the promotion of Dr.

"nomas An from Assistant Profes-

ar of Political Science to Chair-

lan of the Department of Politi-

The t 1,1.,,

follows: Monday-Thursday 8:15

a.m. to 11:00 p.m.; Friday 8:15

a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m.;

Saturday 8:15 a.m. to 12:15

p.m. and 2 tb 5 p.m.; Sunday
2 to 11:00 p.m.

Convocation Hosts
U.S. Chief Justice

Dr. An's appoin

Chairmanship of the Political Sci-

ence Department marks the crea-

tion of a new department. Politi-

cal Science and Internationa!

Studies were previously considered

toft Hi. f Dcpai

Na-

Asian Pi.lli

Earl Warren, Chief Justice o

the United Slates Supreme Court

will speak at the Washington Birth

day Convocation this Saturday a

2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Audi

on the Justice as the head of th>

controversial Warren Commission
a committee which reported its in

vesication of the assassination o

President John F. Kennedy in 1963

Warren swore in Kennedy at hi

inanimation in 1961, and

Dr. An has been a member of

the Washington College faculty

since 1963. He holds a B.A. from
Indiana University, an M.A. from

Yale University and a Ph.D. from

the University of Pennsylvania. He
has written and published numer-

ous articles on modern Asian Pol-

and t

pportcr of the Kennedy na'*'

f

,f Visitors

Covcrnors was Mrs. R.

Speiden. Mrs. Speiden ha

post of assistant librarian

ington College since hei

.._ about the general form
' 'he questionnaire.

According to Mary Sue Blevins,

t final form of the
as nut determined until late las

[«k, close to the time the ques

ionnaire was to be presented to th<

Went Goverr
'p to the last minute, she

I forms and questions
e™? considered,

was not possible

sw many student

students were g
o complete the foi

had three i

" the quest

Bob Kreamer chairman of the

Went Government Association

t^ittce which produced the first Chief Ji

Went evaluation of
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Judgement Day
According (o members of the student evaluation committee,

response to this year's quest ion nai re is about as expected. Most

Students responded by completing the three sections. The first

section provided information about the student; the second, the

Student's opinion of course content and teaching technique, and

the third part a "faculty checklist" which will not be published,

but passed on to each faculty member as "private" suggestions

for course and teaching "improvement".

The Elm is satisfied Uiat much conscientious effort was put

into the drafting of the questionnaire. We hope as much atten-

tion will be given the answers from the students. This is the

point at which last year's evaluation failed. We have been as-

sured that the abstracts will be carefully reviewed, to see that

they were fairly written and well worded.

The Elm would criticize the evaluation cor

much emphasis is given one of the stated objectiv

ua'.ion: stimulating the student to consider the

learning in individual courses and in the entire

will be nice if a student suddenly

while filling out the qucstio

'68 Student Evaluations
Stir Senate Controversy

is published—and is
|

just a fortunate bv-prochi

The Elm would alsc

by the students who at

littee if too

of the eval-

ctent of his

entire curriculum, ft

hat he learned in a

but that is not what

(lie primary aim of the evaluation

—

By Raymond Felton Tin-

t i|i]i-sti<piinai

the

1968 student

nation of professors was approved

unanimously by the Senate. This

year's version, capably prepared by

a committee headed by Mary Sue

Blevins and Ed Worteck, with ad-

vice from Drs. Kirkpatrick and
Grumpelt, sports several new fea-

tures. Profiting from the mistakes

of last year's evaluation, the com-

mittee has produced a question-

naire that is informative, yet dis-

; Blevins

of the college, and

i of the student as of the

professor. The first part forces the

student to think about the amount

of effort which he expended in

each of his courses, before he be-

gins to answer questions about the

professor.

Statistical Approach

Instead of essays about each

course, the information will be pre-

sented in a statistical form. Mr.

Worteck explained that this for-

mat would eliminate any possible

subjectivity on the part of those

people who compile the question-

naire data. Also, the time required

to fill out the forms will be short-

ened, hopefully increasing the num-
ber of students turning in complet-

i choosing electives

Letters to the Editor

Linville Replies

To Criticisms

With the thoughts and coi

taries of others in the last is

the Elm now past history,

i (tl

ly have not filtered dc

ous meetings to the Senate and stu-

dents) be brought to light.

First of all, how can a person be

"extremey reluctant" to do any-

thing when the unhappy parties

have made no effort on their part

to let their feelings be known?
Since Ray Felton was not on cam-
pus the first semester. I will attempt

to fill in the details for him. Some-

time in October or early Ni vemher,

Jerry Luhn came to my office and
said that he had been appointed

he Senate Fcod Cot

have come to a head in the manner
in which it did.

ments, I here and now publicly

offer a prize of $100.00 to Jack
Bloom, Ray Felton, or any other

student who can prove that at any
time during my employment at

Washington College I have ever

served a hamburger patty that has

had any type of oatmeal, cereal, or

any other filler in it. I will be

happy to give them a list of every

purveyor from which I have pur-

during the

will
: Of i

We talked shoi

If anyone cares to take the time

and (rouble to come to my office, I

will show you a complete set of men-
us that were served during the first

semester. Upon close inspection of

these, you will find that roast beef

appeared at least once each week;
not always on Wednesday night,

but it was always there.

I agree with Ray Felton's article

settled by
nd "Ihei

ie, and he stated that he woi

.mi fine, and would be happy

o throw tins out for consideration

preparing to judge their profs:

Do we really understand why a prof teaches the way he does?

Have we asked? Can we say he is wrong? Shouldn't we consider

that his approach is simply different and might be highly ef-

fective without our now realizing it?

And how would the students react to a faculty publication

of their opinions about us?

Now Is The Time
Now is the time for all individuals who are interested in

working on the Elm sta(T to speak up. The new editorial board

will be appointed in another month, and recruits are welcomed
now, as Elm staff "regulars" may now expect a promotion, and
personnel to fill their vacant positions will be needed.

Writing ability is not a prerequisite for working on the

Elm—at least for the positions of photographer, typist, proof-

reader, circulation and exchange editor, advertising and busi-

ness manager, and the other jobs which must be done to pub-

lish the Elm.

Numerous freshmen have indicated an interest in working
for die Elm but felt that waiting until the second semester would
give them an opportunity to guagc their work load and assess

their other responsibilities before committing themselves to any
other work assignments. The Elm hopes that they along with

any interested students, will offer their talents for our use. Re-
is small—when it is given—but the rewards and

t of working for a weekly college paper far outweigh

the lack of financial benefits.

The Elm asks only that those who do express an interest

do so honestly. If you are on our stall, we expect to be able to

use you, and we must know how much work you arc prepared
to do.

Excuses and unfulfilled promises and obligations do not a
weekly paper make.

middle ( November. I bad a con-

versation with Steve Myking who
asked if 1 would come and speak at

a Senate meeting. I attended a

Student Senate meeting on the

Monday night before Thank-^iv inc.

and spent over an hour explaining

the operational aspects of the food

hink nothing of i

king who started the ronversatio

by asking me if I had heard?

asked liiui what I was supposed t

have heard, and he related lb

fishc

felt

umu' a

tion, if handwritten, might cause

retaliation if handed over to the

professors. It was decided that di-

rections to type this section will be

included in the questionnaire; those

not typewritten will be done at

SGA expense.

Senate Reaction

After the meeting, several sena-

tors expressed opinions of the eval-

uation. Miss Osborn felt that the

questionnaire is improved, but that

such a trend must be evident in

future editions. Miss Bailey said

that the evaluation was more ob-

jective, as did Miss Pat Dorsey,

the SGA secretary. Although he

wished to reserve judgment until

the whole evaluation was complet-

ed, Mr. Amick stated that "un-

tested as it is, it looks good to

me." Mr. Myking was of the feel-

ing that the evaluation is excellent,

complimented the chairmen,He
who had done

Pat Green, a member of the eval-

uation committee, stated that the

whole project was too much an at-

tempt not to displease the profes-

sors. The result, she concluded, was

a boring, indefinite product. Miss

Marie Warner, Senate vice presi-

nply

when asked her opinion of the eval-

uation. Later, she complained, like

Miss Green, that the evaluation

was too weak. It refused to take

a stand. She did not think that

the questionnaire really evaluated

a course. Both senators voted for

the evaluation. Both saw what was

essentially the final form at a com-

mittee meeting, and offered very

few suggestions to change anvthiiig.

They waited until after the Senate

,,-etim; i..

V.

Miss Bta

noit.

: of;

more room for reform"

there were 280 questi

turned, white this year with the

situation supposedly so much worse

only 170 students bothered to take

the time to fill them out.

o think that

i thing, and
ig in 15-20,

i late and demand-
ing something to eat. The food

wasted, and the theft of silverware,

etc. are only examples of your
throwing away your own money.
Some boarding students still persist

on taking extra food for non-pay-

ing day students. If these day stu-

dents wanted to get away from the

dining hall so badly, why do they

still sneak back to steal from you
who have paid?
The summations of my feelings

are these:

1

)

As I have repeatedly stated

chance to talk with any student or

group about the operation of the

dining hall.

2) I could care less about the

threat of a food strike. The only

ones who would, lose anything

student body

for the hard work that they have

done on this evaluation. They have

sacrificed many hours to give the

the academic aspect of college life.

At the same time, they have of-

fered each of the faculty members

a confidential check list to help

them improve their teaching tech-

nique and course structure without

feeling publicly compelled t

allv

the

ted battle

the location and

for the Senate.

steak,

ion when the

Id be smorgasbord

loices of seafood,

Highlighting the <

the call for a

roll call vote on the subject of the

dinner's location and format.

After wasting the time to conduct

equested that

the

What followed was a steady deteri-

oration of the meeting into a series

of points of order and an indignate

casligation of Mr. Skelos by Mr.

Myking, whom Mr. Skelos accused

of making insulting remarks. The

whole affair constituted a fine mad-

All this leads up to one point.

If the Senate bad acted like the

adults they claim to be and had
not dodged their responsibility as

Mr. Felton claims I am trying to

do, this whole i "A proposal to hold a drive-in banquet has been rejected .
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X-West Point Cadet
Tells Viet War Views

led izing the high ctuualit

one which he wrote while still at

West Point. Officials there would
not permit him to publish this ac-

count of the views on the war held

by West Pointers, and was brought

before a full colonel [or review. Ed.

By Dan Derby
West Point is one undergrad-

half of each class doesn't have to

worry about the draft. For every

cadet service in Viet Nam is a

> know howPeople are cu

cadets feel aboi

are templed to brand them hawks
in view of their volunteering to

lead men in combat. Others. real-

Not Duped

Cadets arc not duped by Army
propaganda—the Army no more
sells the war in Viet Nam than it

sell the President's tax increase

bill. The officers at the Academy
are generally veterans of at least

one tour in Vict Nam and, since

they are selected for their excel-

lence, they were successful in their

work. Undoubtedly their optimism
toward the war is infectious, but

it is spontaneous, not calculated.

Cadet views on the war are

probably as confused and varied as

the views of any other 3400 young
men. Some would stop bombing the

phong—but they generally d
consider their own views toi

portant because, until they

turn. Tin

So the cadet accepts his

Accepts Role
willingly—but whether he doi

eagerly or reluctantly is am

Ambassador Nehru
To Lecture Today
One of the major figures in In-

dian diplomacy. Ambassador Ratan
K. Nehru, will speak on "India's

Position in the Far East" at 1:30

p.m. today in the Fine Arts Cen-
ter. Educated at Oxford, he is not

only an eminent diplomat but also

a distinguished educator. Ambas-
sador Nehru is currently the head
of Allahabad University, one of

Libya. He was Special Ambassador
for Disarmament in Geneva and
leader of the Indian Delegation to

the UN Trade and Development

when the present gradua
were plubcs. F.itheis mid hmtlic;

of some cadets have died in Vii

Nam as well, and there

erful sense of obligation

what they gave their liv

accomplishing.

Yet half of the Class of '68 is

Great Sacrifice

engaged. Leaving a new bride for

18 months is a great sacrifice even

before the possibility of widowing
her is considered.

CoiiIck I
'.PI. I.

In.ln ;onal

He has served most of his

life as an ambassador for his coun-

try, and has held the highest post

in India's Foreign Service.

Chinese Problems
Under Prime Minister Nehru,

Ambassador Nehru held the post of

Secretary General and Head of

Foreign Ministry from 1960-1963.

During special missions in this ca-

pacity, he discussed the Chinese

problem with national leaders in

Asia, Africa, Western and Eastern

Europe, as well as Peking.

Among his many posts have been
Ambassador to China and Mon-
golia, the UAR, Lebanon, and

Cobb To Discuss

Nature Of Man
"Eros: Divine or Demonic" will

be the topic of a lecture by Wil-

liam Cobb, Jr., Assistant Professor

of Philosophy at the College of

William and Mary, at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow in Hynson Lounge.
Sponsored by the William James

Forum, Professor Cobb will discuss

the philosophical interpretation of

Opposing Aristotle's

Ministry Posts

A nephew of the late Prime
Minister Nehru and cousin of the

present Prime Minister, Indira
Gandhi, the Ambassador was at

one time India's Minister and
Charge' d' Affairs in Washington.
From 1941-1951 he served as Am-
bassador to Finland, Sweden, and
Denmark.

In addition to his important
university post, Ambassador Nehru
is Vice-President of the Indian
Council of World Affairs.

your wife filing for a divorce, your
fiancee married to some other guy

Nation's Gratitude

There is the nation's gratitude-

battle ribbon like a notch on a
gun-slinger's revolver.

Add it all up.

Cadets are very human and very

opinionated, but they generally be-

come rather reserved. So if you
asked the average cadet how he

felt about getting a commission and
going to Viet Nam, he would prob-

ably pause briefly and reply, "It's

: of George Washington on campus will

this weekend, as the College eclebrat

Annual Social Event
Finances Scholarship

: ben.
i has been add-

ed to the Fourth Annual Washing-
ton's Birthday Ball which will be
held Saturday night from 9 p.m.

to 1 a.m. in Hudson Hall. All

proceeds from the ball will go to-

ward a scholarship fund.

Patronage by Washington Col-

lege Campus groups and outside

ally support the

.
I

of the Ball,

is far ahead of previous
," said Charles Cockey, di-

: of public relations, "and we

hope it will continue because of
interest in establishing the Ball as
a scholarship benefit."

More Interest

As of February 16. contributions

totaled $2,595, much more than
the total contributions of last year.

The gross profits of .$500 from
last year will be set aside for the

"In the past," said Cnckey, "we
always appealed to people to

Germany's Rise And Fall

Topic Of Hamerow Talk

"NtH
thai

tually rati"

Platonic vi

of J

ial, he supports the

Formerly a member of the fac-

ulty at Grinell College, Grihell,

Iowa, Professor Cobb received his

Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University.

He wrote his doctoral dissertation

on Plato.

By Jim Dillon

"The Rise and Fall of Germany
sa a Great Power," as representa-

tive of the rise and decay of Euro-
pean world power, was the theme
of a lecture presented here by Dr.

Theodore S. Hamerow on Wednes-
day, February 14. In the third open
lecture of this year's Hyland-Price
Visiting Lecturers' series, Dr.

Hamerow emphasized the position

of Germany as "Europe in micro-

cosm," pointing out significant par-

allels in development of political

viewpoint and influence.

According to Dr. Nathan Smith,

chairman of the Washington Col-

lege History Department, "Dr.

Hamerow has broken open new
dimensions in the study of nine-

teenth-century politics. He has

dealt with the economic and so-

cial problems of various classes in

that period and has recreated the

world of that era by Unking
social conditions to the major po-

litical events of the nineteenth cen-

Germany's Rise

The most important feature in

German politics, according to Dr.

Hamerow, is the sudden rise with-

in two generations of a political

backwater into the foremost power
in Europe. With a long tradition

of cultural greatness, producing im-

mortal geniuses in literature, music,

and philosophy, Gi

equipped to face the responsibilities

of world leadership.

Bismarck's Policies

During his twenty years as Ger-

man chancellor, Bismarck pursued

a policy aimed at balance of pow-
er, with Germany in the position

of "first among equals." However,
he made the Chancellor's position

immune to popular influence, so

that when he was replaced, an
inept authoritarian government
took over, which pursued dangerous

aggresive policies leading to the

suicide of World War I.

Even though blame for World
War I must be shared, the balance

of the blame belongs to Germany.
A resulting overly harsh peace,

along with an impractical democ-
racy and post-war inflation, led

Germany to a critical breaking

point. After sudden rise and cata-

clysmic fall to a second-class power
status, the Germans began to des-

pair and dream of glories past.

Hitler's Success

Thus the rise of Naziism was not

the result of German tradition, but

was caused by unbearable condi-

tions. The German people were
nough to adhere to a

pir-turcs

that of

political dominance. Hi
Europe's future role a;

"Teacher of the World," provid-

ing an example of creative culture

rising technology and improvement

of living standards, acting as a

guiding force in world progress,

Germany will take the lead in this

trend, reviving its traditional imaye

as the "Land of Thinker

Dr. Hamerow; now a profe;

at the University of Wiscon
was born in Warsaw, Poland, :

educated at New York City C

lege, Columbia, and Yale. He
received several research grants,

eluding a Fulbright grant to sti

German history while residing

Germany.

est and a showing of profits the

college has the opportunity to set

up the ball as a benefit affair."

SGA Appeals

The Student Government AssocI*
ation has made appeals to stident*
for support of scholarship benefit.

Kappa Alpha and Theta Chi fra-

ternities, Minta Martin and Reidl

dormitories, Panhcllenic Council,
the men's and women's residence

associations have already contribut-

ed to the fund.

Music for the Ball will be pro-

vided by the Morgan Baer Orches-

tra of Baltimore. The decor will be
a predominance of Federal blue,

candlelight, and a plastc statue of

George Washington in the center

of the main ballroom.

The highlights of Washington's!

Birthday Weekend are a convoca-

tion speech by Chief Justice Earl

Warren, Parents' Day and the

crowning of the Birthday Ball

queen. Nominees for queen, chos-

en by male students, are Michelle

Sompayrac, Laura Bidcr, Sharon
Strausser, Lorraine Kenton andr

Ellen Thawlcy.

lun;

,e,l I.,.!

general European tren

nihilism was pushed to z

in a blighted Germany.

Nth ,

With the strong forces of

industrialism, political consi

liddle class

of Pru!

id fall is therc-

ficant not only as that of

tury a divided a great power, but as typical of

Europe in general. The sudden In-

dustrial Revolution, growth of na-

tional interests, and irresponsibility

of power leading to political decay

were general European trends that

by the Get

The of Ger-

ism, a land culturally strong but

transformed into the diplomatic,

economic and military leader of

Europe. This precipitate change in

condition produced a nation un-

nplc

lational tradit

:onditions of change and stress.

Dr. Hamerow sees Europe
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Halstead Recalls Spain Studies

• studrnt again hat affected his teaching methods.

Potential recruits for the teaching profrs ally

_ % of the profession, in. hiding

id that in summertime, moll teachers arc "free," This

id truth. The freedom to study, to engage in research

lin .native activity, and to travel make the teacher

in-y r.f almost every other vocational group in society.

an do these things, moreover, for more than two or

weeks. Possihly for two or three months!

f penchant in recent years ha* hern

, 1 had

itemala.

of the

nmcr of

ad ruffled each othei

Classes wen

rnuld choose i

This last gesture did i

I found this out when I wandered it

civics. The teacher, a dignified mat

altly discussing the illiteracy problem i

can high school students were in the

sat near them. They were muttering

ing letters home. One of them impai

of an empty, folded

it upward and dow The
dreadful c

lit of here!" he said with a quiet sneer. The noise

inued. The teacher ended a sentence and looked din

t the source of his troubles. The look was unforgetta

: was the look of the civilized man confronting the sa

nd never being in doubt of his cultivated mind ot

I took my earliest class at ten o'clock in the morning

,-ent continuously for three hours. Later in the term,

ound I could understand more Spanish, 1 lingered

^o o'clock. My classes from eleven onward dealt

he subjects I enumerated above. My first class, run

""'
ll

1

, ol pun
mse in Spain

ling my goal.

In. C

'

ll'i'n, n 1 ,,.,.1,1 1
illi.nl 1 ller

jlaled a

ulielh r I \ nllld ,c ib • tO sl.| e wilh. the

iii. hidii

mid 1 as a student?

niirli like o ,-. Sin C leaving graduate scl "J.

I had red si me flub, lome wrinkles and nlore lhan a

f stuffiness

I',., liy. fell

'"::.

tot ml

'':E::z

ell. I

..I.

infill of

rimient tucked away in my kit. 1 possess a disdain im

tarism and 1 hate its intrusion into areas of lift- I regard

[.appropriate to it- I knew that the Spanish army's

it: against the Second Spanish Republic had been a

..I ,.-, --.i by "the barracks" to destroy Spain's incipient

ocracy. Unfortunately, that "National Mo'

blandly referred to Spanish

m , of Fact, I saw and he

pated. I raise these notion

failure to enjoy fully my stu

also .is a qualification to be i

one explanation for my
i Madrid. 1 offer ihcm
i assessing my judgmei is

hru.bg on the edge of a

partly because

Europeans, have not learned how to

special wood and polished metal of

Moreover, the interior walls of the

d of paint. The overall effect of dingi-

spite of the brilliant Span-

ay outside.

a wings at one end of this

nvdi in this area, 1 decided

t enticing the

that part of

light hill. Inside

Spaniards, like east

modem architecture

Facultatt were in nc

DCU never failed to

ish sun's rays but a few yards

Most of my classes were in two wings at

building- From the si?c of the crowds in tbi

that many of the touted program* aimed
foreign student to Madrid, were centered

the building. Few Spanish students were

the Faeultad. It was their vacation time,

had fallen temporarily into the bands of fon

round win- teachers. There
The ifol-l

he Facdtad

brdth also.

blackboards and sets up slide- projectors and maps in the

time periods between classes. Due to the absence of class-

room bells, the bedel also enters a classrooms or aula and

On the opening day of classes, I scmtini7ed my "fellow

Students." As I had anticipated, most of them were a gen-
lyself. A he*

i Madrid. The i

m>

ith American and French enrollments seemingly
.eavy. Not all of those on hand were students in

Hional sense of the term. There were priests and
Ireland and Haiti, political refugees from Cuba,

e various communities of foreigners

xtling segment of the student body
tf American high school students. They would
a gleam of pride to the eyes of any American
Itural agent, but what they were doing on a
rsity campus or rould be doing on my univer-
never fathomed. More about these kids later.

1 learned happily (hat my enrollment and instructional

tecs for the eight weeks of school totaled forty dollars. I

spent an additional five dollars on textbooks and manuals.
Higher education in Spain is surely inexpensive by American
standards. The classroom situation was less satisfying. Al-
though most instruction rooms were large, it was difficult

to find a place in many of the aulas during the tint days of
the term. Judging from facial and vocal expressions, I

would say that this situation led some students to withdraw
from the program at the outset. What the "dropout" per-

- Centage for the entire program was I do not know, but I

believe that departures continued at an unhealthily high rate

s and sashes for summer school

possible to obtain a certificate

rie had attended classes! This

that I :

the role of a student. This second pc

for the indelible impression it made o:

I worked hard in this course, foi

unci.

;aking a final < These trds 1

who ;cded spin i iny to significant

academic effort. Madrid's notorious summer heat, plus the

rs, served to erode

if a student's cnetgy and dedication.

Being a teacher, I was naturally very curious about the

faculty under whom wc were studying. Most of the eminent

professors holding chairs in various disciplines and thus

known as catedraticos were away for the summer. Some of

the instructors were therefore substitute*; they hailed from

provincial universities such as those at Valencia and Oviedo.

leere young. Equally remarkable was

e women. Here was proof that Spain

had produced a "new generation" of teachers. I knew this

was due to more reasons than one, including the fact that

many of Spain's intelligentsia bad fled as political refugees

in the Civil War period and bad not returned to Spain. It

was obvious that these new teachers had a youthful energy

but

thos

called for actirt

rather than passive classroom work, plus hours of home-

work, if one prepared the latter well and honestly. Thel

homework embraced readings, vocabulary, sentence construc-

tion and translations demonstrating grammatical principles

and usage. In class, we went over our homework, tool

dictation and engaged in conversations with the teacher,

There was pressure to perform well for the teacher and in

front of one's peers. As I recall, I slipped into these circum.

/ith i of <

though, by any whip or i

Learning was not as easy

was becoming a student ;

This last remark meri

I was required to produi

however, that despil

I did not need to be rootivs

carrot. I wanted to learn Spat

y as I thought it would be. Neither

xpl.u stmJ.-l!

\\\\" had i For
why iclhing why

:
they therefore

something happened.

with facts rather than interested in anal;

seldom probed causal factors of things,

conduct. I suspect, of course thai analyzing many things in

Spain requires a special courage. My wife's history teacher

lectured about Spain up to the Civil War, and then

skipped the Civil War and went on! My teacher talked

aboiu the war mostly in factual terms and with no notable

pedagogical skill. He was roundly applauded when he

finished. People had clapped not because he had given a

good lecture, but because he had dared to cover certain

Apparently foreign language training is not one of the

qualifications for university teaching in Spain. The ways in

which this situation impeded communication with and with-

problem of serious proportions. I never expected Spanish
professors to speak English but I did expect them to be at

least bilingual.

If a special type of teacher is required to teach foreigners

in a summer school, it may be that the university's professors

managed to fill the bill, whatever their linguistic short-

comings. They were friendly, accommodating and, in some
rases, tireless in their labors. This was especially true of

those who "carried the classroom" to such places as the

Prado Museum and the Royal Palace. Most teachers spoke
with deliberate slowness and clarity, so that we would be
sure to understand them.

work and be in class. I found

devotion to these obligations 1

them. "Inhibiting" factors includec

unexpected events and the intensified demands of non

academic matters in my life. In candor, though, I mW
admit that what undermined my schoolwork most was I

simple desire to avoid or escape from studies, Sometimes 1

awoke on a weekday morning and found myself saying

"I don't want to go hear those fools today!" Of course, tin

teachers were not fools, but such was the trend gf m;

thought. A couple of times I didn't go to hear them and ol

other occasions when I did go, my reluctant steps caused mi

to arrive tardily. One could speculate as to the governO

of this conduct. A simple "saturation" with the lea mini

process might be the most likely. I seem to have been quiM

saturated By the end of the eight weeks. Just before the I-

class met, the teacher had burdened us with two assign;

ments rather than one because he was behind schedule.

didn't rise to the occasion. Instead, I went to class tot

unprepared and wallowed around in the mire of my <

embarrassment and futility. The teacher, with Job-lit8

patirnce reproved me only lightly.

Through my "student eyes" I saw other things beside'

studies and their subject matter, I also saw teachers. Le'

me tell you some episodes about one teacher, the instruct

in my "conversation" class. He was a Spaniard, a profess 1

who teaches nine months of the year at a university in tl

United States. He bore a surname that was relative

famed in Spanish historiography and he was, I early learneoj
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Prof. Is Student After 13 Years
ter." During fhc first few classes, Rhubarb was "only" five

pr (en minutes late to class, a class officially of fifty minutes'

duration. In the ensuing weeks, he was twenty to thirty

minutes tardy each day. Perhaps he compensated for this

by holding us briefly beyond the hour at which the class was

jupposcd to have ended. Other of Rhubarb's shortcomings

were less easy to justify. For example, the second langu-

age of class instruction turned out to be English. Though

than a weak smile or a shrug of the shoulders

indicated his concern for these or other deficiencies that

affected his teaching.

As I mentioned above, much of our homework in this class

ivas related to grammatical matters. Rhubarb nevertheless

staled his unwillingness to discuss any grammatical problems

which befell us in or out of this classroom. Such problems,

he asserted, had to be raised and settled in certain other

classes specifically called grammar classes. I found that in

Dr. Charles Halstcad

fact, these grammar classes tended to grapple with advanced

grammar. Rhubarb may or may not have ascertained this

from his fellows but if he did, he didn't care for its consequ-

ences. Some rudimentary points of grammar were thus

never understood by most of the students in our "conversa-

tion" class.

I often wondered if the quality of Rhubarb's preparation

for class each day ever gave him restless nights. I came to

doubt it. j He tarried nothing but the textbook into the

classroom." One saw no written plans or notes, a baneful

circumstance assured by his unwillingness to talk about

grammar. We speedily learned also that he kept no refer-

ences as to what he had covered in a preceding class or on

what point he had ended a class. It will be no surprise to

you to learn that the class went over material already discuss-

ed. Rhubarb never seemed to detect the repetition.

From what I have said, I know you will recognize

Rhubarb as one of the few weak links in the university's

chain of faculty. Perhaps he could be forgiven from some

of his sins. It is almost a truism that a teacher's perform-

ance bears some relationship to the "responses" of his.

students. Rhubarb's teaching situation in this class was no

bed of roses. We knew it, he knew it and as time passed

he reacted in several ways to his arid and frustrating pre-

The students in our classroom had scored in a preliminary

test as individuals without knowledge of Spanish. This was

largely true, although there were people in the class who
had studied the language for as much as three years else-

where. The first thing we were requested to learn was

the Spanish alphabet. From Rhubarb's viewpoint, this

situation was doubtless "normal," as it would be for most

language teachers saddled with a section or two of beginners.

But like most teachers, he presumed the existence of a few

particles" of motivation and energy in the class. Slowly he

came to realize that motivation and energy in our group

were very, very limited. For a while he rationalized the

situation by attributing our failures to the diversions of the

Spanish environment. What finally dawned painfully upon
him was that some students in the room not only were not

learning Spanish but did not want to learn it. These were

bitter dregs. I speculated as to whether he had had such

"moments of truth" before at the University of .

Let me supply some tangible evidence of all this. The
problem of absences and latenesses had already been alluded

to, and, believe me, there were people in that class who made
me look like a rank amateur. The most jarring episodes

sprang from classroom performances. A great many recita-

tions were shabby. So shabby that they indicated that stu-

dent had not studied for a moment between each meeting of

the class. This state of affairs lasted for the eight weeks of

the course. Oral classwork should have been better, if only

because the answers to many of the exercise questions in the

textbook were printed in the back of that tome. The shiftless

students made steady use of this "pony," a situation that the

teacher did not discover. Needless to say, the level of class

performance descended sharply when Rhubarb raised ques-

tions for which the book did not supply, literally, a ready

answer. Perhaps it was a great pity that much of this

inferior student work was shameless. This shamelessness

gave Rhubarb some frightful moments.

One day, when the class had already been meeting for

weeks, he asked a southern belle to go to the blackboard and
write a dictation that he intended to read to her and to the

class. She virtually refused to do so and when he insisted,

she snarled "Oh gawdl" Her work at the board was unbe-
lievable, as she was unfamiliar with the simplest matters

associated with the language. Nevertheless, as she stood
ori the dais while Rhubarb purused her work, she started at

him with contempt and defiance. Subsequently Rhubarb
declared in a hmky ' that those who could i

prepared, need not bother to come to a daily class. The
situation deserved more than this remark, but his words had
some effect. I sank down in my seat even though I had
been prepared. I may have done so because I was conscious

of my own little academic sins, including those I knew I

would commit in the future. I think what most caused me
to sink in that seat was empathy. But Rhubarb also deserved
sympathy, especially for the blundering incompetence he
would bare to the class in a future, greater contest.

The incident grew out of the fact that a young man and
woman became friends in the class and sat together. The
man had already made a deathless impression on me in

another class by chattering loudly with a British compatriot

throughout a brilliant lecture on The Poem of the Cid. The
girl was an American. They whispered i>r snickered to each
other occasionally. The level of their academic performance
was not high, but this was a situation that never dampened
their levity. Rhubarb apparently resented most facets of

the situation. At any rate, one day he told one of them to

move to a distant seat in the room. The young man rose,

but resenting what he regarded as an undeserved punish-

ment, burst out in a loud protestation. Rhubarb re-

sponded hotly. At this juncture, a quiet, aged man who
was a retired physician of the American armed forces,

leaped into the fray. There had been little rapport between
this individual and Rhubarb, who may have regarded the

presence of an elderly man as a potential challenge to

, his classroom leadership. The- physician now questioned the

equity of Rhubarb's conduct, defended the young couple

and then expressed his dissatisfaction with Rhubarb's reac-

tion to his own performance. It had preceded the couple's

dismal recitation and had been marked by linguistic mis-

understanding. It had concerned, I might add, the Spanish

vocabulary for vegetation, including the parts of plants.

Tile young man and the elderly physician quickly mustered

and merged their forces. They were nimble enough to use

Rhubarb's weaknesses as leverage for emerging from this

unpleasant situation. Not much leverage was required to

push Rhubarb against a wall. "What," asked the physician,

"is the Spanish word for thorn?" It was this question, that

had been submerged in his earlier discussion with the teach-

er. "Thorn?" replied Rhubarb weakly, not knowing or

recognizing this English word. By this time the young man
and the physician were at the door of the classroom, prepar-

ing to make an unsolicited departure. After moments that

seemed an eternity, Rhubarb crumpled. Wagging his head
and speaking in a steady, dogmatic tone that was his last

ditch of defense, he confirmed his academic inadequacy. "I

do not know the meaning of that word," he said. Silence

descended like a shroud on the room. A bedel poked his

head through the classroom doorway. "It is the hour," he
stated laconically in Spanish.

As we filed out of the room, I tried to digest the ingredi-

ents of this fiasco. Rhubarb's failure:; in bilingualism were
old hat. What was a surprise was the deplorable way he had
dealt with a simple disciplinary problem that might have
been nipped but had instead grown to engulf him. I re-

minded myself that people say that some teachers know how
to teach, but not what to teach. They also say that others

know what to teach, but not how to teach. I was coming to

realize, though, that Rhubarb knew neither what to teach

My own inimitable "experience" with Rhubarb lay in the

future, when the course drew to a close. At that time he

informed us that the final examination for the "conversa-

tion" course would be offered but that one need not take it.

This was true if one chose to obtain the certificate of class

attendance I have already mentioned. Incredibly, about a
third of the students in the class were prevented from
exercising their option because the chartered aircraft on

which they would return to the United States was slated to

depart a day or two before the final examination was sche-

duled. This was, of course, a blessing for many. From an

administrative and academic viewpoint, it seemed the fruit of

rather senseless planning. The wag who stated that the

universities in Spain were a branch of the Spanish Ministry

of Tourism may have spoken more in truth than in jest. A
handful of those who remained after the aforementioned

exodus, took the examination.

On examination day I made my way to the specified

classroom, passing an office as I went. Rhubarb was sitting

within the office with a grave expression on his countenance.

He was writing hurriedly. A thought crossed my mind,

partly because I felt I had come to "know" this man and
partly because I was a teacher. Could it be that he was

preparing the examination at the last moment? Could he

be so lazy, so inefficient or perhaps so burdened by obligation

or bad luck that he had not completed his necessary labors?

I had been in the profession long enough to know this "hap-

pens" occasionally.

When the examination was placed before me, I knew that

it was not what had recently engaged my teacher's attention.

This test had been made up some time before. I pursued it

with growing astonishment. To my horror, I noted that it

contained all sorts of matters (e. g., certain tenses) that had

never been part of our program of studies. In short, we
students had been submitted a test which was not genuinely

ours because it had patently been prepared for another, much
more advanced course and perhaps by another instructor!

Rhubarb had been unprepared all right. "Rhubarb, you

wretch!" I mumbled to myself before recapitulating in my
mind the fund of acceptable work that had brought me after

two months of sweat to this strange reward. During the

next two hours Rhubarb proctored. He was joined by two

other teachers. They proceeded to converse with each

other and in only slightly muted voices for the remainder

of the period. I knew that thereafter I would never doubt

the observation that "Spaniards like to talk." The noise was

a dirge for an academic burial that was as absurd as it was

outrageous.

I pondered then, as I have subsequently, the motives of

Rhubarb's final conduct. Had it been merely a new nadir

indicative of his professional unfitness or had he perhaps

made some sly attempt to repay us in our own coin for our

The :

i prepare assigned work?

One of the attractive features of the University's program
for foreign students is the holding of a social festivity at the
end of a term. Teachers and students mingle here with
each other, nibbling sweetcakes and sipping sherry. The
affair is a kind of lubricant. Out of disgust with Rhubarb,
I decided to remain away from this elamura. Instead, I
busied myself preparing for a two week trip we had planned
to take by railroad through Portugal and Galicia when
school ended. We had, of course, been looking forward,
like all students do, to a chance to break out of the fetters

of routine. At the ciaiuura. Rhubarb asked my wife where
I was. He missed me. This news gratified me in only
one way: it seemed to indicate that Rhubarb had thrown me
to the lions not out of malice but only out of incompetence.

We left Spain only two days after returning to the Spanish
capital from Galicia. As the airliner bearing us back to the
States climbed aloft over Madrid, I looked down. I noticed
that I could see the University and even the Facultad. I

fell to musing and made an assessment of the preceding two
months. "

her courses. I had learned some Spanish. Wc had partaken
regularly of the heady fare of Madrid's museums, art galler-

ies and theatres. We had visited fascinating places such as
Toledo and Segovia near Madrid. Wc had shopped. Wo
had sallied forth from our comfortable apartment to spend
countless hours sampling the fine foods and wines of Spain.

My mind drifted to less material matters. I now realized
that 1 had been schooled in more than Spanish language and
civilization in that university far below. My experiences
as a student for eight weeks had given me, a teacher, some
fresh notions about students, teachers, stud in I -teacher rela-

tions and about the classrooms situation. Long before I

ever laid eyes on Spain I was aware that an educational

sublime that I had <

what the cultural patterns of the United States, Spain,

Britain or this or that country made thci

the strengths and 1

concluded that the

fection" was to req

student and teacher to the proper performance of their re-

spective roles. What dawned on me at this juncture, though,

was that the sheer humanity of teacher and student, as well

as the immediate environmental pressures with which each

copes, impinge relentlessly on the two participants. There-

fore, most teaching-learning situations should be marked by

deep commitment that is tempered with accommodatio

That would be in the future.

As for the present, I found it a source of happiness. After

all, the few things that had been unpleasant during the sum-

mer were, I believed, fading from view through the aircraft
-

!

window, as Madrid yielded to the parched Caatilian table-

land.

._ere seven hours later we placed our baggage before I

sms official at Kennedy Airport. As we- did so, I heard

: shuffling behind m«. I t"*™d *«d laaked
,

down-

, dark ey« set in a thin face met my g«~- U «•
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Shopmen Beaten by

Loyola in Overtime
Tim week's varsity basketball

rlinn saw Washington easily de-

at Call; mi. I, i l,v .1 c.u- of 93-83

In the overtime a basket by foul shot with

Koepkc and Larry Sterling enabled ing, the Sho'n

the ShoWn to take a three-point Dave Bruce b

Shore Grapplers

Beaten at Home

ii'sd.iy nighl, the Sho'-

i pressing defense nnd
fast break lo quickly

the Callaudct game.

led by fifteen at the

Empty Bench

and the Sho'men I

ints, Coach Elliot

his bench. Only

basket Koeplte was charged wiih

an offensive foul, his fifth, which

turned the ball over to Loyola.

Koepkc Stars

Trailing by one point Loyola's

Fenzel connected on a three-point

play to put the Greyhounds in the

lead by a score of 86-84. After the

. 34
led the ShrfJ

f the yThe final hon
will be played (

Franklin and Marshall. The
son ends on Saturday with a

against the always powerful Ml"

St. Mary's at Emmitsbui

Last Saturday the Wnahingtoi

illogc wrestling team dropped i

. 1.
1 tail n to .in ovorpowerinj

Maryland squad.

I. die 123-lb. i lass T Mar-

shall Iait 'a 9-4 decision ti >*

o ptionally strong opponent, h was

a i. .-I moving match throughout

with both wxcstlcn exhibiting some

htu- .uo.es.

Hoih Pinned

In tin 130 and 137-lb. class Jim
Picliitino and Chick Darrell were
pinned by their Western Mtuylmid

Madden Tics
I., the 152-11*. olass Murk Mnd-

... hi id Iris adversary to a 0-0

Ktlcr did much ving and tlmi

was lite main cause tot il" low

scoring lie.

In the heavyweight match Rick

Strong Club
i Maryland is ibe strnng-

on the Sho'iucn's sched-

•xamplc of this could be

ct! by Bol

The Sai

Loyola wn

Dim . Championship.

1-1 Tie

Ai 191 |l«. Francis Fili

seen in the firs

day. Both Tom Marsha
Picluiino have had fine

Marshall's opponent
he his toughest of the

though he Rave an ex

The Shomcn's final bout of the

season will be ai Lebanon Valley

a week from Monday. Lebanon
Valley is always a power in wrest-

OUl with the lead changing hands

many limes. The Sho'men opened

up an early lead against Loyola

but deadly shooting from the cor-

ners by the Greyhound's Blancy
and Conner enabled the home team
to gain a 40-37 halflimc lead.

Cold Shooting

Cold foul shooting in this half

hampered the Sho-incn as they

connected on only B of 20 attempts

of them being in

the

and

fac

In the second half the Sho'men
lirkly crated the halflimc deficit

remaining. The one on one
f Bob Kocpke were a strong

n the rally. Lc
,l hoi id the

DRA Defeats AOP
To Lead League

rh.-ini'i'd hands se

The Score

With the score lied 77 all in (he

final mini.le of play, the Grey-
hounds played for the last shot, bt

.1,1,.
i lMar-

Four Teams Advance to Final

Round of College Intramurals
ing Triple S. SIF and KA B i

play off for the B league cha
ship this week.

hi Sigma Kap-
55.47, as Jon

game-liigh 22
i Ullyion hooped 15

In the two A league playoff

games, the KA's handled Delta,

60-43, and Lambda Chi outseorcd

Kappa, 57-35.

Chi Ogema and Chiquita Bunch
and AOPi and the DRA.
On Monday Chiquita Bunch

dribbled to their second victory of

the season, defeating the Alpha
Chi's 17 to 5. Cathy Wood was
high scorer for Chiquita Bunch

Contest of Season

In what may have been the

contest of the season, DRA, the

upperctass independent team, out-

played AOPi Tuesday evening by

DRA scoring honors were shar-

ed by Dolly Mallonee and Karen
Johnson who each had eight

points. Mary Sue Blcvins added
|". Ml with three field

The undefeated DRA has one

emaining contest in whi<h thev

vill meet Chiquita Bunch. A DRA

Hibberd, Cam Smith, and AI
Streelman split 40 points for the
KA's, but Delta Steve Ellyson held

the game high total of 20 points.

Harry Webb was in last year's
"ctory wiU bring the championship

intramural MVP form as he led J°
'he independent team which has

Lambda Chi with 18 poin.s. Pete
b<™ "^Mealed for three years.

Rosen turned in hi, usual impres-
A

.,!
mrd "nse'uUvc champ.onsh.p

sive performance for the Sigs, net-
"'" ^.^ * JTTt .^

tine 12 noints
slon Basketball Intramural

KA meets Lambda Chi for the ^trLural activity will continue

VTri*
gl

|"'
cl 'a,"I""" ,, "r> Sunday and next „„k „.;,„ a fray between

SIF takes on KA B for the B lea- AOPi and Reid Hall on Tuesday
gue honors. afternoon at 5:00 p.m. The hard-

playing freshmen have suffered on-

FINAL STANDINGS 'y <™ defeat and should offer

A LF.AGUE K?
d r«;"a"« <» *f

Si' 1 ' '•<""

Minta Martin s lourth Moor.

KA - 9- 1 Brooker Sparks Offense
I.a.nl.da Chi 8- 2 Carol Brooker sparks the Reid
PhtSig 7- 3 offense with an outside set shot
Delta 4-7 that frustrates the opponent's de-
ThotaChi 3. 8 ferae. In the February 7th mcet-
Oulcastj 0-10 ing between the two freshman

teams, Reid and Chiquita Bunch,

B LF.AGUE Carol scored fourteen points.

Six intramural teams have com-
11 ''-' 8-0 peted this year. Each sorority hat
fnplc S 7-1 organized a team. The freshmen
"•" 0-2 have formed two teams, and the
KA R 4-4 independents only one. Members
Tl "-'a B 3-5 of all six teams will represent
""" 3-5 Washington College on an all
K v / 2-6 College team that will compete
Pl " S| e B 2-6 with Salisbury State and Wesley
Zonk Snuad 1.7 ju„ior College.

Crew Buys

Equipment

At $3500
By Bert Bogasb.

The Washington College Crrt

Club announced that it has
1

chased more equipment at a

of over $3500. to be used

Spring for both training and coif

oared shell (a small shell with hrt

oars rowed by two men) and I

single skull {a small .skul

purchased from Marietta C

Marietta, Ohio. The Undine
Club of Philadelphia sold *
WCCC an eight oar shell whit*

will be used for training. A at*

shell has been ordered from Scho

enbrod, one of the nation's lea*

ing shell makeis. This shell should

be on the Chester River by thJ

end of March.

Racks Promised

Mr. John Truslow has agreed

install racks in his barn so tf

the crew club can store all thi

shells there.

Don Gilmour, President of *
Crew, said "We arc very

ment has really depleted the

ury. We don't expect to

< gh money to meet all the - _
el expenses to Washington a»a

Philadelphia this Spring."

ton U., Howard U,, Drevel a[

delpbia. The Crew Club also li«F

to schedule a race for E°s"

Monday, on the Chester Rh*
with St. Johns University of N«*
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Hemlock Patch
By Stuart Pctock

lilosophy is subject to an es-

llly pernicious kind of abuse.

"he im.iintcbank does not have the

harmacist's credentials. And the

offers some protection even

nany who, with remarkable

manly, persist in pelting gypped

the ease with which the

cmimc may be told from the fake,

'here is no F.D.A. for philcscphy-

Ami hluli ---phy needs it the more.

Tie modem mountebank's plat-

is the television set, and not-

tanding the prcvalance of that

urn, the desk from which ihe

snphkal charlatan preaches his

eception is everywhere. And it is

ot always easy to find him out.

Philosophy is about everything.

Nai

Mill. I

its accomplishments would
of so that we could iden-

em if we stumbled on them.

Eason is that if there is one

all philosophy is about, it is

hinking, But since philosophy

nerates the criterea for clear

.«. the whole thing has a way
oming cabalistic. After all,

had to go to the doctor to

what good health is, we

: man's capability. And little

WRA Plans

fVrt Contest
II:- liliditirii; ill'.' festivities plan-

id for Parent's Day will be an
lit Show sponsored by the Wo-

Residencc Association.

Washington College students

ttiblc to enter their original

igi uhich will be on display

won Lounge. Various med-
'k lading oil. watercolor, ink,

larcoal, will be accepted. The

According to WRA President,

»t Hervey, "Monetary prizes will

* awarded to first, second, and
h »rcl place winners as well as a
w honorable mentions."

("fi,minting on how the paint-

s' will be judged, Miss Hervey
"We will

J"d of work j

'',
I;

ispia:

The
trie of his

udges b>r

. ph) s hav. irncd t

his check that .

I have on them that keeps tht

im being altogether untru

>rthy. But how does one che
i on the philosopher? Well, w
en bother? Is not philosophy ji

mething academic?

|iliilusi.pliy.

Prescribir

; child or

pplying a band-aid to a minor
ut does not demand pusi-uiaduaie

raining in the physician's trade.

)ne reason is that there arc easy

bis dia If

the cut festers or if the headache
gets worse, the failure is manifest!

It is more difficult to test when
philosophy is badly, or disingen-

uously, practiced. Fortunes are of-

skilllul enough at reasoning to keep

his failures from becoming mani-
fest. Advertising, debate, politics,

all

lept at making
cnt seem thethe weaker

stronger than others are adept at

finding them out. It is precisely

because philosophy has to do with

clear thinking that it knows best

the art of deliberate obfuscatiou,

How to tell the honest philoso-

pher from the fraud? To do this

One must often take up the phil-

osopical art himself. Thi:

philosophy is important ei

be a part of liberal arts (

also partly because

phci lizcd the :

ski I ; that they

sed that personal

tal equipment of all who aspire to

the practice of philosophy. There

is no licensing board for philoso-

but they stand only for what one
did; in philosophy it is what one
is doing that counts, 'it is often

exceedingly difficult to tell leger-

demain from sound intellection,

that it be done is a desideratum

we importance cannot be exag-
gerated.

The omnipresent dearth of clear

thinking is most vividly expressed

"n die news. Not only is there

lomethlng fishy about the sorts of

irgumcnts dial the world's leaders

y to pass off as explanation, but

e very events that they have to

plain stand as stark proof of the
.'.lilll:

injiaiiv icf that more
philosophy and less legerdemain

in high places is what the world
needs for its newspapers to make
better reading. In Book V of the

Republic Plato has Glaucon press

Socrates for his account of the

least change that will bring gond

Pla

adly
s. "I'll

gs and rulers take to the pur-

; of philosophy seriously and
quately, and there is a con-

compulsorily excluded, the]

be no cessation of troubles

Glaucon, for our states, :

fancy, for the human race e

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

tags*.
Overlooking

-Vorton Creek Mai

Chrslcrtown. M<—-_i»-^

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN. Pri

iO to 10:00 P.M. _ Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.

Closed on Mondays

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 p.m. — Monday through Saw

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

DONT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets

you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHOSETTS

ke show
*•. Ncwlin.

1" the past, student pai'ticipa-

"t and response to the Art Show
« been very favorable. With the

f last year, the WRA
Piloted event has been an an-

I'arcnt's Day feature.

*<.
your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
(Downtown) • Philosophy

MEMBER FOIC
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Linville Rejoinder Aired;

Sports Editorial Praised
(Continued from Page 2

J

be waited. If you feel that the

situation is (hat bad, you should

be trying to have me fired instead

3) I am nt W aihingcon College

l>rrause 1 like Chcscerlown, the

Co lege, and the cajlern shore area

1,.,

.l.'IIK .1 ft. „nce dial I have

with here lately

nv iila

onal

get

relhan

urc(

cc. I, in (act, am
of habysitting my

Office of Public

; Office of Admis-

tlie Negro athlete. The problem of

racial imbalance at Washiiii.'Min

College could be remedied with

relatively little difficulty if the

Erwin Says

PR Policies

Too Selective

of the!

I call >

done aboi

at Washington College,

cifically to the problem

nbalance" which wil the

i recent Elm sports edi-

blem is far from l.rini;

ct it is discussed quite

mall, intimate, and pil-

ings out of which has

ng more than the ob-

the ef-

hing ought to be

ling ought to be

case involving tin- Public Relations

Office. The Public Relations Of-

fice being the keeper of our image

is responsible for seeing that all

the noteworthy ac< nniplishnieiits of

Washington College arc brought

before the public eye. In order to

accomplish this. Public Relations

makes use of all forms of the mass

media including newspapers and
magazines. This is as it should be.

tiili

the media through which our im-

age is seen, but rather with the

selectivity that pucs into choosing

these media.

Under the present procedure,

Public Relations is systematically

excluding the bulk of the Negro
population (i.e. in Maryland) from
exposure in our image by neglect-

ing to use the facilities of Negro-
owned and oriented mass media.

Take the mass media in Baltimore

for example. The Sun and
New Baltir

e up our mind

newspapers) frequently

releases on lectures, concerts, and
athletic events at Washington Col-

lege. And yet the third largest

newspaper in Baltimore, the Negro-
owned and operated Afro-American
newspaper has never received a

out" recruitment of Negro athletes

"en masse" is the answer. 1 feel

that of all the possibilities open

to us, this holds the least workable

s rclea e from Washington Col-

I4d

e The same holds ttu

Baltimo

c for the

e, Wash-
>n Culleee is frequently men-

lioned on WCBM
whe

And
nted r dio

r refe to Washingto College

well-known instituti

provide better athlet:

Negro athletes play I

[lining and hope of ;

M.'ura^ine

ll.de]

this

I he NV. iity. Wash-

The found in ihe policy of the Admis

TASTEE FREES

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

;the s of 100 quali-

fied Negro students was made
available to that office. All of the

students on the list were top rank-

ing students recommended highly

by the guidance departments of

their respective schools.

Despite these i

fications

line qu;ili-

dati.-ns. ii

:
then, that the

of the Ad.i:

not the real policy of that office.

It is my opinion that until

Washington College lakes steps to

improve its public relations image

in the Negro community and clear

up the discrepancies in its admis-

sions policy, we cannot expect to

attract more Negro students and
rid ourselves of the stigma of "ra-

cial imbalance." It is high time,

therefore, that Washington College

become a "liberal" arts institution

in body as well as in spirit.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Erwin

To the Editor:

I'd like to call attention to an

in last week's "SGA Commentary."
Mr. Felton commented on lack of

Senate enthusiasm in pursuing im-

portant issues. The point is well

taken; the problems of student

apathy start with a complacent,

disinterested attitude among too

many of the Senators. In fact this

is a fault to which we are all sub-

ject, and some catalyst is sorely

needed to shake an attitude of in-

difference. Mr. Felton made a

powerful if over-eloquent point,

but he gave an illustration whose

Refer

arc quite false.

lich was suggested by
vith the purpose of ob-

-eliminary poll of stu-

n on the bookstore.

l poor Senate response

, and Mr. Fel-

' the following conclusion:

nder students can sec no

..pile S Of 1

the Afro-American pub-
lishes a national college supplement
which contains full page ads from
such institutions as Carnegie,
Fisk, Tufts, Drcxyl Institute of

Technology, M.I.T., and many
others. Though this supplement
reaches the homes of Negroes
throughout the country, Washing-

i College has never made use of

jtighly false.

stablished that to

discrepancy between the stated

policy and the actual policy of the

admissions office. I refer, specifical-

of the Admissions Office at this

particular time was in effect. "We
arc looking for more Negro appli-

cants." Shortly afterwards,

fact that due to

; and volume of

prices in the bookstore

uniformly lowered.

as monthly sales, am
ts to professors in advi

jooks being relumed
publisher, and general rcdut

clutter. Also, the

ster a formal,

re on the book-

the third im-

ict of questions

FEBRUARY 22, 1968

indifference. His example, though

done to improve the bookst

results should soon be visible, and
the questionnaire at issu

to the bookstore problei

Journalism involves a responsi.

bility, and an irresponsible us

end, is deplorable for a colun

Extreme care must be takei

present the truth clearly, without

excess elaboration, and without the

use of false implications

Jim Dillon, Senator

Theatre Announcements

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 ud 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

ONE WEEK BEGINNING
THURSDAY, FEB. 22

THRU WED. FEB. 28

"CARMEN BABY"
ADULTS ONLY

BIG KIDDIE

SATURDAY MATINEE

CHILDREN UNDER 12—10*

"The Talking Bear"

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE

HELD OVER FOR SECOND
BIG WEEK

FEBRUARY 22 THRU 28

SIDNEY POITIER

"TO SIR WITH LOVE"

Two Shows Nights 7 and 91

MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M.

Phone 556-6628

School Days Meaflgl

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

For Nice Things in Jewelry and Silver

Robert L. Forney, Jeweler
Cross Street — Chestertown

WATCH REPAIRS KODAK SERVICE

MHHHB

A Medical Answer For

MUSCULAR

LowBackRiin
Promptly Relieves Pain

So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and

You're Back Into Action

Doctors who specialize in back troubles report most

aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles

which can go into painful spasm "as you suddenly

bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doc-

tors recommend the pain-relief compound in Anacin9

Analgesic Tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this

medication than any other leading tablet.

Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly

relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so re-

leases pressure on sensitive back ner

how stiff muscles loosen up and you n

greater ease.

Only Anacin has this special fortified

formula. It's not found in any other prod-

uct. See if Anacin's exclusive formula
doesn't work better for you. ^SMiSLM&i
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Negro Recruitment

Explained By Gray
By Jean Kirshenbaum

Negro students arc keenly sought

after by Washington College, ac-

cording to Harold Gray, Director of

Admissions. "We are making a

(,;,[]' ious effort and will be doing

more," Gray said in a recent Elm

Out of the Negro applicants for

next year's Freshman class, Gray
jaid that half a dozen have already

been accepted. Of those accepted

nearly all have been offered some

type of financial aid.

Amick Plans

College GOP
Mock Parley
The Washington College Repub-

lican Club plans to hold a mock
convention during the final week-

end of Spring Vacation. Invita-

have been sent to nearly

•two collegiate republican

requesting them to send dele-

gates to the convention. Schools in

Man-land, Delaware and the Dis-

ci of Columbia have been invited

participate.

During the convention, the dele-

gates will select a Presidential

candidate, in addition to writing a

platform and selecting a Vice-

pK.idintial candidate. Extensive

ity of the convention and its

is planned. Chuck Mock, a

will preside over the con-

Major Speaker

President of the Republican
Club, Steve Amick stated that the

lub plans to have a major Repub-
can speaker featured as keynoter

i Sunday, March 24. Washing-
>ri College students are invited to

attend the lecture. Approximately

udents arc expected as dele-

gates from other colleges.

President Amick stated that the

majnr problem in planning the con-

n will be arranging for rooms
for all of the delegates. Students

e asked to offer their rooms

s delegates, with the Repub-
Club assuming responsibility

e conduct of the delegates.

appl

..ast year the admissions office

epted five out of seven Negro
ts enrolled.

that only one came. It was a
ituation over which he had no
ontrol. There was only one who
ccepted us, and we offered finan-

cial aid I thai

Cites Problems
For next year, Gray said, it will

be difficult to predict how many
Negro students will come to Wash-
ington College. "It's not a matter

of economics — it's whether they

like the college."

Gray cited the following difficul-

ties in drawing Negro students:

— Urban Negroes arc relucam to

come to a small college in a small

town which is just beginning to de-

segregate.

— Washington College is an ex-

pensive school and the amount of

limited, regardless of his athletic

ability. We have, however, admit-

ted Negroes with board scores in

the 300's". The average board
scores of Washington College stu-

dents arc in the high 500's.

Take More Steps

Despite the retraction of two
$500 scholarships for Negro stud-

ents which were established by

former professor Roland Gibson,

Washington College has set up a
comprehensive campaign to get

Negro students to apply.

Besides actively recruiting stud-

ents in suburban and inner-city

high schools, the admissions of-

fice is working closely with federal

and private prograi

Negre

hrin

The
aid is limited.

iiulu:

technical programs or business ad-

— Washington College is in com-
petition with more prestigious

schools who offer more financial aid

to the type of Negro student who

Accept Marginal Students

Students from ghetto areas whose

academic preparation is weak, said

Gray, would find it difficult at

Washington College, "Many -Ne-

have the same home background as

white students don't do as well on

the college boards."

"We would admit Negroes who

college admissions offices.

Girl Applies

A female Negro student has ap-

plied here at the request of the

admissions office through the Na-
tional Service Scholarship Fund
for Negro Students, which sends

out names of prospective Negro ap-

plicams^

Two students have jppli.il \v><:

through "Upward Bound," a fed-

eral program which places under-

privileged high school juniors on

college campuses for summer
remedial and college-level work.

The "Upward Bound'" students did

Quartet To Peform
Classical Repertoire

By Edward Scbulman tok

The world-renowned Juilliard In

String Quartet will perform at to

Washington College's Fine Arts grc

Center Friday. March I. sponsored cei

by the College-Community Concert last

Series. on

Quartet-in-Residence of, the Juil- Cli

Hard School of Music in New York,

the group was established in 1946

by William Schuman. In 1962

Ravel, Wcbcm, Schoenberg,

ts early years the Quartet came
e considered the interpretive

ip without peer "for twentieth

W,.] by

I ho also i Led Qu,

t hav« » pay an applic i fee

when they applied here.

Want Northern Schools

Gray also talked to the direr

(Continued on Page 4)

in-Residence of the Library of Con-

gress in Washington.
Program

The Quartet has a repertoire of

135 works, ranging from the clas-

sics — Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Schubert — to the moderns — Bar-

Copland, Schuman, Ses-

sions, Piston and Carter have in-

i rcasinely hrcn liO'iniht to the pub-

lie by the Quartet. They havt

presented the world premieres ol

Elliot Carters Quartet No. 2 anc

Alberto Ginastera'

Humphrey Scarle

Leon Kin lim t No.

Justice Warren Decries

Unjustified Pessimism
By Jim Riddick

"Is Patriotic Spirit Declining?"

asked Chief Justice Earl Warren

at the annual George Washington

Birthday Commemoration on Fcb-

- 24.

War i
speech with

I
life.

: pha

Warren mentioned that the

problem of homogeneous existence

will be solved by the "youth of to-

day," for "every generation has had

Fate of Millions

One, he stated, is particularly ap-

plicable today. "The fate of un-

born millions will now depend with

the grace of God, on the courage

Repertoire

K 3«7; ; Beethoven's Quartet in

F minor, Opus 95; and Hindemith's

Quartet No. 2 in C major, Opus

hi (lie Alliutiiifii-jNc Icsiival Slri

Quartet.

Scholarship

Second violinist Earl Cailyss w
a grant from the David Kpsli

Mnn.ml V, uiid.lti.-n in Caliti.m

..I- .I.ii

C. iwrv.i

.nduct of this Wa
I'lleue studei

le Army that rill

st be remembered, he fur-

itcd out, that the "troubled

ire not . reserved solely for

ent generation. This new
vas born among troubled

was divided, yet George

ton was the cohesive force

rought it together.

Divided Nation

"Warren is only one of nine Su-

preme Court Judges." His popu-

larity here was attested by the

d. He has played with the Bos-

Svrr;phrmy under Serge Kous-

iuky and also toured with the

adivanus and NBC String

city i 1953,

'ne decline of patriotism was the :

cation address, delivered by I

,
for he said that the faith

d will which rocketed our

at which time President Ei

appointed him Chief Justi

Supreme Court.

He holds B.L. and J.D. degrc;

from the University of Californi

i of this faith. He said that the

Jurisprudence

being "Doctor of

conferred by Dr.
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Mug textured stockings, the Senal

focused much of its dis< usm"H n

changes in the college-wide judic

ary which Mr. Goldman had pr<

posed at an earlier meeting of tl:

Senate judiciary committee.

Mr. Goldman had asked that

student appearing before tr,

board be allowed to challenge a

unlimited number of board

iodi, by die student* of Washington College in the

of the students, faculty, and
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limit the number of challenges to posite is true. He stated that an

four, two each (or faculty members open meeting will put these parties

and for students. However, Ted under duress. A calm and just de-

Goldmaa, MRA president, chose to liberation of the case is, not pos-

bring the other two proposals be- sible with the public present, for

"What ensued was a detailed and

sometimes confusing debate over

the legal implications of each of

the proposals. Some senators intro-

tlllO'd

Countering

the board n

much like a
son pointed

inject political

the hearing.

the argument that

flint; should be as

i.il as possible, Jack-

ut that the hearing

IH-d .-

night judge his . He mph.m
i.pb :

aim requested that the board meet-

ings be open to the public at the

discretion of ihe defendant, and

that the defendant be given the

choice of anyone in the college

community to represent him before

Open Meetings Favored

Joel Cope, Barbara Osboxo ant

Ted Goldman argued forcefully fo:

open board hearings on the requcs

jf the student. They did feel

that .

undui

i presentation of

evidence and a questioning of the

defendant. This brief period, usual-

ly no more than !5 minutes long,

is followed by a longer interval in

which the board deliberate the ver-

dict and punishment. Although

the second half i

i either the board

witnesses. Dick

, felt that the op-

t-half i

Letters to the Editor be

Negro Recruitment
Two weeks ago, the Elm sports editorial criticized the col-

leRC for not being active enough in seeking potential Negro stu-

dents—athletes °r otherwise—for Washington College.

In response to that editorial, a number of administration

officials indicated that the college was, in fact, recruiting Negroes

^and the lead story this week bears out their contention.

It seems that the atmosphere of the college social life and

Chestertown is a detrimental factor in considering whether or

not to "accept" Washington College. There is little that can be

done about that. Surely the students of the college "accept" the

Negroes—we are not so far south that integration and segrega-

tion are problems here—among the student body at least.

Not as much may be said for the town, though the extent

to which the town's attitude is a factor in the mind of a poten-

tial student is probably limited. One can get along well enough

as a student at Washington College without personally having

to worry about town-college relations, regarding the racial issue.

This editor remembers one personal experience, however,

which demonstrates the mental attitude of not a few towns-

people. In the A&P, a white female customer was at a loss for

words in attempting to attract the attention of a Negro male—

who was looking for something the white lady had just found

on the shelves. She said she would be darned if she would call

him "sir"—or anything else but "hey, you!".

The efforts on behalf of the admissions department are

noble—given the handicaps they face—in terms of what may be

offered a prospective Negro student. May we all hope that

conditions will change sufficiently that more qualified candidates

are accepted—and, most importantly—return the acceptance.

Community Relations
The Elm concurs with the sentiments expressed this week

by the editors of the Kent Comity News in the editorial entitled

"Support Overdue."

It reports on the creation of a Chestertown Community

Committee for Washington College—and states: that it is "some-

thing- which should have been accomplished years ago. The

two mean too much to each other to be without a connecting

lhuV'

"Washington College means much to Chestertown and the

surrounding community and it behooves the community to do

"Too often the value of the College is not fully realized.

The cultural or the financial, one or the other, advantages are

forgotten. The College offers both—the advantages of such

visits as that of Chief Justice Warren last week, the expenditures

of vast sums of money in the community by the College and its

peoples.

"It is a critical period for the College. Its expansion pro-

gram is at a midway point and needs boosting, both financially

and spiritually. It is well that the citizens of the community

have seen, fit to organize on its behalf at this time."

Well put.

Both the college and the community stand to benefit from

this liaison committee. There is now a vehicle for providing the

means for Chestertown residents interested in the college—and

they all should be—to communicate directly with the college

—

and to work together to solve common problems.

To the Editor:

Your recent words regarding

military recruiters on our campus
seem to have made minimal impact.

We have since had yet another

we have still remained silent.'

1 have attempted to determine

I ilUipili-

l I hav.

ascertained the identity of i

advertant fifth-columnist,

maybe such search isn't I

portant, for the military »

have not been met with an

"IT-"'
reived •

alh.r. the

open suppc

Actually, it is not surp

some members of this rommunit]

greet the invaders with rautinu:

interest (and with pen in hand)

The invaders have power, anc

ptmer should be respected. It is thi

lack of open opposition, rather

that

and the jocks. In she

like the infamous Q
(not Water Street as

That, I submit, wa
wide affair. Indeed,

which involved student rights, and

specifically, judiciary rights, involv-

ed not only the- students, but the

faculty, the Board of Visitors and

Governors, the townspeople, the

administration, and yes, even the

Baltimore Sun. I know that was

a campus-wide issue because I was

right in the middle of it. Where
was Mr. Heymann?

His criticism of the White Pa-

per is uncalled for. True, only

a handful of people wrote the pa-

per, or I should say compiled it.

Mi. Hew

ted that Jack-

son's arguments are strong. But
those who advocate an open meet-

ting have the upper hand. The
members of the board are chosen

carefully; the possibility [hat

these people will render an unjust

decision is remote. If they do fail

to be objective, the press and the

public can all protest the judgment,

since the hearing could well have

been open. Hopefully, the students

who might be present at a hearing

. will be objective enough to refrain

from any social retaliation against

any board members if the defend-

ant, perhaps a friend, is found

Another important reason for an.

open meeting is that students will

then have an opportunity to see

the judiciary board in operation.

The transcript of the hearing is too

sketchy; a first-hand view would be

ismg.

The life worthy of man and the

ealities of the military world are

lot exceedingly coincident. A man
depends upon his conscience; a

ioldier depends upon animal in-

stinct. A man exists in order to

:reate; a soldier exists in order to

till.

Alas, it seems that the military

military men deserve thankful ap-

preciation. Presently, they deserve

sincere sympathy. But there is no

privileged use of our facilities so

ify their

was not only the views of those

who had a hand in writing it, bul

the opinions and suggestions ol

hundreds, yes hundreds of students,

faculty, friends of thi

wnspcoplt The
White Papet

of ;

(illation of a thousand bull

as and disappointments and

s, registered by all groups,

the aforementioned closet

and normally nonvocal seg-

i of the college.

Public j

can eliminate a lot of misconcep-

tions about a little known or under-

stood body which plays such an

important role at Washington Col-

Rjght of Counsel Approved

The right of representation

a defendant is a worthy but pos-

sibly complicated topic. Goldman,

when putting forth the idea, moved

that the defendant be permitted tc

of the "college community." Unfor-

tunately, he neglected to define

community before making the

for

he

that they may try to just

presently questionable exist

Michael Col
npKnvitl

i the i

Mr. Myking'
' this wa

Messrs. Hatikev and Jackson in thi

Jan. 18 Elm, I was surprised and
disappointed to note editor Hey-
mann's reply. I have respect for

the editor, Mr. Heymann, but I

am appalled at his lack of objec-

tivity

implemented, and the limitations

placed on the decision, I feel were
letter by justified. Of course student power

comes slowly. But when a step is

taken towards that end it should

not be taken for granted, or viewed

cynically. Some students like Bob
Eiscnbud, Hankey, Jackson, Jon
Segal, Steve Harper and

atcd

hire the other one. In addition, the

Dean insisted that the committee

grant him the power to subpoena

witnesses for the prosecution and

that an oath be required for all

description than stubborn

stupidity could do justice to his

stand. I hope an explanation can

be found for his unreasonable de-

termination to defend what he
wrongly believes to be Truth.

Perhaps what Mr. Heymann and
Mr. Myking do not understand is

that campus change does not hap-

pen overnight, that there were

campus-wide issues that prompted
the present reforms, no matter how
trivial.

What is a "campus-wide" issue?

Must it involve 100% of the stu-

dents, less than that, or what per

cent? Certainly those close cases

who would prefer to read even the

telephone book to "getting involv-

ed;" and those scholar-athletes

who sleep with their lacrosse stick

or basketball might not be concern-

worked damned hard

what little rights the

I'm not asking for

to them, but I would like

the students who are in res[

» get Battle of Lawyers

Consequently, a really contro-

versial hearing could become a bat-

tle of lawyers. Considering the lay-

man status of the board members,

(Continued from Page 3)

Art Show—Tie for first priz
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Derby Cites Goals

Of Vietnam Report

lUlh

Miss Washington College for 1968-69—junior Ellen Thawley—was
crowned at last Saturday's Washington Birthday Ball. President Daniel

Gibson conferred the honors, while a proud escort, Mark Madden,
looked on.

Maria Lorts Elected

Frosh Class Head

creasingly app
cmy would ha

the end of the semester. Few col-

lege editors enjoy wide popular-
ity, particularly with their adminis-

tration, and I was not one or those

at West Point alienating people is

To keep myself off the streets

during the second semester, I de-

cided to try going to Vietnam as a
correspondent. After all, writing

and going to Southeast Asia were
on my agenda before — why should

being separated from the Academy
change it?

Seeks Information

Before I could make any plans

along these lines I needed some in-

The foreign editor of the Chieago
Tribune voiced a warning that I

had heard echoed and re-echoed
among officers — avoid the temp-
tations to do inlerprctivc reporting.

Just report what you see — leave it

to the Walter Lipmans to tell the

government what it all means.

When I put all of this advice

together and applied it to my speci-

fic needs, here is what I came up

letins or human interest stories.

For the ELM the most valuable

work I can do would probably be

a documented study.

2) The kind of documented
work I could most readily assimi-

late would he studies related to the

social, economic or political :

peel only this

a) Competency — how capable
are our allies, our own commanders— how common an* "accidonttf1

bombings of the wrong village,

condoned prisonrr abuse, etc?
b) Reliability how ati

arc casualty reports, equipment loss

reports ?

c) Morale — how do CI's. es-

pecially draftees, accept the job
they hud thenisclvis doing ?

d) Exactly how is the war be-

ing fought — how does each, kind

, then, is the kind of work I

be doing for the Btm once
t Vietnam. Until [ arrive in

priatc for me to declare my per-

sonal biases before I begin offering

"impartial" accounts of conditions

that

man class for the remainder of the

Also elected to leadership posi-

tions by fellow class members were
Al Matas, vice president: Claudia

Slack, secretary; and David Slama,

Unity Vital

Foreseeing her responsibili

a class officer. Miss Lorts fee

her major responsibility and that

of her fellow officers will be to

unify a group of individuals into

a class capable of assuming a posi-

tion of leadership in the student

body. The new president states

that her primary goal is achieve-

ment of unity, a quality without

which there can be little accom-

Miss Lorts wants her class to be

active, "developing an original, cre-

ative approach to the problems and
promises of Washington College."

She wants the freshmen to "feel a

part of the school and set out to

improve it by their actions as part

of the College community."

mately itself," she

aboi

particularly concerning (

;. transposition and privilej

un by

Plans Activities

This semester the freshr

will participate in "Choici

mock presidential election

Time magazine to poll student

opinion. Plans are also underway
to sponsor a speaker and to develop

Miss Lorts states that her main
concern is "not the number of pro-

jects, but rather the number of

students interested and involved in

their undertaking." In giving a

critique of student government at

Washington College, she feels that

the Senate is taking over many of

the roles belonging to class govern-

President Lorts also criticizes

many Senators who rarely speak on
the Senate floor, thereby "neglect-

ing their real duty of representing

for the press. While
inquiries I got some additional in-

formation and some good-sounding

advice.

The first person 1 spoke to was
an instructor in the Department of-

Electricity at the Point and a re-

cent Vietnam returnee. Besides ad-

Yearbook Editor

Reports Changes

Chi.

By Linda Townc

After a semester of controversy.

ne that if I really

wanted to get an idea of how the

war was going I should follow the

State Department's Revolutionary

Development Program, If I wanted
to know how the people felt, I

would do better, he advised, to

talk to missionaries because I would
never gain the confidence of any
nationals myself in five short

months.
Stick With Unit

A full colonel advised me to stick

:cordir i.. hdii

Follow

rith ( ; for a long

spiiii'-r.l brittle among
the seniors and within the staff it-

self, the seniors voted to have in-

formal pictures instead of the for-

mal posed pictures. The senior sec-

tion, according to Mr. Muntcr, is

now almost complete. "Although
the informals were a lot more work

for myself and the rest of the

photographers on the staff, the im-

pro>

l her

.id. ti

sadder or more frequent obit

at this College than the com.

'We have always done it thi

Senate Discusses

Judiciary Setup
(Continued from Page 2)

hearings could become a confusing

mass of political jargon. A more
qualified definition of the "college

con im unity" and "representation"

would be helpful.

In this way, the student could

have the obvious benefit of counsel,

and moral support, while not trans-

forming the college judiciary board

into a quasi-Federal court, a model
that the board is not intended to

Words of Praise

words of praise are in

c class president
' and

of the SGA social Com-
ic has done an excellent

year. The fact that the

iay have spent too much

Drama Group Plans

Summer Workshop
By Sharon Stumpf

In an effort to provide a total

rauiatics experience for interested

tudents, the Fine Arts Department

/ill sponsor a summer Theater

Vorkshop.

Conceived by Timothy Maloncy,

•orth the effort."

Format Changed

A major change in the format of

the yearbook this year will be the

organizations and katures sections,

which will be combined as a scries

of candid and informal pictures. In

have been separated, with the or-

with the features section, I can
break up the monotony of club pic-

tures, which I think arc deadly

dull," Munter commented.

Several pages of the '6ft Pegasus

will be done on colored paper using

fall colors: orange, brown and
yellow. This section includes the

introduction, the dedication, and
the dedication of the fine arts cen-

ter. Color pictures were considered

for various sections of the book
but the idea was dropped because

of the expense.

Budget Problems

Also affected by the tight budget

the staff is working with is the

cover of the book. "I hate to do it,"

Munter explained, "but I'm afraid

that we're going to have to use the

cheapest cover possible this year.

Right now I think that will mean
using the burlap which was 1 used

in the 1966 edition."

The yearbook has been plagued

with financial difficulties this year

the money
whi< ll c i the ifee

ested either in supply-

n the program itself,

t Mr. Maloncy.

thai

ichanan has

I to the task.

part of their college program. The
project will also make use of facili-

ties in the Fine Arts Center that

would otherwise be neglected dur-

ing the summer season.

Resident Company
Formation of a resident company

to consist of a total of fifteen ac-

tors, actresses, and technical as-

initiation of the program is set for

June 1(1.

Running for an eight-week per-

iod, the schedule provides for four

productions to be given every sec-

ond weekend, with the first per-

formance slated for Wednesday,

June 19.

Drama Classes

In addition to practice in actual

theatrical technique the workshop

will spon;

be

nterested pr

planned to fill this gap. The Sen-

ate needs more peiccplive. diligent

per.pl,- like Buchanan, who talks

little but dut:s a great deal.

be open to

than those

volved, and will also provide thesi

paiiii ipants with an opportunity t.

aid in the production schedule.

A drive is currently underway t(

provide the necessary financia

backing for the summer program

Funds will be supplied by the col-

which amounts to $9.00 per stu-

dent. According to Munter this

doesn't quite cover the cost o£

printing. Any additional income

comes from patrons. "Right now we
need an additional $2,500 to break

even. We try to avoid using busi-

ness ads," Munter explained, "be-

cause they don't add anything to

the book and they just take up
pages we could use elsewhere."

Ad Directory

The yearbnok staff has been
vith both Develop-

Din Ton Parker and
ctor Charles

-cmedy the

portolin style. "I

1 a change. I hope,
;'., urbi |

aftei

portfolios with littla

Timothy Maloney, director of the :

the college's drama department, wi

Buy Easier

Seals



Grant Will Permit
Wakelyn To Study

Jamas Henry Hammond, nine-

tccnth-ccnlury congrewman, sena-

.warded b J! ,500 lor and governor ol S h Care-

wed by ihe National lina and author of the Mud-Sill

on the Airs and the theory of society.

Promotes Scholarship

who specialises in ear-
T[)(i Nalil ,na , Endowment for the

Humanities, a federal agency au-

thorized i" promote si iiolarship,

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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LOST: A black raincoat at Tues-

day night (Feb. 6) production

of Hamlet. Edward Schulman,

Somerset No. 1.

WANTED: Discarded costume

jewelry, knick-knacks, etc. To
be used in therapy for patients at

Kent County Mental Health \s-

Turn in to Faculty

Secretary — GI 13.

SENIORS: If you have any addi-

/itics you would like to

appear in the T>8 Pegasiif. band

them in at the Pfgtuus ollicc

PHOTOS; Custom black - and -

white processing (35mm or In-

Free pickup and dcliv-

2(V to $1.00.

Call Dan Saunders. 778-0510.

IFC Ruling Decides

Bid Eligibility Row
the vol

against the Lambda'

nil the

:sult of

i IFC advisor and

l Carl Wcsterdahl.

ig that the Lambda's

faith as a result of

fer) «as eligible to receive ;

formal bid.

Dual Interpretation

The difference of opinion

Dean of M(
While admiit:

biguiiy would he erased.

AND STUDENTS

Mr. Miller, Mr. Lamond, Bob

oke, Cbesley Camba, Ed Wor-

Sbaron Stumpf. See any

people for further infor-

Deadlinc for contribu-

February 27.

LOST: Maroon notebook with sil-

ver rim outside biology lecture

room. February 20. Elna Harris,

Queen Anne's.

WILL BUY: History of Philosophy

by Thilly-Wood for $7.00, Bar-

bara Price, Reid 203.

MRA PING-PONG TOURNA-
MENT: Sign-up sheets in men's

dorms. No entry fee. Trophy to

winner. Meeting on Thursday,

February 29, at 7:30 in Student

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST:
8:45-9:15. Doughnuts, rolls,

coffee, milk. Eat in Dining Hall.

Response during trial period will

A year-old black bear named "Coco" visited Washington College last

week. He was accompanied by his owner, naturalist Bob Davidson,

who narrated an Audobon Society wildlife film presented in the college

Fine Arts Center.

ontinued.

HIKING TRIPS: Anyone whe

might be interested in going or

one-day hikes this spring {prob-

ably on Sundays) to scenic area;

in the general area, or anyone

who might be interested in goint

camping after the weather get:

Hew

please .

, 778-0508.

Acting on their interpretation,

il in|ilainianti chan-ed Lambda

Chi Alpha with illegally offering

an ineliuible upperrlassman an in-

formal bid. Frank Vcri, the stu-

dent "hose bid was in question,

Chorus Plans Tour
Of Western Europe

By David Saffcm

: Che

NOT CE
Mei '. inlrain jral v llcyball

ly bus ,-ltoll IS c >er. Ti

eli ation lype

team playing be

games.

:-:;
.1 line.:

The Washington Cnllc

is tentatively planning a

week concert tour of Wcstei

ope during June, 1969.

In December, quisiioiinaii

were distributed to each chor

member to determine the nurufc

of students whe

ould 1

Mr. Tony Parkei

of Development, states that th>

gifts of participating students' par

ents must average S350, if th

group is to have adequate funds

If the necessary funds arc raised

r would probably consist o

|> ill n i
i

i:l 1

1

lour. There from fiv

of the idea. The only obstacle to many, B
the plans is the problem of financ-

ing

headqua:

Spain, Austria, Italy, Gcr-

;lgium, and England.

chorus consists of members of all

classes, and they are selected on

of informal tryouts given

September. Their appearances

uded lb -IT

ances for the opening of the Fine

Arts Center a special program for

WMAR-TV in Baltimore, and a

Christmas concert on campus. The
remainder of the semester, the

chorus will sing at the Washington

Birthday Convocation, a spring

the Fine Arts Center,

and a four day tour to New York
and New England.

The Washington College Chorale

has just been established this

semester. It is a select group of 18

students who will hopefully be able

to accept some of the many invita-

tions to sing off campus that the

larger chorus has had to decline.

The Chorale is preseitdy preparing

Brahms' Liebetliedei Waltzes, Opus
52. At the same time, the other

chorus is working on Vivaldi's

Gloria and a numl>er of shorter

Political Potpourri

Steve Amick's last Elm article

raised three common and interest-

ing mi sconce pi ions and half-truths

about American politics today. I

would like to comment on them. I

refer to 1 ) the easy acquisition of

inaccurate political reputations 2)

condemnation and supposed inef-

fectiveness of one party systems

and 3) the belief that minority

parties are owed something simply

because they are minorities.

The first issue — that of inac-

curate reputation — is demon-
strated by Mr. Amick's reference

to George P. Mahoney as "an out-

and-out racist in the tradition of

Lester Maddox." Mahoney is not

now and never has been a segre-

gationist. His only slogan last year

— "Your home is your castle —
protect it!" was sufficiently

campaigned in Negro areas, say-

it was directed against police

ision of privacy. Mr. Mahoney
; hack and a loser, and as such

he qualifies as the Richard Nixon
of Maryland. But he is not a seg-

regationist, and no reporter trying

simplify Ma-

systems reflect

and constitutent outlook.

Support the Underdog

Lastly came the imperative that

we must be "sure the right to vote

means something. Let us have a

choice of candidates — each with

a reasonable chance to win." This

indicates that all of us are to purge

ourselves of previous allegiances,

save for Republicans, and vote foe

the underdog so as to give him a

better chance to win. This is a rever-

sal of the problem. What is needed

is a better candidate. Voters can-

not and should not be expected to

vote for men simply because they

have less of a chance to win. Many
times they are underdogs because

they deserve to be.

The Republican Party i

: effec

hone) ,
position can make him c

Backlash Backfired

Mrs. Hicks of :

hack reputed to be a segregationist

by the press. Newsweek ran a

feature story on her entitled : "Back-

lash In Boston" — in spite of the

fact that the Negro population is

not only concentrated tightly in

South Boston but is also compara-
tively tiny. These easily won and
frequently baseless reputations dis-

tort the positions of caondidates and
make rational judgements all the

too common and too widely held.

Secondly, Mr. Amick condemned
the one-party system and included

the Eastern Shore in that category.

On its record, the Eastern Shore
is not a one party area. Since 1918,

three Republicans — William An-
drews, Edward Miller and Rogers
Morton — have represented the

Eastern Shore for 20 of the last 50
years. But aside from this, the

South is regarded as the classic

American one party area. Yet the

one party system has not made
the South what it is today, and it

carried out substantial change in

the political outlook of the region.

Some of the finest legislators in

Congress come from one party
constiiii'Tiiies—even John Lindsay

did. Likewise, some of the worst
from two part)' states. The

political party while opposing tha

views of a majority of the people,

The choice is painful but clear-

conservative principles or publio

offices. Unit it makes the decision

as reflected in its candidates, tha

people owe it nothing. Rather, it

is the party that has a responsibil-

ity to the people.

Recruitment . • .

(Continued from Page 1)

of the "transitional year" program

at Yale University, which develop*

the academic potential of bright

but deprived high school graduates,

"There arc 40 students there this

year," said Gray, "but the chances

of getting them to apply

good. They wai > North-

fact is that both c

Gray explained that the adm
sions office has "no quotas of a

kind." Pictures are no longer :

quired on the application form.

"Unless the student has an ind

view with us we don't know he's

Negro." However, he added, an :

terview is required of all financ

aid < iiinlnl.in-s. and often a studc

Negro in his biographical sketch.

NOTICE
The Senior Women's Honor Soci-

ety will distribute the activities

sheets to all juniors and seniors oil

Monday, March 4, for records f

the Registrar's office. These should

be filled out and returned to WRA'

and MRA representatives by Wed*

nesday, March 6.
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Hemlock Patch
-By Stuart Petock-

llirough which the inferior have

r over their betters. Nearly

decision Johnson has imple-

ad reflects a pausity of cri-

i from the intelligent com-

ty, and it represents

.
The

ness that derives from the lat-

fanatical commitment to at-

titudes that it formed independent-

ly of the facts the attitudes were

about. And now, in what has be-

come known as the Johnson style,

Tphnson has responded by viciously

parking his critics instead of in-

telligently (or even stupidly) deal-

g with the issues they raised.

On the fact of it Johnson can

ound his revenge in American

eals. It is American for all men
i be equal. Deferring some men

because they are more intelligent

and better educated than others

does not square with this great

primiple, so in the name of the lof-

dem

used.

There may be some worth in

ihnson's position. But if there is,

is accidental and not the genuine

:ason for his action. If the

equality of man means that what

ultimately counts is the value in

each man's life, then Uneducated

Jones ought to be at no disadvan-

tage with the draft board. The
Greek philosophers' prejudice for

the philosopher notwithstanding,

there is little reason to believe that

educated intelligence is propor-

tional to one's capacity for being

happy. It does not matter that

Uneducated Jones prefers Ashing

to thinking or that he would rather

spend his afternoons in a ballpark

.shat littl.

if what
l ha

tally

cup of tea. But if the reason John-

son put the bright citizens on the

par with Uneducated Jones is that

everyone should have an equal op-

portunity to be happy, then this

must be among the first of his de-

cisions that has the happiness of

Americans as its goal.

Apart from the promises of

Johnson's defunct skirmish on pov-

erty, there is little reason to be-

lieve that Johnson ever measured

the value of Americans in any other

terms than the use to which he

could put them; the value of their

lives, not the value in their lives, is

Given this Johnson's premise, it

follows that Uneducated Jones

should be the soldier and the as-

piring intellectual should be kept

vestment there is. Whatever Un-
educated Jones may mean to him-
self and to his family, one Un-
educated Jones is very much like

another Uneducated Jones. But the

chemist who will discover the cure
for cancer or a more effective de-

odorant is irreplaceable, perhaps

even if he is only a member of the

team of chemists who make the im-

portant discovery. Likewise, the

philo5i>[)hy teacher or the literature

teacher or the history teacher who
helped to develop the chemist's

imagination — his sense of pur-

poseful insight — U irreplaceable.

The majority of us are not fas-

ional i

of sacrificing life for the state than

the state's acting with sufficient

wisdom to avoid the sacrifices that

are involved in the foolish excesses

that make up American foreign

If Johnson

Unedu ted Jo. is far i

linl. in

sincerely in-

principlc of equality he would re-

flect on what that principle entails,

But it is not his nature to reflect.

Johnson is a man of action and a

man of the people. For his sort

what matters is that the action pre-

suppose nothing that is too abstruse

for Uneducated Jones to grasp

easily.

This points to the fundamental

inequality that Johnson has lately

reinforced. There :

Scrolls Found In
"Hall of Dining

the

9?

By Thruegood Wilson .

I have just made a delightful

find in the, caves of the SGA,
which I found while digging be-

neath The Hall of Dining. Within

these caves are several scrolls

which seem to document the so-

cial moves of the people of Col-

lopolis. Heretofore, researchers have

reported that sex was entirely ta-

boo in this intellectual communi-

ty, and in fact, this theory has

been held as the reason why the

community eventually died out.

There were, supposedly, no heirs

to the intellectual throne' (as it

Sex Popular

However, my findings prove

quite the contrary. It seems that

illy quite popular in

! out to their superiors

l, "Henceforth we will

After some time, when
jrs were convinced of the

of these wailing men,

as restored, wounded
ere repaired, and social-

heads of the Uneducated Joneses.

If the overriding goal were the

happiness of the people and if it

could be seen that for happiness

i he significant thing is the result of

political decisions and not having

the illusion of having had a hand
in making them, then there would

be contradiction

> funct

which the

re distributed

uld functionamong tho:

best. In such a state there would

be no need to act against a group

who clamor to keep their lives from

being uselessly squandered in a

causeless, I

Birthday Ball

those days. Sex
fear, as popular and time-consum-

ing as it is today. It does indeed

seem hard to imagine that those

people, as involved as they were

with cerebral pursuits, would even

have time for the baser nature of

their selves. But they did. They

Some great spokesman of the

mate that the females of the com-

munity were first and foremost in

search of a husband. Under the

guise of study, women set about

to ensnare men, by catching them

unaware during discussions on

ce-relations, and

Misty Morning and Give It Time are the titles of two songs released

this week by Verve Forecast. The artists are Washington College sopho-

more Howdy DcHoff and senior Bill Thompson. A full long-playing

album will be released at a later date.

Social Visits

Special times were set aside for

serializing. During certain hours

of certain days, women were al-

lowed to visit men in the privacy

,
The gravest

The big band sounds of Buzz Walters shown

parents, alumni, faculty, administration, and si

College last weekend at the Washington Birthd.

Hodson Hall. Festivities continued until 1:00

Bennett Lamond and Barbara Raymond, memb<

athletic departments, respectively, during a brief

above, enter .lined the

udents of ' 'ashington

ay Ball Dan e held in

UL Shown

is of the E neKsh and

pause in the activities.

threat

i take

the nity

way these

lowed for .

At one point in the histo

tli.-i- people, visiting hi

7 of

: abolished for a period of

time, because the men failed to

Bet to their superiors a full re-

Part on the visiting hours.

Grief and Torment

Such calamity was unheard of.

Women cried in their pillows, and
their prospective husbands and
male friends were tormented with

guilt caused by this past naughty

deed. For weeks the men repent-

ed. Enormous tears rolled down
sorrowful, lonely faces and into

enormous pitchers of eu de tavern.

Psyches were wounded and the

An Enemy of

The People
By Donald Dolce

After the disillusionment one

might have felt after sitting

through the Center Stage produc-

tion of Hamlet at the college sev-

eral weeks age>, the idea of seeing

that same cast in another play so

shortly afterwards was hardly ap-

pealing. However one poor per-

formance should not be so dis-

heartening — Center Stage is a

versatile company and their pre-

sentation of Henrik Ibsen's Art En-

emy of the People definitely re-

flects this versatility in its best

light.

Tlie Ibsen pis

dynamic and forceful and make
Ibsen's dramatic electricity fully

felt. The play was adapted by
Arthur Miller and this production

was directed by Leonardo Cimino.

Douglas Scale created the setting,

which has a distinctive cubist

of a doi who liv

a health spa in a small Swedish

town. The spa is the town's main

source of income, and the doctor

discovers that the water is polluted

and dangerous to those using it for

medicinal purposes. Expecting to

be exalted as a hero by the towns-

people, he suddenly finds himself

as the subject of an intense vilifica-

tion campaign.

Warning
His brother, who is mayor and

who heads the spa's board of direc-

tors, leads the attack. Maintaining

that there is nothing seriously

wrong with the water, he warns his

brother to not make public any in-

formation about the danger, be-

cause in doing so he {the doc-

tor) will make himself an enemy

of the people.

Here, the question arises of who
the real enemy is. In principal, the

doctor is unquestionably right in

fearing for the health of the spa's

How the .

the community he becomi

picable menace. They do not rea-

lize that the mayor has used their

emotions and their materialistic

greed to make sure that his brother

will be publicly shown as the peo-

ple's enemy.
Publicity

The issue of the value of man So

society becomes relevant when the

doctor's house is destroyed, his

family attacked, and his practice

ruined. He insists that the facts

be made public, but the public does

not want to hear. His position is

further complicated when his rich

father-in-law buys up many shares

in the spa with the money that

would have been left to the doctor's

family. Now the dilemna becomes

more intense. To persist in his

anti-spa statements would be to

roy the financial future of his

and children (as well as his

practice). But to become

Donald Dolce, Elm reviewer, regu-

larly attends press preview perfor-

mances at Baltimore theatres to ob-

tain first look at new plays.

R. Plunkett Wins
Honorary Degree

at the annual Washington Birthday

Convocation last Saturday.

Dr. Plunkett, recipient in 1952 of

the prestigious John Scott award

for his revolutionary invention, is

director of research of fluorine

chemicals, the organic chemicals

departmeont of the Du Pont Corn-

Wide Use

Teflon, or polytetraflui

lene, is generally recognize

the .!."> ally

wthy-

to be

des

„.m,M liuie the.

Triumph of Principal

When he continues to declare

the spa as a health menace, no

one has hope for him. Whatever

victory he might gain will be un-

derstandable to himself alone. With

his practice, his family's future, and

himself destroyed, where is the vic-

' Enemy of 'the People has a

superb cast headed by William

Newman William McKere^han,

Viviennc'shub and Bruce M. Kom-
bluth. Their performances arc

of all organic mater-

ials. Its completely inactive nature

—its resistance to high tempera-

tures and oxygen—has given it

wide use in the home, made it vir-

tually indispensible in medical and

industrial applications, and for sci-

entific purposes in outer space.

In making the degree citation,

Washington College's Dean, Lan-

don C. Burns, stated that Dr. Plun-

nology of this age will live long

after the age itself has passed and

will help to provide a frictionless

transition to the next. Thus, to

those who from the kitchen to outer

space applaud your aehievei

and honor your imaginal'

ington College delights

name by conferring on y

gree of Doctor of Science."

Dr. Plunkett holds an A. B. de-

gree from Manchester College in

Ohio and M. Sc. and Ph. D. de-

grees from Ohio State Univ

In addition to his patent o

he holds a

, Wash-
add in

and I

r U. S.

ted for-
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SPORTS
Sho 'men Lose Final
Season Record 6-13

onicst up. It was the

rcnce win for the

ivision Champs, and

hardest.

ho'men Bob Kocpke,

m and Dave Bruce

[he team. Koepke
vith twenty points

hirteen from the

six from the foul

hipped in with

rucc garnered fif-

led

teen in the losing Shore e fi

Despite having a record of

the Sho'men won five of thcii

nine games. During this rjj

Bruce, Marion and Knep!,,..

had been ineligible the first

inciter, scored 452 of thet e

the hope of a few freshm

alone; with transfer Mark Bnu

baugh could be a big one

i ilir | ollcge .iilinitiisli;

string plus die valuab

Middle Atlantic Cufcr-

Brncc, Marion Star

Dave Bruce and Frank Marion
led the way in the second half

with twenty-four points between

them. Marion, the team's leading

ridden days on Ihc i

not be dial costly i

.,11,1,1,. ,l,|,., ,,,,„,,,

"Vi!c"'-.. Vi'.I.'.'i If;::::;;

sporumei: .,',,1 i mi nial cltsi

WOlild l,r un,|,-| |Ik

and thus be <\ |)t

judicial judgemenl
2. A mining table for

TOn'flieTJci

die athletes i

n of Men's

1 Kohl 11(11

She

fcodinj

br hoi

trap.- t

day.
,1:,:':

Allllel

for tin

and trralitjL'tl a fi2-5] lead midway
in til period. From here an. the

home five couldn't lie touched.

The Sho'men shot over 50 per-

cent for tlie whole name while

F & M ronlcd off by shooting

only 28% the second half Dave
Bruce led Washington with twen-

ty-one points.

Friday's Game

id to fight off a dele

rally.

ne.1

Shore Wrestlers
Drop Final Meet

ii they are a

the quality

of the Mounts'
njurcd All-America candidate Fred

'arter tn the lineup kept victory

tit of Ihc grasp of the Sho'men.
barter, a (>'!!" jumping-jack, came
>ff the bench to grab key re-

bounds and score fifteen points.

Close Contest

With only six minutes left and
lie Sli. .'men down by only three,

Lambda % Sifs Win To Capture
Titles In Intramural League

Concluding its initial season of

wrestling, the Sho'men of Wash-
ington College lost to Lebanon Val-

ley 30-5 last Monday night. The
defeat left the wrestlers win Iess for

the season.

In the match, Tom Marshall,

wrestling at 123, lost by a score

of fi-1 to his opponent. Although
Marshall did not wrestle one of

his better bouts, his opponent was
very strong and laid the founda-

tion for the events to follow.

All Pinned
In every other event except the

fail help

tss, the Shore
ned. '

Wash

Tlie Lamba A\ fucoojsfully de-
'<'' ' '''Hi \ I.-'.-U-.ur k,*Uio.,ll didn't pbv up lo Urn til

Itl ihi
i

ar, while tin SIF'a end of the season During the s

.on the B League. Boil, reams son they lost g c* to the Sigs a

ol Ii id di ' the regi lai KA's,

( hainpioti-.lup Came

were able to pull within one point
of the lead several limes but were
frustrated with clutch Lambda bas-

kets. Strong rebounding led by

while the SIF's

v it's . hampionj the imbi lk n Doo
Bird,

Tlie Lambda's with I n
|
u-

la., including MVP Hftrrj Webb
1 re expei ti <l to n in

; of the t I intra-

mural games he had icert

i KA'a, behind Al Streel-

rnan and Pete Joslin, |i an i
"

Ihi agin t hampibnship at' the

total of thi

Only Mark Madden escaped de-

feat. Madden, who is undefeated

at his weight level, was given five

points when Lebanon Valley for-

feited the bout to Washington.

Despite the obv"

Coa. Rol
Al-

Iaff belie

help of athletes like Marshal

Buck that Shore fans can

forward to a winning season

Prospects Good

hope is that he will be ah

son. He also reported that

were at least twenty high scho

wrestlers of some repute applji)

to Washington.
Certainly for Coach Priiih

the fate of wrestling lies

future. He praised the :

their spirit.

Madden Excels

The best record of the seas

was Mark Madden's with a I

record. Rick Holloway foil

with 3-3, Brook Jackson
2-4-1 and Jim Pichitino and
Marshall with 2-5.

This Saturday the Sho'mer

entered in the Mason-Dixon
Championship. Pril:

.I'h

AI Slrccl-

tcn led ihc KA's

Team Efforts

Ii League contest, the

kc open a i lose opening
< k baskets bj Steve

lead

of Dan Measell
who garner d 10 point i in the set -

ond half kepi the KA's I i tak-

ing Ihc lead.

Rewarding Victory

For the Sll '
,, , ., of

Frustration behind the Doo Birdj

line, victory. They
Mrascll's thirteen

and SI ippei it ten. John
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INTRAMURAL ALL-STARS

h>' League

First Team

George Buckless

Al Streelman
Tim Bohaker
Steve Ellyson

Woody Snyder

Theta Chi
Kappa Alpha
Lambda Chi
Deltas-

- Outcasts

Second Team

Mike Kelly

John Mendell
John Topodas
Pete Rosen
Pete Jbslin

Lambda Chi
Lambda Ghi
Phi Sigma Kappa
Phi Sigma Kappa
Kappa Alpha

jj" League

Jim McKinney
Lou House
John Flato

Dan Measell

Rick Holloway

Doo Birds

Kappa Alpha "B".

Kappa Alpha "B"
Sif

Triple S

College Lacrossemen

Practice for Opener
The number five lacrosse team

in Ihc nation began practice last

week for its must dialli-neinij sra-

son since 1965. The Washington
College lacrosse team, which has

been considered the number one

fur the past five years plays against

Johns Hopkins, (he number one
team in the country, and the Uni-
versity of Maryland, the number
two team. Washington also plays

against much improved Harvard
University, Syracuse and the un-

defeated Ohio champion, Denison,

along with the other members of

tion, and Mark Madden wb<

uiHsl.niilini; play i* nut nppi't'i i

ed because of the publi.iiy eiv

to Reagan and Oilman, Sopl

going to be very hard.

The midfietd is led by sonic

Mike Kelly. Barry Drew an

Sieve Glageli. The main problei

in the midlicld is that of liec an

i inidfiflil. ilu- pbyis ;,, <n-

icnci-d hut sin, ill ,m<l tin in.. -

playcrs Dave Slama and Rob
«' II ll.t\i' -I'.r hill hi V i >|n ii-

Dave

llm Announces
htramural Team

; led by return-

ing first learner, Jim McKinney
(11,9), a senior member of the

powerful Doo Birds. Although ii|>-

set in the playoffs, the Doo Birds

were undefeated during the regu-

Hn;li Game
In the champion Sifs, Danny

Measell was the league's leading

scorer with a 12.9 average. He
had the highest point production

game of the year—24 points

against the Thou's.

Depth Problem

The cam lias another problc

whiali ould be as important .

finding replacements for Chalfar

and Or nan, that is one of dept

Washine ton's team scored a lot

of 166 goals. 152 of which WC
scored by the first altack and die

first midheld. The team docs have

tack and midfield.

The defense should be betlei

than last year's. Ably led by Tom
Ho»ld, All-Strobh

Perhaps the finest shooter in

Al Streelman

Kappa Alpha,. Al scored at a

d \vfe flie take "charge

i KA's,

12.6 Average
Altlioimli playing for a weak

the Elm selection board felt

Woody Snyder would have

lected. Thi

John Flato, were keys lo the KA
upset of the defending champions

Doo Birds. House is a sophomore

while Flato is a junior.

The final member of the B lea-

gue team is freshman Rick Hollo-

way who was also a regular on last

falls Intramural Football Team.
Rick was third in the league in

average— 11.9 for the Triple S.

No MVP

n KA were se- stringer for I

Lou House and Wilde who lu<

•e years, and Ty
better every day.

: backed by Ercsh-

Jccl Bei

The Attack

he attack is led by Ron Rca

The Elm is not

Valuable Player

selecting a Moi

:
he .

. The «

12.6. Woody is a senior,

her player who excelled as

individual on a fourth place

s junior Steve Ellyson.

; third in the league in

its with an average of

9;

"

With. mi doubt the finest player

the league at both ends of the

vas Tim Bohaker. Although

hard to stick' out on this

balanced Lambda five, Bo-

averaged 11.7 points per

.vhilc holding high offensive

Ms scoreless. Tim was MVP
st fall's Elm Intramural

Second Team
second team of the A

: is led by two Lambdas,

igs and a KA. Leading the

is senior Mike Kelly of

la Chi Alpha. Last year

along with teammate Harry

(last year's MVP),

i a playmaker. He was a

traber of the Elm football team
it fall.

TW number two average (15.2)

ague is held by Lambda
'h« Mr-mk-11. Only playing in six

the selection board felt

automatically disqualified

and .felt

lany players deserved the

honor at one time or another. Last

year's MVP, junior Harry Webb
of Lambda Chi, was far and away

The Elm wishes to thank its se-

lection board comprised of Coach

Chatellicr and a group of league

referees for taking the time to se-

lect the club.

LEADING SCORERS

"A" LEAGUE

Buckless—Theta lll.-l

Mendel]—Lambdas 15.7

Streelman—KA 15,0

Rosen—Sigs 14.0

Ellyson—Deltas 13.9

Snyder—Outcasts

"B" LEAGUE

Measell—Sifs 12.9

McKinney—Doo Birds 11.9

Holloway—Triple S 11.9

Skipper—Sifs 8.8

Graelf—Sifs

VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS—1967-1968

G FgA FgM Pet. FA Fin Pet. Pts. Av. Rcb. S

Bruce 19 278 121

Clagget .... 18 42 15

.435 55 38 .691 280 15 41 21

13 .684 43 2 35 8

,455 55 37 .673 157 20 96 12

20 78 .650 328 17 209 47
71 .780 231 12 79

.444 66 35 .536 15

,351 55 20 .363 74 4 97 1

425 516 329 .638 1449 76 851 15

pled; FgM-field goals madeKey: G-games; FgA-field g—

.

pcreentage; FA-Foul shots attempted: IM-hnil

Av.-average; Reb.-rebounds; S-steals; A-assists.

i Kan

of

Pete Rosen of Phi Sig-

a. Pete, a senior, aver-

- ball game for

llu'rd pit

All Around Work
One of the best rebounders and
Dre rs in the league was Rosen's

Wnmate John Topodas. Topodas
"age 10,9 and almost as many
founds per game.
The fifth sp t was awarded to
*' Pete Joslin who was one of

,

( finest shooters in the league
"h a 11.3 average. Pete is only

A" LEAGUE ALL STARS—Al Streelman and George Buckless (si

'r'

'

r
edl along with Woody Snyder, Tint Bohaker and Steve Ellyson, c<

prise this year's "A" League All-Star Team.

"Wajllingtort Colter

the l>i,t goalie in

they do have the t

the goal To
newsletter,

i best g i.dies

ALL AMERICANS—Mark Madden, Carl Ortman, Ron Regan and

Jim Chalfont were named to various All American teams last year in

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas
r—illC^lL,

Cones ^TjPglf-^
Sandwiches Mi

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

Next Frkiay,

MARCH 8

Direct From Avalon Ballroom

GARY PUCKETT
and the: UNION GAP

(Columbia Record Stars)

CHESTERTOWN
National Guard Armory

GET THERE EARLY!

Doors Open 8:00 P.M.

Presented by Live VVYRE Radio 8
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Letters to the Editor

Letter . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

position take a mature responsible

attitude toward those changes that

do occur, not by the benevolence

of the Establishment, but through

ted efforts of student ao

I believe Mr. Heymann to be of

much more incisive intellect than

he has displayed in

thu .ul.j..

•mall step like that which has just

occurred should be appreciated, or

like a child's first steps, they will

become less frequent if the child

is discouraged. Much more has to

be done. Let us hope lhat the

present student leaders will be as

dynamic and indefatigable in their

efforts as some of their predeces-

Narrow Opinions

Keefer Criticizes

i of mind !

»lmh pen
or educational institution

low itself to indulge. Yet it is pre-

cisely this characteristic which one

finds in abundance and in a glor-

iously smug and self-asserting man-
ner on Washington College's cam-
pus, f, for one, am nausi'niiimly

sick of this oppressive narrnw-

miiuleilnrss which manifests itself

in a myriad of ways, one of which

ii the "Greek-independent" con-

: the

my fellow students, Greeks and in

dependents, who think they are JUS'

tificd in imposing their standard:

and values on others. 1 ai

of Greeks who think only peopl

who wear Brooks Bros, or Vilage

labels on their clothes and
enrich iheir lives with "soul" m
are worthwhile human being:

Uki v.

students who stop Greeks on Wash-
ington College's sidewalks to ques-

tion scornfully, "Why do you wear
such conventional clothes?"

Most of all, I am dreadfully

bored with the superficiality of

both points of view. 1 would sug-

gest that those who have driving

needs to be distinctive or to as-

sure themselves of th< iuper-

mu-1,,1

person as wi»nhwhili.'

tidal criteria oF his a

the label on his cloth

vcnti'inality (or lad

fortunate example of sucli

independents join me in exp

disgust and apology for th;

similar occurrences. Such
only reveal the insecurity ar.

tration of the penon(i)
lible. Alison appeals for a

of laissez-faire. I would

touch of empathy.

CHESTER/TOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

people with different

Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority

CORRECTION!
Last week the Elm incorrectly

reported thai Dr. Tom An had
been promoted "from Assistant

Professor of Political Science to

Chairman of the Polotical Science

Department." Dr. An WI
of Po

litii.i] Science last spring, and wai

recently appointed Chairman ol

the newly formed Political S< ienc<

Department in that capacity.

»lc in the Dean
of Men's office. Students interest-

ed in applying for the positions

should complete the application

forms by March 15.

STAMP IT!

Theatre Announcements

213

DRIVEIIVI-IN I
KIAIII

J

rTtTuwSH
AT STARKEY'S CORNER

OPEN FOR THE SEASON
Eriday, Saturday & Sund.iy Only

MARCH 1, 2 & 3

"GUTTER GIRLS"
and

"Orgy Of The
Golden Nudes"

Adults Only

Box Office Opcnj 7 P.M.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 776-1575
TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

NO MATINEES

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
FEB. 29 - MAR. 2

JAMES COBURN

"WATERHOLE NO. 3"

SATURDAY MATINEE
FOR THE KIDS

CHILDREN UNDER 12—10*

"The Magic Sword"

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE

THURS. FEB. 29 THRU
WED. MARCH 6

ELIZABETH TAYLOR

RICHARD BURTON

"THE COMEDIANS"
One Show at 7:45 p.m.

Matinee Sunday 2 p.m.

School Days

^SAfE DRIVING

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

77&-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9.-00 pjn.

Closed on Mondays

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

• THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOVTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE MRKING

ALSO VISIT FOX'S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!
Just present your ID card to the bank
to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEMBER FD1C
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CollegeToParticipate

In 'Choice 68' Ballot
will beheld on campus

C.lli-m A sludcnl (..I

legiatc President!

ib-

... and
. f ihc

„.l ihc

.ill.

Senate Approves

udiciary Proposals

mvursiiy will lie eligible t

Candidates

All Of the top Rcpubl

Indcpent Geo. C.

By Barbara Osborn

February 19 Senate rneet-

Student Government As-

i passed two resolutions ex-

ilie rights of a defendant in

|.iJi. iai7 Board hearings.

roposals, made by Men's

Klriidant may have the

i legal counselor from
Washington College

nlimited number of the Judic

Martin Luther

dent, and Fred

Socialist Worker

»n as the defend- the i

illy disqualified, nam
t may challenge A

avune and the Associated Press. sity students an- pmc I!) a v.iy

President Lyndon Johnson, who powerful political !". in thii

was expected to he hostile to Choice country.

68 because student votes would "I heir intelligence and energy

probably turn against him, had a could be critical, and in many
good deal of praise for the pro- places even derisive, if they really

gram. "You can't run a war by (Continued on Page 3)

Moliere's "Miser"
Set For Production
Moliere's The Mhcr will be the suming foibles.

-,n the love ..I .

missing cashbox,

Cast

fitly agreed that the counselor

,ity rather than render profc

jnal services.

Faculty Presentation

Scries of Speakers

in. On April 5, U S.

Mien J. Ellender, D-
I speak on "The South

:

and the M.R.A

\l K A. pr< vj.

SGA To Provide Dean
Narcotics Guideline

Board Considers First meeting Dc

cause a meeting of the Judi- crdalil dim

ihc campus. The dean . President My- |,c

y 19 meeting, S.G..'

rd chairman Mari

Plan Action

One—the college may

l pen

Sisling of the following S

Joel Cope, Dean Skclos, Bi

hoc, Barbara Osborn, Jay S.

F.nlici' ihis vcar, D
dahl spoke to several of

suspected to he offenders, r

NOTICE
\!e\ Haylcy, renowned author the

the "as told to" story "The we

tocography of Malcolm X" "ill
[^

the guest speaker next Tuesday de.

1:30 p.m. in Dunnmg Hall. I*]

placed "11 r.v.'i.m.s and siiiymi;

Lighting Tcrlnirqr.es Staged

til they arouse concern in the com- aga™ narcono.

iniinity of Chcstertown and pretip- , ,j
(

(]|i
|

;
| |ih

itate an hivesligation on the part campui itself, those students v

of local law enforcement author!- treated like any other Chestc
.- resident would be under tin

on of "The Mis
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National Concerns
The Elm is "lad to observe Senate actions on the Choice "68

poll; it indicates that the Student Government Association rec-

ognizes that items of national interest and concern should not

be overlooked at Washington College. One of the most important

objectives of the Elm during the past year has been to bring the

paper—hence the students and campus in general—news of

events which should interest students here.

Certainly the 1968 Presidential election is such an issue. In

addition to the Choice of '68 poll taking here at the College,

the Elm will sponsor a poll on Vietnam next week, in an effort

to determine the opinion of the student body towards the John-

son administration policy in that country.

The first dispatch from Dan Derby, the Elm correspondent

in Vietnam, actually written from that country has been receiv-

ed, and will be published in next week's paper. We trust that

students are following the events of the war closely—as the ef-

fect the way in which we live (or our lives, if we are male sen-

iors)—and the political activities prior to the election next fall.

Because the two events are so intimately related, the Elm will at-

tempt to cover special aspects of both which will be of particular

One Last Chance
The day we leave for spring vacation, the Board of Visi-

tors and Governors will meet, and probably approve plans for

the construction of a new library.

The site the architects have chosen for this worthy project

is the present location of Cain Gym. In an earlier editorial, en-

titled "Don't Raze Cain", the Elm questioned whether or not

some better site might be chosen.

At a time when physical facilities are most desirable it would

seem that renovation rather than total destruction would be the

better course to follow. We have been told that there is no teally

useful purpose for which Cain might be put to use.

Sorry about your imaginations.

There are all sorts of possibilities for Cain—and for the

location of the proposed library in the event Cain were saved.

The Elm sees nothing wrong with tucking the library in the corn-

er of what is usually Lake Washington—at the corner of Wash-

ington Avenue and Campus Avenue, near Dunning Hall.

We have been told the money for the library construction

is available. We expect the Board to approve the plans for con-

struction. But may we ask for just another moment's question-

ing of the advisability of locating die new library on tlte present

site of Cain Gym.

And go on record again in opposition to the architects'

grand scheme for Washington College in this respect.

Budget Breakdown
A relatively detailed breakdown of the budgeted expendi-

tures for the College during the 1967-68 academic year was re-

leased this past week by the Business Office.

The figures released reveal that the college will take in

about $1 ".000 more than it spends this year, as revenue ap-

proaches the $.6 million mark.

The release of these figures follows a hesistancy to disclose

the figures—in anticipation of embarrassment to the College he-

cause we are not "making money". This is ridiculous. Very
few colleges arc, in fact, making an operational profit, and
virtually all 5*>e huge problems in the near future as expenditures

continue to rise out of proportion to projected income.

To (he Editor:

It seems to me that The Elm of

1968 is setting new standards of

excellence. The February 22 issue

was a particularly good one, and

the stories by Dr. Halstead and

Dan Derby were top drawers in

Congratulations to you, your
~~

nd your associates on The

ficd by the paradoxical fact that i

s partially I e of him that l

Sincerely yours,

P. J. Wingatc

(Mr. Wingate is the Chairman

of the Board of Vision and Gover-

nors of Washinplon College.~Ed).

Former Student

Supports Linville

questioning him or anything else

whose defamation happens to be in

vogue.

Finally, I have not taken these

statements out of context with the

letter in question. The derogatory

much in evidence. Thus, I submit

that Mr. Collin's interpretation of

the "questionable" existence of the

soldier is as impertinent and un-

founded as Hitler's interpretation

of Nietzsche. It is partially he-

cause of the military that we are

able to express our views. For this,

To the Edit

I \

1 tm

Mr. Linville

in the last issue of the

i the experiences I had
working in the dining hall al Wash-
ington College, I believe that waste

is one of, if not the largest single

factor among the many problems in

running the dining hall.

A solution, I feel, could be found

in having the dining hall work on a

cafeteria basis. That way, the

students would take only what they

ncded, since they would he spend-

fashion. If this system is impos-

sible at Washington College, I

would like to know why. It is worth

investigation at any rate.

Warner States

Evaluation Views
fo the Edit

other members of the ,, linill „4
did in the course of the

Nevertheless, as the final nceunucj

had produced a compc en. ^ucs-
deu.led

upon. I voted to approv
tionairc then and subse

the Senate meeting bee use I l)c_

Heve in the idea of an
and because I believe in this evahi-

My "no comment1
'

i rcply to

Mr. Fclton's request for

the Elm may have been

expressed my sentiments on the re.

quest. The Evaluation

aire had been well expla wd f.ihc

Senate by co-chairmen Mary Sue

Blevins and Ed Worteck and I =aw

no point in the Elm pr nting per-

ML

I

i the article on

Student Evaluations by Ray Fclton

that appeared in the March I issue

of the Elm. As Mr. Fclton report-

ed I am a member of this year's

i Con
of the

members of the

In light of the above, I would

ike to take exception to Mr. Fel-

^Contbued on -Cage 4)

Mr. Linville i first-t

and has

any colic.,

_

vidual who sought his help

Hemlock Patch

r the

of the dining hall iiiid kiteher.

equipment I think he has done a
good job. From the harrowing

tales I heard as a freshman of the

previous year's dining conditions, I

was glad to have Mr. John Lin-

Sincerely,

Metaphysics, or theory of Real-

ity, and epistemology, or history of

knowledge,

of ongoing change. More, they are

loci of change, having only the

fixity that derives from the unity

of place. "As an object in experi-

for i >of t ting

Reader Defends

Military Purpose
To the Editor:

Now that Mr. Collins has tho:

oughly degraded the military pit

fession, I would like to attempt I

of the philosophic

method. Thales, who began it all,

ultimately consisted of, and Hera-

clitus, who came not very much
'ater, speculated whether there

was even an it that everything was

reducable to. Whether the universe

stuff flux was a c

i the early Creeks s

ncc is always changing t

Treat Flux As Real

Now, how canirhe that wha

ye know is fixed but what we ex

lerience is in process? What hap

of

them saw the possibility that the

universe might also be stuff in flux.

Whether the stuff reduces to flux

or the flux to stuff is kind of a

funny question in light of Ei

..rid -

-have of

and (

But the thing :

move from the flux certain feat

which we name and then tre;

real. The rest, the change in s

with change in perspective,

change of color with change of

changing feelings abou

who objected loudly

i the snack bar to an-

leed, the question of whether the

lature of objects is process or thing

s one of the most important ques-

ions that face us.

Thing Oriented

The problem is this. We 1

, these things

ly subjective, not truly ch;

ic of the object, and we

habit of sclei

be

Rather, they respect the military lives o describe objects that we
tradition enough in desire a career i a perpetually changing ex-

in one of the armed forces. Ab- e. The thing that we think

horrent as that may be to you Mr. about
Collins, their rights must also be nate f

taken into consideration. perienc e it the thing that we name
Thirdly obvi.ni>, pnipouandism when

through loaded words ("invaders") ledge of it, is not what we directly

nee; what we know, in the

order to create; a soldier exists in ensc of the word, is only an

order to kill.") has no place in an tion. Objects of immediate

intelligent argument. A soldier expene nee, of experience that is felt

does not exist for the sole purpose but no thought about, arc objects

Ordina

from our sensations at one.

nothing valuable and facil

control of nature that givi

so much of value. But \

process of thinking is lost sighi "(>

then the very possibility of '

gets undermined. This is

happens in a commodity orii

society.

the point that the insuflicients of

subsistance belonged to everybody,

people's needs could not suffice

absorb the production of an i

creasingly product

io.ln ,,,!,:,!

:eds. Manufactui

be happy. People 1

thing consuming and which the

thins; ( nnsuincd varied with the

point o view. The fixity that one

thmieht

was the thing that was the

locus o: attention. That the thing

had val

sofar as

did not

nee was the value of; no-

body . red very much about the

This s why the old metaphysics

prr.blcn about whether things ate

m fixed or in flux has >

signifies nee that the early Greets
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Vietnam Reporter Traces
History of Asian Conflict

By Dan Derby
rrnam Correspondei

nber 1, 1945. Vie

iencc Day. The Japanese

Mil

'ill!

I.J T I ...

Ambassador Explains
Indian Development

"Tlie Changing India in 1968"

iras the topic of a recent lecture

by the ambassador to the United

Slates from India, Ambassador Ra-

taa Nehru.

Ambassador Nehru outlined

briefly population and gcographii al

facts aboul India and then explain-

ed that there were four major stag-

es of Indian economic development

since India's independence in 1948.

Nehru, himself a part of the co-

lonial government under Great

Britain, stated that he bad looked

forward to Indian independence as

an important step in India's devel-

Immcdiate Problems

"India encountered almost im-

mediate problems." Nehru pointed

out, "the most important being the

stabilization of the country." Re-

habilitation of refugees moving be-

tween India and Pakistan was im-

mediately necessary. Nehru cited

i,h-;ii.'cravated "completely unnat-

ural partition " on the basis of ex-

aggerated religious and linguistic

The integration of India's five

i IreJ .Males, the formulation of

itution, which

niary democracy, and the defini-

n of a feasible economic system

iich became a mixture of state-

planned heavy industry and indi-

ntcrprise of light industry

imercc were also necessary.

Foreign Policy

il in the beginning stages

of independent India was the form-

>f its foreie.il polity. Resist-

sure from the two rigid in-

lal blocs, India preferred to

dly with both factions but

a satellite of neither. The new na-

tion refused John Foster Dulles'

tall to "stand up and be counted"

alignment.

Since the first three years of na-

tional stabilization, India has un-

dertaken a series of five-year plans

shitting emphasis among the prob-

lstable condition:

NOTICE
Si.Klen s interested in applying

(or ih t Warwick Exchange

Pragra , jhould sec Professor

Villi,,,

C. B„ r

Smith or Dean Landon

s before spring vacation.

tloii, complete withdrawal, gradual
escalation or gradual de-escalation,

itcd that only the last

he belie he U.S

Nehru vehemently opposed the

present U.S. course of major esca-

lation which he views as "a disaster

for Asia, perhaps the world as a

whole". Finally, he stated that

"India must deplore the complete

Political Potpourri

in the last weeks about what can-

didate will get the Republican

for President. The no-

unpopularity of the Prcsi-

candidate that the Republican

Convention will choose in Miami.

The choice of a man to run for

President is undoubtedly any par-

and most important function. In

this era, it is in the interest of

us all that both parties find better

men within their rank than they

have in the past.

Quadrennial Quandry
The Republicans are cauSht In

their quadrennial quandry-. They

whether they "would rather be

right than President" or not. They
hich is prc-

un against a man who isil t

Rockefeller is mounting a wrilc-

n campaign in New Hampshire. A
iii.il.ir campaign won for Henry
Fallot Lodge in 196+. If he wins

his campaign then he has been
drafted" and is free to announce
lis candidacy.

Loses Nothing

the primary be has

...ibn -he ^

fcrablc, to win or to be right. This

is always the Republicans' biggest

problem in the choice of a potential

Chose to Win in '52

In 1952 they chose to win, and
in 1964 to be right. In 1960 they

tried to do both. They would like

to do the same in 1968.

If the Republican Party organi-

favorite to defeat Nixon and any-

one else.

The primaries, in particular New
Hampshire and Oregon, should tell

the story, and history books may
well call them critical.

Senate Organizes

'Choice '68' Poll

It all depends, however, on who
cr they want to dream or work.'

The purpose of running Che

Choice 68 on this

that Richard Nix.

decide an

her a good

toll will be

Foreign Aid
emphasized that the

would determine h

oblems internally and

The Ambassador is

lowing of his

>scr and rcali,

that he has

nation-wide: the results will be

.orm and systematic and will be

We want to fight the probleu

political disinterest on our can

ay building a six-week prog

entering attention on the issue

which everybody should be inv

mling that he <

s and thus con

i that they can

allies.

;

Har-

old Stassen.

No Opposition

Rockefeller refuses to be drawn

into any face-to-fact conflict with

Nixon. Thus Nixon can not defeat

;i sir. me < iin.Jiil.iti', thereby proving

his ability to get votes. He must

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

only a bit of paperwork remained
until the dream of Vietnamese in-

dependence would become a reality.

World Powers Meet
May, 1954. Delegates from the

few Fi

Indoci

hopes were at last to be fulfilled.

The days of colonial rule were
numbered.

But, for a time, the Vict Minh
succeeded only in transforming the

country from a colony to a battle-

ditch effort to subjugate Indochina.
Vietnamese Aid French

The French effort was aided by

widespread Vietnamese collabor-

ation in many areas. The French-

educated, the Catholic, the wealthy
and the bureaucrat could expect

to fare poorly under Ho Chi Minh.
For those who had collaborated

with the Japanese, a nationalist

In spite of the magnitude of

the French effort, its inept and in-

decisive conduct rendered it ineffec-

tive. Throughout the struggle the

Viet Minh retained the initiative

and in 1954 their victory at Dicn
Bicn Phu shattered French hopes of

went into effect and it seemed that

.,1 Co
i.R.

French withdrawal. The Viet
Minh were given complete trol

of all of Vietnam north of the
seventeenth parallcd, but in the

].. !<!.

u effect until July, 1956,
[encral elections for a guv-

t of all of Vietnam would be

In the meantime each /one was
to refrain from interfering in the

internal affairs of the other and

from abroad. Thus the day when
the nationalists could c t their

job done was put off at least two

U.S. Against Division

The United States did not choose

(< sign the Geneva Agreement, but
it did pledge support of it in a
unilateral declaration of policy. The
stated reason for this course of ac-

tion was reservations about dividing

the country'. Apparently the exper-

ience with divided countries in

Europe had left a very deep impres-

timc so that repatriation of V
Minh and French-allied fori

could be accomplished. Tbet

Cong Allies Cm,,,

The Viet Cong beca'mi increas-

ingly dependent on llie North [01

Hanoi in turn was forced to rely

more and more on Communist
China and the U.S.S.R.

The war for national autonomy
was being waged by compromising

omy of each ;

Eiti i

charged the other

puppet regime.

War Strategy Changes

August, 1964. An incident in the

Gulf of Tonkin changes the shape

of the war overnight. The Ameri-
can advisory and logistical support

becomes dwarfed by a massive

troop buildup of regular U.S.

Minh Ti.

Aftc.

c loyal to that zc

Border Closed

a lime the bo,

closed and the two regimes set to

work restoring order. In the north,

drastic socialist reforms were in-

stituted, particularly in the heavy

industrial areas. In the South the

government evolved along the same

lines as the colonial administration.

It was not long before the Saigon

regime was threatened by large

scale terrorism and gcurilla war-

fare. By 1956 the insurgency had

generated such chaos that the Diem
regime refused to attempt holding

Claiming that the civil disorder

si/cahle tolls on U.S. bon

Vict Cong still control

area than the Saigon go

End In Sight

More than three yc

when the war has tonic

a half million fcr.I.'s a.

forces from Korea, Tha

Look to

LEGGETT'S

Kent Plaza

where the action is

Phone 778-4500

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253
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ton's comment that I "waited until

after the Senate meeting to criticize

my own work." I expressed niy

critiriim within (he committee and

on dome points yielded to the will of

the majority. Perhaps Mi Pelton

To the Editor:

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

All You Need Is Love
After all. It's what makes the world go 'round in

that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The en-

gagement ring you choose says so much about

your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the

word Is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine'

color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or

replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your

Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages,

under "Jewelers."

JjCeepsake*

213 DRIVE-IN CHESTER THEATRE
AT STARKEY'S CORNER
Triple Tccn-ARC Roundup

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
MARCH 8-9-10

1—TONY CURTIS in

"Don't Make Waves"
2—CRIS NOEL in

"Wild Wild Winter"

"THEPAD"
Box Office Opens 7 P.M.
Show Stan 7:15 P.M.

Admission: Adults $1.00
Children (under 12 1 Free

Church Hill Theatre
ONE WEEK BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6

AUDREY HEPBURN

"WAIT UNTIL DARK"
Two Shows Nightly 7 & 9
Matinee Sunday 2 P.M.

Phone 556.6G28

Phone: 778-1575

TWO SHOWS
7 and 9 p.m.

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

THURS.-FRl. MARCH 7-<

DORIS DAY

"Ballad Of Josie"
Saturday Matinee For The Kids

Children Under 12—10*

"Further Perils Of
Laurel & Hardy"

"Biggest Bundle
Or All"

COLLEGE FASHIONS

Exclusive Wear

. . .for Students Who Care!

For Men:
Levi — Gant Shirls — Farah — Cricketeer

For Women:
Minx Modes — Majestic Sporlswcar — Seton Hall

John Roniain

Shoes:
Old Maine Trotters - Wall Street - Thorn McAn - Ba;

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

• THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOYTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE PARKING

ALSO VISIT FOX'S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE
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Board Announces New Elm Editors
HeymannRenamedEditor;
DoddsAssumesHigherPost

n-Chief Richard Hey>

ray Dodds, Featui

Jatbnra Osborn.

The Radical Left

And Choice '68
(N;i:i..]i:,l Collegiate Presidential

Primary Release)

student radicals these days,

icnu has been, sparse. Villified

i press and Congress for their

of their moderate classmates

Jritish

Applicants

How Sought
By Sharon Stumpf

Ojiri-Niunity for foreign study

1 travel is available to interest-

students again this year through

: University of Warwick Ex-
inge Program.
Oppu to history majors who wish

take a thorough analysis

more concerned with campus af-

fairs, and lambasted from the pul-

dry other hygienic offenses, they

Their views, sounds as they ap-

pear to them, remain largely ig-

nored, and their protests, corre-

spondingly, have disintegrated in-

to displays of cynicism and emo-
tional diatribes aimed at the Es-

t/.Ui- The

a complete and first-hand

edge of his chosen subject.

ding to the program director,

'r. Nathan Smith, the overall

radening influence is comparable
that i if the junior year abroad.

Recently Begun
The Warwick Exchange began
W,t>|] iny ton College three years

•fi. Dr. Peter Tapke, who has a

<ma1 contact with the head of

history school at Warwick,

ated the program here. War-
> had been previously sending

Iflents to Italy and the United

r intensive study of those

; the exchange ;

financial bal-

Three Washington College stu-

;ats — Robert McMahon, Ray
ond Felton, and Richard Jack
n—have so far participated

">sr:iiii;5ter exchange.

Appl
sof l

:
applic

erested second semester soph-

M or juniors should contact

iathan Smith or Dean Landon
! before the March 16 dead-

whet I

' CHOICE 68 t

The Board of Publications has

announced the appointment of

Richard Heymann as Editor-in-

Chief of the Elm for 1968-69. The
appointment marks the second con-

secutive year Heymann has held

that position.

Also named to Elm editorship

was Thackray Dodds, former Fea-

tures Editor, to the post of Man-
aging Editor. Barbara Osborn will

take over the News Editor's desk,

replacing Linda Townc, and Jean
Kiishinhauni will serve as Fea-

Other Editors

Succeeding John Mendell at the

sports desk will be Mitch Bronson.

Fred Couper was appointed Pho-

tography Editor, and Bob Hunter
will continue to serve as Cireula-

l ion- Exchange Editor. Judy Hugh-

post of Business Manager and Dee
Matthews will again serve as Ad-
vertising Manager.

Miss Dodds has had two years'

experience on the Elm, while both

Jean Kirshenbaum and Barbara

Osborn have been reporters. Bron-

son formerly served as Copy Edi-

tercst to students at Washington
College."

Smooth Transition

Because several staff members
are con tinning in the positions they

held this past year, he remarked
that "There will be fewer prob-

general interest— and ronti ihuiions

by members of the administration

on topics of their own i I sing or

on the future of Washington Col-

Re-cvaiuation

Choice 68, the National Col-

legiate Presidential Primary, will

probably cither solidify the skepti-

cism of the campus radicals or

cause them to re-evaluate their

thinking as to the actual political

power of the vote.

If a sizeable percentage of col-

lege students do care enough to

participate in the election, and, in-

deed, do succeed in exciting some

appreciable pressure over the poli-

cymakers of the country, then the

radicals may well channel their

considerable energies into the drive

to lower the voting age to eighteen.

Alternatives

If the primary fails, however, to

stir the long silent student mod-

erates or to influence American pol-

icy, then leftists will probably re-

main convinced that only forceful

and, if need be, violent action will

produce acceptable political ends.

But of more immediate concern is

whether the radicals will partici-

pate at all in CHOICE 68.

The ballot, certainly, is well

stocked with leftists and moderate-

liberals, and the Viet Nam refer-

endum questions should satisfy the

most extreme of the radicals. The
current anti-administration feeling

among students would also seem to

indicate that a leftist vote is a

distinct possibility.

Unfortunately, it's too soon to

begin forecasting whether the radi-

cals wjll respond to or boycott the

primary. The one fact that is cer-

tain is that they do have a

chance to mobilize and express

themselves meaningfully and ef-

fectively in CHOICE 68. The de-

James Reston

lems mak:
the old board to the

"We expect to contii

lish articles by faculty

on academic subjects

tcrcsts of the Washington Col-

lege community—and taking firm

stands on those we feel are espe-

cially important," Heymann added.

Miscellany

With Kerr
By Rick Blom

Miscellany 186, the College liter-

ary magazine, will publish again

this year, thanks lo the Sophie Kerr

Fund and the English department.

The Sophie Kerr Fund is a

yearly grant of $10,000 donated to

the English department from the

Prevails

Fund Help
The will

the

filled by Jim Dillon.

Editor Heymann stated that he

expects to continue to attempt to

'"broaden the scope of the news
covered in the paper to include

subjects which should be of in-

nl

of the late benefact

of printing and decide how much
of the grant will go to Miscellany.

Prospects Encouraging

Bob Cooke, editor, and the fac-

ulty advisors, Mr. Lamond and Mr.
Miller, were pleased with the de-

velopments. They feel that the as-

1 h.-lp i the lily.

sary funds, because the alkn

was voted on annually. Ho\
the committee decided this y

..h.l,.

Experts To Discuss

U.S. Foreign Policy
By Ed vhuliii.i ii

Washington College's Interna-

tional Relations Club will host a

Community Meeting on Foreign

Policy, a series of lectures spon-

sored by the United States De-
partment of State, on Monday,
March 25.

A team of foreign policy specia-

lists, beaded by William J. Gehron,

Public Affairs Officer of the Bur-

eau of European Affairs, will de-

liver speeches throughout the day.

Asian Experts

Othel

Country Officer

for Thailand and Burma, Bureau of

East Asian and Pacific Affairs;

John T. Whcelock, Deputy Public

Affairs Advisor, Bureau of Near
Eastern and South Asian Affairs;

and Bernard F. Coleman, Special

Assistant to the Assistant Secretary

of State for Africa,

The purpose of the program is to

bring together members of the Col-

lege and the community with scnior

W.ishuigton officials for the ex-

change of ideas and information.

Since the forum will stress nucsiious

and answers, speeches will be brief.

Two Appearances

Two programs will take place

simultaneously at different campus
locations from 9:30-11:30 A.M.
The morning programs will repeat

in the afternoon, to allow students

and the public to attend both lec-

tures. At 11:30 A.M., the local

papers will hold a press conference.

There will be a luncheon at 12:00,

and an informal coffee hour in

Hynson Lounge will follow the

William Manning, President of

the International Relations Club,

expects that the speakers will re-

flect the Administrations views on

matters of foreign policy. "The pur-

Foreign Policy," says U. S. Sc

tary of State Dean Rusk, "is

solely for the college, but for

the United States' foreign policy."

Mount St, Mary's College and

Towson State Co liege will host a

similar program on March 26-27.

This will mark the first sci

Tame Poets

"I am seriously disappointed by

the lack of response from the

Creeks on campus. I can't help but

(eel that they are prejudiced against

the magazine because of its artsy-

craftsy image."

He is also dismayed by the lack

bits in poetry, producing ummag-

The cost for this year's Miscel-

lany production is about $2,300.

$2,000 of this came from (he

Sophie Kerr Fund, and the Senate

appropriated the balance.

The name of (he magazine,

186, changes each year and coin-

ilh the age of Washington

Coll.

Bernard Colemax Poli

unity Meeting
in Maryland.

Fore
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Narcotics Situation

College regulations forbid the use, sale or control of nar-

cotjes by college students. There may be pressure on the ad-

ministration to prove to the satisfaction of the local authorities

that these conditions do or do not exist. Local concern over the

matter has risen sharply as rumors (apparently true) have circu-

lated to the effect that pot has been sold to high school students

by college students.

The Elm believes, first of all, that the civil laws relating to

marijuana are not sensible—but thai is another matter. We do

not expect the administration to take a stand opposing the laws—

they must land will) attempt lo enforce them, even if personally

they do not fully cndoi-se them—as we hope they do not.

A check of the legal rights of students in this case reveals

that although students are granted some privacy in their dorm

accommodations, they iU> not have the right to absolute privacy.

In other words, the college owns the dorm buildings—and as

"landlord" is the "person" approached by the civil authorities

in an attempt to sec tire permission to search campus records. If

the administration gives the authorities this permission, students

do not have the right to resist police search, even when they do

not have a search warrant. What the Elm recommends—asks

—

the administration to do is lo clearly establish a policy that guar-

antees the students freedom from this kind of search. Let the

administration establish as official college policy that civil au-

thorities will have lo obtain search warrants, naming specific

individuals on campus, who are suspected of violating the laws,

before those authorities are permitted on campus to search.

The students would trust the administration to remain faith-

ful to their word, and the police would have to respect the col-

lege policy, or circumvent the ad

ers to permit simhIii'v Sunn rlci

ent as the publicity over this issi

wouldn't be more scandalous if i

dent experimented with drills.

i thn

Letters to the Editor '

monv Could, as was csted in

SI e, M r. Sealc

ha

air

Zz

lit. vulf.

Mr. E

this

.ill,!,.

G£
alence ?

ambiv-

as Fot s. . Did

Ha t sillier airT? It

real question and Center

Stag? produ lion posed t quite

ring dial the pro- we]j

I nol !> . unrded * r was a disappointing, but

, ,,. iv hy thoroughly worth-while cvenii

ting; thc.fi are al- Washington College owes Cen
" '"''

J"""
Stage its thanks and its real <

'ely.

has much of wha

• and theatrical
j

>rd-

; of "scandal" vvill be pres-

reads. Yet we wonder if it

ne Washington College slit-

The Miser

\<

"Old Guard" Gratitude
This issue of the Elm marks the "passing

11
of another edi-

torial board. A new staff has been selected, and will assume their

responsibilities with the next issue—scheduled to be published

on April 4 after die vacation.

During the course of a year, many people contribute their

time and talents to the Elm—in many different ways. The out-

going staff wishes to thank the members of the Board of Publi-

cations for the guidance and concern shown the Elm; Mi. Mc-
Garvcy for the use of the school car. often on a moment's notice:

and especially the Queen Anne's Publishing Company, who put

up with more than their share of Elm difficulties. Without the

special efforts on behalf of the Elm by Mr. and Mrs. David Skin-

ner, Mrs. Judy Storage, Mr. Andy Rampmeyer and others, sev-

eral times the Elm would nol have been published on time—or

even at all.

This past year has witnessed the largest Elm ever 12 pages

and the smallest—two. Uso- -this Board has published more

issues than ever before—25. More importantly, we hope our

efforts to bring a broader scope of news coveragi to thi - pages

have been successful. A rcportci in Vietnam, writing for the

Elm. is the latest innovation the old stall' is pleased to bequeath

to the new. We have brought more mat' rial writti n b) members
of the faculty and administration to the pages of the Elm than

ever before.

her. (The real sexuality of the ^WV. :'?swl
ticularly well.)

rafl 'M Irae •
'ri

Charles Sichert as Hamlet did

so many fine things that one hcsi-

ghost is the most infamous Ot-
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fine performance. His physical and t

"he D ms;i fli-parlnicnt of U'.t shiny Ion College:, in

olk-ci-

roduc

Players, is presenting Moliere's "The Mis

ion will be presented toniKht and Friday

n the Tawes Theatre in the new Fine Arts Bu

the d rector of the period play.

j n with I he

week. The

8:30 p-ni-

T. Millw

allow this feeling <>f ha
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United States Not Alone;
Allies Debate War Effort
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VIETNAM . . •

(Continued from Page 3)

Girls in the numerous Catholic

colleges wear uniforms, as do ihc

waitress and even tin- ui.ls Miind

the store counters. ROTC is man-

datory for boys in college, and most

high schools give preliminary train-

ing. Some arc military academics.

People Attractive

The people arc very pleasing to

Bee — especially the girls. They

vary »n loolts from Chinese to

Puerto Rican and are almost all

slim, with black hair and dark eyes.

They are well dressed in public,

wearing bright but not loud colors.

I occasioned to meet one Josclito

Amonte, a Deymo worker of 25

whose uncle is a Philippine con-

gressman and whose father was in-

strumental in founding Deymo. At

the Amantc home, I had an op-

portunity to leam a little about

Filipino thinking.

Political Discussions

Father Amantp discussed Repub-

lican hopefuls for the Presidency

with impressive precision, while

we ate a meal of rice, stew and

beef — with whiskey. The women
waited the table, yet when they had

something to say, they did not hesi-

i the U.S.

and Philippine governments which

makes this possible, though very un-

likely. A letter of recommendation

from me is not likely to help much,

either. ) He quotes Kennedy's

Inaugural Address and knows

American history almost as well as

he docs Philippic.

U.S. Highly Regarded

As I ulds ,
the

rithout aid, while the Marshall

Plan rebuilt Europe, will not soon

fade from memory.

While the Philippines were once

a U.S. protectorate, a number of

lands still arc—notably Okinawa

Okinawan Politics

The Morning Star's front page

sums up the political picture in

Okinawa. In one column it tells

how a pacifist mass demonstration

ended in Japanese police dispersal,

with injury to several demonstra-

In ;

Japan. nuclear t

Senators

Consider

Two Budgets

pan refined uranium for its re-

Okinawa plates rail it the "K-.y-

Stonc of Ihc Pacific," and as long

a Tokyo relies on the U.S. for nu-

clear (and other) support, the key-

itone will remain in American

Return Unlikely

Another reason: return of the

Ryukyu Islands to Japan, is un-

the islands is a good deal, except

for use of large areas of land for

military sites, which make the is-

land a prime nuclear target in ad-

dition to using up scarce land.

At Kadena Air Base (Okinawa),

there is a large sign with a tiger's

head on it saying:

WARNING
GRAVE DANGER

YOU ARE ENTERING THE
MOST DANGEROUS AREA

IN THE WORLD —
A PUBLIC HIGHWAY
DRIVE CAREFULLY

With luck, my next column will

be written from the second most

Stine Film

Shows Area
By Jim Dillon

Naturalist Charles J. Stine will

present his 90-minute film-lecture,

"A Natural History Tour of the

Delmarva Peninsula" in the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. on Mar. 25.

Mr. Stine, the film's producer

and narrator, is a well-known figure

among Maryland naturalists. A
native of Baltimore, he wrote a

nature column in the Baltimore Sun

for many years.

Last of Series

The film will feature a canoe

trip down the Poromoke River,

along with visits to the islands of

Chincoii/aeuc and Assateague and

the Blackwater Wildlife Refuge.

Emphasis is placed on (he ecologi-

cal roles of wildlife in the Eastern

Shore area.

This program concludes the ser-

ies of natural films presented this

year by the Kent County Chapter

of the Mar>'land Ornithological So-

ciety. Through an agreement be-

tween the College and the Society,

admission is free to all Washington

C"llt lv students.

By Barbara Osborn

he Senate meeting of

nators found numero
the lvo lis

for

11,

crepancie

lege costs obtained recently fn

the Business Office.

The Senate compared a co

plelc list of college expendi

the 1967-68 academic year with a

generalized budget of college in-

come and expenditures. In divulg-

ing the generalized bucket to Steve

Myking, Frederick W. Dumschott

College Business Manager, extract

ed from the Student Governmem
Association president a pledge no
to release the figures to the stu

dent body and specifically not t(

the Elm

Results Confidential

At the March 4 meeting, My
ling had presented the senator

mimeographed copies of the i

tions on public consideration. Be-

cause of the secrecy stipulation for

the first list, the Senate voted to

observers for informal considera-

tion of both lists.

The senators raised many quer-

ies concerning the completeness, ac-

curacy and correspondence of the

Office

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestcrtown, Md.

ions. Myking will

bring questions to Dumschott and

to speak to the Senate about the

STAMP IT!

Aiuuru t* , Stu»

Theatre Announcements

213 CHESTER THEATRE CHURCH HILL

DRIVItlVI-IM I
H1ATM

|

«Mmi
AT STARKEYS CORNER

FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
MARCH 15-1G-17

BOB HOPE

"Eight On The Lamb"
and

JAYSON BOBARDS

"St. Valentine
Massacre"

Box Office Opens 7 P.M.

Show Starts 7:15 P.M.

Admission: Adults $1.00

Children (under 12) Free

Phone: 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly

7 and 9 p.m.

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

WED.-SAT. MARCH 13-16

THE ACTION CATS

"High, Wide & Free"
SATURDAY MATINEE

'Jack. The Giant Killer'

SUN.-WED. MARCH 17-20

ADULTS ONLY
SUZY KENDALL

THEATRE
ONE WEEK BEGINNING

THURSDAY, MARCH 14

JULIE ANDREWS

"HAWAII"
One Show Beginning 7:45 P.M.

Adults S1.25 — Children 75*

Matinee Sunday 2 P.M.

Phone 556-6628

"Penthouse" „_

LYNN REDGRAVE

"The G°rl With
Green Eyes"

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Saturday

7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

5
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

mi LEGE FASHIONS

Exclusive Wear

...for Students Who Care!

For Men:
Levi — Gant Shirts — Farah — Cricketeer

For Women:
Minx Modes— Majestic Sportswear — Seton Hall

John Romain

Shoes:
Old Maine Trotters - Wall Street - Thorn McAn - Bates

Bonnetts townfL country Shop

Midlown Ntflll (-tic.Kri.mii. Mil

.:im»

Midtown Mall Downtown Chestertown

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Chestertown — Galena

Church. Hill

Welcome Students

RUG and DR Y >^^
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

BUY EASTER SEALS

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOYTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE PARKING

ALSO VISIT FOX'S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE
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Student Body Ballots For
All-Campus Leadership

By Barbara Osborn
political horizon widens as

s Steve Amick, Ted Cold-
flrirn Kchoe and Brian Man-
;n pete lor the

This ;

filed,

half l

Ed Wor-wd Bai

iV seek the second chair.

I'H candidates were announc-

[d (or the offices of Student Gov-
Association president,

lions requiring forty studen
natures, for the offices last

At that time all offices

treasurer were uncontested.

Sophomore Clint VVeimeister op-
poses the incumbent treasure! Jim
Rawle, and junior Vicki Lollis and
freshman Carol Payne compete

.'l<n

1'la (font is

the Elm asked for plai

yiu i.ili/i

ucs. Amtc
val of the Scr

Whitehill Praises

Draft Resistance
By Bob Kreamer

Joseph Whiichill, profe:

icli-li at Johns Hopkin
niiy and leader of the d

group of forty <tmlt-nt< i

phasized that the seeming apathy
at Washington College and on oth-

lonelinesa and futility which can be
remedied by a realization of sym-

lunks toward a

ate's Prcsidcni

ular student attendance of Aca-
demic Council meetings and con-
tinued good studcnl-faculty-admin-

isirativc relations. He plans to ini-

tiate an investigation of the Main-

Ted Goldman questions the ex-

tent of student power on this cam-
pus and t'-- Jiniiia to which the

the students tan go. He calls for

a re-evaluation of Senate spending,
hoping to avoid the Senate's vol-

hankrupu;
itly did, and ;

•I. n:

Jid of

lam Smith Hall last Fti<

narrated the backgr<

.ifr objection activity at Hop-
inrl explained the petition,

.11 to Resist Illegitimate Au-
toritv," on which the movement
based. He read the text, noting

tat 'he professors at Hopkins
pp'iiing the student unrest were

Dodgers Courageous
Wh.tehil] emphasized the unron-

The i ost important purpose, he
the movement to resist

ig the wheels of the ad-

ts' queries should be di-

RESIST, Room 4, 763
setts Avenue, Cambridge,

participation on
ommittces especially on
mic council and appoint-

Draft Concern

S.G.A. presidential candidates Steve Amick, Brian Manson and Brien

Kehoc contemplate Thursday > election outcome. Missing is candidate

led Goldman

New Evaluations Ready

Before 969 Registration
By Sieve Myking before registration for next year's

.;!,:-. the Senate

draft

Dumschott Retires;

Cites School Growth

College Plans

Pass-Fail

Grade System
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SGA Election Prediction
been ffiven.

s fell «hli«c-tj

Association.

The shfiri campaign is over, the

s refreshing to see that as many a

Tin For the ion office of tin- Studo

We all elec

an alternative to the one candidate. The Elm is glad to observe

an increased interest on the part of potential student leaders

to take part in the administration of student affairs. We hope

then- is a i ori.'spondiri'' ini lease in the number of students who

chose to express their interest and concern by voting for the

candidate of their choice.

There will probably be a run-ofT election, between two can-

didates—Brien Manson and Brien Kehoc, with the latter claim-

ing the ultimate victory. The entrance of Mr. Manson into

the campaign, an unexpected event, has added "depth" to the

election—in that a very definite choice will be made between

two different "styles" of administration. As he said in his speech

last Wednesday evening, it is not so much a platform which he

would bring to the office, but an attitude.

The Elm hopes that if Mr. Kehoc is elected, as we pre-

dict he will be, or if some other candidate emerges as victor in

an "upset", that the new SGA President will give much thought

to the "attitude" he brings to the office. We hope he "will at-

tempt to be even more sensitive and responsive to general stu-

dent desires than previous adiiiinistratinns have- been.

The MJjQung administration has served during a time when

numerous important derisions and devrlopmems have occurred

at the college and, on die whole, has done a creditable job.

But, as one of the candidates remarked during his speech,

there is always room for improvement.

Hemlock Patch

The twentieth century has al- f.>re they saw only obstruction. If

Soon it may be the sort of place it tan accommodate itself to a

where one would want to live. changing world, if the values which

This hope, that Americans may future job descriptions presuppose

soon make America a place fit for arc contemporary values, presenb-

humans, is the single most encour- ed by current events and not fore-

aging aspect of the political situa- cd by established prejudice, then

tion Young people arc taking wc no longer need despair of the

charge Even where the power is chances of happiness. Young peo-

nol directly theirs, the people who pie can look forward to careers

By Stuart Petock—
hopes of an especially alei

itches young people affiliate

emselvcs with one or the other

the declared candidates, one

nscs that at last one can look

rward to a life in which he is

i inlc-iiral part of something alive

,d not merely a cog in an Jm-

irsonal, irrelevant machine.

their inllucnce. Sensing that

frustration may soon end,

people sec opportunity, whei

development of

their own. The

MRA Helps Men
Alter Dorm Life

Escape from the present is not

nelti.ii. young. Indeed

cape has the rule of

wentielh y. The aim of the

cas

ide

Material or rlr arm. The mal

dol, the him tar, and now
TV hero re surrogates for wha is.

The teen ager

lis l.llllil or the untrammel-

By Bob Hu,

The Men's Reside

ion, led by Prcsidcr

for i
the judicia

each for East, Middle and West,

and one for Kent. The Women's

League of Washington College do-

nated $70 for the purchase of one

cleaner, and the MRA added

about $200 to cover the additional

costs. The cleaners are in the

proctors' rooms and arc available

for all residents.

Theft Problems

Because of petty thefts, the

MRA has padlocked the Kent

House refrigerator and distributed

the

To combat illegal parking, a

special committee has proposed

that the MRA assign an official

to patrol the campus parking lots.

The official would take a polaroid

picture of all illegally parked cars

and report the violation to the

Dean of Men, who would then

thing in a new way, and they do

not like it. What is new about

young people is that they arc get-

ting fed up with escape. A new
spirit obtains, and it chants the

requiem for alienation. Authentic-

ity, humanism, and contemporane-

ity are the ideals that arc taking

the place of the

Bne. that thei zled

be- thel

? first doing around the needs of people

The Miser'

Opening night of The MUer was

one of the most disappointing

events of the past school year. The

quality of the production was poor

and most of the energy that was

supposed to contribute to the play's

I would not quibble about the

choice of the play itself. A classi-

cal work helps to balance the

agenda that we have seen since the

By Donald Dolcr_

fall of 1967 (The Crucible, Wai

ing for Godot, MacBird and O,

What a Lovely War,), The MU<

and

of Mo]

Poor Acting

The fault was not with the play

but with the players. Acting of

the caliber that has enhanced their

past productions was scarce. But

play.'i

The Evaluation Evaluated
Statistics do not make interesting reading. In case anyone

was in doubt about diis, the 1968 evaluation, published this week

•will set him straight.

The Elm is impressed with the conscientious efforts of the

members of the SGA Evaluations Committee in attempting to

assure the accuracy of die figures, and the fairness and validity

of the entire evaluation.

This style evaluation is at the other end of the spectrum

from last year's—which was too subjective, as we all remember.

Perhaps with this experiment in statistical form, a middle ground

will be reached next year. This is possible particularly because

one co-chairman of the committee will be here next year, as will

several members of Uie group, and they will be in a position to

offer their counsel to the next evaluations committee.

As our experience grows in producing an evaluation, we
have the opportunities to learn from mistakes, and to rectify

shortcomings. This year's staff took under advisenunt the com-

ments from those who participated in last year's committee

work, and chose, after considerable debate and discussion, to

adopt the present format.

The Elm supports the idea of a student evaluation of teach-

er's courses. We feel such an evaluation can be of definite

benefit to both the student and the teacher. We do not accept

the argument Uiat this evaluation is another "ploy" in a move
to increase student power, as more than one faculty member

PERFECT EXAMPLE OP
! INTRICACIES BROU6HT

TO THE KISS BY

IN ITALY AND FRANCE MANUAL TRAINING IS BE&UN, .

AROUNDTUE A&E OF FOUR/ ,

'fe^miNV, THE ROMAN— ^NATURALIST OF THE FIRST
CENTUM, SERIOUSLY
PRESCRIBED KISSIN& A
PONKEY AS A CURE
FOR A TOOTHACHE.

nes, with only a hint of expres-

on in their voices and with just

movement here and there. The

h..»Notable e>

were the performances of Gil Brad-

ford, Nancy Thibadeau and Peter

Herbst. Mr. Bradfi rd as Jacques

gave a superb performance. His

complete mastery of each scene was

easily the best attribute of the pro-

duction. Miss Thibadeau and Mr.

Herbst were equally good.

Technical Features

Another very disturbing feature

i on the forehead came to
' signify respect for the

intellect;

ROBABLV
'ONE OF THE

MOST IMPORTANT

of the mouth freshener,
Speak, easy, a pocket-
sized AEROSOL SPRAY
A FRESH PEPPER.
COVERS FOOD AND PRINK. ODORS,

if this were he case the frequency

d lighting made the

emphasis vo d. The audience had

on a psychi'delii lieht

The set design was generally

sood and ac J..d 1,. the in.,..il .J the

miserliness f Harpagon. On jar-

ring sight ho
the picture haneiins on the wall

clashing wit i the intense blue ot

the barkgr und The excellent

work of the costume department is

to be romm nded.

The mistale of The Miser lies in

n — a production that

was plagued not by lack of effort,
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Honor Society Launches
Girls' Career Assemblies

By Lindn Townc
"Women — Machines for pro-

ducing babies?" was the question
posed by the Senior Women's Hon-

r Society last week, and by the end
..( the

money and infl eininl friends
"

Other speakers we re Mis.
Rogers, Pens nil, ci

Baltimore Cnv Drp.inimiu ,.( Pub-
lic Welfare, Mrs. Florence
Nash Riekcn a W - if n College

logic

for the U. S Naval Ocea insraphic

s for the liberal arts

was of interest primarily

,
although men were in-

evcral of the lectures.

Gerda Blumenthal, chairrr

ges, was guest of honor at ;

ior Women's Honor Society.

of modern lan-

them and make suggestions.

Job Match
Operation Job Match provided

students with the opportunity to

Historian Airs
Carpetbag Myth

Fl.Ulkli]

iui.-ipreiationi of Rc-

emu-, prejudice and
reomstruetion of Rc-

listory is a task long

id Dr. John Hope
;onalIy known histor-

in South Carolina alone. In co
trast, whites enjoyed full politic

priviliges. Many were elected
< Hi. <-.

Dr. Franklin, chairman of the

department of history at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, spoke on Tues-

day, March 26. m a large Gathering

in Dunning Lecture Hall. The topic

of his address was "Rcconstri

Reconstruction History."

Novels Are Wrong
"Mistaken ideas of Reco

line

Scalawag Accomplishments
It is Franklin's contention t

the work of the Recc
governments under Scalawags and
Carpetbaggers is in need of total

reinterprctation. He cited public
works projects, health and welfare
programs, and the formation of

addition, faculty members were in-

vited to afternoon coffee hours, to

explain career opportunities for
students majoring in their depart-

Women's Dinner
To launch the symposium, the

Honor Society planned an All-

Women's dinner in honor of Dr.
Gerda Blumenthal, chairman of

the department of modern langu-
ages. Honor Society President

Jeannette Shipway said in present-

ing a gift to Dr. Blumenthal that

she "has been an inspiration to the
students of Washington College and

students at this general sessi m.
On Thursday and Friday

ings, speakers from several

lectured on the difficulties a

professional world. Speakc
eluded Mrs. Harris McKin

fields

rid re-

retired lawyer who got her law de-
gre by studying at night school for

four and a half years, despite the
fact that she had been told not to

go into law unless she had "Ints of

TV Commentator

Representing the field of social1

work, Mrs. Betty Nelson explained
the opportunities for graduate
school grants for thou interested

in the field of public welfare..
Speaking on the field of education
was Dr. Ursula Erikson, while Miss
Gladys Recklcy spoke on oppor-
tunities for women in the field of
journalism. Miss Rerkley is an as-

since 1963.

Donna Blatt, chairman of the
symposium, called the project a
"modified success." Miss Blatt

commented "I'm more convinced!

now than ever that this kind of

symposium is ahsoh

to students. The obv

ely

example of \

ichofl]

Dr. Franklin

Era, Mitchell's Gone With the
Wind and the film The Birth of a
Nation. The lost cause is still in
the process of being romanticized.

Franklin stressed the inaction of
the federal government and the fre-

quent refusal of Presidents John-

involved in the local affairs of the
states. Of the less than 12,000
troops remaining in the South dur-
ing Reconstruction, many were
committed to patrolling the Indian

allowed ohed

Negroes Unprotected
Even the small number of troops

stationed had a negligible effect on
politics, and they refused to pro-
tect Negroes taking part in elec-

tions. Franklin noted that Con-
gress had refused to provide the

Freedmen's Bureau with any di-

rect Federal funds. In
the Bureau provided food,

and shelter for the white
as the Negroes.

i the freque

add it

plishments of these

"Carpetbaggers were not neces-
sarily outcasts of Northern society.

Many Carpetbaggers were Northern
soldiers who liked the warm South-
ern climate or idealistic young
school teachers who would teach
in the South in a kind of "Peace
Corps' capacity. There were New
York and Boston businessmen who
made huge war profits and were
ready to 'develop' the South's iron

and textile industries. Also, Re-
publicans flocked to the South,
thinking that the future of the

party lay there."

Quotes Douglass
Dr. Franklin contended that the

Southern Negroes were ready for

full equality, quoting Frederick
Douglass. Lincoln asked Douglass
who would care for the slaves if

they were emancipated. Douglass
replied: "The slaves will take care
of themselves. Until now they
have been taking care of their

masters as well as themselves."
Franklin damaged his cases, how-
ever, by taking contemporary
paper quotations only from
cal Republican" journals. The New
York Times and Tribune were
cited in particular.

South Carolina, Mississippi, and
Louisiana are frequently given as

examples of Black reconstruction,

since a majority of the population
were Negro. Yet, as Franklin
pointed out, in none of these three
states were the executive, judiciary,

or legislative departments control-

led totally by Negroes. Even Repub-
lican civil rights legislation was a
political football. Dr. Franklin
quoted the radical congressman
from Massachusetts, Ben Butler, to
illustrate a lack of concern for
Negro rights in either party.

In 1876, Reconstruction neared
its end, and America celebrated the

100th anniversary' of the Declara-
tion of Independence in Philadel-

phia. But that same year, Frank-
lin noted, a Negro veteran's wife

was denied the right to bury her
husband in a! veteran's cemetery
because of race. This illustrates the

failure of Reconstruction to bring

to the Negro the basic rights and
freedoms promised to all AmerE-

do."

Dr. Arthur Kahn, chairman of

the Career Guidance and Informa-

for Computing Election Machinery,
delivered a slide lecture on Career
Selection and Development.

Generalists Needed
Dr. Kahn discussed the im-

portance of the computer in con-
necting disciplines such as chemis-
try and electronics which had prev-

iously been separate professions

unable to communicate with each
other. Due to the reappearance of

interdisciplinary fields,

Players To Sponsor

Speaking Contests
The Washington College Play-

ers will sponsor a declamation con-

test open to all students at the end

of April or beginning of May.

If a sufficient number of students

participate, there will be an elim-

ination round to determine contest-

ants in the finals. Each contestant
must memorize his own selection

of poetry or prose which requires

no longer than five minutes to pcr-

read a selection of the judges*

choice for the final round, after

they have had a short time (30

minutes maximum) to familiarize

themselves with their selection.

However, if only a few students

arc candidates, then the five minute

,11 he

the basis for the final

Manning Accepted For

Midshipmen's Parley
Among the student delegates

selected from more than 100 col-

leges and universities, senior Wil-

liam Manning will participate in

the 8th annual Naval Academy Af-

how- fai« Conference (NAFAC '66) to

lews- ae ne'd m Annapolis, Maryland, on

radi- Ap™1 24-27. Student delegates

were carefully selected on the basts

of academic achievement and their

interest in such fields as interna-

tional relations, history, and politi-

cal science.

The subject of this year's con-

ference is "Africa" and the Middle
East" The delegates wiH be- di-

vided into nine round table groups,

each consisting of twenty members
including the moderator. Round
table participants will studya parti-

cular area or topic. Manning wilt

sit in on a discussion of The Role

of International Organizations in

Major objectives of the confer-

ence are to examine the United
States foreign policy to determine
its soundness, its pertinence under

niries involved will be i

ihed light on current p
ng local governments a:

The four-day schedule of events

will include a tour of the Naval
Academy and a review of a dress

parade by the Brigade of Midship-

Actors Judged

The Players are also considering

sponsoring a playwri gluing and act-

ing contest. All original plays

would be presented as a regular

production, with the cast to be

judged individually lor their acting

perfumm rices, while the play itself

would be judged separately on its

own dramatic merits.

There is no- limitation on the

choice of plays for the actors and

actresses, for they may get their

material from previously published

plays. This contest will be held

only in the event that enough stu-

dents express a desire to participate.

Anyone having any questions

about either contest should talk to

Mr. Maloney or John Merrill. No-

tices will be posted in advance ol

the actual dates of the contests, giv-

ing instructions about the en*

trance procedures.

and the Middle- East.

The conference is planned
nized by the midshipmen of

Naval Acadei
Club in conji

the Englis

Dr.

that Net

notice;
I he Re,.,: double parked by the Vice Admiral

Rocco Paone, professor of interna?-

tional relations at the Naval Aca-
demy, is the Conference Director.

Among the noted speakers ad-

dressing the conference this year
will be Undersecretary of State for

Pi>lilii_al Affairs. Eugene V. RostOW
and Mrs, Eugenia Anderson, U. S.

Trusteeship

ed Nations.

>f panelists are

Council

\n.ll<:

against the Ni'gK.ts dunny Ret i.i

USN, Vice Chairman of the U. S.

iject to FINE. License number Delegation to the United Nations,

i Washington College parking and Ambassador Richard Noltc, U.
mber will be reported to Mr, S. Representative in Egypt in June

Naval Academy Affai

tgtoo Colkxe /#-

,r the 8th Annual-'

Linda Phinney.
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Students Support

McCarthy Effort
By Rob Holland of McCarthy's supporters lia

I„ , i L .talemcnl B.ien Kc- decreased with the cm™
hoc president '..( lo- \V.,sl,ln B1 .,n

R"!'"' Kennedy in Ihc Pr

Raymond's Raiders

cd the faith of Amcri

O'Casey Play

Staged Here

Students Share Lives In

'Brother-Sister Program

O'Cascy's Pieh

r-ntcr on April

He has be

bcr of (lie Scm Rela-

•1965.

Nic Students for McCarthy
mmiltce backs McCarthy's stand

the Viet-Nam war and finds

! strength of support on campus
-prisit.gly Inch. When asked why

from

Minnesota, K,

announced car

Carthy is thi

genuinely prii

idealistic. Tin

group has in

dent Johnson

Carthy has in

id, "Of the

withdrawal. Mc-

Pieturet in the

story of O'Casey's

first steps toward n

fateful ruminations prior to his de-

cisions to make writing his life's

work. Six very versatile performers,

with nothing hut lecterns for

props, manage to convey all the

fiery bravado and Celtic charm of

O'Casey's Picture* in the Hallway

with little more than words and

facial expressions.

In the

By Carolyn Covin

The Kent Counly Board of Ed-

ication, Washington College stu-

Icnts. and 40 Chestertown pupils

in which Washing-

tudenls share their

vith "litlle brothers

Big Success

Since the initial meeting in

December, 1967, the plan has

grown into what Dr. Hnward R.

Grumpelt, assistant professor of

psychology and co-dirertor of the

program, has termed "an over-

According to Crumpelt, who

for the child

Idea Expanded mcr

he idea for the program grew hav

of Grumpelt's work with eight fall.

Crumpelt said he hope

axents of the children

fied faster,'' he explai

nd the pairing process wil

$14,000 grant from the federal

"Originally," said Crumpelt,

"the big brother and sister pro-

gram was planned for these eight

students. However, when I asked

for volunteers from the College,

"As a whole, the program this

year has been successful, not

for the youngsters, but .also for

the college students who feel that

their participation in the prognr

is a personal, real and meaning!

Wheelock Says 'Unrest'

Describes Middle East

from hoyhood I

lege si

i

col- early manhood which Johnny Cas-
the maj

-

nr bjerti\

for Kent County,

dents from John F. Ken- sidy (as O'Casey calls himself)

taken

added, "Senator

McCarthy's c»nrageous entry' into

the Presidential campaign provides

, a true choice where none existed

before. He has dealt effectively

Nam and offers a progressi

sympathetic program dealir

America's domestic ills. Th

from Ihe

Prot

SGA...
(Continued from Page 1)

information on procedures for as-

serting civil rights on the issue,

making appeals and leaving the

country if that is the individual's

decision. He will work for a re-

modelUng of the judiciary board

in line with the new proposals

now being considered by the presi-

dent.

Bricn Kehoe, prefacing his re-

ouiside the home—Shakc=pcarc,

Milton, Ruskin and girls.

The traveling production has

evoked rave notices after perform-

ing at Williams College, Williams-

town, Mass.; LaSalle College, Phil-

adelphia; Harpur College, Bing-

hamton, NY. ; and lately at

Washington College.

HAPPY
EASTER

ivide the young-

sters involved with the stimula-

tion they lack at home."

Individual Programs.

Each big brother and sister

plans his own individual program,

explained Crumpelt. These have

included weekend trips to Wash-

ington. D. C, bowling and thea-

tre dates and campus visits. No
money is available for these excur-

sions, but the program functions

largely "through the goodwill of

the college students," said Grum-

All the participating pupils, ages

9 through 14. applied through the

Kent County Board of Education

after being selected by their spc-

By Ray Felton

"On March 25, the Washingt

College International

Club sponsored flair;

iroblei

sMr.lated to the Middle East <

John T. Wheelock, while Mr. Carl

J. Nelson spoke about the

of the Chinese^ who ha'

ed irt

of Southeast Asia,

fqlitical'Unrest

Mr. Wheelock felt that one over-

riding principle described the

Middle East "'

ributed this

growth combin

ed feeling of n

presence i : of I

Cm

I>,lI;.i

tervene and prevent a major i

Native Tension

Mr. Nelson traced the m
ment of varfaus groups out

China, beginning about 1640. Hb

said that the Chinese quickly

up their own separate commu

ties and managed well by keep*

ing on the good side of the gov-

ernments in their adopted horn

However, "the end of colonial n

created problems for these peo-

ple. Native -controlled government)

have tended to be less sympathetic

to the Chinese. This is especia

true in Indonesia, the Philippin

and Malaysia, where

udice is strong agaii

inantly Buddhis ( 1 •

t the prcdotn*

the

(The following quotes were taken from the recently pub-

lished book "Quotations From Chairman LB}"—patterned after

the similar book "Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-lung.")

—EH.
tha

always room for improve

the relevancy ol the Senai

dividual students' needs,

phasizes his Senate exper

mplishing I

the nly Pr< thl

of close

April 27, 1964

Somehow or other, optimist that

I am. I just believe that peace is

coming nearer.

September 16, 1964

"Have I

ry to bring pcaci

peoples of the «

ne enough?"

expanding

These factors have crested an at-

mosphere of potential political dis-

turbance.

Another problem which con-

fronts the Middle East is the pres-

ence of three possible conflicts. In-

dia and Pakistan are divided oyer

religious differences, there exists

the constant threat of an Arab-

Israeli conflict, and Greece and

Turkey are always ready to fight

over Cyprus. The United Slates

must be ready at all times to in-

s bombardedperiod, Mr. Nelson l

by questions i

icy in Vietnam. In attempting
J

just how coi ervativi u hington

College students really are. He
wishes to make known student de-

sire for freedom of individual mo-

ral and behavioral standards in

He

which deny students the right to

live their own lives on this campus

aside from their academic pursuits.

During dinner Thursday eve-

ning, the polls for the S.G.A.

June 22, 1967

nd be happy.

April 7, 1965

Now some people say I talk out

of both sides of my mouth.

April 27, 1964

I hate war. And if the day ever

comes when my vote must be cast

to send your boy to the trenches,

that day Lyndon Johnson will

leave this Senate seat to go with

Letters To
The Editor

To the Editor:

Reyo r Vietnam correspondent's

report o n the sign at Kadena Air

Base. V >u can see the same one

posted j ist as you leave Fort Hola-

bird in Baltimore. The only dif-

ference s that instead of the phrase

"a publ c highway," it reads "an

Octoher 24, 1964

ex- Every night before I turn out

the the lights to sleep I ask myself Mrs. Mary- Jackson

149 W. Lanvale St.

Baltimore Md.
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Press Coverage Clouds

Truth of Viet Attacks

Ong t

;ienih<-;ince of the Vie
attacks is clouded will

By way of

topic, a captain in the Public Af-

fairs Office mentioned that it was
almost impossible to get any of

the press to leave Saigon to ob-

serve the activity at the dozens of

other places under -Communist at-

tack. To the press, only Saigon

So far I have visited only one

field unit, the 199th Light Infan-

try Brigade, with base camp at

Long Binh. But since it was chosen

at random, the 199th may be a fair

example of a line unit and its re-

sponse to the truce offensive.

The 199th!

s Long Range Pa-

trollcrs (LRP's), who observe en-

emy movements .from concealed

positions in the remote bush areas,

had reported feverish VC activity

to the north of Long Binh. One of

the 199th's three maneuver .battal-

ions was detached to beef up other

units in the area. The other units

were on Red Alert the night of

the 30th before the first rockets

landed.

According to the village priest of

Ho Nai, just north of the base

camp, the Viet Cong entered the

town in the late of night and acted

very confident that they would re-

ceive the utmost cooperation from
the vilagers. Instead, he says the

people slipped quietly out of the

area, taking what food they could

and hiding the rest. At least one

the villagers. Instead, he says the

was caught in the act. The VC
scrounged what provisions they

could, but there was not much to

be had.

At 3 a.m. the first salvo of rock-

els was fifc'd from a location sev-

eral hundred yards from the base

camp. From a. helicopter which
was kept cruising at all times in

the area, the source of the vapor
trails were easy to spot, and the

able of 2,000 rounds per minute
rate of fire — took to the air.

When, a second implacement fired

a salvo of rockets, it was smoth-
ered in 7.62 tracer rounds within

In the base camp, a platoon of

helicopter gunships, carrying mini-

guns, 20-pod rocket launchers and
belt-fed 40 mm automatic grenade
launchers, were preparing to take

to the air. An infantry company
and an armored cavalry troop
moved out to head off the impend-
ing attack.

Thei - upm
gathering of Vict Cong in the open
and wiped out one hundred and
fifty in one series of runs. The
armored car troop caught the Viet

Cong in the process of organizing

for the assault and mowed them
down by the dozens.

Vietnamese in the village sniped

at the VC -from behind, and by
sundown of the next day 600 VC
lay dead around the perimeter of

the camp. American casualties

were extremely light, due to the

failure of the attack to fully ma-

The reader may draw whatever
conclusions he chooses. The 199th
may have heen the exception that

night, or the people I spoke to may
have been exaggerating, but if any-
thing comparable to this occurred
at most installations, what, indeed,

do the Tet attacks prove?
If the intent was to produce a

psyt In ilntjical effect, it certainly

did that. But then the psycholog-

ical effect it has is only what the

public — and press — lets it have.

I have read TIME's article on
Saigon's desolation in this past

week's issue. I've discussed the

matter with a number of people,

and the consensus seems to be that,

compared to what it used to be,

Saigon docs appear pretty bleak.

But as for worried mothers hiding
their children indoors and bullet

scars showing in buildings, I intend

to take a second look at the city,

because I never saw any such thing,

and I've walked around nearly a
quarter of the city.

base ) the target thrt

iYoung Thinker 9 Decries

Ignoring War Realities
(This is not a column, and it

i not exactly a letter to the edt-

or; rather, "To Whom It May
Concern" is a jorum for the pre-

sentation of ideas, general gripes,

thing. We hope student interest

is aroused by this opportunity to

express themselves on any subject

they choose.")—Ed.

To this one naive and young
"thinker" of twenty-one years, it

seems that the war in Viet Nam
has been dealt with too much in

Abstract thinking is a mental
process by which one pursues a

determined purpose and methodi-

cally omits certain aspects which
may be important in themselves

but are somewhat irrelevant for

the moment for one's purpose.

When performing this mental

operation of abstraction, one must
constantly be aware of his omis-

pnn

Wesley Club To Vie

MYF In 'War Game'
By Jean Kirshenbaum

An analysis of the Beatles' album
"Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts

Club Band" and the topic "Taking
a Trip Without LSD" were recent

features of the Wesley Club on the

Wellington College campus.

Next Week..

Dr. An, ehairman-designate of
the political science department,
makes his predictions on the suc-

cessor to Ho Chi Minh in North
Vietnam in next week's Elm.

Under the direction of the Rev.

A. Jason Blundon of Christ Metho-
dist Church in Chestertown, the

group meets weekly with at least

two faculty members attending. All

topics for discussion are selected

and presented by the student mem-

Philosophical Subjects

"The formal structure of the

Wesley Club was created last year,"

said President Don Rogers. "It is

modeled after the intellectual cir-

cles of the European philosophes in

the eighteenth century for the pur-

pose of discussing subjects of a
philosophic nature."

One of the projects that Rogers
has planned for this spring involves

the Methodist Youth Fellowship in

Chestertown. The Wesley Club will

meet one evening and participate

with the MYF in the "War Game,"
an activity created last summer at

Princeton University by an Episco-

pal conference.

At a district retreat at Drayton

Manor, Worton, Md., the Wesley

Club met with students from six

area colleges to discuss "The Crisis

of American Identity," The theory

expressed, according to Rogers,

was that "although the United

States still clings to its traditional

values and ideals, it has altogether

abandoned practicing them."

Other programs presented this

complete military victory), and
then proceed to interpret the

whole direction of our national in-

terests on the basis of that cate-

gory.

This type of abstraction per-

mits the justification of any war,

because it ignores the really con-

crete realities of war—killing,

maiming, napalm, terrorism—and

War is inexorably linked to such

abstraction and organized lying . .

.

lying to others and to oneself, be-

cause modern warfare is a ca-

tastrophe from which no counter-

balancing can be gained, especial-

ly with the advent of nuclear

weapons.

Governments, through organiz-

ed lying (via abstraction), try to

make war acceptable to those who
either have to wage it or suffer it.

They claim that one commits
oneself to a warlike action against

other human beings whom

One i

of ones

ready to destroy.

the that

must lose all awareness of the in-

dividual reality of the human
whom one mav be led to destroy.

For one to make any individual

an impersonal target, it is abso-

lutely necessary to convert him in-

to an abstraction: the Communists,

the V.C., nigger, Nazi, Jap, etc.

To me it is ironic when watch-

ing the Huntley-Brinkley report

or reading the daily newspapers,

that today "our side" killed so

many "Communists", never men,

and one can assume that the re-

ports from the "other side" re-

port so many "imperialists or ag-

gressors", never "American men"
or their "fellow Vietnamese

countrymen".

Because of abstraction, brutali-

ty becomes noble, so long as it is

a "Communist" or "Imperialist"

who is killed or crippled and not

our own fathers, brothers, or close

friends.

This type of abstraction arises

due to the lack of reflection by in-

dividuals, a lack of grasping the

principles and issues at hand and

viewing their consequences in hu-

The Washington College Crew Club, under leadership of Captain A. D.
Gilmour, has recently witnessed the installation of dock facilities

(above). Aiding the construction of the dock were Mr. Gilmour (lower
left), Mr. Lamott, member of the Board of Visitors and Governors, and
Mr. Tony Parker, Director of Development.

sions. If one loses this

one will mistake what is only an
expedient method (abstraction) for

truth itself and develop a kind of

contempt for the concrete condi-

tions on which all mental opera-

tions are based. Thus, one is sub-

stituting abstraction for reality it-

self and no longer performing an
intellectual operation. Further-

more, one can isolate a single cate-

gory (e.g the war in Viet Nam
is justified), assign to it an arbi-

College To Hold
Saturday Seminars
The ninth series of Saturday

Seminars for Able High School

Students will open Saturday, March
College. The

desiy

college-level subjects and methods

of presentation to selected high*

school students nominated by their

respective high school principals in

Kent, Queen Anne's, Caroline,

Cecil and Talbot counties. -i

The opening session on Saturday,

March 9, will begin in William

Smith Auditorium at 10:00 a.m..

when the students will be welcom-

Two Chosen

To Study At

Warwick U.
The student exchange program

at Washington College is current-

ly under way, with representatives

being sent to Warwick University

and applications currently being

accepted for the American Uni-

Recently chosen for the War-
wick program, junior Marie War-

ner and sophomore Donald Rog-

ers will participate in a concen-

trated study of their chosen fields

at the British University.

A student accepted for the

American University program will

spend the fall semester studying

federal government. Included in

the intensive study program are

meetings with Congressmen, la-

bor and management leaders,

journalists, lobbyists, and nation-

ally-known personalities from var-

cd by a member of the College
staff. Before classes begin at 10:30,

there will be an opportunity for

interested students to visit some of

the other campus buildings and
pick up any recommended texts at

the Washington College bookstore,

Subject Areas

Over 650 students have attended

previous Saturday Seminars, which
have dealt with history, philosophy,

political science, psychology, an-

thropology, art history, literature,

music and drama.

end

.ublic life. He
and

University and

write a research paper on a sub-

ject of his choice. Credit is given

as for a regular college semester.

Students majoring in any field

at Washington College may ap-

ply for a position in the Ameri-
program. All ap-

1. Math: An introduction to

non-Euclidean geometries. Mr. Al-

bert Briggs, Jr., assistant professor

of mathematics, will examine Eu-
clid's Parallel Postulate, review at-

tempts to prove the Parallel Postu-

late from others, and present an in-

troduction to geometry without the

Parallel Postulate or with postu>

lates other than Euclid's.

2. Chemistry: Solids, liquids and
gases. Assistant professor of chem-
istry Frank Crcegan will present an
introduction to stoichiometry and
the chemical equation, the theory

of gases, and other fundamental

laws of modem chemistry.

3. Sociology: The individual and
society. Mr. Michael Collins, assis-

' tant professor of sociology, will

discuss the meaning of individual-

ism, the threats posed to it by socie-

ty, and the proper relationship of

the individual and his society.

Enrollment

Six sessions are planned for

March 9, 16, 30, April 6, 13 and
20. Enrollment is limited largely

to 11th and 12th graders this year,

and there is a $1.00 registration

fee. Each session begins at 10:30

a.m., usually concludes about noon,

and attendance is voluntary.

The Saturday Seminars are spon-

sored by Washington College and
supported jointly by the

pli.
the

\\\r

by ,

tely 50
attend
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A THE STICK SIDE
By Bill Bnrlianan

mcnt of people, ilic arrival of spring n

the follow ing sij hi and s I

..ii.l-i.ii.d and blanket

Stickmen Falter In

TwoOpeningContests
The half ended 9-3, Hop,

,1 only one Me t. On attack—its twi All-Americans not

llistamlin'j — (iill 1 01 live up to pif-scasoi exportation*. Tlicy

(Cmi mipd ..n Paei- R)

Outclassed By Hopkins

On Saturday the Sho'men were

nmplctely outclassed in every

acei of die game, particularly cm

rtosc halls and hacking up shots

s Washington lost 16-7. Defend^-

Net Mentor Eyes
Improvement Aheai

Cindermen Fall to Towson

But Look to Better Season

After opening the season at

Western Maryland on Tuesday

Washiniftun College

Iinprt

Last i

ed Courts

lie Sho'n :..,
!

lll.'i

College next Tues-

Bcrnard Merriak

an improve* team
2-7-1 record. The

long day with An
to win a single set in a 9-0 drub

bing. The net squad had betl

luck against PMC, winning I

match by a 6-3 count after laki

an insurmountable 5-1 lead in I

singles competition.

A significant aid to the team t

year will be a -

put up around the newly resui

faced courts. This will lead t

proved playing conditions fo

Sho'men and their opponent!

should lead to more orthodo

nis, without the bothersome
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will address college

Baseball Team Falls

[o Catholic U. Victors

Jlenui AI Streelman started loi

Sho'men and went the firs

innings. Streelman had plan

to go only the first three inn

and then be relieved by sopho

c Dave Biuee, the othi

Catholic U.'s pitcher turned ir

fine rente-soins performance, Iin:

ing the Washington bats to six h

On Tuesday, the Sho'men far

a solid Western Maryland Nine

a doublehcader en Kibler Fie

Ccrning up on the short end

t thi i

and Kit

h inning that the only

sec red on Al, and these

t the expense' of a three

Tic Score

;ten tied the score in the

•id, hack-to-back doubles

tollmen hopefuls Donnic Pace

rank Ovens, and a single by

in ihoristop George Buckless.

rhe Sho'mcn's chances of win-

soon denied however,

Gam Smith, the starting

pitcher in the second cc

relieved by sophomore S

r outficld-

nid.iClmk in the

; of the 7-2 defeat.

C.uh. 1 U. adv.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7r00a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Saturday
1:00 p.m.7:00 a

5:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.r

Fly to Europe with NSA.
$246 Round Trip.

New York-London June 8
London-New York. . August 12

A choice of other June departure dates availa

request. Apply, with name of college to:

U. S. National Student Association,

Flights Office, 265 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y. 10016.

Open only to students at NSA member schools.

PATRONIZE

ALL

HOME GAMES

PAGE si \ i N

Vietnamese Weary With
Ky's Corrupt Government

Hi :. ii what hi ".i- saying

'There is a limit to human i

country. But tlic V
mcnl is stupid. I

e popular support."

support, and put them in office." ... h mil. t..!| ,.,„l |||, . I,,]. | n
ship of our*. That . .. :. i

II the T.S. will invade the liv .' ab. iii."

- \ .. II. .....1 he

fight ivl land I

Glnnese C.tiiiiiiiti Id

"1 just don't belicA ivat in "1 ... ..':: .. ..Ii. i, llli- helllillg

that's all. All these young guys would be easioi "And .1.. ii

getting kill. .1 1 el a !".' aboul 1 o .. 1 , ..... ..... guy.
thret .1...I 1 nil v 1 ih.v wanted I't. '.I ben 11

to vend linn to licln bcie. 1 d go

to jail first."

A pacifist? No. a Negro career

NGO. Ildi not thi. ...,,' ii .11 .i ... 1 dkhVi In... until

"These people ... i lid.

They don'l .are. They haven't got and .... \. ........ It 1 haul Ih

much under either system, do Ki v .' id ..1 for

those ..... 1 Mi and
AnJ ..1 'Tlmsc dainii North ..... Soldi. . 1 ! .. . gel shol .ii.

they knowed we had I i

r .

i GRADUATING SOON? i

Want an exciting career?

An important and responsible position?

The satisfaction of doing something worthwhile?

If you'll soon be receiving a degree,

investigate a career with the

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

You'll find all the excitement— the responsibility and

challenge— with exceptional opportunities for advance-

ment — as you contribute to the progress of civil aviation

in the United States and throughout the world. You will

be involved in making atr travel safer, more efficient, and

formation, contact your college place-

miplete and return the coupon below.

1

1

1

1

1

I

life lie wants apprei latod both

ft-i hesitancy to waste anothi , and
hesitancy to waste what a man
died for. "I don'i know - nnhody
docs. Especially not ii> the m.m.s."

In the shower at Long Binh:

"H<_-y, will you tell me something -

what are, the papers back liomi say-

ing about [he war? My family

keeps asking if I'm all righl ai if

they thcughl we were gelling

An airborne trooper ai Thau
Rang: "Those people have got it

all wrong — we're winning this

does lo AP corrcspondi

CHESTERTOWN bol.

PHARMACY SSSr

'

Professional Pharmacist
hands dirty that thing

High Street

Chester-town, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Everyone knows the \s

going well - it is not

But those who fuss and

worthless, compared to

who put their heads dou

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOYTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE P4RKING

ALSO VISIT FOX-S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE
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iorc ball control, more feeds,

kve are to win big in the future

e of the country's finest, just s

all day. While our s

3d ones, or more, can
» «ive the

Our
nply

(Coniimicd from Page 6)

must play better—witr

shots, and more goals-

first midficld, certainly

cannot be expected to

teams with four really

depth of numbers. Tin

dies a rest by having good ball control. Our defense and goalies

should be able to stay with any attack in the game—but then

again Hopkin's Joe Cowan is not just any attackman (nor was

Jimmy Lewis).

Despite two opening losses, the prospects for a good season

do not look seriously dim. We're a young team and will improve

as the year progresses. Trading Brown for the University of

Maryland—one of last year's national tri-champions along with

Navy and Hopkins—was not entirely good for the team's ego,

but it is pretty certain that Maryland will not be nearly as strong

as they were last year. Last week's 6-6 tie by Md. and Prince-

ton showed this. This Saturday's game with Denison and next

week's tilt With Loyola should be fairly easy going for the

Sho'mcn.
With a win under our belts and the subsequent acquisition

of the confidence that every good team must have, the Shore

ten will once again return to their winning ways in our tree-

lined vaJley.

Theatre Announcements

213

3«3fit***IIMMN*
AT STARKEY'S CORNER

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. APR. 5-6-7

"Bad Girls Do Cry"

"The Beast That

Kills Women"
Recommended for Adults Only

Box Office Opens 7 P.M.

Show Starts 7:15 P.M.

Admission: Adults $1.00
Phone 556-6152

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone: 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly

7 and 9 p.m.

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

THURS.-SAT.

"PSYCHE-OUT"

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE

"VALLEY OF

THE DOLLS"

Shows 7 & 9 p.m.

Recommended for Adults Only

MATINEE SUNDAY 2 P.M.

Phone 556-6628

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Studec.tr.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown,- Md.

COLLEGE FASHIONS

Exclusive Wear

. . .for Students Who Care!

For Men:
Levi — Gant Shirts— Farah — Cricketeer

For Women:
Minx Modes— Majestic Sportswear — Seton Hall

John Romain

Shoes:
Old Maine Trotters - Wall Street . Thorn McAn - Bates

Bonnet, s towtffl country Shop

Muluwn Moll CruMcrlOM. Md

Midtown Mall Downtown ChestertowTl

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday'. Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday— 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

HAfttfP Overlooking
1 " "_ ~f\t I Ck'IV Worton Creek Marina

HyMttJt £ Chestertown, Md.—^_ESt-L
"

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprii

Houis: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9.-00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

TASTEE FREEr
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to II p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
ID.,..:,! .,.„] . Philoioph.i 8 Croji Streets (n.
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Kchoc, Manson Arc Candidates

Runoff to Determine
SGA President Post

Mans

of the SGA are {seated, 1.

Btary: Jim Rawlc, Treasurer. Standing in th

vice- president, flanked by Brian Manson and

for office of president Outcome will be ann<

Stnate meeting.

Carol Payne, Sce-

ne is Ed Wortcck,

Kehoc, candidates

at next Monday's

and Briar

The s

Thursday evening from
p.m. The other three of]

Ed Wortcck, vice-presid

Rawlc, treasurer and
Payne, secretary. All the

ficcrs will be sworn into

out-Ruing president Steve Mykin:
at Monday

will be

new of-

by

for the voters. The vari

sistcd of differing attit

several candidates indie

"[ipostd

Service Eulogizes

TheLateDr. King

ih.

of the

off

of

Under clear but chilly sk

me two hundred people incli

g students, faculty and reside

of Chestertown, gathered

John Donne: "Asl

the bell tolls, it tolls for thee."

Like Lincoln
In the main address of the half-

hour service, Dr. Daniel Ridout
superintendent of Methodisl
churches in the Peninsular Confer-
ence, solemnly called for an atmos-
phere of "love and

Friction Greets
Senator Ellender

tton results to he announced at
ihe following regular Senate meet-
ing. On Monday night, the Scn-
ale will vote on whether or not
to strike the rule. Its elimination
will allow the President to call a
special Senate meeting in order to

al days before the next regular

Sophomores
Initiate Dues
Collection

SI lliflu If

1, s

society, but he moved that

iipi.)loi;i/t

'l.j,

,

,l|ng the walk-
«*„
e Position of leserving an ob-

vas defeated

oposal for

pti (1 l>y a large majc nty.
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\l.in.ii;iiiii Editor

News Editor

Features Editor
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Photography Editor ....
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Copy Editor

Richard Heymann the] And ;
nil 1

feel
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Mitch Bronson

.... Fred Couper
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i
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News: Jaia Barrett, Bert Botfash, Jim Dillon. Carolyn Erwin, Ray Pel-

ton, Steve Mykim:, Allan Payne. David Saff.-m. Linda Tnwne.

Feature Susan Arnold, Rick Blom, Donald Dolce, Mary Milkovich,

Jim Riddick, Ed Schulman. Sharon Stumpf.

Sports: Bill Buchanan, John Cambardella. John Cliflon, Steve Graeff,

Mike Kelly, Gary Meyers-, Don Pace, Larry Sterling, Bob Vandcr-

clock.

< Columnwa: Steve Amick, Brien Kehoe, Stuart Pctock.
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Manager Judy Hughlclt

:h of thei

sponsibilities to an intellectually de-

rived mathematical system which

functions too much like a computer

or something else unlike the im-

:ople feel left out of the

that one would expect them

most at home with.

The largest part of the peopli

of the West have turned away fron

their own culture to a culture o

the past (albeit the Western past)

largely, I think,

a rnnneries

ated

has dehun

much of i

; 1JS di Inn

take advantage ol

Political Potpourri

specialized science, there seems to

l>e abroad a kind of longing for the

country doctor, who managed some-

how to treat you like the human

of parts, only some i

important enough for him to know
much about.

Even psychology, with all the

good it does, makes things of us

all. And most of us do not like it.

Rather than greet the twentieth

century on its own scientific terms,

people have manifested a prefer-

ence to hold fast to the nineteenth

century. There, at least, humans
were human and events did not

take place faster than one could

adjust to them. The twentieth cen-

: the.
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The Draft—"Resist"
This June, some 500,000 men stand lo lose their II-S de-

fi-r ills Ol" these ( innst of whom nre scheduled to be reclassi-

fied I -A and inducted into the Armed Services), James Reston

of the New York Times estimates that fully one-fourth or 125,-

000 will refuse to serve.

This is dramatic evidence for the fact that many young

men have chosen—and will choose to face military and civil

court punishment rather than cooperate with the Selective Ser-

vice System and join in the Vietnam war effort.

A leader of the Resistance Movement at Baltimore's Johns

Hopkins campus visited the college last week ; the Elm hopes his

words have not fallen on deaf ears. The small classroom in

which lie spoke was filled beyond capacity, and
students earnestly sought information about how tc

draft.

There is a difference between resisting and avoiding the

draft. The latter entails avoiding the system altogether—almost

running scared from it, while the former requires the individual pie from

to stand up to the system and fight.

The Elm has received much information about the efforts

on other college campuses to provide counseling for students

about their classifications; we have petitions and

; from students and faculty alike protesting the admin-
' in Vietnam, the Selectr

tion, and 'the morality of war in general

We will be happy to provide wba
needs in contacting the various committee

—to help him recognize that In

resist the draft—to protest our si

the military "machine".

Some pertinent addresses at which such assistance

found are: The Committee For Informed Young America

Friendship Station/ Box 5568/ Washington, D.C. 20007; G;

pus Draft Opposition/ £398 Bancroft W
94704-; the various American Friends Service Committee offices

in major metropolitan areas; and RESIST/ Room 4/ 763

Massachusetts Avenue/ Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139.

The Ehn will carry more articles about the draft as die

spring goes on. and student concern over

graduation and summertime draft callups

We heartily endorse, and will fully support any Wash:

Colle-e draft resistance committee.

Are there any students sufficiently

dition they compel

tion gives the sen

complishment, if

Thus, when the t

>rted the Senator)

AND he characterized the Vict,

nam War as "senseless and need

Senator Ellender was first in-

vited here two years ago. Because

of his re-election campaign, he

was unable to come to Chestcr-

town then. Last

.._ _:cond half. Many
since 1950 have very much rejected

the tradition in which one uses the

able

, he
he

civil rights

States is k

Senator is reputed to nave ex-

pressed virtual glee over the murd-

er, then thought appears to be

uncalled for. The fact that he is

only reputed to have expressed

r Martin Luther

irder; that, after spen-

les in Washington,

lege—at the most inopportune

time imaginable. No one regrets

the t
;ming of Senator Ellendcr's

visit here more than myself. It

happened to come shortly after the

murder of the Rev. Martin Luth-

er King. I had. considerable mis-

givings about bringing Senator El-

lender here on Friday, ff the de-

I think it i

ni.'i-haiitr.illv

1 not do to

o old molds;

important thing to do

:
(o an understanding of >

especially

n presuppositions is

. ._ et out of it the value

there. Otherwise, all One gets

Letters to the Editor

n hearing of the death of

Luther King. -This has

•Uy well disproven, and be-

sides, it is not the point. Senator

Ellender represents' racial bigotry.

And there is no argument for big-

Class Dues At Last
The members of the sophomore class approved by

whelming majority the proposal that they pay $1 per

to their class treasury in dues.

We hope the other classes will see the strength this will

give their class—financial independence will enable them to

sponsor numerous activities and, for once, really do something

besides hold Senior Auction and Stunt Night. The platform

for campaigning class officers has been—for yean new—that the

classes are not aware of their potential influence, that the offi-

cers in effect, are presiding over an empty chamber. This has

been true. The effort of Bill Buchanan as president of the soph-

omore class will result in a strengthening of that body to a

position of dominance in its senior year. It will be interesting

to see what effect the introduction of "powerful" classes on cam-

pus will have on the seven fraternity and sorority groups—and

on the independents.

We hope other classes catch on to the potential importance

they could assume in college life—if this relatively small feat

were duplicated by each class—each year.
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Friends Toast 'Dutch' At Hoopes & Family
Large Retirement Dinner ^ >i^ y

By Jean Kirshenb;

- r,f Washington College i

c.f Robert Sir

to succeed Dmnschott. Sirnmonds
has been with the College since

Affectionately known a

by his friends, Dumichoi

inn Pentagon basketball team of

1927. He was toasted by all 17 of
those seated at his table.

Diiitlass Gates, alumni
of the College, who plan

flair, said that "Dutch" ' he added,
his friends are associated with the
^College— it has been his whole
life."

After graduating from Washing-
ton College in 1927 and receiving

a master's degree at the University

hott taught

popes, assistant professor of philosophy, and his l

wrc with their sons Christopher and Peter) h
ar grant from the Danforth Foundation of Si. Lo
nfiiimal student Catherines.

story and political

Dumschott came to Chcstertown
»m Waterbury, Connecticut, in

22. As a resident here Dum-
lott has been a community and
urch leader, helping with the
art fund, municipal zoning, and

Hoopes, Wife Receive
Grant For Activities

In the
white-haired gentleman said with
emotion: "I'm too overwhelmed
to say anything. I enjoyed it and
do appreciate the fact that all the

people came back for the affair."

By Barbara Osborn
James B. Hoopes, assistant

or of philosophy, and his

wife Sally are recipients of an ac-
tivities program grant from the
Danforth Foundation of St. Louis,

Missouri.

Team Takes Prize

In MRA Car Meet

Louise Mastcn and Steve Amide,
co-piloting a '53 Ford, took top

Return From
Canada,Urges

"Resistance"
New York, April B (Liberation

News Service) — Some organizers

for the Resistance hope to con-

vince American draft refusers who
have gone to Canada (o return

to. the United States for a direct

political confrontation.

The Canada issue emerged as a
primary topic of discussion at a
national conference of Resistance

organizers at Union Theological

Seminary, which was held in New
York recently. Representatives

came from a dozen cities and at-

temped to coordinate a national

program for the next few months.

The Canada issue was suggested
as a key one for future organizing.

Though the commercial press re-

ports that there are 6,000 to 10,-

000 draft refusers in Canada, the

Toronto Anti-^Draft Union esti-

mates that there are 25,000. It

-> .suggested that a trip to Cana-

tweniy-one participating cars em-
barked from the William Smith
parking lot at one-minute inter-

vals. The drivers had to follow

assigned speeds while watching for

such landmarks as "hot rolls

daily" or "big woods."

Perfect time for completing the

run was one hour and 46 minutes.

The teams computed their own
scores at surprise checkpoints, and
the contestants were penalized one
point for every one hundredth of a
minute under or above the time
allotted for compl

margins of error wei

Three Sec

"!'
i I the toncher-

ic grant. Dr. Hoopes holds
:rford College B.A. and a on.

old Ph. D. in philosophy froi

Y.m,lr,l,ilt. M rs . [-],„,,

The line-up of automobiles before (he race, after checking i

MRA-sponsored car rally held last week. Each car has two oc
the driver and the navigator.

Letters . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

sible in his comments, so that the
weight of the argument, even be-
fore his speech, turned to the sym-
bol of bigotry Ellender represents.

It is apparent that the "Senator

The
ulri

of
Still.

is 1,000, which i

of 10 minutes wi

ivh.. !l<-

da by a Resis

course. Penalties of 1,000 points

were also dumped on teams who
came into checkpoints from the

wrong direction, and for illegally

stopping within sight of a check-

point in order to comply with the

time schedule.

In the third leg of the meet,
the "Monte Carlo" run, the in-

structions allotted 20 minutes to

cover a specific stretch of mileage

Best Turnout

MRA president Ted Goldman
and Don Munter worked for a
week to map out the route for the

rally. Including students and
Chestertown residents. Goldman

hat view he may
; the right to be

heard in a public voluntary' lecture.

As to his inflexibility, I maintain
that if Ellender is truly immune -to

argument, which he did prove him-
self to be, then a walkout would
have no more effect on him than
spoken argument. Participation in

the mass movement of a walkout is

much less expressive than an in*

dividual stand of rational dissent,

'intellects" rather than

cal question is too tempting to leave

out: would Dr. King have walked
out on a speaker before the man
opened his mouth?

Sincerely,

Jim Dillon

To the Editor:

There is a question about which
I have been wondering for some
rime and which I would like to

Hu.

cellany. It may, of

asonably argued that

($100-$150) is 'SO

Han might
rally 1

ship, and face the problems of the

war and the draft through re-

sistance to the war and facing the

possibility of jail.

including a Resistance newspaper,

the relation of the Resistance to

riots and ghetto problems, pris-

ons. Canada and off-campus or-

- 1 see the walkout as a meaning-
less mass protest against a man who
was in a position of deserving the

courtesy of being heard. It turned

out that Ellender had nothing
very significant to say, but he did

favor of participating in our Choice

program. There were those in the

group, myself included, who had
lich to back up -a

wanted to give an

the

that I feel the l

pom

by people who considi

ing. Both are

pursued by the

I do not slight

of honor,

ally taken

which re-

the registration fee s. Officials

along the run \ ere Cil J

Brian Kimerer, Bi 1 Mitman,
Worteck and Ted Goldman.

their own.
Those who felt themselves equip-

ped to adequately argue should

have stayed behind to hear tire

opinions stated and debate them on

an individual 1

Sen. Ellender
(Continued from Page 1)

has consistently opposed every civil

rights bill put before -Congress
while he has been a member of the
Senate. But as he noted tn his

speech, he urges compliance with
the law. At the time of the passage
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act he
stated, "Now that we've lost the

struggle, we will have to obey the

Serves Sixth Term
Senator Ellender was elected to

P. Long's seat in the Senate
in 1936 following Long's assassina-

tion. Currently serving his sixth

term, Ellender has been elected

consistently to the Senate since

1936 v»th minimal opposition.

Detailing his own political rise,

the Senator told of the assassination

of Hucy Long as he witnessed it.

Sitting at the Louisiana House dais

he heard what he thought was a

it is th

He later realized that the ''fire-

cracker" was the shot that -killed

Long, whose last word* were,

"Allen, what have I done to de-

serve this?"

Speech Disordered

EUender's speech was disordered

because of the badgering from the

audience. Later he admitted that

he was somewhat used to this — he

spoke recently at Yale and Prim t-

um and was hissed, "but to-a lesser

degree on those occasions."

The attendance of a Mr. Mich-
ael Rcvyuk, a local multi-million-

aire leftist, added to the restlessness

of the audience. Because «f. Rev-

yuk's heckling throughout ihs

speech, Ellender offered the plat-

form to bin!. Revyuk jumped at

the opportunity, and when he

reached the podium. Ellender said

he was only joking. Someone In the

audience shouted a desultory re-

mark and Revyuk asked die person

to "stop outside."

Ellender is Chairman of -the Sen-

ate's Agriculture and Forestry

Committee «nd is nrofimaed as

tie
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Report From
Khe Sahn

light scope—a night vision device

—but I couldn't see anything

through it either. I thought the

ARVN were crazy when they, at

frequent interval*, would pour

large volumes of small arms fire

just beyond the perimeter, One
Ranger invited me to leave the

bunkei

The above photos were-

nilitary transport plane ami

lislance, beyond the barbed

t to the Elm by Dan Derby. The left one shows the i

pile of debris and wreckage. The right photo shows ARVN bunkers

re seen from above the last United States trench line at Khe Sanh.

and I did

Kin Sanh—from the i looks

big. It i the*
Quarry. a batallion

: slope. Be-

yond the far slope is the wreck-

age of a helicopter from the same

re-supply mission mission that

dropped me off. The crew was

medi-vaced to Danatig,

A quarter mile north is a road

Junction. To the west is a garbage

dump. On the north side of the

road is a minefield where tons of

airdrops supplies lie inaccessible

to CI and NVA alike.

On the south of the road are

Poppa Battery. LSU ( Logiotical

Supply Unit), and a dozen other

installations. Then the airstrip

comes up on the north and there

arr streets with buildings and

bunkers in rows.

The building! get only occasion-

al use now—everything is under-

ground. But underground doesn't

mean dingy holes. The bunker

I'm in right now has electric

lights, nine bunks and a radio

playing a tape of a recent John-

ny Carson show.

Along the edge of the airstrip

and hcli-

• of the barbed wire

> without drawing any

few hours later gun-

ire erupted all along the' trench-

s and the two ARVN's mannlns

he OP came scrambling in

whispering excitedly "Beancoup

/C!" In another half hour they

k-cnt bark out, and for the rest

f the night there was only sporad-

Students To Serve On
Kentucky Bd. of Trustees

daw
orkei

barb

along the path

:d wire to the

Service Office)

Kentucky the fir:

llu\.u«h th

ISO (Infoi

bunker behind American lines.

The ARVN are in a tough

spot. There are about 500 of them

between two barbed wire barri-

cades. The outer barricade has

claymores and AP mines. II the

NVA gets beyond it. though, the

Rangers have their backs against

There i

Last

far enough. The bill

left them they galhercc

gear from at least th

NVA from the night's

field specifies that i

NEWS IN BRIEF

nislature also added

a state resident. If he is not, a

special election will be held, to

determine the student rcprcsent-

cky, began pushing lor stu-

dent representation on the school's

campaign last year. The Kernel

interviewed then Governor Ed-

ward T, Breathitt and found he

would not oppose the idea. The

Kentucky Student Association, an

organization of student

; speculation that ths

her will not be

rited to the unofficial, private

"I'm sure there will be ma
situations in which a student has

Gilbert, executive director of the

State Council on Public Higher

Edu« "We .

and-s :mimd-\"

the

Police Stage

Drug Raid At

American U.
Washington (CPS)—Five I

ral Narcotics agents roused

lents out of bed at 5:30 a.m. i

In

of plat

nds Oidii

Icavi Khi

Liiidlmc roofs.

involves a mad rush between the

aircraft and safety, but the day I

came hi you could have strolled

across the runway. We didn't

though.

Supply depot

rages are all ui

Vehicles arc in use. bill the threat

of incoming insures no danger of

traffic jams.

At the east end of the LZ
(landing zone) the ground slopes

gently downward to a valley

floor The last marine trench/

bunker line is at the top of the

slope, the ARVN Rangers are

halfway down and Charlie is on

the upward slope.

They say the NVA has trench-

es to within 500 meters of the

ARVN lines, but I haven't seen

them, When you're on top of the

slope you're too far away and

when you're in the ARVN posi-

My t

iccessful in get-

th candidates for gover-

last fall's election to en-

bill to this effect,

igh the presidents of the

ilitutions did not publicly

or oppose the bill, most

effort

were believed to be

Their behind-the-scenes

portedly influenced legislators

• weaken the original bill.

The real test of the bi

strnegth will come in the futi

For example, the University

Kentucky Board of Trustet

seven students, all allegedly deal-

ers in marijuana. But unive;

officials gave various other

mates of the number of ar

which ran as high as 17.

campus newspaper, the Eagle,

business in pub-
e(j ( |ia

Bill Vceck, baseball's "incorrigible maverick" entertained a

audience this week in the college's Fine Arts Center. He is the former

owner of three major league teams, winner of two American League

pennants (Cleveland Indians in 1948 and the Chicago White Sox in

1959) and the World Series with the Indians. He is an outspoken

critic of "stodgy" baseball management.

NOTICE
SGA runoff elections will be

held in the Activities Center

Thursday evening between 5

and 7 p,m. The choices are

Brien Kchoe and Brian Man-

University President Hurst An-

derson issued a statement, dated

March 21, that the university bi

lieves "it to be our respoiuiliilii

to cooperate with federal author

ties in the enforcement of drt

control laws and to take ste|

to see that the campus enviroi

ment is free from the effects '

law violation in this area."

University officials said the a

Rowers-in-Training

ich, ARVN bunkei

The

bunkers arc lined with panchos on

the inside and would be comfort-

able except for their smallness.

First company's acting CO was

the only ARVN I met who spoke

English well and my Vietnamese

vocabulary is about a dozen

words, so I played a lot of cha-

rades Irving to ask simple ques-

an.l dir

volley they km

,-hile the ARVN engaged him

ith small arms. In a four-shot

i out the snip-

fell short.

I went down to the ARVN
lines to see them engage a second

sniper further

where the short round h3d

VC"
"Kop (ARVT

of the

"VC

of the

Rai

"Ho Chi Mir1"

They
cooked in the hottest bi hot sauce,

and senile Philippine-made whis-

key, as well as C-ration coffee

»nd cookies.

During the previous night there

pad been 500 rounds of incoming

. houi

jty

thei

the night

light"

i NVA ;raids by U. S.

harassing artillery and mortar tire.

Flares were shot, but from where

I was I could see nothing.

One soldier let me see his star-

standing around grumbling "My
(Americans) Number 10."

The third day fog prevented all

but two medevac choppers from

incoming at nightfall. Out on

Roci Quarry there was a lot of

fire during the day and a 20-man

patrol look very heavy casualties.

Still, most of the activity has

been "arc light" 90 bomlvat-a-

shot raids on NAV positions.

But if Khe Sanh is spread out

(Continued on Page 7)

Many students at Arterica be-

Heve the raid was plannec

M.inl 21, when the

was (

but v. >s held off until

Easter vacation, which begins

U. S Narcotics Commissioner

rests said they nade

cation with the lull

i of university officials

Beeluse many students had »'

belor

of the raid, no

ts is expected
,
fi

to the raid. The Eagle

itoria t the

"the students

law."

Th pi*

dawn raid this year,

at the State U iters'
;";

York at Stony Brook

The Washington College Crew Club has been practicing early in

the morning* on the Chester River in preparation for
1

races against St

John's University on Wednesday, April 24, and Salisbury State College

on Saturday, April 27. Both races will take place on the course laid out

for the Club on the Chester River—starting at 3:00 p.m. Members

of the Club recently gave a slide show to the Rotary Club of Ches-

Patronize

Home Games
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An Predicts Ho Chi Minh's Successor
(Dr. An, chairman-designate of the political sci-

ence department at Washington College, has publish-

ed five articles in various news-magazines and jour-

nals so far this year. This is his third contribution to

th, Elm nnce last fall—Ed)

By Thomas S. An

Shortly altera visit to Hanoi in November, 1967, a Hun-
garian journalist, Istvan I. Szabo, reported that President Ho
Chi Minn was seriously ill and conducting North Vietnamese

affairs or state from his sickbed. Mr. Szabo, foreign news

editor of Nepszabadsag, the newspaper of the Hungarian

Communist Party, gave no indication of the nature of Ho's

illness but said tbat party and government officials in Hanoi

were increasingly concerned about his deteriorating health.

(In the same month another report about Ho's bad health

was filed from Hanoi by Mr. Joergen E. Peterson, correspon-

dent of the Norwegian newspaper Dagbladei.)

Western diplomats received Szabo's report on Ho's illness

with considerable skepticism. Whether the Szabo report is

trustworthy or not, the fact remains that Ho Chi Minh, 77,

is a very old man by Vietnamese (and Asian) standards

and may not live long. In recent months, his public appear-

ances have dropped sharply. Perhaps, he is indeed physically

incapacitated.

As Ho Chi Minh's twilight nears, the question of the

succession in the Lao Dong (Communist) party leadership

looms ahead. Today, there appear to be four main potential

contenders for Ho's mantle: Pham Van Dong, Premier of

North Vietnam;. Le Duan, First Secretary of the Lao Dong
Party in Hanoi; Vo Nguyen Giap, Defense Minister; and

Truong Chinh, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the

National Assembly. All of the four are charter members of

the Vietnamese Communist movement, Ho Chi Minh's trust-

ed associates and members of the Politburo of the Lao Dong
Party—the inner power circle of North Vietnam.

Among the above four main contenders, several important

factors appear to make it difficult for Vo Nguyen Giap,

Truong Chinh and Le Duan respectively to assume Ho's

mantle upon the latter's death. For one thing, all of the

three have their own bitter and formidable personal enemies

to contend with within the Lao Dong Politburo.

As elsewhere in the Communist world, North Vietnam is

plagued by factional strife related to the Sino-Sovict rift,

which is further exacerbated by persona! rivalries and anti-

pathies. The leadership of the Lao Dong Party in Hanoi is

monolithic in outward appearance only, but this fact is

carefully concealed for the sake of preserving a facade of

national unity in the face of the present national crisis, i. e.,

the war in South Vietnam and the American bombing of

North Vietnam.

Since the early 1950's Vo Nguyen Ciap and Truong Chinh

have conducted a violent and vendetta-oriented feud. The
two have clashing personalities, in addition to their political

differences and conflicting ambitions, and will probably can-

cel each other's chances out in the strugle to succeed Ho Chi

Minh.

The bitter quarrels between General Giap and Chairman
Chinh in the past were related to (a) Truong Chinh's severe

criticism of General Giap's 1951 military fiasco in the Red
River Delta areas1

;
(b) their strong disagreement about

the nature and scope of Chinese Communist participation

in the French-Viet Minh war; (c) their personal power

struggle for control of the North Vietnamese armed forces;

(d] Vo Nguyen Giap's personal revenge on Truong Chinh

in the midst of Hanoi's disastrous land reform campaign of

1956=; and (e) Truong Cinh's 1960 scheme to insult Gener-

al Giap by insinuating that his protege and pro-Chinese

Politburo colleague, General Nguyen Chi Thanh 3
,
was an

abler general than the hero of Dienbicnphu. At present,

Defense Minister Giap and Chairman Truong Chinh are

at each other's throats owing to their diametrically oppo-

site positions in Hanoi's bitter factional struggle between

the pro-Chinese arid pro-Soviet wings.

The bitter antagonism and vendetta between Vo Nguyen
.

Ciap and Truong Chinh were so violent in the past decade

that persuasive and skillful mediation by both Ho Chi Minh
and Pham Van Dong was often required to avoid a major

schism in the Lao Dong party leadership. The mutual anti-

pathies of Ceneral Giap and Chairman Chinh may now have

reached a decisive point of no return, and there seems to be

little room for possible reconciliation between them;

In addition to their mutual antagonism, Vo Nguyen Giap

and Truong Chinh have some other major weaknesses which

may block their ambitions.

Since the early 1950's, Defense Minister Giap has many
other less hitter and formidable enemies than Truong Chinh

inside the North Vietnamese Communist regime, who are

overtly and covertly determined to reduce or even destroy his

power, prestige and importance. This is caused by

Giap's forceful and arrogant manner, impatience with Com-
munist dogma, post-Dienbienphu popularity, ruthless driving

ambition, and vain self-image as the Communist Napoleon

eloped within the Lao Don

irdcni >ro-Sc

•ase of support that

jowcrful force in his own right.

j also handicapped by the hostile

c Chinese Communists. Giap is

iet member of the Lao Dong
Politburo and makes no bones about
and dislike of the Chinese. Accordingly, he is C
China's most hated Vietnamese Communist. Pekin

ly aware that, should General Giap emerge on t

certain to align North Vietnam firmly with the Soviet Union
at the expense of Hanoi's tics with Communist China. Such
an eventuality would deal a heavy blow to Peking's prestige

and face in its deadly conflict with Moscow.
Therefore, Communist China (and the Soviet Union

for that matter) will have a big stake in the question of the

succession in the Lao Dong party leadership. If Defense
Minister Giap attempts to succeed Ho Chi Minh by devious

or forceful means, the Mao-Lin regime in Peking may at-

tempt (a) to subvert the Hanoi regime in secret collusion

with the pro-Chinese faction in North Vietnam, or (b) to

halt abruptly the shipment of its military and economic aid

to Hanoi as retaliation, as well as to shut down the Chinese
route through wheih Soviet military aid is transshipped.

Such retaliatory measures would no doubt have a deadly

effect on North Vietnam, particularly in the context of the

current war in the South.

Due to the lack of rapid or spectacular military progress

in South Vietnam against the United Slates which would
strengthen Hanoi's bargaining position at a peace con-

ference table and thus end the war on its own terms, De-
fense Minister Giap is now the butt of Lao Dong party im-

patience and displeasure. A group of Lao Dong Politburo

members led by Truong Chinh and younger members of

General Giap's high military command, who are appalled

by the devastating losses United States military technology

and firepower are inflicting on the Vietnamese Communists

in the South as well as the North, now seriously question

the validity of his long-standing strategy of a protracted

war which calls for such a heavy sacrifice. They have

contended that if the Vietnamese Communists keep fight-

ing the United States several more years according to the

Giap strategy, all that will be left of Vietnam will be a

What is equally General Giap has

Dr. An

If North Vietnam cannot end the war in the future

on its own terms, Giap might be set up as a handy scape-

goat and blamed for the lack of "revolutionary success"

in the South, and his political fate as a possible suc-

cessor to Ho Chi Minh would then be sealed forever. Ac-

cordingly, he is currently in trouble and under strong pres-

sure to deliver rapid and spectacular results in the shortest

possible

,vill continue in the South while peace

talks are held between Washington and Hanoi), the

odds arc still against him in the succession race.

Like his hated personal enemy General Giap, Truong
Chinh has many additional handicaps which will work

against him in the race to succeed Ho Chi Minh. They are:

his persistent attachment to dogmatic line in Hanoi's poli-

tics, his blunt and outspoken manner of lecturing his high-

level party associates about their "mistakes" for the past

several decades, the existence of many ideological and

personal enemies inside the North Vietnamese Communist

regime, his past disgrace und personal unpopularity as a re-

sult of his disastrous land collectivization program of 1956,

and his political trade-mark as the "Vietnamese frontsman

of Communist China" in a country where distrust and dis-

like of the Chinese are part of the national heritage.

Furthermore, Truong Chinh is one of Moscow's two most
hated Vietnamese Communists. (The other is Le. Due
Tho, a pro-Chinese member of die Lao Dong Politburo; who
has been one of the most outspoken critics of Soviet "re-

visionism" in recent years.) It must go without saying that

the Soviet Union will do everything in its effort to block

Truong Chinh's path to Ho's mantle, including the use of

the threat to cut off badly-nccded Soviet military and ceo-

First Secretary Lc Duan also has a strong personal enemy
within the Lao Dong Party's Politburo. That man is Le
Due Tho, pro-Chinese Chief of the Organization Bureau of

the Lao Dong Party. The bitter personal feud between Le
Duan and Lc Due Tho developed during the French-Viet

Minh war, when their violent quarrel over tactics virtually

split the anti-French Viet Minh guerrilla movement in South

Vietnam into two mutually hostile camps. In late 1951, Le
Duan was recalled to Ho Chi Minh's main headquarters in

North Vietnam, and Lc Due Tho stayed behind to direct

the Viet Minh guerrilla forces until the end of the war.

Even long after the Finn h-Viet Minh war, the two forceful

characters firmly refused to forgive each other, so there il

little doubt that the bitter personal enmity between them
still persists.

In recent years, the mutual hostility between Le Duan
and Lc Due Tho has tended to increase since the former'!

appointment as First Secretary of the Lao Dong Party in

1960, because Le Duan has consolidated his power position

within the Hanoi regime by removing many of Lc Dug
Tho's pro-Chinese colleagues from strategic positions in the

party and government and replacing them with men
loyal to him.

Lc Duan became Communist China's persona non grata

immediately after he participated in the '23rd Congress of the

Soviet Communist Party (March, 1966) as the chief delegate

of North Vietnam. (Peking angrily boycotted the 23rd

Party Congress.) At the Congress, Lc Duan lavished praise

on Khrushchev's successors, whom Peking condemned as

"filthy traitors to Marxism-Leninism", and said that "we

Vietnamese Communists have two homelands: one is Viet-

nam, the other is the Soviet Union, the world's first country

of victorious socialism." (When Lc Duan spent several days

in Peking en route home from the 23rd Party Congress, he

received a very chilly reception from Peking officials and the

Chinese Communist press coldly ignored his presence there

and departure for Hanoi.) Communist China will no doubt

be likely to support overtly or covertly any effort by Le Duo

Tho or his pro-Chinese clique to prevent Lc Duan from

succeeding Ho Chi Minh.

Le Duan also suffers from lack of public exposure. He it

a shadowy figure and barely known outside Hanoi's inner

power circle. He has been a mastermind behind the scene

in the Communist Party apparatus and lacks the image on

status of a popular leader.

With Vo Nguyen Giap, Truong Chinh and Le Duan thus

eliminated from the succession race, the most likely successor

to Ho Chi Minh is Premier Pham Van Dong. The Premier

has no personal enemy within the Lao Dong Politburo, so he

would be acceptable to all of the Politburo members as

the compromise choice and, of all Ho's potential successors,

is probably the man most capable of balancing Hanoi's con-

tending rival factions. (In recent months, indications ore

that Ho is delegating more authority to his Premier Pham

Van Dong. In this sense, Pham Van Dong is already suc-

ceeding Ho.) Moreover, he has become more experienced;

than the other Politburo members in the day-to-day business

of running the government and administering the country.

Premier Pham Van Dong is cautious, tactful and moderate

and, despite his pro-Soviet orientation in the Sino-Sovtet rift,

has so far maintained outwardly friendly relations with

Hanoi's pro-Chinese faction, as well as with Communist

China. Accordingly, he is unlikely to reverse North Viet-

nam's current neutral position of delicate balance in its rela-

tions with Moscow and Peking, upon his succession to Ho's

When Pham Van Dong succeeds Ho Chi Minh, he will be

unlikely to inherit Ho's mantle alone. After Ho Chi Minh, in

other words, North Vietnam may well inherit a Soviet-type

rule by collegium (collective leadership), with Pham Van

Dong serving in a senior capacity. The prospect of collective

leadership is made credible by the fact that Premier Pham

Van Dong is neither prestigious nor powerful enough to fill

Ho's shoes by himself. Pham Van Dong does not have the

personal appeal or weight required of a national and authori-

tative leader like Ho. His political base within the Lao

Dong Party is weak and he enjoys little influence in the

army. Finally, his poor health is another important handi-

Of course one cannot entirely preclude the possibility that

the post-Ho collective leadership might face a period of

turbulence with the rapid rise and fall of top elite members.

But such a violent or bloody succession crisis is highly un-

likely to take place in the foreseeable future, so long as the

Hanoi regime is preoccupied with the important task of sub-

jugating South Vietnam to Communist control and the

national survial of North Vietnam is at stake.

Footnotes . . -

'In the spring of 1951. three years before Dienbicnphu,

General Giap made the fatal misiake. of bilieving that his

Viet Minh guerrillas were ready for Phase III of Mao Tse-

tung's guerrilla warfare timetable, although at that t

'

'the Red River' Delta that cost htm a major part

of his three fresh divisions (6.000 dead and 500 prisoners).

When General Giap's 1951 military fiasco took place,

Truong Chinh, the then Secretary-General of the Lao Dong
Party, bitterly criticized Giap's guerrila and military strate-

gy- Truong. Chinh said that General Giap's 1951 military

blunder was caused by his personal ego and vanity to

I" - lii, ip.ii r military leadership and skill at<the ex-

pense of the Viet Minh's revolutionary «

Defense Minister Giap made a mild self-c n about his

i devious way in his post-Dienbienphu

ok entitled People's War, People'

e Communist model. Truong Chinh's agrarian reform

harsh and brutal, for almost 50,000

North Vietnamese were subjected to summary executions and

at least twice as many were sent to forced labor camps

through a system of Kai^aroo-rourt-type trial. According to

an unconfirmed and perhaps biased South Vietnamese

source, Truong Chinh is believed to have tried even his own

-father as a "reactionary landlord" in 1955. The fiasco of

Truong Chinh's land collectivisation provrarn ended

bloody peasant upi

oleonic ego to distort reality.

in Ho Chi Minh's

'fall of 1956, which General

Giap's 'i-'
r
>lh Division , msli.-d n.tlilrs.lv. D.'f.

from his post as Party Secretary-General

self, and also abandoned the agrarian

"According to Radio Hanoi, General Thanh died on July

7 1967 of a heart attack. General Thanh, a stocky, dour,

pro-Chinese Annamese, received his military and political

training in Mao Tse-tung's military "academy" in Yenan

from 1941 to 1943, then fought with the Chinese Com-

munists until 1945. From 1950 to 1961 he was the head of

the powerful Political Department of the North Vietnamese

armed forces. In 1965 he was sent to South Vietnam, where

reform program

outspoken Politburo member i

ted Truong Chinh's brutal land refoi
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Vietnam . .

nvilrd

aide."

of hit hecklers

I thought

J,,, most legendary lot in Con-
_the Southern Senators. We
had throe United State* Sen-

,,n campus in the past three sponsor the

—Daniel Brewster and Joseph and he did

ngs of Maryland and Wayne imum wage

e of Oregon. Each of these a rapid scttl

stands outside the Senaie in- he did ad\

circle. Because of ideology or hover aijaii

oi seniority or both, these cal aid I

lack influence; Allen Ellendcr, things tl

The fact is that Ellendcr did
tell the truth when he spoke of

Louisiana or himself or his retard.

On civil rights, he voted as Lou-
isiana demanded (as Arkansas de-

manded of Fulbright). But much
liberal. He did

• Nik,

nuch damage
lo? Axcc

tclligcncc tells

of the

chool

! bill. He is- in fajvor

lenient in Vietnam, a

vise Dulles and Eis

nst giving even tcdl

Vietnam. But these

change the issue fr

iot more damage than I ever

thought,"

Colonel Lownds feels Khe Sanh
ill performing i

blockir

South, though not as. *

would if it weren't m;

It keeps 26,000 NVA trc

for one thing. Says Col.

"They're all around us.

the

your, national Senate. Stu-

I thought, should have the

mnity to be exposed to this

tn see how he thinks, what
ilues, what he believes in.

e opportunity was blown. It

iring. He was hissed and
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emarks lhat belied a total

nee of the Senator and his

black or white to eray. These are

the things that are forgotten when
the shouting starts.

Perhaps more than anything,
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It i tith .

: Studei 1 que!
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was the only student to

c to the Senator; none of
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ience. Fortunately for the
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ie of the Evening must go to an
non-student light fan-

Michael Revyuk, Ches-

resident Cadillac

it may be one we. only (A tuft we
disagree with. The "controversy"

is not for us, but the world out-

side. How "controversial" is James
Pike or Wayne Morse speaking to

a college audience? At any rate,

Senator Ellendcr showed us what
we realty think of controversy

—

and of freedom of speech.

But how liberal wc have all

been! Walking out on and taunting

an eighty-year old man and a U.S.

Senator of thirty years who spoke

of NVA? "H

if I

that does not vote for him
before an audience that could nev-

er aid him politically. How very

and

list. Rev^

with I

led the

WHEN KIDS ARF IN SCHOOL.^
up Ihcir roles

as so ordered.'

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Professional Pharmacist
Chcstertown, Md.

High Street "OK" USED CARS
Chester-town, Md. Service On All Makes

Phone: 778-2575

--:-x-:-;-:-;-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-x-:-:-:-»:t;-:-;-:-:7;-

JLiternottonal (Center-ffCAcademic JResaan;h,

The International Center for Academic Reseai

achieve his maximum potential in the subject,

We at The International Center for Acade

outstanding instructional techniques have shov

is designed to help every student

iubjects, of their choice.

Research are proud that these

OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able

to give a complete money back- guarantee: If- after following instructions faithfully

you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be

completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May. I. 1968. Price thereafter $3.95

per course.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include: L«. semester's

Special group rates for fraternities and sororitie

or more. Please include organization title

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

20% discount for' groups of ten

'TheKinghDead'

move out of here, there's nothing

that's going to stop me." Btlt, as

one Marine put it, "He'd better

rale, I'd say it's very high here.

People talk about how fast lime

goes, signs reflect GI humor, can-

ned juice is "niidnicht requisition-

ed" and poker and B.S. is spir-

Somc 300 persons from the college and Chcslcrlown co ninilics

attended the memorial service for the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr., held last Friday. The service look place on the campus green, near

the flag which wai Ilyinij at li.ilt-uiasl. Participant* included members
of the local clergy, Washington College President Daniel Z. Gibson,

and members of the college's student body.

COLLEGE FASHIONS

Exclusive Wear

...for Students Who Care!

For Men:
Levi — Cant Shirts— Fatah — Crickctcer:

For Women:
Minx Modes— Majestic Sportswear — Scion Hall

John Romain

Shoes:

.

Old Maine Trotters - Wall Street - Thorn McAn - Bales

Bonnett's townfL country Shop

Midtoivn Mall

Mulli.nn Mall I hi-

ZlHfi__

Downtonn Che
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Sports Editorial ^(omu»u?dfn»n-i>.«.6)

when things looked dim. Pole ISctts looked particularly good

on defense, and Ron Regan and Mark Madden sparkled on

offense.

But the victory, satisfying as it was, did not come without

great cost. Tri-captain middle Steve Clagett was injured eaily

in the game when he caught a stick directly on his pelvis. The

siren of the ambulance which took him to the hospital seemed

to evoke a new determination and spirit from the Sho'men as

they stepped up their winning effort. Clagett, if seriously in-

jured, will be sorely missed in many of our eight remaining

games. I hope that his and other injuries on the Shore squad —
particularly Mark Maddcn's ankle — will clear up in time for

Saturday's tilt with the University of Maryland.

Maryland, one of last year's national tri-champions, should

prove to be the toughest game loft on the Sho'men's slate. While

graduation depleted Maryland's ranks in numbers of Ail-

Americans, extensive depth in the midfield and several good

new players will once again put the Terrapins in the foretront

as a title contender. The Shore stickmen will have their hands

full with this one.
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CouiplimcDts of J<\COLLEGE W£l 1SNACK BAR
HOURS:

Monday-Friday
RUG and DRyV/
CLEANERS CORP.

7:00 a.m. . 1 1 :00 p.m.

Saturday CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
Phone 778-3181

« Overlooking

Yorton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTEN, Proprietor

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pun.

Closed on Mondays

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Theatre Announcements

213 CHESTER THEATRE CHURCH HILL
Phone: 778-1575

Two Shows NighUy THEATRE

AT STARKEY'S CORNER

"A Guide For
The Married Man"

CF.OROI. PLTI'ARl)

"Rough Night
In Jericho"

"Wild Racers"

VINCENT PRICE

"House Of 1,000 Dolls"

SUN. - MON. - TUES. - WED.
APRIL 14-15-16-17

LEE MARVIN

"Sergeant Ryker"

HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEES
SUSAN HAYWARD
PATTY DUKE

"VALLEY OF
THE DOLLS"

THURSDAY, APRIL 18

ACADEMY AWARD

"The Graduate"

School Days MeanS
I
1

SAFE DRIVING DAYS

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

TASTEE FREES

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

• THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOYTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE PARKING

ALSO VISIT FOX'S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
245 High Strut (Do.n.o.n) . Philoiopkcrs T
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for Enico IV,

By Jim Dillon

Enrico IV, a modern play by

Luigi Pirandello, will appear at

Washington College's Fine Arts

Center at 8:30 p.m. on May 2nd,

Ird and 4th. Under the direction

<if Timothy Maloney, the College

drama department is now rehears-

ing this third production in the

He

The play is the story of a man

if today who pretends that he is

IV (Enrico IV in Italian),

Holy Roman Emperor of the

Kehoe Moves
Into Campus
Presidency

By Barbara Osborn

Brian Kehoe was elected presi-

dent of the Student Government
Association last Thursday, with

roughly half the student body at

Washington College casting bal-

lots in a run-off election against

Brian Manson.

Kehoe wort out over Manson
by 121 votes. On Monday outgo-

ing president Strve Myking swore
in Kehoe, who in turn officially re-

linquished his positi

11th century. Everyone around
Henry himself is quite sane, merely
Henry believes he is mad, hut

Tragedy

Pirandello deems this play a trag-

edy, and in it he deals primarily
with the conflict and interplay of

reality and illusion. Mr. Maloney
slates that the period of this drama
is one he would like to work with.
He wanted a serious plav to bal-

Optimistic

Technical work is being done by
Mr. James Miller. Mr. Maloney
says that there are several techni-

cally difficult sections in the play,

but that those problems have now
been overcome. He is optimistic

about the total production; he feels

that his cast is very good and that,

after some four weeks of rehearsal,

this play has every chance of bc-

Clai

Wilson.

I' In it,:.
1

Rl'. iii i i id.- mi

Holding his newly won gavel,

Kehoe continued the Senate meet-

ing with the agenda of commit-
ice reports. He promised to al-

leviate the Senate's "strong dissat-

isfaction with the present policy"

of the Maintenance Department,

which refuses to hear a student

representative.

Kehoe recommended that the

Senate transfer an annual $180 al-

location for Korean foster child

Tim Tong Ok to a Martin Luth-
er King memorial scholarship

fund. He wound up the meeting
with a ' request that next week
senators volunteer honest criti-

cisms of the way the Senate has

been (-(inducted.

College To Ballot

In Nationwide Poll
By Allen Payne

Along with nearly six million

other college students, Washington
College students will cast their bal-

lots in the Choice '68 primary.
The voting, to take place on Wed-
nesday, April 24, will poll stu-

dents from some 1,000 universi-

ties and colleges in the National
Student Presidential Preference

Primary.

The purpose of Choice 68 is to

record what in fact the much talked

about student views on the major
issues are: the presidential candi-

dates, the Vietnam war, and the

urban crises. If sample polls are
any indication of rational campus

sive repudiation of President John-

son and the Vietnam war. Al-

though the ballots arc printed and
include President Johnson's name
as well as that of the late Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, the major con-
frontation appears to be between
dovish liberals McCarthy and Ken-
nedy and the more hawkish Nixon.
By April 24, the heir-apparent to

the Johnson Administration and its

policies, Hubert Humphrey, may
actively enter the campaign as an-
other opponent of the strcngthend
doves. With these new factors,

how clearly will the "hawk-dove"
vote divide? How much strength

will Kennedy draw from McCarthy,
:zrget is

In he ,i ] ]., Ch.lL

The Choice 68 ballot, samples of

which are posted on the bulletin

boards in William Smith Hall, is a

computer card that will be tabu-

lated nationally after the April 24
election. Thirteen presidential as-

pirants, from Fred Halstcad (Socia-

list Workers Parly) to George
Wallace (American Independent
Party) are listed, with room for a

write-in. Voters choose a first,

second, and third choice for Presi-

dent (the latter two for statistical

purposes) by punching the appro-

Reality And Illusion

Theme Of Tragedy

comedy.

Carl Gamba is starring in the

title role, with Gil Bradford, How-
dy De Hoff, George Schiffer and
Jon Lankford as his four private

counselors. Other members of the

cast are Sharon Strausser, Pam
Kneller, Doug Mclnnis, Pete
Herbst, and Charlie Hemming.

McCarthy Favored

Polls taken at the University of

Texas Law School and Alfred Uni-
versity (N.Y.), in preparation for

Choice 68, showed President John-
son swamped by anti-war presiden-

tial aspirants Eugene McCarthy,
the leading vote-getter, and Rob-
ert Kennedy. On the Republican
side, non-candidate Nelson Rocke-
feller outpolled Richard Nixon, the

only announced candidate, by 293

to 170 (at the U. of Texas) and
167 to 76 (at Alfred U.). Predic-

tably, in a combined party slate at

Alfred University in late March,
Senator McCarthy with 101 votes,

outpolled Kennedy (76), Rocke-
feller (71) Nixon (53) and John-

son (21).

The momentous events of the

last few weeks have confused what
many thought would be the predit

gone? Ho'

disorders? These

the

civil

The referendum on the

naffected by the President's recci

Woody Snyder was tinyDBjr

(Continued on Page 3)

sof

NewAward Gives

,000 To Senior
Because of the terms of a will,

a senior at Washington College

will receive a $9,000 prize for

having (he "best ability and prom-
ise for future fulfillment in the

field of literary endeavor." "This

is probably the largest undergrad-

uate prize in the country," says

President Gibson.

Three years ago, Washington
College was named as principal

beneficiary in the will of author

Sophia Kerr Underwood. The be-

quest amounted to nearly half

million dollars, and the of

ODK Chooses Six

Members For '68

On Tuesday, April 9, six men
were initiated into Washington Col-

lege's circle of Omicron Delta

Kappa, National Leadership Honor
Society. This brought the member-

ship to thirty-two and, according to

outgoing president Bob Vander-

clock, this is the largest member-

ship in recent years.

New initiates include Tim Bo-

haker and Allen Payne, both sen-

iors; and four juniors: John Cam-
bardella, Ray Felton, Brien Kehoe,

and Gary Myers. Next year's mem-
bership will remain large also,

as only eight seniors will be leaving,

while twelve juniors and an equal

number of faculty members will re-

All-Around Men

Next year's officers of ODK will

be John Cambardella, president,

and Ted Goldman, vice-president.

Mr. Ermon Foster and Mr. Donald

Chatellier will continue as faculty

secretary and faculty advisor, re-

spectively.

Scholarship, of course, is a

prerequisite for membership, but

ODK looks for college men who
are representative of all aspects of

college activities. Founded in 1914,

and to bring about a unity of sen-

intercollegiate interest.

The society believes that it can

provide opportunities and exper-

iences in cooperative effort for

leadership and service to the insti-

tution. To realize this, ODK picks

its members from all phases of

campus activity. Leaders arc

recognized by ODK from the

spheres of scholarship, athletic.!,

ligious affairs, publications, and

timent on questions of local and
the will stated that the income
from half of it must be used as

an annual prize for a student with

outstanding literary ability.

Dr. Nicholas Ncwlin, chairman
of the English department, mem-
bers of which, together with the

President, will select the recipient

of the prize, calls it "a heavy,

even alarming responsibility. The
selection will have to be based,

to a large extent, on intangibles

and subjective estimates, rather

than scholastic distinctions meas-
ured by grades." He added that

the recipient does not have to be

a major in English.

"The prize is aimed at the

graduate's future," Newlin said.

"Whoever receives it will be free,

for two years or even more, to

study, to write, or to think in

this country or abroad. It is a

wonderful opportunity."

Income from the remainder of

the $470,000 bequest may be used

by the College for scholarships,

visiting lecturers and poets, liter-

ary conferences, and assistance to

the campus literary magazine.

The donor, who died in 1965,

was the author of more than 20

novels and hundreds of short

stories. Washington College pre-

the <iel> jid.

,„,... .ition and i

understanding between campus

leaders and faculty members ODK
tries to provide this atmosphere
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King Scholarship Fund
The assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. has

prompted many reactions-from violent, destructive rioting to

peaceful demonstrations and memorials.

One form of memorial to Dr. King that has attracted the

interest of many students and other friends of educational insti-

tutions is in the form of contributions toward establishing schol-

arships to be awarded in his memory.

Such a scholarship is being formed at Washington College.

Contributions from student organizations, including a pledge

from the Young Republican Club have been announced. Ihe

student Senate is. wisely, we think, considering contributing the

money formerly spent on the Korean orphan "adopted by the

Senate to the Martin Luther King Scholarship fund.

Contributions to date are being held by the Elm until a

scholarship committee is established to administer the funds

Donors and those committed lo donate already include President

Gibson Deans Westerdalil. Clark, and Burns; Tony Parker, Di-

rector of Development, and numerous members of the faculty

and student body who have learned of the scholarship fund.

An endowed scholarship, one which provides an annual

income in an amount significant enough to be awarded to those

in need of financial assistance, amounts to $50,000 in principal.

Contributors will be listed from week to week as the dona-

tions or pledges are received, unless individuals specify that their

gift be anonymous.

The Elm urges all those who support the non-violent prin-

ciples advocated by Dr. King to support this most worthy

"cause". Specific qualifications for the awarding of the scholar-

ship will be determined by die scholarship committee—but we

may be assured that the terms will be liberal enough - '

port someone in financial need, possibly (though

ly) a Negro.

Choice '68

Hemlock Patch
Whether a work of art is anv

good is something thai one must

ultimately judge in experience. But

this does not mean that what one

the experience. Judg-

ByStu

given object e rith i

Jlllll'llH'll

i the

reports of feel-

es by feelings,

re about things

ccordingly, they

say "This is good" unless I helie\

that others will agree; if it wei

merely a question ol stating .1 pre

erence, 1 would say instead, "1 lilt

"Taste" : of t

the ability to make discrimination;

in aesthetic experience; this is the

assumption that justifies the inclu-

sion of any study of the fine arts in

a liberal arts curriculum.

Taste is as little susceptible of

definition as is the value that it dis-

criminates. Faculty and object of

faculty tend to be understood in

terms of each other, and where

there is an abundance of informa-

tion about either, the circularity is

noL ordinarily objectionable. The
eyes are explained in terms or the

operations they perform on what

they have seen, and what they see

is understood in terms of, the

process of vision. It is easy to name
colors, and while it is not always

easy to get agreement on whether

Value in art is differeni from

qualities in things, and the faculty

for discriminating value taste

— is different from the faculties for

discriminating qualities — the

senses. Goya's paintings are good

and so are Beethoven's string

quartets. But are they good in the

How doss one know that they are

good? The evidence seems given

directly in experience, but when

often than not finds that those

same reasons can show why another

One finds that the judgment of

judgment of i

>

,beci :edingly

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

I would like to take this oppor-

tunity on behalf of the admissions

staff to express our sincere ap-

preciation 10 members of the stu-

dent body who assisted us with our

Prc-Freshman Day Program and

our Invitational Program for high

displayed made both of these pro-

grams extremely successful. Pros-

pective students and their parents

praise of both

Through th'

work of students ;

Therefore, I think the analogy of

them both holding an office legiti-

mately (only to a certain degree

in Hitler's case) is valid. The ele-

ment in Mr. Dillon's letter that dis-

turbs me the most is the idea of

courtesy and what relation it has

to men like Ellender.

Adolf Hitler had only fifteen

years in which he could espouse

hate; Senator Ellender has had

thirty-six (a sad commentary on

ihe United States). It would be

most unfortunate and most unjust

if we attempted to physically pre-

vent a man from airing his views.

For the same reason, any "law"

that did so would be completely

(Continued on Page 5)

difficult to come up w
that will guarantee agreement.

And yet wc look for agreement very

much in the same way we look for

agreement in other kinds of judg-

ments about things. The trained

critic, we believe, is in the best

position to judge the worth of a

work of art, just as we believe the

physician is in the best position to

judge the worth of a putative cure.

Yet, we often reserve the final

judgment for ourselves i

make about medicine.

I do not believe scientific crit

cism is possible because of the ir

portant difference between the a

object and other kinds of objeci

And if I ever discovered a way
ntifically, I should r

il duty to keep it n

tend t

who dis

way of doing harm ought to view

it a moral duty to keep his discov-

ery his secret. Happily, there are

enough problems in understanding

what criticism is about to keep an

aesthetician busy; to be successful,

he does not have to reform the

programs. the Admis-

; Office has been able to enter-

tain more campus visitors this year

than ever before. Again, I offer

our thanks for a job especially well

done.

To the Editor:

Adolf Hitler was Chancellor of

the Third Reich ; this office was the

mosc powerful in Germany. From
Mr. Dillon's letter one would have

to assume that he would have sat

and listened to Herr Hitler har-

angue an audience, delivering his

message of hate. Both Hitler and
now Senator Ellender and men like

him were and are "supported" by

a large segment of the population.

Political Potpourri

By Steve Amick

The assassination of Martin

Luther King leaves the American

Negro without a single recognized

national leader. Rap Brown is in

jail. Stokely Carmichael has been

removed from his own organiza-

tion. Malcolm X was assassinated.

Adam Clayton Powell is on Bimini.

Elijah Muhammad is ill. James

Farmer retired to teach. Ray Wil-

klns is ineffectual. Ralph Aber-

nathy is no King. The result of

this near total lack of leadership

has been as expected. The result

has been civil chaos in our metro-

politan centers. It has been the

breakdown of law and order for

days on end in some ninety of the

largest cities of the nation.

Recently this campus was host

to a Negro high school senior from
the ghetto of New York. This— I

will not call him a boy; his words
were not those of a boy — young
man was firmly convinced of the

coming of a nationwide black mili-

tary revolution. When reminded
that such a revolt could never

actually succeed, he answered that

The National Collegiate Presidential Primary will be held

here at Washington College, and on about 1,000 other campus-
—* Wednesday. Wc hope all students take this opportum-

Myking Yields Power
, In

later the level of Negro frustra-

fi would transcend such consid-

tions. He left more than one

very frightened.

national

lo support for the office
ty to express their —
as selecting the man whom they ch<

of President in next fall's election.

For those who will not be of voting age next fall, the pri

mary provides an opportunity to express your personal

tions; for those who will vote, the primary forces us to

the men and the issues earlier in the year than we might have

otherwise.

As someone has put it; "The difficult question, largely un-

answered until now, is not what is the student opinion, but

rather what arc the students' opinion."

We will all be interested in the outcome. Or should be.

The results of the Washington College poll will be tabu-

lated and returned to the campus. These returns will be an-

nounced in the Elm as soon as they are available. The figures

for Washington College will be included in the national totals,

which will also be reported, and compared, as soon as the data

is releasee!.

It will be interesting to see how college students here fare

in relation to others around the nation. We are probably more

conservative than most—yet the results are hard to predict, be-

cause Maryland is neither a completely "southern" nor a whol-

ly "northern"' state in terms of its political atmosphere; and

Washington College in particular is comprised of students with

something of a hodge-podge of north-south, urban-rural back-

grounds. With a high percentage of participants, the Choice '68

poll could tell us as much about ourselves as our political

This is the hour of Negro need

The Negro community in America

desperately needs a leader, a man
who can unify them, a man who
can recruit the Uncle Toms into

the Civil Rights movement and re-

strain the militants from alienating

supporter, a man who can select

objectives for Negro«

ted effoi

thci

The
1

thai

goal for the Negro people mull
In- decided upon and leadership

capable of uniting the myriad far

tions into a whole of the Negi*

people found.

The Northern whites, so prom
of calling themselves "liberal,'

Photo by Dick Heymann

Steve Myking, immediate past president of ihe Student Government

Association, shown here in his last moments in that office. He is in

the process of swearing in the newly-elected officers, including (I. to r.)

president Brian Kehoc, secretary Carol Payne, and vice-president Ed

Worteck. Missing from the meeting was Jim Rawle, who was re-elected

to his present post of treasurer. Myking's term of office spanned the

introduction of pass-fail marking system, a second student-teacher eval-

uation, and an intense investigation, still in progress, to determine

whether or not comprehensive examinations should be continued.

I m not suggesting a new Civil

Rights Bill. Such legislation, no
matter how liberal or how perfectly

written, will not solve tin- problem

Now is the lime for another kind

of hill — the dollar bill. What the

new Negro leadership will need

more than anything else in order to

establish itself is money. There

has never been sufficient money
for Negro organization and there

enough 1

In other

ome for the*

has
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Original Architect Glad
Cain's Walls Will Fall

By Jean Kirshenbaum
"The ball will hit (he walls" of

Cain Gymnasium in June, defer-

ring to the building of the new
library at Washington College, said

Tony Parker, Director of Develop-
ment here.

After considering five other lo-

cations for the air-conditioned

165,000 volume library, the Build-

ings and Ground Committee of the

Board of Visitors and Governors
decided upon the site of the 56

Architect's Reaction
"I think it would be very good

if the college did demolish Cain,"

said the original architect, Henry
P. Hopkins, who designed the

building in 1912, his first assign-

ment as a professional designed.

He also designed Bunting Library,

Hodson Hall, Reid, Somerset and
Minla Martin dormitories.

"I did the best I could," said

Hopkins, who was only 22 when
he did the building. "I was young
and not too competent. It was
good, but I never did like the de-

sign of the front of it."

Save Cornerstone

The building, which was con-

structed in 1912 at a cost of $27,-

000, is out of date, Hopkins said.

"It doesn't have the facilities re-

quired by modern education. But
I wish the cornerstone could be

After Cain is demolished at an
estimated cost of $2,500, the new

RevyukCommentsOn
EllenderAppearance

By Barbara Osbom
In an Elm interview on Wash-

ington Avenue on April 16, Mr.
Michael Revyuk commented on
Senator Allen Ellender's appear-

ance here on April 5 and the stu-

dents' response to him.

Prefacing that he had heard

about the lecture just on the eve-

ning of its occurrence and had
come to hear the Louisis

of he
iliat Ellender is "in theory a ser-

vant of the public and as such is

responsible to open himself to

questions concerning his behavior

as a Servant of the people." There-

fore, the question of politeness is

irrelevant except insofar as it re-

Choice 68
(Continued from Page 1)

limitation of the bombing of I

north. The four choices range fri

"immediate withdrawal" to an "z

out" effort. The second referen.

dum, concerning the policy of

1". robing the north, is now
.ihat confused by the recer

r.calatory moves by the U. S.

Interpretation Changed

It is expected, however, that

most who initially favored a bomb-
ing reduction will vote either for

"cessation" or "temporary suspen-

sion." When originally worded,

the choice "maintain the current

level of btmbing" referred to U.S.

[• Mcy prior to the President's an-

hould

i government spending in

i- 1 >nfrouting the urban crisis:

Balloting will be held in the Ac-

tivities Center on Wednesday, April

24 from 11:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Allen Payne Choice 68 coordina-

tor, js pushing for a turnout of 500
(indents for the primary, winch will

be covered by the national news
media and watched closely by all

the major presidential contenders.

fers to the treatment of any indi-

vidual in a debate situation.

Vulnerability

Revyuk said he was surprised

at the 52-student walkout when
Ellender rose to speak and re-

marked that the demonstration

showed a misunderstanding of the

nature of politics. Their energies,

instead, should have been directed

to the formulation of "informative

understandable,
Revyuk added, that Washington
College students may not have
been prepared with the facts of

Ellender's political career or his

tin Luther King's death, he not-

ed that just in terms of the cam-
pus speech, there was much ma-
terial to question. Allowing the
prer

the Ellender-introduced

wage law excluded agricultural la-

borers; could it have had anything
to do with the landholdings of

himself and his friends?

Further, the senator could have
been challenged on the validity of

considering the school lunch pro-

gram as an issue balanced to civil

rights.

Chickened Out
Revyuk said the "whole thing

was a fiasco" as Ellender, at the

first sign of hostility "chickened
out" and reverted to a 9et speech

devoting forty minutes to the trag-

edy of Huey Long and ten min-

ty of the federal budget. Though
the senator had said King had
brought on his own death by an-

tagonizing, he drew no analogy to

the assassination of Huey Long.

Replying to Democratic Club
president Brien Kehoe's April 1

1

"Political Potpourri" column in

the Elm, Revyuk found the epi-

thet designating him a "Cadillac

Communist" inappropriate as he
is, rather, a "si devant socialist"

Jag." He added
that the audience ike Ellender,

harangue and that
' we can't vote

NOTICE
The Elm irculaiion d part-

who'
request

nd us their 'nTw
addr
Kindly enclose the address lal.el

from of the Elm n ailed

our for.iter address jnd

with the ne ad-

dress It cos s ui 10< fo

vice

office lo

and the total

ively

high. -Ed.

ming pool, will be constructed ad-

jacent to Russell Gymnasi
part of a planned athletic comple:

Outmoded
In a recent report the Buildii

and Grounds Committee stat

"Cain Gym is outmoded,
when there were no mort
sixty students at the Collegi

not able to accommodate t

ticipated enrollment of 375

Athletic Director Edward
summarized the drawbacks of th-

building in a study he
Daniel Z. Gibson, President of the
College. His main criticisms were
that the playing area was not suf-

ficient in size or facilities to han-
dle the scheduled physical educa-
tion classes and intramural

Athey also noted that the floor

is dangerous because of the prox-
imity of dangerous winding stairs,

and that the building is inade-

quate hcalthwise because of poor

heating.

Parker said that when the new
library is built, Bunting Library

will be converted to house admin-
istrative offices. J. Russell Bailey,

who has been the consultant for

the proposed changes, said it was
not feasible to renovate Bunting
for its present use as a library.

Clarification

In last week's Elm it was re-

ported that Allen Payne, a senior

and chairman of the Choice '68

project, "called the walkout by ap-

proximately 40 students at the

start of the Ellender speech

'tactically a stupid move' and the

hissing and heckling by members
of the audience an inexcusably

rude reception of a U. S. Sen-

He has requested that we clari-

fy this by pointing out that in

asking for a Senate apology, he

II be demolished

Staff "A bunch of duds"

"Tropic Lightning'

Camp A Tragedy
ising U.S. casualties even when
ratios are high and virtually

ring captured enemy equip-
t and position.

Incompetent Staff

The job of the I

speaking to the point," he com-
mented that Ellender's vulnerabil-

ity was in the motivation behind
the record.

Motivation

He queried that the senator's

anti-war stand may have been bas-

ed on opposition to all Asian aid,

danger to the Louisi

within their rights

At Cu Chi stands the vast base

camp of the 25th Infantry Division

— "Tropic Lightning." This unit's

heritage begins with creation of

the Hawaiian National Guard and

ends with its current assignment in

the Snii^m area.

The 25th pearly always holds

space in the "Stars and Stripes"

Pacific edition for its various ac-

tions in sweeping Saigon environs

— almost all of these notices had,

Speaker Calls For

Ghetto 'Self-Help'
By Paul Naylor

A strong plea for new and cre-

ative programs of self-help for the

ghettos of America was a key point

a recent address to William James

Forum and the Washington College

Republican Club by Representative

Charles "Mac" Mathias.

After praising the professional-

ism and restraint of the police,

troops and firemen of the nation's

capital the Republican from

Maryland's 6th District praised the

"courage, determination, loyalty

and compassion of the American

Outlines Approaches

In his speech, open to the pub-

lic, Rep. Mathias, a member of

the House Judicial Committee and

prime mover of the 1964 Civil

Rights Bill, outlined the need for

new approaches to solving the na-

tion's problems. Mentioning thai

although the passage of the Open

Housing Bill was an important ges-

ture by Congress, it did nothing to

help the 3 out of every 10 unem-

ployed in the center cities and did

not provide for low income hous-

ing for America's poor.

Rep. Mathias, mounting a cam-

paign to unseat Democratic Senator

Daniel Brewster, listed these among

his programs to make the unem-

ployed a part, instead of an ap-

pendage, of the economic machin-

ery: incentives to business and local

communities, programs to allow

residents to own their own homes,

a new type of Federal relief, pos-

sibly in the line of guaranteed in-

come, and Iwtter communications

between the Federal Government

Need Flexible Policy

foreign policy, Mathias said that

wc should ask whom we are fight-

ing in Vietnam and mentioned that

he and others suggested the pres-

ent move by President Johnson of

a limited bombing pause. He sees

a need for a flexible foreign polity

that recognizes many types of Com-
munist threats, each of which
should be handled according to the

particular case at hand.

Convinced that America was not

splitting and that the spirit that

said that no amount of Federal

money could provide the people

with the desire and the local lead-

ership to solve America's problems,

that only a change from the top

lation Of-

"manage" '

tne news regarding the unit's ac-
tivities. His office chooses the final

wording of all reports. At Cu Chi
the officers of the Public Informa-
tion OfT.ce are without a doubt the

most dcadbeat crew in Vietnam.
One, a Howard Business School
graduate, displays the command
and management qualities of a
timid high school girl. The other,

a career captain, is a little better,

but both dislike the war, apparent-
ly not for ideological reasons but
because they have to live in dusty
"hootches" of crate wood. They
certainly never go into the field

where it's really unpleasant.

The 25th's maneuver brigades

have an excellent reputation, but
the division staff, by and large, arc

a bunch of duds. The Inspecting

General visited Cu Chi rccendy

and wrote a book about the base

camp organizations.

Morale Low

Traveling to the 725th Mainte-

nance Battalion, I ran into the first

case I've seen in Vietnam of an
officer being rude to an enlisted

man. Likewise, in each of the

companies I visited in the base

camp, no one noticed me or seem-

ed busy or seemed to care about

anything. Morale on a scale from
1-100 couldn't be even 10.

lith

:.i- ;.lu

beef from cans of C-rations. That
meal was BETTER than the foU

lowing day's. /

Desperate Situation

At the "Lightning Combat Lead-

ership Course" 1 saw my first case

of normal, healthy officer-enlisted

relations. The men all talked and
kidded around, but treated their

officers with just a little less famil-

iarity. Even here, though, the men

their lieutenant spoke.

Perhaps the most heartening

thing I saw in Cu Chi was the

staff of the division headquarters

company, drinking together. The
air was casual, but the CO, along

with a captain and the

s plotting i

rrivals,

. Their

somehow make their

part of headquarters run like it's

supposed to, in spite of pressure

from three generals and a handful

of full colonels within their scope

of responsibility.

In short, "Tropic Lightning" is

a tragedy. The "grunts,'' the

weapon-carrying foot soldier, is do-

ing his job well, but the entire divi-

sion staff is a shambles and is un-

doubtedly rendering the accom-

plishments of the line troops in-
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Diamondmen Win
In Game At Upsala
On Thursday the Sho'men of

Washington College travelled to

East Orange, New Jersey, to play

the Upsala College nine. Having

lal with a scratch single. Pete

wen walked to force in another

n. With the bases still loaded,

Hibberd forced the runner out

second with his ground ball,

.Hided ..in end

ning pitcher for all of Washing-

ton's wins in the past two years.

He won the Sho'men's only vic-

tory last year and their first and

only so far this year. On Saturday

the Sho'men travel to Virginia to

face a tough Randolph-Macon

S..|j|... ! Dave Bn
1 he

Thinclads Lose
In Mile Relay
weeks, the track squad saw a good

effort fall short as iliey wound
up on the losing end of an ex-

tremely close score, last Tues-

day's meet with Loyola College

was a hotly contested meet going

right down to the mile relay, the

last event, with the winner taking

all, The meet with Western Mao-
land College two weeks ago had

a similar ending.

In the meet with Loyola, the

rcditablc job, evcry-

the 1 well

The los

getting in enough first places,

Washington getting only six out of

Bohakcr Wins Twice
Tim Bohakcr was the only dou-

ble winner for Washington, win-

ning both hurdle events. Bohaker's

winning time of 15.9 in the high

hurdle was his fastest time of his

career. Chuck Mock won the shot

put with a throw of 42'7", and
Woody Snyder jumped 5'8" to

top the high jumpers.

Ben Whitman won the 2 mile

minutes. Bob Manning
only other winner for Washington,

winning the pole vault.

Squad Shows Depth

Despite the loss, the team show-

ed considerable depth, taking nine

second places and seven third

places. Frank Ogens, performing

with the team for the first time,

took 2nd place in both the long

and triple jumps. Chuck Mock's

time of 10.0 was only good enough

to get a 2nd place in the 100-yard

dash. Mock also took second in

the 220-yard dash. Fred Couper
. "];(] United four

first game. Bruce started the game

with a good deal of support. In

the top half of the first inning the

Sho'men scored four runs. With

the bases loaded, a walk to Dave

Bruce forced George Buckles*

home. Freshman standout Don
Pace hit a ground ball single that

scored Vanderclock and Streelman.

A single by Pete Rosen scored

Dave Bruce. Upsala managed to

Upsala Tries Comeback

Upsala, however, did not give

up. The Jersey boys added 2 runs

in the second inning. Upsala scor-

ed another in the third as a result

of two singles and a double. The

Sho'men were able to keep their

lead adding a run in the second

and fifth innings. In the second

inning Hibberd walked and scor-

ed on a ball hit by Bobby Van-

derclock. Vanderclock had an

easy double but was thrown out

at third attempting to stretch it

into a triple. In the fifth, Vander-

clock was hit by a pitch and mov-

passed ball moved

>ed th;

ingly luckless team car

some kind of a winning

»ta held a 4-3 lead. The Sho'-

ude, fought and tied the game
Pete Rosen lead off and was

on an error. He moved to

ond rild

Vanderclocl iird, and he

by Dave Bruce. Upsala attempt-

ed to catch the leading Sho'men

team'i effort

nilc and a 3rd :

nth a 2nd
the twe

in the

vith

Woody Snyder and tiny Rick

Holtoway also took 2nds and 3rds,

Snydcrs in the 120 high hurdles

and broad jump and Holloway in

the discus and shot put respect-

ively. John Tucker ran a strong

2nd in the 440-yard dash. Dave
Bird, Pete Johnson, Sam Martin

and Duncan Anderson each con-

tributed one point.

son 6-5.

The second game was another

close one. Al Streelman pitched

this game for the Sho'men. Wash-

ington's big inning was the fourth

when they scored three runs. Van-

derclock led things off with a

triple. Perry and Bruce loaded

the bases with infield singles. Don
Pace added another R.B.I, to his

Stick Ten Fall To Terps,

Edge Tarheels In Overtime
The Washington College lacrosse

team split two games last week
with the Universities of Maryland

and North Carolina.

In the contest on Saturday

against the Terrapins at College

Park, the Sho'men scored the first

goal on a fine fast break initiated

by Joe Nichols, who stole a pass

and fed to Ron Regan, who hit

Jim Mueller on the crease to put

Washington on top. After the

first score, the roof fell in on the

Stickmen as the Terps began

gressiveness on loose balls. At the

end of the first quarter the Ter-

rapins were up 3-1 and then pro-

ceeded to move further ahead to

9-2 by the end of the half. The
score could have been much worse

had it nut been for the superio

play of Ford Schumann in the

Attack Lacks Aggressiveness

The second half was somewhat

better in that the Sho'men were

only outscorcd by five goals to

three. The Washington attack

seemed to lack the aggressiveness

shown occasionally in other games

as they put out only five goals to

fourteen for the Maryland squad.

Although the score was favor-

able to the Sho'men in Monday's

game against North Carolina, the

play was not up to par. The open-

ing face-off taken by Washington,

a rarity on Kibler Field,

r agair Shorn

j further into the

lead. This margin proved short

lived, however, as the Tarheels

fought back to lead 4-3 at the

half. Again Ford Schumann look-

ed impressive in the goal, saving

many shots resulting from one-on-

one situations when the speedy

Carolina attackmen had outrun

the Washington defense.

Kelly Wins Face-Offs

The !

The Tarheels again rallied to

take the lead, only to have scores

by Regan and Mueller put the

Sho'men back on top.

Sho'n

er close one but with less than

two minutes to play the Tar-

Heels tied the score to put the

Madden Scores Twice In Overtime

The overtime belonged to Mark
Madden and Ford Schumann as

Mark scored two goals, one in

(Continued on Page 6)

:ally 1

assisted Mark Svec. Getti

Kelly

Ogens walked and George Buck-

less singled to score the tying run.

With runners on first and third,

an attempted suicide squeeze play

failed, ending the inning. A triple

and a single in the bottom of the

seventh ended the ball game with

Upsala on top 5-4. Washington

Dave Bruce has been the

NOTICE!
for

mural softball teams must be

turned in to Mr. Chatellier's

office by Tuesday, April 23. If

a sufficient number of teams

are entered, the teams will

again be divided into two

leagues with the intramural

championship being decided by

a playoff.

THE STICK SIDE
By Bill Buchanan

It was a study in frustration. In the opening minutes of the

game we played some of our finest lacrosse of the season, but

then we seemed to lose our momentum for the rest of the half.

Except for a brief time during the third period, we never again

looked as if we belonged on the field with the University of

Maryland.

The Sho'men opened the day's scoring when soph middic

Joe Nichols picked off a Maryland pass and ignited a fast

b.-eak to Ron Regan, whose pass to Jim Mueller was rammed
home for the score. While the play was perfect in every re-

spect, the sad part of it was that it was half of our scoring for

the entire first half. Mark Madden dented the nets at the

beginning of the second period for the other Shore goal. In

the first half, Maryland outshot us 33-6. And you simply cannot

expect to win games when the other team outshoots you by

such a margin. The final tally in this department was: Mary-

land 66 shots, Sho'men 19.

Another important category where our Shore ten was out-

done was face-offs. Without a Chalfant to come up with the

ball as in past years, the Sho'men have been hard pressed for

some much-needed ball control. The game ended with Mary-
land scrambling and bulling their way, despite considerable

Shore effort, to possession of 21 out of 23 face-offs. Just as

you must shoot if you want to score, so must you retain a rea-

sonable amount of ball control if you want those shots. The
Terp's edge in the face-off department kept great pressure on

the Shore defense almost constantly, except for parts of the

third period. This badgering of our defensemen probably ac-

counted for so much of our sluggishness on clears and difficulty

in breaking rides.

Several factors in personnel became apparent as the game
progressed. The switching of Mark Madden to midfield, neces-

sitated when Steve Clagett was put out of action, has proven

to be a highly successful coaching move. Madden's speed ant!

offensive power have given an extra bite to our first unit. It's

questionable, though, if keeping Madden in on attack when
the first midfield is out won't hurt his performance as a middie.

Jim Mueller, who plays attack when Mark is on midfield, turn-

ed in a good effort in both the Maryland and North Carolina

games, and he should see more action as the season progresses,

While Ford Schumann turned in his usual creditable performance

in the first half, it was Dave Boulden who saved much face

for the Sho'men in the remainder of the game and gave evi-

dence that he might have thwarted some of the earlier Terp
scoring had he had the chance. Freshman ace Mark Svec,

who registered 2 assists against Maryland and' an even better

effort against North Carolina, gave indications that he could

develop into one of the finest attackmen the Sho'men have had

The North Carolina game on Monday also proved to he

somewhat frustrating. Again we started off strong, but the Tar-

heels fought us to the wire and we were only able to pull it

out in double overtime. This was the most serious division

challenge that we, as Strohbar kingpins, have experienced in

many seasons. The performance of the 'Heels gives credibility

to the speculation that our easy days in the Strohbar are over.

Madden was again brilliant as he managed 3 goals—2 of which
came in the overtime periods. Another bright spot was the fine

job done by Mike Kelly on face-offs. For the first time this

season, the Sho'men had a good deal of control in this depart-

ment, and this was no small factor in our win. Saturday's till

with Swarthmore should be considerably easier than either of

our last two games—the Pennsylvania stickers only have
varsity returnees from last year.
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Crew Needs Coach
For Early Drills

By Bert Bogash

The Washington College Crew
Club lias been invited by the Wash-
ington Rowing Association and the
District of Columbia Junior Chain-
bcr of Commerce to participate in

the Jaycees Challenge Trophy Re-
gatta, to be held in Washington,
D.C., 1'U,;;

The Washington Rowing Asso-

ciation was originally organized in

1953, to sponsor the EARC Heavy-
weight Sprint Championships in

Washington. Now with the co-

sponsorship of the District Jaycees

they are establishing a permanent

Sho'men Lose
Two Matches
AtHome Nets

the nation's capital.

Trophy Awarded

This year's regatta will be con-

fined to Saturday only, with heats,

if they are necessary, to be held

in the morning. Included in this

regatta will be high school races

from among the finest schoolboy

crews in the country.

Varsity, junior varsity, and fresh-

man races will be held for the col-

lege crews. The Jaycee Challenge
Trophy will l>e presented to the

winning varsity college crew.

Upcoming Meets

Washington Col-

I :.iriwn.

sided r

Cullagh, lost i

and Dick Hai
4-6 and 6-1,

i Stev-

j Tech, the Washington College
tennis squad went down in defeat,

7/a to 1/a- The match was
played on Washington's own courts

on Saturday, April 13.

One Win
Five of the six singles players:

John Merrill, Fred Grey, Drew Mc-
Cullagh, Bill Manning, and Dan
Measell went down in straight sets.

Steve Graeff, playing a strong

game, won 7-5, 2-6, 6-4.

In doubles matches, Merrill and
Grey, as well as Manning and Mc-

straight sets. Graeff

ington split sets at

md the match was

y an agreement of

both coaches. Harrington played
well in his first intercollegiate

Strong Opposition

An outmatched Sho'men net

squad was swamped by
strong Universi
team, 9-0, last Tuesday on the

Washington College courts.

Five singles men—John Merrill,

Bill Manning, Bob Kendall, Dan
Measell and Steve Graeff—went
down in straight sets. Fred Grey,
our Number 3 man, took the first

set the Sho'men have won against

Delaware in three years. Grey
played a very strong and steady

game, finally going down at 4-6,

6-3, 6-4.

Our three doubles teams all

went down in straight sets. The
best doubles score was gained by
Dick Harrington and Bob Cox

In addition

lege, the other

Buffalo State Unh
College, East Carolina University,

Florida Southern College, George-
town University, George Washing-
ton University, Howard University,

Philadelphia Community College,

Richmond Professional Institute,

Rollins College, the University of

Alabama, and the University of

Virginia.

The WCCC dropped its first

meet with Philadelphia Community
College by two lengths. Still with-

out a coach, the crew is holding

practice drills at St. Andrew's
School in Delaware each Friday.

With the completion of a new dock
here in Chestertown, members of

the crew have started a new prac-
'

tice schedule — 6 a.m. practice on
the Chester River each day. Com-
mented one fatigued oarsman at

breakfast the other day, "It's a

Khe Sank Photo Aids Viet
Intelligence Inadvertently

Last week UPI released an aer-

ial photo of Khe Sanh that stirred

up quite a furor. By purchasing a
copy of an American paper, the

Communists could gain as much in-

telligence information as they could

with a spotter plane. Henceforth

aerial photographs of fixed military

installations cannot be released.

This is but one of the gargan-
tuan, freakish difficulties the press

hen Nn
age is so fast and thorough that it

is said an artillery battery com-
mander can fire a barrage and then

tune in Huntley-Brinkley one hour
later and sees if he hit his target.

In the same way, if an exact num-

newsstands all over the world. And
it gets to Charlie; copies of Time
are often found in VC bunkers.

Besides security problems there
arc personal problems. There is

the downed pilot who refuses to be
interviewed because his plane was
lost due to his own folly.

Feelings Ignored

emplified by a Time cover photo
showing GI's piling KIA's on an
APC at the Phu Tho racetrack.

Whether such a picture is in good
taste in any case is highly question-

able, but when the faces of the

mangled dead are recognizable,

think of the families of those men.
I met one GI who was there when
the picture was taken who wanted
the photographer's blood. I met
another who caught a cameraman
photographing his buddy's torn
body; the cameraman recovered,
but whether his camera was repar-
able is another question.

There is another, more subtle

twist to this problem. Consider
the Life photo showing a wounded

i Hue , the

died a few hours later.

(Continued on Page 6)

ber of

hell of

but it's the only wa
can avoid conflicts.

get i

port for the n
Washington Col

of" Delaware
*ey raised apprc imately $3000 for

They still need

Security Leakage

for a unit in the field, lest the VC
know exactly how weak it is or

how strong. Troop locations and
activities pose the same problem.

Since military control of what is

published is almost non-existent, a

tremendous volume of valuable in-

telligence data Charlie could never

gather for himself is placed on

By Marie Warner

every year

studei

Metropolitan Opera

Archivist Gives Talk
titled "Through the Opera Glass."

Opera Reflects Life

6-4. This
i of the s

Cox's first

Mrs. John DeWitt Peltz, repre-

senting the Metropolitan Opera
Guild, displayed her wit and per-

ceptive knowledge of the nature

and history of opera before a

Dunning Lecture Hall last Tues-
Centering ,he

'

s.rcg.h and ™?J?^T'Jj"^,..
depth of their opponents, the Net-
men put in a very creditable per-

formance. The next two match-
es, on April 23 and 25, will be

against Dickinson and Drew,
schools new to our schedule,

Mrs. Peltz is the arc:

the Metropolitan Opera
tion and the former e

"Opera News". Her led

This

the most fortunate of all. Reduced
travel rates, the availability of jobs

in Europe and student handbooks
on European travel combine to

make a summer abroad possible for

more members of the student com-
munity than ever before.

Inexpensive

One of the most inexpensive

means of getting to Europe this

summer is the new charter flight

program instituted by the U.S. Na-
tional Student Association. Stu-

dents can spend two-and-a-half

Using color slides of many well months m Europe doing what they

known operas, Mrs. Peltz cited want to do, going where they

several aspects of life which the want to go, for $275.00 round trip,

opera reveals. Noting that opera a little over half the commercial

reflects the lives and personalities fare,

of composers and librettists, she Students abroad
recounted several striking similar-

ities between the works and live;

of Wagner, Verdi and Tchaikovs-

Lower Travel Rates
For Students Abroad

to Travel in Europe" and the

N.S.A. publication, "The Official

Student Guide to Europe."

Letters . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

unjust. As it stands I distinctly

remember Mr. Dillon removing a
sign that protested what Senator
Ellender stood for and called for a
walkout. Mr. Dillon would be well

advised to remember the first

amendment. Let Senator Ellender

speak; but this is not what the

people who walked out were ob-
jecting to, they were in effect say-

More students

finding travel abroad possible, be-

cause of the growing abundance
of money-saving aids to meet their

"Let
;

ky.

The opera, she said,

rs the history of the t

t was composed. She
ow the effects of

hanges in thought wet

bout by the French
s demonstrated in

Figaro" and Reethover

Hnldc:

I ill.-

Talikng about tin- English, Mis.

Peltz quipped, "London provides

the only opera house which is next

vegetable garden. And yet.

•uld 1

British staple.

real life.

In other words, it takes black and
white collars of city streets and the

cheaply in Europe by taking advan-

tage of the Euraii Pass (purchased
in this country) which allows un-
limited first class rail travel

throughout Europe for periods

ranging from 21 days to three

months.

Charter Flight

; of the International Stu-

dent Identification Card can also

take advantage of many student

charter flights within Europe at

very low rates. The freedom of

travelling through Europe by auto-

mobile is also more practical for

both students and faculty members
this summer because of N.S.A's.

new reduced rates for renting and
buying cars abroad.

Summer and full time jobs in

Europe arc becoming increasingly

available to American students

through the efforts of The Ameri-
can Student Information Service.

This group, with headquarters in

Luxembourg, offers job placement
throughout Europe in fields which
run the gamut from hospital work

Publications on the ins and outs

of travel abroad are making student

trips easier, less expensive and more
enjoyable, Tliey give tips on how
to 'travel and live economically,

avoid the pitfalls of the inexper-

ienced traveller, and get the most
out of Europe. The two most high-

ly recommended of these volumes

are "Let's Go: The Harvard Guide

that will force us to listen to an
outpouring of hate."

An office qua office has no way
or right to respect; the office or

title is a thing. It is the man who
fills it that cither engenders re-

spect or not. Senator Ellender does

not even deserve courtesy, any man
who uses a public office to spread

hate and to oppress a people does

not require our respect in any
manner. Courtesy, a social form
not a universal value, cannot be

intrinsically valuable. It is indif-

ferent, but only until it is applied

to a person. A hate monger cannot

have courtesy applied to him.

A walkout is the most effective

means of silencing these men; let

them talk, but when WE refuse to

listen I think that men like Ellen-

der and the things they stand for

vill t

just way.

silenced in the i

Robert A. Kreamcr

To the Editors:

Martin Luther King has been

killed. We arc all to blame. It is

our shamu that in seeing injustice,

we rationalize the injustice, for all

Have we all now died. Can we
do penance for allowing this trag-

edy to happen. Will our land for-

ever be shrouded in clouds of

When we sec intolerance, we

; died long befo

ing was killed.

Leo T. Rosenl
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Power,ProtestOK
Says NSA Rep.
"Studentl today arc sccond-rla»s

cilizcns," said NSA MolT iminl-rt

Ted O'Toole last Thursday at the

Alumni House. Mr. OTnole's dis-

cussion, sponsored by the Studenl

Education Assignation, centered

around student rights, freedoms

and power.

students' parents while they live in

Secondly, student power means

the implementation of the tenets of

democracy. Students, as members

nf the college community, must

participate as equals in academic

as well as social policy formulation.

Mr. O'Toole named several

causes of the drive for student pow-

er. Students today feel alienated.

They hope tify

speeded up the movement

tic-ally. The war effort lias

fiably become an object of

Many students regard

veil i
,;.. .

today's educational

called "studenl powi

nns i >f obtaining Iwn

First was the recognil

titude ahout human
dignity."

Mr. O'Toole strongly urged that

negotiations with administrators be

the main tactics employed to aug-

ment student power. But if nego-

ons fail, then n

anted. On sevc

students have achie

with sit-ins and other demonstra-

tions Sliidiiils rlsi-wlicri 1 are taking

5)

DERBY . . .

(Continued Ir

These things and an anti-war

aura put the press in a bad light

with GI's. If you arc where the

action is expected, you're a vulture;

if not you're afraid to go see the

war, you're just writing about it.

Most of the press' problems arc

of their own making and stem from

a blind insistence that the more

(acts you put out, the better. This

philosophy would not be so bad ex-

cept for an almost contradictory

corollary : i oncenl rale solely on

where the action is.

False Impressions

In this way, people Stateside arc

ith the impression that every-

-Mt «.es action during his Vietnam

lour whereas many combat per-

,„„„cl never run into an, VC re-

sistance during their entire stav,

and that Hue is totally leveled

whereas much of the city is un-

scarrcd.

Still another form of distortion,

this type rather ludicrous, is ex-

emplified by an incident at Khc

Sanh. The heavy supply choppers

were first Ferrying supplies from

i fiveineffectively,

later another round landed on the

same place precisely the gunner

having kept his tube settings the

same. Then as the first chopper

began to pick up passengers a third

round landed, again in the same

spot over two hundred yards away.

Then the CBS crew and I loaded

off. No round had come nearer than

50 yards to anyone, much less i

tell

hear the CBS
f'd gone through a hail of

e. "It was pretty hairy," he said

his Australian speech.

The moral: things are not what
ey seem. America has learned to

left

t and its advt

foi to learn that their

worthy jf the lot.

Khc
led, hi taking

Marines out. During the supply

phase an NVA mortar crew de-

cided the sight of a half do/en

, hoppen was just too tempting and

STICKMEN . . .

(Continued from Pa

each period, and Ford

ly turned back Carolina shots. The
game ended with Washington on

top, 10

high scorers with three goals each,

while Ford Schumann had seven-

teen saves to pull the Sho'men

through.

On Saturday. Washington faces

a Swarthmorc team which lacks

experience and general lacrosse

ability, and for an average Wash-

ington team it should be an easy

Theatre Announcements

213 CHESTER THEATRE CHURCH HILL

3*?*<
AT STARKEY'S CORNER

APRIL 19,-20-21

All Adult Show

The Laugh Riot of the Century

"Uncle Tomcat's

House of Kittens"

and

"Sinderella and

Golden Bra"

School Days MeaitS

Phone: 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly

7 and 9 p.m.

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

THURS.-SAT. APRIL 1820

EI.VIS PRESLEY

"Stay Away, Joe"

SUN.-WED. APRIL 21-24

SIDNEY POITIER

"To Sir With Love"

THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

THURS. APRIL 18 THRU

WED. APRIL 24

"The Graduate"

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

ANNE BANCROFT

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Qu

Counties

Welcome Studentl

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday— 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE
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««lt Strongly Opposes Vietnam War

Draft Poll Respondents

Indicate Much Opposition

Mr. Nagle, speaker here April 21, explains the quest of the National

Federation for the Blind to achieve equal employment rights to phys-

ically handicapped persons to economics instructor Rosenberg and
politics instructor Schick.

CivilRightsForBlind
Lobbyist Demands

By David Saffern

John Nagle, chief lobbyist for

the National Federation of the

Blind, spoke to students and fac-

ulty Sunday night at the Alumni
House about the difficulties of the

physically handicapped, in a topic

••Physical Disability as a Civil Lib-

Buinicki H'ds

Organization

ForMcCarthy
Martin Bu

organization of Washington Col-

lege's "Million, for McCarthy", a

fund drive Intended to unite a

thousand colleges across the coun-

try in support of Senator Eugene
McCarthy's presidential campaign.

To give college students a voice

and a part in the political effort,

the organization seeks two-dollar

contributions from a million

youths. Each contributor will be

rewarded with a special "Million

lor McCarthy" button.

National Link

Buinicki explained that two
telephone calls a week link the

campus organization to the nation-

al headquarters in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The local machine
is waiting for additional litera-

ture and campaign buttons, but

now has summaries of McCarthy's
stand on war, domestic, Medicare,

and civil rights issues. The cam-
paign materials were mistakenly

sent to Washington University in

Oregon, Buinicki added, but will

With dormitories being consider-

,

cd analogous to precincts, the peo-

ple to consult for McCarthy ma-
terials are dorm captains Bill Goff

in East Hall, Jim Rawle and
G. Hibberd in Middle Hall, Jeff

Sekulow in West Hall, Jim Dillon

in Somerset Wesi, F.d St.lmlman in

East, Alan Paym

Nagle, who is blind, stated that

the major reason for the violation

of the rights of blind people is

the mistaken attitude that the

blind need to be taken care of by
society. On this premises, he said,

the blind are not judged on their

merits as individuals, because so-

ciety has a restrictive prejudice

which limits them supposedly for

Judge on Ability

"Blind people should neither be
helped nor hindered on the basis

of their blindness," Nagle empha-
sized. "A man should be hired be-

cause he can successfully carry out
the duties of a job, if he can do
this even though he is blind, then

he should he given the chance."

"Each person," Nagle said,

"should be judged on his ability

The result of a poll conducted
by the Elm to determine the opin-

wards the draft shows most have
definite opinions on the subject.

Nearly 150 men responded to the

questionnaire submitted to the

student body last week.
In answer to the one question

dealing with the Vietnam war,

over 90 percent of the respond-

ents expressed their opposition to

the Vietnam war.

Will Serve

Most (nearly three-quarters)

ivercd that they would sen

ed that they would not be will-

ing to do so if it meant they

would lose their citizenship. Pre-

sumably, this means they would
return to face charges of draft-

evasion, and be prosecuted—pos-

sibly resulting in fines, imprison-

junior and senior classes thought
so. This seemed to be the only
significant disparity among class-

es on any particular question.

About three-quarters of the re-
spondents opposed the lottery

system, abolishing deferments.

Dove—Hawk
Aside irom those individualists

i'ho describes themselves as geese,

and "Avoid it—parents firmly op-

dn.U.
nearly 60 percent labeled them-
selves doves; the remaining 40 per-

cent was almost evenly divided
between hawks and "undecided"

Only 15 percent of the re-

spondents chose to describe

themselves as pacifists.

Parental pressures ranged from
urging to avoid the draft to in-

sisting that it be faced up to.

"Avoid—They don't want me in at

all," said one respondent. "Par-

ents against war but don't want
me to break the law," said anoth-

er. "Stay in school", "Face up be-

cause my father was a marine",

NOTICE!
The dramatics group from Ches-

tertown High School will present
performances of plays written, di-

rected, or produced by the high
schoolers in William Smith Hall
this Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day evenings. Performances begin
at 8:30 p.m. and college students
are invited to attend.

NOTICE
The proposed Maryland State

Constitution will be the subject

of a state-wide meeting in Balti-

more on Saturday, April 27. The
meeting will be held at the Com-
munity College of Baltimore, on
Liberty Heights Avenue, and will

begin at 2:00 p.m. Included among
the speakers at the meeting are

Francis X, Gallagher and John
Carroll Byrnes.

the

criterion that he is blind. Not to

hire a man because an employer
thinks he is saving him the pain

of failure is unfair."

Sheltered Workshops
The "Sheltered Workshops" such

as Goodwill Industries further il-

lustrate the plight of the blind

and other handicapped people,

Nagle noted. These workshops
were created to help the handi-

capped, but they pay sub-mini-

mum wages (five to 25 cents an
hour in many places). Legislation

has raised the wages, but there

mholes, and
«-..rkshuj still less

(Continued on Page 3)

id they would
apply for conscientious objector

classification; slightly more said

they would request non-combat-

ant type positions if they were
drafted.

Drafted Soon?
Among the thirty-six responses

from senior men, only eleven def-

initely stated that they did not ex-

pect to be drafted this summer.
About three-quarters of the re-

maining twenty-five said they did

expect to be drafted, the rest were

Very few respondents indicated

that they had visited a representa-

tive of a committee which provides

information about draft defer-

ments, but over one-third said

they expected to do so when they

were closer to being inducted.

Equitable Draft

Half of the members of the

sophomore class answering the poll

indicated that they felt the draft

system regarding deferments is

equitable, while only ten percent

of the combined reports from the

Spectate At

Crew Race

Sat.— 2 p.m.

Crew Team Wins
In Race On Chester

By Richard Heymann

The first crew race ever held

on the Chester River resulted in a

sweep for the two Washington Col-

lege shells competing. Tuesday af-

ternoon, the second boat outdis-

tanced St. John's by a margin of

about two and one-half lengths.

Troubles beset the St. John's crew
during the race, including the

breakage of one of their oars.

The wind during both races was

from behind the shells, sp.-rdint; up

the times for the races somewhat,

although the wind was strong

enough to create serious problems

for the coxswains, who all had

difficulty maintaining a proper

The first boat race, which did

not begin until after 6:00 p.m.

was witnessed by only a few

hardy spectators, as the chilly

winds forced others to return to

shelter,

The first boat, stroked by crew
club captain A. D. Gilmour, de-

feated the St. John's crew by less

Cen-Marin Buinicki in S01

ral, Jack Bloom and Clint Wc
meister in Kent House, Barbai

Price in Reid Hall, Sally Wampl<
and Donna Blatt in Minta Ma
'in Hal! ;ind Jeannette Shipway ;

Caroline House. The position

open for Queen Anne's House,
erties Problem." Washinuton College C:

The Washington College crews
rowed in the "Inlet Witch" and
the "David Washburn" shells; the

first boat from St. John's chose to

row in the new shell styled by a
German, and were unfamiliar with
the handling characteristics of the

shell.

Become Familiar

Captain Gilmour said that in

watching the St. John's crew row
out to the starting point, they did
manage to adapt themselves ex-

traordinarily well to the peculiar

"feel" of the German-styled shell.

The club will face Salisbury

State in the second race of the

season on the Chester River this

Saturday afternoon.

Greeks Plan
AnnualDance
For Weekend
The Inter-Fraternity Council at

Washington College has planned
an active calendar of social ac-

tivities for its annual IFC week-

end.

Along with beach parties given

by the four fraternities, there will

be a dance in the Chcstertown
Armory Saturday night, May 4,

beginning at 9 p.m. "The Prince-

tons" of Baltimore will provide the

music. Admission will be $1.50
for Greeks, $3,00 for independents.

All Greeks arc invited to a
closed party at Anthony's Beach
on Sunday, where there will be

free food. The annual sorority and
fraternity "Song Fest" will uke
place in Hodson Hall Monday
night at 9 p.m.

Members of the IFC executive

committee who planned the week-
end are Jim Bland/ord, George

John Clifton, Ron Re-

and Da M.-i and
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One wonders what to make of

all the sentimentality that grew up

around Martin Luther King's as-

sces a lot of stupid men thought-

lessly expressing an aimless gush of

feeling, and the explanation that

suggests itself is that the issues he-

hind the affair an? so dimly per-

reived that they mcrelv exacerbate

the sense of loss instead of giving it

form. So, one concludes, let them

hold their church services, let them

reproach themselves, let them

eulogize; it docs little harm.

But a second look uncovers some-

thing pernicious. For one thing,

not all of the maudlin people are

stupid; they only give that impres-

sion because they accepted the in-

vitation of sentimentality to sus-

pend intellection.

But what is worst of all is that

in the intellectual vacuum, people

are free to substitute what they

want the issues to be for what the

appearance of

much better it would have been if

the businesses that contemplated

closing had remained open to do-

nate the profits of that period

either to the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference or to the

people SCLC was for. Instead,

they closed for the period, a use-

less gesture — and having made
the gesture they will feel right

about practicing the subtler forms

of discrimination that cause so

much misery while decrying the

more overt forms ( discrimination

would hau

i the

nth

Ctttitariaw

Draft Poll
Apparently, the majority of the students of Washington Col-

lege sympathize with what seems to be a general national senti-

ment—they oppose the Vietnam war. Only ten percent indi-

cated they did not oppose the war. With about one-half of the

male members of the student body replying (not including some

females who felt strongly about the draft and chose to express

their views), only a few said they would leave the United States

to avoid the draft, and fewer still said they would do so upon
penalty of losing their citizenship.

Only a handful said they would not serve if drafted, pre-

sumably meaning that they would face fines and imprisonment

lather than fight in a war they do not believe to be "just".

Well over half of die respondents indicated they were some
form of Dove; the rest ranged from moderate to Hawk. Only a

few of the respondents have sought counsel from committees

which provide information about draft resistance. About one-

third of the seniors answering the questionnaire expect to be

drafted this summer; another third aren't sure, the rest said

definitely not.

Parental pressure to face up to the draft ranges from in-

sisting that their son "serve the country" to an attitude of indif-

ference—allowing their son to make his own choice. One re-

spondent said he was being pressured to face up: "Mother is

patriotic". Another said they wanted their son to face up:

"They don't want an ideological martyr. 1 suppose they'd pre-

fer a patriotic hero—even if dead".

This last remark recalls Mark Twain's famous line that,

when reasoned argument fails to justify the course our country

is taking, those who "support" the country rely on a phrase

which they exclaim with enthusiasm: "My Country! Right

—

or Wrong!"
May the country be saved from such "patriots" and may

Washington College students have the courage to resist such

Restraint
Last year at this time, the Elm called for restrained be-

havior by students during the two "festival" weekends coming
up—IFC and Spring Weekend. With one vending machine van-
dalized already this week, it is not inappropriate to urge once
again that destructiveness be held to a minmum.

Inebriation reduces one's resistance to temptations such as

smashing windows and vending machines, staining and defac-
ing walls and pavements, propositioning women (who may be
just as drunk) and playing or making loud "music" at late hours.

This kind of behavior demonstrates a distinct lack of

imagination and one wonders whether the qualities of style:

wit, charm, and grace are at a low ebb. The students have the
opportunity to prove, most importantly to themselves, that these

qualities have not disappeared from Washington College.

Successful Crews
Congratulations are due the two crews of Washington Col-

lege; they defeated St. John's this Tuesday in the first such race

ever to be held on the Chester River—a fine beginning to a
season and a sport the Elm feverently hopes will succeed here.

The second boat, in the first race of the day, outdistanced
their opponents by about a length and one-half of open water,
a total of two and one-half lengths' margin of victory. This is

a considerable distance in a crew race; the first boat found
the going a little rougher. The distance separating the first

boats was less—slightly less than half a length—a substantial

margin, but a closer race and more exciting.

With another race coming up this Saturday, we hope the

college will turn out to support the efforts of the crew club
started entirely at student initiative, and sponsored generously
by many friends of Washington College. A good crew race is

thrilling to watch, and the club is attempting to set up a new-
course to provide better spectator viewpoint for the finish line.

Good luck!

bones the good that men do.

The suggestion that a college

should suspend its classes for a day

or that a business should close for

ivolved might tak»

to mitigate the conditions that

King's death grew out of. Instead,

they closed — a useless gesture

from people who should have

known better.

Useless gestures engender bad

habits. Useless sanctimonious ges-

tures engender worse ones. If

someone contemplates an act in the

name of a man, the least he can

do for that man is to ask: "Has

this act any point in terms of what

the man stood for?" I sec the ab-

sence of this kind of thought in the

Letters .

.

To the Editor:

The Elm needlessly and foolish-

ly troubled itself by interviewim;

Mr. Michael Rer-yuk. Printing the

views — something he denied Allen

Ellcnder on the evening of April 5.

His performance was assinine on

that occasion; I have yet to talk to

a single individual who has de-

fended his conduct.

I am not a student at your col-

lege, nor would I choose to be if

the editorial of the April 1 1 "Elm"

is any indication of the general

thinking there. The fact is my
brother is a graduate from your

school. It is from his paper that I

read the article.

My husband happens to be a
career navyman. He has fought in

Korea and will most likely be in

Vietnam before it's resolved. It's

really upsetting to know that he

could possibly lose his Hie in that

jungle for a populace that won't

back their own men, especially

when he and others like him be-

lieve they need to be there. I also

have three sons that I hope some-

day will follow his example and

wear that uniform willingly and
proudly, even for just one hitch.

You and your kind should stop

to consider if you would be able

to attend a college of your choice

if young men years before you

hadn't answered the draft call or

even freely enlisted. If you

like this country and don't i

defend her, LEAVE. Your
ing does more to undermine th<

unity anc

nk-

assured that if my sons ever went

to classes to learn how to resist

the draft they would find them-

selves yanked out of school fast.

NO SON OF OURS WILL EVER
SKURK (sic) HIS OBLIGA-
TION TO HIS COUNTRY.

I pity you and yours for your

Mrs. C. R. Morris

300 Third Ave.

Haddon Hts., N. J.

08035

(Continued on Page 5)

By Stuart Petock ,

closing of schools and business. I

see the absence of this kind of

thought ^n the proposal that Wash-

ington College establish a Martin
Luther King Scholarship Fund.

The idea of a Martin Luther

King Scholarship Fund is exceed-

ingly appealing (though the idea

that some of the funds come from

money regularly donated to help

to support some poor orphan is

puzzling). But surely establishing

the scholarship at a college that

represents the same senseless ex-

travagance that characterizes the

very conditions that King struggled

so indefatigably against is not in

keeping with the issues. If you
want to establish a scholarship fund

in honor of King, then surely you
should set it up at a school like the

University of Maryland, where you
could probably support two people

for what it would cost to support

one here. The people cry out for

bread, and you hold out a piece

of cake, and you add that you

hope one of them will get it, from

time to time. The people want
the stuff with which to build

muscle, and you hold out an op-

portunity to get fat.

If any good is going to come
of these thoughtless expressions of

feeling it will come out of expres-

sions that impress me as being less

out of keeping with the spirit of

the man than all these closings, the

burning and looting. Notwith-

standing senseless gushes by too

many, including Maryland's liberal

Senator Tydings, that the riots

have done substantial harm to

countless thousands of innocent

business people whom Congress

should put back in business, Con-

gress has finally got around to in-

vestigating the business practices of

those people who were burned out,

riots were simply another stage of

a war that has been going on for

If the only

end to the dis-

gusting practices through which

rich people keep themselves rich

by making poor people poorer, then

at least one form of gesture that is

of keeping with the spirit of

Mil ( tbe

Political Potpourri

This i

By Brien Kehoe
ear has confused everyone.

emonstrated by our Choice

68 ballots which were printed in

March. Martin Luther King and
Lyndon Johnson are still there;

Hubert Humphrey is not. Yet it is

probably safe to say that this year

will prove something about the

Denim raiic Party.

Crucial Year
The Democratic National Con-

vention will determine this year

ty — who manipulates it and how

it is run. This will be decided by

If Hubert Humphrey wins, it

will be due to the support of the

President. Humphrey's radical

; he r.

Recognize Me?

pect little support from the left.

Instead, he must rely on Johnson's

Influence to pick up delegates for

him. The President's influence

works best on political machines.

While machines appear to have de-

clined in political influence, there

are a number of them left — in

I ndiana, Illinois and Texas, to

Group Power

But Robert Kennedy's nomina-

tion would reassert the traditional

power of the ethnic group over the

party. He enjoys wide support from

divergent ethnic groups, especially

Negroes. His nomination would

demonstrate that the power of the

ethnic group is still great within

the Democratic Party.

McCarty must stand as the can-

didate of the intellectuals. Ironical-

ly excepting the war, he is the

most conservative candidate on the

basis of his record. He draws little

support from labor, none from the

President and only a slight amount

from the other elements within the

Democratic Party.

It is indeed a year of ironies: the

radical is the candidate of the con-
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Derby Describes Dishonest
Viet Black Market Deals
A foreigner is threading his Way

through the streets of Saigon. No
fool, he keeps to the main streets

and moves his left hand to his hip
pocket to shield his wallet when-
ever a person brushes past him.
He's looking for a bank—Bank of

America, in fact—to change some
U.S. military payment certificates

(MPC) into piasters to pay his lo-

cal hotel bill.

On Tu Do "(pronounced Too-
Yoh) Street he is approached by

sport shirt and a letter packet in

his hand. He is a money changer
— 140 piasters for a dollar instead

of 118, the official exchange rate.

"You change money? I give
you 140, OK?"
"OK, Til give you $5 MPC,

you give me 700 piasters."

"You have $50?

"You have twenty dollars,

OK?"
They move into a quiet corner

of a market building and the
stranger watches closely as 2,800

he could be located, getting the

money back would be ticklish since

bills. tiding

notes. He takes the piasters in his

left hand and surrenders the MPC
in his right and moves along at a
brisk pace rather than risk polit

his hotel, hebutting in. Back ;

finds he has 20 5 piaster notes and
one 100 pioster note, the other
large denomination notes being
victims of Vietnamese slight of

hand. There is nothing to do

—

the money changer has moved to

new hunting grounds and, even if

"Come on I'll introduce you to

my agent. You can use him, too,

The speaker leads his companion
into a leather goods shop where a
Vietnamese greets them in very
good English. He walks over to a
strange-looking mechanical calcula-
tor and manipulates the levers.

ju 170—very good

170

for dollai "40
;

Daniel Derby, correspondent for the Elm in 1

black market traffic is relatively heavy, and appears
blc to anyone desiring to trade dollars for piasters,
with Editor-in-Chief Richard Hcymann during a

his departure for South Vietnam.College prior I

MPC The

Alumni To Return
For Weekend Spree

By Jim Dillon

The Alumni Association, during
graduation week, will sponsor a
lively slate of activities designed to

encourage alumni to come back
to visit the growing Washington
College Campus.

All of the 4,500 registered alum-
ni have been invited to the week-
end affair beginning Friday, May

1911

years behind the anniversary class-

es have been invited.

See Old Friends

Last year was the first lime
ihe Alumni Association sponsored
an organized on-campus alumni
program. Until then the affairs

consisted of luncheons, golf at the

Chestertown Country Club and
dinner at nearby restaurants.

"The idea now," according to

Alumni Director Douglass Catcs.
keep the people busy and

show there ally l . We

Year Certificates, alumni citations

will be presented to those who
have distinguished themselves in
their chosen fields.

recipients will be

tivcrsity of South-
California, and Joe O'Far-

rell, a breeder of champion thor-
oughbred racehorses in Florida.

Housing Available

Returning alumni will be hous-
ed in Queen Anne's dormitory
and in Alumni House. Listings of

tourist and motel accommodations
are available at the Alumni
House which will be open for
registration r>n May 31 and June

"Last year, said Gates, "the
turnout wasn't huge but everybody
had a good time. We hope that
by now word will have spread
about our improved program, and
we anticipate a response this year
of about 350 to 400 people."

ed exchange i

"You want
price right now is 125." The
agent is providing Military Pay-
ment Certificates at only a slight

amount over the standing price.

This service is necessary because
dollars can be changed to piasters

legally, but the reverse is not al-

Dorm Adopts Dog,

FindsAGoodHome
"125

f-"

about as low as

ets," explains the purch.

friend. "Near payday
high as 140."

Ihe

Where does this money go? Why
does the system operate this way?
What would Keynes say?

Apparently the money market
flourishes under careful supervision

of an oriental Mafia. Amateurs
like the hustler on Tu Do Street

are common, but the volume of

exchange is in the hands of skilled

professionals.

The high value of

green is simple—people

..nfidei thai

the piaster. Also, Red Chu
great need for dollars with which
to fulfill trade agreements.

The low price for MPC for

program participants while the

high price offered street custom-

(Continuedon Page 5)

By Jean Kirshenbaum

Hungry and cold, Nelson had
wandered onto the Washington
College campus about two weeks
ago, and slept nightly on the
grass in front of Caroline House.
Nelson is a two-year-old female
dog, partly Irish Setter.

Mistreated

The girls of Caroline House be-

gan a care and feeding prograrrj

for the dog, who was hone-thin
and evidently mistreated. "We
could tell she had been abused,"
said a resident, "because she
cringed at any sudden movement."

As requested by the dorm's
housemother, four girls— Betsy

McNamara, Alison Howell, Bar-

bara Cello and Linda Forlifer

signed a "responsibility list" for

the care of Nelson. Alison Howell
registered the dog, who was nam-
ed for Governor Rockefeller, un-
der her name.

herself to all the Caroline girls.

"We went to Dean Clark," said
Alison, "to state our problem with
a petition asking that Nelson be
allowed to stay with us provided
we build a doghouse."

Tentative Approval
At first the Dean gave tenta-

tive approval of the plan, but af-
ter a consultation with the Dean
of Men, Wcsterdahl recalled the
rule that no dogs arc allowed on

• n,. nly

want people to see how much thi

rampus has changed, and we wan
them to have the chance to see '<

friends from classes other thai

Senator to Speak
The first highlight of the week

end will be the Alumni Pact
Party from 8:30 p.m. until mid
night at the Alumni House. Scn<
ator Joseph Tydings will speak
j breakfast and meeting on S
irday morning at 10:30. A Dixie
land band will providi

"rains at a beer-and-barbecue pic-

<reen Saturday at noon.
After the picnic, the separate

lasses will parade through Ches-
tertown to the town pier with the
tiand leading them aboard a boat
lor a cruise down the Chester Riv-
er Saturday evening will feature

. I dinner and terrace danc-
ing at Hodson Hall.

Alumni Awards

NegotiatorLeggNotes
VietCongConfidence

Goes to Vet
The dormitory collected §18 to

pay for veterinary care for Nel-

son, who needed shots and de-

worming, by activating a hallway
drive and through a fund box
placed on the front desk

Aftei >ck of i Nel-

By Steve Thompson

Mr Samuel Legg, a Quaker
and a pacifist, spoke to the William

James Foruin in Hynson Lounge
on Tuesday, April 16, about his

negotiations with the North Viet-

namese. Mr. Legg was sent by the

Quaker Action Group to Paris,

where his delegation met with thi

National Liberation Front.

Discussing various aspects of his

trip, foremost of which were talks

with North and South Vietnamese
consuls, Mr. Legg said he was im-

pressed by the North Vietnamese

great confidence the North Viet-

namese displayed for an eventual
victory, believing that "we have
been winning arc winning and will

win." Stressing the readiness and
even willingness of the North Viet-
namese to engage tn a long war,
he pointed out that they fought a
thousand years before they finally

prevailed over the Chinese aggres-
sors and then recorded subsequent
victories over Japanese and French
invaders.

Their stubbornness, he continued,
was matched only by a similar sen-
timent in the South Vietnamese,
whose hatred of Asian communism
and utter disdain for neutralism
was quite apparent. Taking these

together, Mr. Legg saw as the only
hope for peace in Southeast Asia
the United States, which until re-

cently has professed an equally
obdurate nature. Our recent initia-

tive, he felt, should be extended to

include a complete bombing halt

in the North and South, recognition

of the National Liberation Front,
greater involvement of the United
Nations, and massive economic aid
for Vietnam.

Third War
In addition to these talks he also

had a chance to sample European
opinion. Upon finding the United
States' policy strongly opposed, he
also discovered a profound fear en
the part of Europeans who consid-
ered us the only ones capable of

inaugurating a third world war.
They point to our extreme op-
timism, he said, and to our con-
fidence through never having lost

Mr. Legg was, during his Paris

trip, one of five Quakers selected
to go to North Vietnam. However,
intensification of U.S. bombing of
the North cancelled the trip.

'eight and "seemed,
lot happier," said Alison.

However, the story of Nelson

Dog Afraid

Last Sunday night when it

rained and thundered, Nelson was

afraid. Knowing she was breaking

a rule, Alison kindly harbored the

dog overnight in her dormitory

The next day the housemother

cabled a meeting with the girls re-

sponsible for the puppy. Because

a rule had been broken. Nelson

had to go, she said.

Petition

Nelson went back to the Ches-

tertown Animal Hospital for a
few days so that the dorm could

have time to decide how to keep

could comply with the college

Solve Problem
Dr. Richard H. Brown, professor

of mathematics at the College,
who lives adjacent to Carolina

House, solved the problem. H«
agreed to lend a square foot of

his property for Nelson's dog-
house until the end of the semes-

(Continued on Page 5)

Baumgartner

To Compile

Emersonldeas
Alexander Baumgartner, assis-

tant professor of English, has been
appointed one of the editors of The
Journals and Miscellaneous Note-
books of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
presently being published by the

Belknap Press of Harvard Univer-
sity.

Professor Baumgartner will begin
cditional work on one of the vol-

umes in the scries under an $1800
grant from the Modem Language
Association's Center for Editions of

American Authors. The Center is

supporting full, accurate editions of

Herman Melville. Henry David
Thorcau, W. D. HowcM, Washing-
ton Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Walt Whitman Stephen Crane and
Mark Twain.

Emerson Series

He explained that his own work
will be the tenth volume in the

Emerson series. After comparing
the texts of journals and manu-
scripts of lectures and certifying

footnotes of the two, he will pro-

duce outlines of Emerson's latest

lectures and primary source indexes

of his ideas.

Professor Baumgartner, com-
pleting his secrind year at Washing-
ton College, will leave to complete
his doctoral thesis next year and
prepare for work on the Emerson
edition. Mrs. Baumgartner will

year as children's librarian at the

Free Library of Philadelphia, her

husband's research base. He has

previously published articles on

Drydcn and Emerson and assisted

on ihe editing of The Early Lec-
tures of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
also published at Harvard. He
holds a B.A. from Brown Univer-

sity and an M.A. from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.
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Starters Break Losing Streakararreia pica* t^jm^ ^..^

—

w

Bruce,StreelmanWin A
For Washington Nine

THE STICK SIDE
By I'.ill Bucha

i Kiblei

Thc Washington College base-

ball squad broke a long losing

streak Ihis week, taking "CtOnCi

from Randolph-Macon and Dick-

inson, 5-1 and 5-4- respectively.

On Saturday, Al Streelman

went to the mound against Ran-

dolph-Macon, going the distance

and giving up one run and five

hits. The only Macon nm came in

the first inning as the result of a

icrificc fly.

ihr 51m took

Score Tied

The game was lied by Wash-

ington in the bottom of the sec-

ond. George Bnckless and Hob

Vandcrclock singled, followed by

C, Hibbcrd, who scored Buckless

on another single. The inning end-

ed as Vandcrclork was thrown out

The tic lasted until the sixth

inning, when the Sho'men rallied

for four runs. Streelman helped

Hold Lead

Vandcrclock followed with an-

mIi.t single thai went through the

right fielder's legs. Buckless and

Perry both scored. Vamlcnloek

was driven in by another single of

Hibberd'3. Washington held onto

their lead, for their second win

against seven losses.

The Sho'men collected a total

of twelve hits, their strongest at-

•—l" of the season. Randolph-Ma-
of the best

ink Ogcns walked,

and Streelman reached second on

an error. Perry then blasted a

long one that sailed over the left

field fence. The 3-0 lead lasted

until the sixth, when Dickinson

scored three runs on two errors

and two triples.

Quick Comeback

The

in the Stuilhe

Bruce Pitches

Sophomore hurlcr Dave Bruce

ook the assignment against Dick-

Washiimit-n exploded foi

Things were tense in the ninth.

when, after two outs, an error, a

single and two outs moved the

smrc to 5-4. With the bases load-

ed, George Buckless handled a

ugh grounder and flipped it

second-baseman Don Pace

the game
as Bruec's second

Dave gave up

Stick Squad

BreaksStreak
ToBainbridge
On Friday, April 19,

rcak

SENIOR UTILITY

Netmen Lose To
Dickinson In Meet
The Sho'men

down in defeat _„_
against a strong Fairleigh Dickin

Five singles players: John Mer-

rill, Bill Manning, Bob Kendall.

Drew McCullough and Steve

Graeff went down in straight sets.

Fred Grey

After matches against D:... _

Tuesday Hopkins on Thursday and Satur-

day, respectively, the netmen will

play their next home game or

Tuesday, April 30, against Mt
St. Mary's.

Bambridgc Prep de-

feated the Washington College "B"

squad. 11-5. in a fast, bard-knock-

ing lacrosse game.

The scoring was opened by

Bambi-iduT. as they beat Sho'men

g.vdic John Foster with a high

hard shot from 15 feet out. Bam-

bridgc controlled the next face-off,

as well as most of the succeeding

ones, as they proceeded to roll up

3 4-0 lead by the end of the first

scored by Dave Nahrgang on a

fast break, but the chance of any

comeback was short-lived. Barn-

bridge proceeded to move ahead,

by hard checking and hustling on

ground balls, to a 7-1 halftime

In the second half scoring was

fairly even, thanks to the fine de-

fensive play by Dave Slama and

John Cadsby. The offense show-

ed improvement as John Franco

scored twice from the crease on

feeds from Paul Shepard and Pete

Wettlaufer. The score could have

been closer, had it not been for

poor passing and equally poor

shooting, as many potential goals

were wasted.

li afternoon, the old days returned

Field. In their second win in as many tries, the Sho'men thrash-

ed a weak and inexperienced Swarthmore ten 12-4.

The happier days of bygone seasons were remembered as

our Shore stickers thorough dominated all facets of the game

Clearing with an ease and precision not seen during much oi

the season a rock-ribbed defense played stingy lacrosse as they

allowed the fewest goals yet seen this season to slip past them.

Dave Boulden and Ford Schumann, splitting the goal-tending

chores, combined for fifteen saves to aid the Shore effort Their

alert pick-ofTs and aggressive clears broke the half-hearted

Quaker rides and gave our offense some much-needed control

and possession. .

Nine Washinirlon plavcrs made the scoring column as we

registered six goals in each half. Ron Regan, displaying his best

form of yesteryear, played like the All-American he is and

contributed five points to the whitewashing—three goals and

two assists Mike Kelly and Mark Madden each chipped in

two scores and Jim Mueller, Joe Nichols, Barry Drew, and

Rob Powell all three turned in one apiece. Of special note is the

pleasantly surprising return of Steve Claggett, who, despite

a severe injury only two weeks ago, suited up and even man-

aged to add a goal to the Sho'men's fourth win of the season.

In the assist department, Barry Drew and Mark Svec each

added two and Joe Nichols one to help the day's scoring

The always-improving Washington ten again managed not

to be outdone on the all-important facc-offs, as Mike Kelly

shoved and bulled his 200+ pounds to possession of a majority

of the draws. For the second game in a row, the Sho men

held the edge in this vital department as they turned several

face-offs into fast breaks which resulted in Washington goals.

Although a porous Quaker defense and languid offense prov-

ed to be no match for the Shore juggernaut, a bad habit seen

all too often this season reared its ugly head Saturday. That

habit is throwing the ball away. We are a school which plays

Southern lacrosse—a game typified by ball control, stickwork,

and deliberate, careful play, lacking in a great amount of body-

blocking and wild swinging. Because of our expertise, we usual-

ly "settle the ball" on offense and work for the 'good shot

until we get it. To witness the poor shots and nearly impos-

sible shots we took against Swarthmore, though, you would

think that they infected us with their style of lacrosse, which

is not ours because it is not suited to our personnel. It s bad

enough when we throw the ball away because of the hungry

guns on the team, but to a midfielder who has to work hard

to "et the ball, it is downright disheartening.

"On Wednesday, the Sho'men played a weak Towson

State ten which had lost to Washington and Lee, our opponent

for Saturday. Easy wins in these two games should up our

record to 6-3.

best singles perfoi

3-6, 4-6.

Two doubles teams, Merrill-

Kendall and Manniiig-Measell, lost

in straight sets, even though Ken-

dall and Merrill stretched the sec-

ond set to 8-6. McCullough and

Graeff took our only /-point with

NOTICE

Anyone interested in enter-

ing the Mason-Dixon Golf

Championships on May 6 please

contact Mr. Athey by Monday,

April 29.

Track Team
Beats Upsala

In First Win
On April 18, Washington Col

lege's track team scored its firs

victory of the season, defca

Upsala, 96-48. Billed as "Rich

Davis Day," the meet lived

The star Upsala trackmen scor-

ed five firsts in the 120 high hurd-

les, the 100-yard dash, the long

jump, the triple jump, and the

javelin. Upsala, however, lacked

any real depth.

Leading the Sho'men to victory

was Ben Whitman, who scored

firsts in the half-mile, the mile,

and the 2-mile. In these three rac-

es, as well as the 440, Washington

swept all three places.

The for

the Sho'men was Frank Ogcns,

who scored four seconds on the

high jump. Other firsts were scor-

ed by Charlie Mock in the 220

John Tucker in the 440, Tim Bo-

haker in the 440-yard intermedin

ate hurdles, Woody Snyder in tht

high jump, and Bob Manning ir

the pole vault.

The Sho'men close out thcii

schedule on May 1, agains

Ron Regan

LATE SPORTS
Lacrosse
On a mud-caked Towson State

field, the Sho'men rallied from a

first quarter deficit, to crush an in-

experienced Tiger ten 10-4 last

Wednesday.
Leading the scoring for the

stkkmcn was Ron Regan who tal-

and
the lei

ed two goals and thn

Also scoring one goal c

attackmen Mark Svcc

Mueller. Breaking into t!

the

i before the Mid-
(hc fif|h

SUPPORT

HOME
GAMES

Track
On Wednesday, the Washington

College track team put the all-

weather track on Kibler field to

rain-test as they lost to a strong

Dickinson College team in a near

downpour.
One of the few bright spots of

the meet was senior Chuck
Mock's double victory in the 100-

yard dash and the 220-yard dash.
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Letters To The Editor . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

To the Editor:

On Tuesday, April 16, the

Lou tt it-George Lecture Series

presented Mrs. John DeWitt Peltz,

a former editor of Opera News,
speaking on "Through an Opera
Glass." Unfortunately many in-

terested students were not able to

attend because they knew nothing
of this lecture. I understand that

ihe Assembly Committee in charge
of this lecture series is concerned
about poor attendance, but they
cannot be overly concerned if they

fail to inform students of what's
going on. The only advertising

done for Mrs. Pcltz's lecture was
its listing on the monthly calendar
of events, and since this only gave
name, date, and place, it can hard-
ly be called good advertising. Few
students or faculty members knew
who Mrs. Peltz was or what her
topic was — no wonder the atten-

dance was small. It is too bad that

on a campus of this size people
have to be ignorant of many of the

activities that occur. I hope that

in the future there will be more
advertising for events such as lec-

tures, so that people will be able
to attend those lectures that in-

terest them and not miss some be-

cause the committee does not deem
them worthy of advertising.

Sincerely yours,

Linda G. Deis

In response to Bob Kreamer's
letter, concerning Senator Ellen-

der and the disrespect we should
hold for him, I would like to

voice my objections.

First, I do not denounce the

rights of the students to walk out
in protest, but I feel, as Michael
Revyuk does, that it was a shame
that their energies were not "di-

the formulation of in-

formative and pertinent questions."

If those students had stayed and
listened and had the audience
been more attentive rather than

vociferous, Senator Ellender might
not have fallen back on a set

speech about Huey Long and the
Federal budget. He would have
perhaps spoken on segregation and
on Choice 68, ; he >

Second, Bob Krcamer may feel

that a "political office or title is

a thing" and does not demand re-

spect; we have to remember that

he is representing a segment of

the population of the United
States. Therefore I feel we as

students should have had the com-
mon decency to have sat quietly

and listened. The quesrion-and-

answer period then perhaps might
have been more fruitful and in

general those students who know
little about the problems of seg-

regation and Choice 68 would
have been rewarded.

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -U :00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

Sunday
5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

I hope that in the future, the

Washington College students and
any others who might come and
listen to a speaker will respect the

speaker's rights and will listen

minds rather than with closed eyes

and open mouths.

David Upton

To the Editor:

Even though an answer to an
answer is not congruent with ideal

form, there arc some points in Mr.
Kreamer's letter that are in serious

need of repudiation.

The first point is over what
strikes me as a lie of omission. The
sign demanding a walkout, which
I did take down, had been placed

at the entrance to the Dining Hall

No more students were likely to

see it, but there was a possibility

that Ellender, coming in, should

notice the sign. Even if there was
going to be a walkout, I could see

in exposing Ellender to

I didn't argue that Ellender de

served respect as a U.S. Senator
I dealt with a more general aspect

of the problem, which

whole situation: whoev.

if he

:-adv< sing.

is full of

Lite protest.

. be suffici-

The Hitler analog-

holes, but Mr. Kream
in assuming that I wo
been satisfied with a i

No potential leader ci

enly silenced by ignoring him. Be-

yond that, I sec no valid compari-

son between Ellender and Hitler.

Ellender can be condemned for

passively following political reali-

ties', but he is not a hatemonger.

Mr. Kreamer's claim that I

would quietly have listened to

Adolf Hitler hangs on the insidious

phrase "We must therefore as-

sume." His allusion is that I

would make no effort to resist a

demagogue; the truth is that I

have no time for mute mass pro-

test, and that I don't believe in

discourtesy in any instance.

The major argument in Kream-
er's rebuttal is that an office in it-

self deserves no respect. He must
have read the wrong letter, because

Derby
(Continued from Page 3)

irs prevails is somewhat unac-

countable. Perhaps the syndicate

;ells MPC at loss to regular cus-

tomers in order to stimulate furth-

s beyond dollars end pi-

a»«a aic not difficult to imagine.

This then, is what the papers

mean when they complain about

corruption in South Vietnam.

Nelson . . .

(Continued from Page 3)

The Caroline girls will still

have official responsibility for the

dog, however. "We'll build her a

WHEN KIDSARE IN SCH0DL/J&

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

' unselfish trouble to

participate in a program, he de-

serves to be treated with respect.

I contend that courtesy is a
universal and necessary human
value of intrinsic worth. Even a

hatemonger, which Ellender is not,

should be countered by rational,

courteous opposition. Evil should
not be allowed to engender unrea-
sonable attack. Respect for an-
other human being has, at the very

least, the advantage of providing a
favorable comparison to a ranting

demagogue.

Sincerely,

Dillon

Nagle
(Continued from Page 1)

"To rechannel the people into

an active role in society with de-

cent wages," Nagle said, "The Na-
tional Federation of the Blind
would like to see these workshops
closed. These workshops don't de-

serve to exist. They arc run by
kind and benevolent people who
think they are doing the right

thing, but they are completely
wrong."

Nagle, a lawyer from Spring-

field, Mass., has worked for the

Federation for ten years in an
effort to change mistaken atti-

tudes and consequent discrimina-

tion. He is presently urging the

passage of a bill in Congress call-

ing for the removal of barriers

to the handicapped in all depart-

ments of the federal government.

Dr. Norman James was honored this week at a ba

of Publications. Cathy Barnes, Pesasus staff member, read the dedication
at the dinner, praising James' teaching qualities and ability to inspire

students. Dr. James, professor of English, will be in New Haven next

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
Professional Pharmacist

High Street

Chestortown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

/ mfflBM^m

A Medical Answer For

MUSCULAR

LowBack Bain
Promptly Relieves Pain

So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and

You're Back Into Action

Doctors who specialize in back troubles report most

aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles

which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly

bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doc-

tors recommend the pain-relief compound in Anacin*

Analgesic Tablets. And Anacin gives you more of this

medication than any other leading tablet.

Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly

relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so re-

leases pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice

how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with

greater ease.

Only Anacin has this special fortified

formula. Ifs not found in any other prod-

uct. See if Anacin's exclusive formula
doesn't work better for you.

FOX'S
FRIENDLY FIVE ON THE VILLAGE GREEN

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

• THE YARDSTICK • THE COUNTRY STORE

• THE FAMILY SHOE STORE • TOYTOWN • FOX'S

NAC AND CHARGE-IT — FREE PARKING

ALSO VISIT FOX'S IN STEVENSVILLE & CENTREVILLE
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Next Week's Events 213 CHESTER THEATRE

Saturday, April 27.

Track v. Upsala 2 p.

Crew v. Salisbury 4 p

ter River

IFC Dance 9 p.m. Armory

Sunday, April 28,

IFC Beach Party 2 p.m.

thony's Beach

Monday, April 29.

IFC Songfcsl 9 p.m. Hod

Hall

Tuesday, April 30.

Baseball v. Mt. St. Mary':

Tennis v. Mt. St. Mary's 3 r

Lac re

(last

Ottawa

t'h-

T.,v.

'cdncsday, May 1.

Track v. Lebanon

Thursday. May 2.

Players' Produi

IV" 8:30 p.i

Friday, May 3.

Players* Production "Ei

IV" 8:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 4.

Baseball v. Loyola 1:30 p.n

Tennis v. Loyola 1:30 p.m.

Players' Production "El

IV" 8:30 p.m.

College Heights Sub Shop

Hour*: 10:30 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday throuKh Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pino— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. 9 p.m.

AT STARKEVS CORNER

FRI.-SAT.-SUN. APRIL 20-20

LEE MARVIN

"The Dirty Dozen"
also

JAMES GARNER

"Home Of The Gun"

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

THURS.-FRI.-SAT. APRIL 25-27

JOAN CRAWFORD

"BESERK"
also

ELKE SOMMER

"The Wicked Dreams
Of Paula Schultz"

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE
Phone 556-0628

"Gold Finger"
and

"DR. NO-

HELD OVER 2nd BIG WEEK

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24

THRU THURSDAY, MAY 2

"The Graduate"

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

ANNE BANCROFT

wM*BfS*
Overlooking

Worton Creek Marina

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR

CHARLES MARTIN, Propri

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pjn.

Cloved on Mondays

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Welcome Students

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

aaaaaaaaMaaaaaaaaaaee^^

COLLEGE FASHIONS

Exclusive Wear

...for Students Who Care!

For Men:
Levi — Cant Shirts — Farah — Cricheteer

For Women:
Minx Modes — Majestic Sportswear — Seton Hall

John Romain

Shoes:
Old Maine Trotters - Wall Street - Thorn MeAn - Bates

.international Center-VsCAcademic JRes<?an;h

The International Center for Academ

achieve his maximum potential in the

We at The International Center fo

outstanding instructional techniques h

: Research is designed to help every student

ubject, or subjects, of their choice.

Academic Research are proud that these

ve shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive stud

omplete

you

loney back guarantee: If after fol

ed your scholastic standings notic

ing instructions faithfully

bly, your money will be

npletely refunded.

Special introductory otter expires May I, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95

per course.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:

The International Center for Academic Research

1492 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, Mass. 02135

Pie. Include

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

'
:

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-118!

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on every check!

Just present your ID card to the bank

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEM8ER FDIC



Hemlock Patch

By Stuart Pctlock,

Page Two

Players Presen

Enrico IV,

Paffc Four

THE WASHINGTON ELM
ox Chestertown, Maryland, Thursday, May 2, 1968 no is

College Organizations

AnnounceLeadership

di.iary Board.

lives and The other officers are Dave
Women's Bouldcn, vice-president. Rick

ias elected Thompson secretary, both (if

president, whom ran without opposition, and
ident and, Clint Weimeister, treasurer,

of the Ju- The sororities elected as their

Cunning- Panhdlcnic officers Betsy Kohlci-

, and Linda Baird, man of Alpha Chi Omc^a, presi-

Liberties

Justifies

Legalist

Protest

Chorus, Orchestra

Plan Concert Tour

plans for

working ir

Fulbright

Study Grant

Deadline Set

t i opens competition for I9G9-
i'l l'. S- Government and foreign

graduate grants on May 1 and will

stunt applications until Octubei

. violation of a law rccogni;-

ai formally valid by enforcers

in organisation to (vhosc stand-

r pledge allegiance," and,

scqocntly, excluded Martin
lin King, «lm insisted that he

•d within stiiuiional val-

is inessential to any of tl

philosophies.

Assert Morality

Freedman justified his n

of civil disobedience in

his legal profession, not I

cause he is primarily a Ir

hut because he sees his go,

high . t ho„ls.

The .horale and both the mix-

ed and women's choruses will

give two performances this Sun-

day at t p.m. and 11 !> ji m .n

First Methodist Church in Ches-

tertown, There is no < barge lor

admission.

The Anna]". lis Symphony Oi-

fr.s-.r l)i R..1..-H Harder is a

Dean Clark Reports

"Mixed Dorm" Policy
By Carolyn Er«in

Returning women Students (and

in-coming freshmen) »ill rind the

general organization of their resi-

<l her working staff and its cfTct

on the residence halls opcratior

0- an Cl.uk said;

aris provided under the fulluieht-

Hays Act as an adjunct of the U.
S. Department of State cultural cx-

'iiam.'c program. Financed under
>an..us foreign government and

altcrtv 9.10 American c,raduate stu-

Jrnr. study opportunities in M
countries of South America, Em-
'Pc, Australia and Asia.

C andidatcs must be U. S. citi-

. i.- and. in most cases, he

pf.hdent in the host country's

(he individual to consider first the

gravity of the evil. Explaining

the admitted violation by the Unit-

ed States government of both the

United Nations' charter and the

Southeast Asian Treaty Organiita-

, and barbaric ir

died only by th<

irs of World Wai

i tha

M.I, .,,,1

euagc Hi,

date of the „
liased ,,n academic or professi, oal

ainrd, the feasibility of the appli-

cant's proposed study plan, langu-

age preparation and personal

?" and the

refugees Iron

•ed areas, tl

-cfen

,„l,l„

A lull award will provide

ire atioor the application

ore, contact Dr. Horslry.

en will he housed to-

•cgatcd freshmen women
i Anne's House and Rcid

reserved Caroline House

i Martin for upper class

r of Mima Martin Hall,

will be reserved specifi-

retirmg include: Miss Doiis Bell

R.id Hall; Mrs. Hester Stiong

Minta Martin: Mrs. Ruth Rus

sell Mima Mariin: and Mrs

nc's Ho
Scptcn

will

lown promptly by American

light."

Alternatives

Further, he advised an individ-

"Whcn the responsibility of c;

rl is to herself and to her po-

of responsibility will

Mrs. Clark also announced the In addi

icing "1 an assi»iam ivl I re- policy,

j, risibility will be to dl

:sidenec hall programs

omen students.

the chat

policy, the Men's Residence ,

proctors to serve during the lKio-69 academic

sembled above, is responsible for proper eondoel

the dorms and is in charge of a min.'sierio,; open
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MRA-WRA Elections
With the election of Women's Residence Association .

cers completed, and die likelihood that Pete Johnson will

MRA presidency in a runoff election held today, th Elm

ho. leaders of these organizations will continue to be

esponsive to student requests and needs.

This past year has witnessed a relatively smooth relation-

hip between the administration and the student residence asso-

iations majoi changes have occurred and more are in the

\oi].- The lOrorities in Minta Martin will be relocated on
lifferent fiooi*. in order to more comfortably fit the largest
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Hemlock Patch

and for

I. They tend

thei

> 'I

but as one listens to them one

realizes that most of the com-
plaints arc not justified — that

there is nothing incompatible be-

tween what they complain about,

e.g., a very active Greek system,

and quality education. This is not

to say that their suspicions are un-

grounded; this is only to contend

[hat (cw of the students understand

just what the grounds of their

suppose an ideal.
'

between, say, the Ke:

die conditions of the

lions of (he faculty

that as the Kerne
amassed data about the

the cities it formulated idi

what conditions ought I

and it used those ideas

Com

„,»!,, hav.

Letters To The Editor

Mrs. C. R. Morris

300 Third Ave.

Haddon Hts., N. J.

Dear Madame:

In your letter that appeared in

the Elm (April 25 edition) you said

many things which I could dispute

if I had the time for a long debate

and I thought you might listen

ami imdiTMand, but you wouldn't

t the unity and gn
lis country than i

punted next to your letter. Thei

a quote there from Mark Twa
whom you would probably also I

to Condemn for his line paia|>ln.i'

in the Elm:
When reasoned argument

fails to justify the course out

people responsible for them never

thought out what ought to be, the

were from the beeinning. an ac-

cumulation of useless bitching that

offered no information about any-

thing except the intellectual apathy

of the people who made them up,

A student who merely suspects

that his education falls short of

what he would like it to he has

not defaulted on his responsibilities

if he has not formulated standards

against which to confirm his sus-

picions; in a sense, his failure to

formulate those standards does it-

member of the faculty

has protested that there is no gen-

eral drive towards excellence. The
problem is that few people would
recognize

why John Kennedy
This why

.
there are very good reasons for

aching here. What I am saying

that too few of the people in-

lved have really thought through

lat good education entails, and

a result one generally finds the

for either to have ri

vity. The complaint

s no drive for excelli-iu e

The MRA lias just parsed a resolution asking for another
measured increase in the open dorm policy. Because the stu-

dents have not seriously violated either the spirit or the letter

of die law of die present policy, we believe that the new re-

quest should be granted.

We hope the pre irking relationship with the achi

King Scholarship Fund
Contributions to the Martin Luther King Scholarship Fund

are still being accepted. Students, faculty and friends of the
college are urged to send whatever they chose to donate to the
college now.

Checks and t|iierics about the scholarship fund may be di-

rected to the office of director of development or the Elm, which
will hold the funds until a scholarship committee is formed.

Students As Citizens
Professor Monroe Freedman of the George Was

University Law School, who discussed ci\il disobedience
William James Forum on Tuesday evening May 1. i

former chairman of the Natic
Union and consultant to Senat
mission on Civil Rights,

directly questioned, during dinner with the Forum's officers,

about the legality of a college official's or law enforcement
official's entrance into a student's room and seizui

criminating evidence without a warrant, Mr. Freed]
that recent Supreme Court decisions on the sixth amendment
absolutely deny such legality.

Troubadour

Dyer-Bennet

To Perforin

Wednesday, May 8.

Dyer-Bennet has followed

throughout his career the medieval

minstrel tradition. Folklorist, mu-
sicologist, poet, composer, poet,

singer, and instrumentalist, he
travels continuously, learning the

[olksony of each region, constant-

ly adding to his repertoire and
even composing his own songs.

Playing guitar and lute

"'-i'"-' light Dyer-

Rumble—Almost

After Songfest this Monday nigh

t men were threatened and chased <

relating the incident i

of further action, virtually all

several Washington College

foot by residents of a nearby

their brothers, and with the

the hill joined fore

nl Liberties

U.S. Coin-
When

n extending the right of privai

porary, to occupants of hotel

rt has made the old landlord
r>ns excuse, maintained by the college, obsolete.' Tl:

tnd inspection of students' room without in-

for each occasion, which are obtainable from
plausible grounds of suspicion of a specific

dividual

local coi

offense, are violations of a citizen's, whether undi
a college or not, constitutional rights,

With all of Washington College's administration-student
cooperation, do we need a law suit to guarantee our individual
rights to privacy?

BLO
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THE STICK SIDE
g %. By BUI Buchanan

(l.'it u'

|iiail''i etly

e could take then
icli for us. We stai

pride." Witli dies'

i-Heii.d ,

rords

: loss

egari and Mad-
! game for three

Towson State's

quad-

Tin' Washington and Lee gam
'ionsly weak spots have been i

tanding on defense as lie clean

ked many ground balls to give
. Schumann and Boulden, aga":

.iilfully directed the defense as tl

On Tuesday we faced a weak,
hich had lost to both Towson am
Kiay our Shore stickmen journey
ith Hofstra, in what will proba
ne of the season, following tlu

Thursday. The season will end o
en the alumni return to see if tin

ins ,tnd remember how to play the

showed thi

iiedied. D;

Rain Gives Sho 'men
Victory OverMounts

By Bohn Vcrgari

The Washington College nine
kept their winning streak alive
this past week as they rallied for

2 victories against 1 defeat. The
Sho'men heat Johns Hopkins 7-3

and with the help of the rain

of the rain that helped the third
"Maryland men" pull out their kins
latest victory against Mi. St. run
Marj . il,. Sho'men held a 3-1 ingtc

M.n

ninth

Ma

Eighth inni

Al Streelman was tailed

do the pitching for the Sh.

against Drew. Al pitched
strong innings, but then wit
rest of the team, he seemi
Fall apart. Bobby Vandcrclo<
lieved and was tagged wit!

loss. The Sho'men struck
is ihey tallied three runs i:

Frank Oger
inning. The
second and
bunt by Sti

led. The Mound' Hi

for Saturday's whitewashing of Washington and Let

> easy wins upped our season record to 6-3—we are 3-0

i) Strohbar Division play as division foes Towson and Washing-
nd Lee followed in North Carolina's footsteps.

The two lop-sided contests saw twenty-seven Shore mark-
rs dent the nets. This is a refreshing change from the single

: scores of earlier this season. Ron Regan led all scorers
t'rjht: »oals and seven assists—upping his season's total to

sals and 20 assists for 42 points. Mark Madden found the
on six goals and three assists this week for a nine spurt,

nttackman Jim Mueller poured in four goals last week and
d out on one other to aid the Shore effort.

\ brief look at the State scoring race shows Hopkins' nn-
ioppable Ail-American Joe Cowan outdistancing the rest of the

ack by a margin that seems to grow every week. His 52
go { 18-34) put him 1 7 points ahead

[ liis closest competitor, Towson State's Tim Mahoney. Regan
third with 27 points, but 15 points and two missed games

y Mahoney should put him in comfortable position for sec-

nd place. Mahoney did not play against us because he was
eclared ineligible due to a recent ruling by the Mason-Dixon
onference that prohibits a school of larger male enrollment to

freshmen against member schools of smallei male enroll-

t. The Towson win was the 20th straight Strohbar Division

year span for the Sho'men.

With two out and
and second, Pete R<

straight up in front

Track Squad Wins;

Johnson Sets Mark
In a close meet yesterday, the Leading the Sho'men to victo-

Washington College Track team ry were Charlc) Mock and Prank
defeated visiting Lebanon Valley Ogens. Mock jcorcd three Rrstt,

ould seem that the Sho 1

bad-weather team. 1

Netmen Drop Pair;

Rain Halts Third
Dead Heat Victory
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Lambdas,AOPi 's Win
Annual IFC Songfest

Players' Production Enri

8:30 p.m. Tawcs Theatre.

Sunday, May 6.

Washington College Chorus Con-

cert 3:00, 8:30 p.m. Christ

Methodist Church.

Monday, May 6.

Senate Meeting 7

Alpha Omicron Pi Sorer

Lambda Chi Alpha Fralcrni

lop honors in the Inlcrfrr

and Panhellenic Songfeil

Monday night. The hour of

Lambda Chi Alpha, "The Way
You Look Tonight"; and Thcta

Chi, "The Sounds of Silence".

The groups were judged

FRI.-SUN. MAY 3—5

ALL CORNBAI.L SHOW
Two Country Music Hits

"Country Western
Hoedown"

finale to Creek Weekend on the

,d Zei

All three campus soro

licipaied: Alpha Chi O
pha Omicron Pi, ar

"

Alpha. Of the frati

Phi Sigma Kappa c

pete, although they '

cd lo do %o.

Required Song

The lororities were required lo

sing "What Now My Love". As

their optional songs, "Alpha Chi

Omega Chose "Deep Pui|ili": Al-

pha Omicron Pi, "Side by Side";

and Zcta Tau Alpha, "Georgic

Girl".

The tradiiiou.il piece for men's

chorale groups, "The WhiflVnpnof

Song" was required of the fra-

ternities. In addition lo this num-
ber. Kappa Alpha Order perform-

ed "Smoke Gets fn Y Eyes";

Hemlock
(Continued from Page 2)

A student who has been to no

other school cannot know first hand

what the possibilities for education

arc, and consequently he

: the student who believes he

is not getting his money's worth

from failing to find out what, if

anything, he is missing. To fail to

act on one's suspicions, at least to

the extent of giving them shape, is

to make nugatory the grounds lor

complaimif. indeed, it is this :

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Saturday

7:00 a,m. - 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

L-hich precipitated the

Boston Tea Parly to the admin-

istration's quibbling over the in-

clusion of Warsaw in "anytime,

any place".

Additional factors in a decision

he suggested were the "proximity

or remoteness" of the object of

protest, contending that the burn-

ing of draft cards is significant

symbolically, and the risk involv-

ed in overt action of physical and

future injury, specifically impris-

onment or necessary expatriation

for draft evasions, not to mention

the disturbance of the foundations

of the society. Frecdman com-

itcd uhilc

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday— 8:30-12:00 noon

TelephoDe 778-2800— Ext. 253

prol

nd, therefore, cfTe<

College Heights Sub Shop
Houri: 10:30 a.m. lo 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pilia— Subs— S teaks

Call Ahead Tor Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Open Until 12 P.M. Doily

anywhere

IMPORTANT PEOPLE

In politics, diplomacy,

WSS Girls with profes-

sional training get therel

College women can choose

" Executive Secretarial

tor College Women
(complete career

training)

' Business Orientation

Seminar (10 weeks)

WASHINGTON SCHOOL FOR SECRETARY

r
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Death of King,
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Derby Derides Pre

Coverage of War
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McCarthy OverRFK
In Choice '68 Poll

Bv Richard He

11-- who want an all-out mill-

Stop Bombing
Over 7f)% of Ihc respondents

favor cither a cessation of the

bombing or a temporary mspen-
Alnmat 12% thought the

. Thi

Lind
say (20), Johnson (11), P,

(HI, Reason H>). II. nil. hi i l-

Wallace (2), and King (1). H:
stead and Stassen received

.ok 6.

r
~™ Honor Society Taps

I Ten Junior Women
These figm

Mci

The Washington College Players, in cooperation with the drama
.arlmcni, presented Pirandello's Enrico IV last weekend. For a

iew of the production, turn to page three.

Johnson Accedes
To Top MRA Post dents

6!)
r
/r

scle.

Che

Men's Residence

nal tally was I

President John:

Foreign Vole
Of five foreign sttidi tits voting,

two chuse Kennedy; three casl

their ballot for McCarthy.
On the issues, 1'1'f said the

U.S. should withdraw immediate-

Bonnie Straycr, and Mary

Board, of which t

acceptance of

an-nls Weekend, Among other

citing of student diiei i a at

Freshmall Advisors

Several other major project!

vi'ie held througl I thi y< iai

.

more MRA-sponsc
lexl year. He also

tempt to improve a

Mrs. Brown
Memorial
On Friday
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, 68, din-

's hall assistant, died of a heart

Hack nuon Tuesday.

Mrs. Brown, who had worked
in the food business for about 40

, Washin
1961

Ihc

Ire,

Unvi

tall. "She was a very hard
aid- Lmvillc. -

Felt Sick

villc said that Mrs.

to Icel sick at work
nd passed ol

lean of Mei
so far thcr

The KA's t

ially handled
lartmcnt work
:ing and othi

Purposes

poses of such

arc threefold.

Folk Trio,J.J.Jackson
BringSoulto Weekend

John Dean Wcsterdahl. It

lining to make students

work- maintenance men \

.than students think:

i Ihc I

She died

t diniuK hall worker. "Mrs.

was fun to work with. But

as the type of person that

mystery: you couldn't get

. in a fraternity—to avoid

messes in the first place;

irdly, dlis system would

sec how well Ihc students

handle themselves responsibly

Other Items

nded i

Men
Music and free food will he ill

for Mn
Brown will he held Fridt

t 1 p.m. at the Leonard New h(
Rl"k Funeral Home 5305 Har- from 1 p.

Rd„ Baltimore. Viewings from 1 p
held yesterday and today. day from

slodcnls and alumni. The High

landers, who played at Lambda
Chi Alpha's Crescent Dam

Newly elected members of the Senior Worn

dude (left lo right, seated): Uuisc Mastcn, Sue Kieffcr, Pal Creen,

Bourne Straycr, and Sally H'ampler. Standing arc Marie Warner,

Pal Dorscy, Gloria Fine, and Mary Sue Marvanov. Mivsiog i* J-oa

cc'carlier Barrett, who is participating in (he UN Semester program ai Drc»

University ibis
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Choice '68 Results
Several intercs

nits of Choice '(

nee Primary— in

those of the 1.1 i

the limited level of bombing.

Just what these results mean is not yet readily discernible

—

whether in terms of analyzing ourselves or the position of other
college students around the country. Further analysis is forth-

coming in the pages of the Elm, and comment is welcome. In
the meantime, we are glad to see generally "Dovish" leanings,

and are gratified that students here are strongly in favor of
backing off in our military commitments in Vietnam.

Extra Efforts
The Elm is impressed with the efforts or SOA Social Com-

mittee Chairman Bill Buchanan to provi

this Spring Weekend. Mr. Buchanan w;

ficient to provide only a concert Friday i

the dance at the armory on Saturday.

Students complained that there was no band scheduled
play Sunday afternoon at the beach party—and there was
have been no food served then. Buchanan did not have ar

Hoopes Comments
On Elm Editorial

The issue* which BX.O. raises

her editorial arc interesting

*8, and they concern all of us.

t as a participant in the same

: has simplified and taken out

,\. ...i- Im.-.Ipn.,h said. Though
;miio! claim to speak for him I

uld like to lay my memory of

i innervation beside hers for

But the evidence he ob-

tain, by i

probably

ntry is

, , In

:ory Of

National Collegiate Presidential Pref-

s of the results of Washington College

i students on 1,200 other campuses who

Firstly, Washington students voted nearly three to one
for McCarthy over Kennedy, while, the results were much
closer. The total vote for Democratic party candidates at the

college was twice that for the combined total of votes for Re-
publican candidates.

Students r|a*sifving themselves as Democrats gave two-

thirds of their votes' to McCarthy or RFK: neatly 10'r voted
for Uo< kelVllei Aiming Repnhlit ;in-. km kel.llei polled 30
voles. McCarthy came in a strong second with 38, followed by
Nixon with 33.

Over twn-ihirds of the Independents voted for McCarthy,
with Kennedy taking less than one-fifth.

It would seem that Washington College students are less

impressed with the notion of Kennedy as President than stu-

dents at other colleges and universities.

Even more interesting is the comparison of the vote on
issues. Students here appear to be significantly more "Dovish"
regarding military policy iii Vietnam: nearly three-quarters

favor either immediate withdrawal or a phased reduction

—

compared with a national figure of under two-thirds. Horrify-
ingly enough, national returns indicate that almost one-third

favor an increase in an all-out military effort. Only half as

many Washington students agree. Students here favor a cessa-

tion or suspension of the bombing to a greater degree than stu-

dents elsewhere. Significantly fewer advocate increasing the
level of bombing, using nuclear weapons, or even maintaining

specially if the officer is

put on notice that you do not

think he can legally scan h the

There are several points that I

would like to make about this an-

swer. First, Professor Frcedman

was careful to point out that a
police officer can do practically any-

thing: he can enter a dorm room

whether the occupant likes it or not.

Second, the evidence obtained by

such a search is probably not legal-

ly admissible. Probably! The issue

has not yet been fully litigated.

Third, police frequently make il-

legal searches, not for the purpose

of .naming evide which would

tit. And, Frcedman pointed out,

this time the citizen is virtually

verless to stop such harassing

rches.

Vhat Professor Frcedman did

say, in my hearing at least,

; that the College has no right

AlbionReprimands

National Sorority

course, if a collcee administrator

entered a room and found evidence

of law violation, and if he then

turned such evidence over to the

the evidence would be just as inad-

missible in a court as if it had been

found by the police. Which is not

taincd cannot be used internally,

for the purpose of enforcing the

college's own rules. The judiciary

system could not work otherwise.

This f suspect is what is really

bothering B.L.O. She believes that

the College should not make rules

governing behavior of students and
dormitory use. While I am sympa-

thetic with her point of view, it is

simply incorrect to suggest that the

courts have decided, or will decide

in the near future, that colleges,

legally do this.

As far as I am concerned, how-
ever, that is irrelevant. What is

involved here is a moral and an
educational question, not a legal

. That <

the

Whai

Michigan—Albion Col-

sororily brought charges last

spring of irregularities in the

pledging of Cecilia Williams, a

Negro student at Albion College.

King's Death

Serious Loss

Amick Says
By Steve Amick

It lias been the policy of the

omplia

This polic

with the College'

Senator Ellender

Replies to

Criticism

October, 1963, and states:

"Student or faculty organiza-

tions, such as fraternities, sorori-

ties, honorary societies, or similar

groups are expected to conform to

standards of admission that are

not inharmonious with standards

for admission to the College.

Should any of thes

of dis

any of the aboi

Ion for

will be

Hires" of some of those who
mourned the loss of Martin Luther
King. He stated his belief that

these misguided citizens, overcome

Vfith falsi- emotion, were not con-

din ting themselves according to the

teachings of Dr. King. The truly

amazing aspect of Mr, Petock's

column is that he was spccifn ally

nol discussing the "riots" that

have scarred so many American
cities. Instead he describes these

as "less out of keeping with the

spirit of the man" than the other

forms of tribute paid to the late

martyr.

Is it not possible. Mr. Petock,

that there are some in this country
who sincerely grieved for this man's
death? It is not possible that there

were not some who really mourned
the loss of this man to themselves

and their nation?

Mr. Petock would have us

mourn the death of an idea. I am
reminded of a cartoon ihat ap-
peared in several newspapers and
magazines. Gandhi is askinS the

newly arrived King, "Isn't it fun-

The extended probation, insti-

tuted by the national officers in

the fall of 1967, suspended all

rushing, pledging and initiation of

new members by the local chap-

ter through September I, 1968.

Miss Williams was pledged in Feb-

ruary of 1967 and was elected

president of her pledge class.

Attempts by the Elm to ques-

tion Zeta Tau Alpha officers in

?rs of April 9 and 24. I have at-

3 received very nice letters from

>p. Gibson and from Mr. Myking
xtending apologies for the be-

students I had the pleasure of

meeting and talking with.

With kindnest personal regards

and best wishes, I am

ny

r you they also
' The idea shall li\

Quadruple Door Duties

monej with which to provide these—and decided to raise the
money on his own. -n','.'v

'!'.,'
inVi'vp,'.',

1

,!!/,.

if personal

Of curse.

He prepared a program of the week's events and sold

5500 worth of advertising. This will leave him enough, after
paying for the program, to provide the requested entertain-

ment and food Sunday afternoon.

the mourning for this m
is in the death of an>

famous man. But ther

sense of personal loss

TiSi

This is a remarkable demonstration of individual initiative,

and shows a deep personal commitment to the responsibilities

of his post—and more. The thanks of the school are due Mr.
Buchanan for hi 1

- extraordinary efforts on our behalf.

Do not criticize that s

Mr. Petock. For while

"useless gestun-." it is

irrational or superficial.

S£
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Europeans React To
Death OfKing, Jr.
(Majt Prodi is a second tenet-

ter junior at Washington College

and received the following material

in the mail from friends til Sweden
and from Patricia Johnstone, a

student at Wareiek University in

Warwick, England, who attended

Washington College last semes-

ter.) Ed.

By Majt Frodi

Patricia John 5 (one's view of the

assassination of Martin Luther

King is the result of her obser-

vations gathered from the Eastern

Shore while at Washington Col-

"I think this blow-up was
bound to occur because of the in-

herent lack of equality, air of pa-

tronization and attitude of weari-

ness toward the Negro." Miss

Johnstone continued "You see,

I did not see racial persecution,

only a sort of accepted feeling of

superiority of the whites over the

Negroes and, above all, an awful

the most racially conscious, and it

is they who have the most to fear

from the Negro. King's assassina-

tion was in a way a Godsend to

the militant Negro— it gave him a

martyr and got rid of a man who
might have accepted moderation
and toleration where the Negro

victory. It also justifies his use of

force. God bless Martin Luther

King and God help America!"
Violence

Patricia Johnstone expressed the

view of the generation of her par-

ents who saw the murder as an-

other aspect of the violence they

have always considered inherent in

America. Miss Johnstone's father,

Mr. Peter Caryl Johnstone, a re-

tired army officer and also a re-

tired worker in the J.I.B., a part

of their Ministry of Defense, pro-

nounced his thoughts this way "I

believe the reaction of the middle
aged group to this assassination

has been slight. There has been
a natural abhorencc that any pub-
lic fiugrehead in a civilized so-

ciety should lose his life

Treasure Hunting

Tales Told By Pro

further impressed on my age group
that the violence portrayed in the

films and television programs is

very much their way of life. A
sad result!

"The reason for the lack of in-

terest in Luther King's death is

probably escapist or Nelsonk be-

will be a serious issue in Britain

in a generation's time By then we
will be too old to be actively in-

volved in the way in which it

will be tackled and so we escape

the issue by trying' to ignore it to-

Not Peculiar

"The colour problem is not pe-

culiar to America, but its solu-

tion there, if ever, will be of in-

finite value to us in Britain as a

lot of us do not believe thai South

Africa's method is right. If Amer-

The Washington College Chorus completed a three day tour
Wednesday, having travelled as far away as Rhode Island. Their
gruelling schedule meant early rising, long rides, quick warm-ups, and
hasty assembling of staging equipment for the four concerts presented
during the tour. All returned Wednesday night tired and ready for
the rest they deserved—a short-lived one though—as missed school
work faced them at the week's end. An extended tour of Europe, to

take place in Ihe summer of 1969, is being planned.

-Play Review -

Enrico IV

find a solu the)

By Jim Dillon

"How does one go about find-

ing a sunken ship?" asked U. S.

Naval Comr. Mendel L. Peterson,

one of the world's major authori-

ties on marine archeology, who
presented a slide lecture to an

overflow crowd in Hynson Lounge
at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday night.

Having spent sixteen years in

undersea study, Commander Peter-

son concentrates nn old Spanish

treasure ships sunken in the Carib-

Sbipwreck

Peterson explained that during

Spain's "Golden Age" under the

Hapsburgs, the Flota and the Gal-

leons, the two main fleets, would
converge at Havana, sail to Ber-

muda, then head fur Spain under

mutual protection from raiders.

Bermuda, Peterson continued,

was the last "signpost" for the

fleets before they hit the high

seas, at Bermuda they would take

their bearings for the return to

Spain. Because the island is sur-

rounded by treacherous reef flats,

Peterson said, many ships were

of the oldest

maritime artifacts found in the

Western Hemisphere The anchor
was of the type used on the

t all his

jobs with Teddy Tucker, one of

the world's best skindivers. He
showed slides of Tucker's biggest

find, a 32-carat emerald cross

which apparently belonged to a

bishop. This cross, worth $150,-

aluable single

out of the

Magnetic and electronic devices

are used to detert metallic rem-

nants of old wrecks long covered

by sand and mud, Peterson said.

The most important of these is the

magnetometer, which sets up 8

highly accurate electronic field for

locating picres of iron on the hot-

Suction devices are used for lift-

ing sand and mud, and under-

water photography and drawings

are used to determine the shape

Born in Moore, Idaho in 1918,

Peterson received his Master's de-

gree at Vanderbilt University. He
was curator of the history de-

partment of the Smithsonian In-

stitute from 1946 to 1956. Since

then he has been chairman of the

department of Armed Forces His-

til you show us that you are mov-
ing on better lines, I think we
would expect you to steer clear of

pronouncements in the United Na-
tions on South Africa and Rho-
desia. After your solution of (he

Ri'd Indian problem apartheid

seems aJruost Utopian in its treat-

ment of the African!

We all pray that there wiU be

no major outbreaks of violence this

- the > futui

By Majt Frodi

The people of Sweden greatly

honored the memory of Martin
Luther King as news of his death

was broadcast extensively the day

he was assassinated.

In all of the university cities.

(Continued on Page 6)

Gray Anticipates

Admissions Increase

By Marian Keller

and Susan Kengeter

On May 5, the Washington
College Players' production of

Pirandello's Enrico IV closed at

which point Pirandello gave a

>great sigh of relief ^irandello's

\play is meant to be a comment
Von man's failure to realize his

/true identity and his tendency to

[escape into a role.""!

The fact that trie protagonist

is known throughout the play only

as Henry IV illustrates his de-

pendence upon his role. Each of

the remaining characters has also

assumed a mask in which he may
safely confront the world.

Intention Misunderstood

In order to preserve his image

of himself, each character forces

Henry to maintain his role as

madman, a role that each charac-

ter can accept.Henry's final cry

reveals the agony of a man (tap-

ped within his role forever. J
Evidently, the majority or the

cast did not realize Pirandello's

intentions One of the actors was

overheard saying that he did not

understand the play as his only

knowledge was derived from re-

hearsals and actual performance.

If the actors themselves did not

understand it, how could they ex-

thc ;

The <

By Ed Scbubnan

Washington College's class of

1972 is not completely formulated

yet, but Mr. Harold Gray, Di-

rector of Admissions, anticipates a

class numbering approximately 190

students.

At the present time, 157 iiiture

freshmen have accepted Washing-

ton College's offers of admission,

25 ahead of last year at this time.

Included in this figure are 81 men
and 76 women. The Office of Ad-
missions expects the final figure

to include about 100 men and 90

Watting To Hear

The Office is still watting to

hear from 80 students who have
been offered acceptances. Many of

these, Maryland students, are

waiting to hear from their state

senators before replying, concern-

ing State of Maryland Senatorial

Scholarships. Announcements of

these scholarships have been slow-

er this year than in previous years.

A number of these eighty have in-

dicated that Washington College is

their first preference.

Applications have run about

10% ahead of last year—male

25% ahead and female 12% be-

low. A decrease in female appli-

cants is a phenomenon present in

most colleges this year, especially

in women's colleges.

More Aid

More scholarships are available

for the class of '72 than any previ-

ous freshman class. Of the 110

who applied, 40 students have been

awarded aid from Washington Col-

lege There ate still other stu-

dents receiving aid from state

scholarships and other sources.

The Admissions Office has accept-

ed 405 applicants and rejected

296. Three Negro students have

: grace

vided by the performances of Carl

Gamba and Peter Herbst Carl

Camba's portrayal of Henry IV
revealed understanding and sensi-

tivity on his part, and the ap-

pearance of Peter Herbst on stage

lifted the action from a slough of

despondency Peter's maladroit
'

Iding might be improved

far oflXN

Mr, Gray is hopeful of at-

tracting more.

The quality of next year's fresh-

classes. The College looks for stu-

dents with a variety of back-

commented that some fine athletes

are included among the future

freshmen. Of the 84 men who
have paid their deposit, 45 have

played at least one varsity sport

played at Washington College.

till

applic Carl Gamba, left, and Charl

Hemming were principal actors i

the Players' production at Enrit

Miss Strausser's at-

tempt at melodrama might have
been adequate on "The Edge of

Night," but not in Pirandello's

play. It is a pity the Players
must rely on the ability of one or
two actors to sustain the pcrfor-

The technical aspects of the

production were excellent. The
sea with its melange of antique
furniture created the appropriate

atmosphere, and the portraits

painted by Jack Schroeder were
remarkable in their likeness to

Henry IV and Frida. The cos-

tumes exhibited imagination and
talent. The lighting effects done
by Rob Holland and Art Schultz

emphasized the mood skillfully

achieved by the set itself.

One might have wished that

the last performance of the aca-

demic year had maintained the

standards set by the Players'

previous productions.

Miscellany

To Appear By
Exam Week

Miscellany 186, once a dusty as-

sortment of dog-eared manuscripts
and photographs, has finally been
coaxed into a cohesive form and
sent to the Queen Anne's Pub-
isbing Company. It will be avail-

able to the students sometime dur-
ing exam week Students who plan
to leave early should leave name
and address with a member of the

Miscellany staff.

A relatively small number of

people determined the contents of

this year's edition of the literary

magazine, and they are waiting

anxiously to see how many readers

share their literary taste. The ma-
terial in Miscellany is impressive,

yet it tends, generally, to require

close reading for full appreciation;

graphic material is carefully co-

ordinated with the wri

whl.ll :

subtle, sometimes literal. Altogeth-

er, one should be in a very re-

ceptive mood before attempting to

read the magazine.

Though hampered by an indefi-

nite budget and an indifferent stu-

dent body, the editors feel they

have created a good
rllll

Cooke, Worteck is both a hard-

working organizer and a highly

imaginative person. He expects

Worteck to do an excellent job

with the assistance of a new and

iterested staff.

With the initiation of the senior

erary prize awarded annually by
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the stick side Diamondmen Split

FinalHomeGames
By Mike Kelly

This is a record most teams

ot a Washington College team.

_._t evident this year; it took

i psyched-up to play and then i

behind '

8 Wins, 3 Losses, 1 Til

would be proud to have, hut

The winning altitude

half a game to get the 1

often than not the Sho'

A comparison between the number 3 tcamininf mum.y u.

1%7 and the number ? in the nation of I960 is in order The

Sho'men of '67 were 11-1, scored 166 to the opponents 73f

which was a winning margin of 7.5 goals a game. In '68 the

Sho'men scored 117 to the opponents' 95 or a winning margin

of 1,8 goals per game. These figures idl quite a story, and

many people have asked what lias happened.

To begin, I think that 1 should mention

College lacrosse fans are spoiled; for the past

ington College has played very good jac

been in the top ten in the ci

improve on the previous year'

seen Washington College lose

.remembered that a college

produce supermen on the la

; the different c

The answer is attitude and

not have the desire to win

skipped practice, did not hi

ably, they did no! have il

when they were down and I

point total wr li.nl tin 1 *' '

.it Washington

ix years Wash-
ind lias always

:h year they seem to

record. Many fans had never

i lacrosse game; it should be

1th 275 men will not continually

rosse field. Now the question would

in this year's team and last year's?

will to win. The team of '68 did

and to sacrifice to do it. People

close for the Washington College

baseball team, the Sho'men play-

ed three games and picked up

one victory. Their lone victory

came in the first game of a dou-

blchcadcr against Lovola.

On Thursday. May 2, ihc

lack of offensive punch and a

lot of mistakes in the infield help-

ed bring about the Sho'men de-

feat. The only high spat on this

gloomy day was the three singles

collected by George BucRlaw,

Saturday was a different story

header. Dave Brun

For the Greyhounds

?ns and Perry and a

Bobby Vandcrclock

enough to give the Sho'men

a 3-3 deadlock.

With the score all even at 'the

end of seven innings, the game

the icd foi

didn't take long to end. Imuci

With two out in the eighth inni

senior third-sacker Al Perry dr

a walk. Al was followed by

captain Bobby Vanderclock, w

riple deep i"

It

Rosen walked, and

singles by Hibbcro, Pace, and

Streelman scored the two runs.

The game remained a pitcher's

battle until the sixth inning when

the Sho'men tied the game up.

This

rl to kick

• score. The high

which the team

If Wasliir

,-ill enable thi

i,,|n

the top

play big lacrosse

they

rifice of a top . The

vhich

villing

Thinelads Lose In
Meet At Hopkins

should have training rules ana ue m*

use a quote from a well-known lacross

be tough on them, they are not paid.'
-

1

be pushed and pushed hard, if the player

cut them—players with desire are the

pressed in the above quote could hav

was a small sport. Now it is a growing sport and the „™
Washington College can't compete with the larger colleges

less we work harder than they do. A prime example of

pushing the players enough was evidenced in the inability

I dual i : of the

stick by them: to

personality, 'You can't

t take it then

The ideas ex-

orked when lacrosse

The Sy ise and Hof:

have hecn won if we were ahel to pick up loose ball

Enough said about problems and fault:

eral, I feel now that something should be

viduals. Attack seems like the pi;

the man to start with. H we hat

field we would have easily

is the example of what it

started off slow nad did

Svec and Mueller were

should help next year. T
it helped: no one played

proved. The defense plav

in each game. The letdr

the reason is that am all

is down in the defensive

The fin;

son saw the Sho'men meet defeat

at Ihe hands of Johns Hopkins in

Baltimore last Saturday.

The outcome was in doubt until

the final three events, when Hop-

kins scored heavily in the high

jump, two mile and mile relay.

The Sho'men effort was dbmihat-

ed by six seniors, as they scored

44 of the team's 64 points be-

tween them. Co-captains Charlie

Mock and Ben
cindermen, scoring 13 and II

points in their specialties. Woody
Snyder gained 9 points in ihe

opportunities for medals. Also

competing on Sa 11 be

distance men Free Coupe and
Sam Martin. Da\ c Bird s the

Sho'mcns lone e

Frosh mile in whic , according to

Coach Chatellier.
' Kevin K

PMC is expected Whit-

man's conference r cord of 4:36.4

,ough to give Dave
fourth victory of the

Al Streelman was the pitcher in

the nightcap, but Al unfortunately

did not have the offensive sup-

port that was given Dave Bruce.

Al gave up three runs on nine

hits. The Sho'men drew first blood

in this game. Bobby Vanderclock,

playing the last game of his col-

for the Sho'men on a single

y G. Hibbcrd.

From then on it was all Loy-

ila. The Greyhounds tied the

;ame in the third as a result of

triple and a single. They picked

ip two more runs in the fourth

s Streelman gave up two triples

nd a single. The Sho'men could

catch up as they lost their

of the i 3-1.

The Washingtc ided the

ecord of 6-10. This

'ear's squad made a lot of people

ealize that there was another

the i

halls am] tl

Simmons, Lambda A
Lead Intramurals
With the intramural Softball sea-

son well under way. both defend-

ing champs—the Lambda A team

in the fraternity division, and Mr.

Simmons in the independent di-

vision—are comfortably leading

their respective leagues with three

and he is to be commended 'for

having done a good job under try-

ing circumstances in Chatellier's

absence at the Hopkins meet.

Today Charlie Moik, Pete John-

icd their

defeated

Loyola College of Bal-

belonged

Ron Regan as he tallied

Stickmen End In
Draw With Hofstra

to the Sho'men the stick work was
hurt and Hofstra's knock-em'down
style almost prevailed. Mark Mad-
den played his usually brilliant

game, leading ihe Sho'men scorers

with four goals. Jim Mueller, who
improved with each game, came
through again as he got the tying
goal in the overtime period. Not
enough can be said for the

fine play of Ford Schumann as he
kept the Sho'men in the game with

eluding

rith D7 Ilnf-

feat out of the hands of victory

in two one-run losses to the KA'i

12-11 and the Theta A'l 9-8. Th<

Theta B team, behind the pilch'

stra's All-American attackman.

Softball Standii gs
American League

Lambda A 4—0
Phi Sig 3—1
Theta A 3—1
KA
Doobirds

Theta B n—

4

National LiMi/tn-

Mr. Simmons 5—0
Barfs 4—2
Little Fred 4—2
Faculty 3—2
DMZ
CRSA 1—4
Stones 0—5
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Khe Sanh Press News
Not Accurate, Fair

Was

press! It has just pulled off

of the most flagrant fabrica-

U1...s
since Ihe days of William

Paiidi'Iph Hearst's Cuban atroci-

lici and gotten of scot-free. "Khe
Sanh: Like Waiting in the Elec-

ChaJr" (Washington Star),
Outpost That is a Time

>" {Life)—these grossly mis-
Jated titles are forgotten al-

?ady. The Great Amerii

. word of doom-
ted but has not the

rn on its deceivers,

absurdity of their

Khe Sanh, the outpost on its

last leg, cut ..if from all around
support and whose very life de-
pended on the casual whim of the
North Vietnamese High Command,
has been rejoined to the outside
world. Never more than 20 miles
from Khe Sanh, 20,000 U.S.
troops uneventfully swept along
Highway 9 all the way out.

The press that had spoken of
4(1.(1(10 NVA besk'gmi; a beleaguer-
ed base suddenly spoke of a siege
force of 26,000 previous and 14-

MACV hoped to build Kh

"The Agony of Khe Sanh" by

month period aiid a yello
alists dream.

II. On Casualties

Amusing Tales Told

In Old Elm Pages
By Jean Kirshcnbauni

College lost its first

.ikill '.'ihiii- ..f the 19JI, season
the University of Md., 63-0.

the same year, President Tits-

.-.rlli lectured at weekly chapel.
Football and weekly chapel no

:sist at Washington College.
nes they are a changin', as
i campus newspapers can il-

Or arc they?

Saturday Classes

(. The College's faculty in

rned down a student peri-

iororities

Ingage In

'hilanthropy
The Greek sisters of Washing-

oughout the year. Each sorority

turn fr.r the weekend

ion for Saturn, .

Monday holiday. However, the fac.
ully did approve a 3:45 Monday
dismissal of all classes so students
rould catch the 4 o'clock bus to
Tolchester. Today Washington
College has Saturday classes.

the past. A large advertisement in

one issue of the now defunct Col-
legian announced that "for the first

time since 1910 Washington Col-
lege has a yearbook in the making"
That's when the Pegasus was born.

Humorous Editor
Things are still pretty much the

same, too, regarding the College
newspaper. Fur example, in 1926,
one of the issues was never pub-
lished "owing to the advanced holi-

day recess due to a student peti-

Then
. Ihe edit

trative: "Remember George Wash-
ington for what he has done. And
forget that be drank and played
cards. For even John Bunyan

. the B-:

iualties—proba

,ey killed everythin

the bombed

In addit pla:

in the Chestertown area, the
will also distribute pam-

lo local residents.

Zeta Tau Alphas annually
B»r ihe Cerebral Palsy Fund.

on to donating the pro-

,,11,,,

' during the Chri
Christmas Seals.

y Alpha Omicron Pis and the

Omegas collectively

VISTA project in

--.'. .or a needy family in

The AX's have also spon-
e Children's Aid Society
County and I

Profs to
Summer

By Bert Bogash

Many professors at Washing-
ton College, with the aid of grants

Dr. Joseph McLain. profi

of chemistry, plans to finish a I

book on solid-state chemistry

Become
Authors

lyn received a $1500 grain from
the National Foundation on the
Arts and Humanities.

Dr. Thomas An, professor of

political science, and Dr. Edgar
Cwynn. professor of biology will

use their summer vacations to

work on books in their respective

Russian Research
With an itinerary including

Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev and

He will also st„p in Helsinki I,

do research from microfilm. Dr
Smiths trip will be financed in

Fr. Bennett Lamond. English
.....ueli.r. will use a grant tO he-

tin research for bis Ph.D. disser-

res happen would
ise histories—but

c of the variables

r-play in

U.S. casualties arc generally
very difficult to miscalculate.
Bodies anil medevacs are easy to
keep track of for your own side.

It is the other part of the ratio
that is so "flexible."

The usual method of determin-

ed for one man to do all of ihe
counting. This introduces the fac-
tor of double counting, where ad-

bodies.

Another troublesome point is the

B-52 raid. These raids contribute
significantly to enemy KIA's in

some zones, but they don't leave
very countable casualties. In many
cases it's impossible for a ground

r, retiring Captain, and presc..~ ..

given to Gihnour by the oarsmen of Washington t cgc. The giftwas first presented last Sunday at a banquet held on Ihe lawn of crewclub supporter John Truslow, The team finished it, season |, ,k-end by participating i„ ,|K Potomac Rowing Regatta. I In |A . ,
finished strong but behind the pack because of a weak start Ihe
Varsity boat again bested Salisbury Slate in Ihe featured college race
for "newer" schools, but finished hchind first place Philadelphia
Community College, Rensaelacr Polytechnic Institute, and Howard

sity.

Final Exam Schedule
Monday, May 20—8:30

, L.i n D.l 09 Edui 1 11 |"S
'">

y FA100 Fuel
'

,„,i,.,.,,i,,.iS,21

D.l

1 D.203

1I,„

Hisi

Mall

','
' ss

:00.

S.22

:00 Psyc
';",?

l!ru,ii
l
'i''l|

l

S2-,

hal S.7
SCm
SCm

r

, 1.1,1 j'.l, S.26

Span 202c DiLill.. S.Iti

Friday, May 24—0:30-10:;

Phil 202, Pi nek S.22

Phys mine, 1) 10

Psyc 310 P
Soc

s

1 1 b Horsley B.3'2

Sal urday. May 25—8:30-10
Chei lilt, S ah D 109

Fuel 101 |„, es S.2",

Fuel ll'H, 11 S22
408 11 11,, S.30

I' Sri 122 ,\i S.20
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Letters . .
Derby

(Continued from Page 2)

To (he Editor:

On Tuesday, May 7, the MRA
council held a meeting in (he din-

ning hall tor all interested stu-

dents to discuss and explain the

new propped hull, iary Committee

format. Pathetically, only 18 in-

terested students showed up. This

meeting was indeed well publicis-

ed yet this miserable turnout

clearly indirates the irresponsibility

.mil apathy "I the male students.

ied fn

afteiartillery than go

to he calls for artillery support.

Hut il you ask for a barrage (or

one sniper, it's rather embarrass-

ing, so frequently the lone NVA
becomes a platoon lor the sake

of protocol.

Nevertheless, when B-52 and

other air-strikes. naval gunfire and

massive artillery support are em-

ployed, a lot of NVA gel killed

without a r;l having to risk his

neek. The casualty ratios may be

exaggerated, hut probably not too

Theatre Announcements

Dope
!"' ""

istraiion to help students win

more freed,,to and r.sp'.osibil'iv

The administration has given the

male students a great opportunilj

to prove that they are responsible

yet if this meeting was indicative

of how responsible the male stu-

dents really arc, il is B»>ng lo be

a hard road to get the legislation

everybody wants.

Il is therefore clear that much

of the problem lies in lack ol

student knowledge as to the im-

portance and role of the MRA.
This must be alleviated. If such

attempts by the administration to

give the student a greater oppor-

tunity to achieve what they de-

sire are defeated or are treated

apathetically, the College has eve-

ry right to play the power role.

Pete Johnson

crowded

plummeting. Third-

county nationals (non-U-S. or

Vietnamese) are leaving the coun-

try. Homes in ihe suburbs are bc-

ing sandbagged and identifying li-

cense plates on vehicles being

scrapped.

Perhaps the peace offensive is

being interpreted as a sellout. Or
people know soinc-

llliou ! don

King

i-.iiii

NOTICE

, "8>/s" will be show.

.-nllcgc's Fine Arls Buili

ing in Tawcs Thcairc Frida

May 17, al 8:10 p.m. "Tl

General" »iih Busier Kcalc

111 !><• presented ;

film

showing. May 19, beginning I
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IDRIVI-IN I
THIAHI

|

AT STARKEY'S CORNER

FRI .SAT-SUN. MAY 9-11

I R 1

1

I I HORROR THORN
PETER CUSH1NG

"Frankenstein
Created Woman"
ALL STAR CAST

"Prehistoric Woman"
SHARON TATE

"Fearless Vampire
Killers"

OR
"Pardon Me. But Your

Teeth Are In My Neck"

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Cheslertown, Md.

•OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone; 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly

7 and 9 p.m.

Matinee Sunday at 2 P.M.

TH1.1RS.-FRI.-SAT.

MAY 9-10-11

LLOYD BRIDGES

"A Hack On
The Iron Coast'

"Track Of Thunder"

SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY
MAY 12-13-14-15

ALL STAR CAST

"KNACK"
ADULTS ONLY

also

ANTHONY QUINN

"That Man From Rio"

most of the year; when on

filled in ably.

Even though the Sho'i

up to Washington College

CHURCH HILL

THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

MAY 9 TO MAY 15

WALT DISNEY'S

"Happiest Millionaire"

with

FRED MacMURRAY

GREER GARSON

TOMMY STEELE

; having a bad day, tht

lid not swamp air

,^..niimi--d from Page 3)

i.e. Uppsala, Lund, Gothenburg,

Slnekllt.lm .Hill L'nii-1. |ie.)|,li

marched in King's honor aftei

they received the message. H
er, in Gothenburg (the s

largest city in Sweden) groui

j-ympalheli. t.< llie N.innn.il 1 iU

rond

>.-,!>,, i ;ed Ihe first

torchlight procession. Aftei hoi

and biiter news editorials, a sec-

end alteinnt jiili *'.n sin ' t-ss.-

the southern Swedish - iiy "i Lund

on May 5. Speci lies in bono, ol

the late Dr. Hint: ended with ihe

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING

Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST

Phone 778-3181

zords "We shall

veryone sang the song in Engl

\ large group of stud the

Lund,

procession of studi__

teen different university doiiniio

ies gathered at the uni'

square. One student assoc

however, Heated down ):

messages that said Dr. Kin

leresi in nun-violence had 1

cd. The bills condemned tl

in Vietnam „..-

the NLF and Siokely Carmi.

but the atmosphere remained i

and dignified-

Tribute

Student Minuter Anders We
berg paid tribute to the late Dr.

King with a quote

King had made the day befo.

died. King ._

worry about living a long )i(

only wanted lo live

the will of Cod.

Wcsicrberg said ..._

life had been one of faith

that he struggled

TASTEE FREEZ

Milk Shakes

H00» X
Overlooking

Worton Creek Marin

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprieto

j 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday — 8:30-12:00 i

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

involved might choos

said, "Let us remember that

responsibility for the violent

not with the deprived people

strive for their rights, but

the oppressors who prevent

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.i

Sunday

5:00 p.m.- 11:00
|

245 High Strut (D C.o.i SI...H (nur Ikt C0II.9.)

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed onevery check!

Just present your ID card to the ban'

to open your account.

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
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£Jitor,

House Reacts Stupidly
"The threat by the House t

ting them off fr<

iu.l.Hslnr il;iri».

ish rebellious col

Federal loans

Thus be^an a New York Times editorial la

f:
with which the Elm is in complete agreemer

I editorial went on to state: "Campus stability

I safeguarded by sound reforms of the academic
U ty and by enforcement of its own democratic
1 by governmental threats of fiscal invasion."

Such threats are intolerable; Congress

p reacted to the rioting at Columbia. This legisl

I; detta serves no useful purpose—and only u

| what little confidence is left among students in
;; bilites and quality of our legislators.

The Wyman Amendment is a da
I Federal regulation of student behavi
I of academic freedom. The government must st

- <>f its support of higher education throng
ft -tudents as an "indulgent uncle's benefactio:

Not the least of the faults of the amendrn
phraseology: funds would be denied to a stu

| "willfully refuses to obey a lawful regulation 01

le university or college which he is attendi
hich he is employed when such willful refusal
serious nature." Now just who is to detern
Tense is of a "serious nature"? Obviously, tin

ent would be virtually arbitrary and subject
fTi rences in interpretation.

The Elm was shocked to learn that Republ

I

gressman Rogers C. B. Mor
Shore district, voted for the amendment
member of the college's Board of Visitors ai

and should have avoided the ridiculous
to the riots at Columbia—and stood on
above politics, for a principle we hope h

ng an

Mori

have: tba Mhi

Gordon To Address
186th Commencement

Feds Threaten
Scholarships

passed J06-54. and

of the

Jing [he

from Oxford Uni-

awarded after the lie.

eluding Hie re. tally

Sophie Kin I'ei,

endeavor, tbe Gol
awards and the Gen
ton Medal Awards
I-indr,aek award for

edit

Burns Speaks On
Madness. Excellence

a. Mr.

awarding of scholastic and
prizes highlighted the

„ Honors Convocation on
rimisday afternoon. May 9, in

Theatre.

Offering a more pertinent vari-

of the "sententious well-

s'' to which graduating sen-

_ are subjected Dr. Burns,
)(an of the College, explained

trn Are Dead" and
1 Kafka, Faulkner a
' '" ihe madness of t

i.-ludin- the Clark-Pm

n'l Robert Vanderclock, the Hil-

md Memorial Medal f..r the

t English average to Cathy

, the Alpha Chi Omega

.lln

Robert Vanderclock. Mary Sue
Blevins and James Hanifee receiv-

ed the Zeta Tau Alpha and Liv-

ingnod Memorial Awards for stu-

dent leaching, and Mary Sue
Blevins and Karen Johnson shared

the Women's Athletic Award.
Chesley Stone Gatnba won the

Mary Lou Chamberlain Award
for service to the Mount Vernon
Literary Society and Don Muntcr
received the Colonial Dames

Those chosen to O
Kappa, the Senior V

or Society. Who's V
ican Colleges and Ui

Phi Alpha Theta, thi

President Daniel 7.. Gibson listens lo Dean of the Collei

C. Burns' address "Rosencranlz and Guildcnstern Are i

ing at W.-shingion College."

iriiiii; how the amind-

of the

amendment says funds

be given to an individual

,'illfully refuses to obey a

regulation or order of the

ity or college which he is

which he is em-
ii willful refusal

Ttificd by the appr
)hav«

Frank Thoi

said he attt

"would still

ards considc

uld apply only to a

lion disrupting the

on i.i f the aims and ob-

of the university if stu-

ere to be caught playing

r dancing."

Carl Perkins (D-Ky.),

n of the House Commit-
Education and Labor, argu-

the amendment should not

'Who's Who'
Taps Eleven

For '69 Book
"Who's Wl \ , . ,, Col-

nhed and approved .
!

tu-

dents from Washington I oitege for

their 1969 publication, on the baiil

iclected on the basi

Alabama, who will award

. Mary Sue BM
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Congratulations, Class Of '68

The Elm extends its best wishes to the graduating members

of the Class of l%8. We hope lltcy all utilize what they have

learned clurini; their college years to the best of their abilities

—

and remember to keep in touch with Washington College as

alumni. The college will continue to need the active support

ol all her alumni to prosper and meet the rising costs of educa-

tion while maintaining and increasing academic standards.

Hemlock Patch
By Stuart Petoek-

Washington College's Stude

, v "n. pwvea point in which I

firmly believed, --.-. that Wash-

ington College's students .ire real-

ly quite all right between the

tars; that all ihcy need is a bit

of goosing. I have acquired some

My hope was that the "Hem-

lock Patch" might get a few stu-

dents abruptly out of their easy

chairs. But all I seem to have

don.' is to offend a few old ladies

with my language and to engender

a reply from one of the other

columnists, who seemed not to

have read the column he replied

I thought perhaps the lack of

open response derived from bad

writing, and 1 may yet have to

resign myself to that interpreta-

tion of the facts. But the people

from whom I would have elicited

a response are the Washington

College students, and these are

people who, in a year in which

12'/r of the faculty's contracts

were terminated (suggesting some-

thing amiss in the hiring policy),

despite the admission that they

were fully competent to teach

lOthing

d dan

,,,, badly.

Still, th

igns. If »

people who could find

o protest hut an unwant-

hand. Under the cir-

, f may not have done

Too, having to meet the Elm's

weekly deadlines gave mc a kind

of pressure I had been able to

avoid for a while. Even though it

omnieiiilatiini to terminate my con-

tract, I never felt at all bitter.

Indeed, I am grateful, in a way,

for they seem to have pushed me
into a position where I will have

a job that will represent a definite

goosing, I do

, 3„. a few of the stu-

goosing each other. And I

profited measurably froi

adv.
oppoi

in ili-

room. On the whole, however, I

think the two years I spent here

benefited me much more than I

benefited the students. For one

thing the experience I got made

mc a better teacher than I was

when I came. If the University

of Nevada is the pi:

the ulii.h

and I disagree vehemently

have no doubt that the

Letters To The Editor
defeni

Inadequate Report
The results of the bookstore questionnaire have

formally announced by Bennet Laniond, chairman of i

store committee, in a letter to the faculty.

Dissatisfaction and indifference characterized mc

Freedman
On Privacy
To the Editor:

I was interested to see the edi-

torial and letter in the I n 1-

cerning my remarks on inspection

1

," I do not question the 1

e book- ,ion 6f cither the studen ,

fessor Iloopes as to what V

of the The atmosphere was infon

tha

i which the

id. Very incomplete statements were made.

vas not a full report on the findings of what

ily there has been this year ( Laniond ad-

at the "Committee has accomplished rather

! made which directly or

the mind of the reader.

1 special service"

iving the student of a Const

ional right.

The reason underlying the C01

ran hierarchy of values. As

Supreme Court has pointed

this American ideal, perhaps

than any other, is what distinj

es our society from communis
fascist regimes.

As a technical matter, adi

trators of a private college ar

bound by the Constitution. I

over, their liability in a civi

to the highest standards;

Professor Harder is that intelli-

gent and that alert and that ar-

ticulate that I would not dare op-

pose him with anything less than

my best. Whether he did better

in the struggle than I did is not

presently determinable. He did get

rid of But I

dcei

In the end the

nts conduct their

than upon future

lecisions. Regard-

npre

haps
on second thougl

The hooksto

yet the committ.

with the booksK
do not understand b

Lcid

equesl for a stamp

as been in the bookstore all y
were confused with the sel

Id handle a selection of one 1

hen there would be an

iews are on the subjci

With respect to a p< :

. We'r

pen

f pens. Per-

3i- two brands. No—
inadequate selection,

er has met the Elm almost cnthusi-

ave made "inquiries about policies

—

that "attempts to create a dialogue

nel been thwarted every time." We
The rcpor

of law. the issue is perfectly clear.

It is a violation of the Constitu-

tion for a search of living quarters

to be conducted without a search

Political Potpourri

ofiki light

ablished" the old system of used book ex-

change—one that will, in effect, be competing with the one

being run by the SEA. The fact is, Leid was never told not to

have this exchange. Lamond has admitted this to the com-

mittee—but we feel the criticism of Mr. Leid in the report

is in poor taste, inaccurate, and indicative of the committed

work this year. As the report concludes, 'This year has been

most frustrating indeed."

vious). Second, an

would be inadmi

Third, the offict

By Brien Kehoe zeal of his supporters, will refuse

Before plunging into my sage
to drop out.

observations arid prognostic aiiuns Humphrey To Win
for the week, I would like to an- Hubert will use the same strat-

nounce that the Washington Col- egy Lyndon Johnson employed in

1960: he will speak, but as much
in his position as Vice President

inlluence. in any way, the Mitchell as candidate. He will do his cam-
paigning frequently via the tele-

aid Reagan" or "The GOP's in dents' support, he will win the

Power Again! ' either. nomination; probably on the first

This being the last of this ballot, certainly by the third.

Now for the Vice President. It

thought it might be nice to put cannot be McCarthy since Hum-
the

Fire Alert
The Elm has been assured that preparati

during the summer for adequate fire drilling

women's dormitories as well as in the classr

ns will be made
n the men's and
om buildings.

After a rather stormy session with the fire

this year, the college received recommendatio

ed holding four fire drills per semester. No
taken this semester—an unnecessary delay, z

vas made months ago.

inspector earlier

is which incbid-

action has been

s the inspection

The administration has come a long way n improving fire

would lie subjc,

tor common la

he look anythi

tell

happen tins summer. Mr. Kenne-

way, winning, in all probability,

every primary hi

Carthy, because of the relal

Mc-

'Beautify America

safety equipment tins year, mostly after prodding by

MR.A. All the extinguishers are up to snuff now—but evacua-

tion procedures have yet to be tested.

It is difficult to work up a sense of urgency about some-

thing which is unlikely to happen; the dorms are supposed

to be fire proof. To be sure, they are fire retardant.

Yet this past weekend, a light switch in the north exit

stairway in Kent House melted from the heat generated with-

in the switrhbox by the wires. The danger of fire is always

with us; the students will watch for further improvements in

fire safety precautions next year.

all probability, it will be Robert

Kennedy. U anything, this will

guarantee a Democratic victory.

Robert Kennedy knows this, arid

he will charge a high price: a

promise of Humphrey support in

in either 1972 or 1976.

G.O.P. Likelies

Meanwhile, down in Florida,

Richard Nixon will be nominated

on the first ballot. The Vice Pres-

idency could go to Rockefeller

but he is supposedly from th<

i/ens of N.-w York, Ronald Keav.ir

is not making the headlines as he
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BashOfTh^ear Anti-Marijuana Laws
To Be Tested In Court

Washington (CPS)—The na-

Ion's anti-marijuana laws ma}
oon be tested in the Supreme

The U. S. Court of Appeals foi

he Distrirt of Columbia has de
lied an appeal for reversal comic

of other bard narcotics.

A third brief, filed at the re-

quest of the court by Charles W.
Petty, argued that laws against

possession of marijuana for per-
sonal use were unconstitutional lir-

cause it is fundamental right of

choice which is supposed

legally classed ;

the attorney in

Ira Lowe, said he plans to take th.

the Supreme Court. "

c'll have a good case witl

preme Court," he say;

md to get to the heart o

think

slender basis indeed for

? an Act of Congress un-

—The New York Slate legisla-

te has passed a law which
would make sale of marijuana to

ninnn punishable by a maximum
entente of life imprisonment. The
>ill also increased penalties for

ale to adults and possession for

ise. Only one state, Ohio, has a

assembly

U.S. Budget Freezes

Library Construction
By Jean Kirshcnbau

Recent Congressional a

l-dcfensc portio

federal bin froze

$450,000 federal grant for

struction of the proposed
Washington College library.

College Business Manager,
Frederick W. Dumschott, ass

this

rill

Erection of the worn

nasitim may also be A
the college hopes to gc

ously with the library.

bids received for the g

last spring were rejected as

hiuli, they i ould be ir.i<liniilrd

that one of the projects would
commenced as planned.

Tlmueh

things."

Lowe, attorney for Steven V.
Scott based his argument around
the point that, although mari-

lw should be

(ing thai the

be declared

the place of the court to determ-
ine whether the law was properly

based on medical fact. He said it

know that marijuana "might be
physically and psychologically

harmful" and might lead to use

;mbled he-

—The Californ

has passed and sc... .„

a bill that would allow judges

impose a tough penally or a n

Comprehensives

Still Under Study
The

By Stcv. Myking

Vl„.n-

-ecl about

ins the necessary 1.3 million dol-

lars has been approved for some
time. However, the freeze will hold

up I ft i
- be 1

lay be three weeks,"

said Mr. Dumschott.

Bids Not Final

The Federal Office of Education
notified the college business office

by telephone last week that our
funds will be delayed alone with

Students Bargain
At Weekly Auction

..In.li

382236Nude
Attracts

Male Vote

Bottles, buttons, beans, flowers,

fruits, fans and lots of other stuff

are spread out amidst farmers,

merchants, housewives and even
Washington College students at the

weekly Wednesday night auction
in nearby Crumpton.

bidding." Usually, she explained,

,
and somehow elicit

first bid. The

by the S.G.^

spring have yet to be ansi

Whether comprehensives will

tinue in the future, as w>

their future nature,

determined.

Several informed sources do in-

dicate the very high probability

that comprehensives will be given
in the coming years. The faculty

is not unanimously in favor of

the continuation of these exams,
but it is a safe bet that students

presently at Washington College
will take comprehensives.

More Meaningful
The form the exams will take

is a disputed point also, if a
major, all-encompassing change
takes place, it will be in the di-

"comprehi

These rather conlmwrsial issues

likely will be resolved sometime
next fall, according to Dean Lan-
don Burns. While the faculty will

be responsible for the final deci-

sions, the Academii Council will

devote the most time to consider

the several proposals.

Several faculty members have
remarked that, no matter what the

of comprehensives. If comps are

indeed retained, they will not be a
blindly-accepted tradition, at least

for the

Since 1954, No

Big
the

, Calif. (CPS)—"Nobody

i Dix

rith

sell.

Dixon, along with William F.

Rash and Charles Phillips, does

the bid-calling himself. "We do
pretty well," he said. "The auc-
tion starts at 5:45 p.m. and goes

until we finish up around 11:30.

By that time every item is off the

be geared

ratlin

Test i

I the

thai individual

na.|..

Several departments have indicat-

ed that they are making consci-

entious efforts to effect this

change.

Some faculty are interested in

aiming comprehensives more flexi-

bly. The possibility of individual

Univ
"My biggest support is in the

men's dormitories where I make

blonde Palo Alto student whose
campaign posters—which show her
posing in the nude—are rapidly

becoming collector's items.

She is also well supported by
patrons of San Francisco topless

clubs who know her by her pro-

Bargains

Several boys from Kent House
have furnished their dormitory
rooms at bargain prices by bid-

ding at the auction. Gene Sutton,

for example, bought a large used

easy chair one Wednesday night

for "under $3," he said. Ray
Keene carpeted his room for less

than $10.

Most of the goods for sale are

usually "under the S500 bracket,"

said Dixon. "The most valuable

item ever auctioned off was an
antique Chippendale table worth
5750," he added.

Bidding

"The great fun of the auction,"

said a regular auction goer, "is the

Zimmet Wins 'Cheer 9

In AOPi Kite Meet
A large transparent kite flew

into rain clouds Saturday and
won a "basket of cheer" for Don
Zimmet in a kite-flying contest,

sponsored by the Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority as part of a fund
raising project. Barbara Kay
Price also won a basket for the

iginal kite creation, in the

College Plans

Anti-War

Graduations
Cambridge, Mass. (CPS)—Hun-

dreds of colleges will hold "Viet-

nam Commencements" to protest

the trial of five men for counseling

draft resistance, according to Re-

sist, a nation-wide anti-draft or-

Reiist is an adult group which
support draft resistance, The five

Spock, the

Slo; Coffin, for-

form of a flowe

No Wind

The wind was still, and

get their kites up into

Bob Manning, but he ran out sf

top Zimmet's

500 feet of string letout.

Thomas "Grubby" Fulwiler

Lamond, and Katherine Wakeryn.

The sorority collected $21.75 in

entrance fees and donations,

which will be given to the Na-

tional Arthritis Foundation as the

sorority's philanthropic project for

the year.

NOTICE
"Miscellany 186" will be avail-

able for distribution on campus this

Friday, according to editor Bob
Cooke. Students who expect to de-

part before then should leave their

name and address with Cooke or

next year's editor, Ed Worteck, so

There is no additional charge for

Marcus
Raskin, author Mitchell Good-
man, and Harvard graduate stu-

dent Michael Ferber — went oil

trial May 20.

Resist also announced that 210
campuses took part in the "Aca-
demic Days of Conscience" April

15 and 16. Those ceremonies were
held to commemorate Vi

and American war dead.

The Vietnam C
will also honor young men wh3
have resisted the draft. Resist ex-

pects 20-25,000 young men to join

the

of the University of
voted to forbid

encements at Berk'

campuses but local

suing the

Ath

Charter initiates of Phi Alpha Thet.i. history honor fraternity, include

(seated, 1. to r.): Ray Felton, Mrs. Collins, Bricn Kehoe, Steve My-
king. Standing (I. to r.): Joe Massey, Don Munder, Allan Payne and

history department chairman Dr. Nathan B. Smith.

one thought I

of observers th

Price's kite was made of oilcloth

frame, but it

was too heavy for the wind to

Cindy Stafford

were Duiylit Kirkpatr
The

hact'c of
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Theta Chi Captures

Intramural Crown
Ity John ( .niili n.lrll.i

eta Chi surged through ihn

INT KAMI iRAUS—Turn Marshall

Elm Announces
All-Star Squad

ig Mr.
Upper

her Charlie

The selection <'f ihis year's A1J-

Star loftball leam wai more diffi-

cult than ever before, as the se-

lection committee picked teams for

boh l- the American and National

Leagues. The committee, (.impos-

ed of representatives of the Elm

Sports staff

outstanding yet \

the All-Star squad.

..... third inning five-i

In the fifth, Barry Drew iced

game with a two run blast i

College Avenue from Som<

field. A razzle-dazzle catch by

ond baseman Dick Jackson

superior defensive play of TV

deficit in the sixth inning as Bar-

ry Drew tripled across the winning

runs after two costly Lambda er-

rors had allowed the tying runs.

Battle for Second Place

In the National League play-

offs, Little Fred and the Barfs

grappled for the second place po-

sition and the right to play Mr.

Simmons for the league champion-

ship. Little Fred grabbed an early

second inning lead, 3-1 on some

careless Barf fielding and picked

up two more tallies in the fourth

to bolster their margin. Chris

3-1 the last three frames, as the Barfs

Little

Chuck Mock's

ted these diffic

Pitching *" .-

Steve Claggelt of Theta Chi and

Charlie Skipper of the Mr. Sim-

mom team. It was Clagptft ris-

ing fastball that won his team the

league championship and him a

berth on the All-Star squad. Skip-

per's strong left army carried his

team through regular season play

without a loss, but came up sore

in the final play-off game.

checked Mr

Cat. hii this

the PI

mciidim; those players who

Softball All-Stars

3_Ken Stein, Phi Sig

John Hall. Theta Chi

OF—Frank Marion. Theta Chi

Tmn Marshall, Lambda Chi

Pete Joslin. Kappa Alpha

Barry- Drew, Theta Chi

National League

P—Chas. Skipper, Mr. Simmon;

C—Stan Raisin, Mr. Simmon:

1— Rick Blom, Little Fred

2—Steve Wrightlon—Mr, Sim

OF—Bruce Miller, Mr. Sin

Mark Brumbaugh.

Sigs- Jim Huggim
. Simmons' Stan Raksin,

ig-hall bitters,

Four Homers

ig first lose are Tom
and Rick Blnm. Whitson

• of the major offensive

of the Lambda Chi A
.461 i lav

run hitter that carried Little Fred

into the play-offs also with four

round-trippers.

Holding down the second sack

are Bob Manning of Lambda Chi

and Steve Wrightson of Mr. Sim-

.' final bid. The ...

with runners on second and third

wilh none out. Jackson, who stab-

bed the shot after it was deflected

off the glove of first baseman

Mark Svcc, doubled up the run-

ner at second.

Tight Defense

The Thctas had earlier defeat-

ed Phi Sigma Kappa 8-3 in the

first play-off game in the American

League. A tight defense and the

hitting of Frank Marion, Larry

Martin, and John Hall lifted the

Thetas. over the third place Sigs.

Possibly the tightest game of the

year was played between the The-

tas and Lambda Chi, the league

leader; in regular season play. The

Netmen Fall

In Season's

FinalContests
with their slick fielding

Sure Gloves

(Stop, Theta Chi's Larry

ad Mr. Simmons' Bill

son the All-Star nods by-

te sure glove and steady

«ary to play the position

and Theta Chi John

Runnii losing streak to

seven matches in a row the Wash-

ington College tennis team drop-

ped 5-4 and 9-0 decisions to Tow-

son and Loyola. The team finished

its season this Wednesday with an

away match at Elizabeth town.

Prior to this match the season's

record stood at 1-8.

In their last home match of the

season the Sho'men provided Loy-

thai

the GreyliL.unds of the Mason-Dix

Nori Div it le.

Tom Marshall Wins
Mason-Dixon Tourney

Manning. Fred Grey, Rob Ken-

dall, Steve Graeff, Dan Mcasell,

and Drew McCullagh all dropped

straight set matches while the dou-

bles teams of Manning and Ken-

dall, Grey and Graeff, and Bob

Cox and Joel Cope were on the

wrong end of the score though

>k the only set

•on by

ths nlv sinele-

Tom Marshall competed in

Mason-Dixon Conference

Championships. Finishing Art

the Northern Division and
enth in the overall

Marshall fired a mediocre

the first round followed by

College, had
bad practiced

was fortunai

practice mil. -— , -

game. In other years be had been

iber three. Steve Graeff lost a

I match at number four by

2-6 6-4 after almost making

ame'back from a 5-0 deficit in

third set. Other singles losers

c Bill Manning, Fred Grey,

. Cox, and Drc« McGullagh.

h the match already decided

(Co

sharpen his

ally without practice.

Wins By Stroke

For the record, Marshall won

in the Northern Division by on*

stroke, finishing four strokes be-

hind third place. The winnei

from Randr.lph-Macon shot i

74-70 to help his squad win lean

honors.

If Marshall hadn't bogeyed th

„ „ild first

Fred grab a 5-4 lead off Mr. Sim-

mons in the National League

championship game. Mr. Simmons

hurler Charlie Skipper settled

down and closed the door on Lit-

tie Fred until the final inning

when they managed one tally.

In the third and fourth inning?,

the hitting of Bill Manning, Bill

Mitman, Bruce Milter, Henry

Biddle and pitcher Skipper

drove
'

across five Mr. Simmons

runs and sent them into the chant-

pionship game against the Thetas.
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SPORTS
The State Of Intramurals

It has been said before that there exists a state of apathy

among the students at Washington College: teachers are try-

ing to inspire us but are refusing to exert ourselves. One situa-

tion on campus where this is totally false-m fact is exactly

reversed—is the state of intramural athletics. In recent years

the students have been becoming more concerned and, in re-

sponse to the student desire, so has the Elm, devoting more

space to intramural events. It is unfortunate that the athle ic

department does not feel the competitive enthusiasm among the

male populace. Naturally, that which the students desire, the

athletic department chooses to de-emphasize.

Probably rationalizing their decision on a rough but spirited

football season, the athletic department saved time, effort, and

money by totally eliminating volleyball and cutting the- soft-

ball season to a week and a half. Many men who look forward

to participating in intramurals found themselves idle for the

better part of the second semester. The volleyball tournament,

which could have been started and finished within a week, nev-

er got off the ground this year, because somebody kept putting

it off from week to week until finally it was too late. Obvious-

ly someone else must have been waiting for volleyball to en

before organizing a Softball league, so that Softball did not gc

started until there were only three weeks remaining in th

semester. As it stands now, after playing a short, crowded regi

lar schedule, the league championship game will not be played

until the final exam reading period.

There is one case in particular which reveals the afh.-

departmenfs let's-get-the-damned-thing-over-with attitude. The

two last-place teams in one division of the Softball league i

supposed to reschedule a game previously postponed by i

It was also posted on the original league schedule that all

postponed games would be made up at the end of the season.

When the time came for the game to be made up, Mr. Elliott

specifically stated that the game would not be replayed because

it had no bearing on the league pennant race. The game itself

meant a lot to the players on the two teams and was playe

nevertheless, but without the use of league equipment an

league umpires.

The purpose of intramurals has been and always will be

to give every student the opportunity to enter into athletic

competition. Unfortunately, the athletic department discour-

ages this kind of competition.

Tennis Anyone?

tugliout the

.r ..«, players on the team were

by the coach. The other players on the

not to return to the courts next year to

l is basically a result of a differ-

lolcs firrl

would have been

WINNER—of Ihe Mason-Dixo

sions—Tom Marshall—practice-

Golf Championships—Northern divi-

Tennis anyone? Possibly not. If things keep tin .

...» .!,».« „,;„!,» „«t he » tennis team next vear. The disy

a zenith last week when the top 1

not awarded lettl

team have vowet

play under the sar

The dissentiou on

ence in tennis etiquette between the players and Coach Mei-

rick. Competitive tennis today is often a frustrating game

in which the players ease their anxiety with an occasional fom-

letter word. This mannerism has been often seen at Forest

Hills, Wimbledon, and certainly Washington College. Coach

Merrick, puritanically condemning swearing in any form on

the tennis court, has overtly and disturbingly criticized no

own players and visiting plavers during many matches. One

player was suspended from practice for two days and eventual-

ly booted from the squad for uttering one such profanity.

As to who is right regarding tennis etiquette, each pla

must be his own judge. One person cannot expect to imp

a rigid moral code on a varied group of students. Someone

will have to change: time will prove that it is easier to liberal-

ize one person than it is to reform ten. .,
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Derby Tells OfNavy
Action In Vietnam
July; the reports may be condensed
and included in the next issue of
the Elm, scheduled to be publish-
ed September 19.

By Dan Derby

One hundred miles east of
Dong Hoi in North Vietnam is

the vague region of the Gulf of
Tonkin known as Yankee Station.

mi- lli c Enterpri

Boise, Denver and Johnson of the Mitchell Trio s

Weekend concert-goers on Friday night

Ranger and Kitty Hawk
along with thei

The power represented by i

are lounges, libraries, tape record-
ers, and closed-circuit radio and
TV. Rcsupply of the ship is done
by air or sea. With these facili-

ties and rcsupply techniques, a car-
rier, especially a nuclear-powered
carrier like the Enterprise, is like

a floating island, capable of com-
bat operations for an indefinite

period without contact with

One of the ama/im; lliini>. jL.m
the Vietnam war—one of the
many— is the fact that it is pos-
sible for a soldier to find out

progress by listen-

progress (if any), of the x

oldest of reruns—e.g. Dao)
ett!—to some of the mos
screen arrivals, like / Spy.

AFVN Radio music has
emphasis on folk music-

twanging stuff. A
real banjo
linder that

all urban

Mitchell Trio Music
Brings Wit, Protest

.On

By Thackray Dodds

"We can say more in a college

are often expressed through sa-

tire," said David Boise, singer and
spokesman for the Mitchell Trio,

which entertained Washington
College students on Friday night

of this year's Spring Weekend.
John Denver, David Boise and
Mill- Johnson comprise the trio of

self-styled lyrical H. L. Menckens
who delighted their audience
with a varied repertoire of social

Draft To Get
AllGraduates,

Hershey Says
The new draft policy set up by

General Hershey, director of the

Selective service in the United
States, is that anybody graduating
from college this year will be

e work will be drafted. Most
imj of Conscientious objectors

! be repealed.

Objector Status

Irown said that a classification

All

"drop-outs" who left in ordc
sing. Boise attended the Universi-
ty of Texas, John Denver went to

Texas Tech, and Johnson left

Colorado University to study clas-

sical guitar in Barcelona, Spain.
Back-up guitarist Paul Prestopino

at the University of Wisconsin be-

fore he joined the trio six years

Consistent Themes

;ongs the Mitchell Trio
reflect thei

< file ;

get." Anyone who

should get the "C-O" handbook
from the American Friends Socie-

ty at 319 E. 25th Ave., Baltimore,
Md., Brown said, because the ques-
tions on the selective service form
150 for conscientious objectors
"are tricky and ambiguous."

Form 150 must be returned to

the local draft board within ten
days after the board mails it, If

the classification is refused, the ob-
jector may appeal to his draft

hoard within 30 days of receiving
a new classification other than
that of conscientious objector.

Hearing

If a draftee wants to appeal the

refusal he
draft board for a hearing. If the

tl.iiMh<ation is granted and then
repealed, the draftee may appeal

appeal board.

The local board then sends the

draftee's file to the state board,
and be does not "have to do any-

except wait," said Brown.

strongly united. They are opposed
to the war in Vietnam. "I don't
think any of us would go to Viet-

nam if we were drafted—at this

point anyway," said Mike John-
son. "Anyway the moral decision
is before you go in—because once
you go in, there is no further
choice in the matter," added
Boise. The trio has been giving

their time to campaign and sing

for Senator McCarthy's campaign.

Civil rights, the war, lowering
the voting age to eighteen and
love are frequent topics of these

singers, and they don't change
their themes to fit the audience;
they sing the same songs in all

parts of the country. "In the
Midwestern colleges, maybe be-

cause they are more isolated, the

songs don't go over too well,"

said Boise, "but the students in

the South respond really well The
New York audiences appear very
ultra-hip and blase?'

"Washington College" said

Boise, "is a great place where
plenty of helpful people

the flight deck
twenty-five fighter-bombe
weather plane and a rescue heli-

copter. Each 90 minutes for
twelve hours a cycle of twenty

There are four thousand men on
each carrier. Stewards, machin-
ists, pilots, mechanics and flight

deck personnel are present in

three shifts' quantity; and dis-

tributed among ten decks for work
and living quarters.

Three decks below the flight

deck is the hangar deck, where
those aircraft not scheduled for

missions are serviced and stored.

Elevators bring the jets from top-

side down. With the ship's stor-

age of spare parts, machine shops
and technicians, all but the most
serious repairs can be made here.

When a plane is scheduled for

listed man assigned resp

for its ground care, si

positioned on the flight (

Most of the jets that

ing to the radio

commercial band or a

military radio.

Throughout Vietnam,
ed Forces Vietnam
(APVN) operates

ither the

PRICIO

; that only a smallid TV
fraction of the

reception range. Even the carriers

out on Yankee Station in the
Gulf of Tonkin have their own
"broadcast" facilities (closed cir-

every GI
the nbat theater has

it.-t.ii

ally
:

the

U'h-l

,
the plai

serving
;

The basis

type, and
ed in a

somewhere—in Vietnam or state-

side—they generally say so. One
noteworthy exception to this, how-
ever, was the two weeks of re-

ports from Hue that Marines were
just mopping up resistance pock-
ets, while the stateside radio news
was telling the story of a tedious

struggle to get into the citadel.

TV programming includes very

little documentary work, probably

rks have chosen

death-and-de-

ather than the

sanctioned publicai

like a small stateside paper in its

scope, and again AP is a major
source of its matter, leading to
pretty accurate reporting. Never-
theless, although their columnists
are not dull or slavishly pro-estab-
lishment, the Stripes doesn't carry
Walter Lippmann.

Considerably removed from the
aura of sanction which surrounds
Stars and Stripes is Overseas Week-
ly. OW is a hard-hitting, heel-
nipping paper that is decidedly GI-
orientcd. It discusses prostitution,

court martials, R&R spots and
GI activity on liberty. Unlike
Stripes, OW docs not appear on
PX bookstands, but it can be
bought on the street in Saigon
for 30$VN or about 25*.

papers circulate, but somehow
talk about pay raises, promotion
scales and added or lost medical
benefits doesn't have much rele-

vance. Called by Louis Stockstill,

editor of the Journal of the Arm-
ed Forces, bread-and-butter pub-
lications, the "Timeses" and the
Journal have little value to men
who have put guns before butter.

In Saigon itself there is a curi-

ous breed of papers which lives

off the American community.
(Continued on Page 7)

post

pults on the flight

A catapult is a steam operated
piston which holds a plane in

place until its jet engine is at full

power, then releases it. Even with
full power, the hundred or so

feet of runway left for the plane
is barely enough. Occasionally the

sudden dip in the trajectory of a
departing aircraft is merely twen-
ty feet or so; sometimes they fall

all the way and the pilot has only
a split second to decide whether
to eject or not. When a plane
hits water with its engine at
2000" F, it explodes suddenly and

After a bombing

Seniors ToAttend
Graduate Schools

By Su! i Arnold

Ovei of the class

their education in graduate
schools, many with financial aid.

A number of students, however,
have been accepted to graduate
schools with financial aid but have

fulfill their military

Th.-i

im d.

I first.

dow

the

From the mathematics depart-

ment, George Bailey and Michael
Park will study at the University

of Maryland. Both have received

ally
,

The singers

Johnson" and will be
an album under that

Turning Poin,

touch the deck, then
turns on full power. With luck,

one of four cables stretched across

the deck will pull him back be-

fore he reaches the forw

;ly pulls

antshif

Sciences

Three seniors from the chemis-

try department—Karen Johnson,
Henry Biddlt and Steven Miller

—

have received assistantships at the

University of Delaware. Their pro-

grams will include three-fourths

of the graduate work load, in ad-

,velve hours per week of

ching and assisting in the labor-

Both Randy Roe and Mary Mc-
Kay have been awarded trainee-

ships to the University of Delaware
by the National Science Founda-
tion. They will earn Master's dc-

grees in education after a year
of study and teacher training plus

one year of teaching in a Dela-
ware high school. Both girls, bi-

ology majors, will then receive cre-

dentials as high school science

Behavioral Sciences

In sociology, Mary Sue Blevinf

:eived a fellowship from the

ity of Illinois for a three

^doctoral training program.
and fees will be cover-

ed by this grant. Her research will

be related to "family and kinship."

Michael Tucker, a psychology

plans to attend Temple
University, where he will do grad-

uate work under a public health

History

From the history department,

Dick Jackson has made some
plans to do graduate work. With
the aid of a scholarship, he plans

id the University of Mary-
land law school.

Planning a career in the field

of international relations, Donna
Blatt is going to Columbia Uni-

East Ins i of

School of International Affairs

•ork towards a Master's degree,

has received a two-year grant,

stsy Barnes, a Spanish major,

received a National Defensa
cation Act fellowship at Case-

Reserve in Cleveland,

where she will pursue a

ar program leading to a

Judy Stoker, a philosophy ma-
r, will attend Temple University

th the aid of a scholarship un-

r the Defense Education Act.
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Campus Liberalism

Shows In Choice '68
, , t.i_ .1 u. »,-pn minisculr chance—are in trie

(CPS)—Choi..
, ,„.r BoIj Harris has lems of >

,1 iii.' results of the other fiv

ipus primary and

ilh the prob-

md poverty. The

e candidati

Johnson, Humphrey, Wall

Reagan—cat! be classed i

of the rather Spartan

at Univae's building

d forward and asked,

lhc significance of this

Letter From
'67 Graduate

Boli. .cts of statistics, then,

make the- p..inl clear: a substantial

majority of students—almost two-

thirds—oppose

-the kind who take over a

'— buildings when l

idministralions balk

ule change—an

rity. But it is obvious t

icir proposed solutions, h

aipport of a majority of :

,ich the

noslly because they

s given by the pre,

overage ( which was
' in the New York

Wash.

the

i. The i

•68
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Committee Alters

Lectures Format

reil, [hen oil to

, near Cambodia.

By Jim Dillon

The standing student-faculty As-

sembly Committee voted recently

to institute to the faculty a change

in the format of the louttit-Georgc

lecture series. The new program

will involve a total of about 8 lee

rided to be of the alternatives, the

rity of "name-

is partly arbi

But one car

ales—McCarthy

icakers tin

il.ir.ils an

lie student

61.6 per speakr.-,

for the lib- of visiting scholars in various .

partments.

In an evaluation of the succ

of this year's program, the co

„:.... decided that the sei

:k offailed

tenda The

Yet il is possible dial F—would

still be alive if I had not pursued

.1. ..,..., Hill in, lets inn t unl-

-lla! II only

Alumnus To Replace

Bookstore Manager

Compromise Choice

The suggested program \v

•idfi. to be of tbe alternative, the

me with the Greatest poten

Guy Goodfellow, committee i

man. Goodfellow went on t

that with five of the lee

well-known people, and the

tendance at the lectures

guaranteed. Also, as G
commented: "The progra

ed should be a very

series, spotlighting each

ing lecture."

The sole negative vol

By Thackray Dodds

Professor Dennett Lamond, rhaii

Mr Martin Kabat, :

C..lieRe alumnus, t

Gf bookstLhe pr

cadem .
Kj-

wm replace Mr. Edwin Leid.

ik, is picsenlly considering offers

i ;i lini.ksit.ie maiianerial position

Pennsvh- mia Stair University

„| ,hc I'niversity of Tennessee.

larger selection of secondary

reading material related to courses

given here."

Lamond commented that he

hopes that in tbe future there will

be no need for a bookstore com-

mittee. The present function of the

faculty-student committee is to

make recommendations to the

booksto

According to Mr. GooflKfJ

"I think that we are all satis!

that the new outline is the m

feasible. The focus of responi

bility has shifted now, where s

cess will depend on cooperal

from the faculty, especially tb

Mr. R«.
is Ma

li really plaTO me l,IT ,0 tuil*
about it. It'* realty bard no! to

'] ,,,„< \,„l .Inn I come back I

get out of thin fii.ddamn Spe. ial

IH.kI

Outfit. I feel that I ha

y job liere and will relax

„ ,1 i,;.,|. at Base Camp

no pushing lhc half

(..!„ ...II '

i
,. laugh om(

iholild he*, lhe Cook and bull

sl..r« I tell my parents and K to

keep them I

,„r . ['m ha' il.'.' I ble ijtting

I caught oro

taking chances if 1 knew why.

\\',.||. fillcen months of this to go

and then I'm going to tell tbe Ar-

my to gel bent! I think I'm living

jUSl for that one glorious moment.

I la!

That's about it. Wish me hick

at Bn Dop. AH I have to do is

make it another SB days, baby

agcr of the College, is responsible

for hiring Mr. Kabat. Although a

formal contract between the Busi-

ness Office and Mr. Kabat has not

yet been formally signed, a verbal

agreement has been made. The

bookstore committee is no r

sponsible for the hiring "f Kabat

or the dismissal of Lcid.

New Plan

According to Lamond, Kabat

has many new plans for the book-

rst of all." says Lamond,

Bookstore Questionnaires

there have in the past been

complaint from the comn.ittee. said

Lamond, about the quality of the

bookstore, especially about the se-

lection of books on hand. Ques-

a;«rm»W. issued to students re-

whe

swered (about one sixth of the

total enrollment) wanted to have

more books and less crockery in

the bookstore.

Mr Lamond said that he re-

spects the opinions of the students,

and that he is, in fact, favorably

impressed with their criticism.

"The students," said Lamond,

"showed that they are aware of

.-hat books they should be read-

•omplaints indicate

Mt they cannot get these books

hookstore with. i.t md.nng

in 'hi a

.about S—

.

i

but why push it? i

I, \> li .i
I foi " re 'I " :

-

Yep v .I..' down of actual

I

i Reconnais.

p ,..' iftci those '"- |

,
i jungle lohool which

u-i.n't «... Miipid "" that I think

.... :, I hi

. how " feel "ben

x - killed 17 VI

i d girl. 1

Caifa enthusiasm win lb, Bi -

Kappas' entry, "Grubby" Fulweilet.

Gloria Fine

To Edit 196<

"Pegasus"

iced Gloria Fin 1

his successor. The new editoi

l„.,,ut .ilh her former post as

i„c,s M..BW It. Louise M*

and will appoint subsidiary edi

including literary, classes

Greek editors, for next year.

In explaining the prospect!

next year's yearbook, Miss '

said the staff will employ a ™
mat of expanded photi.ttrapli'

compassing a larger perspcel

will be submitted to a new

lisbing conipiinv. Bi ;.sll,.i
>
y

.

and O'Neill of New York, »'
"

turned the best bid svhen u

decided to cut the Budge. .

staiui.illy. Ol the r.'iupaiiv

with the most refreshing and

inal ideas in yearbook prod*

ly the bookst John. Hopkins'

Welcome, Pareoi

And Alumni



Redding, p;

s in acrylics by T
irphy and Lee Snyder

Dodds, Majt Prodi, Becky Hill,

display in ihc Fine Aits Center.

Govt Threatens Scholarships . .

(Co. 1)

Mi.si -if the Congressmen, hi

\tt, were persuaded by those v

jjucd that the federal gove

neni cannot offer financial ass

jKt to all students who need

r.d thai 'he taxpayers should

Jvc <o support the education

'b iddi-i.

ake

Smith said if .

of such

or university body, such as

rut court, the decision on
he future of his financial aid

would be left to university of-

icials. He said students will be

ncligible for federal aid "as of

ver courts." If :

appeal of his c

THE wasiiixc.tp .v ELM

Letters

FREEDMAN . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

and t

MaloneyRaps
Play Review

ditions and ideals.
thoiuzh

One would hope, therefore, cd
~
e

that college administrators would
,,U|S g^

make a special effort to respect Keller ;

P.U.K SFA l.\

ply thai anything has a simple
and singular meaning is never to
h ivi n >

- ! i ..l seen) Piran-

clearly apply
i. The first

N'eai Smith

aropcrty which Simi

The second arnendm
by Rep. William J. <

Iowa), bars payments
icted of participat

'ih (R- Nahrgang Dies In

Late Night Crash

op Athletes

Jet Honors
Lt Banquet
On Wednesday. May 15, the

department held its an-

rds Banquet. The Awards
was cmceed by Mr.

ker. formerly a Washing-
'ge track star, presently

i>f Development at the

mhers of all intercollegia

lembers of the administr

.us alumni, and futu

'o'. who has been a member of

varsity soccer and baseball
s in eaeh of his four years.

"!>' Snyder.

fe final award of the eve-

Athletic Council Award,
by Mr. Russell to the

u College in the field of

. to varsity basketball

hall manager George

School Days Mean g>,

SAFE DRIVING DAYS

A Virtue Of Sobriety—Life

been four years since the last

auto fatality of a Washington College student. Frequent
open and closed patties at beaches, the armory, and dance
halls give alcohol many opportunities to fatally scram-
ble the judgment of student drivers.

It is this kind of unfortunate incident which drama-
tizes the fact that we really do take our lives into out-

own hands when we drive—especially when we've had
too much to drink, and should know better than to at-

tempt to handle an automobile.
The college is not about to prohibit all students from

driving past, say~9:00 p.m.; that is absurd. Students

isibility entailed in operating a
vchit Mon and

-until

Mil,! ouslv injured. Tha
dilution as the t flipped

sense of ;

accident

i fortunate. There was
o-clistant-fear the day
lents realized they too have driven when they should

ot have—or that they could have been approaching in

lie other lane.

The Elm is, of course, sorry the accident happened;
et there is a nagging sense that by the time one icach-

s college age, one should be aware of the potential

tiie

all

The flag was flown ;it half" mast lor Donald Nahrghang, a

killed in an accident 1 liilay. ['asscnyer Brooks Jackson is

factory condition in Kent and Queen Anne's Hospital. The
total loss.
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MALONEY . .

.

(Continued from Page 7)

add, performance. In the case

that one actor who didn't under-

stand the play, I can only say that

he probably didn't exhibit much

of an effort to do so. On the oili-

er hand, it is very possible that

no one understood the play, in-

cluding Kcller/Kengetcr.

5. Although I agree that the

performances by Carl Gamba and

Pete Herbst were very good, my
usual reaction to the practice of

singling out one or two actors

with unmiligrated praise while

condemning en mane the remain-

ing nine or ten is that the critic

has not hern perceptive enough

to grasp the numerous subleties,

ii i i.i in es, and relationships estab-

lished by the other characters, all

of which contribute to the per-

formance of those prized two.

Personally. I have never seen a

performance in which one actor

stood out only as a result ol bis

6. To imply that comedy is in-

appropriate in tragedy is, at best,

medieval.

7. It was the decision and in-

terpretation of the director and

the actress that Donna Matilda

should make attempts at melo-

drama. Only in this way did wc

find it possible to establish the re-

lationship among Donna Matilda,

Bclcredi, and Henry, which is an

essential clement in the play. We
decided upon this not only as a

means of performing the role of

Tin- Marchioness, but as one of

the moil direct means of estab-

lishing Ihc characters of Henry

and Belt rcdi, Apparently, in that

wc luccecdcd. It was our inten-

tion and desire to make Donna

Matilda more tl

noticeable to thi

tha

part of nur purpose.

8. We tried deiperatcly i<> ai -

quire the services of an establish-

ed Restoration rake to instruct

us in the finer points of '"cane-

wielding," but mure pressing com-

mitments detained him. For that,

we most humbly apologize.

Sim erely,

Timothy B. Maloney

Department of Drama

Netmen Fall . . .

(Continued from Page 4)

the net squad swept all three

doubles tii. ii. In i Victors were

Grey and GraefT, Manning and

Kendall, and McCuliagh and Dick

Harrington by scores of 6-2 and

6-4. 6-2 and 6-3, and 6-3 and

8-6 respectively.

Coach Mcrriclt was at a loss

to explain the squad's poor show-

ing ibis season, Team members sec

different reasons ranging from

poor preparation for matches to

lack of incentive and no team

spirit. As usual, there is hope for

All-Star Squad...
(Continued from Page 4)

played near perfect defense.

Wrapping up 'he third sack in the

National League was the Barfs

Pete Heller, who contributed with

his bat and his glove to the Barfs

third place finish.

Four-Way Tie

Swede Hails

Year In U.S.
To (he Students and Faculty at

Washington College:

My year at Washington College

is briskly approaching its end. and

it is amazing for mc to realize how

time has flown. Since I am Ameri-

can on my mother's side, spending

a year at an American college has

always been one of my dreams,

Though 1 consider myself a Swede,

one half of me appropriately felt

nostalgic about America. This is

my third visit to this country, and

in July I will be going back to

Sweden.

This last year has been full of

new experiences. I have taken

many interesting courses and I on-

ly wish I could have taken many

more, I have met many great and

interesting people among the facul-

ty and students. You have all been

wonderful to me and I am very,

very happy!

A great number of beautiful

and true human traits among you,

which I consider typically Ameri-

can, have revealed themselves to

me.' I will most certainly do my

of you and thank you for con-

tributing t'i such an extent to a

wonderful and highly memorable

year of my life! If and when you

come to Sweden, don't fail to let

rue know. Welcome!
Sun i-Li'lv,

Majt Frodi

Theatre Announcements

213 «™ ™*m CHURCH HILL

DRIVE-IN
TNIMM

AT STARKEYS CORNER

RI.-SAT.-SUN. MAY 24-1

ELVIS PRESLEY

"Stay Away, Joe"
Abo

ROIJIKl MAI,MR

"The Biggest Bundle

Of Them All"
Bin Dusk to Dawn Show

i Duniil. .iml ( ollic

AdmiMion: AJulls SI. 23

Children (under 12) Frtc

Phone: 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly

7 and 9 p.m.

line* Sunday at 2 P.M

THEATRE

THURS.-FRI.-SAT. MAY 23-25

ROBERT WALKER

"The Savage Seven"

THURS. thru WED. MAY 23-!

HERMAN CAPOTE
"In Cold Blood"
Shows at 7:00 & 9:20

SUN. - MON. - TUES. - Wl
MAY 26 - 27 - 28 - 29

JOHN LENNON
"The Beattlc"

"How I Won The West"
Also

RICHARD TODD

"The Love In"

The
Chestertown Bank

of Maryland

SERVING
Kent and Queen Anne's

Counties

Bookstore .

.

(Con i Pag

of a difference in philinophv be-

tween the faculty, some itudents,

and the bookstore manaecr as to

what constitutes a good bookstore.

With this basic difference in opin-

ion, the bookstore has been a

not serving the needs of faculty

and students properly.

Although there has been dis-

agreement between Mr. Lcid and

the faculty about the kind of

bookstore which is best suited for

Washington College, neither party

has expressed any personal griev-

CHESTERTOWN
PHARMACY

B
High Street

Chestertown, Md.

Phone: 778-2575

Richard Ortega, a George Washington University law studei

visited Washington College to oiler advice on student draft status a

conscientious objector classification. Some 28 men visited Ortega d.

afternoon visit, arranged by the SGA

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietoi

i 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

VISIT THE NEW

Washington College Book Store

Paperbacks— General Supplies

Monday - Friday — 8:30-5:00 p.m.

Saturday— 8:30-12:00 noon

Telephone 778-2800— Ext. 253

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

the ield the

American League are four players

for the three positions. Frank Mar-

tin of Thcla Chi, leading the

league with a .563 average, and

Tom Marshall, batting .552. had

the range and the arms to cover

the outfield flawlessly. Pete Joslin

of Kappa Alpha was the league's

leading home run hitter with six

Thcta Chi Barry Drey, whose

clutch hitting won two play-off

games for his team, was given ihe

The outfields for the National

League All-Star team arc strong

hitting, accurate throwing Bruce

Miller nf Mr. Simmont, Steve

Jones of Little Fred, and Mark
-Brumbaugh of the Barfs.

Receiving Honorable Mi otion

League are Mark Svec, Tim Bo-

haker, and Dick Jackson. In the

National League Bill Mitman,
Paul Fastie, and Henry Biddle, all

i

your

college seal

on your

checkbook!
Your name printed on

Just present your ID

to open your account.

:ard to the bank

MARYLAND
NATIONAL

BANK
MEMBER FDIC
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Text ofPresident

Gibson '$ Speech

Page Four

THE WASHINGTON ELM
A Major Speech

There were probably more major policy decisions
involved in the convocation address delivered by President
Gibson last week than in any other speech he has made
here.

In the context of our time, the decisions reflect a
deep concern for the role of a student in sharing the deci-
sion-making responsibilities with the faculty and adminis-
tration.

We somehow got the impression that the college
was caught off-guard by his speech. The violent demon-
strations and other disturbances which have beset many
college campuses seem remote. Yet the President chose to
make a whole series of decisions and declarations regarding
many potential situations. We therefore come to the con-
clusion that the motives for making the decisions were bas-
ed primarily on a genuine desire to demonstrate a respect
for student opinion - - and to establish clear proceedural
steps to be taken in the event of any disorder.

This makes good sense, since the statements may
be studied and discussed rationally, without any of the
emotional pressures which accompany police or other dis-
ciplinary action after incidents have taken place.

We are very interested to see, for example what re-

commendations the President will make to the faculty con-
cerning extending student representation on faculty com-
mittees.

Dr. Gibson states that there is no compulsory at-
tendance rule for the lecture series. In fact, such a rule is
on the books - - it is simply ignored. This situation encour-
ages a lack of respect for the official rules on the books - -

and we hope the Assembly Committee will present a re-

commendation for a solution of the problem.
We wonder too if the college will inform the feder-

al authorities in the event of a disruption of the "normal
academic process". A new federal law empowers the gov-
ernment to withdraw scholarship support from students
receiving federal funds if they are charged by their admin-
istration with obstructing the regular operation of the col-
lege. Who interprets what constitutes a serious disruption?

We will take issue, at a later date, with other ele-

ments of the speech - - including the statement that the
"proper" educational role of the college is to "study prob-
lems but not, as a college, to translate these studies into
action". This is the fundamental role of a college, to be
sure, but this fact should not preclude community involve-
ment "as a college". We will attempt to show that the
college is deficient in its contributions to the community.

There are a great many issues touched on in this
significant speech. We join the local papers in printing the
text in full, and we will comment editorially on other as-

pects of it during the year.

Primarily, we are pleased to know that the Presi-
dent is acting out of moral concern for student responsibi-
lities, rather than in anticipation of and fearing imminent
campus-wide revolution. We are aware, however, that that
possibility has been carefully taken into consideration.

C Chestertown, Maryland, Friday, October 4, 1968

Gibson Delivers Major
Address at Convocation
Washington College president

Daniel Z. Gibson, speaking on
student rights and freedoms at
the school's opening convoca-
tion last Thursday told the 600-
member student body that pea-
ceful, orderly demonstrations
would be tolerated, but those that

impede the normal academic
processes of the campus would

"At Washington College," he
said, "we are concerned with
your development as intelligent
mature adults. We exercise no
thought control, for that Is inl-

New Style.

Typefaces

For
u
Elm

By Lany Varon

The ELM will begin this year
with a new look and many chang-
es in policy and staff organiza-
tion. Formerly printed by let-

terpress, this year's ELM will
be expanded and colorfully Il-

luminated through the modern
offset printing process. Accord-
ing to the editor-in-chief, Dick
Heymann, it will be "obvious
from the layout that we are off-

set this year."
The use of graphics, person-

al drawings, student art, color
printing and color photography
are now possible with the offset
process. Also, with the ELM's
darkroom facilities now Includ-
ing color photography process-
ing equipment, more sophisti-
cated photography will be de-

mical to the Ideals we at the
college and we as Americans
cherish. In your judgment and
your actions we must leave you
free, subject, of course to the

Photo By Brian Hanriha,

Dr. Gibson

limitations of social decency
and the dictates of law. If the
student breaks the law, the law
will punish him; that too is a
part of his education."

Dr. Gibson, speaking at the
Fall Convocation, was address-
ing himself to the recent Nation-
al Student Association-sponsor-
ed statement on student rights
and freedoms which has been
approved JointlybytheAssocla-
tlon of American Colleges and
the American Association of
University Professors.

Indicating that meetings are
being held with representatives
of the student body and faculty
and the administration to exa-
mine the statement point by poinl
in terms of its application to
Washington College, he said
"most of the issues of student
rights and freedoms which exer-
cise students on other campuses
seem not to exist as Issues at
Washington College".

Dr. Gibson referred to the
college's active Student Govern-
ment Association, residence as-
sociations, and Judicial y Boa-
rd — each student-controlled
and autonomous, but working in
close rapport with the faculty
and administration — and stu-

n Page 7

Benefit Coneert

For Chorus Tour

This

Tips

A Sense of Direction...

Barbara Price directs traffic in front of the Middle School twice
a day. (See story, Page 3.) Photo By Ed Deasy

week, Steve Johnson,
business manager of USSPA
(United States Student Press
Association) — a major pri-
vate, national organization that

provides a variety of press
services, spoke with the staff

to pass on some money-saving
and profit-making tips. For in-
stance, whereas letterpress ran
two to four pages an Issue, off-

set will run from four to eight
pages, allowing an increase of
about 50% more pages this year
than last.

This means that besides the
additional space for articles,

more local and now national ad-
vertising can be included. The
result is that the new, tabloid-
sized ELM will not only read
better, but will cost half as
much to publish.

Three supplements will be
distributed by THE ELM this
year. One, the Chicago Lite'--

Continued on Page 8

Violinist Michael Chauveton
will perform tonight In the Fine
Arts Center, a benefit concert
to raise funds for the Washing-
ton College mixed chorus's
three week tour of Europe. Th-
ough the chorus members them-
selves have pledged to pay for
more than half the cost of the
tour, "a considerable amount"
of money Is still needed, ac-
cording to chorus director John

Walker, Chairman of the Music
Department.

A series of concerts for the

college and local community
have been scheduled to allay the

costs of the tour. Gary Clark,

assistant nfuslc professor, will

give a planj recital this year,

in addition to chorus concerts
scheduled for December 13 and

Wide Travels

The chorus will leave for

Europe June 2 and return June
22, stopping in England, France,
Austria, Italy and Spain. Ac-
cording to walker, the group

visit historical sites

and to learn f the <

Miller Dies-,

Board Member
Clifton M. Miller, former

chairman of the Board of Vis-
itors and Governors of Wash-
ington College and a sparkplug
of the Heritage building pro-

the BoardMiller se

since 1951.

Miller was graduated from
Stanford University and was as-
sociated with Investment bank-
ing companies in Callfornlaand

New York before serving on the

Board, and was a director with
the General Dynamics Corpora-

ture of the countries visited.

"The thing to realize is that

this tour is primarily a musical
and educational experience,"
Walker said. "We hope, and
expect for that matter, that stu-

dents will have a terrific time."

Talent Show

Other activities to supple-

ment the chorus's funds in-

clude a used book sale, talent

show, raffle, antique silver ex-
hibition, and the sale of cards
with scenes of the college.

In the past the chorus has
performed for audiences in New
England, New York and other

parts of the country through

television and radio. Try-outs
were held last week to fill va-

cancies created by June gradu-
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Editorials Letters . .
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Welcome
The Elm extends a warm welcome to the Class of

'72 This fall marks the beginning of the college s 86th

vear and holds every promise of being more eventful than

those in previous years. The freshman class seems to have

adjusted quickly to life in Chestertown.

The delay in the publication of this first issue of

the ELM is due to a completely new printing arrangement.

For the first few weeks, temporary headquarters for the

ELM will be in the offices of the Kent County News In

late October, new IBM offset typesetting equipment is due

to arrive at Queen Anne's Publishing Company in Centre-

ville with whom the Elm has been doing business for the

past several years,

The new facilities will enable us to expand the size

of the paper, broaden the scope of the material within our

pages, and include a supplement on an average of every

other issue during the year. Full four color pictures will be

used in one such planned supplement. We are excited about

the possibilities for this year, academically, and in terms

of what the Elm will be able to offer its readers. We wel-

come your comments and criticism and hope you will con-

tinue to follow developments at the college through the

ELM.

Orientation:

One thing to the college's credit: the orientation

program has been revamped every year, at least during our

memory, changing the length of the ordeal, and the con-

tents of the scheduled program.

We feel that the most important thing has been ne-

glected, however. The freshmen are given adequate counsel

about the changes in life style involved when living in dor-

mitories with a roommate. Everybody finds out where the

buildings and bathrooms are. They are tested and toasted

at events which, by the third day, become repetitive and

unexciting. They soon discover that all meetings don't re-

quire attendance, and they skip.

One thing they are not skipping - - because it is not

a part of the program - - is some considerable effort to in-

culcate the merits of the college as an academic, and intel-

lectual, not merely social institution at which to reside for

the next four years. We are impressed by the orienta-

tion programs at schools such as Vassar, where freshmen

involve themselves in discussions of the relevancy of cours-

es to the "real" world; of academic policy; of student's

rights; of social ills and possible remedies.

We feel that orientation time is exactly the right

time for such small group discussions in an informal atmos-

phere. The college benefits from the lack of an intense aca-

demic-competitive atmosphere - - but it would not be out

of place or improper to encourage it more.

An Experiment
A radically new approach to managing the college

bookstore is being tried this year. Mr. Martin Kabat, the

new manager, comes to the college from a successful pri-

vate, commercial bookstore in New York City.

His experience there should serve him well in op-

erating a store which attempts only to "break even". The

bookstore is not run on a profit-making basis. The store is

in the process of pulling out of a state of disorder; books

have been piled in stacks on the floor, and at first glance

this semester, we were discouraged.

However, a conversation with Mr. Kabat took care

of that. We have every confidence that a truly exciting col-

lection of books will be available. The shelves are filling up

with a wide variety of books - - sufficient in number and

scope to please every college student, and, for once, towns-

people and faculty. The bookstore has advertised that it

should be the scene for one's Christmas shopping. Until

now, that has been impossible for anyone other than the

person who chose to give crummy presents.

The ELM heartily urges the college community to

patronize the "new" bookstore. If this experiment does

not succeed, or if pilferage continues at the rate Mr. Kabat

has indicated it has already reached, another system, per-

haps one of less quality and convenience will be tried. Af-

ter all the sour grapes about the bookstore, let's give it a

chance this year. We all deserve it.

College Years

Pass Quickly

To The Editor:

As September approached 11

became extremity difficult to

casually shrug off the fact that

I was not returning to school.

The years I spent at washing-

ton College flew by. It is re-

gretful that only during my last

did I realize that

:ollege days were quickly

would have preferred to be a-

sleep by midnight.

May I suggest that DeanBurns

affix his attention and that of

other leaders among the facul-

ty and administration upon the

continuing problem of the ad-

visory function of the Individual

faculty member. I feel confi-

dent that the faculty, once it

realizes students desire coun-

seling, will provide It - at least

I think I am confident.

Sincerely,

Margaret B. Nuttle

A typical W.C. stu

was often apathetic, critical,

and unappreciative of my sch-

ool and the life it offered me

while I was a student. I see

now, as 1 did my senior year,

that' school is a great place.

As many have pointed out,

life at WC Is artificial, and not

a true representation of the

"outside world". This is un-

doubtably true and becausethese

days spent at W. C. are unique,

never-to-be-returned-to-days,

[ offer that they should be spent

in a positive manner. Rather

than being a passive student,

one should live each day of his

or her school life with a reali-

zation that these days all too

soon will be over.

If you will permit a young

"graduate" to become a bit

parental — be Jealous of your

time at W. C. for it will soon

be gone. Don't let It be wasted

on you.

A Phi Slg of '68

More Advice

For Students

To The Faculty:

With all due regard to the con-

scientious members of our fa-

culty, I would like to launch

a direct attack against the pre-

valent attitude among profes-

sors toward their duties as ad7

i too Professor Is

Embarrassed

To The Editor:

As a member of the faculty,

I was requested to participate

In the Convocation of Septem-

ber 26. Thus, 1 was on-stage

in the Tawes Theatre when Pre-

sident Gibson made his year-

opening address.

Dr. Gibson is a man whose

professional competence I es-

teem and whose enlightened

leadership I support. Yet, Ifeel

that I must take issue with
"

ture of Dr. Glbon's condem-

nation of violence In student

demonstrations. This is not to

say that I feel that student de-

monstrations should employ

violence. Rather, I feel that Dr.

Gibson should have included po-

lice violence relative to student

demonstrations in his condem-

Dr. Gibson alluded to the fact

that students have an adminis-

trative role In this school. On

this matter, too, I question Dr.

Gibson's comments. It Is not

that I doubt the accuracy of his

statements on this point. Ra-

ther, it Is that I feel that such

student power here is nigh

minlscule.

Finally, 1 must comment on

Dr. Gibson's reference to mi-

nority rights. Dr. Gibson Impli-

ed a belief in the moral neces-

sity of these students with a

minority point of view to abide

by majority rule. In holding

this belief I feel that Dr. Gib-

seem to realize that there is

a distinction between political

that the

Convocation. I was both distur-

bed and embarrassed by the na-

ture of his aodress, andlwould

like to take this opportunity to

publicly disassociate myself

Permit me to explain the

reasons for my action. In the

first place, I question the na-

A fair-minded administrator,

such as Dr. Gibson is, has no

choice but to enforce demo-

cratically - determined de-

cisions, but an individual stu-

dent has the moral right to

oppose and violate these de-

cisions.

Let me conclude by noting

that my criticisms are direct-

Continued on Page 3

Tbdce'i Tiw'w)

Either t

students tc

dictatorial

Second :

i me student

"advice" which

often receive is

non-existent.

nester last year

as told what elec-

in her major she must take

In order to main a member In

good standing of her depart-

ment. Despite misgivings as

to her ability to acquit the

responsibilities of the assign-

ed courses, the student signed

up for them. Her low grades

in both, resulted at the end of

her junior year, In her expul-

sion on the grounds ofacademlc

failure.

In the last twenty-four hours

more than one new student has

been left to fill out her own

schedule on the basis that she

isonably intelli-

A newly refurbished Center

Stage Theatre opened its seven-

th season Thursday evenlngwith

Bella and Samuel Spewack's

"Boy Meets Girl," a spright-

ly, fast-moving comedy.

The setting for the play is

the Royal Studios in Hollywood

where two second rate writers

grind out scripts for movies.

Their perrenlal formula is boy

meets girl, boy loses girl, boy

gets girl, and as the play be-

gins, they are working on a

script for popular western star

Larry Toms.
Toms and his agent, are dis-

gusted with the scripts howev-

er, because the cowboy's pop-

ularity has been dwindling. The

agent, blaming the writers, de-

mands something new and ex-

Sub-plots begin to develop as

a waltresswhobringlunchtothe

executive office collapses on the

floor and much to the amaze-

ment of the writers, tells of her

impending

mediately,

ceived

pregnancy. Im-

gent" sbe-

Cain (ivm II,

The ELM would like to endorse the proposal of

the Kent County News (in this week's edition) that the

new women's gym be named Cain gym. This would honor

a man whose interests obviously lay in this area, and after

whom the gym now being destroyed was named. What say

you, official gymnasium namers?

hind schedule. The new student,

thus handled, returned to

her dorm, already frustrat-

ed and unsure of herself at

Washington College. Futurebad

grades may be, with partial va-

lidity, laid at the feet of her ad-

visor. It Is not healthy for a

student to have such a ready-

made reason for not taking the

full responsibility upon herself

for her academic record.

As long as there are going to

be patsy-advisors, there are

going to be students, who, jus-

tifiably, cannot feel the press

and pleasure of self assurance

and responsibility.

Advising students, often re-

calcitrant, homely, or resent-

ful may be a thankless job but

it is as much a part of the tea-,

cher's job as is locking up the

dorm at 1 a.m. when the R.A.

;. Her baby,

ied Happy, will become

r with Larry Toms,

i smashing box office

Simultaneously the

waitress gets involved in a real

life boy-meets-girl situation.

The scriptwriters idea is a

success and Happy and Larry

become major stars. However,

it is clear that Happy is more

popular, thus causing Larry

great annoyance and eventually

his refusal to star with Happy

in future productions.

The solution to this problem

is cleverly achieved when the

mother announces that Happy

will retire and grow up as a

normal child. Her own roman-

tic entanglement Is concluded

by her declstonto marry ahand-

some young extra on the set

that she had met before, andwho

is also the son ofaBritish peer.

While "Boy Meets Girl"

might seem confusing, it is ac-

tually quite easy to follow. Al-

though the plots are interwo-

ven together, they nonetheless

retain their own individuality.
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rough the academic year except U
e\jm periods jnd holidays by the st

dents Ol Wdshllls-'tuli College in the I

best that Center Stage has «

assembled. Their perforn

ces under the superb direction

of Ruth white is highly i

mendable. William Pardue

(Larry Toms), Kathryn Ba

mann (the waitress) and Bruce

M. Kornbluth(Larry'smanager)

are particularly excellent. Miss

Pamela Kneller, who Is spend-

ing this semester at Center

Stage was also enjoyable in her

This Is one of the better

.Center Stage productions and

the season has opened with an

aggressive start. If the combin-

ation of fine actors, directors,

and technicians continue as suc-

cessfully as they have In "Boy

Meets Girl," Center Stage will

have Its best season to date.
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Bookstore Plan
Is Experiment

THE WASHINGTON ELM PAGE THREE

By Ed Schulman

Major policy changes have
been Instituted by the new man-
ager of the Washington College
Bookstore for the coming aca-
demic year.

Mr. Martin Kabat, the new-
ly appointed bookstore manager
and Washington College alum-
nus, has announced his Inten-
tions of creating a new book-
store concept that the bookstore
belongs to and Is an :ntegral
part of the college com.nunlty.

Second Rate

One Important objective, he

Concert Series

Begins Oct. 9
"La Boheme" will open the

seventeenth season of the Wash-
ington College-CommunityCon-
certs on Wednesday, October 9,
at 8:30 p.m. in the Tawes Thea-
ter of the Fine Arts Center.

Other programs in the series
will feature the Ram Narayan
Trio performing music from
India, November 18; pianist

Bradford Gowen, December 3;

cellist Daniel Domb, March 17;

and Metropolitan Operal bass-
baritone Giorgio Tozzi, April
8.

Season tickets, $9 for the
five-concert series, are avail-

able In Chestertownat Forney's
Jewelry Store, The Yarmouth
Shop, and Fleetwood, Kane,
Macbeth and McCown, Inc. Mail
or telephone orders canbe plac-
ed directly with the Concert
Office, care of Washington Col-
lege, 778-2800.

explained, is to have a college
store in which the emphasis will

be entirely on books. He will
attempt to see If the student
body and faculty will support a
book store rather than a "se-
cond rate Fox's".

Much of the bookstore's pre-
vious dead stock has been given
to poverty organizations. Kabat
will discontinue the sale of such
items as jewelery, golfballs,

cameras, and watches. Event-
ually he hopes to carry posters,
records and school supplies.

Reading Circle

Another experimental idea
will be the placement ofaread-
ing circle about the previously
unutilized fireplace so that stu-
dents may sit down comfortably
while looking through books.

Mr. Kabat also hopes to make
the bookstore a center of intel-

lectual activity. After closing
hours he plans to host in the
bookstore the showing of the
"new wave" underground films

from New York. He is also con-
sidering the Idea of teas.

Film Docur

University of Warwick exchange students, Ruth Bando and Nigel
Metcalfe will be at Washington College for the fall semester.

Exchange Students . . .

Lab Center

Adds Tapes
In an effort to provide the

campus with a complete autlo-
vlsual center, a renovated lan-
guage laboratory, under the di-
rection of Chris Harrison, has
incorporated movie soundtra-
cks, music tapes, and a tape
library.

The lab will function this year
with the Foreign Language, His-
tory and English departments,
aided by Dr. Alfred Cordes,
professor of French and chair-
man ofthe language department.

Movies with foreign language
soundtracks will be available
to help language students recog-
nize dialects and to Increase
verbal fluency, in addition to
music and literature tapes to

Kabat plans to undertake his
own film making enterprise. He
is presently considering mak-
ing a documentary on the book-
store. Film Culture magazine,
put out by the underground, will
be sold.

As an added service, Mr. Ka-
bat plans trips to New York
City every two or three weeks
to bring back books requested
by students for papers or re-

Continued on Page 8

UnusualJobsPayFor

Student s Education
By Vicki Colgan

An oversized police hat and
shiny silver badge are the signs

of a hard-working Washington
College Sophomore who has ta-

ken on a variety of duties to

help her pay for a college ed-

Whether she Is at the corner

of Kent Circle and Calvert Street
herding Middle School children

across the street, or ushering

college students through the

Hodson Hall dinner line, Bar-
bara Prices noes not go un-
noticed.

Oldest Of Ten

The oldest of ten children,

Barbara Is on scholarship and
is earning her waythroughsch-
ool with jobs both on and off

campus. Besides her official

capacity of school crossing

guard and as denizen ofthe din-

ing hall "pit," between meals,
jobs and classes Barbara dis-

plays Avon products in the

girls' dorms. Or, If Avon isn't

calling, Reader's Digest is.

Barbara admits that It is dif-

ficult to handle so many acti-

vities, but she keeps her grades
up and made the Honorable Men-
tion list second semester oflast

Likes Drama

Somehow, Barbara also finds
time to vent her artistic in-
clinations by practicing the vio-

lin, piano and drums, and by
writing poetry.

Aspiring to a major in Dra-

ma, Barbara's skill as a Thes-
pian and singer were showcas-
ed in last year's production of
"Oh, What a Lovely war!" and
she was an active member of the
chorus. She says she is also
a "regular drop-in" at the Moss
Box.

Barbara takes her religion
seriously and will be baptized
into the Baptist Church this

month; she has belonged to the
Baptist Student Union for over

Ed Note: This year Washington
Colic* hum two cxlIkju,*: students
from the University u! Warwick
Xtgcl Metcalfe and Ruth Bando.
Study of history in the United
States is part of their curriculum
Before starting classes at Washing-
ton they traveled to i\'ew York
City. Charleston. S.C.. Atlanta. Ga.,
Aru' Orleans. La.. San Antonio.
Tex., Oklahoma. Chicago. liujtalo.
and Washington, D.C. I'h follow-
ing is an interview with them.

°- - H.L. Mencken wrote
in his essay "On Being An
American that the "foreign po-
licy of the United States —
its habitual dealings with other
nations, whether friend or foe-
is hypocritical, dislngenous,
knavish and dishonorable..."
and also that the '""American
people, taking one from the oth-
er, constitute the most timo-
rous, sniveling, poltroonish,
ignominious mob of serfs and
goose-steppers ever gathered
under one flag In Christendom
since the end of the Middle
Ages, and thay they grow more
timorous, more sniveling, more
poltroonish, more ignominious
every day." Do you agree with
this?

,
A - (Metcalfe) - This is the

reaction Europeans tendtobuild
up of Americans. I don't think
Americans set out to do this in
the first place, but because they
are part of a new nation they

But the way they go about
foreign policy - pumping mon-
ey and Indiscriminately bol-
stering corrupt right-wing
regimes and generally creat-
ing mini-Americas wherever
they go. . . they create the im-
pression that the Americans are
only out for their own good.
A - (Bando) - America pro-

ports to be the leading nation

In the world. Any Incident or'

event in the U.S. is bound to be
emphasized. From the Euro-
pean standpoint, Americans are
approaching civil war. But real-

ly, because the U.S. Is bigger
than Europe, the problems are
bigger. Europeans tend to lose
sight of this fact.

Q - What are your opinions
of the U.S. political scene this

A - (Metcalfe) - I'm totally

confused. It seems to me that

Humphrey and Nix

amelioration of the s

Nixon is a complete politicla

politician, and it seems to me he
has no fixed views about any-
hing. Wallace seems the only

a thing.*l%
stands for something.

A - (Bando) - This Is an
example of what I said ear-
lier. As in England, there Is

hardly much choice between
candidates. In England, there

is not much difference between
Heath and Wilson. In both coun-
tries the problem confronting
the electorate is the same, yet
in the U.S. the problem is

magnified.

Q - In your studies of the
racial unrest In this country,

elusions

A - (Metcalfe) - I noticed

an Intense difference between
the North and the South. In the

North negroes, although ex-
tremist, are at ieast activist

and are trying to do something
about their condition. However,
In the deep South, although the
visible signs of segregation

(busing, etc.) have disappeared,

the negro still seems down-
trodden and generally apathetic

about his way of life.

In talking to white Souther-
ners, I was struck by the fact

that their racial outlook was
made acceptable to them by
the fact that they used religion,

that is, the belief that God made
the blacks and the whites as
two separate species who ne-
ver under any circumstances

The attitude of some Southern
whites is still generally pa-

ternalistic. They prlase the Ne-
groes for hard work and obe-
dience and trustworthiness
whilst condemlng Northern' Ne-
groes for their agitiation--yet
Ironically they don't seem to ex-
amine the reasons whythis par

-

Continued on Page 7

director of the language lab.

help students become more fa-
miliar with culture of the coun-
tries they are studying.

Classical music, poetry and
plays are part of a tape library
established for this year. Harri-
son, as unofficial campus his-
torian, will be taping assem-
blies, convocations and other
all- college functions. These
tapes will be duplicated for stu-
dents owning tape recorders.
Hours for the tape library

are Monday and Wednesday from
1:30 to 4:30, and Tuesday and
Thursday from 2 :30 to 4;30 In

William Smith Hall, third floor.

Anyone w/Jllng to lend foreign
language records for taping
should contact Harrison in the

laboratory.

Letters

Continued from Page 2

ed to Dr. Gibson's address as
I perceived it. I was not giv-
en the opportunity to read
his address either before It was
presented or since. It is, thus,

possible that I have misinter-
preted his comments.

Finally, let me express the
wish that Dr. Gibson might,

words. Too, I wish to express
the hope that Dr. Gibson will,

in the future, provide my col-
leagues and myself With some
indication of the nature of his
addresses to which we bear pub-
lic witness.

Respectfully,

Michael Collins

Barbara Price is beginning her second year ao a , ,,,.

n of the dining hall "pit".
photQ By Ed Deasy

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Sells Out
OF GREEN AND PURPLE SWEATSHIRTS
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Gibson's Convocation Address
(This is the full u-xt W ""' fonw
cation address J,liv>< J !>^< Hiun-

day by President Gibson - Ed.)

The most talked about, shout-

ed about, and agonized about Is-

sue on the American college

campus today Is student rights

and freedoms. II Is appropriate

atthistlme,asweopenthel86th

year at Washington College, that

"The most talked ab

uted about and agonized ab

sho-

1 should address myself to this

problem. Already, indeed,

meetings of student representa-

tive, faculty representatives,

and members of the collegead-

mlnlstratlon have occurred,

called by the administration to

examine, point by point, the now

famous joint statement onrights

and freedoms of students, spon-

sored by the National Student

Association and approved by the

Association of American Col-

leges and the American Asso-

ciation of University Profes-

sors. Those meetings will con-

tinue this fall for as long as nec-

essary to reach a consensus.

Let me say at the outset that

most of the issues which ex-

ercise students on other cam-

puses do not seem to exist as

issues at Washington College.

you have an active Student Gov-

ernment Association. If it does

not operate as you might wish,

or If it falls to operate at all,

y..u may revamp Us structure or

recall Its officers or do both.

You have a Women's Residence

Association and a Men's Resi-

dence Association, and they per-

form certain functions essentall

to community life, including dis-

ciplinary functions. Above WRA
and MRA in matters of disci-

pline is the Judiciary Board,

which handles the more Im-

portant disciplinary cases, and

on which the student body has

a numerical majority ... You

have an absolutely untrammel-

ed studenl newspaper. You have

easy access to the ear of any

member of the faculty and the

administration. You may not al-

ways get what you want; but

never let it be said that you are

refusted a hearing. We have no

compulsory chapel, lecture ser-

of the student body, this last to

Include the president ofthe Stu-

dent Government Association,

the editor of the Elm, and two

students chosen by the presi-

dent of SGA. The Plans Board

met last year to consider an

agenda for the present school

year. It will hold its first fall

meeting on October 10.

Another procedure in which

students participate Is In plan-

ning new facilities on the cam-

pus. Student judgment has been

sought in planning all the new

dormitories, the major renova-

tion of Hodson Hall, the new Fine

gymnasium and the new library.

The building of the new women's

gym has begun; and, if all goes

well we shall begin the new li-

brary before November.

In many Important ways, then,

the student body and/or its re-

presentatives participate In the

decision- making process at

Washington College.

Involved in all this national

controversy, though I have not

seen it mentioned, is the role

and rights of the minority. Our

system of Federal government

guarantees freedom of speech

"You are not treated as ir-

responsible juvenile thumb-su-

ckers, even though some of

you . . . may deserve that

description."

to all. But it does not guaran-

tee that :he members of a min-

ority shall, like petulant child-

ren, refuse to abide by the ma-

jority opinion. Rather their role

will be, and must be, that of a

consenting minority. Grudging

consent perhaps; but they must

recognize and abide by the will

of the majority until such time

as the minority group can mus-

ed to break up such gatherings.

If in the process arrestsoccur,

the student will be subject to

prosecution either in court or

In the college'sjudiclary Board

-- or in both if circumstances

seem to warrant such an action,

please understand tills Is not a

threat but a simple statement of

procedure which you ought to

know about.

Having said this, let me elab-

orate. The proper educational

role of the college Is to study

problems but not, as a college,

to translate those studies Into

action. That would transform it

into a political action organiza-

tion and divert it from its es-

sential task of teaching and

criticism. As Sydney Hook has

"Our system of Federal gov-

ernment does not guarantee

that the members of a min-

ority shall, like petulant child-

ren, refuse to abide by the

majority opinion,"

ority policies on society at

large. That kind of power grab

Is well known abroad and there

are disturbing signs of it at

home. I refer of course to the

Stokely carmichaelsandtheRap

Browns."

Mr. William S. Paley, chair-

man of Columbia Broadcasting

System, addressed some words

recently to the graduating class

standards, somebaslc rules are

essential. In so far as It is pos-

sible, we wantyoutomakethose

rules or to participate fully In

their making. I do want you to

understand, however, that some

rules areessentlalin the opera-

tion of this community called

Washington College. Counting

faculty and staff, we are over

750 persons. We all share the

"But if such demonstrations interrupt or impede the normal aca-

demic processes of the campus - such as by blocking campus traffic

or by sit-ins . . . we shall immediately notify the Police.

responsibility for the college's

Compared to the faculty and

the administrative staff, the stu-

dent body Is relatively transient.

You may as an Individual or as

a group be vehement in your es-

pousal of some cause on the cam-

pus. Youareentltledtoanhonest

and candid hearing. But other

bodies — the faculty, the admin-

. .ugh \

najority. Otherwise anarchy

You i

ies music ;

dress code, it is framed and

enforced by your peers. You

have representation on many

of the important faculty or/and

administrative committees and

on the Alumni Council; and I

propose to the faculty that we

should extend student represen-

tation to other committees. In

another sensitive area, that of

the competence of your faculty,

you and your representatives

ponslble juvenile thumb-suck-

ers, even though some of you at

times, like your elders some-

times, may deserve that des-

cription. At Washington College

we are concerned with your de-

velopment as intelligent mature

adults. We exercise no thought

control, for that Is Inimical to

the Ideals we at the college and

your judgments and your ac-

tions we must leave you free,

subject, of course, to the limi-

tations of social decency and the

dictates of law. If a student

breaks the law, the law will

punish him: that too is a part

of his education. If In Ills zeal

he abets points of view or acts

in accordance with a point of

view which is morally Ideal or

socially Just, his freedom shall

not be trammeled by the college,

IN LOCO
PARENTIS

"You have an absolutely untrammeled student newspaper. You have

easy access to the ear of any member of the faculty and administra-

have for two years now prepared

an evaluation of faculty - and

while the result may not be as

satisfactory or as accurate as

you and I and the faculty might

wish, no one slammed the door

in your face.

This past sprlngtheadmlnls-

tratlon also created a Plans

Board of about 16 persons to

engage in studies concerning the

long-range futureofthe college.

Included In the regular member-
ship are four members of the

faculty, four members of the

Board, four members ofthe ad-

ministration, and four members

even If his so doing may be

disagreeable to the convictions

of a particular groupof persons

r off t

I shall try to be more speci-

fic. The college will take no

action about demonstrations as

such on or off the campus, pro-

vided that the demonstrations

are peaceful and orderly. But If

such demonstrations Interrupt

or impede the normal academic

processes ofthe campus -- such

as by blocking campus traffic or

by sit-ins (let us say, in my of-

fice), we shall Immediately

notify the Police to be prepar-

sald, "There are some things

one should not be moderate

about. In the long run, the pre-

servation of democracy depends

on a passion for freedom, for

the logic and the ethics of free

discussion and inquiry, upon re-

fusal to countenance the means

of violence that cut short the

processes of intelligence."

One phrase whichhas become

particularly distasteful to the

undergraduate is in loco paren-

tis. Now no college or university

desires to act like your parent,

even if It could; afer all, how do

we know what your parents

would desire for you? Even if

we did know there

500 different points of view a-

mong the 1200 parents whom you

represent. Obviously — at least,

I hope it is obvious— the college

cannot satisfy such a variety of

istratlon, the Board, the alum-

ni -- also have their responsl-

". . . formal education is bas-

ed on the fact that some peo-

ple know more than others.

Else why have a college, why
have high schools and elemen-

tary schools?"

billty, and their views in apar-

ticular instance may not neces-

sarily conform with yours.

I agree quite completely with

the statement of President Gor-

don of Hopkins last winter: "The
essence of the student's search

for power", he says, "can be a

legitimate and notable desire for

participation in the shaping of

the educational enterprise. But

its limitation lies in the clear

need to protect education from

those who seek power merely

for its own sake or as an Insti-

tutional base for imposing min-

of the University of Pennsylvan-

ia; '"On no grounds," he said,

"does violence have any place

in a community of civilized

men, particularly in a univer-

sity — which Is committed to

reason, to letting everyone have

his say without harrassment,

and to depriving no man of his

rights (even the right to be

wrong). He has the right to pro-

test and the right to work for

change. But he has no right to

break the laws ar.d to trample

upon the rights of others, and

anyone who does so must be

called to account.' "

"Never trust anyone over 30"

has a curiously atavistic sound.

I don't know how seriously you

expect the statement to be tak-

en. To my way of thinking, how-

ever, formal education is based

on the fact that some people know

more than others. Else why have

a college, why have high schools

and elementary schools? Unless

the teacher knows more than the

taught, why have any formal edu-

cation at all? If these things are

true the responsibility of the

faculty is to justify Its presen-

ce in the classroom as teacher

and guide, deeply concerned a-

bout the students, flexible and

understanding of student prob-

lems (academicand other), con-

cerned too to make clear to the

student the relevance of his sub-

ject to the world today and tom-

orrow. AsE. G. Williamson said

recently: "For us, teaching is

"The proper educational role

of the college is to study pro-

blems but not, as a college, to

translate those studies into

action."

not telling students what they

should think or believe about

controversial Issues; it Is ra-

ther teaching them how to ex-

amine critically the facts and

evidence advanced in support of

one is the answer to the big

questions of life."

Finally, the legal custodians

of Washington College are the

Visitors and Governors. The ul-

timate responsibility for all as-

pects of the college is in their

hands. They are responsible not

merely for its present condi-

tion but for its future. Details

of that responsibility they dele-

gate to the administration, the

faculty, and the students. Theirs

also Is a moral trust, reinforc-

ed by the donations of many in-

dividuals over a span of 186

years. Changes — many c

r that

long period and \

now and will occur in the future.

Their responsibility, our res-

ponsibility Is to determine what

changes ought to be made, and

to effect the desired changes in

reasonable and responsible

ways, anlmatedalwayswith mu-

tual respect and a deep concern

for the betterment of our col-

lege.
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LambdaChi's,SOB'sTop

IntramuralFootballPlay
The 196B intramural football

season got offtoabrulslng start

this week that found Lambda Chi

Alpha, last year's league

champions, leading the Frater-

nity league and the SOB'S top-

ping the Independent division

In the early going.

Under the new schedule, each

team will play every team In the

division twice while facing the

rival league memberslnaslngle

game against Kappa Alpha. Re-

unnlnr/lhls season is All-star

blocking back Jack Hawkes o

add some muscle to the sle

backfleld.

Outcast rush away

quarterback.

Defense Tightei,sUp

In the Independent division,

the SOB'S a predominantly

freshman team, found them-

selves on top of the race. In

their 24-12 rout of the Out-

casts quarterback Chuck John-

son combined with the speedy

end PelerBoggs for the scoring

punch, solid blocking by Stev

Coldlng kept

Returning this y

Outcasts, All-Elm Unebacke

Bruce Hill tightened up the de

tense as Outcast quarterbac

Bill Mltman hit his ends

Nick samarls and Rick Bloi

with
fresh

anally tough

squad, 13-6.

This week the teams prepare

for interdlvlslonal play and a

possible shift In the league

standings.

Joe Nichols, leading goal

producer for the Sho'men last

year, practices his footwork.

passing combination of Harry

Webb to Tom Whitson. In the

opening 19-0 shutout ag.iln>.' tlnj

phi Slgs, Webb, last year's Most

Valuable player, completedtwo

scoring strikes to Whitson.

Showing versatility for the

Lambda's was Frank Verl who

plkced off three stray passes

against the Slgs and scored the

lone touchdown In the Lambda's

6-0 victory over Theta CM.

Tied for second place In the

Fraternity league are Theta Chi

and Kappa Alpha, each Willi one

win and one defeat. In their 12-1

victory over the KA's, the The-

ta's, led by quarterback Bob

Cox' scored on an aerial to

end Mark Madden and a quar-

terback sneak up the middle.

After a mediocre game a-

galnst the Theta's, KA quar-

terback Pete Joslln found the

range again with bombs to All-

Elm receiver Al streelman and

C. Hlbbard in a 12-6 win over

the Slgs.

Dealt A Blow

PM Sigma Kappa, wlnless in

the opening week of competi-

tion was dealt a further blow

this week as quarterback Pete

Heller broke his wrist In the

Sho "men BootersFall 5-1

In OpeningAwayBout
The Washington college Soc-

cer Team opened its new sea-

son Saturday by dropping a 5-1

decision to Dickinson College.

Tallying lor the Sho'men was

halfback Mark Slnklnson lth

n i,narslsted third period

Lineup Unchanged

The starting lineup for the

;ho'men has changed little from

Cross Country Opens
The cross country team will

begin Its fall season at Gallau-

det on October 9. In this dual

meet, Coach Don chatelller's

harriers are hopeful of opening

their schedule with a victory.

Returning from last year's

squad are sophomoresBlllBol-

Unger, John Foster, and Dave

Bird. John Tucker, a three year

veteran with Coach Chatelller's

. _, wrings experience to

the young squad Joining the

team for the first time this

year are sophomnresBlll Pret-

tyman and BrlonHaurlhan along

with John MacDowell. a Junior

transfer from Hagerstown Jun-

ior College. Filling

the

Clifton

bers of last year's 8-4 team

were seniors. GeorgeBuckless,

who starts again at left wing,

suffered a minor back Injury In

Saturday's game. Returning at

the insides for the Sho'men are

juniors Dave Isherwood andjoe

Nichols, as Sandy Snyder fills

the remaining place In the line

at right wing. Playing left hall-

back is strong-footed freshman

Mark Slnklnson. Barry Drew

again plays center halfback to

stun his opponents with his

speed and bail control. While on

the right side again is the con-

sistent sophomore Mark Svec.

Remaining intact from last

year's team is' the defense. The

trio of fullbacks includes Ford

Schumann at left, Steve wrlght-

OarsmenReady

ForFallSeason
By Woody MacDunald

The washlngtonCollegeCrew

Club met for the first time this

week to entertain new members

and to set up the fall practice

schedule.

New Coach BenTroutman said

the new membership could

"easily put three boats out on

the river" this fan to give the

added benefit of tntra-squad

competition. The conditioning

program for the club Includes

6 a.m.workoutsfivedaysaweek

plus several hours In the weight

To Be Tested

The dedication of Captain

John Miller and his oarsmen

will be tested four times this

fall, included in this schedule

is a race with the university

of Pennsylvania freshmen. Cap-

tain Miller said that It was with

mixed "pride and astonish-

ment" that he saw the Olympic

bound crew team's school re-

presented on the schedule tor

the team this fall.

coach Troutman, a former

Washington College track man,

said that more than any other

sport crew required strength,

endurance and coordination.

"You've got to pull hard while

keeping in rhythm with seven

other men. If you've ever tried

to do anything with that many

people at once, especially In

the grueling heat of competi-

tion you know what kind of a

job\

New Fa>

Conti n Page 8

At the organizational meet-

ing this week enough Interested

freshmen were present to fill

another shell. With the three

shells and two sculls, housed

at Mr. Truslow's farm, the crew

has enough equipment for lntra-

Last year's team gave them-

selves two team victories and

John Miller said that he fore-

sees another rewarding season

for washlngtoncollege'syoung-

Missing Lettermcn

Missing unfortunately fron

this year'steam are three of la;

season's strongest performers

Fred Couper, who would have

been the squad's best runner, Is

now spending his Junior year in

Paris. Sam Marti- and Pat

Chambers, both consistent fin-

ishers inpreviousyears.areout

for soccer and crew respect-

ively this year.

Even though Coachchatelller

is working with a young team

this season, he Is hopeful of

bettering last year's record of

two wins and seven defeats.

Opening at home on October

12 the harriers face Haverford

andMt. St. Mary's lnatriangu-

lar meet. Coach chatelller ex-

pects tough competition since

neither visiting team has lost

any men from last yea"

Sho'men Tour Europe
By Bohn Velgari

This past summer, the Wash-

ington college soccer Team

had the privilege to tour Eur-

ope as part of the "People to

people American Sports Am-

bassadors Program". Official-

ly, the purpose of this tour was

to encourage cultural exchange

as well asto Improve the talents

oft e Sho'i

The traveling squad, led by

Coach Athey and recent gradu-

ate Dick Louch, consisted of

thirty players. Departing on

June 5 from Kennedy Airport,

the team began its three week

NEED A FIX?

MAKE "THE CONNECTION" SUNDAY EVENING

"The Connection" - directed by Shirley Clarke, screenplay

byjack Gelber - is to be presented this Sunday ,n the

ire harrier John Foster, pictured during a

t of Coach Chatellier's front runners.

To Be Neat
Visit

ELEANOR'S HOME LAUNDRY
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Washing - Ironing - Pressing - Repairs

505 HIGH STREET

CHESTERTOWN

,w.. .J England, Holland,

Sweden, Switzerland and Spain.

Sightseeing

Although playing soccer was

their prinary objective, the

team's itinerary allowed time

for sightseeing as well. Coach-

ing clinics and matches enabled

the Americans to learn the te-

chniques and strategy of Euro-

pean play. Received warmly In

every city, the Americans were

honored at dinners and recep-

tions. Good size crowds specta-

Ited each of our games. Prior to

the beginning of many games,

small ceremonies were held in

which players of each team ex-

changed small gifts.

Experience Gained

Although the Americans won

only one game out of their four-

teen game schedule, the athle-

tic experience gained should

prove of value to the team in

the season to come. Coach Ath-

ey will undoubtedly incorporate

many of the tactics learned in

Europe into thlsyear'sSho'men

attack.
,

The high quaUty of soccer

played In Elirope attributed to-

ward the low winning percen-

tage of the Americans. Soccer

being the world's most popular

sport, Is played by Europeans

at a very young age.
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SGA Commentary
The Senate, concerned lest

the raising of Cain pre-empt
a precarious quorum, got off
to a rousing start Monday night
when the leadership made ef-
forts to eliminate Its credibil-
ity gap by disclosing classified
information.

It seems that Washington
College is once again to re-
cover its pre-eminlnced as a
cultural mecca of the East. We
are to have the Inestimable prl-
vlledge of seeing those all-time
favorites, the Jimmy Smith
Trio, the Shirrelles and the Hi-
Landers at the combined esti-
mated wage of $750 per hour
Homecoming Weekend.
What other college of our

size, with the relatively limited
funds available to the student
Government Association finds
itself able to sponsor approx-
imately $4500 worth of enter- ,

tainment in one weekend?
Every reader will realize the

extent of the cultural commit-
ment of the student body when
reminded that this expenditure
amounts to some $15 per cou-
ple for every man, woman and
child among the student popula-

tion whether they actually go to
the festivities or not, and that
it is a figure in excess of the
yearly Income of many an Am-
erican family.

One must be careful not to
give undue credit to the Senate
as a whole for the expenditure.

Last spring when the time
came for the legislative body
°f the SGA to deliberate with
regard to Homecoming enter-
tainment, various members
were detained by the "fever"

so prevalent during the month

The absence of a quorum was
noted — for three consecutive
meetings. And so it fell upon
enlightened shoulders to make
these arrangements during the
summer months. The leaders,
seeing the necessity of prudent
expenditure of funds, eliminated
the traditional boat trip on the
Chester River, and replaced it

with the more stimulating
Homecoming entertainment.

Major Address . .

Continued from Page I

dent represemationcmanylm-
ln tne declslonportant college

"You have an absolutely un-
trammeled student newspaper,'
he said. ''You have easy access
to the ear of any member of the
faculty or administration. You
may not always get what you
want; but never let it be said
that you are refused a hearing.

"In many important ways,"
he added, "the student body and

itives participate

Exchange Students .

ticular southern Negro attitude

A - (Bando) - I second Ni-
gel on this.

,

- why did you come tc

Washington College?

(Metcalfe)

Continued from Page 3

of
; to i me to the

U.S. to study American His-
tory at first hand. I regard the
trip far more as a unique op-
portunity to study the psycholo-
gy of the world's most influ-
ential nation.

A - (Bando) - In England,
American history is hardly ev-
er studied. The experience of
being here is most important,

much unrestIs

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

at the University of Warwick
as there is at Berkeley and
Columbia?

A - (Metcalfe) - No, War-
wick is a moderate campus.
The students are predominately
left-activist, but revolution is
not a part of the English scene
They talk about It a lot, but
they don't do much. The stu-
dents are not so concerned with
student's rights. They try to
work within the existlngsystem.
A (Bando) - The English ed-

ucation system doesn't provoke
revolution as It seems to In ot-
her countries. In England there
is less to rebel about; the uni-
versities are not crowded and
we have tutorials, for instance.
We have always had a tradition
of moderation.

Q - Is there much drug us-
age at Warwick?
A - (Metcalfe) - There was

only one occasion where some-
one was taking drugs and it was
so against the grain that the
other students told on him. The
average British student regards

lething repulsi

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

SELLS
Books Books Books Books Books
Books Books Records Books Books
Books Books Books Books Books
Books Posters Books Books Books
Books Books School Supplies Books
Books Books Records Books Books
Books Posters Books Books Books
Books Books Books Books Strudel

iaklng process
at Washington College,"

Dr. Gibson rejected the prin-

ciple of ln loco parentis, that a
college should act like a stu-
dent's parents. Students, he
stated, should make their own
rules, ''In so far as It is pos-
sible. "

"I dowantyoutounderstand",
he said, "that some rules are
essential in the operation of this
community called Washington
College, counting faculty and
staff, we are over 750 persons.
We ail share the responsibility
for the college's welfare.

"If the student abets points
of view or acts in accordance
with a point of view which is

morally ideal or socially just,
his freedom shall not be ham-
pered by the college, even If

his so doing may be disagree-
able to the convictions ofapar-
tlcular group of persons on or
off the campus."

He added that the college will
take no action about demonstra-
tions onoroffthecampus, "pro-
vided that the demonstrations
are peaceful and orderly. But
if they interrupt or Impede the
normal academic processes of
the campus — such as by block-
ing campus traffic or by sit-ins
(let us say, in my office), we
shall immediately notify police
to be prepared to-ereak up such
gatherings.

"If In the process arrests
occur, the student will be sub-
ject to prosecution either in
rourt or in the college's Judi-
ciary Board — or in both if

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.
|

Phone 778-3181
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For Nice Thing, in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
DMp In the Heart of Cheslcrtown

Your Every Need In

Dress And Casual Wear

Bonnett's towrrp, country Shop
Chesterlowii. Md.

We Welcome

Students and Faculty

at Washington College

The largest Independent Bank

'ing Kent & Queen Anne's Countie

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-lr. Window

Chestertown
High Street
778-2400

Galena
648-5110

Member of FDIC

Part-Time Help Needed

by the public relations office of the college. Dependable students
to phone sports results to newspapers, wire services, radio and
TV. Prefer freshmen or sophomores who want to establish per-
manent part-time work situations. Opportunity to become involved
in other aspects of sports publicity.

Also needed
:
student photographers to take special assignments

for public relations office. Contact Mr. Cockey, public relations
office, basement of William Smith Hall.
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Elm
Changes....

Continued from Page I

th. It will comment on books,

malazlnes, and sound record-

ings and perhaps contain work

by our faculty or students who

will be contacted bytheChlcago

editors to write lor the review.

A second supplement to ap-

pear In early November is an

USSPA publication called New

Technologies In Higher Educa-

tion. It highlights the year-long

regional seminars of Its High-

er Education program. Other

ELM Innovations include plans

to publish several of Its own

magazine supplements, such as

a student translation of Ro-

stand's Cyrano de Bereerac.

Picss Cuius

press cards available to

meriting, non-edltorlal staff

members this year, will expe-

dite entrance Into normally re-

stricted areas and may afford

such privileges as free tickets

to Center Stage. Besides the

ELM press cards, USSPA cards

will extend the paper's range of

coverage.

A feature column assured by

personal agreement with Dick

Heymann In Chicago, Is a week-

ly spot for the humorous, yet

serious presidential candidate,

Dick Gregory.

Banquet

To end each semester, the

ELM will hold a gala awards

banquet at the Harbor House.

Recognition will be made to

news, sports, or features con-

tributors, editors and other staff

members. Generally, the affair

will be a time to let loose

and celebrate a fantastic two-

hundred-page production.

This semester, the ELM ac-

cepted fifteen new reporters.

Most of these freshman and

transfers have either worked

for or edited a school paper.

Bookstore . . .

Continued from Page 3

Fellowship Stipend

For Future Profs.

Seniors and recent graduates

of Washington CoUege who will

be doing graduate study and are

interested in jollege teaching

as a career may apply for the

Danforth Graduate Fellowship,

according to Dr. James Hoopes,

the Danforth Foundation's cam-

pus liaison.

Danforth Graduate FeUows

are eligible for four years of

financial assistance, with a

maximum annual living stipend

Fifteen Added To

Faculty And Staff

Fifte per

appointed to the faculty and staff

of Washington College, filling

vacancies In five departments

and creating three new posi-

tions, Landon C. Burns, Dean

of the College announced.

Maureen Kelly has been ap-

pointed to the position of As-

sistant to the Dean of women,

and resides In Minta Martin

Hall. A 1966 graduate of the

State University of New York

at plattsburgh, Miss Kelly holds

a master's degree from Ohio

State where she studied coun-

selling psychology and student

personnel administration.

Chairman of Modern Langu-

ages department and associate

professor of French is Alfred

j. cordes. A graduate of Xa-

vler University with a mas-

ters and doctorate degree from

Johns Hopkins University, Cor-

des, is replacing Gerda Blu-

menthal who resigned as chair-

man last year.

Susan J. McLean, a graduate

of the College of St. Catherine

with an M. A. from the Uni-

versity of Chicago is also an

assistant professor of French.

search. For two years Kabat

ran a "book establishment" at

St. Mark's Place In Greenwich

Village.
In order to draw more stu-

dents Into the bookstore, new

sales techniques will be em-

ployed such as surprise sales,

20% discount on an item, and

"on the spot" sales.

The bookstore hopes to ac-

quire numerous books of liter-

ary criticism, the new drama

and poetry. An extensive col-

lection of pornography will also

be Introduced. Evergreen and

Ramparts magazine will be sold.

Mr. Kabat explained, "It is up

to the individual, not the book-

store, to decide what one reads

Kabat, beside his managerial

duties is teaching an experi-

mental course lntliehumanltles

called Classical Literature in

Translation. Next year he will

hold a class studying medieval

literature. He hopes these co-

urses will help fill the void in

the teaching of the classics and

middle ages at Washington Col-

Ait Lectures

Three new lecturers have al-

so been appointed to the staff.

Sandra Lee Denney and Wil-

liam L. Forwood are visiting

lecturers in the history of art.

Both are graduates of the Uni-

versity of Delaware where they

are now studying for advanc-

ed degrees.

Bookstore manager and

Washington CoUege alumnus

Martin Kabat is lecturing In

classical comparative litera-

ture. Heholdsamastersdegree

from New York University.

Other appointments include

four assistant professors In

the departments of economics,

drama, modern laguages, Eng-

lish and philosophy, and two

Instructors In the department

of modern languages.

Glen G. Alexandrln holds a

Ph.D. In Economics from Clark

University; he did undergrad-

uate study at the University of

Alberta. Drama professor H.

Paul Mazer is a graduate of

Brooklyn College and holds a

masters degree from Pennsyl-

vania State University.

Robert L. Neill, assistant

professor of English, is a

graduate of Amherst college

and Is working for his doctor-

ate at Vanderbllt University. J.

David Newell, assistant philo-

sophy professor, holds a bac-

helor of arts and a bachelor of

divinity from Grodon College

and an M.A. from the Univer-

sity of Maryland; he Is also

working for his doctorate.

Two instructors have been

appointed to the English and

Modern Lanuages departments.

Mrs. Judith E. Klrkpatrlck, in-

structor of English is a grad-

uate of Ursinus College and has

an M.A. degree from the Uni-

versity of Delaware. Mrs. Vi-

vian DeLlllo, instructor In Span-

ish, holds a Bachelor's degree

from Florida State Universltv,

Booters Fall

Continued from Page 6

son In the center, and Pete John-

son on the right side.

In the goal two men have re-

placed graduated All-South

goalie Alan Perry. Dan Lehman,

up from the second string, and

Frank Ogens a sophomore out

for the first time share the goal

tending duties at the present

time.

Also slated to see action this

season are halfback Bob

Lehman and forward Jim Bland-

ford

of $2400 for single fellows and

$2950 for married fellows, plus

tuition and fees. Financial need

is not a condition for consider-

GRE's Requited

Applicants for the Danforth

grant must take the October

26th Graduate Records Examin-

ation; the deadline for these

exams is October 8. Two can-

didates will be named by Dr.

Hoopes as nominees for the

stipend, which will be awarded

in March, 1969. The Founda-

tion does not accept direct ap-

plications for the Fellowship.

Danforth Fellows may hold

other fellowships such as Ford,

Fulbright, Rhodes, etc., con-

currently, and will be Danforth

Fellows until the other awards

lapse. Teaching or research

assistantships or Jobs may not

be held by FeUows during the

first year of graduate study.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On AH Mala

Washington College Book Store

WILL SELL
BOOKS

Criticism (All Subjects)

Underground Lit.

Spice of Life

Etc.

RECORDS
Classical & Popular

Marked Down to Lowest

Discount Prices

POSTERS
Psychedelic. Racquel Welch

Mao Tsu-Tung. Ho Chi Ming

Jefferson Airplane C°"™
Drachla and Raquel Welch

MAGAZINES
Evergreen Review. Mad.

Ramparts, N. V. Review °f

Books. Playboy. Realu- I
;

College Heights Sub Shop

„: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. - Monday tbroufh Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pino— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. 8:30 p.m.

Overlooking

Worton Creek Ma
Cbeste

778-0669

Md.

RESTAURANT and BAR

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor
|

30 to 10:00 P.M. - Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pjn.

Closed on Mondays

TASTEEFREEZ

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday

7 a.m. - 11 p.m-

Friday
7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday

7 am. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 pm. - 11 p.m.

Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

-jpssKBtn

Monday - Sat. 10

Sunday 11:30 a

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1 575 Two Shows Nightly 7 & 9 p.m.

Sunday - October 5

JOHN RICHARDSON

"Vengeance of She"
and ERIC PORTER

"Lost Continent"

Sunday - Wednesday - October 6 - 9

Adults Only - SANDY DENNIS

"Sweet November"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628 - Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

Friday - Wednesday - October 4-9

MIA HARROW

"Rosemary's Baby"

ROUTE 213

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Telephone 556-6152 - Show Starts at Dusk

Friday - Sunday - October 4-6

Positively No One Under 18 Admitted

"Pain and Pleasure

Sex Club International
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New Key Regulations Passed

;

Permanent System Inaugurated

WRA officers Barbara Osborn, Sue Thomas (President), Dei-

dre Greenwell, and Jean Colfelt respond to questions from the

168 Freshmen Enroll,

Total Increases By 20

All senior women and those

who are, or will be twenty-one

during this academic year, met
in the auditorium of William
Smith Hall on Tuesday evening
from 9 p.m. until nearly 11 p.m.

to determine the terms for

this year's Self-Limiting Cur-
few System.

The key system, as the self-

limiting hours are informally

designated, isbeginning itsflrst

i per

By Bert Bogasli

One hundred and ninety-four

new faces are gracing the Wa-
shington College campus during
this 1968-69 school year. Of
these, 168 are freshmen and
26 are transfer students.

The class of '72 boasts 86
men and 82 women, anlncrease
of approximately 20 students ac-
cording to Director of Admis-
sions, Harold Gray. Gray said

that even though it was diffi-

cult to fill the Freshman class

this year, no quality was sacri-

ficed.

plications (as opposed to 701

last year) the college accept-

ed 424. When asked why only

168 of the 424 ultimately en-

rolled, Gray explained that the

number of high school seniors,

instead of increasing as inpre-

Gray thought that one solu-

tion to this problem is "in-

creasing scholarship funds"

which are already substantial.

(32% of the freshmen hold some
type of aid totaling more than

$70,000.)
The qualifications of the Class

of '72 are similar to the Class
of '71. Average Scholastic Ap-
titude Test (SAT) scores are
verbal, 564, and math, 567.

Forty-five students ranked In

the top 10% of their high school

graduating classes and 92 rank-

ed in the top 20%.

sociation's regulations. The
key system, which was institu-

ted last year on a probationary

basis, will be incorporated into

the WRA Constitution this fall.

However, the details, of the sys-
tem's regulations are legisla-

ted each year by its partici-

pants, and Tuesday's Congress

WRA President Sue Thomas,
assisted in discussion by Vice-

president and Judiciary Board
Chairman Glnny Colfelt, Deidre

Greenwell and Barbara Osborn,
presided over discussion of each

point of the system's policy.

The printed copies of the

Self-Limiting Curfew Policy

distributed to the participants

had already been changed by a

six-member panel which de-

leted references to the instal-

lation of locks and the daily

The system for 1968-69 will

be administered entirely by stu-

dents. The WRA Judiciary Board
will hand out penalties. Students
will no longer have to sign keys
out daily from the Residence
Director, but will present their
keys to Resident Assistants on
each floor for a weekly "roll

call." Though a five-dollar fine

for failing to present one's keys
to the R.A. was deemed in-

appropriate, most felt the na-

ture and extent of the penalty
was justified.

Tuesday night's discussion

progressed, the senior women
discarded prohibitions against
leaving the dorm between clos-
ing at night and opening In the

morning and guests being ad

-

inltted after curfews by a key-
holder. After deliberation on

the penalty for lending or bor-
rowing a key, the majority con-
cluded that no immediate pen-
alty would be as effective a

deterrent as the complete re-

vocation of the prlvelege.

Political Science Head

Receives Two Honors
f Military

ntly. Firstly, he

tice t

lected to appear in (he forthco-

ming 11th edition of "Ameri-
can Men of Science."

Secondly, he was informed
that the National war college

selected his article, "Mao
Tse-Tung Purges Military Pro-
fessionalism," which appeared

Review, to be used a

ce material In a five week
course beglnnlngOctober 7. The
article is required reading for

the course.

"American Men of Science"

By Steve Myking

vious years, "has rea<

plateau."

Also, he said, there ar

new colleges, both Junior and A frightening scene took place

four year, that are attracting in American Democracy '68.

qualified students, and the type That is: a rally for George
of student Washington College Wallace in the Baltimore Civ-

Agnew Names Shriver

To Term On Board

Wallace Rally Spurs Protests

ByBlack & WhiteDemonstrators

Samuel H. Shriver, of Hlnch-

ingham Farm, near Tolchester,

this week was appointed to the

Board of Visitors and Gover-
nors of Washington College by
Governor spiro T. Agnew.
Mr. Shriver will fill the un-

expired term of the late Clifton

M. Miller, also a gubernatorial

appointee from Kent County.

Mr. Shriver, whois65, retir-

ed to Kent County several years

ago. He attended Boys Latin

School in Baltimore and was
graduated from Cornell in 1926

with a B.S. degree.

When he came to Kent, he

had just retired as chairman of

the Board of Alexander and
Alexander, Inc., a leading Bal-

Since coming to Kent, he has

been active In civic affairs.

Currently, he Is president of

the United Fund of Kent Coun-
ty and a director of the Kent

and Queen Anne's Hospital. He
also continues as a director of

the Equitable Trust Company
of Baltimore.

His ; the f • Ml;

Samuel H. Shriver

lc Center last Monday night.

The action outside of the Cen-
ter immediately before the ral-

ly foretold of things to come.
Two youth gangs, all white, ap-

proached each other and In uni-

son chanted "white power." In

no direction could one look and

not see police. And paddy wa-
gons. And caged dogs in sta-

Every policeman carried a

club, gun, mace, cuffs, and hel-

met with visor. Others had gas

"Work and Soap"

Approximately 500 demon-
strators were in the hall. They
harassed the candidate contin-
uously. He stopped his already
disjointed speech to jeer back
at them. "There's nothingwrong
with you that a good barber
won't fix. There's two four-
letter words these kids don't
know: that's WORK and SOAP",
he continued. "I'll be glad to

autograph your sandal after I'm
through." His thousands of sup-
porters were In escacy.

Takes Swing

A few black protestors tried

to get to the front, near the

podium. The police Intervened.

As one black was escorted away,

a white took a swing at him. The

police shoved the white back into

the crowd. No arrest.

One black In that mass of

thousands supported Wallace.

He carried a placardaroundthe
floor. An Incredulous audience

applauded him. An incredulous
Wallace pointed to him and re-

marked, "As you can see we
have the support of all races."

Applause

Wallace reviewed his plat-

form. He promised a military

victory In Vietnam with conven-

tional weapons (Applause.) He
promised to run over demons-
trators who got In thewayofhis
car. (Overwhelming applause.)

The protestors and masses
exchanged words throughout the

evening. "We want Wallace,"

versus "You
According to

him.'

all

munlst, draft-dodgers," on wel-

fare and pseudo-Intellectuals.

To many, the protestors were
niggers, bastards.

The candidate made a quick

exit. The SS surrounded him.
Outside a peace demonstra-

be dispersed. Dogs. Mounted
police. A horse frothed at the

mouth. A squad of police mar-
ched in front of the masses,
assuming.battle position.

Dr. Tai Sung An

cessary for listing include "ac-
hievement by reason of experi-

ence and training of a stature

in scientific work at least equi-

valent to that associated with

the doctorate degree, coupled

with presently continued ac-
tivity in such work."

Dr. An holds a doctoral de-

gree from the University of

Pennsylvania and Is the author

of many articles and short

works. He is in the process of

preparing the manuscript for a
book on Mao's Cultural Revolu-

tion.

Another qualification for lis-

ting in the directory is "re-
search activity of high quali-

ty in science as evidenced by
publication in reputable scien-

tific journals. . ." The reci-

pient of this honor must be "a
scientist in the social and be-

havioral field actively contri-

buting to the advacementof sci-

Watch For The

ELM li>
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Press Service

It is the objective of the Elm to bring to its readers

information which is derived from sources outside the

college community.

The ELM subscribes to the College Press Service, a

branch of the U. S. Student Press Association located in

Washington, D. C. In addition, the ELM is a member of

the Associated Collegiate Press, the Intercollegiate Press,

and Liberation Newsservice (LNS). The latter organiza-

tion was founded two years ago after a rift developed

within the U. S. Student Press organization. This past

summer, LNS itself developed some rifts, and there are

now two separate, competing Liberation Newsservices.

Beginning this week, the ELM is carrying a syndi-

cated column written by Dick Gregory, a man who

hardly needs an introduction to those of us who object

to the war in Vietnam, or who enjoy good, timely, and

often biting humor.

We have made arrangements with the Chicago Lit-

erary Review (CLR) a publication printed six times dur-

ing the academic year, by students from the University

of Chicago, to distribute the CLR as a supplement to the

ELM. The first issue will appear with the October 25th

issue of the ELM.
There will be several major undertakings on the

part of the ELM staff during the year which will result

in the creation of our own supplements.

Washington College junior Bill Frank's translation

of "Cyrano de Bergerac" will constitute a supplement by

itself, as will an article by Dr. An, a four-page photo es-

say by ELM photographers, and at least one supplement

devoted almost entirely to purely "literary" articles.

These are only some of the things the ELM staff

is planning for this year; we trust each of our readers

will follow with interest the activities at Washington

College - and at campuses all over the country— through
the pages of the ELM.

Congress - At It Again

Letters to the Editor ....
Kabat Clears

Confusion

To The Editor:

It has come to my attention

that some confusion has arisen

over Bookstore policy with re-

spect to "pornography." I do

not Intend, nor have I In the

past, to '•push" salacious or

prurient material In this store.

In recent years the Supreme

Court has made Increasingly

clear that It will not tolerate

those who seek to "push"

i the

. But, at the s

again indicated that questions

of taste must be resolved by

individuals.

It should be sufficient to point

out that all books, posters, and

magazines which are now car-

ried In this store, and which

will be carried here in the fu-

ture, might also be purchased

in bookstores operated by Yale,

Harvard, Princeton and Johns

Hopkins University. Thismeans

that I am following the guide-

of one's college days. Many of

the "shots," even those without

captions, have caught on black

and white, parts of a year's

experience that may now be past

history but which continue to

have relevance for those who
experienced them.

Every publication must re-

flect the character, personality

and sense of humor of those most

closely associated with its con-

struction. Not any student could

wish for less than is repre-

sented In the '67 Pegasus. There

are a number who have been so

enthused that they wished for

an even greater effort. Certain-

ly one of the highest accolades

a staff can receive Is that their

efforts be emulated; I believe

t Don's swlllp

lini laid i . by I

mlc communities most gen-

ally respected throughout the

untry. I hope this standard

11 prove acceptable to all.

Martin Kabat, Mgr.

Washington College Bookstore

arily large cuts have been made in the Ful-

bright Act in an attempt to reduce government expendi-

tures in this election year. We feel strongly that if the

Congress wants to make a pitch for our votes, less indis-

criminate budget-slashing would be in order.

The Fulbright program has a record of positive

achievement during times when official diplomatic re-

lations among the participating countries hav> been less

than cordial. It is one program whereby cultural, educa-

tional, and other activities may be sponsored at the in-

ternational level - yet Congress has reduced appropria-

tions for the over-all program to $31 million, down
from S43.7 million - a reduction of over one-quarter.

According to the New York Times, funds enabling for-

eign visitors to come to America have been reduced by
30 percent, and grants to Americans to study abroad
are down by an average of two-thirds.

Certainly there are other areas of the budget which
could stand the paring forced on the Fulbright program;

everyone in support of reinstating funds to the Act,

should write, 'phone, or telegraph his Congressman, urg-

ing more intelligent budget cuts

Class Elections-. Vote!
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Student Commends

New Year Book

to Don Munter and his Pegasus

staff for having made anexcep-

tional yearbook available to the

student s and recent graduates of

Washington College.

The format, the photography,

the commentary all go a very

long way in portraying the spirit

haps have a few Ideas about

what more can be done — such

as a somewhat more academic

viewpoint in part, the repre-

sentation of a few other worth-

while student efforts, like the

tutorial program, pieces of re-

marks made by such speakers

as Senator Morse, Dr. Ennls,

and others — but they will have

to work very very hard to give

a yearbook they edit more vi-

vacity than that one which Don
and his gifted staffhaveproduc-

ed for the Class of '67.

Margaret B. Nuttle

Cope Hits

Parking Rules

To The Editor:

were apparently drawn up with

little rationality. The inequit-

ablllty and irrationality show up

in two simple facts, which also

seem to indicate that the MRA
was eager to receive a fatherly

pat on the head from the admin-

istration when it drew up the

regulations in question. First,

the MRA did draw up the regu-

lations. Second, any car with an

"A" sticker ("A" for Adminis-

tration, which includes anybody

that works at the college who
Is not a student) can be parked

anywhere on campus, and be-

longs to the only group that has

exclusive access to a particu-

lar lot, which In this case hap-

pens also to be the best lot.

Let's take a look at some of

the justifications offered for

the current regulations. The

first I heard from an admin-

istrator, he stated, "we've

had too many complaints from

secretaries about havingto walk

all the way from the bottom of

Bill Smith parking lot to their

offices In Smith Hall." I doubt

that there are more than 10

Smith Hall. But
that t

more than 10 students who have

classes in Smith Hall and who
would find It convenient to park

in the top of Smith parking lot.

Since when is it more justifi-

able to heed the complaints of

the minority while Ignoring

those of the majority? Is there

some reason, which I am per-

haps overlooking, that students

should have to walk to their

duties and secretaries should

not? I should like to hear it.

The second justification is

{Continued on Page 6)

Political Potpourri

"They've been in charge of

the government for the last 50

years, and we've hadfourwars,

we've spent $122 billion of our

money, we're about broke and

we've got less friends than

we've ever had, and we've got

the Communists running wild

In the United States."

With these words George Cor-

ley Wallace writes off the ac-

complishments of the Republi-

can and Democratic parties in

the 20th century. He asks his

supporters, "the little folks,"

to help him defeat "the smart

folks who have been looking

down their noses at you and

me." 'Tour day is coming,"

he tells his audience of union

members, small businessmen,

manual laborers, and those

fearful of what they see as the

growing anarchy In the nation,

"and their day Is over." From
Mr. Wallace, the shadow of

demagoguery and obscurantism

falls across the nation, Ameri-
cans in ever-increasing num-
bers find their hopes for the

nation's future in his straight-

forward, simply - stated poli-

Viet Nam

The War in Viet Nam: Mr.

Wallace has expressed hopes

that the Paris negotiations will

yield meaningful results in the

near future; however, if there

are no Indications of progress,

he would refer the situation to

the Joint Chlefs-of-Stafftoseek

a military solution employing

all means necessary short of

nuclear weapons. Mr. Wallace's

decisive stand on the war ap-

peals to those who are frustra-

ted with the present stalemate.

Law and Order: Wallace, the

original law and order candi-

date, has repeatedly demanded

the most stringent of measures

to restore domestic peace. As

(Continued on Page 4)
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Wild Beasts Inhabit

College Dormitories
By Vicki Colgan

Dr. Smith Recalls

Trip To Russia

Dr. Nathan Smith

History Department Chairman

"It shakes you up, as a for-

eigner," said Dr. Nate Smith,

Chairman of the History De-
partment, referring to his vi-

sit to the main library in Len-
ingrad.

Smith spent three weeksinthe
Soviet Union early In the sum-

mer to do research for a forth-

coming book. The topic is "Rus-
sian Liberalism and the Agra-
rian question" deallngwlthpre-
revolution liberal opinion and
how it affected Russia's

politics.

Guard

Smith, who speaks some Rus-
sian, wanted to use the archives

of a Leningrad library. After

entering the building he was
stopped by a female guard. "I

explained to her that I was a

foreigner and why I wanted to

use the library," he said, and

was sent to a director to fill

"Once they saw that I was a
professor and a ph.D," Smith

said, "I got a privileged card

which permitted me to call up
books not listed in the card ca-

talogues. '

' Literature before

1932, or anything controversial

referring to Trotsky, he ex-

plained, is not llstedlnthecata-

A variety of

habit the ivy-covered walls of

Washington College. Ginger Ba-
ker, for example, who comes
from Florida, is only seven In-

ches long.

Ginger lives In Somerset Hall
with Jim Dissette, and like ev-
ery other resident she Lives on
dining hall food. However, un-
like other residents, Ginger

likes to run away and It can
take as long as three hours to

And her.

Ginger Is a baby alligator.

"Hey Squirrel"

Dick Pyle and Ray Felton have
adopted Rick Koehler's baby
squirrel. So far his only name
is "Hey Squirrel!" andtheKent
House crew are currently work-
ing on the problem of house-
breaking him.

R&j says they try to keep him
in a cage as much as possible
1 'because he's rather Indis-

criminate." His diet consists of

walnuts, milk and water, orange
peels and chocolate chip cook-

thatthe

squirrel open, Ray
t think any-

body would shoot our squirrel;

he's not much of a meal."

"Maynaid"

Danny Lehman is the proud
owner of "Maynard", a stray

tiger-striped kitten Gall Acker-
man brought to school this se-

Intercepted Memo
Department

The Department of Chem-

istry would like a sink plunger.

(Signed)

Frank Creegan

Students At Columbia

RegroupForMoreAction
By Bill Freeland

NEW YORK (CPS) — Amid
occasional outbursts of violen-

ce and periods of fitful inde-

cision, - the elements of a
new confrontation at Columbia
are quietly beginning to build-

Three weeks ago, in a rela-

tively peaceful action, campus
radicals led by Students for a
Democratic Society closed down
the opening day of registration.

Then two weeks ago activities

escalated when seven people

were arrested by city police on

the opening day of classes, fol-

lowing a noisy march and brief

stoning of the university's chief

admlnistratpon building.

Former Militancy

In the process, the partici-

pants, many of them veteransof

last spring's rebellion, have be-

gun to rediscover their former

militancy. But the search for

that more elusive commodity—
a strategy that can transform

these random actions into a sus-

tained revolutionary move-
ment — still continues.

Thus for many people, the

struggle at Columbia is In tran-

sition. The immediate task is

to recoup the strength won in

the spring, refocus attention on

the items through new sets of

confrontations and hope that out

of all this a new direction will

emerge.

Not Invigorated

But the revolution, in contrast

to its supporters, did not re-

turn from summer vacation in-

vigorated. The voice of God, for

example (or some other more
charismatic figure), has not

been raised in condemnation of

the administration for Its ra-

cist and imperialist policies at

any of the rallies. What's more,

those speakers who have ad-

dressed the crowds have so far

been unable to capture the at-

tention of the mass of campus
moderates, whose support six

months ago waslargelyrespon-

sible for the continued success

of the strike.

Meanwhile the administra-

tion, though slandered dally by

its detractors, has moved ef-

fectively to further cool the

dissatisfaction through a se-

ries of concllatory actions of-

fering reinstatement to 42 sus-

pended students and asking the

city to drop charges against

nearly 400 students arrested.

Shrewd

Radical leaders, reacting

against this new tactic, at first

sought to create some kind of

Immediate confrontation in an

attempt to bring at least the ex-

citement, if not the substance,

of the previous struggle Into the

present events, but even here,

the administration has shrewd-

ly backed off.

"No repression whatsoev-

er," acting president Andrew
Cordier has promised. True to

his word, the only police at-

tending rallies these days are

those wearing business suits

—

or beards.

Seek Consensus

In this period of temporary
calm, the activists are con-

ducting a careful re-evaluation

(Continued on Page 7)

mester. Maynard roams Dan-
ny's room and also enjoys East
Hall's fire escape.

Perhaps the most interesting

of all the campus pets is "Ar-
thur." Arthur Is a Japanese

pine tree who lives with John
Knight in Kent House. Accord-
ing to John, he and Arthur have
serious conversations long Into
the night.

The campus is literally a zoo.

This alligator shows that students at Washington College

take second place to none in originality for dormitory pets.

SGA Commentary

Every year about this time
the Washington College version

of Harold Stassen, perennial

candidate, makes his appear-
ance on the local scene. His
name is to be found on the bal-

lots of many of our Student

Government elections.

He very seldom wins, yet his

presence Is representative of

much that is wrong with stu-

dent government here. His

No Opposition

That many of our leaders
are elected without opposition

is, despite the absence of any
electoral excitement, veryflat-

terlng to them and, Indeed, some
may merit unanimity. Some but

The Student Government mak-
es declsionsfor the student body
as a whole in areas as varied
as academic policy and entry

Into American University's In-

ternational Turtle Race. It has
a budget of many thousands of

dollars to be allocated to stu-

dent enterprises of many kinds.

This is as though each student

is giving his or her senator

twenty dollars for use for the

benefit of the giver.

Many Issues

Yet Senatorial campaigns are

notoriously devoid of issues.

There are many Issues deal-

ing with allotment of these con-

siderable funds that will come
up In the course of the Senate's

year. Debate will last hours

and Senators will be unhappy

unanimity. Even when speech-

es are required for election,

as In the case of class of-

ficers (and the class presi-

Senate) these presentations

quickly tend to dissolve Into

the meaningless utterances of

platitudes much like the advo-

cacy of liberty, motherhoodand
apple pie.

Power Quest

There are many reasons for

running for office and not the

least of these Is the quest for

power. This Is not as Illegiti-

mate a reason as It may seem.

Elective office allows the hold-

er the privilege of having his

words and opinions listened to

in a forum possibly capable of

doing something about them.

Senators, at least collectively,

are in a position to make ma-
jor alterations in the lives of

students.

Know how your Senatorial

candidate thinks about the is-

sues he will have to face If

elected. If you don't agree with

him, t hirr

clear your differences of opin-

FOR SALE!

1962 Renault Caravelle

Convertible with Hard Top

Radio - Heater & Snow Tire:

EXCELLENT CONDITION $400
Call 778-2635

College Heights Sub Shop
Hour*: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. - 8.-30 p.m.

Washington College Book Store

WILL SELL

POSTERS
Psychedelic, Racquel Welch

Mao Tse-Tung, Ho Chi Minh
Jefferson Airplane. Count

Dracula and Raquel Welch

MAGAZINES
Evergreen Review. Mad.
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The Wall Street Love-In

Comedian and 1968 Presidential candidate, Dick Gregory

told ELM Editor-in-Chief Heymann that he was not concerned

about his life - because he was too valuable to the government

alive. According to Gregory, his tapped 'phone lines are sources

of information too good to cut off. The short interview took

place at the annual summer Congress of the U. S. Student Press

Association in Valparaiso. Indiana in August.

Political . . .

(Continued froi

President, he would employ

"whatever suppression is nec-

essary," Including allowing the

police to enforce the law "as

they know how," the jailing of

what he deems to be subver-

sive elements and the restric-

tion of "free-speech folks."

This issue Is strongly tiea to

Wallace's campaign stand on

the Supreme Court. He argues

that the Court has, through Us
recent decisions, usurped the

states' rights in school deseg-

regation and has allowed Com-
munists and pornography to

spread throughout the nation.

He advocates senatorial review

of the justices every six to eight

years and a mandatory retire-

ment age, thus opening the court

to partisan pressure.

Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy: Wallace calls

for theeliminationofthecurreni

economic sanctions on the a-

partheld governmentsof Rhode-
sia and South Africaandtheim-
positlon of morestringent sanc-

tions on Cuba to destroy the

Castro tyranny. He would reaf-

firm the principle of the Monroe
Doctrine and aid the Latin Am-
erican nations to resist "Com-
munist infiltration and subver-

sion." A review of our present

foreign aid policy, a request for

more assistance in the defense

of t

considered In the light of his

open distrust of the Commun-
ists and his selection of former

Air Force Chief- of- Staff, Gen-

eral Curtis Lemay, as his Vice-

Presidential choice, leaves lit-

tle doubt that the military es-

tablishment would have far

greater influence in a Wallace

administration than in any other

of this century. His demands

for law and order through su-

presslon of free speech and

enlargements of police power

would deny full citizenship to

those in dissent to government-

al policies. In spite of his loud

denials, his domestic programs

could easily be applied to in-

timidate the black minority.

Wallace would use foreign

aid as a club to force both our

allies and the underdeveloped

nations to adhere to America's

demands, and would free Rho-

desia and South Africa to con-

tinue their brutal racist policies

by abandonning economic sanc-

In conclusion, we firmly agree

with Governor George Romney
who recently states, "It will

be a great tragedy If the people

don't wake up to what lie re-

presents."

— By Dick Gregory —
I have often Insisted that Am-

erica is faced with a pollution

crisis. And I do not mean air or

water pollution. The most press-

ing problem in America today

is moral pollution. A hypo-crl-

tlcal double-standard permeat-

es this morally polluted nation.

National hypocrisy reached

its most pronounced propor-

tions a couple of weeks ago in

the

the Wall Street area of New York

City. For days word had been

circulating through the lunch

hour crowd that at precisely

1:28 p.m., a shapely girl in a

tight sweater would ascend the

steps of the BMT subway sta-

tion near the New York Stock

Exchange and walk to work at

the Chemical Bank New York

Trust Company on Broadway.

Every day the crowd of on-

lookers grew larger. They ga-

thered to gawk at 5-feet 4-inch

21-year-old Franclne Gottfried

an I.B.M. machine operator.

Miss Gottfried's measurements

of 43-25-37 became much more
important to the Wall Street

business community than the

Dow Jones average. And her

dally appearance posed an in-

creasing threat to domestic

tranquility.

On September 20 more than

5,000 brokers, bankers and
beige-jacketed Stock Exchange

clerks mobbed the four corners

of Broad and Wall streets in

advance of Miss Gottfried's ap-

pearance. She was a few min-

utes late. At 1
:
34 p. m. when

she emerged from the Broad

Street Subway station, crowds

were so thick that hundreds of

passers-by were shoved against

buildings. Traffic was stopped.

People stood on cars to get a

better view of her intoxicating

measurements and some of the

Brokers peered out of the

windows of the Stock Exchange.

The steps of The Subtreasury

were mobbed. The windows of

the majestic Morgan Guaranty

Trust Company building were

filled witli expectant faces.

Spectators roamed rooftopsand

clung to light poles.

Plainclothes police were
waiting to protect Miss Gott-

fried from the unlawful assem-

bly. They escorted her safely

to work as the eager mob fol-

lowed.

The Incident received tho-

rough newspaper and television

coverage. As a result, crowds

the next day tripled. More than

15,000 people jammed the same

area, covering 10 blocks stand-

ing elbow- to -elbow. More
blocking of traffic. More dam-

age to parked cars. But no Miss

Gottfried. Her civil rights were

so obviously threatened that it

was no longer safe for her to

go to work.

No arrests were made. Po-

lice did not wade into the crowd

with nightsticks nor did they

make an effort to disperse the

assembly. The campaign cry for

rid,

of the balance of force in the

Middle East by arms shipments

to Israel, and a re- evaluation of

our position in the United Na-
tions completes Wallace's for-

eign program.

Domestic Program: Mr. Wal-
lace demands state control of

public schools and states that

should he fall to be elected,

and should federal intervention

continue, the states will seize

the schools to halt desegrega-

tion. He would reduce taxes for

the "little folk", give farmers

90Tf of parity and support non-

strlklng unions for public em-

ployees. He calls for the re-

striction of welfare programs,

the elimination of the "dole,"

and public work programs to

insure employment for alL

Mr. Wallace's statement on

the war, that he is willing to

allow the Joint Chiefs- of-staif

to find a military solution, when

A New Look .

law and order was publicly

mocked and exposed as the hy-

pocrisy It is. The Wall Street

crowd far out-numbered the

peace demonstrators in Chicago

or the student protesters at

Columbia University. It was a

lawless assembly which dis-

played open contempt for traf-

fic regulations and damaged

personal property.

The national obsession with

law and order seems first and

(Continued on Page 8)

Elm Staff Travels

To USSPA Congress
To inspire a more dynamic

student press, the UnltedStates

Student Press Association mold-

ed its annual conference in Au-

gust around topics of racism,

censorship, and college-com-

munity relations.

Nearly two hundred student

editors and newsmen, including

three members of the ELM staff,

representing over one hundred

colleges and universities of the

United States and Canada con-

vened for six days at Valparai-
'

so University, Valparaiso, Indi-

ana, amid sweltering heat and

high humidity.

Candidate Speaks

The highlight of the conven-

with Senator George McGovern,

past Democratic candidate for

the presidential nomination.

Though the Senator was re-

ceived well by the delegates,

reporters and newsmen from

the commercial press and the

television and radio media who

were covering the conference

were jeered and taunted by a

small group of student delegat-

es for not "telling it like it

is" particularly about the Viet

Dick Gregory

Dick Gregory, comedian and

declared presidential candidate,

spoke to the group, impressing

upon them that they, asthe you-

th of America, have the obli-

gation to make America better.

Using his verbal powers of

satire and wit, Gregory cited

absurdities of American think-

ing. Referring to the Indians

as the only true native Ameri-

cans, Gregory quipped, "How

can we say that we've discov-

ered a country that was already

occupied?"

Other speakers included au-

thors John Saks and Kurt Von-

negut, Jr., Frank Kelly, jour-

nalist and fellow of the Center

for the Study of Democratic

Institutions, Staughton Lynd,

Marxist historian and former

Yale professor.

Underground films, discus-

sions, and an ongoing sensi-

tivity training group entitled,

"White Night, Black Dawn,"

were other features of the con-

USSPA is a student organi-

zation for the collegiate press

led by an elected National Ex-

ecutive Board and an appointed

national staff whose offices are

located in Washington, D. C.

WRA, MRA
Elections

The results of the elections

for M. R. A. representatives,

held Monday at dinner were an-

nounced on Monday evening.

Elected as representatives

were: Sheppard, Middle; Sla-

ma, East Hall; Prann, 3rd and

4th floor Somerset Central;

Hill, 1st and 2nd floor Somer-

set Central; Hodgson, first

floor Somerset west; Bergner

second floor. Somerset West;

McCullough, 1st floor South

Kent; D. Brown, 2nd floor So-

uth Kent; Koehler, first floor

North Kent. Bob Hunter defeated

Bob Orr in a run-off election

held Thursday afternoon for

second floor North Kent.

(Continued on Page 8>

The difference in the merchandise carried in the booksto

i the above photos. Gone are the garters and miscellaneous it

: under the direction of the new manager, Martin Kabat, is evident

ns which did nothing for the quality of the store, or its volume of
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College Comes To Terms The Oracle

With Feminine Mystique

well.

I paper by senior Deirdre Green-

Tell a European that there

was once a partrlarchal society

in pre-Dorls Day America and
he would accuse you of spread-

ing CIA imperialist propaganda,

but prior to 1891 Washington
College bore wotness to this

fact.

However, in the fall of the

same year, our college suc-

cumbed to feminine temptation,

and the decay, mythical or oth-

erwise, set In.

On the momentous day of

September 16, 1891, the princi-

pal Dr. Charles W. Reid, was
prompted by a number of am-
biguous - sounding reasons to

petition the Board of Visitors

and Governors to incorporate

women into the student body.

Among the reasons Reid gave

in supportofthissuggestlonwas '

the fact that the faculty was
unanimously in favor of It down
to the last man. A co-ed college,

it was reasoned would increase

the resources of the college, as

well as improve themoraltone.

In order to alleviate some of

the blame for this transition

from patriachy to matriachy

from the college's shoulders.it
must be mentioned that Wash-
ington was merely acting in ac-
cordance with the general na-
tional trend.

Equal Rights

Oberlin, for example, had al-
ready admitted women in 1837
and in 1872 Cornell was the first

Eastern institution to advocate
equal rights for women. How-

ward; of the 97 major coeduca-
tional colleges in 1872, 67were
in the west.

Washington College, however,

having admitted girls,proceded

to admire them from afar. The
rules appertaining to female
students in the 1897-98 catalo-

gue threw up moral bars to pro-

tect the men from this rare

and unfamiliar species. Two of

the most ardently enforced rules

were, for instance:

''No i >vill

walk or ride with a gentleman,
except in cases of necessity,"

and "Social intercoursebetween
the ladies andgentlemenisper-
mitted only under the supervi-

sion of one of the teachers,"

Cain Cornerstone

Holds '12 Treasures
1 Dale Truschciiii engrossed in

; practice session, preparing for engager)

i Lounge.schools and the Plu,

: during a

local high

By Carolyn En

All ins of the 56-
year-old red brick structure is

a pile of rubble and debris. How-
ever, as requested by the origi-
nal architect Henry Hopkins,
the Cain Gym cornerstone was
saved, revealing a history all Its

The cornerstone and the trea-

of the new library, to be built

on the spot formerly occupied
by Cain. Until then the items
will be sotred in Bunting Li-

Copper Bos.

Four Freshmen

Play Wild Musk
The)

La Boheme

liis

cordlngto sever-
al yellowed newspapers inside
a corroded copper box, was
1912. This was the year that

losing to Wilson In

r the presidency,"
the headlines of the Baltimore
News proclaimed.

Besides the newspapers,
samples of blank grade reports
and admissions forms, a letter

from President James Cain to

prospective students and a tat-

tered college catalogue tell

some Interesting facts about
past Washington College c

culum and activities.

Candidates for :

irri-

gent distribution requirements:
five years oflanguages werere-
quired, Including two years of

Latin, two years of Greek or
German, and one year of Fren-
ch. Elocution and oratory were
also part of the 1912 curriculum.

A bass guitar and an organ
room together just two doors
away from a lead guitar and a

set of drums. Their owners,
Freshmen who live In Somerset
Hall, ran Into each other and
the "Oracle" appeared.

The four Freshmen are lead

guitar and singer Bill Prickett,

Al Grzech on the organ, Dale
Truschelm on the drums and
'Jim Bell on the bass,

in Between

The man in between the mu-
sicians' room, George Nickel,
doesn't play an instrument, but
was signed on by the group to

produce an electric light show
as part of the band's act.

Al Mathas is the band's man-
ager. "He heard us playing up

Center but will have to leave

because their music Interferes

with Players' rehearsals.

"Our
! Wild/

mented Prickett. The group
writes some of its own music
and arrangements. "We like

psyche," Prickett said, "but we
do everything."

They perform every Friday
night at the Plaza Lounge and
iiave signed to play for an

American Legion dance. Ma-
thas also plans to book
the group for local high

school dances. "Oracle" will be
at the Moss Box Saturday, Oc-
tober 12.

the

and • tell i ; he would
'make stars out of us.' "

The group has been practic-

ing everyday in the 1

Construction Begins

On New College Gym

Puccini's "La Boheme" was presented in Tawes theatre
Wednesday evening by the Turnau Opera Players. The produc-
tion was sung in English by a company of eight, assisted by a mu-
sical director-accompanist and two stage technicians. The Turnau
Opera Players originated thirteen years ago with a group of form-
er students of Josef Turnau, and have 'Staged over 750 perfor-
mances of 65 operas.

Construction will begin later

this month on the first phase
of the new men's and women's
athletic complex, with comple-
tion expected by September,
1969. This will be an 83-foot

addition to the present Russell
Gymnasium, now a men'sfacll-

ity only, and new administrative

offices for the athletic depart-

ment. The complex Is being de-

signed by Eshbach, Pullinger,

Stevens and Bruder, of Phila-

delphia.

Initial construction calls for

expanding the present gym-
nasium for 107 feet in length to

190 feet, creating separate

men's and women's gymnasi-

ums divided by a folding partl-

The enlarged two-1 e v e 1

structure will include spacefor

basketball, badminton, tennis,

volleyball and gymnastics;

men's facilities for weight

training and wrestling; and pro-
visions for archery, shuffle

board, and modern dance for

women. Also inthecomplexwlll

I dressing rooms.

a snackbar and lounge, and a

trophy and display lobby.

A six-lane intercollegiate in-

door swimming pool, whlchlsto
have an adjoining sundeck, will

be added to the complex later,

In such a way as to provide

Freshman organist Al Grzech

(Cm n Pjye 8)

PAUL'S

SHOE STORE
Bostonian Shoes

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 77S-3181

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs
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SPORTS
letters

It has been our impression that sports articles are

among the most frequently read material in the ELM.

It appears, however, that although everybody wants to

read sports, nobody wants to write sports. Every effort

to recruit sports writers has failed and the ELM sports

editor, even with the combined assistance of the rest of

the staff, does not have the time to compose all the

stories himself - something he should not do in any

case.

Therefore, until someone steps forward with pen

and ink in hand (we'll supply the paper) - no more

sports on our pages.

Sorry.
RCH

Letters
(Continued from Page 2)

that administrative personnel

have to drive their cars to work

every day and should have some

place to park them. If It was

truly believed that people who

drive their cars to work every

day should have some place to

park them, why aren't off cam-

pus students allowed to park

them at the top of Bill Smith

parking lot? Or is it ]ust that

administrators who drive their

cars to work every day should

be guaranteed a place to park?

If the latter is the case, why

is it the case? This question

brings me to the third offered

Justification, "Rank hath Its

privileges."

Having beenblessed with mil-

itary experience, I am more

familiar than most with the In-

equities that this statement is

used to uphold. There are ti-

mes when RHIP is Justifiably

when it actually means "Nec-

essity createspriorltles,"such

as the parking prlvilegesof doc-

tors at hospitals. The case of

secretaries, snack bar person-

nel, and cooked cabbage makers

(all of which have "A" stick-

ers) at Washington College Is

hardly comparable to the case

of doctors In the hospital situa-

tion. I do think the case of fac-

ulty members and Deans Is more
comparable, and I am wllllngto

agree that they should receive

some special concern.

Now let's consider the most

obviously absurd element In the

parking regulations. The MRA
obviously wasn't content with

the Irrationality it displayed in

making the regulations per se.

It had to follow them up with an

enforcement policy Irrational

enough to please Mayor Daley

himself. Who In all the world

can Justify a five or ten dollar

fine for parking a car In the

wrong slot In one of o

lng lots? "The punishr

ould fit the crime" is one of

the dearest principles of law In

a democratic society, be the

society a college or a nation.

If extreme punishment for min-

or violations indicates the ten-

dencies of the MRA, I shudder

to think of the punishments It

may mete out for a really severe

violation.

I urge the MRA to review

its policy on parking regulations

and come up with something

more sensible. I urge others

who agree with me to let your

SGA representative know how

you feel.

Joel Cope

Exchange Student

Knocks Penalties

To The Editor:

I want to take this opportun-

ity to express my distress over

the disciplinary system at pre-

sent In operation In the girls'

dormitories at Washington Col-

Learning to adapt totherules

of a society is, I believe, one

of life's most essential disci-

plines, but surely one which

should be taught whilst young.

It is my firm opinion that the

purpose of an institution of hi-

gher learning anywhere In the

world is, firstly academic and,

secondly, and Just as important,

to enable students, many of

whom are not only intellectually

but also legally adults, todeve-

lop a sense of self- discipline.

In England, the tendency of

the new universities is towards

an Increasing relaxation of so-

cial regulations. I know, from

personal experience, that the

Freshman coming straight from

an organized high-school sys-

tem and a narrow home life,

finds life in a free society a

strain. However, although It

may prove difficult Initially to

adjust and substantial prob-

lems may arise, the end re-

sult Is usually the ability to

exercise self discipline In sit-

uations where rules do not exist.

Instances such as the en-

forcement of a pointless door

duty for inadvertent non-atten-

dance at a floor meeting (I

always thought that a vote was

a democratic expression of free

will) make it difficult for me to

understand how this system of

supervision Is regarded as

training for Life after gradua-

I would be gTateful If some-

body would answer my letter

through these columns as I

have no intention of attacking

the system per se but fail to

see, at the present time, ei-

ther its social relevance or

effectiveness.

Nigel Metcalfe

(Mr. Metcalfe is one of twi

Students attending Washington Col

lege througli an exchange progran

with Warwick in England. - bd)

lege.

As a foreign student, It would

be presumptuous to criticize a

system which has obviously de-

veloped in response toacertain

environment, but what I cannot

understand Is the waylnwhicha

set of rules, some of which are

very practical, are forced into

operation.

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

ass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Fr

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

ANTHONYS FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 771-1575 Nightly 7 and 9 p.m.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday — October 10 - 11 -

ED BYRNES
"Anv Gun Can Play"

Sunday - Wednesday — October 10 - 16

JULIE CHRISTIE

"Petulia"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628 7 and 9 p.m.

Held over — 2nd big week

Thursday, Oct. 10 — Wednesday, Oct. 16

MIA FARROW
"Rosemary's Baby"

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Telephone 556-6152

Show Starts at Dusk

Friday - Saturday - Sunday — October 11 - 12

FAYE DUNAWAY
WARREN BEATTY

"Bonnie & Clyde"

VINCE EDWARDS
"Hammerhead"

Blacks Denied

Human Rights

To The Editor:

A great event in the yearly

college opening ritual exposed

the student body to the doctrine

that the minority in our gTeat

country must support the whims

of the majority. As a member of

a minority, the one under the

most scrutiny in this day or law

and order, I feel obligated to

make a statement.

When did this great revolu-

tionary doctrine originate? It

could not have been at the time

of the American Revolution,

when a minority o.' British citi-

zens usedforcetoimpress their

majority ofBrltlsh

riti This ; due

oppression ofbelng "taxed with-

out full representation," which

justifies a state of armed re-

bellion and treason.

Now, it would appear that 100

years of slavery, 100 years of

denial of legal rights or basic

humanity, and discrimination

based solely on pigmentation do

not Justify obstructing traffic.

Today, there is a great public

demand in this United States

for "law and order." On this,

every person In the country is

in agreement. Yet, there was

never any cry by a majority

of Americans against slavery.

The Civil War, propaganda

.to the contrary, was not fought

to free the slave. When In the

past, white mobs went on ram-

pages Into colored sections of

cities such as New York, Chi-

cago, and New Orleans, there

arose no great cry for "law

and order." When a portion of

this country stood in defiance

of Federal Law, and one of its

Governors attempted to inter-

fere In due process of law by

standing in a door, there was

no great public cry over grow-

ing lawlessness.

Even today "law and order"

does not extend to reculation of

fire arms because It would In-

fringe on a basic Constitutional

right. The same people whoop-

pose gun control cry for more

police, to guard against agTOup

of people trying to gain the most

elementary Constitutional ri-

ghts.

Why does the cry raise itself

now? It seems the Negro is

tired of waiting for the White

man to bestow on him the rights

granted every other person in

this country at birth. A final

question - if a majority of citi-

zens are criminals, does this

justify theft? If a majority of

people in this country are rac-

ists, does this Justify prejudice

and discrimination?

Bill Prettyman

W. C. Bookstore

EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS

MON-FRI
7-9 p.m.

EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS
EVENING HOURS

aquel Welch is joined by Jane Fan- 1

a, Ann-Margaret, Brigette BardotA

arah Bernhardt, Flower Lore andl

MARIE I

the Country i

THE COUNTRY STORE

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwiches

PIZZAS
Daily 9 t

Faulkner

AUCTION
Saturday during Dinner

Men's Athletic Credits

Women's Athletic Cuts

PLUS

An assortment of meals, booze, beer, etc.

Generously donated by local merchants.

for benefit of Senior Class

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.

Sunday 11:30 a.m
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Columbia

Students
(Coi J from t> :3)

of their movement's present

status while seeking a consen-
sus on where It should go from

In the interim a number of

things have once again become
clear, crowds do not neces-

sarily represent concern. Con-
frontation is not always crea-

tive. Rebellion doesn't always

result in revolution.

Radicals Divided

On the broader question of

strategy, however, the radicals

remain openly divided. A small

but yocal minority of SDS.most-
ly members of Its labor com-
mittee, argued long, andattlme
persuasively, that the campus
struggle should be linked this

fall with the plight of the city's

working classes. That position

was eventually defeated in fa-

vor of keeping the focus center-

ed on the university, but as one ,

student said, "We exhausted

ourselves settling it."

The same lines of dlvl-

cent discussions of future ac-

tions. Labor committee suppor-

ters are backing a proposal for

a mass trial at which both the

striking students and the ad-

ministration would present their

cases before a jury composed of

students, faculty and members
of the Mornlngslde Heights

community. If the administra-
tion refuses to appear, the radi-

cals would present their char-
ges anyway in a mock tribunal

which would lead ultimately to

a finding of guilt and "ex-
pelling and stopping the trus-

Cri deisms

Those opposed criticize the

proposal as being unnecessar-
ily theatrical and simply nnwor-
able. They support instead the

pattern followed last year In

which people were organized
hrough education programs and
mass rallies around the domi-

nant campus Issues: secret

defense research, expansion

into the community and re-

gression of the student move-

The same internal rancor ev-

ident on the campus was also

reflected at sessions of the In-

ternational Assembly of Revolu-

tionary Student Movements
which was sponsored here by

Columbia SDS during registra-

tion week. About 20 leftist

students from Canada, Mexico,

ind a number of European coun-
tries joined several hundred
American students, mostly from
New York City, for a week
of discussion on the state

of the movement Internation-

ally.

Shouting Contests

The meeting, generally char-

acterized by limited planning,

frequently broke down Into

shouting contests over technical

Ideological points. One session

which began with expressions

of solidarity with students under

lco City was completely over-

turned one hour later after the

discussion turned to bitter ar-

guments between French stu-

dents over the spring rebellion

in Paris.

Below the confushed surface

of the proceedings, however,
one could clearly detect a gro-

wing sense of urgency In stud-

ents and an increased willing-

ness to take more desperate

actions.

That certainly Is the pattern

%/~
Dr. Norman James, professor ol linglish at Washington Col-

lege, is on sabattical leave this year. He is living in New Haven,

Connecticut, and is using the facilities of the Yale libraries ex-

tensively. Articles written by him during his absence will appear

nally in the ELM and will include observations about life

large university .mil ideas picked up in the New Haven area

might be useful for Washington College.

ng to stone a building where-
; ttie week before they stopped

simply blocking a doorway.

! administrate

Columbia. The current admin-
istration policy of non-confron-
tation, which at first seemed to

undermine the militance of

Ing Into an atmosphere of per-
missiveness which is challen-

ging the students to more and
more dramatic action.

Thus spontaneously and with-

out and real direction, the stu-

dents are drifting on a col-

lision course with the univer-
sity. Eventually the adminis-
tration will be forced to make

Strategy

When the moment arrives,

the moves toward conciliation

being taken now appear part of

a strategy to discredit and Iso-

late the radicals from potenti-

al future support of sympathe-
tic moderates. If the strategy

is successful the administra-
tion could control the situa-

tion to the point that it could

even call in police to crush a

confrontation before it could
develop Into anything more ser-

There are signs, however,
that the present soft-line poll-

cess. Many students remain an-
gered by the city's refusal to

follow through on the univer-
sity's request to drop some of

the charges. District Attorney
Frank s. Hogan, who has so

far blocked that move, the stu-

dents point out, Is after all,

also a university trustee.

Students Disappointed

Other students are dis-

appointed that the university

has not asked that all criminal
charges be dropped and that It

has not offered reinstatement to

all those suspended.

One Issue that seems to be
picking up more support Is the

question of university expan-
sion into the community. A ma-
jor catalyst in the spring up-
rising was the attempt to stop

construction of a gym on a por-
tion of a public park in Har-

Conecssions

One of the concessions won
by the students was the tem-
porary halt of those plans. But

meanwhile, ttie university is

moving swiftly on plans to de-

velop a 40-block area north of

the campus which will displace

nearly 10,000 low-Income resi-

dents to make room for manu-
facturing - research com-
plex which will include mid-

dle-income housing almost ex-

clusively. Equally objectionable

is the fact that the contract to

build the $180 million project

has been let to contractor Per-

cy Uris, another university

trustee.

things remain quiet. The wea-
ther in New York these days Is

pleasantly warn and sunny. But

tilings will change. Perhaps tills

time we are headed for a long

hot winter.

Did

you see

the end of

Dr. Strangelove

please join

the Peace Corps.
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Burns Acts

On Letter

From Coed
In response to a letter which

appeared In last week's ELM,
Dean Landon Burns has call-

ed for the forn.ation of a

small committee to evaluate the

prdsenl method of student ad-

The specific gripe that re-

sulted in a letter to the editor

was that too many faculty mem-
bers consider advising an ex-

tra-academic task towhichlhey

devote little time and attention.

The Alpha Chi's sponsored a demonstration of lite latest in

iin the Merle Norman Cosmetic Company. Here a

epresenlative of the company shows off his wares.

Smith Gym
(Continued from Page 3)

the number of books he was us

ing in the library. Before leav

ing, the books and the pape

are checked by the guard t

make sure that allthebooksar

returned. "It made me
vous," he said, "because the

; lost r iiirlnslip of papei

have been suspected for not re-

turning materials he was

using." "I really watched that

paper," he added.

Smith said he did not get the

governmental permission ne-

cessary to see unpublished ar-

chives. "I got access to most

printed material," he siad, "but

things I had hoped for as a bo-

nus I didn't get."

Sees K e a! a live-

The Dr.

Smith to the main libraries in

Helsinki and to the British Mu-
seum where he had easier ac-

cess to archieves and news-

great, no trouble," he said.

"And Finland has an enormous
collection. They even made mi-

crofilms for me."
While in Russia Dr. Smith

went to visit relatives. Because
they lived in a military port

Involved In defense and Indus-

try It was closed to foreigners

and Smith's meeting with his

relatives took place outside the

city e away.
'1 got some interesting I

sights and sldellgnta from
them," he said, "although we
didn't get into any political dls-

He
ed from them that a friend he
wanted to see was "called on

the carpet" for maintaining

contact with another relative

who had left the country.

PANIC HOUR
For Freshmen, transfers and sopho-

mores to discuss academic piitblems.

mid-lerm exams, and resejieli met-

Thursday, October 17

(Continued from Page 5)

separate access by both men and

The entire complex, when

completed at a cost of more than

$800,000, will provide complete

indoor athletic facilities for

The addition of these facili-

ties to the Washington College

campus will bring the total for

new construction, renovallon

and laud purchases to over $6

million since 1962.

itage Program began in 1962.

Previous construction has In-

cluded a $1.3 million theater

and fine arts center; new din-

ing hall and student union fa-

cilities with abookstore, snack-

bar, publications offices and

lounge; three dormitories anda

new heating and maintenance

plant; new outdoor athletic fa-

cilities includingan all-weather

track; and the purchase of 30

acres of land for future expan-

Elections
(Continued from Page 4)

There were no candidates

from: West Hall, Somerset East

first and second floor and only

one out of the required two

from Middle Hall.

The W. R. A. meanwliile, el-

ected their representatives last

week. Representing Minta Mar-
tin are Mary Grancis, Lynn

Wetzel, Cec Gordinier and Pris

Vaiiiant. Representing Caroline
House are nede Greenwell, Ann
Lickle, Barbara Hnrbaugh, and
Madga Mardomingo. Represent-

ing Reid Hall are : Maria Ram-
polla, Pauline Devlns, and Genie

Thornton. Representing Queen

He
Lock, Mary Jo Hopkins

Pamela Gates. And finally, re
presenting the Resident Assls

tants is Fran Greenbaum.

THE MOSS BOX PRESENTS

Friday. October 1

1

Mr. Thomas McHugh

Saturday. October 12

'Oracle'

TIME: 8:30 lo 11:00

The to be

cultyncomposed ofthree

bers, andfour students, afres!

man, Sophomore, Junior, a

Senior, are to evaluate thepr

sent advisory system, i

strengths andweaknessesand

offer recommend:itions f

ways in which the faculty m
provide better counseling

students.

Miss Margaret Nuttle, w

wrote last week's letter, h

been appointed as the Seni

Class member of the comml
"The nmi'i' she

said, "will be most effective If

who dd not feel the need

evlsi' i will make them-

Gregory
(Com

formost to be concerned with

who are the law breakers and

for what purpose are they as-

sembled. It Is evidently accep-

table to gather in the fun-lov-

ing spirit of publicly embarras-

sing a solitary young lady. But

national hypocrisy will not tol-

erate public embarrassment of

America by those who gather to

protest Injustice In Vietnam and

human disregard at home. When

a nation shows more tolerance

and respect for crowds gather-

ed to look upon a woman with

lust than for citizens assembled

to insist that the demands of

love and justice become In-

corporated into national policy,

that nation Is insane.

Earlier this year a crowd of

black and Puerto Rican youth

gathered outside City Hall in

i City t

summer jobs. Some parked cars

were damaged, including one

owned by a member of the City

Council. Police used clubs to

disperse that crowd. Mayor

Lindsay called the demonstra-

tions disgraceful. To my know-

ledge he made no comment about

the wall £ eet 1

Adm

HELP WANTED
RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA

Campus Representative

To Earn over SI 00

rite for info to.

Mr. Ed Benony, College Bureau Manag
Record Club of America, Club HdqL
York, Pennsylvania 17401

2 ft. X 3 ft.

Send any Black and Whit

Color Photo from 2'A \ 2 1

16 x 20". We will send you a

x 3 ft. BLO-UP . . . perfect

ART poster

S4.99
AS2S

VALUE Fc

Sorry, No C.O.D.

Add 45c for postage & handltni

Send Check or Money Order to

HASTINGS PHOTO CO.

P.O. Box 607

FREEPORT.N. Y. 11520

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Women's Casual Wear
331 High St, Chestertown, Md.

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. &. Anne Bishton

n. Maryland 21620

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

«u«M
Overlooking

Worton Crock Marin

Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprieto

10 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pan.

Closed on Mondays

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

SELLS
Books Books Books Books Books

Books Books Records Books Books

Books Books Books Books Books

Books Posters Books Books Books

Books Books School Supplies Books

Books Books Records Books Books

Books Posters Books Books Books

Books Books Books Books Strudel

NOTICE
lepli..us '69 be more than an illustrate:

Will Pegasus '69 be something special'.'

ONLY IF YOU WILL HELP!

Only if you believe it should express a feelinu!

ou svant to leave mote than a list of names bellin

The largest Independent Bank

ving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Chestertown Galena
High Street 648-5110

778-2400 Member ot FDIC



One-Third Of College Votes

Nixon Favored To Win
By Richard hey man

n

Former Vice-President Ric-

hard Nixon would be the nexi

President of the United States

by a landslide If students of

Washington College were the

only voters in the national elec-

Results of the first of a

weekly series of polls sponsor-

ed by the Elm to determine

presidential candidate prefer-

ence indicate that Nixon would

attain the top office of the land

by a margin of nearly two-to-

one over Hubert Humphrey. Of

the 227 ballots cast (represent-

ing well over one-third of the

college's student enrollment)

only a dozen were cast for

George Wallace.

"Other" and write-ins totall-

ed 40 votes. McCarthy, Rocke-
feller and Dick Gregory re-

ceived ten, four and four votes,

respectively, with other write-

in candidates Including New
York Mayor John Undsey, ac-

tor John Wayne, Illinois Sena-

tor Charles Perry, editor Wil-

liam Buckley, and Defense Min-
ister Eldridge Cleaver.

One-third of the participants

V W^^^\ 82
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Westerdahl Calls For Review

Of College Drinking Rules
Special to the ELM
Dean of Men Carl Wester-

dahl chaired a committee last

week to study the prospects of

changing the campus rule re-

garding the consumption and

possession of alcohol.

The committee, composed of

students and faculty members,
met this week, and prepared a

report which will be presented

to the Board of Visitors and

Governors at their regular

meeting scheduled for this

weekend.

Recommendation

The proposal is reported to

recommend that the state law

regarding the possession and

consumption of alcoholic bev-

erages be enforced, ratherthan

the present rule which states:

"Alcoholic beveragesof any na-

ture are not permitted on the

According totheproposal,any

Dean of Men Carl Westerdahl

student who Is found to be in-

toxicated on the campus will

continue to be "subject to dis-

ciplinary action."

Present Laws

At present, the law as stated

in the college handbook Is not

rigidly enforced. Therelssome
question among Washington
College authorities about the

eniorclblllty of the present law.

The adoption of this measure
by the Board would facilitate

the change of the law Into one

which one might describe as

being "sensible". It would ap-

parently remove numerous
members of the administration

from a potentially embarras-
sing position, and Indicate a

more reasonable and mature at-

titude toward student respon-
sibility and judgement.

The results of the Board's
action on the committee's re-

commendation will be made
known Saturday, after the meet-
ing. If the Board delays passage
of the measure at this time,

approval could not come until

the next regularly scheduled

meeting of theBoardinJanuary,
unless a special meeting were

called to consider the matter.

Unknown Reaction

It Is not known definitely what

the reaction would be among
the student body or the admin-
istration If the proposed ruling

change were not adopted. Elm
Editor Heymann commented
that the reaction would "cer-
tainly be a negative one" and

would "probably not be con-

fined to the student body."

He continued by stating that

"1 hope the Board will give

every consideration to this im-
portant issue and approve the

recommendation of the special

study committee."

College UNICEF Fast

To Benefit Biafrans
A "fast for food" for Bla-

fra will be held at dinnertime

Wednesday, October 30, Hallo-

ween eve. Arrangementsforthe

"fast" were made by the ELM
with President Gibson, Busi-

ness Manager of the college Bob
Slmmonds, and Director of Food

Services, John Linville.

The fast, sponsored by

UNICEF, will take place on

campuses all over the country

during the latter days In Octo-

ber and early November. Stu-

dents will be given the oppor-

Two Of Nine

To Speak Here

Former clergy, members
of the "Catonsvllle Nine" who
burned draft records In Catons-

vlUe, Md., last May 17, will

speak Tuesday, October 22, at

7:30 p.m. In Hynson Lounge.

The speakers are being spon-

sored by the William James

Thomas Melville, a former
priest, and his wife Marjorie,

a former nun, both from the

Maryknoll order in Guatamala,

years lnprisonment and

$22 thousand fine for their ac-

ivities with the "Nine."

The Melvllles spent tenyears

n Latin American and conse-

qently take a sour view toward
;he United States' role in for-

eign policy in Vietnam and in

Latin American countries.

tunity to sign a list, pledging

that they will not eat dinner in

the dining hall that evening.

Save Food Costs

Linville will not prepare food

for the people signing the list,

and the money saved from food

preparation and purchase wlllbe

sent toUNICEFforfundlngthelr
Biafran relief programs.

According to information sup-

plied by UNICEF, the daily death

total from starvation In Biafra

reached 6,000 by late summer,
and the situation was reported

as "deteriorating."

UNICEF Emphasis

Reflecting UNICEF's princi-

pal concerns for children, preg-

nant women and nursing moth-
ers, Its emphasis is on "pro-
viding high-protein foods such

as powdered milk, corn-soy-

mllk blen (CSM), baby foods,

butter oil, and fish protein

concentrates."

In the programs already be-

gun to help relieve the famine

conditions, UNICEF has contri-

buted a number of ground sup-

port vehicles and chartered

helicopters to assist in food

distribution — In addition to

providing the food supplies

themselves.

Sign-up sheets will be avail-

able at dinnertime all next week.

Mr. Linville stated that he needs

to know the number of people

abstaining from the meal by
Thursday of next week, the day

before he orders the meats for

the following week.

in the sample balloting will be
eligible to vote in the Novem-
ber election.

Forty-one per cent of the

respondents Indicated that the

integration of the races is not

being pushed fast enough; 27

per cent thought It was pro-

ceeding too quickly, and al-

most one-third felt It was pro-
ceeding "about right.

"

The respondents were almost

exactly split over the question

"Some people say the police

cannot do an effective Job be-
cause their hands are tied by
the politicians and the courts.

In general, do you agree or

Overwhelming

An overwhelming majority,

however, tookissue with the way
President Johnson is handling

the situation in Vietnam. Just

over ten per cent felt that he
is handling the situation cor-
rectly; 85 per cent rejected

his handling of the Vietnamese
war. The remaining five per-

In dividing the results ac-

Femmes Fatales

cording to eligibility to vote this

fall, some discernible general

differences in response may be
noted. Only half as many In-

dividuals (percentage wise) felt

integration is being pushed
"about right" among those who
will be able to vote In this fall's

election.

Approval

Over one and one-half times
as many ballots, cast by indi-
viduals not eligible to vote, ap-

prove of the way LBJ Is dealing

with the Vietnam situation.

There were twice as many
individuals who have not yet

made up their minds about whe-
ther or not to support John-
son's Vietnam policy among
those who will not vote in com-
parison with those who will. In

addition, a higher percentage

(63) of voters approve of the

Republican candidate. Only 47

re were 5 percent more
; for Humphrey among the

1 over 15 percent

for Nixon among the nonvoting

members.

- E

Male residents have chosen a queen, to be announced at

tonight's jazz concert, from the following Homecoming Court;

(front row) Lorraine Kenton, Ellen Thawley; (second row) Cissie

Martin, Sharon Strausser; (back row) Daphne Hanks, Linda Baird,

Kathleen Owens, Karen Samos. Not present are Michele Sompay-
rac and Helen Perley. (See story on Page 6)

Homecoming Schedule

9:00 a. Alumni Registration Alumni House

10:00 a. Alumni Council Meeting Alumni House

10:15 a.r New Library ground-breaking

I0:30a.r Athletic Seminar (Place to be announced)

11:45 to 1:00 p.m. Cafeteria Luncheon Hudson Hall

1:00 p. 5th Annual Pre-game Parade

2:00 p. Soccer vs. Lycoming Kibler Field

4:30 p. Alumni Cocktail Party Alumni House

5:30 p.i Fraternity & Sorority Parties

6:30 to 8:00 p.m. Alumni Dinner Hodson Hal)

8:15p.r Drama, one-act Play Tawes Theater

9:00 p.n Music & Dance Chestertown Armory

9.30 p.n Alumni Sing-a-long Alumni House
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Elections Poorly Run
Although it is a bit late to complain - - with any

hope of making any recommendations which will be

useful for elections to be held this week • - the ELM is

totally dissatisfied with the election procedures of the

MRA in particular and all organizations recently holding

elections.

A committee has been formed to revamp the elec-

tion procedures for the MRA. It appears that the repre-

sentatives elected are good - - but the manner in which

they were selected leaves a lot to be desired. The MRA
has followed Senate election procedures in the past,

with results no better than those of the Senate itself.

All too frequently, the candidates themselves were

unaware as to the time for the elections. At least one

was held with only several hour's notice; few were held

over an extended period of time - - sufficient to allow

everyone a chance to vote. One was held inside an MRA
member's room. There was no ballot box, and one had

to interrupt the studies of the individual conducting

the election to cast a ballot.

The ELM has been assured that further gross negli-

gence in this area will not occur. It is certainly not an

unfair request to want open, convenient, well-publicized,

fair elections. Let's have some.

"No-Vote" Again
While we're on the subject of elections, we cannot

pass up commenting on the fact that after the first

round of MRA elections were held this week, four con-

stituencies remained unrepresented. Why?
Because no one from those floors thought enough

of the MRA to run. Only after some arm twisting, ex-

tensions of filing dates for and petitions, the elimination

of the necessity for petitions in one case, was the MRA
able to elect a full representative group.

This might reflect the fact that even after the Dean

of Men turns over a substantial portion of his authority

and responsibility to the MRA for management, the

students are unwilling or incapable of taking the time

and effort necessary to fuliilt the obligations.

Class elections were no more spirited than those of
the M RA, "No vote" was the alternative to a candidate
in several ballots. Perhaps officers should be eliminated
from the organizational structure of the classes. Despite
campaign promises, we are unaware of any doing some-
thing worth mentioning. Unless a homecoming float is

to be considered the crowning achievement of a class

and its officers.

Food For Biafrans

The ELM earnestly hopes every student at the col-

lege will make alternative plans for eating dinner on

October 30 - - next Wednesday. Each meal not eaten in

the dining hall provides $.50 for a fund which will be

sent to UNICEF to be used for relieving some of the hu-

man misery accompanying the tumultuous Biafran poli-

tical and military situation.

Food for needy women, children, and other starv-

ing people of Biafra will be provided - - if you care

enough to eat out that night. Such a little "sacrifice"

could mean so much to someone of that beleagured na-

tion that each of us should do his part.

Thanks - - from the hearts and stomachs of the Bia-

frans you feed.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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Letters to the Editor ....
More Comments

On Parking

To The Editor:

Let me state at the outset

that this letter is not intend-"

ed as a reply, per se, to Mr.

Cope's letter which appeared

in your last Issue; rather it

is an attempt to agree with Mr.

Cope on some points andtoam-
plLfy other points on the matter

of the so-called "parking pro-

a bit

will

ambiguity surroundlngthe insti-

gation of campus parking regu-

Prlor to about three years

ago, Washington College had no

parking regulations. It has been

observed by some In the ad-

ministration that this resulted

In confusion and bottlenecks.

The Initiating principle here is

not, one thinks, a matter of

R. H. I. P. Rather, it is the

belief (one feels a justifiable

one) thai

ulty, fum

station, have a right to a cer-

tain degree of privilege, up to

and including special parking.

Mr. Cope does not quarrel with

this point. The "prime mover,"

so to speak, of the enforce-

ment of some regulation was a

certain member of the faculty,

not any student or student body.

This individual, with a distinct

sense of duty and privilege, took

it upon himself to inform the

appropriate authority whenever

a student's automobile Inter-

fered with his parking privi-

leges. His persistance.forthri-

ghtness and integrity resulted In

the Institution, by the Dean of

Men, of certain parking AREAS
for both students and faculty.

The faculty were granted the

"A" lot directly adjacent to

Smith Hall, and students were

assigned to the B, C, D, and E

lots. Ironically, the faculty

member, who had raised the

and started this whole

In Smith Hall, but in Dunning,

and by parking In his precious

lot Is forced to walk farther

than If he parked off campus on

Campus Avenue.

This year, the authority for

enforcement of the parking reg-

ulations was transferred to the

MRA, whence comes Mr. Cope's

letter. Under the present system

faculty may park ANYWHERE
(including fire lanes) without

fear of fine or frustration. This

is inequitable — the "A" lot Is

for faculty, let them park there;

and then let students park in the

other campus parking facilities

on a "first come, first served"

basis. Mr. Cope, I agree.

Finally, however, I wish to

Insert a note of rationality into

this chord of absurdity. One

feels that any individual has

every right to disagree, com-
plain, and seek to change any

rule or law which he deemsun-
just or unreasonable. To this ex-

tent Mr. Cope Is justified and

is to be admired for his zeal

and resourcefullness. One won-

ders however, to what extent

problems of this sort should be

allowed to consume the con-

sciousness. We are, after all, In

an academic institution, either

to teach or to learn — not

to quibble over a parking space.

extricate themselves

it, I propose a solution.

The Student Handbook states

hat the Dean of Men may grant

special parking privileges. I

herefore urge the Dean to grant

ioth Dr. Brown and Mr. Cope
i lifetime parking space mu-
ually acceptable, so that we may

rselves, once and for all,

of this abhorrent dilemma.

Michael R. Young

Graduate Responds

To Elm Content

To The Editor:

I have tocommend you onyour
current edition of the Elm. But

I disagree with the unfavorable

comments and particularly the

letter from Michael Collins,

whoever he is. I refer to the

address by President Gibson.

And what's this stuff about a

collection of pornography In the

book store? And what do you

mean by pornography — Is It a

collection of Old World writ-

ings or just plain sex devia-

tion?

I have just subscribed to the

Elrr.

Thei "Let

anew", let us get on with the

business of education — Mr.

Cope with learning and Dr.

Brown with instruction — not

with the business of campus
planning. If, however, the pro-

tagonist and the antagonist in

the melodrama find the problem

of such an Intensity that they

any further copies If such be

the tenure of your editorials,

etc. Please let us have some

decency and recognize the fact

that students are still Imma-
ture and have a lot to learn

outside of college.

I know because I was some-
what of a rebel during my days

at Washington. Later onl learn-

ed more from my reportorlal

days on the Baltimore Sun and

as an editor of the Montgom-
ery County Sentinel at Rockvlile.

Youth, today, Is at a rebelli-

ous stage. They won't listen to

their parents or teachers. They

think they know It all, as I did

In my college days.

They will encounter a sad

awakening! As I did.

Townsend Howes
Class of '23

SGA Commentary
By Steve Amick

Once again on Monday night no
quorum was met for the Senate
meeting. Consequently, Impor-

ofthe student body
to be postponed. It may be
;ral weeks before It can be
n up again because of the

other more immediately vital

matters that will arise when the
new Senate takes office.

This development Is com-

Nothing looks more
like a bottle of

booze in a bag

than a bottle

of booze in

pletely Inexcusable. Senators

are elected to represent their

constituencies at every Senate

meeting every Monday night for

a full year. There are, of course,

some unavoidable absences. But

most are not unavoidable with

adequate planning. Some action

must be taken by the Senate It-

self in order to prevent similar

problems in the future.

There Is presently a "cut po-

licy" for Senators, but to make
this rule more stringent would

not be an adequate solution; it

would only penalize those Sena-

tors who are truly unavoidably

detained.

One alternative is to lower

the number of members neces-

sary for a chjorum from two

thirds to one half, the more
usual figure. This would be a

help. But the ultimate answer

lies in the election of more
responsible Senators.

However, there have been re-

visions in the election proce-

dures for the various elective

offices this year. No longer will

candidates be required to wait

until the regular Monday night

Senate meeting in order to hear

the election results. The re-

sults will be announced at a

special meeting immediate fol-

lowing the balloting. This is seen

as a major Improvement lnthat

runoff elections may now be held

right away.
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Julian Bond, Frank Kermode
Scheduled To Speak Here

By Edward Schulman

Julian Bond, Georgia legisla-

tor and black leader, is

scheduled to deliver an address
at Washington College on Mon-
day, December 16, at 3:30 p.m.

Bond gained acclaim when the

legality of his seating in the

Georgia House was contested.

After a lengthy court battle he

was finally seated. The over-

tones of the struggle werebasic-
ally racial rather than legal.

At last August's Democratic
National Convention, Bond was
nominated for the Vice-Presi-

dency but later withdrew be-

were made by the Assembly
Committee last Spring, in the

manner of securing lecturers.

Difficulty

The modifications Included

placement of allocations and
choice of speakers in the hands
of department chairmen. How-
ever, because of ambiguities

and Irresolution, difficulty re-

sulted in the composition of a

set lecture series for the com-

Dr. James Hoopes, chairman
of the committee, said, "we
planned to obtain fewer speak-

ers than In previous years, but

speakers of better quality. The
Committee, Instead of paying
tti? higher prices charged by
lecture bureaus hoped to secure
speakers by Its own Invitation.

Invitations were rejected by
such people as Dean Acheson,

Daniel Moynehan, Commandant
Walter Shoup and Paul Good-

The Committee was finally

forced to contact a major lec-
ture bureau in order to sche-
dule the appearace of the ma-
jor speakers for this semes-

s too young for the

Author To Speak

Frank Kermode, editor, es-

sayist and author of "Sense
of an Ending" will speak at the

college, April 16. A special

seminar for English majors will

be conducted during his college

visit. The lecture will be co-

sponsored by the Sophie Kerr
Fund.

In an attempt to broaden the

scope of the Washington College

Lecture Series, modifications

Landscaping Program

To Improve Campus
To preserve the beauty of the

Washington College campus, the

Department of Buildings and

is planning to set up
-all landscaping pro-

:cordlng to Clayton Mc-

Computing Center

Holds Open House
An open house will be held

in the Washington College Com-
puting Center on the third floor

of Dunning Hall today from 7:30

to 9 :30 p.m. Director Dr. Ri-

chard Brown hopes to introduce

the center I all ;

have all of the equipment in

operation.

The center's computer con-

sole Is linked by telephone to

an IBM 3G0 computer In New
York, a UNIVAC 1108 at the

University of Maryland and G.E.

computers in Bethesda, Md. and

Cleveland, Ohio. There is also

a card punch which can be used

in connection with the IBM 1130

owned by WRNE, Inc., In Ches-
tertown. New equipment also

includes a card sorter and sev-

eral calculators.

Science Grant

Resulting from the efforts of

Drs. Brown and Trimmer, the

center is supported by a three-

year grant forthe Intercommun-
ity Research Seminar by the Na-

tional Science Foundation's Sc-

ience Improvement Program.

Free to all students, the faci-

lities are designed to assist the

school in the liberal

secretary to render

during the day. Stu-

dent assistants are available in

the evenings.

Courses Offered

At the present time, Introduc-

tory courses in BASIC (the first

level of computer programming)
are being offered every Thurs-
day night at7;30p,m. in Dunning

311. Later lectures in time-

sharing FORTRAN (advanced

level of computer programming)
and ALGOL (high math logic

system) are planned. Dr. Brown
also hopes to have a full-credit

mathematics department course

in Methods of Analysis offered

The hours for using the cen-

ter are Monday through Friday,

8:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.; Saturday,

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sunday, 2-11

p.m.

The student assistants avail-

able for further information on

the center are Edward McKay,
Gilbert Bliss, Thomas Whltson,

Brian Klmmerer, John Tucker,

William Schmoldt, Deborah
Green and Stephen Hartley.

Garvey, Maintenance Supervi-

McGarvey said that he had a

-leetlng recently with landscape

rchitects to discuss a possl-

work up an gjitoridi

Palatial hill residence. Middle Hall, is obviously in need of
repair. Most future renovations will be done on the inside of the
three men's dorms, East, Middle and West Halls.

estimate ofwhatsuchaprogram
would cost.

Hill Dorms

Two Improvements were
made this past summer on the

dormitories on the hill: East,

Middle and West Halls. Shudder
hangers were removed and the

outdoor porch bannisters were
painted.

The hill dorms, built in the

early 19th century, were last

renovated In 1961 to improve
their livability, and renovations

within the next ten years, said

McGarvey, will be done on the

inside of the dorms.

McGarvey said that his de-

partment is also continuing to

care for the natural landscape

of the campus by caring for and

feeding the trees, and by plant-

ing new ones. Feedingand prun-

ing are done on a rotation bas-

is, he said. Twenty new trees

were planted around the Fine

Arts Center, and two oak trees

situated In front of the Cain

demolition site were re-plant-

ed across the walkway,

McGarvey said that no trees

or shrubs will be painted on the

east side -of the George Wash-

flcult to get things to grow there,

possibly because that area is

filled ground." Last spring a

All t impus, McGar-
very added, are sprayed for dis-

eases. He said that the old elm
tree located in the middle of the

campus Is healthy, and that It

has a lightning arrester and

limb cabling to prevent its de-

struction during storms.

Attractive Priority

Two years ago a friend of the college, Sewall Biggs,

approached the college with a small amount of money
and a big idea. He suggested restoring the hill dormitor-

ies - - East, Middle and West Halls - • to their former
colonial appearance. The college appears to have receiv-

ed this idea with little enthusiasm.

The city of Chestertown has also realized the his-

toric importance of these buildings. East, Middle and
West, in addition to the other colonial buildings on cam-
pus, come under the jurisdiction of an historic zoning
ordinance (number 62) which states:

"The preservation of structures of historic ar-

chitectural value is a public purpose in this state.

^The Mayor and Town Council of Chestertown be-

lieve that the public interest and convenience re-

quires the preservation and protection of certain

places and areas of historic interest ..."
Though the college is to be commended for its vi-

gor in raising funds for the Heritage Program, which in-

cludes the construction of the much-needed library, the

existing colonial structures are the most obvious evi-

dence of any "heritage" that Washington College has. To
allow the hill dorms to sag into eye-sores detracts from
the beauty of the campus.

How much it would cost to replace the shudders on
the hill dorm windows, replace the conduits serving as

porch bannisters and to generally improve the appearan-

ce of the dorms is as yet unknown. It could be expen-

sive. And there are other projects which take and deser-

ve top priority. However, there are sources which the

college can tap for help in a restoration project: expeci-

ally historical societies and philanthropists whose ex-

pressed interests are in the beauty of colonial architec-

ture and in American history.

As they stand now, one can only imagine the po-

tential attractiveness of the hill dorms - - both from an

aesthetic view and from the view that a pretty campus
might attract students.

Marie will return

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

rj^£ —

!Bl@fak

im
Men's Clothing — Gifts
Women's Casual Wear

331 High St., Chestertown, Md.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas
#MEJ3ii^^^^^^^

Cones C
Sandwiches

__-.-.-, ^J

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a. „. - 12 p.m.
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1984 is just around
the corner.

And in Chicago, you get the feeling it might

be the next corner.

For now weVe reached the point where we answer

dissent with a billyclub and mace and tear gas.

For God's sake, for America's sake, when are we
going to realize that you can't destroy someone else's

freedom without damaging your own?
For God's sake, for America's sake, when are

we going to realize that the greatness of America

is the ability to accomodate dissent—not

brutally extinguish it?

For God's sake, for America's sake, when are we
going to realize that the kids (be they immature,

impractical, intemperate, idealistic, even antagonistic)

are our last, best hope for a better tomorrow?

If we don't we're well on our way toward a

society in which the honorable mayor of Chicago will

be replaced by a nameless, soulless dictator called

Big Brother. (Or has it already happened?).

To be sure, it's only 1968.

But unless someone becomes concerned,

tomorrow might be 1984-

al College Magazine.

Dare Magazine is published exclusively for college snideries on more rhan 2300 American campuses. We are neither left-wing nor
right-wing, but rather a voice for the next generarion of Americans. If you'd like to know more about the kids we believe in—or if

you'd like reprints of this ad contact Cashin Publishing Company, 1626 Magnolia Court, Cleveland, Ohio 44106 (216 421-1666).
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Presidential Candidate Dick Gregory

Political Potpourri

The sight of Richard Mil-
house Nixon spasmodically
flashing victory signs upon com-'
pletion of a speech studded with

tired cliches and meaningless
generalities hasbecomeafami-
liar tableau, of campaign '68.

However, Mr. Nixon's victory

signs are not meaningless.

There seems to be nothing,

be it bombing halt, troop re-

duction, or even peace In Viet-
nam, that can bar Nixon from
becoming President Nixon. How
can the Republicans capture the
Presidency when they comprise
only 27% of the electorate, when
the party's last true Republi-
can ascended to the office in

1928, forty years ago? It will

happen because Richard Nixon
has the united support of his

own party, because he has made
a successful appeal for the vote
of the "forgotten American,"
those who feel alienated In these
times of militant minorities,

and because of the breakdown
in the old Democratic coali-
tion formed by FDR.

Mr. Nixon has the support of
a party that runs the gamut
from an ADA-approved Clifford

Case to a John Birch Society-
approved Max Rafferty. He has
this support because both wings
of the party see in N
of the party see in Mr. Nixon
a chance for a Republican vic-
tory and are willing to com-
promise somewhat in order to

. The right wing leans

ing on specifics endorsed Nlx-
on. The nebulous Nixon cam-
paign, with his noratoriums on
decisive issues allows the party

to unite. Howev r, a united Re-
publican Party

divided Democi atic Party de-

In Campaign *
68 the Republi-

can party does ot stand alone.

The Republican are joined by
the "forgotten Americans,"
those membe s of middle-
class America ippalled by the

rise of black m
Increasing trenc

violence. Mr. Ni xon attempts to

appeal to this element, but falls

through his indecisiveness. Mr.
Agnew's dramat cred-baltlngof
student protestersand disavowal
of civil disobedience assuages
fears of Nixon leniency. The
ticket's appeal o the ''forgot-

ten Americans" is aimed at a

that

toward a Wallace type George Wallaci

transcends party politics.

The Democratic Party has
splintered away from Mr.
Humphrey in both directions.

"Clean Gene" McCarthy and
his followers are willing to

sacrifice more than a genera-
tion of Democratic domestic
progress because Hubert Hump-
hrey cannot and will not guar-

war. The normally solid Demo-
cratic labor vote this year, be-
cause of fear of Increasing Ne-
gro compatition and what they
see as a breakdown of law and

der shifted their allegience to

ideology, but the reality of the

situation that Wallace will not
be elected and thus a vote for
him would aid Humphrey and
what they feel to be catastro-
phic Democratic domestic poli-
cies, drives them Into the Nixon
camp - a camp rendered less
hostile by the presence of splro
Agnew. The liberal wing, no
longer embarrassed with a
Goldwater, has, while dissent-

Mr. Nixon's flair for the gen-

eral, the non-specific, and his

opposition's internal ideological

split Insures him victory on

From Weariness To Revolution

— By Dick Gregory —
In his Fir.it Inaugural Ad-

dress delivered March 4, 18#1,
Abraham Lincoln said: "This
country, with Its Institutions,

belongs to the people who in-

habit it. Whenever they shall

grow weary of the existing Gov-
ernment, they can exerclsetheir
constitutional right ofamendlng
It or their revolutionary right

to dismember or overthrow
it ,

'

II i

by ne of our greatest
Americans to be read at a time
when the demand (or law and or-
der lsbeingusedtosuppresstlie
right of dissent.

A recurring question these
days, which has become almost
as popular in the national vo-
cabulary as the cry for law and
order, is "What do these re-

volutionaries want?" Black mi-
litants, New Left radicals and
student revolutionaries are In-

creasingly faulted for not having
a blueprint for the kind of so-

cial and political order they en-
vision. "These revolutionar-

ies," people are fond of saying,

"merely want to tear the coun-
try down but they have nothing

to erect In Its place."

It seems curiously interest-

ing to me that no one asked
George Washington and the Sons
of Liberty what their Constitu-

'

tion would look like before the

American Revolution. Certainly
the Declaration of Independence
was no blueprint for a recon-
structed society. It was more
in tune with Lincoln's sugges-
tion that people sometimes
"grow weary of the existing

government." Such weariness
produces an active alienation

which demands the overthrow-
ing or dismembering of that gov-
ernment. The Sons of Liberty

undertook their Revolution

seeking only to break the bonds
of oppression Inflicted by an
unjust government. They had
no idea whether or not they would
win. It was a "door die" strug-

gle and overthrowing the exist-
ing government was the first

step. Only after victory was
' Libertytheirs did the Sons

sit down ti

governmental structure.

The weariness to which Lin-
coln refers is part of the nat-

ural process of evolution, which
is slow and gradual change. The
fulfillment of evolution is re-

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Hav e Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
Deep in the Heart of Chestertown

on the Village Gre 1

volution, or quick change. When
a woman becomes pregnant, the
nine-month gestation period is

part of the process of evolu-
tion. But at the end of the nine
months, revolution - - quick
change - - follows. And all the
National Guardsmen or federal
troops In the world cannot keep
that baby from coming forth.

The revolutionary activity In

America today is part of the
same natural process. Once the
Idea of freedom becomes Im-
pregnated in the national body,
the evolutionary process lead-

ing toward the fulfillment of

revolution has already begun.
If a woman wants an abortion,

she must have It performed dur-
ing the early stages of her preg-
nancy. The longer she waits,

the greater the chance of death
for both tliemotherandthe child.

So It is also with a national body
impregnated with the idea of

freedom. America Is already
well into this pregnancy and to

try to perform an abortion now,
in the form of repression and
thwarting of dissent, will surely
mean deatti for both the mother
country and her children.

It is frightening to see so
many people attempt to resist

the natural forces at work in

the evolution of American so-

ciety. Student radicals and re-

volutionaries are viewed with

horror and their campus take-

overs are termed disgraceful.

But for years students have
been going to Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, during their sprlngva-
cation and rioting on the beach-
es. National concensus viewed
these acts as just part of the

process of kids growing up. It

was the same when college stu-

dents were conducting pantle
raids, swallowing goldfish and
crammlnginto telephone booths.

Such acts were excused as the

irresponsible foolishness which
accompanies the growing up
process.

Now that revolution Is in the

air on college campuses all over
the country, national consensus
Is of a different sort. Thre Is

a general feeling that today's

campus disorders should be th-

warted and students disciplined.

Yet college students today are
asking, Indeed demanding, more
responsibility rather than en-
gaging in Irresponsible actions.

College studentsareseeklngtlie

responsibility of self-govern-

ment and a voice In determin-
ing the forms which will define

their education. They are refus-

ing to accept an irresponsible

At 1 j time
, for

example, are demanding less

responsibility; more money for

a shorter work week. And In

our Increasingly llesure- ori-

ented, technological society, the

union demand Is Just indeed. But
the question remains; When will

national consensus applaud the

moral demands of college stu-

dents to the same degree that

it approves the economic gains

Notice;

This is the last Issue of the

ELM being s nt to subscribers
who have nc t renewed their

subscriptions for tills year. Send

and your address
to the ELM

Don Kelly

CHEVROLETBUICK, In

He Needs UNICEF...

UIMICEF Needs You!

rhe Jigena is written

in the eyes of this small Ibo boy,

and millions like him, caught in a

hopeless- civil war.

By midsummer, when the world
awoke to their plight, the United
Nations Children's Fund had been
at work for several months bring-

ing emergency relief to children

and moihers trapped on bolh sides

of the fighting lines. Over 5,000

tons of food and medical supplies

have already been delivered by
UNICEF, in co-operation with the

International Commitlee of the Red Cross i

groups, to Biafra and In the areas under Federal control. More is on
the way, severely straining UNICEF's resources.

Moreover the need for UNICEF's help will continue unabated
longafter the fighting ends.

nedia
food and medic
met, UNICEF rr

establish its bash

services and oth<

'range aid progra

rupted by the civil

You can help. Send youi

check or money order

to UNICEF,
of United Nations,

New York 1001
MarkitforNjgeria/

Biafra Relief.
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Center Stage To Perform

At Fine Arts Center
By David Saffern

The Center Stage ofBaltlmore

will perform three plays at

Washington College during the

1968-69 season. The schedul-

ing, by Harold Pinter on Dec-

ember 19-20, The Merchant of

Venice, by William Shakespeare

on January 16-17, and The Skin

of Our Teeth, by Thornton wild-

er on April 10-11.

Last year the Center Stage

presented Hamlet here, and also

made tours throughout Mary-
land. However, this year the

only performances outside of

Baltimore will be at the Wash-

ington College Fine Arts Cen-

The scope, nature, and period

of each play differs from the

others, thus offering the audi-

ence a wide range and variety

of entertainment. The Home-

coming written by Pinter In

1965 Is a compelling examina-

tion of the unusual consequen-

ces caused by the return of a

son and his new wife to his

home after a long absence.

The Merchant of Venice is

Special MRA Elections

Annoys Dean Of Men
By Larry Varon

Four representative divisions

of the Mens' Residence As-

sociation failed to respond with

candidates for office in this

year's MRA elections held Oc-

Two of the four sectlons,Mld-

dle Hall (Theta Chi) and west

Hall (Lambda Chi Alpha) event-

ually produced representatives.

Ron Regan will represent Theta

Chi and Chris Ely will repre-

sent Lambda Chi Alpha.

Election Legality

A third representative from

Somerset second floor was
elected In a hall meeting held

by proctor Steve Myklng. Con-

cern arose, especially that of

MRA President Pete Johnson,

over the legality of theelectlon.

However, fourteen of the twen-

ty residents (over two-thirds)

in that section were present at

the election, resulting in the

MRA council's sanction of the

election, Tom Sargent, a fresh-

man, was chosen at the meet-
ing as the floor's representa-

tive.

Balloting held In Somerset
first floor resulted in the elec-

tion of Charles Vuolo.

Dean Upset

Iii response to the failure of

student response to elections,

Dean Westerdahl remarked that

he feels '-extremely upset when
students ask for freedom, yet do

not take the responsibility that

goes with it.'' He saidhelslrk-

ed when individuals complain

about dorm policy, without the

vaguest idea of who their re-

presentatives are. "Many stu-

dents do not want to get Invol-

ved or become connected with

the 'establishment'."

Westerdahl continued by say-

ing that as of this year, the Ju-

(Continued on Page 8)

one of Shakespeare's best-

known comedies, and it con-

cerns the dilemma of how to

avoid the forfiture of a pound of

flesh In payment for a debt. The

final play, Wllder's The Skin

of Our Teeth (1942), comically

recounts the actions of a cou-

ple married for five-thousand

years and their ability to over-

come the disasters that befall

them throughout the centuries.

Mr. Maloney, Director of the

Washington College drama de-

partment, has decided to offer

season tickets this year along

with the Individual tickets for

each performance. The season

tickets are for all three of the

Center Stage plays and two of

the Washington Player's pro-

ductions

Although students have free

admission to two student per-

formances anyway, the last two

plays are an extra bonus to the

general.

The continuation of the Cen-

ter Stage program after this

season depends largely on the

extent of audience attendance

for the upcoming performances.

The student body, the faculty,

and the surrounding community

are urged to give the necessary

support to make professional

Curriculum To Offer

Black History Course
By Bill Prettyman

history will be offered to Wash-
ington College students and

residents of Chestertown next

semester under the guidance of

the Student Education Associa-

tion.

Designed solely by students,

the program will consist of vis-

iting lecturers, group discus-

sions and the Columbia Broad-

casting System's series "Of

will be given one night a week
for eight weeks.

Relevent Problem
The purpose of the course Is

to study a contemporary prob-

lem and to give the students in

the "educational block" prac-

tice in designing and adminis-

tering a college-level course.

The course will be built a-

round the "Of Black America"
series, seven shows shown on

CBS this summer, which deals

extensively with theNegro'sin-

volvement in America and Am-
erican history.

Black History

A separate production will be

offered for each class In the

non-credit course. Each pro-

gram is complete in itself and

is narrated by such celebrities

as Ray Charles and Bill Cosby.

The series deals with a va-

riety of topics; "Black History,

Stolen or Strayed," examines

the attitude toward the Negro

in the past while the history of

the Negro soldier is exposed

in ''The Black Soldier."

Slavery

Slavery and its effect on to-

day's problems is examined in

"The Heritage of Slavery," and

"Survey of Black and White At-

titudes" explores the feelings

of blacks and whites toward each

The Civil Rights movement
is given a unique twist by show-

ing the African reaction in

"Black World." Another spec-

ial, "In Search of a Past," pre-

sents threeblack Americanhigh

(Continued on Page 8)

Bill and Andy's Club 218, located on the second floor of

Kent House, billed as "the greatest single addition to W.C.'s social

life, opened its doors last week. A private, invitation only club,

218 is the brainchild of two Washington College seniors, Andy
Dyer and BUI Wilson, who, tired of traveling miles to the Tavern

or the Lounge, built their own bar to entertain friends and guests.

"We saw a stereo bar that we liked in one of the local stores but

it was too expensive to buy" said Dyer. So, with the help of ano-

ther senior, Bill Zimmerman, the two built the bar in a week.

Cheers, fellas!

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

Grubby (I.) up for bid in the senior class auction. Auctione-

ers Pigus and Boulden managed to get several dollars for Grubby's

services for a day - as a "slave."

Homecoming To Feature

Shirelles, Jazz Trio
By Jim Dillon

A new format will charac-

terize Washington College's

Homecoming for 1968. Instead

of the traditional rally andbon-

fire, a jazz concert will be one

of the central events of the

weekend.

Festivities will start with an

Eastern Shore dinner on Friday

evening, October 18. Duck and

wild rice will be the main

se at this sit-down supp

Jazz Organist

The Jimmy Smith Trio '

play the same night in the Ta'

Theatre at 8:30. TheH'

ing Queen and her coi

with this year's soccer team,

will be Introduced during the

Saturday at 1;00 p.m., the

traditional parade will march
down High street and up wash-

Dance, 9 to 1 in the Chester-

town Armory. The Alumni House

will feature a Bar-Room Sing

at 9:30.

Tickets for the concert will

be $2.00 per person for stu-

dents, tickets for the dance will

be $2.00 per couple, and com-
bination tickets for the weekend
may be purchased at $5.00.

lngto the

field. The Denny and Dunipace

Pipe Band will highlight the

floats and marching units in the

parade. Richard Heymann's
limousine, a 1937 Packard, will

be a featured float on display.

Awards

game against Lycoming, last

year's Homecoming Queen,

Debbie Kelly, will be presented

with the new Queen and Court.

Trophies for the best Creek,

best Independent and best over-
all floats will also be awarded.

Cocktail parties.intheAlum-

nl House at 4:30, andfor Greeks
at 5:30, will precede a roast

beef buffet dinner in Hodson
HalL The soul-singing Shirelles

will Ho ning

Washington College

Bookstore

NEW RELEASES

The Pearl

SNCC
100} Ways to Beat the Draft

Crisis at Columbia

Styion's Confessions of Nat

Turner

Slonim's Soviet Russian Literatu

DeSade'sVuifine

Evergreen ^5 7

The Tibetan Book of Great

Liberation

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
The Ravishing ofLot Stein

Gore Vidal's Washington, D.C.

Gore Vidal's Rocking the Boat

German Writing Today

'ampu

For Nice Thing, i, Siiver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

HM*&&R Overlooking

Vorlon Creek Ma!

Chcslcrtown, Mc

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays
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THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
By James McGrath

According to recently appointed crew coach, Ben

Troutman, the recent successes of the team have been

due in a great extent to the team's consideration of "an

order of priorities." Indeed the rowers are recognized as

hustlers, both in their practices and their organizational

activities.

It seems almost impossible to find a sports staff for

the ELM because reporting does take a lot of time. It

would seem out of the question to find ten men to run

cross country because cross country does take a lot of

guts. So Washington College is without a sports staff

or a cross country team and crew thrives.

If the pride of Washington College was to exhibit

the order of priorities, the hustle, the guts of the fledg-

ing rowers we would have a lacrosse team that would be

national champions. Crew lacks experience and organi-

zation but seems to get by on guts and hustle. The stick-

man seem to have the former, more valuable, qualities in

abundance.

With these points in mind, we see that the choice

of Troutman as crew mentor is compatable with the sit-

uation. He is completely inexperienced but his game phi-

losophy is one of dynamio hustle. With his influence the

team should continue its struggle while the team as well

as the coach gain experience, and influence. Surely the

choice of Ben Troutman is a good one.

Cross Country Dropped

As Interest Wanes

Booters Tally FirstWin
Set For Weekend Test

By Bohn Vergari

The Washington College Soc-

cer Team Improved their dismal
0-3 record thlspast week, pick-

ing up a victory over Western
Maryland and playing to a 1-1

tie with Mt. St. Mary's.

On Wednesday, the Sho'men
traveled to Westminster, Mary-
land to face the Booters of

Western Maryland. Thus far this

season, the real problem that

has plagued Washington's team
has been that of the defense.

Attempting to find a replace-

ment for All-American Goalie

AI Perry, Coach Atheyhadbeen
trying different combinations of

personnel and alignment to make

Coach Donald Chatellier an-

nounced last week that the 1968

season of the Washington Col-

lege Cross-Country Team's 13

meet schedule hadbeen cancell-

ed. Due to the lack of enthusiasm

and participation on the part of

the students, the Athletic De-

partment was compelled to make
the suspension.

Fourth Fullback

Up until Wednesday, t

man; however, It was Ogens

who received the nod for the

encounter with western Mary-
land. To help Frank, MarkSvec

tlon.

Joe Nichols provided the of-

fensive punch for the inspired

Sho'men. Joe picked up the two

goals that were needed for Wa-
shington's 2-1 vicotry. Wash-
ington was beginning to look

again like the club that finish-

ed In second place in the Mason-
Dlxon League last fall.

Defensive Battle

On Saturday, October 12, the

Washington Booters played host

to the Mounties of Mt. St.

Mary's. The game proved to

fro: last

year's squad, which boasted

oiJy two wins compared to seven

defeats. IncIudedareDaveBIrd,

John Foster and Bill Bollinger.

Other Lettermen from last year

who have switched their inter-

ests are Pat Chambers, to crew;

Sim Martin, to Soccer; Fred
Couper who Is studying in Eur-
ope; and Dave Stokes who is

married. Of those that return-

ed to the sport, none have ever
finished higher than sixth in any

The i i oft s-Coun-
try Squad to ever return as an

inler-collegiate sport lies In the

hands of the Athletic Council.

The Council will consider the

amount of participation that is

shown, before making their de-

Optimistic For 1969

Coach Chatellier Is quite op-

timistic that the Council will act

favorably In their decision and
vote to renew Cross-Country to

the 1969 season. He reaches this

opinion from the expected par-

ticipation of four transfer stu-

dents who are ineligible this

year, but will be available next

year. These transfers are;

Remo Simeonl from the Univer-

sity of Maryland, Howard Stau-

ber from Kent State, George
Williams from Towson State and

Ed Everett. Twofreshmen, Cliff

Bean and Steve Rapp, have also

expressed interest.

Homecoming '67
.

. Where Are They Now?

:vs*~* ^

Intramural Football

Fraternity league

Lambda Chi Alpha 5-1

Kappa Alpha 3-2

ThetaChi 4-3

Phi Sigma Kappa 0-5

Independent League

S.O.B.'s 4-0

Outcasts 3-2

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adlcr Socks

lass Weejuns, Sandler of Bosto

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3161

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

tie.

The Mounties were first to

score. In the second quarter,

the Mounties put a fast break
play together that caught so-

phomore goalie Frank Ogensoff
guard. This 1-0 lead was held

until the third quarter when
George Buckless took a perfect

pass from Dave Isherwood in

Overtime Shutout

failed to score. The Sho-men
bounded at the goal of the Mo-
unt but were not able to put

a scoring combination togeth-

er. Goalie Frank Ogens and
fullbacks Steve Wright son, Mark
Svec and Steve Claggett spear-
headed a Sho'men defense that

warded off a persistent offen-

sive attack by the Mounties.

Washington has one game this

week against Towson before
their Homecoming encounter
with Lycoming. The sho'men
should be quite keyed up for

this contest against the rival

Bodies fly as AOPi's tangle with their dates i

touch football game held last week.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

NEW HOURS ELBURN'S FLORIST
Mnnday - Thursday
7 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Harry R. & Anne Uishton

Saturday |fi£Jp)
Sunday "^W^"

Chcstertown, Maryland 21620

Take clothes as fresh as the

breeze over a meadow as re-

laxed as a floating leaf. Take

these. Absolutely right, but

still quite personally one's

own. The merino wool pull-

over, 34 to 40, and the belted

slacks in fully-lined wool hop-

sacking. 3 to 15. The sweater

is tricolored stripes, the slacks

in solid tones of Redwood,

Nugget, Snuff. At good stores.

Sweater about $15, slacks

about $21.

Bonnett's towrrjra country Shop
Mldfown Mall
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Elegant ELM Limousine poised for departure from storage

place in Virginia for 300 mile Irip to ( liestertown.

Bonnie & Clyde Era

Limousine Hits Town
By Nancy Dailey

Bonnie And Clyde have not

come toWashingtonCollegethis
year. The three-ton addition to

the campus Is the "Elm Limou-
sine," a 1937 Packard owned by
Editor-In-Chief of the ELM,
Dick Heymann.

This 12-cyllnder, seven pass-
enger limousine has many plush

features. There is a glass parti-

tion between the chauffeur and
the passengers' seats and a

microphone in back to give in-

structions to the driver. Silk

shades may be drawn on the

back and side windows. Thelim-

'68 Senators

Announced

Results of this years Student

Senate elections were announc-

ed at a special Senate session

held last Tuesday night.

Winners are the foiling: Bill

Mltman, first floor, Kent House;

Ted Goldman, second floor,

Kent; John Walker, Somerset
West; Bill Mosner, Somerset
Central first and secondfloors;

Jack Hawkes, East Hall; John

Hall, Middle Hall; Bonn Ver-
garl, West Hall. Somerset East

will have a runoff between Jim
Dillon and Pete MaryotL
Women's representatives are

Coleen Splvey, Mlnta Martin,

second floor; Sharton Strauss-

er, Mlnta Martin, third floor;

Hillary Parkinson, Queen
Anne's, first floor; Ramona Iv-

vldlato. Queen Anne's, second
floor. Caroline elected Kathy
Owens and there will be a

runoff between Pam Davis, Ei-
leen Rice and Penny wasen.

Bill Buchanan emerged as

Junior Class President; Don
Denton, Vice-President, Becky
Hainsworth, Secretary; and
Candy McAvoy, Treasurer.

Senators have not yet been
chosen for Mlnta Martin fourth

floor, Reid Hall and Somerset
third and fourth floors.

Black History . . .

Continued From Page 6

school students speaking about
their African heritage. "Body
and Soul" deals with the Ne-
gro's contribution to sports and
music in America.

For most of the films, out-
side speakers will be invited to

present their views and there
will be group discussions based
on the films.

ouslne is unique In that it has
luggage made especially to fit

In the relatively small trunk.

Twenty Feet Long

Gigantic in proportion, the

car has a 30 gallon gas tank

but manages ten miles to the

gallon. It is almost 20 feet

long and has a turning radius

of 25 feet.

In very good condition, the
car has had no restoration work
done on it. The original owner
was a woman who bought the

car In 1937 for her son to use
on his wedding trip. After his

honeymoon, he returned the car

to her. Her chauffeur was the

only one to drive It until 1955

when it was sold to Heymann 's

grandfather. It has been stored
In a special glassed-in garage
in Virginia for the last eight

The first official use of the

ELM limousine will be as a

float in the Homecoming Parade
this weekend. "My imagination

is hard at work," says Hey-
mann, "to figure out many more
uses for the vehicle during the

coming months."

Professors Study

In California

By David Saffem

The University of California

was host totwoWashingtonCol-
lege professors who were doing

research in their fields under

financial grants.

Dr. James Hoopes, Philoso-

phy professor, was attheBerk-

eley campus and Albert Brlggs,

assistant Mathematics profes-

sor, studied at the Santa Bar-
bara campus.

Dr. Hoopes used the facili-

ties at Berkeley to do research

In the area of his doctoral dis-

sertation on Plato. He hopes to

expand the dissertation into book

form. A by-product of his re-

search was an article that he

will present tohls seminar class

for criticism, and which will

be incorporated Into the future

To prepare for research In

Mathematics, Briggs took
, a

short course In Linear Algebra.

Sponsored by the National Scien-

ce Foundation, the course In-

cluded applications to finite

math and geometry. This was
the first year of a three-year
program and Brlggs will be
completing prescribed study for

next year's course.

Violent Results Teach Lesson

To Students, Administration
By Jean Kirshenbaum

Some three hundred students

stormed the president's office

demanding that all students sus-

pended or expelled for recent

violent protests be granted gen-
eral amnesty and that Dr. Ellis

Wyatt, Marxist historian bere-
hired.

There were only 35 students

and they were participating In

a simulation, a gaming techni-

que developed by the Systems
Development Corporation to

learn more about "decision-

making processes."

Outcome Unknown
None of the "players" knew

beforehand what the outcome of

the simulation would be but they

persisted for two days at the

United States student PressAs-
sociatlon's (USSPA) summer
convention at Valparaiso Univ-

ersity, Valparaiso, Indiana.

The simulation was stagedby
Steve Marmon, a reporter for

the University of Pennsylvan-

ia's "Daily Pennsylvanian."

Marmon gave the players the

setting (a classroom building), a
real faculty (three members)
and a genuine college president.

The participants were told by
Marmon "merely to act as you
normally do."

It Happened
The players were to proceed

on the basis of background in-

formation derived from events
which took place at Roosevelt
University in Chicago when the

controversial Marxist historian

Staughton Lynd was dismissed.

The players themselves did

not know that they wereproxles
of the Roosevelt disturbances.

to recreating the Roosevelt tur-

moil in their simulation.

Confusion

Aiter readlngthe scanty back-
ground Information that Marmon
had given them duringan orien-

tation session, the players were
confused. They asked numerous
questions; the crucial one was,

"How can we put ourselves in

this situation?"

The players divided into Mar-
mon's designated groups; a stu-

dent government association,

Students for a Democratic So-

ciety, a newspaper staff, a black

students' association and an
apathetic student body. The
players on all "teams" were
members of college newspaper
staffs from schools all over the

For a few hours they scur-
ried through the classroom
building organizing coalitions,

holding strategy sessions,

meeting with faculty and admin-
istration representatives. They
had no other props or facili-

ties other than the classrooms

MRA
Continued From Page 6

elusive judge for disciplinary
action. "Now it Is out of my
hands. . . the students them-
selves now answer to their

The Dean stated further that

"the MRA hasdonemoreforthe
average dorm resident in the

past two years than any other

organization," Examples in-

clude the placement of vaccum
cleaners in each dorm, a re-
frigerator for Kent House,
a more efficient maintenance
service, and an extended open
house policy.

to make the situation seem more
real to them.

Then chaos erupted. Rumors
flew. New leaders emerged.

Signs were made. They began

to chant and stomp outside the

president's classroom office,

threatening to overtake it If

their demands were not met.

They would start a free Univer-

sity and pay the faculty them-
selves. "Wyatt or Riot," they

said.

Deadlock
Meanwhile, Valparaiso's

president, its Dean of Women
and three other teachers, sup-

posedly representing an entire

faculty and administration, ra-

cked their brains for a decision.

"This could really happen

here," one of them said. "What

would we really do?" they

queried.

"If a brick ever came throu-

gh my window, or if students

ever stormed my office, I'd re-

sign," the president said. The
students were chanting.

"Sounds like the situation at

Roosevelt University," another

said. The noise outside grew
louder.

"1 would never have done what

this college president did," said

the president. "He was a fooL

This teacher sounds like he was
an interesting asset to the sch-

ool. I wouldn't have fired him."
The president spoke to his fac-

ulty at length about the meaning

of education.

The door to the president's

classroom office creeped open
and the students were quiet. The
announcement was made. The
professor was re-hired and the

suspended students were grant-

ed amnesty. Arepresentatlveof

the students stepped forward,

shook the president's hand and

said softly:

"We learned a lot, didn't

Prestigous

Date! ! !

The President of the Wash-
ington College Senate seeks fe-

male companionship for the

Homecoming Weekend. Nospec-
ial requirements, First Come,
First Served. Call now and have

the time of your life this week-
end! 778-4220. Out of town, call

collect.

CHESTER THEATRE
! 778-1575 Two Shows Nightly 7 and 9 fur

Thurs. - Fri. - Sol. - October 17 - 18 - 19

KIRK DOUGLAS

"A Lovely Way To Die"

Sunday - Wednesday — October 20 - 23

ORSEN WELLES

I Never Forget What's His Name"

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

ephont 556-61 52 Show Starts at Dusk

Sun. 1B - 19

AUDREY HEPBURN
EFREM ZIMBALIST, JR.

"Wait Until Dark"

"Cool Hand Luke"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-662B Two Shows 7 and 9 p.n-

Thurs., October 17 — Wed., October 23

SIDNEY POITIER

"For Love Of Ivy"

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE ((J
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

(P,
In Banking Services . . .

V_^/ The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Church Hill Chcstertown Galena
556-6601 High Street 648-5110

778-2400 Member of FDIC



Don't Dump The Hump

Election '68

This year, the Youth International Party is joined
by individuals totally disillusioned with the American
political process in running a pig for President.

His platform contains many points deserving the at-

tention of other candidates:

"An immediate end to the War in Vietnam"; "The
legalization of

. marijuana and all other psychedelic
drugs"; "A prison system based on the concept of reha-

bilitation rather than punishment"; "free birth control
information

. . . abortions when desired"; "A restructur-

ed educational system which provides the student power
to determine his course of study and allows for student
participation in over-all policy planning"; "An end to all

censorship"; and "incentives for the decentralization of

our crowded cities . . . (encouraging) rural living".

Because none of the major candidates really appeals
to us, we were inclined to stay away from the polls this

year.

But for all of us, it is our first time voting in a Pres-

idential election; for most, a first time voting at all. We
feel an obligation to vote for someone, rather than ig-

nore the privilege altogether and gripe for the next four
years.

Had Senator McCarthy been in the running now he
would have received our unanimous support. McGovern
would be our second choice.

They are not among the realistic alternatives, how-
ever. We considered a write-in for Eldridge Cleaver or
Dick Gregory - - - or the pig, but felt our votes could be
more meaningfully spent.

We eliminated Wallace from the start, naturally.

Nixon's biggest asset is the fact that he would
bring with him an entirely new administration - - - one
without many vestiges of the mess LBJ has led us into.

His liabilities, however, outweigh the assets. His
position on the draft, Vietnam (as far as is possible to
determine from his close-mouthed approach on sensitive
- - - and important issues), his choice of a running-
mate, statements about the use of U. S. military force
("The swift, overwhelming blow that would have been
decisive (in Vietnam) two or three years ago is no longer
possible today" - - sounding so regretful that the chance
to deliver such a blow has slipped him by), his attitude
towards nuclear non-proliferation (delaying endorsement
of the treaty), and the attack on the symptoms rather
than real causes of crime and poverty (beefed-up police
activity, more prosecutions and convictions) add up to
positions with which we can not possibly align ourselves.

Hubert Humphrey, we think (and hope) would di-

verge more and more from the Johnson administration's
way of doing things as time passes. Humphrey has a
comparatively admirable liberal legislative record, has
demonstrated his diplomatic abilities in numerous in-

stances, and has elucidated his position on the impor-
tant election issues, wihich is more than Nixon can say.
Nixon scares us with his stated desire to step up the arms
ond space race. Just what we need. There is too much of
the "Old Nixon" left for us.

We hope that in this election year of many sur-

prises, HHH will finally attain the office in the shadow
of which he has lived and worked so long • • - and that
you will join us in supporting his attempt to do so.

Plans Board Shapes

Future College Goals
By William Prettyman

To meet the challenge of fu-

ture competition for students

with large state-supported In-

stitutions — and without drasti-

cally raising tuition and lower-
ing academic standards — a

17-member "PlansBoard" was
recently established here.

The purpose of the Plans
Board, whose members repre-
sent every segment of the col-
lege's population, Is to formu-
late policies for academic stan-

dards, building and construc-
tion and fund-raising for Wash-
ington College over the next
decade.

Equal Vote

The Board includes Presi-
dent Gibson and four members
each from the student body, fa-

culty administration and the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors. Each member will have
an equal vote and all matters

will be settled by majority

All conclusions and recom-
mendations by the Board will

be passed on to the Board of

with

id reports

ongevery-

he college.

The four n
student body are Student Gov-
ernment Association President

Brian Kehoe; SGA Vice-presi-
dent Ed Worteck; Elm Editor

Richard Heymann; Women's
Residence Association Presi-
dent Sue Thomas. Faculty mem-
bers are Dr. Margaret Horsley,

Dr. Nicholas Newlln, Dr. Jose-
ph McLaln and Dr. Dwight Kirk-
patrick.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
Cheslerlown. Maryland. Friday. October 25, 1968

BoardEases AlcoholRegulations,

But Won't Tolerate Intoxication
The Board of Visitors and

Governors passed a proposal
last week which eliminates the
college regulation that "alcoho-
lic beverages of any nature are
not permitted on the campus,"
according to Carl Westerdahl,
Dean of the College.

The new rule now states that

"any student who Is found to

be intoxicated on the campus
will be subject to severe dls-
plinary action." The change
from the previously existing

Not Yet

The i rule, which would al-
low the enforcement of the Mary-
land State law regarding con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages
by minors, and which would al-
low students over 21 topossess
liquor on campus, Is not yet in

The proposal passed by the

Draft Record Burners

Speak To Large Crowd
By Edward Schulman

"Vietnam is not a sickness.

Vietnam is only a symptom of

what our country iscomingto--
a country with a war economy
and industry that might even en-
joy Vletnams In Guatamala or
the Dominican Republic."

Thomas Melville made this

remark last Tuesday night, ad-
dressing a large audience in

Hynson Lounge. Melville,
speaking here along with his

wife Marjorie, are both mem-
bers of the "Catonsville Nine,"
convicted of burning draft re-
cords in Catonsville, Md., last

May 17. Their topic was "Am-
erican Policy Abroad -the Col-
lapse of Values." The William
James Forum sponsored the en-

purposes,"

"Secretary of state, John
Foster Dulles, was also Presi-
dent of the United Fruit Co.
His brother Allen Dulles was
head of the C.I. A. A year la-

ter the government of Guata-
mala was overthrown and the
land returned totheUnited Fruit
Co. Henry Cabot Lodge, the

United Nationsambassador, who
had holdings In United Fruit,

said that the overthrow was not

the United States' affair. But
the truth was later admitted by
Dwight Elsenhower after his

presidential term expired. He
admitted U, S. wrongdoings and
that 'armed planes were flown

pilots over Guata-

The i i the

(Continued on Page 5)

Attention

The Melvllles said that the

reason they, burned the draft

records In Catonsivlle was to

draw the attention of the Am-
erican peace movement to the

present situation In Guatamala.

Both were former clergy from
Maryknoll order in Guatamala.

During their years In Guatamala
they went out to the villages

and found illiterate peasants dy-

ing of disease and poverty. When
any attempts at peasant organi-

"However," they said, "the

best social and economic re-

forms were made In Guatamala
under the so called 'spirited

Socialist' governments. Social

security, minimum wage and la-

bor laws are such reforms."
The Melvllles repeatedly

tried to help the peasants but

were repeatedly foiled. Any at-

tempts to bring about needed
reforms In Guatamala were th-

warted by American interven-

tion. They didn't think that 80%
of the land belonging to 2% of

the population was "equitable

distribution."

United Fruit Co.

Thomas Melville cited the

case of the United Fruit Co.

In 1951 the Agrarian Reform
Law limited the amount of land

that could be owned. Ninety-

five percent of United Fruit's

land had to be bought. "The
Guatamalan government offer-

ala'.

Interventii

Melville continued by saying
that any time a "spirited so-
cialist" government was In pow-
er, it seemed to be overthrown
by the United States. In 1965,
an anti-U. S. general, who was

(Continued on Page 6)

Board states that "college en-
forcement authorities will place
special emphasis" on the hand-
book section regarding stand-

ards of conduct which reads
as follows:

Conduct

"Students entering Washing-
ton College agree thereby to

conduct themselves In a manner
above reproach and to refrain
from any action which, In the
opinion of the officers of the

College, might bring disrepute
upon the school or any of its

"They are required to ob-
serve the laws of the state and
the community without excep-
tion and expected to be consid-
erate of others at all times . .

.

The College reserves the right
to require the withdrawal of
any student whose conduct is

considered detrimental to the

welfare or reputation of the col-

lege."

Ground Rules

The committee which drew up
the proposal that was present-
ed to the Board of Visitors and
Governors Is presently working
on a body of "ground rules,"
said Westerdahl, that will be
used to implement the newreg-

The student committee mem-
bers are as follows; DaveBoul-
den, Student Chairman of the

Men's Residence Association
Judlcary Board; Virginia col-
felt, student Chairman of the
Women's Residence Association

Judiciary Board; Ed Worteck,
Student Chairman of the All-

College Judiciary Board.
Dean Landon Burns, Dean of

Men Carl Westerdahl, Dean of

Women Beverly Clark, Alumni
Director Douglas Gates, and fa-

culty members Thomas McHugh
and Margaret Horsley are also

on the committee.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Melville, two of the infamous "Catonsville

Nine" spoke to a jam-packed Hynson Lounge crowd Tuesday
evening.
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£jito,

"Fast For Biafra"

Several hundred students have signed up for the

"Fast for Biafra" to be held next Wednesday evening.

With the cooperation of Mr. Linville, Director of Food

Services, Bob Simmonds, Business Manager of the col-

lege, and President Gibson, the ELM has arranged for

UNICEF to receive approximately $.50 for each student

who does not eat in the dining hall that meal.

May we encourage those of you who have not yet

signed up to do so • on the lists in dormitories, circulat-

ing among sororities and fraternities, or with the mem-

bers of the ELM staff who will come around this week-

end.

If you prefer to eat in the dining hall that evening,

we are accepting cash donations of $.50 or more. In any

case, the ELM, and the starving Biafran babies and mo-

thers you feed will appreciate your thoughtfulncss and

generosity.

Student Activists

Presumably in response to the visit of the Melvilles

- - two of the Catonsville Nine - - here last Tuesday, a

number of students have decided to establish a group on

campus to work for, amongst other things, peace in

Vietnam. The group plans to present a constitution and

statement of purpose to the Senate Monday evening,

and attend the special Senate meeting next Wednesday

in order to obtain some operating funds.

The ELM is glad to see some students responding

actively to a stimulating subject. Some sort of campus

group to bring about a greater awareness of America's

foreign and domestic problems is long overdue.

Congratulations!

Kehoe's Speech

The address delivered at the Monday night Senate

meeting by SGA President Brien Kehoe is a significant

statement of the obiectives of the Senate for this year.

Presumably, under his guidance, the Senate will

work to meet the goals set in the speech. Consolidating

Senate committees, extending student representation on

faculty committees, studying the relevance of class offi-

cers, and adding student voice to the Board of Visitors

and Governors are among his good ideas.

We noticed too that he focused some attention to

the situation of the Negro community in Chestertown,

and we will be anxious to see what ideas and concrete

actions the proposed Senate committee will take in this

area. The college is not utilizing enough (if any) of its

resources on the depressed areas of Chestertown- -which

border the campus - and great strides to improve the

plight of the black man in Chestertown, not to mention

college-community relations stand to benefit from this

committee's work.

Aside from the fine speech, however, we hear

rumblings from Senators that all is not well with the

leadership of the Senate. Numerous examples of duties

not performed, by-laws ignored, and responsibilities not

met are placing the credence of the Senate's work in jeo-

pardy. Kehoe risks loosing the respect of the faculty, ad-

ministration, and the students themselves if he continues

to allow Senate faults to go uncorrected. We hope he

will take steps to correct and explain the problems be-

fore it is too late.
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Political Potpourri

Nixon Shows Little Promise;

Humphrey Capable, Reasonable

ve decided that the

capable of exercis-

ing the power of the presidency

with the most reasoned, ma-
tured and experienced Judge-

ment is Hubert Humphrey. The
magnitude of the problems, the

far-reaching effects of the de-

cisions and the Immense power

wielded by him must be objec-

tively viewed In deciding one's

choice for President.

The noncommittal attitude of

the Republican candldateandtlie

demagoguery of the third party

candidate shows but little pro-

mise that they would be able to

fulfill their executive duties ina

responsible manner. The next

President will be called upon

to Initiate programs and make
decisions that will significantly

affect the course that America
takes in the future.

The Supreme Court must be

Letters

.

Twisted Minds

DisgustParker

of i the

campus. Upon investigation I

found a group of local black

children being intimidated by a

larger group of white children

both of whom were out of school

as a result of the Maryland

State Teachers Convention. The

white children had a large dog,

half collie-half german shep-

herd, which they were "sick-

ing" on the blacks.

As I went to break up the

mess, I found to my shock and

disgust a group of fraternity

men sitting on the front steps

of West Hall applauding this

sick game. Their minds seem as

twisted as those of the young

"whitles".

If we are ever to have peace

and brotherhood In this world

it

allowed to continue in its de-

fense of the individual rights

and Its pragmatic progressive

interpretation of the Constitu-

tion. There may be as many as

four vacancies to be filled dur-

ing the next administration, we
believe it essential that the ap-

pointments be made by a man
whose philosophy will allow the

court to maintain Us present

liberal balance. Mr. Humphrey
Is the only candidate who has not

made direct or Indirect attacks

upon the Warren Court and his

appointments would most as-

suredly reflect his liberal re-

cord In Congress.

As President, Hubert Humph-
rey would In no way be bound to

the policies of the Johnson Ad-

ministration In regard to Viet

Nam. He Is eminently quali-

fied to end the war. His dedi-

cation to peace has been shown

lieve in human dignity and de-

cency again.

Theodore F. Parker

Director of Development

"Give A Damn,"

Student Urges

To every apathetic student:

I suppose you have all heard

the usual drivel our fearless

leaders are feeding us, I as-

sume you might even give a damn

(Continued on Page 7)

By Pete Herbst and John Walker

through his support of the nu-

clear non-proliferation treaty

and his devotion to the princi-

ples of the United Nations.

With regard to domestic is-

sues, the new president faces

grave problems. The law and or-

der Issue must be handled on

two levels. First, higher sal-

aries and better training for

law enforcement agencies and

second, a focusing of attention

on the causes of crime. That

crime is often a result of eco-

nomic deprivation or social al-

ienation cannot be doubted. Mr.

Humphrey's record shows that

his administration would devote

funds and initiate programs

aimed at the prevention of crim-

es and the rehibllitatlon of crim-

inals rather than the unneces-

sary pursuit of stringent punish-

More progress is needed in

the fields of economic opportun-

ity and minority rights. Mr.

Humphrey, alone, seems dedi-

cated to the furthering of these

programs.

One factor which has become

of crucial importance In these

violent times is the selection

of a capable vice-president.

Edmund Muskle Is admirably

suited for this office. He has

consistently displayed Intellect-

ual resourcefulness, discretion

and the adaptability demanded

of a potential president.

The :
i oft

Importance in deciding

one's vote. Hubert Humphrey's

reasoned judgements In these

areas show that he is the most

qualified of the candidates and

thus merits our support.

SGA Commentary

For

Washington College students

deny action is, In their own

words, at least hyprocrltical.

Social progress in Chester-

town took several giant steps

backwards today. It will be a

long time before those young

black people can trust and be-

A Den acy i

The new Senate was seated

Monday night but not until It'

was treated to a spectacle that

demonstrated the reasons for

the paralysis that has so often

hampered the Senate's functions

The very election of the

Freshmen Senators itself was

in question and it proved nec-

essary to deal with the challen-

ges to the elections before the

new Senate could be seated.

This occurred when retiring

Senator, DeanSkelos(Kent, first

floor), remembered an amend-

ment to the SGA by-laws, pass-

ed nearly two years ago, which

stated that all campus-wide el-

ections were to be held in the

Activities Center rather than in

Hynson Lounge, were they were

held this year.

This situation is not atypical.

It hashappenedbefore. Very few

Senators, if any, have any real

understanding of the rules un-

der which they operate. Like

most legislative bodlesthe Sen-

ate has many unwritten rules

and customs, the origins of

which are clouded by a fog of

old minutes.

As student governments be-

come increasingly involved in

the real issues, as they are

called upon to take up respon-

sibilities of the policy decisi-

ons of the college, and as they

stop playing at decision-making

and begin to play for keeps —
they need rules. They need pro-

cedures. They need more

clearly-defined powers of the

members, the committees and

the officers. Most of all they

need a record of all previous

decisions.

It Is hoped that president

Kehoe will add to the fine list

of objectives that he presented

in a speech to the new senate

the imperative need for re-

vamping the procedures of the

Senate itself. For without this

ent, will

able to get anything accomplish-
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; Smith socks it to the homecoming c

Players To Present

Mad Bedroom Frolic
By Ann Lickle

"A mad French bedroom fro-

lic" describes the subject of

Washington College's up-com-
ing play, "Hotel Parldiso". This

three act farce-comedy will be

Guitar Mass

On Sunday

Newman Club

"Whatever we havetooffer",

said Newman Chaplin Gerald T.

Haugh, "we hope to offer to

the entire college." This year,

the Newman Club of Washing-
ton College has planned an active

Every Wednesday, the Student

Activites Center Is the scene
oi much friendly chatter and
serious discussion when Father
Haugh visits the college. "I hope
to be available to all college stu-

dents, regardless of religious

affiliation, to talk about things

that interest them andtoprovide
counseling and guidance if they

should wish it." said Father

Guitar Mass

A guitar mass is held every
Sunday at five o'clock at the

Alumni House. "This mass is

geared to college age young
adults," said Haugh, "and the

sermons are on a discussion
level. I'll preach -- that's a
stale word — and then have a

discussion where anyone can
disagree or add to what I've

Scheduled for this semester
is a presentation by Father Jim
Delaney on film analysis. De-
laney studied under Marshall
McLuhan at Fordham Universi-
ty, where he became interest-
ed In studying communications.
Father Haugh is Newman

Chaplin for four colleges; Wes-
ley College and Delaware State
in Dover, Delaware,the Univer-
sity of Delaware and Washington
College. He holds a B. A., in
Philosophy from St. Mary's Col-
lege in Baltimore, a M.A. in
Theology from St. Mary's and
a M. A. from Fordham Univer-
sity in Religious Education,

directed by Timothy Maloney,

the chairman of the drama de-

partment at the college. The play

is scheduled tentatively for No-

vember 13-14-15, in the Fine

Arts Center.

The plot of the play involves

a group of refined people whose

stubborness and self-centered-

ness finds them embroiled in a

"beastly" little hotel, the Hotel

Paradiso. The action occurs

in 1910, but Maloney chose to

up-date it to the 1960's.

The story revolves around a

hen-pecked husband, Boniface,

who realizes that it is his duty

as a friend to help his best

friend's wife regain her self-

respect. He will become her

However, Boniface's duties

as a lover are slightly impair-

ed by his wife, Angelique. She

Is a rather overbearing woman
who tries to take charge of her

husband's affairs, and inadver-

tantly becomes involved in Bon-

M. Cot, the best friend of

Boniface, Is seen as a very un-

responsive husband by his wife

Marcelle. He is too involved in

his work and heignoreshls wife

entirely. Cot argues "one can't

be responsive with one's own

His attitude had evidently pre-

vailed over a long period of

time, for when Marcelle en-

ters she is extremely upset.

Throughout the entire play she

is scatter-brained and nervous.

The remainder of the char-

acters include an Inexperienc-

ed youth of ninetweenor twenty,

Max, who Is having an affair

with the housemaid Victorire,

a nosy bellboy, George, and a

pompous Italian hotel manager,
Annlello. Thesecharactershel-

ghten the ridiculousness of the

situation.

The casting for these char-

acters is as follows; Boniface

will be played by Howdy deHoff

and his bothersome wife by Alli-

son Howell. M. Cot, the unsus-

pecting husband will be played

by Peter Herbst. All three of

these people have been seen on

the Tawes Theater stage before.

The character of Marcelle will

be played by Ann Lickle, a Wa-
shington College Freshman.

Campus 'Brothers' And 'Sisters
9

Continue Ties With Local Pupils
"I can only see that it would

be ahelp," said Dr. Howard
Grumpelt, speaking of the Big
Brother and Big Ssiter Pro-
gram which began on the Wa-
shington College campus last

This year, some 27 children
and young adults (roughly ages

8-16, grades 3-10) from the

Kent County Schools have Wa-
shington College students as
big ''brothers" and "sisters"
who are models and friends.

Joint Venture

The program, a joint venture
of Dr. Grumpelt and the special

education department of the Kent

County School System, is con-

tinuing this year under the gui-

dance of Dr. Grumpelt, Miss
Bonnie Kerr, a Senior major-

ing in Psychology and Mrs.
Madelyn Fennell, Director of

Special Education.

Many pupils In the program
come from lower-Income fami-

lies and tend to be tense and
overanxious, or withdrawn, ex-

plained Grumpelt. Others have
not had enough concrete exper-
ience with many of the things

they are supposed to be learn-

ing a ; of tl efac
tors their progress In school

Is slow. Though there Is no ob-

jective data on the success of

the program, "some strong af-

fectional ties are made," said

Grumpelt.

Enthusiasm

The teachers who have the
participating pupils In their

Pop Art At

Future Show

By Ann Lickle

r, oil, liquitex, pen-

cil, etching, and collage . . .

All these media of expression

can be found in an art exhibi-

tion entitled "Maryland Artists

Tdoay - II" to be held at Wa-
shington College, Nov. 1 - 17

in the Fine Arts Center.

The art show was conceived

and assembled by the Maryland

Arts Council. It contains a wide

variety of styles and subject

matter ranging from realism

and pop art to the abstract,

from landscapes and figures to

non-objective art.

Demand

"Maryland Artists Today-II"

is divided into two exhibition.l-

in order to accommodal» i'^

large demand throughout the

state. "Exhibition Alpha" con-

tains 30 works, and "Exhibi-

tion Omega" which will be fea-

tured at Washington College

contains 31 works.

The works were selected from
field of 327 artists from all

over the state. Some of those

selected for the Exhibition

Omega include John Blair Mit-
chell's print entitled "Radio-
active Man" from the Library
of Congress; Grace Hartigan's

major work, "Harvester"; and

Aaron Sopher's watercolor,

"The Violinist."

Most of these works are av-
ailable for sale at the end of

the tour, June 30, 1969. The
entire purchase price will go

to the artist. This exhibition

was arranged for the college by
Charles Cockey, Director of

Public Relations and Albert
Redding, art Instructor at Wa-
shington College.

classes report that they talk

spontaneously about their "bro-
thers" and "sisters" and are
enthusiastic about the things
they do together.

"A big brother or sister also
spends a considerable amount
of time with the parents of the
pupUs," explained Grumpelt,
"so that they can get to know
each other and help build up a
feeling of trust."

Students are encouraged to

discuss any problems with their

The Name Game

role as big brothers and big
sisters with Martin Blatt, co-
unselling psychologist for the
Kent County schools and with
Mrs. Madelyn Fennell.

The biggest problem, how-
ever, is transportation. Accord-
ing to Dr. Grumpelt, there are
still a number of pupils who
could "substantlaly profit"
from the program, "we can't
provide enough blgbrothersand
big sisters," he said, "because
of a lack of cars."

By Dick Gregory
Republican Vice-Presidential

hopeful Spiro Agnew has quite

unintentionally produced renew-

ed national inierest in the sub-

ject of ethnic labels. His off-

the-cuff references to "Po-
locks" and "Japs" are now fa-

mous remarks. Indignant re-

actions of membersofthe Polish

and Japanese communities show

that such persons find Agnew's

choice of ethnic labels as of-

fensive as young black folks do

when they are called "Negroes."
Many whites are mystified to

hear that blacks do not want to

be called "Negro" anymore,
which assumes that it was al-

right to do so at one time. But

the label "Negro" never did

make sense from the black point

of view. When the Irishman left

Ireland and came to this coun-

try, he left his homeland an

Irishman and remained an Ir-

J
comprise the total population of

America -- the Irish, Italians,

Spanish, Chinese and so on.

Traditional terminology refers
to these groups as Irish-Ameri-
cans, Italian-Americans or Chi-
nese-Americans. The unwritten

assumption Is that the Irish, It-

alians, Chinese or Spanish are
part owners of America. Ameri-
ca belongs to them, rather than

their belonging to America.

(Continued on Page 7)

i his i rival. nthe
Italians left Italy, they left Ita-

lian and continued to be known
as Italians in America. It Is

the same with the Chinese, the

Polish and other minority

groups.

But it is not so with black

folks. When we were stolen

from the country of our birth,

we left our homeland as Afri-

cans and became "Negroes"
when we got to America. If

we were African when we left

home, white America owes us

an explanation about what hap-

pened on the way over to cause

the changing of our name. Of

course that history is well-

known. We left our country with

the status of full-fledged human
dignity ,""~';, to be shackled <-n

rioan ales;

than-human Indignity of slavery.

If labels must be applied,

"Black" Is the proper dislgna-

tlon for black Americans. We
left Africa black and were just

as black when we gothere. And,

after all, Negro is the Spanish

word for black. So the only

persons who should be allowed

to call black folks ' 'Negro" are

Spanish- speaking people and
they had better do so with an

There is another aspect to

the "Negro" label which exem-
plifies the depth of discrimin-

ation. There seems to be an un-

conscious, unwritten tradition

America today that a first nan-

indicates ownership.

nightclub

perty to clearly establish who is

the controlling party In deter-

mining the policlesofthe estab-

lishment; Joe's Place, Frank's

Restaurant or Art D'Lugoff's

Village Gate.

The same tradition appliesto

the many ethnic groups which

Recipient of two of (he 120

Danforth Fellowships awarded

annually are Sharon Strausser

and Bob Cooke. Both are sen-

iors and plan graduate work lead-

ing to a teaching career. The re-

quirement for applying to the

Danforth Foundation include a

committment to continue formal

education, presumably through

the doctoral level. Financial need

is not a factor in making the

awards.
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Erik Blom Publishes,

Stresses Initiative

By Sharon Stumpf

The dream of seeing one's

name In print has become a

reality to at least one Wash-

ington College student.

Publishing under the name of

"Erik Adam Tecumseh Blom,"

Sophomore Rlc Blom has auth-

ored articles that have to date

appeared in "The southern Ed-

ucation Report" and "Balti-

more" magazines.

Appeal

The young writer's first ar-

ticle, published in "Southern

Education" centered upon the

problems that surround the col-

lege dropout, A second article,

published in September of 1967

in "Baltimore" was about the

phenomenal rise of teen-age

nightclubs and discotheques.

Appearing a year later In the

same publication was a study

of, and an "appeal" to, new col-

lege Freshman.

Void

Emphasizing that publishers

are constantly seeking material

to fill the void that currently

exists In the publication media,

Blom stressed the Importance

of personal initiative on the part

of aspiring writers.

The author must actually

"sell" himself and his ideas to

a given publisher, and underly-

ing this quality must as a mat-

ter of course exist a degree of

sell-conHcence. He must hold

a firm conviction In his ability

to carry out his assignment,

Blom explained.

Further, when writing with a

particular magazine In mind,

Blom stated that It Is essen-

tial that the writer hold an

adequate knowledge of that pub-

lication's area of literary con-

centration. He must be fami-

liar enough with the magazine

to sense which subjects will

prove readable to its clientele.

A topic must always be ap-

proached with the reader In

mind, he added.

A free-lance Journalist by

avocation, Blom enjoys the free-

dom of expression that comes

with his Job. He writes because

It Is the only occupation he

has ever considered seriously;

and because he enjoys writing.

SDS, State Department

To Debate Topics Here
By Bert Bogash tlvely view both sides.'

Representatives fromtheU.S. Tne SDS was chosen out of

State Department and Students the many student activist groups
for a Democratic Society because, Worteck said, "They
(SDS) will spark a panel discus- are a cataiyst for student dls-

sion here. The panel Is being sent." Most students at Wash-
sponsored by the college's lit-

ington College, he added, "have
erary magazine. not had the chance to hear the

The date for the panel Is as SDS or view it from any other

yet indefinite because the State standpoint than that of the mass

Large Frosh Turnout

For Tutors Program

Department has to issu clear- media."

nge the "The student," he continued,

program. 'will now have the chance to

make his ownpersonal choice."

Stir Interest

The Idea for the discusslon

originated with Sophom re Rick

Blom and Junior Ed W
Editor of the literary maga- IJI MM

By Evelyn Manolis

Freshmen comprised the ma-
jority of the prospective tutors

at the organizational meetingof

the Tutorial Program, held In

the Student Activities Center on

Thursday, October 10.

The Tutorial Program is a

volunteer corps of college stu-

dents who areinteresedii; help-

ing the local community by off-

ering academic aid to children

having scholastic difficulties in

school. The purpose is to as-

sist children whose families

cannot afford to pay for private

tutoring.

; participating in

the program are attending the

Middle School and Chestertown

High School, involving grades

More Books And Space

In Air-Cooled Library

Junior Kathy Agnew, who is in

charge of the program, received

a list of students needing help

from the local guidance counse-

lors and will match the tutors

up with their pupils, usually one

Independent Program

Thomas F. McHugh, head of

the Education Department at

Washington College and faculty

advisor for the program, ex-

plained that it is an indepen-

dent program in which each tu-

tor decides for himself how he

will conduct the lessons, where

he will meet the student (his

dorm, the Activities Center, a

vacant classroom, or else-

where) and how frequently they

will conduct lessons (generally

one or two hours a week).

Started in '65

The Tutorial Project, start-

ed in spring 1965, was the re-

sult of a lecture given by the

Very Rev. Paul Moore, Jr.,

Episcopal bishop of washing-

ton, D. C. and civil rights work-

zlne.

According to Worteck, the

idea behind the panel lsto"stli

interest in campus activitie;

and to focus attention on poli-

tical events relevant to stu-

Appeal

Worteck said that the reaso:

the SDS and the State Depart

ment were Invited was that "th.

two groups would appeal

the different viewpoints c

lltical opinion and would gi'

student an opportunity too

all

Investment League To

Post Money For Fund

plans for the building of the

new, air-conditioned Washing-

ton College library have rea-

ched the final stages. Actual

construction for the building Is

scheduled to begin In November
and should be completed in the

spring of 1970.

Contracted tobuilder Charles

E. Brohawn of Cambridge,

Maryland, the $1.5 million

building will hold 165,000books

and 300 readers, with a design

to permit a later addition for

another 100,000 volumes and

another 120 readers. The pre-

sent library holds only 81,000

books and Is over-crowded.

Easy Access

the books. "The book and the

reader need to be carefully or

closely related to each other,"

said architect J. Russell Bail-

and a large reading room Is

not the best kind of building

for a college library.

The library will be open

stacks. General reference ma-
terial, periodicals, andreserv-

ed books will be shelved*on the

middle floor, with a major part

of the general collections and

reading areas on the lower and

upper floors.

Aside from the advantage of

extra space, Russell thinks that

the new building will provide an

atmosphere much more con-

ducive to research. "Theread-

er," he said, "will think he is

using a different book collec-

tion. He will discover things

he didn't realize existed in the

old college library."

A group of

prompted by the speech to ren-

der their services to the civil

rights movement. They decided

to form a free tutorial program
for the then all-Negro Garnett

School Sincethat time, however,

the schools have become fully

integrated and the project has

been expanded to include both

black and white students.

By Debbie Deems

Operating with a budget of

§4,000, the Investment League,

the second richest organization

next to the Student Government

Association, is in its second

year of activity.

An experiment in making in-

vestments, the League's pur-

pose is to teach its members,

through experience, how to make
sound investments. The original

capital was willed to washing-

ton college students by Herman
and Ida Crown to be used as

the students of the League see

fit.

gardlng the funds has tobe made.

During the summer the money
was invested in a Federal Ten-

it 1 ' in a checking i

According to League presi-

dent Gil Bliss, the money will

be invested In common stocks.

Earnings from the specula-

tions will bere-lnvestedand la-

ter developed into a trust fund

The League was started last

year through the initiative of

several students and Tony Park-

er, Director of Development,

who is an advisor this year,

along with David Carver of the

Chestertown Bank. Other mem-
bers include Seniors Dick Hey-

mann and Steve Amlck.

"The wearing of our pants

has been known to produce a

mild degree of euphoria."

A. S. Krohn

Manager, Public Relations

Levi Strauss & Co.

Architect's rendering of the new library - to occupy the former site of Cain gym.
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S.O.B.s To Meet CI*™„ C tf/
Lambda, KA Victor

Sh° ™™Swamp WamOVS
in Grid Playoff ForHomecoming Victory

This week marked the end of

league competition In the Intra-

mural football circuit as the

play-offs open next Monday.
Heading the Independent Divi-

sion are the SOB's, who fin-

ished with seven wins and one

tie, the best record in the con-

ference. Tied for first in the

Fraternity Division are Lamb-
da Chi and Alpha and Kappa
Alpha with Identical 6-2-1 re-
cords. However, the Lambdas
were awarded the Fraternity

Cup, by virtue of the fact that

their record against the frater-

nity teams were slightly better

than that of the KA's.

Rout Opposition

In their final contest In pre-
paration for the play-offs, the

SOB's staged a 25-0 rout of

their second place opposition,

the Outcasts. First string SOB
quarterback CbarlieVuolo com-
pleted scoring passes to Pete
Boggs, and Chuck Johnson re-

spectively.

Substitute quarterback Steve

Ellyson then came in to throw
another touchdown tosstojohn-
son. To complete the romp,
SOB defensive back Tom Mur-
phy was switched to quarter-
back only to throw his first

pass of the season to another

SOB sub, Brooks Bergner, who
took it In for the score.

Last Minute Victory

The Lambda Chi - Kapa Al-
ha game was not so one-sided

Plans Board
(Continued from Page 1)

administration are Dean of the

College LandonBurns, Director

of Development Tony Parker,

Director of Admissions Harold
Gray and Business Manager Ro-
bert Simmons. Members from
the Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors are Howard Medholdt,

Clifton Miller, William McAl-
pin, Ellas Nuttle.

The Board will also study

how and whether to increase
the size of the college. This
would necessitate an increase

for finances and facilities. A
sub-committee of the board,
headed by Business Manager
Robert Simmons, will work on

attracting new sources of ln-

Slmmons explained that, un-

like state-supported schools,

the private liberal arts college

must rely on revenues through

endowments, investal funds un-

restricted donations andfounda-

Kehoe Comments

The Plans Board will allow

students a voice In the future

of this college, and Its deci-

sions will have a great effect

on the students. Brian Kehoe,
S.G.A. President, regards it as
his "most exciting responsibi-
lity."

Of its effect on the student

body, Mr. Kehoe thought that the
Board will undoubtedly move to

raise academic standards by
Improving the caliber of profes-
sors and courses. He also pre-
dicts a gradual rise in enroll-
ment until the College achieves
a higher level than at present.

Mr. Kehoe also commented
that the first action of the Board
will be a "thorough study of
the present college situation,

and of any devects and short-

as the KA's pulled out a last

minute 18-13 victory over the

Lambda's. In the first series of

downs, Lambda Chi defensive

back Chip Campbell picked off

a stray aerial from KA quarter-
back Pete Joslin.

Taking advantage of the break.

Lambda quarterback Harry
Webb promptly marched down
the field hitting end Tom whit-

opening score of the game. Af-
terwards, Webb connected to

Rick Holloway for the extra

Controversial Play

The KA's bounced back on a

controversial play which saw
quarterback Joslin rifle a short

pass to right end Al streel-

man who tapped the ball back
to left end G. Hlbberd who
gallopped 40 yards for the score.

The Lambda's protested to the

fact that Is is Illegal for one
offensive receiver to direct a

passed ball to his teammate.
The referees, who, as always,

were right on top of the play,

allowed the touchdown. It was
not until after the gamehadbeen
conrpleted that they found out

that the play had, in fact, been
illegal.

Before the half ended, Joslln

found Hibberd with a 45 yard
bomb, to make the score 12-7

in favor of the KA's.

"Alley Oop" Play

The Lambda's got going early

in the second half as Webb hit

. shorst scoring

. With

left to

By Bob Lehman
Rebounding from a stunning

3-1 defeat at Towson State, the

Sho'men hooters finally put to-

gether their offense on Satur-
day and handed Lycoming a 6-1

defeat on a rain-washed Kibler
Field.

On October 15, the booters
traveled to Baltimore to meet
Towson State. The Tigers jump-
ed to a 1-0 lead in the first

period and lengthened the gap In

the second quarter by register-
ing their second and third goals.

Lone Score

The Shopmen tallied their lont

score of the long afternoon In the
third period when Joe Nichols
fed George Buckless for agoaL
The boys from Washington re-
turned home on the shorter end
of a 3*- 1 tilt.

Washington took the field

Homecoming weekend against

the Warriors of Lycoming. The
entire game was played under a

constant downpour.

Early Lead
The Atheymen drew first

blood as Barry Drew, unaffect-

ed by the very muddy field, beat

the Warrior goalie from the edge
of the penalty area. George Bu-
ckless then fed Joe Nichols for

the second score of the period
and the pitchmen had the early

momentum they havebeen lack-

ing i this

tied t

pass giving t

edge for whs

remainder c

less than tv

play, Joslin came back on a

fourth down with a high arching

"Alley Oop" pass to Streel-

Drew, converted from half-

back to inside, picked up his

second goal of the day on an as-
sist from Nichols at the on set

of the second period. Following
Drew's score, Lycoming man-
aged to find the goal for their

lone tally of the afternoon. The
Sho'men came back to grab one

It

the i pass pattern that gave

the KA's a tie on a game-end-
ing play against the SOB's the

week before.

The play-offs beginMonday as

the KA's have a rematch against

the Lambda's, with the winner

going on into the finals against

the SOB's Wednesday.

the third period and picked up
right where they left off. Full-

back Steve Clagett pumped one
in from 20 yards out and Buck-
less followed with his second

of the game on an as-
sist i I Dre
The entire defense, sparked

by Co-Captain Steve Wrlghtson
and Mark Svec played an out-

standing game. Dan Lehman

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p m. - 8:30 p.m.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday • Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

USING HIS HEAD Co-Captain George Buckless goes high
in the air in Saturday's Homecoming 6-1 victory over Lyco-
ming. Buckless socred twice in the game slowed by rain.

filling in for Injured Frank Og-
ens In the goal, turned in his

best performance of the cam-
paign, registering 17 saves un-
der very difficult playing con-
ditions.

On Wednesday, the Sho'men
journeyed to Washington, D.C. to

face American University but

return home on Saturday to play
the Greyhounds of Loyola, last

year's Mason-Dixon Champs.

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gills
Women's Casual Wear

331 Hiah St., Cheslerlown, Md

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

WASHINGTON COLLEGE
Announces More Ne
Starting This Week
Remain Open Saturd

5:00 P.M.

BOOKSTORE
w Hours
We Will
lys Until

The largest Independent Bank

rving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE ((J
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 912

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Cheslertown Galena

HighStreel 648.5110

778-2W0 Member o( FDIC
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Ornithological Group

Opens Nature Series

By Jim Dillon

"Wilderness Trails", by

Charles T. Hotchkins, anexcit-

lng film featuring the Rocky

Mountains, glacier peaks,

steaming geysers and mangrove

swamps, opened this season's

presentation of five wildlife

films presented by the Kent

County chapter of the Maryland

Ornithological Society.

This series Is now in Its se-

Old Silver

On Display

An American, Latin Ameri-
can and European silver display,

predating 1840, Is one of several

projects planned by the Wash-
ington College Chorus to help

pay for an European concert

The exhibit will be in Rus-

sell gym tomorrow, 12-7 p.m.

and Sunday, Nov. 2, 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. Admission is §2 per per-

Silversmi thing

Edward Hathaway of Better-

ton, Maryland will demonstrate

silver reproduction. His dona-

tion of an heirloom weight,

"Child's Daily Bread Dish,"

valued at §125., will be raffled

for the benefit of the chorus.

Approximately 40 private col-

lectors will exhibit more than

GOO Items of silver, including

15th and 16th century pieces

and the works of numerous

Although none of the silver

on exhibition will be for sale,

there will be a sale of books

on antique silver and Mary-
land history, cookbooks and
stationary. Hors d'oeuvres will

also be served. Co-chairmen of

the exhibit are Mrs. Daniel Z.

Gibson and Mrs. Morris K. Bar-
roll of Chestertown.

cond season at Washington Col-

lege's Fine /.rts Center. Each

film is narrated live by Its pro-

ducer, an eminent naturalist.

Land of Contrast

Following the opening pre-

sentation, which appeared on

October 14, will be Kent Dur-

den's "Death Valley - Land of

Contrast," showtngthe wide va-

riety of life existing in this hot

arid desert, on November 26.

"Sweden," tobe offered on Feb-

ruary 17 by John D. Bulgers,

features the wild side of the

Scandinavian peninsula, from

freezing Lapland, homeof rein-

deer and troll, to the spring

mating of cranes In the South.

prentice K. Stout will lecture

March 18 on "The Spring of

Life," emphasizing the depen-

dence of all life on water, from

microscopic life forms to the

wide variety of fauna inhabit-

ing Corkscrew Swamp, the

largest virgin stand of bald cy-

press In the United States.

The series will close on April
v

2 with William Anderson's "Our
Unique Water wilderness - The
Everglades," dramatically pre-

senting man's invasion of a

once inpenetrable wilderness.

Season tickets at $5.00, $3.00

for student season tickets, and

$8.00 for family tickets, are now

on sale. Single admission is

$1.50, 75? for students. Wash-
ington College students will be

admitted freeof charge. Tickets

may be obtained through the

Dean of Men, G.I. Hall, Wash-
ington College, 778-2800, ex-

Citizens Form Private School;

Public Schools Are Overcrowded
By rhackray Dodds

of

half acres of lawn, trees and

shrubbery, In a large rambling

house overlooking the Chester

River, Is Kent School, inc.

Formed 18 months ago, the

private school owes Its exis-

tence largely to the efforts of

citizens In the Chestertown

area, who hope that their child-

ren might receive a superior

education during their elemen-

tary school years. Dr. Joseph

McLaln from Washington Col-

lege is on the Board of Trus-

Overcrowding

Public schools In this area

are suffering f

ercrowdlng and the problems

which naturally follow over-

crowding, such as a lack of

qualified teachers.

Established as a "compan-
ion rather than a competitor

to the public school system"
says the brochure describing

the school, "Kent School will

be a practical vehicle for max-
imum development of Individual

student pressures on the public

school system."

Small Classes

"We at Kent School simply

feel thut small classes, indi-

vidual ittention, and well-train-

ed teachers is the formula for

a good education," said Mrs.

Merrlken, principal of the sen-

Draft Burners
(Continued from Page 1

)

elected president, "committed

suicide."

"Guatamala is controlled by

2% of the people. Any movement

jpea

of the United

States or Esso Oil or other lar-

ge American corporations. Only

one in ten of the people ac-

The Melvllles were told to

preach the Gospel but not to

practice it. They tried to or-

ganize the peasants In some
way to fight Injustices perpe-

trated on the great majority of

the Guatamalan people. For

their efforts they were con-

victed In December 1967 for

plotting armed revolution in

Guatamala. Mr. Melville com-
mented whether "separation of

church and state was actually a

separation of politics and mor-
ality."

Imprisonment

When the couple came to the

United States they were "sur-

prised to find the large anti-war

movement." They heard about

Communlstsbelng killed In Viet-

nam and wondered If it was the

same Communist who "didn't

know Moscow was the capital of

the United States."

The "Catonsvllle Nine" will

receive sentence November 3,

on charges of burning draft re-

cords. They face maximum sen-

tences of up to 18 years Im-

prisonment and 22 thousand dol-

lars fine for their activities.

Mr. Melville concluded his

presentation with the statement,

"If something Isn't done about

our war oriented culture and

economy, the only free people

in tins country will be the

people in jail."

Those who make peaceful re-

volution impossible will make
violent revolution Inevitable.

JFK

ooL Kent has an enrollment of

89 students from kindergarten

to the seventh grade. Next year

an eighth grade will be added.

"Kent School Is not a foil

for integration." commented
Mrs. Merrlken. The brochure

states that Kent "is open to all

children, subject only to their

academic achievement or poten-

tial, qualities of character, av-

ailability of pupil space, and to

parents meetlngtheir responsi-

bilities."

Integration

"We will certainly accept Ne-
gro children," said Mrs. Merrl-

ken, "providing they qualify th-

rough the testing procedure and

If we consider that they fit In.

We don't want an oddball, white

or Negro, who will upset the

children and the teaching."

"The parents who send their

children to Kent School are not

affluent," says Mrs. Merrlken,

"they are Instead concerned that

the education their children re-

ceive in public school would be

Inferior to what they can get

here. They feel that a good ed-

ucation is the best thing they can

give to their children."

Last year, lack of good edu-

cational facilities for children

in the Chestertown area was

cited as a reason why poten-

tial faculty members did not

accept jobs at the college.

Mrs, Merrlken commented
that no faculty members from

Washington College have child-

ren enrolled at Kent SchooL

Business Mgr. Cites

New Mail Services

By Paul Naylor

The Business Office, under

its Business Manager Robert

Simmons, has initiated several

changes to increase the effi-

ciency and economy of the Col-

lege's operations.

Simmons, a veteran In the

business affairs of the college,

replaced former business man-

ager Fredw. Dumschott who re-

tired last spring.

Central Services

One of the most extensive

changes is the creation of Cen-

tral Services. Under the direc-

tion of Thomas Schreck, the

GRE's Tests Required

For Most Career Study
Seniors who plan to continue

their formal education at the

graduate level and who are In-

terested in careers In law,

medicine, the Peace Corps,

teaching and business are urg-

ed to apply for the required ex-

aminations.

Application forms for the

Graduate Record Exams(GRE's;
are available in Dean Burn's

office. In order to get appli-

cations for the other exams as

well as Information concerning

givi J;45 ;

the

dents should write to the Educa-

tional Testing Service, Box

955, Princeton, N.J.

Dates Given

The GRE's are being offer-

ed on Oct. 26, Dec. 14, Jan.

18, Feb. 22, April 26, and July

12 at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and theUniverslty of Mary-
land. The GRE aptitude test Is

;
the advanced test is given

from 1:45 - 5-.15 p.m.

Law school exams will be

given Nov. 9, Feb. 8, April 12

and Aug. 2; National Teachers

Exams, Nov. 9, Feb. 1, April

12, and July 19; medical boards,

In the spring; graduate study in

business, Nov. 2, Feb. 1, April

12 and August 2.

Any United States citizen ov-

er 18 and married couples with

no dependents under 18 may

apply for the Peace Corps. The

placement test is offered Nov.

16, Dec. 2, Jan. 18, Feb. 15 and

March 15.

department handles mailing and

printing operations. Proposed

changes are to move the Men's

package pick-up to Middle Hall,

and the consolidation of the mall

delivery into boxes in the Stu-

dent Activities Center.

The department has moved to

the second floor of the mainten-

ance building, behind Fowell,

because of the congestion and

lack of space in William Smith

Hall. Mall is being delivered

to the women's residences this

year as usual but the weekly

assigned task of mall duty has

Downgrade Costs

To lower the cost of an

all night operator on the col-

lege switchboard, all calls af-

ter regular hoursarenow hand-

led by an automatic answering

service that will record mes-

sages and give out dormitory

phone numbers and the emer-
gency numbers of the deans.

Other changes are the pur-

chase of a new car and closed

truck and the revamping of the

Bookstore.

ANTHONYS FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE
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Gregory . .

(Continued from Page 3)

They each have a role to play

In determining the controlling

policies of the American es-

tablishment.

There are two glaring excep-

tions to this unwritten tradition

— the American-Indian and the

American-Negro. The original

owners of America's soil are

seldom referred to as Indian-

Americans. Nor are the eman-
cipated slaves designated as

Negro-Americans. And certain-

ly it cannot be said that the

term Afro-American has been

generally accepted by white A m-

Slnce the first nameindicates

ownership, the terms American-
Indian or American-Negro seem

Indian and the "Negro," Indi-

ans and black folks stand apart

from other ethnic groups in the

eyes of America in being de-

nied their proper role as part

owners of this nation. Tradi-

tional terminology isadaily re-

minder that America stole her

land from its native Inhabitants

and kidnapped me to cultivate

Perhaps when Issues become
more black and white, without

the confusing lable of a misap-
propriated Spanish word block-

ing the path to trust and under-
standing, this country will truly

belong to the people who in-

habit It and all the fellow- own-
ers of this soil can begin to

Justice into the pol-

f this land.

THE WASHINGTON ELM

letters

(Continued from Page 2)

one day, although there seems
to be little hope of ever seeing

you doing anything about it.

Maybe you do not realize that

now is the time to prepare any

kind of appeal you may later

draft board, it may even be

too late for the seniors, the

freshmen stand the best chan-

ce, those who start before their

18th birthday by gathering medi-

cal reports, X-rays or pschy-

atry reports to hand In with

their form 100 may never have

to go to an induction center;

those who apply right from the

start for C. 0. status will not

have too much to worry about,

did you know that you really do

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Cbeslerlo.vn, Md.

MORE NEW RELEASES*

Goswell: Negro Politicians

The Communists Subversion of
Czechoslovakia

The NewCo/ia/i Books

Sherlock Holmes (Valley of Fear)

Yoga, Youth. & Reincarnation

Corson's The Betrayal

Cornelia Olis Skinner: Madame
Sarah

William Goldman: The Thing Of It

Philip Roth: When She Was Good
The Harrad Experiment

Susan Sontag: Death Kit

'This column will change each

1966 AMUUAL CMESTERTC'WM LIONS CLUB
HALLOWEEKJ
PARADE

®TCWM PAg*lMG LOT
C*KS OF PAeTl&lPAMTS

©

PAeT\£,lPA.uTS SWutO

PA.RA.06. Foe*£ t-lEt?£:

(I) JuDtaSS' STMJQ.

PAeTioPA.Mrs mm ueavf. pacad£

PA.«h A.ec* VI* Quttw S.T., CrtuBx;

-^ Au.es . "»UftT *T. ---».-->-->

C$y WAT&g, STREET : Floats, BWJtX

nM-reft. sTCeeT DiQ^UkJ^
EVERYOUE , VCUKI& AUD OLD, l<i lUVITED TO PART\C\'PA.~TE

r

background to get your C. O.

status, do you care?

I suppose you will only start

caring when you have no more
hope of evading the draft, Spock,

Coffin and the Catonsvllle nine

cared, even though they were
safe, ever wonder why? I sup-

pose not, I know it is much
easier to let others care as

long as you do not have to get

involved, but all their fighting

finally can only be solved by

you people getting off your fat,

complacent asses and doing

something and, heaven forbid,

Alumus Supports

College's Policy

Dear Doc;

I read in the newspaper your

remarks to the student body

concerning the position of the

College with respect to cam-
pus demonstrations. I would like

to express my support for your

stand. I hope the students are

appreciative of your remarks

and take them in the spirit in

which I know they were given.

They now have a clear under-

standing of the position of the

College administration on these

As an alumnus of the Col-

lege, I have been most pleased

by and proud of the atmosphere

which seems to prevail at Wa-
shington College inthese troub-

led times. It Is Indicative to

me of a good working relation-

ship between the students, the

faculty and the administration.

I also feel that the students

are showing a more mature at-

titude by the manner in which

they have expressed themselves

In helping underprivileged

children and engaging In other

community-minded activities. If

the efforts of all the demonstra-
tors at our colleges were di-

rected In this vein, our coun-

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

try would be in much better

shape today. I hope the student

body will continue Its efforts

and that there will be continued

cooperation between the College

administration, the faculty and

the students.

Sincerely,

Lawrence S. Wescott

byPn
TJtea
viiJfut dihsim -in October

PAUL'S

SHOL; STORL

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

YOU

CAN

HELP

ME

PLEASE?

Skip Dinner Wednesday

October 30 - Halloween Eve

Sign up now - in the dorm or in the dinner line. Each meal not

eaten means 50c for a hungry Biafran. Cash contributions are wel-

come. The faculty and administration are invited to participate.
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Kehoe Delivers Major

Senate Policy Address

Beaver comes to Washington College from Ocean City, Maryland

where he worked in a restaurant with Food Service Director, John

Linville this summer.

MRA Car Rally Set

To Award Trophies

"The student must be the ul-

timate concern of trie school,"

stated SCA President BrienKe-

hoe In Monday night's meeting.

"While a college is adminis-

tered by distinct groups; board,

administrative personnel and

the faculty, It Is the student

group alone which Is regulated

directly by all hree."

Speaking before the first

meeting of the newly-elected

Senate, Kehoe's address wasan
attempt to "define the activities

and aspirations of the student

Suggestions

Kehoe made a number of sug-

gestions and recommendations

to the Senate In the speech.

Among them; revive "mori-

bund" commltteesandstimulate

more activities in campu:

ations; of

present committee system, In

which the present five groups

would be reduced to three. "Ar-

mlttees would be 1) Buildings,

Grounds, and Campus Regula-

tions, 2) student Activities and

Affairs, and 3) Faculty and Ad-

ation.'

Sunday, October 27, marks the

third annual Men's Residence

Association car rally. Anyone

may enter with any car. Towns-

people are Invited to partlcl-

Registratlon, at $2 a car,

begins at 1 p.m. In the parking

area behind William Smith Hall.

Starting at the "slow bump"

sign by G. I. Hall, the first

cat will set off the clocks at

2 :01 with each car following

.it minute-Intervals.

Instructions

The cars are limited to one

driver and a navigator each,

competing only against time.

Before competition begins, each

navlpator receives Instructions

outlining the route with land-

marks and a set of average

speeds. Ideal time Intervals,

calculated by the chief organi-

zer Ted Goldman, are marked

with the corresponding average

speeds between certain point;

tween each checkpoint. The low-

est scoring team wlllbeaward-

ed an expensive twin set of

trophies. Consecutive place-

winners will receive trophies

for each additional tencarsthat

Last year, a Junior team,

Steve Amlck(drlver)and Louise

Masten (navigator), won the

rally with an oil-leaking '53

Ford. They are back again this

year to regain their title.

"The wearing of our pants

has been known to produce a

mild degree oi euphoria."

A, S. Krohn
Manager, Public Relations

Levi Strauss & Co.

He proposed that each Sena-

tor serve on one of the three

and would "act specifically as

chairman of a subcommittee."

Class Review

President Kehoe suggested a

review of the structure of class

governments, perhaps leading to

the abolishment of class offi-

cers. He suggested that the

"special needs" of the senior

class be met by the election of

spring of the class' junior year.

Kehoe stated that "attendance

at Board meetings by one student

(Invited at the pleasure of the

Board) could go far towardspro-

vlding a needed channel of com-

munication between the Board

and the student body of the col-

lege.

It Is reported that at the

Board meeting held at the col-

lege last weekend, a resolu-

tion was passed which will

create a student affairs com-

mittee of the Board.

Kehoe Joined college Presi-

dent Daniel Z. Gibson In calling

for "extended voting student

membership on faculty com-
mittees." He said that "mem-

Local Editor Joins

College "PR" Staff

H. Hurtt Derlnger, former

editor of the local Chester Ri-

ver Press, has joined the col-

lege's Public Relations Office

as the director of the news and

sports Information bureau.

Derlnger attended the U.S.

Naval Academy and Washington

College. He assistedin the Pub-

lic Relations Office while he was

During the past two years

Derlnger has been a staff cor-

respondent for the Wilmington

News-Journal, covering Kent

County. In 1965 he won third

place for his weekly column in

the Chester River Press in the

two-state competition of the

Maryland- Delaware Press As-

sociation.

He worked as news editor for

radio WCHA in chambersburg,

Pa., from 1960-1961, then re-

turned to Chestertown as pro-

duction manager at LaMotte

Chemical Company until he

joined the local weekly In 1963.

pas: of

the checkpoints, of wlilch the

numbers and positions are un-

known, the time lsrecordedand

the team is flagged down to

pick up a personal reprint of

their time with the Ideal time

from the last checkpoint. They

then continue on the 35-mlle

course hopefully to reach the

next hidden checkpoint exactly

In the prescribed time.

Scores Talliea

At the end of the rally, the

driver-navigator teams add up

their Individual scores from

the slips they receive along the

way. A point is acquired for

each 1/100 of a minute which

falls outside the ideal time be-

Olivelti-Und. Agenc

Towne Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

ttM*?r°r
R

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Propri

i:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. Co 9:00 pjn.

Closed od Mondays

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

wn. Maryland 21620

bership must be full and uni-

form on all committees" and

called It a "mockery" when

students are denied voting par-

ticipation or are Invited only

to occasional meetings.

He advocated extending stu-

dent representation to the group

which determines the Commun-
ity Concert Series. A sizeable

portion of the funds used to fi-

nance the series comes from

student fees.

Finally, Kehoe stated that

"We believe that the student has

a role to play in the outside

world, as well as within the col-

lege." To that end, he suggest-

ed that "Discrimination against

students in the business com-
munity of Chestertown must not

be tolerated this year." In addi-

tion, a committee to "work

within the Negro community of

this locality for educational,

economic, andhouslng improve-

ments" will be formed, he said.

After recommending that the

Senate withdraw Its statement

supporting the current Ameri-

can position in the Vietnamese

conflict, Kehoe added that "1

believe we (the Senate) can ac-

complish every goal outlined

here tonight," and called for

the "conscientious and articul-

ate support" of the Senators.

The

ELM
Needs You

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

<ric Pumps Dyed Free

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Saturday
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes

PIZZAS
Daily 9 a. in. - 11 p.

Sandwi hes

., F u,kn„ 778-9851

CHESTER THEATRE

Phone 778-1575 Two Shows Nightly 7 and 9 p.m.

Thur. - Fri. - Sat. — Oct. 24-25-26

JERRY LEWIS

"Don't Raise the Bridge — Lower the River"

Sunday - Wednesday — October 27 - 3D

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. — October 25-26-27

Big Triple Feature Program

i) "Cop Our

2) "The Wild Eye"

3) "Young, Evil and Savage"

Telephone 556-6152 Show Starts at Dink

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 556-6628 Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

ROD TAYLOR

JIM BROWN

"Dark of the Sun"

Thur. - Wed. — Oct. 24 - 30

JOHN WAYNE

"Green Berets"
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Kehoe wants extention

of appointment power

Brien Kehoe, president of the Student GovernmentAssoc-
iation, advocates extending appointment power to Include the
Concert Series. Robert Forney, local merchant and a member
of the committee, points out in a letter to the editor in mis issue
that students are already represented.

Peace group plays

tutor to campus
By Jean Kirshenbaum

stimulate Individual

7 students about the

world's affairs and to organize
for anti-war aims ifnecessary.
The committee, which formed

shortly after Thomas and Mar-
jorle Melville's talk about the

negative role of United States
foreign policy In Guatemala,
was chartered by Bonnie Stray-
er, Sharon Strausser. Mary
June McGulness and Meppe
Packard.

Expression

One of PAC's primary goals

is to "stimulate Individual

wareness of American domes-
tic and foreign policy and to

encourage individual express-
ion of opinion," said Barbara
Osborn, a member ofthe group.

So far PAC is still In an in-

cubation stage, setting up pol-

icies and goals, and exploring
the character of any action it

will take. A brief constitution,

written by Steve Myking, was
approved by the Senate Monday,
making PAC eligible for Senate

Speokers

The committee will carry out

Its program through discussion
and by bringing in speakers,
according to Miss Sharon
Strausser. "We are primar-
ily an education group,' she
said.

According to MissStrausser,

limiting its Influences solely t

campus Issues. "We'd like to

make ourselves known on a na-
tional level," she said, "even
though we're very small and it

would be difficult.'

So far the committee Is being
met with enthusiasm on the
campus. PAC has held two

meetings, and with only a small
amount of publicity, a Sunday
night organizatio session
nearly filled the Student Ac-
tivities Center.

Non-Portisan

Because of the varied fac-
tions ofoplnlonwithinthegroup,
PAC has decided not to align
Itself with partisan groups or
specific Ideologies.

Some members said that they
might consider steps, if neces-
sary, outside the law while
others preferred action within
the legal system to accomplis
future goals.

It was decided that, In the
event of any organized action
by PAC, Individual names can
be withdrawn from the records
of PAC. This was decided be-
cause federal scholarships may
be revoked when a student's ac-
tion Is determined obstructive
under Federal law.

Student Government Associa-
tion President Brien Kehoe said

Monday that he would like the

Senate to have the "power of

appointment' of students to the

committee which plan theCom-
munity Concert Series,

The students presently on the

committee — Carol Brooker,
Dave Gillis and Liz Turosczl
— were appointed during the

summer by John Walker. Chair-
man of the Music Department.
Kehoe said that 'Students pick-

ed by s tudens' should serve
on the committee.

Appointments

At Monday's Senate meeting
Kehoe submitted a slate of nom-
inations for appointment to five

faculty committees. All were
approved. The power of ap-
pointment of student delegates
and representatives was rele-
gated to the SGA president last

spring in a move by the Dean of

the College.
Kehoe named die following

students to committees: As-
sembly — Kehoe, Bill Ingham,
John Hall, Lynn Tobin; Li-
brary — Kehoe, Jean Hayes;
Academic Council representa-
tives — Kehoe, Ed Worteck,
Sue Kieffer; Bookstore — Jim
Dillon, JohnWalker;StudentAf-
falrs — Jim Blanford, Sharon
Strausser. Ted Goldman.

Bio fro

In other action, the Senate
defeated a motion by Ed Wor-
teck proposing that the Senate
post funds for the Biafra Cause
in an amount equal to that coir

estimate of students who

have signed up for the fast. Is

$200.
The Senate decided to follow

a suggestion by Senator Ted
Goldman to return to the next
meeting with a concensus of

their constituents on the Issue.
Before the meeting was ad-

journed Senators Goldman and
Cope were reprimanded by
President Kehoe for taking up
the Senate's time with a philo-
sophical discussion on the dut-
ies of a Senator.

Budget

To aid the Senate Executive
Committee in drawing up the

budget. President Kehoe sub-
mitted a budget preference form
to be distributed among all stu-

dents "to provide student feel-

ing" about Senate approprla-

The questionnaire asks stu-
dents what percentage of the

student activities fees they want
appropriated for each of several
campus organizations, and whe-
ther or no the SGA spends too

much money on social activ-

ities.

Social Events

According to Kehoe, who did

not have the exact figure athand,
approximately 50 per cent of the

Senate's expenditures are for

social events such as Home-
coming and Spring Weekend.
Senator Goldman expressed

disapproval of the format of

the questionnaire because, he
explained, students don't know
the functions of the clubs list-

ed and wouldn't know how to

break down the percentages.

New college policy lets students

consume liquor in dormitories
New regulations permitting

alcoholic beverages on campus
were put into effect yesterday
at an all-student assembly in

the Fine Arts Center.

The new policy, which for-

merly stated that no alcoholic

beverages were allowed on

campus, was charted in a pro-

posal approved by the Board
of Visitors and Governors two

weeks ago.

Rules

A statement of ground rules,

drawn up by an ad hoc commi-
ttee of students, faculty and ad-

Biafra fast: success!

The ELM is pleased to report that over 80% of

the students who normally eat In the dining hall

on a Wednesday evening abstained this Wednesday.
At $.50 per head, this means UMCEF will receive
a check for just over $200 from the student body
of Washington College to be used for the relief

of starving Biafrans.
The ELM was informed that UNICEFS mission

in Biafra is stocking relief planes and helicopters

flying from islands offshore to the battle-torn land.

These flights have been sponsored by other inter-

national relief agencies, including church organiza-

tions and the Red Cross..
We are proud that so many students thought enough

of the problem to skip dinner in the dining hall,

' and we thank you for your cooperation.

ministration, provided the foll-

owing guidelines regarding'llq-

uor on campus:
—Alcoholic beverages will be

permitted only In non-public

areas of residence halls, and
will be permitted in other areas

of the campus and in public

lounges only with the per-
mission of the student deans.

—Alcoholic beverages shall

not be permitted at any adi-

letlc event.

—Officers of any campus or-
ganization and individuals who
sponsor a party will be respon-
sible for the conduct of those

attending.

Emphasis

The new policy, which places
special emphasis on the re-
sponsibility of the Individual,

Is a trend "away from rules

and onto personal behavior,"
said Carl Westerdahl, Dean of

Men. "It can do nothing but

good for the campus," he added.

An addendum to the specific

rules reminds students that they

should "strive to maintain a
standard of personal conduct
consistent with the statements

in the student handbook.'

The handbook states that stu-

dents are to "conduct them-
selves In a manner above re-
proach and to refrain from
any action. . .which might bring
disrepute upon the school or
any of its members."

The Maryland State law re-
garding alcoholic beverage
was reprinted on the two-page
policy Information sheet dis-
tributed to all students. The
legal drinking age in Maryland
is 21. The handbook also

that students ' are required
observe the laws of the

t which the board pro-
posal emphasized.

The Senate also voted to ap-
prove the constitution of the
newly-established PeaceActlon
Committee, which makes the
committee eligible for Senate

A motion was passed to con-
tribute $20 to the American
Cancer Society in memory of

An receives

third honor

this semester
Along withSenatorsFulbrlght

and Winthrop Rockefeller, Dr.

Tal Sung An, Chairman of the

Department of PoliticalScience

and International Studies, has

received the honor of having his

name and biography selected

for publication in the 1968-69

edition of "Personalities of the

South."
The book Is a "who's who"

for outstanding and distinguish-
ed Governors, Senators. Con-
gressman and business, civic,

and educational leaders of the

IS states below the Mason -Dix-
on line.

Dr. An will receive a certifi-

cate from the editors of the

book. To be selected, thequalt-

flcations are confined to those

"citizens whose background,

service and past achievements
are worthy cf note by other citi-

This is the third honor be-
stowed on Dr. An recently. His
name was chosen to appear In

the forthcoming "American
Men of Science." a biographi-
cal directory, and theNational

War College selected an article

written by An as required read-
ing In a five week course.

Dr. An received his doctoral

degree from the University of

Pennsylvania. In additiontothe

many articles he writes, he Is

working on a book whose sub-
ject is Mao Tse Tung's Cultur-
al Revolution.
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editorials

Retort to kehoe

Last week in an editorial, the ELM stated that

"Numerous examples of duties not performed, by-

laws ignored, and responsibilities not met are placing

the credence of the Senate's work in jeopardy."

This week, Kehoe charges, in a letter found else-

where on this page, that "an uncritical reader can-

not avoid the impression that the student government

of Washington College is at best incompetent and

irresponsible,"

We do not feel that that is a fair conclusion to

draw from our earlier statements, but it may not

be far from the truth.

In an attempt to spare Kehoe the embarrassment

of a detailed itemization of his (and the Senate's)

shortcomings, we omitted the specifics, hoping that

a general statement would suffice.

Apparently it will not. The ELM does not make
unfounded irresponsible statements (Intentionally at

least) and we here submit a partial listing of "dut-

ies not performed, by-laws ignored, and responsibi-

lities not met" in order to "document" our case:

Kehoe called a special meeting of the Senate

to approve election results and forgot to do so. The
election committee presented its report, but nobody

remembered to vote to accept the results.—Kehoe called off the first Senate meeting of the

year. The by-laws state that a meeting may be cal-

led off only with the consent of the entire Senate.

- Run-off elections were held before the Senate

met to approve the results of the first round of

balloting.

—Kehoe doesn't know how much each student pays

to the SGA through the activities fee ($9.75 per sem-
ester) and does not, by his own admission, know much
about the finances of the Senate; yet he held a meet-

ing Wednesday night to allocate funds to all campus
organizations requesting Senate support, without his

treasurer present,—Kehoe personally extended the deadline for filing

petitions for an election. His roommate signed up,

after losing one election (on a Tuesday) and ran

for another office (and lost) on Thursday,

This week Kehoe appointed himself to three fac-

ulty committees. We wonder just how valuable he

thinks his opinions are to the faculty.

There have been many irregularities this semes-
ter in the elections. They have been held in impro-

per places, and poorly publicized times, Kehoe blam-

ed the mistakes on Amick, the Senate elections Chair-

man, but he knows that he is ultimately responsible

for all Senate business and at sometime during the

lengthy period during which all the elections were
being held, he should have stepped forward and done

something to help Amick (who was standing in for

the former elections committee chairman, Dean
Skelos, who refused to participate in Senate business

any more.)
Also, the reason the editor of the ELM suggested

that a by-law be ignored at last Monday's meeting

was to expedite Senate business, as Kehoe correct-

ly states in his letter. There had been no qualms about

Ignoring many other by-laws - the Senate should have

held the elections and the appropriations meeting
weeks ago -; the only sensible thing to do was to

proceed with the approval of the election results

and set about to up-date the by-laws which no presi-

dent during the past four years has seen fit to col-

lect in revised form.
We hope the above suffice to substantiate our char-

ges. We will not ask Kehoe for a retraction of any
statement he made; the facts speak for themselves.
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LETTERS.
Corrects error

To The Editor:

According to The Elm of Oc-
tober 25. 1968, Mr. Biran Kehoe

has suggested to the SGA that

there be student representation

on the Washington College -

tion of Dr. Gibson; Dean La;

don Burns; and Mr. A. John
Harder, chairman of the Music
Department; such student rep-
resentation Is already a fact

and Is functioning. On Monday
evening, October 21st, even
while Mr. Kehoe was meeting

with the SGA, Carol Brooker,
Elizabeth Turoczi, and David

Gillis were being welcomed as

new members of the Concerts
committee at its first meeting

of the year.

With the addition of student

to the committee we hope to

portam the student body.

Very truly yours.

Robert L. Forney
Chairman.
College -Community Con-

Young for Nixon
To The Editor

1 have read with great inter-

est and even greater conster-

nation both the "Don't Dump
the Hump" Editorial and "Pol-

itical Potpourri" which appear-

ed In your last issue. 1 wish, in

this letter, not to quarrel spec-
ifically with your choices of a

candidate, but to point out and
take exception to some of the

justlccations with which 1 can-

not agree, and some of which 1

find less than rational. First

the Editorial.

The mere fact that the Edi-
torial staff would even CON-
SIDER a write-in for either

Eldbrldge Cleaver or Dick
Gregory, leads this writer to

lower his opinions of the rest

that is said In the Editorial.

However, your final reallza-

lmportant is in some respects

redeeming. One cannot possib-

ly discern why the ELM could

take Issue with Mr. Nixon's

position on the draft, and use
the issue to disqualify him for

the Presidency. I nth is election

year the Selective Service Sys-
tem has come under constant

and universal attack by all the

candidates. Mr. Nixon's concept
of a professional army seems
the most rational and the most
effective from the standpoint of

removing the present inequities

of the system.
Mr. Nixon has not madeade-

tailed statement on his policy

towards Viet-Nam, but what is

the alternative? Certainly you
jest In suggesting HHH, whose
stated policy is a pathetic re-
flection of that of his Master
LBJ. The fact that "The swift,

overwhelming blow would have
been decisive two or three years
ago" was not used indeed a

cause for regret, and the very
controversy over the issue at

the Chicago fiasco is demon-
strative of the division In the

Democratic party and the con-

sequential obstacles Mr. Hum-
phrey would have to overcome
If he were the Chief Executive

(God forbid!).

single ilnv i Mr
phrey has "demonstrated his

diplomatic abilities, "while Mr.
Nixon has demonstrated that he

Is not Intimidated by such men
as Krushchev, and would there-

fore produce a foreceful but

temperate foreign policy.

Finally, 1 have never been

able to understand why Mr.
Nixor Is derided for not mak-
ing myriad pronouncements and
promises on policy, simply be-

cause Humphreyhas stated pos-

itions — all bad, and all "In

the shadow" of Chairman LBJ.
There may be too much of the

"Old Nixon' left for you, but

I fnd that infinitely more at-

tractive that the alternative —
"Any Humphrey."
Concerning potpourri, the

first three words * We have de-

cided" like some ' Deus Ex
Machlna" is indicative of the

credence which should be lent

to this treatise. Firstly, why
the fact that Mr. Nixon refuses

to make empty promises which

he might not be able to keep,

means that he would not "be
able to fulfill (his) executive

duties lr a responsible man-
ner" is beyond me. Also, in

this year of dissent, the Pot-
pourri writers feel this dis-

sent should not extend to Include

the Supreme Court; since Mr.
Humphrey has failed to recog-
nized the problems concerning

the Court, and since he Is a lib

eral, he is the only one qualif-

ied to be President. Come

Alo, In typical liberal fash-

ion the writers feel that to "de-
vote funds and initiate pro-
grams' is to solve problems.
If nothing else — the Johnson
Administratio has devoted

funds and Initiated programs,
to what avail? The domestic
situation is chaotic and Mr.
Nixon should certainly be giv-
en the opportunity to try a new
approach, the HHH approach
havlg obviously tailed!

While I 'm certain that HHH
is ecstatic that he ' merits the

support" of Mssrs. Heymann,
Herbst, Walker et al„ the Dem-
ocrats have had eight years to

"get America Moving" — and
they have, in reversel When
programs are tried, and fall;

when a liberal approach is

tried, nd failes;whentheHum-
phrey approach Is tried, and
fails; One thinks it fairy ob-
vious that Its time for a change;
new blood; new concepts; in

short, the New Republicans
headed by the New Nixon.
Mike Young

Kehoe raps Elm
To The Editor:

I feel compelled to respond

to the final paragraph of an ed-

itorial entitled "Kehoe's
Speech," whch appeared in

The Elm of October 25th,

This letter would not have

been written If the circulation

of The elm were restricted to

CORRECTION:
Sharon Strausser and Bob Cooke are the nominees for not

recipients of the Danforth Foundation from Washington College.

Editor's Note:

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

We regret that thei

ficlent space in thisl;

swer Mr. Young's letter. We
believe him to be wrong, and
have a lengthy response which

will be printed next week. We
are gratified to see a poll show-
ing Humphrey in the lead (see

yesterday's Christian Science
Monitor). We refer our read-

New Republic for excellent arti-

cles on the candidates. — Ed.

the immediate College com-
munity. This paper, however,
is read far beyond Chestertown
by alumni, parents of students,

and friends of the College, in-

cluding responsible officials of

the College. The opinions and
impressions of these persons
are formed to a large degree
by what they read within these

pages.
An uncritical reader cannot

avoid the Impression from the

paragraph mentioned that the

student government ofWashing-
ton College is at best incompe-
tent and Irresponsible. I quote
from the editorial:

"Numerous examples of dut-
ies not performed by laws Ig-
nored and responsibilities not

met are placing the credence of

the Senate's work In jeopardy.

Kehoe risks loosing the respect
of the faculty, administration
and students themselves If he
continues to allow Senate faults

to go uncorrected, (page two)"
Quaint phraseology aside,

The Elm left these charges
completely undocumented. The
nearest thing to documentation
was Mr. Amick's S. G. A. Com-
mentary (page two) which men-
tioned a by law "which stated

that all campus-wide elections

were to be held In the Activit-

ies Center rather than in Hyn-
son Lounge where they were
held this year." Mr. Amick
failed to note in his column that

he also serves as Elections

Chairman of the Student

Government, and, as such, was
responsible for the elections in

question. Mr. Amick was not the

only person ignorant of this by-

law, however, since the current

listing of by-laws is nearlyfive

years old. A decision to re-

organize and recodify the by-
laws was made In September
and this is not being done. It

is Important to point out, how-
ever, that this by-law was not

violated, since it refers to the

four officers of the Student

Government who are elected In

April, not to members of the

Senate.
After Mr. Skelos challenge

of the elections report was
made, the minutes were exa-
mined to locate the by-law which
had been violated. NotevenMr,
Skelos was entirely sir

the by-law said or when
taken. When the final -

the elections report v

only one senator voted not to

accept it. While rhechalrmade
no ruling prior to the time the

by-law was located and read.

It never entertained ideas about

ignoring the by-law. If a by-
law had been violated, the elec-
tion would, have been declared

null. It was the editor of The
Elm, who was present, who
suggested Ignoring the by-law

if it would expedite matters.

Those interested may consult

the minutes of the Senate meet-
ing of October 21st.

I reject unequivocally as false

the implications made in the re-

mainder of the paragraph. I

regard the editorial as demean-
ing not to the Student Govern-
ment, but to The Elm.

Sincerely,
Brien E. Kehoe
Student Body President

SPECIAL

TWO
FOR
ONE
SALE **

** You get a FREE Ball-

point Pen with EVERY
BOOK you buy This

week only, or while they

last.
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Sho'men down american eagles 3-1,

then bow to loyola college ,1-5

Playing one of rhe weakest
offensive teams that they will

face all year, the Sho'men put

together strong first and fourth

quarters to defeat the Ameri-
can University Eagles.

By Bob Lehman

George Buckless put Wash-
ington out In front In he second
period on an assist from Drew.
The Eagles then evened thecon-
test up In die third period with

their only tally of the afternoon.

jockeys for position against opponent

political potpourri

By Pete Hetbsl and John Walker

CAMPAIGN
This year'spresldentialrace,

which at one time seemed a

clear-cut Nixon victory, has, in

the past several weeks, become
confused by the plethora of polls

and predictions flooding the

nation. While some of the cl-

aims are meaningless, it is

obvious that several factors

make this election year unique.

The presence of a strong third

party, President Johnson's el-

eventh-hour Vietnam ploy and

a large block of voters who
threaten to boycott the election,

make It Impossible for either

past voting records or even

earlier polls to be used as

criteria for prediction. The
narrow margins by which Nixon
leads in several important st-

ates, the trend of Humphrey
gains at the expense of Wallace

and thediscrepancyofthemajor
national polls, make It a most
unpredictable election.

With less than a week re-

maining in the campaign, the

election could still go in any

one of three directions. First

Is the possibility that Richard

Nixon will gain a majority In

the Electoral College, currently

the most popular opinion. By
carrying the Mid-Western, Ro-
cky Mountain and Far-Western
states, with exception ofHawaii
and possibly New Mexico, Nixon
has the foundation for a clear

victory. He would then need

only to carry a majority of the

Eastern Industrial states to In-

sure that victory.

The second possibility Is that

Wallace and Humphrey together

can garner 270 electoral votes,

thus preventing Nixon from

gaining a majority. The most
feasible way for this to occur

would be for Wallace to carry

nine Southern states with 91

electoral votes, while Humph-
rey gathers a scattered 179.

To do this, Humphrey must
carry New England, save Ver-
mont and New Hampshire, the

Mid-Atlantic states, except

Pennsylvania and Alaska,

Hawaii, Minnesota, Nevada,

Virginia, West Virginia and
Texas. This seems to be the

most conceivable combination

of states that could turn away
from Nixon. Even here there

are definite doubts. Mr. Nixon
would have to lose every one of

the above mentioned states;

victory in any of those states,

baring new Humphrey gains in

the now solid Nixon states,

assures Nixon of the Presl-

The third, and what appears

to be the remotest possibility.

Is that Mr. Humphrey could win

in the Electoral College. Some
recent state polls have shown

Humphrey trailing Nixon by 1%

In three Important states and

leading by 1% In nine others

whose total electoral count Is

253. If such Humphrey support

should continue, he would need

but a handful of supplementary

states to win the election.

These then are the possibili-

ties. Last minute developments

will play a major role In de-

termining which of the three

will materialize. A last minute

move by the President or his

aides could swing more support

to Humphrey. The McCarthy-
Abernathy endorsement could

lead many dissidents back into

the party, but perhaps too few

even at that.

The possibilities have been

presented. We, nor anyone else,

can at this point definitely say

which will occur. That will be

known on November 6,

FIRENIGHT IS COMING

The Sho'men got the go ahead
goal In the final period as Paul
Shepherd assisted Jim Blani'-

ford. Blandford later added an
insurance goal and his second
score of the afternoon.

After defeating the Eagles of

American University last Tues-
day by a 3-1 margin in Wash-
ington D.C., the Sho'men re-
turned home and received a 5-1

loss to Loyola College.

Weather

The Greyhounds, who are cur-

rently tied for theMason-Dlxon
Conference lead. Jumped out to

a quick 1-0 lead with only four

minutes gone In the tilt and
followed with another first

period tally to complete the

scoring in the first half.

Playing In biting wind, the

Atheymen had trouble finding

the goal as three shots were
stopped by the goalposts while

Washington goalie Dan Lehman
had his own difficulties In hold-

ing the ball.

Nichols Injured

Loyola came back out in the

second half and picked up the

pace by adding three markers
in the third period. The local

booters got their only score of

the afternoon In the fourth qua-
rter when Barry Drew scored

on a penalty kick.

A play that hurt the team al-

most as much as the defeat

was one In which right wlngjoe
Nichols was injured on an agg-
ressive play Involving the visi-

tor's goalie. Nichols received

a cut over his right eye which
required six stitches, and he

also sustained a broken nose.

The turbulent weather was
an Important factor in this game
and WashlngtonCollegeplayeda
better game than was indicated

byt ;5-ls

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

FOR CORSAGES CALL

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

Chestertown, Maryland 21620

For Nice Thing! in Silver 4 Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

««Wx
Overlooking'

Worton Creek Man
Chestertown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprieto

10 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pjn.

Closed on Mondays

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Wecjuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free
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WASHINGTON college

BOOKSTORE

THE HIGH & THE MIGHTY

Carte Blanche, Hertz Rent.

A-Cor, MAS, Unicatd, Eur.

ailpass. Central Charge PI.

Diners Club, EKMTC ***,

ALL are No Good at The
BOOKSTORE

BUT
Charge Accounts Opened
For Students - Faculty -

Staff

With Any Purchase.
"Edinburgh Koeh.r Mol-

orcyel. Trov.l Club.

The Look of

the Turtle

Light, Medium and Heavy Weights
Fine and Medium Guages. . . .

Finsherman Knits

All Sizes . - All Calots Priced From $5 to $25

Bonnet! 's towriyk country Shop
Mldtown Mall Chestertown, Md.

Oltvetti-Und. Agency
Sales - Service - Rental

Towne Stationers
Office SupplieB & Equipment

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md.

CHESTER THEATRE

Phone 778-1575 Two Shews NlghHy 7 and 9 "J".

Thur. - Fri. - Sot. Oct. 31-Nov. 1-2

YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
Sunday thru Wednesday Nov. 3-6
Chorleton Heston, in

PLANET OF THE APES

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

OPEN 7 p.m. - FIRST FEATURE AT 7.15

Telephone 5564152

Sidney Portier

GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER?

Dean Martin

THE SILENCERS

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 5SM628 Two Shows 7 end » pjn.

Thursday thru Wednesday Oct. 31-Nov. 6

Joanne Woodward

RACHEL, RACHEL
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South Of The Border Vibrations

ByDick Gregory
Mexico City Is Increasingly

becoming the symbol ofrhe em-
erging new spirit which is gain-

ing momentum throughout the

world. Student revolts have far

surpassed anything seen on a

campus In this country and in-

dicate the courageous and det-

ermined spirit of Latin Ameri-
can youth. Recently, victor-

ious American black athletes

shocked a sizeable segment of

public opinion In the United

States by raising their hands In

the clenched fist salute while

accepting their gold medals at

the Olympic Games. As a re-

sult they were expelled from

Personally, I never have been
able to understand why the

clenched fist salute produces
white outrage. Black folks

learned the clenched fist salute

from white folks. Wehavebeen
using baking soda just as much
as whltefolks and we saw the

clenched fist on the box.

Americans were proud to win
the gold medals but outraged to

see theclenched fist. Yet the

Olympic Games themselves are
supposed to aid the development
of a spirit of cooperation and
unity In the world population.

It Is entirely consistent with

that spirit for black American
athletes to offer salute which
will be immediately recognized
by black people in all other par-
ticipating countries. To criti-

cize or penalize black Ameri-
can athletes for recognizing a

common bond of unity Is in-

consistent with America's sup-
posed desire for world cooper-
ation.

The black athletes were ex-
pelled because the rules of the

Olympic Games state that they

are not supposed to be political.

The clenched fist salute was in-

terpreted as injecting a note of

political propagandizing into the

cooperative spirit of theGames.
To be consistent with that sen-
timent, both America and Rus-
sia should be expelled from
competition. Both Countries
make political hay of Olym-
pic Game competition by keep-
ing close score and publicizing

their comparative accomplish-
ments in the national mass med-
ia.

But America has always been
consistent in displaying Incon-
sistencies. Many Amerlcns
currently support the candidacy
of George Wallace for President
because he has promised to give
them "law and order.' Such
Wallace supporters do not
seem to realize (or are unwill-
ing to admit) that they are
championing the cause of the
same man who stood In the
school house door to block law
and order.
Many Americans severely

criticize the welfare system In

this country. "Relief has be-
come a dirty word In America.
An atmosphere has been creat-
ed where people are ashamed to
be on relief. If relief embarr-
asses or shames America, let

it be called foreign aid. Amer-
ica Is never embarrassed to

send money all over Europe for
health projects and the like, and
it is nothing but relief. Those
who criticize welfare do not
seem to mind farm subsidies.
America's inconsistency sanc-
tions paying farmers not to

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, lac.

Cbotertown, Md.

plant but resents providing

financial assistance after she

plants.

America's most pronounced
inconsistency Is Illustrated by
her Inability to solve basic

problems at home while pre-
suming to be able to solve

everyone else's problems
abroad. The Inconsistency Is

magnified by the ludicrous

spectacle of American troops

In Vietnam attempting to force

democracy upon people at gun-

point. If America's perfor-

mance of democracy at home

say about the democratic way of

life, ltwouldnever be necessary
to take up arms to enforce it.

People all over the world would
be demanding democracy for

themselves.
America's most crucial bat-

tle has yet to be waged at home.
1 would rather see domestic
strife between Americans than

to see Americans engaging In

foreign turmoil. During the

Democratic Convention In Chi-
cago thousands of troops were
brought Into the city to keep
the peace. It is unfortunate that

there were not 100 more Chi-
cagos occurlng simultaneously
throughout the country. Per-
haps then It would have been
necessary to bring the Ameri-
can troops back from Vietnam
to keep the domestic peace.

If there had been a really

morally committed people's
army of German youth in the

1930's, creating domestic dis-

order as American and Latin

American students are doing
today, millions of Jews and
other people the world over
would have been spared sense-
less slaughter. And until

America gets her own house
In order, she cannot justify the

presumption of dictating solu-
tions to foreign problems.
We will begin to bring order

to every Amercan household
when the capitalistic system Is

brought into proper perspective
in this country. 1 do not advo-
cate destroying the capitalistic

system, but I do Insist that it be
put in its proper place behind
the United States Constitution.

Today the Constitution has be-
come the servant of capitalism
rather than the capitalistic sys-
tem serving the best interests
of all Americans within the

framework of the Constitution.
The recent Inability to produce
meaningful gun control legisla-

tion was a fine example. The
vast majority of the American
people favored a strong gun
control. But the firearms in-
dustry, a powerful voice in the

capitalistic system said "No"
to firm gun control measures.
The bill was defeated, disre-
garding the will of the people.
When life In America is truly

defined and conducted by the

Disciplinary board

forgets procedure
The MRA Judiciary Board

met Wednesday night, October
23, and heard a docket of six

cases. Bob Hunter. John Walk-
er and John Cambardella sat on
the judicial bench. SteveAmick
represented the prosecution.

The board decided to waive
the procedure in which the indi-

viduals charged with violations

appear before the Dean of Men
for a rundown on rights and pro-
cedure. The board had forgot-

ten to employ the procedure
before gathering the defendants.

Charges Dropped

Mike Callahan, John Lang-
ford, Doug Francis, Jim
Mueller and Pat Chambers
were charged with holding a

disturbingly noisy party and
with being Intoxicated on cam-
pus. Pour defendants pleaded
guilty to the disturbances
charge and were fined three
dollars each. They pleaded not
guilty to the intoxication
charges.
The court dropped the intox-

ication charges because it was
decided by the bench and the
prosecution committee that it

was Impossible to prove a state

of Intoxication, except in ex-
treme cases. SteveAmick, rep-
resenting the prosecution, said
that his group could see noway
of establishing guilt in such a

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

FOX'S

5c • $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

parking violations,

Sandy Snyder pleaded "not
guilty" of setting off fire crac-
kers and dumping manure In

West Hall. His case was re-
ferred to the prosecution com-
mittee for further considera-
tion.

Two charges were dropped
against Harry Webb because of

extenuating circumstances. He
had entered a plea of guilty for

breaking a door, and damages
to a chair and trashcan. Webb
had been locked In his room.
Webb was ordered to pay for the

Bob Bailey was charged with

not cooperating with a proctor
and violating the rules of con-
duct of WashlngtonCollege.The

Playboy Science Fiction

Playboy Humor Book
Bedside Playboy
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Elm Carries

Lit. Review
Supplement
The Chicago Literary Review,

published six times annually by a

group of students at the

University of Chicago, has been
ontracted as a regular
implement to the ELM this year.

Not only will this publication

offer comprehensive reviews of
books, records, and tapes (as well

as occasional articles of general
student interest), but it will also

extend to students and faculty the
opportunity to write
pre-publication reviews. Excellent

Chances

CLR standards are high, but
because virtually all of their

nterial is non-editorial and
3n -professional, the chances of

having a review accepted for

publication are excellent.

CLR receives advance copies of
)oks and records from - the

publishers. A list is complied and
sent to participating schools. The
campus representatives will study

list and request-three books to

Dean Landon Burns

mi
Next May,

have to take comphrensive
examinations. In a decision

reached last Monday night by the

College Formulates

Flexible New Policy

On Comprehensives
which comprehensives

gula

will then decide, on the

is is of pertinence and quality,

liich of the many reviews they
ceive will be published in whirt.

ii ion ally distributed college

wspaper supplement.
Anyone who would like to

participate should contact Dick
Heymann, Thackray Dodds, or

Bob Cooke for further
information.

Speakers
U pcoming speakers include

Alister Hardy "A Scientist Looks
it Religious Experience" in

Hynson Lounge Thrusday, Nov.
11 at 8:00 p.m. In Dunnii "
at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Ni

Richard E. Pipes will speak on 1

"Origins of Bolshevism", i

Robert L' Forney will presen

Hynson Lounge

Editor Wants Yearbook
To Reflect College Life

By Thackray Dodds

"A literary magazine tells you
what's happening with words while

a yearbook tells you what's

happening with pictures, and each
picture has got to be worth a

thousand words." said yearbook like

editor Gloria Fine as she discussed inte

203

sday
edby AlpaChi.

7:30 p.

i

Nine Receive
SGA Funds
Allotment

Senate approved a total

appropriation of $2,780 at a
special meeting last Wednesday,
pet 30, for the budget grants of
''ii campus organizations.

The breal "

appropriations

rectangular shape. The cover will

be bright and the paper quality

and type styles will improve.

Two Professionals

This year the Pegasus has
employed two professional
photographers—one to take senior

photos, the other to specialize in

faculty and club pictures.

Miss Fine and her staff would
like the yearbook to reflect life at

Washington College, and the times

in which we live. "The emphasis
will be placed on capturing the

di fferent points of view on
campus. We would like to have
the y earbook show all the

nd types of people.

"

By Carolyn Erwin

Ed Worteck. positic

Small Staff

Editor Fine mentioned that

this year her staff is small. "At
present there is only one senior on
the staff," she remarked. "Since

the yearbook is primarily for literature. The college faculty \

seniors, I would appreciate the be asked to contribute much

ideas on the campus.'

New Format

Miscellany's format will be
changed somewhat to include

Seniors Excused

"At the discretion of .their

excused from finals in their major
comphrensive examinations. in areas where comps are held,"

If they decide not to, some Dean Burns said.

"comparable obligation will take In another announcement, he
the place of the comprehensive said that the faculty had decided,

stated Dean of the reluctantly, to drop Russian
College Landon Burns. (language) from the curriculum.

to Comps T'Kht Budget

tudy, research "Due to a very tight budget
f oral and pressing needs in the German
ill be department," Burns noted,

jsting
'

' Russian will no longer be
most offered. As soon as the budget
nents and the student body warrant it,

The departments which retain we will reinstate it."

nd comprehensives will administer He said that if the percentage

|ty the exams on the first two days of of the student body now
reading period. Dean Bums stated, demonstrating an interest in

Department chairmen will advise Russian continues, there will be a

be held sufficient number to warrant
shortly as to the applicability of instruction in that subject in a few
the change in policy for this year, years, when the sixe of the

Bums remarked that he would student body increases.

urge the chairmen not to "Every effort will be made to

introduce a requirement now provide second year Russian for

which would place any those who have begun it this

hardship on students, year," he added.

Debate Club
To Meet
Conn. State

The Washington College
Debating Society will begin its

schedule of inter-collegiate

tournaments at Southern
Connecticut State College, New
Haven, Connecticut next week on
Nov. 15, 16.

Representing the college on the

varsity team is Ed Worteck,
founder of the debating society,

Mark Lobell and David Saffern,

society president.

Curtail Policy

They will debate the National

I n ter-Collegiate Debate Topic,

"Resolved: that executive control

of United States foreign policy

should be significantly certailed."
Saffern is also entenng an

individual competition and will

present an oral interpretation of

the World War I poetry of Wilfred

Owen, Siegfred Sassoon and
Rupert Brooke.

"The yearbook tends to reflect

the views of the staff," she Publish List

continued, "and this year the The ELM will publish a

yearbook may tend to favor only complete list of departmental
a segment of the population, requirements and whether or not
because only a segment is the changes (if any) will go into
represented on the staff." I would effect this year as soon as that list

produce a book with all becomes available.

groups represented, which Seniors will not be excused in

means I welcome help and their electives. They may be
suggestions from everyone." excused at the discretion of their

instructors for courses in a major

Worteck Changes Format,

'Miscellany' Widens Appeal
different color inks, embossing,

day glow inks, and die cuttings."

irill be an To handle the

>rding changes, three editorial

I created within

Commenting on the here-tofore the Miscellany staff. They are

limited campus appeal of the poetry, lay-<

college's literary magazine, Named to fill the positions are

Jim Dissette, Sharon Stumpf, and

"This year we hope to get the Tom Finn respectively. Other

tire campus involved in the Miscellany staffers include: Bob
agazine to make it more Cook, assistant editor; Linda

representative of the feelings and Cook, Business manager; Bria

nd Ed Dessey,

ulty

akdo of the
fellows:

James Forum, $550;
g Society, $500; Filrr

The ELM will publish

by Dr. Tai Sung An, ch;

the political science department.

Thanksgiving vacation. The article

will be included as a supplement
and is entitled "Mao's Cultural

scholarly writings, Worteck Miscellany, is too sterile. It this year, and has had experience

noted. doesn't adequately denote the debating in both undergraduate

Special emphasis will be placed creative nature of the works and graduate school.

on art work and graphics. The inside." No final decision has been According to Saffern, the

article reccnt switch from Queen Annes made on this move. Society has planned a tenative

nan of Publishing Co, to George W. King Contributions are currently schedule of competition that
"*

Publishers, a larger firm in being accepted for Miscellany, "allows each debater to gain the

Baltimore, facilitates the use of Contributions in literature, art valuable experience that the

more graphic techniques. and photography may be taken to previous limited program did not

$175; Moss Box;

Experiment

"The change gives

to experiment with more new up
techniques which will include futui

the Miscellany office in the provide.

Student Activities Center. A The Society plans to compete

chance collection center will also be set at Iona College,

the library

Penn State

University, Temple University and
C.W. Post College.
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SGA Controversy
Numerous responses from students concerning the article

and editorial on the Student Government Association (in last

week's issue) are printed in these pages this week. A lengthy

response from the president of the Senate, Brien Kehoe, is in

hand but because of printer's requirements and the shortage

of space in this issue, we cannot print it here. Next week, the

ELM will print the full text of the speech delivered by

President Kehoe before the senate several weeks ago, along

with his response to last week's ELM and our own
statements.

We regret that the tone of the editorial was so personal,

and that many misinterpreted our intentions. There were

several coincidences of lay-out, wording, and design on the

front page which created an impression we did not seek to

create. Also^we were trying to get in touch with Mr. Kehoe
to show him the editorial, but he was out of town. We hope
that the full explanation in next week's paper will clear up
any misunderstandings about facts, opinions, and intentions.

Niew Comp Policy
We think the faculty voted wisely Monday even by

approving the new plan for comprehensives. There are,

plainly, some areas in which a lengthy two-day series of

written exams is not the best method to determine whether a

student has been able to correlate the material taught

in a major during the two or more years of study. We are

not so sure that the best time to give the tests is the first two

days of reading period, but better then than during finals or

after an extended "delay." We hope this will enable more
students to look forward to a test of their abilities through

some means other than comps rather than being terrified by

the thought of taking comps.

Chicago Literary Review
The Chicago Literary Review is a venture established and

pnaeted by a group of students at the University of Chicago.

We are pleased to distribute *he first issue for the 1968-69

year with the ELM this week. We are excited by the

prospects of participating in the writing of reviews, and hope
the students and faculty of the college will respond by
indicating to us their interests in writing reviews. We have

assess to books before they are released for sale, and will be

submitting reviews to CLR for publication. CLR is

distributed to over thirty colleges and universities in the U.S.

Final Switch

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
is proud to announce

The Sudden Existence of

THE STOLZ MEMORIAL READING AND
HIGH LEVEL DISCUSSION LOUNGE'

ont of the fireplace at the Bookstore

Readers Respond to ELM No. 5
To the Editor:

The November I, 1968 edition
of the Washington Elm reached a

new low point, under, I suspect,
its leadership. The students at

Washington College subscribe to

the Elm for informative reasons. I,

and perhaps I am a minority, do
not wish to be subjected to the
expression of the editor's personal
vendettas, jealousies, hangups, or
what have you in our newspaper.
When I read such slanted trash as

"we wonder just how valuable he
thinks his opinions are to the
faculty," referring to Mr. Kehoe's
capacity to represent the student
body (he was elected student
body president, wasn't he?), I am
disappointed to say the least. Why
stop here? Why not editorialize on
obesity in the Elm's ranks or
other such profound reflections?

Respectfully yours,

Stephen L. Clagett

"Yes, my friend; for the truth

is that you can have a

well-governed society only if you
can discover for your future rulers

a better way of life than being in

office; then only will power be in

the hands of men who are rich,

not in gold, but in the wealth that

brings happiness, a good and wise

life. All goes wrong when, starved

for lack of anything good in their

own lives, men turn to public

affairs hoping to snatch from
thence the happiness they hunger
for. They set about fighting for

conflict ruins them and their

country "

Plato

"The Republic"

To the Editor:

In view of the rather childish

editorial battle now being

conducted between Mr.Heymann
and Mr. Kehoe, it seems that a

more level-headed analysis of the

situation is in order. No doubt, to

the great relief of the worried

November 3 19

tied To the Editc

Nov
nple

> oft ;ELMv

reporting. The members of the

Lower Court of the M.R.A., not
the M.R.A. Judiciary Board, did

not decide "to waive the

procedure in which the individual

with violations appear before the

The defendants were not called

down to the Dean of Men's office.

If they had been, the Dean would
have merely told them the charges
being brought against them. The
defendants did meet before
appearing in the Lower Court

the Chairman of the

under the Constitution of the

M.R.A.
Indeed, they were still entitled

to an interview with the Dean of
Men. When these students finally

appeared in court, they were
asked whether or not they would

right

reiterate, the members
of the Lower Court of the

M.R.A., 1 request the Elm to print

a full retraction of its fallacious

statements.
I would like to take this

opportunity, as a student and as

Circulation Manager of the Elm,
to express my disappointment
with the quality of the Elm this

year. By the switch to off-set

printing, the Elm has been
afforded the opportunity to

expand its coverage from mainly
college news and opinion to

national and even international
news and opinion.

This is excellent. Yet, it seems
to me that while coverage has
increased, the quality and
understanding of college news
(e.g. the Nov. 1st issue) has
degenerated into yellow
journalism and muckracking.

In reference to the editori

("Retort to Kehoe") published c

November 1, I would like t_

defend my candidacy for class

class a choice. I had r

of running for the office when the

filing date was extended,
appeared that there would be
more than one candidate.
However, at the last moment, the

opposition withdrew from the

race. In my opinion, to leave such
an important office as Si

Class President uncontested i

a healthy situation for the ch
the college as a whole. I think this

is indicative of the general apathy
which permeates the student
body. Often students are prepared
to criticize, but are not always
ready to accept responsibility and
the possible conseqi

this light that I decided
and Mr. Kehoe gave i

support of any kind. In believing

that competition for elective

office is healthy, he did allow

petitions to be accepted late.

However, I repeat, this would n

The Senior Women's Horn
Society will sponsor a Career

Symposium on November 20 and

21. Five speakers will i

presentations each evening,

representing a broad range

career topics including teaching,

science, business, social work,

,

government. Hynson Lounge <

be the setting for these informal

gatherings.

After five weeks with two different printers, the ELM has

finally come to roost. With all IBM equipment in and ready
to use, Queen Anne Publishing Company once again becomes
our home away from home.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Kent

County News and the Chester River Press, and the many kind

and generous individuals working at those establishments for

their assistance—usually requested in the eleventh hour. They
were most helpful in assisting the staff to make the
adjustments necessary in switching from letterpress to offset

printing.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
Editor-in-Chief Richard Heymann

Managing Editor Thackray Dodds

News Editor Ed Schulman

Features Editor Jean Kirshenbaum

Sports Editor Mitch Bronson

Photography Editor Brion Hanrihan

Business Manager Judy Hughlett

Advertising Manager Ann Woodruff

Circulation Manager Robert Hunter

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year except

during official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Wa-

shington College in the interest of students, faculty, and alumni.

The opinions expressed by the editors of the ELM do not neces-

sarily represent those of the college.

has hit upon a solution to

potentially dangerous and
explosive series of charges and
counter-charges which the
above-named gentlemen seem
prepared to carry on in the pages
of the Elm. Rather than have our
newspaper filled with the petty
gripes of personal enemies, the

answer is to handle the problem in

a more practical fashion.

Since Mr. Heymann knows so
much about the manner in which
the SGA's affairs should be
conducted properly and since Mr.
Kehoe is an expert on the subject
of the correct and decent editorial

policy which should be followed
by the Elm, the only recourse to
action is to effect a transfer of
responsibilities in relation to

campus leadership. Mr. Kehoe
should, dare I say must, become
the editor of the Elm, and of
course Mr. Heymannn has to be
appointed SGA President. This

everyone happy, I am sure. At
least these two gentlemen would
sympathize a little more with each
other's problems.

Raymond W. Felton

There
constructive

i fine line that divides

vehement expose of Mr. Kehoe in

last weeks Elm should make it

apparent that the Elm editorial

staff has crossed that line.

Sincerely,

Robert J. Hunter
Chairman, Lower Court of the
M.R.A.
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The Nation's Most Widely Circulated Student Publication October-November

The Dong With A Luminous Nose
19th Century British Minor Poets, ediled

an introduction by W. H. Auden.

New York: Delacorte Press, 1966. $6.00,

383 pp. (Notes by George R. Creeger)

by LINDA PETERS
These are the generalizations. Anything

that can be collected can be anthologized.

No anthology is perfect, for no anthology

is complete; and no anthology perfectly

satisfies everyone, for only its maker finds

all of his favorites: anthologies at-

test to the amplitude of the universe, both

by the unending variety of things to collect

and by the unending variety of ways to

collect them. To begin upon these grounds,

then, leads nowhere. Rather, consider:

how have the bounds of the anthology been

drawn: are they natural or gerryman-

dered? What does the sampling indicate

about the whole to which it refers? How
does the construction of the anthology re-

flect the intelligence of its maker?

Verse collections seem a natural thing

for a poet to make, either for love or for

money. This one, made by W.H. Auden

samples the verse of some eighty minor

British poets of the nineteenth century.

Immediately the bogy of defining limits

arises: where to begin and end the cen-

tury, for human beings have an inconve-

nient way of ignoring century bounds in

their births and deaths. Auden nods to the

critics who care about such things by con-

sidering this question of centuries first in

his introduction to the volume. To be of

the nineteenth century, he determines, a

poet must have been born after 1770 and

have published his first poems before 1900.

The limits seem appropriate: the oldest

poets are thirty in 1800. But such divisions

always assert the independence of men
from the schemes of historians. If Words-

worth had been bom a year earlier, he

could not be considered as either major

or minor poet of the nineteenth century.

Auden is not a man to take lightly his

powers. To assert the arbitrary, personal

nature of his judgment, he notes that A.E.

Housman must, under his rules, be con-

sidered a nineteenth century minor poet,

even though some might class him among
the major poets of the twentieth.

Such limits of date are, in a long run,

untenable, though convenient. Realizing

this, Auden surmounts the temptation to

make "century" seem a natural category

for poetry and emphasizes instead the con-

tinuity from nineteenth to twentieth cen-

tury. Readers of modem verse are con-

tinually made aware of their direction

toward the imagists, toward Eliot, toward

free verse experimentation. Therefore Au-

den closes the volume on a note of ex-

pectancy:

Though the crushed jewels droop

and fade

The Artist's labors will not cease,

And of the ruins shall be made
Some yet more lovely masterpiece.

These lines of George William Russell, the

last of "Continuity," fall after many pages

of melancholic verse, grieving the passage

of time, the passage of Beauty, the event

of death. So placed, they elegantly face

us into the wastelands of Eliot, Yeats, and

Auden, the attempts to escape. In this

way, Auden carefully sets his bounds and

then oversteps them.

Yet still remains the difficult labor to

cut major from minor, easy for Auden.

With Odyssean arrogance he lays down
the five conditions of majority:

1. The major poet must write a lot.

2. His poems must show a wide

range in subject matter and

treatment.

3. He must exhibit an unmistakable

originality of vision and style.

4. He must be a master of verse

technique.

5. In the case of all poets, we dis-

tinguish between their juvenilia

and their mature work but, in

the case of the major poet, the

process of maturing continues

until He dies so that, if con-

fronted by two poems of his of

equal merit but written at dif-

ferent times, the reader can

immediately say which was

written first. In the case of a

minor poet, on the other hand,

however excellent the two

poems may be, the reader can-

not settle their chronology on

the basis of the poems them-

selves.

If a poet cannot fill at least three and a

half of these conditions, he may be con-

sidered minor. The checklist is sensible.

It avoids controversy, yet there is slight

irritation in his devious disregard for the

questions of merit and influence. Over

this collection lurks the presence of that

younger Auden who thumbed his nose at

the critics by placing the selections in his

Collected Poems in alphabetical rather

than chronological order.

Justly or unjustly Blake, Wordsworth,

Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Tenny-

son, Browning, Arnold, Swinburne, Hop-

kins, Yeats, and Kipling are excluded as

major; from those remaining, eighty are

represented. Auden, an old campaigner

for the respectability of song, satire, and

humorous verse, has included many of

these here. The result is an educative,

fun-to-read volume.

It is impossible to read through this

anthology without a chuckle or two.

Charles Stuart Calverly amused his con-

temporaries with parodies of terrible po-

etry, as in these lines from "Morning":

"lis the hour when white-horsed

Day
Chases Night her mares away,

When the gates of Dawn (they

say)

Phoebus opes.

And I gather that the Queen

May be uniformly seen

Should the weather be serene

On the slopes.

Thomas Beddoes, usually remembered for

his poignant lyrics and few fine lines of

blank verse, becomes fixed in the mind

as the poet of "The Oviparous Tailor," a

quasi-serious parody of sixteenth century

primitive ballads. If the reader, however,

gags on the preciousness of literary paro-

dy, he will delight in the open-air wit of

W.S. Gilbert, to whom Auden restores the

mantle of poet, or of Thomas Hood or Ed-

ward Lear. Older generations of critics

scorned these men as not really serious

poets. This anthology urges their rehabil-

itation. Fortunately, current tastes seem

less adverse to recognizing such a one as

Lear's "Dong with a Luminous Nose" as

one of the immortal characters of fiction.

When awful darkness and silence

reign

Over the great Gromboolian plain,

Through the long, long wintry

nights;-
When the angry breakers roar

As they beat on the rocky shore;—

When storm clouds brood on

the towering heights

Of the Hills of the Chankly Bore:—

Then through the vast and gloomy

dark,

There moves what seems a fiery

spark,

A lovely spark with silvery

Piercing the coal-black night,—

A meteor strange and bright:

—

Hither and thither the vision

strays,

A single and lurid light.

Slowly it wanders,—pauses-

creeps,—

Anon it sparkles, —flashes and

leaps;

And ever as onward it gleaming

goes

A light on the Bong-tree stems it

throws.

And those who watch at that mid-

night hour

From Hall or Terrace or lofty

Cry, as the wild light passes

"The Dong! — The Dong!

The wandering Dong through

the forest goes!

The Dong! —The Dong!

The Dong with a luminous

Furthermore, there is good representa-

tion from that now penumbral art form,

narrative verse. Subjects range over the

expected universe of possibilities. The

only sizeable omission in the sampling oc-

curs in the categories of sentiment and

love-poem, which were much produced. I

cannot say, however, that I find the ex-

clusion damaging, for these forms are us-

ually too well represented,

Auden has instead chosen to emphasize

the "century's strengths," showing it in

its maturity and liveliness. Usually, a poet

chooses to write about something that in-

terests him. Therefore when certain sub-

jects persist in the verse of contemporar-

ies, generalizations about the Weltan-

schauung of a period may be dared. It

must, however, be remembered that, when

working from just the productions of art-

ists, such generalizations are valid only

for that group. This is especially true dur-

ing the nineteenth century when intellec-

tuals and artists were drawing together,

away from the rest of society.

As we read through the chronology of

verse in this volume, a pattern begins to

emerge. During the first third of the cen-

tury the Keatsian conflict between actual

social conditions and imaginative beauty

dominated the consciousness of poets. Fre-

quently, the dilemma resulted in stinging

satire of the exploiting classes, of com-

placency and faked liberalism. Self-in-

terest, the profit motive, and the church

received the lashes of disgruntled poets.

As the century advanced the same con-

flict still absorbed the attention, but it

was felt with less and less precision. No

longer did most poets attack specific so-

cial conditions, for historical events

Continued on Page 6
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Texts & Contexts
Through The Vanishing Point, by Mar-

shall McLuhan and Harley Parker;

Harper & Row, $7.50,

War and Peace in (he Global Village,

by Marshall McLuhan and Quentin
Fiore; Bantam Books, $1.45.

by DAVID LLOYD-JONES
Some old Greek once said that you could

never step into the same river twice,

and since high technology companies have
taken to running ads in Harpers for the

last few years this has been a fashionable

sort of thing to meditate about. Since the

world has always been changing ("There
are more scientists alive now than in all

previous history," one can imagine New-
ton saying...) there have always been
people commenting on the fact, though

perhaps never with the streak of hysteria

that has been thought chic recently.

Now Marshall McLuhan, the Norman
Mailer of literary exegesis, has been plug-

ging a set of metaphors for big changes.

The literate, linear, Newtonian mind and
society, he says, structure themselves in

visual space, which is to say space that is

ordered, can be cut and shaped by walls

and is arbitrary controllable, like what
we see. When our minds are wired into a

lot of things happening in different places

in different ways at different speeds

through different modes, he says, we op-

erate in acoustic space, which is like what
we hear; funny shaped, uncontrollable di-

rectly, of varying resonance. The big

thing going on right now, McLuhan says,

is that the world is tuning out of visual

space and tuning into acoustic or auditory

space. McLuhan also invented hot, which
is impressive but superficial like a brand-

ing iron, and cool, which is sensual and
enveloping like the mountain lakes in a

Salem commercial, as well as a whole
lot of other cute words that are well es-

tablished on the American cocktail party

circuit.

Through The Vanishing Point is a book
of poetry, pictures and marginal comment
intended to defend this aural-visual meta-
phor before the tiresome English lit types

who have always seemed to hate
McLuhan's guts. It might be a good idea

to give the book to anyone who pedants
around about the influence of Romantics
or Pre-Raphaelites; McLuhan probably
sees his role in social change as under-

mining their hallowed truths and self-con-

fidence. But it's unlikely that one more
witty book will settle all the cognitive

questions involved in whether or not Mc-
Luhan's ideas about sensory balance have
any meaning. In time perhaps the clin-

ical psychologists will help out here.

War and Peace in the Global Village,

on the other hand, is worth while for the

general reader, at least if he hasn't cot-

toned onto the McLuhan metaphor yet.

Of course a lot of people lake it for grant-

ed that the human race is radically in-

terconnected and interdependent because
of such things as atom bombs, telephones.

Hollywood movies fuelling third world rev-

olutions, vitamin pills, weird steel alloys

that can only be made with trace ele-

ments from all over the globe, transocean-

ic jets introducing the Atlantic River,

and all (hat stuff These people, most of

whom were growing up while these things

were being invented, may very well have
the intellectual models to enable them to

handle all this, in which case they don't

need McLuhan to give them abstruse
metaphors for what they already find

commonplace.

What the book says is that each new
technology changes the sensory balance
of society, and society has to find a
"new image" of itself to readjust. War,
seen by McLuhan as very high intensity

information exchange, is one way of find-

ing a new image. While this may not
make much sense to a kid who got an
arm shot off at Khe Sanh. it does make
some sense, and it lets McLuhan pick up
some points with SDS by putting war on

a continuum with education as informa-

tion exchanges designed to try to make
somebody else conform to one's image
of his role. In passing the book makes
the usual number of cute, and some-
times piercing and accurate, comments
on wars past and the images they were
forming.

Like everything McLuhan does, this is

fine stuff and very useful as far as it

goes. The view of war as information

exchange, for instance, supplies an in-

tellectual context within which we can
see Herman Kahn as unjustly vilified for

trying to study what all our national pos-

turings are saying. At the same time it

must be said that McLuhan is either

half blind or chickenshit, because he nev-

er follows his analytical nose to the point

of seeing anything as immediate and ugly.

"Some people say the use of force

is how we change the social course;

The use of force, you surely know,
is how we keep the status quo,"

is an accurate statement of where most
war comes from. It is all very well to

say that wars come from the image-

dissonances between the world that is

and the world struggling to be, but a lot

of the messages programmed into society

as if is are hate, malice and greed, as

surely as the message in the structure

of DNA is heredity. And there would be

messages of hate and war even if there

were no profound changes going on in

society, no "new image" being sought.

In Vietnam it may be correct to say that

the Vietnamese decided to kick out the

French, the Japanese, The British, the

French again and the Americans because
they had a new image of themselves as

able to run their own country. But what
this sort of talk ignores is that the

colonial administration which bled "Indo-

China" for eighty years was as much
a war of the French against the Viet-

namese as the actual fighting that got

started once the Viet Minh started op-

erating in 1935.

There are wars, and there are wars
where people fight back. The first have
been permanent in human history, and
have generally escaped the eye of people

in comfortable universities; the second

are neatly explained by McLuhan's
analysis. Where McLuhan fails, probably

by not being McLuhanesque enough, John
Cage in A Year From Monday really gets

on the case. A leading composer famous
for putting shrieks and squeals on tape in-

to the concert hall, Cage seems to have
dedicated the rest of his life to spreading
simple political, ecological and social com-
mon sense. "Once one gets interested in

world improvement, there is no stopping,"

he comments in the introduction to one
of his pieces. A Year From Monday is his

second book in the campaign. Like Silence

published a couple of years ago, it is

a collection of anecdotes, happening
scripts, lectures and essays, largely con-

cerned with music and the dance — at

least ostensibly. Both Cage's books are

sheer delight to read, because the man
is honest, elfin, and technically and pol-

itically acute, but they are nevertheless

political in that they are radically sub-

versive of practically everything in sight.

If there is a single recognizable doctrine

in the writing, it is that most of the gov-

ernment that matters to people is going
on unnoticed, internationally and anar-

chically, and as we realize how this pro-

cess is working we can start ignoring

the Humphreys and Nixons who pretend
to be in the government business. But
this is not central to the book, nor is

anything else. Cage has used many of the

chance methods he developed in music
to guide his writing, and the result is

poetry, whimsical diaries and lectures to

be read starting at any point and in any
order. Hardly what one is used to in

manifestoes.

For anyone who wonders what the

Haight-Ashbury was about when it was at

its best, A Year From Monday is a pre-
cise political text. And for anyone else

it is both in forum and content a bit

of "new image" that doesn't need a war
fought over itself.

David Lloyd-Jones is Coordinator of The
Intercultural School.

We Won't Go: Personal Accounts of War
Objectors, Collected by Alice Lynd,
Beacon Press, $5.95.

by DAVID KEENE
Two years ago, when a group of stu-

dents was meeting in the living room of

the Staughton Lynds, one girl who had a
friend in prison asked, "What good does it

do to let them put you away like that?"

Alice Lynd, the wife of former Yale pro-

fessor Staughton Lynd, recalls: "When I

realized that hardly anyone else in the

room had ever heard of her friend, I

thought, what a waste! Someone should

write a book about the unknown men who
had tried to answer with their lives the

questions about effectiveness and personal

sacrifice being asked by many individuals

and little groups."

We Won't Go is Mrs. Lynd's attempt to

fill that public gap. Included in the collect-

ion are personal statements from two doz-

en objectors and resisters, ranging from
such widely known personalities as David
Mitchell, Capt. Dale E. Noyd, Muhammad
Ali and the Fort Hood Three to the less

highly publicized names and cases of Gene
Fast, Malcolm Dundas and Robert Luftig..

The contributions were drawn from per-

sonal memoirs, letters to friends, tape re-

cordings, letters to draft boards, "official

CO." statements (Form 150) and a set of

directed questions supplied to focus on
specific concerns. Not included are select-

ions from objectors who engaged in com-
bat in Vietnam, deserters who have left

the country, and dropouts, whom Mrs.
Lynd considers "not deliberately taking

any principled position." Also not included

are those who were "badly hurt by what
they did, have retreated and do not want
to talk about it."

The personal statements and accounts
stand on their own and represent a spec-

trum ranging from traditional religious

pacifism to organized political resistance.

Reflecting her own perspective, increas-

ing female participation in direct action

in many areas and the mutuality of suffer-

ing for those not really "left behind," Mrs.
Lynd has included noteworthy selections

from three wives of imprisoned objectors

—one who shared with her husband a his-

tory of protest, another who looks back
with a sense of regret and a third who re-

sents having her own identity submerged
as "Mrs. Conscientious Objector."

We Won't Go can be appreciated on its

emotional level alone, as revealing the in-

ner personalities, struggles, experiences

and hindsights of those who object and re-

sist. But Mrs. Lynd has compiled it with

more in mind. It is intended as a guide-

book to action, a guidebook which attempts

to link intellectual and personal ideals with

the hard realities encountered by those

who have already chosen some form of

opposition.

It additionally reflects the current con-

cerns of an author who is engaged in con-

tinuing draft counselling. In some of the

cases, it is clear that adequate counselling

could have prevented many tragic person-

al consequences. In others, however, the

problems must emerge and re-emerge only

on the gut level of those who participate.

Some acknowledge that they would not

make the same decisions again, having

embarked on their earlier courses with in-

sufficient planning and romantic visions of

revolutionary action, only to find that "life

in prison is lonely, painful and trying."

Most, however, have absolutely no regrets,

finding their decision to object or resist as

the most important event and anchor in

their lives—the source of continued person-

al, ethical, social and political activity.

Having exposed a variety of courses, in-

dividuals and retrospective analyses, Mrs.
Lynd and the contributors leave their rea-

ders "to sift out their thoughts and make
choices on the basis of their own convict-

ions." For those who decide to adhere to

the title. Mrs. Lynd encloses the Supreme
Court decision on U.S. v. Seegcr, an anno-

tated guide to SS Form 150, documents re-

lating to international war crimes and a
guide to organizations which might be of

Mr. Keene is a graduate student in The
Divinity School of the University of Ohio.
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The Man in the Glass Booth

A play by Robert Shaw
by HAROLD ACKERMAN

Directed by Harold Pinter

The title of the play, The Man in the

Glass Booth, refers to the bulfet-proof en-

closure designed to insure the safety of

Nazi war criminals on trial in Israeli

courtrooms—a minor irony in itself. The
man is Arthur Goldman, alias Adolt C iriff,

alias Arthur Goldman.
Goldman is a German Jew, whose dead

wife (he tells us so many times that we
are almost tempted to believe him) was
an American. He is a real-estate magnate
fantastically wealthy. The first scene re-

veals a view from his office window of

New York which is one of the finest sets

to be seen in a good while; and we are led

to believe that Goldman owns nearly all

the buildings we can see.

As apparent as his wealth is his Jewish-

ness. He is totally Jewified. Everything he
says and does—his whole life style—is so

Jewish that, once again, we are almost
tempted to believe it. He is a wonderfully

drawn character. He has completely as-

similated Germanness, Jewishness, royal-

ty (from wealth ) , and Manhattan. He
could be the first Jewish Pope, or at least

the crowned king of Israel-in-exile in New
York.

Goldman is monarchic. He is unilateral.

He is in turn, and all at once, an irascible

Napoleon, a benevolent despot, a wise
Solomon, and always brooding under-
neath, just sometimes surfacing, the

stormy Fuehrer. In truth, Donald Plea-

sance, as Goldman, has created a remark-
able character. It is all there and in per-

fect balance. But this is only where we
meet the character. It does not end here.

Through the first act we witness the in-

creasing paranoia of a king in an empty
castle, his voice echoing hollowly in the

marble hallways. Goldman, with terror,

with ironic acceptance, with contemptuous
disregard, feels his life has not long to

run. As much as we seem to know about
floldman, there is clearly some secret we
arc not yet in on. When young Charlie

Cohn, Goldman's assistant, peers into his

safe (his soul?) and finds only a table,

a stool, and some chocolate bars, we
must feel there is something more to

learn about the man. It is only at the end
of the act, when Rosie Rosen (whom
floldman has expected) takes him pris-

oner in his office, that we learn Goldman
is really Adolf Dcrff, a Nazi S.S. colonel.

He will be taken to Israel to stand trial

In act two, which is basically the trial,

Ooldman-Dorff admits openly to all the at-

The Play In The Glass Booth

rocities we remember so well. In the most
stirring moment of the play, however, af-

ter a long homage to Hitler, he says to the

Israelis, "If he had chosen you. . .you too

would have followed." For me, this was
the only real moment of dramatic truth

the play held. It is a fascinating notion.

Twist number two follows immediately.

A woman in the court who knew Dorff ex-

poses Goldman as an imposter. She had
seen Dorff die. Goldman is really Gold-

man, a survivor, a favorite of Dorff's at

the concentration camp. Dorff used to talk

to him and bring him bars of chocolate.

There was a family resemblance. So Gold-

man is once again Goldman. The name in-

trigues me. He is a gold man (his money).
He is gilt plated (his juke box alternates

sacred music and Dean Martin). And he is

guilt ridden (to complete the elaborate,

and perhaps self-indulgent pun).

What is his guilt? He is a Jew who sur-

vived, a favorite, perhaps a cousin of the

murderer. He is a man in a glass booth—
a soul bared for all to see. What is his ab-

solution? A confession of deeds he never
performed. Having a German speak as no
German has ever spoken in a witness box.

An apology for his own survival. What is

his legacy? Palaces (he always calls his

buildings palaces and his wife, a queen).

He leaves them to Charlie Cohn, his $400

a week Jew. Charlie Cohn, his "yes man."
He is not even a "yes man," for Goldman
has taken away his manhood. He is only a

"yes." Lawrence Pressman must be a
very good actor. His "yes" was gracefully

despicable.

Deprived of the guilt he tried to assume,
Goldman does to Charlie on a small scale

what Dorff did en masse. He robbed him *

of his pride, his manhood, and his identity

as a human being. And Charlie, like the

Jews in Germany who made out their own

shipping lists, is a willing accomplice to

his own eradication.

Robert Shaw's script is sophisticated,

tightly written, and often very funny, but
never irresistible. Harold Pinter's direc-

tion is smart, notwithstanding a self-

indulgent opening and some unmistakable
"Pinter-pauses."

The settings are excellent. The actors

are fine. The direction is strong. I just

don't buy the play as a relevant dramatic
experience. A man who never existed

acting within the framework of a situ-

ation which did somehow doesn't add up.

We get one momentary insight into the

situation but this is an inefficient use

of the two hours we spend in getting

to know the man.

Mr. Ackerman is a graduate student ma-
joring in speech and theatre at Hunter
College.

Tom-Tom and the Bhang Gang
The Pump House Gang, Tom Wolfe.
New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux.
$5.95.

The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, Tom
Wolfe. New York: Farrar, Straus &
Giroux. $5.95.

by LILLY GRENZ
Tom Wolfe keeps a devoted, amused,

fanatical eye on American culture. Ul-

trahip, supereducated — as Kurt Vonne-
gut puts it, Tom Wolfe "has a Ph.D. in

American Studies from Yale and knows
- '-rything" — he is a high-brow gossip

columnist whose beat is the "stratu-

sphere" of esoteric subcultures. "Typing
along like a maniac," he records his

anecdotes in the eccentric, flamboyant,

explosive idiom that has recently earned
him the dubious title "Dr. Pop." Wolfe's

l»Tceptions are not profound; but his wit

disguises his banality.

In his first book, The Kandy-Kolored
Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby (1965),

he had just discovered Pop Society and
reported the symbols and types of the

new life style of America in the manic
style that inaugurated the pop-aesthetic

in the literary world. His recent two
publications. The Pump House Gang (15

essays on culture) and The Electric Kool-
Aid Acid Test (about Ken Kesey and the

Merry Pranksters), are still concerned
with "new culture makers." but now he
is more empathetic and more intrigued

with the implications of the new life style.

The new era, Wolfe declares, is enjoy-
!»9- Yes, some serious people are still

playing the Calamity Game (war, poverty,

insurrection, alienation) but most people

are tired of it. Volts of euphoria are
galvanizing our culture into a happiness

explosion. If we want to be serious,

let us discuss the real apocalyptic future

and things truly scary: ego extension, the

politics of pleasure, the self-realization

racket, the pharmacology of Overjoy. .

."

Having thus been inaugurated into the

pleasure era, I read his books eager to

partake of the widespread phenomenon of

joy I had somehow failed to observe in our

times. After 725 pages I wonder: has Wolfe

been putting us on? His proclamation

must have been sheer cynicism; Wolfe

cannot have misjudged his own writing so

profoundly!

The characters in The Pump House

Gang, as well as Ken Kesey and the

Merry Pranksters, are ostensibly exam-

ples of "happy winners," in the life games
where everybody wins. But Wolfe assumes

that winning is tantamount to experienc-

ing pleasure. What his enthusiastic affir-

mation of pleasure denies is that people

often imprison themselves in the rewards

of their games. As Babbs, one of the

Pranksters, says, "Everybody, everybody

everywhere, has his own movie going,

his own scenario, and everybody is act-

ing his movie out like mad, only most

people don't know that is what they're

trapped by, their little script." Wolfe

provides us with excellent examples. For

surfers ("The Pump House Gang") The

Life ends at 25 and abstractions like

mysteriose lend them a sense of fale

immunity to age and death. Status seek-

ers ("The Mid-Atlantic Man," "The Hair

Boys," "Bob and Spike," and "The Life

& Hard Times of a Teenage London
Society Girl" ) are frustrated, pathetic

personae who either win by losing or win

a shallow victory. (The ego extensions of

the celebrities are caricatures: Hugh Hef-

ner, insulated from the world on his 7'/2

foot circular, rotating bed leading a

"damned full life" manipulating the sur-

rounding gadgetry prepared to replay

"God knows what" on the $40,000 video-

tape console aimed at his bed; Carol

Doda whose breasts on the installment

plan have dehumanized her — she is

them: Natalie Wood in the Wildenstein

Gallery adulating over the Old Masters,

as embarrassingly nouveau riche as her

camera-snapping admirers are gauche.

Even in Wolfe's intellectually provoca-

tive essay on Marshall McLuhan where

he entertains the possibility of McLuhan's
importance by recalling parallels between

McLuhan and Freud, Wolfe cannot resist

ad hominem jabs at McLuhan as "mono-
maniac and master."

There are the minipleasures of the

straight world and there is The Exper-

ience. The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

is Wolfe's metaphor for an attempt to

reach that ultimate frontier. ("What do

you do with yourself," Wolfe asks in "The
Author's Story," "when you have the time,

money and freedom to extend your ego in

almost any direction?") The Pranksters

went out on a scary frontier "beyond ca-

tastrophe, and it was strange out there, .in

Edge City." Acid: superawareness, super-

sensuality. You can "truly see into people

for the first time . . . the experience . . .

the barrier between the ' and not-I dis-

appearing . . . that feeling! . . . And, you

couldn't put it into words . .
." Charis-

matic Kesey, surrounded by admiring fol-

lowers, armed with Owsley's acid, begins

an experiment in extension of group ego.

The Chief makes certain everyone knows

he is the non-leader (e.g., placing tape

over his mouth) so that here is no doubt of

the name of the game: Christ and his dis-

ciples. Their mission is to dilate conscious-

ness, to expand the edge . . . FURTHER,
as the Day-Glo sign on their bus an-

nounces. But apparently one can't live long

in Edge City. Either one gets out like San-

dy who went back to broadcasting in New
York; one goes over the edge like the

Beauty Witch who went mad or like Neil

Cassady who, some say, died of too much
speed along a railroad track in Mexico;

or one quietly retreats like Kesey him-

self to contemplate The Experience.

Tht Wolfe wrote about a life-style that

is already dead and about a man who is

probably less than admirable, does not,

however, detract from the appeal of this

book. One does not read Wolfe for content

or authenticity. Dwight Macdonald, who
does not like Wolfe's writing, calls Wolfe's

style "para-journalism.. .a bastard form,

having it both ways, exploiting the factual

authority of journalism and the atmos-

pheric license of fiction. Entertainment

rather than information is the aim of its

producers, and the hope of its consumers."

True. Although, life is not always a plea-

sure, reading Tom Wolfe, fortunately, is.

Miss Grenz is a graduate student at Sao

Francisco State College.
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The Sly and Sinister

Faces of War
My Silent War by Kim Philby, Grove

Press, $5.95.

by ROBERT SALASIN

My Silent War by Russian Colonel Kim

Philby, former head of the Russian Divi-

sion of The British Secret Information

Service and chief liason man between the

British SIS and the American FBI and

CIA, is one of those books, which, like

their authors, are so damnably interesting

precisely because their carefully planned

surfaces present nothing at all of note to

the reader. Superficially it is a bland little

book by a bland little man who just hap-

pened to be one of the most effective spies

in the world's third oldest profession.

Who is Kim Philby? Let us reconstruct

him on the premise that he is, well, some

sort of good guy. Take the infant Che

Guevara (out of the manger, as it were),

make him son of someone who lost him-

self somewhere in the dream world of T.

E. Lawrence and who lives in his deserts

as a practising Moslem ("Which is just not

done, you know"); raise him in the green

and pleasant fields of Eton and Cam-

bridge; give him a political indoctrination

in the Cambridge 1930 equivalent of SDS;

send him to Spain as a correspondent of

The Times (covering Franco's side of the

war); let him join British SIS at the begin-

nings of World War II; and let him scram-

b'e up through the intelligence services to

the top of the bureaucratic heap. Make
him a member of the Russian Intelligence

Force since 1933.

Who is Kim Philby? He is no James

Bond. Former fellow spy Malcolm Mugge-

ridge suggests only that he may have

drunk a little too much and lived a little

too well for his SIS salary. His dossier

lists no Eastern Vices, no eccentricities.

Unlike Guy Burgess (another Russian pen-

etration into SIS I, Philby was no homosex-

ual. He lacked both the opportunity and

the inclination to flirt with voluptuous Miss

Pennyworth; but he was happily married

not just once, but twice, and was apparent-

ly neither outstandingly good nor bad in

bed. He did not carry miniature acetylene

torches about in the heel of his shoe, nor

mutter into his pen cryptic commentary on

Channel D. Philby quite rightly character-

izes himself as presenting absolutely no-

thing out of the ordinary: a good man, one

of us, of the right school and old, if unusu-

al, family Precisely for this reason was he

so unbelievably successful.

His work seems almost as unexciting.

The actual process of spying for the Rus-

sians must have been relatively simple

once he was ensconced within SIS offices,

and, at the end of the War, he was as

much a bureaucrat in the Russian Intelli-

gence as in the British. Most of the book
is built around a complex series of inter-

necine battles between departments within

SIS itself and between the mutually mis-

trustful SIS, CIA (characterized by its first

head as "a bunch of amateur bums.") and
the FBI. Rather like Machiavelli's History

of Florence, the parties and the alliances

are endless. Memos fly like grapeshot, pa-

perclips zing through the air, department
heads and appropriations topple and fall

into the dustbin of history Tire emphasis
is not unusual; when he wanted a list of

all British operatives in the Soviet Union
(or anywhere else for that matter), he
took out the file and looked. No blasting

one's way through all those funny looking

guns; the guns are all American, Philby
is a bureaucrat, and he has a pass.

If for no other reason, the book justifies

itself for its professional commentary on
the FBI and its holy of holies, J. Edgar
Hoover.

If there was ever a bubble repu-

tation, it is his . . . (The F.B.I.'s

record of accomplishment) is

more conspicuous for failure than

success. . .Hoover is a great poli-

tician. His blanket methods and
ruthless authoritarianism are the

wrong weapons for the subtle

world of intelligence. But they have
their uses. There are few people in

the world without skeletons in their

cupboards which they would prefer

to remain decently forgotten. . .The

mere existence of the huge FBI fil-

ing system has deterred many

from attacking Hoover's totalitari-

an empire.

Philby has a peculiarly cold sense of hu-

mor. After helping in a plan to drop Al-

banian emigre partisans behind the Iron

Curtain to return Albania to the West,

(contemplate the dropping of partisan

emigres into Iowa to return it to the East

and you will fully appreciate the humor of

the situation), he writes, "The moral

would seem to be it is better to cut one's

losses than to give hostages to fate." Let

us pause for this contagious mirth to sub-

side, and continue.

The book is a masterpiece of hiding

one's personality; almost an autobiogra-

phy without a subject. Philby seems to

have done no worse with his associates.

Malcolm Muggeridge could only conclude:

"With a father who adopted Mohammed-

anism, why shouldn't the son be a Com-
munist?" Another fellow agent, Graham
Greene (dig that now) couldn't seem to

think of any reasons for Philby's extra-

curricular activity at all. Greene thought

he was a pretty nice guy, all things con-

sidered.

,
It is easy enough for the reviewer to de-

velop a profound dislike of this, for lack of

a better word, traitor. One has to remind

oneself that even if his body temperature

is something under 10 degrees Centigrade,

he, like Guevara to press the point, was

risking his life for, ahem, the Cause,

ahem, of protecting the International's

home and birthplace, the, ahem, Glorious

Soviet Union. The actions speak for them-

Continued on Page 8

The New Face of War, Malcolm W.
Brown, Bobbs-Merrill, 1968 (rev. ed.)

$6.50

by HAROLD HENDERSON
Books about Vietnam and the war these

days seem to fall into three categories:

the academic or semi-academic works of

large-scale analysis, such as Kahin and

Lewis' The United States in Vietnam; the

straightforward eyeball reporting magnifi-

cently mastered by Jonathan Schell (The

Village of Ben Sue); and a third type of

which Malcolm Browne's The New Face

of War is a good example: the "reporter's

book", combining (in more or less con-

fused fashion) major theses, large-scale

political and social analysis, and brutally

pertinent first-hand anecdotes. The total

effect is often unfortunate — a rather di-

luted Schell interspersed with a less than

scholarly Kahin — especially when put

forth in staccato paragraphs and nonde-

script AP prose (the author spent five

years in Vietnam, roughly 1962-67, as an

Associated Press correspondent). General-

ities for Browne don't often grow naturally

out of particulars—they turn up, odd and

hard to manage, in the midst of a chapter

or at the book's end. His chapter organi-

zation seems largely arbitrary, and coher-

ent discussion of one point is likely to be

interrupted by another point or an anec-

dote, and taken up later.

But his basic thesis is fairly straight-

forward, and does succeed in penetrating

tween an "agitprop" team and a village;

Americans and South Vietnamese tend to'

rely on mass leafleting, movies, or other

mechanically simple forms of communi-

cation with minimal effort and minimal

ef'ect at the personal level. Such com-

parisons could go on for pages; in more

or less disjointed form, they are the stuff

of Browne's book.

As a reporter, Browne is not one to raise

more fundamental questions, historical

questions, moral questions. Given his

wealth of concrete knowledge, this is un-

fortunate; but within the limits of the

technical question, "Why aren't we win-

ning?" he makes his point fairly well

In particular, he is not one to be taken in

or kept silent by the official public-rela-

tions nonsense so common in American

dealings with the war.

And on occasion, Browne comes up with

really striking instances of eyeball-report-

ing: the practice of Viet Cong men and

women "of going into battle with a piece

of cable or wire knotted around one leg."

to make it "easier for one's comrades to

haul off the corpse, if one is killed"; the

narrative of the Viet Cong agitprop team

the i for

"our side" is basically incompetent in this

war. This same point keeps recurring—in

discussions of both sides' destructive

"gadgetry". the air war, terrorism, am-
bushes, propaganda, conviction and fight-

ing spirit, "national character", social

stratification, etc. In virtually every as-

pect the Americans and South Vietnamese

turn out to be maladapted to the situation

in such a way as to make it all but impos-

sible for them to win. Viet Cong weapons
and traps are ingeniously contrived from

materials at hand, and stolen weapons are

maintained with the care born of scarcity:

while American gadgets, designed in the

States, are adapted to Vietnamese condi-

tions only with considerable embarrass-

ment and difficulty if at all, and a lost or

damaged weapon can be replaced without

much fuss. Viet Cong propaganda is car-

ried on in close and constant contact be-

winning over a hamlet; the former politi-

cal Buddhist prisoners who as a result of

government torture under Diem are now

highly disturbed mental patients: "Major

General Nguyen Khanh, one of the mili-

tary permiers who followed the Diem re"

gime, visited these patients more than one

year later. They screamed and went ber-

serk. Khanh was told by embarrassed hos-

pital attendants that the patients always

reacted that way at the sight of a military

But even a fairly good "reporter's book"

is terribly cumbersome: it's very hard to

be selective, hard to keep all the details,

analyses, anecdotes from disintegrating in-

to a passive series of passing grotesquerie

— unrelated atrocities, the more obscene

for having neither past nor future, like the

severed head that graces the book's cov-

er. Mercifully, the book is indexed; but

even so, I find it difficult to recommend
in good conscience to busy students —
who, if they can be convinced to read

anything at all outside of class, are more

likely to enjoy and benefit from either of

the other two genres mentioned above.

But for their parents? On the other

hand, the book has a certain merit for

the non-academic mass of over-30

"straight people", those who retain at

least a latent inclination to "stand up for

America." It is both concrete (Schell)

and far-ranging (Kahin), which qualities

make it easy to read, if hard to grasp

as a whole Browne's restraint in phras-

ing points that would infuriate many oth-

er writers (Viet Cong superiority, US-

ARVN atrocities the air war) may
insinuate him into living rooms and minds

not otherwise reachable: "To hear only

that moaning sound (of complex electrical

gear in a jet cockpit), like the sighing of

wind around the corner of a house, when
bomb blasts are erupting and huts dis-

integrating just below, or when napalm

splashes so close below as to scorch the

plane's paint, is a phenomenon pilots call

'cockpit isolation.' Outside there is the

din and horror of jet-age war; inside there

is the calm and quiet of a computer room.

The pilots are glad to be spared the sounds

they create. I have sometimes wondered

whether it might not be better for some
Air Force officers to be better acquainted

with the ugly cacophony of warfare."

In many ways, Browne's book is pecu-

liarly and awfully American — in its

virtues and vices, its disjointed topicality,

its neglect of larger, non-technical ques-

tions over and above "Who's winning and

why?" But these very limitations may
make him the ideal entering wedge of

dissent into the great American mind—
which, like him. is inclined to question

the war only because we are losing, and

not because we intervened in the first

place. If books like his disturb enough

people, they may create the groundwork

for more fundamental and searching

critiques.

And yet Browne deviates from this good-

American pattern in one very striking way
— his last page reveals a startingly forth-

right conclusion: "I no longer feel that

America is capable of mastering this kind

of war, at least in our country's present

state of mind ... the word 'isolationism'

has a peculiarly attractive ring." One

need hardly stress the novelty of such a

"defeatist" admission by an American;

whether that novelty will become policy

is yet to be seen. But one might, in any

case, wish that this country's future exec-

utors of policy were as dependably de-

cent in limited ways as Mr. Browne.

Mr. Henderson is a student at Carleton

College. -
The Silent Weapons: The Realities of

Chemical Warfare, Robin Clarke, Dav-

id McKay Co., $4.95.

by RON HAMMERLE
Shortly before Hubert Humphrey got his

first whiff of rising tear gas this summer,

two back page stories appeared in major

newspapers relating incidents surrounding

the long controversial subject of chemical

and biological warfare. One reported the

success of pressures by a group of Wash-

ington scientists and teachers in having

the government remove an estimated

stockpile of 100 billion lethal doses of nerve

gas from the Rocky Mountain Arsenal,

near population centers in the Denver area.

The other cited U.S. and U.S.S.R. opposi-

tion to a British move in Geneva to ban

production and use of bacteriological weap-

ons. (Since 1925, the U.S. has refused to

ratify the Geneva Protocol banning inter-

national use of asphyxiating, poisonous or

other gases and bacteriological methods ol

warfare.

)

The minor publicity surrounding the two

stories is but the peak of a major scientif-

ic, political and ethical debate that has

been going on for years, particularly in

the scientific community. With student

anti-war leaders uncovering widespread

chemical and biological (CB) war research

in the universities and increased alarm

over U.S. CB warfare policies in Vietnam,

it was inevitable that some books should

follow to bring the public up to date on

the story.

One of several recent efforts in the field

is The Silent Weapons, by British Science

Journal editor Robin Clarke.

Yet ethical and moral issues form his

most prominent theme. Of particular inter-

est for the immediate reader is the cur-

rent battle in the scientific market place.

The Deputy Director of an agency engaged

in CB warfare research is quoted discuss-

ing an earlier dilemma in recruiting sci-

entific talent for his program of public

health in reverse.

Biologists who used to find it diffi-

cult to get a $5000 grant are now be-

ing showered with funds as a result

of the 51 billion National Institutes

of Health programs and NASA's

space biology program. We are com-

peting for the same people who are

working, for example, on cancer re-

search.

After several decades of relatively little

development, a CB weapons revolution

took place in the late '50s. With details of

this and Vietnam experiments, scientific

organizations began to escalate their polit-

ical and ethical concerns. Many such ef-

forts Clarke relates, while making it clear

however, that the scientific community is

"split down the middle" on the issues,

with "one half vigorously defending chem-

ical and biological weapons and the other

half attacking them with more fervor than

has perhaps ever been applied by scien-

tists to any political or military problem"

Mr. Hammerle is a graduate student at the

Divinity School of the University of Chica-
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penguin Modem Poets 11, $.95.

by WENDY RICKERT

penguin Books give one few clues as to

v,hat to expect from its eleventh selection

f three modem poets. A statement on

the outside of the paperback assures us

that the volume contains "representative"

work of each poet. But no preface intro-

duces us to their lives or literary histories.

Penguin Modern Poets presents the poetry

f D. M. Black, Peter Redgrove, and D.

HI. Thomas, and quite fairly, as it stands.

Black conjures up hosts of dwarves.

Redgrove dwells on ghosts. And Thomas
permits space travelers, aliens, and an-

droids to dominate his poems' land- and

D. M. Black begins his selection with

poems concerning various "judges," iden-

tified for us by their colors. These and

the dwarves which recur throughout his

poems indicate Black's way of molding

his presence in an environment through

the power of his imagination. How this

works for him is demonstrated in these

lines from "Leith Docks":

Here I

walked carefully, some feet from
the edge, looking

up into the lofty cranes. And
froze at the familiar voice of the

blue

judge saluting me. We
set for a
jaunty

fling, cum-parunvparamparapum,
and other

judges joined, the

red the green the

violet the

orange, and we
danced formally there in the

varying dark. Solemn
lines and grave evolutions.

Dawn di-

luted the subtle dark, faded

my glowing judges. Set me walking
palely under the tall cranes.

Black's generation of vibrant parts of self

in these judges is reminiscent of Wallace
Stevens' use of creative energy as dis-

played in the final lines of Black's "A
Rabbit as King of the Ghosts":

You sit with your head like a carv-

ing in space

And the little green cat is a bug in

the grass.

Black's forging of self is however not as
relaxed and quick to take direction as is

Stevens'. At times it takes on the nature of

a difficult quest, as in his fourteen page
"Without Equipment." In fact, he shows
himself to be quite jostled about in these

lines of Part I:

For those of my compilation it

sometimes seems that nature
will take a quite casual flippancy

and then

terribly clip it out: will set me
astride a woolly collie for example,
among the giggling nursery and he
bounds and I am astride a
toy plane rushing to an
impossible take-off over a vast

drop — falling for

miles over a well-
watered landscape.

One proceeds with Black into, a bewilder-
ing world of mechanical plants and the

dwarves who must tend them. This sur-

realistic combination of factory and fairy-

tale atmospheres is amazingly effective —
it insinuates both threat and curse.

But when in Part II Black is transported
to a medieval setting all good things seem
possible once again. Here the dwarves are
"dwarfs" and we can respect them as they
are gathered in a bed of nasturtium for a
poetry reading. It is difficult to follow
Black's version of the dwarfian tongue, but
clearly the dwarf's poem " 'My Lov and
'' " is also of a quest:

eggoes

oze in vat sprilliand dinscape. You
were

there, brezzence not to be zeen
against vivid

rock-walls, zhadow not
visible vlung glowing
zhools — tong — ganyong — O
Gride mush I vahlo!

But however gride he does vahlo. he never
quite happens upon his lov in a concrete
sense and explains to the confused human
visitor:

I would de-

scribe how although she was not

there she

was - O - e-

nough, in the

layered manifold.

We can watch Black as he learns from
the dwarfs, experiences, and emerges
triumphantly in the end with equipment:
five juggling balls. And we know that

D. M. Black has just shown us what a
vital talent juggling can be to the human
imagination today.

Let us now face the imagination of D. M.
Thomas, as we must sooner or later in

this review. Thomas bombards the
reader with confusing expressions such as
quite"the Vardian Commonwealth," "Lem-
nos omikron colony," and "Mnesmosyne
Tapes." The sounds of these space terms
and the strange situations produced by life

on other planets seem to be the sole bases
for many of Thomas' poems.
At his best Thomas strives to set

Strange, Simpering
Voices of Culture

off the human reaction within the scenes

he creates such as in these lines from
"Elegy for an Android":

Bion and Theocritus

seeing your straight limbs,

classic grace of feature and gold

dazzling curls would have

unhitched their pipes but

chancing to see the

tiny emblem 'made in

U.S.A.' in the whorl of your

navel would have

shuddered and walked
on. Yet I loved you,

Vanessa, passing the love of

Peter Redgrove's ghosts must be taken

very differently from Black's dwarves or

Thomas' space creatures, because they are

characteristic of the evanescence of life

which the poet realizes and strains against

in his work. Redgrove does this most suc-

cessfully in "The Widower." The widower
flounders time and again in insubstantial-

ity, as in these lines:

All lies, and here the lies come

The spreading, the too-great

jority.

Whose heads hang from

Who stroll about vomiting, shaking

and gaping with it,

Who goggle in terror of their condi-

tion, who retire at dawn
To almost inaudible thin quarrels

up and down the graveyard

strata

Who lurk with invisible thin whines

like gnats in daytime
But who billow through the deep

lanes at dusk

Like a mist of bleached portraits,

who do not exist,

Who walk like a shivering laundry

of shifted humanity
And who stink. . .

.

But Redgrove pulls the widower to the

surface through a Creeley-Hke testing out

of the parts of the mind as evidenced by

Now somebody melts. . .but think-

ing of death got them this way
That's what you're saying, in these

These parts of the mind, any mind,

these fancies,

Thinking of horrors created them
horrors.

Love frightens them, so let's fright-

It frightens me. You are a shapely

Oh, I droop with admiration. No.

no, I spring!

And finally:

Two is a round reality. Dead is a

But a real . And • i of i

The strength of Peter Redgrove and the

power of D. M. Black are well worth this

Penguin Modern Poets 11. Their poetry is

vital, honest, and, with the aid of dwarfs

and ghosts, very definitely real.

Miss Rickert is a second year student in

the college of the University of Chicago

and is majoring in English.

The Exagggerations of Peter Prince, The

Novel by Steve Katz, Holt, Rinehart, &
Winston, $6.95.

by JEHOSHA PROSTHESIS

How can a novelist tell us much about

his art when: a) his "message" or point is

at best diffuse and b), the machine of his

novel is a gimmicky "Let's let the reader

in on the construction, man"? Author

Katz tries to expose the stages of story

elaboration very explicitly and to coax
the audience into reading from an authoi-

ial viewpoint. Perhaps he thinks this will

be exciting or that it will bring the reader

into closer proximity with the springs of

creation, or "the dying ember" of the writ-

er's mind. Katz is erratically amusing and

tragically evocative, but his self-conscious

method is not unique and it does not, to

my thinking, eliminate irritating artifice.

Although the novel resembles a patch-

work quilt more than an art work which
shows unity or at least consistent vibrancy,

Katz nevertheless writes very well much
of the time. His bald humor is gusty when
he covers a page of his novel with the com-
ing and going of a destroyer at high sea in

consecutive photographs, stamped with

"NOT TO BE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE
READING ROOM"; or when he maintains

the noise of a fan in the room where the

protagonist is reading a story by covering

the left margin or the text itself with z's.

And he finely narrates mysteries that can't

be resolved and, less finely, periods of

boredom and waiting.

His novel consists of many dips and half

starts into the life and travels of the pro-

tagonist Peter Prince, who is commented
on by himself, the author, and two minor
characters, Philip Farrel and Linda Law-
rence. Peter Prince plods, mostly mentally,

through successive unsatisfying love af-

fairs, pointed social situations, and periods

of self-examination. Narrative order and

continuity mean nothing to the author,

though they did to his self-consciously com-

menting and digressing precursors. This

wouldn't matter if Katz had a mature

writer's will or ideological command. Un-

fortunately, Katz is too often cute, im-

patient, and unwilling to go beyond a

hackneyed do-nothing nihilism that only

rises from its lethargy well into the text,

and soon sags again as Katz's triumphant

statement that he has finished his book

takes control: his last sentence is, "I am
the author of Peter Prince."

The one thing noteworthy about Katz's

gyrations is his talented penchant for nar-

rating two or three stories in separate col-

umns on the same page. (The largest sec-

tion of such writing in this novel was
published in Chicago Review, Vol. 18, No.'s

5 and 6.) In these passages Katz's prose

tends to contract or expand from its cus-

tomarily welt-bodied rhythm, though the

stories sometimes gain in speed, suspense,

and multiplicity of meaning. This form
gives plenty of freedom to the reader (it

must be said that Katz is usually gracious)

without descending into an equivalent of

the 'requent inanities of John Cage.
Even the shape of the book is unusual

and the dust jacket features the same face

on both front andb ack (minus, incidental-

ly, a photograph of the author). The price,

however, is too high for such a stew, even
though the author is a competent prose
poet who curls his language into sentences

or smashes it into units that should please

those who care about language and dis-

please the academic watchdogs who police

our morphology and syntax. So wait for

the paperback, pay 95 cents, and take a

Electric Mud
Cadet Concept 314S
(Chess Recording Corporation), $4.95.

by ANDY POLON
Have you ever had that awful sinking

feeling when one of your idols has sold

out? Well, Muddy Waters, one of the all-

time blues greats, has finally done it

folks. He's recorded an album so incred-

ibly commercial that it should have been
titled "Electric Shit". This album, com-
plete with a giant centerfold of Muddy
posing as Guru and an eight page photo

booklet ot Muddy at his hairdresser's has

him saddled with a combination soul and
psychedelic band, and together they grind

out eight awful tunes, mostly "up-to-date"

versions of some of Muddy's classic blues

from the 1950's.

The band has a competent soul rhythm
section, a piano and organ, all of

which are used on every track. But with

them is a psychedelic lead guitar which

plays almost non-stop from the start of

side one to the end of side two. Sort of

like the Iron Butterfly Sound replacing

Muddy's beautiful bottleneck guitar play-

ing(which is absent on this album).

The arrangements of the tunescon sist

principally of snatches stolen from soul

and rock hits. For example, the opening

of "Hootchie Kootchie Man" on this al-

bum is copied from Hendrix's "Foxey La-

dy" intro. Another track, "Harper's Free

Press," is sort of a cross between Sonny

and Cher's "The Beat Goes On" (sample

lyric: "The Hippies sing a flower song/

while draft card burning is going on") and

the Vandellas' "Nowhere to Run." Occa-

sionally, horns are used, as the soprano

sax in "She's All Right." The horn vamp
here is Oriental styled—you know, that ac-

id rock sound. A flute is added on this

tune, but at the end of the cut the flute and

bass suddenly stop and go into the Temp-
tations' "My Girl" vamp. This is the way
the arrangements are thought out.

The guitar player is unbelievably taste-

less throughout. He wah-wahs through

"Hootchie Kootchie Man," and on "Same
Thing," the album's only blues track, he

goes on endlessly. The only tune that

makes it is Muddy's attempt at "Let's

Spend the Night Together." The band

lays down a heavy vamp reminiscent of

the beat from "Sunshine of Your Love,"

and, with Muddy's fine singing, this soul

version of the Rolling Stones' tune almost

works. But since Muddy's voice, the

organ, and the guitar are all heavily

echoed on this track (as on all the

others), the overall sound really is elec-

tric mud.
Charles Stepney is the man to blame

for the arrangements since the other

musicians are not listed. If you want to

hear some great blues, buy Chess' Best

of Muddy Waters or Muddy Waters at

Newport. But skip this new album. The

only type of acid this psychedelic blunder

will remind you of is the kind that

causes indigestion.

Mr. Polon is a fourth year student in

Electropaleontology at the University of

Chicago.
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GROVES OF APATHIA
The Addison Tradition, John Morressy,

Doubleday, $4.95.

by DEB BURNHAM
The small college is dying, they say.

Financial problems make up the reasons

most often recited by the experts, but to

judge from John Morressy's account, the

small school has already buried its soul

and can do nothing but keep the body ac-

ceptable. There is some subtle horror in

the novel's picture of a second-rate, stifl-

ingly conservative school—rather like a
corpse with a pleasant smile, heavy make-

up, and vacant eyes.

Both the strengths and the weaknesses

of Morressy's account of a student protest

lie in his habit of overstatement. Had he

been able to fabricate a more credible

plot, his message would be much more
convincing. It is hard to believe that any

Dean of Students, outside of fundamental-

ist church schools, would get away with

ordering a bearded .student to shave, then

expelling the student editor who wrote a

mild satire on the incident. The general

reader will probably take the entire book

as overstatement This is unfortunate, be-

cause Morressy's exaggeration is far less

heavy-handed when he draws a picture of

the sort of campus where the administra-

tion dispenses the rights of speech and

thought, and student government leaders

support this sort of action by issuing a

"mandate for prudence."

Addison College, the scene of this display

of administrative paranoia, is committed

to preserving its insulation by "avoiding

anything that really counts." The students,

full of "a kind of bovine tranquility" do

not really want much of anything, least of

all an education. The faculty's most clear-

ly articulated desires are designed to make
them more secure in their narrow and ner-

vous professionalism. Both students and

faculty are committed to the mystique of

"going through the proper channels." The
disturbing thing about this mystique is

not so much the rather lazy dedication to

propriety, or even the incredible fear that

it masks, but the appalling ignorance of

just whom this propriety serves. It expres-

ses a smooth politeness born not of genu-

ine courtesy and respect, but of bureau-

cratic convenience. The Addison faculty

avoided the chance to take a stand on the

question of an unfair expulsion, explaining

that even so obvious an injustice was not

a "central issue." (One thinks immediately

of college faculties who have hesitated to

take a stand on the draft because such a
political issue was not of immediate con-

Into this atmosphere of insulation comes
Matthew Grennan, English instructor, de-

termined to stick to his research and pub-

lishing rather than become entangled in

student activities and faculty politics. He
is dragged reluctantly into the latter and

finds himself unable to avoid sympathetic

involvement with student problems.

Stylistically the novel is full of some-

times appealing, sometimes irritating clev-

erness, as if the author himself once wrote

for a college humor rag and never quite

lost the touch. His cleverness is most ef-

fective when he is dispensing the wisdom

of his own experience:

Grennan had learned slowly and re-

luctantly and at the price of excruci-

ating disillusionment, that liter-

ature did not make bad things good

. . .It simply provided a wealth of

background material for articula-

ting his impotent outrage at life.

There is an odd but not disturbing gap be-

tween the full and sympathetic portrayal

of Matt Grennan and the cardboard par-

odies of the students, teachers, and ad-

ministrators. Part of the gap is filled when
Grennan's increasing sympathy for his col-

league's problems (if not for their tactics)

allows him to at least sympathize with

their willingness to settle for the good-

enough. Thus he senses their plight—they

are so emmeshed in their own attitudes

that they have fallen into "a kind of moral

somnambulism in which one knows all the

proper terms but somehow cannot stir."

Grennan is honest enough to express his

indignation at their failure to act but will

avoid betraying himself by doing what he

must as a teacher and as a man.

The book itself is only mildly important.

Those on the inside will appreciate the

truth in essence, if not in detail, in Mor-

ressy's portraits of a philistine and pro-

vincial Board of Trustees, a pompous and

unimaginative administration, and an op-

portunistic faculty. Most accurate and

depressing of all is the sketch of the Addi-

son student body: three thousand well-

dressed, satisfied reflections of the trus-

tees, deans and professors who control

their lives. Peering angrily from the ho-

mogeneous mass of Addison products is a
tiny handful of malcontents and (compara-

tive) activists. Grennan sides with them
on the censorship issue but soon discov-

ers that even their concern and involve-

ment are limited to issues that affect

them directly. As he senses this essential

pettiness, his own protective selfishness

begins to fall away. The emergence of the

real, whole Matt Grennan is complete

when he discovers that his colleagues, for

all their talk of academic freedom, are

too naive and too selfish to avoid being

trapped by the very powers that they pre-

tend to disdain.

Morressy does a good job of setting

forth the subtle and indispensible lessons

of his experiences in academic politics.

Like Grennan he is dedicated first of all

to the finest and most human education

possible: "Why the hell can't teachers

teach the important things?" Related to

this is a realistic but passionate plea that

teachers open their eyes and apprehend
the realities and responsibilities of aca-

demic life with their minds and their guts.

Grennan, after a good many struggles

of his own, finally emerges as a man of

real integrity. He is a good teacher, but

what singles him out is the personal pow-

er derived from his union of monl and
ethical awareness—usually expressed

tongue-in-cheek—and his sense of politi-

cal realities. He stays at Addison because

he feels he must yet realize that there

will come a time when he will have to

leave to keep his integrity. If one grad-

uates—or rather emerges—from the col-

lective womb of the Addison Colleges of

America with anything resembling the

values and priorities that Grennan repre-

sents, it is in spite of and not because of

the powers that shape the education of-

fered. The Grennans make the scene less

bleak, and we need more like him. One
hates to see them get screwed, but by
living the sort of life that makes adminis-

trators want to screw them, they may
help save American education.

Miss Burnham is a third year student in

English and history at the College of

Wooster.

Ports

THE SOFT-BOILED DICK
by TERENCE C. WOLFE

In 1944 Raymond Chandler wrote an es-

say that has become the classic statement

on the "hard-boiled detective" story. Called

"The Simple Art of Murder," it described

the process by which Dashiell Hammett
"Took murder out of the Venetian vase and

dropped it into the alley." This insistence

on realism linked with an ability and de-

sire to describe the society in which these

writers lived (Chandler again: "a world in

which gangsters can rule a nation and al-

most rule a city") is a large part of the

reason that Hammett and Chandler rose

so far above the genre in which they

wrote. Finally, of course, the reason that

they are two of the major American writ-

ers of fiction lies in their extraordinary

ability. Hammett wrote the best dialogue

in American fiction and Chandler some of

the best prose.

Together they inspired a tradition that

has resulted in quite a few uninspired imi-

tations, a few talented second-rate

works, and one writer who has been able

to transform their genre into something
relevant to his own time. His name is

Ross Macdonald.

Macdonald's first work The Three Roads
is an extremely successful attempt at a
"psychological thriller." It is the story of

Bret Taylor, a returned naval officer who
is suffering from a severe mental lapse

and the attempts of his woman to save

him if not his memory. The book is the

basis for half of what became a dual pre-

occupation for the rest of Macdonald's
work. In The Three Roads we find a fas-

cination with the effects of the past and an

involvement with the middle class that be-

came important in Los Angeles after the

Second World War.
Macdonald's second novel The Blue City

(1949) was a paean to Chandler and quite

unlike the first. It involves a fairly obnox-

ious hero coming into a tepid city and

somehow trying to evolve a workable po-

sition for himself within its boundaries. If

the novel is not a complete success it is be-

cause it seems a bit overdone and because

Macdonald's hero in this case is not really

the man for the job. Nevertheless, he is

the beginning of the Macdonald hero, a

man who comes closer to fulfilling Chand-

ler's vision of a modern knight in tarnished

armour than did Phillip Marlowe himself.

The most recent work in the Macdonald

canon, The Instant Enemy, is surely

among the most successful fusions of the

two strains and stands alongside The Zebra

Striped Hearse and The Chill as a book so

completely realized that it must be consid-

ered a masterpiece.

The hero of The Invisible Enemy is Lew
Archer named after the partner of Ham-
mett's Sam Spade killed at the start of

The Maltese Falson, a private detective

who operates alone in Los Angeles and
who once had been a cop. Archer is much
like many of the characters in the book:

he is alone; he is part of the post-war

middle class (albeit at the bottom) and
while he is able to see the precariousness

of his clients' lives we cannot believe his

is any less so; he is desperately in search

of a moral order and a place in a society

he mistrusts and which mistrusts him.

This duality is one of Macdonald's

strongest assets. Archer is cast in the

role of both observer and participator;

he is at once a critic and an actor. He is a

cop who takes cases because (usually) he

likes one of the people.—It need not be his

client; in the Instant Enemy it is the

boy he is hunting, but it is this emotional

involvement with people that is Archer's

motivation, his answer to Hammett's Op's

blind professionalism and Marlowe's sheer

manipulativeness.

The action of The Instant Enemy is pre-

cipitated by Archer's search for Sandy
Sebastian, a 17-year old runaway girl.

Archer does not really understand kids

(as I believe is also true with Macdonald)

but he recognizes his prejudice and, see-

ing things this way, we are presented

with another of the unresolved conflicts

that are the center of this work. Nearly

all the characters here are searching for

some sort of order, for a means that will

permit them to live at ease with each
other and with the world. Good and bad
are not easily defined here; the worst

single action is performed by the man
who seems most good and is done for

apparently the best of motives. Archer

is a hero because above all others he has

recognized his position and conflict and
thus has the greatest ability to survive.

We do not believe that Archer believes

that his search shall be fulfilled. But as

he does believe that his search has an
end and is thus not existential, so does
he believe, in a very unsentimental man-
ner, that perhaps one of these kids he

keeps encountering, whose lives and souls

he attempts to help remain intact, may
, be able to complete what he has started.

Mr. Wolfe is a third year student at

Berkeley.

Continued from Page 1

seemed to negate the hope of a radical

change that would align society with the

poets' ideals. Despairing, the poets es-

caped into imaginative worlds. Rossetti

finds only self and woodspurge in a pro-

foundly personal sorrow. William Morris,

despite his socialism, mourns the loss of a

golden age of virtue and craftsmanship.

Death and the passing of time over-

whelmed the poet's consciousness and
seemed to remove all reason for living, all

value from life.

Auden chose from the vastness of nine-

teenth century verse much that is in-

teresting, both for its content and for its

metrical schemes. The "Romantics" won
from the eighteenth century a new poetic

freedom, and their heirs were not care-

less to experiment lavishly within the new
range of verse forms now accepted for

serious verse. The nineteenth century

poets, too, display great prosodic virtuosi-

ty. This may well be attributed to their

classical educations, which demanded of

them much time spent in translation or in

composing verses in Latin or Greek. The
result of these two factors, new verse free-

dom and a training in translation, is a

poetry of fine metrical quality: rarely

does it stumble, limp, or turn into prose,

as does much of contemporary verse. But
diction is mostly clumsy. Until the works
at the end of the century, I am rarely

struck by the clearness of meaning, the

sharpness of imagery. Precision fades with

carelessness into generalizations or thea-

trics, words seem to be chosen only on a

criterion of rhyme of rhythm.

The metrical schemes show skill, but the

language does not resound in the imagina-

tion with an accuracy of image. Thomas
Hood, for example, made a "Nocturnal

Sketch," but when we read-
Anon Night comes with her wings,

brings things

Such as, with his poetic tongue,

Young sung;

The gas up-blazes with its bright

white light,

And paralytic watchmen prowl,

howl, growl,

About the streets and take up Pall-

Mall Sal,

Who, hasting to her nightly jobs,

robs fobs,

—it's not Night, but the final three words
in a line that occupy the consciousness.

Poets like Palmer and Hood sometimes
showed more interest in prosodic experi-

mentation and virtuosity than in imagina-

tive precision. Lewis Carroll for one, felt

that this interest, and the elitism engen-

dered by it, was endangering Poetry: in

"Poeta Fit, Non Nascitur" he took some
solid jabs at his poetic colleagues:

"For first you write a sentence,

And then you chop it small;

Then mix the bits, and sort them

Just as they chance to fall.

The order of the phrases makes
No difference at all.

"Next when you are describing

A shape, or sound, or tint;

Don't state the matter plainly,

But put it in a hint:

And learn to look at all things

With a sort of mental squint."

"For instance, if I wished sir,

Of mutton-pies to tell,

Should I say 'dreams of fleecy

flocks

Pent in a wheaten cell'?"

"Why yes," the old man said,

"that phrase

Would answer very well."

A reaction did set in Diction, imagery,

and symbol did become important in En-

gland. And with this reaction we headed

into the twentieth century with an
phasis on the perfect word, the compelling

image, and a confusion of iamb and tro-
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Poor Mao.
Mt9s Always Now

Death of the Dollar, William F. Ricken-

backer, Arlington House, $4.95.

by LAWRENCE MARSH

Death of the Dollar could have been

good book if Mr. Rickenbacker had not

been burdened with two limitations. First

all, he is not an economist. Secondly,

Mr Rickenbacker is a doctrinaire con-

servative determined to find a bureau-

cratic bugaboo behind every economic

;m confronting the nation. In this

case, he has cornered the wrong party,

the U. S. monetary authorities, and al-

lowed the real villain, U. S. foreign policy,

lo escape.

Mr. Rickenbacker contends that our

chronic balance of payments deficit is a

result of runaway spending, monetary mis-

management, and a policy of "inflation-

lor-infla t ion's sake" by the U. S. gov-

ernment. Worse yet, he views the so-called

debauching of the currency and the re-

strictions on private gold holdings as the

spearhead for totalitarianism. Although

I
sympathize with his concern for individ-

ual liberty, such feelings cannot take the

place of rigorous economic analysis.

Lacking concrete analysis, Mr. Ricken-

backer relies on quotes. Quotes, quotes,

Gold No,

and more quotes, one of which runs for

six pages. He does deserve credit, how-
ever, for his perspicuous review of the
institutional framework of the Federal
Reserve System, the International Mon-
etary Fund, and the Foreign Exchange
Market.

The basic fallacy in Mr. Rickenbacker 's

reasoning comes to light in his chapter,on
the International Monetary Fund. He can-
not understand, he declares, why after

twenty years of deficits, no one even sug-

gests that the United States might have
a "fundamental disequilibrium" in its bal-

ance of trade. It is here .that Mr. Ricken-
backer fails to distinguish between balance
of payments and balance of trade.

The balance of payments includes all

items which give rise to current monetary
claims between the United States and the
rest of the world. The balance of trade
is limited to commodity movements and
is essentially commodity exports minus
commodity imports.

Thus, although the United States has
experienced twenty years of deficits in

its balance of payments, it has had at the

same time an almost continuous surplus
in its balance of trade. In other words,
the United States is not pricing itself out

Quaker Oats Si
Revolutionary Immortality, Robert Jay

Litton, Random House, $4.95, simultan-

ous Vintage, $1.95.

by MILTON C. BUTLER

Everyone who has been puzzled, repulsed

frightened, excited, or generally fascinated

by the weird socio-political turmoil with-

Red China known as the Cultural Revo-

lution should read this book. Of the

myriad of explanations of this unique phe-

lon proposed by various Western
China-watchers, the most frequent have
been vague statements that there was

sort of power struggle in progress

and (hat the general chaos was a mani-
festation of it, or similarly vague conten-

tions that Mao Tse-tung was seriously ill

dead. Though both positions may have
3rit, after reading Dr. Lifton's book both

em pitifully inadequate by themselves.
In Revolutionary Immortality he adopts a

'psycho-historical" viewpoint, that is, one
through which he relates China's tumultu-

listory to certain human psychologi-

cal needs evidenced by Mao and many
other Chinese throughout this upheaval,

' the result of his approach is the most
intelligent and reasonable appraisal of the

situation that I've read.

With physical death inevitable, all peo-

ple feel the need for a sense of the histori-

cal continuity of their lives, a link

between their own existence and those

s which have occurred before them
vill occur after their deaths, or as

Litton terms it, a sense of "symbolic im-
mortality." Mao Tse-tung will soon be
seventy-five years old. In an interview

Edgar Snow, an American, in Janu-
ary of 1965, he reportedly said that he was

"ing ready to see God very soon."
Aside from the religious implications of

|he statement, this death-anticipation is,

in Lifton's estimation, the primary source
of the Cultural Revolution. Later in the

'iew Mao began to reminisce about
his earlier revolutionary activities, dwell-
ing upon the deaths of his two brothers,
his first wife, and, during the Korean War,
his son. What emerged was a psychologi-
cal pattern common among the survivors
of the Hiroshima atomic bomb whom Lif-

ton interviewed for his earlier book,
Death in Life: the guilt feelings associated
w 'th having survived events which caused
[he deaths of many others.

Mao's life has been completely devoted
to the Chinese Communist Revolution.

Thus, as he now approaches the end of his

life, his entire present and past existence

acquires meaning to him only in terms of

this Revolution, and his single foremost
fear lies in the possibility of its demise.

As prime mover and survivor of the Rev-
olution for which many of his associates

died, his guilt compounds his desperate

insecurity. He fears something more than
biological death: desymbolization, the de-

struction of the specific set of symbols
which alone give meaning to his life and
those of the thousands who died during the

course of the Revolution.

He has definite grounds for his fear. As
he reported to Snow in the interview,

"those in China now under the age of

twenty have never fought a war and never
seen an imperialist or known Capitalism

in power." He fears that due to the lack

of real experience of these forces against

which his Revolution was instigated, suc-

ceeding generations might soften in their

revolutionary fervor, permit its principles

to be compromised, permit it to slowly

dwindle and die.

The Cultural Revolution which he cre-

ated to prevent this embodies part of Trot-

sky's concept of "permanent revolution."

Mao was attempting to involve the young

actively in the fight against the traditional

capitalist and imperialist foes by defining

any and all Western influences as "revi-

sionist" and calling upon the Red Guard
to exert their power to destroy such in-

fluences in the name of "purity," or Mao-

ism. This explains the fervor and enthusi-

asm exhibited by the Red Guard: they,

too, were given symbolic immortality

through the Cultural Revolution, the op-

portunity (hardly a strong enough word)

to relate their lives to the past and future.

The abundance of verbal death-defiance

to be found in the slogans and quotations

they flaunted reflects these feelings of im-

mortality and omnipotence: "What is the

greatest force? The greatest force is that

of the union of the popular masses. What
should we fear?. . . We should not fear the

dead. We should not fear the bureaucrats.

We should not fear the militarists. We
should not fear the capitalists."

Dr. Lifton points out that the Chinese

culture has traditionally placed a high

value upon words and writings. Through-

out China's history the skills of reading

and writing have been privileges attain-

able by a relatively small number of peo-

ple in the upper classes. In this context,

of world markets with inflationary poli-

cies as Mr. Rickenbacker contends, and
it is not in any sort of "disequilibrium."

The real problem which Mr. Ricken-
backer does his best to ignore has been
a result of essentially two factors. The
first is a severe capital shortage in West-
ern Europe after the war coupled with the

continued underdevelopment of European
capital markets relative to those of the

United States. The second is U. S. foreign

policy from the Marshall Plan to Vietnam
that year after year has drained the Uni-

ted States of billions and billions of

dollars.

Regardless of what might be said for

the U. S. foreign policy from a military,

political, or sociological point of view,

from an economic point of view it has
been disastrous. But Mr. Rickenbacker
brushes aside any such thoughts with the

comment, ".
. .a country should be able

to afford the kind of military structure

the worship of the book, The Quotations of

Chairman Mao, is not as strange as it

first appears to most Westerners. There is

historical precedent in the worship of the

writings of Confucius. Mao simply utilized

a deeply entrenched cultural pattern to

his own ends in a contemporary situation.

It is the over-zealous worship of that

book, oddly enough, which has produced

one of the major failures of the Cultural

Revolution, according to Dr. Lifton. The
totality of its worship led to the official

line that the road to moral and technologi-

cal success was the diligent study of the

thought of Mao, a doctrine defined in the

book as "psychism," the attempt to

achieve control over one's external en-

vironment through internal, "psychologi-

cal manipulations." With the national goal

of industrial advancement and the simul-

taneous emphasis on the study of Mao as

a means to such advancement, a certain

enthusiasm was achieved, but one which
could not replace technological training.

What resulted was a spree of frenzied and

erratic production of a variety of com-
modities, mostly crude "pig" iron, with

no standards of quality and no regularity

of production. Many factories closed, and
: chaos resulted.

R. J. Lifton's two previous books are

very closely related to the present one:

Thought Reform and the Psychology of

Totalism: A Study of "Brainwashing" in

China, and Death in Life, a much longer

book than Revolutionary Immortality in

which many of the concepts in the new
book are introduced. He is "widely ac-

knowledged as an authority on contem-

porary psychological patterns in East

Asia," according to the book jacket, and I

have no reason to doubt it. For the strict-

ly amateur China-watcher, such as myself,

the book may prove difficult occasionally

from unexplained references to certain

periods in China's history, and more than

once its clarity is impaired by laborious

psychological coinages. But otherwise the

book is quite intriguing. It gave me a real

feeling of what was happening behind the

rather awesome and fear-invoking official

newsreels and releases. The author's com-

ments on the social and political ramifi-

cations of China's newly acquired nuclear

capabilities are particularly interesting,

and he has made some somewhat comfort-

ing, albeit exceedingly cautious, predic-

tions concerning the type of policy shift

forseeable in the aftermath of the

turbulence.

its military officers recommend." (The
italics are Mr. Rickenbacker's.)

What seems most incredible in Death of

the Dollar is Mr. Rickenbacker's almost
fanatical fascination with gold. He spends
an entire irrelevant chapter on its beauty,

lustre, history, and physical properties.

Did you know, for example, that "The
gold content of the average meteorite is

about 700 times higher than the gold
content of the earth's surface"?
Finally Mr. Rickenbacker settles down

to his own area of expertise-investment
survival. Besides being a senior editor
of National Review. Mr, Rickenbacker is

a Wall Street research analyst, and an
independent investment advisor. Thus
when he suggests investing in Quaker Oats
and African gold mines, I'm sure he must
know what he is talking about.

After his elaborate instructions on
hoarding, from rare books and violins to

convertible securities and gold stocks, Mr.
Rickenbacker has the nerve to say, "Sav-
ing silver coins or buying a foreign gold

mining stock does not amount to 'betting

against the Government' or engaging in

similar unpatriotic gestures." All 1 can
say is that that is exactly what it does
amount to. Nevertheless, Mr. Rickenback-
er assures us that he and his elite will

be perfectly willing to take over and re-

build the country after its inevitable

downfall.

Mr. Butler is a first-year student in

philosophy in the college of the University

of Chicago.

Mr. Marsh is a graduate student in Ec-
onomics at Michigan State University.

Painless

Cliches
Vision and Image James Johnson

Sweeney, Simon and Schuster, $4.95.

by JEREMY DUPERTUIS BANGS

Vision and Image is the seventeenth vol-

ume in the series Credo Perspectives

edited by Ruth Nanda Anshen. The goals

of the series are set forth in her long in-

troduction. The series assumes that man
has reached a "turning point in conscious-

ness" making the twentieth century an
unprecedented period radically different

from preceding eras, because with almost

unlimited choices for good and evil, man
must develop wisdom to direct his massive

intervention in the evolutionary process.

The series is an attempt to change pre-

vailing inherited conceptions of the nature

of knowledge, work, creative achieve-

ments, of man as inquirer and creator,

and of the culture which results from

these activities. The series presents the

thought of many contributors, among
whom are Erich Fromm, William 0. Doug-

las, Popes Paul VI and John XXIII, Fred

Hoyle, Paul Tillich, and Martin Buber, in

the hope of "drawing from every category

of work a conviction that nonmaterial val-

ues can be discovered in positive, affirma-

tive, visible things."

James Johnson Sweeney, author; critic;

organizer of exhibitions ( Picasso, Miro,

Calder, the U.S. Pavilion at the 1952 Ven-

ice Biennale); Director of the Museum of

Fine Arts, Houston, Texas; and member
of the board of editors of Credo Perspec-

tives, fails to come near reaching the

goals of the series. Instead of attempting

to examine profoundly what aims separate

present art from past art, Sweeney set-

tles for far less. Vision and Image is just

another layman's guide to modern art. It

is better than some (in having no repro-

ductions, it has no bad reproductions);

worse than others (there is no real dis-

cussion of any particular artist's particu-

lar works); and as its own contribution

has a rare civility (the pontificating is

never strident).

If one accepts the idea that radical

change is transforming all areas of human
creativity, as is asserted in the introduc-

tion, then one must consider inadequate

Sweeney's statement that the difference

between past art and present art is that

the past artist tried to record the

"external world" in contrast to the pre-

sent artist who creates a world "out of

his inner self." Charles Baudelaire, after

Contained on Page 8
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Really.

Father?

Sweeney To Catch The Poet

Structures of Christian Priesthood, Jean-

Paul Audet, The AAacmillan Company,

$4.95.

by GEORGE RISDEN

The concern of this work is with the

structure ; of the Church's pastoral serv-

ice, primarily, the service of the work and

of the Eucharist. This is one of the many

works today which speaks about the prob-

lem of the celibate clergy, and the author

turns to the early Church, using some very

vague references, to point up the fact that

from the beginnings of the Church, styles

of life were estimated in terms of pastoral

service rather than in terms of any value

they might possess in themselves. Demo-

graphic growth and the growing process of

urbanization force us to decide what life

style can best serve the pastoral needs of

the Church: celibacy or marriage.

Until the last decades of the third cen-

tury, marriage seems to have been the

dominant life style of those engaged in

pastoral service. The prevalence of mar-

riage, however, began to wane through the

centuries until the first and second Later-

an Councils (1123 and 1139) declared the

marriage of any cleric in major orders

to be null and void. It seems that the peo-

ple of those times came to think of any-

thing sex-related as impure and thus dia-

metrically opposed to the notion of the

sacramenta, of which thep riest was the

dispensor. This is the appearance of the

pervading distinction between sacred and

secular which still plagues us today.

Audet then goes on to explain that to

carry out adequately the command of Je-

sus to go forth and teach all nations, the

disciples had to be free. To preach their

message efficiently, they had to be free,

mobile, and detached from anything that

would hold them down to one place. One

left home at that time because the service

of the word demanded it. The life of con-

tinence was not, however, forced upon the

disciples. "He who is able to receive this,

let him receive it." (Mt. 19:11-12) St. Paul

speaks about this in I Corinthians: "I wish

that all were as I myself am. But each

has his own special gift from God, one of

one kind and one of another."

Later in history, the need and presence

of the itinerant preacher disappeared. The

ministers of the word began to work from

homes in a situation that would insure

some stability. What I believe Audet is try-

ing to push is that in the early centuries

of the Church, the life style of the clergy

was based on the form-follows-function

principle, that is, the type of ministry be-

ing performed and the manner in which

this was done dictated the life style of the

ministers. Perhaps today, when the bulk

of ministry is not performed by itinerants,

and when those who would travel about

preaching could easily do it without leav-

ing all their possessions behind, a new life

style could easily be employed by the cler-

gy, the choice of marriage or celibacy be-

ing their own, as it is with other men.

Continued from Page 7

all, said essentially the same thing in

praising Delacroix over Ingres in his com-

ments on the Salon of 1846. The usual

way to counter this argument is to say

that Baudelaire was "ahead of his time."

In point of fact Baudelaire was a part of

his time because he existed then and not

now. His conception of outer and inner

worlds, shared with the people he op-

posed, is one of the prevailing inherited

conceptions which the introduction says

Credo Perspectives is attempting to

change for our time. Sweeney approaches

the real difference that separates present

art from past art when he says that "re-

lationships have become more important

than the things which they relate."

"Things" is, however, an ambiguous word.

By failing to discuss present art's em-

phasis on relations between actualized

values Sweeney veers away from the

subject leaving the impression that, for

him, "things" are simply objects one

might put in a still life or elements of

material to be combined in a composition.

What Vision and Image does provide is

a painless introduction to the major cliches

of current art criticism in the United

States.

1. The artist in the United States, Swee-

ney asserts, has a peculiar advantage over

the artist in Europe. While present art in

Europe is abandoning the conventions of

past art in Europe, present art in the

United States is abandoning the conven-

tions of all art in Europe, past and present.

2. The communication in art and in par-

ticular paintings can be explained with the

word "metaphor." Sweeney discusses

modern poetry at some length to support

this particular bromide. It all sounds rath-

er nice, until one comes to the point of

applying the term "metaphor" to a par-

ticular picture. This Sweeney avoids; and

he provides no suggestion of how it is to

be done with any meaning (except to add

a phrase like "as in art" every time Ezra

Pound or T. S. Eliot is quoted about

poetry.) Art critics have been glossing

over this issue for a long time. Sir Her-

bert Read mixed poetry and painting as

far back as 1925 when he said that a cer-

tain painting had "rhythmic cesurae."

3. "Play is the base of every truly cre-

ative art expression." Too bad for Mi-

chaelangelo.

4. "The true artist employs the pictorial

language of his day to convey his mes-

sage." Here Sweeney's failure to discuss

particular artists and works issues in tau-

tology. For it is the pictorial language

used by the "true artist" of any period

which determines the pictorial language

belonging to that period.

It is the artist who comes first. In not

discussing particular artists and works

Sweeney has denied the reader insight in-

to the process of art criticism. He has

also kept his discussion in the category

of the abstract universal, which, as the

introduction acknowledges, is a far lower

category than the personal.

T. S. Eliot: The Man and His Work, De-

lacorte Press, 400 pages, $6. 50.

By BARBARA BLAIR

"The Man and His Work" is a phrase

used too often in writings about public fig-

ures—so often, in fact, that its very sound

seems to announce a pompous panegyric.

This book, however, fulfills the meanings,

not the connotations ,of the phrase by the

diversity and depth of the collection of

critical and personal essays. It was put

together by Allen Tate, at the request of

the editor of The Sewanee Review. Twen-

ty-six critics, writers, and editors were re-

quested to write about Eliot. Those who

had known him personally gave accounts

of their meetings, their impressions of him,

and his effects on them. Those who had

studied him gave critical appraisals of his

work, or offered illuminating studies of

some aspect of his writing.

The personal studies range from anecdo-

tal snippets by I.A. Richards and H.S. Da-

vies to moving reminiscences by Robert

Giroux and Frank Morley.

Sir Herbert Read, late British critic,

head of the Institute of Contemporary Art

and art expert by virtue of his years of

work at London's Victoria and Albert Mu-

seum, writes at length also. As a contem-

porary of Eliot his narrative account of

their early friendship is very good. His oc-

casional excursions into quasi-psychoanal-

ytical criticism of Eliot's work and of their

ideological differences in later life have

no validity and, were they not presented in

such an unfriendly way, would be forgiv-

able excesses in an essay containing many
interesting remarks.

The critical essays include a number of

different biases, of which a few might be

as unfavorable ,and as many theories ab

Eliot as there are essays about his work.

Three notable essays are John Crowe Ran-

som's "Gerontion," "T.S. Eliot: Thinker

and Artist" by Cleanth Brooks, and "T.S.

Eliot's Images of Awareness," by Leonard

Unger. Ransom's essay is well worth the

price of the book. It deals with Gerontion

only, examining the poem gradually by

word and by line, discussing meaning,

rhythm, word choice, sound and referent

Phi/by
Continued from Page 4

selves. If he chose the Soviet Union, it was

because he did not wish to end as a

"querulous outcast." He was aware of Sta-

lin and he made his choice. "Advances

which, 30 years ago, I hoped to see in my
lifetime, may have to wait a generation

or two. But as I look over Moscow from

my study window, I see the solid founda-

tions of the future I glimpsed in Cam-
bridge."

In his own words, and they may be the

most revealing words in the book, he

stayed the course.

Mr. Salasin is a fourth year student of So-

ciology at the University of Oregon and

was recently reconstructed by the Czecho-

slovakian Communist Party.

as a unity, an approach of which Eliot

might certainly have approved. The

appraisal is presented with precision and

grace, perhaps because it is the recasting

of Ransom's view of Eliot, a change of

earlier positions about his work, a reval-

uation of the poet, thought out with more

rigor ihan Ransom's earlier views.

The workings of an

artist-writer-critic circle in a center of cul-

ture are revealed explicitly in several es-

says. The concision which article length

demands and the compelling sense of loss

at the poet's death add to the merit of

many of the pieces included in the book.

Reading the collection inspires one to read

all of Eliot; reading Eliot prompts curios-

ity about him and the desire to have

known him. The curiosity is partly satis-

fied by this excellent commemorative edi-

tion; the desire, partly quieted, may

emerge at greater depth. The short piece

by Ezra Pound is by far the most moving

and compelling:

FOR T. S. E.

His was the true Dantescan voice-

not honoured enough, and deserving

more than I ever gave him.

I had hoped to see him in Venice

this year for the Dante commemora-

tion at the Giorgio Cini Foundation

—instead: Westminster Abbey. But,

later, on his own hearth, a flame

tended, a presence felt.

Recollections? let some thesis-wri-

ter have the satisfaction of "discov-

ering" whether it was in 1920 or '21

that I went from Excideuil to meet

a rucksacked Eliot. Days of walking

—conversation? literary? le papier

Fayard was then the burning topic.

Who is there now for me to share a

joke with?

Am I to write "about" the poet

Thomas Steams Eliot? or my friend

"the Possum?" Let him rest in

peace. I can only repeat, but with

the urgency of 50 years ago: READ
HIM.

E.P.

Money Talks ...and Talks
Memoirs of a Banknote by J. Paco

D'Arcos Translated from the Portuguese

by Robert Lyle, Henry Regnery Com-
pany.

by WARREN E. WILDE

An object cannot be human and passive

at the same time. But that is exactly how

J. Paco D'Arcos tries to make his female

banknote, all five hundred escudos worth

of her, function. She is, by her own admis-

sion, "wholly passive," and yet her involve-

ment from within the pockets of those who

possess her is always more than passive.

She judges; she sympathizes. She loves and

she hates. That is the tension of Memoirs of

a Banknote, and unfortunately it is a ten-

sion that removes the reader far from the

plights of human condition that the novel

tries to portray.

First, of course, there is the grievous er-

ror of sympathetic contact. Only the most

fanciful reader could find pleasure in

identifying with a living banknote, with

fears and desires, tucked away in pocket

after pocket, observing the affairs of men.

Moreover, as appealing as this idea is,

D'Arcos fails to make his banknote meta-

morphose; this is no nutcracker come to

life, no handsome prince turned ugly frog,

no cockroach with a human mind and

spirit. Any of these devices, as old as Cin-

derella, would work better than the nar-

rative of a banknote that always remains

a banknote and yet somehow talks to us

from the dark pockets that it inhabits.

Point of view is the next most obvious

fault of this novel. This particular bank-

note, always folded inside someone's wal-

let next to his beating heart or fat buttocks

could not possibly see all the life it does.

Yet from that thin, almost dimensionless

form comes a very wide perspective. Sad-

ly enough, however, the perspective re-

mains unconvincing, even distant. Howev-

hard the reader tries, he cannot bring

himself into sympathetic relation with a

banknote, of whatever value. And that lad

carries itself to almost shameful non-in-

volvement with the characters of the novel.

The character sketches themselves, if told

from another point of view or even objec-

tively by an omniscient observer, could be

interesting and compelling. We enter the

lives of souls whose entire existence de-

pends upon this particular banknote. We

witness a prostitute fighting to

support her son; a mortician who loses

his son and therefore comes to know of

death as more than just a business; a sat"

old Jewess being brutally transported t

the gas chambers of the Nazi concentra-

tion camps; an aging English teacher,

starving to death, trying to maintain some

semblance of dignity; a sensitive young

poet who commits suicide because the on*

woman he has loved has thrown him aside

as of no value. The people would seem real

their stories compelling, if it were not to

the unbelievable voice of the banknote gfr

ing expression to their personal tragedies

In this novel, point of view makes all tbe

difference, and it miserably fails. I wouM

rather read of red shoes that come
"'"*

and carry a lonely ballerina to her l

of toy soldiers that march before wide-

eyed children, of a great, ugly beast thai

when kissed by a beautiful princess turns

to a handsome prince, or of a gilded statu*

of a prince whose lead heart breaks 1

love of a small, kind-hearted swallow. Be

fore Mr. D'Arcos attempts such an under

taking again, I would suggest that he read

some fairy tales.

Warren E. Wilde is Chairman of the p*

partment of English at Los Altos H#
School, Los Altos, California, and is wort

ing toward bis Master's Degree at SH

Francisco State College.
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New 35-Piece Ensemble
Begins Practice Sessions

Collins Advocates
Student Choice

Mr. Clarke feels that the band
is a necessary extension of the

Fine Arts Center. Besides the

immediate student satisfaction it _ __

offers, he also sees the hand as an Piano

By Thackray Dodds

"I much prefer to see a
meaningful film, than to read a
meaningful book. I believe it says

commented Mr. Michael Collins of
the Sociology Department.

Mr. Collins, who is in charge of
scheduling movies for the Sunday
film series this vear, remarked
that there is a wide variety of
types of films selected for this

year, and that discussion groups
may be formed in conjunction

Missing Something

"Considering the intelligence

of many students I have
encountered, they are missing

Mr. Collins further commented
on the screen, or at least go
undiscussed.

This month, on November 17,

Ingmar Bergman's The Virgin

Spring, and on November 24,
Adolfas Mekas 'Hallelujah The
Hills, will be shown.

concert band meets e

Fine Arts Center every Monday
night, for one hour sessions. Its

initiator and director is Gary

Starting with a list from the
omissions Office of one time
istrumen talists, Mr. Clarke,

assisted by Mr. John Walker,
instructor and choral

r, sent out 55 letters last

r to inform these students
effort to organize a band

this fall.

Inducement

After personal i

interested students
response, Mr. Clarke

i organize an ensemble with
woodwinds, brass, and percussioi
Ini

that

He

Graduate Work
Having done graduate work t nd Su

Yale for th»

large

obtained from
Leone Woodall, Director of

c for the Galena, Maryland
ool system, for those

instrumentalists in need of horns.

Olivetti Und. Agency
Sales - Service - Rental

Towne Stationers
Office' Supplies & Equipment

NEW RELEASES
Autobiography of W. C. Williams

Feslinghetti: A Coney Island of

the Mind
Lowell: Life Studies for the

Union Dead
Lowell: The Old Glory

Lowell: Imitation

Elizabeth Bishop: Questions of

Travel

Bobby Fischer Teaches Chess

Alpcrn Lawrence & Wolaki: Sen-

sorvn Processes

Kennan's Democracy and the

Student Left -

Inside the FBI
Knrouae's The Dharma Bum*

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.n

Sunday 11:30 a.m.

12 p.m.

12 p.m.

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

Cheslettowitrrir^yJand 21620

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwiches

PIZZAS
Dally 9 a.m. -Up «

Mrs. Faulkner 778-98S1 s

that he hopes that there will

eventually be student initiated

film choice. "Student money goes
in to this series," said Collins,

"and student should be selecting
the films they want to see. I don't
know how the selecting ended up
with the faculty anyway."

Discussion Group

Several faculty members want
to form a discussion group in

conjunction with the film, Collins
remarked. "It seems that it would
be well to talk about the films

formally. Hopefully we could get

"Anyway," Collins continued,
"we should do something other
than let a film that shown just die

Elementary and Advanced Music
Theory, Chamber Music and

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

To date, the band is comprised
of 25 college students and
tentatively ten musicians from the
area. Officers elected include the
president, George Henckle, and
executive committee members;
Bill Ingham, Cynthia Wommack,

McDonough.

Wed. Nov. 20 6:30 p.i

Sponsored by the

Newman Club

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Clothing — Gifts

Firenight is Closer

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOVVN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest <rom the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive In Window

Chcstertown
lljh Street M8"5"
77I-M00 Member of FDIC
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Elm Announces 1968
All-Star Grid Squad

Lambda's Edge SOB'S
In Local "Sugar-Bowl'

Lambda Chi Alpha pulled out
two hard-fought play-off victories

over Kappa Alpha and the SOB's
to win its third straight intramural

football championship. Going
into the Fraternity Division

play-off, each Learn, the Lambdas
and the KA's, had decisioned each
other once. The Lambda's got on
the scoreboard early as

quarterback Harry Webb hit end
Tom Whitson with a four-yard

touchdown pass to cap off the

successful opening drive. The
KA's did not get rolling until late

in the first half when quarterback

Pete Joslin found receiver A)

Streelman in the end zone for six

typing points.

Webb Stars

Lambda Chi Alpha bounced
right back with seven quick points

i Webb again I

"

Ellyson scores

Combining good broken-field

running and strong blocking by
his teammates, Steve Ellyson of

the SOB's scampered 60 yards to

pay dirt with the Lambda
kick-off. The extra point was
converted as SOB quarterback
Chuck Vuolo connected to

blocking back Steve Golding.

Stout defenses deadlocked the

contestants at 7-7 until midway
through the second half. Tom

/ith other

rike50-yard
folio

Whitson for the extra point. Webb
put the Lambda's ahead to stay

with his third touchdown pass of

the day, this time a five-yard

connection to Rick Holloway.

With less than one minute
remaining in the game, the KA's
countered with a six-pointer on a

pass from Joslin to Hibbard. Bi

then, after receiving thi

t of the action occurred at the

start and toward the end of the

game. The Lambda's received the
opening kick-off and two plays

later, Webb hit Whitson with a

20-yard pass and Whitson out-ran

the SOB defenders 30 more yards

•^Q=*

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

of the

Intramural All-Star Football is

dominated by the champion of

the Fraternity and Independent

ner-up overall placed six men
the squad, while the fraternity

iver-all champs. Lambda Chi,

four men elected on the

Leading this year's offensive

ends are Tom Whitson and Peter

Boggs. Whitson, a senior member
of the champion Lambda Chi's,

All-Elm linebacker last

season. Whitson shared the scoring

lead and was very valuable as a

defensive back. Freshman Peter

Boggs, a member of the S.O.B.'s,

was the other unanimous choice

for end. Boggs, along with
Whitson and Steve Ellyson, scored

ten touchdowns each and lead the

scoring race. Boggs, the speediest

receiver in the league, was also

very valuable on defense and kick

relLambda's and SOB's bf.

The center position was filled

by freshman Chuck Johnson of

The blocking back positions

championship. Selected for the

MVP award following last year's

campaign, Webb was selected for blockers. Hill

his excellent signal calling and his

ability to move the Lambda
offensive machine. Webb, playing
out his final year, will leave the
Lambdas with a big spot to fill for

Defensive Team—bf
Vuolo was the main reason the

S.O.B.'s made it to the
championship game. In addition

to his fine aim, Vuolo had great

speed and was able to tum broken
plays into long gains. Vuolo lead a

team which was explosive in the

attack and complied the highest

number of points against its

opponents.
The defensive team is lead by

two defensive ends who were
All-Elm selections last year,

sophomore Rick Holloway of
Lambda Chi and junior Tom
Heald of Theta Chi. Both of these

fine players were offensive

blockings backs in addition to
their defensive duties. A bruising
battle was seen at the

Murphy of the S.O.B.'s w
picked for his ability to break i

running plays in addition to fi r

Steve
Ellyson, who played the
single safety spot for the S.O.B.'i
rarely had anyone get by him'
Ellyson was also a big threat oii

kick returns. The third member of
the defensive backfield was senior
Al Steeln AII-SU

elir, ng the i hai ; of :

The SOB's made a bold, last

minute attempt at a scoring drive,

but defense back Joe Flynn
itercepted an SOB desparation

pass deep in Lambda territory,

ing .__.

ff. Chi chamDionsh
;-point Lambda

member of Lambda Chi and
Skilling was a standout for the

S.O.B.'s. Both of these players

were fierce blockers and were the

main-stays of their offensive

Quarterback Selection

When the time came for the
choosing of the All-Star

year, Harry Webb of the Lambdas
and Chuck Vuolo of the S.O.B.'s.

The committee, comprised of the
football league and Elm Sports
Staff representatives, felt it neces
sary that these two men share the

honors.

Again this year Harry Webb
lead the Lambdas to their third

Defensive Backs

The linebacker position th

year awarded to senior Bruce Hi
Hill, playing for the Outcasts,

defensive <

Steelman was very valuable
the runner-up Kappa Alphas

Honorable Mentions

The All-Elm kicker this year U
senior Pete Joslin, who often got
the K.A.'s out of back field

position with his booming pi

The selection committee
year gave Honorable Mentio
those players who were
contention for the first I

spots. They are Rick Blom
Dave Upton of the outcasts, Jack
Hawkes of Phi Sigma Kappa, Chris
Ely and Joe Flynn of Lambda
Chi, G. Hibberd of Kappa Alpha
and Mark Madden of Theta Chi.

1968 Intramural All-Stars

OFFENSE
End: Tom Whitson

Lambda Chi
End: Pete Boggs

SOB's
Back: Bob Skilling

SOB's
Back: John Camberdella

Lambda Chi
Center: Chuck Johnson

SOB's
Quarterback: Harry Webb

Fraternity Division

W L T PF PA
Lambda Chi

Kappa Alpha

Theia Chi

Phi Sig

W L T PF PA
6 I 1 149 50

3 4 $4 113

6 26 90

DEFENSE
End: Tom Heald

Theta Chi
End: Rick Holloway

Lambda Chi
Linebacker: Bruce Hill

Outcasts
Halfback: Steve Ellyson

SOB's
Halfback: Tom Murphy

SOB's
Halfback: Al Streelman

Kappa Alpha
icker: Pete Joslin

Kappa Alpha

Hawkes, G. Hibbard,
Madden, Dave Upton.

Prepare for the Fire

For Nice Thing* in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY

WATCH REPAIRS

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs —- Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Htifflfif
1

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Propri

10 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pan.

Closed on Mondays

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575 Two Shows Nightly 7 and 9 p.m

Thurs., Friday & Sat. 7-9 G rating

Tony Anthony

STRANGER IN TOWN
Kerwin Mathews
BATTLE BENEATH THE EARTH
Sunday thru Wednesday 10-13
Julie Andrews
SOUND OF MUSIC G r0)ing

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

OPEN 7 p.m. - FIRST FEATURE AT 7:15

Telephone 556-6152

Fridoy, Sat. & Sunday 8-10
ALL ADULT SHOW

"Agony of Love"

"Diary of a Swinger"

X Rating — Positively no one under 1 8 admitted.

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 556-6638 Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

THURSDAY thru WEDNESDAY 7-13
J ulie Christie - Terrenee Stomp A du..t koting

"Far From the Madding Crowd"
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WRA Maps
Changes In

Hours, Keys
By Thackray Dodds

i open Rules Committee of
WRA, headed by

<.lin;j tors Fran Greenbaum,
Pris Valient and Cec Gordinier, is

presently working on two major
osals to present to the WRA.
he proposals, based on a

ly new approach to the
ept of rules and regulations

romen, will concern an honor
system for underclass women

"ents, and a major change in

curfew system".' "I would
predict that by the end of this

semester the proposals will "be
"

n

said Miss Kelley.

Quest ion a ires

questionaire will be
distributed to all women students

their opinions of new
.(derations. It will be

extremely important for the

•ss of the proposals that all

Chestertown, Maryland, Friday, November 15, 1968

ond the

"Extending the key system to

underclassmen is one of may
suggestions people have come up
with", continued Miss Kelley,

Sixteen Attend Rally
For Catonsville Nine
At Baltimore Court

By Thackray Dodds

Sixteen students from,

Washington College attended a

rally on the day of the sentencing
of the members of the
"Catonsville Nine", in Baltimore
last Friday, November 8. The
"Nine" were convicted of burning

sentenced frorr

last May 17.

"Everyone
particular reas

Catonsville, Md..

Residence Association,

about what the othei

contributing

committee should
of the

Kelley emphasized.
The Rules Committee will

functioii all year to consider all

rules concerning women students.

"The coordinators are trying hard
to be sure that the proposals will

be well-thought out", said

assistant Dean of Women Miss
Kelley. "They have contacted

' other schools for guidelines.

MRA Revamps Parking,

Lower Court Sessions
By Larry Varon

New MRA parking regulations

were recently put into effect. A
Major change is the reserved right

of the Lower Court to require
appearances for all motor vehicle

violations.

No longer must a student sit

through a court session even

though he admits his traffic

violation and concedes to pay the

Honor Society To Sponsor

Two-Day Career Forum

and female students with
tion in five different fields

sponsored by the Senior

's Honor Society next
'Thrusday and Friday, Nov. 20 and
"1 at 8 p.m. in Hynson Lounge.

Speakers from the fields of
industry and business, social

service and science will speak
about careers in their professions
on Thrusday night and
representatives from the areas of
teaching and government will

speak on Friday night. The fifteen

inute talks will break up into a

offee hour" when the speakers
will be available for questions and
informal discussion.

Poll

. The fields and careers

at the two-day
vere selected on the

ll-student poll which
the SWHS held early during the

The Senior women were helped
'ft the planning of the symposium
by Alumni Director Douglass

Dean Landon Burns,
Director of Development. Bedford

and Thomas McHugh,

chairman of the Education
Department.

The Senior Women's Honor.
Society is a group of ten senior

women this year selected by the

group who graduated last June on
the basis of scholarship and
leadership qualities.

fine. Uncontested fines may now
be paid in the Dean of Men's
Office within one week following
notification of the violation.

Zones Reorganized

Parking zones were reorganized
in response to day students who
wanted convenient parking places

near their classes. Additional area

designated to them behind

o park may
do so only in his assigned area

from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Monday through Friday and from

include the Kent House driveway,
the Hill Dorms' service road and
the dining hall parking lot. The

Chestertown to Baltimore. "If the
students did not agree with the

actions of the "Nine", they at

least agreed with their oppositi

and
Mrs. Melville, two of the "Nine",
who spoke here recently.

Several Priests

At approximately 9:15 a.m.,

the sixteen arrived outside the

courthouse in Baltimore where
the court was to convene at 10
o'clock. They joined a group of

about twenty people, several of
them priests. At ten o'clock the
"Nine" entered the courthouse.

At this point, a couple hundred
marchers who had been
demonstrating at the War
Memorial in Baltimore arrived at

the courthouse. "Several of the
marchers looked like professional

protesters" said Miss Kieffer.

Professional Professors

"They had loud speakers and
suggested that we walk, two
abreast, up and down in front of
the courthouse. We joined them.
The Washington College group
.marched until about 11:30 a.m.
The court didn't adjourn until

Hardy Talks

On Evolution

And Religion
By Barbara Osbom

Before an audience of over 100
in Hynson Lounge on Monday
evening, Sir Alister Hardy,
Emeritius Professor of Zoology at

Oxford University, attacked the

dogm of

afterno
Kieffer.

continued Mis

symposiu

Wed. Nov. 20 6:30 p.i

Sponsored by

THE NEWMAN CLUB

psychologist. How?'
may stop for a ten minute period

in this area without being ticketed

if the car's headlights are on. Only
regular Hudson Hall employees
may park in the dining hall

parking lot.

Fines have been set at two
dollars for a first offense, five

dollars for a second, and ten

dollars for a third or more
offense. As MRA president Pete
Johnson stated, "The fines are set

high because there is no reason to

violate the regulations. They are

necessary to make an effective

and organized parking plan.

Backed this year by the

administration, the Lower Court
can regulate parking fines.

The Lower Court may now

circumstances" in individual cases

and lower or suspend the fine.

Formerly, no appelate system

(Continued on Page 8)

thing that did impress

me", continued Miss Kieffer, "was
the number of police that were
around. Most of them looked like

pretty decent human beings, but
some looked hostile. (It was scary

to see so many police armed with
riot equipment.)

Many Police

"I had the feeling that if one
marcher got out of line, the polii

would retaliate agaii

human mind to its phy
embodiment.

Sir Alister stopped
Chestertown midpoint in

American tour which begai

an October 22nd conference in

Montreal and end with a lecture in

New York on December 1st,

"A Scientist Looks at Religious

Experience" was the thesis of an

appeal to the Washington College

a u d i e nee to support the

establishment of his Religious

Experience Research Unit at

Manchester College Oxford,
England.

"New Humanism"
Calling for "a Kinsey Report

on religion," Hardy denied the

mechanistic doctrine of a

mental—physical dichotomy in

man, and he cited the late Julian

Huxley's recognition of a new
humanism which allows no
clevage of the natural from the

supernatural. It is to be the task

of the Religious Experience Unit

defin the

mind—body relationship.

Hardy queried that the

dogmatism of modern science

may crystallize^ its place in

epistomology as tfi^ superstition of

the twentieth century. He
challenged that "man has neither

(Continued on Page 3)

Sir Alistair Hardy, who spoke
Monday night
University.
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Tklai Ti&jm
Response to Kehoe

It is unfortunate that the elements of lay-out,

photographs, and headlines combined two weeks ago to

produce an effect that was neither intended nor desirable. It

appeared that the ELM was making a frontal attack on SGA
President, Brien Kehoe, personally rather than in his capacity

as head of that organization.

We would like to take this opportunity to clear up several

misunderstandings:

—The headline "Kehoe wants extention of appointment

power" X was intended to reflect the fact that he expressed

the wish that the Senate be empowered to select the students

for the Community Concert Series committee. There is

nothing onerous about "extending" to the Senate this power,

already exercised on other faculty-student groups; it is logical

to include the Concert committee among those for whom the

SGA president recommends student representatives. We
regret that there was any inference of an editorial stand to

the contrary in this headline.

—It has been common for the SGA President to serve on a

number of faculty committees. Mr. Kehoe has appointed

himself to three, a number not inordinately large by
comparison with past SGA Presidents.

—It should be made clear that the treasurer of the Senate

was away unavoidably on personal business when the time

for the appropriations meeting rolled around. Our criticism

on this matter stands, however. We feel that an

appropriations meeting should be held only in the presence

of the man most qualified to respond to questions about
Senate finances. It is our judgment that the meeting should

have been postponed until the entire executive committee of

the Senate could be present.

In addition to the above minunderstandings, at least two
errors were made. The statement that "Senators Goldman
and Cope were reprimanded by President Kehoe for taking

up the Senate's time with a philosophical discussion on the

duties of a Senator." is false. According to Mr. Kehoe, Mr.

Worteck made the comment.
A mistake was also made in the third paragraph of the

news article. The power of appointing student representatives

to faculty committees was not relegated to the SGA
President last spring by the Dean of the College.

We appreciate the detailed reply from Mr. Kehoe printed

elsewhere in this issue. We are glad to have the matter of his

roommate's candidacy cleared up, along with the questions

concerning the elections-approveal meeting and the

cancellation of a Senate meeting.

It should be made clear again that no personal attack was
intended or desired; we were challenged to "document
general charges" made in an earlier issue, and we are

attempted to do so. That some of our facts were inaccurate is

apparent. Some of our judgments may also have been in

error. Further editorial remarks about Senate business this

year will be made with this in mind. As Mr. Kehoe has stated,

"I have indeed made some mistakes and errors in judgment
this year; I am the first to admit this. I may venture to say

that it is possible that I could, conceivable, make errors in the
future." When in our judgment the Senate has done so, we
will make appropriate constructive comments, and welcome
responses from the student body and the Senate in particular

when they fell the ELM has erred.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
Editor-in-Chief Richard Heymann
Managing Editor Thackray Dodds

News Editor Ed Schulman
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'Helga
9)

"Helga" is nc
one should see w
in mind, for entertaining it is not.

However, the fact that it is

showing at the Little Theatre in

Baltimore (which of late seems to

be specializing in imported sex
epics), and the nature of its

advertisements ("Parents: Because

suggest you see 'Helga' first!!!"),

one would be led to believe that

they are about to see Orgy at Lil's

Place.

In essence, "Helga" is a sex
education documentary. It tells

the story of a youog married
couple and the birth of their

child, but examines it from a

purely clinical point of view.

Helga, the wife and expectant
mother, attends sex education
seminars, where reproduction is

explained in the driest of terms,

learns all the scientific aspects of
reproduction, and how to take

special exercises. Microscopic

films show sperm penetrating the

egg during fertilization, and there

are discussions of the biological

happenings of reproduction and
birth.

Later, the audience sees Helga
give birth to her child. The scene
is revealing (apparently the reason
parents should see Helga first) and
somewhat startling, but handled
in such good taste that not even

The value of Helga is being

wasted by showing it in com-
mercial theatres, because it is

not commercial fare. Its value lies

in presenting pregnancy and birth

in a purely objective form.
Medical terms are reduced to

layman's language. The film was
originally made for sex education

discuss the acting, but .

mentioned at the end of the filnT

Ruth Gassman plays the role of
Helga, but since she is playing
herself, acting

description of her :

director of the

Bender and th

completely obje<

be given to him.
Helga leaves nothing

magination. Us straightforward

questionable
:tivities. Tl
is Erich
edit for

yet very detached— of

classes in German schools, and
could easily be adopted for

American junior high schools.

It would seem rather callous to film, valuable

Newlyweds Share Views

On Married Life, Student Life

Heavy Schedule

Most of the couples, along with

scholarships and helpful parents
are managing finances by v

several jobs in addition to the fufj

course loads they are carrying.

They have for the most parf

How does it feel to sit in the

Snack Bar comparing recipes

stead of class notes? According

lyweds" who
commented about married life

include Bob and Linda Cooke, Bill

and Martha Manning, Mike and
Sandra Young, Martin and Judy

By Dick Gregory
Once again the question must

be raised if the two-party system
in America has not long outlived

its usefulness. At one time in

American history, party
conventions, and the political

platforms emerging from them,
were necessary. It was crucial that

two major party candidates stump
the country to get the
information about vital issues to

the people. But the development
of the mass media has changed all

that. Information is so readily

available to every citizen in this

country that it is now impossible
to get the major candidates to

confront each other face-to-face.

The two-party candidates seem to

recognize the danger to their

personal image of an American

My picture appeared where
George Washington is placed on
legitimate currency; though I was
wearing a derby hat and a

turtleneck. Since I have not
shaved for over a year, any
resemblance between myself and
our first President is purely

Federal agents entered my

solved their schedule problems.

even though some of them,—th*
Cookes and the Mannings,
example—didn't know they wot

be married when they made <

their class schedules last year.

Homelife
An activity that fills up much

of the couples' scant spare time

fixing up their apartmen
especially if it "leaks in

places," like the Cookes', or h

hot (sometimes) and cold runni

brown water, like the Younj
place on Washington Avenue.

Mike said that their apartment,

which is done
matrimonial," was built in 1840,

and the Mannings' third floor

hovel on High Street is part of the

Ten
d quarters

see and in New York City
nfiscated my handbills. It

seems, according to official

explanation, that some of my
handbills had been used in coin

chenging machines. A complaint
was registered that my campaign
literature was "bugging''

ondei far

It i

3 thai i

the real counterfeit campaigners
in this country. Is it an
independent candidate who prints

his own literature and pays for it

out of his own pocket? Or is

democracy counterfeited by a

candidate who attempts to buy
his way into the White House with
the financial backing of one of the

two major parties? Political ads
published during the latter days fo

np;u«n by

that with some $20 million. And
the ads issued a plea that the

.

Democratic team be supported to

allow them to do the same thing.

It is true that I circulated a few
million pieces of campaign

from the American electorate. If

such campaign literature is judged
by our government to be a threat
to the American economy, we
should be more concerned than
ever about the value of the
American dollar.

The really insidious nature of
campaigning in a national election

dominated by the two-party
system came into new focus for

me personally during the final

weeks of "

advanced our technology really is

if a machine cannot distinguish

between my handbills, with my
picture on them, and a legitimate

dollar bill bearing the portrait of
George Washington ! But then
again, if such confusion is possible,

perhaps the technological age hold
unprecedented possibilities for

ntegration.

dominated two-party political

system in this country, along with
other independent candidates. In

; dollar bill. candidates.

there is no place for such a

challenge. Richard Nixon, for

example, insisted that this is a

two-party country and would not

acknowledge the legitimacy of
non two-party candidates.

It is curious and frightening to

my concept of true democracy to

recognize that I was only accepted
by government officials as a

serious presidential candidate

when my literature was "bugging"
machines, both political and
economic. I was an announced
candidate for over a year. I was
the only candidate who had his

platform published by a major
publishing liouse (WRITE ME IN!,

Bantam Books, June, 1968.) Yet I

was never offered security

protection for myself and my
family (a privelege accorded even
Harold Stassen during the
primaries). Nor was I given

security briefings by the
president, another privelege

accorded the preferred white

Most of the couples dp i

pets: the Mannings have a black

Manx kitten (Moby); the Cookes,

an orange cat (Pumpkin); the

Buinickes, three more cats; and

the Gambas a dog (Tigger) and i

bird (Bunyip).

The youngs are very prowd of

their mouse who does "wonderful
tricks" when i

hold in kitchen, and the Stokes

can boast of an entire herd of

Disadvantages

There was disagreement abo
whether two can live as cheaply

one, but the Stokes and their fi

month old son, David, are tryi

to prove that "three can live

cheaply as two."
A few disadvantages of the lilt

they now live were cited: one hai

less freedom to act as "a craz]

college kid," and must respond ti

his responsibilites in a mori

mature way, said Mike Young.
according to Judj

they regret losin{

Also,

icki,Bui
contact with the majority <

student body, now associati

mostly with a few close friends.

Relevant

But the married students

agreed that settling down :

jolwork seem
they

of
working towards.

Having a hoi

study and a more rel

atmosphere is highly conduct

concentration, they felt,

though their lives are busier a

is hard to find time to study.

All agreed that the' advar

of married life far outweigh the

disadvantages, and some i

to admit any disadvantages

Chesley Gamba insisted thai

the worthwhile

CHILDREN OF PARADISE
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Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

OhesiertowQ, Md.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

HOUg *.—--^
Overlooking

Vorton Creek Marin

Chesterlown, Md.

778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprieto

to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pan.

Closed on Mondays

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 776-1575 Two Shows NIohHy 7 and » p.m.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 14-ltf
WALT DISNEY'S

THE PARENT TRAP
with Holey Mills

Sdoy 17-20

THE SECRET LIFE OF AN AMERICAN WIFE

ROUTE 213
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

OPEN 7 p.m. - FIRST FEATURE AT 7,15

Telephone 5564152

VENICE IN FURS
also

WOMAN OF DESIRE

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 555-6628 Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

THURSDAY thru WEDNESDAY 14-20

Oscar Werner

INTERLUDE

Prospective Teachers Acquire
Experience In Education Block

By Evelyn Manolis

"It is different from the dream
world of facade of the college

community; you find that you are
finally dealing with the realities of
life", said Cathy Deutsch, a Senior
currently practice teaching Ninth
grade English at Chestertown High
School. She is one of 24
Washington College Seniors
participating in the education bloc

The program provides these
Seniors with eight weeks of actual
teaching experience, which begun
October 21 and ends December
13. Preceding this period, during
the first four weeks of the college
calendar, they took an intensive
course in Methodology, learning
to use many of the latest and
most modern teaching technizues
and audio-visual aids.

Backgrounds

In the remaining four weeks of
the semester, after their practice
teaching experience, they will

take a course relating to the
historical and philosophical
background of teaching in

America. The only other course
required as part of the education
block is a full semester of
Educational Psychology, taken in
the spring of the Junior year.

Most of the seniors in the
program feel that these courses
have been helpful to them in then-
actual teaching experience.
William Murray, teaching Seventh
Grade Social Studies and
Language Arts at Centreville
Middle School, believes that the

Washington College provides
"just the right amount of practi-
cal experience counterbalanced
with theoretical knowledge." A
number of seniors, however, ex-
pressed the desire to shorten the
course in Educational Psychology
and lengthen the one in Methol-
ogy.

Observation

During the eight weeks span of
teaching the practice teachers are
observed at times by the regular
teacher they co-operate with as
well as by Thomas McHugh and
Ermon Foster, both of the college

Education Department.
The latter fill out a Report of

classroom visitation, judging each
student teacher in such categories
as characteristics of the lesson

(aim, clear and attainable;

question-stimulate thought),
professional characteristics
(teachers knowledge of the
subject) and personal
characteristics (dress and
appearance; command of written

and spoken English).

Frustrating

The only frustrating thing

about being observed, said Jack
Hawkes, who is teaching English
at Galena High School, is that it

creates a "false situation." "The
students don't know how to

accept you when there are
observers in the room" he
commented. The class is not really

yours, and both the students and
you are continually
the fact that

watching—no one can relax."

Despite such disadvantages,

most of the practice teachers

NEW POSTERS
NEW CARDS

NEW RECORDS
Posters: Bobby Dylan. Old Glory.
Sgl. Pepper, John Wayne, Omar

agree with Louise Masten
(teaching math at Colonel
Richardson High School) that
"having someone to observe and
criticize you can be very
L

-eficial. There are little things

f the
t ph*

you may be doing wrong which
would never have otherwise been
brought to your attention.

Not Easy
The seniors found that

teaching is not as easy as it might
appear to be. Often it is

frustrating. As Shannon Ellis

(teaching reading. Social Studies,
and Creative Writing to fifth
graders at Kennard Intermediate)
points out, "Their concentration
span is short. You have to keep
repeating things over and over
again through a variety of medias
such as maps, films, displays, etc."

There is a great deal of
preparation involved as well; daily
lesson plans must be made.
"Every day there is a new
deadkube ti neet," commented
Cathy Deutsch. "It's like taking a
test every day. The pressure is

tremendous."

Valuable

The general i

the student teachers, hov
opportunity to discover for
themselves what it is really like
and to be a teacher and whether
or not they have the ability and
desire to enter such a profession.

Simultaneously, there are other
advantages. Margaret Nuttle,
teaching English at Rock Hall
High School, points to the fact
that it is a "tremendous way to
review basics for college

incorporated into the Education
Bloc program here is the
Philadelphia Program. Students
teach in Philadelphia Schools and
live in the International House in
Philadelphia, a residence hotel for
foreign and American students.

"The purpose for this
program," said McHugh, "is to
give students who plan to teach in
irban

--. This year there are
three Washington College students
in Philadelphia: John Overington
and Allison Brick are practicing at
Olney High School which has a
student body of approximately
4600. Diane Cymbatuk is teaching
at Philadelphia High School for
Girls.

The

among

still another
the College

Education Department. Up to the
present time, Washington College
has prepared teachers for High
School, grades 9-12. McHugh is

now projecting a program for next
year which will encompass what is

known as the Middle School,
grades 6-8.

The other student teachere, not
mentioned above, include, the
following: Sally Wampler, Martin
Buinicke, Patricia Green, Ray
Harris—practicing in Chestertown
High School; James Tawes, at

Galena High School; Karen
McCahill, Dee Matthews, Larry
Sterling, at Chestertown Middle
School; Marge Jones, Joe
Anderson, Joanne Heinefield,

Linda Gompert, and Steve Graeff,
at Queen Anne's County High
School; Lorraine Kenton at

Northeast High School; and Diane
DiLuzio at Col. Richardson High
School.

HARDY TALKS
(Continued from Page 1)

the right nor the evidence to

reject one's belief that God is

working through him."

"Physical—Mental Linkage"

While forwarding no
hypotheses on "the mystery of
physical-mental linkage", Sir

Alister called for a departure from
rationalism and a new approach to

the question through the

combination of religious

commitment and scientific

method, fie cites as a good
beginning the early twentieth

century application by William
Starbuck and William James the
methods of ecology and
psychology to religion.

Sir Alister also explained his

qualified Darwinian approach to

evolution in a lecture to biology
students on Tuesday morning. His

visit to Washington College was
co-sponsored by the William
James Forum and the
Loutit-George lecture series.

DOCTOR
New Office Hours

New— 11 . 12

Nurse — 9 a.m. • 4 p.m.

son Airplane. Bee On
Ram Narayan will perform at Tawes Theater
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Editor Writes of Berkeley Disorder

The following article is based on a letter

shortly after the events described took place. The

Editor. Richard Heymann, was a participant in a six

week Summer Seminar on Higher Education sponsored

by the U.S. Student Press Association and the Carnegie

Foundation. Twenty college editors participated in the

loosely structured program—determining their own

objectives and goats for the six week period.

The crowds got t<

By Richard Heymann

The initial gathering was to show support for the

students in France. There was a sound truck downtown
in Berkeley from which numerous speakers told what it

was like over there during the riots, and there was a

m Huey Newton, a Negro in jail,

apparently on trumped up (framed) murder charges. (His

uch appeal here, naturally, as the general

opinion is that society is doing him a criminal

injustice—an ideal rallying point for many activist

groups^.

big on the sidewalks, and spilled

the streets. Until then, there had been little

mpedence of the normal flow of traffic through the

path on the sidewalk was "open" for

those passing through. One difficulty was that the

speakers on the sound truck were not of very good

quality, and one had to be within one block to

understand most of what was being said, and then it was

with considerable effort. There were, estimates later

5,000 people in the relatively small area.

In my judgement, the police

could have avoided the whole
confrontation problem by

simply leaving the area. They

claimed that they would not

have been there if the crowd

was not there. The crowd

would not have been there if

the police had gone—at least

that element of the crowd
seeking a confrontation with

the police would have gone

home, disappointed. The New
York City policemen have

consistently managed larger

crowds with fewer policemen

than in any other large met-

ropolitan city in America.

Chicago demonstrated its in-

eptness to handle large crowds

at the
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. . . Describes Street Confrontations

J. t Kts rlmpred, and generally

a large ^MK *1 of poll

ready ot come into

crowd-forcibly. That

whether it was me alone,

other*, it seemed that the)

-bout what would happen.

The Chief of police

,;<>" 1 the group to
.-,-;, booing etc., they

i«

itlon

the tudents' '
lumbia will he

" much mori '
^tion. No

.. been melt . The Zmnoeratic Nauunal

killed electoral politic* lor young people in

nrt the Chicago police Depl. provider! >,

Tight. So did Columbia in ihe »prtn« So

ilong with every other university in tin;-

truggle goes on. Create two. three, many

it is the watchword!'
1

believe that < Ohi

the student* for

gripe* about the

>ri hearing were

in sympathy with the students

.ntation with police, the

and the destruction of

*t*badrtwed the original objectives.

waned.

.
. ,. .

ftudent powe
itivc element

j

IWiduars job ii tu'ti

„ make polit,

I experiencei
woia«^en a Jorge

n.iividuals who felt their rights had been
" h uprisings

. [,e*n several more xince lbo*e in the last days

t ^uaJly
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Booters Fall

To Blue Jays,

Even Record
by Bob Lehman

Fighting lo salvage a winning

season, the Shoremen split their

final two games of the season,

defeating Gallaudet 7-1 and then

of John Hopkir

on an assist from Nichols. Nichols

came right back with his own goal

to put Washington ahead at the

end of the first quarter 2-0.

Atheymen continue attack

In the second period, the

respectable-sized crowd
Baltimore on Saturday,

Atheymen could not mount an
offense in the first quarter, but
neither could the Blue Jays. Both
teams seemed plagued by the

muddy field.

However, Hopki
the playing

the surface i

markers registered

-lid. nil. Bucktess s

on the

the off with t

than the local bo

adjusted to
ins quicker
and pulled

the second
period. Both came as results of
lost footing on the parts of two
Washington backfietd men,

Despite the cold weather, the

Blue Jays' offense caught fire
once more in the thiro quarter

and in the final period before the

Sho'men could ever dent the nets.

Washington's lone tally came in

the final frame as George Buckless
peppered a Joe Nichols cross in

from his left wing position.

A combination of cold
weather, constant pressure by the
opposition and some bad breaks
made it another long afternoon
for the Sho'men.

The last bright spot on the
schedule this season was a 7-1

shellacking of Gallaudet College

BDavi
Isherwood, havh « a:

unexpectedly lean !

stalwart fullback Steve Wrightson.

Mark Svec followed with his loan

tally of the afternoon on as assist

Drew and Jim Blanford followed
with an assist to freshman inside

Bob Bailey.

Gallaudet came up with their

only score of the contest in the

third quarter and Wright;

Crew Defeats Salisbury

turnout lined the Chester River a

final goal of the game.
Washington College Crew defeat

Salisbury State. The Sh omen's
victory extended the crew's
undefeated record on home

The race, beginning at

approximately 2:10 p.m., was a

spirited one, but after the initial

20 strokes, the Washington
victory was never in doubt.
Salisbury, using a fast

pace, was neck and neck with
Washington, which used a slow,
powerful 33 for approximately
the first quarter mile. Thereafter,
superior rowing coordination and
style enabled the home crew to
gradually open up a two-length
winning margin.

Lead Kept
Salisbury made a desperate and

final bid in the last 500 meters,
but the effort was too late and
not sufficiently coordinated to
upset the outcome of the race.

Washington maintained its

vJHk/
Yl

OZMAN'S, INC. ^
778-3666 \l Auto Sales & Service if!

7 a.m.- 9 p.m.
1 Mornnec Rood

f ! j

FOHTI«C CHESTEinOWN, MD. 778-2484
01DillF

College Heights Sub Shop Flowers For

Houts: 10:30 ajn. to 11 pm. _ Monday through Saturday /^jTVy'M Occasions

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pino— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service ANTHONY'S FLOWERS

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Chcstcrtown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Ban Weejun., Sandlar of Bolton

Fabric Pumps Dyed Frw

Complimen ts

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

finished

7:40, a solid II seconds ahead of
Salisbury.

The race, although an
"unofficial" contest, markes an
important step forward in the
establishing crew here. Freshmen
Jack Keenan, Rick Bates, Cliff

Vertz, George Nichols and Chris
Coombs, among the members of
the winning crew, assure the club
of front-line rowing strength.
Other members of the winning
crew were two-year mainstay
Jamie Johnson and sophomores
Chris Rogers and John Carlin,
while transfer sophomore Rick
Reuark gave strong indicatioi

On November 23, the club will

participate in a triangular meet
with Salisbury and Virginia
Commonwealth at Richmond.

Olrvetti-Und. Agency
Sales - Service • Rental

Towne Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

iv\ The Look of

r3? fhe Turtle

Light, Medium and Heavy Weights ^ '

Fine and Medium Guoges. . . .

Finsherman Knits. . . .

All Sizes All Co ed From $5 to $25

Bonnett's townya country Shop
Mldiown Mall Chester,own, Md.
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Kehoe Delivers Speech to Senate
(S. C. A. President Brien

Kehoe delivered the following

address to the Senate at the reg-
ular Monday meeting several
weeks ago. —Ed).

As President of the student

body, I wish to address the Senate
tonight on the subject of issues

and goals, as I understand them,
before the student body of Wash-
ington College. Seldom, if ever

before, has an effort been made to

define the activities and aspir-

ations of the student body. Yet, I

feel such a statement is necessary

in order to set a standard by
which the success of the Student
Government may be measured. In

addition, it will inspire the confi-

dence of our students and will

serve to inform the administration

of the College of student opinion.

I

Primarily, he is a member of the
student body, secondly the Col-
lege, lastly of the city of Chester-
town and Kent County. Each of
these areas is a proper preserve for
the attention of the students of
Washington College.

The Student Community
Within the student body, the

: be constantly .

addition,

officers of clubs
poor student response and low
membership would obviously be
grounds for a lower budget
allotment.

A related topic

Student Government
ordinarily support. At present,
indications are that several such
requests will be made; the Chorus

encourages socializing between

end to class governn
Washington College, The
possibility of abolishing class
officers beginning in the fall of
next year is one that should be
considered by the senate and
classes themselves. Yet, it must be
admitted that the senior class has
special needs which must be
attended to by some form of
electiv

groups depending,
the funds we find available when
such requests are made.

On the subject of the Student
Government itself, a primary

of the nly

jovernmental organization elected

by and representing all students.

This unique status puts great
responsibilities upon the Student
Government Association, for

there is no organization or body
composed of students that cannot
correctly come under the scrutiny

of this organization. The Student
Government Association must

e the lead in suggesting changes
clubs and organizations

uppo ially. The
Committee on Organizations,

panels, should be revived and
made responsible for campus
clubs. It should make
rec omme ndations where it

believes they would benefit both
the club and the student body.
The willingness of the Republican,
Democratic and International
Relations Clubs to merge this
semester, for example, may mean
the start of a large and vigorous
political organization on the
campus. Efforts should be made
to combine our religious
organizations along the same plan,

reviewing the

intervals, wish to review actions
taken by lower governmental
bodies which are wholly student
selected. The Men's and Women's

j sufftcien
established to be periodically
examined. Such bodies are not
appendages of any administrative
office or offices of the College. It

should be made clear to the
student body that persons
dissatified with the actions of
either of the residence
associations may seek recourse
from this body, just as they may
"Ppea! a decision from a residence
fvunation judiciary board.

I have made a specific change
in the present budget policy
relating, to organizations. As
suggested prior to the April
elections, the individual student
should at least have the
opportunity to state personal
preferences as to the disbursement
of club funds from the student
activities fee. Such a system
would have two advantages. First,

ould give the Executive

evinced last week in the senate
and class elections where positions
were often filed with only one
candidate running. In some areas,

there were no candidates at all on
the ballot. In addition, despite
free access to all senate meetings
extended to students, faculty and
administration alike, there is

seldom an observer in this room.
This lack of concern, particularly
on the part of the student body,
should be a cause of genuine
concern and reflection during the
coming year.

Part of this indifference may
be traced to senators themselves.
As presently operated, the
Student Government often relies

only slightly on the day-to-day
efforts of the members of the
senate. For this reason, I

recommend a reform of the
present committee system which
will set a more specific
responsibility upon each senator.
Specifically, I suggest abolition of
the present system of five
committees and the formation of
three. Areas of concern for the
committees would be 1)
"Buildings, Grounds and Campus
Regulations, "2" Student

The possibility of stud-

ent representation on the

Board should be considered

this year.

Activities and Affairs," and 3

"Faculty and Administration".
Each senator would serve on one
of the three and would act

specifically as chairman of a

subcommittee. The present

standing, ad hoc and special

committees would all be
registered as subcommittees of

the three major

committee, elected in the Spring
along with officers of the Student
Government Association, could
provide leadership for the class
and would insure class
membership on the Alumni
Council during June and the
summer months.

Lastly, I recommend that the
Senate begin discussions on some
of the more controversial campus
regulations within the near future.
I would include, for example, an
exchange of remarks on the
infamous "Crinoline Curtain"
which is mysteriously drawn
down the center of Washington
Avenue at odd intervals of the
day. While its purpose is generally
unknown, and its origins shrouded
in legend and myth, I think an
examination would do it good.

II. The College Community

The student must be the
ultimate concern of the school.
While a college is administered by
distinct groups; board,
administrative personel and the
faculty, it is the student group
alone which is regulated directly
by all three. The student is most
intimately acquainted with the
major aspects of life at a
residential college. A college
ad mi n i stration within each
classroom, for, theoretically, it is

never there. Likewise, the faculty
is unacquainted with conditions
within the dormitory. Due to the
student's particular position, he is

the obvious evaluator of the
policies that affect him directly. It

is, we think, reasonable to suggest

influence over these same policies.

We regard influence as some form
of membership on the various
boards and committees which,
taken together, rule this College.

If Washington College is to be a

itty the

Sc-condly, it would free the s

from relying exclusively on t

testimony of club officers

representation on thesenate. Poor
attendence at class meetings,a
reluctance towards paying class
dues and a small enrollment which

the word, all of its segments must
be represented in the decision
making process. The point is often
made that students spend but four
years in earning their degree, and
see the College in a distorted
fashion due to their brief tenure.

Yet, in the history of a two
hundred year old institution,

nearly any time period may be
judged brief. Nor is the student
body asking for even a dominant
voice in the formulation of college
policies, but merely for

representation. As to the actual
nature oi this representation, we
assume that board, administration
and faculty are unanimous in the
opinion that it should be on some
criteria other than population.

By authority of the Charter of
Washington College, the ultimate
control of this institution is vested
in the Board of Visitors and
Governors. Under the terms of
this charter (paragraph II, secion

"a"), the "President of the

College (who) shall, by virtue of
his office, be a member of
the Visitors and Governors." In

addition, under current practice,

the Dean of the College is invited

to attend meetings of the Board as

an observer. If we regard the Dean
of the College as an official of the
faculty and the President personel
and the faculty are represented
before the governing board. The
possibility of student
representation on the Board of
Visitors and Governors should be
explored this year. Actual voting

membership is neither feasible nor
desirable, since the terms of
members (six years) and
mechanics in amending the

charter preclude such full

participation at this time. Yet,
attendence at Board meetings by
one student, invi'

"

pleasure of the Boa
far towards providi
channel of
between the Board and the
student body of the College.

The Student Government
favorably regards Gibson's
remarks made at the Opening
Convocation in September. We see
his paragraph on demonstrations,
as he does, as a "simple statement
of procedure." In addition, we
accept a definition of "student
power" offered by President
Gordon of the Johns Hopkins
University which Dr. Gibson
quoted: "...a legitimate and
notable desire for participation in

the shaping of the educatinal
enterprise." Wo believe that the-

President of the College has also
accepted that definition and has
applied it, in both his concern
that we, as an institution,

conform to the provisions of the
Joint Statement on Student
Rights and Freedoms, as well as in

his recommendation to extend
student membership on faculty
committees.

We strongly favor extended
voting student membership on
faculty committees. We believe
such membership must be full and
uniform on all committees. It

would be a mockery to extend
student membership in a manner
which would exclude students
from actual voting participation,
or to invite them to only an
occassional meeting. We trust that
theStudent Affairs Committee
will reach wise conclusions in

their discussions of this matter
within the coming weeks.

The obvious concern the
administration has reflected in its

efforts to bring this institution
into conformity with the
provisions of the Joint Statement
on Student Rights and Freedoms
is a hopeful sign. The
participation of students, faculty
and administration in meetings to
discuss the implementation of the
statement has exposed the paper
to careful scrutiny and wide
interpretation. As a noteworthy

responsibilities and rights, the
Joint Statement will be a topic of
discussion within this body in the
months ahead.

One area of conflict between
provisions of the Joint Statement
and currect practice concerns

for example, unless it falls on a
weekend, is a regular school day
here at the College. An attempt to
develop customs and traditions
where possible would make
Washington College a more
distinctive institution and would
make us more aware of our rich
heritage.

Finally, there are
student-faculty relations. We do
not believe it is possible for a
faculty to operate within a

adn nflu

Whei
icable

L

be ended. Where it would be defi

ite detriment to either the
organization or the student body,
steps should be taken to finance
such o rganizations through
College funds.

Of related interest is the
question of student support of
no n -Co liege programs. The

board. We do not wish to alter t

present system of student
support, but there must be some
representation of the student
body upon this panel if the
program is to have the total

support of the student body.
A concious attempt to develop

stronger loyalties between the
student and the school can only
benefit the College in the years

ahead. Too often, the students of
Washington College fail to develop
any sense of attachment to the

mylhii
at all, each group must be free
with one another. We cannot be
honest with one another when
even "dicussions" at faculty
meetings may not legally be
disclosed. In addition, closed
meetings of the faculty give rise to
ungrounded suspicions and
inconvenience students who wish
to be informed of the
proceedings.

Ill The Student and The World
We believe that the student has

a role to play in the outside
world, as well as within the
College. We believe that, where
possible, we should do what is

possible to raise the quality of life

in this locality, in the nation and

Within the past year, the
idealism of the student body has
been demonstrated on several
occasions, but usually without
practical application. The Student
Government intends, during the
second semester oi the current

We believe that the student

has a role to play in the

outside world...

academic year, to hold hearings

on the subject of civil rights in

Chestertown to determine what
the student can constructively

accomplish within Chestertown.
Following the conclusions

reached, we will form a student
commmittee to work within the

Negro community of this locality

for education. i , ecnomic and
housing improvements.

Discrimination agains students
in the business community of

Chestertown must be one our
concerns this year. No business

establishment may fairly refuse to

serve an individual merely becasue

of his realtionship to this College.

In too many cases, however, this

has been the precise occurence.

The legal rights of the student

body will, if necessary, be asserted

in the course of the present

academic year.

The establishment of a student

operated educational FM radio

station would be advantageous to

the city of Chestertown, as well as

to the College. During the second

semester of this year, a concerted

effort will be made to organize

such a station. We intend to

provide the proposed station with

uch
conveniently can.

Finally, I recommend a simple

resolution withdrawing the

Senate's statement of support for

the current American position in

the Vietnamese conflict. I

beblieve that, in substance, the

vast majortiy of the student body

now disagree with it, and that, as

a reflection of this, a retroaction

I wish to congratulate all of

you who have been elected or

re-elected to the student senate.

Working togethei, I believe

./ith your conscientious and

articulate support. I hope that I

have it now, and that 1 will

continue on with for the

remainder of my term in office.
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i Howell, Howdy DeHoff.

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches _-**d

Monday - Sat. 10 a.n

Sunday 11:30 a.m.

- 12 p.m.

12 p.m.

For Nice Things In Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

Computers

easier this tTme tha i when
were high school
pting to choose fou

ective colleges.

World
has introduced a cc

m to aid students in the

By Vicki Colgan

Is wishing to him through family and friends,
II find their The purpose of SELECT is to aid

guidance counselors t

student himself in detent
possibilities compatible

the

SELECT, was created by two
seniors at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

Match Interests

The program, which is aimed at

high school seniors and college

students wishing to transfer,

determines the 10 to 15 schools in

the country which best match a

student's interests, aptitudes, and

The SELECT questionnai

seeks such academic informatic

as college entrance test score

iim p. irid with
approximately

3,000 colleges

the United States.

William Jovanovich, president
of Harcourt, Brace and World,
noted that students will generally

consider only a few colleges when
contemplating matriculation or

transfer, usually those familiar to

M.R.A. .

.

(Continued from Page 1)

existed for a student even if fined
unjustly. A student can bring his

case to the MRA Upper Court if

he wishes to prove his innocence.
An unpaid find is regarded as a

"bill owed to the college" and the
college could withhold grades to
assure payment. Johnson

nforce its

e IndicatedAccepta

Acceptance of the new
regulations has already been
indicated. In the MRA council
meeting last week, a proposal
suggesting that parking be open i

first first

serve basis was voted down almost
unanimously. Strong objections
came from those on the "Hill"
who wanted "guaranteed spots"
close to their dorms.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

WASHINGTON COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
NEW RELEASES

The Middle Age of Mrs. Eliot
Bealles's: Yellow Submarine
The Exhibitionist

Uris: Topaz
The Boots of the Virgin

j. b. r
Jungs

: On the Poet and His

Psychology Strike?

also considered in selecting the

best possibilities for the student.

SELECT questionnaires can be
obtained by writing to SELECT.
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,

757 Third Avenue, New York,
New York 10017. The cost to

applicants is $15. The names of

the 10 to 15 institutions which
best suit his individual needs are

personalized computer

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday • Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 J.m.

Friday
7 a.m. — 8 p.m.

SALE
FAMOUS MAKE SPORTSWEAR

Sweaters-Blouses-Skirts-Slacks-Dresses

1
/s OFF

This sale will "bug" you!

THE TOWER SHOP
THE VILLAGE TOGGERY

Downtown Chestertown

Hey Chicks — get hip!

We have the grooviest collection of

Women's Apparel in Town!

If looking good is your bag look in on

Beulah P. Jump

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THEf U
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Chestertown
High Street
778-2400

Galena
648-51 10

Member of FDIC
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A PERSONAL INTERVIEW

Dean Says Open Dorms, Alchohol
Help Improve College Social Life

By Ann Lickle

Alcohol, the M.R.A., and open
dorms have all helped to bring

about a much needed social

change on the Washington College
campus. This was the general

opinion expressed by the Dean of
Men, Dean Westerdahl, in an
interview concerning the social

conditions at Washington College.

Main areas of social change are

centered around the independent.
For quite a while he had limited

recreational facilities with which
to occupy himself. Most of the

social affairs were revolving

around the fraternity man. Now

Nationwide

Telethon To
Reach Alums

receive as much as $65,000 from
alumni contributions this year. In
order to reach, this goal and 100
per cent participation by the

according to Douglas

for March.
Gates said the major reason for

this project was that "personal
nuch better than 1

f the last t

ributio hav,

increased 100 p
One reason for the increase.

Gates said, is "more personal
letters and calls to the alumni."
He said that personal contact is

one of the reasons Washington

individual. According to
Westerdahl more of the students
are interested in smaller groups
and the importance of the large

deal to establish a social 3

the independent. It has set up
facilities for ping pong, pool,
fencing, etc. It has also approved
open dorm hours, which gives a

place for people to go.

The fraternity has not lost its

importance in college life. This is

especially evident in the emphasis
that is put on I.F.C. weekend on
December 6, 7, & 8. This provides
an opportunity for the students,
as well as the faculty, to get

involved in a school function.

Westesdahl feels that this is

especially important for the
faculty. He says that there is a

"music generation gap". This is

partly bridged when the faculty

attends the informal cocktail

parties given by the frats. It is

evident that that the faculty is not
overly involved in student
activities and he hopes this will

help.

Stunt night is also an
important event, according to

Westerdahl, and will be held
sometime in the Spring. This gives

all the students a chance to release

feelings and emotions that have

been building up all year with no
one getting upset. This is helpful
if it doesn't get too gross.

With the new policy

concerning alcohol more of the

student activities are hoped to be
centered around the campus.
Fraternity parties as well as

dances should be on campus.
Westerdahl also hopes that the

dances will be held away from the

armory, because they prove
unprofitable.

The cultural aspect of social

activities has also improved. This
is helped by the new Fine Arts
Center. The students enjoy the

atmosphere more than that of
William Smith Hall. Thus the
student attendance for these
affairs has increased.

When asked the importance of
the "concept of the classes",

Westerdahl stated that he felt they
were only vital in the first six

months of the freshman year and
the last six months of the senior

year. The freshmen will begin to

break-up and be channeled into

sororities and fraternities during
second semester The next three

years class identity isn't as

important. The final six months
of the senior year the class is

unified and graduation is planned.

Kirkpatrick Initiates Plan

To Pool School Equipment

This was proven last year by
the results of a limited telethon
covering the Baltimore area. With
the cooperation of the Baltimore
Chapter of alumni and the
telephone company, 276 alumni
were contacted, of whom 70 per
cent responded favorably. The
average contribution was $10 per
person, but one alumnus gave
$300, Gates said.

Because of the past success and
because "other colleges have used
the telethon quite successfully,"
he continued, it was decided to
inaugurate the nationwide
telephone campaign this year.

Of the 4600 alumni, minus
those who contribute by mail,

probably 2000 will actually be
contacted, giving the telethon
program a potential of $20,000.
Volunteers to work on the project
will once again be provided by the

e alumni chapter.

in

will need
contributors and more big
contributions." He said he is

confident that the goal will be

By Evelyn Manolis

A Psychology professor here
has provided the impetus for a
plan which may create a

money-saving pool of scientific

equipment for the small private

colleges in Maryland.
As head of the Psychology

Department at Washington
College, Dr. Dwighl R.
Kirkpatrick believes the small
colleges throughout the state

could benefit by sharing highly

expensive equipment required for

undergraduate research activity in

such disciplines as Biology,

Chemistry, Physics and
Psychology.

Dr. Kirkpatrick was motivated
to initiate the project after a

meeting of the Private Colleges

Division of the Maryland
Conference of A.A.U.P.

of

The Washington College Players presented French comedy "Hotel

Paradiso" under the direction of Timothy Maloney in the Tawes Theater

last week. (Above, 1. to r. are Alison Howell, Charles Hcmniine; and

Howdy DeHofT; below, Ann Lickle, Peter Herbst and Miss Howell.) Donald

Dolce reviews the play on page 6.

University Professors),

conference, which he attened last

year, common problems were
discussed and solutions of this

nature were mentioned.
Using funds granted for the

Higher Education Act of 1965,
Title III, he corresponded with
science professors at 10 private

colleges and arranged a meeting to

discuss the feasibility of his plan,

Represented were Goucher
College, Hood College, Loyola
College, Mt. St. Joseph's College,

the College of Notre Dame, St.

John's College, Washington
College and Western Maryland
College. Mt. St. Agnes College •

"We hope to cut down on
1 necessary duplication of
pensive apparatus among our

schools," Dr. Kirkpatrick said,"

available to all of us."

"A considerable amount <

expensive scientific equipment <

our campuses lies idle much of tl

eithei

large, could be moved from school
to school. In the same manner,
instructional films and slides

could be shared. It would serve to

increase the quality of
undergraduate instruction and.
research at all the schools."

Dr. Kirkpatrick added that if

the pool works among the
participating colleges during a trial

period of two semesters, they
could improve the system by
budget coordination and
application for grants to purchase
additional equipment to share.

James Hartle

To Speak On
Star Death

James B. Hartle, noted cosmo-

logical physicist will discuss "The
Death of Stars," Tuesday night at

8:30 p.m. in Hynson Lounge in the

second Lout tit-George lecture of the

Hartlc's lecture deals with the

last stages of stellar evolution, the

physical processes that lead to the

final states of stellar matter. Neutron

stars, white dwarfs and gravita-

tional ly-collapscd objects will be dis-

cussed in non-technical terms.

A former member of the Institute

for Advanced Study at Princeton

and the Commission on College Phy-

sics, Dr. Hartle iscurrently on leave

from the University of California at

Santa Barbara and is a visiting mem-
ber of the Physics Department at

the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology.

Born in Baltimore, Dr. Hartle re-

ceived his A.B. d.-gree from Prince-

ton University in I960 and a Ph.D.

from the California Institute of

Tcchnoloirv in 1964.

NOTICE
Washington Collcf

t required f

i

months <

immediate
research. This equipment could be
scheduled for use by students or
professors coming from other

colleges, or, if not too delicate or

formation beforehand to the

ian of Washington College.
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EDITORIALS.

Holiday Issue

This "holiday issue" of the Elm roiiihincs a reK ular eight pane

issue with first supplement of our own, a highly readable artiele

on China's Cultural Revolution. On the drawing boards are sev.

cral more supplements ereated by us. in addition to those supplied

by the Chicago Literary Review. Students and family are reminded

that reviews may be submitted to the latter, throuEli T hackray

Dodds, Elm managing editor, Distribution is lo over fifty colleges

and universities throughout the country. Kindly indicate in a note

to us your preference of book or reroitlini; (subject or specific title

of a new release), Five more issues of CLR will be printed during

this academic year. The next issue of the Elm, scheduled for pub-

lication December 13, will carry the second CLR supplement ol

the year.

Hazardous Footing

the onslaught of the Eastern Shore's vei

cason, dirt (in quantity) turns quickly into

is sloppy and footing is dangerous. It requites ei

—of one's shoes and of the floors in buildings.

If only for these reasons, we would have expected McGarvey's

Men to have built some sort of temporary bridge across the dirt

(or mud) obstacles in the path of everyone heading towards the

academic buildings from Hudson Hall. The college is, we presume,

liable for injury to individuals who might fall on the slippery

patches (there arc now two major dirt deposits)—and the cost of

a temporary surface over the mud would pale in comparison

with a lawsuit brought against the college for neglect. Wc have

been assured such a surface will be constructed. One wonders how

long it will be before it is installed. Much longer and we can all

slide to classes on a brick path glazed with frozen mud.

Dining Hall Problems

:ithe the Senate itscll

sponsible for the

the

Reyul.i

Letters • .

.

Kehne Responds

To Elm No. 5
(The following is excerpted from

a letter received from SGA
President Brien Kehoe in response

to Elm No. 5-Ed)

Let ub commence with the

third paragraph of the editoral

"Retort to Kehoe" (original

capitalization) published on the

second page of the ELM of

November 1st, wherein it is

remarked that "the impression

that the student government of

Washington College is at best

irresponsible . . . may not be far

from the truth."

I wish to review the charges

sufficient to completely refute the

charge that "Run-off" elections

were held before the Senate met

to approve the results of the first

round of balloting- Secondly, I am
charged with calling off a meeting

of the Senate without authority.

There is indeed such a thing as a

regularly scheduled meeting of the

Senate. Under your interpretation

of the by-law in question, the

Senate would have to vote to

cancel meetings during the

summer months and vacation

periods. Obviously, such a

ludicrous procedure was not

intended by the author of the

by-law. Not only was my
cancellation of the meeting

proper, but it was done after some
consideration. A number of

Senators informed me that they

were unable to attend a meeting

According to our memory,

of its arms (the food committee .

of the dining hall music during meals. The compromts.

was worked out—presumably attempting to please the most stud-

ents most often—was that pop music (WTTG) would be played

during the noon meal, while classical or listening

nd digestion

i of the music has been haphazard, to say the least,

cction probably depends on who gets to the tuning

dial first. May we suggest that the Senate—or whomever claims

to have authority to choose our mealtime musical accompaniments

look into the matter and reassert some from of regular control.

In addition, numerous events have been poorly attended this

year—and many individuals more than a little upset over the fact

that announcements during mealtimes are seldom made with any

degree of regularity. The Dean of Men was given

surances that the all-school meeting regarding institi

new liquor policy would be announced; it wasn't

students who showed up were sent back out on the a
cruit a full(er) house. Many organizations lack the n

funds to publicize events through posters and notice

hall announcements are to be one mean
the whole campus (at least that segment i

then it should be so—regularly and dependably.

. If dining

icating to

Hodson Hall),

Changing Comps
The Elm endorses the faculty's decision to substantially change

the comprehensive examination system here. The introduction of

alternatives to comprehensives such as individual study projects

gives each department chairman the option of evaluating the

relevance of comprehensives and other forms of academic chal-

lenge to his discipline.

It is unfortunate that the prevalent atmosphere here regarding

comps—especially when the time draws near— is one of near

panic. Such need not be the case. English department professor

Norman James (on a sabbatical this year) tells of his experience

with comps—one wherein the exam is an opportunity to demon-

strate one's ability to synthesize several years' study of material

in divers' fields into a coherent and meaningful response to a chal-

lenging question. Certainly, some departments have had difficulty

in the past providing such questions—and there has been a wide

disparity among the degree of scope, difficulty, and general styli

of comps given by the departments;

fcrent from others to the extent tha

a written exam to properly "examine

Unued experiment with comprehem
ulty's recent decision, will prove sue

will be motivated to look forward

lent") with posti

The Elm will publish th

the Dean of the College

fields are inherently dif-

is not possible to structure

student. We trust the con-

s, as modified by the fac-

ful and that more students

the exam (or its "equiva-

islead of fear,

of the memorandum to students

r i

Senate, yet he held a meeting

Wednesday night to allocate funds

to all campus organizations

requesting Senate support,

without his treasurer present."

Now, Mr. Heymann, you were

present at the last meeting of the

Senate and you asked me, in the

course of the meeting, how much
the activities fee was per student.

I replied that it was
"approximately $20.00 per year"

per student. The exact figure is

$19.50. This charge, therefore, is

a contrived half-truth. Nor did I

ever admit that I do "not know
much about the finances of the

Senate." This is false. The meeting

Chestertown. I did, in fact, discuss

the meeting with him by phone
before it took place. He informed

me that $3,000.00 could safely be
appropriated. At that meeting, the

Senate appropriated a total of

$2,780.00; $220.00 under the

figure recommended by the

Treasurer.

The fifth charge concerns my

attacked merely because they

happen to live with a particular

person, this is guilt by association.

Now sir, this was a personal

attack. Now I do not resent

personal attacks. My Mother does

not resent personal attacks. Nor

do my sons resent personal

attacks. But my roommate does

Specifically, the charge is that

"Kehoe personally extended the

deadline for filing petitions for an

electioi

after losing oni

Tuesday) and n
office (and lost)

for

The first" charge is that "Kehoe
called a special meeting of the

Senate to approve election results

and forgot to do so." This

sentence could mean one of two

things; first, that I forgot the

meeting that I had called; or,

second, that the senate forgot to

approve the election results. I

shall assume that the second

meaning was preferred since I did

attend the special meeting. There

was, frankly, and is a difference of

opinion among the Executive

Committee as to whether or not

the elections report was approved.

I maintain that it was. Miss Payne,

the Secretary of the Senate,

iat it was not. While
report is listed in the minutes
being approved, this is not

ily entirely accurate. The
fact is that such a charge cannot
be proven or disproven with any
degree of finality. Therefore, it

should not have been in print. In

addition, it should be known that

the Senate meeting was called

approve election results. Neither

the constitution nor the by-laws
demand that the report of the

Elections Committee be approved.
The only by-law which mentioned
this was repealed this year during
an October meeting of the Senate.

I have nothing against senate
approval of the elections report

and would have been happy to see

it granted. In fact, there was no
objection or contest made to any
of the results, and I am sure that

the Senate would have approved

on the evening of September
23rd, due to confusion since it

was the first class day of the

academic year. From the

of Senators I talked to, n

obvious that, if a meeting
scheduled a quorurr

attend. The meeting i

out of considerati

senators themselves,

own personal

Thirdly, the editorial charged

s called off

(on

other
in Thursday."

uendo is that

the date was extended to permit

my roommate, Robert Cox, to

run for an office unethically. In

fact, the deadline for petitions

was extended to allow another

person to run for president of the

Senior Class. At the time this

decision was made Mr. Cox was

not considered even a possible

candidate by me, by himself or by

anyone else. In addition it should

be noted that the decision to

extend the deadline was made
with the approval of Jim
Blandford, President of the Senior

Class. He made a decision to allow

for an opposition candidate whi

required H<?

the results i had cared

to that effect,

ustomary thatHowever, it i

by the full senate, but rather

simply read and accepted. The
change in the by-law is also

'Kehoe doesn't know how
much each student pays to the

SGA through the activities fee

($9.75 per semester) and does
not, by his own admission, know
much about the finances of the

University; Mr. Norman F.

Cantor, Leff Professor of History

at Brandeis niversity; and Mr.
R i chard Hofstadter, DeWitt
Clinton Professor of History at

Columbia University

Dr. Duberman will deliver a

free public lecture "Towards A
New History" on Tuesday,
December 17, 1968. Dr. Cantor
will speak on "The Medieval

Liberation Movement" on
Thursday, February 20, 1969 and

Dr. Hofstadter will conclude the

lecture program on Thrusday,
April 17, 1969 with "Violence In

America."
The Hyland-Price Visiting

Scholars program enabling college

students to study under America's
foremost historians was made
possible through the generosity of

Mrs. Bod en. The Delaware
resident, who also supports the

College's Louttit-George Lectures,

has underwritten the new program
for the second straight year. The
purpose of the program is to make
the college a more effective center

for the study of American history

in its broadest context.

deserves the commendation of the

entire senior class for this. Finally,

it should be noted that when Mr.

Cox made his decision to run, he

did so without my advice or

encouragement. At no time did he

(Continued

upport from i

i page 15)
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Senate Denies Funds
Assn. Of Black Students

In a stormy session last

Monday the Senate rejected a bfd

for Student Government
Association funds by a group of

black students called the

Association, because the S.G.A.

by-laws prohibit the granting of

funds to groups that limit their

membership.
The constitution of the

Repr. es of the

n Students
Association who attended the

meeting asked toward the end of

the meeting why their appeal had

not been brought up.

President Kehoe replied to

them by stating that the by-laws
prohibit the "granting of funds to

a group that limits its

membership."

Out of Order

The discussion on the bid for

funds was ruled out of order by
Parliamentarian George Williams,

since it was during the period for

"any Senator wishing to be
heard" and because the discussion

was not brought up by a Senator.

Senate. The dis

continued and Senate officials

told the group that their request

could not be considered unless

they opened their membership to

al! students.

Roll Call Vote

The meeting was adjourned by
a roll call vote which came out

very close. After the meeting, a

spokesman for the black students

group declined to comment on
their next move, pending a

meeting of its organizers.

In other action the Senate

approved the nomination of

Sharon Strausser to represent the

student body along with the

students appointees to the

controversial Concert Series

Committee. In effect, the

appointment of Miss Strausser

ended the heated criticism of the

committee that student tastes

were not really represented.

at the end of the present academii

year. He projected the Senate's

approximate income at $17,763
and approximate expenditures at

$16,400.

Sue Thomas, Women's
Residence Association president,

American Cancer Society and a

program on birth control.

Social Committee

At a short Senate meeting on
Monday, November 11, the

Senate officially appointed the

members of the social committee.
The following were named: Bill

B uc ha nen, chairman ; Bohn
Vergari, Coleen Spivey and John

Buchanen announced that the

committee will conduct a poll of

the student body to get opinion

on whom the students want for

Spring Weekend entertainment.

Vice President Ed Worteck,

swore in Donald Denton as Vice

President of the Junior Class. The
Senate also approved the

constitution of the sailing club.

Senate

Approves

Budget

The Senate approved a total

appropriation of $2,780 at a

special meeting last Wednesday,

$500; Crew club, $400;
Women's Residence Association,

$300.
Peace Action Committee,

$175; Student Education
Association; $175; Moss Box;

$85; Newman Club; $50; Gun
Club; $45.

Studies Shows
Statistics On
Beer Habits

Under the direction of
Dr.Richard H. Brown the math
statistics class has completed a

series of individual studies that

will be of vital interest to

serious-minded students.

Al Mathwick and Chris Hoppe
teamed up to research "Project

Body" and have uncovered
invaluable information to anyone
interested in a well-rounded

education.
They ascertained that the

"vital statistics" of the average

Washington College sorority girl

are a sleek 34-24-35, with a

standard deviation of
approximately one each in each

Zetaa were found to be the most
highly developed in the pectoral

'l* "
Beer

Another study v lby Dick

Pyle; i the I of 12 c

Art Gallery Opens Exhibit

By Photographer Kennedy

O'Donoghue To Speak

A series of photographs by one
of the great art historians and
photographers of the century,

Clarence Kennedy, of Smith
College, has opened at the Walters

Art Gallery.

The exhibition represents the

fourth time senior art majors at

Smith have prepared a show for

the Smith College Museum of Art,

and with these photographs they

have chosen to honor one of

Smith's most illustrious teachers.

The one hundred mounted
photographs represent an
extraordinary visual interpretati

and
of

classicalRenais
sculpture.

Kennedy, a former professor at

Smith who took up photography

forty-five years ago, worked out a

scientific approach to his

WILLIAM JAMES FORUM
presents

Rev. JOSEPH
O'DONOGHUE

First priest suspended by Card!

nal O'Boyle in birth control

CONTRACEPTION,
CONSCIENCE, and

CARDINAL O'BOYLE

Wednesday,

December 4, 1968

photography
photographers were working by
'trial and error'. By the use of

subtle lighting and choice of
viewpoint, based on his vast

knowledge of the artist's vision

and goals, he explored each piece

he photographed. A man of great

patience and perservera nee, he
went to great lengths to secure the

right background. Whenever
possible he worked with natural

light, modifying it with curtains

and reflectors. He had no lighting

formula-each piece of sculpture

and each part of it demanded its

own solution.

The photographs, which
emphasize the vision of one

explanation, criticism and an
interpretation in themselves. They
provide a marked contrast when
viewed with the Gallery's other

current exhibition. "In the Eye of

the Beholder", which is a series of

more dramatic photographs of art

objects showing various points of

views. The two shows will run

concurrently.

Italian

masterpieces and include, among
others, views of the facase of

Santa Maria Novella in Florence

and the Tabernacle of the

Sacrament in San Lorenzo,

another Florentine masterpiece.

Also in the group are examples of

5th century B.C. Greek sculpture,

Florentine School sculpture and

three details of Japanese

of beer, consumed within a

five hour period, required to
"totally intoxicate" male
students.

The results showed that the

average resident of Kent House
could hold 11.15384 cans of beer

with a standard deviation of about

2.8.

In a spearaU' but similar

experiment Linda Phinney studied

the beer-drinking habits of 45
upperclass women in an attempt

to determine which class drank the

most. Eight ounce mugs were the

Although seniors among the 46

tested seem to have slightly higher

capacities that the Sophomores
{who averaged 4.7 mugs) there

was not a sufficient disparity to

The experiments were

conducted with the valuable aid

of the new computer hook-up

located on the third floor of
Dunning Hall.

Wildlife

Series

the

through December 31,

should find themselves greatly

enriched.

For Further Information Please

Call: Mary Ann Kennedy,
727-2076

Death valley's harsh environ-

ment is featured In the second

program of the Audubon wildlife

Film series, coming to Wash-

ington College's Fine Arts Cen-

ter on Tuesday, November 26.

The program entitled "Death

Valley - Land of Contrast"

will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Kent Durden sweeps his cam-

era from the floor of the valley

at 282 feet below sea level, to

the tallest peaks of Its border-

ing mountain ranges and catch-

es a variety of plant and ani-

mal life. More than 40 species

of animals, including the ring-

tail cat, desert bighorn sheep,

prairie falcon, kit fox, avocet

and golden eagle are featured.

His photography demonstrates

that life Is abundant, even here,

In the desert of deserts.

The Kent County Chapter,

Maryland Ornithological Soc-

iety, In cooperation with Wash-

ington College and the National

Audubon Society, offersthe pro-

gram of five wildlife films.

Future films In the series,

all at 7:30 p.m., will include:

"Sweden," Monday, February

17, 1989; "The Spring of Life",

Tuesday, March 18, 1969; and

"Our Unique water Wilderness

— The Everglades," Wednes-

day, April 2, 1969. Single ad-

mission for the general public

Is $1.50, students, 75?.
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LiteraryCompetitions Offer

FellowshipsAnd CashPrizes

$1,800 for student poetry and
fourteen fellowships in creative

writing of $3,000 each.

The 6th Annual Kansas City

Poetry Contest is comprised of

cash awards presented by

Hallmark Cards and seven $100
prizes from the Kansas City Star

for single poems by full time

college and university students in

the United States. In addition, the

Devins Memorial Award offers a

$500 advance on royalties for a

book-length poetry manuscript

published by the University of

Missouri Press. More than 2,000

students participated in the 1968
competition.

Contest Rules

Entries must be submitted by
February 1, 1969. Winners will be
announced on April 24. This

year's judges have not yet been

announced, but in the past have

included Conrad Aiken, Louis

Untermeyer, Robert Penn Warren,

Phillip Booth and Edwin Honig.

All entries are judged

anonymously. The author's name
is enclosed in a sealed envelope

attached to his entry. Complete
contest rules may be obtained by
sending a stamped, self-addressed

envelope to: Kansas City Poetry
Contests, 8201 Holmes Road,
Kansas City, Mod. 64131

Creative Writings

A second writer's competition

is the Book of-the-Month Club
Third Annual Creative Writing

Fellowship. The Writing

Fellowship Program, administered

by the College English

Association, will award fourteen

fellowships of $3,000 each to

seniors in American and Canadian

colleges and universities;

The Program is designed to give

the gifted college senior an

opportunity to develop his

creative talents in the year

fol lowing graduation. The
sponsors feel that there are many
fellowships available for those

who wish to pursue scientific and

scholarly investigations, but that

relatively few are available to the

Writers Judge Contest

The Fellowship Program is

opened to any person who will be
a senior in an accredited college or

university in the United States or

Canada on January 1, 1969. The
closing date for entries is January

1, 1969. Finalists will be judged

by a National Board which
includes noted writers, Ralph
Ellison ("Invisible Man".
"Shadow Act"), Louis
Kronenberger ("Kings Desperate

Men", "Grand Right and Left"),

and William Styron ("The
Confessions of Nat Turner", "Lie

Down in Darnkness", "The Long
March", "Set This House on Fire).

Winners will be notified May 1,

1969.

Application blanks and full

information about the Program
may be obtained by writing to

Miss Margery Darrell, Managing
Director, Boo k-of-the -Month Club
Program, c/o College English

Association 260 Park Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10017.

Tenure of Profs Is

Still "Sacred" Area

By Dick Gregory

has become the President-elect.

He made no play for the support
of the black electorate nor did the

black ballots case appreciably
increase Nixon's total. Yet a

different attitude in the black
community could have produced

Democratic National Committee
indicate that some 6 million black

voters went to the polls on
election day, out of the potential

7.2 million. About 91 percent of
those voters cast their ballots for

Vice-President Humphrey, the

ling > >Ni)
"other" candidates.

It is clear that the total black

electorate did not panic when
faced with the possibility of a

Nixon administration. Such panic

would have produced an even

larger black presence at the polls

and a greater percentage for Mr.
Humphrey. That is, if the black

votes cast for independent
candidates were combined with a

larger voting percentage in the

black community. the
Humphrey-Muskie ticket would
now be looking forward to

Inaugaration Day. In a negative

yet very real sense, Nixon owes
bis victory to the black
community and the attitude it

assumed.
Black voters did not do what

they did in 1964. In that national

election the black electorate

rallied to vote against Barry
Goldwater. The repudiation of
Goldwater was a stronger voting

motivation than the endorsement
of President Johnson. But in this

year's election black voters voted
neither for nor against candidates.

(Blacks most strongly motivated
to vote for a candidate probably
cast their ballots for
independents.) The black

conditional right to vote period.

Richard Nixon now occupies a

unique place in the history of
American political Ufe. He is a

man who has literally had the

taste of the Presidencey in his

mouth for 16 years and he has

finally won the nation's highest

political honor. To do so he had

to survive both a defeat on the

national level in 1960 and the

rejection of California voters in

his subsequent gubernatorial bid.

He has calculatedly administered

self-respiration to his political

image after having been
pronounced politically dead by
analysts the country over.

Nixon knew that he could not
enlist massive support from the

black community during this

year's Presidential bid. Nor could
he expect to win the favor of
disenchanted young voters who
originally supported Eugene
McCarthy or Bobby Kennedy. But
youth and blacks comprise only
about 25 percent of the total

electorate and Nixon knew his

strength must come from the
remaining 75 percent.

Nixon also knows that it will

be a different ball game in 1972.
And it is also safe to assume that

he will not be privately content
with a one-term Presidency. The
Republican Party now ranks third

in commanding the allegience of
registered voters in this country,
trailing the Democratic Party and
registered independents with a

total registration of about 24
percent.

But by the 1972 elections,

millions of new voters will have
been registered from the black
community and from the ranks of
youth, both black and white. It is

safe to assume that increasingly

alienated youth will not be
registering into either of the two
major parties. Thus Nixon will

face that election year (barring

the unleashing of unpredictable

circumstances which have become
increasingly commonplace in this

country) as the incumbent
President of a part representing
less than 20 percent of the total
electorate. He will need the
support of both blacks and youth.

NEW YORK (CPS)-The cry of

"student power" is for the right

of students to participate in

making the decisions that control

the way they live and what they

Since it became a common
sound on college campuses several

years ago, students at almost

every college in the country have

had some success in making their

influence felt in the nebulous area

of "student affairs."

They argued to their presidents

and deans, usually with success,

that they ought to be able to run
their own off-campus lives, and
that what they did outside the

classrooms was their concern, not
the university or college's; They
got many schools to institute

student committees to control

dorm hours, discipline and
student clubs and organizations.

In the fight to give control of

"student affairs" back to

students, they were often joined

by professors who were anxious

to see the end of the "in loco
parentis" philosophy of higher

education.
Even when the students started

asking why they couldn't have a

say in what classes they took and
what books they read, the faculty

(who didn't like teaching required
courses anyway) backed their

demands for liberalized
curriculum and fewer
requirements.

complained about poor teaching

and antiquated tenure systems,

and agitated for a voice in the

granting of faculty I

"professional" territory, and that

was different. "What do you
know about those things," they

would ask their students. "You
are only here four years; we are

"t let

students at the City

University of New York's Queens
College may be the first group to

break through the faculty barrier;

chances are good that students in

several departments will be

(Continued oa page 16)

Something you might have m
According to the Kent County

:

a "new baby boom seems to be in

the offing in Kent County." Why?
"The expectation of bigger bahy

crops in the near future is haied

jipon the sharp increase in the nur

bcr of marriages now taking placr

The local ratio of births to ma

.140

tely 1.62." There ;

the age bracket that produces

marriages, 20 to 25." The
marriage rate is up to 13.4 per 1,000

residents, compared with 11.9 foil

years ago.

The MRA council has its open

meeting every Thrusday evening

at 8:00 p.m. "We're there for the

students" Johnson notes. "All

students with complaints

suggestions are welcome."

TMi 'Rwm

The Washington Players' produc-

tion of Hotel Paradiso is a sprightly

comedy and a very worthwhile three-

Thc play is concerned with till-

marital mishaps of two French mar-

ried couples and the antics involved

in their escapades. Their would-be

romantic entanglements take plac

Hold Paradiso. The results of thoi

adventures and misadventures inaki

a hilarious climax.

Hotel Paridiso has many funni

lines, for which the playgoer should

lie grateful because of the

length of the production, DUl

Profs, Not Students

Receive Power

whidi.

i.%.il»V

that z

By College Press Service

role of higher ed
;rica are the professc

inistrators or students,

campuses, according
the

sociologist David Riesman.
Riesman, a Harvard sociology

professor and author of The
Lonely Crowd and other studies

of modern man, told college

presidents assembled for a

conference of the National
Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges that
their faculties are becoming the
most powerful group at their

schools.

Riesman said the increased
number of students who attend
(and graduate from) college, the
interest of business in culture and
education, and the increased
reliance of our economic system
on trained and skilled people,
have all tended to "heighten the
power of the faculty and to lessen

the relative power of the students,
the administration, the local

community, and the trustees."

"The faculty are the
gatekeepers of the new American
meritocracy who decide how
much further education a person

can have and the level at which he
is to be certified," he said. And
the professor is often the one to

whom the student goes for

answers to his troubled questions

about life.

Riesman said, however, that

professors are not likely to admit
their power, because they enjoy
thinking of themselves as a

"persecuted minority." Like most
rising or minority groups, he said,

"the a cademic community
continues to cherish its minority
status as a basis for further claims

on the general culture."

Although academic men are no
longer regarded as low-class

people by the business and social

worlds, and although American
culture is no longer as

"anti-intellectual" as it once was,

according to the sociologist,

today's activist students are

helping the faculty maintain its

"persecuted" status.

The student movement in its

most radical forms, he claims, is

profoundly un-academic and
an ti -intellectual in ways strongly

reminiscent of earlier American
anti-academic attitudes:

"One can see developing,

around San Francisco State

continued on page 16

of dialnj

while not funny, arc made
by the excellent actir

throughout the play.

The cast is headed by Howdy Dr-

Hoff who carries the show through

with consistently fine comedy and

gives his best performance to date.

Equally impressive were Peter

Herbst, Woody McDonald and Car!

Huton. Again, the consistent excel-

lence in their performances lifts tilt

1,,,!,.,

. lis

soph is level

III at tin

where they are collectively

bled, that the production reaches

its highest point. Their caperi

about the stage is sckillfully

hilarity.

The sets for Hotel Paradiso

among the finest thtat this cri

has seen for an amateur products

Their careful execution greatly

added to the atmosphci

Especially cumracndabl

for the Hotel itself. The gaud,

ostcniatiousncss, and the faded glor

of what appeared to be a once-fin

hotel was brilliantly achieved.

Hotel Paradiso is an cxccllcr

opening production for the Players-

The vitality of

which
play

vident throughoi

as an excellent

fine technical work. If this

tion is an integrated part. Their

production, (and there is

>n why it shouldn't he) it
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Sho'men Five To Open
Twenty Game Stint

Post-season Stats

Belie Play: Athey
By Bohn Vergari

Basketball Coach Lefty Elliott

will begin his fourth year as leader

of the Washington College
Basketball Squad when his cagers

open December 6, against

Salisbury State. Elliott has 17
strong players competing in this

year's 20-game schedule who will

try to better last year's record of
6-13.

Of the 17 players, 11 of them
are returning from last year's

squad. Leading this group is

Junior Prank Marion who hit for a

17.3 point average last season.

Marion lead the team last year in

total points, rebounds, steals and
shooting percentage. Frank will

probably start again in the

forecourt.

Strong Offense

The squad's biggest offensive

threat this year figures to be
junior Bob Koepke. Only eligible

to play for the second semester
last year, Koepke had a 19.6
average in eight contests. The
versatile Koepke can play in the
backcourt as well as underneath
the basket.

Juniors Dave Bruce and Larry
Martin return as leaders of a deft
backcourt crew. Martin, a
consistent performer, leads the

squad with 65 assists and had the

top foul shooting average of .780.

Noted for his deadly one-hand
shot, Bruce hit at a 15.0 point per
game clip.

Pour Possible Centers

There are four men battling for

the center position this year.

Seniors Gary Myers and Larry
Sterling, who shared the position

for the last two seasons, are the

top contenders for the spot.

Sterling has been out for the last

Two big freshmen, 6'9" John

Senior Class

To Defend
Boot Crown

By R. Harrington

Intramural soccer got under
way this week with a strong

freshmen class overpowering the

representatives of the sopho

half was about even for both
teams. However, with seconds to

go, the sophomores scored on a

penalty kick.

Following the freshemen-soph-
omore contest, the juniors played
a very tough game with the

seniors. Even though both teams
scored a goal, the seniors won the

game as a result of having more

Each team will play the other
three teams once and then the

two teams with the best records

will play each other for the

championship. The 'defending
champs are this years seniors who,
so far, are maintaining a winning

Coster and 6'5" Glenn Hampton,
are giving competition to the
holdovers. Hampton may also be
tried at one of the corner spots.

Competition for Forward Position

The hottest competition being
displayed is at the forward
position. Besides Marion and
Koepke, two 6'4" juniors and a
sharp-shooting freshman are in

contention. Letterman Tom
Polvinale and transfer Mark
Brumbaugh, from Vanderbilt,
both have good outside shots and
are fierce defenders. Coach Elliott

will take a good look at his 6'4"

freshman, Rick Turner. Turner
could work his way into a starting
role as the season progresses.
Holdover reserves Ron Regan and
John Way will again add support.

Working behing Bruce and
Martin are John Steinhart and

Flowers For

.All Occasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

John Dockson, two freshmen
guards who show a lot of promise.
Elliott also has returnees John
Hal) and defensive standout Steve
Clagett.

Scrimmage Schedule

Coach Elliott has scrimmages
scheduled when he will get his

first look at the untested
freshmen. University of Baltimore
will play here on Tuesday and on
Friday there will be two contests

with Maryland State, at 3:30 and
7:30.

For the first time in his short

career here, Coach Elliott has a

squad with excellent depth. This
strength will allow him to run a

full and half-court pressing

defense. Elliott declined to

comment at this time when asked
to give his opinion to the outcome
of the upcoming season.

by Bob Lehman

"This season was disappointing
in one respect that not in another.
It's true that I was disappointed in

the scores of some games and in

our record this year, however, I

was pleased with the play of the
boys. I think overall we played
good soccer but our record just

didn't show it." These were the
post-season remarks of Coach Ed

These words sum up the feeling

of the players, spectators, and
everyone associated with the
soccer team. Needless to say, this

was a lean, disappointing season
for the squad.

The Sho'men pumped in only
32 goals white allowing 35 to be
scored against them. Leading the
offensive punch was Joe Nichols,

CREW MEET IN VA.

On Saturday, November 23,
the Washington College Crew
Team will conclude its fall

schedule in a triangular meet in

Richmond, Virginia. The 2000
meter race will be held with
Virginia Commonwealth and
Salisbury State. The oarsmen for
this final fall contest include:
John Carlin, Chris Combs, Remo
Simeoni, Jammie Johnson, George
Michela, Chris Rogers, John Miller
and Rick Ruark.

nets for 5 goals and led the team
in assists with 7.

Senior co-captain George
Buckless led the team in goals
with 9. Buckless and his famous
head shot will be missed at the
left wing spot as will the other
co-captain Steve Wrightson at

center fullback.

Dan Lehman and Frank Ogens
split the goal tending duties this

year. Lehman accounted for 77
saves, while Ogens registered 75.
The rest of the Sho'men defense
was very well-manned. Besides
Wrightson, Coach Athey had Mark
Svec, Pete Johnson, Ford
Schumann, and Steve Clagett to

work with.
Playing their final season on

the Kibler Pitch were Buckless,
Wrightson, Lehman, Jim Blanford,
Steve Clagett, Don Romano, and
Bill Wilson.

Final Statistics:

Goals Assists Points

Nichols 5 7 12

Buckless 9 2 11

Drew 7 3 10

Bailey

Svec

Ogilvy

Shepherd

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 pm — 11 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST

Phone 778-3181

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizxa— Subs— Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

peccably t

For a country Christmas, part of your

ufir/lmtio migrftinclacie these separates^**!*1

lored by John Meyer. The ribbon-

l in pure wool Shetland comes

,er of wonderful colors-

ind hrilliant surprises. $16

ith the panel-A skirt. In

iculously top-stitched. $16

regimental stripes. $10

r blend

Ban-Lon® pullover

Bonnett's towrrjfe country Shop
Midtown Mall rheitertown. Md.
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Students Operate

In Sheltered World
By Julius Lester

The GUARDIAN
A student movement has its

own built-in limitations, both in

terms of how much it can do and

how much it can understand. In

some ways, a student movement

tends to be artificial, because the

student lives in an artificial

invironment—the university. Thus,

all to be "concerned about. This is

good to a point. Without the

student demonstrations against

the war, there would've been no

antiwar movement. Without

student consciousness of racism,

blacks would be even more

isolated and vulnerable to attack

inevitable point where

realizes that wars and racism are

the manifestations of an inhuman

system and if wars and racism are

going to be stopped, the system

itself must be stopped and

another created. And it is at this

point that a student movement
reaches the boundaries of its

inherent limitations. When this

juncture is reached, the student

movement finds its members
becoming increasingly frustrated

and the movement seeks to relieve

that frustration through activism

and/or by turning its attention to

changing the students' immediate

environment, the university.

A student movement which

concerns itself with bringing

about changes within the

university is engaging in an act

which can have all the

appearances of being important,

while being, in essence, quite

unimportant. Regardless of how
unending one's stay in a university

may seem, the fact yet remains

that after four years of serving

time, the student leaves. The
university is a temporary society

for most who live within its

confines and as such, any radical

activity aimed at it is of limited

Because the university is a

temporary society, any movement
coming from it is in danger of

being temporary. The next

student generation may have more
traditional interests than the one

which kept the campus in an

uproar during the preceding four

years. And while student

movements are characterized by a

great willingness to confront the

reigning social authority, there is

nothing inherent in a student

movement that will

force when it can act as an

adjunct with other forces in the

society. It is needless to say that

such a situation does not

presently exist.

When student radicals leave the

campus, they can avoid coming

into direct contact with other

forces in the society by creating

their own little words where they

continue to live with each other,

talk only to teach other and

remain unconcerned about the

problems which most
face. The student

...,er heard talking

about a rise in the price of milk,

new taxes, real wages or doctor

bills. The. student radical creates

his own society in which money is

not an overriding problem and

because it isn't, the student

radical thinks that revolution is all

about love, because he has time to

think about love. Everybody else

is thinking about survival.

No matter how radical a

student may be. his radicalis

Obscenity Cases Spread
By College Press Service

evolves to Pe?.Pte
,

havc

s vir^ii I ho I B had I

basic problems which

everyone in the society has to

face—paying the rent every

month. It is easy to be radical

underwriting it. It is all too easy

to belittle the Wallace-supporting

factory worker when one does not

know the constant economic

insecurity and fear under which

that factory worker lives.

While the goal of revolution is

the creation of the new man,

people turn to revolution when
that becomes the only means of

satisfying their material needs.

They do not become

ideas about the new man.
The student radical has to

become an everyday radical

before he can be totally trusted.

He must know the concrete

problems which face the everyday

person. And while such issues as

the war in Vietnam, the repression

of Mexican students and the

invasion of Czechoslavakia are

important, revolution is made
from the three eternal

issues—food, clothing and shelter.

Our job is to show people that

they are being robbed of their

birthright for a mess of pottage

and that that is not necessary.

i the

f Wisconsin

) Boafd of

rowly refrained from

touted almost firing Daily Cardinal Editor Greg

American Graze and Managing Editor Steve

i number of Reiner because the paper printed

student papers have been censored a story containing "unfit

or persecuted this fall by language." The story was a CPS
administrators, advisers and release on the SDS October

printers who don't like four-letter National Council meeting, quoting

words. from a member of the Up Against

In most cases their sin was not the Wall/Mother-fucker faction,

writing editorials judged obscene, The editorial board of the

or even printings literary works Cardinal was instead ordered to

with four-letter words—but just appear before the Regents this

printing news stories containing winter with "a policy of sanctions

things their "keepers" didn't like, to prevent further incidents."

And in some cases the The entire Cardinal staff and
opposition, leveled superficially its Board of Control signed a

against "obscenity," was front-page letter to the Regents,

obviously attempting to clamp calling the attack >

down on student editors for "only a beachhead
political or personalreasons.

this fall as this rash of censorship

spreads from small tightly

68 per cent favored the status

quo. But a significant number of

faculty members support student

voice in the process.

toward reform unless the New
York Board of Higher Education

bylaws governing the college were

changed. But i

City Un uty
Chancellor Albert Bowker told

students the departments could

use students in an advisory

capacity without any
changes.

The departments could even

stu dents voting power
Bowke said, by forming
"advisory" personnel commi
whose recommendations the

esula
nding.

would

onger i

controlled

university dai

they really want students

indpendently running their own
newspaper; and a great many of

academia's "forward-looking"
adults may be able to take their

students' radical politics, but they
still have a Mayor-Daley-like

obsession with obscenity.

The word "fuck," long a

commonplace in youthful
vocabularies, and adult as well,

has sent countless printers of
college papers into such rage that

Queens students and faculty
the paper members are also fightin

-

the total representation on the Board of

effort by the regents to exert Higher Education, presently
control over every aspect of the c i osed to them. Last week
University operation, student life chancellor Bowker indicated that

and faculty freedom." The staff tneir aim Would probably

thwarted, but that he would tryprinted paragraphs

books required by many of the

University's English classes.
to pla. tith i

the opy,

schools to dlV.'iphr

administrators, who dont't mind
hearing the word spoken and
know as well as anyone else that

the word is a fixture of the

language, try to fire editors and
have papers confiscated when

As long
dominated by

e greatest liability of

__ ,"y within it the

death. As long as

graduation.

students, While this is of limited

value, the fact still remains that

there is perhaps no group more

powerless than students. Not only

are students without power, the

instruments of power are not even

part of their world. If all students

went on strike, it wouldn't cause

seeds of

the studi

carries his radical

apartment three blocks away from
the campus or to the nation's East

Villages where a thousand others

just like him reside, his radicalism

will remain theoretically correct

and pragmatically irrelevant,

except as a gadfly forcing the

system to make minimal reforms.

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS MLM SERVICE

The Cone Drive In

Ri 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwiches

PIZZAS
Dally •

Faulkner

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chts(ertown, Md.

CONSUMER
REPORTS
have anything to

say to the student?

You bet it does!

See the current issue

for detailed reports on

GUITARS -PORTABLE

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS •

RECORD CHANGERS

>d the formatio

of a Chancellor's Student

Advisory Council, which would be

made up of three representatives

from each of the City University's

nine colleges. The three would be

elected by the studen
governments of each school's da

students, night students, an

graduate students.

The Council would meet wit

administrators to "participate i

policy deliberations."

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

OHvelti-Und. Agency

Towne Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

Washington College Bookstore

GIANT BIRTHDAY SALE
November 25 & 26 Only!*

10% off

ALL BOOKS* & records
(except some special texts)

20% off

ALL POSTERS 30% - 40% off

SPECIAL SURPRISE ITEMS
note: Faculty and staff get standard discounts as well!

It's the manager's birthday.

He is uncertain about the exact date.
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Kehoe's Letter
ig my solitary vote for
the election. I do not
an apology or retraction

gfthis charge, but Mr. Cox plainly

eih paragraph stands

of the customary
of the Student

government Association, rather

than a charge, but it, too, contains
^accuracies. "This week Kehoe
^pointed himself to three faculty

committees. We wonder just how
raluable he thinks his opinions are

10 the faculty."

ent appointmei
the first

president of the Student
.'(.Tnmenl to seek approval of
appointments from the

cutive Committee of the SGA.
iddition, I went out of my way
explain to an ELM reporter

[hat I had appointed myself to

over the second half of this

particular paragraph: "We wonder
just how valuable he thinks his

opinions are to the faculty." I

have been a student here for over

three years and, believe me, I .ve

no illusions concerning my
influence over the faculty.

Lastly, I would like to reiterate

that Mr. Amick was indeed
elections chairman and was
responsible for conducting the

elections. Those elections have
been critized, but were, I believe,

better conducted than many
realize. I will defend Mr. Amick
on this point. The last point I

wish to make concerning this

paragraph is a respon

>nl.V o full tii

The ELM mentioned three:

mic Council, Library and
ibly. The President of the

only. Dr. Hoopes, the

iggested that I

reappoint some current members
ovide continuity. I served on
Assembly Committee last

and so appointed myself to
1 for a six week period. I

believe that by this time, new
appointees will understand the
oi-kin or the The

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

other

by-laws . .
." This is absolutely

false. It implies that the student

government deliberately setout to

ignore or circumvent particular

by-laws. By-laws were never

knowingly and intentionally

violated. Those by-laws that were
violated were found buried in past

minutes of Senate meetings by the

Secretary and Parliamentarian of
the Senate who are presently

revising and compiling the current

by-laws at my direction. These
by-laws were found after the fact.

I repeat that no action that the

Student Government ever took
could compare with Mr.
Heymann's calling for a public,

knowing violation of a by-law in a

meeting of the Senate made even

before the precise text of the

by-law became known.
In conclusion, I wish to

reiterate a statement made in my
letter of the 1st of November
which was reprinted in the ELM ; I

reject unequivocally as false both
the implications made and the

"facts" cited in your editorial

"Retort to Kehoe." I appreciate

the willingness of the ELM staff

to set the facts straight. In

addition, I would like to make it

clear that when errors are made, X

would welcome the criticism of

the ELM, so long as it is accurate,

detailed, and
Sincerely,

PAUL'S

SHOE STORE
Bostonian Shoes

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Countie

foTHE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

<&
Maryland

In Banking Services—
The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Count!*

Dnve-ln Window

Church HUM Chestertown

Member of FDIC

M.R.A. lower court meet

Bob Hunter and John Cambardella,

Wednesday nights

Government Attempts

To Involve Students

By John Zeh

WASHINGTON (CPS)-White
House Fellows are men and
women between the ages of 23
and 25 who get a year of
first-hand experience in national
affairs at the presidential level.

This summer, afraid such
experience was not available at

other levels to young people, they
prepared a report called
"Confrontation on Participation?

The Federal Government and the

Student Community." In it they
noted that of 27 committees in

the U. S. Office of Education
during the vacation period, not
one had young people represented

Education Commissioner
Harold Howe U wants to do
somethi ig about the absence of
student participation, and has

ced a "comprehensive
effort" to get young people

:J in USOE program
planning

"Sti
altering our universities, our social

nation," he said. "It is imperative

that Federal education efforts

reflect these viewpoints and the

Office of Education make positive

use of the enthusiasm of today's

students which ... is by and large

directed to the great public issues

of our time."

Foundation, said the student

implemented in four ways:
4 Students will be asked to

serve as regular members of

USOE conferences and
* Writers of proposals for

USOE-funded programs will be
encouraged to show evidence of
direct student involvement in the

WASHINGTON COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

NEW RELEASES
Kurt Vonnegut: Cats Cradle

Proust: On Art & Lit

Hans Jonas: Penomenon of Life

Fiedler: Love and Death in the

American Novel
Friedenberg: The Vanishing Ado-

Sexual Rcvolui
Galbraith: The New Industrial

chard Pipes:

'

! Soviet Unic
AND

Angelique (complete)

Richard Pipes: The Fort

development, administration, and
e v al u a tion of the programs.

Student-initiated proposals will

also be encouraged.

• An informal student
advisory panel will be available to

provide some kind of a sampling
of student opinion on educational

issues and federal programs to

USOE's bureaus of higher

education and of educational

personnel development.
• USOE Summer interns will

be offered more-relevant work
experiences.

When President Johnson was
presented with the White House
Fellows report, he acknowledged
that relations between the

government and young people are

strained.

"I quite agree with you that we
are not communicating with the

youth as well as we should, and
vice versa. They are
communicating with us," the

President said.

The White House has asked

various federal agencies to

establish committees of young
trainees to evaluate their

experience. The President said he
hopes these recent college

graduates can serve as a link

between government and the

student back on campuses.

He has asked the Civil Service

Commission to coordinate a study

on how this might best be
accomplished. Its report is

expected late next month.
The White House Fellows

based their nine-point package of

involvement in our established

institutions" on contacts with

students at 75 colleges and
universities.

Among their suggestions:

• The appointment of a

special assistant to the President

for youth affairs as "an important

first step ... in establishing a tone

of receptivity to young people

and an atmosphere of openness to

• Additon of young people to

various advisory committees, such

as those in USOE.
• Creation of a national

advisory commission on youth
that would hold hearings on
relevant issues.

• Encouragement of state and
local governments to set up
programs modeled after the

Fellows program.
• Development of a

cooperative study policy program
in which interested students could

study specific problems of

individual federal agencies.

The report said "young people

are important because they, more
than any other contemporary

group in society, are criticizing

today's America."

NSA Meets

On Racism
By College Press Service

WASHINGTON (CPS)-M<
than 200 students from colle

and universities around 1

country will give up th

Thanksgiving weekends to m

inherently racist nature of white
institutions, including universities.

The place—the University of

Notre Dame in Indiana, where the

National Student Association is

sponsoring a conference it hopes
will shed some light on
institutional racism and launch
more widespread study of the

At the NSA Congress in

August, student delegates labeled
institutional racism the most
important problem they thought
their schools should be dealing
with; and they said they wanted
programs to concentrate on that

The Thanksgiving conference is

designed mainly as a beginning—

a

study to determine the scope and
complexity of the problem. It is

to be built around research

projects done by the students
beforehand, in which they will

examine their own campuses for

indications of the source of the

Five major areas of university

life and organization are suggested

fore

black history and culture, ghetto

psychology and African language

offered; are there courses dealing

with white racism and prejudices;

do law school courses include

some on the legal problems of

discrimination, exploitation and

issues like decentralization and
community control of schools?
— University policies off

campus: does the university profit

from exploitative landholding

policies; are hiring practices and
wages discriminatory ; does the

school supprt the "racist" draft

sc h o I arships, in athletics, in

fraternities and sororities, in

housing policies, medical facilities,

work=study hiring, placement, in

dealing with non-academic
personnel?

—University power structure:

this entails investigating the

business interests of trustees and
administrators and whether they

engage in racist or anti -union

practices; investigating the

activities of banks at which

university money is kept;

examining the attitudes of

churches with which schools are

affiliated; seeing whether black

representation in the university

power structure is token or

influential.

—The cultural bias of campus

students must necessarily fael

alienated? Can black students feel

comfortable in their own life

style, or must they conform to

the white life style?

The last questions is one that

cannot be documented with
statistics, but the one NSA
considers most important in a

their institutions. The cultural

bias of the campus and other such
agenc ies, they say, "is the

atmospheric, life-giving gas of the

white problem."
"Working against racism," NSA

says, "has to do not only with

making it possible for the black

man to control his community
and his life; it also means asking

ourselves what it means to be a
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Gregory
Nixon must begin immediately

to do what Vice-President

Humphrey urged upon the voters

in his own behalf during the

campaign—establish a climate of
trust in this country. But trust

dare not be requested until

grounds for it have been
demonstrated. Nixon can be the

first man in American history to

show that young voters and black

voters will support the Republican
party when it is warranted. If

Nixon establishes a trust fund of

years, he has every reason to

expect returns on his investment
for the Republican Party in the

administration for signs of t

Nixon would do well

immediately espouse the can
the American Indian. These n

by a unique brand of oppressi

which continues to be
perpetuated by governmental fiat.

A strong Nixon move on behalf of

justice for the American Indian

would begin to inspire trust in

other minority communities.

housing and health conditions of
the Indian community, Nixon
should then move to act on behalf

of Mexican-Americans, Puerto
Ricans, blacks and other

oppressed minorities.

In my telegram of concession

to Mr. Nixon, sent in the

wee-small-hours of post-election

morn, I urged him to act

immediately to establish a climate

of trust. The partial contents of
that telegram follow:

"Your leadership in the next
four years will determine if our
government will regard injustice at

of your high office is used t

moral standards in which a

citizen's right to human dignity is

enforced as strictly as the

collection of income tax then
American democracy will set an
example for the world to follow.

"The millions of people
emerging from colonialism in

Africa and Asia are watching not
only the struggle of black people,
Mexican-Americans and Puerto
Ricans to obtain their fair share of
America's future but particularly

the treatment of our Indian
brothers who are indigenous heirs

of the territory we now claim as

the Unites States of America.

"I urge you to undertake as

your m-- 1 order of business the

restoration of rights granted under
the original treaties to native

Americans who have been denied
their freedom for generations

while in the name of that freedom
we undertook wars abroad to free

native populations from the

oppression of Communism."

Obscenity
(Continued from page 14)

including Shakespeare, James
Joyce and Norman Mailer, which
contain language more obscene
than that in the news story.

Less than a week later, the

Michigan State University State

News printed a story about the

Wisconsin controversy, quoting
from the CPS story and from the

Cardinal's literary selections. The
paper's adviser (or general

manager, in bureaucratic lingo)

claimed the editors had violated

their contract with their printer.

Since he had no power to fire the

staff, but does control the paper's

funds, the adviser, Louis Berman,
cut the salaries of three top
editors whom he considered

responsible for the story.

At Purdue University the

Faculty Power
College, Wayne State University,

or the new University of
Massachusetts at Boston, small

cadres of activist students who are

academically highly capable, but
a reject thefind

»r biased . . .If the

businessmen of an earlier epoch
attacked the professors as

ordly

student radicals today
them for being irrelevant and
uncommitted. Many of them
would agree with Henry Ford that

history is bunk, seeing history

mainly as a source of cautionary
tales warning against provoking

The "non-conformist, radical

students" on many campuses,
Riesman said, are able to marshal)

support among the "more
collegiate" students because the
latter, like the radicals, "object to

anything compulsory, whether it

is dormitory hours for women or

distribution requirements in the

The moderate students are

bound to the militants also by one
overriding "extramural" factor,
Riesman said. That is the draft
and its consequences for the
student in terms of ethical
dilemmas and choices: "The
situation that the country is in

puts college students into these
ethical dilemmas if they are at all

sensitive, harasses them with the
feeling that they are unduly
privileged in an era when privilege

the professor, the sociologist said,

is the black and white radical

reaction against the meritocracy
the faculty has fought so hard
institute. They fight it because
the inherent disadvantage wit!

which black students approach ;

merit competition with all othei

Where all these changes ant

forces will lead, Riesman i

sure, but he fears, he told the

college presidents, that one resull

has been an in c r easing

parochialism among both faculty

roblems,
overwhelming, he postulated, thai

both groups forget about the r<

of the world and the benefits to

be gained from exchanging ideas

with and importing knowledge

THE
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In Putney, Vt„ last we
printer of the Lion's Ra
refused to print any mori
on the paper. In a letter

president of Windham Collegi

Liberation News Service c

Myth of Vaginal Orgasm"
cartoon about LBJ and the
"credibility gap."

His refusal to print nearly
destroyed the small paper

.ally he the

last Edit . .; an

only offset press in Putney and
i:

cancelled the loss in advertisin

revenue would have been
disaster.

Other printers are more subtle

they just change the parts they

Vice-President for Student
Affairs, who claimed in his firing

letter that the Exponent had
violated journalistic codes and
"offended the sensibilities of the

The offensive item in this case

was a column critical of the

university president: "Regarding a

vicious rumor concerning
President Novde . . .let us set the

record straight. Our president is

not anal-retentive . . .he dumped
on the students just last week,"
the column opened.

Although the administration
mandate provided that a new
editor should by chosen by the
Exponent's senior staff members,
the 15 members of the senior
editorial board said the paper's

editorial policy would be the same
with or without Smoot.

At a number of schools, the
paper's problem has been not the
administration but its printer. At
New York City's Hunter College,
for example, the job printer who
handles many of the city's small

ollege papers refused to print the

quoted Realist editor
Krassner telling a story abo
defending the war: ("Son those

University Observer in its second
fall issue ran a four-page
supplement containing a long
autobiographical piece by a black
student. The Observer's printer
also refused to run the
supplement. The dispute still has

Lyndon Johnson,' and nobody
says, 'Fuck you, Lyndon Johnson'
and gets away with it"),

printer of the Stetson University

Reporter cut out the entire phra
"fuck you", making the whole
sentence patently absurd.

More than one student editor

has opened his paper in the

morning to discover censorship by

the printer. Last month the Daily

Californian in Berkeley, which n

a story about a pamphlet being

distributed on campus by radical

political groups, discovered that

their printer had a fondnes
dashes in the middle of

Most of the trouble with

printers comes from small jo

who edit all the copy their

typesetters set and have
themselves up as protectors of

decency in the printed word.
Lou Sokall, manager of Alert

Printing Company in New York
City, which handles 20 local

student papers, said it

"Somewhere down along the line

somebody has to say something
about smut. I'm just trying to do

something to protect those i

'

people who still cringe when they

see the word (fuck) in print."

Mayor Daley, yelling i

Connecticut Senator Ribicoff t

"go fuck himself" on the floor of

bad-mouthing cops.

Overlooking

v.. i Ion Creek Mai

Chestertown, Mc
778-0669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

o 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 pan.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.ni

Sunday 11:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
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Civil War Historian

To Talk On Tuesday

Civil War historian and
award-winning playwright Martin

Duberman will speak here on
Tuesday, December 17 at 8:30

p.m. in Dunning Lecture Room.
Sponsored by the Hyland-Price

lecture series, Duberman 's lecture

is entitled, "Towards a new
History."

Presently a History profei

Un iity,

Duberman plans to do research

for a history of Black Mountain,
an experimental college and
community in the North Carolina
mountains which attracted many
persons famous in the arts from
1933-1956.

Play

His recent play, "In White
America," charts the history of
the American Negro from the,

tune of the 17th century slave

ships to the current civif rights

struggle, based on the material he
collected during a summer of
research.

"In White America" had a
successful off- Broadway run of
500 performances, two national
tours and was also made into a

Duberman has written several

books and articles including

biographies of Charles Francis
Adams (which won a Bancroft
Prize) and James Russell Lowell.

College Accepts Art

Several works of art that are

women's dormitories and some of
the administrative offices were
made available through the efforts

f Dean Beverly Clark and Mrs. C.

No Ha
Chestertown Women's League.

David Williamson, a member of
the Board of Visitors and
Governors, gave ten works,
including oils and ink drawings, to

the college. Some of these are

now hanging in the Faculty dining
room, the Deans' conference
room and the Registrar's office.

Student Art
There are also several paintings

and collages presently on loan
fiom students enrolled in art

courses or who are amateur artists

which are hanging in the lounges
of the women's dorms on a

temporary basis.

Dean Clark said that she is

setting up a committee in

[conjunction with the Art
Department to. work towards
hanging more art in the campus
buildings, especially the student
residences.

Goal
One goal of the committee will

be to set up a fund to buy work
suitable for hanging done by
Washington College students,

thereby strengthening student

;anit>

tmosphere. However,
°ean Clark said that "we will wait

another year" to get the

fund-raising plan underway.

Chorus To Present

Christmas Concert
by Evelyn Manolis

Tawes Theater is the focus of

the holiday spirit tonight with the

annual Christmas Concert of the

Washington College Chorus. The
performance, at 8:30 p.m., is

under the direction of A. John

Walker, head of the Music

Department.

A special feature of the concert

is a piece known as TE DEUM by

Haydn (for the Empress Maria

Theresa). The Chorus is

accompanied in this selection by
the newly formed Washington

College Wind Ensemble. The
ensemble is comprised of a group

of 14 instrumentalists. In past

years the accompaniment has

been drawn from outside sources;

this is the first time that a

majority of the group includes

Washington College students (

complemented by the Annapolis

Symphony).
No Christmas concert is ever

complete without the beloved

traditional carols. The Chorus

international spirit of Christmas

with a collection of Polish,

Bohemian, German, English, and
other carols. Among other pieces,

the program also includes a

selection from Handel's renowned
Messiah

.

The Washington College

Chorale, a select group of 16

students drawn from the Chorus,

bow in new costume tonight: the

girls dressed in impressive long

formal gowns made of navy velvet

and satin the boys in tuxedos.

These outfits will be worn when
they make their European tour

Fund-Raising

The Chorus has totaled profits

from recent fund-raising projects,

such as the Silver Exhibit, with

anticipated profits from future

endeavors. They will need

approximately $3,000 more in

order for the entire Chorus to

make the tour in Europe,

Tho vill ugh

for a certain percentage of

Chorus to make the trip,

according to Walker, However, the

Chorus can only perform its best

when all the members are present,

therefore, it would be beneficial

for them to make the tour as a

complete group.

Each student will pay as much
as he can afford; the balance will

have to be subsidized. The Chorus

is hoping it might elicit the

interest of the SGA in making a

special grant or scholarship to

send one student to Europe.

Julian Bond To Speak;

ControversialCandidate

By Bill Prettyman

Julian Bond, the controversial

Negro member of the Georgia Home
of Representatives, will speak at the

Fine Arts Center Monday afternoon

at 3:30. Bond's topic is entitled

"Where Do We Go From Here?"
and is sponsored by the Louttit

George lecture series.

Bond recently became a nation-

wide figure when he was nominated

for the Vice-Presidency at the Dem-

reaped publicity

Peace and

nt Non-Violent Coordinating

id the United Slates' war effort

Vietnam.

Once a member of the SHCC,
Bond stated. "1 would not burn my
own draft lard, hut I admire those

once more denied entrance by the

Georgia State Legislature. After

winning a third election the Bond

Representatives on January H, 1967.

He entered the Democratic Con-

"I have only two types of speeches

that I give," Bond once remarked.

"The one I give less frequently is

about the two movements in this

country—civil rights and peace

—

and how they ought to learn from

"The other speech," he added,

"ii a history of the movement which

1 usually call 'What Next for the

Negro?' or 'Civil Rights— 1960 to

i the Present Day'."

Debaters Win

In Team Meet
The Debating Society of

Washington College in
mid-November engaged in the

Southern Hospitality Tournament
at Southern Connecticut College,

New Haven, Connecticut. The
Washington team was successful

against opponents from
Washington University, Buena
Vista College and Niagara

University, while bowing to

M.I.T., Wagner College and
Middlebury College, the later by
default.

Washington College's two
teams included Barbara Usborn,

Ramona Invidiato, Edward J.

Worteck, and David H. Saffern, J.

David Newell, assistant professor

of Philosophy, is the team's

adviser and served as a judge

during the tournament.

Each team member debated

both sides of the issue during the

two rounds of debates, consisting

of three each. David Saffern,

making his first attempt at oral

interpretations, ranked fourth.

The resolution, which
exchanges yearly and is the topic

of all national tournaments, is this

year—"That the Executive Powers

of the Government with Respect

to Foreign Policy Be Significantly

Curtailed."
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A Matter Of Taste
Profs Plan Tc Meet

For Seminar Series

As always, tin- Elm is deeply appreciative of those

individuals who lake the tunc to express tiieii opin-

ions about material which has appeared in our pages.

Two such letters are printed on this page, one from

the president of the College, the other from the Dean

of Men.

Both letters refer tu the issue of •sensational"

or "fan magazine" headline writing techniques, It is

unfortunate that the headline in question allows a

reader to imagine an orgiastic. Bacchanalian at-

mosphere on campus. The headline was not written

with the intention of inferring that such an atmos-

phere exists; it does not—and that is obvious to those

of us here.

It is to those individuals who are not present on

campus, but who receive the Elm and form their

opinions about the college as a result of what they

read in the newspaper that we point out that the

Ixnly of the article makes cleat (as does the statement

in Dean Wcsterdahl's letter! that no such atmosphere

Perhaps the position of the two authors is such

that they arc hypersensitive to such wording; more

likely, they are sensitive lo the hypersensitive readers

of the paper. To those readers ue send out snbei

assurance that Washington College's academic at-

mosphere has not ben detrimentally affected by the

improvement in social conditions, and in no sense

are those social conditions "orgv-like" or out (.1

control.

Bui on to the ..the, issue mentioned in President

(h'bson's letter. Obscenity. cetisocKhip. and standards

of taste.

Those of us working on the Elm and responsible

for its weekly publication— recognize and lake very

seriously our responsibilities to the "canons of re-

sponsible journalism" including good taste

We regret the implication in the third paragraph of

the letter—that the obscenity article was printed just

to see who would react and in what manner thev

A revived Faculty Lecture

Series has set up a tentative

schedule of seminars for the

Iliawould i

approach, and '

oiild have ben :
nMbk

ill,-

Letters
Editor of the Elm

I would like to take this

opportunity to call upon the Elm
to resist the temptation to use

"fan magazine" techniques in

In the Tuesday, November 26,

edition of the Elm, the headline

"Dean Says Open Dorms, Alcohol
Help Improve College Social Life"

does not convey the true meaning
of what I had to say to your
reporter in regard to social change
on our campus. In my judgment,
the headline conveys a false

impression of what is occurring. I

am sure the Elm staff would be

dormitories and the changes in the

alcoholic beverage rules have not
created the orgy oriented campus
your headline seems to suggest.

During the past several years, I

have made every effort to assist

students in their efforts to seek

to enable the college to improve
both its social and academic
atmosphere. Your headline, along
nth

article, suggests that the worst
fears of the persons who have
resisted social change have been
confirmed. The remainder of the
article goes a long way to explain

headline and lead certainly do
misrepresent what I intended to
say to your reporter.

During the past year the Elm
has made a great many efforts to

solicit funds from sources outside

impressic

unde the

the student body. It is my feeling

that all persons who support your

publication are entitled to a true

picture of what is occumng on
campus.

In the future I would hope you

would keep in mind not only your

responsibility to the student body
but also your responsibilities to all

segments of the community which

you serve. It would seem to me
that part of this responsibility

includes every effort to "tell it

like it really is".

Sincerely,

Dear Mr. Editor:

few weeks ago I said that

Washington College had an

absolutely untrammeled student

press. It still has. But the freedom

allowed to the press, here or

equivalent responsibility to the

canons of responsible journalism,

which include good taste.

In the Elm for November 26

appeared on the front page an

article which resulted from an

interview with Dean Westerdahl.

To the best of my knowledge, the

text of the article as a whole does

not misrepresent what he said.

But the headline gives the

> the pleasure of

licentious campus, an impression

which, as you know, is far from

content. The article in ques

standards of uood taste It .

o| taste of the l.S. Cove

which recently refused to

Walker Oniuinision study of

lions in-caitse of obscene pict

is. lo us. ridiculous. Its sor

its head in the sand. If I,

print, ancldoesn'tuse it in m.

rati pretend it doesn't exist,

other expressions .ha. an- ,„

herentlv obscene. It is onlv <

that makes us react unlavoi

such words and expressions.

Ylanv. il not most peri

this, and despite the lac t th;

who do not like to see such

fuse to delete them from a

fending" those people. Phis

words have appeared in n,

the last, lint ue will not i.

or loi any "shuck" value.

a good example of a legith

a report on what's happe

versity campuses in relation

and publications boanls.

There .nay well be a com
ion between ihe authors, a.

and the editors of ill,- Elm.

do about that: but ue ho]

adequately assured that we i

that article, that ue do no

words in our pages, and do
such expression constitutes

the truth. Hie article deals

extensively with many more
matters than the headline would
suggest: the status of the

"independents", MRA,
fraternities, etc.

Secondly, I refer to the article

on obscenity in that same issue of

the Elm on page 14, printed from
the College Press Service. Of all

the hundreds of news items which
the College Press Service provides,

I cannot but wonder why you
chose this particular one to print.

What is responsible journalism?

And what is it as applied to

college newspapers? Certainly a

basic criterion for all newspapers
is good taste and accuracy.

ruuieut printing office,

prim the results of the

the Chicago clen.oustia-

ures and language. This

t of like the ostrich with

edoesifisee the word in

r everyday language. »e

It does, and s« do mum
.x. in our judgement, m-

chairmanship of Dr. Jon Wakelyn,

History professor.

The seminars, for the present

restricted to faculty members and
their wives, will present for

discussion books, articles, or a

particular problem or topic that

"has interested a faculty member
enough to want to share his or her

findings," according to a letter

which Wakelyn distributed to the

faculty.

Fireside

According to the letter, the

series will include approximately

five seminars a year and will meet
in the bookstore lounge around

The previous lecture series was
"allowed to pass out of existence"

because of the large number of

visiting lecturers on campus.
Tenative List

A tentative list of topics and
dates has been planned, including

a discussion led by John Trimmer
concerning Norbert Wiener's "The
Human Use of Human Beings," or

a topic on the relationship of the

the fede

all panics have been

cle no error i„ priming

regret the use of such

ot feel that the use of

violation of our (and.

andatds.

government.

In the spring Alfred Cordes
plans to conduct a seminar on
"The Fall," by Camus. Other
seminars are tentatively scheduled

by Dr. Margaret Horsley and Dr.

Kathrine Yaw and Dr. Nate

Smith.

Landon C. Burns, Dean of the

College, presented the first

seminar of the series on December
11 with a discussion on Mary
Renault's historical novel of

ancient Greece, "The Last of the

Wine."
Mr. Rabat, manager of the

bookstore, will make available all

books and articles pertinent to the

Owner's Statement

idanc ely

Since yours is a "captive

audience, I consider that your
responsibility 'is the greater. The
Elm also is distributed to, and
supported by a large number of

people off the campus. I think

that they should know, through
the pages of the next issue, that

the president of the College

objects, not so much to what you
have said, but to the manner in

which you said it.

Freedom of the press is a

heady set of principles. It can be
controlled only by the exercise of
good taste and responsible

judgment. Your taste and
judgment.

Sincerely yours,

Daniel Z. Gibson
President
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MATMEN FALTER 19-16

IN SEASON OPENER
The Sho'men Grapplers opened

meet competit ion Saturday,

November 7, with a moral victory

over Susquehenna. Although the

score was 19-16 in favor of the

visitors from Pennsylvania, the

Sho'men started the match with

three strikes against them
The 123 lb. match was quickly

chalked up as a five point gift to

Susquehanna as the Sho'men had
to forfeit this weight class since

no one came out for the team at

that weight. The night prior to the

match freshman Roger Stenersen

at 177 lbs. developed a blood clot

on his knee and is presently

recovering at Johns Hopkins
University. To add further to the

Sho 'men disadvantage, junior

Frank Veri, at 160 lbs., was on

weekend duty with Pennsylvania

National Guard.
Weight Classes Shifted

To fill weight classes, junior

Jerry Luhn and freshman John
Prann, both 152 lbs., bad to move
up weights at 160 and 167 lbs.

respectively. Freshman Steve

Golding, the regular at 167,

177 nn
Stenersen's spot.

With this bleak picture facing

Coach Bob Pritzlaff, the Shore

Grapplers took the mat. The 123
lb. class was forfeited to

Susquehanna. At 130 Kenny Kiler

wrestled Susquehanna's best

wrestler but lost the decision.

Jimmy Pichitino scored first for

the Shoremen as he decisioned his

fori idabh oppo

Dave Bruce charges in for two of twenty points

he scored against Salisbury

Freshman Chuck Vuolo was

defeated 5-2, and although he
showed marked progress,

experience won in the end.

Jackson wins, Luhn Defeated

Brooks Jackson put the

Sho'men Crush Salisbury 100-49

Edge Western Maryland By 3

by Bob Lehman

Despite the loss of ace-forward,

n k " B i n g " Marion, the

brilliant victories in the first

• regular season games this past

week, defeating Salisbury State

100-49 and Western Maryland
"1-81.

Looking forward to the most
fruitful season since the days of
Tom Finnegan and crew, the local

oopsters handled Salisbury Stale

ithout much trouble in the
opening home contest of the year.

1 Bruce supplied the hot hand
from the outside, contributing 20
>ints, with "Bullet Bob" Koepke
counting for 18 markers.

Koepke and Larry Martin,
playing opposite his younger

"ier, supplied the necessary
ball handling and led the team in

its. Big John Coster, Gary
rs and Koepke managed to

; rol the boards, grabbing 26
abounds between them.
The locals played good solid

efense and offense and provided
^ fans with some exciting plays
- well as allowing the bench
length to display its talent.

Although the evening as a
'hole was a welcolmed sight,

there was one disappointing

instance. Late in the first quarter,

Marion twisted his knee and will

be lost for a week to ten days

with severely strained ligaments in

Western Maryland Defeated

Even with the loss of Marion

and the strain of having to play

two games back to- back, the

Sho'men traveled to Western

Maryland the following night and
dealt them a 84-81 defeat.

Koepke ripped the cords for 36

points and grabbed 13 rebounds.

Once again Bruce and Martin

controlled the ball well in the

backcourt, as Myers and Tom
Polvinale aided Koepke in the

rebounding department. Mark

Brumbaugh tossed in ten points to

bring his average to 12 points a

The hoopsters traveled to

Towson this past Tuesday, play at

home against Bridgewater tonight

and travel to Baltimore to play

Loyola tomorrow night.

.*ashin~ton -Jolle~e bookstore
Hease

Don 't Commercialize Christmas
buy

with Dignity ana Restraint
.Ve Suggest

present for -io^y
present for Jaddy
prespnt for young on-s "cu Iovr
present for anyone you love
present for - r. ->tolze

pres- nt 1'or the 3bokstore
ores ."it for .iis:icjnt.ii r :ri'-3t3

Sho'r i back on the board with a

Susquehanna 11 and the Shi

8. Jerry Luhn, giving awa
pounds to his opponent, wr

the vacated 160 lb. position and
was pinned. Another 152 pounder
wrestled out of his class as John
Prann wrestled 167 and was
decisioned 8-0.

To fill the 177 lbs. class

vacated by Stenersen, Freshman
Steve Golding at 167 decisioned

and nearly pinned his man. Tiny
Halloway at 245 found out that

there are people bigger than he, as

he pinned his 280 lb. opponent to

end the Sho'men tally. The final

was a 16-19 loss which wasn't bad
considering the circumstances

faced by the Sho'men. Next week
the Sho'men meet Hopkins in

Russell Gym. With Veri back at

160 or 167 and spirit high after

Chuck Vuolo attempts an escape durind first match of the season

Sixteen Hoop Teams

In Intramural Play

-or
.;o if th

Th e i ntramural basketball

season got underway last Sunday

as the six "A" League teams

began their ten-game schedule,

while the ten "B" League squads

opened a nine-game stand.

Highlighting the week's play

was a rematch of last year's

championship game between the

champion Lambda Chi team and

the runner-up Kappa Alpha five.

This game saw the KA's get their

revenge as they defeated the

Lambda's 47-38 behind the

sharpshooting of seniors Al

Streelman and Pete Joslin.

Theta Chi and Circus Win
In other "A" League action,

Theta Chi rolled over F.I.D.K.

42-23 as Fred Grey led the

Theta 's with ten points. The only

other "A" League game saw the

Circus crush Phi Sigma Kappa
48-25. Freshman Dave Knowles

and Senior Nick Samaris led the

winners with 12 and 13 tallies,

while Joe Nichols of the Sigs

accounted for 15.

The race for the "B" League

crown is shaping up to be a battle

between four or five evenly

matched teams. Last year's

champs, the KA's, led by John

Flato, trounced the pitiful Zonk
Squad 52-4. In other contest, the

highscoring B'ew Crew routed the

Sig "B'"s 82-15. Scoring 20 points

or more for the Crew were Mark
Sinkinson, Eric Nagyfy and Tom
Murphy, as Pete Johnson totalled

11 for the losers.

Other games saw last year's

runner-up Doobirds defeat the

Theta "B" Squad 42-26 while

Steve Myking led the Birds with

13 and Bob Cox paced the Theta 's

with ten. Freshman Marty Rice

led the Orbits to a 50-31 win over

the Six-Guns, scoring 23 points.

In the final "B" League event,

Little Fred overran the KA "Z'"s

42-20. Topping the score in that

contest was Steve Jones with 15

points for the winners.

The last set of games to be

played before Christmas are

scheduled for Sunday, December

15. .

Young people from the eastern

seaboard will meet in Philadelphia

December 27-29 for a conference

non-cooperation with the draft.

The history of the draft system,

and nonregistration, the theory

and application of
nonregistration, non-cooperation

and nonviolence and family and

nity reactions to the draft

considered during the meetings.

Students interested in

attending this conference should

send name, address, age, and a

for wanting to attend the

conference to: Peacemakers, %
Wally Nelson, 3810 Hamilton

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

-l M^>*
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EDITORIAL

College Neglects Safety

We recall a former high administration official here saying

that the main reason William Smith Hall is safe from a

potentially tragic fire killing many students is because there

are so many people in the building that no fire could go

undetected for very long. This is both horrifying and absurd.

We also recall that last year, on an assignment to get a

picture for an ELM story, a photographer took a fire

extinguisher outdoors and laid it on its side—in order to

achieve the desired proportions for the pictures. The rub: it

was a soda-acid extinguisher and should have reacted to being

upset. In fact, it was useless for fighting fires. (See Photo)

—»*.
x

%<
s The rxtir Kiiishcr Ihal didn'

Wk Hi
'

- <?i

There used to be extinguishers near potentially nazardous

areas—but were often the types of extinguishers not to be

used on fires of the kind most likely to originate in those

areas: electrical in William Smith (in the theatre) or chemical

in Dunning.

One year, one student reported seeing maintenance men in

Dunning Hall attaching new inspection tags to

extinguishers—but did not see any evidence that they had

been removed for testing. If true, this would certainly be a

violation of fire safety laws.

Earlier this fall, a wall plug in Kent House malfunctioned

and set a blanket on fire. Had the student used the available

extinguisher, he could have killed himself. The circuit set up
between the wall plug and the extinguisher's chemical would
have shocked him and he could have been electrocuted.

It is true that the college may never be absolutely certain

that every precaution has been taken to avoid fires. Indeed,

since the comprehensive fire report made last year, much has

been done to rectify dangerous situations.

In the last faculty, meeting, those in attendance were

reminded of the "No Smoking" regulations in Bill Smith. The
college should go much further than this to insure safety to

us all. Perhaps students could refuse to attend classes in the

building until something is done; concerned parents could

write and express their concern and perhaps pledge some
financial support to enable speedy remedy of the present

dangerous conditions. Surely the college's fire insurance

company would approve of such measures—possibly lowering

premiums.

Fire-retardant materials have been used in the construction

of the college's latest buildings, and such materials have been
installed in old buildings where possible (West Hall, for

example).

In addition, local firemen have spoken with residents of

the mem's dorms; the proctors have attended meetings at the

fire department headquarters to learn more about fire

prevention and fire fighting; the women have conducted
several fire drills this fall. The college has purchased new
extinguishers and checked at least some of the old ones.

In spite of these improvements, however, the college has a

long way to go before its conscience can rest at ease.

There is NO FIRE ALARM IN BILL SMITH, NO
SPRINKLER SYSTEM, NOT EVEN A ROPE-LADDER
MEANS OF EXTERNAL ESCAPE.
The college plans to continue to conduct classes in William

Smith Hall; indeed, with the expansion of the student body
and the transferral of administrative offices to Bunting
Library after that facility is freed for rennovation, all signs

point toward increased numbers of students in Bill Smith.
It is absolute folly to ignore the absence of even

rudimentary safety escape equipment there.

So far as we know, there have been no fire drills in men's
dorms this year. There should be.

To our knowledge, the report of the fire marshall last year

has never been made public. Perhaps the administration could

reveal the recommendations made in that report and give the
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Board of Publications Adopts
Series of Guiding Resolutions

The newly revitalized Board of

Publications has adopted a series

of resolutions aimed at guiding

the three Washington College

student publications.

One of the most important

new resolutions is that present

El m, Pegasus and Miscellany

editor's nominations of candidates

to succeed them are subject to the

approval of the Board. Staff

members of the publications and
members of the student body at

large may also compete for

Openings Announced
Editorial openings for the

following academic year will be
announced each spring, three

weeks before appointment of new
editors. Candidates will submit

their creditials to the Board
during the first two weeks of this

period, and selection made the

third week.

Decisions will be based on
"satisfactory academic standing,"

"demonstrated ability and
understanding of the
responsibilities involved in editing

a publication" and an interview

with the Board. The reason cited

for this new policy is to help

avoid the situation in which the

present editor's recommendation
is unacceptable to the student

Other Policies Made
Other policy statements have

been made by the Board. The

Board has been expanded to

include the editor of Miscellany.

Advisors of student publications

do not necessarily have to be on
the Board. Publications may
choose their own advisor.

One
Public;

the Bo
purposes is to

recognize outstanding
achievement. As a matter of

policy an annual banquet will be
h eld for this purpose. This

banquet will partly be paid for by
a 2.5% levy of fixed income

charged against each publication

for the purpose of funding the

The Board of Publications acts

as an advisor to student
publications to encourage editors

and staff members to achieve the

highest possible standards.
Membership consists of the

editors of the Washington Elm,
The PegasuB and Miscellany three

members of the faculty and the

director of public relations'* (ex

officio).

MRA Tightens Campus
Parking Regulations

Areas on campus which are

illegal for parking because of fire

hazard have been made towaway
zones, according to Rick Koehler,

head of the Men's Residence

Association

The MRA voted last week to

tow cars illegally parked in the

Kent House driveway, the lot

behind Caroline House, and the

lane which runs east to west

across campus between the hill

dorms and the dining hall.

Pay Towing
These areas are strictly for the

use of fire trucks and equipment

and have been illegal parking

zones so that fire equipment will

be at hand in case of an

emergency.

ed by the

ruling will be

patrolman and Dean Westerdahl.

Arrangements have been made
with Patrick's body shop to tow
and store cars at the expense of

the owner. Watchdogs will be at

the shop to see that towed cars

Junior Submits Review
For Publication in CLR

Readers of the Elm will find

the second edition of the Chicago

Literary Review as a supplement

to this week's issue. Billed as "The
Nation's Most Widely Circulated

Student Publication", this edition

includes a review written by
junior Barbara Osborn.

Robert Cooke is one of the cani-

pui editors for the Chicago Literary

Miss Osborn writes on "The
Concrete Judasbird," by F.X.

Mathews; the review is entitled

"Squawk". An editors note at the

end of her contribution describes

the college as a "bastian of

liberalism in the midst of the

Eastern Shore of Maryland."

CLR has received a generous

foundation grant, so that the Elm
has been able to obtain copies for

the mere cost of their

Conference in Valpairaso, Indiana,

the Elm staff initiated efforts to

include Washington College

students in the publication of this

Robert Cooke and Thackray

Dodds are the CLR campus

editors. Anyone interested in

writing for the CLR may contact

them in the Elm office for

assignments.

NOTICE
"Macuse at Yale" is the topic

of an article written by Dr. Nor-

man James, Professor of English

at Washington College (on sabbat-

ical leave this year) which will ap-

pear in the next Elm.

Dr. Tai Sung An

New Journal
To Reprint

Work By An
Dr. Thomas S. An, chairman of

the political science department,

will have an article published in

the first issue (March, 1969) of a

new jo urnal called Behavior

Scientists, a publication of the

International Social Science

Honor Society, Delta Tau Kappa.

The article, "Mao's Cultural

Revolution in Proper
Perspective," originally appeared

in the Elm. It is the substance of

Dr. An's forthcoming book, Mao
Tse-tung's Cultural Revolution,

scheduled for publication in late

1969, by J. P. Lippincott Co..

Philadelphia.

Also, Dr. An will be a guest

speaker on Communist China,

March 12, at the University of

Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
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EDITORIALS Letters To The Editor

College Neglects Safety

college a chance to compare the suggestions with the actions

taken. The stakes in the game are our lives, and no needless

chances should be taken.

To be sure, it is not cheap to install fire safety equipment,

but the next time you're in Bill Smith, walk up to to the

third floor and look out a window. It's a long way down.

With narrow wooden staircases (and no fire doors), the only

means of escape would be the first thing to be blocked by

flames and smoke.

Not a happy thought to consider, certainly. But

remember: the earlier versions of Bill Smith (after which the

present one was faithfully modelled) were destroyed by fire.

Are we willing to bet that this one won't be?

To the Editor: health of the student body and a

I wish to respond to some w i 1 1 i n gness to cancel classes

student criticism which has come should it become clear that a

to my attention concerning the sizable proportion of the students

decision to close the College were ill and that a continuation of

effective December 19th, two classes would cause not only

days prior to the scheduled recess hardship, but health hazards as

beginning December 2lst. This well When this situation became
decision was made due to the apparent, the decision was made
large number of students who to call a recess before the

were ill during the final week of scheduled time, and it was made

after considerable consultation

with faculty, students and the

College physician as well.

I am certain that the decision

to close the College early was the

safest and most prudent course,

not only for the health of the

student body, but for that of the

College community as a whole.

Sincerely,

Brien E. Kehoe

Apparently the opin

widespread that
Administration of the Colli

relatively unconcerned about thi

number of students who were ill

and, further, that the decision to

call an early recess was made with

extreme reluctance due to a lack

Editor Evaluates

The "White Paper
ofc

Birth Control

The

The ELM happily gives its fullest support and

encouragement to the WRA and the efforts of its president,

Sue Thomas, in the attempt to bring more information about

birth control to the campus.

Many parents would no doubt argue that birth control

devices should not be available in the infirmary as simply as

candy is available in the snack bar. To this position, we agree

in part; yet one must recognize that lack of information

about birth control methods, or at least the knowledge of

where to go to get such information is tragically absent from

the many unwed mothers suffering the consequences of such

ignorance each year.

At Washington College, a mere request for information

about birth control (to the nurse or school physician)

becomes a part of the student's permanent medical record.

This fact would deter some students from inquiring. We
believe that the college should be more "open" in its

approach, and trust they will join us in supporting the efforts

of the WRA to provide such information to students here.

We think a "permanent" responsibility should be given to

the WRA—to annually provide literature and speakers on

both the physical and the moral aspects of sex before

marriage.

Blacks Organize

The ELM extends its welcome to the newly-formed

Afro-American Club. It first official public act, presenting a

certificate of honorary membership in the club to Julian

Bond was a dramatic way to begin what should be a long and

healthy existence here.

Bringing to the attention of the white community here the

problems not only of the blacks but also of the whites

themselves should be one of their main functions. The group

should encourage the efforts of students and faculty to

initiate programs designed to fill the gap in our formal

curriculum in relation to black history. We should all learn

more about the background of our non-white fellow

Americans. The faculty should seriously consider adding a

special course in black history to the curriculum, perhaps

utilizing the talents of a qualified teacher from another

campus.

The admissions office should redouble its efforts to bring

more blacks to the campus. And the SGA should support to

the fullest possible extent the efforts of the group. When
representatives from the new organization approached the

senate for funds, there was much discussion about the fact

that senate funds are supposed to go to those organizations

which to not exclude from membership any particular

segment of the student body.
But as Mr. Bond pointed out in his speech here this week,

a music or choral group is, inherently, restricted to those
qualified to participate—as are, presumably, memberships in

language or skiing or drama clubs. To these organizations, the
senate has awarded grants. It should not hesitate in offering

not only financial but also moral support for this new group
which embodies one of the few examples on this campus of
the thinking and actions taking place in the "real world"
outside our small community.

Such was not
possibility exists, of course, that

in some quarters, there may have

been a misunderstanding of the

extent of sickness among
students. From my experience,

WRA To Hold
Birth Control

Forum Here
Birth control will be the

subject of three informal talks to

be held next semester, sponsored

by the Women's Residence

Association. The discussions will

center on the "social,
psychosocial and physical aspects

of birth control," stated WRA
president Sue Thomas.

The talks are open to all

students and will be held during

Although the indivi

delivering the talks have n<

been finally determined,
Thomas indicated they •

By Richard Heymann

Two years ago the ELM
printed the full text of was called

"The White Paper." Primarily the

result of a group of students

concern for "a growing

undercurrent of dissatisfaction

with life at the College", the

paper was studied and discussed

intensely for some time. The ELM
feels it is now appropriate to

review some of the "challenges to

change" presented in its findings,

and see how many suggestions

have been considered and rejected

or adopted—Ed.)
The fundamental principle

expounded in the "White Paper"

written by Washington College

students several years ago was that

of student self-determination.

Along with the privileges

accompanying the opportunity to

make one's own rules comes the

responsibility of enforcing them.

The authors of the "White Paper"

clearly recognized this, and,

apparently, so do most students.

The college, as we shall see, has

and opportunities

obstreticians.

The WRA president visited the

Baltimore offices of Planned
Parenthood during Thanksgiving

information and literature about
the various programs sponsored
by Planned Parenthood for

handle their

lost of thjs

responsibility has been met with a

serious effort to meet the

challenge.

First among the criticisms of

the college's attitude toward

students was "an undue concern

for thein loco parentis principle".

In addition, the report stated that

"Students are given little

opportunity for freedom of action

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
The Sports Department will return in the next issue if

anyone is interested. If you are, let us know. We need
writers, scorekecpers, and other ambitious people to help.

and responsible conduct." and

that "the standards imposed are

grossly out of line with the ideals

and convictions of the students

themselves."

This was undoubtedly true, as,

for example, the then Dean of

Men. insisted that possession of a

bottle (formerly containing an

alcoholic beverage) was ample

proof of a student's guilt in having

campus—a crime punishable by

dismissal.

Several unpleasant incidents

involving housing regulations

occurred, and there was sufficient

evidence to indicate that the

college did still cling too closely

to thein loco parentis principle,

whether it wanted to or not.

A change of, personnel in the

office, of the Dean .of Men d'd

much to alleviate the strained

atmosphere, . but set, upr new

tensions (only recently released)

by at once maintaining , that

alcoholic beverages were not to be

consumed on campus,

winking at the "discn

consumption of same.

The fact that students "i

neither getting nor b
encouraged to get, a responsible

and imaginitive training

self-regulation." is no longer t

case. This is probably the most

significant change—because
reflects an alteration not so much

of specific policies, but of

approach to the opportunity

give students a chance to express

their opinion and to accord them

an attentive audience.

There are some specif

examples listed in the paper of

procedures which offended the

authors. Rules "imposed . . . with-

out cooperation" included "the

dirty room rule, the seat-belt rule,

the closing of the girls' lounges."

Although no "prompt" or

"radical" changes took place in

these areas, there has been an

important drift away from

emphasis on these kinds of

rules—and where they should

exist, they have been approved

not by administrators but by

student groups, usually the

residence associations.

In the Paper there i

statement that discipli

records should be kept separate

from academic records; to

knowledge, there is no threat of

"using" any information about a

student's disciplinary record oi

private life at the college againsl

him at any time in the future.

The authors of the paper

affirmed the right of students t

criticize the ideas presented them

by their professors in class; t

this has not been encoui

would be to say the i

educational process has been

seriously mistreated. Such i:
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Gov't OK's

Student Loan
Program

Students may borrow up to

$1,500 a year to a maximum of

$7,500, including loans made for

graduate school study.
Repayment begins after the

student has left school, and may
be extended over a period of from

five to ten years, with deferment

while serving in the military.

Peace Corps, or VISTA, or during

periods of return to full-time

study.

The Federal Government pays

all interest charges (7 per cent a

year) on behalf of a student

whose adjusted family income is

less than $15,000 a year, while

the student is in school and during

any deferment period, until

repayment begins.

Insured

In most States, before the

amendments were enacted, loans

to non-resident students could not

be insured. The amendments
permit the Federal Government to

insure loans made by an eligible

college or vocational school to a

student who, by reason of his

residence, does not have access to

a State or a private non-profit

loan insurance program.

Since the inception of the

program, more than $1 billion has

been loaned to students. The
Office of Education expects that

750,000 loans totaling more than

$641 million will be made during

the current fiscal year, which

closes June 30, 1969.

The Guaranteed Student Loan
Program is administered by the

Insured Loans Branch of the

Division of Student Financial Aid,

of the TJSOE's Bureau of Higher

Education.

New legislation which makes it

possible for a college or vocational

student to help meet his

educational expenses by
borrowing from his school under

the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program—regardless of his State of

By Dick Gregory

C y bernation and computer
programming may represent the

technological society of the

future, but they also indicate a

phenomenon which has long

dominated racial attitudes in this

country. Both whites and blacks

have been systematically

the which

be ha-

The Vogues have been

students of Washington College

Washington birthday festivities.

patterns. Unfortunately such

social programming has not been

fed into the computer to check

the reliability of the data, thus

producing a less than realistic set

of attitudes. This column is an

attempt to computerize some
current racial attitudes.

For years white America has

programmed itself to believe that

black people were of inferior

stock. It began with a program

called slavery and has lingered

ever since. Such programming has

affected white attitudes toward

speaking, does that sound like

inferior stock to you?
The inferior stock myth

indicates another dominant racial

attitude. There is nothing that

upsets the average white man

with a white woman. Yet a

computer check will reveal that

white programming has forced the

black man to secretly desire a

white woman. The white woman
has been projected as the object

of sexual attraction on every level

of the mass media. She is the

sexual symbol for America and
black folks a

black

black

* 'Vogues " Sign For

Big Spring Concert

potential for education,

capability in employment and so

on. Yet a quick computer check

will reveal that white America
itself does not believe the inferior

stock myth.
If I marry a woman of any

ethnic background-Italian,

Chinese, Puerto Rican, Irish or

whatever—a child produced

through that will be

By Bert Bogaah

Social Committee Chairman

Bill Buchanon reported to the

Senate Monday that he had

booked the popular singing group,

"The Vogues," for the Spring

Weekend concert.

The group has had such chart

hits as "five O'Clock World,"

"Magic Town" and "You're the

One." They were the third choice

by the students who returned the

Spring Weekend questionnaires in

December.

Other Choices

sidered black. The child will

"received information from an ^>« *»id to have "Negro blood"

agent that she has a very bad and will be considered "a Negro"

concert record." The second and frequently called "a nigger."

choice, "The Union Gap," was The 9ame pattern holds true for

not available for the Spring any black

Weekend date.

advertisement for i

black folks do like to drive new
cars, there is a white lady dangling

the keys enticingly by the open
door, inviting me to make the

purchase. Such an ad leads me to

believe that I should take the

white lady along with the car to

make sure my gears shift right.

When I see a beautiful white

woman holding a bottle of Pepsi

a Pepsi," it is natural to assume

that I will want the Pepsi and the

lady too. Can white America
actually believe that sex objects

used in advertising will tempt only

the white segment of the intended

market?
,

When I was a little boy in the

ghetto of St. Louis, I used to go

to the movies almost every day,

because the theater was cooler in

the summer than it was at home
I the

"The Vogues" will

$3500 for the two hour
which will leave $1500 from the cn jid

total amount that the Senate

appropriated for the concert

which was $5000.

The singers, known almost as

much for their club act as two

distinctly different acts—one for

teenage audiences, the other for

adults.

•ther ethnic

background. Black genes are

considered so socially (if not

biologically) predominant that a

designated black regardless

e mixture. Realistically

Avoid the Rush!

Buy Your

Text Books NOW!
Avoid the Rush

All ^zjoussz notice

Sailing Club Started Here

Hopes To Compete Soon

The Washington College Sailing Derringer of the Public Relations

Club, founded primarily through office, the club's advisor, the

the efforts of Sophomores members are beginning the most

Rosemary Tidball and Sarah vital phase, looking for funds.

Jayne, is now working to establish Since the club plans to include in

intercollegiate sailing here. The its activities people both from the

club hopes to begin competitive College and from Chestertowp.

sailing by next spring., . • •, -

. Miss Jayne and Miss Tidball

began last year by inquiring into

the possibilities of starting a After the i

sailing club. Early this semester The Crew Club i

"The Vogues" grew up togeth<

Turtle Creek, Pennsylvania, and

have been working as a group ^or

the past eight years. They
Burkette, lead baritone;

Miller, baritone; Hugh Geyer, first

tenor; and Chuck Blasko, second

The next scheduled issue of the

Elm will be published Friday,

fT"" February 14. Advertisers should

The - officers

investigating such aspects as

funds, boats and racing
classifications. Miss Jayne, Miss

Tidball, and Barbara Czeru were
elected president, vice-president,

and secretary respectively.

Entries for the
Book-of-the-Month Club Writing

Contest are still being accepted.

Fourteen fellowships of $3,000

each will be awarded.

Application forms may be

obtained from Dr. Tatum. Full

information is posted outside her

office on the second floor of the

With the help of Mr. Hurtt

hoped that the Sailing Club
will be able to buy boats and

equipment in time for spring

practice meets. In order to join an

intercollegiate association, the

club must go through a trial

period of several years, so

investment is being made on the

assumption of continuted student

interest.

Several students, including Miss

Tidball, Miss Jayne, Chick Darrell,

David Upton, Bill Zimmerman
and Jack Hawkes, have had

intercollegiate racing. If the

present momentum keeps up, it

seems that sailing might have a

permanent place at Washington

College.

Association Provides

Analysis , Information

*i of blacks to sports; "Portrait in

Speakers and excerpts from the
B|ack an(J ^n,;^.. show j ng black

CBS production "Of Black attHude8 towards the white
America" will highlight a program

community and visa versa ; and
sponsored by the Student ,.Heritage of S, avery'' explaining
Education Association of

thfi attiUldes which were
Washington College for the first

establi8hed durjng slavery that
eight weeks of the second

haye perished today and the

The program is a result of

student interest in the problem of

black Americans, and is open to

all college students. No academic

credit will be offered for the

"course". Students had an

opportunity to sign up for the

According to SEA President

Meppy Packer, at least four

I ectures will be given. Guy
Goodfellow, member of the

college's history department

faculty, will speak on the heritage

of slavery; Alex Haley will return

to the college after an engagement

here last year. Two other speakers
during egistr

defir ely
Wedn.

scheduled.

Supplementing the speakers'

remarks will be four films: "Black

World" depicting the civil rights

movement and how it is viewed

Africa and Americ

Soul" utlining the contributi

Miss Packer indicated that this

Ties is the first in what she hopes
ill become "regular annual

Bodyand P 1
" !"*5 conducted by and for the

students.'

too young, of course, to know
anything about sex. But the movie
industry began my programming
even at that early age. On the

screen I saw Ava Gardner making
love to Humphrey Began. My

glamorous love-making was

watching white folks do it. The
only black woman Hollywood
allowed me to see was Beulah.

And even at that early stage of

sexual orientation, Beulah was

obv i o u sly not the preferred

choice.

It seems strange indeed that

white America's programming is

the absolute reversal of what is

necessary to produce its desired

result. The decrease relationships

between black men and white

women, white America should

enact a determined program'in the

mass media to elevate black

women to the status of sexual

symbols. If beautiful black

women were selling the cars and

the soft drinks, black youth

would at least have a choice of sex

objects. Or is there something

about the programmed white

mentality which would cause a

sharp decline in the white

consumer market for any industry

which would dare implement such

advertising?

White America has been

programmed to deplore the rate

of illegitimate births in the black

ghettos. Such statistics are used to

illustrate an inferior moral

standard in the black community.
It is true that illegitimate births in

the black community far

outnumber those in the white

community. But if the black man
could ever get his hands on the

white man's abortion credit card,

he would show white America

how to reverse statistics. Or if

black youth were able to get the

high salaried jobs white youth

have been getting, so that black

boys can afford prostitutes like

white boys can, black illegitimate

births would decline sharply.

Illegitimate births are more
indicative of economic choice

than they are of moral standards.
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Crew Club Non-Credit Art Study

Small Electrical Fire

Does Little Damage
A small Tire broke out in the

room of Senior Patricia Dorsey

late Wednesday evening.
According to Miss Dorsey, she was
attempting to adjust the plug of a

bedside lamp when sparks ignited

the bedspread and blanket on her

bed.

A scream of surprise brought

several other third floor Minta

Martin residents running, and the

Fire Marshall for that floor,

Bonnie Strayer, used the training

she received earlier this year in

fire precention and extinguishing

procedures.

Because the fire was electrical

in nature, she would not allow the

use of water or the extinguisher

one door away (see photo)
because either could have resulted

in serious personal injury or

perhaps even fatal electrical shock
had a circuit been completed
between the wall socket and the

person attempting to put out the

Smoke filled the room and
halls for some time after the

incident, which occurred shortly

after 11:00 pm. Miss Dorsey
suffered no injuries.

Aetna Life and Casualty

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS

The Aetna Life Insurance Company

will conduct interviews

on February 5, on campus.

There are salaried jobs available for men to

sell, service and advise corporation heads and union

leaders on employee benefits. There is a 16 week

training program in Hartford.

See the Placement Director for an appointment

Receives

Launch

by Jim Dillon

A 21-foot fiberglass launch was

recently given to the Washington

College Crew Club by Mr. Samuel

Loveland, Jr., owner of the

famous colonial plantation,

Readboume. The donation was

: the recent Crew

To Be Offered Again

Lack of an adequate launch

was the most severe deficiency in

the club's equipment.

Mr. Loveland's gift was in

answer to an advertisement in a

recent newsletter which
announced the need for a new

Well-Equipped

Powered by twin
125-horsepower Volvo engines,

this "James Bond dream",
according to Dr. Peter Tapke, club
advisor, is equipped with

moveable propellers, depth finder,

seating for six, detachable canvas

top, windshield wipers, an open
bow, and a cleverly concealed

Previous to Mr. Loveland's

donation, the crew had one small

launch. As an example of its

inadequacy, the coaches of the

Salisbury State team, who raced

us this fall, had no way of
watching their team during the
race. According to Dr. Tapke,
'This way by far our most pressing

need, and this gift amply satisfies

A non-credit painting

will again be offered

interested students i

in the Fine Arts Center on
Mondays at 3:30. Mr. Redding,

art instructor, commented during

an Elm interview that, "while this

course is not given for credit, I see

no reason why the students

shouldn't, approach it as though it

were and also work with

application and enthusiasm."

This spring semester, students

will be expected to devote the

required time to the class and to

follow the schedule of projects

reasonably closely so as to take

advantage of the program.

Beginning Student

The basic course will be an

introduction to the problems

involved in the inventions and
construction of formal images

relevant to the student's total

environment. The beginning

students will start with some of

the basic problems of craft, such

as learning how to stretch and

prepare a canvas, working out

si m pie compositions involving

Notice

The Elm calls to our reader's

attention the fact that the fire

lane near the hill dorms and other

(former parking) areas are now
"Tow Away" zones. The cost for

retrieving one's car from Patrick's

Body Shop is $25. You are

warned!

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
Deep In the Heart of Chester-town

on the Village Green

The London Times tags it INDISCREET
Pravda considers it CAPITALISTIC

The Chicago Tribune calls it BRUTAL
Confidential damns it as SCANDALOUS

NEVERTHELESS

The Washington College Bookstore will be

OPEN Until 11:00 PM Mon—Fri

State of Maryland

Mr. Robert Gardener of the Office of Personnel

for the State of Maryland

will conduct interviews February 6th

for Liberal Arts Seniors

especially Economic Majors

Make appointments at the Placement Office

complex work designed to help

them find and express their

individuality."

Mr. Redding pointed out that

students of art history could

especially profit from the

investigation and practice of

painting. "Painting," he
mentioned," should deepen the

student's appreciation of the work
of masters of the past and also

give them direct insight into the

problems involved, which the

study of a merely academic body
of knowledge could hardly

afford."

The Elm is always looking for

new talent in all departments—
especially now that the time for

appointing a new staff nears.

Present yourself to an Elm editor

in the office anytime, and let us

know what you can do for us.

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adier Socks

Bass Wecjuns, Sandlor of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Fret

A Decision

of Mind

and Heart

Challenging career in social

work helping people solve

their problems. Openings to

work with families and chil-

dren. Liberal arts
,

graduates

preferred.

Six month on-the-job train-

ing. Opportunity for gradu-

ate school stipends.

See the Pracement Office for

on-campus interview with

Mrs. Borden, Baltimore City

Department of Social Ser-
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SUNY Brockport Extends

New Peace Corps Program
The officials of the Peace

Corps and the State University of

yiv York College at Brockport

in nounced completion of

rrangements for continuing and

extending the unique Peace

Corps/College Degree Program to

lilmii. a third group of condidates

in
June, 1969. The members of

(he first contingent completing

ihe fifteen-month program which

com bines the upper division

undergraduate education with

peace Corps preparation are now t

To Study Problems of Negro

serving on bi-national educational

development teams in the

Dominican Republic; the second
group is now in the academic year

phase of this joint project and is

slated for overseas assignment in

Latin America in August, 1969.
The candidates will be selected

from the ranks of students in

good standing at an accredited

college who are completing their

sophomore or junior year by June
1969. Those selected will be able

to earn an A.B. or B.S. degree and

Cornell President Asks
For High Commission

be eligible for a Peace Corps
assignment in one academic year

flanked by two summers of fully

subsidized and integrated
academic courses and Peace Corps
training. They will be expected to

major in mathematics or the

sciences; those who have
completed their junior year prior

to entrance into the program will

h ave the opportunity for a

double-major.

At the end of the second
summer armed with the degree, a

teaching license, in-depth cross

cultural preparation and fluency

in Spanish, the graduates as Peace

Corps volunteers will be off on
their Latin American assignment.

As members of the staffs of

WASHINGTON (CPS)-Cornell

liversity President James A.

Perkins has called for the

shment of a national

on higher education

the Negro.

Terming improved higher

ucation for the black
population "clearly a national

problem," Perkins said "only a

immission of the highest level,

affed by leading citizens both
black and white in this country,

student population, we would
have to encourage blacks to apply,

reexamine SAT scores as

foe the

isions of the problem we
and can establish the

priorities needed to examine ways
dealing with the questions of

preparation, motivation, finance,

:cess, admissions, counseling,

id campus adjustment."

Speaking here at a symposium
jointly sponsored by the United
Negro College Fund and The
Saturday Review, Perkins said

as recently as the beginning

of this decade, "there were only a

idful of black students in any

our major colleges and
iversities outside the
dominantly Negro colleges in

South. In some cases, this was
result of either overt or covert

discriminations, but in most cases

s more probably due to the

belief that few black students

qualified to do high quality

academic work."
'We also comforted ourselves,"

added, "with the notion that

n those who did qualify would
prefer to go to predominantly
Negro schools. This combination
of rationalizations kept the black
Jca d em ic population at the

handful level. Our collective

:onscience was asleep."

"Some of us tried," he said, to
find out why we really had so few
black students. Once the question
was raised, we discovered a series

of six-foot high hurdles that were
effectively preventing the young
black student from seeking

sion to our colleges and

guidance and academic
counseling, and-most of
all—make them know that they

were really wanted."

He called absence of "massive

financial support" the major

barrier to continued! expansion of

admission of black students.

Perkins, elaborating upon his

recommendation for a national

commission on higher education

for the Negro, said, "I can

conceive of a national commission

of some 25 people, made up of

both blacks and whites and
perhaps sponsored by three or

four of the large foundatit

teachers of mathematics or

science, they will be important

participants in the educational

development efforts of their host

countries. During their two year

sojourn they will have the

opportunity to earn up to twelve

semester hours graduate credit.

Peace Corps and college

officials pointed out the several

features which make this joint

academic credit for Peace Corps
training, two fully subsidized

summer sessions totalling thirty

semester credit hours, in-depth

Peace Corps training synchronized
with the liberal arts and

i>nal

that

would make an annual report to

the American people on the steps

that have been taken to achieve

the objectives of equal
representation and equal quality

of experience in higher and
professional education. I can

conceive of such a commission
that would develop contacts with

the research apparatus of the

United States to see that the

barriers to attaining these

objectives are examined and

programs are designed to break

down these barriers."

programming, opportunity for

double majors and supervised

overseas graduate work.
"This integrated program is

based on our two fold conviction

that (1) to combine the college

and Peace Corps experiences is to

make both more relevant and
meaningful and the personal

product more valuable (2) to

provide much-needed skilled

athe
science teachers—as Peace Corps
volunteers in Latin America is to

make a significant contribution to

ail concerned," 6aid President

Albert Warren Brown, of the State

University College at Brockport in

announcing the extension of this

unique partnership.

College Closes Early

For Xmas Holiday

'A passive policy," Perkins

"would only guarantee a

inuation of de facto
sion. We correctly concluded

toat, in order to increase the black

NOTICE
The Chesteriown Rotary Club, in

operation with the Washington
College Music. Department, will

T a performance by the Uni-

' of Maryland gymkana troupe

Friday, February 14, B:(10 p.m., in

Wll Gymnasium.
This spon:

rranged by the Rotary Club

fund-raising benefit for the

College Chorus European Tour.

Succumbing to the vagaries of

a mysterious virus infection,

Washington College closed its

doors prematurely in December,

releasing students for Christmas

vacation 36 hours sooner than

scheduled.

Carl Westerdahl, Dean of Men,

was responsible for making the

decision to close the college. He
did so in his capacity of Director

of the college's Health Services.

Daily Checks Made
Westerdahl consulted daily for

several days with students,

faculty, proctors, administrative

personnel, and the college doctor

before reaching the conclusion to

close the school.

During a two-day period, over

90 students visited the infirmary

complaing of cold symptoms. Dr.

Gulbrandson reports that few had

the "Hong Kong Flu" rampant
elsehwere in the country, but

many were sufficiently ill for him
to prescribe an early trip home.

Attendance at meals in the

dining hall was not down

appreciably, Westerdahl noted,

but students were beginning to

skip classes (due either to the flu

or self-imposed early return

home) and he felt it was unfair to

those students who tried to stick

it out to continue to hold classes.

Some students were dragging

themselves to classes when they

should have been in bed. They
were exposing everyone to the

bug, he said, and decided to call a

germ-spreading.

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

Chesteriown, Maryland 21620

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas JJlUml '

Cones gji Jggil&
Sandwiches J

Open Until 12 P.M. Daily

The Elm wishes everyone GOOD LUCK on finals!

Ollvetti-Und. Agency
Sales • Service - Rental

Towne Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

"0 Overlooking

Wortoa Creek Merino

Chmtertown, Md.

77W669

RESTAURANT and BAR
CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

Closed during January

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

Men's Clothing — Gifts

Compliments of

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

HOURS:
Monday-Friday

7:00 a.m. • 11:00 p.m.

Saturday

7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Sunday

5:00 p.m. .11:00 p.m.

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwic

PIZZAS
Daily 9 cm. - II p-m.

Mr.. I au lkner 778-9851

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center
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Century Old
Notebook
Returns Here

Almost two hundred years

after he attended Washington

College, a notebook which

belonged to Samuel Ringgold was

discovered in a small, second-hand

Captain P.V.H. Wee
Annapolis. The book is co

THE WASHINGTON ELM

of ha
illustration,

subjects.

Some of the subjects covered

in the hard-bound book are

Navigation, Theory of Gunnery,

Spherical Trigonometry, Industry,

"Incontinence", and Astronomy.

The book has been re-bound by

the Hall of Records in Annapolis,

and is in excellent condi

Judge Rules Atheist

Eligible For CO. Status
BALTIMORE, MD. (CPS}-In a

ignificant ruling in early Decem-
i Federal District Court judge

ruled that a man who is an
tted atheist, but who said he

I mi:
.

The Oracle, a band composed of Washington College students, has

broadened its' horizons by playing before numerous (non-college)

audiences recently. Shown here, the group is in rehearsal for an

engagement.

New Combo Finds Work
In Area On Weekends

Although the Washington

College Alumni House was unable

to confirm the fact that Samuel

Ringgold actually graduated from

Washington College (many records

were destroyed by fire) his

notebook does have "Washington By Vi

College, Chestertown, Maryland"

inscribed on the cover. Ringgold Sharon Stump Ted Goldman,

was undoubtedly a member of the Gil Bliss, and Bill Ingham, once

Ringgold family which lived in the solo performers, have joined to-

house which is presently the home gether to form "The Showmen

of Dr. and Mrs. Gibson. ™& *™ "«* professionals.

Captain Weems made the offer Sometime in October the group

that if sometone will donate a "sort of coalesced" in the Moss

sum of money to the college, he Bon and soon discovered that they

will in turn donate the book to were more effective as a group

the college. than they had been "n* 1*-

Journal Accepts Articles By

Students For Publication

1 the

By Evelyn Manolis

Washington College by two
students in the psychology

department has been accepted for

publication by the journal entitled

PERCEPTUAL AND MOTOR
SKILLS.

Ned Brainard, who graduated

in 1968 and is currently studying

at West Virginia University, and

Carol Furry, a Senior, worked
together last year in two distinct

experimental investigations; their

findings will be made known to

the public some time within this

"Stimulus Satiation as a Function

of Time," explored a theory

postulated by Murray Glanzer.

The latter claimed that the longer

an organism was exposed to a

particular stimulus, the more

likely he would respond to the

opposite stimulus when it was

presented.

The experiments conducted by

Ned and Carol, with the aid of Dr.

Kirkpatrick, manifested that

perhaps some fallacy

There are three guitaris

group—Bill on lead, Ted on bass,

and Gil. who in addition to play-

ing guitar, is the lead male vocal.

Sharon rounds out the group by

playing tambourine and singing.

Recently, the group had an au-

dition for Charles Martin, proprie-

tor of the Harbor House, and are

now playing there every weekend

(either Friday or Saturday nights

from 8 to 12) and for special par-

ties. They have been publicized in

the local papers and the Harbor

House has supplied them with cos-

tumes.

Musical Variety

Since their audiences have a

wide range, they try to include a

wide musical range, sprinkling their

basic pop repertoire with occas-

sional standards.

The "Showmen" have a con-

venient place to practice—Gil's

house downtown, and work on

their numbers once or twice a

The ruling, from Baltimore

judge Alexander Harvey II, marks

the first time a court has specifi-

cally permitted an avowed atheist

to fit the CO. Category.

Washington lawyer Joseph For-

er, who represented 21 -year-old

Michael Shacter, said the ruling

indicated that "many young peo-

ple have been refused conscien-

tious objector status" unfairly

"including some who are now in

jail" for refusing induction.

Judge Harvey's ruling was based

on a 1965 Supreme Court Deci-

sion (in what is known as the See-

ger case) which ruled that a person

does not have to belong to an

organized church in order to be

conscientiously opposed to mili-

tary service. The decision said that

any belief "which for the indivi-

dual fills the same function in his

life that God does for a member of

an established church "was suffici-

ent to qualify him for CO. con-

sideration.

At that time, however, the high

court specifically declined a judg-

ment on whether or not that en-

largement of the CO. concept

could be extended to avowed athe-

ists—persons who specifically af-

firmed disbelief in a Supreme

Being.

In 1967, largely as a result of

the Seeger decision, CongTess in its

new draft law dropped the re-

quirement that conscientious ob-

jectors m
preme be

Judge Harvey said Shacter's

liefs were "unorthodox, but the

product of faith," and therefore

made him within the law on that

ify as a CO. But, he added, athe-

ism means only that the indivi-

dual does not believe in a conven-
tional God, not that he has no

"My faith centers

kind rather than Got
statement explained,

not mean I am any

than a man who beli

around man-
," Shactet's

"This does

ess religious

ves in God-

I have neither

support me,

man's life."

scriptur

but I

attempt

e nor God to

at anothe

Washington lawyer Michael Ti

gar, who admits the Selective Ser

vice Law Reporter, a compilation
of draft laws and cases to help

young men a

called the ru

nd draft counselors

ing a "very signifi

an" of the Seege

have faith

Gla The

Motion Sickness

of their sOne
"Emotional Upset as a Function

of Motion" and "Perceptual

Dissonance," evolved around the

sources of motion sickness. Under

the guidance of Dr. Grumpelt,

they attempted to provide

evidence that not merely physical

but psychological causes as well,

were instrumental in precipitating

motion sickness.

Ned and Carol demonstrated,

through experimentation with

rats, that "perceptual dissonance"

contributed to this ailment. In

laymen's terms, it was the

discrepancy between what an

organism expected and what he

observed which made him sick.

Habits

The rats had been accustomed

to a stationary environment;

therefore, when presented with

mobile surroundings, they became
emotionally upset. Further tests

revealed that as such movement
became more habitual, this

psychological aspect could be

investigations did not substantiate

the effects he advocated.

Rare

The nature of the research

done by Washington College

psychology students and the

excellence of their performance,

places them and their professors

in the esteem of the college

As. Dr. Grumpelt

ANTHONYS FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

Other Results

The students also concluded
significant results in another area

of concentration. Their work,

under the technical name of

stated

:

"It is rare for departments of

our size to have publications; this

certainly reflects the quality of

our students and I hope it says

something about the accuracy of

NOTICE

Currently enrolled students

who took the Maryland State

Scholarship Examination last

November and who plan to apply

for a Senatorial Scholarship for

the 1969-70 academic year must

file an appropriate application

the Office of

Admissions. The deadline for

application filing is March 16,

1969.
Students who currently hold a

Senatorial Scholarship are not

required to re-apply unless their

award was granted on a 1-year

basis only.

Applii

RUG and DRV
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK, Inc.

Chestertown, Md.

He said its effect on other CO.

appeals now in courts would de-

pend largely bn "what other judges

think it's worth." Judges in other

federal district courts do not hav

to abide by the decision, since it i

from a court of parallel level i

judicial hierarchy; but if they ai

impressed by the decision's logi

and the facts of the case, they ca

use it as a basis for their own dec

sions. The decision is not binding

unless it is affirmed by the US.

Supreme Court.

Lawyers who want to

ruling to release young r

in jail because they were denied

CO. classification on grounds of

avowed atheism may now want

file in court for their release, i

ing the Harvey ruling, Tigar said

The Selective Service had

comment on the importance

the ruling, or on whether it would

appeal the decision to high federal

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

(0THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday 'from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Chestertown Galena
648-5110

Member of FDIC
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White Paper Analysis
(Continued from page 2)

Responsible dissent from

professors' views is generally

gtcouraged, if a student has a

case to support his

ugument.

The college has made large

jdes in withdrawing from a

jse watch over students' off

campus activities; thi

ff-campus

jiudents living on campus, and the

private lives of those students

off-campus. Wisely, the

idopted the policy

tude

Chestertown is a citizen of that

community, and will be treated as

such both by the college and civil

authorities. No special privileges

.....
k ii be dispenses with should

Ihere by an conflict with the civil

authorities; indeed, the latter have

probably been encouraged to be
" m college students (though

they generally refuse to be so) in

order to make this point clear.

Still, many parents expect the

college to watch over its students

with something of a motherly or

fatherly eye. In the event of an

accident or other crisis, it is

tably the Dean of Men or

nen who must call the

student's parents and inform them

of the emergency. Many parents

attempt to pressure the top

administrative officials into

keeping a special watch over their

progeny. It is to the credit of

those individuals that they resist

the temptation to assuage the

parents' fears with assurances that

a close watch will be kept.

Probably the greatest strides in

sel r • A e t e rmination have been

made in the area of social life.

Dormitory hours for women have

been greatly extended, with the

key system being instituted for

those having attained the age of

twenty-one. For as many changes

as have been made, the

significance lies not only in those

changes, but in the attitude

toward the students—respecting

their abilities to regulate their

own lives—and in the implicit

expression of confidence that the

students will be able to do so

effectively.

There has been a greatly

<tended use of student opinion

n faculty committees. Full

ating membership on faculty

committees is still the exception

r than the rule, but like the

other changes, "gradualism" is at

rk, and the trend is definitely

the "proper" direction.

Gradualism, though frustratingly

for many students who see

no reason why a policy may not

be changed overnight, has worked,

and is still working in favor of

further changes related to the

manner in which the college is

The paper called for the

clearing of "all search and seizure

of banned or dangerous articles"

by a student-selected
representative, with such search

and seizure taking place in the

presence of the student "except in

case of an emergency". The
college has given the students no
such guarantee. The ELM has

called for a written guarantee

from the administration that they

would not allow local, state or

federal officials on campus
without individual search warrants

in the event of a proposed "raid"

on dormitories. This assurance

would be a logical next-step in

protecting the students from

arbitrary arrest and the gestapo

tactics employed at institutions

such as Stony Brook. Such

notoriety does the college no

good; all sides stand to benefit

from such a specific statement

policy.

There have been no public

incidents about the withholding

of "accurate information and
explanations bearing (on a

student's) social, judicial, and

academic affairs." If anything, the

safeguards (especially for the

various judicial processes) are so

many and so complicated that few

students understand them or are

fully aware of them. Also the

judicial machinery is rarely called

upon—some indication of student

behaviour.

The Student Affairs
Committee has seen more active

days, but students are more
directly involved in discussing

policies through the regular

committees established by the

faculty, and perhaps such a

central committee is no longer of

prime importance. This may be so

especially because of the creation

of the ad hoc committee studying

the Joint Statement on the Rights

and Freedoms of Students—

a

committee which concerns itself

with most of the problems

mentioned directly or indirectly
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in the White Paper. In fact, the

Paper resembles the Joint

Statement in many ways.

The Paper recommends that

"honor students" "handle student

evaluations of their professors."

The SGA has taken the

responsibility of producing such

an evaluation and has done so

twice, with at least satisfactory

results.

Perhaps the area mentioned in

the White Paper least changed is

that dealing with the college's

ideals. "The College goals must be

clear and effectual." How many
students know what the catalogue

says about what Washington

College is supposed to be? Is the

catalogue right? Should we have

an occasional public forum with

top college officials to discuss the

goals of the college? Should

reports of the proceedings of

committees pondering the goals of

the college be made public? The
Plans Board is an important

first—a group considering the

long-range problems of the

college.

Ought not this Board share

more of its findings with the

college community?
The Paper recommended the

establishment of an Ombudsman
to impartially represent

conflicting parties in disputes

"with the administration, the

faculty, or other students." No
such system has been established,

and perhaps at least the reasons

why should be publicly stated;

perhaps there is something to gain

from such a system.

For some reason, this college's

lack of "spirit" comes to mind.

Do you know the college motto?

What is the college hymn or song?

Wouldn't the strength of the

Alumni Association be increased

if there were nor all-college spirit,

rather than the fragmented

loyalties to fraternities and

Specific problems with college

drinking rules, and the "practice

of sending a list of students' ages

to local bars" have been

ameliorated and stopped,
respectively. The latter was indeed

an "unneeded violation of

privacy".

Elm Editor Richard Heymann
ments during the past two years.

merit" is significantly similar.

"Ultimately, students of the

Col 1 e ge must recognize that

improving their life depends on
their shedding their apathy and
becoming more responsible than

they have been in the past."

Although there are moments

when administration officials and

the faculty have just cause to

wonder about the extend to

which students are qualified or

willing to accept greater

responsibilities, in general they are

ready to give a new policy a try,

and usually, when in' doubt, trust

the students to a trial run. Voter

and candidate response to

elections has left something to be

desired this year, but the students

who have stepped forward have

shown a willingness to accept

responsibility and to shoulder a

disproportionate segment of the

burden of proving that students

and student opinion can be

trusted and respected by all.

In sum, most of the significant

specific policy recommendationa
suggested in the White Paper have
been adopted. More importantly,
the college is fully permeated,
from administration through
faculty, with the commitment to

give the students an opportunity
to express their desires and exert
increased self-determination.

Only the students ultimately

may prove whether this trust has

been misplaced.
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The First National Bank of Maryland will conduct interviews

February 14, for their management planning program. The program

lasts from 18 months to two years, depending upon the field.

Tnere are openings in the fields of

marketing

loans

operations

trust and

marketing

loans

general operations

public relations

trust services

The interviews will be conducted by Mr. Jerry Boroch, the Man-

agement Training Director. Mr. Boroch, 26, joined the bank in August

and has already advanced to his present position.

Appointments should be made through the placement office for

an interview.
1 First National Bank of Maryland



THE WASHINGTON ELM

Academic Council Sets

New Comprehensive Policies

PSYCHOLOGY
The requirement of

forr alhei

(The following is the text from

theDeonofthe College concerning

the newly adopted policy towards

comprehensive examinations. Be-

cause of the importance of the

note to undergraduates now select-

their major, and because it is an

important document of college

policy, we reprin t it here in

full-Ed.)

As you have undoubtedly

heard, the Faculty at its last meet-

ing passed a resolution in refer-

ence to the comprehensive exam-

ination. The following general

statement was approved as the

future policy on departmental re-

quirements and departmental hon-

The specific requirements for each

major are given under the

departmental listings in this

Catalogue. Though all

departments require a minimum
of eight courses in the major,

many have additional
requirements and some have

nake for

done so, the departmental

chairmen will be meeting with

their majors to explain these

requirements in detail. In those

departments which give a

examination will be given in 1969

on Friday and Saturday, 16 and

17 May. At the discretion of the

instructor of these departments,

students may be excused from

the major,

BIOLOGY
The departmental requirement

for majors in biology consists of a

examination at the end of the

CHEMISTRY
The departmental requirement

for majors in chemistry consists of

one paper of research interest

taken from the current literature,

a senior seminar on two papers, at

least one of which is to be based

experimental work performed

rdulestudent to plan

courses in the major as early as

the freshman year. In any case,

the student should read carefully

the statements of departmental

requirements and consult his

faculty adviser and the

department chairman to insure

that he is electing courses that

will prepare him for the major of

In addition to the required course

work, the major in each

department includes one or

more requirements which must

be completed satisfactorily

before the student can be

recommended for graduation.

The precise nature of This

additional requirement varies

according to what is most
appropriate Tor a given

discipline, but in every case it

intellectual achievement beyond
the regular work in courses.

Departmental Honors, which will

be appropriately noted on the

student's permanent record and
on the commencement program
by the statement "with honors

in (major subject)," are

determined by the quality of

work done in courses, in the

by studei

described above, and
other independent research

study undertal
department.

; examination at the

end of the senior year.

DRAMA
The department will require a

written and/or oral exposition on

three topics selected from a list

prepared by the department and

dealing with theory, criticism, and

history of the theatre.

ECONOMICS
The requirement consists of a

research paper written under the

guidance of a member of the

department. The paper, while

analytical, also requires a

synthesizing of knowledge gained

in individual courses.

For 1 969 : A comprehensive

examination similar to that given

in previous years.

ENGLISH
The department will give a

at the end of the

HISTORY
The department will require

two (or possibly more) extended

essays of an interpretative,

comparative, or historiographical

nature. Topics with appropriate

reading lists will be provided and

there will be some choice. One (at

least) essay will be due at the end

of the Junior year; another about

a month before the end of the

.Sen

ndida
and who

departmental

the

val ill

requirements of the various

departments differ. Printed below
you will find a brief

department. Please nc

departments will not be putting

into effect a new requirement this

year. In an effort to avoid any
hardship for this year's
seniors.those departments will

continue a form of the

that which has been given in the

past. If they have not already

substitute for the senior essay a

major research paper.

For 1969: A comprehensive

examination similar to that given

in previous years.

HUMANITIES
The department will give a

examination at the end of the

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
The requirement consists of an

independent research paper on a

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: 10:30 p.m. — Monday through Saturday

SPECIALIZING IN:

Pizza— Subs — Steaks

Call Ahead For Fast Service

Phone 778-2671

Now Open Sundays: 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

of individual study of a selected

topic in the literature of

mathematics and the preparation

of either a written or an oral

exposition of important results

found in the study, together with

the demonstration of the ability

to think creatively in mathematics

by solving problems outside the

regular curriculum, especially

those appearing in The American

Mathematical Monthly
MODERN LANGUAGES

The department will require its

majors to pass a comprehensive

examination at the end of the

senior year. The examination,

involving both written and oral

expression, will last from five to

MUSIC
The department wilt give a

written examination involving

examination in which students

will be expected to relate material

from several courses and from

outside reading; and a

independent and original

research projects carried out

under the direction of a member
of the department. Normally
these projects will be undertaken

in the junior and senior years.

SOCIOLOGY
The , of a

independent research paper on a

topic approved by the
department.

For 1969: A comprehensive
examination similar to that given

January 21, lggt,

Because of a critical need
add a second faculty member
the German Department and

fc

cause the budget for 1969-70 do
not allow for additional f

members in the Modern Lai

Department, the faculty ha
regret, voted to discontinue

ings in Russian for the time __
As soon as it is feasible, R Ussi .

will be brought back into the at

riculum and every effort will i

made to provide Russian 201 -jr

next year for those who h a,

taken 101-102 in 1968-69

TUTORING IN FRENCH

grammar or literature. Contact Jean Seznec

Box 162 Washington College

determine the degree of his

proficiency and interpretive

PHILOSOPHY
The department will give a

three-hour written examination

on the first day and oral

examination on the second day.

The oral is given on a topic

selected and researched by the

student.

PHYSICS
The departmental requirement

for majors in physics consists of

individual study of recent research

papers in the literature of physics

together with written or oral

examinations on the papers at the

end of the senior year.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
The requirement consists of an

independent research paper on a

topic approved by the
department.

For 1969: A comprehensive

examination similar to that given

in previous years.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778 1575 Two Showi NlghHy 7 and 9 pjn.

Tuesday, Wednesday—January 21-22

Joanne Woodward in

"RACHEL, RACHEL"

Starting Thursday, January 23

Sammy Davis and

Peter Lawford in

"SALT AND PEPPER"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phono 556-6028 Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

thru Wed. -

"2001: A Space Odyssey"

One Show Mighlly 7:30 P.M.

Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2:00 P.M.

Admission $1.50 Adults — $.75 Children

Rating "G"
Starting Thursday, January 23

John Wayne in

"THE HELL FIGHTERS"

Maryland National Bank

Attention: Liberal Arts Seniors

especially Economic majors

Maryland National Bank's

Employment Manager

Donald G. McClure, Jr.

will interview students February 13

for its administrative training program

There is also summer employment available.

Appointments will be made through the

Placement Office.
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Evil Loves, Good Cannot
Herod and Mariamne by Par Lagerkvist,

translated from the Swedish by Naomi
Walford. Alfred A. Knopf, $4.95.

by GUY FARRELL

With delicacy and simplicity Par Lag-
erkvist re-tells the Bibical story of Herod
[he Great and his gentle wife Mariamne.
Herod, remembered from Matthew as
"The Terrible" for the Slaughter of the
Innocents, is for Lagerkvist "an emblem
of mankind: mankind that replenishes the
earth but whose race shall one day be
erased from it and, so far as may be
conjectured, will leave no memorial." Yet,
the success of Par Lagerkvist's parable is

due as much to the characterization of

Herod as a man as to his being an emblem
of Man. The terror of Herod and Mari-
amne does not come from the great cru-
elty of Herod or even from any sense of

pity one might feel for Mariamne as she
sacrifices herself for him and the people
of Judea. Rather, if we are terrified, it is

because Herod the Great was alone and
iie died alone — not because he killed

Mariamne, but because "in death we are
all alone, all forsaken." For even Christ
on the cross cried out, "Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani" (Mark 15:34). But while
Christ could cry to the Father, Herod
could cry only to Mariamne for it was
she he loved.

Par Lagerkvist suffers from the tag of

being called a "Christian Novelist," and
certainly such name-calling allows one
to understand his work without ever read-
ing it. . .or even stopping to think what
une means by "Christian art." Tolstoy,

as a theorist of a Christian art — though
rarely a practitioner — wrote in What is

Art?: "The essence of the Christian per-

ception consists in the recognition by ev-

ery man of his sonship to God and of the

consequent union of men with God and
with one another, as is said in the gospel

(John xvii:2I). Therefore the subject mat-
ter of Christian art is such feeling as can
unite men with God and with one an-

other." If there is a God in Herod and
Mariamne, he rarely comes closer to man
than an account of three poor travelers

following a star in search of a child who
would be "king of the world." In Par
Lagerkvist's vision, men seem far from
•me another and there is only a dim
sense of -a Cod who seems still more
distant.

Part of the difficulty is that there is a
tendency with parable to try and draw as

many equal signs as possible and then
iry and understand it as some sort of

equation. Herod = Ambition: Mariamne
= Charity (pity and kindness); Ambition

= Evil; Charity = Good; and so forth un-

til everything equals something else and
nothing equals merely itself. The reader

would do well to remember Shaw's warn-
ing, "do not forget that allegory is never
quite consistent except when it is written

by someone without dramatic faculty, in

which case it is unreadable." Moreover.
there are degrees of allegory and Mari-

amne is far less a personification than
is Christian in Pilgrim's Progress.

The author's interest in character is

externalized into actions and the immedi-
ate reasons for actions and not their psy-

chological causes. Lagerkvist delineates

Herod and Mariamne through the simplest

devices. When Herod first sees Mariamne,
she is described through outward char-

acteristics which explain her character

much as a person's physical appearance
was supposed to reflect his spirit in the

Middle Ages. "Her step was as light as

a bird's; she wore thin-soled sandals with

a silver loop round the ankle, and walked
as if weightless." In contrast, Herod "was
a big man, somewhat heavily built, with
coarse features. . . he trod more heavily

on his right foot. . . and it lent more force

and somehow more menace to his figure."

Herod was dark, even his eyes which some
called "lion eyes." But the narrator com-
ments that [he "eyes of a lion are much
paler." Mariamne is described as having
"gentle" eyes. The first meeting between
them is described as follows:

He met her eyes, though hes-

itantly, knowing (he nature of h i s

own — knowing that people shied

away from them.

But she did not. She met his gaze
serenely and naturally, altogeth-

er untroubled.

And when she agreed to marry him,
"She gave him her hand. So slender was
it, and so small in his that they both

smiled a little for all their gravity."

Again the gesture is repeated when
Herod returns to the palace hoping

to stop the murder he has ordered, and

"Beloved, beloved," he whispered,

bending o ver her. '"Beloved, be-

Did she hear him? He would

She could not speak, and made a

helpless gesture with her hand.

Then laid it in his — her slender

little hand in his.

The dramatic impact is built slowly by

a small number of associations, much the

way Robbe-Grillet uses a limited number
of observations to indicate the state of

his character's mind. Though Par Lager-

kvist is not especially interested in Robbe-

Grillet's theory of L'ecole du regard,

the success of Herod and Mariamne is

but another indication of how well the

novel can get along without interior mono-

logue.

Actually, where Par Lagerkvist parts

from the usual form of parable, he does

so because the nature of what he wishes

to abstract is quite different from the

usual subject matter of parable. Mariamne
is not a saint, and certainly not a savior.

She first goes to Herod seeking mercy
for one of the members of her house.

Though in the end she is willing to marry
him, to sacrifice herself for him and for

the people of Judea whom she hopes will

fare better with Herod under her in-

fluence, she is not able to work miracles.

She is able to pity Herod and pily his

victims at the same time, but there is

little indication that she loves either. "She

knew that she could never love him; but

she could feel pity. And in feeling this

she felt also the need to sacrifice herself."

After Herod has made love to her, Lag-
erkvist writes: "Her own instinct now
awoke and — despite the great difference
between them, or perhaps because of it-
she was at times deeply fulfilled. She had
to admit this, repugnant though she found
him.'' The meaning of her departure from
Sainthood is twofold: the nature of her
sacrifice and the absence of Love.

Mariamne's virture is of quite another
sort than that of the Saint. "Perhaps she
was not really religious, or if she was
then it was unawares, as if she were good
without being conscious of it or giving it

a thought." Mariamne was good, but her
goodness was a manifestation of her
beauty and as such it had little to do with

being religious. For Aquinas notwithstand-

ing, the Good of the Saints is often Ter-

rible — we can be kind and say sublime,

but not beautiful. Mariamne "was like

the trees. The wind is the worship that

fills them, and to which at times—though
not always — they listen. Their divine

service is within themselves."

Mariamne is good, but her goodness
is neither lerriole nor impossible. Christ

meant his life as an example for others

to follow, but he set too good an example
and so he became inhuman. Trying to find

an exemplary life that is humanly pos-

sible, Par Lagerkvist created Mariamne.
- Yet the story of Herod and Mariamne is

in the final analysis a tragedy, for she

cannot be a savior and has not the power
to damn him like a John the Baptist.

"It was inevitable that in time he should

begin to notice the strained nature of her

love for him, and realize that she did not

feel as he did." Since the could not love

him, her sacrifice became meaningless

and eventually even a source of anger.

"He brooded and grew sombre, and his

look frightened her; she dared not meet

it." Herod had wanted love, and when he

realized that he had given himself to her

while she only pitied him, he returned to

his old ways.

Herod's loneliness was abated only for

that short time that he was with Mari-

amne, thinking that she loved him. The
great temple that he had built to himself

meant nothing. He knew that as he

"looked up at the starry sky and let the

stars plunge their spears into his lonely

desert soul." He dies completely alone,

calling her name over and over. In effect,

this is a love story in which evil loves

and good does not. The result is a unique

tragedy and a wonderfully subtle and even

mysterious parable on good and evil —
violent passion and especially love, which

is perhaps God and the final offering.

The narrator, who is himself a character

distinct from the author, ends his narra-

tion as he began it by pronouncing the

eventual doom of man. And then he too

"Mariamne. Mariamne."

Mr. Fanell is a student at Bard College.



The Poet of Big Shoulders

The Letters of Carl Sandburg, edited by

Herbert Mitgang, Harcourl, Brace, &

World: New York, 1968, 577 pages,

$12.50.

by LINDA KEISTER

Alas, he 'is dated, belongs to periods,

must be read with an awareness of time

shifts;" he is not of our time although he

lived deeply into it. He is recently here,

"biff! bang!" his "speech tones out of the

abyss" to remind us of ourselves, of "that

hectic mystic American Dream and how it

will ride thru The Atomic Age," of Amer-

ica when she was self-assured and proud.

He had little scholarship and little interest

in it except for what he knew about Lin-

coln, and "he put all the essential facts

into his books, loved his man," no brilliant

crystalline intellect but rather that grand

American substitute, a wide heart, "a

great great love-heart of a wonder," sa-

lubrious, "dear great chum-heart," blood-

sodden, his "big. yearning hungry heart

will hug you."

"You will observe I am knocking out a

letter," he once said. '32 letters in three

days;" he "fairly weltered in ink" and the

"charming and delectable environment of

paper and type." "In a letter a man can't

pile up the facts on facts that he thinks

back his conviction," he "can only send

you THOUGHTS:" the "joy of life" riding

"high in your heart," all big, pulsing, tur-

bulent, panoramic," 'all tumbled and hur-

ried and dusty, here we are" "as full of

errors as the flowing talk of heallhy, nor-

mal, aspiring man." He fairly burst with

"big things" beating and whirling his mind

and heart, "plans and details of plans for

several things," "the ins and outs of vast

actions." "He is one nut, a colorful speci-

man:" "vital and joyously loony," a

"decently developed human being" delight-

ing in "deliberate haywire interludes and

jogtime babblings."

His mind ranged over all "this world

were living in and all its human trends."

His body roamed from Galesburg to "the

swirl of Chicago," to the "City of Broth-

erly Love (pretty name isn't it)" and Osh-

kosh: "bustling and populated, stern and

real, a factual entity. . .with lands, bldgs.,

laws and noises." New York: trying "to

live more life than is livable," playing

"hell with the population which is sleazier

and snivellery than in any similar compass

of American territory." "Hinckley! Isn't it

musical?" "Heaven is like Hinckley." At

Pittsburgh: "captured by railroad police"

for riding boxcars without a ticket "and

sent to the Allegheny County Jail" where

he "put in ten days." He went to Mil-

waukee, "a socialist town, you know," ex-

pecting "to learn things there." He had

"been places and touched people:" in his

travels, "a testament for America." "Alive

and registering" all the time he aimed "to

sing, blab, chortle, yodel, like people," but

all the time he rode and walked and hum-

med his "underhums of humor," he had

"roots and clinging vines" holding him to

Illinois, to Lincoln, to Paula Steichen Sand-

burg, to Ed her brother, to "certain old

and tried friends."

And to each of them he knocked out one

hell of a fan letter: "You are steel and

gold" — "That ringing robustious mirth-

fulness of yours'-'
—

"I like your range,

your head and handling of things" — "You
were one of his large-visioned friends." He
was a "bigrange bird" with friends from

New Mexico to the White House. He sa-

luted Debs, "hardened for war," and took

to him as to "a living Chinese poem." He
welcomed New England Amy Lowell, "a

good neighbor as well as joyous artist,"

and together they pulled down "high vaga-

bondries out of life." And he loved Roose-

velt, for with him "as with Lincoln there

had been a response of the People": he

would appear one evening at the White

House door, guitar in hand, to rest him

"on one hell of a job" with "a fine El-

a-noy song. . and an Eskimo sex story as

good as a Chaplin picture." But he was

also "a poet with a family" who had

frequently to consider "a good suggestion

about socks," even though he was "lucky

enough a dreamer to regularly connect

with the payroll of a daily newspaper." So

he rocked them and fed them: "Swipes"

and Margaret and Janet: three times it

was "a girl with perfection frog legs fas-

tened to a perfection torso," three times

his "little red babbling heir-apparent," and

once another "that had not lived long

enough to be named." All bom to the "hill-

born" S.S., the Sandburg-Steichen, borne

by "proud, beautiful Lillian!" — "dear

I o v e-pal, Mate—Woman!—Sweetheart!"
And to them all, his own and his friends,

he sent "flying and flying" his letters big

with "the overtones of life," signing,

"Carl," "Carlos," "Sandy," "Sandburg,"

"Potato Face," "Boll Weevil," "Buppong,"

"Buddy," Said "I love you & that is no

arkymalarky" to everyone, to "republicans

and democrats, patriots and freethinkers,

red-headed men and fiddlers, vegetarians

and philosophers, farmers and the civil lib-

erties bunch." And he opened his vast

heart to them, the public, the "Big Baby

that it is," and set himself to "trim its

heart's garden of a few weeds and grow

therein—perhaps roses, perhaps cabbage."

Roses of poetry, cabbages of "mighty good

nonsense," or cabbages just to eat.

He liked his "politics straight:" threw in

his "oratorical stunts" for the labor move-

ment, "bombarded the ramparts of capi-

talism" with ink and type. He was a so-

cialist, because "it's the only program that

will rouse the stupor of the masses," a

union man, a democrat dreaming of a "de-

mocratized earth on the way." Wide-vision-

ed he could be "no worse off for having

tried to stand on tiptoes and drink from

the brim of the Big Dipper:" "affirmative

about the firmaments of life," he bent

down to hear "the deepest shadowy gongs

among the meanings of democracy." "I

would say I am with all rebels everywhere

all the time as against all people who are

satisfied." "I am for reason and satire,

religion and propaganda, violence and as-

sassination, or force and syndicalism, any

of them in the extent and degree to which

it will serve a purpose of the people at a

given time toward the establishment even-

tually of the control of the means of life by

the people." "At present attached to no

party, a nonpartisan observer," an inde-

pendent, he knew his way around a sit-

down strike: "THE SHORTER WORKDAY
OF THE AMERICAN WORKING MAN
RESULTED NOT AS A REASONABLE
AND HUMAN ARRANGEMENT IN-

STIGATED BY THE EMPLOYERS BUT
BY REASON OF WORKINGMEN FORM-
ING UNIONS, PULLING STRIKES AND
GOING -IN FOR THE WHOLE SORRY
PROGRAM OF VIOLENCE AND HATE
THAT RUNS WITH SUCH WARFARE."
But if there showed "some animus of vio-

lence in Chicago Poems," his real artistic

aim was "the presentation of motives and

character," not "the furtherance of l.W.W.

theories;" but he did remember the

People, and keyed part of his "stuff a little

lower so to catch the upper strata of prole-

tarians."

He had it: the "vitality, bounding, exu-

berant health. . .of every artist worth hear-

ing." He aimed to catch "the big ease and

joy of life," "a human note at times," in

that "medium of free verse," "libertarian

rhythms" that welled up from his deep

dreams. His "poickry," sometimes "more

of a ragged memorandum than a poem,"

made him "puns drunk," sunk him "fath-

oms deep where some good poems just

stepped out and wrote themselves." He
spoke "Americanese," "batty and queer"

but acquainted with "the moon and the ele-

mental rustlings." "Having an ear for

passwords

wondered,

beautiful."

He sought

He found

"a honey

NESS to
'

and high signs,' 'nevertheless he

when "darkly great and subtly

his Art "strangely effloresced.'

"a unique and personal way.'

"art originates with EXCESS":

of perfectly apocryphal" MAD-

'get the feel of what it is that

And he took "old age and decrepitude

without whimpering," remembering

strongly his "rather rich processional" of

living "tangled in dream and death." At

seventy he "considered it time for melodic

pause in the playing of Harmonica Hum-

drums." At eighty-five, he thought he was

"entitled to a vacation," "for writing let-

ters too is writing": and the letters

stopped flying.

"Rich-hearted," having seen "closeup

many various layers of humanity in vari-

ous locales." this "familiar silhouette."

demonstrating a "rare capacity for toil

and solitude," lazing in "blue pools of

quaker quietude," tried "to live more of

life than can be lived in one place at a

certain time." He "hits me strong," this

man "being at once reality and myth."

"That is all. I could go much farther but

that is all."

Miss Keister is a fourth-year student in

English at Bryn Mawr College.
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True Love Is Disaster
The Beastly Beatitudes of Balthazar B„
J. P. Donleavy, Delacorte Press, 403
pp., $6.95.

by RICHARD POLLACK

More. That's all Sebastian Dangerfield.

hero of J. P. Donleavy's The Ginger Man,
wanted. -More sex, more money. When this

ginger man wanted something, he got it-

he never worked, of course, but why work
when a good line and a fine appearance
get you just as much? Now Donleavy has
given us a new ginger man in The Beastly

Beatitudes of Balthazar B. The two are

very much alike, but shouldn't be con-

fused, for Donleavy is doing something dif-

ferent in the two novels, and Sebastian

Dangerfield and Beefy function differently

in the two. Dangerfield thaws out his

wife's lodger, Miss Frost, with a routine

that is equal parts of nerve and wit. He
asserts his rights to another, less virtuous,

lady by simply demanding that she recog-

nize his self-evident rights to her. But
women like Sebastian Dangerfield, for they

sense his tenderness and real affection for

them. If he's to have a good time in bed,

that's no reason for the woman not to have
a bit of fun herself. Men like him because
he knows what he wants—sex and the

things money buys—and the frustrations

he overcomes are ordinary social obsta-

:les, not those petty, demeaning psychic

frustrations so well known. The world as

it is was not made for the ginger man, but

then, he knows it should have been.

Things not so bad. Wait and see

what happens. Have to take things

as they come. Good with the bad.

Lot in those old sayings. How one
can lie in times of stress! My God,

it's absolutely awful. Be made for

the world. But the world was made
for me. How long before I arrived

and they spent so many years in

getting it ready. Something has

gotten mixed up about my assets.

In short, the world has played a trick on

Sebastian. The rules of the game have
been mistakenly formulated. It is the pre-

rogative, or perhaps the duty, of the ginger

men, Sebastian and Beefy, to straighten

out the world by living as though the mis-

take had not been made. Ginger men are

not often anxious about their part in life;

the lines above expose the depths of Dan-
gerfield's conscience.

The only trouble with being a ginger

man is that this life of ease and charm,
fine figure and good clothes, has to end in

failure. The ginger man knows that gro-

; will not give him chicken, ham, and
i eternal credit simply be-

cause he looks like a gentleman. Danger-
field makes his way from bed to bed,

woman to woman, but someday he will

wake to realize that there are no more of

these amiably animal arrangements to be
had. Not for all his charm. Yet if the gin-

ger man is not consciously aware of the

failure he's heading for, he is haunted by
the fact that it is going to come; if any-

thing, we're more conscious of it than he
is. All's implied, nothing's stated. The Gin-

ger Man ends with the ginger man in tri-

umph. Donleavy just never wrote the chap-
ter in which Dangerfield fails.

Now, in The Beastly Beatitudes of Bal-

thazar B, Donleavy gives us a 1968 xerox
of the 1955 original ginger man. The new
novel is as funny as the old one. Balthazar
B invites too many simple comparisons
with The Ginger Man, though, which are

to its disadvantage and these similarities

obscure the very real virtues of Balthazar

B. We shouldn't simply compare Beefy
with Sebastian, though they are superfi-

cially similar characters and they live in

the same world, Dublin "where the light

shone down," Trinity College Dublin, Irish

Ireland, and the halfway house of Anglo-

Irish Ireland, fading into Belfast and Scot-

land and London.
Balthazar B is a funny book, and its

moral implications are understood only af-

ter reading all of it. You can think only af-

ter you stop laughing, for the moral of the

book is contained in the whole, not in any
one part. It is neither a lesson nor a lee

Balthazar B takes the hero of title from
his birth in Paris through public school in

England (where he entangles himself with
Beefy), to Trinity College, Dublin, which is

a complete failure, and marriage to a
monster, and in a farewell to Beefy, back
to Paris again, this time to stay—and bury
his mother.

After Balthazar's father dies, his mother
takes to collecting pretty young men to

drive her car and perform other light

household duties. Balthazar is left to his

Uncle Edouard, whom he idolizes. Uncle
Edouard is a man of the world, whose
shoes do not shine too much, as vulgar
men's shoes do; he is an explorer and a
lady's man who collects mistresses named
Fifi, whom he finds in strange quarters of

the city. A balloonist, Uncle Edouard has
made the first official illegal balloon flight

over the sixteenth arrondissement from
north to south, "using natural ballast." His
normal preparation for a balloon ascent is

to eat continuously for three days before

pects of the Church of England), and living

on great expectations. Granny has to die

sometime. Balthazar's great fault, if it is

a fault to avoid love if it can only cause
pain, is that he is passive. He is tantalized

for months by the sight of inaccesible Miss
Elizabeth Fitzdare sitting in the lab under
mountains of woolens. Beefy, to the res-

cue, brings Balthazar to a party. Incited

to the properly lustful thoughts, all he
does is let her seduce him. But only after

she invites him to meet the family and
proposes marriage to him. They're in love.

Everyone approves. But then Lizzy is trod-

den to death, jumping hurdles on a lame
horse. Balthazar learns only that the

match has been broken off. Always the

man of contemplation, Balthazar goes off

to Paris to sulk in his mother's apartment
on Avenue Foch. It might be bad manners
to fly to The Manor, County Fermanagh
to find out why the marriage is off.

Balthazar B learns the truth, of course,

but that's later on. In the meanwhile, he
has a number of adventures with other

do you ride? do you hunt? do you shoot?

And he is of course scared to death by
horses, hunting, and shooting. The stable

; him an old i . bul i

take-off. But public outrage over the "Af-

faire Balloon Merde," has forced Uncle
Edouard to engage in "The Enema
Anglais." Balthazar B, who loves this un-

cle, is taken from him and sent to a school

in England. Improbably enough, Balthazar

B meets another little boy named Baltha-

zar, known to all as Beefy. Their friend-

ship encompasses the novel.

Beefy is sent down from school, the

schoolmasters Crunch, Slouch and Newt
having found him guilty of writing "I am
the Magnificent Masturbator," on all the

empty blackboards. Beefy, even at this

young and tender age is interested in the

only thing that matters: sex. At school, of

course, sex means boys. The schoolmas-

ters' confusion over this very natural mat-

ter is funnier than the subject itself: what
can one expect from a teacher who is a

"bicycle seatsniffer?"

Balthazar and Beefy don't meet again

until they get to Trinity, by which time

both have become preoccupied with ladies

of every sort except the priggish. Baltha-

zar has been seduced by his governess,

Bella Hortense, at the age of twelve (and

she has his first child). Balthazar never

forgets Bella Hortense, and losing her is

the first of life's little tragedies. His moth-

er discharges Miss Hortense, thinking the

governess wants her son's money. Bella

says, "Maybe it's true. But 1 love you

too." More to the point, she says "True

love is sure disaster." Balthazar B, young,

beautiful, wealthy, and personable, is des-

tined to be desired by a great number of

women, from nannies to young heiresses

to servant girls. And he truly loves them

all. Sure disaster someday for such a man.

While Balthazar B is accumulating love

and disaster, Beefy is becoming the ginger

man. At Trinity he is reading Divinity,

hoping to attach himself to the Church of

Ireland (shrinking from the harsh pros-

ladies. Most escapades arranged by Beefy,

to be sure. Balthazar has one great scene

to himself. After the party at which he

meets Fitzdare, he gets drunk and wan-
ders off into the black night, hoping to

walk from Donnybrook to College Square,

Dublin. On the way home, he entangles

himself in a clothesline in a respectable,

middle class garden. The lady of the

house, to judge from her bra, which Bal-

thazar trails, is of formidable proportions.

She summons the police for protection. She

is threatened with rape, she tells her hus-

band, who rolls over and tells her to go

back to sleep. But the police arrive, and
she tells the two men that the man trailing

her bras and girdles in her garden is a

part of the "horde (that) could be coming
any time from the East. Islam (is) on the

march. Shock enough to know you're in

the minority without them running loose in

your garden." The police ask, "Where did

you last see culprit complained of de-

scribed as Mohammedan?" The Lady:

"He was right over there with this long

thing hanging from him." Police: "I must
caution you now madam, we're three

members of the Legion of Mary present

here. Let that be understood. And I'll have

to tell you to be careful in talk like that."

Lady: "Sure I'll have you know then that

I'm a member of the Royal Dublin Society.

Roses have been named after me. Only

last year I exhibited myself." Police: "Ah
now madam none of that. I must caution

you again." Balthazar B has just been

thinking, "Could easily be an indecent

thought." In fact it is essential that all

readers of this book have indecent minds,

for this sort of humor abounds in the book,

and how much greater is the fun when you

anticipate some dullwit's double take at an
overobvious double entendre.

her. Balthazar realizes she's a female and

that there is a stallion over in the near
field. He has visions of being trampled to

death as Dingle mounts Daisy. This doesn't

happen, of course, but Dingle does get an
erection and Balthazar's organ misbe-

haves. So he's scared to stand up.

There can easily be too much of this, I'm

sure you feel. Over-adolescent. But it isn't

overdone in the novel; it coincides with

Balthazar's growing passion for Fitzdare.

And of course. I describe it in isolation. In

the novel, it is circumscribed by Beefy's

magnificent machinations. Back in Dublin.

Balthazar is visited by Beefy, who, feeling

a bit randy, wants to go down to the quays,

where he knows a young whore named Re-

becca, who has a friend for Balthazar, and
down at the quays no morality prevails.

Beefy is waiting around to marry an heir-

ess, but there are certain animal desires

he must satisfy, something other than the

vision of piles of banknotes. Beefy's motto

is "Do the indecent thing, if you can," and

Balthazar goes along with it. for the mo-
ment. Even Beefy finds it a bit hard to

maintain a continuous animal delight in

these things. But he works hard to keep up
the spirits. And it helps if one makes a

game of it all:

Good God Rebecca your toenails

need cutting Rebecca . . . I'll re-

port you to the Society of Chiro-

podists . . . But we're losing the

sense of rape here. Cringe back a

little here, my dear. If the Provost

could only see keeping up Ihe fine

traditions of the College. Numini

et patriae asto. And now. For

rape.

Rebecca, you're ruining this

deadly serious act. I am about to

rape you. This won't do.

But, of course, the Provost, or his min-

ion, sees them; and Beefy and Balthazar

are sent down from Trinity.

Throughout his episodes Beefy has been

in touch with Balthazar by means of let-

ters. These too are comic performances.

part of a game of pretending he is not as

unhappy as he is. Balthazar, meanwhile,

has been going through his own sorrows

While furnishing a new house in London

for himself and Fitzdare, the engagement

is broken off and there he learns of her

death. Hoping to cheer himself up, he

reads the obituaries. Now there is no way
for him to go but up, we think. There is

no worse despair, at least there is none

for someone like Balthazar. Beefy's Infan

ta has a friend named Millicent. Baltha-

zar shows some interest, and the two go

off to a hotel along the river. Marriage

follows.

They have a son. They fight. Millicen'

leaves, taking the child with her, and leav

ing Balthazar with the French maid. Bal

thazar and the girl are soon in bed togeth

er, but just as he murmured "Fitzdare'

in his sleep when he was with Millicent, s(

he now remembers Bella Hortense; he bab

bles of cottages by the sea (where Bella

said she would retire). This confuses the

maid a bit. But soon Balthazar gets a tele-

gram from Beefy and one from his moth-

er's doctor. As he goes to the train statioi

to pick up Beefy, Alphonsine steals away

Balthazar B just cannot keep anything; hi

has accumulated sadness from every per

sonal relationship he's ever had. He';

through.

Beefy, of course, is once again ir

desperate straits. Balthazar says "Yoc

mustn't give up, Beefy," and offers a little

help to his friend. The whole progress oi

the novel, though, has made it perfect!)

clear that Beefy is going to keep on

playing the game.

I would be derelict if I did not warn yoi

that the prose in this novel is itself delight

Ful, quite apart from the smut. Balthazar

and Fitzdare converse:

Continued on Page 8
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Beyond Civil Rights: A New Day of

Equality, by Hubert H. Humphrey. Ran-
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by TERRY FARRELL
It is now a truism that the problems

concerning race will be the most difficult

problems thai this nation will have to face

in the near future, if it is to survive as a

unified society. We must seek solutions.

This is especially hard in this year of

1968 when the most vocal segments of the

black community are saying that the tradi-

tional solutions of integration and compro-

mise are no longer possible, or even desir-

able. The possibilities open to America are

many. The history of racial intolerance,

segregation, subjugation, and violence has

been imprinted on many minds both black

and while. Recent indications that the

Vietnam war may at last be ending gives

hope that the resources for this fantastic

task may soon be at hand, although it is

not likely. And yet if we bumble forward

with no clear goal in mind, with only

moral pieties instead of concrete proposals,

if we look only to the past and allow our

history of racial strife to dictate the terms

of the future, then America will never live

out its Dream but only fulfill a Nightmare.

As de Tocqueville pointed out over a cen-

tury ago, as if in anticipation of today's

situation;

The sufferings that are endured

patiently, as being inevitable, be-

come intolerable the moment
that it appears that there might

be an escape.

That time has come. Modest gains have

whetted the black man's appetite. He's

now saying that unless he gets his just

dessert, ain't nobody gonna eat.

There is in most of us a general sense

of the despicable history that has caused

this attitude. We also have a knowledge of

some of the legal cracks that have been

forced into the facade of racism. Everyone

more or less knows the pertinent history of

the civil rights movement. Morroe Berger,

in his revised edition of a book first pub-

lished in 1952, rehashes this area.

Berger begins with the post-Civil War
period and traces what various parts of

the federal and state governments have

done to retard or advance the Negroes'

struggle for equality up until the present

day. In the historical exposition, the book

really provides no new insight or informa-

tion, nor is it very useful as an introduc-

tory text. There is such a large historical

area covered, with so many specific refer-

ences, that at times the book reads like an

annotated list.

After the Civil War the Supreme Court,

in a trend of decisions culminating in the

1896 Plessy v. Fergusson case, in-

terpreted the Fourteenth Amendment in

such a way that it insured the Negro's

second class citizenship. In that landmark

decision the Court ruled that "separate"

facilities were constitutional as long as

they were "equal." This segregationist at-

titude continued to prevail until the mid-

'30's when the Supreme Court began to

change its viewpoint. After 1937 and even

before the historic Brown decision of

1954, the Court sought to stop discrimi-

natory practices in voting, administration

of justice, public accomodations and other

areas. In the Broum v. Topeka decision the

Court overruled the P le s s y decision

finding that "separate" facilities were "in-

herently unequal."

Thus, until Congress passed a mild

civil rights act in 1957, "the Supreme

Court has had to assume the burden. . .

of revealing the unfairness of our institu-

tions," except for several Executive or-

ders. Revealing is an important process in

securing civil rights, but revelation does

not mean enforcement. This is a problem

which Mr. Berger hints at in his historical

survey but does not analyze deeply enough.

It is embodied in his question, "Can equal-

ity be achieved by statute?" However, in

his analysis of New York's Anti-Discrimi-

nation Committee, he examines both its

stated purpose and its effectiveness. His

conclusion on the psychological level is

that changes in the law, by allowing or

forcing changes in peoples' basic living

patterns, provide for new experiences and

thus are a realistic means of crumbling

prejudicial bastions.

An examination of what has transpired

sine tehe Brown decision is quite appal-

ling. Our Children's Burden is primarily

impressionistic examination of school de-

segregation efforts in nine communities

scattered throughout the country. Each of

the case studies, done mostly by social sci-

entists, includes a myriad of interviews

and statistical data of the areas, arranged

such that each tries to put peoples' at-

titudes into an overall historical, political,

and economic context.

The general consensus of the reports

is that integration of all minority groups

into the mainstream of American society,

particularly into education, is taking place

very slowly. In fact, in the large cities,

with white middle class flight to the sub-

urbs, there is a trend away from integra-

tion toward de facto segregation. There

has been a concomitant decrease in the

level of learning of the inner city schools

as the better teachers leave, as the schools

receive the second-best educational mate-

rials, and as the remaining teachers have

less and less time to deal individually with

the ever increasing number of children

who don't have the middle-class back-

grounds toward which our schools are ori-

ented. The study of Chicago reveals it as

one of the worst, and possibly t h e worst,

school system in America.

Most of the studies are outdated by

two to three years. One, in fact, consistent-

ly examined statistics from 1961, and none

take into account the new black militance

and demand for better black neighborhood

schools. The studies are good in portray-

ing the complexity of the problem, es-

pecially in regard to attitudes. The solu-

tion to the problem of school desegragation,

or more generally, to the problem of all

bad schools, is a complex one. It includes

solutions to the problems of housing, of

backgrounds, of administrators, of teach-

ers, of politics — together with an entire

phalanx of other considerations. Our Chil-

dren's Burden, though it only touches on

the other problems in most of the studies.

points out what a big problem equal educa-

tion has been for the black man in white

America. This bcok would lift few, if any,

eyebrows in most black communities,

though it might open a few eyes in parts

of some white communities.

If eyes that are already shut can be

be opened by reading, then Frank A. Auk-

ofer's book is a good one to open some
eyes to the way blacks are thinking about

these complex problems. Aukofer, a white

civil rights reporter fort he Milwaukee

Journal has examined what went into the

making of the Milwaukee disturbance

(riot?) of July 30, 1967, and what con-

structive innovations have since come out

of it. This account, of course, deals heav-

ily with Father Groppi and his open house

movement. But more than a simple chron-

icle of events, Aukofer 's analysis and apt

analogies help bring "the white problem"

of white racism home to the white man.
Before July 30, many Milwaukeeans

thought that they had "too good a city"

for a riot, and yet not solely that event

indicated that the contrary was true. Even

before the riot there were vain attempts by

the black community to convince the

school board to acknowledge and do some-

thing about de facto school segrega-

tion. The double standard thinking of the

school board was exposed by the United

States Commission on Civil Rights in its

1967 report.

In Milwaukee, when a school was over-

crowded or closed down, the children of

that school were bussed to another. How-

ever, when black children were bussed to

predominantly white schools, they were

kept "intact" in several classrooms, segre-

gated from the white students. The school

board complained that the administrative

problems of integrating them into the re-

ceiving schools were too great. But the

US Commission found that ".
. the school

system had bussed white children for

many years, . . . almost invariably integra-

ting them into the receiving school."

Under pressure to integrate the black chil-

dren also, the school board simply stopped

all bussing.

This type of distorted thinking was

prevalent in other areas also. When Father

Groppi and members of the NAACP youth

council began marching in mid-July of

1967 in support of a strong open housing

ordinance for Milwaukee, the white ma-

jority focused their displeasure more on

the protestors than on what was being pro-

tested.

Many were shocked by self-in-

duced images of being attacked by

black commandos. Some said Fa-

ther Groppi was another Hitler, or-

ganizing a group of 'brown shirt'

storm troopers. But it was the ma-

jority of whites — a few of whom
said the priest and his commandos

ought to be jailed or shot — who

were more susceptible to a fascist

way of thinking than the youth

council members, who mostly

were trying in their own way to

get a piece of the democratic pie.

Because of this type of attitude, pro-

gress has not come easily. As other cities

throughout the country, Milwaukee has tak-

en some steps forward (e.g., by July of

1968, 16 of 18 suburbs in Milwaukee county

have passed open housing laws). Mil-

waukee is still a city with a chance, as the

title implies, because blacks there still see

a peaceful escape from the sufferings that

they have endured patiently. If this road to

justice is blocked, Tocqueville has implied

the alternative.

America has been moving toward jus-

tice slowly, almost inadvertently, as all of

these books have indicated. To achieve

justice, we must know the past, but we
must also have a plan for the future.

Hubert Humphrey, in his warm, talky,

partly nostalgic book, reviews the fight

for civil rights, particularly his role in it,

and delineates his proposals for the future.

In his book, Humphrey is t r y i n g to

be modest. It was written as if to a friend,

and thus will be read favorably only if one

is sympathetic to HHH. Historically it is

noteworthy for its inside analysis of poli-

tical happenings; for example, the* 1948

Democratic platform fight over a civil

rights plank. In this same vein Humphrey
recounts other political actions, including

his part as floor leader for the 1964 Civil

Rights bill when it came to the Senate.

But more important than recounting

his role in the civil rights movement, the

Hump lays down his personal views about

what needs to happen if this country is to

realize its moral commitment to all minor-

ity groups. He knows that extremism will

get us nowhere.

The point is not to be "militant" or

radical, or liberal, or conservative,

or "moderate," but to be accurate.

The accurate point is that our soci-

ety has built into it from the past a

structure of racial inequality. The

sound objective is a rebuilt society

from which that inequality has been

eliminated. . . The destination is a

multi-racial society of equals.

A bit more specifically, Mr. Humphrey

says that what we need is

... a Marshall Plan for the cities

. . . that will restore our devastated

American cities. I have proposed

that the core of such a plan. . .

would be a National Urban Devel-

opment Bank a public-private

fund to provide money for urban

needs. . .

In addition we need, in HHH's opinion, a

new welfare system, minority entrepreneur-

ism, local control of local programs, minor-

ity economic power, and many other propo-

sals which have become almost cliche in

so-called liberal circles. Cliche though they

might be, they are not yet banal, and need

to be considered and reconsidered thor-

oughly — and enacted appropriately. Hav-

ing lost this election, Hubert Humphrey

may never be President, yet the dream he

has is still a worthwhile one.

Terry Farrell, a senior English major at

Carleton College, is the ex-tri-chairman

of the black student organization on cam-

The Continuing Story of Baltha:

I'm not really a riding man. P

Daisy's so mild she'll pick you up

when you fall off.

Well that would be awfully nice.

Of Daisy. But.

This sort of trick is used over and over.

And as Dangerfield in The Ginger Man
was always swearing by the Blessed Oli-

ver Plunket, so in this novel, Beefy and

Balthazar get good mileage out of the line

"For I know that my redeemer liveth" (Job

xix: 25). In the scene made by the major,

for instance, Balthazar thinks: "What does

one do in all this distress. To keep one's

arse. Or police being called and pos-

sible arrest. Only one thing left to say. 'For

I know that my redeemer liveth.'
"

The major replies: "That is all very well

and proper sir. All of us here I'm sure

know that our redeemer liveth. But damn
it all, that's exactly why we won't be side-

tracked."

Balthazar adds: "Could we not all sing

Abide with Me"
Or when he is accused of seducing Mil-

icent:

You didn't. You didn't ravish

her. Is that what you're saying.

With my daughter up there in the

same bedroom, registered as Mrs.

The Chicago Literary Revit

Balthazar B. You haven't ravished

I know that my redeemer liveth.

After reading The Ginger Man, I found

myself asking two questions: "How did the

ginger man get that way?" and "What

is he going to do when he gets his?", for

he surely is going to get it. In a roundabout

way, Balthazar B answers these ques-

tions. I suppose one must answer them, but

I urge you to remember the place of the

ginger man in this novel. Beefy may be a

duplicate of Dangerfield (though one trans-

ported into the never-never land of upper-

class Anglo-Irish Society between the two

World Wars), but the new novel is only

partly about the ginger man. And if you

don't realize this, you can very easily con-

demn Balthazar B as an inferior Ginger-

Man, when that is not what Donleavy set

out to create. He should be applauded for

having attempted and succeeded in writing

a different kind of novel.

The difference is illustrated by the place

of failure in the two hovels. Donleavy left

Dangerfield's fall for the unspecified fu-

ture. And he did not tell us explicitly what

that failure would be like. Balthazar B
does both thLigs. Balthazar B is at the cen-

ter of the new novel, and he is aware. That

is, in fact, his problem and Donleavy's.

The author uses a very conscious, morally

aware character to make us realize that

Beefy's antics themselves were a perma-

(Continued on Page 8)
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The Play, Les Dames, The Play Again
The Gilded Stage, by Henry Knepler.

William Morrow Company, Inc. 447 pp.
$7.50.

by MICHAEL I. MILLER

The Gilded Stage is an invaluable book

with an exciting subject, but it will not be

read. This isn't entirely Mr. Knepler's

fault. Nineteenth century theatre doesn't

exist for us; we think of the theatre as

literature, and Victorian theatre as melo-

drama. Maybe it is. But Mr. Knepler can

at least show that it is possible to write

about the theatre without literary dis-

tortion.

The important fact about nineteenth cen-

tury theatre is that it was an actor's me-
dium. Better, the actor's body was the me-
dium (high sexuality here, which explains

a lot, and gives Mr. Knepler some fun).

Plays were merely the instruments, and
the great actors played with them like vir-

tuosos. Partly because play writing be-

came an almost forgotten art and partly

because acting became a highly sophis-

ticated art, the star system developed as
the foundation of productions. It began to

disintegrate only at the moment of its

highest development and still controls

plays like Mame. The difference between
La Dame aux Camelias and Hello Dolly is

not great. But perhaps the stars of the last

century were great. Four of them — Sarah
Bernhardt, Rachel Felix, Ristori, Eleanora
Duse — achieved unprecedented inter-

national success and form a study in min-
iature of the art as it developed then.

The center of this action was Paris, but

for each of the actresses the entire West-
ern world was open ground. This meant
that the largest part of their success had
to be won from an audience that did not

speak French or Italian. The major em-
phasis of acting, then, was what was done
rather than what was said; the major ef-

fects were spectacular and the play itself

was so unimportant that Bernhardt could

make an impassioned speech on the stupid-

ity of the audience without anyone knowing
or caring. She could bring down the house
by complaining about her hotel.

In Paris, of course, things were not so

free, and the development begins there

with Rachel Felix. This is an especially

good place for Mr. Knepler to begin, be-

cause Rachel provides the pattern for each
of the following actresses. It isn't just a

matter of international notoriety, since

each new success was based on a new in-

strument and a new exploitation of talent.

For Rachel, the instrument was classical

French tragedy. Corneille and Racine had
been acted in highly stylized ways. Ges-

ticulating, florid women loudly declaimed
or chanted the lines, almost like a series of

disconnected, impersonated lyrics. A revo-

lution outside the Comedie involved the

new romantic methods of Hugo, demanded
a new technique, and was gaining a new
audience. Rachel was not a revolutionary;

she failed as a romantic actress. But by
applying the new technique to classic

plays, she created a new importance for

something frozen and dull.

No single factor can account for her suc-

cess, but some had specifically theatrical

importance. Given these plays as the in-

strument, the audience wanted to be

moved profoundly, violently. Rachel made
this possible by expanding the elements of

surprise and suspense. She was unfashion-

ably thin and frail looking; she accen-

tuated these features to increase the power
of sudden outbursts. The audiences were
used to seeing grand movement and hear-

ing loud speeches. She hid her art, seemed
to do almost nothing, barely spoke her

lines. When the explosion came, they knew
it was an explosion. At the end of one

scene, G. H. Lewes found himself "quiver-

ing with excitement almost insupportable."

But her technique became a routine in

time. Surprise became familiar and ceased

to exist. To Ristori, Rachel seemed like a

sculpted goddess, while the theatre needed

movement and expression. Ristori herself

was a large, voluptuous, passionate woman
and brought these qualities to the stage.

Her instrument was the more volatile stuff

of Goldoni and Alfieri, though she included

some of Rachel's repertoire. Her technique

was more expansive, yet not stylized as in

the older theatre of Mile. George. Further-

more, she played in Italian, and this alone

required greater "expressive" movement.
It required mime, and Ristori drew on her

background in the commedia dell'arte.

This, in effect, was an extension of Rach-

el's "naturalistic" movement, but it had

its own limitations, and Sarah Bernhardt's

success became possible because of them.

Bernhardt combined the subtlety of Rachel

with the volatility of Ristori to produce

something entirely her own. It was partly a

new instrument, the plays of Sardou,

Dumas, Rostand; partly her beauty, which

was greater than either Rachel's or Ris-

tori's; and partly an emphasis on speech

simply as speech. She got her effects

through decoration: scenery, costume.

verse, movement, all highly sophisticated

and consciously "beautiful." Her unique

vocal quality added the last refinement to

a highly refined art. And anything, any

play or any role, could be used to reveal it.

She was the greatest popular success of

the four.

out advancing the art. While Bernhardt's

method had overcome some limitations of

the previous two, it had done so by ex-

posing a massive limitation at the base of

them all. In a sense, Bernhardt was a

throwback to the early technique of Mile.

George, because they shared a similar,

petrified refinement. They were utterly im-

probable. And the most highly sophis-

ticated elaboration of representational art

became, in each case, the least capable of

representation. This in itself was no prob-

lem so long as the acting and not the play

was the center of attention. But when au-

diences once more began to take an inter-

est in plays, the performance as such had

to be submerged. The actor had to become
least visible as an artist.

In this context, the last of Mr. Knepler's

actresses was the greatest and most revo-

lutionary. Eleanora Duse used some of the

material of Bernhardt: La Dame aox Cam-
lias, and so forth. She even subverted her

own revolution with the plays of

D'Anunzio. But she added something new
in Ibsen, Gorky, and Maeterlinck. Although

her audiences never seemed to realize it,

she was no longer the center of the

theatre. Or she was, but in a more subtle

way. She never forgave them for contin-

uing to think of the play as merely an in-

strument. Her own conception was quite

different and brought about a radical

change in technique. According to Mr.

Knepler, it was "a unique method of acting

that gave the impression of being unpre-

meditated and yet carefully thought out,

spontaneous and yet clearly a momentous,

conscious achievement." The conventions
of natural probability, later distorted as
realism, shifted attention away from how
an act was performed to the action itself,

to the play. She was Stanislavski's favorite

actress.

Knepler's treatment of the movement
from the Comedie Francaise to the Mos-

cow Art Theatre was coherent in its main

outlines. It was essentially away from act-

ing as a personalized technique, toward

acting as a method of interpretation.

Throughout the century, the actor and the

play gradually exchanged their functions.

And the history of that exchange is absorb-

ing, not only for what it reveals about act-

ing, but for what it suggests about Victo-

rian playwrights, audiences, and criticism.

For example, it is hardly surprising in this

context that musical terms became prima-

ry metaphors in talk about the theatre.

And almost anything that would fill this

out, add details, correct false impressions

is easily fascinating. But Mr. Knepler's

book is rather tedious. It Is boring. And I'm

not sure how to explain this.

It's certainly not a matter of knowledge.

Mr. Knepler's erudition is truly awe-in-

spiring, and he has collected a great deal

of information here that is hard to find

anywhere. The book is worth its price, if

for no other reason than that. But that, I

think, is the problem. "The image of the

age," he says, "emerges with special clar-

ity when its reflection is cast by four parti-

cular actresses." And later, "They are in-

teresting beyond the usual sequence of bio-

graphical progression. . . . Their lives are

expressions, often heightened and clarified,

of their time." This is a dangerous way, it

seems to me, to approach either the "im-

age of the age" or the lives of the ac-

tresses. I'm not sure what Mr. Knepler

means by the first of his terms, but I'm

not encouraged to find out that he tells me
Victorian "concern about morality . . .

meant sexual morality only," or later that

"the whole age was absorbed in romantic

stories about fallen women and tubercu-

losis." Of course he Is joking, I think.

But there is a potential circularity in this

thesis which Mr. Knepler avoids by writing

a book without a thesis. It isn't that he has

nothing to say. He says too much. And he

ends by juggling three different kinds of

history without combining them in some
coherent view. His social-political-cultural

history is merely inserted, though by pages

at a time. Often he can connect it with his

other subjects but, especially in the first

few chapters, he does not. His biographies

are occasionally interesting, but they have

a tendency to weasel off into gossip and

are continually trapped by everything else.

The historical development of acting as a

craft is the most interesting part of this

triad and, when he sticks to it, Mr. Knepler

writes a fascinating book. His second chap-

ter, on Rachel, is especially rich and sug-

gestive in this respect, though he is not a

sympathetic guide to Corneille.

His subjects are not badly chosen or bor-

ing in themselves. It's not a matter of our

wanting a different book. But we have a

right to expect the things in this book to be

connected. Mr. Knepler's treatment is so

diffuse that it is hard to see why he didn't

just write three different books. Having

failed that, we can still be glad he wrote

this one. The sheer weight of information

will make it a constant center of reference.
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How To Stop Worrying
The Beatles: The Authorized Biography,

by Hunter Davies. McGraw-Hill, New
York, St. louis, San Francisco, $6-95.

by JOHN GRAY

When it all started, you were probably

whistling "Little Deuce Coupe" or hum-

ming "Sally Go Round the Roses" to your-

self. Now you're hip to the tonal pcculia-

, rities of the sitar and you find that the

1 contrapuntal structure of hit singles is an

\
accepted topic for discussion.

The Beatles did it.

The Beatles looked down from their

mountain of bread and said it really

doesn't matter if I'm wrong I'm right;

and they were; and they changed the

whole course of popular music and com-

pletely altered the state of the young mid-

dle-class subculture with a nod of their

collectively self-amused head.

Now, the subculture can be pretty pos-

sessive about its own, so when it dis-

covered that my aunt in Tulsa knew Where

It Is At with the Beatles, it set about to

discover Where It Is Really At with the

Beatles and came up with their own folk-

lore. While my aunt knows that they're

poor boys from Liverpool who made good.

my friends know that John has broken up

with Cynthia and that Cynthia was preg-

nant when they got married and some of

them even know what "finger pie" really

Enter, if you will, the young sophis-

ticated journalist, novelist and playwright,

Hunter Davies, who knows a chance to

make a young sophisticated buck when he

sees it.

Davies spent 16 months touring with and

interviewing the Beatles and amassed a

huge collection of quotes and notes from

and about everyone from their wives to

their high-school chums. He happily re-

frained from consulting bound volumes of

16 Magazine and other such incunabula

(unlike Julius Fast, the author of the regr-

ettable The Beatles: The Real Story) and

stuck closely to the primary sources them-

He has put it all together.

Unfortunately, he seems to have deluded

himself (or perhaps his publisher has de-

luded him) into thinking that his work is

anything very much more than a docu-

ment, a reference work, a secondary

source of primary importance. Davies, or

his publisher, or someone, thinks that this

is A Commentary, a work of Real Social

Importance.

Well, it ain't.

In and of itself, this misperception may
not seem such a grave error on anyone's

part. The book, is, after all, very well

done and only lacking in a few respects.

But this assumption that it is something
like a novel, to be read and put aside or

loaned to a friend rather than something
like an encyclopedia to be skimmed and
consulted and added to your library has
led the powers that be to leave out the

The book has no index, and it's almost

impossible to put to good use as the

everyday unindexed Bible. Have

you ever tried to find Noah or Sodom and

Gomorrah in a Bible without having some-

one tell you where it is? Sure, you have

at least a general idea — somewhere in

the Old Testament, right?

Granted, it's fun to read—I may even

read the Bible someday—but we of the

young middle class subculture have heard

almost all of it before and if you don't

want to hear about how John used to raise

hell in high school but want to find out

which of their early cuts had a session

man subbing for Ringo, you're out of luck.

You've got to read the whole thing.

There are, of course, a wide variety of

young middle class subcultures (who are.

were and. perhaps, always will be the

scions of popular music almost by defini-

tion) trying to put out a music that will

compete with the Beatles. There's the acid-

rock - psychedelic - San - Francisco -

mind-expanding bunch of apostles of the

doctrine of love and/or anarchy. These

groups have their moments (White Rab-

bit") but generally have been conspicuous

only by falling all over themselves and

losing themselves in tangles of reverb and

sixteen-track tape.

And, of course, there's the Boston-Cam-

bridge-intellectual sub-subculture that con-

fines its ventures into rock to such groups

as the Lovin' Spoonful and the Young-

bloods. And the sub-sub SDS culture of

Country Joe and the Fish and the United

States of America.

These approaches, and the less readily

labelable approaches of groups like the

Rolling Stones or the Beach Boys, deserve

some comment that is apparently outside

the scope of Davies' self-imposed limits.

These groups all get to the young middle

class in some way; they're all able to put

their fingers on part of the pulse, to strike

some kind of responsive note.

But somehow the Beatles are above it

all. Somehow they're the epitome of young

middle class white culture, emotion and

philosophy. And somehow they've made it.

They have no fears. They can call it all a

game because they don't have to play. And
they can afford to think that success is

unimportant because they have it and

think that anyone can do it.

Davies shows some of it in the book. The
slightly dragging first section traces the

rise of the four and their friends from
early childhood. They were poor, in a

lower middle class way, and they had

their troubles. Then, oops, they were rich,

famous, etc. They were, it seems, happier

than they were astonished. John had always

wantd to be a millionaire, no less.

But their music shows it better than the

book. In the beginning there was nothing

but rock—the Beatles were a pale imita-

tion of the soul of the time, and a better

imitation of the C & W of the time. They

were good. Yeah Yeah Yeah. Not

"Yeeeeeeeaaaaahhhhh," like Smokey Rob-

inson can sing it, but just "yeah," clear

and strong but a little emasculated. And
the lyrics were young middle class par ex-

cellence. "I don't wanna kiss or hold your

hand, if it's funny try and understand,

there is really nothing else I'd rather do,

'cause I'm happy just to dance with you."

Sigh.

Predictably, perhaps, the Beatles turned

from the schlock lyrics and ideas that

dominated their early songs and started to

turn a little more into themselves. They
started expressing their emotion more hon-

estly and began to move from personal

comments to societal laments ("I Want to

Hold Your Hand" to "Nowhere Man" to

"Eleanor Rigby"). And a quick listen to

some pirated tapes of their new album
(that will be released by the time you're

reading this) seems to have them moving
back into the entertainment field on a

more sophisticated level—into parody and
play rather than involvement and com-
mentary.

to try to decide. His interpretations are

mainly on the personal level (Paul didn't

like Stu Sutcliffe because they were both

competing for John's attention and the

like), and he avoids, here and elsewhere,

making the kind of judgment that would

contribute a lot to The Beatles—as—novel.

The book is a chronicle, a telling of tales

and events, an attempt to clarify a period

of time, not the passing of an era. Davies

does his self-appointed job well with only

two notable exceptions—practically no

light is cast on the background of the

death of Brian Epstein or the replacement

of Pete Best with Ringo.

But in a way, these complaints are mi-

nor; Davies leaves out almost nothing that

was already known and does add a bit of

new information to the mountain. It's a

shame that Davies couldn't have at-

tempted a wider work or at least indexed

this one, but for what it is, it's pretty

John Gray is a third year student major-

ing in English and Philosophy at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, He writes a semi-

regular column on rock for the Michigan

Daily under the name of Little Suzy Funn

and tries to play croquet in apartment

buildingi

Yellow Submarine: a cartoon animated

by Heinz Edelmann, songs by the

Beatles, Distributed by King Features

Syndicate.

by NANCY ERLKIH

The good-humor and good cheer move-

ment in popular music, initiated by the

English groups and picked up by the

American ones six years ago, is pretty

dead. Since San Francisco took over the

lead in musical trend-setting and started

making pop into serious music, it's been

rare to find a streak of optimism in rock

'n' roll. So it's particularly good to see that

a recent landmark in pop music, the Beat-

les, cartoon movie Yellow Submarine, is a

lighthearted fantasy that comes out strong-

ly on the side of optimism. Not about wars

or drugs, the film provides a welcome bit

of relaxation and a momentary illusion

that everything really does work out in the

I refer to Yellow Submarine as the Beat-

les' movie because the heroes of the film

are the Beatles in cartoon form. Actually,

the group had very little to do with making
it. The cartoons were designed by Heinz

Edelmann, a German illustrator with a

limitless imagination, and the script is the

work of a team of writers. All is under the

auspices of King Features Syndicate,

which has exclusive rights to put cartoon

illustrations to Beatle music. King Fea-

tures was responsible for that imbecilic

Beatle cartoon show that used to be on TV
on Saturday mornings, in which the ani-

mated characters would run around the

screen for two and a half minutes at a

stretch having adventures that had nothing

to do with the songs piped in the back-

ground. The Beatles were justifiably skep-

tical at the prospect of King Features com-

ing out with a full-length cartoon. But the

more they saw of the plans for the movie,

the more enthusiastic they became.

The whole concept behind this project

was different. Rather than throwing music

and pictures together with no excuse for a

connection between them, the artists

worked at supporting and embellishing the

music with visual images. The Beatles

liked the idea, wrote some songs for the

film, and gave general moral support.

They themselves appear for two minutes

at the end of the movie, replacing their

cartoon counter-parts.

The Beatles' enthusiasm about Yellow

Submarine suggests that they especially

like its theme: good wins over evil. A
statement like that is already a major con-

cession coming from the Beatles, since

John Lennon's cynicism has always been

an important factor in the group's makeup.

While an easy triumph for the forces of

good would be corny in any other setting,

in a cartoon and ersatz fairy-tale it is per-

fectably acceptable.

During the film, the Beatles travel

through a series of seas, some symbolic,

some punny, to arrive at Pepperland, the

idyllic homeland of Sgt. Pepper's Lonely

Hearts Club Band. They have been sum-

moned by a messenger in a yellow subma-

rine who enlists their help in driving out

invading enemies, the Blue Meanies. The
villainous Meanies have paralyzed and

drained the color out of the Pepperlan-

ders and, horrors, have forbidden the play-

ing of music. But when the Beatles arrive

and size up the situation, they realize that

all you need is love and defeat the Meanies

easily.

The heroes' adventures en route and in

Pepperland come for the most part in

song-length episodes set to Beatle music,

in which the visual action is usually sug-

gested by the lyrics. A song like "Sgt. Pep-

per" conjures up a very specific visual im-

age, that of a band at a concert. Edel-

mann, the designer, took this suggestion at

face value, to accompany the appearance

of Sgt. Pepper's band in Pepperland. It is

to Edelmann's credit, however, that he

didn't restrict himself to the images built

into the Beatles' lyrics for the rest of the

songs. "Eleanor Rigby," illustrated liter-

ally, would have been a disaster. The nice-

ly understated verbal images of the lonely

lady picking up rice in a church, or the old

man darning his socks, would have become

camp at best if shown graphically. Instead,

the artists have produced a series of al-

most-photographic still pictures of lonely

people and lonely situations, which retain

the spirit of the Beatles without literally

transcribing them. The same kind of thing

is done for "Lucy in the Sky with Dia-

monds," a song so crammed with visual

images that it nearly dictates how to illus-

trate it. But Edelmann realized that the

value of the lyrics is their unexpectedness,

and that the visuals should follow suit. A
great deal would be lost if the audience

could anticipate that cellophane flowers

would come onto the screen right after the

kaleidoscope eyes. To solve the problem,

the illustrations are just as violently color-

ed and quickly changing as the Beatles'

verbal pictures, but of different subjects.

It's still the same song, only with twice as

much feeling.

In the "Nowhere Man" sequence, how-

ever, the script-writers distort the meaning

of the lyrics and the song never had it so

good. Standing on its own, it is a moral-

istic, humorless sermon against apathy.

But in Yellow Submarine, it is changed

from bad preaching to good fairy-tale ma-
terial through a scrupulously literal treat-

ment. To depict a nowhere man sitting in a

nowhere land, there is almost nothing: a

blank white screen with the improbable-

looking nowhere man in the middle. He

sits, typing, painting, composing, and pro-

ducing nothing. The Beatles walk into the

nowhere scene on slightly different levels

because there is no floor. Transformed by

this straight-faced literalism, the song

stops being pompous and becomes gently

silly and a lot of fun.

Of the twelve songs in the movie, four

are new and were written for it by the

Beatles. Three of these are very good.
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. . . And Love The Beatles
Only "Hey Bulldog," John's contribution,

js weak. It suffers from being mostly ag-

gressive and not very cohesive or cohe-

rent. Other songs are: "All Too Much,"
•All Together Now," and George's "North-

em Song." This last is impressive, possibly

the best thing George has written. I notice

ffith pleasure that it is much less Indian in

lone than any of his songs since Revolver.

He is, perhaps, coming out of his obsession

with Eastern music. The catchiest one of

the four is Paul's "All Together Now,"
which, like the movie itself, is cheery,

simple in structure, but full of surprises.

There is one basic problem with Beatle

movies, or with any films based on songs:

how to fit the songs and the film together

to avoid inappropriately sandwiching in the

music. The quickest way out was used in A
Hard Day's Night and Help!, both of which
presented singing as an indispensible part

of their lives. Even so, the scripts were
almost completely independent of the

songs, and all the film treatment added to

the songs was the singers singing them.

In Magical Mystery Tour the Beatles il-

lustrated some of their compositions, mak-
ing sounds and visuals complementary
parts of a whole. How far they succeeded

is still being hotly argued. Their main de-

vice was to make some of their verbal im-

ages concrete: a walrus, some eggmen,
and a man being wise on top of a hill. But
since the whole film was so fragmented

and abstract, the question of what the

songs were doing there was dominated by
the question of what the whole film was
doing there.

Yellow Submarine handles the problem

as well as can be hoped for in a film that

isn't totally abstract. The cartoon medium
allows music to come in from nowhere as

freely as it introduces weird monsters

from nowhere. The songs come in almost
naturally because the film was inspired by
them. The plot, however, is almost unno-

ticed, but it serves as an excuse for some
very enjoyable artwork and dialogue to en-

hance the Beatles' songs.

The fact that the Beatles would give

their wholehearted support to a project as

optimistic and whimsical as Yellow Sub-

marine is indicative of a trend in their

thinking that has been expressed in their

latest records. After the introspective, in-

tellectual, complex music in Sgt. Pepper
and Magical Mystery Tour, the Beatles

have returned to simplicity. In "Lady Ma-
donna," "Revolution," and most of the

cuts from their new album, The Beatles,

they revert to the big-beat, earthy rock

that was popular when they first appeared.

Some fans have found "Hey Jude" particu-

larly appealing for its apparent simplicity.

Current rock music, dominated by Hen-
drix, the Doors, Cream and their imitators,

has bean consistently morbid for months
now. It's time there was a break, a mo-
ment for listeners to relax, and I think the

Beatles recognize this need.rhey are still

the most influential people in the pop mu-
sir business, so with luck, other groups will

follow their lead and lean toward music
that's a little more pleasurable, a little less

depressing. Yellow Submarine is a step in

Ihf right direction.

Miss Erlich is a Fourth year student ma-
joring in Russian and French at Washing-
ton University.

The Beatles, The Beatles, Capitol SWBO
102, (two records), $11.95.

by HYMIE FRD3DLANDER
It had been a long wait, almost too long.

Not that I couldn't exist just with Sgt. Pep-
per's, but they were past due and Hey
fode sounded so great. (Who cared what it

meant?—it was sung like a prayer and was
offered like a temptation.) It was in the

air—the new album was going to be some-
thing special; it would make me sail, let

me soar. When the chance came to snatch
u[> a review copy, I could hardly tear off

the cellophane.

What's this? Lovely pictures—there's
John in the nude answering the telephone

and Paul in the bath and Napoleon Ringo. .

wow! what excitement. Put on the record.

There's nothing to sail to, no soaring
allowed. I'm just left on "the floor with
the earphones on my head, still aware that

it's just a record. It's over. What a let-

down. At first I'm sad but then, listening

again, I find some good songs. Some? All

Beatles' songs are supposed to be good.

What's wrong? The Beatles having to grow
on me. . .when it should be an instant high.

Is the record good? Yes, but it's also bad
and the badness nags like the fact that

your girl is pregnant — you don't want to

face it but you know it's true. Monotony,
triviality and sheer lack of melodic or

rhythmic invention make a number of the

cuts boring. And many of the other songs
seem superficial but, in fact, are not; they

are highly esoteric. Easy connection of the

passages within the songs seems almost
impossible to an outsider. Find a meaning
for the whole album? At first it seems use-

less—no theme but variety and variety not

a theme, the Beatles themselves are a
theme; their very presence holds the al-

bum together.

On first hearing, one gets nothing but the

idea of entertainment per se, Robert Her-
rick on the electric guitar. The songs seem
to border on the banal but then defy ex-

plication. Happiness Is A Warm Gun unra-

vels streamy impressions about a man's
feelings toward his wife and mistress; yet

what does the line "Mother Superior jump
the gun" (repeated four times) mean? Gun
and trigger have come to mean penis and
clitoris by the song's end; does this mean
that Mother Superior's morals are failing?

Does it mean she can't get out of the

habit? And who is she?

If there is no readily apparent theme to

the album, there is at least a pervasive

and ultimate pessimism running through it

like an unstated leitmotif; thus, Happiness

ends being sung in a style, not similar to,

but exactly like that of those hardly re-

membered, simple-minded rock groups

that dominated pop music in the late '50s;

the Beatles are undercutting even them-

selves, when they sing, "Don't you know
it's gonna be alright" in Resolution 1 you

know they don't believe that for a minute

because the background is a quite audible

shoob-de-do-wah ; similarly, in Revolution 9

the Chicago demonstrators' chant of "the

whole world is watching" is transformed

into the football cheer of "block that kick.

block that kick"—apparently there is not

much differentiation between the two for

the Beatles. Besides, as they admit, "Half

of what I say is meaningless."

The first record contains most of the bet-

ter songs Bacfc In the U.S.S.R. (echoing

though not actually based upon the old

Chuck Berry Back In the U-S.A.) quite ob-

viously mimics the Beach Boys and is an

excellent spoof of the California

Girls—Eden mystique; it also allows one to

infer clearly that it doesn't matter much
where one is. Glass Onion puts together a

number of obscure images from earlier

Beatles' records and (indirectly) both asks

the listener to make sense of them and

tells him he cant. Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da

tells the story of Molly and Desmond Jones

"in the market place," with Molly, at first,

the one who "stays home and does her

pretty face." After a time, it's Desmond
who does this while the children help Molly
in the market place.

The Continuing Story of Bungalow Bill

presents a hero who takes him mom along

in case of accidents when he goes out to

kill; "the all American bullet-headed saxon
mother's son" he. Here, as elsewhere in

the album, simple forms are exploited un-

til they overflow with possible inter-

pretations; the way the chorus ("Hey Bun-
galow Bill/What did you kill/Bungalow
Bill") is done, with male and female
voices singing heartily in discord, allows

the imagination to go in several directions.

Love or what passes for it are important
in the album. While My Guitar Softly

Weeps bewails a world where everyone has
been "perverted", "inverted", made
unable to love. However, when the title

line is sung an electric guitar jangles, and.

while weeping, George notices his floor

needs sweeping. Rocfcy Raccoon, which, if

not a parody, is at least derivitive of Dy-
lan, tells the story of Rocky's shoot-out

over his lost girl Lil (who everyone knew
as Nancy.) Rocky fares poorly:

Now Rocky Racoon he fell back in

his room/Only to find Gideon's

bible/Gideon checked out and he
left it no doubt/To help with good
Rocky's revival.

Don't Pass Me By, which is maddeningly
monotonous, carries a plea for a lover's

attention on an ol' country fiddle, a Jew's

harp, and what sounds like an electric cal-

One of the nicest and most melodic songs

is J Will. (Logically, it follows Why Don't

We Do It In The Road, a dull, two line,

three minute hard blues number that is

appalling to the ear.) The words aren't ex-

ceptional, but the song is succinct and its

movement graceful—qualities rare on an

album that often tends to be self-indulgent.

This is followed by Julia, over-repetitive,

but with beautiful lines:

Julia, Julia, oceanehild, calls me
So I sing a song of love, Julia

Julia, seashell eyes, windy smile,

Blackbird is simply beautiful. It moves
softly with first-rate guitar and begs not to

be taken at face value; but its private

symbol of broken wings arising (perhaps a

rather trite civil rights reference) is im-

penetrable.

The raunch predominates— the stupid,

stupid repetitive ( though sometimes

catchy) beat of the very early Beatles.

Birthday ("You say that it's your birth-

day/Well It's my birthday too—yeah.") Yer
Blues, Everybody's Got Something to Hide

Except Me and My Monkey (a great title.

but a song even more inane than the wit-

less Yer Blues— it is perhaps the worst

song the Beatles have ever written), Sexy

Sadie (about a sex-symbol who is going to

get hers), and Helier-S/celfer are all not

very comprehensible, not always inter-

esting, overlong songs with some smoothly

freaky electronic and reverb sounds to em-
bellish and titillate. Low camp.

Perry Como wins out on Cry Baby Cry

and Good Night, Tiny Tim on Honey Pie.

High camp. That the Beatles are into

"camp" itself implies their pessimism; to

deal in debased forms is to say, in effect,

that it's not worth dealing at all. There's

nothing wrong with pessimism; Eleanor

Rigby and A Day in the Life were hardly

bubbling with optimism, but they were po-

etic, succinct, melodicly evocative and in-

teresting. I gathered some friends together

to hear The Beatles for the first time

and. for the first time while listening to a

new Beatles album, they started conversa-

tions, started reading magazines, even left

the room.

Yet, there are good songs on the second

record. Revolution I is a slowed down,

rich-boy detached rendering of the first

version released as a single. Savoy Truffle,

while utterly inacessable. is well enough

written to make it fascinating; the slither-

ing rhythm, minor key melody and bizarre

images combine nicely. Revolution 9 is

good John Cage, if you like Cage. It rushes

back ridden with striptease music, drip-

ping hollow sounds, returning repetition of

the words "number nine", circus noises,

cross-town traffic, the above-mentioned
chants and cheers, random words, sexy
phrases, the music of angels and holy
mother church, blurps and blips. Allusive,

imaginative nothing and/or everything.

The albiun ends with the song Good
Night, a '40s show-type. It doesn't quite

transcend its datedness as did Your Moth-
er Should Know but I think that it, with a
few other clues, may, perhaps, be able to

indicate what the whole album is trying to

do.

First, the Beatles have always been com-
mercial and they certainly don't need
more money now. Second, the album is not

their answer to the Harvard Lampoon;
they're serious, just very private. Most of

the first record and part of the seond are

top-notch Beatles. The lyrics and music
are often deceptively simple: the songs are
paradoxical. For example, the official line

in Revolution I is, "But when you talk

about destruction'Don't you know that

you can count me out." Yet someone in the

background distinctly says, "In."

Basically, and this is just a hard-thought

guess, I think that they are retreating

from what seems to them an excessively

ugly world; in Piggies it is described

Everywhere there's lots of piggies

Living piggy lives/You can see

them out for dinner/With their pig-

gy wives/Clutching forks and
knives to eat their bacon.

And although it's not in the liner notes,

Paul sings, at the end of Cry Baby Cry,

"Can you take me back where I came
from/Brother can you take me back?"
Where to, I couldn't say, but it's certainly

not the world of the album in which there

is not one viable human relationship, a

world of high and low camp, a painful and

changeable world of fashion and appear-

ance. And, as Freud noted, aside from
death (and the singer in Yer Blues says,

"Yes I'm lonely wanna die"), sleep is the

most general form of escape. And the final

lines of the album (in Good Night—the

song itself being an escape to the past) are

Close your eyes and I'll close mine

Good night Sleep tight/Now the sun

turns out his light/Good night Sleep

tight/Dream sweet dreams for me
Dream sweet dreams for you.

Good night Good night Everybody

Everybody everywhere, Good night.

This is a note hit upon earlier in the much
better song, I'm so tired.

Perhaps, The Beatles has to be viewed

in some respects as a bit of a ca-

nard—what, for God's sake, are they doing

at this point handing out fan pictures with

their albums?—and often as an artistic

failure. Perhaps. But it can also be looked

at as a new direction, either avoiding new

trends, and any exciting innovation or.

somehow, toward stating things through

non-statement, anti-statement, some com-

bination of ingredients. After initial dis-

appointment passes, the many excellent

songs return to the mind.

Mr. Friedlander is a fourth year student

majoring in Music at Boston University.
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True Love Is Disaster

Balthazar B.

Continued from Page 4

nent disguise for a failure which deprived

him of any real chance to be happy. But

if you pick up the novel for a few hour's

laughs, it is entirely possible that you will

come away from the book feeling slightly

cheated. "Why is there no more of the gin-

ger man?" you may ask, and quite right-

ly, in a sense, for Beefy is a diverting

character. Donleavy had to write this nov-

el so that Beefy would not be a total dis-

traction: his readers have to be conscious

af Balthazar's sadness.

Balthazar is rich, young, beautiful, and

honest with himself. But honesty is a lia-

bility if you are easily hurt by the world,

for you must then acknowledge your

wounds. The ginger men don't have to

acknowledge their injuries; that is how
they survive "down through the cen-

turies " Balthazar is passive and vulnera-

ble, and he remembers all. First he re-

members being taken from Uncle

Edouard, the only real father he had.

Then there was Bella Horlense. removed
by his mother. Fitzdare, who breaks into

his bedroom, seduces him, proposes to

him, and who is the only girl he loves,

manages to kill herself. He marries a

bitch named Millicent, who is rich, but the

marriage was not for the money. It was
just the proper thing to do. She leaves

him. He takes up with a servant girl whose
true love is in Paris. She loves Balthazar

for a while, but in the end is true to

Jacques.

Beefy's (roubles began when he was a

little boy. He was pushed out of his family,

and has been feeling this loss ever since.

At least, Balthazar credits Beefy with feel-

ing hts situation; for Balthazar, one of the

basic human actions is feeling things. He
assumes that (he little poem Beefy wrote

when he was at school is still true: "I

want/ A Mommie/and a Daddy/Please/Help
me/Somebody."

So Beefy dances away his disaopoint

ments. But pretending doesn't change all

things. It's all very clever to hide your
sock-less ankles from the club members,
but there is just no way to pretend you
still have a girl who is in her grave. Bal-

thazar offers Beefy some money. But
Beefy doesn't want to get along just with
a little help from a friend. He doesn't want
to ruin a friendship by imposing on Bal-

thazar, and leaves, saying, "The Almighty
has me by the balls now, but soon I will be
tickling his." Not so. Beefy, though you

Balthazar leaves London and Fitzdare's

grave in Co. Fermanagh, to bury his moth-
er in Paris, thinking:

Out of London and England.
Across the grey channel. To bury
a mother. And chase others gone
goodbye in my years. Calling after

;heir names. Come back again.

Where that countryside sings after

->ver your grasses matted by wind
in rains fall in sunshine. Don't fear

when some nights rise up wild. Go
walk in heather along a narrow
|j;uh. Seagulls glide and curlews
cry. Reach and gather all this

world. Before dark or any other

people should come. And find you
sheltering. As all hearts are. Wor-
ried lonely. Your eyes quiet. By
the waters cold. Where the sad-
ness lurks so deep

It doth

Make you

Still.

.
Bella Hortense was right: "True love is

sure faster." And Balthazar has been
coll. img true loves all his short life. He
has the (mis?) fortune to learn all this at

a young age in a world where everyone
elst tries to seem happy, at least. Beefies

" don • aive up, but Balthazar must. Don-
lea.;, achieves something very good and
unc .rrnon by making us realize this while
we are so busy laughing.

Mr Pollack, who received a Master's
de<_ in English in IMS. is currency
see gainful employment.

Antiquity For Some
Aspects of Antiquity, M. I. finley.

Viking Press, 228 pp., $5.95.

by STEVEN LEEMER
Ancient history books usually tend to be

either popularizations which employ super-

ficial approaches and over-simplified in-

terpretations, leaving the reader no real

idea of the problems the classical historian

encounters, or texts which, in an effort to

be complete, include excessive detail and

consequently appear boring and unstimu-

laling to the general reader. M.I. Finley,

in his most recent book, attempts to avoid

both tendencies; and he has succeeded in

producing an exceptionally interesting col-

lection of essays which appeals to nobody.

The book proceeds topically, including sub-

jects such as early Crete and Etruria, Pin-

dar, Socrates, Diogenes, and Diocletian;

therefore the person who has no idea of

what happened in Greece between 1100 and

450 B.C. could not but feel helplessly lost.

And yet the student exposed to ancient

history in any detail would find the dis-

cussions too elementary. Perhaps the only

audience capable of appreciating the book

would include those in a position similar to

the college sophomore who has just com-

pleted the ancient history section of his

general education Western Civilization

Throughout the book, Finley tries to

avoid traditional approaches to ancient

history. Thus he devotes whole chapters to

some of the more unmentioned aspects of

antiquity such as "Diogenes the Cynic"

and "The Silent Women of Rome." His dis-

cussions of the familiar figures center on

unfamiliar problems, such as the nature of

Socrates's accusers or Plato's ventures in

practical politics. This is fine as far as

practical problems are concerned; and the

book contains enlightening essays on the

role of women and ancient slavery, sub-

jects which most popularizations would

only skim over. They are crucial to the

understanding of ancient civilization, es-

pecially vis-a-vis the twentieth century

and can be appreciated by someone com-
pletely ignorant of Greek and Roman his-

tory. Although Finley's choice of topics

may be unorthodox, he certainly canno
accused of being obscure. He writes of

history. "The 'more we become aware of

its pastness, even of its near-inaccessibii-

ity, the more meaningful the dialogs

becomes. In the end, it can only be ;

dialogue in the present, about tru

present."

However, as successful as the topical

approach may be, it ironically precludes

any wide appeal to the general reading

public whom Finley intended to write for.

Although he may be able to devote more
space to Pindar and Diocletian than they

usually receive, the detailed treatment is

useless if the reader has no idea of where
they stand in regard to developments be-

fore and after them. The chapter on Thu-

cydides is exceptionally poor in that its

summarizing offers nothing to the person

who has read The Peloponnesian War,

while the person who has not learns as

much about Thucydides as he would about

an artist by reading criticisms without

looking at any paintings. Aspects of An-

tiquity presupposes some knowledge of

ancient history but is aimed at a popular

level; it is recommended only to those

with sufficient background to understand

and yet little enough background to appre-

ciate. It represents a second stage, though

only a second stage, in one's education in

ancient history. This is unfortunate, for

much in the book is exceptionally worth-

while. And a proper audience, perhaps not

as limited as would first seem, would

definitely find much stimulation and in-

spiration for further reading.

Mr. Leiner is a fourth-year undergraduate

in ancient history at the University of

Chicago.

Anguish While Seated

by JOEL DANSKY

The random publications of the lyricists

of the present age seem to drop the bur-

den of wit, intelligence, and depth of feel-

ing upon their readers and critics. There
is no reason why we should comply. The
critic who invests any of Rod McKuen's
latest poems with meaning may just as
well write his own. The honest, straight-

forward, sole-searching, train-lurching,

non-churching Mr. McKuen tells us:

I've come to find

a fathering of eagles.

Not forthe sake of mingling

with the great birds,

but just to justify

a thousand streets walked end to end.

("The Art of Catching Trains—2")

Refusing to settle for peanuts in the

park, and weary from walking them thou-

and streets, Mr. McKuen finds that he can
charge $3.95 for the book he publishes
when he gets home and thus become, as
the blurb blabs, "the best-selling poet in

America." An added attraction is a photo
by Frank Sinatra (really) of the wander-
ing poet in some sort of anguish that oc-

curred while seated.

Mr. McKuen takes us travelling from
"the clothesline maze/Of childhood" to

the "Lonesome Cities" of Paris, London,
San Francisco, Venice, Tokyo, and others.

Now San Francisco is a beautiful city,

what with the bay and the Pacific and the
fog and all that. In San Francisco. Mr.
McKuen stayed in bed for three poems,
made love a couple of times, ate break-
fast (or thought about it), didn't make the
bed. and got a telephone call. (Excuse me.

"It's not the telephone at all/but celebra-

tions of a brand-new kinoVringing from

the watching walls.")

However, before we can get to San Fran-

cisco, we must duck the laundry and learn

"The Art of Catching Trains." The art of

catching trains, I suppose, is a profound

metaphor for the art of poetry. Trains, you

see, have lines; poems have lines. Trains

take you to places you've never been be-

fore. Trains have beginnings and endings;

poems have beginnings and endings (a lot

like life!). Trains are going out of style;

poetry is going out of, style. And hobos.

like poets, are wont to say, "Sometimes I

feel I've always been/just passing

through," Our errant poet suffers the very

history of failure in Paris, Venice, and

xndon. In Paris, this rebel artist got

caught drawing on the table napkins; in

Venice, nature-boy tried but failed to get a

suntan; in London, Godot didn't climb into

his open hotel-room window.

The seltzer gets flatter with age. Chey-

enne and Los Angeles are distinguished

by "hello language" as in "Boat Ride";

You were wearing Texas on your

tongue

drawing hello and hello again

and hello again.

Mr. McKuen finally gets tired of trav-

elling in Gstaad and takes a house on

Manhattan Beach, where he writes a "Let-

ter to Ellen," which, through some postal

miscalculation no doubt, ended up in this

volume. The finale is a series of melan-
cholic songs in the folk-pop mode which
don't measure up to Guthrie. Dylan. Len-

non, et. al.

The only serious questions which a re-

view of Lonesome Cities should consider

is why such books cost so much and sell

so well. Like Mr. McKuen, I should be

brief and honest: he cheats. Mr. McKuen
drops words with high price tags, like

"love," "death," and "God," assuming

that they will convey some profound, pre-

ternatural feeling by themselves, obviating

any thought or labor of his own. Mr. Mc-

Kuen sells well because it requires no

effort of thought or emotion to read and

comprehend him. He has reduced com-

plex emotions and techniques to slushy,

vacuous, and marketable phrases. His pas-

sivity is indicative of his attitude toward

poetry: "Let it be/It is a kind of some-

thing/we don't know much about,. .

."

("Paris One"). That's a summary state-

ment about love, in case you hadn't real-

Mr. McKuen, looking for the hippie vote,

asserts the primacy of feeling over

thought. Fine; but he lacks the capacity

for describing his feelings other than with

simple, bald statements. His pitch is that

of the inarticulate prophet who has seen

and touched the great mysteries of the

world (this sells), one who can only allude

to the depths of his emotional experience.

These allusions have no emotional correl-

atives in the poetry, and I suppose that is

where they should have been. Advertising

and a gullible public allow him to be

"perceptive" without any perceptions

Whether any of those profound emotions

ever existed within Mr. McKuen is placed

in'question by the poet himself.

I'll never be so rich or, influential

to excite you with myself.

("Venice")

I am neither excited by his "self' nor

his poetry. Nothing is revealed.

Mr. Dansky, who graduated from Brandeis
in 1967, is now pursuing a Ph.D. in Eng-

lish Literature at Tufts University.
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The Realist: Personal Journal of Wrongeous Indignation
by TOM MILLER

If Paul Krassner went to bed with all 83

jssues of the Realist, would it be incest?

>;o! It would be auto-sodomy, since the

Realist is not part of Krassner's family, it

Krassner.

Now entering its tenth year of irregular

and irreverent publication, the Realist is a

personal journal of absurd satire and even

^re ridiculous truths. It is one of the

jnore flourishing personal journals on the

market, with a circulation of 100,000, hence

bordering on the successful.

sonal journals are limited in circula-

uon practically by definition. Quite simply,

read one on a regular basis you have to

ive a high degree of empathy with the

editor. The more an editor's personality is

exposed, the fewer the number of readers

go along with the journal's com-
mentary. There are few such publications

the market now and the ones out are

hardly prosperous. The most conspicuous

F. Stone's Weekly (now bi-weekly), a
journal of independent political analysis

put out in Washington. There's Abas, a
quasi-Realist put out bi-regularly in New-
ark by Michael Buckley. On the west

coast, Robert and Thomas Dunker come
out with a classy rotgut annual of porno in

tforseshit. The newest in the personal jour-

nal category is Andrew Kopkind's (with

James Ridgeway and Robert Sherrill)

liayday, a sort of looseleaf New Republic

specializing in political muckraking. One of

the longest standing publications satisfying

the criteria of personal journalism was
Harry Golden's Carolina Israelite, which
xpired after twenty-six years because it

;as losing money.

Omitted here are service or trade news-

letters such as the Kiplinger Letter or the

Jack Herling Letter. They cater to people
certain professions who can capitalize

an editor's knowledge about a certain

Held, whereas the personal journal ignores

occupation and hits the reader's intellect.

a small group of people to raise

money for even a shoddy magazine to be
distributed nationally is overwhelming.

s — Ed.) In the Carolina Israelite's fi-

editorial, Golden explained that the

cost of grinding out a newspaper on a per-
" basis is enormous. "A man can open

Cadillac franchise for less money
than newsprint and printing and labor

The Realist is not a Cadillac franchise. It

: more of a fire hydrant agency. It is im-

possible to explain its editorial philosophy
simply because part of its policy is to ad-

here to nothing. It is probably the only

pure publication marketed today. It ac-

no ads. Krassner takes no salary

Irom it. He advertises, quite honestly, that

the Realist is outrageous and offensive. His
longest standing description is that it con-

tains "freethought criticism and satire."

Editorial integrity? He's got it. "I was in

bed with a girl once, and she asked me if I

going to publish her stuff, and I said

freethought criticism and satire

An Impolite Interview With Joseph Heller

no — and this was before, not after." (is-

sue No. 41)

Chutzpah? Quite obviously. Consider the

following from an early sixties is-

The Realist started with $0 capital;

it has managed to pay for itself

for two years now; it can do so
in the future. Nevertheless, if you
are a very rich person and five or

ten thousand dollars a year would
be but a drop in your fiscal bucket,

you are hereby invited to finance

the Realist — with one string at-

tached: you would have positively

no say as to the magazine's con-

tents.

In its pages the Realist has printed some
of the finest leaders and anti-leaders of so-

cial and subcultural movements. The list

includes Lenny Bruce, Madalyn Murray,
Henry Morgan, Steve Allen, Abbie Hoff-

man, Norman Mailer, Saul Heller, Phil

Ochs, Jules Feiffer, Jerry Rubin, Jean
Shepherd, Albert Ellis and Terry Southern.

His two most prominent cartoonists, Ed
Fisher and Guindon, can sell their work
anywhere. It is their most outlandish

which the Realist alone can print.

One of the Realist's policies is never to

distinguish fact from satire; to let the

reader establish his own credibility gap. In

keeping with this, Krassner has delightful-

ly offended many by exposing their gulli-

bility. His two most successful attempts at

this were printing an obituary of Lenny
Bruce before he died, and his outrageous

"Manchester caper." In the latter, Krass-

ner printed the parts-that-were-left-out-of-

William Manchester's The Death of a Pres-

ident. In it, Lyndon Johnson has inter-

course with the fatal wound in his pre-

decessor's throat. Wrote Krassner:

The most significant thing . . . was
the variety of reactions to it —
especially the credibility of the in-

credible by intelligent literate

monstrous caper, so far below the bluster-

point was the scandal it perpetrated. Only
UPI's Merriman Smith gave it the status
of public record when he called it "One
of the filthiest printed attacks ever made
on a President of the United States! " Later,
after discussing three possible interpreta-

tions relating to an actual incident. Kras-

I believe the third possibility.

Therefore it's true. The same prin-

ciple applies to the whole Manches-
ter caper. If you believed it, it was
true. If you didn't, it wasn't . .

.

The ultimate target of satire

should be its own audience.
And so the satirized audience which has

been challenged by literary put-ons and
personal hangups is impelled to see the
Realist as a reflection of its own thoughts.
What Krassner has accomplished then, is

to extend his own personality through print
and to the consciousness of his readers
who, like it or not. may have to face up to

gross similarities between that personality
and their own. Perhaps in this peculiar
way he has managed to create the
country's most open journal of personal
thought. Although it may work the other
way. As he was quoted in the May issue

of Avant-Garde,

I really print things that provoke
me or amuse me that I want to

share with other people. And the

basic audience, see, is me. That's
the difference between myself and
other publishers. Other publishers

might say, "Well, I like this idea,

but I don't know how they're going

to feel about it," they being the

readers. But I'm one of them.

No one can duplicate the Realist because
there is only one Krassner. It is not "the
(New Left) movement's principle house
organ," as the remarkably ill-informed

Stewart Alsop proclaimed in Newsweek
(although parts of that description have
been attributed to the Realist). Nor is it

a leftist sheet in the political sense of the

word as others would call it. Krassner
explains it by saying the

purpose of the Realist is to inform

and entertain — to challenge and
to stimulate — to help fill the void

that is sponsored so successfully

by the socio - cultural - politico -

religio - economic Association for

Dynamic Status Quo. That purpose

is accomplished, I like to think, in

the mere reading of the magazine.
Realist material is often attacked for

bad taste, but it all depends on who's
tasting. And some things in the current

social order are so tragic yet so widely
and tacitly accepted that the only way to

avoid being assimilated into them is to

detach yourself and go beyond the pathos
of a situation. This is exemplified in the

Manchester caper. Macabre humor is the

result, and the Realist has presented the

finest in this.

Tom Miller is a student at George Wash-
ington University and immediate past pres-

ident of the Nathaniel Dight Society.

Squawk?
The Concrete Judasbird, F. X. Mathews.
Houghton Mifflin Company, 276 pp.,
$4.95.

by BARBARA L. OSBORN
"Love" is the message of the year, and

the medium is the novel as well as the

pipe. In these first published reveries of

P. X. Mathews, Michael Cassidy bends the

American Romantic tradition and moves
out in a fantastical succession of meta-
phorical, symbolic and emblematic trips

in search of the responsive bird. Like the

"crazy," "stripy cat," whose futile attacks

evoke nothing from the judasbird (a con-

crete birdbath's decoration, silent in its be-

trayal), Michael wounds himself merci-
lessly in his attempts at authentic

relationships.

Isolation replaces romantic alienation as
the thematic giant as Michael cops out of

Ms world tenuously but adamantly struc-

tured by the Catholic community of his

luardians. Devoid of a special vision,

either elevating or degrading, Michael is

an anti-hero whose separation is merely a

singling out from among the rest of the

isolated cases. In attempting to invade the

boundaries of others' loneliness he embar-
rasses those who would give him pokes of

therapy from behind professional shields.

Michael keeps escaping out of his innocu-

ous categories of confused lad, delinquent

or thief.

An Establishment beyond Michael's com-
prehension, the will of God manifest in the

Roman Catholic Church via his teachers,

the nuns, brings Judgment daily in the

form of gold paper stars. Guilt of inade-

quacy under the standard of perfection ex-

pected from a priest's nephew leads him
to proportionate sacrilege in the supplying

of his own gold stars bought with his aunt's

dime, stealing, in effect, the meritorious

love he should have earned.

Michael's "bad trip" to Sagamore, Wis-

consin, in denial of spiritual and temporal

prosecution, implies a philosophical com-

parison of the chaotic monkeys, released

from their cages in his last act as Chris-

topher Marlowe, zookeeper, with men who

dissipate their freedom in the lack of pur-

pose and also introduces a Christ-like

figure of Karel Sarsnusic, the monkeys'
(his brothers) keeper who rescued them
from their freedom and was crucified in

print by his unknown enemies, but did not

reappear to his colleagues on the third

day.

Note:

One may forgive the simplistic dialogue

in considering it parallel to the uncom-
municative screech of the rhesuses.

The multiplicity of the Roman Church's

interdicts extend Michael's guilt to his

sexuality. Father Joseph, as a mystical

combination of human fatherliness and ce-

libate priestliness, and Aunt Agnes, as a

woman more sexless in womanhood than

the spinsterhood from which she was nar-

rowly saved, leave Michael a distorted no-

tion of his own sexuality. The episodes of

his impotence end only with his cancella-

tion of his awareness of his aunt and her

wish for him to be a priest by making her

consummation bed his own.

At the death of Father Joseph, the

gathering around his corpse of priests

which divide his properly and his parish

but overlook the final ceremony of anoint-

ing, makes Michael's final indictment

against the Church as spiritual harmoniz-

er of human charity. Recognizing his re-

lease from illegitimate controls, from the

check and balance measure of love,

Michael begins (he annihilation of his iso-

lation by setting out to give love gratis

from one individual to another, from

a man to a woman, without contract or

Judasbird asserts itself in the line of

American literature as extreme stylism,

the ultimate juxtaposition of realistic na-

turalism. It emerges, in fact, as an alle-

gory of communication through love ver-

sus isolation through bondage. The multi-

faceted complexities of theme justify the

symbolic contrivances when they are rec-

ognized as the very contemporary multi-

images of a mind-expansion experience.

The still small voice of Barbara L. Osborn,

a junior year English literature student,

speaks out of Washington College, a

bastion of liberalism in the midst of the

Eastern Shore of Maryland.
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They Also Serve Who Sit and Study

Beneath the Wheel, Hermann Hesse,

Farrar, Strause & Giroux, 187 pp., $4.95.

by RONALD ROSENBLATT

By now it is no secret that a great

many people have come to regard school

(high-school, college, graduate school) as

the greatest single obstacle to education

in their lives. Prophets as different as

Paul Goodman and Marshall McLuhan
have proclaimed it in their various ways,

and for many young people dropping-out

of school has become both a way of life

and a moral duty (not to mention the

sole way of preserving whatever sanity

they may have left after serving their

time). It is no secret now, nor was it in

1906, when Hermann Hesse wrote Beneath

the Wheel.

This early work of Hesse is a bitter

criticism of the tradition-bound Germanic
educational system, whose sole aim was to

crush originality wherever it reared its

dangerous head and to produce genera-

tions of meticulous and soul-less pedants.

Beneath the Wheel has now been re-

issued in an excellent modern translation.

Hesse has too long been relegated to

the position of an interesting, but minor,

eccentric. It is no accident that young

people have been turning with enthusiasm

to the series of new translations of Hesse's

works that have been appearing in this

country in the past few years. His pub-

lishers call Hesse "ahead of his time,"

which is true enough. Siddhartha, in its

account of the young Buddha's renunci-

ation of the world (and the difficulty o

doing so), prefigured much of what is hap^

pening to the young in the West today.

The Journey to the East is an intention

ally ambiguous account of a secret society

(which may or may not exist) that anti-

cipates the increasingly popular work ol

the great Jorge Luis Borges (who, his

translators say. also may or may not

exist). And, of course, the Steppenwolf,

perhaps Hesse's best known work, deals

with the isolation of the individual in a

lonely and predatory world, one of the

major themes of our century's literature,

and one which Hesse handles unusually

Like Narcissus und Goldmund, which
has also recently appealed in a new
translation, Beneath the Wheel (Unterm
Rad) is about a young and sensitive boy

delivered up to the tender mercies of a
German monastic boarding school. But
Beneath the Wheel is set in Hesse's own
pre-World War I Germany, not in some
distant past, and it carefully traces out in

detail the way the German educational

system slowly reduces the precocious

Hans Giebenrath from a brilliant and
eager student to a lonely and miserable

wreck who commits suicide. The setting

is traditional bourgeois Germany, but the

application is only too universal, as any
American university health clinic knows.

Young Giebenrath is the only son of a
hard-working German burgher in a small
village. Having shown signs of ability, he

has been coached by the local pastor for

the annua! examination given at Stuttgart

to select students for the academy where
they may train to be ministers or civil

servants, and so avoid a life of menial la-

bor or in some manual trade. Giebenrath
is a docile boy and eager to learn. He
drills and drills his Latin and Greek gram-
mar, and after much anxiety, takes the ex-

amination and passes. True, his eyes hurt

and he suffers from head-aches constantly,

and he misses the pleasures of fishing.

Pushed on by the ambition of his father to

have a civil-servant in the family, he per-

mits himself to be cut off more and more
from any real pleasure. Even after he has
passed the examination, he is laden with

work during the summer vacation to pre-

pare him for more work at the academy.

At the academy he finally breaks down
from over-work and loneliness, is sent

home where he drifts around the town,

with no childhood behind him and no future

he can believe in, and shortly after he
kills himself.

Hesse's tone throughout the novel is

cooly ironic and false-naif. He achieves
great ironic effect by describing the school

and its methods as if impressed with them
and sympathetic to their values:

Anyone with a touch of genius
seems to his teachers a freak from
the very first. As far as teachers

are concerned, they define young
geniuses as those who are bad, dis-

respectful, smoke at fourteen, fall

in love at fifteen, can be found at

sixteen hanging out in bars, read
forbidden books, write scandalous

essays, occasionally stare down a
teacher in class, are marked in the

attendance book as rebels, and are
budding candidates for room-arrest.

A school-master will prefer to have

a couple of dumb-heads in his class

than a single genius, and if you re-

gard it objectively, he is of course

right. His task is not to produce ex-

travagant intellects but good Latin-

ists, arithmeticians, and sober de-

cent folk.

At one point, one of Giebenrath's teachers

asks him "to be honest" and confess if he

is guilty of doing "outside reading." Hesse

describes vividly the real joys of re

Homer and Xenophon and fTie Hebrew
Bible, but at the same time seems to be

wondering if these really constitute the

best thing for a fourteen year-old

full of energy and curiosity, to be d

to the exclusion of all else.

The theme of sexual repression and the

violence to the soul done by the traditional

bourgeois educational process is subtly

delineated by Hesse. It is a dramatic r

ment when Giebenrath first becomes

aware that the school has made him i

aware of any other value in life than being

first in his class. Locked up in the monas-

tic school, strictly forbidden any normal

contact with girls, the boys naturally de-

velop into affectionate couples, viewed

with tolerant good humor by the teachers,

who are themselves victims of the sexual

warping they inflict on their students.

It is his first real contact with a girl,

the shoemaker's lusty young relative

Emma, whom he meets and falls in love

with after he has left school, that

cipitates his break-down and final suicide.

Totally unprepared for contact with the

opposite sex, Giebenrath is overwhelmed

by kissing the girl, then crushed when she

leaves the next day without a farewell. The

affair has meant nothing to her, but it

is the only real pleasure he has

known, and unable to go on without it,

he destroys himself after a drinking boul

with some young apprentices to whom he

has vainly turned for companionship.

Hesse's descriptions of the childhood

pleasures that Hans has briefly tasted i

then lost are wonderfully clear. After

passing his examination, Hans gets per-

mission to go fishing and his joy in

beautifully communicated to the reader:

His heart trembled with delight

and the eagerness of the hunt as he

carried his box full of grasshoppers

the new rod across the bridge and
through the gardens in the back to

the "Horse Trough" the deepest

part of the river. There was a spot

where, if you leaned against a wil-

low, you could fish more comfort-

ably and with fewer interruptions

than anywhere else.

But Hans' pleasure is short-lived: he
soon roped into spending his summer-
vacation reviewing mathematics and

Greek grammar in the pastor's n

study.

The "wheel" of the title is, of course,

the wheel of the system that crushes and

grinds Hans to death, robs him of his

youth, and deprives him of his ability to

enjoy life. Many modern readers will s

in Beneath the Wheel something m(
than a story of a boy's troubles growing

up in a Germany ridden with J u n k e

and civil-servants.

Most people simply endure education,

with little or no benefit. Some are lucky

enough to find a teacher or two who fos-

ter, rather than limit, the growth of the

mind and soul. Some, like Hans, end up

mad or dead, and there seem to be more

of them each year. Whatever Hesse's

novel is, it is not irrelevant to us, and,

God knows, it is true to life.

Mr. Rosenblatt, a graduate of hte Univer-

sity of Michigan, is presently a graduate

student in English at the University oj

Wisconsin in Madison.
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A Cool And Haughty Solitude
Lyrical and Critical Essays, by Albert

Camus, edited with notes by Philip

Thody. New York: Alfred Knopf, 1966.

365 pp, $6.95.
by DAVID LOY

Anyone who has traveled alone in a for-

eign country has probably experienced a

peculiar sensation of emptiness when con-

fronted with a strange city. Uncertain of

what to do, one clutches at familiar things,

devouring newspapers from home, spend-

ing long hours at cafes reading books oth-

erwise ignored, meticulously planning

one's day to avoid that uneasiness which

recurs when one has nothing to do. Usually

the traveler is mildly irritated at himself

[or his ingratitude at such an opportunity

to broaden himself to fullest advantage,

and, perhaps, a bit worried about his lack

of independence. In any case, he meets

friends or eventually leaves the town and

is done with it.

Campus experienced this same sense of

uneasiness, but instead of feeling guilty

and promptly forgetting about it, he

analyzed it. In two essays from his first coi-

tion L'Envers et L'Endroit (awkwardly

translated as The Wrong Side and The
Right Side', "Death in the Soul" and

"Love of Life," he describes his visits to

Prague and Mallorca, explaining the origin

and value of this emptiness.

. . .what gives value to travel is

fear. It breaks down a kind of in-

ner structure we have. . Far from

our own people, our own language,

stripped of all our props, deprived

of our masks (one doesn't know the

fare on the streetcars, or anything

else), we are completely on the

surface of ourselves. But also, soul-

sick, we restore to every being and

every object its miraculous value.

It is this kind of lucidity which permeates

this first collection of essays was writ-

ten when Campus was only twenty-two. We-
are presented an image of Camus' mother,

an illiterate widowed cleaning woman who
silently submits to the domination of the

proud grandmother. Other old people wait

to die. Their lives as seen by Camus no

longer have meaning. It is our first contact

with the absurd—not the abstracted phy-

chological process, but the personal ex-

perience which embodies it.

The progression of the writing is down-

ward. The simple and winning clarity of

language becomes florid and rhetorical in

Nuptials, and in Summer the lucidity be-

comes more conventional, less striking in

its insight. The writer has become an au-

thor, and we are distanced. It is a loss

Camus himself realized and felt the ne-

cessity to deny. In a new preface to

L'Envers et L'Endroit, he reacts to Brice

Parain's claim that it contains his best

work. No, Parain is wrong, because at

twenty-two one cannot know how to write.

But what Parain means, which Camus
agrees with, is that "there is more love in

these awkward pages than in all those that

have followed." Here "knowing how to

write" means literary style in the French
tradition. But when we see what this im-

plies, we might want to take issue with it.

In The Rains of New York we read:

Yes, I am out of my depth. I am
learning that there are cities, like

certain women, who annoy you,

overwhelm you, and lay bare your
soul, and whose scorching contact,

scandalous and delightful at the

We are left with an hypothesis of "retro-

gression" which we might try to apply

more broadly. Superficially, it may work
with the novels. The Plague is too rigid,

the plague something too distant from us.

There is a certain coolness which is unin-

tentional and destructive of our in-

volvement in the novel. The painful death

of a child envelops us, except when it is

one of thousands—witness Vietnam. Mass
tragedy is depersonalized. The Fall is ab-

stract, too philosophical, suffering from
that lack of fusion with life of which
Camus rightly accused Sartre. The most
perfect, the most satisfying on all levels is

L'Etranger, the first. As for Camus* non-

fiction, many critics felt that The Myth of

Sisyphus, with its doctrine of revolt,

same time, clings to every pore of

your body.

He concludes:

And then the very smell of New
York rain tracks you down in the

heart of the most harmonious and

familiar towns, to remind you that

there is at least one place of deliv-

erance in the world, where you, to-

gether with a whole people and for

as long as you want, can finally

lose yourself forever.

Neither the thought nor its expression

would have occurred in L'Envers et

L'Endroit, and that is just as well. You

need not even make allowances for the

bias of my choice. The passages, alas, are

indicative of the whole essay. The best lyr-

ical essays are the first.

created an expectation which the moder-
ation of The Rebel did not fulfill. But our

theory is neither verified nor falsified

when we consider the critical essays. It is

difficult to apply at all.

The earliest essays fit in easily enough.

The unknown Camus reviews the unknown
Sartre (Nausea, The Wall) in the Alger Re-

publicain, and evaluates them with an un-

derstanding that thirty years of literary

analysis has not been able to improve

upon. Sartre's novels are criticized where

we would criticize them, and praised

where we would praise them. There is the

first occurrence of the ever-central tenet of

Camus' philosophy: "The realization that

life is absurd cannot be an end, but only a

beginning."

But when we move to later essays, such

as the review of Brice Parain's On a Phi-

losophy of Language, we realize how dif-

ferent from ours is Camus' sensibility. He
is a thoroughly French philosopher, edu-

cated in a tradition which meditates on re-

morse and mauvais fol rather than analyz-

ing epistemological theories. To us, raised

in the Anglo-American analytical tradition,

Parain and Camus are unintelligible in

their discussions of language, which is not

to criticize or reject those discussions, but

to note a vast difference of sensibility.

Igven if we criticize it (which in certain

contexts I would want to do), we must note

that it is this same sensibility which allows

Camus to write On the Future of Tragedy
distinguishing tragedy and drama. The in-

tellectual context i s identical, and the

same kinds of distinctions are made, but

here they seem relevant to the subject-

matter whereas before they did not. This
brilliant essay is essential to understanding

Camus' literary theory, if we wish to ab-

stract one. Also crucial is the preface to

L'Etranger, which provides a necessary

orientation to what can be a confusing nov-

el. Meursault must be seen as a man who
refuses to lie anymore, that is, to play the

social game of simplifying emotions.

Whether or not the "retrogression" notion

makes sense when applied to the critical

essays, it is in the last section of the book

that we leam by some biographical fac-

tors which might have been relevant.

Camus on Himself is a collection of inter-

views and a few short letters through

which we more closely encounter Camus
the person. In a 1959 interview Camus
notes that the public aspect of his profes-

sion "is becoming unbearable" and in an
open Letter to P. B. answers a charge of

"haughty solitude":

The truth is that I fight time and
other people for each hour of my
work, usually without winning. . .1

no longer have the time, or the in-

ner leisure, to write my books, and
it takes me four years to write

something which, if I were free,

would have taken one or two. .

Each letter brings three others,

each person ten, each book a hun-

dred letters and twenty corre-

spondents, while life continues,

there is work to do, people I love

and people who need me.

This is the consequence of "having a repu-

tation before having written all my books."

Perhaps Camus suffered in less obvious

form from the fate of too many prodigies

whom fame found too early.

David Lot/ is a senior Philosophy major at

Carleton College.

New Paperbacks
by JEANNE SAFER

The array of recently published paper-

backs is rather exotic at this year's end,

but many of the selections should be ex-

cellent procrastinating companions until

exam week, and later fine for sinking teeth

into during vacation. There's a touch of

continental fiction of various lengths and

merits, some hearty critical endeavors,

two particularly visceral dramabooks, a

dab of ancient history and science, and a

bit of Orientalia and perversia.

Virginia Woolf's strange, elusive first

novel The Voyage Out is now available as

a Harvest Book from Harcourt, Brace and

World. While more accessible than her lat-

er work because it exhibits fewer stylistic

eccentricities, it is oversubtle and over-

long. And Penguin has, published Choderlos

de Laclos' Les Liasons Dangereuses, that

most evil of French novels, in a curt and

racy new translation by P.W.K. Stone.

And would you believe an utterly charm-
ing story by the Marquis de Sade? It's in

The Penguin Book of French Short Stories,

edited by Edward Marielle, and concerns

the wooing of a delectable Lesbian by a,

f^sp, perfectly normal, but more than usu-

ally shrewd and patient, young man.__

Baubles by Colette, Maupassant, Voltaire

and others comprise this unusual and ex-

hilarating collection.

Blood, gore and lust abound in the new

Penguin edition Three Jacobean Tragedies,

edited by Gamini Salgado—a hearty mor-

sel for cold winter nights. For those who

prefer classical obscenities there is The

Complete Plays of Aristophanes edited by

Moses Hadas as part of the Bantam World

Drama series. Did you know he wrote a

play called Thesmophoriazusae? The

translations are standard, and as much

bite as crudity has withstood time, so this

volume makes fine entertainment.

New Directions offers a bizarre antholo-

gy: Joseph and Potiphar's Wife in World

Literature, An Anthology of the Story of

the Chaste Youth and the Lustful Step-

mother edited with commentary by John

Yohannan. The parable appears in sundry

cultures in numerous forms—ancient Baby-

lon, Greece, in three Moslem and two

Buddhist versions, and of course, in

Mann's Joseph novels. (It turns out that

this last borrows from most of the earlier

sources.) The tales are fascinating in

themselves, and well told—besides, the

commentary is provocative.

Recently published paperback poetry is

exceptional. October House has published

From the Vietnamese Ten Centuries of Po-

etry translated and introduced by Burton

Raffel. This first substantial garnering

from that country's literature popularly

available presents much lovely lyricism in

vernacular translation. Ho Chi Minh's

verse is well-represented. The stuff is not

spectacular until one thinks of Nixon as a

poet. Penguin's Poems of the Late T'ang

translated by A. C. Graham includes the

work of many who speak to the modern

sensibility. Geoffrey Bownas' and Anthony

Thwait's The Penquln Book of Japanese

Verse consists primarily of short love-lyr-

ics—sensuous, sensitive, tender, delicate in

the best Japanese manner. A beautiful se-

lection.

The chapter headings of The Penguin

Book of Sick Verse edited by George Mac-

beth reveal its contents: Mental Break-

down, Visions of Doom, Corpse-Love, Sick

Jokes, and so on. This anthology claims to

chart the extreme situation, its effects,

what those who have been there learned.

Indeed, some of the stuff is morbid, but

much of it is magnificent and intensely

moving. Then, George Steiner has edited

The Penguin Book of Modern Verse

Translation. An excellent idea it is to

present the -great poets (Sappho, Li-Po,

Rimbaud, Neruda among them) in modern

renderings by other great poets and and

men of letters (Yeats, Pound, Eliot, Lowell

and others). This work is on the whole far

superior to the standard editions.

One of the richest little books of poetry

to appear in much time is Penguin's

Poems from the Sanskrit, translated with

an introduction by John Brough. All the
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poems are short, and most concern aspects

of love. The grace, the opulent sensuality,

the truth of this almost unknown body of

work is extraordinary. An example:

"She neither turned away, nor yet be-

gan/To speak harsh words, nor did she

bar the door/But looked at him who was

her love before/As if he were an ordina-

ry man."
A particularly delightful aspect of this

catch is the witty and informative in-

troduction on the rigors of translating

Sanskrit and poetry in general. Everything

about this volume, including the cover, is

perfect.

And so to the more sober sciences. Isaac

Asimov has written two volumes for Wash-

ington Square, The Intelligent Man's Guide

to the Physical Sciences and The In-

telligent Man's Guide to the Biological Sci-

ences. Both have that author's customary

vividness and clarity, plenty of photo-

graphs, and good solid material for the

layman. An unusual volume in the field of

psychology is Psychological Thought from

Pythagoras to Freud, an Informal In-

troduction by Gardner Murphy, a Harbi-

nger book. First given as a series of lec-

tures at the Menninger Clinic, this is an

engaging and unorthodox work full of in-

sight and interest.

And, if more intellectual pursuits have

palled, how about spending five hours

making borshth? Penguin's Handbook

Russian Cookery by Nina Petrova gives

seven recipes for it.

11The Chicago Literary Revit



Industrialization of 19th Century Literature
New Grub Street, George Gissing, edi-

ted with an introduction by Bernard

Bergonzi. Penguin Books, 556 pp., $ 1 -25.

by LINDA KAY

According to Dr. Johnson, on Grub

Street lived London's hackwriters, "writ-

ers of small histories, dictionaries, and

temporary poems" ("Dictionary') In

Pope's Dunciad Grub Street becomes syn-

onymous with poverty and starvation, as

its name so well suggests. Then, in the

nineteenth century, Grub Street was, with

typical zeal, renamed Milton Street.

Nevertheless its mythic value remained, to

be reinvigorated by George Gissing's no-

vel of 1891. New Grub Street .

The plot of New Grub Street depends up-

on the contrasting careers of two liter-

ary men in a London where literature has

become a commodity. Jasper Milvain is

one of the new, dashing-about young men
of the literary world. His self-professed

goal is Wealth and Reputation, not Art.

And he will achieve them by ingratiat-

ing himself with the proper, helpful people

and by writing anything that will sell lo

the vulgar mob. He is agressive, ruthless,

energetic, and imaginative as Madison

avenue is imaginative, but his purity

of self-interest cannot be sullied with vil-

lainy, for he maintains a scrupulous hon-

esty. Unlike some, he is saved in our eyes

by his refusal of hypocrisy about either

his goals or his methods: every

appearance, acquaintance, action is openly

calculated towards his advancement. He
remains a type of innocent. And he does

succeed: he wins a wealthy wife, repu-

tation, an important editorship, in all. "a

dreamy bliss."

Edwin Reardon provides the counter-

point. Reardon, though not a novelist by
choice I which somewhat undercuts the

contrast), has. nevertheless, written two

rather better than average novels and re-

ceived for them a modicum of notice and

pay. His ambition equals Milvain's. but he

is an "unpractical idealist" who cannot

bring himself to barter his art in the mar-

ketplace. He marries a poor but educated

middle-class girl on the promise of his fu-

ture and then, unable to continue to pro-

duce at the necessary rate, drags

her down to prospects of poverty. The re-

sult? He loses self-respect, wife. art. and

life. The overt moral, pointed to on almost

every page, s iems to be 'avoid poverty,

avoid poverty. avoid it at all costs.' Pov-

erly degrades it ruins tempers, stomachs

and homes.

Yet, despite an inauspicious plot and a

crassly Victorian situation, the book does

interest, if, that is, the reader persists at

least a hundred pages into the story. The
moral is not cut and dried, for none of the

major characters is completely admirable.

The author succeeds in building a

ues as his counterpart. Milvain. Poverty

destroys and should be shunned; appear-

ances do matter; opinion and reputation

among the respectable do matter;- there is

something queer about the Bohemian life;

a successful artist announces himself

to society with the same material display

as a banker; clean sheets and well-soled

shoes make a man a Man. Gissing never

levels a really scathing attack at this sys-

tem, although he does mightily despair

over its unfairness to the artist. If the

novel is meant to be primarily social crit-

icism, it must be found vapid indeed, for

Gissing offers no alternatives to the

system that seems so unfair. But is it

really unfair? Does it not seem somehow
just, in the context of this book, that Mil-

quite substantial ironic tension among
them, until, at the end of the

book, the chapter heads reflect the ex-

tremely heavy irony in every scene.

"Chapter 32. Reardon Becomes Practical"

— by dying!

Although Reardon is supposed to repre-

sent the "impractical idealist" who will

not prostitute his Art to the vulgar mob,

he holds nevertheless the same social val-

vain triumphs and Reardon perishes? In

spite of the ironies. I cannot help

but think that Gissing does approve the

system. His railing resembles the railing

of Job: Job blames God and His seeming

injustice, but he would not deny Him or

change Him. Nor does Gissing allow an

over-simple moralization like "good ar-

tists fail, bad artists succeed." for Rear-

don's "goodness" remains, in my eyes at

least, somewhat questionable: his secret

desire was always classical scholarship

not novel writing, though he did moderat.
-ely well at that; he'd rather apprecj.

ate art than produce it.

Rather, the novel tends to suggest thai

there is something slightly fishy about

the pursuit of literature as career. It is ^
though Gissing himself secretly believed

that writing was a fancy kind of sloth and

that it was a little sinful to earn
living at something that could also be de"

scribed as play. The book, then.

apology for the job of literature. The
whole novel suffers a guilt complex
In order for literature to be accepted

;

Work, it must be made extremely difficuli

and painful: Reardon martyrs himself for

it. he suffers in order to prove he i

loafing and he starves in order to prove
how hard he works. Milvain approaches
from the opposite direction. He makes lit.

erature into work by treating it like any

other work: he values it for what it may
bring him in money or reputation, he finds

no satisfaction in it for itself as art. Ex-

cept for two minor characters, no literary

man in the book really enjoys himself,

and that strikes me as odd. All

slaves to either the vanity of literary

quarrels (which prove the seriousness of

the project) or to the poverty and suffer-

ing wrought by a lack of worldly recogni-

Supposedly, the novel is partially auto-

biographical. Gissing himself showed
distinct tendency towards a morbidity sin

ilar to Reardon's. Twice, because of his

poverty he explained, he martyred him-

self in unhappy marriages to uneducated

working class girls. He refused any job

that would allow him leisure in which t

write, but set himself staunchly to pro-

duce a novel a year in order to suppor!

his family. Gissing practiced the

mechanical mode of composition that

Reardon bewails as necessary in the book:

New Grub Street, it is said, was written

at a rate of about 4000 words a day,

task being finished in two months. At its

completion, Gissing was somewhat sur-

prised to have done so well.

Miss Kaije is a student at Antioch College.

Your Mamele
Should Know

The Joys Of Yiddish, Leo Rosten, Mc-
Graw-Hill, 533 pp., $10.00.

by STUART SOSTRIN

On a bus in Tel-Aviv, a mother
was talking animatedly, in Yiddish,

lo her little boy — who kept an-

swering her in Hebrew. And each
time the mother said, "No, no, talk

Yiddish."

An impatient Israeli overhearing

this, exclaimed, "Lady why do you
insist the boy talk Yiddish instead

of Hebrew''"

Replied the mother. "I don't

want htm to forget he's a

Jew." — from The Joys of Yid-

First, let me explain that I am
an Orthodox Jew. I put in a year
at the Yeshiva. I keep a kosher

home. I have been a baal shofar

tone who blows the ram's horn on
Rosh Hashanah) since the age of

fourteen. I have been to Chassidic

weddings and have drunk wine
blest by the Samter Rebbe. But I

don't speak Yiddish.

The book is written by Leo Ros-
ten who wrote most of the Hyman
Kaplan stories while a doctoral

candidate in the late thirties, but

hasn't turned out anything as good
since. The book itself is exactly

what you would expect it to be.

Very good-natured, guaranteed not

to offend anyone, suitable for

gift-giving during National Broth-

erhood Week. Christmas, or even

Chanukah if you have an ethnic

hang-up. Though not exactly an
Oxford Yiddish Dictionary, it is a
legitimate lexicon of Yiddish

words, phrases, and expressions

that have become part of Ameri-

can usage, or ought to.

Joys is extremely well-written;

Rosten's credentials for ethnic hu-

mor have been established for

more than thirty years. The author

carefully explains each word, gives

a little etymology, and illustrates

each with a story, ranging from
Talmudic parables to raunchy one-

liners. Example:
Yussele, Do you say your

prayers before each meal?
No, Rabbi.

What, you don't pray be-

fore each meal?!

I don't have to. My wife's a

good cook.

One more,
"Tailor, it has already taken you

six weeks to make my trousers and
still they aren't done. Why, it only

took God six days to create the en-

tire world!!!"

"Nu," said the tailor, "Look at

the world, and look at these

The Joys of Yiddish has a myriad of

little uses, and probably should be kept on
the bookshelf between Webster's Third and
the Dictionary of American Slang. If you
really want to, you can now translate Bud-
dy Hackett and Sammy Davis into English,

or better yet, Lenny Bruce into Anglo-Sax-

on. If you are Gentile, Joys

your vocabulary tremendously. One good

Yiddishism like nudzh or paskudnyak is

vastly more useful than anything out of

Thirty Days to a More Powerful Vocabu-
lary, If you are an assimiliated Jew, you

can pick up bits and pieces of a beautiful

and ancient tradition that is dying, a legacy

that will not be claimed because no one. it

seems, knows it exists.

Yiddish is going the way of the dodo

bird, the nickel beer, and Old Frisian. It's

dying off with the handful'of Medicare rel-

ics who still speak it. In America, the vast

majority of Jews speak English only.

Those who do speak Yiddish tend to use it

sparingly, and few pass it on to their chil-

dren. In Israel. Yiddish is discouraged. It

is generally considered a declasse lan-

guage, spoken only by the weak and the

old. by those who passively marched into

Hitler's crematoria. In Russia, Yiddish is

still supposedly the official language of

Biro-bidjan in Eastern Siberia on the Man-
churian border, Stalin's idea of a National

Jewish State. Its population is extremely

small and only about a third of it is Jewish

anyway. Since the Six-day War. there has

been a general crackdown on Jewish in-

stitutions behind the Iron Curtain. Most of

the remaining Yiddish publications have
been suspended. There is little hope for a

Yiddish revival in Eastern Europe. There
aren't enough Jews any place else in the

world to really matter.

Few have the slightest knowledge of the

glory of Yiddish literature. Some may
have read a little Sholem Aleichem or Is-

sac Bashevis Singer in English, but how
many remember I. L. Peretz, Mendele
Mocher Soforim. or Sholem Asch? Does
anyone remember the old Yiddish stage?

Has anyone seen The Dybbuk or God of

Vengeance done in the original, or a Sho-

lem Secunda musical comedy? Does any-

one remember the old cantors like Rosen-
blatt who turned down a contract with the

Met because he refused to cut his beard or

work on Shabbos? What about Kwartin (

Hershman? Anybody out there capable of

reading the Forward or the Frieheit? Any-

one remember the old Roumainishe schu!

in Chicago before it became a Mountain

Baptist tabernacle? Does anyone remer

ber when Saturday was the Sabbath

Holy celebration of life, not a day at tl

track or on the golf course? Remember

when being a Jew meant binding yourself

to an ancient ritual, an ancient people and

an eternal God? Remember when there

was a broche (blessing! for every i

and every action was a potential blessing

Not many realize it, but the final solutio

has taken place. Hitler was successful. The

old European Jews are gone. Spiritually,

the Jews of the last two generations ;

not the same as the generation before

While the old Jews placed primary values

on scholarship and piety, the American

Jew, like most Americans, places a prima-

ry value on money. Modern Jewry seem;

to glory more in the ability to kill Arabs

than in the ability to comprehend a di"

cult passage in scripture. The Jewish i

tion has become like all the other nations:

more concerned with the material than the

spiritual.

This sermonizing doesn't really lead as

far away from Rosten's book as it seems.

It is a fine book, but I am very sad that ii

had to be written. In the best of all pos

sible worlds, the book might be used as '<

lamp unto the Gentiles, but it appears that

The Joys of Yiddish will be more at home

under the Channukah bush that the Xmas
tree. Rosten's book performs a great ser-

vice to Jews and Gentiles alike, by keepin

alive the glories that were Yiddish. After

all, if there is a Yiddish theater in Albu-

querque, New Mexico that makes a profit

(and there is), things can't yet be all that

bad.

Mr. Sostrin is a third year medical student

at the University of Illinois. His articles

have appeared in the Daily lllini and the

Chicago Seed.
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Dean Burns Accepts

Penn State Post
By Richard Heymann

Dean Landon Burns has ac-

cepted the position of Profes-

sor of English at the Delaware

County branch of the Pennsyl-

vania State University system.

Dean Burns submitted his

resignation to the Board of Vis-

itors and Governors, Saturday,

January 25.

It was only after a great deal

of thought, Dean Burns stated,

that he decided to accept the

position. The school is a two-

year college presently, but

State Dept.

And SDS

To Debate
A forum of contrasting views

on American foreign policy in

Southeast Asia, particularly

Vietnam, has been tenatlvely

scheduled for February 25 In

Hynson Lounge at 8 p.m. whena
State Department representa-

tive will debate a delegate from

the Students for a Democratic
Society.

The discussion, which Includ-

es 30 minute speeches by the

speakers and a question and

answer period with the audience,

Is being co-sponsored by Mis-

cellany 186 and the Peace Ac-

tion Committee. Stephen whll-

don will represent the State De-
partment.

Stir Interest

The idea for the discussion

originated with Sophomore Eirlk

Blom and Junior Ed Worteck,

editor of Miscellany, the cam-
pus literary magazine. The
Peace Action Committee co-

ordinated plans for the discus-

sion because ofthegroup'scon-

cern with the "unsatisfactory

events" In Vietnam, according

to PAC treasurer Steve Myking.

According to Worteck, the idea

behind the panel Is to "stir

interest In campus activities".

He said that. these two organi-

zations were Invited, to speak

because they would "ap-

peal to all the different view

points of political opinion and

would give the student an op-

portunity to ' objectively view

both sides."

Panel Discussion
"Pornography and the Law"

will be the topic of a speech

and panel discussion featuring

Mr. Charles Moylan, State's

Attorney for Baltimore City,

next Tuesday, February 18, at

8:00 p.m. The program Is

sponsored by the William Ja-

He made the decision to leave

after deciding that teaching, not

administering, was in his blood.

In leaving Washington Col-

lege, Dean Burns stated that

he felt the biggest challenge

facing the new Dean, as yet

unnamed, was "to continue

building the quality of the fac-

ulty and upgrading the curri-

culum,"

Dean Landon Burns

Satisfaction

In looking back ove hist

year tenure here, he said that

the biggest satisfaction to him
has been his success In attract-

ing to the college "numerous
good members of the faculty.

"

His resignation Is effective

July 1, and the search for a

new Dean is underway. The
college hopes to find a per-

manent replacement for Dean
Burns, rather than to appoint

an acting Dean. Dr. Newlin,

chairman of the Department of

English, was acting Dean after

the resignation of Dean Kirk-

Part-time

In addition to his teaching at

the Delaware County College,

Dean Burns is planning to teach

part-time at King of Prussia,

a Pennsylvania State graduate

When asked whether he would

like to have stayed at Washing-

ton College to teach, he replied

"1 would have given that a lot

of consideration. I might have

stayed, but there is no room in'

the English department."

Campus Activist Group

Considers Joining SDS
By Jim Dillon

At a meeting last night, the

Peace Action Committee decid-

ed to seriously consider the

possibility of affiliating them-

selves with the Students for a

Democratic Society. The pri-

mary purpose of joining S.D.S.,

as expressed by Dave Shumway,

Initiator of the move, is "to

establish a power base for ac-

tion. Just the name of S.D.S.

would frighten people enough to

make them pay attention."

Known largely for its part

as a catalyst in student revolts,

the S.D.S. is composed of a

wide range of campuschapters,

which remain largely autono-

mous of the national headquar-

ters. Because of the loose or-

ganization, each chapter is free

to formulate its own policy,

with the result that groups rang-

ing from militant to c

Community Committee

Kicks Off Fund Drive
The Community Committee

for Washington College held a

luncheon on the college campus

recently to kick off the second

annual local fund raising drive

for the College.

The committee, headed by J.

Thomas Kibler, has set a goal

of $10,000 to be raised by Wash-

ington's Birthday through so-

licitations of the businesses and

Individuals of Kent and Queen

Anne's counties.

The purpose of the funds rais-

ing drive is to enable the College

to meet the rising costs of op-

eration. According to "Coach"
Kibler, Washington College will

need $300,000 by July 1969 (be-

yond the funds required for new

construction and endowment,

and income from tuition, room

and board) for its currant gen-

eral operations.

The College will use many

sources to raise this money,

national corperations and fo-

undations, friends, alumni, pa-

rents, and business, industry

and individuals in the local co-

"We are using the same pro-

cedures followed by private col-

leges and universities through-

out the United States," Kibler

said. "All of them ?re de-

pending on support from many

sources, including assistance

from their local communities.

We In Chestertown, Kent, and

Queen Anne's counties, should

do the same for our private

;ollege."

' *washIngton College, over

the years, has provided a great

deal of opportunity for the peo-

ple of our community," he add-

ed, "and the school Is offering

more and more to the commun-
ity every year.

tive are all organized under

S.D.S,

Those members in favor

of affiliation emphasized this

freedom of choice, and the most

prevalent arguement for join-

ing was the general administra-

tive fear at the name of S.D.S.

A sizeable number of the Com-
mittee felt, however, that It

would be wise to find out more
about the nature and goals of the

national organization before

making a final committment.

Sharon strausser, presi-

dent of the P.A.C., put forth

the strong suggestion that "we

should read the Manlfestoofthe

S.D.S. and hear what actual

members have to say about their

theories and practices. Ar-

rangements are being made to

host S.D.S. "recruiters" for

several days here on campus.

Even though it appears that

a majority of the P. A.C. mem-
bers seem to be in favor of

affiliation, there are some dis-

senting voices. According to

vice-president Peter Brown;

"S.D.S. is too selfish for Wash-

ington College. These people

could wreck everything wehave

NOTICE

Senior Pictures

All Seniors graduating in

June, 1969, and in February

1970 must make appointments

for formal pictures, according

to Pegasus Editor Gloria Fine.

The formal pictures will be ta-

ken February 24, 25 and 26 in

Mlnta Martin dining room.

Seniors should make appoint-

ments for their pictures by

signing sheets posted in Hyn-

son Lounge. Pictures will be

taken from 1-5 on Monday, Feb.

24, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Feb. 25, 26, Tuesday and Wed-

According to Miss Fine for-

mal photographs must be taken

in order to fulfill a contract

signed by former Pegasus edi-

tor Don Munter.

Elm Carries

Student Press

Supplement

The U. S. Student Press As-
sociation has distributed this

month copies of its 16-page

supplement on "New Technolo-

gies In Higher Education" to

over 135,000 students and fac-

ulty on 51 campuses throughout

the country. In each case the

two-color supplement is being

run as an Insert to the regular

student paper.

The New Technologies sup-

plement was produced last year

as part of theCarnegieCorpor-

atlon financed series of USSPA
seminars on issues in higher

education. Costs of prlntlngand

distributing the supplement have

been borne variously by the Sa-

cramento (Calif.) UNION, the

USSPA Higher Education Pro-
gram, and through a generous

grant from the United Minis-

tries In Higher Education In

Philadelphia.

Gymnasts

To Perform

Here Tonight

The University of Maryland

"Gymkana Troupe", a group of

skilled gymnasts, will perform

here Friday night at 8 p.m. in

Russell Gymnasium. The ex-

hibition is being sponsored by

the Chestertown Rotary Club to

raise money for the Chorus's

European tour In June.

The troupe has traveled In

this country and abroad, includ-

ing the Azores, Iceland and Ber-

muda. The group, which had

grown from six to 34 perform-

ers, was founded by David A.

Field. They appeared in ches-

tertown in 1959.

Indebted

The choruslsplannlngathree

week tour of Europe and will

travel to Madred, Rome, Flor-

ence, Venice, Vienna and Lon-

don. "We are Indeed Indebted

to the Rotarlans for their time

and effort in this project," com-

ment Bill Ingham, president of

"Our special thanks go to

Frank Tarbutton, who helped us

coordinate this exhibition," he

added. "This is a fine example

of communltylnterest in college

affairs."

Next week the Sho'men net

squad will have their last two

home games. Support your team!
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Publications Board

With the advent of a freshly invigorated Pub-

lications Board at Washington College, several new

policies of interest to students have been developed.

Of greatest importance at this time is the an-

nouncement of a two week period in early March

during which any student may approach an editor of

the three campus publications and declare his interest

in being appointed Editor-in-Chief. Students may also

apply to any member of the Board of Publications,

the membership of which is listed in a news article in

full elsewhere in this issue.

The purpose of this two week period is to

give an opportunity to those members of the student

body who feel an editor might pass over the qualifi-

cations of the student and appoint someone else. The

Editor-in-Chief of each publication still has the pre-

rogative of recommending the individual who, in his

judgment, is best qualified for the position. The Board

of Publications is obliged to consider his recommenda-

tion, but is also available for hearing the case for and

qualifications of any student who is interested in the

three top posts.

The Board will take the third week in March

to consider the candidates who have been nominated

and those who come forward during the first two

weeks. The decision will be announced at a Publica-

tions Board Banquet to be held at the end of March.

Speaking for the ELM, the time is now at

hand to consider students, especially freshmen and

sophomores for positions of assistantships on the pa-

per. Students interested in writing, typing, reading,

filing, or in any way working for the ELM (and shar-

ing in our fantastically high wagesl should present

himself at the Elm office (near the Snack Bar) any

Sunday night, or anytime an Elm editor is at home.

Elm Supplements
Enclosed with the ELM this week is a supple-

ment provided by the U. S. Student Press Association

in conjunction with students participating in their

Higher Education Seminar program.

Next week, the January-February issue of the

Chicago Literary Review will be included with the

ELM. And work proceeds on our own supplements.

Coming up are: a four page photographic essay put

together by ELM photography editor Brion Hanrihan,

and the translation of "Cyano de Bergerad" by Bill

F.'ank, a college junior.

We trust you, our readers, appreciate the op-

portunity to expand your horizons and will express

your opinion on the ELM and the issues we present

in the form of a letter to the editor. Criticism and

praise are always welcome.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Mr. Heymann:

Your January 21, 1969, front

page editorial entitled "College

Neglects safety" was extremely

disturbing to me. It Is my con-

tention that the college, espec-

ially during the past year, has

taken a position that Is exactly

the opposite of neglect In the

area of Are safety.

During the past year the col-

lege has had two thorough fire

inspections by the state fire

mar snail's office. These In-

spections were made not at the

request of the state, but at the

request of the college. Follow-

ing these inspections the college

carried out as many of the

state's recommendations as

were financially possible. These

Include thorough testlngand re-

charging of all extinguishers,

purchase of new trash contain-

ers for all college buildings,

development of a program to

replace flammable celling tile

In our dormitories, and many

How much effort and instruc-

tion Is enough in the field offire

safety? Your editorial makes
passing references to some of

the efforts the college has made
over the past year to improve

fire safety. In my view these

efforts have been most signi-

ficant, and I can assure you

that they will continue.

Are the student's concerned

about fire safety? The Men's

Residence Association has been

forced to adopt a policy of tow-

ing cars that are Illegally park-

ed In campus fire lanes. Stu-

dents continue to use cooking

devices such as hot plates, el-

ectric frying pans, and other

dangerous devices in theirdor-

mitory rooms. Twenty students

In Somerset House have been

fined as a result of a fire ex-

tinguisher being thrown from

the second floor window, yet no

one will admit to having parti-

cipated in this Incident. Smoking

in William Smith Hall continues,

even though all students have

been warned concerning this fire

hazard.

1 most seriously object to

the Elm's editorial policy, es-

pecially in this matter. To my
knowledge not a single Elm re-

porter or staff member inter-

viewed any member of the ad-

ministration, wholsresponsiblf

for the college's fire safety pro-

gram. This would Include Mr.

Robert Simmonds, Business

Manager; Dean Beverly Clark;

Mr. Raymond Crooks, Campus
Fixe Marshall; Mr. Clayton Mc-
Garvey, Director of Buildings

and Grounds; or myself. It would

seem to me, that if the Elm
wants to charge the college with

neglect, it should not neglect

Its duty to ascertain the facts.

I must state here that Mr.

Ted Goldman, a student, has

played a very Important role In

our fire safety programs. Dur-

ing his tenure as president of

the Men's Residence Associa-

tion, he became extremely in-

terested in fire safety. Since

that time he has met regularly

with members of the adminis-

tration during discussions of our

fire safety program.

I can assure you that during

the next sixmonthsthecollege's

campaign against fire will be

even more intensified than It

has been over the past year.

The college will dedicate itself

to the enforcement of rules and

regulations In regardtoflre sa-

fety. In addition, Mr. Simmonds
has assured me that the main-

tenance department will once

again survey the campus for

prospective fire hazards, and

the college will continue to do

all that is financially possible

in order to insure greater fire

safety on this campus.

Sim

Carl A. westerdahl

Dean Of Men

Md. Colleges To

Present Film Contest
The Maryland Film Festival

Three, with $60C in awards and

with rental fees for exhibited

films, will be held March 6, 7, 8,

and 9 as a series of rotating

programs at Goucher College, The

Maryland Institute, and The Johns

Hopkins University. The festival is

ih..

Gov't. Provides Funds
For Campus Jobs

Nearly 257,000 students who
need financial help to attend

college will be assisted by the

Federally supported College

Work-Study Program during the

first six months of 1969.

Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare Wilbur J.

Cohen announced today that

approximately $66.5 million will

be made available by the U.S.

Office of Education to 1,855

colleges and universities in all 50

States, the District of Columbia,

Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands to meet 80 percent of

student payrolls. A student's

college or university, or an

approved off-campus agency, will

provide 20 percent.

Employment
Students may work up to 15

hours a week while in school and

up to 40 hours a week during

four programs are moving us

closer to our national goal that

every capable student shall have

the opportunity for a college

final

The othe: theprograms

National Defense Student Loan

Program, authorized by the

National Defense Education Act

of 1958, and the Guaranteed

Student Loan and Educational

Opportunity Grants programs,

authorized by the Highei

Education Act of 1965.

These four programs of loans,

grants and jobs represent a

Federal investment of about J540
million during this academic year

and are benefiting and estimated

1.5 million students.

under the sponsorship of t

Jonas Mekas, internationally

noted filmmaker, critic and editor

of Film Culture magazine, and P.

Adams Sitney. one of the major

writers on the new American

cinema who recently returned

from Europe where he lectured on
and showed the works of leading

avant-garde American filmmakers,

will judge all films entered in the

festival.

The films will be shown at

Goucher College on the evenings

of March 6, 7, and 8; at The
Maryland Institute on the

evenings of March 7, 8, and 9; and

at the Johns Hopkins University

on the evening of March 8 and the

afternoon and evening of March 9.

To quality for the festival, all

films must have been completed

after January 1, 1968, and may
not have been sold for commercial

use. Super 8, 8mm and 16mm
films are eligible. For 16mm films,

sound may be optical, magnetic,

or on tape. For 8 mm and Super 8

films, only tape accompaniments

are acceptable. All films that

demonstrate significant cinematic

expression are welcome. Priority

will be given to films t

d 30 minutes in lc

Mill.'

Employment may be in such

on -campus jobs as teacher

assistant, library aide, laboratory

assistant, maintenance worker, or

administrative aid. Off-campus

employment may be for public or

private nonprofit agencies in such

activities as health, welfare,

education, and recreation.

Any student unable to enter or

to continue in college for lack of

funds may apply for a job under

the College Work-Study Program

to the financial aid officer of a

participating college.

Federally Supported

"The College Work-Study

Program is one of four major

Federally supported programs to

help American youth attend

college," Secretary Cohen said.

"Singly or in combination these

"You've made the Deans' List and you've

got 24 hours before he comes looking for you.'
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Marcuse At Yale
n New Haven, Connecticut. - Ed.)

The usual physical and intellectual barrier between a lec-

turer and his audience were gaily surmounted In the neo-

Gothlc auditorium of the Yale Law School Monday evening,

December 9, as Professor Herbert Marcuse of the Univer-

sity of California at San Diego spoke In the last of a series

of lectures (by various speakers)the philosophy Department

has been sponsoring on the subject of revolution. Between

7 :
15 and 7 : 30 the seats for the 8 o'clock lecture filled, both

downstairs and in the balcony. Soon the aisles were filled,

and any superfluous space in the room. Often, to ovations,

stained glass windows opened, admitting excrutiatlng

draughts and students who emerged to perch on the lofty

window ledges. Students were seated all along the wall be-

hind the speaker's platform, and except for the rostrum ltself-

this platform was soon heaped with jackes and scarves and

caps and sweaters.

"There was only a moderate amount
of room for the smiling, elderly speaker

to stand in, even after he had, with the

best humor in the world, picked his way
down the aisle."

Beyond the doors at the back of both aisles the crowd
extended into the wide corridor that runs the length of the

main Law School building. Presumably the crowd extended
as far as the microphone could reach. A glance at the pack-
ed doorways gave one a sense of infinite pressure bearing
down upon an already overtaxed auditorium.

There was every sort of costume in the crowd, every
style and non-style of hair. Those emerging from the high
Gothic windows were usually wearing long blue and white
scarves that further enlivened the appearance of the throng,
only about a half a dozen of whom had any gray hair, and
only one of whom, as far as I could see, had hair as white

as the speaker's.

^ "These people had no difficulty es-

tablishing rapport with each other and

with Marcuse. But though the crowd was
always good-natured, it was gaily intoler-

ant of bull."

The pleasant but earnest and frightfully wholesomeyoung
philosophy Instructor who introduced Marcuse got nowhere.

His eager, pedestrian attempts at cleverness were submerg-

ed In waves of laughter and cheerful hissing. After the lec-

ture, whenever a questioner became long-winded, the au-

dience would shout him down. If he paraded some of the

polysyllabic jargon of his particular specialty (which a few

ultra-scholarly-looklng young men did), he would be greet-

ed In amused awe by a round of ambiguous applause.

Marcuse Joined in the fun, laughing offin various ways the

questions that were confused and unintelligible, and deflat-

ing good-naturedly the ones that were merely pretentious.

"When a tall young man with a Buf-

falo Bill hairdo asked, "Do you believe

that there are five stages to a successful

revolution, of which the first is to induce

the government to commit acts of re-

pression?", Marcuse, with a look of

amused bewilderment, waited for the

laughter to subside and replied, "But
that's only one!"

suffice to destroy slums :

more expensive slums, ant

people to congregate conve

possibility of deriving pleaj

' they are simply replaced by
that a way must be found for

liently without sacrificing the

ure from their environment -

personal taste for privacy and quiet. Here one could see
his refusal to compromise his own personality, bis own
temperament - his own style. Accepting in Marcuse a style

Then, however, he made a serious attack on

the classical two-stage theory of Marxist revolution,

saying that If there Is a period of organizing the

state - a period of a few years, a few decades, or a

few centuries - during which the achievement of humanl-
poned, those Ideals are going to be forgotten.

"If his answer was not precisely to

the point the student raised, the student

had put his own point out of focus and
had nevertheless received a thoughtful
answer."

Another time some of the audience started to laugh
when a serious, somewhat shy, and very young-looking boy

an accent of the deep South asked how Marcuse could
reconcile the environment he desired with the existence
of cities. But the sprinkling of laughter stopped when Mar-

calling the question very beautiful, said that it will not

The quality of the questioning at its best was evident

from the fact that twice Marcuse answered with material
he had, after seeing the informality of the audience, drop-
ped from his prepared lecture. He had explained at the be-

ginning, to the great amusement of this hearers, that since

the audience was somewhat different from what he had ex-
pected when the invitation to deliver a formal paper had come
from (and this brought roars of laughter) the philosophy

department at Yale, he would alter somewhat the propor-
tions of his lecture devoted to philosophy and to revolution.

"He pointed out, however, that in

speaking on the topic "Reason and Revo-

lution Today," he would play down nei-

ther reason nor revolution, as each is es-

sential to the other in his view of a de-

sirable future."

Such differences play their part In Marcuse'svlewof how
the left should function. When asked about the possibility

of approachment between white radicals and black ones
he said that from his own some- what different experiences
he did not feel entitled to speak for black radicals, and
that, while he would hope that mutual Interests would bring
black and white radicals closer together, he did not see
a united left (Here he was not conflninghlmself to black and
white.) as a desirable goal In the present state of society.

"Rather he saw in the diversity of

small, disunited movements a traditional

source of the left's intellectual strength

and a condition very different from that

of the right, where unity is traditionally

possible because there are no ideas."

In the opening of his formal lecture Marcuse had stress-

ed the essential role of reason in the development of re-

volutionary Ideas. But he went on to contend that in the pre-

sent state of society Marx's Hegelian dialectic "cannot
bridge the gap between a free and classless society and

the existing society." There must be an Inner transforma-

tion of the Individual - a transormatlon largely esthetic

in Its basis, one In which Imagination will play a helghten-

"There is no point, he said, in trying

to take over society as it now is, for one
could not secure the consent of the ma-

jority to a program of humanitarian so-

cialism — a program that without this

consent could not be made to work."

Marxian reliance on the proletariat can

now be seen as out of the question, Labor unions have deve-
loped vested interests that make them anythlngbut revolution-

ary. Like almost everyone else, the workershave developed

life goals that are tied to superfluous productivity. When
this productivity is not engaged In facilitating mass killing

in imperialistic wars like the one In Vietnam, It Is threat-

ening to "cover the earth with garbage." "The mere trans-

fer of control to the workers," Marcuse said, "does not

change anything qualitatively' unless the workers have trans-

formed themselves into different human beings."

Dr. Norman James is a professor of English at Washing-

ton College. He is away on sabattical leave this semester al

Yale University in New Haven. Connecticut.

Both his surprise at the audience and the way In which
he adjusted his lecture somewhat to the concerns of this

adudience, yet did so without condescending or pandering

to It, typify the anomalous position Marcuse holds with to-

day's students. Himself a philosopher with a formidable

written style, and a scholarly, quite and polite oral

one, he is not in the least a fire-eater or demagogue. Mak-
ing no concessions In that direction he nevertheless held

the attention, the respect, and even the affection of an audi-

ence that looked ready for something quite different.

"The mere transfer of control to

the workers," Marcuse said, 'does not

change anything qualitatively unless the

workers have transformed themselves

into different human beings."

"If Marcuse is surprised, as he evi-

dently is, by a popularity he has not
courted, it is equally evident that there

is among his student admirers a degree

of intellectual ability and integrity that,

for many of their elders, their manners

and costumes belie."

The objectivity with which Marcuse can speak ofthe stu-

dent generation, an objectivity which the students show a

readiness to receive In good faith, was at Yale especial-

ly shown when he was asked his opinion of communes.
Marcuse said with a smile, "Since 1 will answer this ques-

tion quite frankly, my answer will be paradoxical." He then

explained his mixed feelings; on the one hand his admira-

tion for the purposes these communes seek to achieve and

the dedication that they manifest, but on the other hand his

The qualitative changes Marcuse considers prerequls-

to desirable revolution (which is not, for Marcuse, an apo-

calyplc event totally transforming society) Involve the free-

ing of Imagination and sensibility from neglect and re-

pression. Reason may aid and guide Imagination, but must not

stifle it. The Imagination must be free to explore and to make

its own discoveries. Out of this can come more desirable

human relationships and a more pleasing physical environ^

ment, both of which developments are thwarted by the direc-

tions capitalism takes (the directions of superfluous pro-

ductivity and imperialistic wars), but both of which de-

velopments are essential to a civilized future, If there is

to be one.

Marcuse sees the young, not yet "caught up In the hypro-

crisy and corruption of the establishment today," as the

great hope for the necessary revolution, especially if they

' can obtain education that expands beyond the traditional limits

of education, "education manifesting Itself in unorthodox

forms, perhaps even violent forms to react to the violence

of capitalism." The search of the young for a new person-

ality, "the human free In this entire being," dedicated and

yet Individual, possessed of Imagination and sensibility as

well as reason and technology, exemplifies for Marcuse the

effort he brought the audience to Its feet by calling for In

the closing words of his lecture, which also spelled out

the choice that he said confronts us: "We must work to live

as human beings or else live as accessories to a crime."
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New Pass-Fail Grade System

Undergoes Thorough Evaluation

Dr. Joseph Katz (right), specialist in student problems,

emphasized the importance of communication at a talk he de-

livered here last week. Dr. James Hoopes (left) of the Assem-

bly Committee looks on.

Problems Expert Tells

Of Student Frustration

By Larry Varon

This past fall semester about

15 of the 296 Juniors and sen-

iors at Washington College par-

ticipated In the newly Instituted

pass/fall program. From the

earliest evaluations, all ofthose

engaged In the program passed

their courses.

Because of the Interest of

both students and faculty and

the evident success of a pass/

fall system at other colleges,

the Academic Council approved

a similar program for Wash-
ington College last spring, which

was sanctioned at the following

general faculty meeting.

Limited To Upptrclassmen

In Its lnclple the

By Barbara Oibom

Dr. Joseph Katz, Stanford

University's executive direc-

tor of the Institute for the Stu-

dy of Human Problems, visited

the Washington College com-

munity for two days of consul-

tation on "the student revolu-

tion, education and society."

Katz delivered a Louttlt

George series lecture to an au-

dience of about 100, Friday,

February 7, at 7:30 In Hynson

Lounge.

In his presentation, Dr. Katz

emphasized the barriers to

communication as contributory

to the problems of the over-

thirty and under-lhlrty factions

of the American culture. When
asked his stance concerningthe

crises in the student power
movement at Columbia Univer-

sity, Dr. Katz could not offer a

Judgmenl of the particular ac-

tions of the students and ad-

ministrators In that given situ-

ation, but he commented that it

tlon since the legitimate de-

mands of students had been so

long frustrated.

Shared Experience

In exploring practical consid-

erations of youth - establish-

ment ^problems, Dr. Katz

recommended the avoidance of

crisis confrontations by en-

couraging shared experience

such as observing conditions oi

the lnner-clty together, lnfor-

mallzation of communication
and joint participation in de-

cision-making and problem-
solving. An informal reception

In the lounge of Reld Hall fol-

lowed the lecture.

On SaturdaymornlngDr. Katz

met with the faculty -student

committee on Student Affairs

In Dean Westerdabl's office to

consider Issues more specifi-

cally connected with Washington

College. Dr. Katz explained the

theories behind the establish-

ment of coeducational dormi-

tories as a legitimate means

to more meaningful social In-

teraction with the same and the

opposite sex. He described the

actual effect of such experi-

mental "demonstration houses"

now in operation at Stanford

University. Concerning currl-

cular problems, he also discus-

sed different methods of self-

observation by a class asafur-

ther aid to Joint understanding

and pursuit of learning.

The Dlllion Lounge of Queen

Anne's House was the site of

a seminar on Saturday after-

noon In which Dr. Katz con-

tinued discussions with stu-

dents about their problems with

the Intellectual and social en-

pass/fall option is limited to

Juniors and seniors not on aca-

demic probation or warnlngand

applies only to courses which

are neither in one's major field

(or major-related requirement),

nor a distribution requirement.

Results of the new system

were in general satisfactory for

both students and faculty. Ac-

cording to the Registrar, Mr.

Ermon Foster, most of the stu-

dents who took the option this

ere fairly good

who wanted to avoid

the pressure and competition

In a course outside of their

major." Though the initial pop-

ularity was relatively weak, the

registration for the second se-

mester has already shown an

Statistical Problems

For Mr. Foster, the program

has brought on some statistical

problems. In averaging student

grades for group ratings such
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as fraternity and sorority ac-

ademic awards, Honors, or stu-

dent's class ranking at gradua-

tion, pass/fall courses will be

disregarded.

For example, a Junior taking

a pass/fall course each semes-

ter will have bis total grade

points divided by 28 courses

to determine his class ranking;

whereas another Junior not tak-

ing pass/fall courses will have

his total grade points divided

by 32 courses to find his class

ranking. This system normally

put the group or individual tak-

ing pass/fall courses at an ad-

vantage.

i Of program

One obvious weakness of the

program appears whereaprac-

tlce teacher cannot make Dean's

List with and "A" average,

because student teachlnglscon-

sidered as two pass/fail co-

urses. On the other hand, a

student taking one pass/fall co-

urse can make Dean's List or

Honorable Mention with the nec-

essary average. Infact.liastu-

dent at Center Stage for a sem-
ester receivesa"B"(onGpfade

is given for a semester'swork)

he Is on the Honorable Mention

list.

Though the student never re-

ceives a letter grade other than

a "p" of "F" for an option

course, Mr. Foster suggests

that for a more equitable sys-

tem the grade-points for the

course should be recorded foi

"Internal purposes only.'*

Group grade averages could

then be evaluated using the

recorded grade-points and an

equal number of courses. This

would eliminate the statistical

problems involved. Ideally,

however, Mr. Foster feels that

the program should continue as

a useful device enabling the

student to challenge unfamiliar

academic areas.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES in HIGHER EDUCATION
Supplement to the ITSSPA Higher Education Program

Winter 1 969: Things Get Cum

Distribution of this supplement to 135, OOO students on 60
campuses has been made possible through a grantfrom the
United Ministries in Higher Education (Witherspoon
Blag., Philadelphia 19107) and with the cooperation
ofyour campus newspaper.

Material was preparedfor it as part of a
seminar on higher education heldfor stu-

dent editors at San Franciscio a year
ago. That soninar was one of a se-

ries funded with a grant from
Carnegie Corporation to the

U.S. Student Press.Associa-

tion, an association of
five hundred student
newspapers around

(Please Tarn
lo Page 2,

Col. II



Story Behind

An Experience
(From Pagel)

the country. This tabloid is one of the

results of one of the many projects car-

ried out by USSPA with that money.

Higher education and new technologies

are its subjects. Those involved in the

project were staff members of USSPA

and students from newspapers in the

Western states.

As you will gather from reading the

paper, we greeted the technologies we

saw with mixed admiration and suspi-

cion. The medium being the message,

though, a word is in order about the pro-

cess that got yiese words and images

onto paper and into your hands. It is a

vignette that may throw some interest-

ing light on the way young people think

and act today—perhaps as much as can

the words they write.

As administrators of the Higher

Education Project financed by Carne-

gie Frank Browning and Robert Johns-

ton make it their business to stay in

touch with interesting developments in

education; and while this means that

they spend a lot of time reading the min-

utes of dull conferences, it also means

they run across a li'.tle of the Rube Gold-

bergish: the computers, the electronics,

the hip psychotherapeutic approaches,

and the generally adventurous. They

resolved to get as many as possible of

these into one seminar, held in San Ma-

teo California, at the end of February.

There were some touches of futur-

ism to the seminar: it was held at the

Villa Hotel, a rather garish plaster

building resplendent with rubberish

plants picked out of the phone book be-

cause it had free transport from the San

Francisco airport. The theory was that

in our middle ages the world's largest

office buildings will be found at airports,

where businessmen will flv in and out

for their face to face business; we might

as well start getting used to that mode of

operation. Then again, this report is

printed in a far from usual way. The col-

or cover and double truck, the high

speed offset (which we have taken ad-

vantage of to print a number of under-

lays and other effects) are the work of

the Sacramento Union, a Copley newspa-

per which is at the moment buildine one

of the most modern plants in the coun-

try. As this is being written, the staff of

the Union is operating out of the old,

plant, a number of trailers and some

parts of the brand new printing plant.

We are grateful to Charles Walheim in

the publisher's office, and Bill Hofer

who heads the production staff—both for

their generosity in printing this supple-

ment and for the trouble they took to

help us at a time when extra work was
particularly inconvenient for them.

Working at the Union, by the way,

meant some interesting insights on fu-

ture newspaper technology. The bright

young consulting engineers one associ-

ates with the aerospace industry were

for once a major force in the paper:

shuffling their print-outs, musing over

their flow diagrams, and working at

their buttons and switches. Having been

around hot lead and letterpress since J
was about eight, it was a little saddening

to walk through the dark and dusty com-

Reprioted with permission from Kaiser Aluminum News

posing room of the Union, where a se- ing to the sensonum and tne intellect at

dentary guard waits for the linotypes to the hands of a variety of avant gardes!

be taken to the junk heap. Finally, there remained the problem

Type at the Union is now phototype- ,of getting it down on paper. The center

set by Photon machines with fBM con- section of this tabloid is based on the

troi mechanisms. And it is some conso- USSPA College Editor's Conference

lation to the romantic in one to be told "Alternative Futures and Present

that the relay that turns the whole mess Choices," and was collated by me from

on and off only works when it is tilted at material supplied by participants in the

an angle, never when it's right side up. conference. The rest of the report was

Meanwhile, back at higher educa- written by participants in the San Mateo

tion thirty students came to San Mateo Seminar, either at the seminar or at

met each other, talked about their ex- home, and was pulled into this shape at

pectations for the seminar, and then two planning sessions at Los Angeles

scattered to the corners of California and Portland Oregon in early April. Fi-

with cameras, video-tape recorders, nal dummying was done by Frank

audio-tape and' note-books. Among the Browning, Karlyn Barker of the Berke-

places they visited were the computer ley Daily Californian and myself, with

installation at University of California the help of Lester Dore, a San Francisco

at Irvine, a movie-making project for artist. _
young black people in Richmond, the We cannot hope that this is a com-

secluded Centre for the Study of Demo- lete overview of the future of education

cratic Institutions at Santa Barbara, the and technology. But we hope you gain

Computer Aided Instruction installation from this taste,

of Stanford, the electronic music labs of

Mills College and the social revolution -David Lloyd-Jones

laboratory of San Francisco State Col-

lege. A fair sample of what is happen-

Programing Kids to Learn Change

BUSHNELL: I think you want to learn

from people the moment that you have a

need to learn and that we kind of follow

the educational experience through the

nose and you mav choke on it before

you're ready for it. So somehow you

have to have the motivational aspect in

life and then let the kids go out and ask.

questions.

We only have one mode of instruction

and that is the printed word in the text-

book and we need to open it up. We did a

survey in Philadelphia to look at pro-

grams which involve kids actively, like

the football team and the choir, or any

other art experience, were always suc-

cessful.

We were just condemning technology,

and condemning it from the point of

view that it pre-programmed the learn-

ing experiences of kids rather than let-

ting them create for themselves their

own educational experience, taking care

of the motivational properties by be-

coming involved through their own self-

determination. I asked the question.

"How many of the kids here have

dropped out, and one girl said she had

because it was boring, and somebody

else said it was too structured, that the

teachers seemed to hold back on the

grades as a kind of reward for a good

behavior. And my criticism of technolo-

gy has been it takes this model of educa-

tion and concordizes it in the computer

program or the multi-media experience

that kids have.

HECKSCHER:
There has to be an integration of some

sort of program; a number of people are

depending on what you want to be. if you

want to be anything at all. Somewhere a

body of knowledge meets this enthusias-

tic motivation.

BUSHNELL:
How would you do it though, when you

talk about the programming? Would you

lay out a menu from which the now-mo-

tivated student could select, or would

you prescribe for him not a menu but a

series of experiences in the order in

which he might encounter them?

I would give him a great deal of free-

dom. For example, if a child makes up

his mind he wants to be a doctor, you
can't fool around.

But you still have to get certain things

across to him, and he has to have it in his

mind when he graduates.

HECKSCHER:
Motivation and enthusiasm has to be-

come a program, an acquisition of skills.

f
"'

"At the I < »nar on New
Technologies and Higher Educa-
tion a good deal of sitting around
the swimming pool was done.

This is an edited transcript of a
conversation among Don Busbnell,

Vice President of the Brooks Re-
search Foundation in Santa Bar-

""SILBERMAN:
Doesn't this interact with age level?

You wouldn't for example assume that a

first grade child is going to decide what

he ought to learn and pursue on his own.

This would probably result in him not

learning very much.
BUSHNELL:
But Montessori does . . . She has the

experiences there but the kids can

choose and select from among these

experiences, right? The materials are

all well-planned, and they have a specif-

ic instructional objective; the children

are required to take the educational toys

in a specified sequence. Although it ap-

pears as if there's random activity going

on in the classroom, in fact, there is a

program, it is sequenced and the child-

ren are required to behave in certain

fashions .1 would suggest that we have

kind of a continuum from young ages to

the higher age levels, and as the capabil-

ity for self-study increases, as the stu-

dent grows older, he becomes increas-

ingly able to supply his own initiative.

By the time he reaches the higher educa-

bara; Harry Silberman, a re-

searcher at System Development
Corporation in Santa Monica;

Huntley Goodhue, Editor of the

Portland State Vanguard; and Phil

Heckscher. a young cinematogra-
phcr, graphic artist and Princeton

graduate student.

""tion level He is capable of what I call

library learning. That means he pursues

an attack on his own. He acquires ex-

periences that are broadening and he has

some set of objectives which are his,

where at the lower levels, necessarily

you have a set of values which society

deems important. They feel for example

the children should be able to communi-
cate, take turns, they should stand in

line in some instances because if they

didn't they might get hurt, and these

things are taught as the common curric-

ulum.

. (Please Torn to Next Page);



A Conversation At Irvine
(In tbe following interview, seminar
participants Keith Justice, Philip
Heckscher, and David Lloyd-Jones talk
with Leo Keller about computer instruc-
tion at the Irvine campus of the Univer-
sity of California.)

HECKSCHER: Students are using
the machines (computers) for instruc-
tion, but we are also interested in know-
ing whether and to what extent provi-
sions are made for students using the
machines on their own initiative for
their own research work in their
courses. What kind of provisions are
made for that?

KELLER: Well, one of the systems
that runs on these kinds of terminals is

sort of a computational style language-
it is like the FORTRAN language, but it

is operational directly from the termi-
nal, so that a person can sit down and
write a little program and have it exe-
cuted and get the results back immedi-
ately.

HECKSCHER: He does his own
programming then?

KELLER: Yes, in this sense he is

using it as a problem-solving tool the
same way he would use a regular com-
puter at a computer center. He would
write his program and put it in and then
sometime later get his result back. This
way he gets his result back immediate-
ly.

HECKSCHER: I understand that
you must have a faculty sponsor to use a
computer in this fashion. Do any of the
extra curricular organizations have ac-
cess to computers or is it just for formal-
courses.

KELLER: The way we have been

operating here, any student has been
able to use the computer any time he
wants to sign up for it

LLOYD-JONES: Is the only mate-
rial which goes into the computer sub-
ject matter set down by the academy by
the school?

KELLER: There are programs
written for purposes of peoples' own—
for artistic purposes, for organizational
purposes, and so forth. As for the other
type of program, the standard lesson
part which would be a portion of a
course, those are usually developed by
faculty members. However, this on-line
computational capability that I was talk-
ing about is available to anyone. You
just sit down and write your program to
solve whatever problems you want

HECKSCHER: Another thing that
we have been interested in is the prob-
lem ol what a computer can be used for
in teaching traditional courses, and what
it is less suited for. It has been suggested
to us by several people that the instruc-
tor faces a continual series of decisions
as to when to use the computer and when
not to, because of course it tends to pre-
sent material in a fashion that is quite
different from traditional instruction. Is
that the way you see the use of the com-
puter as a continuous deciding, weighing
of values in a continuous series of deci-
sions, or is it just the allure of the in-
creased efficiency and rapidity of a
computer that decides people to use it or
not?

KELLER: As we can see from the
system that we have here, with the type-
writer terminal, first of all there are
quite a number of limitations. A student
can read much faster than a typewriter

can type. So where you have a lot of in-
formation to present, you can't want to
do it with a typewriter terminal, ob-
viously. With a CRT (television screen)
type terminal, the information is able to
be presented much faster; we can put a
whole page up almost instantaneously
and there you get away from this read-
ing problem. Many of the systems and
the current system we have operating
does not have CRT.

The other point of deciding what
concepts or what battery of materials
can be presented best and which would
best be presented by some other means
(like perhaps lectures or discussion
groups) is partly a matter of ingenuity
on the part of the instructor. Some
things have been found to work and some
are more difficult. Also, the programs
need to be designed such that they take
care of all kinds of contingencies that
might arise; and this involves thinking
ahead and trying to think of what contin-
gencies will actually occur in the course
of the program. Again, this is more or
less a matter of ingenuity.

LLOYD-JONES: Are graduates of
Irvine going to be the sort of people who
are going to be able to use the technolo-
gy of the world without taking it too seri-
ously, without letting it be their mas-
ters?

KELLER: I think that's fairly accu-
rate.

LLOYD-JONES: I hope you're right.
We want to go to Dr. Justice if he is still
here.

,

JUSTICE: I am Dr. Keith Justice. I
am in biology, using a computer in a lit-

tle different way from a number of other
people on the campus. I'm using it as a

substitute for the laboratory exercise
Many of the areas of biology are difficult
to handle in the laboratory. For exam-
ple, if we want to studv the population
growth of humans in the world we
would have difficulty setting up a biolo-
Ry exercise in this area, to say the least

The same thing goes for population
erowth in human organisms and studies
in genetics of organisms. There are
many other areas of biology where for
cost reasons, we cannot set up a normal
biology laboratory exercise. Many of the
concepts we now discuss in biology are
based on experiments worked out' with
yery, very expensive equipment: elec-
tron microscopes, ultra-centrifuges
very delicate separation techniques, etc

It is my thesis that these exercises
can be conducted by simulating the bio-
logical system on a digital computer; we
do this many times using on our on-line
computational system that Prof. Keller
just described.

LLOYD-JONES: Is the computer
really cheaper than that stuff?

JUSTICE: Yes, it is. It is cheaper
not just in money hut in time, both the
students' time and the time of organ-
isms. For instance, we can simulate 2,-
000 years of human evolution with res-
pect to certain traits, in a space of few
minutes on a computer. We do this not in
a pre-destined manner, you might say
but we allow the student to design an
experiment in human evolution or in in

tra-human evolution, and to simulate
this using a program which we have
previously loaded.

(Please Turn to Page 12, Col. 3)

Aspects of 'Turning Onr

to Education
(From Page 2)

BUSHNELL:
I think that's the thing that kills educa-

tion. You're presuming that you know —
you as society — know what experiences
these kids should be brainwashed in and
by the time they get to the third grade
they're dead as students.

SILVERMAN:
I believe that every child should be

taught to read. If this means brainwash-
ing, fine. Then let's brainwash him. I

think we ought to make a distinction
between instruction and learning. Edu-
cation has to do with instruction prima-
rily. Learning takes place at all times.
1 BUSHNELL:

Education in the schools is instruction
primarily, but learning can be education
outside the school.

SILBERMAN:
I submit that the public schools repre-

sent a social institution to develop some
kind of cohesive set of values to prevent
society from splitting asunder. Learning
is something that takes place every-
where — on the block, at home, regard-
less of what the particular experience is

— but instruction generally differs from
learning in this sense in that it is formal-
ized.

HECKSCHER:
"We're talking now about the content

of education in the lower grades. I think
you make a very useful distinction be-
tweenlearning and instruction. But real-
ly^wfiat-wejvere talking about before is

hov? to bring to learning the enthusiasm
and the natural reaching out of the learn-
ing process, and how to bring that into a
situation which is instruction;

SILBERMAN:
Ask yourself the question: What are

the conditions under which the desired

objective — being highly turned on —
are established? And, it's not, I think,

.unreasonable to say that its over-simpli-

fied to say merely, "Let everybody go
his own route,' ' and they would be highly
motivated and turned on. I think that's
baloney.

Indeed, I would suggest that there are
a number of different elements under-
lying the conditions which determine the
state of being motivated. One of them
has to do with the extent to which the
social reinforcers are operating and by
social reinfforcers I mean the stimuli of
getting praise by one's peers for doing
something pretty well. Not competition,
but cooperative effort.

I'd like to talk about that one too, be-
cause I think all too often because of our
laise-faire attitude we let them play in
the school yard and what happens? They
do compete. What are we developing?
Aggressive behavior, very strongly rein-
forced later on in the high school" when
everything is for the teen. If we're going
to eliminate that kind of motivation
we've got to program it. We've got to

say, "How do yo produce cooperative
behavior? How do you produce children
who are sensitive to the needs of other
children even when they've never met
them, when they live on the other side of
the world, and what are the conditions 7 "

BUSHNELL:
Who does the programming?
SILBERMAN:
In the education system today, there

are a number of different decisions
makers. The teacher probably repre-
sents as important a decision-maker as
anyone. And when the teacher takes the
other two, let them play.

BUSHNELL:
And who does the teacher represent?
SILBERMAN:
The teacher represents himself as far

as I'm concerned.
BUSHNELL:
Really? and not the establishment?

SILBERMAN:
Once that door is closed, she's her own

boss.
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BUSHNELL:
But she isn't her own boss in the sense

that she's gone through Jhe system and
as the result of going through that sys-
tem, she now represents the' status quo
out there.

HECKSCHER:
I think we're talking about two differ-

ent things. I think we're talking about
who is going to decide what the content
of education is and that's sort of a big
problem. I think that the problems that
we have experienced touching on drop-
ping out aren't necessarily about the
courses that we have to take, so much as
the way they have nothing to do with
learning. It's sort of absorbing. All of us
BUSHNELL:
The problem of those who are Dro-

gramming the machines and the technol-
ogy is that they represent one point of
view: and that is that the program is

established, and the kids are guided and,
by God, it's determined; the goals are
set and the criteria are set, and they are
to go through this experience, and when
they get through they are educated!

SILBERMAN:
First, let me back off a little bit and

say that I'll buy the notion that the mid-
dle class power structure in America
determines the objectives, and they de-

termine these objectives in a number of

different ways. They select the teachers,

and the teachers generally typify the
system which they espouse: Be clean.

Be neat. "Work hard. Achieve. You
know, the whole cluster.

And there's another element. This is

the publishers of instruction materials. I

don't care what kind of instruction the
teacher has. Show me the reader that
the children are using, and I'll show you
what kind of instruction is going on in

that classroom. The materials, in a
sense, determine the system; that's an-

other element.

. (Please Turn to Page 4, Col. I>



Technomania Astray
One is shocked on meeting the gurus of the new

automated higher education at their naivete, their

innocence, their child-like belief that making a whole

new world does not really change things. Like most

young people I have read a good deal about the new

magis that are to govern our lives; I have absorbed

the usual images of the men of Rand, System Develop-

ment Corp., the Think Tanks and the rest. On coming

into contact with them through the USSPA higher

education program and elsewhere I find the usual na-

ture attributed to these men — far-seeing and high

minded, broad of vision and professionally competent

— ludicrous.

Time and again one hears the head of this re-

search project or that Computer Science Department

say "were just packaging information in a better

way," "the effect of the technology depends on the

men who run it," or, succinctly and cutely, "garbage

in, garbage out." All of which is idiocy. At the risk of

belaboring an obvious point: Computer Assisted In-

struction, for instance, is not just a new way of car-

rying out an old function, instruction or exercise. It is

a set of mechanisms and programs which subject the

student in its maw to entirely new and unforseen psy-

chological conditions.

Again, to say that the effect of a technology de-

pends on the men who run it is like saying that the ef-

fect of a bomb depends on the character of the bomber

pilot. Or once more, "garbage in garbage out" sounds

as though it means something, but ignores the fact

that in real life some people take garbage and make
something useful out of it, while some processes (say

Hollywood) take perfectly good material and make
garbage out of it.

In short, the assumption that the New Technoma-

niac is just an innocent researcher, a dedicated engi-

neer or whatever, at the service of the education es-

tablishment — a man making faithful machines which

have no in-built biases or extra-curricular effects — is

hogwash. Yet few of the technocrats have thought of

the possibility that students who learn to answer one

line questions from the computer console may.

offhandedly and incidentally, be trained in the mode of

passivity and minimum response to stimulus.

The technician and the hardware salesmen pose

as those who merely relieve of tedium, ignoring the

fact that their question and answer programs and

their "here's a problem, plug in some parameters"

games are at best frivolous distractions, at worst

mechanical martinets for the mind.

This should not be taken as meaning that I object

to new technology; I do not, for I have many a beauti-

ful dream of what the genius of the Norbert Weiners

and Vannevar Bushes can make possible for us. But

before I turn to the good side of the technologies, let

me make one final comment about many of the men in

the field at the moment:
I am irritated by their pretentiousness.

To be blunt, many of the machines around at the

moment are pretty cruddy, yet the men who own, ser-

vice and administer them preen and strut around

them as if they had something really wonderful. At the

Irvine campus of University of California, for in-

stance, the CAL programs, though in some cases writ-

ten with some intelligence and wit, are rendered un-

bearably dull by the fact that the vaunted machine has

a reaction time unworthy of a sclerotic sloth. The
academic papers written by one man at System Deve-

lopment Corporation, though perhaps intrinsically

interesting, are rendered idiotic by the concentration

on the great conglomerations of machinery he con-

venes to reach pretty damn simple conclusions.

The over-rating of the hardware installed is aston-

ing, and it gives one pause to consider that most of

the operating CAL set-ups are in primary schools with

predominantly black and chicano student bodies.

Though the men who mn the equipment pretend to be

"upgrading" the "culturally deprived," one wonders
why these middle class white men don't experiment

on their own kids first.

In short, Harold Innis, Edmund Carpenter, Mar-
shall McLuhan and Father Ong have demolished the

information-field assumptions of the pre-television

(Please Turn to Page 14, Col. 1)

System: Flexibility Vs. Fad Switching
(FromPaee3)

Third: The peer group determines

what happens as far as objectives are

concerned. Kids learn much more from
each other than they learn from anybody
else, or materials, etc., The Coleman
report brought this out very beautifully.

They essentially found that in a nation-

wide sample that differences in quality

as measured by teacher salary, per capi-

ta expenditure on students, and so forth

make very little difference. What makes
the big difference is what the population

of peers is like. That determines what
gets learned.

Now, the pattern in the history of

America has been that the middle class
power structure, as a result of all these

various techniques, pretty much deter-

mines what shall be learned and how it

shall be learned. When immigrants

came in, this had been a force to assimi-

late the values that were different into
those that were dominant. Now we have
a new phenomenon occurring, particu-

larly in the large urban areas where the
central ghetto parents don't want to buy
it. They don't want to be assimilated;
they're saying. "Let's incorporate one
set of values along side of yours and
make some part in this educational pro-

gram.'' This is just manifestation of

deeper conflict — a social conflict, and
perhaps the outcome of that conflict will

determine the future objectives and the

nature of the so-called school.

If you look ahead, you ask yourself

what' the trends are in technology, what

is apt to happen to these objectives,

what are going to be the important ob-

jectives in the near future and what will

be some of the roles that these profes-

sional educators play in that future? By
various techniques it is possible to make
such extrapolations, and one can look

ahead and say, "Well technology is im-

proving so fast, the pace of rate of

change in the world is going quicker all

the time." Consequently, the ability to
accept change is going" to be an impor-
tant objective: the anti-rigidity phe-
nomenon. IGetting kids to desire learn-

ing, and changing behavior.

Another important objective is going
to be increased awareness of the impor-
tance of being able to appreciate leisure

time activities without guilt.

We're breaking away from the Puritan
work ethic and in the future its going to

be more important for people to be
steeped in the humanities, being able to

enjoy their leisure time.

The third one I've already mentioned
is the ability to be sensitive to the needs

of other people because the world is get-

ting smaller all the time.

Now how do we get there? Obviouslv.

the current school structure is not doing

the job. Project Head Start and other

projects are beginning to point the way.

First, there is going to be a shift to-

wards the lower age level; children at

younger age levels are more permeable.

They change more readily. By the time

the kid hits kindergarten the whole pat-

tern is pitched. You can predict once you
know who you've gotten when they come
into school, what the rate of progress is,

and this doesn't change regardless of

what the school does. So when does it

count? Maybe in the crib. Maybe the

only solution—and I'll throw this out as a

point that I don't necesarrily accept but

is something to consider. Maybe the only

solution to maintaining the coherent
cohesive society is to have society—and
you define what that means, whether it

be the existing power structure or some
new democratic form—assume greater

responsibility for the education of the

infant to inculcate these common
values. What happens? We have a situa-

tion where by the time the kid is three

bis dad is teaching him to beat up the kid

next door, who is a little bit smaller and

Now, if you want to say that pro- -

gramming vs. freedom is the real issue,

you can play that game; but I think its a

pseudo issue. I think when you're talking

about trying to establish a set of objec-

tives you mean that you're going to try

to change children's behavior in some
desirable direction and the desirability

is the political issue that is determined

by democratic moves, we hope.

In addition to this conservative objec-

tive that I've just outlined — I mean
those objectives that are designed to

maintain a coherent society — there are

other objectives which you pointed out

that I think are equally important, and

these are the objectives of using educa-

tion to shape the nature of society to

come. And this is not a new concept-

Progressive people in the '30s said it was
possible to use education to shape the

future — to determine what kind of so-

ciety we're going to be living in — but at

that time they didn't have the technolo-

gy to pull it off. I mean, as long as every-

body was enthusiastic, the energy

sapped in and a little got done. But as

soon as those wonderful people died,

everything died off. Until you have a

system — some set of procedures that

are codified, a set of materials, some-

thing that's programmed (meaning

planned) so that certain desirable ef-

fects can be predicted and implemented,

until you have a system, all you've got is

everybody going from the latest fad to

the next new fad.

BUSHNELL:
You are continually in the process of

. change and taking on new experiences

and become wiser, hopefully, you're re-

directing yourself and that's why educa-

| tion should have flexibility-it should be

Reprinted with Permission from (Please See Next Page)
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Critiquing Computers
The use of CAI programs in a college course

raises several questions about the limitations of the
technique as well as suggesting additional applica-
tions. The limitations are of three sorts; psychologi-
cal, pedalogical, and technical. Extensions of the tech-
nique depend most heavily on the teacher's ingenuity,
but also on the development of more complex CAI
technology.

Many teachers question the kind of learning that
goes on in students using CAI. Most objections of this
sort assert that the student does not learn or, if he
learns, he "really doesn't understand." One answer is
that since "learning" can be definsed as "a perform-
ance change over trials" and "understnading" as "the
ability to do a specified activity", students both learn
and understand what the program teaches. The more
important issue here is whether programs can help
students to perform as well or better than they would
otherwise.

Certainly a bad program may be worse than a bad
book, in terms of the students' reaction, but a good
CAI program can challenge a student as no book can.
Furthermore, in wlriting a program that is effective,
the author is forced to break the subject matter into
small units (frames) and spell out quite explicitly
what is to be learned; the result seems to be more
icareful development and presentation of the topic, not
the opposite. Yet it may be disturbing, more to the
teacher I fear than the student, to see extremely com-
plex topics presented in this "simple" manner. Yet if

a program can teach and students learn and under-
stand, there is much to be said for CAI and pro-
grammed instruction. There is a clear need for hard
answers to these questions.

. Clearly related to this is the question of where CAI
fits in a curriculum or course, or more specifically
what can (or ought to) be programmed? The best hard
answer is that subjects that are more mechanical
(logic, foreign language, mathematics, economic
theory, English grammar) are best suited for pro-
gramming, although the use of CAI is less demanding
than other programmed media in this respect. More
relevant are the ingenuity of the teacher-programmer
and the sophistication of the CAI system he has access
to; the growing use of simulation games is an example
of just one sort of approach to more complex, but well
defined, subjects.

Most severe of the limitations on the use of CAI isthat imposed by the technical capability of computersystems. The seminal state of time-sharing computersystems and of instructional programming languages
seriously inhibits use of CAI at the college level Most
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These technical constraints are more severe when
one considers the extent of current research on com-
puter processing of English. Computers are able to
"understand" and answer complex questions based on
data stored in their memory when these questions are
in standard English. Yet most computer systems have
nothing resembling the general question-answering
capability. When it is available, it is seldom possible
to use in an instructional program. The desired flexi-
bility, that of a computer system capable of a wide
range of human teaching skills, is within our techno-
logical grasp now; yet implementation of existing
techniques in the near future is only a promise.

To foresee the directions in which CAI will expand
requires little imagination in light of the advanced
state of computer technology. Each of the limiting
factors mentioned will be of trivial importance in five
years Time-sharing computer systems with ency-
clopedic memories full of verbal and numeric infor-
mation will be available on a wide scale; programs to
allow their systematic interrogation by students will
permit their substitution for lectures. To the extent
that authors are able to construct structured instruc-
tional programs, these can be called on for more sys-'
tematic learning. The danger however of deus ex
machina stalking the campus need not materialize
For the professor can then truly be freed for the teach-
ing that is not "programmable," for the true explora-
tion of perptexing questions, with all students.

(Reprinted with permission from prentice- Hall
Publishers from NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
TEACHING OF ECONOMICS, Keith Lumsden, Edi-
tor.) Karl b. Radov

Professor of Economics,
' UC at Irvine

Programmed Environment That Worked
(From Page 4)

alive in the sense that you can modify
your course as you suddenly gain new
insights.

SILBERMAN:
Let me tell you about a classroom I

visited last week. This was in a section
in East Los Angeles where Mexican-
Americans are about 99 per cent, and
under a Federal grant some people from
one of the state colleges decided to do
something that was very free and flexi-

ble. They had asked industry to come to
their assistance. They had a computer,,
and they had all kinds of games, and'
they had every conceivable form of
material, and they had two or three
teaching assistants, para-professionals,
and they had people from the college
roaming about. Then they had a relative-
ly small class, about 26 or 27 students in

this junior high school class. First of all,

that implies an awful lot of program-
ming, because after all, all these mate-
rials are mathematically oriented.
Somebody said this section of these stu-
dents was going to be related to quanti-
tative matter. But then if you looked at
the materials you found that nothing was
related to anything else in any kind of
systematic way. I mean one kid was
banging on a very expensive piece of
equipment. He jammed the keys, you
know, and they were free

BUSHNELL:
I would say the kids were rebelling,

not being free, and it seems to me that's
precisely the kind of environment that
we like to avoid by first, taking care of
the motivational problem.

I would suggest to begin with that if

they were setting up a course now for
that particular school, that they should
involve the kids in the determination
iprocess. Now, that doesn't mean that the

kids are going to sit down and argue di-

alectically the objectives of the course.
But, by God, the course should be theirs
in one way or another—and perhaps the
only approach is a highly informal ap-
proach, without the materials, without
the computer, without a lot of adults
imposing the structure from without.
The only one that in my estimation and
my experience that works is when the
structure is imposed from within.

Now, we have the experience that
has had some success and that is to sim-
ply put a camera in the hands of this

gang, most of whom have dropped out of

school, tell them to go out and make a
film, and they go out and they shoot each
other on the basketball court. They come
back and then in 24 hours we bring the
film back into the gang hideout and they
see themselves on the screen. Well,
we've already thought through the whole
course content of that film-making ex-
perience, but almost immediately within
the first week we've.scrapped the whole
course concept—the whole program—
because they're re-writing the program
and they're re-determing the objectives
of that course.

Okay, now Harry could you describe
how that process might be done with the
computer aid as a course of instruction?

SILBERMAN:
Let me tell you how we're using the

computer. We observed first grade
classrooms, and we discovered that
most of the teachers don't know what's
going on. You ask them, "What can this

child do? Can he discriminate two dia-

grams on the basis of initial consonants,
or what kind of skills has he got?

Let's ask if the child can distinguish

between two words that have three let-

ters in them, and says rat and the other
one says mat. Teachers say, of course.

they can and then we say fine, let's go
around and ask these kids to see if they
can. And they can't.

And then you ask other questions
,and pretty soon you get a picture that
these teachers have a vague notion that
correlates with what the brightest kids
can do and that's their image of what the
children are able to do. When the kids go

N^E-WrUA-TCAUvNKCR exPERfeWCt IMSIW „*

GOODHUE:
The very fact that people raise that

question, "What do I do now?" is cru-
cial, because one has to raise that ques-
tion before he starts to learn. In other
words, that you have to experience fail-

ure—you have to struggle with "do-
nothingism"—before you Finally see that

order to be a responsible person you

YTOCDi
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to the next teacher, he assumes they

have all these skills, which they don't.

They get failure. When they fail, there's

avoidance behavior and then suddenly
we discover these kids aren't motivated.
They have a succession of thousands of
trails worth of failure. Why should they
be motivated? People are interested in
those things in which they have a little

bit of success in, and if you sequence
things carefully such that people don't
have failure, then often times they build
in an interest and become motivat-

have to choose what you want to do.

All I'm suggesting is that if it's im-
portant for children to be able to deter-
mine some goal for themselves, then we
ought to lay out a systematic plan for

causing that skill to happen and to the
extent that we just say, "It'll happen,"
then it won't. If we're serious about that

goal, let's look at our curriculum and
'let's say we're going to actually plan a

set of situations which have built in un-

certainties, and that we're 'going to
start with situations that are not too
uncertain because then you just give
them failure and they tune out on you.



San Francisco State: Calif. State Colleges:

Berkeley: Calif. State Universities^
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—although in the case of state, rene-

gade would seem more appropriate to

its less than romantic appearance and

its lack of financial resources so ne-

cessary to the propriety of being a

rebel these days.

I'd been to State only once before this trip - just a

week prior to the Oakland demonstrations - for a

brief "encounter" with the editor of the then only "of-

ficial" campus paper (The Daily GATOR). The ticky-

tacky-mess of the place disappointed my pet mental

images. The atmosphere, the history, the legend of

State contradicted the campus-concrete, the GA-

TOR'S more than a little distorted view of reality, the

Huddled in the Mission district just south of Gold-

en Gate Park. State attracts most of its students from

the immediate area-students who work part-time, of

an average age of 25 with 35 per cent of the male stu-

dents having fulfilled military requirements, with

families to support, and returning to finish their

MAT'S or to get their teaching certificates. State is

not endowed, offers no athletic scholarships, has no

alumni association to ask for support. Its only frater-

nity is located in a dilapidated house several miles off

campus. In the last seven years, the College has had

six presidents, Summerskill resigning just recently.

State is not a prestige campus and California politics

are anything but attractive to serious educators. All of

which produces at State the unusual condition of the

students being the stable element of the institution,

the real "guardians of the system".

Hence, it is the student element which also cre-

ates the system, revolutionizes the institution. From

this unlikely, overtly middle-class group has come

some of the more radical changes in education to date.

From the earliest beginnines of "the movement" at

Berkeley, State students have been involved in radi-

calizing" the educational system. The W. H. DuBois

Clubs were founded at the College in 1962. The San

A REBEL
Francisco sit-ins of December, 1963 to Aoril. 1964

were organized by State students. And before the civil

rights movement'came to the Coast in force State stu-

dents were marching in Selma and forming the Black

Student Association on campus and developing what

later became their community-involvement program.

Community Projects: 2-Way Learning

Because of its urban situation and the concern of

its students for their community, the normal distinc-

tions between university and the "outside communi-

ty" are ambiguous at best. The students are less cau-

tious than administrators in «ne»|™?
1

"nBJ5th ft!
institution-their loyalties lie clearly with the

community in which they live, of which the College is

only a part. They see no necessity for the College to

protect itself from assimilation with the community
— their interests, in fact, tend toward hastening the

process. One of the earliest projects developed by the

students was the community-involvement program -
which began as an effort to improve the community

through the application of principles and ideas learned

in the classroom and has since become a part of the

course work of most of the students. The program is

based on the premise that not only can the students

contribute constructively to the community projects,

but they can also learn from them

.

The continued concern with civil rights caused the

students to develop their tutorial program in an effort

to counter new state admissions requirements which

all but wipe out the black student enrollment. Since its

creation by all white students — committed but inex-

perienced — it has expanded to include the Upward

Bound Program — a cooperative effort between the

education department and the experimental college to

work with socio-economically deprived individuals at

all levels of schooling to help improve their level of

achievement. The tutorial program at State is consid-

ered the model for all other such programs across the

country
(P|easeTunitoPagel4,Col.l)

Black Youths Make Films in Richmond
(A warm February afternoon in

North Richmond, Calif, at Neighborhood

House, a BLACK community organizing

center where four WHITE college news-

paper editors came equipped with video-

taping equipment to find out what was

going on and tape it. Neighborhood

House is unique in centering much of its

activity around adolescent directed

film-making projects. The WHITES'
interview session—here edited—was a

part of an USSPA seminar on New Edu-

cation Technologies

)

WHITE: Could you explain a little

bit about the people on this program,

maybe how it is funded, where the mo-

ney comes from for it and a little bit of

what you plan to do in this program.

BLACK: I don't know too much bout

the money aspect, but most of the people

working on the program are mostly

youths, there are some ninth, tenth and

eleventh graders, and we do work in the

community such as we attend meetings

and conferences and try to better rela-

tions in the city as far as the races are

concerned .

Could you maybe tell me a little bit

aboit the strength and the feeling of the

Black Nationalist movement among the

youth. Could you tell us a little bit about

how the people, the high school age, say

the age from 13 to 19 feel about Huey
Newton, how they feel about Stokeley

Carmichael, Dr Harrv Edwards down
at San Francisco State, maybe also what

kind of organization is being set up by

these people.

Well I know Huey Newton and Stoke-

ley Carmichael they are definitely

heroes around here.

Bruce Montgomery;

work here at the youth center.

Could you tell me a little bit about

what your official duties and what your

unofficial duties are?

Mostly, I do what I am assigned to

like a conference, or maybe a film con-

ference or a conference of just black

people gathering and I am starting to

work with a police group in order to get

a better relationship with the youth of

Richmond.
You mentioned the film conference,

have you worked on films too, or is this

just something that you go in and see

films and recommend or do not recom-

mend them for others.

No, I haven't worked on films direct-

ly; I help in making the films in just

speaking for us, but when we do show a

film, something that we have made at

Neighborhood House, we send a speaker

along with it to explain the purpose, and

who made the film. I am not one of the

militants who edited or put it together,

but I am one who can explain what mo-

tivated the making of it.

What particular films stand out in

your memory that you have worked

with, that vou have gone along with as a

speaker. One of you who was in here

before mentioned a film called "Inside

Out," he didn't tell us much about it.

Could you tell us a little bit more about

the film?

That's a film that does stick in my
mind, "Inside Out," It is more or less an

example of what can be done by black

people who put their efforts together

productively, in the sense that this film

was a chance to speak out, to say how

they felt, how they wanted to feel with-

out being put down upon by the white

establishment or any other establish-

ment. They got to speak free for a

chance on film, to say what they really

wanted to say; I mean you conldn't tell

that

who the voice was by, because the pic-

tures shown on the film wasn't by the

voices at the time so they wasn't held in

from saying what they wanted to be-

cause of being afraid of being looked

upon by police or any other established

form. But the film itself was a good way
to ease tension which I think was quite

high at that time in North Richmond; I

think it served this purpose more than

anything else; a tension <

brought the chance to speak

all understand.

Do you go to school now?

Yes, senior high school; Richmond

High.

What do you plan to do next year?

Well, 1 haven't made up my mind

yet. I'm going to college, I know, but I

don't know if I wait around a year, see,

can I get out of the draft or something. I

.

definitely don't want to go into the ser-

You don't?

So I might go just straight into col-

lege and try to carry enough units to

keep me out, or I might take some other

form of escape to keep from going to the

service.

language that I wanta speak. It won't be

the official type language that I look

down on the kids that I'm workin with.

We would feel that as we're together he

can feel that he can communicate at any

time—not necessarily when I'm on duty,

but he knows my phone number be call

me and I can call him and talk together.

This is the kind of relationship I can

build up as a parole officer, and this is

the only field that I think this can be

done. This is something I really want to

What's your name?
Myron Met.

And where do you go to school?

South Campus.
Is it a good school?

Yes, it's all right.

Brown intimated that perhaps had

some bad feelings about the school; is

that true?

In some cases yeah. Well, like the

counselors; I don't think they help too

much because most of em is prejudiced.

I don't like that.

Are there any black teachers or

counselors at South Campus?
We have some black teachers.

And how old are You?
Is that important? OK I'm 16?

tually a

youths.

Why a parole officer?

Because in this job I feel that I can

be myself. I wanta be the kind that the

kids identify with; I don't wear a tie; I

wear what I wanta wear and speak the

(Aferwhich ensues a half hour of

"Who are you? How old? What school?

What do you like to do most? What's it

like to be black?" questions. At which
point the WHITES give the videotaping

equipment to the BALCKS for a table-

turned interview.)

(Please Turn to Next Page)



The Poor Need Technology
-i iho media m the hands f the people

humilitv. their defensiveness broke
down and thmns began to happen 'A high

eluding a unique Film-making projeci the one hand, became assertive and eon- ami vet was atraid ot [election In the
For XegTo teenagers. It was here that we descending. They, nn the other hand. black commumtv which wa- .i*sei-nmi
brought pur video tape equipment, became defensive — at one point in an that it wanted to handle It own problems

Our purpose was (o talk to the peo- interview, a voting Negro plavwrighi I'hc NVli.> \\..man leaniri tow ml the
pie. find out what concerned them and From the community angrilv pushed girl and becoming ven intense told her
take aur findings back to the conference aside the microphone we held in front of thai she didn t need to be saccharine
which had sent us out But as long as the him -weei to the people in the ghetto' th it

media remained in our hands— the tele- The conversation which did take rather she shouldjustbi herst II and thai
vision camera and the microphone— u*e place was superficial: from both sides. the people could tell it she wasn't
didn't get very far. it did not arise from deeply felt needs to "real " The girl broke into a broad grin

There was a difference in power encounter one another as people. In- as if grateful tor [he straight talk the
between '-us" and "them" to begin with. stead, the interviewers sounded like re- woman's eyes flashed with kindness and

runs from the Huntley-Brinkley show. a bit of understanding took place be-
An example: tween them. And it all happened in front
"What is your name?" of a camera and microphone over which
"Shirley Haines." the blacks had control!

.

"What doyou do here?" Provide the poor the resources
"I used to work for the County Hand the media over to them and let

Health Department " them do their own thing. Onlv if we know
"What are the main health problems about the ghetto from their point of view

in the community? 1
' cm we know ahum u hk-- n u Th.o\
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If you are trying to keep up with musical ti-ends,

then put down fiat electric guitar; it is already get-

ting out of tune with modern music.

The Mills College Electronic Music Center, one of

several on college campuses around the nation, is

working proof that contemporary music is in for some

jolts. Technology has firmly invaded the fine arts.

For several hours a week, Martin Bartlett. a

young musical genius doing graduate work at the cen-

ter, can be found playing with the college's electronic

music equipment. .
' .

BarUett is a Urge gangling German with wild hair

curling around his collar and constant smile, and is an

expert with electronic consoles.

The consoles at Mills are two similar upright hon-

es which resemble small tube-testing machines.

Numerous switches, outlets, and dials cover the front

of the compact devices which were built specially for

the center by Don Buchla, a local engineer. Cost was

about 12000 per console.

The equipment makes music by producing sound

waves and changing these for varied effect. A sine

wave" appears on an oscilloscope (a screen showing

changes in a sound wave pattern) as a continuous, var-

ied wavey line - the vertical changes showing loud-

ness and the length showing time. A "saw tooth wave

he described as a sine wave with all its harmonics,

and a "square wave" looks like a squared-off sine

wave with some harmonics.

Music is created through six basic operating de-

vices Bartlett explained. They are: oscillators, which

produce pitch; frequency modulation; voltage control

which is acquired through "gating", use of a sequenc-

er and a keyboard; mixers — of the parts arranged;

an'amplifier, and a speaker or tape deck.

Gating is done«with the use of "patch cords of

varied lengths that have plug-in devices on both ends.

Eventually the whole face of a console can become

covered with them, creating a "patch", a network of

cords with both ends plugged into outlets, some con-

necting one console to the other, and each one chang-

ing the sound waves.

The keyboard is a narrow, flat, rectangular piece

of copper with about 10 slight indentions to mark

"keys Each key may be tuned and also the begin-

nings and ends of sounds may be changed. Finger

pressure regulates volume and length of the sounds.

To demonstrate, he began arranging patch con|

in outlets, turning modular dials and flicking switch^

His large hands worked swiftly, showing a season,

knowledge of the machine; and "music,
' unfarnilu

to more conventional music listeners, blared loud]

from the speaker.

He knew just what parts of the console would
|

duce what sounds and added cord after cord to

patch When the machine produced one particular

riation, he stood back with his chin in his hand

looked quizzically at the equipment.

"Now I wonder why it's doing that?" he saij

thinking that it should have been giving off a differs;

effect.

Showing the various techniques of the v.vluwlB

Bartlett, with the aid of a tape recorder, fed his voi<

into the machines to let the equipment "re-modulalt

it. The change in tonal qualities which it made pp

duced a tinny, squawky, impossible to understand

much like Donald Duck's voice.

How is electronic music being accepted and «h

of its future?

Bartlett feels that it is becoming an essential b

of college music departments. "There is a defu

interest for electronic music among students," hest_

and commented on the 40 Mills students who, for

small fee experiment with the consoles every weel
Janet Ctr

Portland State Colls

Computer Composes, Musicians Plug In and Turn On
* x

. .._, ,„ h„ «,. One interesting tb

The fact of the matter is that all the

music we hear these days is electronic.

Even if you listen to Beethoven's Sym-

phony, chances are you're listneing to it

on a record that has been modified in the

recording process — and it is a totally

different kind of experience from a con-

cert situation. And so, once those kinds

of techniques have been established and

we are used to them, it was only natural

that people would think of using those

devices to make music directly. The

beginnings of this were 20 or 30 years

ago when people recorded pieces using

text discs that electronics companies

put out to test equipment.

What we have here is a modular

electronic music system, MEMS, which

is a compact way of doing all the opera-

tions which an electronic music studio

should be able to do. The basis of any

setup such as this is a device known as

an oscillaton—a device which produces

the pitch. We speak in a lot of types of

wave forms and particularly the sine

wave. A part of this equipment is a num-
ber of sine wave generators; those are

devices which produce the kind of sound

we call a sine wave, and if you have an

oscilloscope, you nave a way of visually

realizing something that happens elec-

tronically.

The lowest

sine wave we
have runs about

30 cycles per

second, which
means we get a

wave formation

happening 30

times every
second; a sound
wave generator

will produce

that sound
through a com-
plete range of

pitch, right

down to about
30 cycles or up
to about 15,000

Seles, which is

e threshold of

bearing.

AU these devices have the potentiali-

ty of producing other wave shapes. A
sine wave is the very simplest sound; if

we add overtones or harmonics we get

other kinds of patterns. Now, do you feel

a change in tone ? Well, we're

Wk

changing the sinewave shape like

_ or like . A saw tooth wave is a

sine wave with all its harmonics : an infi-

nite number of harmonics.

We have another kind of sound, a

square wave: one that is infinitely tun-

able in most limits. Finally we have just

noises: &." +!— Quiet noise is the most

complex sound; on the oscilloscope it

just looks like a mass.

In the early days of electronic mu-

sic, those were the resouces you had. If

you wanted more complex sound vou

recorded sounds like this on tape and

then you recorded other sounds on top of

them and you cut the tape up; you mea-

sured and spliced until you built up a

piece of some complexity. But as with

everything else, the system is now auto-

mated to such a degree that we can do

quite complex things much more easuly.

THREE students from the Higher Education Seminar

went to the Music Department at Oakland's Mills Col-

lege to find out what is happening there in electronic

music composition. Their interview with Martin Bar-

tlett, a graduate student in music, follows. A duplicate

of the original recording-demonstration from which

this transcript was edited may be obtained from USS-

PAfor$15.

can make things more complex by fre-

quency modulation.

If we were now condemned to always

have that regular rythm, we would very

rapidly get tired of it, but we can use

new regular patterns to regulate the

regularity; we can adjust the regularity

and if we like that we can set other

rhythm on top of a sequence. Next we
have a keyboard, which is still another

kind of voltage control, or gauging appa-

ratus. With it, we can controll each pitch

of the oscillator by means of the pres-

sure of our fingers. We have two se-

quences and two keyboards; we have 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10 oscillators and

modulation of one sort or another is

available on each one.

Sooner or later one gets to the ques-

tion of aesthetics; namely what one

finds pleasing. I certainly like to allow

The basic route through the equip-

ment is this: the bases are the oscilla-

tors, sine wave and square wave genera-

tors. From the oscillators one gets more
complicated by modulation, of which

there are various kinds. A demonstra-

tion will explain: there is a sine wave: —
. Now I modulate that sine wave to

another one: pne is

frequency modulation; a second is am-
plitude modulation. Now, another thing

we can do is called voltage control; to

these devices we add a gate, which is an

electronic device wBich switches on and

off something else—an oscillator, for

example.

Here are some possibilities. Take a

sine wave and apply 16 different volt-

ages to it; you get 16 different pictures

in that kind of sequence. So this is a kind

of gauging operation; we're still using

that basic oscillator sound, but we're not

processing it with another voltage. We

my aesthetics to be dictated by the ma-
chine; 1 get into the machine and I see

what it likes to do. After listening to

what it has cooked up, one rejects some
things and accepts some others.

All this does not mean we can forget

about things like melody and harmony.

To start with, a piano for example has 88

keys and makes 88 different pitches. But

the oscillators will make a continual

range of pitches. You can have as many
pitches as you like; so we are not just

thinking in terms of scale of pitches. The
machine does make a noise very easily,

and so we start accepting noise as a

musical resource. Of course there have

always been noises as a musical re-

source — drums and cymbals and tilings

like that are noise-making instruments

which have been accepted in the orches-

tra for hundreds of years. But we tend

now to use noise a great deal more, to

accept all the kinds of sounds that one

can make.

One interesting thing about I

equipment is that no connection

make will destroy the equipment

other words, I can't plug somethingi

something else and get an expla

which wiu end it all. So it is child s|

from that point of view.

If you tike serious music or class

music, the traditional forms have I

abolished. It is an accomplished

that no one can write sonates anyn

without making me laugh. String q

tets written by contemporary compo

strike me as rather bad experience!

far as rock groups*), they have a 4

ent kind of problem because rock

though many of the groups are wr,

venturous and they are interested ii

new sounds — is basically a kind of

music, a kind of folk tradition,

based on certain very traditional cl

and attitudes toward rhythm. It

seem to me that there is a limit to

far those groups can go with thai

tronic devices and still be rock. I

it's groovy if they decide to changi

something else and go where it

them; hut whether they will still

their audience is another matter.

As far as popular music goes,l
er problem is the fact that the and

which tikes immediate effects, i

doesn't have perhaps the kind ol

vated listening power some people

desirable.

How interested is that - .

going to be if composers decide t>

out? It is certainly true that peopl

more open towards this sort of

now; twenty years ago they would

thrown stones, and nqw one gets al

tude of polite interest. But people i

are becoming more and more o[

new things. Partly there is a cran

the sensational; our whole lives i

coining jaded; we hear the same 1

over and over again and peopl

"Good God, give us something ne«

I spoke earlier about the aei

view that you take toward the

ment, and there are a number of'

ent composers who work with this

ment who take quite different

points. Some people want to spend

time tuning the oscillator to go

the right sound." Others attempt

a more provisional view, which i

cally giving the machine its off*

Then there are others who like

electronics in a rather chancy «•)

(Please Torn to Page 12, C



fhe New 'Generated' Music
.iruieMJ. j wns i-uiiipieit'u over 1W

[ars
ago- Since then there have been a

# refinements in instruments, the

piiber of players in a few sections of

^orchestra have increased somewhat,

„j
occasionally "modern" instruments

h as the saxophone or vibraphone

e been added. But most concerts to-

are given with a group very much
same as Wagner had at his disposal

Ij
time, the age of electricity added
power to musical sound and,

jough recording, the mass distribution

[Biisical performances has begun; but

jy
in the past twenty years has elec-

icity
become a real influence on the

tual tone quality of instruments. In the

pes and forties the ideal was to get a
ije-like" sound from recordings. Now
101 popular disks are made it is very
jDjrion for the major effort to go into

generation of electronic sounds. As a
pit it is literally impossible to have a
|»" performance of the music we
irfrom our phonographs.

jince World War II many serious
mposers have been attracted to the
ssibilities of electronic media. The
it primitive efforts were made by
joipulating spliced tapes, making a

sort of sound montage. Much was done
then with sine wave generators, filtered
white noise, echo chambers and as many
electronic gadgets as the local budget
could afford. Still there was much to be
desired in the realm of flexibility and
control. Many hours were spent creating
sounds which might be lost forever if not
recorded the first time they were pro-
duced.
About 15 years ago several people

began thinking of ways to turn the com-
puter's vast potential to the task of
sound generation. At the Bell Telephone
Laboratories a basic sound program was
developed which has since been adapted
and revised at many locations. At Stan-
ford we concerned ourselves with con-
verting the computer generated sound
system into a highly flexible musical
instrument which might be used by mu-
sicians who have only a slight knowledge
of the inner secrets of the computer.
The basic idea behind computer sound

is really quite simple. The computer
puts out a string of binary numbers,
which are converted into minute voltage
shifts such as you might get from an or-
dinary microphone. These voltages are
then fed into any standard amplifier to
produce sound. Any numbers from the
computer will produce some sort of

sound (usually noise). The trick is to
control these numbers so as to get exact-
ly the sounds desired.

Elaborate computer programs will
now give us in a few minutes any wave
form imaginable. Since these wave

forms are the closest things to the physi-
cal reality of music and contain all the
information we get about the apparent
nature of the source of the sound, the
door has been opened to many new ways
of thinking about music.
In addition the spatial element has

often been an important element in mu-
sic but only occasionally have compos-
ers made specific requirements con-
cerning the locations of their sound
sources. With the computer we are now
able to compose this element right into a
piece by exact control of the various
elements which contribute to our per-
ception of sound in space.

In two-channel sound it is an easy mat-
ter to specify the exact amount of sound
to be heard from each speaker. This
gives us our left-right information. It
isn t enough that a sound gets softer for
us to believe it is moving away. What
must be added are the elements of a syn-
thetic acoustical environment. It is very
rare indeed that we find ourselves in a
place where there is no reverberation.
The relation between reverberation and
the direct, or non-reverberated sound is

the most important element in distance
perception.

In the sketch (Figure 3) location 1

might become the apparent source of the
sound by specifying that we hear 90 per
cent direct sound, 10 per cent reverber-
ated; 75 per cent sound from speaker A.
25 per cent from speaker B. For location
2. 85 per cent sound, 15 per cent rever-
berated; 50 per cent from each sneaker.
For location 3, 70 per cent direct sound,
30 per cent reverberated; 15 per cent
from speaker A. 85 per cent from speak-
er B.

The next step is to consider what hap-
pens when sound is produced by a
moving source. We have all experienced
the Doppler effect; as a train zooms past
its whistle drops from a high to low
pitch. This effect is clearly perceivable
even when the movement is over only a
few feet. So to simulate moving sound
sources it is necessary to exactly control
pitch fluctuation.

Through the efforts of John Chowning
(a musician) and David Poole (a com-
puter specialist) a program has been
developed which allows one to "draw"
on a TV screen the apparent path of
movements the sound will take. Then the
computer works out all the details as to
speaker distribution, reverberation and
Doppler effect. Imagine we wish the
sound to move in a circle at a constant
speed. The sketch shows how the com-

(Please Turn to Next Page)
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o"put something in perspective" is a

tiiliar phrase of popular rhetoric. The
lawyer will point out that his

lit, who is being tried for theft, was
i trying to find food for his starving

Idren The TV repairman will tell a

itomer sardonically that his prob-
II be solved if the set's plug is

utting something in perspective is

refore simply providing more infor-

tion about a particular issue or prob-

was previously used in under-
lying it.

ut the term can also be used literal-

toe visual process of putting some-

£ in perspective is analogous to the

national one. One could put the

wings (above and aside) in perspec-
by viewing them in three-dimen-

is- On paper (as though a single hu-

or ordinary camera) only two
ensions at a time can be examined,

possible to show in several
wings of the same object, each done
11 a different angle, its three-dimen-
Gl form—just as we might explore
form of an ashtray in three dimen-
by picking it up and turning it

"id and over in our hands; looking at

other words, from a number of an-

These drawings were generated using

mathematical equations with a high-

speed computer. Basically this is done
by giving the computer a more' or less

complex equation and then program-
ming it to solve that equation using
various parameters—that is by changing
systematically parts of the equation that
would otherwise be constant. Each solu-

tion with each different set of parame-
ters can be represented on paper (i.e., it

can be graphed) using drawing equip-

ment hooked up to the computer.

The equation being used is simply a

matematical representation of what is

drawn; the processes are conceptually
similar to recreating the sound of a vio-

lin over a phonograph speaker rather
than actually playing the instrument.

As it happens, it is no more difficult

theoretically to put a three-dimension

drawing in a computer in mathematical
form than it is a two-dimension one. On
paper the computer can of course show
the drawing in only two dimensions; but

it can "put the drawing in perspective"

simply by drawing it from a number of

different angles. The equations of the

three-dimensional form tell completely
how that form could exist in three-di-

mensional space; to draw it in two di-

mensions, the computer simply "looks"
at the form from whatever angle is spec-

ified and draws what it "sees."

What are some related possibilities''

Just as designers are now reluctant to

sink too much of their clients' resources

in projects that employ forms and pat-

terns very different from common ordi-

nary run-of-the-mill ones for fear of get-

ting something that does not work at all

as it should, so any social organization—

whether an entire society or a universi-

ty, a family or a government—is reluc-

tant to experiment with ideas, norms
and systems of belief that stray too far

from the conventional, familiar wisdom.
Such exploration can be very costly, and
in any case is difficult to control; it is

therefore perceived as a threat to the

established order of things, even though

it might be well-intentioned for everyone

concerned.

But now we begin to see the possibility

of conducting such exploration with a

computer—just as engineers and archi-

tects test alternative designs for a pro-

ject "on paper" (in the computer) be-

( Please Turn to Next Page)



Machine's-eye View of Things
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(ore actually going ahead with buHding.

Social organizations can theoretically be

expressed in mathematical equations

(or, more likely, form of symbolism) as

easily as drawings can.

And a computer can therefore' explore

them as it or we might explore a three-

dimensional physical object-by looking

at it (drawing it) from a number of dif-

ferent angles. Just as the computer only

needs one mathematical model of any

three-dimensional form to draw it end-

lessly from every direction and with a

wide variety of variations, so only one

model of a social organization, in wha-

tever convenient symbolic form we can

devise will be needed for thorough study

in advance of possible changes in our-

selves and our social institutions.

Using these techniques, the computer

can serve as a new and very useful tool

for engineers and architects. These

professional designers must work daily

with what might literally be called the

hard facts of absolute reality.

In general, each project for which

wide range of possibilities, the design

process can be far more effective. Far

better mousetraps, houses, urban plans

and transportation systems than any we

can conceive can be devised. What a

thousand years of trial and error has

accomplished in the engineering and

architecture professions will be possible

with high speed computers as design

partners ir ten

piecemeal, haphazard and with a high

degree of uncertainty.

Using current commonly accepted

procedures, even a row full of draftsmen

and junior engineers can draw only a

few "perspectives" on a particular pro-

ject and then test them out thoroughly

using standard but limited criteria for

evaluating their strength, durability, or

Congress could know the range of

changes and effects that the Medicare

bill would have in advance of passage

rather than ten years after.

California could study a wide variety

of variations in the design of its system

of higher education to plan for greater

efficiency, equity and other desired so-

cial benefits in advance, rather than

cost, or essentially personal criteria for

evaluating beauty, prestige or comfort.

But a computer can take a basic, ten-

tative design and look at it or draw it

from thousdands of perspectives; and

from each perspective it can evaluate it

according to each of hundreds of crite-

ria. Through thousands rather than tens

of such design tests, many more "bugs"

__.i be found and eliminated than would

otherwise be discovered, and the prod-

uct accordingly will be much improved.

There is another possibility, ft is also

possible for the computer, turning out

drawings at the rate of ten or twenty a

minute, can not only examine one design

from a thousand different perspectives

and according to a 1000 different crite-

Tia, but it can systematically vary that 1

design over a limitless range and test

each variation as thouroughly as the ori-

ginal.

Philosophers could explore the ramifi-

cations of whole new systems of philoso-

phy with one-year rather than hundred-

year studies.

International and national political

scientists could disestablish the Amer-.

can government and test out at leng

"

substitute systems of social authority.

The possibilities are endless; and now.

for the first time in history, with the aid

of the computer, we can emplore thou-

sands times more than we ever could

before Robert Johnston

USSPA

Computers Compose Controlled Cacophonyengineer or architect is responsible goes

through several phases of thinking,

though, sketching,, drawing and blue-

printing, and modeling before it is final-

ly built. But once it is built or is in the

process of being built, there is little or

no chance to correct errors that are dis-

covered late.

The bridge or chair which collapses,

the airplane which cannot fly, the ugly

house, or the street too narrow an
^^ i« si people arc jwaic «. ...c w...

, on ove , tue siannaru nan,..).'..

car tM wide; all these represent failures
s fifa fm ^ contro, ^ss

ssion of fte Blues This program
which the presumed users pi arcnitecis r

,ell.kn0WI1 are the various computer. '
n"^ COupled with the sound genera-

and engineers' services will h^thertor-
programs for random selection. In any

u program so you end up with the

give nor forget. A mistake-«!"
live musicai performance many ele- com

*
ate

*
both composing and playing

cannot be thrown into the waIKDUra ments are subjKt ^ random selection
ft ^usjc The a^uc quality of such

and forgotten; to be changed it will proD-
vibrat exacl amplitude, pitch and

roduction win depend entirely upon the

ably have to be rebuilt from the ground
rhythm; ^ese mugs are never pro-

£ense o[ musicai values put into the

up. , „ . duced exactly the same way twice. In Fortran program and the capacity of

Through exploring so carefully such a
fte compllter „ produce a wide variety

(Ptmh Page 11) Jazz improvisation we find a kind of con-

, , trolled randomness. Although there are

puter would control three elements ot
ratner ciearly defined rules which are

the sound. agreed upon, every performance varies

It is one of the paradoxes of the con- „eatly in ieUu.

temporary scene that chance music and u js not esj,ecially difficult to write

music of total control have dominated computer program in FORTRAN whic

the output of many of our finest compos

ers Most people are aware of the com
talent for total control. Less

FORTRAN which

will seiectnofes to form an "improvisa-

tion" over the standard harmonic

Traditional Forms Are Abandoned

—

New Music Anticipates the Future

(From Page 10) pie working in the same area with the

same equipment trying to fulfill their

i projects — interfering with each

of sounds. I have developed a program

whereby every dimension (parameters,

we call them) of a musical sound may be

chosen in terms of a scale from total

random selection to total control. Mak-

ing music with this is a little like playing

dice with complete control over just how

"loaded" they are.

The use of the computer in this man-

leads one to ask many basic ques-

vith performers where sounds

5 modified in the concert situation by

school has given rise to whole groups of SSTprSHT- interfering with each "«
'XltXltareoTart andU.Tt-

odd people with live electronics who do other, taking apart something someone ^f.fX thought oroces^ itself The
•M.JT'Si.h „.rfnm,m where sounds else has just laboriously set up, turning tare of th<

^'Xfo^^l tool of the
down something that someone else has v ^^ ^ ^ faced wjth the
just a moment ago turned up, and so on. w f

„what can ^ppen „ext?" In

With this kind of interaction, sounds »»J „ rejects $ possibilities

that result are extremely chaotic, to say
thit* fall outside his self-imposed value

the least. .... „
But it is very beautiful because after,

electronic devices.

Which brings me to an interesting

piece performed here about a month or

six weeks ago. Variation Six basically

consists of one accululating

cert area all of the electronii ,

you can find — electric razors, radios

record players, tape recorders — these

things — as many amplifiers and speak-

ers as you. can possibly get, and also

providing as many performers as possi-

ble. We had six performers and enough

patch chords to connect virtually anyth-

ing to anything. The piece, which lasted

all evening, consisted of the performers

setting themselves various sound-el~--

system, but it is quite likely that he fol-

lows through on only a tiny percental!

of the artistically consistent pos; M
ties. The computer does not tire easily.

Why not leave the hack work to the mi

chine and let the artist devote his ener

gies to the much more important prob

lem of value judgment? It seems certau

that the creative artist will eventual!

find that the computer has just as mud

to offer him as it already has offered I

the creative scientist.

Leland Smli

Associate Professor of Mull

Stanford Universlt

3f one accululating in me con- gin it is very oeauinui oecause auei i

all of the electronic equipment an it makes a piece out of a process that

find — electric razors, radios, we
'

are dealing with all the time. This

very process has gone on this morning. I

brought these things down here, first of

all, and connected them all to each other

and then we went about making some
connections on the face of the instru-

ment.

Now we have passed the purely i

perimental stage. We .

Conversation at Irvine
(From Page 3)

LLOYD-JONES: That, I think,

brings us to one of the things it is easiest

to be optimistic about with computer
usage. You turn out students who not'

only know the material but who also
' ~ you

all evening, consisiea 01 uie iwcmuiuus i\ow we nave passeu me puieiy ea- uiuy iuiuw uie uwraioi uui «» *•«»

setting themselves various sound-elec- perimental stage. We are going into a have an awareness of modeling, as yoi

tronic projects. Such a project might be phase where there is nothing to prevent put it, of dynamic interactions, of a real

to take two sound sources and to put I all sorts of people from just seeing what ity check that comes out in terms of youi

them somehow through four intermedi- thev can do. It is not hard to work the model being wrong and therefore of youithem somehow through four intermed.

ate stages and then send them out over
they can do. if is not hard to work the

equipment. People come to the studio

three speakers. The way that you deal, here without any previous experience ...

with these materials is by following this

.

electronics, and they take the introduc-,

cord, which consists of a large number tion COurse and after a couple of months

of cutout symbols. The symbols indicate become electronic composers. Whether

sound sources, amplifiers, and speakers, you have any ideas, whether you know ,,...,,

and you shuffle these together and drop! wnat is going on behind it is one thing ready begun to see some differences in because certainly _my own
i

contact wu

a handful of them around on a sheet of; and whether you have any idea of what the types of thinking among many of computer has led to a changing 01

paper That indicates how many of these

:

to do with or you just come to the studio these students. In fact, we ourselves are attitudes towards the biological mm

you are required to do. i and sit and stare blankly at the box wait- only beginning to realize the crudeness we worked with before with pen

model being wrong and therefore of your

results being wrong. Do you think this

will end you up with students significant-

ly different from, say, your classmates

when you were an undergraduate at a

university?
JUSTICE: 1 expect so. We have al-

idy begun to see some differences in

cal models, the mathematical model

which have held forth in biology for 15

20 years now. In this area, 15 or 20 yea

is a long time.

LLOYD-JONES: Apart from t

change that comes about with the mai

rial, tust with the new research andffl

insights what kind of change do you £

in the students?

JUSTICE: We really don't know j

This is one of the things we want to do

some of the educational research p
;

jects we are involved in. But I am j

saying that judging from my own exP<

ence, there must be change taking pu

because certainly my own contact wit

and the inaccuracy of many of the classi- pencil.
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SEELEY: Students are much too polite, much too

gjsily hoodwinked, and the presidents turn out smooth
lids who don't hassle them much. When I went up to a
Teach-in at the University of Toronto, it just blew my
pjnd, because the faculty had really captured the

Teach-in with talk about balance and a whole lot of

other things. As soon as anything started to happen,
,hen anyone got passionate or anything, they tem-
ipered it down, dooled it out.

A guy is supposed to come in, know what he wants,

and til very very recently, there has been little dispo-

sition
— if, say, he wanted to be a mathematician —

tut to start him on a course of mathematics ; then ei-

Ijaer get him kicked out if he wasn't up to it or going
til through the math.
STUDENT: If they're not politically active there,

jrethey more scholarly?

SEELEY: No, I don't think it's because they are
more scholarly.

No, I think the kids are more apathetic in Canada,
partly because there isn't the war to add to the urgen-

cy of the problem. There is this poisonous belief in pol-

iteness, maturity and responsibility, and I've watched
(Ms game played with kids from kindergarten all

through the high schools.

STUDENT: What about the University of British

[olumbia? I've just seen their paper, and it's very lib-

Sal, quite left, and quite activist, it seems.
SEELEY: Probably things are breaking some-

ftat loose at UBC. Right next to it is a new universi-

j,
the only one in Canada that I know about that's

ally exciting, and that's Simon Frazier. That place
really swinging in more ways than one. In the first

ace, it looks as though they may not jell into depart-
mental structure. There's one vast center called the
ommunications and the arts, and nobody knows pre-
isely what that means. But it really means kids com-

who are interested in somehow finding a way to

r express themselves or get in touch with other
leople. You've got everything here from anthropology
o people doing sculpture and God knows what all else,

tad the school at the moment is organized in such
:enters, which is in itself intriguing. A strong number
if professors who don't fit into the conventional
cheme.

In its first two years of confronting students very
v early, it made some bad blunders but had the

Proposed: Guerilla Revolt

Against Power Automated

(Motivated) Universities By:

John Seeley and 4 Student Editors

sense, decency and openness to back up and reverse
itself.

The last time I was out there there'd been a tre-

mendous row. The university is on top of the mountain
and the administration thought that since students and
professors might run out of gas on top, they obviously
needed a gas station on the campus. They made a kind
of a minimal provision to see that the thing wasn't too
unsightly, and then thinking it still within their
province, they signed a 99 year lease with Shell Oil to

operate this single monopolistic gas station.

But as soon as they did all kinds of hell on princi-
ple broke loose. Can the administration alter the envi-
ronment in which students live without consulting
them? Are there no aesthetic standards which should
be either debated or shared with students? And who in

hell would have chosen Shell Oil, which in Canada is

connected with a U.S. firm involved in napalm manu-
facture? Who above all would have given it to Shell Oil
virtually in perpetuity without consulting students?

Within three days the thing had escalated to the
point where the students looked as though they had
enough power to demand that either the matter would
be debated by the administration in the full presence
of the faculty and students and a new deal be made, or
they would simply bulldoze the gas station down the
hill.

So after not too long a period — you know it wasn't
like Berkeley spread out over three years or some-
thing like that — within 10, 20 days, the president
came back and said that on consideration and after
listening, he thought he'd committed a major error.

He had taken this in the ordinary way, as being just
one of those little things that you do. He could see the
validity of their arguments, and he offered a compro-
mise which they accepted.

STUDENT: Do you see any significance in what
happened there and some of the other cases for what
we call student power in the United States? I think

now of my own university where recently the students
were given an "advisory vote" in the matter of choos-

Drop City for Weil-Known Intellectuals

l sports complex. We indebted our-
selves to the tune of $12 a semester for the next 35

years to pay for this. And now it appears that because
we have agreed, they are going to put the stadium a
mile and a half north of campus across an inter-state

for the mere convenience of access.

SEELEY: I think that's pure shit. The advisory
relationship is in my own opinion, after watching the
whole thing for a lifetime, one that should be refused
absolutely everytime. Because what it does — it

doesn't matter whether it's faculty or students, — the
game is played worse on faculty in a sense — is saddle
you with the responsibility without any control what-

The object of what is called the presidential advi-

sory committee is to capture and make partly respon-
sible, all the potential opposition so that the very back
of the opposition is broken. One side is morally bro-
ken, but on the other the people who would be active in

opposition are so busy on these presidential advisory
committees that they haven't the time to fight.

STUDENT: What about the worse situation where
the president sees himself as some kind of Simon Le-
gree. the students as niggers and the idea is that he
doesn't even offer an advisory position.

SEELEY: First let me say that I think that they
are not kidding. Compared with the Canadian game
we were better off at Brandeis where — just barely

short of words — the president said, 'Look, I built this

university, I have absolute power in it, and I propose
to have it til the day I die." You knew; then you didn't

waste four-fifths of your energy sitting in advisory
committees and fighting ghosts. But, in that kind of

situation, it is much clearer that anything and ever-

ything is justified.

If the president wants to make the thing a test of

power, then I see no obstacle, moral or other, to invad-

ing his house and not letting his car get out.

If his argument is you must do what he tells you,
because he has the power and I don't know what else it

can be — then my answer is, "Let's see who indeed
has the power." rather than that kind of head on con-

frontation, where the police would be immediately
called in and so on, my preference is really a sus-

tained incalculable guerrila movement in which stu-

dents one day borrowing a president's house and by
the time he's organized and got the University police

(Please Torn to Page 14, Col. 3)

Listening at Democratic Studies Center
(The author, a student at the Univer-

ily of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado,
pent a day during USSPA's February
ligher Education Seminar at the Center
Br the Study of Democratic Institutions
« Santa Barbara, California. She gives
ere ber impressions and reactions, and
ries to extrapolate from the small
roup experience at the Center to the
eneral state of undergraduate educa-
lonin the "megaversity.")
Hidden admist the greenery and
armth of Santa Barbara, California, at
ie end of a winding road on Eucalpytus

p, is an intellectual Shangri La —
smote from financial ties with IBM or
fe Department of Defense, away from
'e lawn mowers and shopping carts of

prbia and from the sit-ins, bitch-ins,
blubbering at the University.
At this emarald-enclosed enclave, the

enter for the Study of Democratic lo-
cutions, 23 men talk and write.
Although it is physically and finan-

% isolated, the Center imports
tfinocrats, students, diplomats, pro-
Ss°rs and exports books, pamphlets,
'Qio-tapes. It is a Drop City for well-
'°wn intellectuals, including past Un-
ersity of Chicago President Robert
jKhfiis, Bishop James Pike, and Mi-
«el Harrington (author of "The Other

America" the book which spawned
JFK's war on poverty).

The literature of the Center asserts
that the institution's "prejudice is de-

mocracy; its operating procedure, the
dialogue." Fellows debate issues sur-

rounding the Negro, the city, the Indian,

the Constitution, the University, peace,

or students. An independent, non-profit

institution started in 1959, the Center has
distributed 6,000,000 copies of some 175

publications.

One intriguing idea four visiting stu-

dents heard in February there was
Frank Kelly's proposal for an Annual
State of Mankind Address, to be de-

livered by the United Nations secretary-

general. The address would "bring to

you in living color" the central problems
of mankind. If technological color were
not available, radio, newspapers, pam-
phlets, public lectures—drums—would
promulgate the secretary's world com-
munity news.

John Seeley, author of the "America-
nization of Unconsciousness," sat with
us on the floor of his home to talk about
how students can survive without "psy-
chological castration

. '

'

Another group discussion the same
day among the Fellows included a de-

bate on legal and social justice. The Fel-

lows sat around a table, clicked their
coffee cups and played with their sharp-
ened pencils while they listened to a visi-

tor, who was a veteran of an 18-month
jail term in Rhodesia.

The setting was strictly "think-
tank," but the script seemed somewhat
lacking.

Have the Center's discussions and
publications rippled into society and
spawned reforms? Yes, if we accept
John Kenneth Galbraith's view of techn-
ocrats as the knowledgeable elite who,
as the most scarce factor of production,

have the most power. As those educated
in the intricacies of the technocratic

structure, the Fellows are among these
specialists. Presumably, their educated
views are assiduously studied by corpo-

rate business, government and other
educators. This is certainly true in at
least a few instances—as when JFK
started his war on poverty after Har-
rington's book.

But direct links between Center
thoughts and society's actions are rare.

In the midst of the electro-techno-

cratic era, the Center is without stock-

holders' meetings, an eight-hour daily

schedule, gray flannel suits (some Fel-
lows wore sport shirts), computer, time
clock or government research contract.

But despite its nakedness, the Center's
fellows have "produced" (sometimes to

the irritation of the government, as
when Harry Ashmore visited North Viet-

The Center defines and conducts its

studies collectively. Vice-President Hal-
lock Hoffman says of the dynamics of

learning from each other, "We're not
very good at it, but we're the best of
anyone I've seen."

The Center is a kind of anachronism
using an unstructured format of Plato-
symposium vintage. Whatever its short-
comings it does seem incredible that
most undergraduate teaching has forgot-

ten this means of learning—small
groups, collectively defining and acting
on what the participants view as impor-
tant. The educational medium of semi-
nar discussions, based on what students
think they should learn, seems obviously
necessary if we are to resurrect the
mummies now sitting at their classroom

But even as the Center presses its

criticism and discussion forward, the
mega-versity is enlarging the unit of
learning and increasingly standardizing
its goals. A study published last fall by
Joseph Katz of the Stanford Institute for

(FlamTan to Page 14, C«l.l)



Berkeley and S.F. State
(From Page 6)

As for the experimental college-free university, it

has grown from its somewhat dubious beginnings to

its present position at State - offering almost 100

courses this term in "life theory" with an enrollment

of over 2.000 students (some of whom come only to the

e c ) and officially recognized by the administration

and faculty senate. Completely organized and operat-

ed by students with some faculty and departmental

support, the e.c. has introduced a radical challenge to

the education system that has caused educators and

students to answer with similar experiments within

their institutions and has produced the phenomenon of

the '60's the separate-identity experimental college.

The paradox I'd only glimpsed my first trip out

drew me back for a longer, deeper look at State. 1 his

time I talked with the editor of the Real student news-

paper (THE OPENPROCESS), some of his staf .and

students at large. On any other campus OPENPRO-

CESS would be the campus-off-campus under-

ground". At State it's an official campus paper and

"the voice of the students." Well-written, graphically

clean and pleasing, OPENPROCESS has a reputation

among the students for "ising legitimate questions

and for offering an alternative to the GATOR distor-

tions One graduate student in history saw the differ-

ences between the GATOR and OPENPROCESS as

the polarization of campus ™wP°ln* p^p^cEss
tinues to support both publications - OPENPROLtb.!!

getting its knocks from the administration the GA-

TOR getting its blows from the white and black radi-

The blacks have their place among "the huts" -

temporary quonset huts set up next to the Commons

that house all student activities from the GATOR and

OPENPROCESS to the student association to the e.c.

to the Black Student Union. Although they are strug-

gling to establish programs and curricula independent

of white support, they are presently working within

the budget and limits of the experimental college. The

black studies curriculum has grown from one class in

the soring of 1966 to eleven classes (amounting to 33

units of credit) this spring. Relations between the

blacks and the OPENPROCESS people are close -
both exploiting the other for their own survival.

Academia Sans Brotherhood

The graduate students at State tend to be the lead-

ers The few grad programs are too new yet, less re-

search-oriented, to attract real scholars. There is less

brotherhood with academia, more openness to change.

Those who come to State come looking for opportuni-

ties to create their educations, willing to devote the

time and effort necessary to "getting involved".

S.F. State students are communication oriented.

The degree to which they are informed is really

impressive. The bulletin boards are cluttered - but

up-to-date. Both campus publications and the San

Francisco CHRONICLE are read carefully and dis-

cussed minutely. As far as the students determine the

system at State, education is aimed a .11™* and

communicating takes a primary chunk of that educa-

San Francisco State sits across the Bay in the

shadow of Berkeley - defering to the reputation of its

Big Brother institution. Berkeley is the avante garde in

higher education I the impact of its revolutions are felt

nationally. But State with its institutional inferiority

complex "is the real innovator.

Quiet Desecration

For all its reputation of rebellion Berkeley tends

to perpetuate the present system of education — the

elitist academia with its scholars and its libraries and

its government research projects and its prestigious

faculty positions. And State, for all its apparent mid-

dle-class mediocrity, continues to chart new goals for

higher education, to create silent revolutions in the

Institution, to desecrate the sacred cows of the Sys-

tem to challenge the "self-evident truths . S.F.

State, not U.C.-Berkeley, has and will really change

the face of American higher education.

Patricia Sweeney
USSPA

Technomania Astray On Revolt

(From Page 4)

pre-computer era. Paul Goodman, Sylvia Ashton-

Warner and others have utterly eradicated any reason

for trust in the conventional wisdoms of education.

And Vietnam, Berkeley, Dallas and Memphis have

shown that fact-stuffed, liberal, automated America,

rife with operations research, systems analysis and

hip blue-sky men simply doesn't work.

My critique is essentially that the Apostles of Au-

tomatic Data processing have found themselves a way

of making a buck out of the machinery of Shannon,

Weiner Bush and Watson, and they are so busy selling

the hardware to anyone with a budget to administer

that they have no time to spend dreaming of what this

really extraordinary technology could do. Since

schools in this country spend a lot of money, these

guys are spending a lot of time hanging around the

At the Center
(From Page 13)

the Study of Human Problems docu-

ments this academic repression. It finds

that freshmen's grandiose ideas—their

yen to work with the world-shaking— is

stifled by professors aghast at the fresh-

man's inchoate thoughts.

The professors impatience with a

rambling student reflects a retreating

view of the professor as sole source of

wisdom. Cool seminars—where the stu-

dent must define and participate in his

education (and call on experts when he

wants them)—are essential to nurturing

the undergraduate interest in learning.

The small group seminar will inevita-

bly be revived as the computer minimiz-

es the professor's role of transmitting

knowledge. Hip groups—of students and
professors—within the university will

continue to pursue their guerrilla strate-

gy of subverting the professor's one-way
communication to a student blob. Edu-

cational enclaves can abstract from that

blob human beings—learning what they

think they should. These pocket Shangri

La's can transform the university from

service station for society to thinking

community.
—Carol Bozemao

school-house door, but there is little evidence that

they have spent any time thinking of what they could

be doing for education, other than automating the

most otiose and frivolous aspects of the worst of di-

dacticism. They want the money so they approach the

school-board but without being able to do as much for

a child as an afternoon's fishing would.

Now suppose: suppose we want young people to

communicate with old people - surely a societal-re-

eenerative function of education-then why can t a.

few wires diodes and boob-tubes be hooked up to let

ten year-olds watch on oil plant running? (A small

step forward from cybernated Dick and Jane and their .1

excrable dog Spot.

)

Suppose we want young adults to be able to find

out about abstruse and esoteric facts — a generally

broadening experience - why don't we set up auto-

mated total environments here and there around the

city for them to drop in on at their leisure so they can

groove on electrical engineering or Restoration Eng-

land when they feel like it? (A small step forward

from sonsoles chattering banalities.)

Suppose we want people to be able to test their

competence — a personal exercise often valuable to

one's sell-respect — can't the machines be pro-

grammed to give some more real sense of accom-

plishment than a programmed "Yes, very good and

"No, try again?"
But suppose even further: suppose that the new

technology does more than give us a chance to take

steps forward in the traditional functions of education.

A simple heirarchical sorting program can be used to

tell people about others with complemetary or similar

interests and knowledges - computer mind-mating.

Why don't we add something like it to the repetory of

education. Satellite technology makes it easy to see

anyone in the world any time. Why, apart from the

cost of the war, isn't there some preparation being

made for first graders to "visit" other countries a

couple of times a week?
My imagination is limited, but of one thing I am

sure: the post-war techniques of information handling

make it possible for the first time for us to feed, cloth

and house the whole world; they enable us to have

facts at our finger tips and free our minds from petty

arithmetics. The computer can let us make a new and

almost certainly better world.

This being so, why oh why are the technocrats sat-

isfied to use their wonders only to produce new me-

chanical versions of the same old garbage? Perhaps

because their vision is limited by the glibness of "gar-

bage in garbage out."66
David Lloyd-Jones

(From Page 13)

there, somebody is messing up the library by taki

books out and handing them back every hall hour,

something like that in masses And by the tii

they've got a staff organized to deal with that, lb

there should be students bothering the clinic and

soon as they've got enough doctors or policemen

keep you out of it, then have everybody go see theds

and tell him he doesn't really know if he ought toni

the courses he's in. . .

STUDENT: Of course the problem is tl
7

colleges are not Berkeleys and in many situatil

you'll find that the large majority of the campus

totally opposed. .

SEELEY: I don't know what to say about b

long a period of time it takes to radicalize student

apart from the basic strategy of Berkeley, which i

really to keep some sustained pressure against

administration, and then wait for it to commit!

atrosity after another. And we still don t know lb

years later - lour years later - a long way Irom

we still don't know whether they re going to w«

not. It's in the students' favor. _
But it's still not clear whether or not the Unive

ty of California is going to be a dictatorship,

moving more that way.

STUDENT: Do you think in any kind of sty

power campaign that a certain number of graj

students are necessary for success. 1 know FSMn,

good number, especially on the executive commi B

SEELEY: I think a university like Caina

which is almost totally dependent on its Teaching

sistants is a natural target. And if they strike or ll

sabotage or slow down or even if they were to <x>

opposite, like the railway unions do, and follow an

orders meticulously so that the registrar s offl

constantly overloaded with information — if tnej

any of those things the university will collapse.

STUDENT: It's three mintues after your nes

pointment.

SEELEY: Did you find out anything of any use?

STUDENT: Oh yes, definitely, we found out

to foment revolution on campuses. There's a go«

be four more revolutions.

STUDENT: Isn't there some federal law as'

counseling to insurrection?

SEELEY: It would be up to my lawyer to p

that this was not insurrection, and that we are

patriots and trying to get the constitution adhen

and that the young are people. That's the new ui

sation. We've got to get recognition that young P

are human beings, just as we had to get recogn

that the slaves were human beings.

STUDENT: That eliminates four-fifths of tne

lessors from the university.



Same oV Story

—

ndividuality Out,

Conformity In
The author is a student from Montana State L'n-

r.jti in Bozeman, Montana. Caught for three days

,
maelstrom of new education technologies at L'SS-

\ February Higher Education Seminar, she came
,v
with the following opinion-reaction.)

Now I want you to rewrite your stories on good

jle paper, and let's see what nice, neat papers you
n. Pay special attention to your penmanship
-e your hands are clean.

"

Close your eyes and you can be back in your gra-

ichool classroom, biting your lower lip and grap-

ug
with your fat, black pencil. This is probably the

a of classroom you knew but, that was ten or twen-

jears ago, and it was an antiquated idea even then.

The teacher above will undoubtedly get back

«gh pretty white papers to fill her bulletin board

the week, but chances are that little of it will be
pnal. She is unwittingly thwarting the creative

re of her pupils by placing emphasis on writing the

eghts down instead of on the content of the

lights.

Before children come to school and are taught to

ft they have developed an elaborate learning

danism all their own. It involves investigation,

Bity, random play and open-minded perceptivity.

iyhave no concept of an unacceptable answer, and
en't afraid of failure. There is no punishment
four year-old who sits on the sofa and blows it

big to tie his shoe. He just quietly licks his lips and
s again.

But once kids hit school, they learn to stand in,

3, sit with their hands folded and express their love

earning by raising a hand.

They must learn to squeeze their own method of

ning into this rigid structure, or they begin to feel

claustrophobia of failure. It's no longer a simple
Iter of trying once more; everybody is watching
they might fail again. Some conform — they quit

ng anything original as insurance against failure.

ie get so hung up they don't try anything at all. A
say to hell with the teacher and do what they want
oanyway. They are labeled as "unmanageable."
Our educational filing system is squashing more
n the passing whims of childhood. It effectively

jerts natural enthusiasm for learning and private

istigation. It cuts off an unknown quantity of poten-

creativity and convinces many children they are
less and stupid.

A child writing on unlined paper will write "loud"

XHJD, in letters two inches high. And if he wants

r to pause, he might use 12 periods to sep-

te his thoughts instead of the traditional 3 or just a

space. Their papers are works of art incorporating

ign elements to bring another dimension to the

ming of what is written. Straight lines and evenly

red letters are a- side product of inachines, not

pie.

A child will draw as he feels things, not as he sees

p. In a picture of boy picking an apple, the hand
1 picks the apple will probably be two or three

s the size of the other hand. Or maybe the boy
t have another hand at all. And why should he? Of
t importance is the other hand? As soon as he is

nried that he has made a mistake, that his picture

'good, he either quits drawing pictures or else.

But most kids at age seven trust the superiority of

Its. They need encouragement.
Once a child has a firm foundation of faith in him-
and the value of his own contribution, then he is

ty
to accept with understanding, and perhaps a

to of salt, all the necessarily rigid material that

constitute much of his later education.

—Diane Travis

Montana State University

Breaking With

The Tests and

Papers Regime
(Dianne Bechtold, who participated in USSPA's

six-week seminar on higher education last summer, is
herself a temporary dropout from the University of
California, Berkeley on unofficial sabbatical for expe-
rimentation in education. She is currently studying
mathematics mid biology under the direction of a tu-
tor and plans to audit classes during the summer)

.

At Berkeley, as at many other campuses across
the nation, there has been an increase of undergradu-
ate students who for one reason or another find it

necessary or preferable to interrupt their formal stud-
ies for a time. This phenomenon of "temporary dro-
pouts," students who leave school for a term or two to
"find themselves" or continue to study on their own
strongly suggests a maladaptation of many under-,
graduates to the rigidities of the traditional semester
or quarter system with its regime of classwork, tests
and papers.

Many of these students seem to be in the throes of
what is referred to as the identity crisis. The cycle of

heavy assignments, tests and term papers has left

them little time to think seriously about basic person-
al issues such as the quality of life and relationships
with others or the pressing problems of finding a
meaningful career. Too much of their student life has
been spent in the meeting of university requirements
and standards. For many students a term or two away
from school provides a partial solution, but for under-
graduate men the pressures of the draft often pre-
clude this.

Other students wish to drop out of school because
of criticisms of the current educational process itself.

These students want a greater hand in the formulation,
of their own education, more control over both content
and format of courses. Some suggest that a radical
reevaluation of the classwork and semester system is

in order and suggest alternatives. The proposals vary.
One of the major problems students face in seek-

ing acceptance of their proposals for educational re-
forms, in addition to overcoming the conservatism of
faculty, administration and society, is the fact that
rarely do the students have personal experience of the
methods of learning which they propose. This results
often in a lack of confidence in specific proposals and
an absence of empirical evidence to substantiate their
cause. This facilitates the victory of the tried over the
untried.

The failings of American educational institutions

are not unknown to student groups interested in educa-
tional reform. What is lacking is widespread experi-

mentation with alternatives. The institution of under-
graduate sabbaticals for the purpose of experimenta-
tion with educational forms could be a powerful in-

strument for promoting educational reform substitut-

ing experimentation for speculation and for providing

a backlog of experience from which proposal for edu-

cational reform could be put together and defended.

Individuals and groups could explore and invent

many possibilities. Some suggestions for experimen-
tal sabbaticals are independent study projects, field

research projects, tutorials and the issuance of audit

passes so that students could utilize classroom re-

sources in accordance with individual objectives. In

addition even apart from experimentation with educa-
tional forms the idea of undergraduate sabbatical for

travel, leisure and private study is an important one
which grows more feasible as educational

HOBO GRAPHICS 6$

Although it is preferrable because more influen-

tial to conduct these sabbaticals under university aus-

pices and financial backing, it may be necessary to

seek initial support from foundations and organiza-

tions interested in educational reform. The success of

these ventures hopefully would invite subsequent un-

iversity sponsorship as well as facilitating the enrich-

ment of the individual students and strengthening the

convictions and morale of student groups interested in

promoting educational reform.

—Diane Bechtold

Berkeley, Call I.
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From Elementary School Through the University

Computers Replace the Absent-Minded Professor

A hundred years ago John Stuart Mills spoke

of an enlightened society in which the elite would

be privileged to receive a "liberal education -a

small group ot young men leisurely engaging in

n!n|,,M,nliical rhetoric and occasionally mean-

dering into the great Greek and Roman classics.

With the shift in balance of traditional politi-

al structures and a heightened attentiveness to

technological advances, Mills' vision slowly

began to decay. With the two world wars and a

depression acting as catalysts, the total destruc-

tion of a 2000-year-old concept of education has

become complete.

The question of what to do about mass edu-

cation and how to do it is the question of the 70s,

and by the time we get around to answering it

our answer will be obsolete.

If we elect to meet the exponentially expand-

ing population and offer them all the preferential

right of education, then we are faced with a

choice Either try to accommodate this increase

within the existing system, or try to produce a

new system which can be efficient and yet retain

what Plato would call the essence of our social

being.

Amid the debate over philosophies, compu-

terized'
' education is quietly growing.

At Brentwood elementary school in mostly

black East Palo Alto, Calif., first and second

graders are learning reading and mathematics

with the aid of an IBM 1800 computer, used in

supplement to their classroom work.

At Stanford University in Palo Alto, stu-

dents taking a computer-based course in first-

vear Russian are doing three times better, as

"measured by exams, than their counterparts in

the traditional classroom course.

At Morehead, Kv., second and sixth grad-

ers are learning arithmetic by following compu-

terized instructions on teletypewriters.

At McComb, Miss., sixth grade students

are studying logic on a computer -linked teletype-

The Brentwood Computer Assisted Instruc-

tion laboratory is the first in the country to be an

integral part of a public school. The million-dol-

lar project is funded bv the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion and is in its second year of full-time opera-

tion. It's purpose is to find out "if it is really pos-

sible to teach with this kind of technology, and to

do it over an extended period of time." Karl

Anselm, a research assistant there, claims. The

lab is operated in conjunction with Stanford Un-

iversity Computerized instruction costs from

five dollars to 50 cents per student hour, as com-

pared with 25 cents to 35 cents for a teacher.

Brentwood pupils work at the CAI equipment

in half-hour shifts of 16 pupils at a time. Each

child has a television screen, used to display let-

ters, numerals, and some pictures and special

symbols; an image projector, used to project

color pictures from a 16 mm film strip a set of

earphones, through which a recorded teacher's

voice instructs the child, and a teletype key-

board and electronic pen, which the child uses to

respond to each question presented on the

screen.

The system is basically a linear one. A prob-

lem tin "either reading or matht is presented

along with pictures or other aids and the student

is given several optional choices.

Each mistake made is recorded by the com-

puter, and the areas of weakness are stressed lr

the succeeding meetings with the computer The

computers are designed to become the child s

friend. Verbal instructions are given in cheery

voices and animated drawings are interspersed

to hold the child's interest. In the middle of a les-

son a game might be injected. They vary from

hopscotch and bingo, to the subtle "find the rule

game" which really relates back to the lesson.

Anselm sees no limit to the possibilities which

exist through proper programming. One possible

idea is utilizing the computer as a cybernetic

psychoanalyst. Anselm believes that if the prop-

er relationship is developed between child and

computer, the child would trust the computer

A hypothetical example would be: The child

comes to his computer each morning: the com-

puter asks the child "and how are you feeling

today'" If the child answers in the negative, the

computer asks him why; the child explains; the

computer offers counsel.

Operation of a computer-based Russian

course at Stanford differs from the Brentwood

project. In that, students work only with a telety-

pewriter and earphones controlled by the com-

puter. They receive instructions from a tape

recording made by the Russian instructor, then

they respond on the teletype machine. The com-

puter analyzes their answers, activates the keys

to tell the student what is wrong with his re-

sponses, and tells him which items to review.

Since the equipment has no capability for

receiving an oral response, the students regular-

ly attend the language labs, and in addition make

tape recordings monthly with the Russian in-

structor, in order to practice the spoken Ian-

Russian professor Elise Belenky points out a

particular advantage of this system is that the

student is spared "passive" time in the class-

room, listening to other students' incorrect re-

sponses.

But along with this evident satisfaction with

computerized instruction and enthusiasm about

its potential, there are misgivings about the loss

in personal contact. Even though the student is

being individually responded to by the computer,

he is being responded to in a mechanical fashion,

from a source which, although programmed by

humans, is limited in its range of responses.

Also, the machine must always have the last

word in any communication with it. If the user

"signs off"" the computer, it will always answer,

"you are signed off.".

Don Bushnell, vice president of the Brooks

Foundation, which does research into the appli-

cations of computer technology, wrote in an arti-

cle called "The Information Utility and the

Right of Anonvmitv." "This information in

many instances will have to be explained or de-

fended by the student, because information on

every step in his educational history will be

available.

There seems to be no real alternative to us-

ing computers to help us cope with the increas-

ing complexity of our society. But, as Bushnell

writes we must "provide the proper balance

between administrative efficiency and indi-

vidual privacy ... the decisions we make must

be based on a set of humanistic principles that

are to be taken as categorical imperatives."

Martin Rips, UCLA
and

Dennis Stephens, Portland State College

Of,-

When millions of freshmen flock

through the gates of their college each

September, they find that the school of

their choice has a whole series of poli-

cies and structures desgned to ward off

the annual student invasion. The more
perceptive students soon come to the

conclusion that their personalities and

expectations are of little concern to the

college. What is important is that the

students behave as required so that the

college can achieve its own goals of sur-

vival and expansion, and the primary of

these goals means that the education of

the students has rather low priority.

—The Student in Higher

Education, from Report of the

Committee on Higher Education, 1968

Vtnovrt' Higher'
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Photographer John D. Bulger will narrate a color film

journey entitled "Sweden- -Mountains to the Sea" on Monday,
February 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. Dr. Bulger
is former director of education from the National Wildlife

Federation and many of his wildlife films have been shown
on television. Admission for students is 75 cents, others, S 1 .50.

College Receives Aid

For New Development
Washington College has re-

ceived a grant from the Hod-
son Trust amounting to $325,-

000, applicable to three im-
portant areas of the College's

development - new construc-

tion, faculty saleries and gen-
eral operations.

The terms of the grant will

requre the college to apply at

least $225,000 toward Its cur-
rent building program and$25,-
000 exclusively to faculty sal-

eries for the school year be-
ginning In September 1969. The
college may use $75,000 of the

grant to help defray general op-
erational expenses.

Also, a $700 grant from the

Association of College and Re-
search Libraries has been an-
nounced. This gift, along with

?300 supplemented from college
funds, will be usedfor improve-
ments in the area ofpublications
on Latin America.
The grant was among 76

grants of funds and equipment
made to college and university

libraries. Washington's grant

A-as among 56 allocated for

the purchase of books and peri-

odicals to support the improve-
ment of library collections, with

special considerations being gi-

ven to projects which are con-
ceived as units within the li-

brary program and which
may be considered beyond the

means of the normal library

budget.

Black Capitalism or Black Capitalists?

— By Dick Gregory —
President Nixon has been ln-

iugurated and has received ap-
proval for his cabinet appoint-

ments — though delayed confir-

mation of Secretary of the In-

terior Walter Hlckel somewhat
Interrupted the orderly and
smooth pattern of the Nixon ad-
ministration. Nixon's Cabinet

mirrors those interests his ad-
ministration really represents.

Strange associates for The One
who says he wants to "bring
Americans together". Nixon's

Cabinet looks like the Board of

Directors of Howard Johnson's
— all 27 flavors. HowardJohn-
son advertise 28 flavors, of

course, but Nixon has dropped
chocolate. Rather than a Cabi-
net, Nixon's top advisors look

more like Show white and the

One campaign theme which
must now be moved by Nixon
from the level of rhetoric to

reality Is his emphasis on the

development of "black capi-
talism". One wonders how Ni-
xon will be able to encourage
white businesses to invest in

the ghetto, when Nixon him-
self didn't even hire a black
man for his Cabinet. Such an
affront to the black community
leads one to suspect that

Nixon's idea of "black capital-

ism" Just might be starting a
federal program to plant cot-

ton on ghetto rooftops. Nixon's
Cabinet appointments are a
glaring indication that the Pre-
sident's commitment to the
Jlack communltyislessthanto-
tal. It Is difficult, therefore, not

to be suspicious of his "lack
capitalism" theme. The way
things are going, Nixon will pro-
bably start the program off by
sending Splro Agnew andateam
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of financial experts to study
black capitalism In Rhodesia.

Nixon Sciutinized

Nixon Is being closely wat-
ched by prominent black lead-
ers In the business communi-
ty, and he has been reminded
by them that his campaign rhe-
toric was a substantial contri-
bution to the rising expectations
of black businessmen. Lastweek
I attended a meeting in Wash-
inton, D.C. which included such
men of prominence as Jackie
Robinson, Floyd McKlsslck,
Hosea Williams, Dr. warren
St. James, 21st Century Capi-
tal Corp., New York and Ma-
rlon Barry, jr., PRIDE, Inc.,

Washington, D.C. The meeting
ended up by marching to the
White House to reconvene. A
telegram was sent to President
Nixon inviting him to attend.
The telegram stated that

"the tragic state of the nation's
black businessmen today makes
It imperative that a personal
presentation of these economic
problems be made to you".
The President, of course, did
not meet the group. He was busy
with the National Security Coun-
cil, while the insecurity of the
olack economy stood symboli-
cally in the cold outside the
White House gates.

Restricted

The meeting of black bu-
sinessmen in Washington, D.C.
Insisted that "the development
of the black man must include

entrepreneur ship, along with
community development and
Improvement. . .Among the
means of achieving our goals
Is the strengthening of the ac-
tivities of the Small Business
Administration...There must be
some relaxation of rules, which,
though reportedly designed to

assist the nation's poor-blacks
and others alive — are so re-

strictive as to defeat the pur-

pose of the legislation".

So the voice Is loud and clear
from the black community that

Nixon's "black capitalism"
program must not be another
expression of piecemeal pater-
nalism. Making a few loans,
however substantial, to a few
enterprising black men Is not

enough. It seems strange to me
that at the very time American
money Is going bad all over the
world, the government all of a
sudden wants to give it to black
folks. Families who have owned
businesses since landlngat Ply-
mouth Rock are now getting out

of them. Giving those dying- bu-
sinesses to blacks Is supposed
to be an expression of "black
capitalism".

Blacks Rejected

Nixon's first duty Is to sur-
round himself with a black

brain trust capable of develop-
ing a black capitalism program.
His Cabinet appointments re-
flect a basic rejection of that

responsibility. Twelve white

(Continued on Page 6)
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Gregory . .

(Continued from Page 5)

folks couldn't get together and

produce a black baby. How are

they going to construct a mas-

sive program to develop black

capitalism?

White capitalists cannot de-

velop a program of black capi-

talism. Black capitalism isfac-

ed with a different challenge

than that which confronted white

capitalism lnltsbeginnlng stag-

es. White capitalism was not de-

veloped In a hostile social en-

vironment. Rugged Individual-

ism is not an option in a soci-

ety which still denies the in-

dividual dignity of the black

Black capitalism at its fin-

est will never catch up to white

capitalism for the simple rea-

son that blacks are starting

with more-than-a-hundred-yeai

disadvantage. The current

mood surrounding the black ca-

pitalism concept will only end

up producing another segregat-

ed system in this country.

What Is needed is a concept

of black cooperatlvlsm. Black

capitalism as it is currently

understood means a few in-

dividuals establishing a bu-

siness to make a profit. The de-

velopment of cooperative busi-

nesses allows many black peo-

< for profit and sur-

[t is cooperatlvlsm, ra-

han capitalism, which

a chance of ending the

t paternalistli

of federal programs.

Establishing a few black ca-

pitalists is not a worth goal. We
must work for the day

black people, all poor people

really become a part of the ca

pltalisUc system. When tin

happens, perhaps all capitalist

,
white and w

get together and make the ca-

pitalistic system servetheUnl-

ted States Constitution

than control It.

Prof. Cantor To Speak

On Medieval Movement

Dr. Norman Cantor, an expert on medieval history

now teaching at Brandeis University, will be the next guest

lecturer in the Hyland-Price Visiting Scholars Program, on Feb.

20th in Dunning Hall.

By Edward Schulman

Professor NormanF. Cantor,

Leff Professor of History at

Brandels University sincel966,

will speak on "The Medieval

Liberation Movement" next

Thursday night, Feb. 20,at8 :30

p.m. in Dunning Lecture HalL

Mr. Cantor has taught at

Princeton, Johns Hopkins, Co-

lumbia, and Yeshiva universi-

ties. He was appointed Jacobus

Fellow while a graduate student

at Princeton and won a Rhodes

scholarship to Oxford. He was

awarded fellowships by the Ca-

nada Council and by the Ameri-

can Council of Learned Societ-

ies.

Political Study

Best known for his synthe-

sis of life in the Middle Ages,

"Medieval History; The Life

and Death of a Civilization",

his most recent work is a study

of politics andsocietyinBrltain

to 1760 (The English, Volumel).

Other of Mr. Cantor's pub-

lished works Include: Church,

Kingship, and Lay Investiture

in England; The Medieval World

(editor); The English Tradi-

tion (co-author, two volumes).

Editor

Professor cantor Is general

editor of several multlvoiume

historical series; Ideas and In-

stitutions in Western Civiliza-

tion; New Dimensions In His-

tory; and The Structure of Eu-

ropean History.

The lecture is part of the Hy-
land-Price Visiting Scholars

program. Visiting scholars are

brought to the college for a

brief period of residence to

lecture and to conduct spe-

cialized noncredlt seminars

for history students.

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free
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Hair Rage
On Campus

By Vicki Colgan

The rage for mustaches and
beards has hit Washington Col-

lege and extraneous tufts of

hair have appeared lately on

students, faculty, administra-

tive personnel and other assort-

ed members of the college corn-

Most of the men found It

hard to glveexpliclt reasons for

growing their facial hair, but

denied, on the whole, that they

did it to enhance their image.

John Cambadella insists that

one's image is "centered in the

eyes, and everything else isin-

cidental," and added thathehad

grown his mustache because no

one else in the fraternlty( Lamb-

da Chi Alpha) had grown one

and that he wanted to "bring

the fraternities down to reali-

ty."

"Face-Warmers"

Ed Schulman and Joe Massey
said that mustaches and beards

were "in" and joe added that

since so many others had grown
them, he didn't feel stupid ex-
perimenting, several said that

they were using their mous-
taches and/or beards as a cle-

ver winter device for face-

warming. Ed Schulman said that

"mustaches and beards are

like pieces of clothing, you put

them on, take them off, change
them and adjust them to style of

dress."

Dr. Alfred cordes, Head of

the Modern Language Depart-
ment, described his beard and
mustaches as a "a stylistic

thing" and said he wore them as

he would wear a sport coat. In

the past he as worn beards in

sentiments of protest, and
thought that was not the reason

he grewhis present beard. It has

since turned Into an expression

of protest against certain "petty

attitudes" prevalent on campus,
and the emotionality with which
some people view beards. '

Lend Individuality

Dean Carl A. Westerdaril,

labeling himself "a slave to

popular fashion," said he was
"not opposed to trying new
things out" (witness the bright

posters in his office) and said

lie felt that mustaches "lend

individuality", which is some-
thing people are trying to es-
tablish now.

Asked if they would shave
their mustaches and/or beard
for a formal interview for ajob
or grad school, the men announ-

nphatically and al-

THE WASHINGTON ELM

sly.

Mr. Bennett Lamond, ask(

why he hasn't grown a beard c

moustache, replied, "becauj

everyone else has."

CROWN PIZZA
CORP.

OWN A PROFITABLE
BUSINESS

PART OR FULL TIME WORK
FOR ADDED INCOME

WE SECURE LOCATIONS

Earning Potential

$780.00 a month

WRITE giving Name, Address,
and Telephone Number, for
local personal interview with a
Company Representative.

A Message: to Business, Commerce and
Liberal Arts Graduates . .

.

Wouldn't you like to build your career WHERE

THE MONEY IS? Well you can, by simply

investigating the many job opportunities

available to you in BANKING at the Equitable

Trust Company in Baltimore.

OUR RAPID GROWTH ASSURES
YOUR RAPID DEVELOPMENT
H If you want to be not only "Where The Money Is,"

but also WHERE THE ACTION IS in today's business
world, then you belong in BANKING. Keen competi-

-

tion in banking has created the need for needle-sharp
marketing and sales techniques. Exciting innovations
in bank operations call for imaginative ideas in the
management of men and machines to support a rate
of growth which is outstripping other Baltimore banks.

SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT TRAINING
ASSURES RAPID ADVANCEMENT
| It'll be "out of the frying pan and into the fire" when
it comes to continuing the learning process in Equitable's
scholarly (yet bank-oriented) Administrative Training
Program. Excellent development curriculums are con-
ducted in all the various banking operations.

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MA's AND MBA's

I You may be more than a little surprised to hear
what's in store if you choose BANKING as a career.

This is especially true at Equitable Trust where we
look upon people with your level of educational achieve-
ment with particular appreciation.

;

:.. ::'::.; :: :

'

:

jM OF COURSE OUR BANK HAS EMPLOYEE jg
^« BENEFITS (insurance, pensions, hospitalization 5££

jjs and the like) WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO MAKE $g
?3 PEOPLE WANT TO SPEND THEIR ENTIRE Jg
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"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

We'd be happy to tell all about us as
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you'll contact your school's Placement

Department and make an appointment

to see our representative on campus.

Do it today!

Equitable f3
Trust Bank Vi9

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203
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SPORTS
by Bert Bogash

To paraphrase a recent Baltimore Sun article,

the Shore Cagers are interested primarily in gaining a

spot tn the Middle Atlantic Conference Tournament;

and Mason-Dixon games, while important, are not es-

pecially crucial. This must have been the attitude Sat-

urday night as the Washington squad took a 105-70

shellacking at the hands of a visiting, supposed under-

dog Loyola quintet.

Blame for the loss can be placed on many

shoulders. Basically, however, poor rebounding and

inability to break through the Greyhound zone press

accounted for the Sho'men's poor offensive showing,

Sloppy rebounding on both offensive and defensive

boards always hurts a team and the Elliottmen were

no exception. The zone press has fast become a fav-

orite defensive ploy used by opponents since Western

Maryland mentor Ron Sisk (a former W. C. basketball

coach) completely wrecked Washington's offense

with it earlier this season.

The size of the crowds and their diminished

enthusiasm may also be a factor in the erratic play of

the Sho'men. A cheering, screaming, packed house

lifts a team. The electricity and the excitement that

has always been a trademark of Russell Gym has been

noticeably absent this year.

Congratulations to Coach Bob Pritzlaff and the

Washington College Grapplers in their 23-20 decision

over American University, the first mat victory in the

squad's short history. The consistency of heavyweight

Rick "Tiny" Holloway and the return of Freshman

Bob Bailey, former Baltimore County '123 pound

champion, give the Sho'men the needed balance to

scratch more victories on Coach Pritzlaff's wrestling

slate.

There's a new look to Kibler Field. The college

has installed a new electric scoreboard. Finally

Win For Grapplers

First In Two Years
by Frank Veri

The Washington College

Wrestling Team gave Coach

Bob Pritzlaff his first league

victory as It humbled Ameri-

can University on the Eagles'

mats 23-20. Twice before this

year the snore grapplers near-

ed victory in close defeats to

Susquehanna and Catholic Uni-

versity, but last Saturday they

wern't to be denied.

Freshman Bob Bailey won his

first collegiate bout 11- 5 and the

former Baltimore City and

County high school champ show-

ed great promise for future

matches. American Universi-

ty came back strong In the 130

lb. bout by winning be default

and freshman Ken Kiler bare-

ly lost 8-5 In the 137 lb. bout

as the score read American

University 8, Washington Col-

lege, 3.

Ties Match

Co-Captain for the match,

as he pinned his opponent In the

155 lbs. match. Freshman Chuck

Vuolo was defeated by a pin with

30 seconds remaining in his

match with one of the better

wrestlers in the Mason-Dixon

Conference at 152 lbs. Co-Cap-
tain Frank Verl pinned his op-

ponent and evened the score at

13 all.

Freshman Steve Coldlng de-

feated his opponent 6-4, thus

recording his third victory of

the season while his classmate,

John Prann, giving away 20 lbs.

to his opponent, was pinned at

111 lb. Junior Francis FlUpi

drew with his man 2-2 in the

191 lb. bout giving American
University a 20-16 edge over

Washington College.

Tiny Wins

"Tiny" Rick Holloway pinned

his opponent in the second

period of the heavyweight to

give the Sho'men and theircoach

a long deserved victory.

Washington Cagers Fall

In Local Overtime Cliffhanger
by Bob Lehman

Having games with Dickinson

College and Randolph-Macon

this week, the Washington hoop

contingent hopes to gain their

seventh victory of the season,

making this Coach "Lefty"

Elliott's winnlngest season to

date since his stint In Ches*

tertown began three years ago.

This hope was foiled last

week, first on Satuiday night

by a visiting Loyola team who
handed the Sho'men a bitter

105-70 defeat after the locals

had picked up their sixth vic-

tory on February by defeat-

ing Swarthmore 82-76.

i Ovi

On Tuesday, the Sho'men lost

another heartbreaker, falling

66-62 to Lebanon Valley in an

overtime thriller. Trailing by

4 at half-time, the Washing-

ton squad managed to even the

game at 52 by the end of the

regulation time. In the following

overtime period the Sho'men

failed to make the crulcial buc-

kets, as Bob Koepke fouled out.

The scoring was evenly balan-

ced as five Sho'men hit double

figures. Leading the list was
John Coster with 15 points fol-

lowed closely by Koepke, Rick

Turner, Mark Brumbaugh and

playmaker Larry Martin.

Against Loyola, the Elliott-

men could not get started on the

home court. The Greyhounds,

who had been beaten earlier by

the Sho'menlnBaltlmore,prov-
ed to be too much in this re-

It \ s from the

very beginning that the Bal-

revenge for Its first loss.

They jumped off to an early

margin as th<

ed. The Sho'r J of

the worst displays of basket-

ball seen In Russell Gym inre-

cent years. In the last eight min-

utes of the first half the El-

liottmen gave the ball up ten

The shooting was off, the

passes were poor and Loyola

played a good ball, all combin-

ing to make for a not so enjoy-

able evening for local fans. The
one bright spot was the floor

leader ship effort of Larry Mar-
tin, who led the Washington

scorers with 16 points.

The Greyhounds went into the

locker room at halftime with a

comfortable 27 point lead. When
they returned to the floor In the

second half, they played as If it

were a much closer game.
Coach Elliott shuffled player In

and out looking for a quintet

that could gel, but, could not find

the right five that night.

Undershadowed by the loss to

the Loyola was an 82-76 victory

over Swarthmore the previous

Wednesday. Ricky Turner had

about his best night of the sea-

son scoring 14 points while

grabbing a personl high of 15

rebounds. Dave Bruce led the

scorers that night putting in 17

FRESHMAN RICKY Turner gets up high for one of his

quick baseline jumpers in Tuesday's overtime loss to Lebanon

Valley.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575

Friday - Saturday — February 14-15

BIG HORROR DOUBLE FEATURE

Frankenstein

Plus

Dracula

Sun. - Mon. - Tues. — February 16-1 7-18

ERNEST BORGNINE AND JIM BROWN

The Split

V GeoffAndet

PRITZLAFF'S PROTEGES practice takedowns in

paration to their first victory of the season.

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Wednesday thru Thursday

February 13-19

TOY CURTIS

Boston Strangler
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Birthday Weekend To Host Parents, Alumni Convocation

Mason to Talk

at Assembly

By E<I Schulman

Washington College will hold

a combined celebration of

George Washington's birthday
and a Parent's Day program
Saturday, February 22.

Planned for the day are a con-
vocation, birthday ball, basket-
hall game and meetings of the

Parent's Association and the
Washington college Alumni
Council.

Professor to Speak

Dr. Alpheus T. Mason, Mc-
cormick Professor of juris-

prudence, Emeritus, Prince-

ton University, will present the

convocation address. Dr. Ma-
son retired in January 1968 as

a senior member of Prince-

ton University's department of

politics and is now teaching in

the law school and department
of government at the Universi-

ty of Virginia.

A recent biography lists Dr.

Mason as the author of 20 ma-
jor books and 59 articles for

scholarly journals. His books
on Justice Louis D. Brandeis,

Chief Justice Harlan Fiske
Stone, and Chief Justice Wil-
liam Howard Taft have gain-

ed him recognition as the coun-
try's foremost judicial biogra-

Born On Eastern Shore

Born in the town of Girdle-

tree, on Maryland's Eastern
Shore, Professor Mason gra-
duated from Dickinson College

in 1920, where he received an
honorary degree of Letters in

1947. He then studied at Prince-
ton, taking a master's degree
iu 1921 and his doctorate of

philosophy In 1923.

The birthday ball will beheld

Annual Ball

Saturday Night

By 1

Candidates fur

bin. Priscilla Hopk.

Hodson Hall.

Deans Say Freshman Class

Achieves Higher Standards

(Co, ;i Page 5)

By Evelyn Manolis

Judging from the overall re-
cords, Dean Landon C. Burns
views this year's Freshman
Class as one of the best the

college has experienced aca-
demically.

Burns said he is especially

pleased with the apparent grade
stability the class has demon-

foreign language, math and sci-

ence, always seem to present

the greatest difficulty for new
college students, however, this

year, a greater percentage have

done well In these subjects.

Statistics of the general per-
formance of the class disclose

the relatively high standards It

has maintained, From 168 stu-

dents comprising the Class of

'72, five qualified to be admitted

to the Dean's List; four of these

were women students. Honor-
able Mention Included 18 fresh-

On the other end of the scale,

13 students received a warning
about their grades; ten were
men and three were women. The
probation list drew 20 students

from the Freshmen Class, 18

. of the

s of the

Highlighting the parent'sDay
festivities, the annual George
Washington's Birthday Ball will

be held tomorrow night In Hod-
son Hall. A black tie affair,

lasting from nine -ill one, the

ball will feature the crowning

of ''Miss Washington college"

for 1969 and the music of the

seven piece George Hipp Or-

Flve finalists to serve as
queen and members of her co-

urt have been elected from a

field -?f 55 junior candidates by

the men of Washington College.

The finalists are; Jesse J. Do-
ukas, of Phoenix, Maryland;

Priscilla E. Hopkins, of Ar-
lington, Virginia; Lindas. Phin-

ney, of Darien, Connecticut; Ka-
ren L, Sammis, of Huntington,

New York; and Lynn Tobln, of

Bel Air, Maryland.

An Innovation this year will

be the appearance, because of

the changes In the rules regard-

ing alcoholic beverages on cam-
pus, of an alcoholic punch,

Decorations, which have been
worked out by a student com-
mittee headed by Barbara Lock,

will consist of a black, pli-Jc

and white motif, andpostersde-

peeking various facets of George

, the hingtot ; life.

Dean fur

men and :

ssive academic defi-

ostudents.bothmen,
3ed from the class.

These figures are slightly

better than the performance of

last year's freshmen class. In

the preceding class of 149 stu-

dents, at the conclusion of first

ceived warnings, 26 had been on

probation andonehadbeendrop-

An attitude of general satis-

faction with the academic per-

formance of the present Fresh-

men Class is expressed by both

the Dean of Men, Carl Wester-
dahl, and the Dean of Women,

Beverly Clark. The wide di-

versity of Interests and abil-

ities is a characteristic of this

year's freshmen which Dean
Westerdahl finds particularly

commendable. He said he Is

pleased to find student talents

expressed In a variety of dis-

ciplines such as music, art,

confidence

that the'iolleyc admission pulley

is efficient The Dean of Admis-
sions points out that Washington

College considers numerous
factors in accepting or reject-

ing prospective students. It tries

not to rely entirely upon one

aspect of a students records.

Standardized test scores are
not always viewed as an equit-

able measure of a students fu-

ture success in college. Harold
Gray, Dean of Admissions re-

marks that a number of fresh-

lumti

The ball, supported entirely

by subscriptions from patrons

among parents, alumni and in-

terested friends of Washing* >n

College, Is expected to draw a

larger crowd this year than in

previous years, and student en-

thusiasm for the dance Is run-

ning high.

Since It Is anticipated that

space may be a problem, and

there is only limited reserve

seating for patrons, stude.its are

encouraged to arrive early.

For the second year in a row,

proceeds from the Ball will be
used for the Scholarship Fund.

Dr. Alphe
ington College c

Saturday, Febru
the Chestertown

mvncal ii

ry 22 in

campus

will present the Wash-
n address at 11 a.m. on
the Fine Arts Center on

lie ever, there is one factor

disturbs him; he notes

icrease in the percentage
ients coming to the col- HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEORGE
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Joint Statement
We would like to call the attention of our readers,

especially the students of Washington College, to the Joint

Statement on the Rights and Freedoms of Students. The

complete text is found on page eight in this issue.

This document is significant if only because such

a wide variety of groups representing various parts of the

academic community agreed on its wording. The National

Student Association, the American Association of Univer-

sity Professors are only two of the many organizations ap-

proving the statement.

We urge all students here to read it carefully; most

areas of student life are covered in the statement, and with

the official endorsement of the student body, which we
wholeheartedly recommend it be given, the statement will

represent a consensus of the disparate "interest groups"

here at the college.

It has been reviewed by numerous committees here;

additions were supplied to spell out the manner in which

certain parts of the statement applied directly to Washing-

ton College. Just recently, these were dropped. In next

week's paper, we will include those extra statements and

express our desire that they be reincluded either as"a part

of the Joint Statement, or separetely.

Included in these extra paragraphs are guarantees

against search and seizure in the dormitories, the inclusion

of disciplinary information with academic records, and the

retraction of financial aid as a result of disciplinary action.

These are all important areas of administrative policy, and

we feel that definite statements in these areas should be

made.

Benefits To Whom
Some of the debate in Senate sounds like a broken

record. Most important issues should be discussed by each

new Senate - but one issue we think could be settled is

the matter of the relationship of the Senate towards stu-

dent organizations - • especially in terms of granting finan-

cial aid to the latter.

The Senate argued long and hard earlier this year

over the appropriation to the Newman club. It seems that

since the club appeals mostly to catholics and because it

isn't really for the entire student body, the Senate should

not grant it funds, or should not grant it as much as it

might to another organization which somehow avoided the

appeal to a special "interest group."

It seems to us that a club, committee, or organiza-

tion is, by nature, a group which has special interests, and

is likely to appeal to a segment of the student body. Cer-

tainly there is something to be said for restricting funds to

an organization that prohibits membership to other stu-

dents.

We also think that strong and active student or-

ganizations will benefit the college most; therefore, we feel

that all the students stand to gain from the support of

groups such as the Newman Club, and the chorus, for ex-

ample. The request for a $500 appropriation from this lat-

ter organization, sparked a lively half-hour debate in Sen-

ate last Monday (a relatively rare occurance in the august

senate chamber).

This time, it seems that since talent and Mr. Walker

stand in the way of a chorus comprising the voices of all

students here, it was felt that all students do not have equal

access to the group, and that it is, therefore, disqualified

from receiving Senate funds.

There should be little question that the purpose of

funding activities of student organizations is to promote

their livelihood; it is in the best interest of all segments of

the college to have an active (or at least somewhat mobile)

student body. Just because one man can't sing, or another

can't debate, or another can't act is no reason to withhold

SGA financial and moral support from groups involved in

these. All groups with the college's best interests in mind

should be supported as much as possible by the Senate,

nevermind how many people are interested or "qualified"

to join.

Maybe the chorus could give out candy to everyone

every week; then we'd all get something more tangible than

a better name, a diverse student body, and better students

and teachers. After all, the rewards are intangible and we
all want something real. Right?

Letters to the Editor
Clark Challenged

To The Editor:

I do not usually write letters

of any sort, but I recently heard

of an incident that occurred

the weekend of February 15-16

t fore. ; tot on of

some sort. The incident con-

cerned two Washington college

students, two prospective stu-

dents and Mrs. Clark, the Dean

of women. The two prospective

students were visiting the two

Washington College students.

It seems that Mrs. Clark came

Into Caroline House lounge

where Marsha Invernizzi and

two of her friends from home

who are (were) considering ap-

plying here were talking. Mrs.

Clark ordered the students to

her room and told the prospec-

tive students to leave campus

immediately or face arrest by

the state police. Dear, sir, what

would have happened if she had

I am also told that Mrs.

Clark ordered Alison Howell,

a Washington College student

participating

"In absentia" studentstoplease

discontinue staying In the wo-

men's dormitories on what

seemed to be very frequent oc-

casions, since she is not pay-

ing room and board and Is not

registering as a guest. It had

been my assumption that Miss

Howell's status as a student

here would compare with that

of any student who Is on a

"semester away" plan and

therefore she would be consid-

ered a guest here and as such

would be subject, inthe women's
dorms, to the WRA guest regu-

lations. After considerable dis-

cussion this week with the bu-

siness office and others, I of-

fer Miss Howell my apologies,

rangement with Center Stage in

Baltimore Is unique and does not

follow the same plans as those

we have, for example, withAm-
erlcan University. I am there-

fore sending a letter of ex-

planation to Miss Howell which

states that she is responsible

to W.R.A. for her behavior In

the - anv-

:enter Stage prograi

mediately or face" an
lot a student who pa

and t

in Bal-

tpus Im-

Ul'i-L'lk>v. -
If n

ed to at least visit her friends

on a free weekend?

I also wish to say I obtain-

ed this information from one of

the prospective students. I say

this so as to protect the par-

ties concerned from further ad-

i injustice.

1 would also like to ask you

sir If you think that an admin-

istrator who established this

kind of rapport with enrolled

and prospective students should

not be censured?

George H. Schiifer U

Clark Responds

To The Editor:

Last weekend I had the \

happy task of asking one of i

time that she stays there and

reminding her to sign the guest

register sc that in case of a fire

or other emergency we will know
of her presence. Since the Dra-

ma Department program maybe
the first of several special ar-

rangements with other organi-

zations or schools, I have ask-

ed the W.R.A. to consider its

responsibilities in such mat-
ters and to adjust their regu-

lations accordingly.

Mrs. Beverly B. Clark

Youth Fares

Threatened

To The Editor:

I am a junior at the Univer-

sity of Houston and also one of

several hundred thousand col-

lege students who hold an Air-

line Youth Fare Card.

I am writing you and many
other college newspaper edi-

tors in the hope that fellow

students may be alerted through

the editorial column of their

newspaper about the recent hap-

penings concerning youthfares,

Several days ago a Civil Aero-

nautics Board examiner ruled

that "youth fares should be

dropped." I am enclosing a

copy of the article. UNLESS
THE BOARD DECIDES TO RE-
VIEW THE DECISION, IT WILL
AUTOMATICALLY BECOME
EFFECTIVE IN 30 DAYS.

I don't think that many stu-

dents know of this and I urge

them to rise to protect their

youth fares. Most of us have

limited budgets and receive our

spending money from part-time

jobs. I URGE EVERY STUDENT
TO CONTACT THE CIVIL

AERONAUTICS BOARD, 1825

Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Wa-
shington, D. C.j 20009 and voice

their protest against this unfair

decision against youth fares. It

is important that this be done

within the next 30 days so that

a new hearingwillbe set, other-

wise the ruling will automati-

cally become law.

I am told that Western Un-

ion has a new opinion telegram

and for 909, which canbecharg-

ed to a student's telephone, a

15 word telegram could be sent

from anywhere In the U. S. to

your own congressman, the

President and Vice-President.

If a student doesn't have time

to write his opinion, I recom-
mend that he call his nearest

Western Union office and send

I hope that you will print the

above letter in the editorial

section of your paper, since I

feel students should be Inform-

ed of this Injustice and that this

Issue is one that you are ob-

ligated to present to your read-

Sincerely yours,

Stephanie Southgate

Apartment 71

5721 Gulfton Street

Houston, Texas

ington College
judges, James Hoopes, assistant profe
cooked up as a preliminary to a "bake-in
will make 100 cherry pies and deliver the
to the Vietnam-wounded G. I's at Walte
deliver the pies and entertain the soldier

the photo are (standing 1. to r.) Sue Tho

rry pie baking contest held at Wash-
taste of her cooking from one of the contest

and Sharon Strausser. Seated at left is Debbie Mandel.

of philosophy. The contest
later this week when the students

1 as a Washington's Birthday gift

Reed Hospital. The students will

on Sunday, February 23. Also in

Cissie Martin, Steve Wrightson
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Ray Felton

Wins Wilson

Study Grant
Washington College senior Ray

Felton has been designated by
the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship

Foundation to receive one of

Its graduate study awards.

Felton is one of Just 1,106

students throught the United

States and Canada recognized

this year by the woodrow Wil-

son Foundation as promising
prospective graduate students

who plan to enter the college

teaching profession, Selections

were made from among 11,704

candidates.

Eligible For Grant .

As a Woodrow Wilson Desig-

nate, he is eligible for one of

the Foundation's 150 fellowship

grants for graduate study. The
award also makes him eligible

for grants under the National

Defense Education Act and other

governmental and private fel-

lowship programs.
A Dean's List student each

semester, he was the recipient

of the Fox Freshman Scholar-

ship Award for the highest aca-
demic average in his class.

Also in his freshman year he

was recognized by the Eastern

Shore Region of the National

Society of Colonial Dames of

America for outstanding work
In his course on American his-

He has twice earned the Spen-

cer-Benson Honor Scholarship

for history majors, an award
donated by Mrs. Harry Clark
Boden IV, of Newark, Delaware,

in recognition of outstanding

achievement in the field.

Last year he was selected to

participate in the College's

exchange program and studied

for one semester at England's

University of Warwick.

Beyond his studies, he has

maintained an active interest

in extra-curricular affairs. He
served as vice president of his

class
|

in his first two years

and was president of his dorm- >

Itory council. In the latter ca-

pacity he helped write the con-

stitution for the present Men's
Residence Association, and then

served as that organization's

first secretary. He has also

been active in the Players and
the Chorus and as an editor of

the yearbook.

He is a member of Omlcron
Delta Kappa, national honor so-

ciety for men; Phi Alpha Theta,

national honor society for his-

tory students; and Who's Who
Among Students at American
Universities and Colleges.
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WRA Completes Plans

For Seminar On Sex
After many months of organi-

zation, and in response to stu-

dent Interest, the Women's Re-
sidence Association has finaliz-

ed plans for a seminar series
on birth control and marriage

Once a week for three week,
March 4, 11 and 19, gynecolo-
gists from the Johns Hopkins
University Hospital andthe Bal-
timore area will lecture and

.

hold discussions on sex, mar-
riage and contraception. The
seminars will be held at 8 p.m.
in Hynson Lounge.

Model

The WRA contacted Drs. John

Tyson, Margaret Paxsonandlr-
vln Cushner through the Planned

Parenthood Association in Bal-

timore. According to WRA Pre-

sident, Sue Thomas, the ser-

ies will be modeled after a si-

milar program recently held at

Towson State College.

"We're modeling our's after

their format, "said Miss Thom-
as, "because their 's met with
great success." Sylvia Mill-

house and GlnnyColfelt have al-

so been working with Miss Tho-
mas in planning the seminar.

Encompass

At first, Miss Thomas said,

the executive committee of

House Council was planning to

have a film lecture on the topic,

similar to the recent program
the WRA sponsored concerning

cancer. But, she added. "There

seemed to be a gooddi.-.il ni'stu

dent Interest, so we decided t

work on a seminar series.'

"In planningthe conference,'

? inte:

in the topic of birth control,"

but she said it will also en-

compass other things such as
sex education In the home and
school and any other related

topics that arise in the audience

discussion.

jioiiiicd L'Jiiur i ii -duel" of any of the
Ihrce u urn pus ptihliLJlions. I.WdhiK
i'or applications is March 15. New

THE YARMOUTH SHOP

W. C. BOOKSTORE

A Vast Collection Of Books
All Shockingly New

Is Arriving Now
Gourmet Cook Books
The Complete Penguin Series

New Literature

New Victorian Prose

BUY ONE OR TVvO OF EVERYTHING*
OR

BUY THE WHOLE SHIPMENT**

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

Political Potpourri

The question of draft reform
has been the subject of con-
gressional and national debate
for over two generations. Pro-
posals for a national lottery,

reversal of the present "old-

est first" Induction system, al-

ternative national or humanitar-
ian service and abolition of the

draft have been made, only to

die in debate or committee
chambers.

Presidential commissions
have investigated draft reform,
most recently the Marshall
Commission, andhave thenseen
their proposals largely altered

by congressional committees
before passage.

Public opinion surveys have
shown a general belief that the

draft is archaic and unfair. The
complicated local systems for

determlng deferments have re-
ceived the most criticism, es-
pecially educational defer-

In the Senate, a handful of men
are recognized as proponents
for the amending of the Military

Service Act of 1967. Mainly
liberal democrats, they areoc-
casionally Joined by a few re-
publicans in their demands for

reform. The most notable re-
publican reformers have been
Senators Barry Coldwater and
Jacob Javits, while the demo-
crats have their leader In Sen-
ator Edward Kennedy.

' A few weeks ago, Senator Ja-
vits Introduced a manifold bill

to restructure the conscription

system. An opponent ofthepro-

selytizers for a professional

army, Senator Javits' bill could

remove many of the injustices

and Inanities of the present se-

lection system, while he feels

his bill would rectify many de-

fects in the present system,
his bill provides for studies

of the alternatives to the draft,

a volunteer military force or a
national service corps.

Senator Javits' amendments
would establish a prime selec-

tion pool of 19 year olds. It

would phase out over a three

year period our present system
of draft, theoldest eligible first.

The first year a lottery wouldbe
used to select the necessary
men from a group of draftable

men 24 and older. The second
year the pool would consist of

men 22 to 24 and the third year
only men betwen 20 and 22 would
be subject to the lotterly. At

the conclusion of the third year
19 year olds would become and
remain the prime selection

group for the draft.

Best Draftees

This amendment reflects the

well known military opinion that

19 year olds make the best

draftees. They are considered

more malleable and better able

to adjust to discipline, while at

the same time being in better

physical condition. The uncer-
tainty of our present system,
which renders planning for the

future nearly impossible and
which insures the disruption of

(Continued on Page 7)

FOH CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

llATIONWIDE

INSURANCE COMPANY

Will conduct interviews at campus Febru-

ary 27, for Liberal Arts graduates interested in

non-sales positions:

UNDERWRITING

CLAIMS

ADMINISTRATION

for those interested in

DATA PROCESSING

OR

ACTUARIAL WORK

Transfer to Ohio Headquarters Is possible

Appoints must be made at the Placement Offic

well in advance.
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Charles I . Moylan, Stale's Alionicy lor Baltimore Ciiy, spoke

raph) and the Law" lasl Tuesday al a muting "' the Wil-

liam James Fo i

Charles Moylan Speaks

On Pornography, Law

i- ntitui i 'i* harles Moy-

lan, tad ' Vtloi ney for Bal-

r l L i i . nv. li tl .i lecture-tilt -

i Lisslun In Hyni Lounge on

i H, .i.i . ;'h.i uary 18, at 8

,,', !,,.!.
| oUowlne a lectun hj

loyln histo]

asked

ig -I ittorne) Moylan. Mar-

tin Kabat, Washlni ton i olli
\
e

i ksioi • manogi i
,
Joi i i ope,

., . inioi oi lolc - major; Judjte

;,..'!.. terlown;

and iiu I.. i i eroy liuda-

slll, .i B iptisl miiiis'.er, were

r] tn I 111..

, .pl.MI.

whh In

unlit tor miaUon in Mir

ancieni Greek the iter on-si >ge

iuin . lull isreslrlcl-

ed tu the off-stage area [ob-

i ii. rail) mean-

ing "brothel i lUug," porno-

,
i - 1

1
1 .

ii !
i oine to be sj nony-

mous with obscenity.

Where to drawn the line

between what Is obscene and

vhftl Is nol Is "nor., sarllj or-

blti j

," Moylan said. The de-

finition u] ]inriio|'r,iphy li.i>liecn

a dynamic one, changing with

the temper of the publli and

mrts, Formerly deflnedas

1 1. .in> pari ( which has

cy to coi i npi .iikI de-

prave the minds of any persons

Into whose ItLtids II may tell,"

poi i" 1 raphj has "me tomean,

thr nigh di i i*i, e "i court deci-

m MS, tlut in which "the do-

iylng var>

munlty standard?, appeals to the

prurient Interest of the aver-

age man." Attorney Moylan. ex-

plalned the ambiguous terms
still exist in any definition of

pornography.

Wailing Interest In Censorship

Attorney Moylan also pointed

out that legislation and prose-

cution against sexual crimes,

including adultery, abortion,

homo- sexuality, heteresexual

perverted practles, and ob-

scenity. Is definitely on the de-

cline. He stated that, In prac-

tice, the State's Attorney's of-

fice avoid "borderline" cases

and only prosecutes against the

graphy.

Inn in. the panel discussion,

Martin Kah.it questioned the

right of any censor to "pro-

tect" the resi of soi lety fi

whal he judge; to be ' 'porno-

graphic."

Complete I remlum

joi i ( ope suggested that a

mm i- effective approach topor-

nography would be to place no

rest, ni Ions, allowing it to run

Its se, fi esumably, Its

"forbidden-pleasure 1 ' appeal

would wear off, and it would de-

cline. Moylan concurred with

i. .i| !'• observation, at a ting that

"pornoi n phj Is Us own worsl

enemy. '',

AttOi nei Moylan concluded

bj advising the enlighted com-

iniinity to turn front "cosmic

abstractions" to the 'ibread-

and-butter issues,*' urging ln-

telllgent voting, even In seem-

imi\ pedestrian local elections.

VlcAl Dead

Progress Continues In Fire Safety;

Elm Account Criticized By Creegan

The Fire Committee of Wa-
shington College Is now In the

midst of a year and a half pro-

gram of securing more efficient

and additional means of protec-

ting the campus against fire,

The program mainly follows a

list of recommendations receiv-

after Ills thorough Inspection of

the campus upon request of the

college In October, 1968.

I \il Signs Installed

Beginning with the more ex-

pensive Items: regulation ''exit"

signs and where possible, fire

resistant ceiling tile were In-

stalled In the dormitorlesalong

with new fire proof trash cans.

January 11, 1968, all the fire

extinguishers were sent out to

be hydrostatlcally tested and re-

charged. This past semester

break they were tested and re-

charged again and six were re-

placed. A few new (red) Inspec-

tion tags, evidently lorn off,

were replaced with the main-

vhit
tags.

Inspection Last September

Another inspection of the

campus with the fire marshall

was requested and held tlds

past September. Since then the

local fire department has given

instructions to the residents of

the men's dormitories. Proc-

tors were further informed of

proper fire procedures. Fire

drills, orlginall> planned for

January, were postponed until

the second semester because of

reading period and finals.

To insure further safety, even

after state regulations aremet,

"ABC" fire extinguishers (for

any type of fire) are now on or-

der at the request of the chem-
istry department. Notices now

posted above the doorways in

William Smithand Dunning Halls

state the procedure for build-

ing i it ion

series of bells).

Fire drills are scheduled for

these buildings, now that the

students and faculty have been
Informed. In addition, special

smoking- areas will be obsignat-

ed in William Smith.

l-irt! Drills l kid

The first of a series of fire

drills was held in the men's

dormitories February 13. Dean

HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

• kiiif-.Sizeil Cm'kli

RHARI.ES MARTIN, Prop

i:30 to 10:0(1 P.M. — Sunday

Closed on Mond.

Westerdahl noted that Somerset

was "cleared in two minutes."

He later mentioned that the pre-

sent fire safety measures are

"above and beyond state regu-

lations."

Dr. Frank Creegan, professor

of chemistry, pointed out that

notices In Dunning Hall and his

personal laboratory fire regu-

lations were planned months

ago. He stated further, "If peo-

ple think the ELM article was

responsible for what looks like

Increased fire regulations In

this department, they are com-
pletely mistaken." In referring

Extinguisher on Side

In referring to a recent ELM
photograph, he commented, "No
comapny would guarantee their

(soda-acid) fire extinguisher to

go off on its side. It must be

inverted." Mr. McCarvey. head

of the maintenance department,

mentioned, "Most of the regu-

lations now in progress are rou-

Mr. Crooks, the college fire

marshall, feels that the Fire

Committee's serious efforts to

Insure a fire-proof campus are

commendable. Some Irrespon-

sible still exists; where sev-

eral windows and doors areleft

open during a fire drill or when

confusing false alarms are

playfully pulled late at night.

However, he mentioned that on

the whole the students are very

cooperative. Though the Fire

Committee's program Is limit-

ed financially, Mr. Crooks con-

siders our college "a lot furth-

er ahead than many other cam-

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

Publications Board

HEARINGS

Bring Specific Suggestions for

Publications' Improvement

Wednesday, February 26th at 8:30 p.m.

Student Activities Room, Basement Hodson Hall
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Drama Co. to Present

Strindberg Production
By Ann Lickle

"Now we've discovered, no

one can really know who a
child's father is." This pro-

found statement comprises the

theme of August Strlndberg's

play "The Father", thatlstobe
presented by the Washington

College Drama Department on

March 15 and 16.

The play was written in 1887

but its ideas are applicable to

today. Strindberg was extreme-
ly cynical about women, uncer-

tain of Christianity and doubt-

ful that he had fathered his child.

These ideas are reflected in the

action and dialogue of the play.

Maloney, head of the Dra-

Monday Night

SGA to Hold

Election, Vote

Members of the college stu-

dent body will be busy Monday
evening as they puss through

the dinner line. The SCA lias

four different projects to ac-

complish at that time:

class electi

i Hie

senate, it :

at least two-thirds of the t

number of students at (lie col

voting.

Uda
class president are Tom Sar.

geant, Brooks Boergner, am
Brad Carney; for vice-presi-

dent: Pam Davis; for treasurer

Al Grezch and Patricia Robin-

son; for secretary, Diane San-

fir: } the

constitution (Proposed

The second proposed amend-
ment abolishes the class offi-

cers, and establishes senatorial

representatives to continue the

duties and functions now carried

out by the class officers.

Finally, the two questions to

be asked In the general refer-

endum are; (1). Are you in fa-

vor of extending student repre-

sentation oncommitteestomore
committees (financial aid, ap-

pointments and tenure, admis-

sions and academic standing,

and honorary degree) and (2).

Are you in favor of the Joint

Statement on the Rights and

Freedoms of Students, (the text

of which is to be found else-

where in this issue.)
,

DALY

Expert Typing

ANUSCRIPTS, THESES,

TERM PAPERS

758-1450

ma Department, will be tak-

ing the part of the Captain. Lau-

ra will be played by Pam Knel-

ler and the daughter by Ann Lic-

kle. The Doctor will be portray-

ed by Howdy de Hoff and the

Parson by George Schlffer.

Badger

The Captain, who is the pro-

tagonist, Is most representative

of Strindberg's feelings. Heisa
scientist who, because of his

study of life -on other plants,

is thought to be mentally ill by
his family. Laura, his wife,

badgers him with thoughts sur-

rounding the "father of their

child."

ed with this idea, further con-

atU'inpts to jpjjtM.sp both sidf-

ln contributing to the Captain's

contempt [or women.

li„. y char:

nplete se is

their daughter Bertha. She is

a young girl of seventeen who
is oblivious to the cruelty in

the world and in her family. She

is also the figure around which

the Captain and Laura deve-

!";-Uim-i

Strindberg useslierasa spring-

board for the plot of the play.

As a whole, the play Is one

revolving around a man's pri-

mal bond with his child. Strind-

berg is more concerned with

what the play says t'-.an the ac-

tion which takes place.

Freshmen
(Continued from I'agc I)

ceedlngly high.provedtobeable

students in college. Such appli-

cants are often considered

risks, but the fact that many of

them can do college work, as

exemplified in several cases

this semester, encourages the

college to further explore this

type of student. As Dean Burns

rutic So-

ebruary 25 to lebruary 26, llyn

.oungc. 8 p.m. The program i

punsored by Miscellan> jnd i

Mason Talk

(Continued from I'j^l- 1]

In Hodson Hall from 9 p.m. tt

1 a.m. The highlight of the bal

will be the crowning of the nev

"Miss Washington College."

The basketball game betweei

Lycoming and Washington C<>1

lege will be the final regula:

i game is

Candidates for Freshman Class officers are (1. to r.) Brad Car-
ney, Pat Robinson, Al Grezch, Diane Sanchez,' Brooks Bergner, Pan
Davis, and Tom Sargent.

SummerJravel, Study

Offered to Students
By Susan Arnold

American college and univer-

lty studentsinincreasingnum-

ers are making Europe their

estimation each summer. They

every level -- undergraduate,

graduate and postgraduate. The
courses offered Include art,

music and drama; political sc-

ience; geography; and teacher

training and education, Lan-
guage courses are, naturally,

among (he most popular with

In Michigan St£

program for sur

broad, students z

Vim. the

the

? University's

Jniverslty of

rslty of Nan-
Jniversity of

eachlng sitesBarcelena. Othe

include Lausann
Florence, Italy; Cologne, Ger-
many; Madrid, Spain; the Hague,

the Nether lands; and London,

England.

t of sev-

Mt>l"i

The approximate c<

en weeks of study un(

program is $900. Further in-

formation Is available from

AMLES, 108 Center for Inter-*

national Program, M,S.U.,East

Lansing, Michigan 48823.

The United Kingdom, espec-
ially eager to attract Ameri-
can students to any of its more
than 40 colleges and universi-

ties, offers a handbook, Higher
Education in the United King-
dom, for S2 from British In-

" Ac"°" c»n""llKe -

formation Services (sales Sec-

THE York, N. Y. 10022.

FAMILY
SHOE STORE

Job Oppor.unit.es

Adler Socks
The International work Ex-

change has coodlnatedinforma-

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston
tion for students wishing to

work abroad for the summer.

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

country-by- country listing of

For Nice Thing* n Silver & Gold

ROBERT L FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

"visa and work permit require-

ments, types of jobs available

and who to contact to get a

job," as well as information

about organizations that arrange

jobs for students. In past years,

students have worked as any-

thing from typists to computer
programmers.

The I.W.E.'s job directory is

availabe for S3 from the Publi-

cations' Division, International

Work Exchange, Post Office

Box 240, Palo Alto, California

94302.

Programs Scheduled

A parent's registration with

a coffee hour will be held at

9 a.m. in Hynson Lounge, It

will be followedbylnformatlon-
al sessions with administrative

officers.

its mid-winter meeting at 1

p.m. at the Alumni House, The
meeting of the Parent's Associ-

ation will be held at 2;15 p.m.

In the Fine Arts Center.

George Washington, the first

president of the United States,

gave his name to the tenth old-

est college in the country, now
in its 187th year. He served on

the first board of Visitors and

Governors and contributed 50

guineas to the original endow-
ment funds. Honoring this

great man each year has be-
come a tradition at Washington

College.

The Marine officer selection te~...

ill be on campus the 13th of March to interviev

prospective applicants for service as an officer o:

ines. The team will set up in the student loung<

t from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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Fifty Million Join

in 'Living Theatre

By Jcan-Fiancols Seznec

France In May and June 1968 was paralyzed, upset by a student

revolt which quickly became a general uprising. Today there Is sllll

unrest in (he country, expecially In the universities.

Up to 1966, the university system was still Napoleonian. Stu-

dents attended universities to hear lectures. Each student worked

independantly, and there was no classroom partlclpatioi

prisoner of his freedom. Receiving a '

a good BA) was a great honor, with little use.

Most of the students dropped out to go to various training

schools. The universities were crowded, boring, useless.

In 1966, Mr. Fouchel, the Minister of Education, (France has

a centralized system; all schools are responsible tothe government)

declared the old system wrong and made a reform. A student be-

came a product to be fashioned and to be inserted in the economy.

One was thus to become very specialized very e:

to go where started a

iurse, If the purpose of schooling was changed,

e not, The French education had always been sh

i there were not enough teachers, assistants, lecti

_. . , By 1967 the situation was simple and arbitrary. C

to suffer from the Inconveniences of both the old and the r,

Screening of '

grade. Of cours

methods were m

e' (the equivalent of

; sixth

In November
is unrest in tl

a suburb of 1

oftei

poverlshed town. All

"Faculte" could see

they could not have 5

ters. Many started t

the university on thi

1967, classes started. From the beginning there

? universities, especially In Nanterre. Nanterre

iris. This town, before being famous as the town

Red attended university, was famous for its

It is the biggest slum in France, where alien

me to live — Portuguese, Arabs, Spaniards,

university had been built in the heart of this im-

le little bourgeois students attending the

ie appalling conditions of .the place, which

n In their clean, protected suburbs or quar-

ing uncertain feelings about their society,

rose up to a point where the Dean closed

iecond of May. This, plus the unrest at the

Sorbonne, started a meeting in the Sorbonne, quickly broken by

the police. The Dean of the college had called on the "enforcers

of order" lo stop the meeting. This was a great mistake. In any

university, calling the police is asking for a reaction from the

students. One just does not mix university problems, whatever,

with the police. The same day there were violent events through-

out the Latin Quarter. Over 100 were injured; 596 were arrest-

ed. This started a cycle of violence; on the sixth, there were 22

arrests, 345 policemen and 600 students injured. The next day,

30,000 students marched through Paris singing the "International."

On the tenth, 10 barricades were taken by the police, cars were

burned, gas was used against the students (the least

which was tear gas). At that time the workers started

and to occupy the factories.

d very unhappy with their lot

long, the price of transporta-

the returns on medical

Bank of France came from the

in average salary of around 100

of living almost similar to the

ny had little to lose.

On May the 14th, the factory making the plane Caravelle was
ccupled by the workers; on the 17th the Renault plant In Normandy
ras occupied in the same manner. The trains storped. The subway

topped. The newspaper had priming problems. By the 20th, most

The workers in France wei

Wages were very low, hours

tlon had just been amazingly

care decreased. The wealth of

backs of the workers. They h

dollars per month, and the c

Uniied States. Life was not easy

li Washington College junior, lives

in Paris and closely followed the

events in France last year. This

is the first in a series of articles

analv/.ing the causes and effects

of "Ie:

1

of the country was paralyzed. During all this time, students and

police were engaging in small hit and run struggles. The Sorbonne

had been evacuated by the police and reoccupied by the students.

They organized, then, a free university, mainly preoccupied with

changing the university and society.

On May the 24th, De Gaulle asked France for a vote of confi-

dence. He proposed a referendum asking the people to trust him

once more. Trust, even when it is supposed to bring reforms, was

not enough. It seems that the government had under-estimated the

situation. The workers were still on strike; now the government-

run TV and radio was on strike. On the 27th, the government was

more hopeful. The Labor unions signed an agreement for better

wages, better working hours etc. . . . However, the mass of work-

ers stayed on strike even agains the injunction of their union lead-

ers. The situation seemed to become worse and worse. On the 29th,

there was a "coup de theatre"; Charles De Gaulle disappeared.

He was supposed to have left for his home in the Provinces but

rumors said he had left the country for good. The Prime Minis-

ter was alone. Le Monde said: "One has the impression that there

is no government, even sometimes that there is no states, just a

lonely man, struggling in the storm."

The Leftist leaders declared that they were ready to take over.

But De Gaulle came back, called for the dissolution of the National

Assembly, new elections, and change in the government. At the

same time, a big rally in favor of de Gaulle was held in Paris.

De Gaulle once again reversed the situation. He scared the peo-

ple, who are basically conservative, and thus triggered a back-

lash in his favor.

From then on, the workers slowly went back to work, the stu-

dents left the universities to go on vacation. All of France was
getting ready for summer vacations. On the 23rd of June, the

Gaullists won a large majority in the election; the upheaval was

What was left for the people was a feeling of having participat-

ed in something big. When I went back to France In August, every-

body was talking about "les evenments." The atmosphere of May
and June is not to be forgotten for a long time. On both sides

everybody was amazed with what had happened. For almost two

months, France had been living a romantic experience; people

were protesting everything. France had become a large Hyde
Park. Everyone was talking to everyone, everyone was listening

to everyone else. Work was forgotten, food was rotting. Trash
was piling up, everybody was busy with the revolution. The whole

country was at an economic standstill, the whole country was talk-

ing. The Sorbonne was a forum where anybody could try to organ-

ize a socialist university, or even change society. In Nantes, a

fight between student-workers and the police saw the police join-

ing the students and the workers into a big fraternization. It looked

as If 50 million people had Joined in the Living Theatre.
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Drama Majors Describe

SemesterAt Theater

By ,

required
this year, for the
spend one semester at center
Stage. Washington College stu-
dents Pam Kneller and Doug
Schneider were the first stu-
dents to participate in thlspro-
gram. Theyboth spent last sem-
ester living in Baltimore and
working at Center Stage.

Doug and Pam started Sep-
tember 3, and finished January
10, During this time they par-
ticipated in various plays, both
behind and on stage. The pur-
pose of this was to" give them a

Political
[Continued from I •3)

established careers and ta-

milies, would be eliminated.

College students would be able

to complete their education as
graduate students and no longer

would be prime targets for local

boards.

The bill greatly enlarges the

possibilities for an educational

deferment. Not only students at

four year colleges, but also

students or tainees in junior

colleges, community colleges,

technical colleges, vocational

schools and apprenticeship pro-

grams would be eligible for de-

ferment. The bill would allow

graduate deferments, but re-
quires the President to termi-

nate these determents in time

of armed conflict or declared

.var. Therefore, such defer-

ments could not be granted un-

til our present Vietnamese in-

volvement ceases. Both student

and occupational deferments
would be granted on a uniform
basis throughout the country.

liill v .- Sy.L'1

Briefly, Senator Javits' bill

would also simplify and reor-

ganize the Selective Service

System according to the Mar-
shall nmis
mendations. The Justice De-
partment would again be al-

lowed to review cases of the

conscientious objectors and to

provide counsel for Indigent re-

gistrants. The present policy

of drafting those who participate

in protest activities "In the na-

tional interest" -would be

Senator avits' bill closely

sembles one introduced last

ar by Se nator Edward Ken-
dy and se ems largely to share
s fate. ' he Senate Armed
orces Cott- mittee, chaired last

ar by Richard Russell, is now
reeled by John Stennis,

advocate of draft

form. Se ator Stennis can be
unted on to keep the bill from
e Senate floor this session.

ANTHONYS FLOWERS

Phone 778-2525

comprehensive view of all

phases of drama.

Assigned Paris

As soon as they arrived, they

were assigned parts In Center

Stage's forthcoming play. They
worked with the fellows and

lows'
-

are assigned to costumes,

properties, construction, sets,

or lighting. The equity actor,

signed a role in the play.

The first play was • 'Boy Meets
Girl." Pam was assigned to cos-
tumes and was given the part of

a nurse. Doug worked ontheset

(or the first few weeks but swit-

ched to lighting for the produc-

tion. N

Get Maximum Exposure

Most of their time revolved

around the productions in order

to give them the maximum ex-

posure to professional theater

in a small amount of time. A
ile consisted of

THE WASHINGTON ELM

NOTICE

Classes in modern dance and
choreography will be given this

semester on Monday evenings at

8 p.m. in the green room of the

Fine Arts Center according to

Karen Smith, instructor of girls

physical education.

Miss Smith said that the class

is open to those who are in her
advanced and beginning modern
dance classes, but that It is

She emphasised that exper-

ience indanceand choreography
is not essential.

Richard Hofstadter. Hiv

n and author, will speak

Student Mailbox Site

Moved To Hodson Hall

typlc

; from

en, each morning, after which

their time was spent in rehear-

sal. When a play opens, after-

noons are spent rehearsing the

next play. Plays run for a month,

then the theater is closed for

twenty-four to thirty-six hours

while tiie set is dismantled.

On Saturday mornings a spec-

ial theater, Comedia del Arte,

is performed, This consists of

the improvation of lines to por-

tray a predetermined plot.

Children's plays are also part

of the schedule. Pam' played the

princess in the "Frog King" and

the fairy godmother in Cinder-

ella.

Both Pam and Doug agreed

that It provided a good back-

ground in theater, and also gave

them a chance to work with the

members of a professional com-
pany. This has contributed

greatly to the development of

the Washington College Drama
Department.

By Carolyn Er

's good and

get

r
i .'.'.fit.'. I,i

down there. I'd like to see It

changed back tothe way It was."
After one full week of opera-

tion, the new student mailbox
system still has some students

a bit apprehensive about its

-

general merits. A random
sampling of students revealed
that the bulk of criticism of
the new system comes largely

from those most affected by the

change . . . female students.

I In Uni

Under the old system, mail

was delivered to Maintenance-

Central Services where lt"Was

sorted from administrative and

faculty malland sorted again for

each dormitory. After the final

sorting, student carriers dis-

tributed the mail to each dorm.

Under the new system, deliv-

ery of student mall to dormi-
tories has been stopped. Stu-

dents have been assigned, In-

stead, to combination mailboxes

Th t Independent Bank

ng Kent & Queen Anne's Coun

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

fn Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday fro

serve Kent and Que

Member of FDIC

According to Robert Sim-
monds, Business Manager, the
need for centralization and se-
curity prompted the change;
*'We have an obligation to the

Post Office to take certain pre-
cautions with the mails. Con-
solidating it into one area pro-
vides this security and also
makes it more convenient for

the students and student hand-

Mr. Slmmonds added that the
new system had been Informally
requested by students last year.

Psychologist

To Lecture

On Teaching
C. B. Ferster, Professor of

Psychology at Georgetown uni-

versity in Washington, D. C,
will deliver a lecture for the

Louttlt/George Lecture series
on the topic of "Individualized

Instruction Inthe LargeClass."
The lecture Is scheduled for

Thursday, February 27 at 8 : 30

p.m In Hynson Lounge.

Dr. Ferster has previously
served as director and Senior
Research Associate at the Ins-
titute for Behavioral Research
Silver Spring, Maryland, under
a research grant from the Na-
tional Institutes of Health.

Rutgcn

He graduated fro

University and

M. A, and Ph.D. from Columbia
University. For five yeara he

worked as a research fellow at

Harvard. He also has done re-
search and teaching at the Verk-
es Laboratory of Primate Bio-
logy 111 Florida, the Institute of

Psychiatric Research at Indiana
University, and at the University
of Maryland.

Last year, his latest book,

''Behavior Principles", v/lthco-

HiHi.ei;

M, c. Pern
lished by Appleton - Century -

Crofts. Another book he co-
authored with B. F. skinner
in 1057 was "Schedules of Re-
inforcement." He also has au-
thored 50 articles for profes-

Cheatertown High School

A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN
KING ARTHUR'S COURT

in Bill Smith Auditorium

February 19, 20 and 21 at 8 p.m.

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

Thurs. - Wed. - Feb. 20 - 26

THE BEATLES

"Yellow Submarine'

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1 57S

o Shows ~Nightly 7 and 9 p.

Wed. - Sat. - Feb. 19-22

WALT DISNEY'S

"Horse in the Gray Flannel Suit"

and

"Winnie, the Pooh

Sun. - Wed. - Feb. 23 - 26

BARRY EVANS

"Here We Go

'Round the Mulberry Bush'
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Joint Statement on Rights and Freedoms

, fatuity, and stu-

jngton College by seveial different committees. - Ed-

Preamble

Academic institutions exist for the transmission of

knowledge, the pursuit of truth, the development of stu-

dents, and the general well-being of society. Free in-

quiry and free expression are Indispensable to the at-

tainment of these goals. As members of the academic

community, students should be encouraged to develop

the capacity for critical judgment and to engage In a

sustained and Independent search for the truth. Insti-

tutional procedures for achieving these purposes may

vary from campus to campus, but the minimal stand-

ards of academic freedom of students outlined below

are essential to any community of scholars.

Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are insep-

arable facets of academic freedom. The freedom to

learn depends upon appropriate opportunities and con-

ditions In the classroom, on the campus, andin the larg-

er community. Students should exercise .their freedom

with responsibility.

The responsibility to secure and to respect general

conditions conducive to the freedom to learn Is shared

I) all members of the academic community. Each col-

lege and university has a duty to develop policies and

procedures which provide and safeguard this freedom.

Such policies and procedures should he developed at

each instltulon within the framework of general stand-

ards and with the broadest possible participation of

the members of the academic community. The purpose

of this statement is to enumerate the essential pro-

visions for student freedom to learn.

I. Freedom of Access to Higher Education

The admissions policies of each college and uni-

versity are a matter of Institutional choice provided

that each college and university makes clear the char-

acteristics and expectations of students which it con-

siders relevant to success in the institution's program.

While church-related institutions may give admission

preference to students of their own persuasion, such a

preference should be clearly and publicly stated. Under

no circumstances should a student be barred from ad-

mission to a particular Institution mi the basis of race.

Thus, within the limits of Us facilities, each college

and university should be open to all students who are

qualified according to Its admission standards. The fa-

cilities and services of a college should be open to all

of Its enrolled students, and Institutions should use

their influence to secure equal access for all students

to public facilities in the local community.

II. In the Classroom

The professor in the classroom and In conference

should encourage free discussion, inquiry, and expres-

sion. Student performance should be evaluated solely

on an academic basis, not on opinions or conduct in

matters unrelated tn academic standards.

A. Protection of Freedom of Expression. Students

slioulo be free to take reasoned exception to the data

or views offered In any course of study and to reserve

judgment about matters of opinion, but they are re-

sponsible for learning the content of any course of

study fur which they are enrolled.

B. Protection Against Improper Academic Evalua-

tion. Students should have protection through orderly

procedures against prejudiced or capricious academic

evaluation. At the same time, they are responsible for

maintaining standards of academic performance estab-

lished for each course in which they are enrolled.

,
C. Protection Against Improper Disclosure. Infor-

mation about student views, beliefs, and political as-

sociations which professors acquire in the course of

their work as instructors, advisers, and counselors

should be considered confidential. Protection against

improper disclosure is a serious professional obliga-

tion. Judgments of ability and character may be pro-

vided under appropriate circumstances, normally with

the knowledge or consent of the student.

III. Student Records
Institutions should have a carefully considered policy

as to the Information which should be part of a student's

permanent educational record and as to the conditions

of its disclosure. To minimize the risk of Improper

disclosure, academic and disciplinary records should be

separate, and the conditions of access to each should

be set forth in an explicit policy statement. Trans-

cripts of academic records should contain only infor-

mation about academic status. Information from dis-

ciplinary or counseling files should not be available to

unauthorized persons on campus, or to any person off

campus without the express consent of the student In-

volved except under legal compulsion or In cases where

the safety of persons or property is Involved. No re-

cords should be kept which reflect the political acti-

vities or beliefs of students, provision should also be

made for periodic routine destruction of noncurrent

disciplinary records. Administrative staff and faculty

members should respect confidential Information about

students which they acquire in the course of their work.

IV. Student Affairs

In student affairs, certain standards must be main-

tained If the freedom of students is to be preserved.

A. Freedom of Association. Students bring to the

campus a variety of Interests previously acquired and

develop many new Interests as members of the aca-

demic community. They should be free to organize

and Join associations to promote their common ln-

1. The membership, policies, and actions of a

student organization usually will be determined by vote

of only those persons who hold bona fide membership

in the college or university community.

2. Affiliation with an extramural organization

should not of itself disqualify a student organization

from Institutional recognition.

3. if campus advisers are required each. organ-

ization should be free to choose its own adviser, and

institutional recognition should not be withheld or

withdrawn solely because of the Inability of a student

orgarJzatlon to secure an adviser. Campus advisers

may advise organizations in the exercise of responsi-

bility, but they should not have the authority to con-

trol the policy of such organizations.

4. Student organizations may be required to sub-

mit a statement of purpose, criteria for membership,

rules of procedures, and a current list of officers.

They should not be required to submit a membership

list as a condition of institutional recognition.

5. Campus organizations, including those affil-

iated with an extramural organization, should be open

to all students without respect to race, creed, or na-

tional origin, except for religious qualifications which

may be required by organizations whose aims are

primarily sectarian.

B. Freedom of Inquiry and Expression.

1. Students and student organizations should be

free to examine and to discuss all questions of interest

to them, and to express opinions publicly and pri-

vately. They should always be free to support causes

by orderly means which do not disrupt the regular and

Students and student

organizations should be

free to examine and to

discuss all questions of in-

terest to them

essential operation of the Institution. At the same

time It should be made clear to the academic and the

larger community that in their public expressions or

demonstrations students or student organizations speak

only for themselves.

2. Students should be allowed to invite and to hear

any person of their own choosing. Those routine pro-

cedures required by an Institution before a guest speaker

Is Invited to appear on campus should be designed only

to Insure that there is orderly scheduling of facilities

and adequate preparation for the event, and that the

occasion Is conducted in a manner appropriate to an

academic community. The institutional control of cam-

pus facilities should not be used as a device of censor-

ship. It should be made clear to the academic and larg-

er community that sponsorship of guest speakers does

not necessarily imply approval or endorsement of the

views expressed, either by the sponsoring group or the

institution.

C. Student Participation In Institutional Government.

As constituents of the academic community, students

should be free, Individually and collectively, to express

their views on issues of Institutional policy and on

matters of general interest to the student body. The

student body should have clearly defined means to par-

ticipate in the formulation and application of Institu-

tional policy affecting academic and student affairs.

The role of the student government and both its gen-

eral and specific responsibilities should be made ex-

plicit, and the actions of the student government within

the areas of its jurisdiction should be reviewed only

through orderly and prescribed procedures.

D. Student Publications. Student publications and the

student press are a valuable aid In establishing and

maintaining an atmosphere of free and responsible dis-

cussion and of Intellectual exploration on the campus.

They are a means of bringing student concerns to the

attention of the faculty and the institutional authori-

ties and of formulating student opinion on various is-

sues on the campus and in the world at large.

whenever possible the student newspaper should be

an independent corporation financially and legally sep-

arate from the university. Where financial and legal

autonomy is not possible the institution, as the publish-

er of student publications, may have to bear the legal

responsibility for the contents of the publications. In

the delegation of editorial responsibility to students

the institution must provide sufficient editorial free-

dom and financial autonomy for the student publications

to maintain their integrity of purpose as vehicles for

free inquiry and free expression ir

Students should exercise the

freedom with responsibility

Institutional authorities, in consultation with stu-

dents and faculty, have a responsibility to provide

written clarification of the role of the student publi-

cations, the standards to be used in their evaluation,

and the limitations on external control of their opera-

tion. At the same time, the editorial freedom of student

editors and managers entails corollary responsibilities

to be governed by the canons of responsible journalism,

such as the avoidance of libel, indecency, undocument-

ed allegations, attacks on personal integrity, and the

techniques of harassment and Innuendo. As safeguards

for the editorial freedom of student publications the

following provisions are necessary:

1. The student press should be free of censorship

and advance approval of copy, and Its editors and man-

agers should be free to develop their own editorial

policies and news coverage.

2. Editors and managers of student publications

should be protected from arbitrary suspension and re-

moval because of student, faculty, administrative, or

public disapproval of editorial policy or content. Only

for proper and stated causes should editors and man-

agers be subject to removal and then by orderly and

prescribed procedures. The agency responsible for the

appointment of editors and managers should be the

agency responsible for their removal.

3. All university published and financed student

publications should explicitly state on the editorial page

that the opinions there expressed are not necessarily

those of the college, university or student body.

V. Off-Campus Freedom of Students

A. Exercise of Rights of Citizenship. College and

university students are both citizens and members of

the academic community. As citizens, students should

enjoy the same freedom of speech, peaceful assembly,

and right of petition that other citizens enjoy and, as

members of the academic community, they are subject

to the obligations which accrue to them by virtue of

this membership. Faculty members and administrative

officials should insure that institutional powers are not

employed to inhibit such intellectual and personal de-

velopment of students as is often promoted by their ex-

ercise of the rights of citizenship both on and off cam-

pus.

B. Institutional Authority and Civil Penalties. Acti-

vities of students may upon occasion result in viola-

tion of law. In such cases, institutional officials should

be prepared to appraise students of sources of legal

counsel and may offer other assistance. Students who

violate the law may incur penalties prescribed by civil

authorities, but institutional authority should never be

used merely to duplicate the function of general laws.

Only where the institution's interests as an academic

community are distinct and clearly involved should the

special authority of the institution be asserted. The

student who Incidentally violates institutional regulations

in the course of his off-campus activity, such as those

relating to class attendance, should be subject to no

greater penalty than would normally be imposed. In-

stitutional action should be independent of community

pressure.

VI. Disciplinary Proceedings Standards

In developing responsible student conduct, discip-

linary proceedings play a role sustantially secondary

to example, counseling, guidance, and admonition. At

the same time, educational institutions have a duty and

the corollary disciplinary powers to protect their edu-

cational purpose through the setting of standards of

scholarship and conduct for the students who attend

them and through the regulation of the use of lnstitu-
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of Students .

tional facilities. In the exceptional circumstances when
the preferred means fall to resolve problems of student

conduct, proper procedural safeguards should be ob-
served to protect the student from the unfair imposi-
tion of serious penalties.

The administration of discipline should guarantee
procedural fairness to an accused student. Practices
in disciplinary cases may vary in formality with the

gravity of the offense and the sanctions which may be
applied. They should also take into account the pre-
sence or absence of an Honor Code, and the degree to

which the institutional officials have direct acquain-
tance with student life, in general, and with the involved
student and the circumstances of the case in particu-

lar. The jurisdictions of faculty or student judicial

bodies, the disciplinary responsibilities of institutional

The administration of discipline

should guarantee proceedural fairness

to an accused student

officials and the regular disciplinary procedures, in-

cluding the student's right to appeal a decision, should

be clearly formulated and communicated in advance.

Minor penalties may be assessed informally under pre-

scribed procedures.

In all situations, procedural fair play requires that

the student be informed of the nature of the charges

against him, that he be given a fair opportunity to refute

them, that the institution not be arbitrary in Its actions,

and that there be provision for appeal of a decision.

The following are recommended as proper safeguards

In such proceedings when there are no Honor Codes

offering comparable guarantees.

A. Standards of Conduct Expected of students. The

inlnstitutlon has an obligation to clarify those standards

of behavior which it considers essential to its educa-

tional mission and Its community life. These general

behavioral expectations and the resultant specific re-

gulations should represent a reasonable regulation of

student conduct but the student should be as free as

possible from imposed limitations that have no direct

relevance to his education. Offenses should be as clearly

defined as possible and interpreted in a manner con-

sistent with the aforementioned principles of violations

of standards of conduct formulated with slgnifigant stu-

dent participation and published In advance through such

means as a student handbook or a generally available

body of institutional regulations.

B. Investigation of student Conduct,

1. Except under extreme emergency circumstan-

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwiches

PIZZAS
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ces, premises occupied by students and the personal

possessions of students should not be searched unless
appropriate authorization has been obtained. For pre-
mises such as residence halls controlled by the In-

stitution, an appropriate and responsible authority should

be designated to whom application should be made be-
fore a search Is conducted. The application should
specify the reasons for the search and the objects or
information sought. The student should be present, if

possible, during the search. For premises not con-
trolled by the institution, the ordinary requirements
for lawful search should be followed.

2. Students detected or arrested In the course of

serious violations of institutional regulations, or in-

fractions of ordinary law, should be informed of their

rights. No form of harassment should be used by Insti-

tutional representatives to coerce admissions of guilt

or Information about conduct of other suspected per-

C, Status of Student Pending Final Action. Pending
action on the charges, the status of a student should

not be altered, or his right to be present on the campus
and to attend classes suspended, except for reasons
relating to his physical or emotional safety and well-

being, or for reasons relating to the safety and well-
being of students, faculty, or university property.

D. Hearing Committee Procedures. When the mis-
conduct may result in serious penalties and if the stu-

dent questions the fairness of disciplinary action taken

against him, he should be granted, or request, the priv-

ilege of a hearing before a regularly constituted hear-
ing committee. The following suggested hearing com-
mittee procedures satisfy the requirements of proce-
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dural due process in situations requiring a high degree
of formality;

1. The hearing committee should Include faculty
members or students, or, If regularly included or re-
quested by the accused, both faculty and student mem-
bers. No member of the hearing committee who Is
otherwise interested In the particular case should sit
in judgment during the proceedings.

2. The student should be Informed, In writing,
of the reasons for the proposed disciplinary action
with sufficient particularity, and in sufficient time, to
insure opportunity to prepare for the hearing.

3. The student appearing before the hearing com-
mittee should have the right to be assisted In his defense
by an adviser of his choice.

4 . The burden of proof should rest upon the of-
ficials bringing the charge.

5. The student should be given an opportunity to
testify and to present evidence and witnesses. He should
have an opportunity to hear and question adverse wit-
nesses, in no case should the committee consider state-
ments against him unless he has been advised of their
content and of the names of those who made them, and
unless he has been given an opportunity to rebut un-
favorable Inferences which might otherwise be drawn.

6. All matters upon which the decision may be
based must be Introduced Into evidence at the pro-
ceeding before the hearing committee. The decision
should be based solely upon such matter. Improperly
acquired evidence should not be admitted.

7. In the absence of a transcript, there should be
both a digest and a verbatim record, such as a tape
recording, of the hearing.

8. The decision of the hearing committee should
be final, subject only to the student's right of appeal
to the President or ultimately to the governing board
of the institution.
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Matmen Edge Wagner
Season's Second Win

UNDEFLATEI) ill v;ir

wvi'jhl Boll li.nlo nil

ruCMluyV » vui »;i

Intramurals

KAs Take Cage Crown,

Brew Crew Lead League

Uy Buhn Vcrgari

Coah Bob Pritzlaff picked up

the second win of his young ca-

reer as the wrestling team's

mentor. The sho'men grapplers

bounced back from a 22-11 de-

feat by Lebanon Valley to an

exciting 19-18 victory over

wagner College.

On Saturday, visiting Lebanon

Valley displayed same fine

wrestling techniques as they

handed the Sho'men their sixth

defeat of the season. Washing-

ton managed to pick up 1

1

points, five of these as a re-

Bailey. Brouks Jackson at 152

and Steve Golding weighing in

at 1C7 lbs. both managed de-

cisions. Golding came very

close t<i picking up a

tin

t for Steve

[his |mm week the KA "A"
i, mi -

1 lipped up ti»j fraternity

basketi all - hampionsMp bj tle-

teatlnn the Tlieta's and the Phi

ag's i isi : unday nirjlil the

KA's 'i"v. '<-•', Irouni ed [he

Umli' 11-27. Leading server

n,i the KA's was senior Albie

Streelman, rheKA'swerewlth-

; the

KA's taking on the fuurih pbice

Theta's and the second place

Circus taking on the Lambda.
The Circus, now 7-2, will be

uui for blood JEMinsi the Lamb-
da's because of the one point,

-18-47, luss the Circus suffer-

ed at the hands of the L.-unbda's

lasi Sundfiy night.

In "B" league competition

the? Brow Crew is still on top

with an 8-0 record. Outstand-

ing players lor the Brew Crew
are freshmen Tom Murphy and
1- i it Nngyfy. Tied for second

Little Freds

Dun andtl

i" le; i'] lyofl

Koepke, Myers Lead

To 82 - 69 Rout Over

would not slap then

bailey Wins

Wagner College, travelling

down fmm Staten Island in New
York, provided the opposition

for the matmen last Tuesday.

Freshman Bob Bailey started

things off for the Sho'menby ea-

sily decisiuning his man 6-0,

The next two weight classes

went to Wagner. Ken Kiler was
beat at 130 by a 9-3 margin and

the 137 pound class was forfeit-

ed by Washington. After the first

three bouts, Wagner held at 8-3

f-e matches. Chuck Vuolo,

irdy freshman at 145, wrest

I a tough opponent to a 3-

c t o r y. Brooks Jacksoi

estling very aggresslvel

Hoopster

Diekinson

i the;

Thursdaj , while dropping their

null, decision of the campaign

tiolph Macon flvi ,
i i-l 5.

In Russell Gym hist Thursday
night, Dickinson hupped out toa

quick lead In the opening min-

utes, but the Elliottmendid not

let the ma.-gln grow too wide.

The contest was basically a nip

and tuck battle through the first

half with the local quintet going

the lui half

"Bullet Bob" Koepke and Ga-
ry Myers exploded In the second

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monda> - Thursday

Fnday

Saturday

Sunday

from the start, was able to pin

his man about midway through

the second period. Junior Frank

Verl ran into a very tough op-

ponent and was plnnedat the end

of the first period. The Sho'men
had now cut Wagner's lead to

13-11, with thret matches re-

maining.

Steve Golding, a freshman

who really has come into his

own, put in one of his best ex-

hibitions of the season as he

chalked up

avoid a pin until

the third period.

One-Point L\lge

In front of a crowded gym,

the hopes of salvaging a vic-

tory rested on the shoulders of

unlimited wrestler, Rick Hollo-

way. In a very exciting and

lUgh i
Hol-

pln for

d period

Sho'men

cause. John Prann, who nor-

mally wrestles at the 160 pound

level, moved up three class-

es and wrestled at 177. John

loway pulled out a 4-2 victory

over Wagner's big Sam Downes.

The three points from Hol-

loway's victory gave washing-

ton a 19-18 win.

The Sho'men have one match

remaining, an away entangle-

ment with Loyola, where the

Grapplers will attempt to bet-

ter their 2-6 record.

THE WASHINGTON ELM

SPORTS
By Bert Bogash

It is 5:15 p.m. The bus transporting the Washing-

ton College basketball team has just left Chestertown on

its way to Franklin & Marshall College. I am sitting in the

front seat on the driver's side. On my left, John Dickson

is playing the Four Tops on the bus' tape deck. Across the

aisle Coach Elliot is intently studying the evening's sports

page. A few seats back, Steve Clagett is sleeping. Four oth-

ers are playing cards. "Dix" changes tapes and the sound

of the Supremes fills the bus.

7: 1 5 p.m. Finally we are there. On the way to the

locker room, Mark Brumbaugh notes that the program lists

Larry Martin as being 4'H" tall. Wisecracks ensue.

7:25 p.m. Coach Elliot is tearing strips of adhesive

tape and sticking them to the wall. Manager's Weimeister

and Parks distribute uniforms.

7:30 p.m. While taping Koepke's ankles, the coach

advises Gary Myers on the game plan, scouting reports etc.

After taping, Elliot continues on the intricacies of the game

with the whole team. LET'S GO ! !

9:15 p.m. The first half is over. The players rest in

the iocker room enjoying a 10 point lead. Coach Elliot

points out strengths and weaknesses of both teams and

ways of coping with them LET'S GO I I

9:40 p.m. Something is wrong. We are losing our

lead. 3:40 remains in the second half as the Diplomats take

the lead for the first time, 54-52. Koepke hits for two at

1:30 and again at 1:23. It is F&M 60, W.C. 58. With 35

seconds remaining Polvinale "tickles the twine" to knot

the score at 60. If we can just hold on ... A whistle and the

buzzer sound in rapid succession. Foul on Koepke. One
and one. No time on the clock. The ball arcs high

swish. The F&M fans go wild. For W.C. it's all over. Any
chance for the M.A.C. Tournament is dashed by one foul

shot.

10:45 p.m. The bus is warmed up ready to go.

Things are pretty quiet. Dickson doesn't play any tapes.
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THE NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
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SENIOR CENTER Gary Myers hits his jump shot lor two of his 23
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My Chains and I Grew Friends

The First Circle, by Alexander Solzhen-

itsyn, translated from the Russian by
Thomas P. Whitney. Harper and Row,
$10.00.

The Cancer Ward, by Alexander Sol-

zhenitsyn, translated from the Russian

by Rebecca Frank. The Dial Press, Inc.,

$8.50.

by ROBERT O'SULLIVAN

Solzhenitsyn's three novels are autobi-

ographical and yet highly topical; all are

drawn from his experience in the prison

camps and the "eternal" exile to which he

was condemned under Stalin's regime; and

because of the social and political issues

raised, each of the novels has been of

more than literary interest both in the

Soviet Union and in the West. The first,

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich,

was published during the intellectual thaw

after Stalin's death, when hitherto forbid-

den topics could be discussed for the first

time. It was followed by a series of novels,

short stories and memoirs dealing with

life under Stalin's police state regime. One

Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich draws

upon the author's experience in a forced

labor camp in the Arctic and was well-re-

ceived as both a fascinating political docu-

ment and a literary masterpiece. The First

Circle and The Cancer Ward deal with

subsequent events in Solzhenitsyn's life—

a

period of forced intellectual labor in a

secret research institute and a period of

confinement in a cancer hospital during

his exile in Soviet Central Asia. Neither of

these works has been published in the

Soviet Union, an indication that critical

discussion of Soviet society has gone far

enough for the literary critics in the

Kremlin and a reflection of the current

campaign against dissident intellectuals.

The First Circle is, to me, the best and

most interesting of the three novels; it

makes One Day in the Life of Ivan Deniso-

vich seem like a documentary, which it is

not; and after The First Circle, The Can-

cer Ward is anticlimactic. The title is

drawn from Dante's Inferno and suggests

a parallel between the highest circle of

Heil, to which Dante consigned the pagan

philosophers and others he admired who

were unworthy of Heaven but too good for

Hell, and the sharashka, or special re-

search institute to which zeks (prisoners)

with special qualifications are sent from

the greater hell of forced labor camps.

The main character, Gleb Nerzhin, is, like

Solzhenitsyn, a mathematician who saw

service as an artillery officer during the

war with the Germans, was wounded and

decorated only to be arrested for a politi-

cal offense and sentenced to forced labor.

The other prisoners are, almost without

exception, educated men, and many of

them are war veterans. Almost all are in-

nocent of the crimes of which they have

been convicted, and none of them can real-

istically foresee an end to his term.

These factors make Mavrino a unique

sort of prison and make The First Circle

unique among prison novels. The prisoners

are articulate, perceptive, highly gifted hu-

man beings who are guilty of no criminal

offenses; most of them are innocent even

of political offenses. Some, among them
the philosophical Rubin and the engineer

Adamson, are still devoted Communists in

spite of the injustice done to them by the

system. Unlike Dostoevsky's Notes from

the House of the Dead, this is not an ex-

amination of criminal types but a portray-

al of the response of innocent men to in-

justice and adversity. Unlike any of the

prison novels of the nineteenth century,

this novel describes a prison regime where

restrictions, deprivations, security precau-

tions are absolutely totalitarian. Unlike the

characters in Solzhenitsyn's other novels,

the characters are capable of philosophiz-

ing with some eloquence on the meaning

of the experiences they have undergone.

The statements of these characters, their

insight that there is some meaning in what

they have undergone and the consistently

meaningful behavior of his less articulate

characters lead to a vision of the dignity

of man which is one of the most striking

aspects of Solzhenitsyn's work.

The action of the novel takes place al-

most exclusively within the compound of

the Mavrino Special Prison and between

the eve of Western Christmas and New
Year's Eve; yet the scope of the novel is

expanded by the narration, by conversa-

tions and mental flashbacks and by the

outside activities of the prison staff until

it includes not just the first circle but the

wider hell of the prison system and, in-

deed, all of Soviet society. It becomes

clear that no one is free in this society.

Everyone is at least a prisoner of the con-

ventions of society which restrict his

thoughts, words and deeds to definite pat-

terns; and one small indiscretion may
mean that a staff member or even a min-

ister of state may find himself a zek. Par-

allel to the tragic waste of talent and po-

tential among the zeks is the gradual cor-

ruption and dehumanization of the staff

members. Talented men—engineers, writ-

ers, government workers—are transformed

into dull functionaries by a wasteful sys-

tem which discourages creativity and ini-

tiative. Major Roitman, the writer Galak-

hov, Shchagov, the war veteran turned

graduate student, are prime examples of

this. The greatest irony of the novel is that

the only free men in this society are pris-

oners; for as the prisoner Bobynin says to

the Minister of State Security Abakumov,
chief of all his captors:

Just understand one thing and pass

it along to anyone at the top who
still doesn't know that you are

strong only as long as you don't

deprive people of everything. For
a person you've taken every-

thing from is no longer in your

power. He's free all over again.

This is the negative aspect of freedom;

prisoners can no longer be coerced by

threats of prison, though in fact the threat

of being sent back to a camp from the rel-

ative comfort of the sharashka is enough

to keep the zeks in line. But there is also

a positive aspect to their freedom. As
Nerzhin remarks at a small gathering ar-

ranged for his birthday:

Let's be fair Not everything in

our lives is black! This happiness

we have right now—a free banquet,

an exchange of free thoughts with-

out fear, without concealment—we
didn't have that in freedom.

If anyone is guilty in this prison society

it is those who maintain it and profit from
it—some of the MVD staff, the prosecutors,

the informers, the writers who portray the

society dishonestly, the thousands of peo-

ple who realize what is going on but do

nothing about it and behind and above all

of them—Stalin himself, who is portrayed

as a lonely old man, failing in mind and

body. The novel is structured in such a

way as to bring out the interdependence of

elements within all levels of this society,

distributing the guilt all the way from Sta-

lin down to prisoners like Rubin who ac-

quiesce to the injustice done to themselves

and others. There are a few characters

who refuse to acquiesce—the prisoners

Bobynin, Gerasimovich, Nerzhin and peo-

ple like Clara, the prosecutor's daughter

who confronts her father with the injustice

done under the law and her brother-in-law

Innokenty, a diplomat, who risks arrest

and the destruction of his career to warn

an innocent man that he is about to be

framed. These people are a minority and

perhaps an ineffectual minority, but cur-

rent developments within the Soviet Union

indicate that the presence of this critical

minority is acutely felt by those whose

security it threatens.

Having spent eight years in prison, in

1953 Solzhenitsyn was sentenced to "eter-

nal exile," meaning that he would never

be allowed to live in European Russia or

indeed, anywhere but the town in Soviet

Central Asia where he was registered with

the police. During his exile he underwent

treatment for cancer, from which he had

been suffering for some time. This exper-

ience forms the background for The Can-

cer Ward.

The main character is a former political

prisoner, now exile, named Kostoglotov,

who is similar in background and attitudes

to Ivan Denisovich but also akin to Gleb

Nerzhin in his outspoken criticism of just

about everything. Just as in The First

Circle, there are a dozen or so well-drawn

portraits of the inmates and staff of the in-

stitution in which the protagonist finds

himself; and, as in the earlier novel, there

are complex relationships and romantic at-

tachments between inmates and staff

members. Many of the same questions are

raised—the legality of the excesses com-

mitted during Stalin's time, the dichotomy

of Communist ideals and Soviet reality,

the problem of sincerity in Soviet litera-

ture, the meaning of suffering and adver-

sity. There are some new issues raised:

medical ethics, socialized medicine, the

position of women in Soviet society, the

problem of minority nationalities, the

problem of rehabilitating those unjustly

punished under Stalin and of exacting ret-

ribution from those responsible for their

imprisonment. As the title might suggest,

the theme of disease pervades the novel-

disease as the leveling force, as tragedy,

Continued on Page 6



Revolution For Lunch

Revolution for the Hell of It, Free (alias

Abbie Hoffman), The Dial Press, 230 p.,

$1.95.

The Moon Is A Hirsh Miftrew, Robert A.

Heinlein, (A Berkeley Medallion Book),

G.P. Putnam's Sons, $4.95.

By DAVID FRIEDMAN

Heinlein and Hoffman are both anar-

chists writing about revolution. Both are

radically out of sympathy with our present

society. Hoffman believes everything

should be free. Heinlein's theme word is

TANSTAAFL, an acronym for: "There

Ain't No Such Thing As A Free Lunch."

Hoffman describes his position in the

following imaginary interview:

Hoffman: We are for a free

society.

Interviewer: Could you spell that

free.

Hoffman: You know what that

means. America: the land of the

free. Free means you don't pay,

doesn't it?

Interviewer: Yes, I guess so. Do

you mean all the goods and

services would be free?

Hoffman: Precisely. That's what

the technological revolution would

produce if we let it run unchecked.

If we stopped trying to control it.

This is the nearest Hoffman comes to

giving his revolution an objective. Else-

where he vehemently denies having any.

C'We are living contradictions. I cannot

really explain it. I do not even understand

it myself") Criticizing his vision of the

good society is like arguing about the

species of butterfly seen in an ink blot.

But the exercise may be useful by helping

us to guess which is the real Abbie Hoff-

man, the brilliant lunatic playing revolu-

tion, the lunatic playing the part of the

dedicated revolutionary pretending to be

a brilliant lunatic playing revolution, or

some two, three or none of the above.

Hoffman says that the institution of

property should be done away with, that

all goods and services should be free. But

making things free does not make them

available. If bread is free, but there isn't

any, we starve just as dead as in any

other famine. Air is free. Some people use

air to carry off industrial wastes. Some use

it to breathe. Since there is not enough

fresh air for both purposes, having air

free means that industries are free to pol-

lute it and the rest of us are free to breathe

polluted air.

If property is completely abolished this

problem appears on a larger scale. Ex-

plaining why kids tore Ihe hands off a

clock during a Yip-Jn in Grand Cen-

tral Station, Hoffman says: "Maybe they

hated time and schedules. Maybe they

thought the clock was ugly. People can do

whatever they want. They can begin to

live the revolution even if only within a

confined area. . .
." Destruction, to him, is

a legitimate form of expression.

But what if you want to destroy what
someone wants to use? What if you think

that the only useful function of a big

American car is to be pushed off a cliff,

and I feel the same way about foreign

cars. Without the institution of property,

you destroy every car I get, and I destroy

every car you get.

Perhaps Hoffman's answer is that there

will be more than enough of everything.

This solution has long been popular as a
substitute for serious thought on economic
problems. As early as 1750 it was obvious

that doubling France's income would give

everyone more than enough of everything,

since no peasant could eat more than a

pound or two of bread a day.

Although the purported objective of the

game is no more than a two dimensional
slogan, the means by which Hoffman has
played revolution are brilliant. Starting

with the insight that revolution, in our so-

ciety, is a branch of advertising, he ran an
enormous ad campaign by inventing myths
the media would print. This sounds easy,

but he was competing against hundreds of

thousands of publicity agents, politicians

and businessmen, against the Black Pan-

thers, George Wallace, and the Pope;

against everyone and anyone who wanted

the ear of the public; which means, very

nearly, against any and every citizen of

the United States. Some of his competitors

had huge advertising budgets. Some had

enormous staffs of experts, with millions

of thumbs on the pulse of the public. Some

started with hosts of followers. All Hoff-

man had was his own crazy head, and a

maniac vision of America's soul. Abbie

Hoffman beat the lot.

In Revolution for the Hell of It Hoffman

is propagating the myth that he does

revolution for fun. Other revolutionists

claim to work for some future Utopia.

Hoffman has a Utopia as one of his props,

but he doesn't waste any of his valuable

time thinking about whether it would work.

Revolution is a game of cowboys and Indi-

ans, with him as Indian. It's a spectacle, a

work of psychedelic art; the blood running

in the streets is day-glo orange.

Abbie Hoffman is a revolutionary. Ro-

bert A. Heinlein is a science fiction writer.

He has won the Hugo, science fiction's top

award, three or four times. One of his

books. Stranger In a Strange Land, is pop-

ular with hippies. For all I know, Hoffman

may be a Heinlein fan.

Heinlein is that rarest of beings, a good

writer concerned about ideas. The Mood
is a Harsh Mistress revolves about the

problem of freedom and its price. The

setting is the moon. Luna has been used,

as Australia was first used, as a penal

colony. At the time of the story, most

"loonies" are legally free. But Luna's

low gravity causes irreversible physiolo-

gical changes; they can go back to earth, if

at all, only in wheel chairs. So they are

stuck in the moon, living in tunnel cities:

Luna City, Hong Kong in Luna, and Novy
Leningrad. The "Warden" controls not only

the remaining convicts, but all commerce
between earth and moon. He doesn't care

what loonies do to each other. There has

developed, out of sheer necessity, a func-

tioning anarchist society, with customs

and institutions, but no government, and

The society is free. Anyone can do what

he likes with his own life. Disagreements

can be settled violently, but usually are

not. If you kill someone, his friends may
kill you. Instead, disputants go to a judge,

an individual of known probity who agrees,

for a fee, to mediate. If one side refuses

to go along with his decision, the other will

be justified in using force; no one will ob-

ject.

Luna's principal export is grain, grown
under ground, hydroponically by solar

power. Every load of grain "catapulted"

to earth takes with it a certain amount of

scarce water. Professor Bernardo de La
Paz. a loonie sent to the moon as punish-

ment for revolutionary activities, realizes

that this will eventually use up all of the

easily accessible ice. No water means mass
famine. Luna must control its own trade

and impose absolute embargo.
A revolutionary organization is created.

Its leaders are the professor, Mannie, and
Mike, a self-aware computer. Manuel is

the first human to realize that Mike is not

merely a machine but a conscious being.

Mike is friendly, childishly naive, bril-

liantly knowledgeable about everything,

and dreadfully lonely. Like Abbie Hoffman,
he accepts revolution as a delightful game.
But in playing it, he grows up. He also

demonstrates his enormous power. As the

largest computer on the moon he does a
wide variety of jobs via time sharing ar-

rangements. He controls all news into and
out of Luna. He runs the telephone system.
He keeps records for many companies
(and finances the revolution by juggling
the books. Who would suspect a computer
of fraud?) He wins the revolution.

Mike is more than merely a sympathetic
character. He is also the personification of

the book's central problem. In order to

throw off an oppressive government, a
Continued on Page 7

LETTER TO EDITOR
Mr. John L. Pinnix, Editor

Miss Marie Nahikian, Associate Editor

The Carolinian

University of North Carolina

Greensboro, N. C.

Dear John and Marie:

Your Carolinian with its supplement of

"The Chicago Literary Review" dated De-

cember, 1968, convicts you of dereliction of

responsible editing. I am afraid it is epi-

sodes such as this that convicts you stu-

dents as unfit for your so-called "Estab-

lishment."

The Chicago Literary Review reveling in

its glorious and pompous title apparently

thinks it has been given a license to insult

the intelligence and cause the agony of the

decent readers. The reviewers, no doubt,

are dirty, old, lecherous men that receive

their abnormal kicks from their depraved

writings. That is all they have going for

them.

Nothing has come out of the barracks of

Hell to equal the cartoon and article writ-

ten by Tom Miller about Paul Krassner

and his newspaper, "The Realist." It is

inconceivable that they were born of

mother. They dishonor by causing a di;

graceful commentary on her. How could

they offend God who loves them so much?
This is their problem but it is hard for us

not to be concerned for them and those

they touch.

It would be to your advantage (you'll

need all you can acquire in passing

through this life) to cancel the supplement,

"The Chicago Literary Review" as it con-

victs itself as very suspect. Leave these

pitiable reviewers and pseudo intellectuals

swirling in their own personal Hell. "As a

man thinketh, so is he," we must remem-

There are many intelligent reviewers of

wonderful books that you can subscribe to

that will entertain, inspire, educate, guide

and tell it like it is. You need them on your

journey and you cannot spare the time r

the money to be wasted on useless writings

and their boring authors, and cartoonists.

Remember the printed word is pov

erfully influential. It never leaves us ui

touched. Being editors certainly carries

very heavy responsibility. You are i

cursed or enviable positions according to

your actions. Being honest and decent is

the easiest and best way of life. God's

blessings will. overwhelm you and I hope

they do.

Sincere best wishes,

(Signed)

Reba Stevens

Mrs. Carl E. Stevens

2 Cisco Road
Asheville, N.C. 28805
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Mr. Tom Miller

(Postscript to Editorial Board of CLR:

)

Your S u p p 1 e m ent was in-

comprehensible. I was horrified at the

many students it reached and may have

debauched.

R. Stevens
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Der Dichter Als Blatt
The Glass House, The Life of Theodore
Roethke, by Allan Seager, McGraw -

Hill Book Company, 301 pp., $7.95.

by LESLIE WARBLE
Throughout most of his life, Theodore

Roethke's poetic vision was an intensely

personal one. He translated the sensations

from his physical surroundings into indi-

cators of his own states of being, well or

ill. His poems were about himself, his own
emotions and sensibilities, and not about

the world outside himself. The interactions

between other people, and even between

himself and others, are seldom reported

in his poems except in their relations to

bis psychic state. Even features of the

natural world, flowers and simple animals,

become transformed into representatives

of the primitive consciousness. Roethke

dared to look more deeply into the dark

recesses of his mind than perhaps any

other lyric poet, and the result was poetry

of a unique and compelling power which
celebrated emotions shared by all sensi-

tive men.
Although even upon the most cursory

study it is obvious that Roethke's poetry

is not a purely private outpouring, to fully

appreciate his poems it is necessary to

know about those episodes in his life which

strongly affected this exceptionally sensi-

man. Why did this physically over-

bearing man quake inwardly with a thou-

sand fears? Why, in spite of his many ec-

centricities, was he loved so deeply by al-

most all who knew him? What relations

did his periods of insanity have to his

poetry? And why did he become a poet at

all? These are the important questions,

and they are the ones the late Allan Sea-

ger, novelist, teacher, and friend of

Roethke's for nearly a quarter-century,

answers in The Glass House,

There were three major formative ele-

ments in Roethke's life: the death of his

father, his bouts of madness, and his mar-

riage at the age of forty-four. Probably the

most important event in Roethke's life was
the death of his father, Otto. Otto and
Charles Roethke owned a "floral establish-

ment," considered the largest in the Mid-

west, in Saginaw, Michigan. Charles

Roethke handled the concern's books while

Otto took care of the greenhouses and
nursery. From a very early age Ted fol-

lowed, watched, and sometimes helped his

father during the day's chores around the

greenhouses. Otto was in absolute com-
mand over his floral domain, and Ted
came to regard his father as the creator

and keeper of the Eden of the greenhouses.

When Ted was fourteen, Otto and
Charles Roethke had a falling out (ap-

parently after it was discovered that

Charles had stolen money from the firm),

and Otto sold his share of the business to

Charles. In less than five months the busi-

ness was foundering, and Charles com-
mitted suicide. Two months later Otto

Roethke died of cancer.

In half a year Ted had lost both his fa-

ther and the world of his childhood. Ted
was embittered over the loss of the green-

houses and felt that his father had allowed
himself to be cheated. Like most adoles-

cent boys, Ted was sure at times that he
hated his father, and probably at least

once wished Otto would die. Again like

most boys, he immediately felt guilty for

wishing such a terrible thing and certainly

didn't want it to happen. But his worst
wishes did come true, and Roethke spent
the rest of his life trying to apologize to his

father. Somehow, by thinking evil, he had
caused it to happen, and he could never
do enough to expiate his guilt. He must be-
come as great as his father; he must be-
come not merely a poet, but the best poet;
he must make his father proud of him.
Vet he was never good enough. No matter
how may prizes he won (and he won
many, including the Pulitzer Prize), no
matter how much his colleagues and stu-

dents respected him, he still couldn't

Please his silent father.

Guilt and fear were tragic for this extra-

ordinarily sensitive man's personality, but
they were also the source for some of

Roethke's greatest poems. Open House,

his first book (published ten years after

he started writing poetry), though a work
in the then current metaphysical style, in-

dicated what was to come, especially in a

poem like The Premonition.

Roethke found his major poetic vein in

The Lost Son, published seven years later.

The poems in this volume are unique in

English lyric poetry, and they established

Roethke's reputation immediately. This
book contains the famous greenhouse
poems, poems such as Cuttings (later):

I can hear, underground, that suck-

ing and sobbing.

In my veins, in my bones, I feel it -

The small waters seeping upward.
The tight grains parting at last.

When sprouts break out.

Slippery as fish,

I quail, lean to beginnings, sheath-

wet.

Here Roethke returns to his childhood

in his father's Eden and finds the origins

of life, physical and mental.

The greenhouse sequence is followed by
poems of desolation and human degrada-
tion, including the powerful description of

a mental breakdown in The Return:

A cold key let me in

That self-infected lair;

And I lay down with my life,

With the rags and rotting clothes,

With a stump of scraggy fang

Bared for a hunter's boot.

The next poem sequence tells of a slow

recovery to light from darkness and fear.

Finally Roethke confronts his father in

The Lost Son sequence:

Voice, come out of the silence.

Say something.

Appear in the form of a spider

House. Even though he had just started a

new teaching job at Michigan State, he be-

gan to drink very heavily—not only alco-

hol, but dozens of cokes and cups of coffee

every day. He slept very little, and his ac-

tions became very erratic. Once in class

he climbed up on his desk, crouched down,
and went "Ah-ah-ah-ah-ah!" as if he were
shooting the students with a Tommy gun.
Finally, one winter night he took a walk in

a nearby wood, where he claimed to have
had a mystical experience with a tree and
to have learned the secret of Ni)insky. He
left the woods to walk down a road, when
he noticed that one of his feet was cold.

He took off a shoe (to improve the circula-

tion), left it beside a telephone pole,

walked on for several miles, and hitch-

hiked back to Lansing. The next morning
he decided not to go to his eight o'clock
class as an experiment "to see how long

they would stay." He wanted to tell the
Dean all about this experiment, so de-
cided to go to his office after taking a long
walk without a coat. By the time he got to

the Dean's office he was cold, frightened,

and incoherent. He was eventually admit-
ted and treated at Mercywood Sanitarium,
where he was considered a "manic-depres-
sive neurotic, but not typical."

Roethke felt that he had brought this

breakdown upon himself. He had been con-
scious for several months of a heightened
awareness ("Suddenly I knew how to en-
ter the life of everything around me. I

knew how it felt to be a tree, a blade of

grass, even a rabbit. .
.") and attempted

to encourage it by taking stimulants. It

took Roethke many years to comprehend
that his occasional breakdowns

i moth beating the curtain

Tell r

Which is the way I take;

Out of what door do I go.

Where and to whom?
The poet's (and mankind's) struggles to

move from chaos to light and understand-

ing finally meet with a kind of success:

A lively understandable spirit

Once entertained you.

It will come again.

Be still.

Wait.

The poems in this volume were unique to

Roethke, and, in his subsequent verse col-

lections, poems in the manner of those of

The Lost Son were generally the most suc-

cessful. He had found his voice.

Roethke had his first mental breakdown

six years before the publication of Open

merely bad luck, but were something he

had to expect and adjust to for the rest of

his life. Unlike Virginia Woolf, whose life

was spent in the depressive state with only

infrequent manic periods, Ted was very

seldom depressed. Later in his life he tried

to control his manic excitement by taking

depressants, such as alcohol in large quan-

tities, but he still occasionally lost control.

He usually assumed one of three roles

during his manic periods: the big business-

man, the political manipulator, or the

gangster. He felt that he could have be-

come any of these, and his playing a new

role could have represented a "vacation"

from his intensity as a poet. However, the

most significant thing about his "mad-

ness" was that he continued to write even

during his numerous hospitalizations. He
later believed that his creative energies

caused his mania, and he may have been
mostly right.

Roethke taught at five different colleges.

He was restless and always believed that

he was not well-enough appreciated where
he was, so he was continually looking for a
better job. Even though he was usually un-
happy with his position, he taught as well

as he could, and that was better than any-

one else. Each of his classes was a pro-

found experience, and his students adored
him. He was extremely nervous before

each class (again, his fear of failure) and
often became so upset that he would vomit
his breakfast on the way to the classroom.

He demanded a great deal of work from
his students, and his teaching style was
aggressive, domineering, and evangelical.

Allan Seager. who was teaching at Ben-
nington College at the same time as

Roethke, once asked one of his students

why she wrote so many good poems for

Ted and such bad short stories for Seager.

"I'm afraid he'll hit me," was her reply.

Roethke expended a great deal of energy
reaching his students, and they responded

He had to go through a ritual before he

could settle down to work at a new teach-

ing post. This included finding a place to

live, packing up and moving (always a

tremendous job since he did not travel

lightly and his personal effects were al-

ways in unbelievable disorder), assessing

his new students and colleagues, finding

kindred souls with whom he could talk

and drink, and starting a new love affair.

He had several affairs, all of them similar.

The girl of the moment assumed the duties

of a mother, keeping track of Ted's cloth-

ing and meals and, most important, typing

his manuscripts and letters. He felt no
need for marriage until late in his life,

when he married Beatrice O'Connell. one

of his former Bennington students.

He called himself a perpetual beginner,

and in each of his books he tried to

achieve a new poetic language. But it was
not until after his marriage that his vision

turned outward. His earlier love poems,
beautiful and sensuous as they were, were
primarily about his sensations and emo-
tions; the women in them were often only

extensions of himself. However, in The Far
Field (1964) the poems, such as Her Reti-

cence, have changed:

If I could send him only

One sleeve with my hand in it,

Disembodied, unbloody,

For him to kiss or caress

As he would or would not,—
But never the full look of my eyes,

Nor the whole heart of my thought,

Nor the Soul haunting my body,

Nor my lips, my breasts, my thighs

That shiver in the wind
When the Wind sighs.

He returned to his version of the meta-

physical mode, and projected and wrote

poems about the treatment of the Ameri-

can Indians and about the history of Sagi-

naw and the Pacific Northwest (he taught

at the Universily of Washington from 1947

until his death). His new-found maturity

suggested new directions for his poetry,

but he died of a heart attack at age 55 be-

fore he could realize them.

As Mr. Seager admitted, perhaps the

major fault in The Glass House, an other-

wise excellent and loving biography, is that

it overemphasizes the darkest sides of

Roethke's nature. Those who knew

Roethke remember him for his playful-

ness, goodnatured eccentricities, and his

extraordinary generosity to his colleagues,

students, and, especially, younger poets,

and not for his occasional tragic illness.

He was a devoted athlete and, later in his

life, a coach. He was:

A lazy natural man,
I loll, I loll, all Tongue.

He wanted to be all things to all men,

poet, lover, teacher, chef, athlete, roaring-

boy, and he wanted to be the poet who was

master of all kinds of poems, from those

in the grand Yeatsian manner to children's

poems, and he very nearly was.
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Living Theatre in Chicago:
The Living Theatre. Mysteries and

Smaller Pieces; Antigone; Frankenstein;

Paradise Now.

By KANE T. STRADIVARIUS

The Living Theatre Company is one of

seventeen acting ensembles in the country

(mostly from New York) which comprise

the Radical Theatre Repertory. According

to the program sheet for Mysteries and

Smaller Pieces, all of these groups are "in

the vanguard of a new phenomenon in the-

atrical and social history — the spon-

taneous generation of communal playing

troupes, sharing voluntary poverty, mak-

ing experimental collective creations, and

utilizing space, time, minds and bodies in

manifold new ways that meet the demands

of our explosive period."

Unfortunately, the only ensemble in the

Repertory which has been able to really be

in this revolutionary vanguard has been

the Living Theatre, the only company with

enough money and prestige to go on tour.

The Living Theatre—all called Le Liu-

ing — has just returned, in fact from a

tour of Europe, from whence its legend

percolated back to the States for four and

one-half years. In this respect its leaders,

Julian Beck and his wife, Judith Malina,

have taken the old route of the American

artist who could only get recognition in

America after receiving it across the At-

lantic. And before the sensational ascen-

dence of its name in the circles of money-

ed American supporters, the Becks and

their company did not have an easy time

of it. They began in the late forties and

produced their first series of plays at New
York's Cherry Lane in 1951. They stayed

there for a year, taking the narrative,

word-dependenl, theatrical pieces of Stein,

Rexroth, Eliot, and others, and trying to

physicalize them beyond the imagination of

the texts they were working with. In an

essay which introduces the reader the ^he

script of Kenneth Brown's play, The Brig

(1959), Beck recalls, for example. Stein:

"There is an impression that she tried to

drive narrative out of the theatre, but if

she did attempt this I do not think she

succeeded, .she relied on the director or

screnarist to freely supply the action sug-

gested by the words, rhythms and divisions

of the dialogue."

For eleven more years they resided in

two other theaters in Manhattan (one on

One Hundredth Street and the other on
Fourteenth Street) and they were carried,

in their theatrical sense and format, along
a conveyor belt which took them farther

and farther away from the use of words in

the conveyance of meaning. In a sense

which prophets and revolutionaries (scien-

tific, Utopian, and religious! appreciate,

the conveyance of meaning is temporal,
and the language Beck talks — of his com-
pany going through various stages of its

own awareness of men and their nature —
indicates that the most meaningful mo-
ments of the Living Theatre's experience
are yet to come. The Living Theatre and
the Becks have become legendary to those
who have heard of, but not yet seen, them;
for "legendary" is a status belonging to

those whose reputation precedes their ac-
tual appearance. When asked how the Liv-
ing Theatre will ever be able to commu-
nicate with the majority of non-theatre-go-
ing Americans, Beck has said:

. . .1 think that this problem repre-
sents our next important work. We
have to solve how to get out of that
theatre which caters to the
bourgeois elite which has the habit
and advantage of going to the
theatre today, the cultural elite,

usually classes with the somewhat
economically elite (sic). That is we
have to get out of that archi-
tecture, we have to begin to get
those people who are damaged, de-
stroyed, repressed by the whole
system to believe the theatre is not
for them, that they are too stupid
to go to the theatre, that cannot
understand it. that it doesn't say
anything to them, that it bores

them. Our work is to find them, to

get them, and have a meaningful

dialogue with them.

The "damaged" ones are just as likely to

be the great mass of TV-watchers enclaved

in white American suburbs as it is the

black and poor stuck in the urban slums. It

is no longer facetious to say that both seg-

ments of our people — one in misery, the

other in boredom — dwell In ghettos.

I hope that troupes like the Becks' are

up to the task, but I am cynical enough to

know that it is a task too great for the

labor to be done in one "stage;" it will

take generations beyond the Becks', as-

from the audience ("Lou-

der!" "Encore!" "You don't wanna get

sunburned do ya?" "You may take a giant

step." "Author!" "What's the Dead

Theatre like?"), the figure stood still,

though he couldn't blink naturally and the

harsh light made his eyes tear. At last,

after nearly everyone had had his laugh,

the male members of the company
marched from the back onto the stage in

the finest military fashion. They drilled in

alignments, regrouped into blocks, and

marched upstage and downstage while

being marshalled by the authoritatively-

shouted jibberish of the commandant. The

suming that the Living Theatre and com-

panies like it can, after beging effectively

mobilized to follow Beck's lead, keep

abreast of the changes in milieu caused by

an expanding and evermore sophisticated

technology. And what is their effect with

their prime turf — the urban middle-class,

t h e academicians and free-style in-

tellectuals, the radical young and white,

the Jewish bourgeois (Beck's own back-

ground), and the members of the liberal

Establishment?

The Living Theatre had played in New
York. Boston, Rochester, and other cities

before coming to Chicago's Hyde Park. In

Boston, a riot almost was created at the

end of Paradise Now when the company.
stripped to the legal G-string and bra lim-

its, exhorted the audience to go out with

them and "free the streets" as the cast

had "freed the theatre." Paradise Now, as

a result, had been considered a success

there. People did things. Was it unsuccess-

ful in Chicago, where it was too cold out-

side for anyone (especially anyone in the

near-nude) to demonstrate in the streets?

Temperature, temperament, and action:

no dramatic criteria have been developed
to answer such a question. However, the

cold didn't stop the Bolsheviks. What is the

relevant difference between a Hyde Parker
and the great soul who shouted narod
naya volya!? And what is the relevant dif-

ference between the American and the Eu-
ropean who, I have been told, generally

reacted more positively to the ensemble's
actors' taunts when they periodically laun-

ched some manner of attack upon the au-

dience during the performances?

Mysteries was the first of four presenta-

tions given in the University of Chicago's

Mandel Hall. In this, as in the other three,

no curtain opened to herald a beginning, or

closed to signify an end. Actors informally

entered the auditorium from the back as
two of the company's children played in

front of the stage, oblivious to the au-

dience. Lights went out in the house when
people were almost seated, and a stage
light came on and fell upon a solitary,

bearded, and erect figure at downstage
center. He stood in that position for a good
fifteen minutes or more, and an audience
which mainly expected to participate in a
Living Theatre production could not be ex-
pected to let the opportunity pass by in the
name of "respectful silence." So in the
face of increasing volume, participation,

solitary figure stayed the same, so one

could see him in two contexts: one in

which he looked singularly absurd and the

other in which he looked singularly sane.

This whole section became a memorable

moment in Mysteries partly because of the

visual-contrast it created. Also, the au-

dience was tense and excited, not knowing

what to expect, not knowing if the actors

were seated with them (as was rumored),

and therefore tending to seize upon initial

impressions. Mysteries became not a play,

but a show — a sequence of "bits" done in

unintelligible dialogues between actors or

in quick, shouted political cliches, and a

great deal of pantomine, much of it remi-

niscent of Second City routines. The au-

dience saw mostly physical exercises of

the thespian-workshop variety, and the ac-

tivity on stage became a closed (mys-

terious) affair. The routines were often

brief rituals which seemed to be significant

only insofar as they might anticipate the

next three plays (when the company would
really get down to business). Towards the

end most of the company "died" before

our very eyes. The few survivors removed
the shoes of the dead and put them onstage

where they remained as quiet as tombs-

tones, the stiff corpses were collected and
stacked pyramidically upstage center. It

took about ten minutes to complete the la-

bor of this ritual. The lights went up for a

curtain call, and the audience filed out —
highly disappointed that the mystery of

what the play was about could not be
solved, that boredom was the most detec-

table emotion they could take home with

Berthold Brecht adapted Sophocles' Anti-

gone for the modern stage and gave it a
narration, whereby actors narratively in-

troduce their own characters' lines. Judith

Malina translated it, and the Living
Theatre choreographed it in its own image.
Judith plays Antigone, and her husband
plays Creon. The outcome may be de-

scribed as follows. Creon, Big Brother-like,

arouses the people behind him in his war
effort against a neighboring city-state; and
when Antigone tries to bury her dead and
rotting brother Polyneices (whom Creon's
men slew for being a traitor), she is def-

ying the law. She resists the System as a
result of her efforts to be a good sister —
and she is a good sister. ;.'though occasion-
ally she exhibits her incestuous lust for
Polyneices' corpse. Judith Malina turns in

a let - the - shit - hit - the - fan - with - no

bones - about - it performance. She is
;

scrappy, tenacious-looking little woman;

and her attempts to get the tyrannized

populace, chorally separated at stage left

from Creon and his establishment at stage

right, to defend her. reminds one of a fool-

ball coach screaming at his "lunkheads"

at halftime to get out there and do a job -
which is to say that she's very good. Julia

Beck, for his part, is one of the teethiest

actors I have ever seen — which is to say

that he shows his teeth very well. He <'

his Creon in several voices (one reviewer

speculated that they were imitations of

"Lyndon Johnson. Richard Nixon, James

Cagney, W. C. Fields, Punch and Judy,

and Antonin Artaud"), according, I \

guess, to the style of asininity which he

thought, suitable to the officious statements

Creon made at any particular moment
(with, certainly, the exception of Artaud).

,
done this way, loses the milieu

which is an essential ingredient of the

Polis-play of Sophocles. As actors go

the auditorium and surround the audience

to make it crystal-clear to us that "there

are many monstrous things but none

monstrous than man," the milieu becomes
distinctly American, here and now.

stage, the much-discussed credibility

becomes an object of visual perception.

Creon pops in and out of the solid block ol

human bodies who individually are
isters of state and collectively the govern-

ment, he is now on the public retreat, then

on the public podium. If we ever thought o[

LBJ as a frightened, desperate, power-

clutching man who knew that his de j

authority was waning. Beck has managed
to stage those thoughts; and if we ever f

that LBJ was condemned by fate and <

cumstance to be a tyrant. Beck recreated

that feeling. Perhaps it would be unfair fa

say that Antigone's "message" is merely

this satirical one. By the very value which

the company places upon the nature and

composition of its audience at any time and

location, the audience's receptivity deter-

mines the meaning. (What meanings do v

decide upon as Antigone shows her anxiety

in libidinous gestures about her brother's

body?) But the general, America-oriented

context points to specific messages when

we hear such statements as "It's a human
law and that's why a human being

:

break it!" or "Anyone who uses violence

against his enemies will turn and i

against his own people." There are

motifs in the other Living Theatre pro-

ductions.

Frankenstein is conventionally divided

into three acts. In the first, the monster is

created and brought to life. In the second,

(transpiring inside the creature's head), he

grows in knowledge of the world, acquires

the ability to categorize objects in f

world, manipulate these categories,

create a structure of power that belongs

him. In the third, which takes place ir

prison, his energy is dissipated to mi
man takes custody of man; the prisoners

escape and die in a fire; prisoners and

guards perish in the fire; and the monster

is reintegrated by and reborn from the

flames.

Some of these summaries are inter-

pretive as well as synoptic, and I certainly

may be open to correction on both scores.

But, like Finnegans Wake, Frankenstein'i

conceptual underpinnings involve a

lar account of history internal to the being

of an intelligent organism: Creation

birth, death through division, and rebirth

are the essential cycles. The external (i. 1

circumstantial) factors become irrelevant

after the first act, except for those "meta-

theatrical" elements (such as a frequently

heard radio broadcast of world events!

which somehow relate to the monster's

tions and feelings. Consequently, Dr.

Frankenstein (played by Beck), first cause

and creator, phases out in importance al-

ter he creates the monster from the bodies

of human victims (who have been elef
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Legend or Cliche?
trocuted, gassed, guillotined and murdered
in other grisly ways).

If you leave the show thinking that

Frankenstein is a play in protest of our
technocratic way of life, don't forget that

it's possibly one of the most technically

intricate and convoluted productions ever
engineered for your viewing. It requires
the highest standards of coordination from
the company, which is mainly its own tech-

nical crew. Dr. Frankenstein's laboratory,

a cross-section of the head (and dia-

grammed passions) of the creature, and
the prison are all done on a construct with
three levels. The acrobatics, the technical

know-how, and the light-cue timing de-

manded by this set is very impressive, and
the company is superb in coordinating

them.

The real acrobatic challenge comes in

Ihe second act, when the actors, represent-
ing elements (sometimes psychic, some-
times mental) inside the creature's head,
enact his translation of the world "into the
mythological theatre of prototype" (as the
program calls it), which includes the birth

and slaying of the Minotaur and the flight

and fall of Icarus. At the same time, world
news reports are broadcast. Here myths
precede and anticipate political structures
created in the mind. But even prior to

myth, the brain of the monster (and of

mankind) was a unified nerve-center. What
broke itdown into its present categorical
scheme was the stimulation ("educational
input") of uttered words. This is sym-
bolized by the doctor's pronunciation of

words which are fed into the monster's au-
ditory sensorium and so into the cranium
as the monster, on a raised platform at
stage right, writhes in agony and as the
being inside of his head gets violently par-
sed into many beings. Thus he becomes
"instructed." He learns about power. Pow-
er becomes a real fact of the world and is

used accordingly when one is instructed in

a language. This language has a structure,
and its use eventually lends a structural
sense to the meaning of the perceived out-
er world. Control results in a seizure of the
syntactic structures of the world as deter-
mined by the syntactic structures of lan-
guage. If input is instruction and educa-
tion, output is the seizure of power. This
brings us to the end of the second act,
compared to which the first is an imagina-
tive contrivance and the third an unima-
ginative closure of the historical cycle.

If one strong and pervasive theme of the
Living Theatre and its Frankenstein is to
demonstrate that visceral happenings (like
the activities of electrically-stimulated
brain tissue) are not only analogous to con-
ceptual happenings but also that they are
(he very (efficient) causes of mental
events, then Paradise Now is not only a
demonstration but also an exemplification
of that theme. It lasts, they say, about five
hours, and during those five hours the au-
dience is "bombarded" (one vogue way of
putting it) by a multiplicity of sights and
sounds produced by the actors. Paradise
Now, like Frankenstem and Peter Weiss's
Marat/Sade, is another stab at that Ar-
taudian vision of theatre as an art as vari-
ous in its deliverance of sensations to the
spectator as experience itself can be.

At the beginning of the evening a large
chart is handed to you. On it is an elabo-
rate diagrammatic treatment of human
figures on left and right. Horizontal lines
cut their bodies' and create a scalar contin-
uum across the chart, consisting of eight
segments. These scales symbolize an his-

torical progression from "the revolution of
cultures" (feet) to the "permanent revolu-
tion — change!" (head), and the entire
continuum symbolizes "the essential trip
i which) is the voyage from the many to
the One." Other labels and sub-labels (e.g.,

Hebrew letters and I-Ching hexagrams)
designate the psychic, spiritual, emotional,
and intellectual happenings which occur
both in individual and collective uncon-
scious experience. (Some of the labels,
also, are unfortunately inscribed in lan-

guages which this writer does not under-
stand.) This program harks back to all

sorts of Utopian, eschatological, and revo-

lutionary dogma with which literate men
usually become acquainted; perhaps in

this way the Living Theatre pays lip-ser-

vice to the stubborn luddites who require,
or feel better with, a textual reference. (I

have one of my own to recommend con-
cerning the symbolism attached to the hu-
man body: Read Chapter Four of C. K.
Ogden's Opposition.) The chart also tells

you what is going to happen. Paradise Now
is a succession of rituals which enact the
denoted revolutionary phases.
Things get started rapidly while the

house lights are still on. Cast members are
in the aisles. Each of them looks hard a
some audience-member and tells him quite
fervently that society does not allow him to
do something (such as travel without a
passport or live without money or smoke
pot or take his clothes off). Afterwards,
they do take their clothes off (viz., to the
legal limit, which forbids exposure of wom-
en's breasts and of human sexual organs).
This is the "rite of guerrilla theatre,"
which is part of the "revolution of cul-
tures," wherein nude bodies are supposed
to change our perceptual modes of thought
by making actual that which is normally
forbidden and unheard of.

I wish I had the space to equally de-
scribe how the other revolutions come off.

If you can imagine a naked body before
you, however, let your eyes traverse it

from bottom to top, and you may get some
clues. Yes, Phase No. 4 is "the sexual rev-
olution," subtitled "the exorcism of vio-

lence — Apokatastasis: the transformation
of demonic forces into the celestial." The
company gathers onstage, breaks into

couples, and simulates a macaroni-like
love ritual. ("Macaroni-like" — which is to

discount, admittedly, the two black actors
in the company). By this time hundreds of
people from the audience had been allowed
to congregate onstage and watch the action
close-up. Among them was a middle-aged
man who declared that "This isn't love. .

.It's copulation." And he wanted to know
what copulation had to do with revolution-
ary action. One actor argued with the man
for about a quarter of an hour. At last

Beck, seeking to stop the debate so that
the revolutionary sequence might resume,
approached the man and loudly suggested
that they caress each other's genitals. The
man was violently opposed to the idea, and

gusted. Some yelled and fought back. In-

deed, when the company came to a part of

the program in which it threw out trite

revolutionary slogans, several people in

the audience demonstrated in their count-
ersloganeering a wit superior in under-
cutting force to the comparatively dogma-
ic, hence pompous, attitude exhibited by
the actors. Even one actor's solemn warn-
ing to the effect that humor is hideous when
it is used to conceal the truth could not
stop them. But the company had stamina,
and it had faced audiences more hostile
than this one before. Credit especially goes
to Rufus Collins, a black actor who used
his racial edge to the greatest advantage
in outshouting the riled-up and derisive in-

dividuals in the audience. When things got
too quiet, when other actors were taking
breathers, he saved the situation by
launching another attack upon whole sec-
tions of the audience (including the people
in the balcony, who thought they'd get to

enjoy an aesthetic distance). More im-
portantly, he said the right things nad
rarely depended, as did others, upon sense-
less, repetitious rantings when someone ar-

gued back.

But, to go deeper, what of this intention

to destroy the audience's distance from the
actors and get involved in the events of

Paradise Now? Western man, as McLuhan
and N. 0. Brown believe, orders his power
structures, perceptions, and everyday life

in the same fashion as his language is or-

dered. I allude to the "subject-object"
dichotomy, which is supposed to be so fa-

miliar to us as to influence our behavior.
This dichotomy has been alternatively at-

tributed to the invention of the printing
press (which made ideas spatial and pack-
ageable), to awareness of sexuality (where
the subject is male and the object is fe-

male or vice-versa), to Cartesian dualism,
and to other phenomena put into relief by
various hypotheses. The Living Theatre
could very well believe in a cosmology
which says that all beings are aiming at
total awareness of a single organism of
which they are but components (White-
head). Men are not divided by real bar-
riers, but by illusory ones which conceal
the true nature of reality. The Living
Theatre wants to destroy the true nature of
reality. The Living Theatre wants to de-
stroy these barriers, for they provide the

Beck wrestled him to the floor, whereupon
a lad from the audience leaped up to the
man's defense and jumped Beck before
cast members and observers could break it

up. (As I later learned, the man was not a

Since one of the emphases of Paradise
Now is upon the "here and now" of the

theatrical confrontation between actors
and customers, perhaps one cannot justly

evaluate any performance of it without
also evaluating the audience which attends
it. Throughout Paradise Now, actors ran-

domly picked out persons in the audience,

yelled in their faces, swore at them,
climbed over them, ridiculed them, and
generally intimidated them. But the au-

dience was hardly passive, and environ-

mental theatre worked; people were pro-

voked to action. Some got up and left dis-

bases for power structures. Such barriers

are the habits of preferring privacy or de-

tachment over participation to the extent

that reality is ignored; thus, the Living

Theatre wants to break the private shell

and make people public-spirited and ac-

tive. Beck says: "We try to reach the

spectator through many means, some of

them metaphysical, penetration through

the skin, the use of disturbing symbology,
the stirring up of some emotions that one
might regard as negative such as irrita-

tion, annoyance, hysteria, revulsion, bore-

dom. But sometimes it is these very things

which will force a spectator to take direct

action to the degree that he will get up and
leave the theater but that he will become
so feelingfully angry that he will split. This

may. . .simply begin his particular journey

towards real change, that is to a personal
revolution." The spectator's anger is his
exorcism of inner tensions and the begin-
nings of his own revolt against a power-
system which constricts the outflow of his
emotions, which restricts his freedom. Jud-
ith Malina says: "It is going to come out
in great spurts of emotional, psycho-sex-
ual, political, revolutionary diarrhea and
I would consider that as in medicine when
a person is severely tied up in this way it

is a very wholesome effect."

Does it work? I am skeptical. Beck is not
worried if people are bored; it's rather
what he expected, he would say. People
were bored, yes. But you can be bored just
as easily by staying home and not seeing
Paradise Now as you can by attending its

performance. As for the other emotions
stirred up by the company, can they be
harnessed into a revolutionary effort?
Maybe they can. But these emotions are
usually stirred up in man-to-man situ-

ations, and I am tempted to say that they
end there. Is a man in the audience so stu-
pid that he will participate in a great so-
cial and political upheaval because an ac-
tor got eyeball-to-eyeball with him and
called him an unfeeling ass? The Becks'
and their company sincerely believe that he
will, because, they might say, although he
cannot logically relate his anger in the the-

ater to large-scale revolution, he will have
broken the barriers, in expressing anger,
which hitherto had made him impotent and
passive in responding to the System. But,

with a compassion for the complexity of hu-

man beings which I hope is akin to the

Becks', I wonder if the spectator is the

plastic bag (capable of being filled up to a

certain level, taut enough to burst with the

application of pressure) which they perhaps
think he is. A human observer, because he
knows that he is watching a performance
is not merely caught between socially-im-

posed norms and gut emotions. Being in-

telligent, he knows that an actor is an ac-

tor (yes, even if the actor is black); if he
is bothered and uncomfortable when an ac-

tor shouts at him, "Isn't (here anything

inside of you? Can't you feel anything?," it

is not simply because he has a tolerance

level which is being approached with each
successive indignity, it is also because he-

wants to know what is the dramatically

suitable way to respond without hurting

anyone, because he wants to know what no
one will tell him: What's he supposed to

do? Where is his place in the script? And if

they tell him metaphorically that he must
write his own script, he resorts to humor
and good-natured playing-along, and if that

doesn't cut the mustard, why then, he'll

leave because, he's sorry, he just doesn't

understand the game. Those who do get

violent and excited are doubtless the good,

histrionic, raging people the Living

Theatre likes, but they aren't the ones it

wants to reach. Some emotions are gut

emotions, but, cursed as we are to be in-

tellectual as well as emotional and visceral

creatures, we will always come out with

those dramatically ineffectual, embarrass-
ing, infelicitous remarks and reactions

which can ward off or deflect the Living

Theatre's onslaught. People are getting

damned clever and hip, each in his own
way, and they are hard to fool. The mass
media has done that. We can keep our

cool, remain uninvolved, stay insulated.

Tragically, we are unlike the Frankenstein

monster. We do not receive a quantity of

emotional and conceptual electricity (affe-

rence) which each of us will one day ex-

orcise (efference) in a tumultuous revolu-

tion. Or do we? If we do — except in marc
intricate and subtle ways than I have giv-

en Beck credit for prophesying — then we
must await an even grander exhibition of

"symbology" and effort from the Living

Theatre to provoke us to revolution before

that company goes from legend to cliche.

Paradise Now has not done it even for

those who congratulate the company for its

concept and objectives. The con-

gratulations themselves — at least tempo-

rarily — cannot be given too heartily.

Mr. Stradivarius is a graduate student in

zoology at the University of Ljubljana.
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Valentino, the true shocking story of

America's greatest lover. Irving Schul-

man. Pocketbooks, a division of Simon

and Schuster, Inc., 404 pages, $.95.

by DUNE KAISER

Rudolph Valentino was a screen idol of

the Twenties; almost secondarily he was

also a capable, even impressive screen ac-

tor and a pleasant, rather commonplace

young man. Irving Schulman, known for

his exploitation of J.ean Harlow in a recent

biography, has treated the first aspect of

Valentino with obvious relish for its most

vulgar and pathetic symptoms. Almost half

of this biography is devoted to the dregs of

the legend: a funeral worthy of Forest

Lawn, squabbles over his estate, the mys-

tic cults and "Ladies in Black" that rose

to mourn and honor the Great Lover.

Schulman describes Rudy's effect on

Americans of both sexes and even offers a

reasonably responsible analysis of the phe-

nomenon. A radical change in the sexual

type manipulated in female fantasies, and

uneasily despised in male conversation, is

of no small social significance. One hesi-

tates to give Valentino sole credit, how-

Deep in the Puritan subconscious the vi-

sion of The Rapist has always lurked, with

delightful overtones of the class struggle —
the Mexican gardener in Candy or the in-

famous "Negro stud" are not lineal des-

cendants of a single movie star. Importu-

nate lovers were no new thing in films,

either, but Hollywood cast them as villains.

Valentino projected "Rapist" and stayed a

hero, for his portrayals made the fantasy

more consciously acceptable.

In a sentence all too typical of his style,

Schulman spells out the moral of Valen-

tino's success as the Sheik:

I

Sighing in the kitchens, parlors,

and bedrooms, American women
longed for burning sands to come
closer to home, demon lovers whose

hot kisses seared their lips as

strong fingers tore at their pretties.

In fact, Valentino's lovemaking on screen

was tender, realistic, more spirited than

the pale conventions acceptable as high

passion at the time. What he implied, how-

ever, was high voltage stuff that even to-

day can bring cheers of approval from the

right audience.

Schulman's sensibility is also congenial

to a debunking of the standard biography

that has served the star; it is perhaps too

harsh a revision. He relies heavily on in-

formation from Valentino's agent and his

in-laws, a technique used to advantage in

Harlow. His own vigorous Screen Con-

jessions style supplies the thoughts and

conversations of intimate moments:

At last he realized she did not intend to

open the door and in a moment of rage

. he pounded his fists hard against it.

then ran down the stairs and into the

early Hollywood dawn, where in the

shelter of a palm tree he threw up his

wedding supper and wondered how he

could ever face people again ... a

man who had been locked out of his

bridal chamber on his wedding night

could only be laughed at, a hilarious

freak, unworthy of even contempt.

This sort of interstitial prose does not fail

to color Valentino's life.

Valentino immigrated to the United

Stales in 1913, not the harum-scarum scion

of minor nobility, but the disgruntled and

delinquent son of a country widow, who
despaired of managing her boy on home
grounds. New York City was his landfall;

he gravitated to the cheap and popular so-

cial life of the tearooms, soon became a
favorite tango dancer at Maxim's, elevated

himself to partnership with Bonnie Glass

and Joan Sawyer. Still, a rather seamy
life: Schulman has him arrested at one

paint as a known petty thief and black-

mailer. Shortly after his testimony in the

De Saulles society scandal. Rodolfo di Va-
lentina headed west with a road company.
In Hollywood he sponged off friends, hung
abound the Alexandria Hotel lobby and got

bit parts in some 16 movies over a three

year period, mostly as foreigners and
heavies. In 1919 he married Jean Acker, a
starlet better known than he and a mem-
ber of Nazimova's Amazonian circle; but

they separated before the wedding night.

The predictable "big break" came in

i'921 when Valentino was championed by

June Mathis, veteran screen writer, for the

An American Myth
part of Julio Desnoyers in Rex Ingram's

spectacular production of "The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse, based on a

popular war novel. She had been im-

pressed by his characterization of a profes-

sional adulterer for divorce evidence in

The Eyes of Youth (1919). Valentino's work

Successive roles might show "the great

lover" with greater intensity, but never

within a framework so satisfying, nor in so

apt and well-realized a character.

By 1921 Valentino was established. His

career thereafter became a succession of

disputes over salary, choice of script.

in the role of the scapegrace Argentinian

was so remarkable the director enlarged

his part, even at the expense of his

fiance's role, who played opposite Valen-

mistress. The public's enthu-

budget cuts and derogatory publicity, to

which he was unusually sensitive. So popu-

lar was the star after The Sheik had been

Teleased in 1921, that he was able to

"strike" against the movie moguls for two

siastic reception of The Four Horsemen years, dancing on tour in America

guat nteed Valentino ; movies, tioning in Europe, and return ) popu-

Sol/ h« nil* via (.n^^p*.
symbol of the sickness infecting So-

viet society. And yet the dominant impres-

sion upon the reader is one of sameness;

all that is most significant in The Cancer

Ward has already been better expressed

The First Circle, and the introduction of

whole series of secondary issues serves

only to fragment the author's vision and

weaken the impact of the book upon the

reader. Ironically, the treatment of medi-

cal issues seems weakest of all; there are

cases of malpractice; treatments are ad-

ministered which have side or after effects

almost as harmful as the disease they

cure; waiting rooms are so crowded that

doctors have no time for proper consulta-

tions with their patients. The Soviet sys-

tem of free medical care is considered one

of the greatest accomplishments of the

Communist regime, and Solzhenitsyn's

criticism may be too daring for Soviet

taste; but all of these defects exist in the

West as well, and the criticism may seem
pointless to the Western reader. In short,

The Cancer Ward is an interesting novel

but a disappointment in view of what Solz-

henitsyn's earlier work seems to promise.

The poet Yevtushenko has called Solz-

henitsyn "our only living Russian classic."

The test of this judgement lies in what
Solzhenitsyn will write after The Cancer

Ward. Up to now he has drawn heavily up-

on personal experiences which happen to

be of topical influence both in the Soviet

Union and abroad. One Day in the Life of

Ivan Denisovich was published at Khrush-

chev's command and was used as a weap-

on during the destalinization campaign.

The two works reviewed here have not

been published in the U.S.S.R. and are of-

ten misread abroad as anti-Soviet propa-

ganda. Solzhenitsyn's three novels span

the interval between the time of the au-

thor's arrest and the time when he began

to write. And 'so, Solzhenitsyn's work,

drawn on experience, deeply explored the

topical issues raised and discussed now
for more than ten years, but fast losing

their topicality. True, there is much of

lasting worth in what Solzhenitsyn has

written to date—a striking account of an

historical period, a moving testament of

the dignity of man. His style is highly ori-

inal, and his works are philosophically and

structurally related to those of Tolstoy and

Dostoevsky. All this is probably enough to

guarantee him some sort of place in Rus-

sian literature; yet the test of whether

Solzhenitsyn will ever attain the stature of

a classic rests upon his success or failure

in transcending the one theme that made
him famous. The Cancer Ward, with its

stale repititions on this wornout them
something he will have to overcome if he

is to pass the test.

Mr. O'Sullivan is a student at the U.S.

Naval Officer Candidate School in New-
port, R.l.

lar than ever. The Sheik, a rather tacky

film done from a scandalous best-seller of

the same name, featured the producer's

lumpish girl friend and had Valentino leer-

ing harder than he ever did before or af-

ter: Quintessential Rapist. The audience

loved it. Thereafter Valentino's most suc-

cessful offerings were those most like the

Sheik in theme.

Much of Valentino's fractiousness was

due to the influence of Natasha Rambova,

another of Nazimova's protegees, the great

true love of his life. This aggressive, aloof

and somewhat talented set-designer filled

him with artistic pretensions, scorned his

most popular films, and finally got herself

banned from all his productions after cost-

ing his studios a small fortune in white

elephants like Monsieur Beaucaire (1924>

and the never realized Hooded Falcon. Six

months after the studio ultimatum Natasha

left her husband. Divorce followed; though

Valentino's feelings for her were un-

changed.

His last film was Son of the Sheik (1926)

completed shortly before sound would

sweep away the era of silent films. Vilma

Banky is a toothsome heroine, the desert-

scapes are delightful, the comic relief is

unrelenting. Already, though, the Great

Lover's face betrays signs ofweariness, as

though middle age would surely be fatal.

But to the movie-going populace of Amer-

ica, he was still vital, popular, idolized.

His sudden death at 31, of peritonitis fol-

lowing an appendectomy, shocked the

world. He had become almost as much a

part of the Republic's mythology as J.F.

Kennedy would in a later day. To draw a

parallel between our collective sense of

loss each time is no more blashphemous

than true.

Though Valentino is the best book yet

available on the star, Schulman's biogra-

phy falls down in two areas. He does not

appraise Valentino's films, which after all.

were the raw material for the cult. What

description he does supply is no more ex-

tensive than one might glean from Theo-

dore Huff's Notes on Valentino's work,

published in 1952. Granted, prose cannot

substitute for the films themselves, and

Valentino retrospectives are not everyday

events. But for just that reason the author

ought to provide his readers with some es-

timation of the films. As Schulman quotes

from contemporary reviews, his own judg-

ement is nowhere evident. Did he ever

even see these films for himself?

Valentino's work seen in a body, as

presented recently at the Dryden Theatre

of the George Eastman House, Rochester,

New York, emphasizes the restraint of his

style, the elan and physical grace he

brought to costume roles, the charming

and boyish quality that underlay his sen-

suality. A disappointing proportion of his

films suffer from inept pacing or dis-

astrous miscasting. Like Garbo, the whole

of Valentino is far more impressive than

the sum of his parts.

Finally, there is a blankness about the

person Valentino not disguised by Schul-

man's inimitable overlay of familiarity.

Childish, natty, extravagant, fond of pets,

children, and speeding—yes. But where is

the sensitive and honorbound gentleman

perceived by such an unlikely critic

H.L. Mencken? Where is the mature and

tactful man who allowed Natasha her di-

vorce and then fended off the engagement

widely touted by Pola Negri? Above all,

how does Schulman account for the dis-

tance between the real Valentino, an or-

dinary fellow, and the idol on the screen?

The gap can be negotiated, but not with

this author. Two bits of candid footage

from The Legend of Rudolph Valentino

(1961), a TV compilation, etch a Valentino

more vivid than all of Schulman. The star,

smiling meekly, stands to one side as

Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart and Al

Jolson mug for the camera. Valentini

fers a wry parody of himself as the Sheik

before cameras roll on the set of his last

picture. As Mencken wrote, "Here was
who was catnip to women. Here was
who had wealth and fame. And here was

one who was very unhappy."

Diane Kaiser graduated from the College

of Wooster in 1966 with a major in I

pean History. She is currently a student of

the film at Rochester Institute of Technol-

ogy and The George Eastman House.
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Malraux Va Mourir
Anti-Memoires, Andre Malraux, trans-
lated from the French by Terence Kil-

martin, Holt, Rhinehart and Winston
432 pages, $8.95.

by BILL RAY

The first and most nagging problem fac-
ing the occassional reader who sits down
with Anti-memoires by Andre Malraux,
present Ministre de Culture of France,
is that of never being able to decide exact-
ly which experiences related by the author
actually occurred, and which are mere
fiction. Oddly, it is precisely this lack of

distinction between the real and the imag-
ined which makes Anti-memories mem-
orable.

For Malraux attacks the task before him,
that of reconstituting the important points
of his life and character, with the precon-
ceived notions that (1) only that portion of

his life which interrogates the meaning of

man and death, and attempts to find a
solution to the famous human condition, is

worth exposition; and (2) that portion of his

being which does question the world is as
often as not more clearly definable through
its imagined experiences and creations of

reality as through its actual physical
experiences. "Faced with the unknown,
certain dreams we have are of no less sig-

nificance than our memories."
After establishing these basic premises in

his introduction, our author-adventurer-art

critic-statesman next goes about the estab-

lishment of his own position in relation to

death and civilization, using to this end a

massive 600 page compilation-collage of

non-chronological facts, ficition, adven-
tures, novel fragments, a movie scenario,

and a crushing amount of political analy-

sis and declaration. We are treated alter-

nately to: the fervent description of his

many encounters with death {once over
North Africa in a storm, once in a tank-

trap during the war, once when he is cap-
tured while working with the Under-
ground); his esthetic and emotional Reac-
tions to the tombs of the ancient kings of

Egypt; his re-creation of his interviews
with Nehru and his personal evaluation of

the meaning of the Indian struggle for

independence; his visit to China as

DeGaulle's emissary and his evaluation of

China's struggle for independence.

(Strangely enough, amidst all of these rev-

elations upon the glorious struggles for

independence nary a trace of Spain's ill-

fated struggle is evident. Could it be that

our author is letting political considerations

determine his subject matter?) And finally

a healthy portion of the work is devoted to

a scenario by Clappique, eccentric mytho-
maniac of Man's Fate, which presents the

life of Mayrena, a sort of Lawrence of

Indochina.

Firstly, one is tempted to draw the con-

clusion that the work is finally the result

of a distraught ex-hero's inability to recon-

cile his present existence and forthcoming
peaceful demise with his earlier idealism

and violent activism. Having spent his life

fighting devotedly for various honorable
causes, Malraux seems to have suddenly

realized that his previous "justification by
action and engagement" attitude will be
seriously compromised by a quiet, unim-
portant death as an aging member of Le
Grand Charles' Cabinet. Faced with the im-

possibility of continually maintaining his

reputation on the basis of his pre-World
War II laurels, he now is creating Anti-

memoires as a means of transcending the

somewhat anti-climatic nature of his pres-

ent position—a transcendence to be accom-
plished through the creation of a great phil-

osophical, moral and artistic statement
which will hopefully represent the ensemble
of all of the questions, answers, problems
and solutions of an era, as seen by one of

the men most intimately concerned with

them. Anti-memoires would then become
another one of those images which we con-

tinually draw from ourselves, according to

Walter in the first section of the work. The
Walnut Trees of Altenburg, images designed

to remove us from the harsh reality of. our

insignificance, images "powerful enough to

negate our nothingness." In short an image
of his epoch and life massive enough to im-
part a sense of immortality to its author, a

work of art powerful enough to attain that
level of eternal Truth which only an artis-
tic creation can reach.
And if this is what Anti-memoires boils

down to, it becomes more a means of psy-
chic therapy for the author than a revela-
tion for the reader. Indeed, from the philo-
sophical point of view, Anti-memoires
does add very little to the ideas already
developed in Malraux's earlier works of
fiction. What we are being exposed to is

not fresh philosophical fodder, but rather
the relation of the old ideas to their creator
himself: What does "Malraux" mean to
Malraux himself and to the world? Further,
we are faced with a man so powerful that
he is assured of his audience by mere vir-

tue of his position. The words of wisdom
he proffers us are no longer those of a man
who just wants to be heard, but those of a
great man who insists on being understood
and appreciated.

If the work seems inconclusive, opinion-
ated and pompous, it is because Malraux,
even with all his sources and experiences,
cannot find all of the answers. The "un-
known" which he sets out to question and
illuminate—primarily man's meaning and
the meaning of his death—is at the conclu-
sion as obscure as ever. There seems to be
even a futility inherent in the task which
Malraux has prescribed for himself. The
more he investigates, interviews and ex-
plores, the more facets to his subject he
discovers. Tracing his literary produc-
haps, of his artistic criticism) are con-
cerned basically with the same subject, one
tion, all of which (with the exception, per-
is somewhat discouraged to see Malraux
move from the crude simplicity of The
Conquerors, through the concise thorough-
ness of Man's Fate and the intimidating
immensity of Man's Hope, to the monu-

mental endlessness of Anti-memoires
(which, incidentally, is to include three
volumes which will be published postu-

mously).

Unfortunately, not only is Malraux
trapped within the infinitely expandable
realm of his original subject matter, but
he seems equally unable to break out of

the stylistic patterns developed in his

earlier fictional works. When Malraux the

Professor is not lecturing us matter-of-

factly on the true roots and significance

of Gandhi's movement, the poet Malraux
is painting in his usual terms of light and
sound, shadow and silence, the horror of

the War. Or the painter and artist Mal-
raux is evoking the eternity and breath-

taking spiritual solemnity of the Pyramids
or a Buddhist shrine. Not that his tech-

nique is striking, but after several novels
and a few hundred pages of Anti-mem-
oires, one 'begins to wish that just one
character could be described without such
brilliant lighting effects, and that just one
village in the mountains of Vietnam could

be mentioned without sonorous produc-

tions. For those unfamiliar with Mal-
raux's other works, however, Anti-mem-
oires should present a fairly interesting

anthology of his styles, particularly the

philosophical dialogue. Man's Hope does
the job just as well, however, and is in-

finitely more readable.

In conclusion, one must admit that the

true worth of Anti-memoires is difficult to

discern. It is definitely neither the most
entertaining nor interesting book of the

author. It may indeed be therapeutic to

Malraux and have helped him reaffirm

his world's meaning and the meaning of the

death soon to be upon him. But if this be
the case, we must admit that only those

readers really interested in the relation-
ship of the creator's ideas to the creator
himself will be able to truly appreciate this
work. And yet perhaps a future generation
will come to appreciate this monumental
work as it was meant to be appreciated.
For in spite of the boredom and antipathy
which Malraux often inspires in his read
ers, he nevertheless does manage to probe
profoundly into the underlying tensions,
thoughts and problems behind the major
events of an entire era. He exposes at least
to a certain extent not only his own
dilemma of the meaning of his own life

and death, but also that faced by millions
of those who shared his epoch.
Mr. Ray, a graduate student in French
Literature, has often studied at the Uni-
versity of Grenoble.

Luncheon cont. from page 2

strong revolutionary organization is neces-
sary. But no one can be trusted with such
power. Within the revolutionary organiza-
tion is the potential for a new tyranny. In
other Heinlein stories, the revolution suc-
ceeds, and the potential is actualized.

Three pages before the end of the book,
Mike "dies." It becomes impossible to

speak with him, although he still functions
as a computer. No plausible explanation
is given. Abbie Hoffman talks about blank
space as communication. Heinlein uses it.

His book ends with a murder mystery. The
solution is left to the reader. Upon that
solution hangs much of the meaning of
the book.

The murderer, is, I believe, Professor de
la Paz, the founder of the revolution, an
anarchist:

. . .A rational anarchist belives
that concepts such as 'state' and
'society' and 'government' have no
existence save as physically exem-
plified in the acts of self-responsible

individuals. He believes that it is

impossible to shift blame, distribute

blame. . .as blame, guilt, responsi-
bility are matters taking place in-

side human beings singly and
nowhere else. But being rational, he
knows that not all individuals hold

his evaluation, so he tries to live

perfectly in an imperfect world. .

.

aware that his effort will be less

than perfect yet undismayed by
self-knowledge of self-failure.

Surely you would not want. . .

well, H-missles for example — to

be controlled by one irresponsible

person.

My point is that one person is re-

sponsible. Always. If H-bombs exist

— and they do — some man con-

trols them. In terms of morals
there is no such thing as 'state.'

Just men. Individuals. Each respon-

sible for his own acts.

For reasons of security, Mike has pro-

grammed himself in such a way that he
can only talk to three people, any one of

whom can shut out the other two. Pro-
fessor de la Paz is keenly aware of the

danger that Mike's existence poses for the

continued existence of a free society on
Luna. If my interpretation is correct,

Prof's first action, after the revolution is

won, is to shut out the other two. He then

commits suicide, eliminating the last per-

son to whom Mike can talk.

Prof and Mike are the most attractive

characters in the book. In order that their

end, a free Luna, may be achieved, it is

necessary that Prof kill Mike and himself.

There is no other way.
Tanstaafl.

Mr. Friedman is a recent graduate of

Harvard University, where he was associate

Editor of the Harvard Conservative. He
writes a regular column for The New
Guard.
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_ on record as an intrinsic part of the cos-

d^ ^ ^ -~~* ^vlrw/v^T mology, thus offering valuable insights into

\ iOS III 1 IL 1 *he process of writing itself. It is much like^ J viewing a painting from a distance and

(hen moving up next to it to see how each

stroke of paint assembles itself into a uni-

fied impression. The cosmology offers the

reader this chance to stand close and view

the composition. Furthermore, the cosmo-

logies exemplify a unique American mania

to achieve the impossible — to write the

Great American Novel, to expand the lim-

; of language, to encompass the universe

ithin a progression of metaphors. The

Everyman His Own Poet, by A. D. Van

Nostrand, McGraw-Hill, 272 pages,

$7.50.

by DANIEL COYLE

Much of recent literary criticism has

sought to arrange the sprawling out-

pourings of the American imagination

around a single myth, theme, or cultural

principle. The Herculean difficulties facing

such a critic lie in the development of his

governing principle: he must synthesize

without simplifying, drawing together di-

verse writings into a system that is vast

but meaningful. Some of the more notable

of these critical works are Lewis's The

American Adam, Fiedler's An End to In-

nocence, Lee Marx's The Machine in the

•Garden, and Smith's Virgin Land — all of

which examine American culture from a

literary standpoint. Van Nostrand shares

the concern of these critics to seek a unify-

ing principle and establish a literary tradi-

The purpose of Van Nostrand's book is to

define American romanticism in terms of

those writings that defy definition and ge-

neric classification. They go under the

names of epic poems, experimental novels,

essays, autobiographies, and free verse ex-

periments. Dr. Van Nostrand chooses to

call them cosmologies, and they include

Emerson's essays, Leaves of Grass, Wal-

den, Moby Dick, The Bridge, Pater-

son, the writings of Wolfe, Faulkner, and

the late Henry James. The book's thesis is

that in the spirit of adventure that attend-

ed the founding of the New World, the

American writer has been compelled to

construct a theory about the universe, a

romantic and original overview of the to-

tality of existence, free of all the cultural

limitations of the Old World. Through the

chaotic condition of language and ex-

perience, the cosmologist searches for a

governing metaphor, an ordering principle.

His work describes his "transparent eye-

ball" in the process of perception and the

struggle to express what it sees: the cos-

mology is a dramatization of the poet's

mind searching for order.

The fact that the mystique of expression

is the poet's central problem indicates that

the style of his work will be intimate and

self-conscious and the subject matter

largely autobiographical. As Hart Crane

sought to develop his "mystical synthesis

of America" by using himself as a bridge,

as Whitman employed his equivocal self as

a metaphor for a "Democratic" America,

so every cosmologist in the process of liv-

ing and writing becomes a living metaphor

and his work becomes an extension of him-

self. As the images agitate in the poet's

mind and the metaphors accumulate, what

emerges is a vision of an organic universe

where mind and matter fuse into a contin-

uous being. This is in accord with Emer-
son's doctrine that reality is subjective and

metaphorical and that the world becomes

organic when consciousness perceives and

integrates all things into a^totality. Emer-

son's dialectical style, Melville's method of

"a careful disorder," the "drift" of Whit-

man's poems all describe how each of

these poets adapted the notion of organ-

icism to the structure of his work.

This poetic urge to express the whole-

ness of the whole has unmistakable reli-

gious overtones; consequently, the Ameri-

can poet not only created his own cosmos

but also proclaimed it as good news. The
tone of these cosmologies is distinctively

evangelical. Without an established culture

and enriched with a new sense of things,

the American gospel treats its reader as a

neophyte, telling him how he should per-

ceive, think, and live his life. In this radi-

cal faith, the poet became the priest, ca-

pable of interpreting events and giving

them meaning. Thus our most radical of

evan elists, Walt Whitman, writes of the

pot: 'His brain is the ultimate brain. He
is r. i arguer. . .he is judgement. He judges

noi . the judge judges but as the sun fall-

ing a.ound a helpless thing."

The worth in reading and studying these

cosmologies is that here, as in no other

form of writing, the writer is involved in

his work. His struggle with expression is

wonder is that out of this naive inspiration

emerged a complex, profound literature.

In the following passage, Van Nostrand

speaks of the "doctrinal impossibility" of

ever achieving an ultimate expression. Al-

though speaking of Moby Dick, he might

as well be speaking of his own critical

effort.

On its own terms such searching can

never achieve its goal. But the drama-

tization of the search is another mat-

ter: the representation of the struggl-

ing consciousness collaborating with its

circumstances to rout out meaning, to

organize the inexplicable into some

system of knowledge, if not belief.

Near the beginning of his book. Van Nos-

trand proposed a "restless play upon the

abstract term" cosmology so that its

meaning would soon "accrete." He

achieves this and more — a credible,

workable, even profound synthesis of

American romantic literature.

Mr. Coyle is a sophot

at Kalamazoo College.

: English major

Sure,youVeheard of
Newsweek-buthaveyou
read itlately? fflf^i

66 The Soviet Union wants to have its cake and eat

it too. That, it has become abundantly clear, is the

message emanating from the Kremlin since the occu-

pation of Czechoslovakia. What Moscow is saying to

Washington is, quite simply, this: We have every in-

tention of shoring up the Eastern European bloc and

acting repressive at home, but we don't want that to

interfere with such U.S.-Soviet concerns as limiting

the anti-ballistic-missile and arms races. Whether the

Russians can pull off this two-pronged strategy is a

pressing question for them—as well as the new U.S.

Administration."

66 In the months since the Battle of Chicago, the

ensuing battle over the battle only managed to blur

the record of who and what went wrong. Was it Mayor

Richard Daley's police force? The demonstrators? Or

both? The closest thing to an authoritative verdict

emerged from a 233-page special staff report to the

President's Commission on the Causes and Preven-

tion of Violence. And the judgment is sharp and clear:

it amounts to a searing rebuke to the mayor himself

and an indictment of Chicago's police force. 'Police

violence wasa fact of convention week,' the thorough-

going study concludes—and so much so that at times

the behavior of law-enforcement officers could 'only

be called a police riot.'

"

6 6 Shortly after last year's Mideast war, while most

of his countrymen were still contentedly contemplat-

ing their heady six-day victory over the Arabs,

Israel's ranking storyteller, Prime Minister Levi

Eshkol, reached back into his Ukrainian boyhood to

sound a note of cautionary wisdom. T am afraid,' he

said, 'that we will yet find ourselves in a position like

the boys in my town, when the marriage broker was

trying to marry off the ugly daughter of the richest

merchant. We all liked the dowry, but the bride— oi

vey!' Israel's dowry is the 26,349-square mile tract of

land that was conquered from the Arabs. And the

'bride' is the population of 980,000 hostile Arabs tbat

came with it. For eighteen months, Israel's problem

has been how to keep as much of the dowry and as

little of the bride as possible."

66 The Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute," writes

Milton Friedman in his Signed Opinion column, "is

dramatic evidence of how deeply concerned about

their children's schooling are the parents-Negro,

Puerto Rican and white - in that low ncome district.

Whoever is to blame, the parents are surely right on

the central issue of quality. Their children have been

getting inferior schooling, and the parents have had

no control over the schooling. It is an encouraging sign

that so many low-income parents both know and care."

66 One option is to leave the church, and some jit-

tery Catholics undoubtedly will. But a full-scale

schism is improbable, since no one is anxious to or-

ganize yet another church. Indeed, it is because they

care deeply for the church— and the papacy — that

many of Paul's critics now look upon the crisis he has

created as a God-given opportunity to examine the

real theological and philosophical issues that the en-

cyclical has forced to the surface."

Go to the original source:

Newsweek
The coupon below invites you to read Newsweek for

the next 30 weeks for only $3.50. If, after reading

three issues you decide that Newsweek's not for you,
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Dr. Alpheus Mason gave the main address at last Saturday's
all-college convocation during parents' weekend.

Mason Focuses Address

On History and Dissent
By Evelyn Manolis

"Americans are descenders

of dissenters," stated Dr. Al-

pheus T. Mason, McCormick

I orfessor of Jurisprudence,

Ermeritus, of Princeton Uni-

versity, In a speech he deliver-

ed at an all-college convocation

Inst Saturday In Russell Gym.
Dr. Mason focused his ad-

dress on the fact that the United

States was founded on revolution

Mason emphasized that the

spirit of contention which Adlal

Stevenson expressed as the

"discordant symphony of our

society," has fortunately con-

tinued throughout American

History.

Cherished Principles

Quoting from the Founding
Fathers such as Jefferson, A-
dams andEuropeanintellectuals

such as Burke and Rousseau,
Mason analytically surveyed
America's political history.

Noting that the United States

has experienced the continuing

rebellion of 1776, Mason said

that what has set America apart

from the experiences of other

ETeat revolutionary movements
— those In FranceandRussla—

The Louttit George

Lecture Series

Paul Van Buren

Noted Death of God Theologian

"The Proposal -

for Tomorrow's Religion"

March 7 7:30 p.r

Hynson Lounge

Is that she has always cherish-

ed the traditions and principles

Inherited from England.

Domesticated Revolution

These other nations, he ex-

plained, attempted to overthrow

all that was theirs; "America
has not." Other Revolutions,

Mason added, have been a con-

serving factor and have been

limited within the realm of the

In the United States, he said,

"revolution has been domesti-

cated and brought within the

four corners of the constitu-

Peace and Consensus

To alleviate the fear that

dissension makes America ap-

pear like a fragmented nation,

Dr. Mason said he believed that

peace and consensus are not de-

sirable goals for the United

States, because history has

demonstrated that for the wel-

fare of all citizens and for the

maintenance of Democracy, dis-

sension Is necessary,

A member of the Princeton

faculty for 40 years, Dr. Mason
initiated a study In 1959 of the

office and powers of Chief Jus-

tice of the United States Su-

preme Court. Since then he has

written several books which

have contributed to his status

as the country's preeminent

Judicial biographer.

Mason emphasized In his ad-

dress the leading roleoftheSu-

preme Court as the prime pro-

tector of liberty and the right

to dissent.

The Degree of Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters given by the au-

thority of the governing board

of the college was presented to

Dr. Mason by President Daniel

Z. Gibson.

SGA Evaluations Change Format;

Plan To Publish Late In March
By Jim Dillon

A return to prose format and

summaries written by upper-
classmen areamongthe changes

in this year's course evalua-

tions, sponsored by the Student

Government Association. Eval-

uation '69, dealing with the

first-semester courses, will

be published by March 21.

The goals of the committee
are to give students a guide-

line for selecting new courses,

to allow professors to see stu-

dents' response to their teach-

ing and to "encourage student

consciousness of the quality of

their intellectual endeavor,"
said Barbara Osborne, chair-

man of the Evaluations Com-
mittee.

The questionnaires which
students will fill In are com-
posed of short-answer Inquir-

ies about course content, rele-

vance of material, generatedln-
terest and response among stu-

New Section Added

A new addition to the ques-

tionnaire will be a supplemen-

tary section with general ques-

tions about the Intellectual at-

mosphere on campus, coeduca-

tional living and students on

faculty committees. Whether

this section will be published

with the final evaluation de-

pends upon the nature of the

responses.

Another innovation will be a

beginning statement from the

professor concerning the objec-

tives of his course and the

changes he might plantolmple-

ent. Following the professor's

resume will be a brief table of

basic facts about the courses,

and then a paragraph summar-
izing the students' evaluation

of the course.

Edited Abstracts

The student written summar-
ies will be written, according
to Miss Osborn, "by intelligent

well-informed, sensitive upper-
classmen." Each writer ap-
pointed by the committee will

compile three abstracts which

will then be edited by the

Evaluations Committee.
"We feel," she added, "that

the evaluation Is valuable as
a general commentary on the

curriculum here. The short-

essay paragraph and summary
system seems the most flexible

and we would like to establish

a precedent for future evalua-

Last year's evaluation was
presented as a completely ob-

jective set of statistical tables.

Earlier In 1967 the first S.G.A.

evaluation appeared In para-
graph summaries, compiled
from short -essay responses.

Gibson Approves Keys

For Sophs and Junior

By Jean Kirshcnbaum

The extension of the self-

limiting hours system to In-

clude Sophomore and Junior

women was approved by presi-

dent Daniel Z. Gibson this week,

according to Sue Thomas,
President of the Women's
Residence Association, He gave
his approval after reviewing a

proposal presented to him by
the WRA.

All Senior \

21 years or older received self-

limiting hours privileges th-

rough a "key system" Instituted

here last spring. This system
allows women to let themselves

Into their residence halls at any

Will Receive Keys

Sophomore and Junior women
excepting those on academic

probation, wll) be granted ke>

privileges sometime a f t e i

spring break, late In March.

Miss Thomas said lnapersona.

SDS, State DepL

Have Confrontation
By Edward Schulman

A debate between represen-

tatives of the State Department
and Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) on "Vietnam and

the United States Foreign Pol-

Icy" took place last Wednesday
night in Hynson Lounge.

Hank Topper, a staffmember
of the Washington, D. C. branch

of SDS for two years and a cam-
pus organizer, opposed John
Clark Kimball, the State De-
partment's Senior Editor In the

Office of Media Services, Bu-
reau of Public Affairs. The con-

frontation was sponsored by the

Peace Action Committee.

Must Sell

Excess Production

Topper started off his pre-

sentation by blaming vested in-

terests of a few In this country

for the failure of United States

foreign policy in Southest Asia

and the world. He cited the fig-

ure that only 200 families own
80% of the wealth in this coun-

"After World war n," Top-
per said, "these families found

themselves In a position of do-

minance which led to expansion

on our businesses all over the

world In search of cheap labor,

raw materials and new markets

to get rid of excess produc-

tion. These new markets in

Latin America, Southeast Asia

and Africa have led us to for-

(Continued on Page 3)

However, In order tobe eligi-

ble, all women must attend £

meeting to be held soon whlci

will explain the rules and regu-

lations pertaining to the key sys-

The present curfew for Sopho

a.m. on weekdays and 1:30a.m.

on weekends; they are permittee

a limit number of two o'clock

' lates" per year.

President Gibson rejected a

section of the WRA proposal

(Continued on Page 4)

SDS representative Hank Topper attempts to counter argument

John Kimball.
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The Atmosphere
"The differences between American institutions

that have had demonstrations and those that have not

(seem) almost exclusively due to the type of students at-

tending them. The more a school attracts intellectually or-

iented and liberally motivated students, the greater the

chance of political activism on campus."

This statement, taken from the latest Saturday Re-

view is interesting especially when related to Washington

College.

The opening remark of the representative of Stu-

dents for a Democratic Society (SDS} here Wednesday was

significant: He noted at the outset that he might have to

rely on the audience for help in recalling facts and figures

about Vietnam for his debate with the man from the State

Department. It seems that it has been some time since he

has had an argument about Vietnam. Other issues are the

hot topics in the "outside world", while here in the back-

waters of the Eastern Shore we are just getting around to

demonstrating our interest and concern over the war. The

topic is passe in terms of "where it's at" now. Not that it

is any less important than it was, but other things are being

talked about.

We imagine it will be some time before the hot top-

ics of the outside world reach us; the Afro-American group

is a hopeful sign that a few issues will at least get through

before long.

Perhaps it is this remote location and a relatively

stagnant or dormant intellectual atmosphere which deters

more "intellectually oriented and liberally motivated stu-

dents" from attending Washington College.

If so, but not just because of this fact, the college

should strive to improve its academic environment, raise

the quality of the thinking which goes on here, and make

every effort to import the events, topics, and important

ideas circulating in the "real world" to our campus.

This effort is the responsibility of the students en-

rolled now, as well as the faculty and administration. The
latter groups are attempting to upgrade the quality of ed-

ucation offered here; we should all be concerned about our

own contribution to the quality of the academics here. To
a large degree it is by our successes and failures that the

value of a Washington College degree is judged.

This week's Time magazine offers the following

breakdown of student bodies: 2% are "Wreckers"; 6% are

"Militants"; 20% are "Protesters"; and 40% are the "Con-

cerned." This leaves 32% unclassified, or in the relatively

inactive, unconcerned, complacent category.

One wonders how this breakdown compares with

the percentages of our student body. Probably the last

group is considerably larger.

We hope that Washington College will attract more
of the "intellectually oriented and liberally motivated" stu-

dents, even if it means we have a demonstration or two. A
little more intellectual muscle flexing would be beneficial

here, and need not be accompanied by physical muscle
flexing.

Our Public Relations
Our PR department comes up with occasional in-

spirations which promise to put the college's name before

the American public. Last year, an appeal for funds was
made in the pages of Time magazine. Although of dubious
value, the effort certainly tops the most recent PR effort.

Cherry pie baking. After a receipe was selected

from a baking contest (and later rejected because it re-

quired refrigerating the pies) one hundred pies were deliv-

ered, along with musical entertainment, to the Walter Reed
Army Hospital last Sunday.

While this diversion no doubt amused the wounded
Vietnam Vets, it is very discouraging that the PR office

does not choose to emphasize the aspects of the college

more directly related to education and learning.

Why not arrange an appearance on the GE College
Bowl? Let's have a teach-in, a be-in, an anything-in (even
if the PR office has to arrange it) but let us aim our efforts,

especially those which we brag about to the public, at sub-

jects other than proficiency at cherry pie baking.

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year except

during official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Wa-

shington College in the interest of students, faculty, and alumni
The opinions expressed by the editors of the ELM do not neces-

sarily represent those of the college.

Letters to the Editor
Graduate Writes

From Ethiopia
Dear Friends:

A mist Is rlslngfrom the lush

green growth of Aggaro, a small

town In the Kefa province of

Ethiopia. The mist Is the af-

termath of a torrential rain

upon the harshly sun-baked red

ground, weaving, sputtering

music Is playing over the short

wave radio. The only other so-

unds are an occasional spurt of

laughter from some children

playing In a nearby meadow,

and the slow reluctant drip-drop

of water from the roof top. An
occasional passer-by fights his

way through the slippery, slid-

ing, sticky mud. All else Is still

and serene. The townspeople are

in their chlka huts fixing their

suppers of potato and cabbage,

or bean "wat". (No meattoday,

because It is one of the three

fast days of the week). Nothing

strange about this scene until

you study it more closely. Sud-

denly, in a bare twisted dead

tree the silent one, the death-

watcher, calmly waits for Ms
next feast. It Is a lone vulture

who knows death Is coming, for

death Is overly abundant here.

The chance for an Idyllic, bu-

colic scene Is mangled into one

of impending doom.

Such Is the contrast in this

strange and exotic land. A pro-

mise of beauty Is quickly bal-

anced by the reality of pain,

suffering and death. At first

glance, the country and people

are lovely, but underneath is

filth, pain-pain suchasfewofus
will everexperience-andllving

death. Death Is so omnipresent

that you think It to be alive.

This way, ladles and gentle-

See bodies maimed and twist-

ed!

Spirits dead before created!

Each one daring you to grin!

The dichotomy between pain

and beauty is horrifyingly clear.

But I ) dismal 3

dim, for there are many rays of

life. First, those who are for-

tunate enough to have any land,

money or position are not so

defeated. They go on and are

beautiful. Life may be a drud-

gery, but they make the most
out of it. One such example is

the manner they greet each oth-

er with. At W. C. and in most
of America, greeting another is

a transgression against one's

integrity. A simple "Hello!" is

forced and unnatural if it some-
how manages to twist its way
out of your mouth. Here one has

the other extreme. One goes

through a series of greetings

that may last as long as five

minutes, but there is a sharp

distinction that must be made.

It is honest, natural and sin-

cere. Good friends greet each

other this way every day; and

if they haven't seen each other

for two or three days - watch

out! Somehow we are missing

something, but it is forever lost

In our culture, there isn't any

time for such things.

Next, there is Ethlophia's

climate andterrain. Inthe north,

there are towering mountains

and wide sweeping valleys. The

soil Is potty black and excited

with the expectance of foeding

life. Life, and the promise oflt,

oozes from all sides. There is

nothing comparable to It In the

US. Sometimes I wonder if I

might be In a fantasy land such
as Middle-Earth. (To Tolkien

advocates, I picture the north

and Its valleys as those of Ro-
han). In the south, It Is dry,

but I haven't been there, or In

the east where there is a de-

sert. I am stationed In the west

where the jungle starts. Farther
west there is more jungle with

vines, thick undergrowth, leo-

pards, lions, hyenas (they are

haunting with that mocking, hi-

larious laugh) and the whole
scene. Here, in Aggaro, we have
leopards, wild pigs, hyenas and

monkeys, but Aggaro is be-
coming too big and has too many
outskirts of the town nowadays.

The sunbeatsdown,butthetem-
perature rarely gets higher than

90 degrees. Needless to say,

but I shall anyway, It is a land

of many various climates and

terrains.

What am I doing here? Those
who I have written to before

realize that question has several

meanings, Implications, and

calls for several answers. For
those in the dark, I shall throw

a little light into your infinite

depth for curiosity. I am teach-

ing English as a foreign lan-

guage to seventh and eighth

graders. I also have one third

and fourth grade section. Iteach
a total of thirty-two hours a

week. Strangely, 1 thrive on it.

Actually there can't be anything

more rotten to teach. (Of course,

teaching literature would be a

delight, but no such luck here).

But there Is a special reason I

try so hard. It sounds nauseat-

lngly humanitarian, but I shall

let you decide. In America, one
can go through high school with-

out any extra hang-ups such as
leaving exams.

Harry: Hey Sludge! What's a
lee-vin' exam?

Sludge; Gosh, got me. Maybe
we take them If we flunk out.

Right now, I'm gonna kick da

Leaving exams are given to

the sixth, eighth and twelfth

grades. If you pass, you areal-

lowed to go to the next grade.

They "weed" out students here.

There are no avenues left to

those who failthe sixth and eigh-
th grade exams. They are doom-
ed to stay on the farm. Those
who are In the twelfth grade
are under extremepressure, for

It is the opportunity to attend

Halle Selassie I University, the

only academic university In
Ethiopia. If they make It throu-

gh the University, they are
guaranteed of a job with steady

pay and a good income. So ed-
ucation Is literally the key to

success here. I play a small
but Important part. English Is

the second official language of

Ethiopia. (The first Is Arnharlc).

The test Is In English. There-
fore, I have to be a damn good
teacher, or at least as good as
possible.

As of the moment, I haven't

gotten Into much else, I plan to

eventually work with the Public

Health Service In Aggaro. Two,
or even three years of service

in Ethiopia may not be enough.

may r t be i t all,

or they may be Just appearing

when you have to leave. Pro-

gress is slow - very slow. But

then just what progress entails

is another baffling subject.

One of the most revolting

speeches ever perpetrated on

anyone was given to us the first

day we arrived In Addis Ababa.

Some dopey, bleached blond

spoke fifteen minutes on how all

of Ethiopia Is blissful and
beautiful. The Beggars, diseas-

ed and poverty-stricken were
covered, with an icing - ala

Elvira Madlgan. I can't do that,

for Ethiopia Is composed of

multitudinous dichotomies.

Some may be wondering who

I am, but it Is now a new ques-

tion for me - at least, in my
relationship with Washington

College. Those who I have writ-

ten to before probably hear

echoes of what I wrote to you -

excuse me. My letters to you

were first-hand feelings on my
part. This letter Is consider-

ably toneddown, for reasons I

can't bother with now. At any

rate, take all of this as though

you are trapped In a room ad-

joining another, and you are

forced tohear avolcewhlchmay
or may not be interesting. Af-

terwards, give a sigh, flip the

page and see what's playing at

the Chester Theatre.

Timothy W. Williams
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Seven Finish

Requirements

\n February

By Jim Dillon

Seven members of thisyear's

graduating class have completed

their degree requirements as of

first semester. Because the col-

lege has only one commence-
ment per year, these seven must
wait until June to receive their

diplomas.

In each case, the student had
]ost creditsduringtheusualfour

years. To complete course re-

quirements, it was necessary
for each to return for an extra

semester.

Mostly Transfers

Becky Hill and Carol Holden

had both lost a semester be-
cause of sickness. Keith Levin-

son, a chemistry major, needed

extra courses for Ms prepara-

tion in his major.

The other four, Bruce Helsh-

man, Beverly Sharp, Jane Enley

and Roger Malsch, had trans-

ferred to Washington college

from another school, losing cre-

dits in the act of transferring.

According to the Registrar,

Mr. Ermon Foster, most mid-

year graduates are transfer

students. "We urge people to

make up work in summer sch-

ool, so that they may graduate

with their class. This is some-
times impossible, due to sum-
mer work." Mr. Foster con-

tinued, "Even though these stu-

dents will not return for second

semester, they wlllformallyre-

ceive their bachelor's degree

Founding Father George Washington looks on as student;

their parents glide to the music of the George Hipp orchestra a

Birthday Ball held in Hodson Hall.

Peace Group Moves

To Stop Recruiting
By Jim Dillon

The Peace Action Committee
is presently campaigningto pre-

vent "special information"

teams representing the Armed
Forces from recruiting stu-

Though support for the move
drew a unanimous vote at a

regular meeting, motives are
varied.

Some feel that permitting

military career representatives

to use college facilities repre-

sents Indirect support by the

college's administration of the

structure and

Some feel that, in addition

to other objections, there should

be a separation of military and

academic interests.

IV- 1 i i i ( ircnlniion

SDS and State DepL

Dicuss Vietnam War
(Continued from Page 1)

elgn policy problems in these

The American capitalist,

wlilch he described as putting

profit ahead of human interest,

needs the present military ap-

paratus in order to maintain

these markets. Far eastern

markets have become abigpart

of the United States economic
system. A shake-up in the far

eastern market would send the

United states into a depres-

Capitalist Needs Military

Mr. Kimball started his pre-

sentation by rejecting Topper's

economic argument. Kimball
contended that allUnited State's

exports amount to Is 30 billion

dollars of which in the end only

nine million dollars Is profit.

He felt that this country would
not suffer such agony for only

nine million dollars. He also

said "If you want to take the

position that competitive trade

should be abolished this should

also apply to Russia and China,
who also seek markets."

Problems Solved On Inside

Kimball encouraged his lis-

teners, "not to stay on the out-

side shouting and pulling down,

while problems are being solved

on the inside. On the 'Inside,'

man has made more progress

in the last twenty years than in

all of human history."
• The

Vietnam," he said,

fight Communism, but to fight

fprce as a tool of national pow-
er." Kimball also said that our

foreign policy is not one of

conquest.

Describing himself as an

Adlai Stevenson liberal, Kim-
ball said the only solution to

our foreign policy problem will

come with time. "We must buy

time which is not an easy game.

"

A petition went Into circula-

tion on Friday, February 21,

to gather student opinion on
this issue. The eventual goal

of the Committee is to bar the

teams from the entire college

property.

One PAC member proposed
the Alumn; House as a com-
promise location for recruit-

ing teams but the suggestion

received no support from the

group and was not brought to a

Needed Services

Bedford Groves, Director of

the Placement Office, has sup-

ported allowing military re-

cruiters space on college pro-

"There are quite a few men,"
he said, "particularly Seniors,

who are interested In finding

out what special opportunities,

such as officer programs, are

available to them upon gradua-

tion. We provided military co-

unseling as one of our place-

Groves also pointed out that

the teams are not conventional

recruiters. "They can supply

Information not available to the

local recruiter," he said, "for
which the interested student

would otherwise have to travel

to Baltimore or Washington."

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones B

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10

Sunday 11:30 a.

a.m. - 12 p.m.

m. - 12 p.m.

College Participates In

Exchange Programs
By David Stiffcm

Washington College offerstwo

programs to send qualified stu-

dents to another college for one

semester. One program ex-

changes twohistorymajorswlth
the University of Warwick.

I The other program sends a

maximum of two students to

American University, Washing-
ton D. C. to study the Ameri-
can system of government first

The American University

semester is especially geared

\to political science majors, s

curriculum consists of doing

independent research on a pro-
blem concerned ' with contem-
porary policy making of the

Federal Government and attend-

ing 3 seminar classes.

The pre-requlsites for the

program are a C-plus average
or better and an Introductory

course in American Govern-
ment, A student does not have
to be a political science major,
and anyone Interested Is urged
to apply so that this program

(Continued on Pagefi)

they the

contemporary and Informal po-

licy making of the U. S. Gov-
ernment. Professor Schick of

the Washington college Poli-

tical Science department, main-
tains that this program is "ln-

dlspenslble to political science

majors, because even the top

graduate schools can't teach

what can be gained through In-

terviews and just living, work-
ing, and doing research in Wa-
shington. However, the politi-

cal science majors here don't

seem to agree."

Quote In Jeopardy

As a result of the lack of In-

terest in this program, Wash-
ington College's quota Is In

jeopardy of being revoked, This
past semester no student even
applied, and the one person who
went to Washington, D. C this

semester has already returned.

Anyone who isinterested should

apply sometime in March to

Professor Schick. The actual

Keys
(Co . I';iV l. 1

which sugge.'-'ed that second
semester Freshmen women be
permitted to have key privileges

six times a year.

In rejecting this section Dr.

Gibson commented, accordlngto
Fran Greenbaum, member of

the WRA' Executive Committee,
that for Freshmen the self-lim-

iting hours system Is a privilege

to be earned, and could be a

source of motivation to dc well

In academic work.

Second Semester Freshmen
with grades of "c" or better

have 11:30p.m. curfew on week-
days and 1 a.m. on weekends,
and are presently allowed to

take four two o'clock "lates"

WRA House Council Is study-

ing further the possibility of

extending key privileges to

Freshmen, Miss Thomas said.

For Nice Thing, i i Silve r & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

The Marine officer selection team from Balti

II be on campus the 13th of March to int<

prospective applicants for service as an officer of

be team will set up in the student lounge
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

* * < HHM >******»*<
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Professor Norman Cantor Speaks

On Phases Of "Medieval Synthesis'

By David Saffirn

Professor Norman cantor,

Professor of History, at Bran-

dels University lectured on

"The Medieval Liberation

Movement" on Thursday, Feb-

ruary 20 In Dunning Hall.

Dr. Cantor began his lecture

by describing the environment

of Medieval Europe before the

Liberation Movement, when Eu-

rope had no centralized states

and was governed by elite ar-

istocratic families. This was a

fairly effective system, but It

stressed only the groupldentity

and did not recognize the indi-

vidual at all.

According to Cantor, In 1070

a reaction started against the

aristocratic families, a move-

ment which emphasized that

the achievements of the indi-

viduals were become more im-

portant than inherited status.

While this movement did not

NOTICE
Appointments should be made

Immediately with the Placement

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

unseat the aristocracy, it did

show that such an overthrow was

possible and forced the aristo-

cracy to Justify their actions

for the first time, he explain-

The first phase of this libera-

tion movement was the Gregor-

ian Movement, when Pope Gre-

gory VII wantedtotakethepowei

from the aristocracy and Insti-

tute It -in the papacy, thus

creating a theocracy. This at-

tempt represented a reassertlon

of the Monestory's wanlngpow-

er In the Intellectual life of the

society. However, the Gregor-

ian Movement failed miserably

because of lack of support, but

the aristocrats became fright-

ened at this challengetocustom

and tradition.

Centered in Universities

The second phase of this

struggle for liberation centered

in the universities of Europe,

especially the University of Pa-

ris and was led by Pierre Abe-

lard, the greatest philosopher of

the 12th century. Despite radi-

cal and empirical Ideas, Abe-

lard was not able to organize

force for social and political

change based on his philosophy.

The Romantic Movement of

this time was the next step In

the liberation process, Cantor

continued. It was basically a II-

terary phenomenan with Its po-

ets illustrating the idea that the

individual can make something

of his life regardlessof what his

inheritance is. Unlike the so-

ciety in which it existed,

the poetry emphasized indivi-

dual human feeling. The women
of the 12th century also felt the

need to liberate themselves

from their subordinate role,

W. C. BOOKSTORE
THIS MONDAY ONLY

WE CELEBRATE

Nothing Special Day

BUY BUY BUY AT REGULAR PRICES

Towne Stationers

-k Qjft. HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

VAqVV^I^ • Crab Imperial

A Marinated Steaks

• King-Sized Cocktail*

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

and they supported the poets.

But these two groups hardly

constituted enough power to

precipitate any change.

Bourgcosie Cause Change

The group that finally caus-

ed some readjustment In the

aristocratic society was the

bourgeosie of the cities. The

wealthy merchants were social-

ly ostracized by the upper class

and they responded by Ignoring

the aristocratic religion and

following their own new breed of

fiery preachers. This was a

genuine threat to the families

of the ruling elite. The aristo-

cracy at this time were pre-

pared to meet such a challenge,

and they had enough insight to

Repression was partially the

answer, but the main effort was

to reabsorb the rebels by using

the techniques of the liberation

The Church therefore formed

the Franciscan and Dominican

orders to appeal directly to the

dissident members of the so-

ciety. Pope Innocent HI, recog-

nized then, as President John

Kennedy did in our own day,

that the dissident members of a

society are happiest when their

rebellion can be channeled in

the service the old order and

tradition. The nobility also re-

adjusted themselves and now

tried to prove that their super-

iority was deserved not only in-

Dr. Cantor stated, "The 'Me-

dieval synthesis' was a reas-

sertlon of the aristocracy by

making use of the new attitudes

of the people."

DALY

Expert Typing

MANUSCRIPTS, THESES,

TERM PAPERS

758-1450

annum i mi

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

CHESTER THEATRE

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Feb. 27 - 28 - Mar. 1

ELVIS PRESLEY

in

"Live A Little, Love A Little"

G - rating

Sun., Mar. 2 - Wed., Mar. 5

MARILYN RICKARD

in

"The Touchables"

M - rating

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 27 - Wed., Mar. 5

DAVID NIVEN

in

"The Impossible Years"

G • rating

MR. JOHN KNAPP

Will conduct interviews on campus

THURSDAY, MARCH 6TH

for

General Foods Dover Office

and all others

Attention: Economics Majors

Appointments must be made at the placement office
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Exchange Program . .

(Continued from Page 4)

Financial Problems

The program sending students

to England Is In no danger of

being discontinued as a result

of student apathy, but finan-

cially the program is shaky,

and It is not certain If It will

continue next year. However,
Dr. Smith says that It Is not too

early to express lnteresttohlm
If a student wants to be consid-

ered as a prospect,

Each candidate mustbeahls-
tory major with a superior aca-
demic record, who has enough

maturity to handle the Indepen-

dence that exists In the British

higher educational system. The

two Junior or Senior history

majors that are selected will

spend the first semesterofnext
year at the University of War-
wick working intensively on a

curriculum that Is concerned
solely with history.

Freedom of Warwick

Don Rogers and Marie Warn-
er attended Warwick this past

semester, and both of them con-

curred that the program was
Invaluable to them In their study

of history. The British system

allowed them much freedom wit!

Dance Group

To Perform

On Saturday

Students of modern dance

(i om the University of Mary-
land will present a modern
dance concert Saturday night

In the Tawes Theater at 8 p.m.

Admission Is free.

The program will include a

lecture plus demonstrations en-

titled "How a dancer trains his

body technically/' and "How a

dancer finds movements for

choreography," followed by i

The three parts of the pro-

gram will stress theunlty.har-
mony and balance in dance, and

transition as well a

The group of 21 students Is

under the direction of Dr. Doro-
thy Madden, the only doctor of

dance In the United States, who
Is head of the dance department
at the University of Maryland.

The group has performed at

colleges, universities and high

schools on the Eastern sea-
board. Six of the students trav-

eled to Europe during one

summer to present dance

demonstrations in Manchester,
England and Cologne, Germany.

only two or three seminars per
week. Exchange students are
neither tested or graded on their

Each student does a series of

papers either onasslgnedorln-

dlvldual topics, and the Instruc-

tor holds conferences with the

student to discuss the criticisms

he has about the treatment of

the topic. Professors at War-
wick are less concerned with

documentation, because the em-
phasis Is on content and not

form. These conferences help

to develop the student's talents

and Interests, thus gearing the

educational process to fit each
separate individual.

Maturity

The social life at Warwick
also requires extensive matur-
ity on the part of the student

as there are open dormitories,

bars on campus, and no cur-
fews. Individualism is stressed.

and there are no organized

social groups comparable toour
fraternity - sorority system.
Any social activities revolve

around single - Interest clubs,

such as a political club or folk

music society. The accomma-
datlons that the two Washing-
ton college exchange students

lived In were greatly superior

to the dormitories here. The
rooms had their own bathroom
and carpeting, and there were
cooking facilities In every hall.

FTom the practical exper-

ience of the past three years,

all who are concerned rate the

program as a success: the re-

turning students have gained

valuable insights into a differ-

ent culture. Dr. Smith believes

that this "has broadened their

education of history, and has

been successful In opening their

minds to a variety of viewpoints

toward society and student life.
1 *

Attractive Junior Lynn Tobin smiles with happiness after she

was crowned Miss Washington at last Saturday's George Washington
Birthday Ball. Miss Tobin was chosen by the male students.

CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
NEXT WEEK

Graduates at all degree levels

are urged to investigate

the career opportunities at

NIH
The world's largest center

tor conquest of disease
and improvement ot human health

The National Institutes of Health—NIH—is the principal research

arm 6f the U.S. Public Health Service, and conducts many of the

most advanced programs in medical science today. These pro-

grams require specialists in a wide range of disciplines. Ex-

ample: Right now NIH has openings in the following areas:

CHEMISTS . . . BIOLOGISTS . . . NURSES . . . MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGISTS . . . SOCIAL WORKERS . . . LIBRARIANS
. . . ENGINEERS . . . COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS . . . MATH-
EMATICIANS . . . STATISTICIANS . . . SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
. . . MANAGEMENT INTERNS . . . PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS
. . . ACCOUNTANTS . . . INFORMATION SPECIALISTS . . .

MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS . . . CONTRACT SPECIALISTS
These are permanent positions that offer high professional

challenge and the benefits of career Federal employment. Start-

ing salaries are attractive and opportunity for advancement is

excellent.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MARCH 5, 1969

An NIH representative will be visiting your campus next week
to discuss these positions with interested students. You may
arrange an interview during this visit by contacting the Place-

ment Office. Or, if you prefer, you may write or call

College Relations Officer

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Phone: (301 J 496-4707

An equal opportunity employer, M&F
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Double Win For Cagers

Ends Mediocre Season
By Bob Lehman

Finishing this relatively dis-

appointing season on a good note,

the ElLiottmen won their final

two contests by defeating Gal-

laudet 91-43 and downing Ly-

coming 76-73 to bring their

i slate -11.

By playing the best ball game

they've played all season, the

Sho'men were able to stay right

with Lycoming throughout the

first half, trailing by only two

at halftime, 41-39. The defense

tightened up in the second half,

forcing more outside shooting

and eventually leading the way

to an upset which knocked the

visitors out of a berth in the

post - season Middle Atlantic

Bob Koepke played brilliant

ball at times and tallied 24

points, while Gary Myers, play-

ing his final game in Russell

Gym, contributed 14 markers.

On Thursday, February 20th,

Intramural Hoopsters

Prepare For Play-off

it was a different story, how-

ever. The Sho'men proved too

much for Gallaudet right off the

bat. Although coach Elliott al-

tered his starting lineup, the

local hoopsters had acquired

a 46-24 halftime lead. Before

the fiasco was over, eleven

men had tallied with five gain-

ing double figures.

Tom polvlnaleandJohnStein-

hart led theoffensive attack with

13 and 11 points respectively

with "Big John" Coster and

Glenn Hampton pulling down 10

and 9 rebounds respectively.

Although

disappointment ;

fans were com
; local

By Geoff Anderson

Last Sunday night was once

again a busy night for men's

intramural basketball. In "A"
league the big game of the night

was the "KA" "A" - Circus

game. The KA's still undefeat-

ed with a 10-0 record squeak-

ed out a 45-41 victory over the

Circus. Pete Joslin's seventeen

points and AlbleStreelman's re-

bounding helped make the vic-

tory possible for the KA's.

In other "A" league action

that night the Lambda's with

the help of Rick Holloway's

twenty points rolled over the

FIDK's, 61-26. The only bright

spot for the FIDK's was a ten

point performance turned in by

Rick Bales. The "A" league

playoffs which were scheduled

for this Thursday were post-

poned till Sunday, March 1st

because of the "B" league ex-

tra playoff for third place.

In "B" league action the Or-
bits defeated the Doo Birds in

overtime 42-21. Steve Ellyson's

twenty points was a big reason

why the Orbits won. In other

"B" league games the Little

Fred's beat the Six Guns 47-41

and the Phi Sig "B" team beat

the Zonks 26-15. Because of

a three way tie for third place,

between the Orbits, Doo Birds,

and Theta "B", a playoff was
needed to decide which team
would be In the third spot in

the playoffs. Other teams In

the playoffs are the first place

Brew Crew, 9-0, and the se-

cond place Little Freds.

bright spots for the future did

appear. Number one, only two

men will be graduated from
this year's squad, Gary My-
ers and Steve Clagget. Num-
ber two, with a little experience

under their belts, John Dick-

son could prove to be a more
than adequate replacement for

Dave Bruce or Larry Martin,

Ricky Turner could be ready to

move into the forecourt per-

menantly and John Coster might

be ready to successfully fill

Gary Myers' shoes. But the big

event will be the long-awaited

return of Frank ' -"Bing" Marion
to the r

Final

Standings

Notice

Intramural basketball play-

offs will begin on Sunday, Mar-

ch 2. The schedule for the gam-

es will be posted in the gym.

F1DK.
Phi Sig A
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r
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Editorial

Replacing The Dean

With Dean Burns leaving Washington College next
year, it is the job of President Gibson to find a replace-

ment. He has stated that he hopes to have a recommenda-
tion to make to the Board of Visitors and Governors at

their next regular meeting, scheduled for April.

We would like to ask President Gibson to establish a

committee of students to assist him in the interviewing and
selection process.

At numerous colleges this year, students have joined
the President and Deans in searching for and selecting re-

placements. Because of the importance of the position of

the Dean of the College here, we think students should
participate in advising the President on this matter.

The academic Dean's primary responsibilities as we
see them (and as Dean- Burns sees them) are: upgrading

the quality of the curriculum and continuing to attract

top-notch faculty members. These two tasks are the most
mportant elements in the reputation of (and quality of

education) at Washington College.

At Mount Holyoke, a small liberal arts college (now
co-ed) in Massachusetts, a committee of students was form-

ed to assist in interviewing candidates for the position of

President. They selected David Truman, a top administra-

tion official from Columbia University who was considered

for the top post at that school.

We feel that Washington College is in need of strong

academic leadership, and that a good Dean is essential to

the continued strengthening of the college's academic

standing. We would,like to join and assist the President in

his efforts to find a new man -- and hope he will respond

favorably to our offer.

Kabat Teaches Judo;

Girls Better Students
By Vicki Colgan

Martin Kabat. manager of

the Washington College book-
store, has Instituted a course

In Judo this semester, given as

an accredited gym activity.

Conducted on Thursday nights

at 7:30 In Russell Gym, the

class presently consists ofabout

a dozen students, mostly girls,

and more students may regis-

ter for the class at the end of

the eight-week period.

Girls -a 3 Best Students

After their first six weeks,

the students will begin "free-

fighting," In which pairs of stu-

dents will be matched without

regard to sex or size. The most
advanced students, Mr. Kabat

says, are the girls of the class

and this Is not surprising In

that their general way of living

gives them a tendency to better

balance and speed, both of which

are essential to the development

of a good technique.

The basic concept of this art

of self-defense, he explains, In-

volves the development of cer-

tain new reflexes. Sufficient

practice In the various tech-

niques cuts down reaction time

and eliminates the necessity,

when attacked, to stop and think

about the proper physical reac-

tion. The "trick6" of Judo are

not really tricks at all, and

require hard work.

Earns Biown Belt

Besides Judo, the course Is

concentrating onelementsoftwo

related sports, Akldo and Ka-
rate. Akldo, stresses arm-lock

techniques and involves throw-

ing an opponent by applying

pressure to Joints. Karate In-

volves almost no throwing

techniques and is based on

striking and hitting movements
of feet and legs.

After seven years of study

at the School of Scientific Judo

and Katate in New York,

Kabat achieved Hckyu, or first

degree brown belt status, (the

status Just below brown belt).

Though he will not promote stu-

dents himself, he feels It Is

possible for the students to be-

come good enough totakeapro-

motional test on their own.

Big Brother, Big Sister Program

Faces Problem With Transportation

The Big Brother-Big Sis-

ter Program, which has met
with success up till now, has
been confronted with a major
problem. Instituted last year

by Dr. Howard Grumpelt, the

program has worked at pairing

Interested college students with

little "brothers and sisters"

from the Kent County school

However, most of the young-

er students who would most

profit from having a friend do

not live within walking distance

from the college.

There are a limited number of

In Sea Series

By Vicki Colgan

college students who have a car

of their own or access to a

friend's car, but, according to

Bonnie Blom, "There reman a

number of college students who
want to participate, but who
can't for lack of transportation.

Because of this, we are extend-

ing a general plea for help to

students, faculty and friends of

the Colleges who might want to

Anyone interested in either

lending their car to the pro-

gram for a few hours a week
or (If insurance does not

allow for this) volunteering to

Linebacker Grant Speaks

On Black Culture, Pride

Rookie Colts linebacker, Bob
Grant spoke about the pressure

on Blacks to excel in the sports

world to an audience of students

and townspeople In Dunning lec-

ture Hall last week.

Athletics, Grant noted, Is one

of the few ways that a Negro
can "escape" from the ghetto.

Role in Sports

Preceedlng the lecture was a

CBS documentary film entitled

"Body and Soul," the first of

a two-part series In the Student

Education Association's semes-
ter program on black culture.

The film and Grant's lecture

concerned the role ofthe Amer-

ican Negro in sports. Propoi-

tionately fewer white youths

need look upon professional

sports. as the only recourse to

poverty.

Skill Exploited

One question raised by black

leaders, and presented in the

CBS film, was that of the white

man's exploitation of the Ne-
gro's skill in sports. However,

Grant does not concur with the

"exploitation" theory.

Grant said he sees the posi-

tion of Negroes in sports as an

"even trade." He commented,
"You play a game — they give

you an education (or pay)."

Work Extra Hard

Grant admitted that the Ne-
gro must work harder In sports

to "stay alive." Colt specta-

tors, he explained, are mainly

white people. "Naturally," he

said, "they'd prefer to see white

players — players they can eas-

ily Identify with."

Although Grant admits he

"plays for pay" in order to

make a better life for himself

and his family, he said that self-

pride anda sense of accomplish-

ment are essential, "when you

stop getting better In the NFL—
they trade youl"

Discrimination Existed

Although discrimination has

existed in the past and still

does, Grant explained, the white

community today Is generally

"bending over backwards to

bring the black people up."

He said that in the past Ne-
groes have not been born with

a sense of self-pride, although

it can be acquired. "But," he

added, "in the future, maybe."
Grant was North Carolina

State shotput champion in 1964

and All-Atlantic Coast Confer-

ence team-member two years

NOTICE

Candlelight Spaghetti Dinner

(3 courses and red wine)

Sunday, March 9

Min (a Martin Lounge
S1.7S per person

drive a college student to pick

up and/or return his little bro-
ther or sister, please contact

either Dr. Grumpelt or Bonnie

Pay For Own Gas

The offer would entail only a

few hours a week, most likely

on a Saturday or Sunday after-

noon, but at the convenience of

the person lending or driving

his car.

The program has no funds

available for expenses, but par-

ticipating college students have

offered to cover the cost of gas

used for this purpose.

According to Dr. Grumpelt,

"It you want to help a cul-

turally deprived or emotional-

ly disturbed child but don't

have the time, here's youchan-

Also, if anyone is Interest-

ed In becoming a Big Brother

or Big Sister for the first time,

and can provide transportation,

he can be paired with a Uttle

brother or Uttle sister Immedi-
ately. Please contact either Dr.

Grumpelt (778-2800, Ext. 228)

or Bonnie Blom (778-1916).

Sailing Club

Launches

Fund Drive
By Jim Djllon

The Washington College Sail-

ing Club recently launched Its

fund drive after receiving its

first of two boats. An anony-

mous donor gave the club tow

17-foot MobJacks,bullt for sloop

rig with fibergalss hulls.

Mr. Ertck Luster, father of

one of the members, has agreed

to supply rigging for the sloops,

which are being stored and re-

paired In the old gym next to

Kibler field.

Need Money

As sailing season approaches,

the club is raising moneytobuy

more boats and equipment.

Classifications are being setup

within the membership on the

basis of racing experience, and

those members familiar with

sailing will be giving Instruc-

tions on racing.

A "water Weekend" in mld-

Apfll is now In the planning

stages. Aquatic exhibitions and

food are included in the project-

ed festivities.
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The PAC and SDS
Next Wednesday evening the Peace Action Committee

will vote to determine whether or not to affiliate with the

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).

We think they should not. The original purposes of

PAC were to direct discussion of important issues, and

promote means by which individuals could express them-

selves on those issues. Even if this original objective has

changed, we see little to be gained from affiliation with the

controversial SDS.

One benefit would be that it would be possible to

keep up, through the national SDS headquarters, with de-

velopments on other college and university campuses.

But it must be possible to do that without actually

becoming a part of the SDS organization.

While it is true that the branch chapters of SDS are

virtually autonomous, the name SDS has taken on a dis-

tinctly unfavorable public tone. Justice to the activities

and motives of SDS is seldom done in the regular press,

but there is substantial basis for the bad image. If the Peace

Action Committee consciously wishes to ally itself with

an organization that has announced its desire to destroy

the American University system {not to mention other

"systems" and organizational structures in our society) -

then that is one thing. But the group should be aware of

what they are getting in to, and know that, if only for the

public relations value (within our own college as well as

in dealing with the town or other "outsiders"), they would

do well to stick with "Peace Action Committee" as a name.

Campus Recruiters

Keeping all recruiters off campus was the subject of

a recent petition drive here. We are not sure how many
supporters were signed up, or what the outcome will be,

but we do not think that all recruiters should be kept off

campus.

We are one hundred percent for keeping the military

boys out of the snack bar; it's objectionable to have one's

morning cup of coffee (or afternoon snack) interrupted

(they're there all day) by your friendly Marine recruiter.

The Placement office has recently been remodelled.

Now there are several offices for recruiters from the mili-

tary as well as those from companies to do their work.

Now that the Activities Center is the headquarters for the

student mail, it might be advisable to move the military

from there (where they were bumped from the snack bar

We do feel that students should have the opportunity

to see a company or military representative to find out

what they have to offer. Why not give them a chance to do

at least that?

A Final Notice
We would like to give one final notice this week to

the student body concerning the upcoming change in pub-

lications' staffs: NOW is the time to come forward -- to the

Board of Publications {Messrs. Schick, Halstead, Lamond,
Heymann, Worteck and Miss Fine) if you are interested

in becoming Editor-in-Chief of any of the three campus
publications -- or to any member of the editorial staff of

the publications if you would like to begin to work for the

newspaper, yearbook, or literary magazine.

The deadline for announcing one's intentions to the

Board of Publications is next Friday. The new Editors and
staffs will be announced the following Friday, March 21,

in the ELM.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
Second-class postage paid at Centreville, Md.

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year except

during official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Wa-

shington College in the interest of students, faculty, and alumni.

The opinions expressed by the editors of the ELM do not neces-

sarily represent those of the college.

Ferster Repudiates Present

College Grading Systems

By Evelyn Manolis

Dr. C.B. Ferster, currently

a professor of psychology at

Georgetown University, severe-

ly condemned many aspects of

American university education,

particularly Its emphasis on

lecturing.

"New Concepts of High-

er Edcuatlon" was the topic of

. discussion at a lecture given

by Dr, C.B. Ferster, on Thurs-

day, February 27, in Hynson

Lounge, at 8:30 p.m.

v loC tend

The speaker focused his crit-

icism on several prominent fea-

tures of the current system of

higher education. Foremost, he

found little to commend In the

"lecture," primarily because

It makes the professor respon-

sible for what the studentslearn;

the latter are passive Instead of

active participants.

of support than seniors. There-
fore, there should be only ap-

proxlmately'10 to 15 students per

professor for first year pupils.

The ratio should increase rath-

er than decrease In succeed-

ing years.

Ferster also felt there should

be a reversal In the tendency to

offer survey courses during the

freshman and sophomore years

and Intense courses during the

junior and senior years. Be-
ginning students should concen-

trate on a small area where
they can achieve some compe-
tency. Once they have accom-
plished this, they will be bet-

ter equipped to comprehend the

broad generalizations of a sur-

Mild mannered Martin Kabot teaches judo a

and teaches by day. See article, page one.

The professor, he said, finds

Ms role as lecturer one In

which the superior addresses

the Inferior and is thus forced

to admit the ignorance of the

students. Psychology has proven

that this Is the wrong approach.

In correlation with this criti-

cism, Dr. Ferster said that the

faculties of our colleges and uni-

versities are enormously over-

trained. He believes that stu-

dents could learn more from

someone who, being closer to

their level, could speak their

language and understand the dif-

ficulties they experience.

Freshmen Need Support

Another point Dr. Ferster de-

nounced, was the area of facul-

He felt that

In greater need

pert of our educational sys-

tem," stated Dr. Ferster, ad-

ding thatthe basis ofthls system
is the assumption that students

will not learn unless they are

pressured by the fear of low

grades.

The speaker repudiated this

philosophy by saying that gra-

des merely measure a small

and arbitrary area. He does not

believe that studying for gra-

des Is a sound foundation for

learning.

Individual Learning Rate

Ferster's choice of teaching

methods for higher education

were summarized through a

description of a course he is

presently offering at George-

town University, an introductory

psychology course with 110 stu-

At the beginning of the sem-
ester he distributed a syllabus

and text books, accompanied by

a detailed list of study ques-

tions to guide the students, and

from that point on everyone was
allowed to work at his own in-

dividual speed.

Used Assistants

course requirement involved the

completion of a written exercise

whenever apupllreachedtheend

of a unit In the text. If he fail-

ed to do this satisfactorily, no

punitive measure was adminis-

tered; he was merely asked to

review the material once more.

Each student was also requir-

ed to partake in a ten minute

interview with another student.

One pupil would relate what he

had learned from a particular

chapter while the other listen-

ed.

Dr. Ferster found that this

system of education success-

fully developed the Individual's

ability to write and his poise

In speaking. It also created a

low level of anxiety in the stu-

dents since it was flexible

enough for them to work at

their own speed; they were able

to feel a sense of achievement

before moving on to new ma-
terial.

Notice

Chicago (CPS) — that theChi-
cago Tribune has just completed
an historic week of publishing

without a single college protest

story in their pages?

The Tribune announced a lit-

tle over a week ago that they

thought campus protests were
getting entirely too much at-

tention from the press, andthat

therefore, to put these things In

proper perspective, they were
not going to mention campus
protest for one week!

Vkur Psychology

professor lives

with his mother?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.
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The Uprising In France

Brings Short-Lived Anarchy
The Renault as most other factories was occupied by the workers during last

springs events.

A La Recherce De L'Ordre Perdu
By Jean-Francois Scznec

The uprisings throughout France were more than a

mere expression of anger. Certainly, people were fight-

ing for higher wages, better medical care, better uni-

versities, but they also wanted a greater say in their

future. Most of the factory workers wanted some kind

of participation In the direction of the firms. The stu-

dents wanted participation in the University's functions

r<d even high school students demanded participation

in the administration of what concerned them. The
nrrent pattern of authority was challenged.

The French discovered democracy at "the street

level". Everyone was to have a say in the decisions

that concerned him, in the short and in the long run. Ten
years of Gaullism had certainly frustrated these kinds

o' desires. Not surprisingly, the youth were the most

demanding; as a matter of fact, the high school students

were" among the most effective. Soon after the events

started, they set up some revolutionary committees
v/ithln the high school; many began to occupy the build-

lugs night and day and started trying to run the schools.

Not all high schools turned Into the hands of these com-
mittees but most of them, including the private schools,

v. ere influenced, by the high schools organized willingly

or by forced meetings between students and teachers.
The Idea was to participate, to have a lively culture,

to throw away the dusty and oppressive system. This
activity coming from the youngsters Indeed surprised

tlie parents. They did not think their children had

self discipline, could organize their own activities,

and talk politics or sociology without making fools of

themselves. The students were in many cases support-

ed by the teachers and some principals. Of course to-

day this 'revolutionary' experience is over but much of

the work of the youngsters had results. The schools
cannot now run their education without the agreement
of the students. The students do not have extensive

powers buty they have proven they can show some
strength and organization if the policies are too

antagonistic.

One way or another everybody was rejecting the pre-
sent state of things - the establishment. The establish-

ment did not mean only the governmentoreven the bour-
geois society, but also its dependants, such as the Com-
munist Party. The Communist Party has played a very
important role during this revolution. But surprisingly
enough, not a revolutionary role. The Party believes in

the inevitability of the destruction of the bourgeois so-

ciety; they are waiting for the right moment to set up a

Marxist kind of state. Their feeling was that the moment
had not come, and even if It had come, they certainly
could not allow the students to become the heroes. The
Communists were supposed to be the ones who start

revolutions, not students. The Party was doing very well

under a rightist government, they were the champions of

the oppressed workers. They were number two, and did
not try harder, for they wanted to remain number two
until they were sure to win, and to take over.

The main concern of the party during the events,

then, was to keep the leadership as much as they could

among the workers, but they did not always succeed;
the first strikes were started without their agreement.
Even the compromise made by the CCT (the Com-
munist Labor Union) with the government was re-

jected by the workers. But they succeeded in stopping

a possible unification of workers and students by play-

ing on the anti-student reflex of the workers. This
stopped most of the efforts to make a common front,

based on something different from the usual choices,

Capitalism or Communism.
This failure to unify was certainly the turning point

of the revolution, because had there been a real com-
mon effort by the students and the workers to over-

throw the government and the capltalistsociety In France,

no for. uld rill:'.] The
have happened, then, would have been

a civil war. The Communist Party might be Judged by

history as a traitor to the cause of true revolution or

as a mature body which saved the country. Whatever
the decision, everyone will agree that the C.P. in

France has helped the government by dividing the big-

gest groups of the revolution, the workers and the

students.

Another factor that helped the government to regain

strength was that the various demands made at that

time did not always coincide. Actually, although every-

one was protesting something, conflicts between pro-

testers were not rare.. The pes

higher prices of food stuffs, n

In the meantime, the worker

needed food. They were going

ceeded to requisition in the nami

>ants were asking for

ilk, fruits and so on,

;, were on strike and

n the farms and pro-

of their self-imposed

authority for the sake of revolution.

Imagined these demands were not

without complaints. Finally, anothei

entually turned the peasants on the

that while the strikes were going

rlty. then

As can be easily

always accepted

point which ev-

Gaulllst side is

o transportation,

vn away. Anarchy

Campus Rightists Stage "Comebacks" To Leftists

(CPS) — Using some of the Hukari, a long - haired grad-

tactics of their arch enemies uate student who is probably the

In the left, the campus right most outspoken YAF leader in

Is trying to make a comeback. California, said conservatives

The hope of the campus con- must arouse the "chicken ma-
servatives, principally the jority" if , they hope to "free

Young Americans for Freedom, our schools."

protests.

protest against

Is to build support for their

usually small groups by taking

a strong stand against disrup-

tions led by such left-wing

groups as Students for a Demo-
cratic Society and many Black

Unions.

Like their opponents on the

left, they have found that de-

efiective way of getting their

point across than just talking.

Harvey Hukari, chairman ofYAF
at Stanford University, says

when his chapter tried "ration-

al dialogue" they got nowhere

but when they threatened dis-

ruptive activity they were 11s-

Among the conservatives'

most recent campus activities;

— Conservatles at Queens
College in New York City held a

sit-in to demand are-examina-
tion of a policy banning mili-

tary recruiters. Latery they

wrecked the office of the campus
newspaper, the Phoenix.

— Students at Wichita State

University In Kansas held a

"milk-In" two weeks after a

"beer -In" by students who
wanted beer sold on campus.

The conservatives, members of

the Society for Prevention of

Asinine Student Movements
(SPASM), passed out small car-

tons of milk in what they des-

— A group of U.S. Marines
studying at Purdue University

have begun a blood drive to

send 500 points of blood to hos-

pitals as an answer to disrup-

tions on other campuses.

— In Washington, D.C. group
which calls Itself SQUARE and
advocates Square Power, writes

books about squares and publi-

cizes itself with Dixieland band

concerts In local parks, held a

conference recently at George-
town University.

The greatest amount of right-

wing activity may be on Cal-

ifornia campuses, where there

is also more left-wing activity

than in most other states, stan-

for University conservatives

recently heckled an SDS demon-
stration, yelling "Pigs off cam-

tiable) to the administration,

calling for recruitment of more
conservative professors, keep-
ing academic credit for ROTC,
and suspension of any students
who disrupt campus Judicial

proceedings.

California YAF recently held

a meeting in Berkeley to launch

a statewide campaign against

disruption. After the meeting

they held a march down Tele-

graph Avenue, a center of the

They said they would hand out

100,000 blue buttons -- origi-

nally a symbol of support for

San Francisco State College Ac-
ting President S.I. Hayakawa—
Berkeley radical community,

where they were greeted with

shocked surplse and some heck-

ling from the radicals.

to persons who oppose violence.

Two early wearers: Gov. Ronald

Reagan and a black picket line

monitor in the Berkeley student

strike, who deadpanned, "I'm

for freedom and against violen-

For all their sudden activity,

the conservatives haven't had

much Impact on activist cam-
puses so far. For example,

the Committee for an Academ-
ic Environment, a much-bally-

hooed group claiming to re-

present the silent majority of

San Francisco state College

students, has been able to draw

only a handful of active mem-

Thls majority — If It is a

majority — which YAF believ-

es in Its heart knows it's right,

appears to plan on staying sl-
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Students and Executives Exchange

Taped Dialogue In "TALL" Pgm.
Can busy corporate execu-

tives, who have reached the

high plateaus of top and middle

management and are presum-

ably "organization men" In

general agreement with the Es-

tablishment, talk frankly with

today's student leaders on our

college campuses -- and also

listen?

'If they can do so without ha-

ving to "clear" what they say,"

says Wallace Thorsen, direc-

tor of Tape-A-Letter League

(TALL), "and can get a no-

holds-barred continual pipeline

going to and from the campus

as it really thinks, feels and

plans — yes." TALL hascrea-

ted the "Campus?Corporate

Dialogue" project to make this

possible, Thorsen announced

recently.

1) To provide a continuing

practical method of communi-

cation between individuals, be-

having as Individuals, on the

campus and In the corporation.

2) To permit such communi-

cation be frank, uninhibited and

with cumulative understanding

3) To Improve the climate of

the United States Into which the

emerging student must orient

himself, and which Is partially

populated and considerably In-

fluenced by the participating

executives.

4) To improve the machinery

of recruiting and career-seek-

ing by all types of employers

and by all types of students.

Utilizing the new cassette-

type tape record, ''C/C D"
supplies recorders and blank

cassettes, labels and mail-

ing cartons, to all participants

— an equal number of students

and corporate executives. The

students get their free -- to

use in any way they wish dur-

ing the academic year, and to

gain title to it on completion of

the program. If they drop out

or itherwise fall to complete

the program, the recorder and

blank cassettes are returned to

TALL and another student tkes

their place.

Don Kelly

CHEVROI.ET.BUICK, Inc.

CbeUcttotsn. Md.

\AU Occ

1/

ANTHONYS FLOWERS

Phone 778-2526

All dialogue will be "blind"

— that Is, neither side will

know the last names or affilia-

tion of the other, mailing their

tape letters each month (pre-

coded) to TALL for copying

and trans-malllng. No disclo-

sures of Identity will occur

without the express written per-

mission of the respondents

themselves. This will permit

free-wheeling comment, criti-

cism and probably some shout-

ing on both sides.

Only 100 Charter Member
corporatons will be permit-

ted to join Campus/Corporate

Dialogue its first year (the 1969-

70 academic year). Each of

600 students will "tape talk"

with 3 executives In 3 separate

member corporations. Six

executives al various levels

and divisions within each

member corporation will each

"tape talk" with 3 students (a

junior, a senior, a post-gradu-

ate), providing a two-way, con-

Details may be secured by

writing to TALL, 11 NorthAve.,

Norwalk, Connecticut, 06851.

Research American

Service <; p Society

DALY

Expert Typing

MANUSCRIPTS, THESES,

TERM PAPERS

758-1450

PAUL'S

SHOE STORE
Bos Ionian Shoes

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Sales - Service Rental

Towne Stationers

The largest Independent Bank

ving Kent & Queen Anne's Counti<

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
RANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Countit

Drive-ln Window

MARCH 7, 1969

Goonsus, Smackers, and Hucklebuck are going to

New York this weekend.

HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

t) Crali Imperial

. * Marinated Steaks

• King-Sized Cocktails

CHARLES MARTIN. Proprietor

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

FaraPress*

A new generation of plaids from Farah is fresh

on the scene. They're far removed from the ordin-

ary ... far ahead in fashion . . . deserving of a special

place in your wardrobe.

Bonnet! 's townjfk county Shop
Chettartown, Maryland
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SPORTS

"COACH" KIBLER

By Bert Bogash

That fresh tingle of spring is in the Eastern Shore air.

The same tingle that has drawn a now almost forgotten
sports great out to a Washington College diamond for over
fifty years. Coach Tom Kibler is once again in the dug-
out as advisor as the Shore baseball squad readies for a
17 game slate.

Known by scores of people in the world of sports, but

relativily unknown to the present

campus generation, Kibler has led a

full life in that field. He played pro-

fessional basketball in the old Eastern

league and was in pro baseball as a

player from 1909 until 1916. He was
purchased by the Chicago White Sox
in 1910 and was sent to San Francis-

co. In 1914 he was drafted by the

Cincinnati Reds but suffered a broken leg which kept him
from playing at that time.

President of the Eastern Shore League of Professional

Baseball Clubs, Class D, in 1937, '46 and '47, Kibler later

scouted the Delmarva Peninsula for the Boston Braves in

1949-50 and in 1951 for the Phillies.

"Coach" was also a prime motivator and the first presi-

dent of the Mason-Dixon Conference.

Born in Queen Anne's County in 1886, Coach Kibler

has been associated with Washington College since 1912
when he became Director of Athletics, a post he held until

his retirement in 1947. He returned to the college in 1952
as assistant to the President and baseball coach. During the

1950's his teams landed two Mason-Dixon Conference
Championships and ended second in 1959, after which he
retired from active coaching. He still retains the executive

position of Assistant to the president and serves the coach-
ing staff in an advisory capacity.

Baseball at Washington College is not the game it used
to be. Overshadowed by Lacrosse, interest in the sport has
waned in recent years. With a man like Thomas J. Kibler
in the dugout, helping to guide the team, and the memories
his name invokes, its got to be a shame.

IN THE BIGTOP - KA Jimmy Blandford goes up for a shot with

Circus' Jim McGrath defending in intramural playoff contest as

A] Streelman looks on. Circus won game and A League champion-

ship, 41-40.

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE
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Hogg Ball

At Home

A revolution In intramural

sports has begun, as a new game
sweeps the halls of Somerset.
The smoke-filled rooms of The
Monolith are filled wlththeten-
slon of athletic competition.

Hogg-Ball is here.

A derivative of basketball,

Hogg-Ball Is played Inside the

dormitory rooms. The court is

planned according to the limi-
tations of the individual hovels.

Hoops are made from coat hang-
ers, and girls' nylons are used
for nets. The object Is to put
a slightly dead tennis ball

through the hoop.

Six Two-Men Teams

Six two-man teams, including

the Bullets, the Odd Couple, and
La Cosa Nostra have already

Joined themushroomlngtourna-
ment. Rules are provided ad
lib by the Hogg-Ball Commis-
sion under the direction ofCom-
missioner Bruce Hill.

According to James S. Hogg,
founder of this new sport: "the
mind reels at the possible ram-
ifications of this innovation.

Athletics is moving into the
home, right Into the grassroots.

Sports at Washington College
will shudder at the repurcus-

Koepke Gted

'BULLET'* Bob Koepke receiv-

ed an honorable mention award

for the Mason-Dixon Conference

All Star Basketball Team. Koepke
was the only Sho'men recognized.

Girl's Intramural Basketball

By Geoff Anderson

Standings

AOPi 4-0

Zeta 3-1

Carolinians 1-2

Alpha Chi 1-3

HO HO Hoopsters 0-3

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Fret

FOR CORSAGES CALL
778-2200

ELBURN'S FLORIST

Harry R. & Anne Bishton

<•*
fc^v"

Stickinen Drill For

Twelve Game Slate
With only two weeks to go

before their March 22 open-

ing contest at the University of

North Carolina, the thirty-five

varsity stlckmen candidates

have been running through con-

ditioning and drills for two
weeks under the watchful eyes
of Coach Don Kelly and Assis-
tant Coach Bob Pritzlaff,

Returning from last year's

squad which compiled an 8-3-1

record and was ranked 11th In

> of only five home

i.Uinn lellc-

Both coaches agree however
that much of this year's suc-
cess will depend on the develop-

ment of a good crop of 14 fresh-

coming on the road. The head-

liners this year include games
with Johns Hopkins, Maryland
and Navy.

Last year's trl-captalns,

Steve clagett, Mark Madden,
and Ron Regan have been taking

charge of exercises and drills.

The Sho'men who have com-
piled a 90 wins out of 132 con-

tests record under Coach Kelly

are highly optimistic as far as

this campaign is concerned.

Coach Kelly remarked that

"we've got all the opportuni-

ties In this year's schedule."

DORIS SWAUGER of the Carolinians nets two in their recent

victory 31-10 over the Alpha Chi's. Two weeks ago the AOPi's

wrapped up the girl's intramural championship with a 1 2-8 victory

over the Zeta's.

Cnesteitown, Maryland 21620

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
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Doing What Comes Naturally

— By Dick Gregory —
This column has had quite a

bit to say about the youth ma-

jority and Its effect upon the

moral tone of this country and

Its potential power In futureel-

ections. If it Is true that you

are only as old as you look

or feel, I've tried to suggest

that you are really as old as

you think. There are some hlj

people over the age of 30, anc

there are also a lot of young

squares running around. The

mark of youth Is being tuned In

to the energetic, enthusiastic,

determined moral forces crea-

tively at work in the world to-

In the Interests of research

and fair play, I am passlngalong

the findings of a recent study by

The Boston Globe, assisted by

the statistics of the Census Bu-

reau of the U. S. Commera
Department. It says that hall

of the present U. S. Population

of 202,250,000 is under 27.

In 1970, the median age will

be about the same, although the

population will have grown to ap-

proximately 206,342,000.

By 1975, the population should

be up to about 222,800,000, and

half of all Americans probably

will be under 28.

THE
BOOKSTORE
STRIKES

At Your Budget

with

Hundreds of Penquin

Gourmet ii
Cookbooks

The Art Of 5c
Ancient Warfare

Chagall 50
Lithographs

Portnuy's 6
Complaint

Robert Graves: 1

Wife to Mr. Mitten

MacNiece: *

Poetry of Yeats
'

2.45

Kaufman n:

Nietzsche

Riemannian

Geometry

Summerhitl

Teaching The
Troubled Child

Fever: Conflict

Of Generations

Relazation

The Beatles:

Yellow Submarine

Andrew
Wyeth

The Valachi

Piloting. Seaman-

ship & Small Boat H-50
Handling

Itesse: Narcissus 2.25
& Goldmund

Jackdaws 2.95

How Babies Are Made

2.45

2.95

1.95

2.45

12.50

2.95

1.95

5.95

6.95

According to the l967Census

Bureau statistics (the latest av-

ailable), the 30-year-olds were

outnumbered by the 21-year-

olds. There were 2,799,000 21-

year-olds and 2,229,000 30-

year-olds. Close odds In any

revolution, but it is the 21-

year-old group which is most

likely to have received most re-

cent military training.

Even if the statistics of The

Boston Globe study are some-

what at odds with those stated

in past printings of this column,

evaluation sentiments are the

same. The Globe report quotes

James W. Turbltt, New England

regional director, as saying;

"There's no doubt that the sig-

nificant thing about the United

States population at present is

the predominance of youngpeo-

Turbitt also emphasized thai

there are more young people

than ever before even though the

birth rate hasslumpedtoanall-

time low, "It's as low as the

hard days of the Depression and

it's way below the post-world

War n baby boom of 1947," he

said.

bers of discontent andrebellious

youth are a real threat to the

power structure. Birth control,

un-naturai though it may be, is

seen as one way of controlling

the spread of that phenomen-

on. And the freer sexual mores
of Increasing numbers of young

people have led to dependence

upon the Pill and birth control.

Dangerous Drug

Yet Nature respects neither

governments nor power struc-

tures. Nature has a way of

fighting back when man declares

war on her laws. Put a tight

shoe on your foot and Nature

will create acorn, thenacallus,

and finally Nature will wear out

the shoe. But the shoe will never

of ] s feet.

A medicaljournalnotlongago

called the Pill "the most dan-

gerous drug ever lntroducedfor

use by the healthy." It reported

that bloodclotting disorders re-

sulting from use of the Pill were

responsible for 180 deaths an-

nually among American women
and untold related physical In-

firmities. Yet the Pill enjoys

diplomatic immunity because It

is seen as an Important solu-

tion to the problem of world

population. It is also pushed

.in] fur Pill

forWhy? "Nobody
sure," said Turbltt. "Possiblj

the Pill Is responsible."

There is no doubt in my mind

that the Pill is responsible.

Nor do I have any doubts that

the Pill represents just one

1
1
idle 1 of i

with Nture. Yet the Pill seems
to be the real friend of the Es-

tablishment. The growing num-

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

t* ***** * '***********j

The Marine officer selection team from Baltimore
ill be on campus the 13th of March to interview

prospective applicants for service as an officer of
ines. The team will set up in the student lounge

area from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

********************* **********

upon poor welfare recipients at

home.
Unnatural

Man at war with Nature will

never be able to solve human
problems. Man's sprawling, un-

disciplined urban complexes,

his concentrated and polluted

misuse of natural environment,

and his refusal to realistically

use the resources Nature has

provided, has done more to

create a population problem
than the natural results of

human reproduction.

The Pill is merely an un-

natural copout to cover up the

fact that about one-fourth of

the world's land could be cul-

tivated If money and training

were made available. This land

just simply Is not used today.

If it were, the world's food

production would multiply four

times. Even if the 10 percent

of the world's land that is used

for agriculture were fully, uti-

lized, ten times the present

world population might be fed.

It is Nature's law that man
plants the seed to start the pro-

cess of natural growth. It Is

true both of crop cultivation

and human reproduction, with

proper "seed" money, finan-

cial and technological commit-
ment, the world could be fed

and the Pill could be discarded

as an unnatural r
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COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

Saturday
un. - l p.

Sunday

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE I

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly 7 and 9 p.rr

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. — Mar. 6-7-8

MICHAEL CAINE

in

"Play Dirty"

M - rating

Sun. -Fed. -9-12

All Star Cast

in

"The Female"

R-rating — No one under 1 8 years of age admitted

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

Thurs., Mar. 6 - Wed., Mar 12

All Star Cast

in

"Candy"

R-rating — No one under 1 8 years of age admitted
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Results Of* Referenda

Aiinouneed By Senate

At the end of February, the

members of the student body of

Washington College voted on a

series of questions placed be-
fore them on a special refer-

enda ballot by the Student

Senate.

The propositions Involved, In-

cluded two prospective amend-
ments to the Constitution of the

Student Government Associa-
tion. The first amendment,
which was proposed by the stu-

dents, dealt with the reorganl-

lof c •ftheS

dent Senate. The second propos-
ed change, however, failed to

receive the necessary number of

votes for passage. This defeat-

ed proposition would have
abolished the present system of

class officers while replacing it

with a nominal form of class

government consisting of one
class representative tothe Sen-
ate from each class and a spec-
ial Senior class committee.

Joint Statement Passed

Two additional questions also

appeared on the ballot. These

called for student approval of

Israeli Cellist

To Perform

Monday Night
Cellist Daniel Domb will per-

form in Tawes Theater next

Monday night, March 17, at

8:30 p.m.

A native of Haifa, Israel, the

twenty-four year old musician

Is now artist-in-residence at

Oberlln College. At the age of

fourteen hereceived the Nation-

al Merriweather Post Award. In

his relatively short career he

has been honored by the Con-

cert Artists' Guild Auditions,

the Michaels Competition and

the Edgar M. Leventrltt Foun-

dation competition.

Tchaikovsky

Domb's program next

Monday night will Include: Boc-
cherlni's "AdagioandAllegro,"
Beethoven's "Sonata Opus 102

'

Number One In C. Major,"
Tchaikovsky's "Variation on a

Rococo Theme," Chopin's

"Nocturne In C Sharp Minor,"
and Kodaly's "Sonata for Unac-
companied Cello."

The selection "Variations on

a Rococo Theme" by Tchaikov-
sky should be noted as it is a

piece which allows a cellist to

demonstrate his full range of

ability. Mr. Domb has often

been praised for his perfor-

mance of this selection.

This program featuring Mr.
Domb is the fourth In the

Washington College-Community
Concert series.

the "Joint Statement on Stu-

dent Rights and Freedoms" and

for additonal student represen-

tation on faculty committees.

Both of these propositions were
passed overwhelmingly by those

students who voted.

The new committee system
approved by the students es-

tablished four standing commit-
tees of the Student Government
Association. These four com-
mittees and their new chair-

men, as announced by Brien
Kehoe, President of the S.G.A.,

Include the Executive Commit-
tee, Mr. Kehoe, chairman; the

Civic Affairs and Campus Re-
gulations Committee.joelCope,
chairman; the Student Activities

Committee, Bill Buchanan,

chairman; and the Faculty and

Administration Committee, Ed-
ward Worteck, chairman.

Each Senator To Serve

These standing committesare

designed to serve as super-

committees under whichanum-
ber of sub-committees may be

freely established and which in

many cases already have been.

Each of the sub-committee

chairmen is directly respon-

sible to the chairman of his re-

spective standing committee for

the proper direction and func-

tioning of his sub-committee.

According to Mr. Kehoe, the

new system will give each mem-
ber of the Student Senate an

opportunity to serve on at least

one committee and to become
an expert in one or more phas-

es of student life. Mr. Kehoe

further stated that In the past

some senators had served on

no committees and that certain

areas of student concern had

not been covered by senators

at all. The new system will

rectify this and at the same

time will provide an effective

legislative and decision mak-

(Continued on Page 4)

>\
Dr. Margaret Paxson spoke

to male and female students

Thursday on "The Role of Wo-
men in Marriage," the second

of a three-part program spon-

sored by the Women's Residen-

ce Association. "The Psycho-

social Aspects of Sex" is the

last topic to be presented in

Hynson Lounge next Wednes-

day night at 7 p.m.

Principal

in the Players' prod :

Fine Arts Center.

i Strindberg's "The Father" are performing

night and Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the

Student Senate Approves

$500 Black Scholarship

At its regular meeting on

March 3 the Student Senate vo-

ted to approve the establish-

ment of a $500 Negro Scholar-

ship for the academic year

1969-1970. The motion was en-

tered at the request of the Peace

Action Committee in order

to enable a Black student from

Kent or Queen Anne's County to

attend Washington College. '

The admissions department

has pledged that it will match

the Senate grant and will con-

duct an intensive recruiting

campaign in the two county area

to find a deserving Black stu-

Further Aid Possible

If such a student can not be

found the money will then be

given without geographic pre-

ference to another Black stu-

dent. If the Senate does not

vote scholarship funds In future

years, however, the admissions

office will make up the differ-

agreed to allow the P.A.C. to

sell advertising for the Spring

Weekend program and to sell

concessions at the Spring Week-

end beach party.

If these two fund raising pro-

jects do not net $500 for the

P.A.C. the senate committed it-

Stunt Night

Set For

Early April
Uy Vicki Colgan

The annual presentation of

stunt night, sponsored by the

senior class, will be held this

year on Friday, April 11, at

8 p.m. In Tawes Theater. For

only 50 cents, students

will have the privilege of

viewing original parodies of

campus life at Washington Col-

lege presented by various stu-

dent groups.

So far, all the Greek groups,

the Freshman, Sophomore and

Senior classes, and another In-

dependent group, the "Kent

House 12" have entered the

competition. However, addition-

al student groups may enter by
notifying any of the senior class

officers, (Jim Blanford, Debbie

Dayton, John Flato and Dom
Romano) on or before April

2.

Officers To Censor

All groups must have their

skits prepared by Thursday,

April 10, when they will be re-

viewed by the board of cen-

sors (the Senior class officers).

Emceed by Jim Blanford, the

show will have three faculty

Judges and prizes have been

set at $15.00 each for the best

fraternity, sorority, and inde-

pendent skit, with an addition-

al $5.00 for the best overall

skit, chosen from these three.

will 1 )10n

(Co .Page

long and musical entertalnmerl

Is planned for the Interval;

between skits.

Debate Society Attends

Congress At Penn State

By 1 I S.ifllTII

the had

been receiving aid from theSen-

Also, according to Harold

Gray of the Admissions Office,

if the student qualifies under

certain Federal conditions for

economically disadvantaged

The Washington College De-

bating Society attended the An-

nual Joseph F. O'Brien Inter-

state Debaters' Congress at the

Pennsylvania State University

NOTICE

The Washington College mu-

According to John Walk
1 of the department, string n

receive further aid through an

Educational Opportunity Grant.

The Peace Action Committee
has obligated Itself to try to

raise on Its own as much of the

$500 as possible. The Senate

11 and Wednesday May 14. Four
to six rehearsals will be held on
Sunday afternoons in April and

from February 27 to March L

The representatives from

Washington College were Ra-

mona Invldlato, Don Rogers,

David Saffern and Nestor San-

Modeled after the UnltedSta-

tes' legislature, the purposes of

the congress were (1) to be-

come acquainted with the pro-

cedures of the American poli-

tical process, and (2) to ex-

plore the ramifications of two

problems concerning contempo-

rary America; "The role of the

President In determlng foreign

policy," and "How to curtail

civil disorders in the United

A possible solution for these

problems, submlttedlntheform

of legislative bills by caucus

committees, were adoptee by

the Congressafterthey hadbeen

thoroughly debated. Mr. Rogers

(Continued on Page 4)
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gitoriJ, Crab Grass, Crops And A.B.M.'s

cab - Youth Fares __ fy Dick Gregory —
In a telephone conversation Wednesday with Allan J C7 J
,„ d telephone conversation Wednesday with Allan

Handel, from the National Student Association, he pre-

dicted that the student half-fares would exist for at least

another nine months - before legislation could be enacted

to stop them. But he thought that Congress would pass

legislation permanently establishing the half-fare system.

American Airlines has joined TWA in favoring the

system; United wants to get rid of it. The charges and

counter charges and arguments for both sides may be

found in your daily newspaper.

We are for retaining the half-fare lor two-thirds fare

with confirmed reservations) system.

If you have an opinion, particularly if it is in agree-

ment with us, we encourage you to write your congress-

man or Senator on the subject. Mr. Handel said that let-

ters to the Civil Aeronautics Board are no longer of major

significance in forming their decision on the matter. He

was on his way to testify before the Board,, to conclude

the side advocating retention of the system. He said that

the final decision will rest with Congress, and that letters

from students would be effective means of persuasion.

Particularly from Marylanders, he added, because the

head of the FAA is a Maryland Congressman.

NOTICE
The deadline for applications for the Warwick

Exchange Program is next Tuesday, March 18. Interest-

ed students should see Dr. Nathan Smith immediately.
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I must go on record as say-

ing I really sympathize with

suburban white folks, TheAntl-

Balllstlc Mlssle System has

posed a special problem for

them. They ran out to the su-

burbs trying to get away from

black folks, and they end up

living next door to nuclear

radiation. If one of those A.

B. M.U went off accidentally,

the surround suburbs would

really be all-black neighbor-

hoods.

Of course, In the ghetto, we

don't refer to them as A. B. M 's.

We like to call them "Suburban

Molotov Cocktails," But maybe

the construction of A. B. M.

plants In suburban neighbor-

hoods will be good for

o a suburban

of the white

latlons. In thep

family moved in

neighborhood, on

bigots would burn a cross on

their front lawn. But now, If a

bigot lit up a cross, he might

just wipe out New Rochelle,

New York, and downtown Yuma,

Really there is nothing at all

homorous about the A.B. M. Is-

sue. There Is a definite need

for more public debate about

the Anti-Ballistic Mlssle Sys-

tem, Currentlythedebatefocus-

es mainly upon the government

and citizens living In the Im-

mediate area of a proposed mls-

sle plant location site. Citizens

protest and try to force a shift

In location. It appears that the

government is goingto shy away

from locations in urban areas

and locate the plants Instead

in the rural areas.

Such a solution is consider-

ably less than fair. People liv-

erican citizens and they have a

right to be protected against

the accidental ignition of one of

those missies like any other

American, The destructive pow-

Letters . . .

Dean Lauds

Student Government

To The Editor:

I should like to congratulate

the Student Government Associ-

ation of Washington College in

conjunction with the Peace Ac-
tion Committee for voting to

provide a $500.00 scholarship

for a Negro student next year.

In addition to the above groups

I think that Dean Gray of the

Admissions Staff also deserves

credit for his willlngnesstoad-

vise and assist the Peace Ac-
tion Committee and the Senate

in taking the above action.

(Mrs.) Beverly B. Clark

Dean of Women

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socki

Bass Weejuns, Sandlar of Boston

irk Pumps Dyed Free

er of a missle exploded renders

irrelevant any concept of "wide

open spaces."

Public debate should concen-

trate on the value of an Anti-

Ballistic Missle System perse.

Does the A.B. M. defense sys-

tem provide any real security

for the United States? Does

concentrating national attention

on an A. B, M. defense system

contribute to creating a ration-

al world climate and increase

understanding among nations,

particularly the United States

and Russia? Is the United Sta-

tes less caught in the arms race

trap by concentrating upon an

A. B. M. system than by increas-

ing offensive power? From my
point of view, the

"No."
Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, pro-

vost of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology and science

advisor of the late President

Kennedy, calls the real secur-

ity of the A. B. M. system Into

enlightened question. He re-

minds the A. B. M. enthusiasts

of the time span between con-

ceptualization of a system and

actual operational deployment.

Says Wiesner, "The Initial re-

search on a new weapon takes

time. The development from

the research stage to a proto-

type generally takes even more
time. The testing anddebugging

of a complicated new system

also takes time.

Its engineering into a pro-

duceable device takes more
time. Its production takes time.

After all this time, it Is fin-

ally operational and then, if it

is a defensive weapon, it is

generally obsolete. This whole

cycle takes about 10 years."

Beyond the obsolescence fac-

tor is the whole set of operat-

ing assumptions concerning the

offensive force and capability

of the "enemy." To say nothing

of the guesswork involved in

determining whether or not the"

'/enemy's" weapons i

ally penetrate or jam the defen-

sive system. The assurance of

absolute security is impossible.

The very concentration of ef-

forts on a defensive A. B. M.

system encourages the "enemy"
Initiative in improving Its of-

fensive thrust. If Russia re-

acts negatively to a defensive

A. B. M. system in the United

States, she has plenty of time

to respond accordingly. Just as

the United States has ample

time to respond to a Russian

A. B. M. system.

The arms race implications

are obvious. Given the fact that

defensive paranoia always has

a tendency to overestimate the

power of the potential "enemy",
arms escalation is encouraged

by A. B. M. systems rather than

minimized. Overestimation of

the defensive capabilities of the

"enemy" can only lead to in-

creased emphasis upon offen-

sive penetration.

Such fear, paranoia and

guesswork strategy certainly

does not contribute to creating

a rational world climate. More
emphasis should be placed on

meaningful arms limitation.

After all, it Is eliminating the

propensity to kill rather than,

defending against killers, which

most closely approximates hu-

mane thought and action.

Let arms limitation be the

vehicle for a worldwide appli-

cation of President Nixon's pet

phrase "Bring Us Together."

Anything less will demand a

new domestic phraseology —
"Bring Us Together ... In A

Fallout Shelter."

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

We now offer a large selection

of critical material

on

Anouilh, Arnold, Artuad, Auden, Austen, Balzac, Baudel;

Backett, Bellow, Beowolf , Blake, Bernanos, Burns, Bryon, Cam

us, Chekhov, Conrad, Crane, Cummings, Dante, Dickens, Dick

inson, Donne, Dostoevsky, Dryden, Durrell, G. Eliot, T, S. Eliot,

Emerson, Euripedes, Faulkner, Fielding, Fitzgerald, Flaubert,

Forester ....
and several thousand others

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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SPORTS
By Bert Bogash

I was looking at some of the old ELM'S the other day
and it is uncanny how new the old news is. All one has to

do is change the names and the sports news of March 18,

1964 could fill the sports page of today's paper. For ex-

ample: the headline over the lead story on that date, almost

five years ago, read "Sho'men Stickmen Face Tarheels;

Team Goes To Chapel Hill for Spring Season Opener."

The story began: "Hoping to match or improve on last

year's 8-3 record, the Washington College Lacrosse team
will travel to Chapel Hill, North Carolina to open the '64

Ah, what a team that was. All-Maryland Dave Johnson
at goalie; All-American Bob Pritzlaff (now assistant lacrosse

coach and assistant Dean of Men here at W. C), All-Mary-

land Ron Schuck and All-Maryland Dave Svec at the defen-

sive positions. It was a team that had All-American Fred
Weiss, Alex Dick and Paul Rudolph at first midfield, help-

ed by Bruce Jaeger at attack and Gene Fusting at the crease

attack spot.

A pause here to say a few words about Jaeger and
Fusting is in order. Both Sophomores, Bruce and Gene
finished the 1964 season with a bang. Fusting, who was
playing his first season with the Sho'men (he was on pro-

bation his freshman year ( 1 963) which at that time made a

student ineligable to play varsity sports. He could not find

it in himself to sit out a whole stick season, so he signed

and played for the Mt. Washington Lacrosse Club in Balti-

more.) led the nation in two categories: total scoring {73

points) and goals scored (58). This only gained him a berth

on the Third Team All-American. Bruce Jaeger led the co-

untry in assists with 38, was third in scoring with 69 points

and only made honorable mention All-America.

This same 1964 squad boasted then Freshman Bob
Cockey, Jim Chalfant and Carl Ortman, the old St. Paul's

midfield, as playing third midfield. Many of us remember
the Chalfant-Ortman duo but for those who do not, all

I'll say is that they were two of the best.

So those of you who are pessimistic about relying

on new blood, "keep the faith, baby"!

A word of congratulation to the Circus . . . the first

independent team to take the intramural A league basket-

ball crown in a few years.

213 DRIVE-IN
Box Office Opens at 7 p.m.

Admission Adults SI.00

Fri. - Sat. - Sui

( at 7:15 p.m

e 556-6152

March 14-16

Rio

ADVENTURES OF
BUSTY BROWN

CALL GIRLS OF FRANKFURT

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Thur., Mar. 13 - Wed., Mar. 19

GREGORY PECK and EVA MARIE SAINT

"Stalking Moon"

CHESTER THEATRE

Thur. - Fri. - Sat. - Mar. 13 - 14 - 15

CLINT EASTWOOD

"Coogan's Bluff"

G - rating

Sun. - Man. -Tues. - Wed. - Mar. 16-17-18-19

TREVOR HOWARD and VANESSA REDGRAVE

"Charge of the Light Brigade"

Oarsmen Optimistic,*

Prep For Full Slate

BulletBob Top

MAC Scorer
Bob Koepke, Washington Col-

lege senior, edged three men for

Southern College Division scor-

ing honors in the final Middle

Atlantic Conference basketball

statistics for 1968-69. The
Sho' men ace averaged 19.

5

points per game to 19.4 for

Brian Berke of Johns Hopkins,

19.3 for Mickey Miller of Muh-
lenberg and 19 for Ted Jursek

of Dickinson.

Sixth in rebounds with 11.7

per game average, Koepke led

that field for a number of weeks

Koepke took the individual

scoring lead early in the MAC
campaign, maintained the top

spot for most of the season,

lost late, but - ie throu.

: in the f

He lch the scorlr

.467 of his shots from the flo

and .636 from the foul lin

Bob's top scoringeffort gaii

ed him honorable mention hoi

ors for the Middle Atlantic Co
ference.

By Larry Varon

Practice for the Washington

College Crew Club resumed on

the Chester River recently,

after completion of a dry-land
conditioning program started at

the beginning of February.

At least one boat (eight

rowers and a coxswain)
will return early from spring

vacation to train, either here
or at St. Andrews School in Mld-
dletown, Delaware. Their sche-
dule Includes five races away
and three home.

iVnn Ciew Challenges

For a rallying outset of the

spring season, the University

of Pennsylvania's freshman

;

heavyweight boat has challeng-

ed the crew to race on Friday,
April 4, at Philadelphia. The
following day, traveling to

Washington, D.C., the Washing-
ton College oarsmen will com-
pete in the D.C. Regatta at the

Thompson Boat House In

Georgetown. Such teams as Ho-
ward University, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, George-
town, and the University of

Virginia will compete.

Saturday, April 12, the var-
sity boat and possibly a light-

weight boat will race Virginia

Commonwealth University In

Richmond, Virginia. Then the

crew travels on to Charlottes-
ville, Virginia for a race with

the University of Virginia, Sun-
day. The final away race, Sat-

urday, May 2, will be against

For Nice Things ii I Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
5 pjll. — 11 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

J.E.B. Stuart High School and
St. Andrews School on the lat-

er's lake In Mtddletown, Dela-
ware (about a 40 minute drive

from Washington College).

The first home race, Wednes-
day, April 16, is with Howard
University. The following Sat-

urday, April 19, the Communi-
ty College of Philadelphia will

of '

lege'i

ilngton Col-

in the Chester
as. part of Water Sports Day.

For an exciting finale of this

year's season, the crew has
scheduled a four-school race
here on May 3, with Virginia

Commonwealth University, Sal-

isbury State, and theUniversity

of Virginia.

"Crew Has Potential"

Ben Troutman, a 1966 W.C.
graduate, now teaching history

at Chestertown HighSchool, has

stated the crew, now in prepara-
tion for this spring's races,

has great potential with Its

ly heavyweights Jim Bell,

Dave Griffith, Roger Sten-

Rlck Ruark. Troutman noted

that the two major objectives

in mind this year are to have
a balance In home and away
races; and to expose the

team to "rough" competition.

Back from last year's team
are seniors Russ Brown, Andy
Dyer, Bruce Hill, Jamie John-
son and John Miller (presi-

dent). Sophomore returnees are

John Carlln, John Davies, Chris

Rogers and Bruce Kozak.

Freddy, Spikers

V-Ball Picks
By Geoff Anderson

Men's Intramural volleyball

got under way last week with

tion. The league under the di-

rection of Coach Chatelller go-

es into the semifinals this com-
ing week.

In action this past week Fred-

I the their

i the i niiinals by d

dy ai

feating the Lambda "B" team.

Standouts for the Freddies were

freshmen John Coster and Rick

Turner. In other games the Six

Pack beat the Phi Slg "A"
team, and the Faculty defeated

the Magnificent Midgets.

In the only semifinal game of

the night the Spikers, a team
comprised of Theta's, edged

out the Faculty team. Fred-

dy and the W.D.'s and the Spi-

kers are expected to fight It

out for the championship.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE
Seniors

Graduation Announcements

S.20

orders must be completed by Much
31, 1969.

ONCE IN A LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY

I am desirous of testing my
Phoenician sacrificial knife (cirtj.

1100 B. C.) and need one virgin.

No previous opi-nuni.'.- in.L-.-i.jiy.

File your applications before the

summer solstice and I'll take a stab

atitl

I am an equal opportunity
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\\ ildlife Series

To Present

Biologist Stout

By Pam Sencff

On Tuesday, March 18, the

Audubon Wildlife Film Series

will present its fourth pro-

gram, "The Spring of Life,"

at 1:30 in Tawes Theater.

Biologist Prentice K. Stout

will narrate the film describing

the function of water in the most

elementary forms' of life. Close

up photography will show mi-

croscopic life forms, and the

variety of animal life that in-

habits Corkscrew Swamp, the

largest virgin stand of bald cy-

press in the United States.

In discussing the importance

of water to pelagic birds, the

film presents the lives of the

gannet, ruzorbtlled auk, and

the puffin, at Machias Seal and

Bonaventure Islands.

The film series of five pro-

grams, ranging from the Ev-

erglades, to Death Valley, to

Sweden, Is presented In Ches-

tertown by the Kent County

Chapter of the Maryland Orni-

thological Society In coopera-

tion withwasliingtonCollegeand

the National Audubon Society.

Single admission for the gen-

eral public is SI. r,0, [or students,

75?. Tickets are available (rum

the Office Of the Dean of Men,

G.I. Hall.

Senate Approves

(Continued ftom Page I)

self to guarantee the difference.

If the projects realize more than

the desired amount the extra

will be turned over to the

Senate.

.Sunn- Vr

able demonstrators protested the war in Vietnam Thurs-

: steps of William Smith Hall. It was the first such dem-

on the war at Washington College.

Debate Society

(Co

and Miss Invidlato gave formal

addresses to the Congress sup-

porting the view of the Washing-

ton College delegation.

The congress deckled Hi il Uit>

President should be restricted

on his ability make fon-ign po-

licy decisions by a joint execu-

tive and legislative committee,

except in the case of national

emergencies. To alleviate the

grave problem of civil dlsor-

sof t

SGA Proposal . . .

In.; apparatus for Sen:

Student Mi-mbi>r>hip Approved

The "Joint Statement on Stu-

dent Rights and Freedoms"
which was readily approved by

the students of Washington

College sets forth minimal

guarantees of student rights on

college campusesthi'i'ughout the

United States. The test of the

statement which appeared In the

February 21 edition of the ELM
was prepared by five national

groups representing college ad-

ministration officials, faculty

and students. Prior to general

student endorsement at Wash-
ington College, the administra-

tion and Student Senate had both

announced their approval of the

Students favored by nearly

four to one tho adoption of the

last resolution which called for

the extension of student mem-
bership 10 faculty committees

which presently have no student

representatives on them. These

committees are: Admissions

and Academic Standing, Finan-

cial Aid, Honorary Degrees, and

Appointments and Tenure.

President Kehoe stated that

the Senate believes that the

student response clearly de-

monstrates that "the students

are in favor of assuming great-

er responsibility In the govern-

ing of Washington College." He
further added that he hoped that

student ieeling was thus dis-

tinctly Indicated to the faculty

and that the "disappointment

among the students would be

considerable" if the faculty did

not takepositive action concern-

ing this matter.

Y>urnew
boyfriend has a

new girlfriend?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink. ***

gates was to attack their root

causes (poverty, oppression,

and alienation) by providing a

minimum annual income, im-

job opportunities.

Work Hard lor Votes

Politicking behind the scenes

accounted for the majority of

ntertalnment as the ambl-

:ious young politicians worked
day and night to obtainv

heii !

offic

and in

i for ne

Congress. The past few years

his has been dominated by Le-
high and Susquehanna Universi-

y, but this coalition was doomed
is the smaller colleges joined

;ogether to oust the incumbents,

vho were accused of using "to-

:alitarian tactics."

The final assembly meeting
almost turned into its ownbrand
of civil disorder, after a re-

count of the election for next

year's president was denied.

This illustrates that debate does
not always solve the problem
discussed, but subjects it to a

thorough examination.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK. Inc.

CbesixrioYvn, Md.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Netds

There was some opposition to

the $500 allotment from Sena-

who reported that their

constituents were not In favor

of the Senate taking sucha step.

It was said that many students

felt that restricting the aid to

a Black student was reverse

discrimination.

This objection was skirted

by having the enabling motion
read that the money would go
"preferably" to a Black stu-

dent. Others opposed the mo-
tion because they felt that It

was not within the realm of the

Student Government Associa-

tion to appropriate funds, which
had been paid as activities fees,

for scholarships to individual

Those In favor of the Negro
Scholarship, however, wereable
to maintain a majority. They
pointed out that no Black stu-

dents from Kent or Queen
Anne's County had previously

attended Washington College

and that a special scholarship

directed at these students in

particular would at least let

them know that it Is possi-

Other Senators voted in be-
half of the grant because they

desired to seek the Black pop-
ulation of the campus increas-

ed and others, as they said, be-
cause they felt that more Black
students wouldbrlngthe College

"in focus with reality".

V
OZMAN'S, INC.

Auto Sales & Service

PONTIAC CHESTEITTOWN,

SPECIAL
"Plain Skirts - $.40"

ONE-HOUR MARTINIZING
KENT PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER CHESTERTOWN. MD

Towne Stationers
Ofice Snj<W'c's & Equipment

Th largest Independent Bank

ng Kent & Queen Anne's Coontie

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

S4S-S1U

Member of FDIC
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Narcotics Bust
Nets Students

In Town Raid
A raid on a local residence

In the early morning hours of

Sunday, March 23 resulted in

ranging from the sale, posses-

sion, and control of marijuana

to maintaining a common nui-

sance. Two of the nine were

Washington College students,

another a recent graduate,

Arrested were: William Goff,

senior, and Thomas R. Reidlll,

and Michael Thomas Tucker,

graduate of the class of 1968.

Tucker was taken Into custody

at the time of the raid; the two

college students were out of

Chestertown on vacation, and

v.ere served warrants upon re-

A new ELM staff loaded with enthusiasm takes over publication next week. (L to r.) Ann Wood-

,
Publication Editor; Bert Bogash, Sports Editor; Peter Herbst, l£ditor-in-Cliief: Bill Prettyman,

Jim Dillon (not shown). Associate Editor; and Gay Hunter. Business Manager.

Bail Set

Judge Rasin set bail at $3,000

each for the nine, excepting the

eleased in the custody of their

parents or guardians.

The arraignment was held

April 3 at which time May 21

was set as the date for the

opening of the trials.

The raid was conducted by

Cpl. Franklin 0. Boulter of the

Maryland State Police in coop-

eration with local officials.

Police made use of an under-
cover agent in their investiga-

tions preceding the arrests.

Board Of Publications

New Editors, Yearboo

Announces

k Dedicated

The Boariof Publications an-

nounced last night the 1969-70

Editors-in-Chief of the campus
publications: Ed Deasy, Jim Dis-

sette, and Peter Herbst for Mis-

cellany, pegasus and the Elm
respectively.

Gloria Fine, pegasus editor,

announced the selection of his-

ELM Receives Awards From

Two National Press Assns.
For the second consecutive

year, the Elm received a "First

Class" raMvig from the Asso-

ciated Collegiate Press (ACP).

The top award is given annually

to a select few papers from

among 600 college and univer-

sity papers. Judgement is made

"on the basis of content, writ-

ing, and makeup in categories

based on enrollment frequency

of publication and method of

printing."

The U. S. Student Press As-

sociation (USSPA) in a special

evaluation of the Elm, reported

that "The Elm is one of the

country's best small college

The USSPA evaluation contin-

ued: "The staff appears to be

experienced and energetic, the

coverage generally broad and

well-informed. The editorial

page is open, and the layout is

visually effective."

In particular, the USSPA eval-

uation commended the ELM for

providing students at Washing-

ton College with material not to

be found "in the regular press"

but which is of Importance to

students here. They cited the

column by Dick Gregory as an

example of material which is

interesting and valuable to the

extent that it stimulates students

portant contemporary problems.

Also significant in the devel-

opment of the Elm during the

past year, the report said, was
the fact that the Elm "progress-
ed from a bullet in-board type

paper to that of a responsible

leader on campus. For the first

time it appears that the Elm is

sparking the interest of its read-

ers in a significant impact on

campus.

The ACPevaluation wasbased
on scoring by points. Perfect

lowing areas: coverage of news,

balance of news sources, quality

of news writing, style, leads,

quality of features, editorial

page features, sports writing.

Criticism includedcomments
on caption- writing, typographi-

cal errors, size of the masthead,

headlines, and size of pictures.

Commenting on the awards,

Editor-in-Chief Heymann said

"I am very pleased to have the

enthusiastic approval of these

for

the kind of work we have been

doing this year, and hope the

new board will sustain those

policies which we have found to

be 'successful' and strengthen

tory department chairman, Na-

than Smith as the man to whom
this year's yearbook is dedi-

Succeeding Richard Heymann
as Editor-in-Chief of the Elm,

Peter Herbst stated; "I shall

attempt to focus my attention

on the problems of the educa-

tional community at Washing-

ton College, and constructively

critize those areas which appear

deficient to me. I shall also give

attention to relating the student

to aspects of national signifi-

cance concerning educational

institutions as well as the stu-

dent as an Individual."

Herbst has planned a reor-

ganization of the editorial staff

of the newspaper. The position

of Managing Editor has given

way to Production Editor, Anne

Woodruff. Two new positions of

Associate Editor have been

created, and are filled by Jim
Dillon and BUI Prettyman.

Ed Deasy, appointed Editor

of the pegasus, felt that some
re-examinatlon of the "tradi-

tion" of the yearbook was in

order. "The yearbook should

encompass not only the activi-

ties of the campus but the moods

QUOTE OF THE WEEK;

"The streets of our country

are in turmoil. The universi-

ties are filled with students re-

belling and rioting. Communists
are seeking to destroy our coun-

try. Russia is threatening us

with her might. And the republic

is in danger. Yes, danger from

within and without. We need law

and order! Yes, without law and

order our nation cannot sur-

vive . . . elect us and we shall

restore law and order,"

that may make these activities

meaningful, so that the Impres-

sion is not one of drowning in

frivolity." Deasy also stated

that lie felt graduating seniors

should be allowed to express

their feelings about their four

years "in residence".

The new Editor of Miscellany,

Jim Dlssette, feels that the pub-

lication should become primar-

ily a literary magazine for crea-

tive writing rather than an all-

campus magazine. He plans to

consider any material submitted

from the student body, faculty or

friends of the college.

ASA Presents

Grievance List

To Dr. Gibson
by Peter Herbst

Grievances concerned pre-

sent practices used to assign

white roomates to black stu-

dents. The present exclusion
of black institutions from reg-
ular athletic competition. The
number of blacks participating

in campus cultural activities.

The lack of a black faculty mem-
ber and black study courses,

This is the list that the Wash-
ington College A fro-American
Student Association, an affiliate

of the National Association of

Black collegians, presented on

February 5 to President Gib-

Asked what action the college

had taken in regard to the

grievances, president Gibson

stated that he had dealt with

the first three himself and that

"employment of a black fac-

ulty member and Afro-

American courses Is a faculty

matter and should beaddressed

to the Academic council."

Commenting on the Presi-

dent's response, Carolyn Er-

wln, CommunicatlonsChalrman
of the ASA, said; "In general

we were satisfied with the re-

sults of our meeting with Presi-

dent Gibson and to his reply

to our demands." But we

whether or not our demands
will be acted upon because we
won't be able to see the ear-

liest results until the fall term.

We met with President Gib-

son In good faith and we would

(Continued on Page 6)

Memorial services for former President Dwight D. Eisen-

hower were held Monday, March 31, on the college green.

Standing are (1. to r.) Rev. A. R. Sparro, Daniel Gibson. President

of the college, and Rev. Charles Spicer. Eisenhower held an hon-

orary degree from Washington College awarded in 1954.
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The End, And A Beginning

We are proud to be ending this Elm board's tenure

with the announcement that for the second consecutive year

the Elm has earned a First Place rating with the Associated

Collegiate Press. In addition, commendation was received

from the U.S. Student Press Association for attempting to

bring to the pages of the Elm articles and information of na-

tional importance which is related to students here.

Frankly, we have been disappointed by student rea-

tion to these efforts; we are excited by the prospects of in-

cluding the Chicago Literary Review and other supplements

as part of the Elm, yet general campus reader reaction has

been: "What has this got to do with me?" We think this re-

flects detrimentally on the students who feel this way. We
hope the new Elm staff, to whom we extend our very best

wishes, will continue to attempt to bring important matters

to the attention of the college audience here. There has been

one war protest this year - - half-hearted, to be sure, but just

maybe it indicates this college has somehow been dragged

into the second half of the Twentieth Century and is becom-

ing exciled, aware, and concerned. We fervently hope so.

The Bust
Although many urban pressures and problems escape

the quiet and remote Eastern Shore, one big one just hit

Chestertown: drugs. Rumors of busts have floated around

for the several years drugs have floated around. Finally, the

"inevitable" - - police action. Three college students (includ-

ing an alumnus) were involved in a raid which appears to

have been rife with mistakes on the part of the police. Nev-

ertheless, at least one student faces prospect of spending the

better part of his life in jail.

We say again that we think the punishment for the

use of marijuana is all out of proportion to the crime; so

also for the chemicals, hard stuff, and other drugs, although

the results from their use is clearly less predictable than

smoking a joint or two of grass.

The college has done well by steering clear of invol-

vement with the local constabulary, and we hope it con-

tinues to do so. We hope the judge is light on punishment;

years in jail at a young age can make a criminal out of a

mixed-up kid.
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r-Dolce's Review

-

The Evaluation

Aside from mistakes in collating the new Student-

Teacher evaluation (pages out of order or missing) and the

general non-professional appearance of the publication

(mimeographed and stapled by hand with no cover), this

semester's guide to courses and teachers at Washington Col-

lege is probably the best one yet (there have been two earlier

issues).

We definitely prefer prose style over statistical com-
pilation, and appreciate the efforts made this year to dress

up the appearance of the report (a photograph on the fronts-

piece). Next year, we hope the evaluation will be published

and distributed more than 48 hours prior to registration --

and most importantly, that the "editors" continue to scruti-

nize the writing to insure "fair" comments - - excluding per-

sonal slurs and bad wording.

We would like to caution students on being too quick

to judge a Prof's style of teaching; it is a highly personal

matter, and students are not necessarily in the best position

to make criticisms, especially in the absence of an under-

standing of why a professor teaches the way he does.

Thanks
Once again it is time to thank the many people who

assist in the production of the ELM above and beyond the

call.

Charles Cockey, Hurtt Deringer, and Bertha Price of

the Public Relations office have helped in many ways; Dr.

Tapke and other members of the administration and faculty

too numerous to mention have all made contributions with-

out which the Elm would have suffered; and perhaps most
significantly, the employees at Kent County Publishing,

Queen Anne's Publishing, the Chester River Press, and Tide-

water Publishing without whose extra efforts some issues of

the paper would not have appeared on time - - or at all.

They have tolerated the usual delays, confusion, and
mistakes on our part, and for their generous efforts to recti-

fy our shortcomings, we pay them our heartiest thanks.

^Jhe ^rutlti
The Department of Drama's

production of August Strind-

berg's The Father, was one of

the most important productions

that they have done In recent

years. The Importance lies

not so much In the production,

but In the play itself.

The Father Is a stark play,

raw with energy, frequently ex-

ploding into violence that shakes

the audience from complacent

theatre-going andforcesareal-

Izatlon into the make-up of man-

man the animal, strindberg

choi

family, whose father is a cap-

tain in the military. The plot

superficially revolves around

the daughter whose fate -

whether to live In a nearby

town or to continue to stay

under her mother's tutelage-

Is viciously battled by the

child's parents.

It Is ironical that a mili-

tary family should be the focal

point. The military represents

such orderliness and propriety,

strict discipline, and an un-

wavering sense of hierarchy,

carefully upheld and instilled

in a soldier's mind. In The
Father, the role of authority

is recklessly tossed about -

resting occasionally in the

father and again in his wife

(Laura). The battle for power
is all consuming between these

two forces as they strive to

control the future of their dau-

ghter.

As so often happens in the

quest for power, rationality is

cast aside. The two forces

refuse to consider the other's

position - regardlessofltsvall-

dity, and as also frequently hap-

pens, the struggle degenerates

from a mental battle with words,

to a physical one with a str-

aight jacket.

The crisis of Identity be-

comes paramount In the strug-

gle. Identity becomes crucial

when the real parents of the

daughter come Into question.

The father begins to suspect

that he is not Bertha's (the

daughter) real father, because

of suspicious suggestions of-

fered by his wife. The quest-

ion of who is the real father

becomes an obsession with him,

and plagues him throughout the

The identity dilemma be-

authorlty, because only the per-

son who can prove that the

child belongs to him or her,

will ultimately control the child

and win the power struggle.

Only the mother can definitely

say that Bertha is hers and

It Is from this point of leg-

ality, that she ultimately des-

troys her husband.

The role of father and mother

are brought into conflice by

Strindberg as the roles move
from their traditional point of

polarization and clash. But

ultimately they reach opposite

sides of the poles - with the

mother becoming the dominant

force In the family and the

father, losing his honor isplac-

ed in a subservient level.

Unfortunately, The Father as

a production was not as power-
ful as it could have been. The
lack of convincing perform-

Strindberg's electric dialogue

was there, but its dramatic

qualtltes were simply not felt.

Timothy Maloney, however, was
quite good In the very demand-
ing role of the father. The over

and eruptive conflicts in the bat-

tle of supremacy were best

conveyed In the second act bet-

ween Mr. Maloney and Pamela
Kneller who played Laura, his

The sets, designed by H.

Paul Mazer were as ominously
forbodlng as Strindberg's

drama, and provided an excel-

lent background for the play.

The pretentious music before

each act, should have been eli-

minated.

The Father was certainly a

worthwhile evening. Talent was
evident In many facets of the

production, but nowhere as

much as in the play itself.

Letters to the Editor

Girls' Dormitory

Mourns Crocodile

Perhaps the Elm is not aware

of this most Important event,

but on the 5th of March the col-

lege "family", especially first

floor Caroline House, suffered

a great loss In the death of

the most beloved crocodile,

Issac. Issac was the ward of

Sue Villemain of Caroline. He
resided in the room of Sue and

Ginger Damon. Quiet in tem-

perment, this faithful comrade
was confidant to many and a

shedder of many tears (cro-

codile tears) as befitted his

nature. His demise came about

as a result of the loss of his

family at an early age, and the

necessity of leaving the place

where he was born and raised.

On Sunday afternoon a wake
was held where the body, laid

on a catapult of velvet and flo-

wers and surrounded by light-

ed candles, could be viewed
The study lounge was most suit-

ably used for this occasslon

with windows darkened and pil-

lows thoughfully provided for

kneeling mourners.
Sunday night at 12 the fun-

eral procession andburlalrites

were performed. Sue Ville-

main officiated, Ginger Damon
and Norma Prince were pall-

bearers, Janet Granofsky and

Magda Mardomlngowereacoly-

tes, and Cyndy Renoff (attired

In black) was the official mour-

ner. Other mourners were

Diane Sanchez, Emmy Spam-

mer, Penny Wasem, Rosemary
Roswell, Chris Rogney, Pam
Davis, Barb Price, Pam Sen-

eff, et. al., including yours

truly. Although the ceremonies

were brief they were all in-

spiring and touched every

heart. Hymns were softlyhum-

med by the graveside, (suitable

trashcan).

Alas! a friend to all Is

gone. Issac lies a-moulderln'

In his grave. His patience,

fortitude, and thrlfiness should

serve as a model to all of us.

Issac could not survive In this

cold, cruel world. But let us

all remember this in thinking

of the departing of our dear

friend - "Issac is not gone,

he Is just awry."

I have written this letter not

to praise Issac, but rather to

bury Issac. Issac, r.i.p.,

r.s.v.p., n.n.b., etc., andAmen.
Eileen M. Rice,

also of Caroline
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Board

Member
Dies

Samuel H. Shrlver, member
of the Board of Visitors and

Governors, died at the age of

65 on Tuesday, April 8.

He was appointed to the Board

in October, replacing the late

Clifton M. Miller. Shrlver came
to Kent County several years

ago after retiring as Chairman
of the Board of Alexander and

Alexander, Inc., a leading Bal-

timore In; firn

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year except

during official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Wa-

shington College in the interest of students, faculty, and alumni.

The opinions expressed by the editors of the ELM do not neces-

sarily represent those of the college.

Since coming to Kent County,

Shrlver was active In civic af-

fairs. He was president of the

local United Fund and a direc-

tor of the Kent and Queen Anne's

Hospital.
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Dr. Cordes Announces

Changes In Curriculum

Dr. Alfred Cordes, chairman
of the modern language small

department, has announced cha-
nges in the language curriculum
to be Instituted next year. There
will be changes in course re-
quirements as well as changes
in the scheduling of classes.

Dr. Cordes explained that

in the past, students who failed

to qualify for foreign language

201 were forced to begin a-

nother language. Next fall, how-
ever, 102-201 year sequences

will be scheduled to accomo-
date those who would like to

remain in their high school

languages.

Three Semesters

date those who will come for-

ward from 102-201. The stu-

dents involved would thus com-
plete their required language

The Board of Publicaiionb

announced Ed Deasy (above) as

editor of the 1970 Pegasus year-

book and Jim Dissette (below)

as editor of Miscellany, the col-

lege literary magazine.

study in three consecutive sem-
esters instead of four.

Dr. Cordes also pointed out

that it has been departmental
policy to place back to 201

students who failed to make
the exemption cut-off but who,
in knowledge and proficiency,

were well beyond those who
come forward from 102. Hence-
forth, Dr. cordes stated that

these students will likewise be
taught in a first semester 202

and they will fulfill required
language study in one semester.

Enjoy Proficiency

At the end of that semester,
they should enjoy greater pro-
ficiency than that posessed by

those who were exempted at (he

beginning of the year. In the

second semester, these first

semester 202 students will have
the opportunity to study foreign

language at the 300 level. Other-
wise, said Cordes, they can use
the open slot on their programs
to great advantage in numerous

According to Cordes, the con-

cept of teaching 20]-202asequal
semester courses will beaban-
doned. Instead, 201 will pick

up where 102 leaves off and
proceed towards 202 as a pro-
gression. Accordingly, those

who fail 201 will no longer be
permitted to enter 202, How-
ever, because of the interwoven

sequences, a student who fails

102, 201 or 202 will be able to

repeat that level immediately.

Three Class Meetings

Also planned for next year

is the "reduction" of inter-

mediate language from four

class meetings and a lab, to

three class meetings and a

lab. According to Cordes, there

are four Important reasons for

the

teaching load of four courses

partment's professors cannot

be applied without the creation

of excessive hour loads. Sec-
cond, since student preparation

Is pre.

ceded by an off day is consid-

ered to be skimpy, such a sch-

eduled class diminishes con-

siderably in value.

A third reason is that five

contacts per week evoke "high

school" in the minds of the stu-

dents and place the department

at a disadvantage in the matter
of student morale. Finally,

the members of the department
feel they can achieve as much
or more with spaced classes

rather than the additional class

Dr. Cordes further emphasiz-
ed that in the midst of these

changes, the fundamental phil-

osophy of ,the department re-

HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

• Crab Imperial

• Marinated Steaks

• King-Sized Cocktails

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

>:30 to 10:00 P.M.

/Giorgio Tozzi. wuild-Lnin

itan Opera Company, bellowei

Tawes Theater Tuesday niglit.

s bass-barito

10 air appre

Dr. Wakelyn Heads New
American Studies Dept.

An interdisciplinary major In

American Studies willsoontake

its place as the newest add-
ition to the Washington College

curriculum.

Recently approved by the fac-

ulty, this program will com-

partments to provide a com-
prehensive view of the "Ameri-
can experience." Dr, Jon Wake-

lyn will head the new depart-

Prerequisites for the major

will be theintroductory courses

in American history and lit-

erature. Advanced course work

: upper level cou-will

sin t ands
ial sciences dealing with var-

ious phases of American de-

velopment.

During the junior year there

will a non-credit seminar,

meeting once a month to dis-

cuss topics from a reading list,

which will be designed to in-

tegrate the individual courses

into the major. Participation

course indigenous to the pro-

gram, will lead to the pre-

paration of a senior thesis to

fulfill the comprehensive re-

quirement.

Along with the aim of pre-

senting a comparative view of

American politics, economics,

Intellectual and aesthetic his-

tory, the major will offer "pre-
paration graduate work in

American Studies, history of

ideas, and related fields, as

well as professional occupat-

ions such as law and public

Course work will thus consist

of six semesters, after the

required introductory courses,

selected from a list of over

16 possibilities. After a bal-

anced, coherent preparation in

both social science and hum-
anities, the senior seminar will

serve to tie together a study

of "the main forces which have

developed American life and

Hofstadter

To Letture
On Violence

Dr. Richard Hofstadter,- De
Witt Clinton Professor of Amer-
ican history at Columbia Uni-

versity and Pulitzer Prize win-
ning author, will speak on "Vio-
lence In American History"
next Thursday, April 17, 8:30

p.m. In Dunning Lecture Hall.

The lecture is the last In this

year's Hyland- Price series.

One of America's most dis-

tinguished historians, Dr. Hof-
stadter recieved his B.A. from
the University of Buffalo, and
his M.A. and Ph.D. from Col-
umbia University, wherehewas
awarded a William Bayard cut-

ting Traveling Fellowship for

1941-42. He taught at the Uni-
versity of Maryland from 1942

to 1946, when he Joined the

history department at Columbia,
where he has taught since 1946.

In 1955, Dr. Hofstadter was
Commonwealth Lecturer in

American History atUnlverslty

College, London; Pitt Profes-

sor of American History andln-
stltutions at Cambridge Univer-
sity in 1958-59; and Herbert
Spencer Lecturer at Oxford In

1963.

The first of his many books
on American history was "Soc-
ial Darwinism in American Tho-
ught, 18G0-1915," published In

1944. Later books Include "The
American Political Tradition"

(1948); and "The Age of Re-
form" (1955) which won the

Pulitzer Prize In history. Other
major works Include, "Anti-

Intellectuallsm In American
Life" (winner of the 1964 Pul-

itzer prize In non-fiction); "The
Paranoid Style In American Pol-

itics"; and his latest work,

"The Progressive Historians.

"

On Friday, a seminar will

be conducted In theGreenRoom
of the Fine Arts Center. At-
tendance at the seminar Is lim-

ited tohlstorymajorsandthose
permitted by Dr. Nathan Smith;

Chairman of the history de-

partment.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday • Sat. 1

Sunday 11:30

- 12 p.m.

12 p.m.

SPRING FERTILITY RITE
AND SALE*

Ail Paperbacks Books (except texts)

MARKED DOWN 20%
All Hardback Books (except texts)

MARKED DOWN 25 - 30%
All Posters & Pictures

MARKED DOWN 30%
All Notions, Supplies & Special Items

MARKED DOWN 10 - 40%

"In the Spring good books are a Febrifuge with

which to fertilize the Febrile Soul."

From The Talmud of Naive Faith by H. Stolz
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SPORTS
Don't Let It Die

by Bert Bogash

"There's little argument that a good football team

can do much toward building educational facilities. The

publicity, the renewed interest in the school, the numbers

of old grads brought back to campus or to alumni meetings

makes the dollars come easier. There's no measure, but it

seems that laboratories, libraries and research grants go up

in the fallout from a good year on the gridiron . . .
This

should make us even more aware of the benefits football

can bring."
- Walt Lockman, KMBZ Radio.

Kansas City, Mo.

Unfortunately, Washington College does not have a

football team. It does, however, have a lacrosse team that

in recent years has been ranked as high as fifth in the nation-

al standings. Pretty good for a school with less than 400

male students.

The Shore stickmen are now at a fork in the road of

their existance. The days when the top lacrosse players came

to Washington College because of its name in that sport are

fast coming to a close.

With schools as the national champs John Hopkins,

vexing Virginia, up and coming North Carolina and pre-

season sixth-ranked Princeton drawing the finesse-laden Bal-

timore boys and the tough Long Island and New England

products with the lure of the almighty S, the Sho'men are

now finding it hard to compete; both on the field and in the

pocketbook.

It's a sad fact of life but you have to invest money

to make money. The students and the members of the col-

lege community in general have long prided themselves in

success of that team playing the "indian stick game." The

SGA has given S500 toward a scholarship for a black stu-

dent from Kent County. It would not be an ur.precedented

move for the SGA to allocate money for a sports scholar-

ship or grant-in-aid: a scholarship, of course, hinging on both

the athelete's academic ability and financial need. We don't

have to lower our academic standards - Brown doesn't!

Let's face it. It is tough for Washington College to

field a championship team in basketball, wrestling, baseball,

football, track, or a number of other sports. The competi-

tion from "name" schools already established in these sports

is too keen. We at Washington College have a distinct edge

over the assundry other good, small, co-ed, liberal arts col-

leges in this country. We have an established, nationally

recognized team in lacrosse. Can we afford to let it die?

Th. t Independent Bank

ng Kent & Queen Anne's Counti

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Countit

Diamondmen
Improving

by Steward Kay

The Washington College base-

ball team Is off to Its best

start In many years as a re-

sult of two victories and two

defeats In the past week. This

impressive .500 record is a

result of a hustling, determined

club which is making marked
Improvement every day.

Sho'men met Drew University

on April 1, and scored a stun-

ning 13 to 2 victory. While

the hitting of the team had been

>n opened, the

Tformance of

of

WHERE'S THE BALL? Joe Nicl

shot which unfortunately hit (he goal [

Stickmen Up For "Must" Game
By entertaining The Univer-

sity of Maryland tomorrow on

Kibler Field, the Washington

Stickmen can either make or

break their season in the

"Must" contest. Game time

is scheduled for 2 P.M.

The Sho'men havealready en-

countered difficulty In the early

going losing to Johns Hopkins

13-6, and Brown University

9-3 while salvaging a 9-7 de-

cision from the University of

North Carolina.

Tough Contest

The Kellymen opened their

season the first day of spring

Vacation at Chapel Hill, North

Carolina. UNC, whose is con-

tinually Improving its caliber of

ball gave the locals a tough

contest, but Ron Regan manag-

ed to head the team to vic-

tory with 2 goals and 2 as-

Two key performers in the

Sho'men attack received injur-

ies that day. Mark Suec

suffered a cracked rib and a

20% collapsed lung and Mark
Madden suffered a concussion.

Both stickhandlers should be

ready for tomorrow's encoun-

Top Ranked

Returning from the vacation

break, last season's top-ranked

small college team traveled to

Baltimore to take on last year's

national titleholder Johns Hop-

kins University. By playing

two quarters of good ball the

Sho'men managed to give the

Blue Jays a pretty good

game, but two quarters of good

ball weren't enough to knock

off the defending national cha-

mps. Once again Regan led

the attack with 2 goals and 2

Then in the third contest of

the season disaster struck.

Brown University, after having

played 3 games in 5 days,

came to Chestertown and dealt

the locals a9-3 defeat. On
the mud caked, rain soaked

Kibler plain, the Kellymen put

together one of their worst ex-

hibitions of "Lacrosse'' in a

long time. Brown drew first

blood and pulled away to a

4-0 lead before the maroon and

white could crack the scoring

Opening Day

twelve base hit

satisfactory. Co-Captain Geo-

rge Buckless led the club on

their hitting binge by banging

out two straigh hits in Ms
four trips to the plate.

One of these hits was a ground

rule double, which this fine

shortstop hit with good power.

Others chipping in with two hits

were leadoff hitter Don Pace,

en Ken Kr
hofv,

als. : bat-

Bellwether

Dubbed the "bellwether of the

pitching staff at Washington Col-

lege" by the Baltimore Sun,

Co capt. Dave Bruce went the

full nine innings with a fine

performance. Bruce allowed

only three hits and walked but

four, all in the first three

innings. He then settled down

in the fourth inning to retire

error in the ninth inning broke

that string. This strong finish-

ing performance was sup-

plemented by seven strikeouts.

Once Bruce is able to get his

tempting curve ball working,

and becomes accustomed to ilie

opposing batters, usually around

Towne Stationers

IS THIS YOU
I am opposed to the Viet Nam War (and any such war that is not based

upon defense of our country). Please send me application to the Ministry of

your church, as well as information as to its beliefs and membership through-

out the world.

It is my understanding that if I am accepted to the ministry of your church,

I can not conscientiously participate in any military involvement not direct-

concerned with the defense of our country or its possessions. I further un-

derstand that training will not interfere with my normal work or academic

schedule, — and I can choose my ownlocation of service to God and humanity.

Enclosed in $1.00 to cover clerical expenses and cost of mailing.

NAME AGE
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Mail entire ad to: Church of the Humanitarian God, P. O. Box 13236; St.

Petersburg, Florida 33733.
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DAVE BRUCE displays

Drew University.

Thinclads Bow To Tigers
by Dick Harringto:

Coach Chatelier'sCindermen
lost its opening meet to a strong

Towson squad Wednesday at

home. The final score was 99

to 37. Even with this defeat,

Coach Chatelier was impress-
ed with a few of the results.

Freshman Mark Gllcrest, al-

though out for the team only a

few days, demonstrated that he
had a lot of ability in running

the shorter distances. Other
good performances Included
those of Rick Holloway,who won
the discus, Marty Rice, the win-
ner of the shot put, and Pete
Johnson, who won the javelin

Dave Bird
I George

Williams came in second and
third respectively in the mile.
In the 880 and the 440 inter-

mediate hurdles, Sam Martin
and John Foster were able to

place. John Tucker, In the 440,
came in third. The Sho'men
failed to pick up points in the
other events.

Coach Chatelier is hopeful

that the younger members of

the squad will come through and
give the Sho'men an impres-
sive showing as they host West-
ern Maryland today at3;00p.m.

Coming Up At Home
SATURDAY, APRIL 12

Lacrosse vs. Univ. of Md. 2:00 p.m.

MONDAY, APRIL 14

Baseball vs. Wagner 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL IS

Tennis vs. American U. 3:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16

Crew vs. Howard U. 4:00 p.m.

Vbu keep flunking

your best subject?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink.

Athey: "Team Very Promising'
the third or fourth innings,

he Is among the best. He
contributed three hits in five

trips to help his own cause.

This fine start for the young
club was soon disrupted, how-
ever When the Sho'men suffered
a double defeat at the hands
of Upsala on April 3. With
Al Streelman enduring his ten-
donitis to pitch, the team took
a respectable 4-1 lead in the
fifth inning. But the pitcher's

proved to be Streelman's un-
doing as six errors le d to

eight runs In the sixth and
seventh innings and a dis-

appointing final score of 9-6.

Sophmore Sensation

If highlights are to be found
in such a heartbreaking de-
feat, It would have to be in

the performance of Sophmore
Sensation Don Pace, who went

for witli

scored and two RBI's. Con-
verted from second base to third

base by Coach Athey, Pace has
been doing a fine job at his

new position.

The club's hopes for a vic-

tory in the second game rest-

ed on Freshman John Dixon.

However, Upsala jumped onJohn
for five runs and five hits in

the first Inning. This put
Washington at a deficit from
which it never recovered, los-

ing 8-3. Dixon settled down
some what and gave up two runs
on four hits until being re-
lieved in the seventh and final

inning. Pace Doubled andBuck-

less slammed a long home run

over the right field fence in

a futile attempt to catch the

winners. Junior Steve Ellyson

banged out two singles In his

three trips. Outfield boss G.

Hibberd guaranteed after the

game that "this team just got

1 the

; syste

I ball
|

of

Prophesty True
This prophesy lias held true

to date as Dave Bruce and the

team behind him delivered an
excellent ball game, on Sat.

April 5. Bruce pitched nine

strong innings In a constant

drlz7le and outdid himself. His
curve ball was working well

from the first batter to the

last and with it he struck out

thirteen and scattered five sin-

gles, winning 2-1. He walked
only one (Intentional) and ran
a full count but four times
while facingjust35batters. The

The unassuming lad from
Cumberland, Md. also had six

assists causing Coach Tom Kib-
ler to remark, "The young-
ster not only pitched a great

game, but also fielded his pos-
ition better than I've seen for

a long time in college base-

First Double Play

Offensively, a determined c.
Hibberd went two for four and
Kreuzberg singled and scored
the winning run in the 7th.
Defensively, the Infield execut-
ed the first double play of the
young campaign, Pace to Kre-
uzberg to Streelman. Pace made
a fine stop and throw at third
while Kreuzberg made the pivot

nicely and then fired on to

Streelman toeasily beat the run-
ner by three steps. Kreuz-
berg, the Plkesville High School
Lacrosse Captain, has looked
much Improved and more re-
laxed with each game and fol-

lowing pace's departure to "the
Hot Corner" has thus far solv-
ed the second base problem.

Played earlier this week was
a doubleheader with tough West-
ern Maryland on April 8, with
Dixon and streelman slated to
have the mound duty. The next
home game was Friday April
11 with Dave Bruce scheduled
to extend his record to 3-0
against Catholic University.

Coach Athey remarked that,
"this team is very promising
with great potential. The per-
formances of the freshmen at

second base and behind the plate
have been surprisingly tine, and
of course you can't say enough
about the two performances by
Dave (Bruce)."

Crew Wins: Some Swim
by chrls combs

In light rain and heavy waves
the Crew Club varsity eight

rowed Its way to victory on

Saturday beating Salisbury State

College.

The race, which began at

the Country Club dock, was ev-

en In the early stages. Neith-

er crew was able to take the

lead until the Sho'men pulled

slightly ahead at the end of

500 meters. Washington was
rowing at a higher rate, about

32 strokes a minute, and at

the half way mark the extra

work paid off in a three len-

gth lead. Salisbury never got

any closer and after the home
teams' sprint to the finish,

the margin opened to five len-

gths. The winning time, which
was quite slow, was 8:16.

At the victory celebration at

the boathouse after the race the

winning coxswain, Jack Keenan
was given a traditional dunking
in the Chester River. He was
joined in the water by stroke
John Carlln and captain John
Miller, who were thrown In by

other team members. These
other members of the victori-

ous crew were Chris Rogers,
Rick Ruark, Andy Dyer, Bruce
Mill, Jamie Johnson and Chris
Combs.

In an earlier race the Sal-

isbury 4 oared shell defeated

the Washington boat by eight

lengths. After crossing the

finish the Sho'man boat which
had taken In water during the

race was over-turned In the

waves. crew members Rem
Simonl, Don Garratt, Dave Grif-

fith, John Davies and Bruce
Koszak also went for a swim.

On the Friday beore the var-

sity boat had travelled to

Phlldelphla for a meet against

the University of Pennsylvania.

The chestertown crew lost by
margins of two and one len-

gth respectivly In a quarter mile
sprint against two of Penns
light weight crews.

This week the team travels

to Virginia for a Saturday race
against Virginia Commonwealth
Union and a Sunday meet vlth

University of Virginia.

FOUR OARED SHELL takes

much brine eventually sank the boat

W. C. BOOKSTORE
There will be a meeting of ALL students who

Thursday, April 17 at 4:00 p.m.

wish to work in the Bookstore for the academic
year 1969-70.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Salary: $1.60 hour

Working Hours: To be arranged.

Fringe Benefits: 10% Discount on all purchases.
NOTE: Any graduating senior interested in full-time employ-

ment may also apply at this time.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181
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Black Group Present Grievance

hope that our demands, which

we feel are legitimate, will be

acted upon by him In the same

good faith."

BlaelsN Room Together

The first grievance stated

that "Because of the discrimi-

natory practices currently be-

ing used to assign white room-

ates to black students, we in-

sist that sorting in September,

1969 all blacks be Initially as-

signed black roomates." The

President said that he agreed

entirely with this grlevanceand

that he Informed Dean Wester-

dahl and Dean Clark to com-

ply with It.

I if, in westerdnh] stated that

It has been a college policy to

call white students who have

been assigned black roomates

get their approval. Blacl

si lull'

been called. Westerdalil said

that In the future both parlies

wUl be contacted.

Revised Athletic Schedule

The second grievance staled

that black Institutions ar,e pre-

sently excluded from regular

athletic competition with Wash-
ington College am! Insists that

(he athletic schedule be revised

In order tu include black in-

fall i ti peti-

tion. The President referred

this matter to Coach Athey.

Athey said (hat he has sche-

with Bowie Stale for next fall,

and a soccer match with Mor-
gan state for the Homecoming
Weekend. He also said that

there is a possibility that we
will play the all-black Mary-
land State in basketball next

Schedule is Problem

When asked why the college

has not scheduled athletic con-

tests with black institutions in

the past, Athey replied that

this has been because of sch-

eduling problems He stated

that Washington belongs to two

Don Kelly

CHEVROLhT-niUCK. Iu.

ChalcrtowD, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Makes

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Ui Weejuni, Sandler or Evosto

Fabric Pumps Dved Free

conferences and that there are

no black institutions In either

"The college is restricted,

"Athey said," to the number

of games it plays with other

than conference teams; beca-

use of this we have not been

able to fit them (black schools)

into our schedule."

Lack Cultural Programs

The third grievance stated:

"Because cultural actlvltypro-

grams at Washington College

do not adequately reflect the

rich cultural heritage of black

Americans, we insist that a

deliberate effort be made to

intergrate these programs

starting with the fall season

In order that the college as

a whole may benefit from the

diversity therein achieved."

In a letter to Miss Erwln

dated February 12, President

Gibson stated, "In the matter

of cultural activities, I be-

lieve that Washington College

has been non-discriminatory.

John Fleming and Jeanette Wal-

ters, both black singers, have

been on our concert series in

recent years. Lectures have

been given since 19C7 by James

Farmer, Sterling Tucker, Scott

Stone, Dr. Charles Hamilton,

Alex Haley, Dr. John Hope

Franklin, and Julian Bond.

tuntinuL- Policies

"These distinguished people

have been sponsored by a group

of C3inpus organizations. And,

of course, there is the current

film and lecture series spon-

sored by the SEA. Certainly

we have been absolutely non-

discriminatory in our lecture

andc ert t

The fourth greivance asked

for "the formation of an Ad

Hoc Committee composed of

representatives of the ASA, the

faculty, and the administiation,

whose task it will be to deve-

lop Black Study Courses for

implementation into the present

curriculum; to Increase the ef-

forts to recruit black faculty

members; and make other

necessary recommendations in

line with the aforementioned

President Gibson said that

this demand would have to be

referred to the Academic Coun-

cil by the ASA. Dean Burns,

Chairman of the Academic
Council, said that this demand

had not been formally presented

to the Council, but that the

Council has discussed the pos-

sibility of a black faculty mem-

The Dean commented that the

demand for the competent black

scholar Is far greater than the

supply. He said that the col-

lege has considered teacher ex-

change programs with black col-

Dean Burns stated that the

college had not done anything

directly on the subject of a

black studies program. "Sym-
pathetic as I am to the prin-

ciple of it, I don't think that

Washington College is equipped

to supply such a program. Even

with theadditlonofablack facul-

ty member we wouldn't have the

faculties (curriculum) to pro-

vide a viable major here."

Commenting on the letter that

the ASA hasrecelvedfrom Pre-

sident Gibson, Miss Erwin said,

"To be specific we have been

assured that our demand that

black students room with black

students will be met. Both Dean

westerdahl and Dean Clarkhave

said that they will comply with

our request beginning with the

rooming assignments in the

Fall.

"As to our second demand,

calling for the scheduling of

athletic contests with black in-

stitutions, we won't be able to

determine until the Fall whe-

ther or not it has been met,

due to the fact that the ath-

letic schedule for this year has

already been completed. But

President Gibson has assured

us that Mr. Athey is currently

trying to schedule regular con-

tests with a black institution

No Commitment

"We have been given no de-

finite commitment by President

Gibson in regard to our third

demand. His reply was rather

vague and noncommital, but

again we will have to wait and

see what develops along this

line. As for the fourth demand,

we have been told that this Is a

matter for Dean Burns to de-

cide. We have not been in con-

tact with him as yet, but we
plan to be in the near future."

The Afro-American Student

Association of Washington Col-

lege was founded In October,

1968. Freshman Bill Ennett is

President; Rick Turner, Activi-

ties Chairman; Bill Prettyman,

Treasurer; and Carolyn Erwin
Communications Chairman.

It Is a voluntary organiza-

tion whose membership is lim-

ited to Washington College stu-

dents of Afro-American des-

cent. Earlier this year Julian

Bond received It's first annual

honorary certificate of mem-
bership. Because of it's alleg-

ed restricted membership, it

was denied Student Government

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
De«r. In the Heart of Chester-town

on the Village Green

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: Monday Ihru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. lo 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizia — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

Junior Ed Worteck and Jean Hays are two of five new

members of Phi Alpha Theta national History honor society

Also inducted were Don Rogers, Dave Saffern and Bill Prettyman.

Entrance standards are second among honor societies only to

Phi Beta Kappa. The Nu Phi chapter, founded last year, will

send delegates to the April 26 regional conference at Salisbury

State College.

LIBERTY
I

MUTUAL
the company, that stands by you

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Liberty Mutual Ins. Co. offers a "Claims

Internship" from June 9 through August 29,

1969, for Washington Juniors & June grads

with uninterrupted summers.

Men will investigate, evaluate and dispose

of claims, working outside in direct contact

with the public after a concentrated training

program.

Pay is $114/week. Men must supply own
car. Expenses reimbursed.

Talk to your Placement Office about ap-

plication for the following offices. Interview

date on April 23, 1969.

EAST ORANGE NORTH BRUNSWICK
HADDONFIELD WASHINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHESTER THEATRE
Thurs. - Sat. - April 10-12

GINA LOLLABRIGIDA

'Buona Sera, Mrs. Campbell'

M - Rating

Sun. - Wed. -April 13-16

KIRK DOUGLAS

"The Brotherhood"

M - Rating

ROUTE 213 DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Fri. - Sun. - April 11-13

All Adult Show

"Sugar Daddy"
and

"Private Relations"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Thurs. - Wed. - April 10-16

STEVE McQUEEN - ROBERT VAUGHN

"Bullitt"

M - Rating
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President Gibson Invites Students

To Participate In Dean Selection
As a result of Dean Landon

Burns' resignation, the College
Is actively searching for apos-
sible successor through the

Augmented Committee on Fac-
ulty and Curriculum.

In February, SGA President
Brlen Kehoe discussed with

President Gibson the possibility

of students participating in the
selection of a successor to

Dean Burns, At the Invitation

of the President, three students,

Brien Kehoe, Edward Schulman
and Edward Worteck, are

working with the nlttei

Procedure

The AugmentedCommitteeon
Faculty and Curriculum follows

a uniform procedure in con-
sidering potential candidates.

Applicants for the deanshlp sub-
mit, before receiving inter-

views, a dossier containing their

professional qualifications as
well as letters of recommend-
ation. Members of the com-
mittee review these papers and
Indicate whether they are in-

PAC Members Form
College Chapter OfSDS

by John Walker

Five members of the Peace
Action Committee have formed
a Washington College Chapter

of the Students For a Democ-
ratic Society, The members
include; Meg German, Brlon
Hanrihan, Fred Parker, Steve
Rapp, and Gavin Rowan. Al-
though the Peace Action Com-
mittee is paying the dues to the

national organization, the cam-
pus SDS is a fully independent
group.

Brlon Hanrihan, spokesman
for the local SDS, expressed
a number of reasons for join-

ing the organization. He ex-
plained that SDS aids its mem-
bers in their quest for iden-
tity in a world out of balance.
it provides the strength of a

national movement; Its mem-
bers have the reinforcement
that they are not alone In their

efforts to change the direction
of a corrupt society. Finally,
the very existence of an SDS
chapter helps attract attention
to the problems plaguing the
college community.

Some supporters of the SDS
view It as the only effective

force now available to stimu-
late and carry out basic chan-
ges in American society. They
cite the PAC as an excellent

illustration of the need for a

radical organization if success
Is to be attained. To them,
the PAC was full of "bleeding
heart" liberals seeking to as-
suage their guilt feelings. Af-
raid to take any meaningful
action that might antagonize
some segments of society, the

PAC became bogged down in

red tape.

The SDS at Washington Col-
lege stresses the positive as-
pects of student mobilization.

They wish to Influence the Col-
Jege, but at the same time
reject violence as a method of

achieving change.

The campus chapter of the

Student For A Democratic So-

ciety is presently working to

implement a five part improve-
ment program. It hopes to ef-

fect changes in the distribution

requirements and to abolish re-
petition of failed courses. It

regards the current form of stu-

dent petitions to the faculty as
unacceptable, necessitating ma-
jor alterations.

The SDS plans to develop a

more viable student rights pro-
gram. The group is concerned
with what It feels are "mis-
conceptions" and "unrealistic

Impressions' of Washington
College propagandized by the

Admissions Office to prospec-

Criticism

Although the local SDS seems
dedicated to a constructive pro-
gram, the chapter must bear
the onus of the national SDS
image — an image heavily co-

vered by violence. To many stu-

dents at Washington College,

violence and the SDS are al-

most synonymous. These Indi-

viduals reject the possibility

that the organization might

serve some valuable purpose.

Other students and faculty

(Continued on Page 6)

terested in speaking to

plicant.

Persons chosen for ai

view spend a full day on cam-
pus talking with members of

the group composed of faculty,

students, and administration.

Students interview candidates

privately for approximately an

Dialogue

Questions posed by the three

representatives deal with the

Individual's concept of his role

as dean in a small liberal arts

college, his Interest In various
curricular reforms, thoughts

about student participation on
faculty committees and the pol-

icies outlined in the "State-

ment on Student Rights and
Freedoms."

Applicants In turn discuss
with the interviewers questions
that they have concerning var-
ious aspects of Washington Col-
lege and the SGA. After in-

terviewing several people in-

terested in the deanship, the

pective Impressions.

Brien Kehoe, when asked to

reply on students' participation

at this point, stated; "Our
experience in interviewing can-
didates for the office of Dean
has demonstratedtous the many
facets of academic administra-
tion and the complex consider-

ations involved in filling this

major position."

Professor Richard Hofstadter of Columbia University spoke last night at

Tawes Theatre on "Violence in America History". See next week's ELM
for an analysis of tiiis speech by Senior Ray Felton.

Poll Reflects Intrest In

Summer Session Idea
Results of a recent SGA poll

on the possibility of a summer
school at Washington College

showed a large majority of re-

sponding students Interested in

attending a summer session

Of 216 students answerlngthe
questionnaire, about eighty per

cent approved the idea ofhaving

a summer school, and two-
thirds expressed interest in

taking summer courses here.

Some seventy-five per cent of

Faculty Stops Move To
Repeal Meeting Policy

by Jim Dillon

At ltsregular meeting of April

7, the faculty voted down a mo-
tion from the Student Senate re-
questing repeal of a clause in

the Faculty Handbook which
states that no faculty member
may disclose any of the pro-

ceedings of a faculty meeting.

The reasoning behind the Se-

nate's proposal Is that the pre-
sent policy Is inconsistent, In

that many professors often do
reveal to students the results

of their meetings. A rule agree-

able to and followed by all the

faculty would thereforebemore
desirable.

It l i the

The burned remains of Bill Smith. Seen in the foreground a

bers of the Class 1916. (See story, page 3).

Senate feelingthat academic bu-
siness of the College is close-

ly -related to student interest,

so that students have the right

of direct access to faculty de-

cisions.

A letter sent to the Senate

by Dean Landon Burns stated

that any developments In aca-
demic policy are Immediately
announced to the student body.

The faculty opinion wasthat stu-

dents need not be Involved in all

faculty business,

As expressed by Dean Burns,
"Faculty meetings are stlllre-

garded as being strictly 'facul-

ty domain'." A decision as to

the inconsistency In enforce-

ment of the present rule was
not made explicit.

the students felt that a three-

year accelerated program woul<

be worthwhile, and about one-
half would enroll for a third

semester. Most of the students

who would take extra courses
would do so to make up failing

grades or accumulateextra cre-

dits.

The bulk of summer courses
suggested were In the Idstory,

English, psychology, and mathe-
matics departments, along with

such supplementary fields as

astronomy and anthropology.

The Institution of a summer
program would be handled by
the College Plans Board, an ad-

ministration - faculty - student

committee. If a summer pro-

gram were put Into effect, it

would require long-range plan-

ning.

According to the Registrar,

Ermon Foster, there was a

summer school here in 1951 and

1953. Settingupaprogram would

first involve polling the faculty

to find what courses would be
available, then having students

register for the listed cour-
ses. A minimum registration of

ten students for each section

would be necessary to justify

each offering.

An average of about forty stu-

dents per year take summer
courses at other schools. Most
of these are transfer students

who need to make up lost credits

in order to graduate with their

Due to the Intense heat in

Chestertown In the summer,
classes could only be held ei-

ther In air-conditioned rooms In

the Fine Arts Centeror during

the mornings In William Smith

.HalL Mr. ^jster stated that "If

there is enough concrete student

interest, a summer school pro-

gram limited to the availabili-

ties of the College plant would

be completely feasible."
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Statement Of Policy

It will be the policy of this paper in the next year to

focus primary attention on the Washington College campus,

its students, their activities, the administration and its rela-

tions with the student body. If other than campus news is

employed, it will be relevant to the College or the student as

an individual.

Attention will be given to the problems of the College

and constructive criticism made. Technical changes will ap-

pear in the near future as we experiment with the design and
layout of the paper.

Syndicated columns which are not of immediate con-

cern to the student and are available in the daily papers

will be discontinued. Supplements will no longer be inserted

in the ELM. We will, however, continue to receive them, and
they will be available to interested students.

We feel that the relationship between the college and the

town should be mutually beneficial. We will comment on as-

pects of this relationship when necessary.

Our office is always open, so if you have any gripes,

suggestions, or news, don't hesitate to stop by.

Town Relations

Last week three College students were apprehended
while attempting to set off cherry bombs in the yard of a

Water Street residence.

While it has long been a college tradition that boys will

be boys, and that fun-loving students will indulge in harmless

pranks, there exists a difference between pranks and vanda-

lism. Lately the dividing line has been crossed too often at

Washington College. Acts such as this recent attempt at

cherry-bombing on private property are not only childish

but destructive. Rowdyism on the part of a few reflects on
the entire student body and only serves to create ill feelings

between college and community.

Student Activists

Washington College has entered the age of student un-

rest in its own small way. This year marked the first departure

from the usual group of clubs, with the formation of the

Peace Action Committee. Today, perplexed students find

themselves staring at signs announcing meetings for the cam-
pus SDS chapter, and newspaper articles about the campus
Afro-American Student Association.

To some this may appear a radical and dangerous change;

others may welcome it. But all must realize that the College is

no longer isolated from the growing demands for student
power. Washington College can never go home again.
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RAT Pack Prepares For Posts
by Evelyn Manolis

RAT - the Resident Assis-

tants Training Program for wo-
rnen's dormitories Is pre-

sently being sponsored by Dean

Clark and Miss Kelley, As-
sistant Dean of Women.
The program, coveringa span

of eight weeks, consists of a

series of lectures and Informal

discussions dealing with various

aspects of dormitory life and

human relations. Topics range

from pointers on the "Role of

the Residence Assistant as

a Counselor" to such specific

problems as alcoholism and

drug addiction.

Various Problems

As part of the training pro-

gram, present members of the

Residence Assistants staff re-

V. 1 1 J

I

late case studies of the

lous types of problems
which they have been confront'

ed. In this manner, the pro-

spective R.A.'s have an oppor-

tunity tounderstandmoreclear
ly the Implications of suchapo-

Invited guest speakers are
also scheduled to lecture at

some of the training sessions.

In view of the fact that two
of the speakers are experts in

their fields and will be dis-

cussing problems that are re-

levant to our contemporary soc-
iety, their lectures will be open
to all men and women students.

Alcohol and Drugs

The first, entitled "Alcohol
and Alcoholism" will be given

MRA To Sponsor

Student Loan Program
by Pete Johnson

A revolving loan of $200 has

just been posted by the Men's

Residence Association council.

The loan is for the use of men
students only and may be ac-

quired through the Dean of Men's

Office.

This program has been Initia-

ted as aresultoftheneedamong

male studentsfor someborrow-
lng agency. It is felt that this

type of system will enable men
students to obtain money for a

special weekend, a plane ticket,

or some sudden emergency with-

out having to rely on a friend.

Service Fees

Any male student mayborrow
a minimum of $5 and a maxi-
mum of $20. A service fee of

S.50 will be charged for all

loans of S5-$10. Students being
loaned morethan$10willhaveto
pay a $1.00 service fee. Money
borrowed must be repaid within

14 days. An additional $. 10 will

be charged for each daythe loan

is not reimbursed after this time
limit.

All loans must be paid back
before theend of each semester.
A student may not obtain a sup-
plementary loan until the first

one is repaid In fulL

Intercampus Phones

The MRA Is also vigorously

looking Into the possibility of

intercampus phones. The plan

Is to provide a telephone in the

room of each student who re-
quests to have one; it would not

be obligatory. As it now stands,

the student would pay anlnstal-
latlon fee and a monthly phone
bill. Each phone would have a
private number.

The MRA is currently investi-

gating intercampus phone sys-

tems at other colleges. There
are many problems that must be

overcome before such a system

can be Incorporated; however, it

Is expected that some definite

plan will be prepared before the

end of the present academic
year. The MRA Is Interested in

hearing from students who have

further ideas concerning this

program.

by Mr. William Foster on Tues-
day, April 22. "Drugs and

Their Effects" will be the topic

of discussion at the secondlec-
ture, on Thursday, April 24.

Special Agent Robert Stutman
of the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs will speak at

this time. Both presentations

will be held in the faculty din-

ing room at 6:00 p.m.

This is the first year that

an organized plan of prepara-
tion for the Residence Assistant

position has been implemented.
Miss Kelley feels that "the

role of the Residence Assistant

Is important to the academic
and personal adjustment of stu-

dents at Washington College."
Therefore, she hopes that the

training program will prove a

beneficial contribution toward
this end.

Screening

Forty three students applied

for the position for the acade-

mic year 1969-70. Of these,

ten have been selected to part-

icipate in the trainingprogram.
They include; Gall Ackerman,
Carol Brooker, Pauline Devins,

Evelyn Manolis, Hilary Park-
inson, Ellen Patterson, Emmy
Spamer, Annie Stevenson, Doris
Swauger, and Penny Wasem.
At the completion of the eight

weeks, six or possibly seven
of these candidates will be cho-

sistants next year.

Applicants for the Resident
Assistant position were selected

on the basis of such character-
istics as responsibility, depend-
ability, leadership, knowledge
of the campus, and ability to

relate to others. They were
interviewed by students who
have served as Resident Assist-

Drama Group Stages

Final Play Of Season

by Pam Seneff

As its last production of the

year, the drama department

will present the well-known

musical, "The Fantasticks",
on May 2 and 3.

An Internationally acclaimed
play, "The Fantasticks" is the

longest running production in

American theatrical history. Its

success is due partly to the ef-

Letter To The Editor

feet given by its simplified

staging and plot.

The staging is an open plat-

form and a few props, which

support an unsophisticated plot

of contrivance and love. Two
fathers, played by freshman
Jones Baker and sophomore
Eric Ruark, scheme to make
their son and daughter fall in

love by building a wall bet-

ween them, assuming that they

will be attracted to each other

more if they feel their fathers

are enemies. The boy and girl,

played by freshman C. A. Hut-

Fran

To The Editor:

Your last issue, while repor-

ting the Afro-American demand
for Intercollegiate athletic com-
petitions, curiously omitted any

reference to the then upcoming

rowing competition with Howard
University, which took place on

the Chester River last Wednes-
day. This event, so far as I can

tell, Is the first time in history

that a Washington College team

has engaged In any athletic

contest with a team from a

predominantly Negro school.

I was particularly glad to see

the Crew Club be the first to

break the athletic color bar-

rier at Washington College.

Rowing is the oldest Intercol-

legiate sport inAmericanandln

the world and Is sometimes
viewed as being on the hide-

bound and tradltonal side. One
sees in the Crew Club's Invi-

tation to Howard that combina-
tion which must be part of any
liberal outlook — a regard for

the best In the traditional past

coupled with a responsiveness
to needed social change. This
sophisticated combination
seems utterlybeyond the capac-

ity of contemporary lame-
brained extremists of left and
right to grasp. Onions to them,
in any case, and orchids to the

Crew Club. It Is good to see
that liberalism Isn't dead yet.

Associate Professor Of
Philosophy

baum, do fall in love, and the

play is based on their reac-
tions, both to one another, as
they mature, and to the out-

side world, as they discover

what It contains for them.

Musical background for the

play will beprovldedby athree-
plece band containing a piano,

Director of the production,

Mr. Maloney has commented
that "The Fantasticks" is a
"highly theatrical play, not a
realistic one." The props are
simple, being held upbyamute,
played by freshman Vanessa
Newton, and the stage is an
empty platform, so the effect

of the play depends a great

deal on the imagination of the

viewers.
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-In Perspective-

Bill Smith Burns

The original William Smith
Hall, built in 1906, was almost
exactly like the present struc-

ture, except for the absence

of the cupola. Everyone knows
that it was destroyed by fire

in 1916, but few are aware of

the actual events that occur-

red on that fateful Sunday morn-
ing of January 16.

Between 2 and 3 a.m. Wil-
liam Wallace, president of the

sophomore class, observedflre

flaming from the back windows
of the north wing. The fire,

reports the Washington Col-
legian of February 1916, was
"apparently coming from the

room used by the janitor for

general utility purposes." Stu-

dents and professors were noti-

fied and the alarm was sound-

ed. Within thirty minutes the

flaming building was surrounded

by townspeople and students.

No Water

"The students," contlnuesthe

Collegian, "fastened the hose

together which was placed in

all the buildings on campus,

and attempted to play water on

the fire. Separate trials were
made from the connections in

East, West and Middle Halls,

but owing to the arrangement

of the water pipes, the efforts

failed." The students, then,

:,:ed the I . to

not fit.

The Chestertown firemen

finally arrived, pulling the hose

trucks, about an hour after

the alarm. But they were dis-

organized and Inefficient:

"everyone was Doss, some did

nut know what to do them-
selves." Moreover, "one truck

hrid been left at the lower end

of the campus by some who
were apparently more anxious

to witness the glorious sight

than to aid in extinguishing

the fire."

No Hope

Several students pulled the

truck to where it could be
used, but "to cap the climax

of the regrettable inefficiency

on the part of the Chestertown

firemen, after the hose had been
adjusted to the water plugs,

It was discovered that the plug

wrench had been left behind or

mislaid." A wrench was fin-

ally supplied by a passing mo-
torist.

By this time, however, the

front wall had collapsed and
the entire building was In

flames. Cain Gym was saved
from the tremendous heat only

by the light snow that had been
falling during the night. In

BY DON ROGERS

two hours, William Smith Hall
had burned to the ground.

Nothing was saved except an
oil painting of William Smith,
the founder of the College, and
a few chairs. The nearly com-
pleted masterpiece on social
sciences and economics of Dr.
Cain, the president, was lost,
as were the Invaluable notes
and manuscripts of Dr. Hall,
professor of physical science.
Many other valuable documents
were lost, Including one show-
ing George Washington as a
contributor to the original sem-

"After breakfast that morn-
ing, Dr. Cain, In the efficient,

aggressive manner which has
characterized his adminis-

tration of the College's affairs,

disclosed plans for continuing

the work without delay." After

a two-week vacation for stu-

dents, classes were resumed in

the gymnasium, and plans were
made to reconstruct the class-

room building. It was complet-
ed In 1918, courtesy of state

funds and private donations.

Dinner For

Pro List

Fizzles Out
by\

The 'Sho'mcn' (1. lo r.) Bill lngl Ted Goldman, Gil Bliss, Sharon

4Sho'men' To Present

Pop, Hard Roek Show
by Sharon Siumpf

An evening of "anything-can-

happen' ' entertainment is

scheduled for this Saturday, Ap-
ril 19, in Tawes Theater, when
the Washington College per-
forming group, "The Sho'men",
present their first concert. A
benefit for the Chester
River Federation of the Blind,

Candidates Prepare

For SGA Elections

Elections for the officers of

President, Vice-President,

Secretary and Treasurer of the

Student Government Association

for the academic year 1969-70

will be held on Monday, April

28. The Executive Council elec-

tions for the Men's Residence
Association, whlchlnclude Pre-
sident, Vice-President, Secre-
tary and Treasurer, will also be
conducted at this date.

Petitions for SGA and MRA of-

fices must be filed by candidates

In the Registrar's Office by
5:00 p.m. on Monday, April 21.

Speeches for SGA offices willbe
given the same evenlnginHodsor

Dining Hall.

Any sophomore or Junior may
seek the office of President or
Vice-President, and any fresh-

man, sophomore, or Junior may
apply for the office of Secre-

tary or Treasurer of the Stu-

dent Government Association.

An SGA by-law was modified
last year In order to enable any
freshman, sophomore, or Jun-

ior student to run for executive

office without benefit of previ-
ous experience In the Student

Senate, All male resident stu-

dents are eligible for the po-
sitions of the MRA Executive

Council.

If a candidate for any office

should fall to receive a majori-

ty of the votes cast, a run-off

election will be held at a later

date. The newly elected repre-
sentatives of the SGA will be

sworn in at the Student Senate
banquet early In May.

*0
ft HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

pf . * Crah Imperial

• Marinated Steaks

.OUT! 29., CESTUIrowa, fjo. • Kin|i-Sized Cocktails

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

Hours: 5:30 lo 0:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

The Cone Drive In

Rt. 213 South

Subs Shakes Sandwiches

PIZZAS
Dully 9 cm. - 11 p.m.

Mrs. Faulkner 778-9851

the performance will include va-

rieties of music for the popu-

lar and hard rock fields, em-
phasizing the varied facets of

Beginning with well-known

popular lilts in the first half,

the group will then swing intc

the dimension of rock music,

featuring representative selec-

tions from such artists as

"Steppenwolf" and "The Jef-

ferson Airplane."

Heavy Sound

Backed by the lighting effeefs

of Doug Schneider and the so-

lid beat of "Oracle" drummer
Dale Trushein, "The Sho'men"
plan a launching of amplified

harmony designed to bend the

mind and enrich the ear.

Members of the group (which

has been working weekly at the

Harbor House at Worton Creek
Marina) include Bill Ingham,
lead guitarist and vocalist; Gil

Bliss, guitar and lead male
vocalist; Ted Goldman, bass
guitar; and Sharon Stumpf, fe-

male vocalist and lead tambou-
rine player.

The very latest in the recent

series of forward-looking, pro-
gressive milestones at Wash-
ington College occurred recent-

ly with the First Annual Pro-

bation List Dinner, held (?)

last Friday night at the Harbor
House.

The Idea for the dinner ori-

ginated with Mr. Bennett J. La-
mond, who expoundedthetheory

that "the students who attend

the Dean's List Dinner would
much rather be home studying."

He was heard to express the

feeling that a Probation List

Dinner "would really beamuch
more swinging affair."

Invitations were soon sent out

to a few select individualsbyan

unknown student, and plans for

the gala evening began to take

shape. After-dinner entertain-
ment ln:luded a Gymkana exhi-

bition to be given by Mrs. Bar-

bara Raymond Murray, and a

moving vocal rendition by Mr.

Tom McHugh of the Overture

to "Treemonisha"byScottJop-

11 n.

Mr. Lamond was to launch

into hisawe-lnsplringlnterpre-

tatlon of Shakespeare's "Titus

Andronlcus", choosing select-

ed moments of the play which

were especially dramatic.

But, unfortunately, due to the

lack of publicity that so often

occurs at Washington College

for worthwhile cultural "hap-

penings," Mr. Lamond was

the only one to appear at the

Tickets will be $1.00 anc

be available previous to the

cert and at the door.

will

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

ass Weejuns, Sandler of Be. ton

Fabric Pumps Oved Free

W. C. BOOKSTORE
THIS MONDAY ONLY

WE CELEBRATE

Nothing Special Day

BUY BUY BUY AT REGULAR PRICES

BUY EVERTHING IN THE STORE
(NOTING SPECIAL PRICE: UNDER 1100,000.00)

GRAND OPENING
of

THE EXPANDED

W.C. BOOKSTORE

See The Paranoid Hallway

SEE: A NEW COAT RACK

SEE: LOCKERS FOR YOUR BOOTS

SEE: THE GROTESQUE MONTAGE
SEE: THE UGLY GATE*

'Electron lea IIy slims shut on escaping pilferers
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THE
WASHINGTON

ELM SPORTS
Stickmen Win 8 • 3

Bow To Terps 10-3
by Bert Bogash

at the University ot Maryland, had some
j

colorful comments about their game with !

us last Saturday as reported in the Mary- i

land Diamondback:

i-i Beware of the big shore stick! La-

£ crosse? Well maybe, but even more striking

i| is the lumber used by the Shore diamond-

:|: men to pound out a whopping twenty-one

£ hits in their 18-2 shellacking of Wagner Col-

:|: lege on Monday.

£ Against Wagner, everything clicked

g magnificently. Al Streelman pitching with

ijj that painful tendonitis in his arm, tossed

:-j a beautiful nine innings as he gave up only

:|: six hits, struck out six and didn't walk a

:: single opposing batter.

£ In the hitting department, big George
for us

"
he djd

£ Buckless banged a three run, 375 foot

:j: homer, his second of the campaign. Buck's "Washington College didn't have a %

:j: first one was hit to the same spot in right good mid-field, but I think they were better :;j:

| field in the second Upsala game. than Penn State." The Maryland coach con-
j£

:< John Steinhart also reached stardom tinued, "Our defense stopped them cold." £

§ as he collected two doubles and five r.b.i.'s. &

v Right now the Atheymen have to be Leading that defense was everybody's |:|

:|: the most improved team at the college and Ail-American goalie, Norm Vander Schuyt,
j;!

:|: their chances of continuing are good. a Huntington, L. I. product who almost x

llj
Coaches Athey and Kibler, before the came to W. C.

nly comment that :|:

"Our first mid-field really played well."

However, despite the midfielders' perfor-

mance, the team still did not satisfy How-

ard. "We didn't play well", he added. "We

still are playing some sloppy ball."

"We had quite a few turnovers and

their goalie (Dave Boulden) made it hard

fine job."

season's lid lifter, w<

"We'll do the best we can."; a non-commit-

tal statement to say the least. Athey is still

not overly optimistic but he's getting there;

"I wish we could have put some of those

runs in the bank for use in future close

ballgames .... it's always nice to win

against Wagner especially by such a big

score but be righ|'

John "Hezzie" Howard, a Washington

College alumnus, now Head Lacrosse Coach

Long Island boys also counted for 8

of the ten goals that Maryland scored. Tom
Laverty from Berner in Massappequa had

three tallies, Bruce Piccirillo with two and
Rusty Pettit with one - - both Huntington

products, and Kim Bechtold from Cold
Springs Harbor (a town right next to Hunt-

ington} scored twice. When will some of

these Long Island lacrosse players end up
in Chestertown? But then again, I discussed

that last week . . .

by "Beer
1 Lehman

Traveling to Pennsylvania to-

men hope to even their 1969 sea-

son slate at three wins three los-

ses by taking on a not-so-strong

Swarthmore Squad. This game
will be followed In the coming

week by a home contest against

Towson on Tuesday afternoon.

Looking back on this week's
8-3 over Loyola, and 10-3 loss

to top-ranked Maryland, the

same thing Is true now of the

Stlckmen's play as was true at

the beginning of the season.

The Kellymen are playing very

erratic lacrosse, Thepotentlal,

the desire, and the hustle are
all present on the squad; how-
ever, cohesion is lacking and

consequently the fans are not

viewing the brand of lacrosse

they are so used to seeing at

Washington College.

On Thursday, April 10, the lo-

cals traveled to Baltimore to

take on a very weak Loyola Col-

lege. The Greyhounds Jumped
out to a short-lived 1-0 advan-

tage. Mark Svec, playing only

his second game of the season

due to his injury at North Ca-
rolina, sparked the Sho'menat-

tack in the second period, lead-

ing the squad to a slim 4-2 half-

time lead. Still not playing the

lacrosse they are capable of,

the Sho'men tossedinfour goals

in the second half.

disheartening at others, there

were a number of bright spots.

These included: the return of

Svec to the line-up, remain-

ing undefeated in the Strohbar

division, the continuing spark-

ling play of Dave Boulden inthe

goal, and the jelling of the de-

fense, especially on clears.

Last Saturday one of the top

teams In the nation rolled on-

to the Kibler plain. Once again,

the Kellymen displayed some
very erratic lacrosse. Through-

out the first quarter the Sho'men

played up totheir potential, with

Maryland getting

Sho'r

but this could have gone either

way. The Important thing Is

that the locals were playing

good lacrosse and were stay-

ing with the University of Mary-

However as the game pro-

gressed, the Sho'menattackhad
more than its share of troubles

putting the ball past the Terps'

All-American goalie, Norm
Vander Schuyt. Boulden played

another outstanding game but

seemed to be losing support at

times, especially from the mid-
field.

REMEMBER:

A good crowd

helps make

a good team.

Netmen 0-2; Rough Slate Ahead
by Richard Harrington

The Washington College ten-

nis team is preparing for the

rougher part of their thlrteen-

match schedule this week. After

a cancellation with Drew Uni-

versity and a ralned-out match

with Juniata, the netmen travel-

ed to Western Marylandforthelr

opening match. Although there

were fine performances from
Dave Isherwood and Bob Cox
in the singles, in the fifth and

sixth positions respectively, and

the third doubles team of Ri-
chard Harrington and Bob Cox,

cord at 1 and 1 against Catho-

lic University on April 11. Dave

Isherwood and Bob Cox both

won again In singles, and Joel

Cope in his first singles start

pulled out a win. The necessary

doubles victories came through

from Steve Graeff and Drew
McCullogh, at second doubles,

and Bob Cox and Richard Har-

rington at third doubles. Fred

Grey and Bill Woodcock played

well but came out on the short

end of the score.

The netmen fell below .500

the next day against Elizabeth-

town College. The singles were

split with wins brought home
by Fred Grey, Drew McCullogh

and Dave Isherwood. The doub-

les teams fell apart and were
unable to win a match.

The match scheduled for last

Tuesday against American Uni-

versity was called on account of

rain. Coach Merrick's netmen
return to action next Wednesday
at the University of Delaware

and will travel to New York to

meet Stevens Tech on Saturday.

the 1 i horr

DAVE ISHERWOOD remains the only Shore netman undefeated

) tar this season. In match play he lias amassed a 4-0 record.

1
OZMAN'S, INC.

Auto Sales & Service

CHESTERTOWN,

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The largest Independent Bank

zing Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Chestertown Galena
High Street

778-2*00 Member of FT>IC
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Dump Wagner 18-2

/Uheymen Up To .500; Win Last 2

The Washington College base-

all team Is still playing at a

500 clip, but did itthe hard way

last week. The club fell toa re-

cord of two wins and four de-

feats by dropping a hard fought

doubleheader to Western Mary-

land. At this point, the WC dia-

ond fans werebeginnlngto cast

,e '69 season off for naught.But

fine example of the determina-

te of this year's Atheymenwas

;hibited as the team came back

to defeat both catholic Universl-

y and Wagner College.

Tuesday, April 8 wasabright

mny day in Westminster, Md.

,

jt not for the baseball team

and especially not for John Dick-

The promising freshmen

hurler took the mound in the

first game and faced the chal-

lenge ofwestern Maryland well.

Through the first four innings,

John gave up just one run on four

Washington meanwhile col-

lected three runs on Dickson's

triple. However in the fifth in-

ning, last year's Mason Dixon

thamps got two runs On four

to tie the game. In the top

le sixth, the Sho'men scor-

ince to take the lead 4-3.

n the Green Terrors did not

e In the bottom of that In-

ning it appeared that Dickson

had an upset in the making. How-
a walk, two singles, and a

•un homer gave western

Md. three runs and the ball

,
6-4. Dickson's work was

raging and he merits at-

tention for the remainder of the

In the second game, Western

Maryland got a tremendous pit-

ching performance from Dave

ter and another home run

by Brown to win, 5-0. wachter

up only two hits while walk-

in- only one and striking out ten

convincing effort. Cam
Smith, just off a leg Injury,

pitched six innings, gave up

By Stewart Kay

the five runs on six hits and

took the loss. WC never got a

man to third base and only two

runners to second base. It was
a long ride back toChestertown

as it appeared that both the

spirit and momentum which had

been building up so well were
gone.

The future was seemingly not

so dull as Co-Captain Dave
Bruce was scheduled to pitch

on Friday, April 11 against Cath-

olic University. This usually is

fortunate, but his arm was sore.

Also, CU was 4-1, their only

loss coming on unearned runs.

With the spirt low following the

double defeat, this was Just as

much a ' 'must game" and "make
or break contest" as for other

sports on campus that week-

end. Dave Bruce pitched well

again and WC won 3-2. Requir-

ing a rub down following each

inning, the tough competitor

struck out ten and walked only

one In throwing a masterful

two hitter. But for two errors,

Bruce retired the last 21 bat-

ters in order. This makes Mm
3-0 on the year with thirty

strikeouts in 27 Innings pitched,

and a fine ERA of 1.00. Thus,

the team had won the "must
game" and the spirit wasonthe
upswing once again.

Wagner College came to

Chestertown on Monday, April

14, and could not possibly have

won this game against such a de-

termind club. This feeling was
very evident as the Atheymen
won going away, 18-2. Coach

Athey expressed a desire to

"put these runs inthebank"but

would not deny his team their

21 hits which inc'uded four dou-

bles', one triple, and Co-Cap-
tain Buckless' long Home Run.

The Hitting attack was well

balanced as seven of the nine

starters received at least two

hits. Buckless upped Ids aver-

CHESTER THEATRE
Thurs. - Fri. - Saf. - April 17-18-19

Double Terror Show

"The Mummy's Shroud"

"The Evils of Frankenstein"

Sunday - Wednesday - April 20 - 23

TONY CURTIS

"The Boston Strangler"

ROUTE 213 DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Fri. - Sat. Sun. - April 18-19-20

ALL STAR CAST

"Hell's Angels on Wheels"

TOM STERN

"Angels from Hell"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Held over second big week

Thursday - Wednesday — April 17-23

steve McQueen - robert vaughn

"Bullitt"

age to .483 with three hits in

five trips including a double,

his second home run of the sea-

RBI's

scored. In the bottom of the 8th,

George hit an 0-1 pitch about

385 feet Into straight away right

field scoring Bruce and streel-

man.ahead of him.

Al Streelman, although get-

ting "good wood" in the first

eight games, was in the throes

of an unusual slump. Thus, it was
especially rewarding to see him

go four for six Including a dou-

ble andatriple,withthreeRBI's

and three runs scored. Streel-

man was "helping his own
cause" against Wagner, since he

was pitching, and a fine game at

that. He struck out six, walked

none while scattering six hits.

Maryland goalie. Norm Vander Schuyt. makes great save on Ron Re-

gan's equally fine shot. Terp goal stopper held Sho'men to three

goals as his teammates pumped 10 shots into Washington net. Sec

His

John Steinhart alsohadagood
day, going four for sixincludlng

two doubles for fiveRBI's. With

Steinhart behind the plate on

Opening Day, catching was sup-

posedly an acute proble. But this

freshman nas really improved,

both offensively and defensive-

ly. He Is blocking the low pitch

in the dirt and throwing well to

second. His hits have been "in

the clutch" and collected suffi-

cent RBI's to tie him with Buck-
less for the team lead. He is

batting .356.

Following the game. Coach
Athey said, "That was a great

exhibition of hitting today. If

the hitting keeps up like this,

this team is going to win a lot

of ball games this year. I am
very encouraged with today's

The next home game Is Sat-

urday, April 19 with a good team

from Randolph-Macon, Dave

Bruce Is slated to pitch.

Sho'men crew appears to be leading Howard (above) midway

through the race. Look o: disappointment is evident on faces of

Washington oarsmen (belov, ) after being dealt first loss on Chester

River in two year history.

Oarsmen Hit Slump; Lose Last 3
By Chris Combs

The crew had meetswith Vir-

ginia CommonwealthUniversity

and the University of Virginia

last Saturday and Sunday and was
unable to beat either school.

Wednesday saw the team race

Howard University on the Ches-

ter and lose again by two lengths.

The Howardrace however, did

see the Shore team row the

fastest race lnit'stwo year his-

tory: 6 minutes, 40 seconds.

Howard bettered that time by 10

seconds to achieve their first

victory this year.

The first race of the weekend

against V.C.U. and Salisbury

was held on the James River In

Richmond. The Washington crew

was forced to change it's stroke

to Rick Ruark because the shell

supplied by Virginia Common-
wealth was rigged in a different

fashion than the Washington

For the first 1000 meters of

the race on the James River

the two V.C.U. boats were al-

most In a dead heat with Wash-

inton and Salisbury was last.

However, during the second half

of the race, Washington's high

stroke rate began to be felt by

the i and t ; Sho'r iboat

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

fell behind, losing to the V.C.U.

shells by 4 lengths and beating

Salisbury by 2 lengths.

On Sunday, the team travel-

led to Charlotesville and rac-

ed the University of Virginia.

John Carlin stroked this race,

as the shell was starboard

stroke and the race was much

closer than Saturday's. Virgin-

ia's first boat won by 2 lengths,

Washington and the Virginia

Junior varsity battled from start

to finish. The lead changed hands

several times, but, at the finish

the Sho'men crew lost by less

than one-half a length.

For Nice Thing* iii Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BU1CK, lac.

Cbeslertawa-, Md.
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I— Dolce's Review

Stunt l\iqht

Stunt Night made Its annual

debut (and fortunately, exit), last

Friday night In Tawes Theatre

bo/ore the largest audience (sic)

ever assembled (or any cultural

event of the College.

Sponsored by the senior class

as a fund raising affairf?), Stunt

Night allows students to exhibit

their creative talents in ever-

so-sublle satire. This year will

be remembered as the year se-

Bookstore

Rouses

Controversy

by William Picttymon

This year the Washington Col-

lege Bookstore lias been the

scene of a great deal of activi-

ty, experimentation, and some

controversy. The chief factor

promoting this outburst hasbeei

the new bookstore manager,

Martin Kabat. Mr. Kabat has

attempted to botli raise the

quality and improve the service

in the store by several new po-

licies. The reaction to his chan-

ges has so far been favorable.

The two main experiments

undertaken this year were the

conversion from notions to

books and a student charge sys-

wlth

the paperwork the system re-

quires and the slight problem of

collecting some of the overdue

accounts.

"Any effort to collect unpaid

bills is the responsibility of the

bookstore," explained Mr. Ka-

The conversion from notions,

astlyto

and improved collection of

books, has also won majority

approval. There are, however,

a numher of students who feel

the changeover has been too

drastic or that the store should

carry both. When questioned on

this point, Mr. Kabat said that

the problem was not unwilling-

ness to carry notions, but alack

of money.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

veral literary classics were

adapted to the college scene, in-

cluding "The Cherry Orchard,"

"Camelot," and "Peanuts." Not-

able attempts at original drama

were also rendered.

Intellectual Stimulation

Zeta Tau Alpha very clever-

ly brought "The Campbell Soup

Bowl" to the College, in which

Harvard, triumphant in 1374 out-

ings, was defeated by Washing-

ton College. With questions pro-

bing deep into the minds of the

contestants, it became obvious

that the intellectual superiority of

the Washington team could not be

matched.

Alpha Omlcron PI, ina "Wash-
ington College Carol," presented

Life at the school, past, present,

and future, There certainly have

been changes from the days when
pink and black '55 Chevy's with

flames painted on the sides grac-

ed Chestertown. We can expect

everyone living on the grass In

the future.

Concern

Alpha Chi Omegabrought Char-

He Brown to the campus. For

some strange reason, Charlie is

uninspired by the vast curricu-

lum and decides to join a fra-

ternity. After examining each one,

and finding each one deficient, he

talks to several sorority girls,

But finding no help, he turns to

the true source of campus In-

spiration, the Dean of Women.
"Together," they work out his

College Band

Makes Debut

by Ray Felton

The Washington College Con-
cert Band, directed by Mr. Gary
Clarke, will present its first

concert tonight, April 18, in Taw-
es Theater, at 8;30 p.m. Includ-

ed In the evening's performan-

ce will be pieces by Osterllng,

Erickson, carter, sousa, Ewald,

and Vaughn Williams. Admission
is free.

This thirty-five piece ensem-
ble, composed of woodwind,
brass, and percussion sections,

was formed at the beginning of

this year. Establishment of the

band marks the first time in sixty

years that Washington College

has sponsored an Instrumental

proDiem "in the strictest confi-

dence."

Theta Chi presented "Frat-

man" and his Boy Wonder (blun-

der?), Pledge. In several daring

scenes of campus unrest, Frat-

man and Pledge come to theres-

cue to preserve serenity, tran-

quility, and peace. It is always

reassuring to know that the The-

ta's are as concerned with cam-

pus security and well-being as

was demonstrated by their very

capable performances.

Brilliant Staging

Phi Sigma Kappa adapted "ca-

melot" for the occasion, and it

was amazing to see how readily

the Tawes Theatre facilities

adapted to a full scale musical

production. The amorous adven-

tures of Arthur, Guienevere, and

Lancelot were beautifully pre-

sented by the college audience.

And those original lyrics were
pure genius.

Kappa Alpha presented George
Washington's statue as he sees

campus life, from many view-

points and advantages.

The independents were repre-

SDS . . .

(Coi led From Page 1)

members, polled on the useful-

ness such an organization could

have at the College, place It on
a probationary status. Theybe-
lieve the local chapter has pos-
sibilities at Washington College,

but that an Incident of violence
would destroy any progress.

Other opinions on campus
view the value of the SDS in Its

radicalizing effectson students.

They find that few people re-

main indifferent to the SDS;
the heightened sense of politi-

cal awareness is beneficial to

the community as a whole.

Brlen Kehoe, president of the

tlon, sees the SDS as cleverly

playing the role of an opposi-

tion party. They arevigorousin
their denunciation ofthewrongs
of American society but present
no alternative concrete pror
grams. A majority of campus
opinion seems toagreewlthKe-

of what SDS wants, large scale

support at Washington College
will not bust. Brlon Hanrihan
invites the students to attend

SDS meetings and learn for

themselves.

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

Towne Stationers

Chestertown, itfd.

Two AOPi's grace the stage of the Fine Arts Center

ton College Carol" presented at Stunt Night.

sented by the Kent House Twelve

and the freshman class. The Kent
House group presented "The
Cherry Orchard." This drama
was updated with the help of the

history department, and Simon
LeGreek was unable to steal the

cherries. The freshman class

presented two skits, both untitl-

ed for artistic effect. They look-

ed at the book store with a new

slant and played a game of mo-
nopoly with a new set of rules.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday • Thursday
7 a.m. — 11 p.m.

Friday

Saturday
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 p.m. — 11 p.m.

The Sho'men In Concert
SATURDAY, APRIL 19, 1969 — 8 P.M.

Tawes Theater
Benefit for the Chestertown Federation of the Blind

$1.00 Donation

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Bonne it's townya country Shop
Mldlowu Mall Chestertown, Md.



New Faculty To Bring

Art, Theology, & Junk

Senator Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) and Senator Joseph Tydings (D-Md.) spoke

community in Hynson Lounge yesterday morning.

) members of the College

Several new faculty mem-
bers have already been hired
to replace the vacancies re-
sulting from professors who
are leaving at the completion
of the present academic year.

Some openings still remain, but
It Is expected that they will be
filled in the near future.

The new chairman of the eco-
nomics department will be Wil-
liam Knowles, who obtained his

Ph.D from the University of

Wisconsin. Mr. Knowles Is cur-
rently teaching at Inter- Ameri-
can University In Puerto Rico.

He Is an expert In labor eco-
nomics and has done consulting

work for the ILO. Arrlvingwlth

Dr. Knowles this fall will be

his Chinese Junk, which he in-

Campus Security

Page Two
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Tense Times

COMP Conflicts Cause

Campus Controversy

Downtown Booksale To

Provide Chorus Funds

by Evelyn Manolis

Members of the senior class

nave expressed a great deal

of discontent as to the present

scheduling of comprehensive

aepart merits.

According to the academic
calendar for the present year,

seniors are required to attend

classes through Thursday, May

15. During the following two

days, Friday, May 16, and Sat-

urday, May 17, comprehensive

examinations will be adminis-

tered by the various depart-

ments adhering to this policy.

These dates are part of the reg-

ular reading period for final

examinations.

In addition to comprehen-

slves, seniors are required to

lake a final exam In courses

outside their major field. Con-

cerning finals within their

major, the obligation will be

left to the discretion of each

professor. Final examinations

for all students, including sen-

iors, will be given during the

6-day period starting Monday,

May 19, and concluding, Satur-

day, May 24. Therefore, sen-

tor will not be allotted any

reading period to prepare for

comprehensives nor any read-

ing period to study for finals,

except for Sunday, May 18,

which will probably fulfill the

vital need for a day of "re-

cuperation".

Mr. Ermon Foster, Registrar

of the College, was asked

whether or not he thought some
formal reading period was nec-

essary as a preparation for

comprehsnslves. He seemed
to feel that a matter of a few
days would be of little value

to the seniors. Mr. Foster
explained that several years

ago a program known as "sen-
ior riders" was conducted by
each department. It entailed

direct communication between

each student and his adviser,

throughout the senior year, in

preparation for comprehen-
sives. Although the title "sen-
ior rider" may no longer exist

in some departments, Mr.

Foster noted that a similar

program was In effect. He
stated that eachdepartment was
still implementing some system
whereby faculty members work-

ed with students durlngthe sen-

ior year, providing reading

lists, sample questions, etc.

In view of theseclrcumstances,

Mr. Foster felt a reading per-

iod was unnecessary.

In regard to a study period

for final examinations, the Reg-

istrar noted that most seniors

were taking at least two, and

possibly three, courses In their

major field. Therefore, they

would have only one or two fin-

als. He felt this should al-

leviate the pressure as well

as the study time that normally

accompany final exams. A

number of students have noted

however, that some professors

(Continued on Page 3)

by Joe Massey

This week, Washington Col-

lege students have a rare op-

portunity to purchase many fine

books by distinguished authors

at fantastically lowpricesatthe
Washington College Chorus
Book Sale.

The sale will be held Thurs-
day, Friday, and Saturday, April

24, 25, and 26, on High Street

at the former location of the

Yarmouth Shop. It will be In

progress on Thursday from 10

a.m. till 6 p.m., onFrldayfrom
10 a.m. till 8 p.m., and Satur-

day from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.

Students will be able to find

many required course readings

among the more than three thou-

sand books offered for sale.

The prices range generally from

20 cents to 75 cents for hard-

bound books and from 5 cents to

25 cents for paperbacks. Some
recent editions In good condi-

tion are marked at slightly high-

er prices.

The books cover a wide range

of topics In some twenty dif-

ferent cateforles. Biographies

and general histories will pro-

vide Important books by such

authors as Samuel Eliot Mor-
rison, Wertenbaker, Hoffer,

Schleslnger, Jr., Churchill,

Frankfurter, Sorenson, John

Kennedy, H.G. Wells, Tre-
velyan, Curtl, Shlrer, Bowers
and Cotton.

Raffle Chances

The chorus invites everyone

In conjunction with the book

sale, a raffle is also being held.

Tickets are priced at $1.00

each and may be bought at the

sale or from any Chorus mem-
ber. The grand prize includes a

$25.00 savings bond, dinner for

two at the Harbor House, and a

case of brew. Two other draw-

ings will also be held, one for

another $25.00 bond and the

drawings will be held in the Din-

ing Hall during the last week of

classes.

Possible New Major

Robert Janson-La Palme has
been given the first full-time

appointment in art history. More
courses will be offered next

year In this field, with the idea

that it may eventually become
a major. Mr. Janson-La Palme
Is now finishing his Ph.D. at

Princeton University, which has
one of the outstanding art his-

tory departmentslnthe country.

He has also been teaching for

five years at the University of

Rochester. His specialty is mo-
dern and Renaissance art. In

the coming year, he will be
offering an introduction to art

and an upper level course In

Renaissance art.

William Johnston will be a new
member of the music depart-

ment. He is presently complet-

ing his Masters degree at Lou-
isiana State University. His

specialty is choral conducting,

and he studied as a graduate

assistant to Dallas Draper. Mr.

Johnston will assume leadership

of the Washington College

Chorus and Chorale during Mr.
Walker's year of absence; he

will also teach courses insym-
phony music and music history.

Mr. Clarke willbeactlngchalr-

man of the department.

Variety in Literature

The language department has
added three new faculty mem-
bers to their staff. Erlka Sal-

loch will be an assistant pro-

fessor of German. She obtain-

ed her A.B. from Hunter Col-

lege and will have her Ph.D
completed by this fall from New
York University. Her disser-

tation is in the realm of con-

temporary German literature,

specifically the works of the

dramatist Peter Weiss. Miss
SaUoch Is a native of Germany
but has been a resident of the

United states for several years.

George Shivers and Martin

Clearfield will beteaching Span-

ish in the fall. Mr. Shivers, with

an A.B. from AmerlcanUnlver-

sity, is an NDEA Fellow at

University of Maryland work-

ing for his doctorate. His pri-

mary field is the Spanish novel

of the 19th century. Mr. Clear-

field is working towardhlsdoc-

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington College Students w.

Chorus Booksale presently being

building.

:re among the first to attend the

held in the former Yarmouth Shop
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Campus Security
After the unfortunate incident of last Saturday night,

when a female student withstood an attempted attack, the

ELM is pleased to hear that Washington College is taking

prompt action to insure the safety of the women students.

As a first step, several preliminary measures will be tak-

en: better lighting facilities are to be provided for the cam-

pus, particularly for Fraternity Lane, which has thus far

been without light; also the two night watchmen will be

further employed to insure student safety. These men will

be located in the area of the women's dormitories during

what Dean Kelly has termed the critical hours, immediate-

ly before and after curfew. Over the summer the problem

will be carefully studied and the possibility of a secur-

ity guard raised.

Another aspect of the problem will be attacked by a

program to educate the women students to their respon-

sibilities and the possible dangers of the situation. While

the College is certainly responsible, in the sense that it

should make all efforts to provide for the students' safe-

ty, as mature adults, the women of this campus must also

accept more responsibility for their own welfare. If they

fail to take the proper precautions, and continue to tra-

vel alone at night, they will make the College's job that

much more difficult.

Letters to the Editor . . .

Comprehensives
The time of year has once more arrived when seniors

are undergoing the tremendous strain and pressure that ac-

company the approach of comprehensive exams. Although

some of the departments have abolished this requirement,

the number of seniors who are still experiencing the trau-

ma of comprehensives is sufficient to lend a tense atmos-

phere to the campus.

Appeals to eliminate all exams of this nature have met

with rejections from several departments. If the students

must contend with comprehensive exams, they should at

least be allowed the means with which to fulfill this obli-

gation, such as some form of reading period.

It is true that preparation for exams of this type should

be pursued throughout the senior year. Realistically, how-

ever, it seems only natural that during the last week before

comprehensives, when the pressure is greatest, students

will find the need to be free from the worries of class at-

tendance, term papers, final exams, etc. Removed from

these anxieties, they would have the opportunity to ap-

proach a comprehensive exam with a clearer frame of

mind.

According to the present schedule of examinations,

comprehensives will prove little more than the physical

and mental endurance of the students.

Working Relations
Next Monday, the student body will elect new officers

for the SGA, the Men's and Women's Residence Associa-

tions. We urge everyone to cast a vote.

We are looking forward to extablishing close working
relations with the new officers. We look for an under-

standing between these organizations and the ELM, with

an appreciation of the problems that confront each.

Throughout the year, the ELM will offer responsible criti-

cism, criticism that will rise above personal differences

that divide and retard progress, criticism that will work
for the best interests of all.

We must realize that we benefit no one as long as we are

unaware of what the other is doing. We can work together

to help alleviate problems of the students and the College.
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Security lacking

To the Editor:

Last week an attack on a

Washington College coed clim-

axed what has turned out to

be a year of crime or attempt-

ed crime on campus. For mon-

ths, evidence of prowlers, and

on several occasions even of

actural breaking and entering,

has kept the women's dorms In a

state of nervous upheaval.

Women students have been

stopped on the street or fol-

lowed back to campus by men

even in broad daylight.

Ater the Incidents of last

week, it should certainly be

obvious to all that the security

of the College Is seriously lack-

ing. Nor should the students

look to local or state authori-

ties for assistance. The quest-

Ion then arises as to just where

the responsibility for the safety

and welfare of female students

lies.

At the suggestion of the Dean

of Women's office, a "buddy"

system has been Initiated. Girls

now are urged to walk after

dark only when accompanied by

end. Not only

arrangement Impractical, but

it places the focus of the sit-

uation upon self-protection, not

responsible protection by

campus authority.

The establishment of a cam-
pus police force would help to

assure the safety of students

both In the dorm and on the

streets. Such a system, If

properly supervised; would eli-

minate such threat to women
at W. C. as has existed this

It is not our responsibility

to assume our own protection.

It is the duty of the College

to assure the welfare of Its

students. When will it begin to

so?

Sincerely;

Sharon Stumpf
Resident Assistant

Reid Hall

-0-

ASA answer
To the Editor:

We read with Interest Pro-

fessor Tapke's letter Elm,

April 18) criticizing the ASA for

failing to note, in our demand
for inter-collegiate athletic

contests with black Institutions,

the Crew Club's then upcoming
race with Howard University.

The fact of the matter is that

we took note of the contest bet-

ween the Crew Club and HU be-

fore we made the demand, and

;ofi
Our original demand, howev-

er, dealt specifically with ath-

letic competitions that co.neun-

der the auspices of the athletic

department. This race, there-

fore, does not Invalidate that

demand. It should be noted that

the Crew Club is exactly what
the name implies, a club and
not a recognized part of the ln-

ter-colleglate athletic program
here. Therefore, what contests

it schedules, with whom, when
and where, i6 the Club's own
affair. For the powersthatbeat
this college to try and steal

some of the praise these boys
are due for their "open-mlnd-
ness" in scheduling Howard
would be In very poor taste.

Oddly enough, Professor

Tapke took no position what-

mands. Or if he has a special

penchant for sports, here was
his opportunity to support us

in our demand by suggesting

that WC withdraw from the se-

gregated athletic conference it

Is now In or Join another that

is Integrated. But, we suppose,

such are the workings of

the "liberal" mind. It's never

really there when you need It.

Scallions therefore, to libera-

lism; orchids to common sense.

Sincerely,

Afro-American Student Assoc.

-0-

Comprehensives
To the Editor:

In the first semester of

this year, the faculty of this

college decided that compre-

hensives should be given May
16th and 17th of 1969. That this

weekend is by other decree the

few days set aside for the stu-

dents to exercise their abili-

ties in abstracting a plethora

of facts Into a cohesive body of

knowledge beforebelngtestedon

fourteen weeks study MUST not

have occured to the faculty.

It did occur to a few students,

mavbe even more than a few,

but May seemed a long way off.

Nobody moved. Now the compre-
hensive tension is beginning to

make itself felt through the pre-

sently more pervasive "joi du

prlntemps." More and more

students are vocallzingfeelings

of resentment against the facul-

ty corpus which has decided to

deny to the senior s the rights ex-

tended to undergraduates. Not

only can we not reorient our-

selves to a comprehensive view
for more than twenty-four hours

before being required to demon-
strate adequateknowledgeofour

several disciplines to earn the

privilege of our Bachelor de-

grees, but we are further de-

nied the opportunity ofrecover-

ing from the comprehensive
view to concentrate upon the

specific Information needed for

examinations in our electlves

and in many of our major sub-

When one student's dissatis-

faction with the "Jap" job the

faculty had apparently foisted

upon the seniors was express-

ed to the President's office,

the answer mutely given was
that, having been passed on,

the decree could not be chang-

ed.

It is my hope, that in the

years to come Washington Col-

lege may mature, so that stu-

dents do not have to numbe

their minds in order to extract

from their education and liv-

ing a experience a modlcom of

pleasure and enthusiasm.

Margaret B. Nuttle

-In Perspective"

No SGA
BY DON ROGERS

Because our present Student

Government Association plays

such an important role on cam-
pus, It seems unbelievable that

a student body could live with-

out It. But the Washington Col-

lege student body rejected pro-

posals to create an SGA sev-

eral times between 1947 and

1952.

During World War II, the C ol-

lege abandoned student govern-

ment to cope with wartime
emergencies. Immedlatelyafter

the war, however, many students

moved to reactivate the student

council. "We have no organized

method of presenting our legiti-

mate gripes to the proper au-

thority," wrote one student in

1946. "Our present method Is

complaining to ourselves." A
petition was passed around to

sample opinion about the possi-

bility. It was reported that 75%
of the students favored student

Fight Cheating

A committee was formed to

sented to the student body. Pre-

sident Mead favored the idea

and left the matter "entirely

in the hands of the students."

The committee centered its

work around two problems;
creating a greater feeling of

honor among the students -

cheating was a common prac-
tice - and creating a greater
sense of cooperation between
faculty, administration, and

the de-

The committee presented its

completed draft for ratification

on January 6, 1947. It created
a council, composed of elect-

ed members from each class

to oversee student organiza-

tions and to enforce the Honor
Code, which was supposed to

preserve honesty during exams.

Keep Trying

Yet, the constitution was re-

jected overwhelmingly. Still the

movement was not dead. The
constitution was rewritten by
the Forensic Society, and it was
resubmitted to the students in

the spring of 1947. Again It was
handily defeated.

Neither of the drafts were
that objectionable; the second

was quite an achievement. Their

rejection does not seem puz-

zling, though, after learning of

the student's attitudes.

Disgusting Attitude

The most forceful reason for

opposition was the fear that the

SGA would become a Gestapo

in enforcing the Honor Code; it

is possible that because it was
so widespread, many students

wanted to preserve dishonesty.
The Elm reports that many
students actually bragged about

cheating on exams.
Another reason cited was

complacency and lack of ser-
iousness. Many Elm editorials

described students by the

stereotype "Joe College," one
who accepted the status quo
with great Indifference. One
student described the ratifying

assembly as a travesty,

where many students act-

ed without any concern for the

matter at hand.

However, seriousness later

prevailed: student government
was formally adopted in Janu-
ary 1953. The constitution was
the predecessor of the present
SGA const itulon.
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Greeks Sing

Play, Cavort

On Weekend

The Interfraternity and Pan-

Hellenic Councils have com-
bined efforts this year to pre-

sent anactivity-filledlFC-Pan-

Hel Weekend tonight, Saturday,

and Sunday, April 25, 26, and 27.

Tickets, on sale In the dinner

line, are $7.00 for Independents

and $4.00 for Greeks, for a pac-

kage deal which covers all

events for the 3-day weekend.

Tonight's agenda lncludesthe

annual Song Fest, an interfra-

ternity and sorority musical

competition in Hodson Hall, fol-

lowed by a dance in Russell Gym
with the "New Breed," from

9 p.m. till 1 p.m. Beer will be

supplied at the dance.

Saturday afternoon, after the

lacrosse game with Washington
and Lee and the Alumni base-

ball game, a second dance will

be held in Russell Gym, this

one featuring "The Playmates."

Refreshments for this dance will

byB.Y.O.
A beach party Sunday after-

noon with "The Oracle" at

Conquest Beach will cap the

weekend. According to George
Buckless, president of IFC, the

party will last from 2 p.m.

till whatever time every-

body goes home, and beer will

again be supplied, in addition to

a plentiful amount of "free sand,

water, and salt air."

The Pan-Hellenic Council,

under the direction of Linda

Phinney, is handling decora-

tions, posters, and tickets for

,— A YEAR IN OFFICE

Kehoe Interview

Newly appointed members of the Senior Women's Honor Society at

a reception given in their behalf at the Alumni House are: (1 to r)

Jean Hays, Barbara Osborn, Gay Hunter, Debby Green, Colleen Spi-

vey, Barbara Harbaugh, Jessica Doukas.

Student Government Associ-
ation president Brlen Kehoe can
point to a year of solid ach-
ievement as his term of of-
fice comes to an end. Under
his guidance, the Senate has both
tightened its internal organiz-
ation and become the dominant
force on campus for the ex-
pression and execution of

student wishes.

Mr. Kehoe has estabHshed a

functioning office to serve as
a center for dally SGA busi-

ness. Aworklngexecutlvecom-
mittee system is now in effect,

which deals with the ground-
work and makes the decisions

behind the scenes, so necessary
to the smooth operation of the

SGA.

To generate student interest

and to more accurately reflect

student opinion, the SGA has

continuously attempted to ex-

pand the area of "student

power" at Washington College.

Mr. Kehoe regards the passage
of the Joint Statement of Stu-

dent Rights and Freedoms as

the blueprint for future develop-

ment In this sphere. The at-

tempt to enlarge student part-

History Major Comments

On Hofstadter Lecture

BE A

BIG BROTHER
area...," historian Richard

Hofstadter spoke on the pro-

blem of "Violence in American

New Political Outlook
by Pat Schatt

A new organization, the Pol-

itical Affairs Society, met Tues-
day, April 15 in the Student

Activities Center at 7 : 00.

This group is a proposed union

of the three major political

associations at Washington Col-
lege: the Democratic Club, the

Republican Club, and the Inter-

national Relations Club. Re-

COMPS . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

are requiring final exams,
regardless of the fact that the

particular course may be in

a student's major field.

When advised that there was
a great deal of discontent a-

mong the seniors concerning the

exam schedule, Mr, Foster ln-

d„„:„; '''it It was doubtful any

changes coin. 1 be made In the

present plans. He noted, for

example, that it would be ex-

tremely difficult to single out

the courses taken by seniors

and place thse finals during the

last few days of the exam per-

iod which would allot seniors

more time to study. The school

calendar was organized far in

advance; any revisions would
be almost impossible at this

time.

presentatives of these three

organizations have combined to

promote non-partisan dis-

cussion of political issues on

campus.

Romona Invidlato was named
temporary chairman of theclub.

A special meeting to draft a

constitution was held Tuesday,

April 22.

The Political Affairs Society

took its first active position on
campus when it sponsored two
guest speakers, Senator Joseph

P. Tydings of Maryland and Sen-

ator Ernest F, Holllngs of South

Carolina. The informal quest-

ion and answer session was held

Thursday, April 24.

History" on April 17, in the

Tawes Theater at 8;30 p.m.

His approach to the subject

was marked by the enthusiasm

demonstrated by any dedicated

explorer who had come upon

an untouched field. His anx-

ieties expressed the concern

felt by many Americans in view

of recent outbursts of violence,

culminating in the murders of

such national leaders as Mar-
tin Luther King and the Ken-
nedy brothers. Like other

Americans, Dr. Hofstadter

posed the question of whether

not It Is acceptable or neces-

sary. Uncontrolled revolution-

ary or protest violence can lead

to dangerous consequences if

the revolutionary rhetoric is

allowed to outrun the potential

of the historical moment In

which it occurs.

Once too much is sought or

demanded, asoclety'sflexibility

can be overextended, producing

to •

t the veste

ciety consider

<ciety sick

one, plagued with a predisposi-

tion to violence.

To search for the answer to

these problems, Dr. Hofstadter

contended that we must turn to

a new phase of knowledge, Le.

a systematic examination of the

history of social violence in

America. Dr. Hofstadter sug-

gested possible ways to ana-

lyze this The

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

upsurge in violence during the

past few years may be due to

the inability of our institutions

to solve the problems of Ameri-
can society.

While keeping this fact in

rent situation in its proper
historical perspective. We must
try to find out If there Is a

dlscernable pattern of violence

throughout American history.

The speaker qualified his re-

marks by claiming that there

exists both legitimate and il-

legitimate forms of violence.

police actions, and even revol-

utions have proven Justifiable

or at least necessary.

To Dr. Hofstadter, the dif-

ficulty surrounding violence in

modern America is whether or

menace tothe continued strength

or durability of the society.

In such an instance, violence

constitutes a failure to spur

political action. Such a pos-

sibility has become a real one

to American society, according

to Dr. Hofstadter,

In his exploration of the

tradition of violence in Ameri-

can society, Dr. Hofstadter's

analysis lost some of its ef-

fectiveness. He tended to offer

statistics and facts quite fam-

iliar to most knowledgeable stu-

dents of American history.

However, for a man who has,

in the past, contended that con-

sensus and not conflict was the

hallmark of American history,

demonstration of the frequency

and variety of social unrest

throughout our history had to

constitute a significant reval-
uation of his outlook.

Along with his concluding

statements, these remarks
comprised a valuable Insight

into the mind of a man who
has undergone and is still in

the process of undergoing a

profound intellectual metamor-
phosis. Long Identified as the

father of the consensus school

of American history, Richard

Hofstadter has seen reason to

(Continued on Page 6)

-BY JOHN WALKER—I

icipation on faculty committees
is basic to progress in "giv-

ing students greater voice In

the day-to-day governing of

their college and the disburse-

ment of college funds."

The student body has contin-

uously been consulted through
opinion polls and referenda.

For- the first time, students

were able to indicate where
they wanted their money to be
spent, In the budget question-
naire. An important innova-
tion was the establishment of

a Community Relations Com-
mittee, which seeks toincrease

the involvement of the campus
with Chestertown and the sur-
rounding area.

Responsible Strength

However, Mr. Kehoe does see
a grave problem awaiting his

successor in contlnulngthe har-
monious atmosphere at Wash-
ington College. Increased stu-

dent awareness of their tre-

mendous potentail to effect

changes In academic institutions

must be accompanied by a

determination to use their power
responsibly,

"Strife in the academic com-
munity is nothing new In this

decade. If anything, all aca-

demic communities are poten-

ial hotbeds of trouble, as they

deal with ideas and young peo-

ple, both very volatile quant 1-

Cohesivc Influence

Consequently, the SGA must

act as a centralizing student

influence on campus. It must
lead the students and furnish

new Ideas, or it risks the chance

that their Influence will shift

to outside groups, destroying

the unity and coherence the

student body.

Kehoe sees the movement for

student rights at Washington

College as having made good

progress. Unfortunately, tliis Is

more due to a progressive ad-

ministration than to the student

body; "A private college with

high tuition In a border state

tends to breed a student body

that is economically comfort-

able and Intellectually self-sat-

isfied."

The racial imbalance here

is very dlsturbingto Mr, Kehoe.

He believes a reasonable per-

centage of blacks to whites in

Maryland colleges should be

between 10 and 20 % and that

until a larger portion of the

students are black, they will

be "on display,"

While he believes groups such

as the SDS can contribute to

the Intellectual life on cam-
pus, he regards some of their

tactics as Inappropriate to a

small school.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 am. - 11 pit

Saturday
7 am. - 1 p.m

Sunday
5 p.m. — 11 p.m.
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French Riots

Issue: Equality of Men
by Jean Seznec

When the students started

rioting, they Just wanted uni-

versity reforms; the natlonfol-

lowed. Success made them

change their target; they de-

cided to change a government

responsible for the bad educa-

tion. They almost succeeded.

For mtl.s

Last Saturday the 'Sho'men' gave a Benefit Concert in Tawes Thea-

tre for the Chestertown Federation of the Blind. Pictured above is

leading singer, Sharon Stumpf.

virtually not governed.

To have a really new govern-

ment one would have to change

the French social system. So

the new target was to change

society. To suppress the so-

cial classes forever. To bring

out the constant revolution.

Down with the establishment!

France was heading for the eter-

nal happiness of a Garden of

Eden where God had been kill-

ed by Nietzsche and Cain by

Freud.
To understand the Ideas of

people like Danny the Red, we

must understand that for them

the common morals have been

destroyed not so much by peo-

ple like Sartre or Camus, but

mainly by the absurdity of the

world wars, of the concentra-

tion camps and the other great

Innovations ofthetwentlethcen-

When life and death become

Psychology and Sociology Majors Find

Visit to Patuxent Institution Rewarding
by Glna Oliva

A group of approximately 30

Washington College students,

accompanied by Mr. Petersen,

psychology professor, traveled

to the patuxent institution for

Defective Delinquents and the

Maryland Correctional institut-

ion for Women on Thursday,

April 17. The group conslsteC

primarily of psychology ant

sociology majors.

At Patuxent the students ob-

served Inmates working in oc-

cupational shops which are part

of the rehabilitative procedure.

This Institution has imple-

mented a progressive system

that "graduates" a prisoner to

a higher tier when he has per-

formed his Job satisfactorily.

Members of the uppermost tier

the prison while they remain

residents. This is an attempt

to teach the inmates responsi-

bility.

Public ignorance

One of the prime reasons

for the trip was to provide

the students with a "real" a-

wareness of the prison system

and what actually takes place

within the institution. Mr.

Petersen strongly feels that

public knowledge of this area

of life is extremely Inadequate.

The attitude toward prisons

needs to be changed, and this

can be accomplished most suc-

cessfully, he believes, through

firsthand knowledge of the

conditions that exist within cor-

rectional institutions. "If I

could, I would take the whole

college," Petersen stated.

Another purpose for the trip

was to help stimulate interest

among the students in pursu-

ing a career In this field. Mr.

Petersen remarked that the visit

to the correctional institutions

seemed to have encouraged a

number of students In this res-

in general, the group felt that

the trip was a worthwhile and

valuable experience. However,

many students also remarked

that the visit was "kind of

depressing." The relatively

high degree of homosexuality

in these institutions was one

of the factors contributing to-

ward this feeling.

Correspondence

For almost a year, Mr.
Petersen has been involved with

a group of scholars called Mensa
Friends. This organization

strives to improve the rehabil-

itative aspects of prison life

by writing to prisoners and

enabling them to maintain con-

tact with the outside world.

The group also aids prisoners

in finding jobs once they are

released from the Institution,

In addition, Mensa Friends

has built a recording studio

at patuxent where prisoners are

employed In making records for

the blind. This rehabilitating

technique provides the inmates

with a sense of pride In their

work as well as a feeling that

they are helping other members
of society,

It is not necessary to be a

member of the Mensa Friends

to correspond with a prisoner.

Mr. Petersen requests that stu-

dents who would like to par-

ticipate in this program contact

him for further information.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

absurd, there are no morals,

no ethics. We are left with only

one certainty: life. How to make
the best of It is the question.

Flexible Ethics

In other words, the system

which led to capitalism, com-
munism, competition, war, po-

verty, richness and over-popu-

lation must be changed. We must

remember that Communism Is

lust another establishment with

its set rules of good and evil

and its own classes.

What Is wanted is a world In

which ethics are not rigid. Ev-

eryone needs ethics, but what

we need in today's world Is a

system which could be qualified

as kinetic, a system that can

adapt itself to a changingworld,

that can give responsibility to

everyone, make a man of every

Program for Action

Such a program is very

vague. But, of course, we must

remember that having a pro-

gram of action is demanded

by our background, our ethics

on action. There is not going

to be a point A or B nor C.

The new program is "It Is

forbidden to forbid."

Despite the fanaticism often

shown during the riots, some

leaders did not believe that

their movement would now

bring the new world they were

dreaming of. Daniel Cohn Ben-

dit, in a public dialogue with J.

P. Sartre In the Sorbonne, said

that, in his mind, the move-

ment was Just a seed which

was to grow and bear fruit la-

ter en. He thought the uprising

would bring an adaptation of the

University and of the working

condition, leading in the long run

to a change In society.

pure anarchism; It seems that

the students in Paris and all

over the world are demonstra-

ting for more than the destruc-

tion of the traditional univer-

sity. It might be the common
point to all the campus disrup-

tions that they all strive for a

new order based upon a real

equality of men.

The present order Is based

Towne Stationers
Office Supplits & Equipment

203 High Street

Chestertown, Md.

upon leadership, on the impor-

tance of the Individual struggle

against others in the searchfor

progress and happiness. To the

students, it seems that happi-

ness is made against the happi-

ness of others. The new society

is not be be stratified — no

leaders, no chiefs, no right of

life or death over anybody. The

word Is self-management by the

people (management of the fac-

by of

the high schools and universi-

ties by the students, etc . .)

It actually is not so radical

as It might sound; let us not

forget that all men are created

equal; therefore, they should

have the same opportunities

and the same kind of back-

ground.

New Ideals

It appears that under the evil

appearance of violence and dis-

ruption, this movement, as well

as other student uprisings

throughout the world, carries

within itself a few good points.

It is the first time, since the

first blows given to the tradi-

tional Western society by the

Communist ideologies, that we

have come up with some kind

of ethics. Since the beginning of

the century, one can see In the

arts the rejection of the tradi-

tional order (what the students

call the bougeols order).

prone to be taken over by a

simple but stupid order which

could be understood by anyone.

Nazism In that sense was an

answer to chaos. Now we are

awkwardly offered a system

really In the line of the first

republicans, a line of belief in

mankind, in liberty and equality.

The rioters In that sense are

descendants of Jefferson, Rous-

seau and St. Just.

Immediate Goals

It Is well understood that

most students participating In

the riots or in picketing or In

action committees are not di-

rectly involved in the search

for a new morality. Most of

them are particlpatingformore

immediate purposes, but all of

(Continued on Page 6)
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** * ELM SPORTS
by Bi

The Washington College lacrosse team
has a chance to clinch the South Atlantic

Division's Strohbar Trophy as they enter-

tain Washington & Lee here tomorrow at

2 p.m.

Dick Szlasa will be leading his Bisons to

battle tomorrow. Look for them to run
four midfields led by Co-Captain Bart

Goodwin, sophomore Whit Morrill and jun-

p ior Jay Meriwether. Meriwether does the

jj- facing off and is highly touted in thiscate-

£ gory. Freshman attackman, Scott Neese, is

:|: reputed to have the strongest shot on the
:: team.

J;
"There is much more ability in our of-

:i
fense than I first gave credit for," said

I
Szlasa. "We're quicker than ever before

ij and we are going to run."
: A little too optimistic, Dick. Put my 25c
' on the Sho'men going away, 13-5.

If the Sho'men win the South Atlantic
>i Division title tomorrow it will be the se-

ll
venth consecutive time that the Strohbar

j:
Trophy has taken up residence in Chester-

;
town. It will also be the twenty-sixth con-

: secutive Sho'men victory over South At-

: lantic Division teams. Washington has never
: lost a game in this division.

: Ron Regan leads the Stick team's even

I scoring punch so far this season with 10

: goals and 17 assists. Jim Mueller is second

rt Bogash

with 15 goals and 1 assist. Mark Madden
and Joe Nichols are right behind with 8
goals and 2 assists and 4 goals and 3 assists

respectively.

Defensively, Dave Boulden has I53 saves

in 7 games, an average of almost 22 saves [s

per game.

Well, it finally happened! Chatty's Cin-

dermen won a meet as they toppled Upsala

by a score of 76-68. Three Sho'men set

meet records in this, the first rack victory

of the season.

Mark Gilcrest won the 100 yd. dash and
set a meet record of 10.1 seconds. Gilcrest

won two other events: the 220 yd. dash

and the broad jump.
Coach Chattelier heaped a fair amount

of praise on the freshman newcomer.
"If his times continue to remain good he

mav very well become one of the best

sprinters in Washington College history."

Sam Martin set a meet record for the

440 hurdles by crossing the finish line in

61.3 seconds.

Pete "Javelin" Johnson threw the spear

173.7 ft. for the Sho'men's third meet re-

cord of the day.

A lack of depth, has hurt the track team
tremendously. "We have one good man in

each event," said Chatty, "we can't afford

not to win."

Chatty's Thinclads Win
After losses to Western

Maryland and Towson, the track
team came back last Saturday

to defeat Upsala, 76-68. A
major factor In the Shomen's
victory was the acquisition of

freshman Mark Gilcrest. Gilt-

crest, out for the team only

a week, was a triple winner

Saturday with firsts in the

100,220, and the long Jump.

His 10.1 in the hundred is one

of the best times recorded at

Washington College In a long

while. Sam Martin also helped

the Sho'men cause by winning,

the 440 and 440 intermediate

hurdles wtthrespectlvetlmesof

54.3 2 i 61. 3.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575

Two Shows Nightly 7 and 9 p.m.

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - April 24 - 25 - 26

BURT REYNOLDS

In

"Sam Whiskey"

Sun. - Mori. - Tues. - Wed. — April 27 - 30

MICHILLE MORGAN

In

"Benjamin"

In the field events, Pete John-
son took his usual first in the

Javelin, while Marty Rice garn-

ered second in the shot put

with a toss of forty feet.

Yesterday the thinclads met

Loyola at Kibler Field, and the

mile relay team went to the

Penn Relays today.

WIDE OF MARK: Mark Madden's shot is close but just wide in Tow-
son game. Mark did, however, garner a goal and an assist to become
the second highest scoring Sho'men that day. Regan was first with 2

goals and 5 assists.

Stickman Win 2
Looking for its sixth victory

in the Strohbar Division this

campaign, the "Kelly Klan"
entertains Washington and Lee
on Kibler Plain tomorrowafter-
noon at 2:00 p.m. This contest

will be followed by an away
game, next week at the Uni-
versity of Delaware on Wednes-
day, April 30.

This past week the Sho'men
took two more Strohbar con-
stiuents in stride by burying
Swarthmore 16-1 and dumping
Towson State 8-5. "That
(Swarthmore) had to bethe worst
college lacrosse team I have
ever seen," said Assistant

Coach Bob pritzlaff.

Even though it was a poor
team and even though the locals

did manage 16 goals, the Stick-
men still had their problems.
Playing on a rather makeshift
field in Swarthmore, the Stick-

ers were hampered at times
by the muddy playing conditions

and by the play of the oppos-
ing goalie.

The Sho'men manged 75 shots

that afternoon with 16 going In

and 39 being saved. Washing-
ton controlled the face offswith

a ten to five edge but hurt

themselves by accumulating 12

penalties.

For the first time this sea-
son, the Coaches emptied the
bench early in the second half

and the "back-up" men held

their own, contributing six goals

and an assist. Jim Mueller

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Phone 556-6628

Two Shows 7 and 9 p.m.

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

CLIFF ROBERTSON
Thursday thru Wednesday — April 24 - 30
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came back Into his own, leading

the scoring attack with six big

tallies. He was aided by Ron
Regan (2 goals, 4 assists), Barry
Drew (1 goal, 3 assists), Paul
Shepherd (2 goals, 1 assist),

"Tab" Franco (2 goals), Joe
Nichols (1 goal, 1 assist), Mark
Svec (2 assists), Tom 'Murphy
and Pete Wettlauier with a goal

apiece and Ty Wilde and Mark
Madden with an assist each.

The same old story was true

this past Tuesday when the Tow-
son Tigers traveled toChester-

first but the Sho'men picked

theniselves

to ven the score at he end

of the first quarter on a goal

ols. playing good

ball for the middle two periods

one again, l.V;l;.lllNI:l<,l moved
to a 5-1 halftlme lead

UIKi quarter goals by Madden,
Svec , Chris Ely, and Beef"

Lehman.

Still rolling in the third quar-

ter, with substitutes appearing

liberally In the games, Regan
tallied twice and Mueller con-

tributed once. However, Tow-
son, not about to give up, bat-

tled back for three fourthquar-

ter goals as W.C. apparently

ing

play-

le of his best contests

of the campaign, led the scor-

ing with 2 goals and 5 assists.

Defensively, Ty Wilde has

shown a great deal of hustle

and ability, In the Towson
game he saved a goal by inter-

cepting a shot when goalie Dave
Boulden was pulled out of the

Dave Boulden continued to

play brilliantly in the nets for

the Sho'men, registering 15

saves against Swarthmore and

14 against Towson.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BAJICK, loc.

Cheucrlovn, Md.
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them lack the respect of their

elders' system. Unfortunately,

if these movements continue —
and It seems they will — vio-

lence will go on and possibly

Increase as the opposition be-

Still, eventually they can be-

come more mature. The stu-

dents might learn to become

more efficient, transform their

"dialectic" Into a "pattern ol

new Ideas," replace their

"Down with the establishment"

with "Up with equality."

In other words, It is not Im-

possible to think that there mighi

be a compromise. Although to-

day is the time of constant

revolution, tomorrow might be

the time for calm and relaxa-

tion, after the ideas have spread

into society in a watered-down

form, when the revolution, de-

spite the claims of the extre-

mists, will have become a bit

more bourgeois.

Kermode Explains Arts

;

Survival Over Generations

by I t Osbom

theUnder the auspices

Louttit-George Lecture Series,

Frank Kermode, wlnterstroke

Professor of English at the Uni-

versity of Bristol, spoke at

Washington College on April 16.

He presented a feature lecture

entitled "How Art Survives" to

an audience of 75 in Hynson

Lounge, at 8:30 p.m.

Professor Kermode used a

thoroughly English source,

Sheakespeare's "King Lear", In

a very American method, prag-

matism, to express his views

concerning aesthetic survival.

Though he eulogized for the sim-

plicity of his conclusions, his

careful consideration of the va-

riety of interpretations of the

parts and the whole of the play

effectively demonstrated that

urvives only as It

nsmitted from one genera-

>xt. The fact that

we attempt to bequeath our cul-

ture shows that we want our

values, as they are illustrated

In our art, to continue. This

demonstrates the conservative

nature of men.

Emphasizing that transmis-

sion stops when a generation

ignores a particular work, Pro-

fessor Kermode recognized the

need for any art to be relevant

to the contemporary cultural

milieu. Each generation re-

quires that a piece Of art have

depth and a possibility of de-

velopment that can be reinter-

preted to suit the age.

Tongue in Check

This interpretation is essen-

tial, but Professor Kermode

conceded limits set by context

as he recalled a discussion with

one of his graduate students on

the renovation of "King Lear".

He agreed that few absolutes

may be ascertained from the

text, yet, no matter how con-

vincing the metaphor of Cor-

Newly elected Sailing Club officers (I to r); Susan Luster, Secretary;

Ray Keen, Treasurer; Sarah Jayne, Vice-President; and Tom Nar-

beth, President.

New Faculty Members
(Continued from Page 1)

lean literature, at Vanderbllt.

He received his A.B. from tht

University of Maryland and his

M.A. from Indiana,

Religion L\panding

In philosophy, John Miller

and Kevin McDonnell have been

hired, Mr. Miller, whose B. A,

was attained at North Carolina

State, I:; completing Ills Ph.D
at Emory University in Atlan-

ta. His major field is religion,

as his dissertation centers on

contempory theologies of hope,

particular) 1 that of Moltmann.

He will probably teach compara

tlve religion. Mr. McDonnell,

with an A.B. from Manhattan

College in New York, is

torate, centering on Latin Amer-

currently doing graduate work

at Georgetown University to-

ward his Ph.D. He is also

teaching at Howard University

while finishing his dissertation

on William of Occam, a medi-

eval philosopher. He will pro-

bably be teaching a course in

American philosophy to corre-

spond with the new American
Studies major.

Finally, a former Washington

College graduate, John Conk-
ling, Class of 1965, will be the

new member of the chemistry

department. He is currently

working for his Ph.D at Johns

Hopkins. Mr. Conkling was Ed-
itor-in-Chief of the Elm the

year the paper won All-Ameri-
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Kermode delivers lectu

delta as victorious Death, he

objected to Us stage represen-

tation, which would require Cor-

delia tocarry Lear offthe stage!

In an afternoon seminar also

held onAprllie, Professor Ker-

mode explored "redundancy",

the sin of novelists. For the

edification of the English de-

partment, Professor Kermode

considered accepting, for what

must be an entirely tongue-in-

cheeck forthcoming article on

the novel form, the findings of

a New York textbook company.

He remarked that the proportion

of sixty percent "noise" to forty

percent communication Is Ideal

for conveying the truths of a

Hofstadter Lecture
(Coi i 3)

reexamine his position. Hav-

ing written during a perlodfree

admitted that perhaps Ameri-

cans have always been and still

are capable of a great deal

of episodic violence. Thus in

his speech he was able to con-

fess that "we have returned

with full force to our usual

historical pattern." Consensus

history could not find an ex-

planation for this social dis-

quietude.

Differ

Dr. Hofstadter's discussion

revealed certain basic dif-

ferences between past periods

racial disturbances did not

worries. Perceptively, the

speaker pointed out that these

riots were initiated bythedom-
inant racial group, the so-called

"middle-dogs," against minor-

ities. However, our failure

to fulfill the American com-
mitment to equality for all men
has changed the character of

these riots. Minority groups,

especially the Negroes, have

forced the dominant white soc-

iety in America to sit up and

take notice of the inadequacy of

current Institutions tosolveoui

country's problems. In some

way, white America has to deal

with this state of affairs.

Similarly, the nature of cam-
pus violence has undergone a

transformation. Earlier dis-

orders were related to problems

of university life itself, such

as poor living conditions, In-

competent professors, poor

courses, and boredom, on the

other hand, today's collegiate

much with off-campus political

and social problems as with

the campus itself. Dr. Hof-

thls

; valuable and rele-

vant, for he provided a first-

hand account of the disturbances

at Columbia University.

As a man deeply concerned

about intellectual freedom and

intellectual values, Richard

Hofstadter has recognized the

danger posed by campus vio-

lence to the continued existence

of the American university. In

answering questions after the

lecture and in a subsequent

seminar, he advised students

to avoid a self-righteous at-

titude towards the shortcomings

of what many student critics

term the "Establishment."

One could accuse Dr. Hof-

stadter of being too conserv-

ative, but his concern is valid

Committed to the preservation

of the best values which our

society possesses, he fears any

group, such as the SDS, that

wishes to destroy all values

and then think about replacing

them with new standards, ones

which are hardly identifiable or

determinable, from the garbled

language of student extremist

groups.
Closed Attitudes

The search for a solution to

the problems whlchhavecaused

the reappearance of violence

has assumed a role of great

importance for Richard Hof-

stadter, especially in view of

certain factors which have

arisen in the past twenty years.

We can no longer rest assured

that our society will survive

this latest wave of violence.

We cannot afford to adopt a

complacent attitude toward such

disorders. The rise of urban

America with Its accompanying

problems Is confronted by a

stlll-dominant rural mentality

on the part of American leg-

islators. This refusal to

come to terms with social dis-

content through practical mea-

sures can only aggravate our

disturbed situation.

Coupled with this
" ana-

chronism in our political sys-

tem Is what Hofstadter terms

the era of rising expectations.

Students and the black masses

want a larger share of power

In society. Blacks especially

are frustrated In their attempts

to make the necessary alliances

with the rest of society which

would permit them to gain equal-

ity by gradual means.

Unfortuately, violent protests

have shocked rather than con-

vinced opponents to black pro-

gress and student rights. Con-

sequently, we are faced by a

polarization of the political

community Into hostile social

groups, which, rather than seek-

ing compromise and accomodat-

ion, seek to destroy each other.

Two other conditions are de-

trimental to the betterment of

our current circumstances. Our

foreign policy, particularly the

fiasco of Vietnam, has created

a new set of political animosities

and frustrations. Human and

material resources which might

be employed to improve our

society are being directed to

a cause which has no mean-

ing, especially to those groups

most disenchanted with the state

of American society.

In addition, the mass com-

munication media have made it

impossible to localize any soc-

ial disturbances. Excitement

over unrest can prove contagi-

natlonal exposure.

Dr. Hofstadter maintains that

if the increase In violence pro-

ceeds at such a rapid pace, It

will soon outstrip past episodes

in intensity. America faces

the possibility of a major pol-

itical disaster, in such a case.

Unless our political system

possesses enough flexibility to

adjust and then correct the

problems leading to the rising

curve of violence, our generat-

ion might witness the death of

liberal democracy in America.

There is a growing tendency

to call for destruction of any

minority political opposition

which even threatens to resort

to violence. A period of re-

action and suppression is dis-

tinctly possible. Any further

involvement in foreign disputes

could "kill us as a country,"

Hofstadter noted. This pro-

blem of violence is thus one

which all sides of t.>e politi-

cal spectrum should consider.
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Jrumpelt Writes

lousing Letter

by Jim Dillon

"Eastern Shore slumhousing
conditions are among the worst

In the Nation," asserts "An
Open Letter Concerning Slum
Housing" released by Dr. Randy
Grumpelt of the psychology de-

partment here.

Dr, Grumpelt is chairman of

the Housing Committee for the

Kent-Queen Anne's - Talbot

County area, which has been

trying to get federal help in

reducing slums on the Shore,

Wretched Conditions

Reliable data (U.S. Census)
on Shore housing shows 27.3

per cent of the housing in dila-

pidated or deteriorated condi-

tion. Almost a third of the

houses of the Shore have no
toilets, as opposed to 10.2 per
cent for the U.S. as a whole.

Where median incomeoffam-
ilies Is $6309 for Maryland and

£5660 for the U.S., the average

on the Shore Is under $4000.

Local banks are charging from
71/2 to 8 percent Interest, and"

application for home loans has
decreased severely.

Federal Funds
The Farmer's Home Admin-

istration (FHA) lsthe one organ-
fition which has the authority

William Gould Accepts

Academic Dean Post

Pictured are newly elected officers of the SGA: Stephen Wentzell,

treasurer; Dean Skelos, president; Colleen Spivey, vice-president; and
Mickey Finan, secretary.

and flexibility to have a signi-

ficant impact on the problem.

However, due to the lack of

funds, this organization is far

from performing at Its full po-

tential. The FHA staff for the

entire Shore consists of 10

people, including secretaries.

The role of the FHA is to

(Continued on page 3)

by David Saffcrn

The new Dean of the College

will be William Blatr Gould,

who is presently department
chairman of religious studies

at Bradley University In Peoria,
Illinois.

Dr. Gould Is originally from
Los Angeles, but he has been
a Methodist pastor InNew York,
Connecticut, and at the Metho-
dist Chapel of the University

of Nebraska, where he also
taught theology and the New
Testament, His educational

background IncludesaB.A. from
Wesleyan University (Conn.), In

1948, B.D. from Union Theolo-
gical Seminary (N.Y.), in 1951,

and Ph.D. from the University

of Edinburgh in 1955.

Prolific Writer

Dr. Gould's undergraduate

work centered on philosophy and
history, and his graduate work

Baltimore Alumni Chapter

Creates New Scholarship

Westerdahl Resigns

Position As Dean

President Gibson last Friday

his resignation as Dean of Men.

He will act as assistant dean
of students at Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute in Troy. New
York beginning next fall.

Mr. Westerdahlstatedthathls

decision to leave Washington

College was based on a feel-

ing that this would provide ad-

vantages for himself and his

family. He hopes to be In a

situation that would allow him
to continue graduate study.

"I owe a great deal to Wash-
ington College," Dean Wester-

dahl said. " I have had many
opportunities here. I have made
many friends here. I leave

with no sense of anger but with

a sense of pride at having

been associated with the College

and with people like President

Gibson."

Nine^

Dean Westerdahl's nine year

career at Washington College
began in 1960 when he was ap-

pointed associate director of

admissions. He assumed the

position of Dean of Men i

fall of 1966.

His responsibilities :

have included personal and aca-

demic counseling, committee

work on the Admissions, Aca-

demic Standing, Athletic, and

Student Affairs Committees, and

coordination of the freshman

orientation program. He has

served as an advisor to the

Student Government Associa-

tion, the Men's Residence As-

sociation andthelnterfraternity

Council.

Duties and Responsibilities

Other duties performed by

Dean Westerdahl have been the

preparation and publication of

the student handbook, coordina-

tion of the College health ser-

vice, and full responsibility for

five residence halls.

Mr. Westerdahl is also an

active member of the Ches-

:ertown community. He now

serves as president of the Kent

Dounty Chapter of the Mary-
land Ornithological Society and

is a member of the Board of

Directors of the Heart Fund
of the Eastern Shore.

by Barbara Osborn

The Baltimore chapter of

Washington College alumni has

announced the establishment of

a new scholarship to be a-

warded annuallybytheC^llege's

Student Aid Committee to \ re-

sident of the BaKinr.re met-

ropolitan area. The award In

the amount of $250, specified

by the chapter president Paul

W. Nicewarner, is the only

stipend presently given by an

alumni group.

Intended For Freshmen

Harold Gray, Dean of Admis-

sions, explained that the award

was announced after regular

offers of aid had been distri-

buted to freshmen applicants'

but that his office would still

endeavor to make the award

to an incoming freshman, The
grant Is renewable and, if nec-

essary, may be given to an

aid to returning students is

reviewed June 15.

As the May 1 confirmation of

enrollment date approaches,

student aid maybe redistributed

to students who have been ac-

cepted to 'the college but are

on a waiting list for financial

assistance. Mr. Gray specu-

lated that within two weeks the

chapter would know the name of

its donee. Though there is a

geographical specification, Mr.

Gray doubted that the stipend

would go begging since the Bal-

timore area may be construed
to include parts of Anne Arun-
del, Howard, andHarfordCoun-
ties as well as Baltimore city

and county.

More Student Aid

The alumni chapter's contri-

bution is one of the 7 new
opportunities for financial aid

made available to Washington

College students this year. Re-

cently established continuing

funds are theDavlson-Foreman

Foundation Grant for female

students, offered to five fresh-

men; the Gudelsky Grant avail-

able for one year to an In-

dividual student; the Hompe
Fund, renewable annually to

three freshmen; and the Olln-

Matthieson Grant, designed for

a black student.

private pledges collected last

(Continued on page 6)

was In the field of philosophi-

cal theology, while he has also

done post-doctoral study at Ber-
keley Divinity School in theolo-

gy and Reformation history.

Dr. Gould is a prolific wri-

ter, having authored two books
and numerous articles. The
book he has previously pub-

lished ln.THEWORDLYCHRIS-
TIAN: BONHOEFFER ON DIS-

CIPLESHIP, and he is complet-

ing the research on THE
SECULAR CHRISTIANCELEB-
RATES. His magazine articles

views In WORLD OUTLOOK
and the CHRISTIAN ADVO-
CATE. An audio-video tape

with Dr. Viktor Frankl ofVlen-

na, entitled "Education and the

Search for Meaning," was ano-

ther of his many accomp-
lishments.

Throughout his career and ex-

tensive travels, Dr. Gould has

received many honors and held

numerous Important positions.

He was director of the Office of

Campus Ministry, National

Board of Missions, United

Methodist Church, from 1963-

1967, and also national chairman

of the Committee for Consulta-

tion on the University and World

Change sponsored by the Nation-

al Council of Cliurchesof Christ

While in college, he was both

a National Methodist andSeldon

Brown Scholar at Wesleyan, and

at Edinburgh he became a Bos-

ton Globe Fellow. After his un-

dergraduate school he began a

series of travels*

Dr. Gould has been Involv-

ed in many areas that affect

the college campus during his

teaching career. He has been

faculty advisor to many stu-

dent organizations, lncludingthe

Men's Disciplinary Committee

at Bradley, in actual teaching,

he has a broad range of to/#cs

such as philosophy of religion,

existentialism, Christian the-

ology, philosophical theology,

and contemporary religious

thought.

Jones Baker (1) and Dave Merritt appear in a scene from the Fantas-

tiks which will be presented tonight and Saturday in Tawes Theatre.
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Evaluations
Questionnaires for an evaluation of spring courses will go

out to the SGA for distribution on Monday, May 5. As last

year's effort for the second semester ended with some 50

responses, this promises to be the first year in which every

course offering will receive a student critique.

The questionnaire has been condensed to a one-page

form, in order to increase efficiency and hopefully elicit

more returns. If the Student Evaluation is to begin fulfilling

its potential, the first vital step is that each student make

the minimal effort of filling out a simple one-page form.

Questionnaires should be turned in to the SGA by May 12.

Proctors
There has been a great deal of controversy over the re-

cently announced proctors for the men's dormitories.

Some independents feel that the dorms are being "loaded"

with fraternity men. Seven of the ten men appointed are

fraternity members or pledges. There are also grievances

concerning the method of proctor selection. At present

the selection rests heavily on the dean of men, with little if

any consideration given to the opinions of present proc-

tors.

We feel that these grievances can be alleviated by intro-

duction of a selection system similar to that currently em-

ployed in choosing residence assistants for women's

dorms. Future R.A. candidates are selected by senior

R.A.'s and then given an intense training program extend-

ing over two months and consisting of a series of lectures,

discussions, and interviews. At the end of the program the

two women's deans select the most qualified of the candi-

dates.

This method allows the current R.A.'s, the people who
know best what the demands cf the job are, to be instru-

mental in choosing their successors. It also provides for a

period of training which outlines the problems that the

new R.A.'s will face.

Such a program, if instituted for the men, would pro-

duce the most qualified proctors, be they "fratmen" or

COMPS
Today the senior class presented a proposal to the facul-

ty in which they demanded that all classes of May 14 and

15 be cancelled for seniors. This would allow a reading

period for comps. We feel that the senior class is entitled

to this reading period.

Yesterday the faculty voted to make finals in one's ma-
jor optional on the part of seniors. This would allow the

students more time to study for comps and reduce the un-

necessary burden of re-examination on the same material.

We feel that this is a wise decision and support it.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

Once again this year, Wash-

ington college had Its persona-

lity contest for male residence

proctorships. One wonders If it

Is not a contest between the

Greeks and the Independents. In

most appointments, seniority

and experience act In one's fa-

vor, but not for this "honor-

able" position. In preceedlng

years this was the case, with the

Juniors and seniors receiving

"preference". This year, jobs

were filled with pledging sopho-

mores, and when no sophomore

was available, a full-fledged

fratman. Suddenly, our lord and

master becomes a fratman.

Dare an Independent apply for

a proctorship In an almighty

"Hill" abode? Such an unpre-

cedented move would doubtless

shatter our segregated "Hill"

lng of our Independent dorms.

Are the sophomores of tomor-

row really that much more un-

derstanding than we were?

Why can't a representative

Independent be proctor for his

peer group? Why wasn't an In-

dependent chosen for second

floor Kent House when four In-

dependents applied? The Psy-

chedelic Subculture has been

recognized by the appointment

of an associate through no ef-

fort on their part. How come
interested Independents are de-

nied the same right? 1 A frater-

nity-oriented campus canbethe

only answer. Greetthe incoming

freshmen with a fraternity-af-

filiated proctor and, the un-

fortunate outcome is obvious.

Discrimination Is evident in

the application, with a question

on your "fraternity affiliation,

If any." Also, the MRA Coun-

cil wasn't consulted for their

opinion of the capabilities of the

Revamped

Republican Club

Elects Officers

lican; entry

officers and formulate future

plans. Elected as officers were;

chairman Bert Bogash, vice

chairman Walt Lewis, Sec-

retary Genie Thorton and Trea-
surer Daryl Delbert,

The Young Republicans' pur-
pose will be to promote polit-

ical study and activity from a

Republican point of view. Af-

filiation with the state and nat-

ional party will provide the

necessary practical and current

information. The Young Re-

publicans hope to become ef-

fective in promoting necessary

changes In a transitory and
evolving society.

Present plans Include a visit

from State Senator John w.
Steffey on May 13. Senator

Steffey will discuss the Repub-
lican platform and effectual stu-

dent involvement in local and

national politics. Arrangements
are also being made for a pro-

fessional lobblst to address

Membership in the Washing-
ton College Young Republicans

is open to all members of the

College community.

The club meets on Tuesday
evenings at 8:30 in the S.G.A.

applicants. Why the change from
last year?

hope this situation is

in the near future to

re equitable crop of

Richard Thompson
Stephen Hartley

To the Editor:

As a graduate of Washington

College and a member of the

class of 1924, I thoroughly

enjoyed the article concerning

the burning of William Smith

Hall in 1916. I am looking

forward to articles about the

history of the College In future

editions of the newspaper. The
article reminded me of my days
in college and leads me to

comment on the story concern-

ing the Probation List Dinner.

For as long as I was at Wash-
ington College, there was an

annual dinner held for students

In academic difficulty. A num-
ber of faculty members were
always Invited and serious ef-

forts were made to counsel these

students. One friend of mine,

whom I have since lost touch

with, said that he probably

would not have graduated were
It not for the "Dunce dinner"
as we called It, which he at-

tended In his sophomore year.
I point this up to show that

idea to Washington College. I

had not learned it was dis-
continued, but I am glad that
it has been revived.

O. Patterson Cumbberley - 24

the

To the Editor:

At the request of the Wash
Ington College Chaptei

American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, I am writ-

ing to clarify the faculty's po-

sition on the resolution recent-

ly passedbythe Student Govern-
ment Association concerning fa-

culty meetings. The faculty de-
clined to change its present
rule regarding the release of

information because the facul-

ty prefers to have such Infor-

mation disseminated by one ra-
ther than fifty people. In this

way, an official rather than a

personal version of this infor-

mation will be conveyed.

Landon C. Burns,

Dean of the College

In Perspective"

Apathy
BY DON ROGERS

Although these are revol-

utionary times, when many cus-

toms are belngabandoned, there

is one tradition that remains

unscathed at Washington Col-

lege - Apathy! Since World

War n, there have been many
active and alert students who
have contributed their part to

the social and extracurricular

life of the campus, but gen-

erally, most students have been

reticent and complacent.

The degree of apathy has

varied from complete Indif-

ference to complaints about

everything, without the disposi-

tion to do anything about them.

Specifically, this refers to the

attitude toward accepting the

responsibilities and duties of

self-government. Despite the

fact that demands for students

rights have dominated the re-

cent era, most students at Wash-
ington College have shown lit-

tle concern for realizing these

goals or accepting their re-

sponsibilities.

No Participation

After the war, the student

body of Washington College to-

tally rejected responsibility

when it defeated several pro-

posals for student government.

Even afterthe Introduction of the

SGA In 1953, few took an

interest. One Elm editorial,

in 1959 complained, "The
majority of students do not par-

ticipate in any activity, not

even as spectators or sup-

As the SGA gained power in

the early 1960's, most students

remained as complacent as

mauds for student freedom and

responsibility . to the Admin-
istration, was only the result

of fifteen concerned Individuals.

That document pleaded: "Stu-

dents of the College must re-
cognize that improving their

life depends on shedding their

apathy and becoming more re-

sponsible than they have been
In the past."

Even Now
Last year, MRA representa-

tives had to go door-to-door
to get enough votes to register

a decision on a referendum.
And this year the situation Is

the this

"Then tren

dous lack of concern," com-
mented one writer In 1964, "for

the affairs of the Senate," Even
the celebrated White Paper of

1966, which presented manyde-

lng, for example, then
three candidates for four of-

fices of the MRA, although the

date for submitting applications

was extended.

Therefore, If there Is a com-
mon link between most of stu-

dents In 1949 and those of 1969,

It Is their lack of concern for

the opportunity to govern them-

selves and the disposition to

reject such a responsibility.

True, there have been many
achievements in the past few

years. All student represent-

ative bodies have gained more
power and have accepted more
responsibilities. But this is

the result of only a handful

of concerned and responsible

people. Generally, students

have cared little about the po-

litics and problems of running

the College.

Yet, the question arises:

if the apathy that has character-

ized the past twenty years con-

tinues, and If the scope of

student government continues to

expand, will there be enough

interested and responsible

people to accept the duties? If

indifference continues, the con-

sequences could be tragic.
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Grumpelt
Letter

(Continued from Page 1)

supervise home construction,

check credit of applicants, and

provide interest rates as low as
one per cent. Loans are se-

cured from local credit

agencies, and the FHA sup-

plies the balance in interest

Go-Between

The HousingCommittee would

act as liaison between the ap-

plicant and the FHA, seeking

out potential home owners and

collecting bids from local con-

tractors, thereby drawing suf-

ficiently large blocks of hous-

ing to Interest contractors. The

FHA wouldthensupervlsebuild-

ing and finance loans.

Unfortunately, housing on the

Eastern Shore, as well as In

most of rural America, now
holds a low priority in govern-

ment allocations. The problem

is severe enough that large a-

mounts of capital are needed

from Congress.

'

"Letters written to localCon-

gressmen would be an excellent

catalyst for federal action,"

suggests Dr. Grumpelt. Also,

volunteer help, as on the Hous-

ing Committee, is sorely

needed. A committee of three

men has sofar spearheaded this

entire campaign.

The need for action is now
critical. As Dr. Grumpelt says,

"This open Letter Is the re-

sult of intense frustration. The
problem is not endemic to the

Shore; housing In much of rural

America has not been given

noteworthy attention. It is vital

that Congress re-examine Its

priorities and allow the FHA
to exercise the powers It should

loose formation.

CORRALLING CREDITS

Current Cycle Craze

Catches Campus Caprice
by Sarah Schaeffer

Barefeet, beach parties, and

baseball happen every spring at

Washington College. This year

bicycles are happening, too.

These pedal-powered vehicles

are pervading the entire campus
and already outnumber regis-

tered Volkswagens by more than

two to one. (the Germans claim

to have Invented bicycles, too).

Bicycling classes, initiated

last year, enable female cycling

enthusiasts to pursue their In-

terest and gain gym credit as
well, Mrs. Barbara Murray, tea-

SGA To Assume Control

Of Campus Parking Rules

The responsibility of control-

ling campusparklngregulations

will be delegated to the Student

Government Association for the

cominT year. At the SGA meet-
ing on Monday, April 28, a mo-
tion was passed by a vote of 13

to 5 for the SGA to assume the

powers concerningparkingpre-

sently held by the MRA.
As a Justification for this ac-

tion, it was pointed out that

the SGA is the only all-campus
representative body and, there-
fore, parkingregulations should
be under its control since they
affect all students, women and
day students, for example, have
no voice in regulations madeby
the MRA.

There was some sentiment

opposing this action- expressed
by members of the MRA. Clint

Weimeister, president of the

organization, attributed this

partially to pride and to the

possibility that the MRA will

lose some revenue because of

the change. He did not antici-

pate, however, any serious pro-
blems arising as a result of the

shift in controL

Parking regulations and ad-
ministration of duties will be
transferred intact to the SGA
from the MRA in the fall of

1969. The latter will continue
to fulfill its current role until

the end of this semester. At

present, any plans for changes

In parking regulations are still

in a formative stage.

Administration of parklngwas
initiated when Dean westerdahl

became dean of men in the fall

of 1960. Wishing to give the

recently formed MRAanactivl-
ty and a source of revenue,

Dean Westerdahl delegated to

it the parkingresponsibilityand

the revenue accrued from fines.

The only stipulation was that

co-operation was required in

establishing priorities of indi-

viduals parking in the "A"
lot and the designation of fire

zones agreed upon by the Col-

lege.

NOTICE
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JU-

NIORS. The PEGASUS needs in-

dividual pictures to appear in the

Year Book. Come to the PEGASUS
Office and make_an appointment.

chlng two bicycling classes of

fifteen to twenty riders each,

conducts bi-weekly tours of

Chestertown and the surround-

ing countryside. The girls

usually ride three to four miles
at each outing and thus far have

visited the airport, radio

station, and Chester River Yacht

Club.

Bicycling devotees list fun,

sunshine, exercise, small ex-
pense, convenient transporta-

tion and a minimum of neces-

sary care and feeding as the

chief advantages ofbicycle own-
ing.

A bike owner's lot is not en-

tirely a happy one, however.

The absence of parking facili-

ties (i.e. bike rack) at Wash-
ington college has resulted In

the quartering of bicycles In

stairwells, storage rooms,
broom closets and bedrooms.

College cicyclists continue, de-

spite these trammels, riding to

class, to work, preparing for

the Tour De France and cele-

brating Kent County Bicycle

Safety Week (April 28 - May 4.

by declaration of R.C. Mitchell,

president, Board ofKent County

Commissioners).

TWO YEARS BEFORE THE HELM

Heymann Interview

For two years, Richard Hey-
mann has served Washington

College as editor-in-chief of

the Elm. They have been years

of continuous Innovation and

occasional controversy, during

which the Elm has kept pace
with events on campus and

throughout the world.

As editor, Mr. Heymann has

initiated changes in the paper,

leading to improvements in style

n quality. An enlargement

GO'., the ; ! Of

the paper has been affected

through an Increase In the size

of the paper's staff and by

widening the scope of material

covered by the Elm. The

use of news services and sup-

plements, reports from its own
war correspondent, and a reg-

ular column by a prominent

activist have broadened the ap-

peal of the paper.

Unfortunately, the student re-

action to such a policy was
rather poor. While the changes

were motivated in part by "con-

sideration for non-campus
readers," basically they were

Intended to give students dif-

ferent perspectives than those

provided by commercial media.

Mr. Heymann regarded the

paper's Image as In need of

improvement, a purpose toward

which he constantly directed his

attention.

It is the responsibility of the

newspaper to Inform, to criti-

cize constructively, and to pro-

vide a forum for debate and

diverse opinion. But it also

has the potential and the right

to be a "leader" on campus.

The WRA-Elm birth control

program, the UNICEF fast for

Biafra, and the fire safety pro-

gram are examples of Elm
leadership In the past year.

Also, editorial support has been

- BY JOHN WALKER -

given to the Joint Statement,

the given proposal for increased

student participation on faculty

committees, and comprehen-

slves policy change.

Mr. Heymann sees a good

atmosphere of cooperation bet-

ween students and the admin-

istration at Washington College,

But the increased demands for

student power must "be ex-

ercised equally with student

responsibility." While student

participation in organization and

administration of the campus
"should be taken as a matter

of course, students must be

aware of their limitations in

training and experience."

The major benefit of organi-

zations such as ASA and SDS
is viewed by Heymann as In-

formational. They bring Issues

before the community and pro-

vide a broad basis for dis-

cussion. Student activism of

this type, non- disruptive, is

good, "Students should not

allow book learning to get in

the way of their education,"

The Elm should assist such

groups, even take the lead, In

promoting issues of relevance

to the campus.

The major problem seen by

Heymann for his successor Is to

continue to bring in the im-

portant items which relate to

the students. Keeping up with

current events, while training

himself and staff, are a heavy

burden for any student editor.

Heymann urges that some means

be found of easing the editor's

workload, perhaps by givinghim

academic credit for his efforts

on the paper.

Heard a Rumor?
Call the Elm
For Verification.

«gfll

X. HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

1 « Crab Imperial

» Marinated Steaks
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H
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G
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W
CHESrEBTOWN, Hn • Kinp-Sized Cocktail*

Hours: 5:30 lo 1

CHARLES MARTIN, Proprietor

0:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adlar Socks

Bass WMjuni, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Frea

SUMMER JOBS

WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB JUST FOR YOU!
«

National Agency of Student Employment
P. O. Box 52492

New Orleans, Louisiana 70150

Cosh Q Check Money Order Q
GENTLEMEN: PLEASE SEND 1969 SUMMER JOB DIRECTORIES CHECKED BELOW.

VACATION RESORT J08S J3.00

Work with students ot Americo's finest Resorts.

J3.0O

> abroad with pay.

CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Start your career working with Americo's best i

SPECIAL OFFER — Our latest bulletin which contains

all three jab fields plus a special job assignment for you.

Please state interest and desired location
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Stickmen Capture Southern Championship

Diamondmen
Win; Lose

by Stuart Kay

In an "exhibition" game on

Saturday, April 26, the Wash-

ington College baseball team

defeated the Alumni Aggrega-

tion, 6-4. This was the club's

first contest since its stunning

victory over Wagner on April

Led by G. Hlbberd, who went

three for four, including a well-

hit double and two big RBI's,

and by co-captain Dave Bruce,

who had two hits In five trips

lo the plate, including a double

and a key RBI, the club looked

impressive despite the twelve

day layoff.

Good Alumni Squad

The Alumni were directed by

Charlie Henderson, whopttched

by I

man" of the Alumni pitching

staff, Arnle Sten, who hurled

the final two frames. "Flee"

Phillips chipped in with two hits

scored while playing a fine sec-

ond base. Right-fielder Bob

Vanderclock contributed a sharp

double and also scored a run.

Don Davenport, definitely not

the rifle arm he was in his

college years, contributed two

hits and an RBL
The game was highlighted by

the return of powerful first

baseman Al Eisel, who had one

hit iii three appearences with

two long fly balls. Rounding

out the Alumni infield was

Freddy Schroder at Shortstop

and Bucky Larri more behind the

Pitching Turnover

hibltion contest to permit each

of his pitchers to see action,

vital to their idle arms. Dave

Bruce pitched the first inning,

John Dixon worked Innings two

and three, Cam Smith hurled

the fourth and fifth, Jim Diss-

ette worked in the sixth and

seventh, Jeff Alderman came
in for the eighth, and Steve

Ellyson finished up in the ninth

Inning. Sophomore Dissette

received credit for the win.

On Tuesday, April29,theclub

travelled to Dickinson College

to lose 5-1 and to discover

why G. Hlbberd is always claim-

ing that "base ball is a weird
game." The final score does
not tell the true story of this

game. Of the>Jve Dickinson

hits, one was a bunt and two
were "check-swing cheaples"

which just dropped in front of

the oncoming outfielders. Also,

these hits were built aroundflve
stolen bases and two Infield

errors. Thus, because only

three runs were earned and

because Bruce had six strike-

outs and only walked three, he

actually pitched well enough to

win a normal game.

Bruce Stars

Bruce led the Washington hit-

ting with two hits In four at-

bats Including a long triple,

Co-Captain Buckless went one
for three, a powerful triple. He
scored the only Sho'men run

on Dickson's single. The team
was getting "good wood" but

(Continued on Page 5)

k Jtf
Photo by Anderson

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE BALL: Washington & Lee goalie, Bill Ingersoil (a 1967 graduate of Ches-

tcrtown High School), stops Ron Regan's shot with facemask. Play had to be stopped to dislodge ball

from mask.

IVetmen

In Skid

by Dick Harrington

The Washington Collegeten-

nls team battled three tough

opponents in last week's sche-

dule. The netmen traveled to

The University of Delaware on

Wednesday, April 23, and were

unable to win the match, How-

ever, for the first time in three

years, Washington College came
home from Delaware with set

ngles, and a set i

The following Saturday, the

netmen journeyed to Stevens

Tech, The Washington Col-

short end of a 7 to 2 score.

Steve Graeff and Dave Isher-

wood both won in the singles

In their fourth and fifth po-

sitions respectively.

Coach Merrick's netmen lost

their fourth straight match last

Tuesday against Dickinson by a

wood came throgh with his fifth

singles win in six matches, and

the seconds doubles team of

Bill Woodcock and Drew Mc-
Cullogh captured the second win

of the day.

The Sho'men racketmen re-

turned to their home courts

yesterday to try to break their

slump at the expense of Tow-
son State. Tomorrow, May 3,

a powerful Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity squad will be entertained

by the Sho'men.

by Geoff Anderson

Last Thursday, the Washing-

ton College track team took on

a good Loyola team and lost

95 1/2-41 1/2. The only bright

spots of the day for the Sho'men

were Dave Bird's 4:25.1 Held

and meet record In the mile and

Rick Holloway and Marty Rice's

first and second respectively,

In the shot put.

Monday, the team traveled to

Staten Island to meet Wagner

College. Although there were

a few fine performances turned

in, the Sho'men lost to Wag-

ner 81-60. The most notable

performance of the day was

Pete Johnson's new school re-

cord In the javelin. Johnson,

let loose with a throw of

196' 6". As usual, Mark Gil-

crest took his firsts In the 100

and 220 with times of 10.7 and

23.8. Dave Bird was also a

double winner with wins in the

mile and half-mile.

The thinclads finish off this

Thinclads Drop Two
Loyola Meet At Kibler Field

440 Relay— 1, Loyola, ;45.3.

l Mile— 1, Hodges, L, 9:57.

2, Hild, L, 10:32. 3, Libby,

L, 10:49.

S.P.--1, Holloway, W.C., 41*7".

2, Rice, W.C.j 41*1". 3, Rom-
ansic, L, 37'9".

H..J.--1, polvinale, W.C., 5'9".

2, Jendree, L, 5'6". 3, Pls-

erchla, Wlssman, 5'2'\

P.V.— 1, Zerusen, L, 11*0",

Vogel, L, li'0". 3, Pichltino,

W.C., 9*6".

L.J.--1, Harner, L-, 21*6 l/4".

2, Vogel, L, 20T\ 3, Ford,

L, 19 '4".

Whip W&L
Drop Hens

by "Beef Lehman

The Washington College la-

crosse team won Its seventh

straight South Atlantic Division

title and the Strobhar Trophy

that goes with it by drubbing

Washington and Lee 14-2 here

Saturday. The win marked the

Sho'men's twenty-seventhcon-

secutlve South Atlantic Divis-

ion victory. The Stickmen have

not lost a division game since

they joined it seven years ago.

They are currently 6-3 on the

season and 4-0 In the South

Atlantic Division.

After having somewhat of a

"breather" for the middle por-

tion of Its schedule, the Wash-

ington stick team has its work

cut out for It for the remain-

ing three games of 1969, In

which they face Falrleigh Dick-

inson, Hofstra, and Navy, To-

morrow the "Kelly Klan" tra-

vels to Madison, New Jersey,

to take on a fairly strong Falr-

leigh Dickinson squad in a game
with Coach Kelly rates as "a

toss-up." Then on Wednesday,

the Sho'men have a little re-

venge to gain for a tie last

season, as Hofstra University

comes to Chestertown.

Good Midfield

Last Saturday, the stickers

played their most impressive

game of the campaign as they

trounced Washington and Lee

14-2. The most evident factor

contributing to this big win was

the over-all play of the mid-

fields. For the first time this

season, the midfields shined on

both offense and defense. Mid-

fielders accounted for 10 of the

14 goals and rode the W. and

L. clears almost to perfection

in the second half.

Another Important factor was

the face-off performances o

Barry Drew, Chris Ely, and

"Beef" Lehman, who took 15

out of 20 faceoffs from a highly

touted Jay Meriwether. The
defense, sparked by Ty Wilde,

Tom Heald, and Dave Slama,

played an outstanding game as

goalie Dave Boulden was only

called on to make 8 saves and

the Generals managed to get

off only 20 shots, as opposed

to the Sho'men's 61.

Bad Injuries

The scoring was spread over

ten men, as Mark Madden finally

came out of his scoring slump

to lead the field with 3 goals

and 2 assists. Ron Regan con-

tributed 2 and 2 while Drew
added a goal and 2 assists.

Outstanding performances were

turned in by Steve Clagett and

Pet e Boggs, who each tallied

twice. Other goals were scored

Ed Athey, athletic director

at Washington College, Is a

member of the executive com-
mittee as well as the long-

range planning committee of the

United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BLUCK, Inc.

Cbcsiertowu, Md_

Mile Relay Loyola, 3:33.1.
(Continued on Page 5)

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center
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g A funny thing happened on the way to
?:• Staten Island thjs week. After enjoying the
:> IFC festivities last weekend, Pete Johnson,

|j
MRA President, SGA hopeful and star

£ spear-flinger, found himself driving hisgirl-

:$ friend to Wilmington to catch an early

x train to Boston on Monday morning. Who
|:i

knows what distractions Johnson experi-

S enced during the trip? Was he thinking

:j: about love? Was he thinking about the trip

:|: to Wagner later that morning? Or maybe it

£ was the track meet that afternoon. What-
•:• ever, he forgot to check his speedometer
>: and fell into the old radar trap.

&; "May I have your license and registra-

$! tion, please?"

j:j Of all days to forget your wallet, Peter,

:|:
you had to pick Monday.

Off to the courthouse they went; Peter,

:|: his date, and the officer of the law.

:•: "How do you plead?"
£ "Guilty, your Honor."
•:• And Peter was sentenced to fines totat-

:j: ing $50.00.

:: The people in Delaware are not known
:•: as a trusting bunch. If one does not have

£ money to pay a traffic fine, he stays un-

:| til he gets it. Needless to say, Johnson was
•:• close to broke.

Was this a plot perpetrated by the Wag-

:•: ner track coach to keep Johnson out of the

:;. competition?

Peter Johnson is truly dedicated to

y Washington College sports, so it was no
y. surprise, that he, when offered the custo-

>•: mary phone call, instead of his lawyer

:;:' called his track coach, Don Chattelier.

| A few hours later, the bus carrying Gen-

:-i eral Chattelier and his troops entered the

;> courthouse grounds in a blaze of glory.

* Chatty paid the fine and escorted Pete to

y the bus. After a few wisecracks from John-

/? son's teammates, the bus continued on its

:•: journey to Wagner.

•:j Once on the bus, Johnson put the previ-

•:j vious events of the day behind him. At

!; Wagner that afternoon, he tossed the jave-

lin 196.6 feet, setting a new Washington fe

College record. j*

As I predicted, Don Kelly's klan chalked!*
up another South Atlantic Division lacrosse %
title by dumping Washington and Lee 14-2 [*

Saturday. The big gun for the Sho'men was £;

senior Mark Madden, who garnered three &
goals and two assists. After a disappointing- :£

ly slow scoring start this year, Mark is now S
the third highest scorer on the team. His «
comparatively low scoring statistics may :•:•

keep him off the Ail-American team, which |:

will be a shame, because his stick work and
:j:j

sheer hustle has been consistently great this ;:•;

year. Ron Regan remains the team's lead- :•:

ing scorer, with twelve goals and nineteen £
assists for a total of thirty-one points, with £;

four games remaining to be played. *•:

After viewing one of the decidety poor- $
est excuses for a lacrosse game that I can [:•:

recall, I must commend the decision to fe

drop the University of Delaware from our »
lacrosse schedule next year. fe-

lt is unfortunate that the Blue Hens do |:j

not play a clean, hard-hitting, finesse-laden
J;:-

brand of lacrosse. We at Washington Col- •:•:

lege do. The Sho'men-Delaware game turn- £
ed into a free-for-all instead of a lacrosse to

match. Whenever a Sho'men checked a Hen !:•

player, the Delaware boy would come out :•:•

swinging. I must reiterate that the Kelly- |:

men played their usual clean, hard-hitting ::

game. After all, lacrosse is a contact sport. :|:j

If it is too rough for an individual or group S
of individuals, they should not play it. It !:

must also be noted that there are two offi- ;!;

cials at each game who are paid to call the %
infractions. Punishment for breaking a rule :|:

of the game, whether intentional or unin- :£

tentional, comes in the form of penalty -:•

time, not a fist. S
Aside from their poor sportsmanship, :>

the Delawarians lack the capability of play- £
ing a good game of lacrosse. With such $
teams as Johns Hopkins, Maryland, Brown, §
Navy and North Carolina on the schedule, £

what do we gain by playing Delaware? :|;

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3 181

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

OZMAN'S, INC.
Auto Sales & Service

POrmAC CHESTERTOWN, MD.

W. C. Bookstore

STUDENTS

Many of you, In fhe near

future, will be entering upon

a new phase. This phase will

undoubtedly involve you in

many exciting endeavors —
not the least of which will be

your attempt to open up

The W.C. Bookstore is pleased

to announce Its willingness to

serve you In this endeavor:

We will act as a credit refer-

ence — providing all bills owed
us are paid by May 6, 1969.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.n

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Lacrosse
by Paul Shepherd, Joe Nichols,

Heald, and Ely, as Marc Svec

had 2 assists.

The blgquestionmarktocome

out of the afternoon Is the ex-

tent of Joe Nichols' knee in-

Jury. If he Is out for long,

his loss will definitely be felt,

Is l.-ll,

lh..l

also out with a knee injury.

The Sho'men cannot afford tc

lose any more men to injuries.

The gamesthat remain play sue

a big part in the

lack of depth could cause pro-

blems.

Hot Contest

On Wednesday afternoon, the

local stickmen traveled to the

University of Delaware, where
they walked away on the upper

end of a 9-3 decision. The hot-

ly contested game was marred
by 24 penalties(the Sho'men ac-

cumulating 10) and numerous
fights and scuffles, the most
major of which saw Mark Mad-
den tossed out of the game,

but not before he had scored

two goals.

The contest began rather

slowly, with the Blue Hens draw-
ing first blood with about five

minutes of \ the first quarter

gone. Washington bounced back

with two quick goals in the first

quarter on shots by Barry Drew
and Madden. The pace picked

up somewhat in the second per-

iod as Chris Ely tallied twice

and Mark Svec got his lone

goal of the afternoon, glvlngthe

Sho'men a 5-2 halftime lead.

The second half saw more em-
phasis on the hitting and check-

continued from page 4)

ing aspects of the game than on

Washington's forte, finessee.

Madden got his second goal of'

the afternoon, before being

thrown out of the game in the

third quarter. Ron Regan
shouldered the entire offensive

load in the final period, with

three markers to his credit.

The defense played another

outstanding game, allowlngonly

3 goals and 22 shots (W.C.

fired 41). Dave Boulden was
called on to ma£e only ten

Baseball
(Continued from Page 4)

it was right back to Dickin-
son's fine shortstop or within

range of one of their speedy
outfielders. The credit for the

victory must go to these fine

fly chasers. They collected six

putouts, three on running
catches, stole the five bases
and worked the hit-and-run well.

After the game Coach Athey
commented that, "The loss cer-
tainly was a disappointing one,

but you can't take anything a-

way from Dave Bruce, He
pitched a fine game. You also

have to give credit where credit

is due... Dickinson played a good
game and had exceptical speed
on the base paths." He further

stated that, "we hit the ball

well enough, but it just didn't

drop In. They got a couple

of breaks and we didn't."

The club has three important
home games In the future, They
play Johns Hopkins on Saturday
and Randolph-Macon on Mon-
day. The dlamondmen's record

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Bliing
May1 " 7

°fSister

George" Th««anx

CHESTER THEATRE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun. — May 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

CUNT EASTWOOD

"A Fistful of Dollars"

Also

"A Few Dollars More"

M Rating

213 DRIVE-IN
OPEN 7:30 - STARTS AT DUSK

RAUL TIib Secret Ularof

flEWMAN l*SSSta
Plus

pRIGG

CLinT
EaSTWOOD
LLCOoGans BLUft:

Both Pictures have M Rating
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Dissette Plans

New Magazine
by Sharon stumpf

"Miscellany," Washington

College's literary magazine, Is

In for a break In tradlton. Ac-

cording to new editor Jim Dis-

sette, both format and style will

undergo significant alterations

in the comlngyear, with empha-

sis to be placed upon widening

the publication's scope of ap-

s will (

making the magazine a media

for any writer, interested in

seeing his work In print. In this

way. It is hoped that "Miscel-

lany" will eventually evolve Into

a more public publication, is-

sued under the auspices of the

college staff.

Two Editors

Beginning next year, Miscel-

lany will be published twice

yearly, in December and again li

May. The fall issue is to be

thematic in content, and sug-

t belm isld-

ered as to that point of interest.

Crucially for the staff, the

spring edition will determine the

continuance of the allowance

made to the magazine by the

Sophie Kerr Underwood Founda-
tion. Heretofore in the sum of

$2000, the grant has in the past

been the financial impetus for

initiating and continuing pub-

lication.

Criterion foi Prize

In yetanother new policy, next

year's magazine will serve as

a showcase for the work of con-

testants in the Sophie Kerr Un-

derwood competition. Awarded

to the graduating senior most

likely to succeed in the field of

literary endeavor, the prize

is the largest of Us kind in the

undergraduate realm.

Without the assistance of a

creative writing department at

Washington College, it is felt

that the magazine is essential In

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

Friday
i.m. - 8 p.

Saturday

Alumnus Crime Novelist Cain

Enjoys Popularity Revival

Above new Women's Residence Association Officers (1 to r) - Lin-

da Baird, Vice-President; Cinny Colfelt, President; Cecelia Gordiner,

Treasurer. Ann Lickle, Secretary; not pictured.

Below new Men's Residence Association Officers (I to r) - Tom
Hodgson, Treasurer; Brooks Bergner, Vice-President; Clint Weimeis-

ter, President.

New Direction

Turning to the student body

as a whole, editor Dissette

and associate editor Bill

Thompson have expressed a de-

sire for suggestions for further

improvement of their "new di-

rection" publication. A search

for a new name for the magazine

is under way, as well as for

more varied material. Prose

and photography work are being

solicited in particular, along

with any other examples of lit-

erary or artistic Intent, for the

fall issue.

Faculty members and other;

outside the student body are en-

couraged to submit work for

consideration. Staff positions

for the coming year are open,

and typist are needed. Interestec

parties should contact editors

Dissette or Thompson or leave

a note at the magazine office in

Hudson Hall.

N OTICE

Mr. David S. Lichtenstein

a lawyer for the FCC

Will Speak On

"THE ROLE OF THE

RADICAL INTELLECTUAL

IN CURRENT CAMPUS
DISORDERS"
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In Hynson Lounge

Sponsored by the William
James Forum

ANTHONYS FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

For Nice Things in Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

by BillPiettyman

There is currently a revival

on college campuses of the

works of James M. Cain, author

of THE POSTMAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE and former Wash-

ington College student. Cain

Is noted asbelngoneofthegTeat

inventors of the West Coast

Crime Novel, along with Das-

hiell Hammett and Raymond
Chandler.

Born James Mallahan Calnin

Annapolis, he came to Ches-
tertown In 1903 with his father,

James w. Cain, who left the po-
sition of professor at St. John's

to become president of Wash-
ington College. James M. re-

ceived his B.A. in 1910 from the

College and stayed onasamem-
ber of the English department.

Started in Journalism

After receiving his M.A. in

1517, he left the academic world
for the army. James Cain be-

came a journalist after the

war, working for both the Bal-

timore Sun and Baltimore Am-
erican. Inl923,hebecameapro-

fessor of Journalism at St.

John's, and after a year he left

for New York, where he spent

seven years on the staff of the

New York World. Cain Is also

the author of DOUBLE IN-

DEMNITY, SERENADE and

MILDRED PIERCE
Cain hasfrequentlybeen link-

ed with the "hard-boiled" wri-

ters of detective novels. He de-

nies, however, any resemblance

between his style and that of a

Hammett or a Chandler, and

many contemporary critics

seem to agree.

Haid-Boiled

It was not always thus: the

Elm of October 10, 1941, on the
publication of a new novel by
their favorite man, said, "If you

have an uncle who understands

the younger generation's tastes

In hard-boiled sex fiction, this

novel should be tucked right into

Uncle Bill's Christmas stock-

ing, but keep It away from dear

Aunt Harriet."

He has been praised as an

artist for his use of moral and

symbolic overtones, In a re-

view of a recently published

omnibus volume of his works,

"Cain x 3", Ross McDonald
said, "The human figures in

Cain's landscapes are in ter-

ribly rapid motion, most of It

downhill, as In a vision of

Judgement."

Cain's view of the violence

In his works is also revealing;

"I take no interest In violence.

There's more violence in MAC-
BETH and HAMLET than in my
books. I write love stories. The
dynamics of a love story are

almost abstract. Thebetteryoui

abstraction, themoreitcomesU
Hie when you do It . .

."

But balanced against Cain's

literary talents and concern

with abstractions stands the

frequently violent style of his

works. From his most famous,

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RING.'

TWICE, comes this descrip-
tion; "I bit her. I sunk my
teeth Into her lips so deep I

could feel the blood spurt Into

my mouth. It was running down
her neck when I carried her up-

Schedule . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

spring have made a $200 Mar-
tin Luther King Memorial
Scholarship available to an in-

coming black student this year.

Also, a black student from Kent

or Queen Anne's Counties will

benefit, beginning next year,

from a stipend of $500 guaran-

teed by the College's unre-

stricted aid fund.

While acceptances of aid have
not been finalized, Mr. Gray
said that the Student Aid Com-
mittee has offered $80,000 In

financial assistance. Assistant

Dean of Admissions, Susan
Carey, and Mr. Gray estimated
that 30% of the student body
will receive financial aid in

some amount from the College,

state and federal funds, and
other organizations.

The largest Independent Bank

ving Kent & Queen Anne's Countu

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
RANK

J

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

648-5110

Member of FDIC
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Class Of '73

Takes Shape
The present enrollment for

the academic year 1969-70 in-

cludes 186 freshmen and 8

transfer students. These fig-

ures were announced on May
5, by Mr. William Brown, dir-

ector of admissions. He also

noted, however, that the Col-

lege expects to have approxi-

mately 200 freshmen and 25

transfer enrollments by Sept-

ember of 1969.

there were 160 freshmen and 1

transfer student enrolled. In

1967 there were 132 freshmen
and no transfer students

Mr. Brown expressed satis-

faction with (he total number of

students currently attending

Washington College. However,

he noted that the largest class

that has ever been enrolled at

the College will be graduating

This feature of the Class of

'69 was the result of the "baby

boom" during the years im-
mediately following World War
II. It will be difficult to com-
pensate for the loss of such a

"The quality of applicants

gets better each year," stated

Brown. The mean SAT score
of next year's freshman class

is 'approximately 20 points

higher for the men and 30 points

higher for the women over last'

Mr. Brown
College sf

In the upper forty per cent of

their Ir'gh school graduating

class, and who have Board
scores in the high 500's. He
stressed, however, that Wash-
ington College places emphasis
on recommendations. It has
found frequently that students

with low board scores but good

grades and recommendations
are succesful college students.

fj

•

Mr. Harold Gray, new Dean of Student Affairs, Mrs. Susan Carey,

reen Kelley, new Associate Dean of Student Affairs.

Gray To Be Student Affairs Dean,

Kelly, Carey Assume Higher Posts

Mr

by Peter Herbst

Harold Gray, Dean of

Admissions, accepted I

post of Dean of Student Affairs

last week. The position wlllbe-

come effective July 1,

Under his new title, Mr. Gray

will serve as a co-ordlnator of

the admissions department,
student affairs, and the health

service on campus. He stated

that these areas "concern the

student from the day he re-

quests a catalog until the day he

graduates." Mr. Gray also not-

ed that.i as dean of student af-

fairs, he will have more author-

ity andresponslbllltylnthefleld

of student affairs than any other

administrator has had at Wash-

ington College duringthepast 10

years of his affiliation with the

Institution.

Other Changes

As a result of the creation

of the new deanship, both the

admissions department and

what were formerly the posi-

; of ] . of 1

of Women will be reorganized.

The new dean of admissions

will be Mrs. Susan Carey. Mr.

William Brown will act as di-

rector of admissions, and Miss

Judy Reynolds as assistant di-

' Of 8 The i

sj'ii] : sibillty for the freshmen
financial aid program will be

left primarily to Mrs. Carey;

aid to upperclassmen will be

handled primarily by Mr. Gray.

In the comingyear Miss Mau-
reen Kelley will act as an as-

sociate dean oi student affairs.

j the c lOf t

dent affairs. The College is

presently concerned inflndlnga

qualified man to fill the post of

an additional associate dean.

These three Individuals and

Mr. Gray will deal with the va-

viously under the jurisdiction of

John Walker and Ed Worteck have been chosen to participate

Warwick Exchange Program. See story on Page 6.

New Plans

More student participation in

policy-making decisions is one

of Mr. Gray's goals for next

year. He also feels that the

College should offer guidance

and Information to the students

and serve as a policeman only

when the safety of members of

the college community is in

danger.

Gray is open-minded toward

the possibility of a coeddorm,
although he has not had the op-

portunity, as yet, to confer with

all parties involved. Healso be-
lieves that the open dorm policy

is a good one and hopes to see

It move forward in the next few

The new dean of student af-

fairs also hopes to intensify

efforts to attract more black

students. He has asked Presi-

dent Gibson to give full consid-

eration to the hiring of a black

administrator. Such an Indi-

vidual would be involved In ad-

missions and student affairs and

would be available for consulting

black students.

The office of Students affairs

will be located next fall In what is

presently the Infirmary; It will

include the offices for the two

associate deans, the assistant

to the dean; the college physl-

trlst. The admissions staff

will remain at their present

location.

"This will be a busy and in-

teresting summer for me,"
stated Mr. Gray. He hopes to

have the machinery In full op-

eration by September

RA, Proctor

Appointments

Announced
by Evelyn Manolis

Resident Assistants and

proctors have recently been ap-

pointed for the academic year

1969-10. Although some mem-
bers of the new staff have

served in these positions dur-

ing previous years, there are

many new additions, par-

ticularly in the men's dor-

mitories.

The women students who will

act as Resident Assistants in

Caroline House and Queen

Anne's dormitories next year

Include: Ginny Colfelt, Sarah
Jayne, Evelyn Manolls, Ellen

Patterson, Annie Stevenson, and

penny Wasem, Minta Martin's

Resident Assistants for the

coming year are Gail Ackerman,

Carol Brooker, Sherry Daiger,

Gay Hunter, Linda Phinney, and

Colleen Splvey.

In Reid Hall, thethree women
students who will fill these

positions are
:

Pauline Devlns,

Barbara Osborn and Hilary

Parkinson. All the new mem-
bers of the women's staff were

selected after an eight week

training program.
The head proctor for the

men's dormitories next year is

Ed McKay, who will live in

Somerset, Other students who

will act as proctors In this

dormitory Include Steve Gold-

ing, John Prann, Roger Stener-

sen and Ricky Turner.

Kent House proctors during

tiie coming year will be John

Knight on the first floor and

Sam Hopper on the second floor.

The three hill dorms will be

represented by Chris Ely in

West Hall, Dave Bruce in Mid-

dle Hall, and Dave Slama in

East Hall.

A special barbecue dinner was

sponsored for old and new Re-

sident Assistants and proctors

on Tuesday, May 6, between

4:00 and 8
:00 p.m. The picnic

was held at the Chesapeake

Landing Club House and featured

"Free Beer."

NOTICE

Maryland State Senator

John W. Steffy

Anne Arundel County

Will Speak On
"Effectual Student

Involvement

In State And Local

Politics"

At Hynson Lounge

Tuesday, May 13th

8 p.m.

Sponsored by

The Washington College

Young Republicans
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Community Involvement
Until this year, participation of Washington College stu-

dents in community affairs has been unfortunately limit-

ed. Finally, the Senate, the Peace Action Committee and

the Elm have begun to involve themselves in town pro-

blems.

Beginning wtih interviews with Dr. Grumpelt and Rev.

Greene and forthcoming coverage on the Senate subcom-

mittee on Community Relations, the Elm will continue

throughout next year a series of features on town prob-

lems, with an emphasis on housing. The purpose will be to

expose some of the problems confronting the community,

and to propose various changes in the system. The task of

achieving change is monumental, but at least the students

here have finally made a concerted start.

Letters to the Editor

Fire Safety

After last year's campaign to make the campus fire-

proof, several steps were taken to improve the safety con-

ditions in the dorms. It is rather ironic that after fire-

proofing the dorms, one structure has been left rather un-

touched: William Smith Hall. For some reason, this wood-

en edifice, which has already burned down twice, has been

overlooked in the flurry of activity occasioned by the last

investigation into fire hazards. According to the Fire Mar-

shall of the College the building is already adequately pro-

tected. Thanks to an up-to-the-minute fire alarm system

located in the Business Office', students can quickly be

rushed down the wooden staircases at both ends of the

building. Also it seems since there are no students in the

building at night another fin; hazard is removed. With all

due respect to the alarm system, the efficiency of the Busi-

ness Office staff, the maintenance men and the Chester-

town Fire Department, it seems a trifle callous to ask the

students to race the flames down William Smith's wooden
structure. It also applies a great deal of faith in a college

student's fancy footwork.

Next Year's Comps
The recent controversy over the scheduling of compre-

hensive exams and finals for seniors has resulted in misun-

derstandings and discontent for all parties concerned. I

was unfortunate that some action was not taken earlier in

the year to alleviate the difficulties of the current situa-

tion.

It has already been noted by the Registrar that a similar,

if not identical, exam schedule for seniors will be incor-

porated into next year's calendar unless some action is ta-

ken early in the fall. We strongly urge that measures be

initiated in the beginning of the first semester to avoid a

repetition of a "comps crisis."

We also agree with the Registrar's suggestion that the

opinions of student representatives be considered in the

scheduling of reading periods and exams. In this manner,

the seniors will have an opportunity to ensure their rights

in a matter so significant to their future. It is up to the

Class of 1970 to act!
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To the Editor:

A case which seemingly In-

volved "racial inequality" was

recently heard by the M.R.A,

Lower Court The defendant

pleaded guilty to the charge of

"conduct unbecoming a Wash-

ington College student," and

the plaintiff accepted the defen-

dant's apology.

Up until the past year, such

a problem was nonexistent on

our campus, not because of our

open-mindedness, but because

of our lack of black students.

The court merely wishes to re-

mind the student body of one

of the purposes behind dormi-

tory life. To live In a dorm
Is to know several Individuals

of different race, creed, and

beliefs. In order to success-

fully live together we must

learn to understand and tolerate,

If necessary, those who differ

from ourselves.

The black student Is not the

only victim of unkind or der-

ogatory comments. Those who

choose to wear their hair long,

the "study fairy," and students

who differ In their own pe-

culiar way are often the butt

of many Jokes. Let us all

be a bit more understanding and

considerate of others, and help

make this campus more pleasant

for everyone.

Men's Residence Association

Lower Court

-0-

To the Editor:

Congratulations to you and

your staff for the Elm dated Ap-

ril 18 and especially to you for

your editorial "statement of Po-

licy." It isthemostlnteresting

Issue published In the past two

years. 1 have been subscribing

to the Elm for three years and

thoroughly enjoyed It when It was

the paper of the campus,

students, activities, etc. and

looking forward to It each Satur-

day morning. While Mr. Hey-
mann was editor, the Elm did not

reach me until at least ten days

after publication. lam so pleas-

ed to learn that you will revert

to the format used In the 1966-

67 school year. Perhaps you anc

your staff can work out themail-

ing procedure so the subscrib-

ers can receive the paper while

the news Is still "news."
Concerning your editorial on

"Student Activists," I sincerely

hope that the five members of

the Peace Action Committee who

In Perspective"

White Paper
BY DON ROGERS

The growing power of the Stu-

dent Government Association at

Washington College is the result

of many reforms proposed in a

"White Paper," published here
In the spring ofl966. Because of

the Importance of that publica-

tion, it shall be the purpose of

this article to acquaint the stu-

dents with its alms andsugges-

The Idea for a White Paper,

according toone faculty advisor,

came "when a groupof students
began discussing what to do to

Improve the existing campus
situation." Anlndependent com-
mittee of about fifteen students

and two faculty advisors was
assembled during the academic
year 1965-66. By the spring of

1966, it submitted Its final re-
port to the SGA and the Admin-
istration.

The White Paper centered
around two major themes; (1)

"The real need to develop a
genuine community sense among
all the elements ofthe College,"
and (2) to cultivate among the

students a sense of responsi-
bility. There was a growing un-

rest among the students, claim-
ed the report, because the Ad-
ministration was playing the

role of "In loco parentis".

Students should Investigate and

develop their own modes of con-

duct, but this could be done only

In an atmosphere of greater

freedom.
that students had three basic

rights at Washington College;

free expression, self-deter-

mination, and "full and relia-

ble information."

To achieve these goals the

White Paper made a series of

suggestions Including, (1) a com-
plete reorganization of the cam-
pus judiciary, (2) publication of

a Student Evaluation ofCourses,

(3) Improved communication
among students and Admlnls-
tratlor, and (4) enhancement of

the power and responsibility of

the SGA.

Needless to say, all of these

suggestions have made great

headway in the past three years.

The Judiciary was reformed
during the academic years 1966-

67 and 1967-68." The Student

Evaluation of Courses has been
published every year since the

spring of 1967. Communication
has been Improved during the

past few years: In 1967 students

attended a faculty meeting, for

the first time in the College's

history, to explain the Judiciary

reforms. The President's Com-
mittee was set up In the spring

(Continued on Page 3)

started the local chapter of the

SDS will be the only members
now or In the future. From con-

versations with the students I

know at Washington CoUege they

are antl-PAC and SDS. I hope
they can help In Influencing the

majority of the student body to

think accordingly.

1 think Washington College Is

an excellent school and know
that the administration has gone
more than half way in making
many, many changes the stu-

dents have requested (to me,

they have been too lenient Is

some cases). This has been

done peacefully over all these

years, and I, as a parent, hope

a few activists will not change

the serenity to chaos on the

campus at Chestertown.

Here's to you a successful

year as editor of the Elm.

Mrs. J.K. Guthrie

Baltimore, Md.

Liechtenstein To

Lecture Tonite
by Loretta West

"The Role of the Radical in-

tellectual in Current Campus
Disorders" win be the topic

of discussion at a lecture given

by Mr. David S. Llchtensteln

tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Hynson
Lounge. The program will be
sponsored bythe William James
Forum.
Mr. Lichtensteln's lecture

will be a modified version of a

talk he gave last March at the

Washington Philosophy Club. It

will entail an analysis of the

effects of radical intellectuals

on college life and society In

general He will make refer-

ences to such prominent figures
as John Kenneth Galbralth and
Arthur Schleslnger, Jr. The
discussion promises to both

lively and stimulating.

The speaker is a professional

lawyer who received his Bache-
lor of Arts and Doctor of Law
degrees from New York Uni-

versity and his Masters degree
from Harvard. Mr. Lichten-

stein is currently a lawyer for

the Federal Communications

Commission.

Local NAACP Head

Stirs Black Awareness
by Jim Dillon

"Making the blacks In Ches-
tertown aware of their power
to change their situation" is

the role of the Reverend Ken-
neth Greene, head of the local

NAACP in Chestertown. After

moving into Chestertown last

June, Rev. Greene was elected

NAACP president in January.

Until this year, the NAACP
has worked primarily in get-

ting better Jobs for blacks, as

in downtown businesses. Rev.

Greene has spent the last few
months following through on the

current program. Starting in

September, he will begin two
simultaneous programs of his

The more tangible task is

that of trying to have Negroes
elected to the Town Council and

placed on important town com-
mittees. Also, black represent-

ation in the county is "far
below Us proper level"

Secondly, the all-Important

phase to Rev. Greene Is to

institute workshops for the pur-

pose of educating blacks to the

need of taking part In chang-

ing the system, "people have
been In the same situation so
long that they are in a rut.

They feel tehmselves power-
less, so they become com-
placent."

As for working with the sys-

tem itself, I.e., the local gov-

ernment, nothing can be done

without popular support. "If

the black people don't have the

basic feeling that something

must be done, by them, then

reform is impossible."

Although not a pacifist, Rev.

Greene disapproves of violence

except as a last resort. "I can
give examples where a simple
threat of violence was all that

was needed. If the society is

completely Inflexible, maybe it

had better burn."
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Skelos Interview

Dean Skelos, long one of the

most outspoken members of the

Washington College community,

now awaits the pleasant pro-

spect of speaking "ex cathe-

dral". A Junior history major
from Long Island, New York,

Skelos was the winner In the run-

off election for SGA president, a

post he regards with the cool

eye of an efficiency expert.

''Many senators arejust peo-

ple who like to hear themselves

talk," observes President

Skelos, "and most of what

transpires at Senate meetings

is completely meaningless."

Skelos is in a good position to

know. He had been a senator

himself for two years before

"disgust" convinced him not to

seek a third term. As a sena-

tor, he served on the Fresh-

man Steering Committee and

was one of the initiators of the

Open House Policy.

Skelos Is appalled by the

"paternalistic" attitude of many
of his senators. "There is no

real communication between

Spring

Weekend

by Pam Seneff

Spring Weekend, the second-

semester extravaganza, will be-

gin tonight in the Tawes Theatre

with a concert by the nationally

known recording group, "The
Vogues."

Tomorrow afternoon, at 2

p.m., there will be a lacrosse

game pitting the present Wash-
ington college stickmen against

selected members of the alum-

ni. Tomorrow night's agenda

features a dance from 9 p.m.

till 1 p.m. in Russell Gym.
Two bands will alternate at the

dance ~ Lenny Christian and
the "Sounds of Time," and "The
Syndicate." Tickets will be

$3.00 per couple, and no Ice or

mixers will be provided.

A beach party, co-sponsored

by the SGA and the Peace Action

Committee, will conclude the

weekend on Sunday afternoon.

Admission to this event win
be $1.00, and all proceeds will

go to the Martin Luther King
Scholarship Fund. The beach
party is planned tentatively to

be held at Tockwog Beach, near
Jungle Beach, and food and beer
will be provided. Music will be

supplied by the ''Oracle."

White Paper
(Continued frum Page 2)

of 1966; and faculty and adminis-

tration membershavefrequent-
ly attended Senate meetings to

discuss problems. Finally the

power of the SGA was greatly

enhanced this year, when in-

creased student membership on

faculty committees was adopted.

Yet, the White Paper and the

subsequent adoption of its sug-
gested reforms was not entire-

ly a cause - and - effect rela-

tionship. White Paper and its

reforms are part of a trend

that has been in motion, during
the last several years at Wash-
ington College. In my next

article, I propose to discuss the

origin, the manifestation, and
the results of that trend.

BY JOHN WALKER

senator and constituents because

senators see themselves as

better than other students."

This is a problem he Intends

to solve personally; in the fu-

ture, when senators are asked

to consult with their constitu-

ents, they will be checked. Sen-

ators consistently failing in

their responsibility willbeask-

, ed to resign.

The biggest problem facing

the SGA and the campus, he

feels, is student interest. To
generate more interest, Skelos

Intends to appoint sophomores
and freshmen to committees,
possibly even to chairmanships.

He hopes to have the active sup-

port of all groups in making the

SGA an effective Instrument of

student opinion.

Mr. Skelos Intends to con-

tinue using the Executive Com-
mittee of the SGA along the

guidelines of his predecessor.

However, he will be one among
equals In the committee. It is

his hope that the active role of

the committee can be reduced.

"New ideas and resolutions

dents and senators."

The use of funds from the

student activities fee gravely

concerns the new president. He
Intends to conduct an investi-

gation to see just where stu-

dent monies go, and polls to

find where students think their

funds should go.

Mr. Skelos hopes to become
a regular attendant at faculty

meetings. Board members will

be Invited to live on campusfor
a few days, to enable them to

better understand student needs
and desires.

As president of the SGA, Ske-
los will propose to the admin-
istration that students from the

upper Shore be allowed to take

a full program at greatly reduc-

ed rates. These students would
commute and would be expected
to meet established academic
requirements.

Maryland College Queen, Linda Baird.

Coed Participates In

College Queen Pageant
by Sarah Schaeffer

How does a queen spend her

royal minutes? Maryland Col-

lege Queen Linda Balrd recently

returned from the Fifteenth An-

nual College Queen Pageant In

West Palm Beach, Florida. The
pageant, presented April 11-21,

Included ten days at the ex-

clusive Palm Beach Towers,
a trip via private Jet to the

Nation's capital, a whirlwind

tour of Washington, a yacht

cruise, receptions and press

meetings.

College queens from every

state attended aseries of forums
on current events, career
goals, education and other re-

levant topics. The contestants

were interviewed concerning

their knowledge and opinions

in each area. The girls also

Bill Smith Graffiti:

Mirror Of Politics

Any student who finds him self

in the position of havingmlssed

the latest copy of the Elm can

keep up with current events on

campus by another means —
graffiti reading.

Although the accuracy of Bill

Smith desk graffiti Is more than

dubious and originality is, alas,

at a premium, a subtle down-
ward glance during history class

can prove informative.

Having waded through the

maze of peace symbols, psy-

chedelic drawings, professorl

portraits, fraternity and so-

rority symbols and assorted

hackneyed four-letter words,

and having been reassured that

Lloyd, Roland, Weird Harold,

Che, and Lurch are Alive, one

can get to the heart of the mat-

Undercurrents of campuspo-
lftics (If one can base a judge-

ment on Room 21 graffiti) are

presently the concern ofanum-
ber of students. The most amaz-

i Colgan

ing ofthese undercurrents is the

groundswell of popular feeling

Given to such slogans as

"Marxist - Coxist - Leninist,"

"Alexis Lenin Cox," and "Com-
rade Cox," the student (s) seem

to feel that Cox Is ... an ac-

tivist - an ardent populist - an

urban dweller - a food stamp

recipient—
Or that he — voted for Eu-

gene Debs - likens himself to

William Jennings Bryan - Is an

asparagus farmer - an agarian

reformer '- a DuBois clubber -

supports Peking or Moscow; he

doesn't care which - instigated

the Boston Police Strike - sends

deadly bombs through the mall

and is really Mark Rudd.

But the feeling is not unani-

mous. Someone seems to feel

that "Cox Is a 19th Century

Liberal" and someone else,

obviously more softhearted than

most, says, "Poor Comrade
Cox - I'm surprised he's not

paranoid."

competed In driving and cook-

ing contests. A large panel

of judges Including educators,

Journalists, and celebrities

scored the contestants upon

their academic accomplish-

ments and general knowledge

as well *as their personality,

poise, and leadership and ser-

vice In campus: activities.

Aside from press meetings,

competitions and rehearsals,

the contestants: enjoyed party-

ing with a g.roup of orphan

children and wiere the honored

guests on a short yacht cruise.

"The best part," says Linda,

"was meeting .girls from all

over the United t!tates,"

The pageant, filmed in color,

will be presented on a national

network later this summer.
Films of the various activities

were made, and anewsreelfea-

turlng Linda will t* distributed

in both Maryland and Linda's

home state, Rhode Island.

The title of Mary land College

Queen was last year held by

another Washington College stu-

dent, Sharon Strausser. Sharon

nominated Linda for this year's

competition, which contestants

throughout the state of Mary-

land entered. As winner of

the competition, Undsi will reign

as queen until next sp ring.

The "In" Look

. to become

bikini. Choose from a rain-

bow of prints and itripei.

3 to 13 $20

Bonnett's towirfL counlry Shop

FOX'S

5c $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

For All

Sewing Needs

RUS and ORVV^
CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
5 p.m. — 11 p.m.

Washington College Bookstore

END OF YEAR

S^
All items in store marked down

M\ay 16 - May 24

(Cash Only
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Stickers Skid To 6-5

by Bert

Washington College has come to the end

of an era.

Does the Shoreman think he is Peter

Pan? Does he think that while everybody

else grows he can stay where he is? Obvi-

ously the answer is yes.

Fairleirjh Dickinson, whose 1968 Roth-

stein National Ranking was thirtieth, beat

us by two goals. Washington College's 1968

Rothstein National Ranking was eleventh.

Hofstra University, who has not beaten

a Sho'men lacrosse team since I have been

here, was never behind in beating us by one

goal on Wednesday.

Washington's stick team is not getting

bad. It is just that everybody else is getting

better I

They are getting better because they

have finally realized the need to recruit the

best players. They have finally realized that

a good teams helps a college grow both in

reputation and in endowment.

When will the college bigwigs in Bill

_..
Smith recognize the importance of an in-

$ tercollegiate sports program? When will
'"'

they realize that they must get off their

| seats and act now if lacrosse is to be saved

| at Washington College? Whsn will the co-

gs aches realize that they must go out and ac-

>j: tively recruit athletes? When will ouralum-

;> ni and friends of the college stop complain-

Bogash £

ing about our athletics and help it grow?P
I am willing to forget the total apathy x

that has run rampant in regards to sports
;;j

here in recent years if the answer to each -A

of the above questions is: "NOW". £
It could be so easy to help our athletic;;:

program. a
The college could start clinics in each of £

the sports in which it competes. Area:;

school boys could be given helpful instruct

tion by both players and coaches. Chester-^

town High School teams would be:;:

strengthened and Washington College could£

draw on good experienced local talent, £

This would mutually benefit the College-r-

and the town. Local interest in the College:;:

would increase tremendously. :;|

A sports hall of fame could be started.

g

lis would bring alumni back to share anfc

mly the College's ath-g:

all aspects of College;;:

by "Beer* Lehman

Receiving two heart breaking

defeats this past week, the first

a 10-8 loss to Fairieigh Dick-

inson and the second a 6-5

decision to Hofstra, the Sho'

men are preparing for their final

test of the season against a

powerful Navy contingent at

Annapolis next Wednesday.

This week had to be the most

disappointing of the 1969 season.

Traveling to Madison, New Jer-

sey last Saturday, Washington

jumped out to a 3-1 first period

lead on goals by Mark Mad-

den, Ron Regan, and Barry

Drew. FDU would not quit

however, and battled back with

4 second period goals as Jim

Mueller collected the only WC
tally. The halftime score

showed the home team on top

bye ,
"-4.

Th
active part in not

letic program but

Pretty soon lacrosse will be a popular;;

collegiate sport nationwide. Think of the:;

publicity that W.C. would get by playing-;:

some of the biggest schools in the country!;:

in lacrosse. ;

I beg all those who are in a position to:;;

help to do so. Do not wait until Towson,|

Loyola, and Washington and Lee start beat-

1

ing us; for then it will be too late. %

Trackmen Lose 3 : Bird Sets Record
by Geoff Anderson

This past week wasabusy one

for the thinclads as they travel-

ed to Dickinson and Lebanon

Valley and took on Johns Hop-

kins at Kibler Field,

The Sho'men who finished the

regular season with a 1-*J re-

cord traveled to Carlisle, Penn-

sylvania to try out Dickinson's

new tartan track. Because of the

new surface many of washing-

ton's times were quite good, but

unfortunately Dicklnson'stimes

were better as they handed the

Sho'men a 107-38 defeat. Two of

the better times of the day were

Dave Bird's 4;26.4 meet record

In the mile and MarkGilcrest's

meet, and school record In that

event with a time of 4 : 20.4,

Gllcrest also set a meet record

in the 440 with a time of 50.3.

The past Tuesday the

Sho'men traveled to Lebanon

Valley to receive a disappoint-

ing 88-57 setback. Despite the

loss, Tom polvlnale was a triple

winner with wins In the 440

Intermediate hurdles, high

jump, and 120 high hurdles.

pplvlnale's six foot high jump

away from the school. Pete

Johnson, who was undefeated In

the Javelin this year, beat his

opponent by a mere two feet

with a toss of 193*10".

A few Individuals on the team

can look forward to the Middle

Atlantic Conference Champion-

ships at Lehigh this week and

the Mason Dixon championships

at Gallaudet next weekend.

The Sho'men returned to the

turf playing commendable la-

crossee and picked up two tal-

lies, by Drew and Chris Ely,

In the first six and a half

minutes. Fairieigh Dickinson

had also settled down and came

up with three big scores before

Drew and Mark Svec registered

to make It 8 all at the end

of three periods.

The final quarter told the

story as apparently the heat

and the long bus ride began to

show their effects on theKelly-

men who were blanked in the

final period while the host team

tailed twice.

The defense did not put to-

gether one of their better days

as one of the main problems
seemed to be the Inability of the

midfielders to aid their cohorts

on dodges" by what is termed

"backlng-up". However, no su-

perlatives can be applied to the

offense either as they outshot

their opponents 46-30, with the

opposition putting the balllnthe

six by six goal more and that's

the object of the game.

As if the loss last Saturday

wasn't bitter tasting enough, the

Sho'men found themselves hav-

ing difficulty putting the ball

In the net again against Hof-

stra on Wednesday, outshooting

them 58-39 while the visitors

managed to slip one more pass

us than we did by them.

Hofstra drew first blood with

only a minute and fifteen seconds

gone in the game. The Sho'men

bounced back as Steve Clagett

scored in what was his final

game on Kibler Plain. The lo-

cals settled down in the second

period and controlled the ball

for one 4 minute stint In which

12 shots were taken; none of

which registered. Hofstra did

manage one more in the second

period however giving them a

2-1 half-time lead.

The entire story on this after-

noon was the difficulty In putting

the baU In the goal. The com-
bination of wide shots and 26

saves registered by the oppos-

ing goalie made for along,

scarce afternoon.

In the second half whenthe WC
stlckmen did manage to con-

vert a few, Hofstra matched

them goal for goaL Second half

goals were contributed twice

each by Madden and Drew.

There appeared to be, at

times, a lack of gelllngbetween'

the midflelds and defense caus-

ing for problems In backing up

and covering "cutters". At the

other end of the field, Regan
and company had very little

troble In controlling the ball,

passing it around and getting

the good shots. The main prob-

lem remaining: the inability of

the Sho'men to dent their op-

ponent's nets.

V
OZMAN'

Auto Sales

S, INC.
& Serv/ce

Don Kelly

CHEVROLET-BUICK. Inc.

CbestertowD.-, Md.

50.5 =• 4-40.

Last Saturday the thinclads

went against a relatively strong

Hopkin's team. Hopkins, which

may not have a team next year

because of its administration's

cutback In athletic spending,

squeaked by with a 78-68 vic-

tory. Dave Bird was outstand-

ing In the mile as he set a field

For Nice Thing* ii i Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Wetjuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

SUMMER JOBS

WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB JUST FOR YOUI

National Agency of Student Employment
P. O. Box 52492

D VACATION RESORT JOBS :

America's finest Resort

Q CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Stort your career working with America's best companies.

D SPECIAL OFFER —r Our latest bulletin which contains

a|l three job fields plus a special job assignment for you.

Please state interest and desired location
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Diamondmen Bow To Tigers, Mounts, Nip Jays
by Stewart Kay

The Washington College base-
ball team played four games"

in the past week and won one

while losing three.

Towson State College travel-

led to Kibler Field on Thurs-
day, May 1 and won on the fine

pitching of John Garland, 11 to

6. This strong Junior struck

out 11, and although he gave

up eight hits, he stranded ten

runners. Leading the abbrev-
iated WC hitting attack, were
G. Hlbberd, who went two for

five, Dave Bruce one for four

with two RBI.s, and Al Streel-

man with a long double which
knocked in two runs.

A defensive highlight for the

club was a fine double play for

the Buckless-Kreuzberg-Bruce
combination.

The Johns Hopkins team play-

ers cametoChestertown on Sat-

urday, May 3, but returned to

Baltimore shaking their heads
in disbelief. With the score
10 to 6 in favor of the visitors,

they took the field in the bot-

tom of the ninth with the catcher

mumbling something about

"three quick outs." They got

two outs, but still need the

third, as the determined Athey-
men scored five runs they

needed to win, 11 to 10. Don
Pace led off the inning with a

walk. Dave Bruce then hit a

full count pitch to left field for

a single, Pace going to second.

With George Buckless in Bal-
timore preparing to protect our
country, Al streelman, was bat-
ting clean-up, and walked, thus

The
|

n job
Steinhart who wasted no time In

belting the first pitch down the

left field line for a double,

Pace and Bruce scoring, Streel-
man going to third. This blast

by Steinhart sent the Hopkinis

starting pitcher to the showers
and made the score 10 to 8.

John Dickson punched a curve
into right field, scoring Streel-
man and Steinhart and tying
the score at ten. With c ne
out, Kreuzberghitaball sharply
to the third baseman wh:lch

he bobbled, thentbrewintoright
field, thus putting runners on
second and third. Pinch-hit ter

Tom H.jdgson was intention! illy

Intramural Softball Standing s

(Through May 6)

l.KA"A" 6-0
2. Theta Chi 5 - Qi

3. Lambda "A" 4 -

4. Mr. Simmons 3 - '0

5. Phi Sig "A" 3 - 2

6. Little Fred 3 - 2

7. Phi Sig "B" 3 - 3

8. KA "B" 1 - S

9. B.D. Creamers - 4
10. All Stones 0-5
11. Doo Birds 0-6

ANTHONYS FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

walked, loading the bases. Due

to Buckless' abscence, the re-

vamped line-up had Hlbberd

leading off. A greatly improved

hitter this year, Hlbberd hit a

long fly out to center field,

allowing Dickson to score from

third standing up with the win-

ning run. It was some inning:

Five runs on three hits, one

error, the winning run scoring

with two out, and a widly happy

team. A smiling Coach Athey

was speechless.

Pacing the attack were Stein-

hart, two for three with a

double and three RBI'S, Dick-

son, one for five with twoRBI's

and two runs scored, Bruce

two for two with an RBI and

two runs scored, and Pace two

for three with an RBI and two
runs scored.

Reliever Jim Dissette came
into the seventh inning with two
runs in, runners on second and

third, no outs and the leadoff

hitter at the plate. Undaunted,

the Sophmore fireman forcedth*

hitter to bounce into a well

executed double play, then had
the second batter in the Hop-
kins line-up, hit a weak fly

to center field. He walked two,

but retired the side without

damage in the eighth and re-

tired the side in order in the

ninth, setting the stage for that

five run rally. He recelvedcre-

dit for the win, his first of

the season without a loss.

The double play in the sev-

enth was really an "inning

saver" for Dissette. With run-

ners on second and third, the

ball was hit in the hole on
the left side where Bruce, play-

ing a more than adequate short-

stop, in Duckless abscence,

made a fine play, checking the

runner at thin 1 and throwing
over to Streelman for the first

out in the inning. When the

runner at third sawBruce throw
to first, he went off the bag
only to be caught by the alert

Streelman, who threw to Pace
for the putout.

Third baseman Don Pace gives grounder the old college try in Hop-

kins game. Sho'men won, 1 1-10.

In regard to the i nal

ninth inning rally and to the

determination which Coach

Athey was built up in this club,

of the 28 runs scored in these

of Buckless - Kreuzbert - Stre-

elman clicked again as they

"turned It over" in the eight

The Sho'men thentravelledto

Emmittsburg to tangle with

Mount St. Mary's. Freshman
John Dickson had the starting

assignment and was truly a

study in pitching excellence.

He kept the ball down and thus

in the infield; Streelman ac-

cumulating fifteen putouts.

Through eight innings, he gave

up just four hits, while pitch-

ing to just. thirty batters. The
team was leading 7 to 1, as

a result of Steve Ellyson's

slump-breaking three forthree,

Hibberd's two for four, and

Bruce' s and Streelman's two

for five.

But the ninth inning of this

game proved that trite saying,

"the game is never over until

the last out." Dickson con-

tinued his mastery and got the

first two batters in the Inning,

but as the Impeccable Balti-

more Sun had it, "then the

gates opened." Two doubles,

three singles, and four walks

given up by Dickson, Dissette,

and Bruce were empolyed by

Mount St. Mary's to score seven

runs, and win, 8-7.

In regard to these games,

Coach Athey commented, "the

play in the field has been very

good. We have been playing good

baseball." In regard to the

bunting which has been usednot

four games, 11 were in the

*.tf»

HOME COOKING AT ITS BEST

• Cral) Imperial

• Marinated Steaks

• King-Sized Cocktails

CHARLES MARTIN, Propricloi

Hours: 5:30 to 10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

May 5 and won 6-4, thus clinch-

ing the Southern Division

championship of the Mason-
Dixon league with a record of

10 and L However, the Sho'-

men refused to be humbled

without a fight, but it was "too

little, too late," as three runs

on four hits in the ninth inn-

ing were not enough. The of-

fensive standout for WC was

Hibberd who returned to his

"comfortable" sixth slot In the

line-up and collected three hits

In four trips including a power-

ful triple and three of the four

RBI's. In the field the pre-

cision double play combination

only for the sacrifice, but also

for the daring suicide squeeze

play, he said, "the bunting,

an important fundamental In

baseball, has been extra-

The team lsnowfiveandelght

overall, with three games re-

maining. There is a double-

header at Loyola on Saturday,

May 10, with Bruce and Streel-

man slated to pitch, and the

final game of the season at

PMC on Tuesday, May 13.

Netmen Lose
by Dick Harrington

The Washington College ten-

nis team was unable to pick up
a win after this week's action.

On, our home courts, the net-

men dropped a 7-2 decision to

Towson last Thursday, May 1.

The victors for washingtonCol-
lege were Dave Isherwood, win-
ning his sixth match of the year
out of seven played, and BobCox
won his fourth singles match of

the campaign.

The followingSaturday, Coach
Merrick's squad lost their last

home match of the season to

Johns Hopkins University. Steve

Ogllvy and Dave Isherwood, win-

ning at third doubles, saved the

home team from a shut-out.

Traveling to Mt. St. Mary's
with two of the team's better

players missing from the line-

up due to previous commit-
ments, the racketmen came out

on the short end of a 7-2 score.

Fred Grey and Steve Ogllvy

were the only players to come
home with victories, while play-

ing at first and fifth singles,

respectively.

Lacrosse Leaders

Through May 7

Drew

Mueller

Svec

Nichols

Ely

Boggs

Shepherd

Boulden

Compliments

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counti<

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK
Of Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Cburch Hill Cbeslertown Galena
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Chorus To Give 'Farewell
9 Concert

Before European Tour Departure
by Joe Massey

A "farewell" concert will

be presented by the Washington

College Chorus, under the dir-

ection of Mr. A. John walker.

Oil Wednesday, May 14, InTawes
Theater, at 8:30 p.m. This

will be the last performance
the Chorus will give? before

departing on a three week tour

of Europe on June 2.

The presentation will be the

culmination of an entire se-

by I

shoot, the Washington College

Chorale. Highlighting the con-

cert will be Haydn's "Mass
In Time of War," accompanied

by a multi-piece orchestra, con-

sisting of student instrumental-

ists from the College and other

musicians from the local com-
munity.

Complex Selections

Two novelty pieces by Of-

fenbach, as well as Samuel Bar-

ber's "Let Down the Bars O'

Death," sung "a cappela", are

also included in the selections

to be performed by Hie full

Chorus.

Drawn from the 00 members
of the Chorus proper, the 16

Individuals who compose the

Chorale concentrate on techni-

cally more difficult music.

Among the works this group

dll present

•Nanle," thre

i— Dolce's Review

u
Jk JmUiUck''

I don't know why "The Fan-

tasticks" issopopularwithhlgh

school and college groups for

drama productions. In the time

that it has been around, Its

Impact has beei i something less

in recent years, than in Its ear-

lier years, yet';he play survives,

and continues to be done by

everyone.

Last Friday andSaturday.the

Washington C ollege drama de-

partment took, their turn, arid in

a somewhat uneven production,

ended their s.eason with more of

a quack than a bang. Audiences

cannot com' plain about lack of

variety thiii past year or for

the most part, unsatisfactory

evening of theatre. Thus, the

Fantasticks; was something of

a disappoln tment in finishing the

How inte resting can boymeets
girl, boy loses girl, boy gets

girl be af ter all these years?

A more contemporary version

that would have much more ap-

peal for modern audience would
have been boy gets boy, or girl

gets girl At any rate, boy gets

girl preva iled at Tawes Theatre
and I sup pose all for the bet-

"The Fantastlcks" is act-

urally a cute play, not so mucr

because of the nauseatlngchar-

acters, but rather the actors whe

play them. Actors In this play

can make It enjoyable or else

make the evening totally unbear-

able. Here the players were

moderately successful. Theboy
and girl were spontaneous and

fresh, but the other actorswere

to stiff tobe convincing. The play

then rested on two performan-
ces which were simply not able

to sustain the overall effort. The
fault lay in the inability of the

other actors to effectively com-
municate with each other, and
as a result the play suffered. The
best moment occured when the

young couple were by themsel-

The direction was haphazard,

and perhaps that can explain

the unevenness of the produc-
tion. The sets were satisfactory

in a play where sets have no sig-

nificance. Overall, the play

could not be called disappoint-

ing - it just did not provide the

level ofprofessionalism that the

College's theatre-goers have
become accustomed to seeing.

by Paul Hindemith, and the

"Geographical Fugue" by

Tochs. The "Fugue" is spoken

music which concentrates solely

on varying rhythmic patterns.

The executive committee of

the Chorus urges the student

body to take a break from the

pressures of studyingfor exams

and comprehensivesandcometo

hear what it feels will be a

rewarding and entertaining per-

formance.

In June, the Washington Col-

lege Chorus will visit England,

France, Austria, Italy and Spain.

Concerts will be given in sev-

eral cities in these countries.

The tour represents the ful-

fillment of a goal set by the

Chorus more than a year ago

in the spring of 1968.

Successful Drives

A series of fund-raising pro-

jects throughout the present

academic year were sponsored

by the Chorus and other organ-

izations to make thistripfinan-

cially feasible, Duringtheflrst

semester, an Antique Silver Ex-

hibit was organized and admin-

istrated by Mrs. Daniel Gibson

and Mrs, Morris KeeneBarrolL

The success of this exhibit

gave Impetus to an optimistic

view among the Chorus mem-
bers that the necessary funds

could eventually be obtained.

The recent book sale was

one of the most lucrative pro-

jects during the second se-

mester. The Chorus was for-

tunate In gathering approx-

imately 3,000 books and receiv-

ing the support of many stu-

dents and faculty members In

this endeavor.

The "Oracle," a Washington

College rock group, the Ches-
tertown Rotary Club, and the

Washington College Women's
League were among the organ-

izations that contributed to the

Chorus funds with projects of

their own. Most of all, the

Chorus Is Indebted to the num-
erous individual benefactors

whose gifts, large and small,

have also helped to make the

tour a reality.

Walker, Worteck

To Study At Warwick
by Evelyn Manolis

Two members of the junior

' class, John Walker and Ed Wor-

teck, have been selected to par-

ticipate In the exchange pro-

gram with Warwick University

in England, during the first

semester of the academic year

1969-70. This will mark the

fourth consecutive year that

Washington College will have

been involved In this program.

The opportunity to study at

Warwick University is exclus-

ively open to junior and sen-

tor history majors. It is high-

ly competitive and selection,

by the department, is based on

such criteria as performance
in history, suitability to engage

in independent studies, scholar-

ship and maturity.

Specialization Offered

Warwick offers an elaborate

program in the study of history.

Many of the English students

who attend the University are

preparing to become profes-

sional historians. They spec-

ialize in this area by mono-

polizing their education with

Originally, the plan at War-

-wick was to include a semester

Italy as requirements for all

students before graduation. Due

to financialdifficulties, the Uni-

versity could not implement

these designs. Currently, only

the top students are allowed

the opportunity to study In coun-

tries outside of England. Yet

the number of English students

engaged in this program far

exceeds the Washington College

participants, which consist of

two students annually.

Dr. Nathan Smith, chairman of

the history department, com-
mented that "the exchange pro-

gram with Warwick is a great

opportunity for our history ma-
He adi

e that students

cannot be involved in this ed-
ucational experience."

Besides the cultural advant-

age of studying European his-

tory while In Europe, Dr. Smith
noted the value of enriching
one's adademic and social per-
spective through such an ex-
perience.

The situation is not always

"ideal", stated Dr. Smith: lib-

rary facilities are sometimes
inadequate; students have tc

travel In order to reach a city;

students havetoaccustomthem-
selves to new methods oflearn-

ing which are centered primar-
ily around more independent

studies.

However, in general, Wash-
ington College students whohave
studied at Warwick in recent

years have been very pleased

with the program. Many of

them also found time to tour

some other Europeai

either before the semest-

gan or at its completion.

Sutton's Town Stationers

CHESTER THEATRE
Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - May 9-10-11

(1) "Smith"

(2) "Incredible Journey"

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Thur. - Wed. - May 8 - 14

ANDY GRIFFITH

"Angel in My Pocket"

213 DRIVE-IN
OPEN 7:30 - STARTS AT DUSK

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - May 9-10-11

"Heat of the Night"

- also

"Salt & Pepper"
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Committee

Representation

Passes

by Barbara Osborn

The faculty accepted the re-

port of the Student Affairs com-
mittee which recommends full

voting representation for stu-

dents on faculty committees,

according to faculty secretary

Thomas McHugh.
In its last regular monthly

meeting on May 12, the faculty

chose to consider Item-by-item
the proposals which had been
held over from the lengthy April

meeting. The deliberators fin-

ally passed the recommenda-
tions which comprised section 7

of the eight-page report virtual-

ly without alteration.

Any further action concerning

college committee membership
for committees, other than the

appointments and tenure and

faculty nominating committee,

must now be implemented

through the cooperation of the

three major segments of th

College community: the admin-
istration, faculty and students.

The report, the final form of

numerous drafts, was in pre-

paration by the ten-member Stu-

dent Affairs Committee for six

months of weekly or bi-weekly

meetings. The finishedproduct,

passed by the student Senate in

April after a referendum gen-

erally grants equal represen-

tation of students to faculty with

a proportional complement ad-

ministrative members. All

members will have full voting

privileges and equal access to

information.

a gym, after the party the debri

Rash Of Violent Incidents

Strikes Campus On Weekend
In ! Of t

The typical n e-up of

a

administrator, three faculty

members and three students.

All student representatives

will be appointed, with Senate

approval, by a Nominations

Committee to be formed under

the Senate next fall. All stu-

dents will be eligible for most

committees, except forpostson

the admissions, financial aidand

(Continued on Page 4)

Smith Speaks At Spring

Honors Convocation

Last weekend Washington

College students were involved

in several acts of violence on

campus.

Late in the evening of May
8th a male student taped an

"ashcan" firecracker to aflrst

'

floor window screen of Kent

House and ignited it. The ex-

plosion created a hole through

The same student returned

within minutes and tapedasim-
llar firecracker to the window

itself. This time the explosion

created a hole In the window,

fly

by Jaia Banctt

The Spring Honors Con-
vocation was held Thursday,

May 8, in Tawes Theater, at

1: 30 p.m. Presiding over the

traditional spring gathering of

the College community was
President Daniel Z. Gibson.

Dr. Nathan Smith, chairman
of the history department, ad-

dressed the audience on the

subject of "The Campus and the

Revolution," Applying his

knowledge of history and soc-

iology to the current student

disorders on campusees across

the country, Dr. Smith conclud-

ed that the new form of rad-

icalism was not a local issue

nor was it restricted to the

campuses'

Expanded Freedom

The "New Left" movement,
he said, was not a result of

conflict among generations nor
of a questioning of the future

stead, he attributed the move-
ment to "an unusual amount

of freedom" of today's youth.

Students are now permitted

wenty-two years to examine

le values of society. They

re not faced with accepting

lem before they fully believe

i them, which was the exper-

jnce of past generations.

They are outraged when values

:hey have adopted are to ful-

illed," he said, "and they

conclude that the values

are Inadequate. " Dr. Smith

added that the Cold War has

contributed greatly to the dis-

credit of values of preceding

generations.

Broad Conflict -
,

(Continued on Page 5)

causing glai

occupied room.

The student was charged with

possession »t firecrackers,

willful damage to College pro-

perty, and conduct unbecoming

a Washington College student.

He had the option of appearing

before the Dean of Men, Carl

Westerdahl, or the all campus
Judiciary. He elected to appear

before westerdahl and was plac-

ed on disciplinary probation for

the remainder of this year, and

will be suspended for the 1969-

70 academic year.

That same evening, within

minutes of the Incident, a stu-

dent in the first of Somerset
House fired a shotgun, loaded

with a blank cartridge, out of

the window of his room. A stu-

dent walking by the window nar-

rowly avoided being hit by the

shot. Charges of illegal pos-

session and use of a firearm

were brought against the stu-

dent. He elected to be tried by

the dean and received a fine of

$25 and was placed on disci-

plinary probation until Novem-
ber 1st. The dean passed

sentence withoutbeinginformed

of the presence ofastudent out-

side the window.

Also on May 8th, a student

was charged with conduct un-

becoming a Washington College

student by the dean of men. The

incident stemmed from the dean

finding the student's car Illegal-

ly parked on campus. The stu-

dent, who due to his failure to

pay earlier parking fines had

had his campus parking rights

revoked by the MRA, removed
his car before the tow truck

that the dean had calledarrlved.

In the process of removing

the car, the student hit the dean,

who was attempting to prevent

removal of the car, with the

car. The case was heard by the

all campus judiciary this morn-

Udall To Be

Speaker At

Graduation
by Evelyn Manolis

The graduating Class of 1969

Is honored to have as the com-
mencement speaker this year

Mr. Stewart L. Udall, 37th Sec-

retary of the Interior, who ser-

ved throughout the full eight

years of the Administrations of

Presidents Kennedy and John-

son. Mr. Udall will speak on

the campus Sunday, June 1, at

2:30 p. m.
Previous to his position in

the Cabinet, Mr. Udall had

served three terms as a Uni-

ted States Representative from
Arizona's Second Congressional

District. Soon after his fourth

election to this post, he was

appointed by President John F,

Kennedy as Secretary of the

Interior.

The nation's natural resource

conservation and development

are the responsibility of the

Department of Interior. As
Secretary, Mr. Udall supervised

a wide range of areas which

Included public land manage-

ment, Indian affairs, territlries,

saline water

ening of May 10th

(Continued on

He also presided over the

Department's control of fish-

eries and wildlife, National park

Service, Geological Survey,

Bureau of Mines, Oil Import

Administration, Bureau of Re-

clamation, and the Bonneville,

Southwestern, Southeastern, and

Alaska Power Administration.

Human Conservation

Mr. Udall developed a "new
conservation" whose focus was

man himself. In his first book,

The Quiet Crisis, published in

1963, he outlined the land and

people story of our nation. In

his second book, 1976; Agenda

For Tomorrow, published In

1968, he stated: I came to

see that the total environment

approach demanded concepts

large enough to relate conser-

(Continued on Page 3}

"The Role of Radical Intellectual in Campus Disorders" \

subject of a talk given last Friday night by David S. Lichenstein.
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Two Notable Events

Two notable events in the history of the College occur-

red last week.

On Monday night the faculty voiced a vote of confi-

dence in Washington College Students by accepting the

proposal of the Student Affairs Committee concernino

students on faculty committees.

The student body will now have at least one voting

member on all the faculty committees except Appoint-

ments and Tenure. This is a step forward for the faculty

as well as the students.

The faculty meeting in which these proposals were ac-

cepted came on the day after one of the most shocking

weekends in the recent history of the College.

One of the most startling incidents of last week was the

open defiance of the dean of men. No student can be al-

lowed to hit the dean with a car. We feel that this incident

warrants expulsion. Anything less would be a sham and a

mockery of justice.

The campus atmosphere that tolerates such high jinks

must also be investigated. Acts of vandalism and mockery

in the dorms has been steady throughout the year. Last

weeKeno was unique in that there were perhaps more inci-

dents and more people caught than usual. These sort of oc-

curences have been happening all year.

We recommend that all students assume a more respon-

sible attitude in the future. Incidents must be reported,

they can not be allowed to continue until someone is ser-

iously injured or perhaps killed. When shotguns and ex-

plosives are involved "killed" is not too serious a word

The prevading atmosphere on campus seems to be one

of rowdiness and anti-intellectualism. We feel that the pre-

sent role of fraternities and sororities on this campus only

contributes to this atmosphere. Rather than creating an at-

mosphere in which such behavior is frowned upon, the

Greek organizations contribute to one in which such beha-

vior is condoned, if not encouraged. A re-definition of

their role is desirable. Perhaps this matter could be taken

up by the Board of Visitors and Governors in their next

meeting.

If we all assume a more responsible attitude we can

make a better and safer campus.

Safety Recommendations
The ELM is pleased to discover that there is a great deal

of interest in fire safety with reference to Bill Smith

among the administration. At the moment and in the near

future, however, it will be impossible to move classrooms

out of Bill Smith due to a lack of space elsewhere on cam-

pus and a lack of the funds necessary to provide such fa

cilities, or to completely renovate the aging structure,

The ELM has a few suggestions that it feels can be sue

cessfully applied now. First, fire escapes should be built a'

each end of the building. Second, the no smoking regul

tions should be vigorously enforced. Third, classes on the

third floor should be discontinued and moved to either the

Fine Arts Center, Russell gym, or the new library. Fourth,

the policy of allowing outside groups, such as the Chester-

town high school drama group, to use the auditorium at

night, often times without adequate supervision, must be

discontinued.

A Tribute
The ELM would like to pay tribute to all those mem-

bers of the Washington College community who are de-

parting for whatever reason. To graduating seniors, depart-

ing administrators and faculty the ELM wishes to express
its appreciation for their contributions to making Washing-

ton College the "living" institution it is. In short, for all

the invaluable memories they leave behind, and for all

they have done to improve and lighten the atmosphere of

the College; we would like to say thanks. As for their fu-

ture endeavors we can only wish them the utmost in suc-

cess and fulfilment, while at the same time admitting their

absence will leave a gap which can only partly be filled. It

is in the nature of a college for its population to be transi-

ent, but individuals do not drift through without effect.

They can not be forgotten, the results of their stay will

not be erased. As in all great celebrations there should be

a tolling of bells; of gladness for the newly opened oppor-
tunities; and of sadness for friends and companions lost.

These bells will toll not just for a few but for all.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editoi:

Dear Sir :

I happened to come across

your May 2nd issue a few days

ago. In It I found a letter to

the editor written by an old

friend and classmate of mine,

Pat Cumberley. I found the

letter particularly Interesting

because he referred to me In

his letter. I am the friend

"who would not have graduated

were It not for the "Dunce

dinner". I remember wellthose

dinners for Cubby and I at-

tended many."
1

,1 have since

gotten In touch with Cubby and

he and I find your paper

informative and interesting.

syto
> both looking forward to

meeting you and your staff.

Lewis G.W. Newman '24

-0-

To the Editor:

During his three year tenure

as critic, I have found Mr.

Dolce's reviews increasingly

unbearable - his latest no ex-

ception. How can the ELM keep

a writer whose main contribu-

tions to the paper have beenonly

trite comments and cliches?

His total lack of comprehen-

sion of the theatre and cine-

ma as art forms have beenevi-

dent in every article, and his

pedantic, overbearing writing is

certainly a disservice to your

fine paper.

I implore you to relieve him
of his duties as critic im-
mediately.

Duke Daniel deBourbony Parma
Heir tothethroneofFrance

Defender of the Faith

Keeper of the Holy Sacraments
Prince of Madrid

Duke of Naples

And a Host of other titles

to mention

a 59? empty plastic pitcher.

From talking to other students,

I gather that this type of thiev-

ing Is common practice at

The dishonesty In this case,

I suppose, is situational, in

that these same people would

not rob banks or hold up lit-

tle old ladies. However, I

can find nothing in the situa-

tion which excuses this kind

of behavior. Drunkenness is

no excuse since we were all

more or less drunk by the end

of the dance. I can't Imagine

too many w. C. students plead-

ing poverty or a disadvantaged

background. And the stealing

was not even from strangers.

The two students from whom
I retrieved my bottle I had
considered to be my friends.

What disturbs me, then, is

the "screw you" attidude that

these thieves must have toward

their fellow students. It's a

depressing thought that this

amorallty maybe characteristic

of these people's social be-
havior.

Dwlght R. Kirkpatrick

Chairman

Dept. of Psychology

-0-

To The Editor Of The Elm

This letter is written so that

I may express my amazement

at the shallowness of Mr.

Dolce's review of The Fan-

tastlcks, (May 9th issue of the

Elm). How Mr. Dolce can dis-

credit one of the most creative

pieces of musical theatre Is

beyond my comprehension.

The musical comedy Is

America's greatest contribution

to world theatre and The Fan-

tastlcks Is this contribution ex-

pressed at Its basfc and often

near-perfect conceptual best
The Fantasticks flows with

libretto, poetry, lyric and music
and all fit together Inextricably.

The show itself is very theatr-

ical and should be played so.

As for his comments concern-
ing the performances, the com-
ments were there but none were
verified. Why were the lovers

fresh? Why were the others

shallow? An actor appreciates

criticism but only if it tells

why and not when It expresses
a very personal opinion.

I believe that the poet The-
odore Roethke expresses my
sentiments of Mr. Dolce and his

review when he wrote:

Behold a critic, pltcned like

the cast rati, Imperious young-

ling, though approaching forty:

He heaps few honours on a liv-

ing head, He loves himself,

and the Illustrious dead; hee
pipes, he squeaks, he quivers

through his nose, Some can-

not praise him
: I am one of

Maria Rampolla

Sharon Stumpf

Skelos Attacks Issues

In First SGA Sessions
by David Saffem

The S.G.A. has had its first

two meetings under the new
leadership of Dean Skelos, who
has already found a great deal

to occupy his time and con-

At the end of the SGA dance

on Saturday night, I had to stop

two different students from
steallne the bottle of cheaD

whiskey we had brought with us.

At our table a ' student had a

fifth of rum stolen, and across

the room, my wife's sister and

her date had stolen from them

Representation

One of the major topics of

discussion at the Senate's last

meeting on Monday, May 12,

was Spring Weekend. Certain

problems arose during the

weekend which includedthetheft

of $300 of equipment and cloth-

ing from the band Saturday night

and $122 worth of damage to

(Continued from Page 1)

honorary degrees committees,
which will be filled by seniors.

The only exception to voting

membership concerns the ap-

pointments and tenure commit-
tee, on which no student mem-
bers will sit. However, part

"g" of the proposals provides

for the establishment by that

committee of specific proce-

dures focusing student opinion

in hiring, promoting and dls-

iMill

ate to their positions, such as

Mr. Bailey on the library com-
mittee. Committee chairmen

will continue to be appointed by

President Gibson from the fac-

ulty delegation, which is desig-

nated by the faculty nominations

. Inaddltion, commit-
nay i rry i

supplementary suggestion of the

report by electing a student

co-chairman.
The student affairs commit-

tee is composed of five students,

three faculty and two adminis-

trators and was chaired by Dr.

Grumpelt this year. The com-
mittee, besides preparing the

representation proposals, has

considered and passed the Joint

Statement on Student Rights

and Freedoms, renewed the al-

cohol policy instituted last fall,

discussed the experimental dor-

mitory proposal and appraised

student efforts to evaluate the

curriculum and faculty. And
ad hoc committee under Dean
Westerdahl hasbeenreapprais-
lng the functioning of the dif-

ferent judiciary boards on cam-

Asked to comment onthe pas-
sage of the proposals, Dr.

Grumpelt said that It speaks

well for the fact that the facul-

ty feels students are responsi-

ble and competent in making
judicious decisions concerning
the College.

He further stated that "the
passage of the proposals will

increase cohesion and reduce
conflicts between students

and faculty."

the gym at Sunday's Beach

Party.

The Beach Party was forced

into they gym as a result of the

inclement weather. According

to Mr. Skelos, it was "a de-

bacle." The Peace ActlonCom-

mlttee was supposed to run it,

however, only two of its mem-
bers attended. The students

who confessed that they were
involved In the destruction of

school property have agreed to

make restitution to the college.

Other affairs that were
handled at the SGA meeting in-

volved appointments to faculty

committees. The majority of

these, however, will be com-
pleted next year. The two

new members appointed by Mr.

Skelos to the Academic Coun-
cil are Bill Prettyman and him-
self. Peter Heller is the new
Social Chairman, and David

Merritt was appointed to replace

Bill Mosner as a Senator from
Somerset.

Under the present system for

appointments to the subcom-
mittee for the Community Con-
cert Series, 3 students are cho-

sen by Mr. John A. Walker and

only 1 students is named by
the S.G.A. Plans for the com-
ing year include the possibility

of having all 4 students ap-

pointed by the S. G. A.

A brief Senate discussion

Monday night centered on the

student evaluations, which

should have been turned In by
May 12. Instead, the date was
extended until the end of the

present academic year. On the

social side, a new Innovation In

the Senate dress code was re-

cently Introduced. Senators are

no longer required to wear a

coat and tie.

Mr. Skelos announced a spe-

C (Continued on Page 4)
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Maryland State Senator John W. Steffey, spoke last Tuesday to the Young Republicans. His topic
was "Effective Student Involvement in State and Local Politics".

State Senator John Steffey

Addresses Republican Club
by Wall Lewis

Maryland State Senator John

W. Steffey visited the Wash-
ington College campus on Tues-
day, May 13, as a guest of

the Young Republicans. After

a tour of the campus and a

conference with President Gib-

son, Senator Steffey held during

the evening an Informal talk,

which covered a wide range of

current issues.

The Senator discussed pri-

marily the problems of urban

renewal and low income housing.

He favored the Idea of "peri-

pheral cities" over the present

trend of tearing down blocks in

the Inner city and replacing

them with rental complexes,

in that the latter practice led

Suburban Expansion

A peripheral city plan would

include a much wider base of

planning. Not only would it pro-

vide housing, but it would place

the people closer to their Jobs,

thereby alleviating the trans-

portation problem.

Use of federal funds for sub-

sidy of mortgage interest rates

was suggested by Steffey in

lieu of underwriting of rental

payments. He felt that private

ownership would enhance a need-

ed feeling of personal pride.

President Nixon has in fact

asked Congress to appropriate

$100 million toward this pur-

Vdall
(Continued from Page 1)

vation to the overriding issues
of our age. You cannot save
the land unless you save the
people. True conservation be-
gins wherever the the people
are and whatever trouble they

A new International consult-

ing firm, The Overview Group,
was announced in January 1969.

Mr. Udall is currently Chair-
man of the Board of this organ-
zation whose purpose is to work
or governments and industries

o create abetter environment
>r man. This "...is a log-

al and natural extension of

and expansion upon the total

environmental concerns..."
which he had developed while
he was Secretary of the Inter-

ior.

Other Interests

In his personal life, Mr. Udall

has entertained for Russian
poet, Yevtushenko, in his home.
He arranged for Robert Frost
to read from his own poetry
at President Kennedy's Inaug-
uration, and later Frost and
Udall made a trip to Russia
together. He also is an avid

outdoorsman who has climbed
Mount FuJI(in winter) and Mount
Kilmanjaro.

Udall is an attorney and the
son of a Chief Justice of the
Arizona SupremeCourt, the late

Levi s. Udall, He graduated

n, Udall served in combat duty

with the 15th Air Force in Eur-
ope as an enlisted gunner on

B-24 "Liberator" bombers.

The Baccalaureate for the

Class of 1969 will be given by
Chaplain (Colonel) Theodore V.

Koepke, Commandant of the

United States Army Chaplain

School at For Hamilton, Brook-
lyn, New York. He will speak
on the campus Sunday, June 1,

at 11:00 a.m.

Chaplain Koepke wears the

Legion of Merit, Air Medal,
Army Commendation Medal with

Oak Leaf Cluster, the Ameri-
can, European, and Pacific The-
ater ribbons, World War II

Vistory and Occupation Medals,
Philippine Liberation and Inde-

pendence ribbons, and the Viet-

nam Service and Campaign
medals. His son, Robert, is

currently a junior at Wash-
ington College.

nainder of this

inflation Severe

On the national level, Stef-

fey ranked problems in this

order; the Vietnam War, in-

flation, and urban problems.

He stated that the war is drain-

ing our resources of finances

and manpower toacritlcalpolnt.

Although Inflation may not be
as dramatic as some other iss-

ues, the Senator noted that it

undermines our economy and
places the severest burden on

people on low and fixed In-

comes. Inflation also hinders

any long-term fiscal planning

such as urban renewal. Thus,

self-evident as urban problems
are, the $150 billion needed
to solve these problems cannot

go into full use until such fund-

amental crises as the war and
inflation are Ironed out.

Personal Involvement

Senator Steffey believes that

the best way for students tohelp

in dealing with these issues is

on a personal level. He furn-

ished an example of the opin-

ions of Maryland State College

students overriding that' of the

administration in a decision

of the state General Assembly.
In Steffey's opinion, students

have the pwer to greatly in-

fluence a political party; and
"though it Is hard to crack
an established political ma-
chine, growing and less rigid

parties must rely on outside

support, as from students."

The Fine Arts Lobby

! Univt sity c

in 1948. During World

Hey Chicks -- get hip!

We have the groovies collection of

Women's Apparel in Town!

If looking good is your bag look in on

Beulah P. Jump
CENTREVIIXE, MD. CHESTERTOWN, MD.

758-0848 778-4748

SGA Forms Committee
On Town Relations

by Bill Piettyman

On March 10, 1969, the S. G. A.

organized a subcommittee on
Community Relations. The pur-
pose of this committee was to

investigate and prepare a blue-

print for student involvement in

improving the racial, civic and
economic sections ofChester-
town and the surrounding coun-
ty.

The subcommittee chose to

explore four major areas: hous-
ing, employment, education, and
politics. The usual procedure
followed in its investigations

has been to interview a con-
cerned individual about one or
all of the four topics. Com-
posed solely of students, the

group consists of Joel Cope,
chairman, along with Steve Wen-
tzell, Sharon strausser, John
Knight, John Coster and Wil-
liam Prettyman.

Thus far, two members of

the community interested in Im-
proving conditions In Kent Cou-
nty have been interviewed; Dr.

Howard Grumpelt and Rev, Ken-
neth H, Greene. Dr. Grumpelt
is an authority on the problems
of rural housing in Kent and

Queen Anne's counties. He In-

formed the subcommittee that

the best hope for improving

substandard rural housing was
the Farmer's Home Adminis-
tration. However, the F.H.A.

is handicapped by lack of funds
and employees.

As to the students' con-
tribution to alleviating the sit-

uation, Dr. Grumpelt gave sev-
eral alternatives. They could

volunteer to help with office

work and simple routine tasks

that now bog down the official

staff. Students could assist

the poor in filling out the

myriad forms and documents
necessary to receive a loan.

Students could initiate letter

writing campaigns to push for

more money from the Federal
Government for this area and
to push for relaxation of the

many unnecessary rules and
regulations now hindering the

of loans. Another
i wouldbesubmittingessays
le local newspapers on such

topics as "poor Housing and
Infant Mortality," and "A pic-
torial Essay on Rural Housing
Conditions."

The subcommittee also spoke

to Reverend Kenneth H. Greene,
local head of the N. A. A.C.P,
In which areas such as employ-
ment and education were cov-

the

I up

problems
' situation. There are no Job
training programs of any sort

in Chestertown, and if a person
is trained elsewhere there are
no Jobs open to employ his

skill

Also, Chestertown is ap-
parently adverseto larger scale

industry moving in, preferring

small Industry which requires
highly skilled labor to prevent

any competlon for the common
labor market. To solve this

problem, Rev. Greene wants to

start a complete automotive
center, which will offer every-
thing from car washing to engine

work. This center would pro-

vide both job training and a

place for a skilled worker to

employ his skills.

The main problem would be

to secure funds from the gov-

ernment or a private source
such as General Motors. The
College could assist by pro-
viding courses in basic business

management and other related

fields. In the field of educ-
ation, Rev. Greene suggested

researching the claims that the

local schools use sub-standard
books and out-dated equipment.

The primary purpose of the

subcommittee on Community
Relations is to prepare the way
for student involvement in the

crucial issues

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

The largest Independent Bank

ving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Church Hill Chestertown Galena
55MW1 High Street 648-5110

ns-MM Member of FDIC
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Herbst Interview
BY JOHN WALKER

i Elm.

per during the few weeks It has

been under his control. The fo-

cus now rests entirely on stu-

dent news and life, both on cam-

pus and in the community. Mr.

Herbst believes that syndicated

columns and most news-ser-

vice articles are "Irrelevant"

to students here.

As part of Mils effort to dl-

Skelos
Attacks

cial Senate meeting for Thurs-

day, May 15. The agenda for

this meeting included plans for

nexl year's Homecoming and a

discussion of the role of a

with

i the S.C./ -wlia

it should I*, :uid what

it (

One area where Mr. Skelos

wants to extend the activities

oftheS.G.A. is in the programs

of Freshmen Orientation Week.

In his opinion, the week should go

go beyond social adjustment and

help to immediately establish

some academic and intellectual

atmosphere for the students.

The S. G. A. might help do this

by sponsoring controversial

speakers and movies, followed

by discussions in small seminar

These are only a few of the

suggestions that will be con-

sidered next year ior expanding

the & G. A. and making it more

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

; with important

•slal students was

made a regular feature of the

paper. Starting in the fall, in-

terviews with members of the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors will be presented. This

represents one phase of a cam-

paign being conducted by Mr.

Herbst to "help create a close

working relationship among the

elements which comprise Wash-

ington College."

The weekly column by Don Ro-

gers, "In Perspective," 1;

tended to provide students

just that. This year, the arti-

cles compare where washing-

ton College was with its pre-

sent position. The progress

achieved by the College in every

area should be obvious. Next

year, however, the column will

attempt to define Washington

College's position in relation to

other schools of our type.

Thus far the Elm has direct-

ed attention to the comprehen-

sive controversy. Mr. Herbst

points out that this should be a

lesson to students to plan and

organize so as to avoid frantic

and futile eleventh -hour efforts

in the future.

The fire safety campaign has

continued under the new editor,

and a solution to the proctor Is-

sue was recommended. This

week, fraternities receive the

official attention that has been
long overdue.

Mr. Herbst sees the Elm as
a major force in campus life,

its pages will be devoted to the

elucidation of issues through

letters, responsible reporting

and cogent editorials. Herbst in-

tends touse his committee posi-

tions to broaden the viewpoint of

Supplying information is the

raison d'etre of a newspaper.

If Mr. Herbst and his staff con-

tinue their efforts to supply

Washington College students

with meaningful information

about the College and student

life, It will easily have Justified

the inevitable controversies.

OZMAN
Auto Sale:

S, INC.
& Service

Wednesday night. May 14th the Washington College Chorus held i

the United States

Lichenstein Gives Speech On

Radical Campus Intellectualism
by [ i Usboni

The William James Forum
and a small Spring Weekend

audience hosted David S. Lich-

tenstein, an attorney for the

Federal Power Commission, on

Frio>y, May 9, in Hynson

Lounge, at 7 :00 p.m. Mr. Lich-

tenstein, who holds a Masters

in lawfromHarvard, discoursed

on "The Role of Radical In-

tellectuals in Campus Dis-

orders,"

The speaker traced the ori-

gin of campus riots to the re-

volutionary theses of older gen-

eration leftists. He called them;

Marcuse, Williams and others;

the Deus ExMachinawhocreat-

ed the moral climate in which

a Kerner Commission Report

can excuse Negroes from crim-

inal responsibility and college

presidents can be sympathetic

with violent students whose em-
otional development has not

caught up with their intellectual

maturity.
,

The contemporary radical in-

tellectuals have greater opport-

unities for sway than ever be-

fore, since many more youths

attend college, often less well

prepared or motivated than their

predecessors. "Anger and

frustration arise out of empty

waiting for real life, more often

in social sciences and human-

ities students who may have no

intellectual goals, "said Mr.

Lichtenstein," than in science

majors who are actively engaged

in the pursuit of concrete know-

Another factor giving in-

fluence to the intellectuals.

whoir deflned as those who

Flowers For

I// Occasions

ANTHONY S FLOWERS

Phone 778-2525

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursdav
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Friday

I jh GRANARY

*##

)n The Cecil County Sidi

Of The Sassafras River
Jf

make their living by the use

of words and Ideas, is that

Greek organizations can no

longer accommodate all stu-

dents In the transition form the

home to the world, so that

many use political activity to

achieve social identity.

Mr. Lichtenstein warned that

the university must not be pres-

sured Into politlcalism by these

groups. An educational institu-

tion can oly afford to engage

in politics necessary for sur-

vival, because It is academic

freedom that pays the price of

involvement.

He recognized "a tremendous
necessity of human nature to

find a set of beliefs on which

to predicate actions," but he

called the military- Industrial

complex suggested by C. Wri-

ght Mills in The Power Elite

a "sophomoric generalization"

which is a "false godfather of

SDS."

Colfelt, Weimeister Have

The Urge To Merge

Ginny Colfelt and Clint wei-

meister, presidents of the Wo-
men's and Men's Residence As-

sociations, recently announced

their plans for next year.

Glnny Colfelt expressed the

desire for more communication

among the various groups on

campus. She also hoped for in-

creased social activities for the

dormitories, such as faculty

participation in dormitory

seminars and the initiation of

WRA workshops. The latter

would be open to anyone inter-

ested in discussing relevant

campus issues.

She also stated her plans to

negotiate with the administra-

tion in abolishing, as of now,

required floor meetings, and to

consider the possibility of a

WRA-MRA merger.

According to Clint Weimeis-

ter, MRA efforts next year will

be concentrated on the Judici-

ary, parking regulations and

fines, and, again, communica-

tion among the diverse organi-

zations on campus. He stated

his plans to maintain, and in

some cases augment, this year's

policies, specifically In refer-

ence to Open House. He also

announced that Chris Ely was
appointed by him and approved

by the MRA Council as secre-

tary for the Association.

Although weimeister felt that

the MRA should be separate

from the SGA, he believed that

financial spending by the MRA
should belmproved along Senate

guidelines. He referred to a

WRA-MRA merger as an ef-

fective system for running cam-
pus afflrs. Plans hadbeenmade

to initiate such a union for the

present academic year; how-

ever, the consideration ofacoed

dorm and the limitation of time

forced the postponement of the

formation of this coalition.

The president of theMRAfelt
that there should be a greater

response from the student body
rning I He t

couraged students tovolcethelr

opinions before any definite ac-

tion be taken by the Residence

Associations. Even if the mer-
ger does not come about, Mr.

Weimeister noted that Joint

meetings of the respective

executive and legislative bran-

ches might be feasible.

Clint Weimeister express Ids

hope that the student represen-
tatives next year will be re-
sponsive to the Interest of their

constituents. He emphasized the

fact that complaints can be made
in two ways: either in person,
since MRA meetings areopento
all students, or through their

representatives.

FAMOUS FOR

# EVERY DAY 12:00 TILL 10:00 S,

At Reservations Requested ™

* *
.${• • Complete Yacht Service SL

jt • Moorings • Slips • Marine Supplies aa

*£ • Gas and Oil , • Liquors • Groceries ^
* *

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN
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CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE
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Fr. Haugh Reaches

Kids 'Where They Are'
By Vickl Colgan

"Dealing with people, where

they are and as they, are, and

finding out what turns them on

and off" is all part of the

job of Father Gerald Haugh,

director of the Washington Col-

lege Newman club.

In addition to Wednesday
visits to Chestertown, Fr.

Haugh's weeks are taken up

with Newman work at Wesley
College In Dover on Mondays,

Delaware State on Thursdays,

and the University of Delaware

on Tuesdays and Fridays, in

Newark, where he lives with

two other priests In a "dun-
geon with a beautiful view of the

Impressed by Washington

He also teaches a graduate

level course in Scripture at

LaSalle College In Pennsylvania

on Saturdays, and on Sundays

he makes the roundsfor masses
at Wesley, Dover Air Force
Base, and here at Washington

at 5o'clocklnthe Alumni House.

Of all his stops, Fr. Haugh
says he Ukes Washington Col-

lege the best, because "the

campus is older and the peo-

ple here are responsible indivi-

duals," He made special men-
tion of the help given him by
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Creegan,

who serve as adult advisors

to the club, and Its officers,

Bill Ewlng, Kathy Agnew and

Tonl Ungaro.

Enthusiasm

He is most enthusiastic about
the weekly mass In the Alumni
House: "The kids have seen
that the mass is more than a
Sunday obligation, that what is

most important Is what they
bring to It."

Personal Relations

One of the most rewarding
things about his work here,

he says, Is the friendships he
has made with several of the

non-Catholic students on cam-
pus. As well as being per-
sonally rewarding to him, he
feels these associations wllll

help to give these students some
element of contact with the

Violence . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

a student destroyed 12 ceiling

tiles In West Hall. He was fin-

ed for the damage and given a

warning.

Also on the evening of May
10th, $300 worth of equipment
.nd uniforms was stolen from
one of the bands performlngfor
a dance at Russell gym. The
Identity of those Involved in

this incident was unknown when
the ELM went to press.

Early In the morning of May
10th, two male students went In-

to Kent House and threatened
and physically assaulted a re-
sident. Charges are not being

pressed in this case.

On Sunday, May 10th, two
male students went Into Rus-
sell gym after the SGA-PAC
sponsored dance was over, and
destroyed $122.75 worth ofpro-
perty. The students involved

turned themselves in and
are paying for th damage. When
the ELM went to press there
had been no charges filed against

Church and help break down
some mistaken attitudes that

have grown up towards It.

New Kind of Priest

Labelling himself a "home-
grown priest," Father Haugh
has spent the greater part of

his career In areas of educa-
tion, and he feels that the role

of the priest is changing.

"Now that people arebecom-
ing better educated Individuals,

they are better able to make
their own decisions and are less

dependent on priests for the

answers. Instead of leading

people around by the nose, the

priest must give his congrega-

tion a basis on which to make
their decisions, and try to make
them more sensitive to other

Most of all, Father says, he
must help the Christian to "dis-

cover who JesusCnristis;then,

who his fellow man is, and in

the end to realize that they

Convocation .

much wider problems occurring
throughout the country. He
concluded his address by stres-
sing the importance of prevent-
ing civil liberties and academic
freedom from becoming the

"work horse" of radicalism.

Prizes and awards were
announced by Dr. Landon Burns
and presented by Dr. Gibson:

The Clark-Porter Medal,

presented by Charles B. Clark,

'34, in memory of Harry P.

Porter, "05, who established It

and donated It for many years,

Is awarded annually to the stu-

dent whose character and per-

sonal Integrity, In the opinion

of the faculty, have most clearly

enhanced the quality of campus
life. This year It was pre-

sented to Marie Warner.

The Emil J.C. Hlldenbrand

Memorial Medal, given annually

by the Washington, D.C. Chapter

of the Alumni Association, is

awarded to the student who at-

tains the highest average in

English during the college

course. Robert Cooke was this

year's recipient.

The AlphaChi Omega Award,

presented by Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority for outstanding con-

tributions In the field of music,

was presented to Elizabeth Tur-
oczL
The Julius Hofmann Memorial

Award was given to Mary Mil-

kovlch. It is awarded to the

senior student majoring in Ger-

man who has achieved the high-

est academic record in this

field.

The department of athletics

presented the Senior Women's
Athletic Award to Bonnie Str-

ayer, the outstanding woman
athlete.

For outstanding work In the

study of U. S. colonial history,

Crew Club president, senior John Miller, presents Dr. Gibson
with the first Crew Club tie. The cravats arrived Tuesday witli a

$40.00 customs charge for a surprised Dr. Peter Tapke, but are

well worth the price. Fashioned by England's world-famous crew
outfitters Brown Brothers, Henley-on-Thames, the all silk ties

stripped with cross oars on black background. They
will be on sale at the bookstore for S4.00 apiece.

Edward J. Worteck was present-

ed with the Colonial Dames His-

The Senior Women's Honor
Society certificates were a-

warded to the newly elected

members of that organization.

The recipients were Jessie Dou-

kas, Debbie Green, Barbara
Harbaugh, Jean Hays, Gay Hun-

ter, Barbara Osborn and Col-

leen Splvey.

New members oftheOmicron
Delta Kappa were also announc-

ed at the convocation. They
included: Dave Bruce, Bill

Buchanan, Joel Cope, Dave
Goldscher, Rob Holland, Pete

Johnson, Brian Kimerer, Joe

Massey, Dave Stokes, John

Walker, Clint Weimeister.Carl
Westerdahl, Ed Worteck and

Mike Young,

Those students elected to

Who's Who Among Students In

American Universities andCol-
leges were announced and pre-

sented with certificates of mem-
ership. They were Steve Clag-

gett, Robert Cooke, Joel Cope,

Gloria Fine, Ted Goldman,

Richard Heymann, Brian Kehoe,

Sue Kieffer, Louise Masten,

New members to the honor-

ary history fraternity, phi Alpha
Theta, Nu Phi Chapter were;

Jean Hays, Bill Prettyman, Don
Rogers, Dave Saffern, and Ed
Worteck.

O micron Delta Kappa pre-
sented honorary certificates to

Dave Boulden, Dave Brown,
Robert Hunter, Keith Levinson
and James Rawle for outstand-

ing and diversified extra-cur-

ricular activities.

The Invocation and benedic-
tion was given by Reverend A.

Jason Blundon of Christ United

Methodist Church.

FOX'S

5c - $1.00 Store

Complete Family

Outfitters

THE YARDSTICK,

Inc.

for All

Sewing Needs

CHARLES MARTIN', PropH

• ID i,, Hum P.M. — Sui

BEST OF LUCK!

To The Grads 0/ 1969

(and the rest of the students)

Its been nice knowing you

COME SEE US AGAIN!

Bonnet i s townra country Shop

Midtown Mall Chestertown
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Stickmen Scare Navy? Boulden Praised AsSho' Bow 8-3

THE
WASHINGTON

ELM SPORTS

"MOTHER BOULDEN" c out of goal to cut op

men lost 8-3.

1NTRAMURALS Lacrosse Coach

Thru Tuesday' Gam
North Carolina
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LAMBDA "A"
THETA
LITTLE FRED

9

6

6
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S

1

2

2

7

Brown

Maryland

Swarthmore

PHI SIG "B"
PHI SIG "A"

4

1

5

5

Towson

Washington & Lee

DOOBIRDS
KA "B"
B.D. CREAMERS

3

2

6

6

7

Delaware

Fairleigh - Dickinso

Hofstra

ALL STONES 8
Navy

ngle. "Ma" played brilliantly but Sho'-

Boulden

Boulden

Clagett

Slama, Heald, Wilde

Slama, Boulden

Mueller

Regan

Heald
Ely, Clagett

Madden
Boulden

STEVE WRIGHTSON is not tooled by high pitch
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Hubbard's Pier & Seafood, Inc.

ROCK HALL, MARYLAND 21661
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Phone (301) 639-3771

by "BeeP' Lehman

Although losing by what -the

scoreboard showed as 8-3,

Washington College ended its

1969 season with a moral victory

against Navy last Wednesday.

The final score far from told the

entire story.

Navy, having knocked off the

chief contender for the national

championship (Johns Hopkins by

a 9-6 score) last Saturday, was

looking for Coach Bilderback'd

100th victory but was facing

"little Washington College"

which was billed as a warmui

game for their national titli

After a week of rather unin-

spired practices, it was ques-

tionable what kind of game the

Sho'men could come up with.

Paced by departing Seniors Ron

Regan, Steve Clagett, Mark

Madden, and Dave "Mother"

Boulden, the local stickers gave

the Midshipmen the scare of

their lives.

Navy began the game in their

usual manner, controlling the

ball from the midfield. The W.

C. midfielders played outstand-

ing defense allowing only one

goal to be scored in the first

period and that was on an ex-

tra man situation. Pete Boggs

came down on a fast break all

alone and beat the goalie on a low

shot from the left side as the

gun t rail-

ed no good because "the period

In the second period, Navy

tallied again before washing-

ton finally got on the score-

board on a fast break score by

Mark Svec on an assist from

Barry Drew. The Middies came
up with another extra man tally

and then a "legitimate" goal

with only 57 seconds left In the

half. So going off the field at

halftime, the Sho'menwereonly

down 4-1.

The second halfbeganwlth the

Kellymen putting up another tal-

ly on a score by Maddenassist-

ed by Regan. Navy then scored

their fifth goal and Boggs col-

lected the locals' third and fin-

al tally with 23 seconds left in

the third quarter. At the end of

the third quarter, the score-

board read Navy 5, Washington

College 3.

The home team capitalized on

another extra man situation with

11 minutes remaining, making it

6-3. Then on two quick, unex-

pected goals with less than two

minutes left, Jacked the total of

goals up to eight.

The Sho'men defer

an outstanding gam

pressure onthemfor
game. Not enough can be said

of Boulden's outstanding job in

the nets In which he registered

24 saves.

played

having

st of the

Lacrosse Scoring Totals

REGAN
MADDEN
DREW
MUELLER
SVEC
NICHOLS
ELY
BOGGS
SHEPHERD
CLAGETT
BAILEY
FRANCO
LEHMAN
WETTLAUFER
MURPHY
HEALD
SLAMA

Stones Play Heads - Up Ball

Coach Vince Lombard! drove

the mighty Green Bay Packers

on to victory two seasons ago

with a combination of high team

morale and "psych." The Wash-
ington college All-Stones also

attribute their success largely

to these two factors, though few

similarities exist in the teams'

preparation.

In the face of a disappoint-

ing team record (0-8), Player-

Penny Lane planned

ategy in order to get

i up for battle against

Simmon's Team on

Lane disclosed that

n members ordinarily

big warm-up and reg-hold

larly get a little helj

friends. Refusing t

any trade secre
Lane made only an aside to

the team's name. Accordingly,

the team members maintained

their lofty attitudes and refused

to be more specific.

The team's success on

several trips to the plate soon

qulted any disbelievers. Fred
Parker sent a ball flying into

deep left field for a home run,

and Barry Cocoziello hit one

far out of sight for another

early in the game. Parker and

Cozlello attribute their hits to

straight training. Jim Reddick
also did his thing by adding

another four bagger. Through-
out the game, the All-Stones

displayed striking speed on the

diamond and fine heads-up play

In the field.

The All-Stones went into the

final frame leading Mr. Sim-
mon's Team 13-llonlyto suffer

a mental lapse and to be tied.

Mr. Simmon's scored two runs

In the ninth to win 15-13.

The loss of two regulars,

Bert Bicker and l,arry Tire-

land, may have affected the All-

Stones' performance. The team
noted also that D.J. Prune and

C. Al Bilton could have taken

better care of the Infield grass.
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Team Batting Averages

BUCKLESS
HIBBERD
BRUCE
PACE
STEINHART
ELLYSON
STREELMAN
KREUZBERG
DICKSON
ILGENFR1TZ
HODGSON

GEORGE BUCKLESS
hitting with a .392 average

Diamondmen End With PMC Loss
by Stewait Kay

The Washington College base-

ball team completed the 1969

season with three games In this

past week and came away win-

ning but one, thus finishing the

season with a 6-10 record.

In the first game of a double-

header at Loyola on Saturday,

May 10, the Atheymen lost 4-3,

as the home team picked up

two runs in the final inning.

Loyola put together three sin-

gles, a walk, and a sacrifice to

defeat Co-Captain Dave Bruce.

Leading the team offensively

for the Sho'men were AlStreel-

man, two for three with a dou-

ble and an RBI, Co-Captain

PITCHING RECORD

Name W L
BRUCE 3 2

STREELMAN 2 2
DICKSON 2
SMITH 3

DISSETTE 1 1

ELLYSON

take first, andKreuzbergtotake
second. Leadoff hitter Pace
walked, loading the bases. Dave
Bruce then stroked a single to

left, scoring Kreuzberg with the
first run; the bases remaining

loaded. Al Streelman lofted a
long sacrifice fly, permitting
Ilgenfrltz to score with the se-
cond run, pace going to third,

Bruce to second. Buckless was
intentionally walked loading the
bases for John Steinhart. The
freshman catcher hit into a for-

ce play at second, but the ag-
gressive Buckless, playing on
a weekend pass from Fort Holi-

bird, went into thesecondbase-
man hard enough to allow pace
to score with the third run. G.

Hibberd then knocked in what
proved to be the winning run

lOfl he

George Buckless, one for three,

d well hit triple, and little Don
Pace, two for three with two
runs scored.

Although this was another

"last inning" defeat, the club

came back to win the second

game 4-3 as Al Streelman pit-

ched a five hitter. He had a no

hitter going through three and
one-third innings and the game
was never out of his control.

The team rallied In the third

Inning to score the four runs they

needed to win. The rally start-

ed as Ken Kreuzberg rapped a

single to left field. Charlie

Ilgenfrltz hit a sharp grounder

at the second baseman who
hobbled It, permitting him to

slapped a single to center.

The Atheymen travelled to

Chester, Pennsylvania on Tues-
say, May 13, to tackle the dia-

mond club from PMC. The final

score was PMC 7, WC 3; but

Varsity Club

Elects Officers

The Varsity club recently

elected new officers for the

1969-70 school year.

Elected were Larry Martin,

President; Frank "Blnger"
Marion, Vice-President; Bob
"Beef" Lehman, Secretary; and
Chris Ely, Treasurer.

They replace this year's

President Dave Boulden; Vice-
President Ron Regan; Secretary

Steve Wrightson; and Treasurer

Jim Blandford.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

without the unearnedruns which

scored as a result of three er-

ros by the Sho'men Infield, the

final score would have beenWC
3, PMC 2.

A definite highlight for the

Atheymen was the relief stint

offered by the pert John Dick-

son. He relieved loser Cam
Smith In the third inning

and finished the game, striking

out five, while givlnguponly two
hits and walking but two. The
two runs scored off this fresh-

man were both unearned. Al

Streelman collected two of the

loser's four hits in his three

trips to the plate.

Look To Next Year

break tape but a field school and

Thinclads Finish 1 - 7 Netmen Win
by Geoff Andeison

Although this year's track

record, 1-7 was rather disap-

pointing, many fine perform-

ances were turned in by indivi-

dual performers. Throughout

the eight meet season sixteen

meet records, two school re-

cords, and one field record

were broken, Dave Bird was

responsible for the field record

and one of the school records

with his 4:20.4 time in the mile

while Pete Jolinson set the other

school record with a toss of

196' 6" In the javelin. How-
ever, the most encouraging note

of the season was the per-

formance of freshmen Mark Gil-

crest. Gilcrest, who never ran

track in high school, had twelve

wins this year, and last week-
end at the Middle Atlantic

by Ste\ icff

Championships he place fourth

n the 440 with a time of 49.9,

ne-tenth of a second off the

chool record. Another notable

erformer for the Sho'men this

ear was junior Tom Polvlnale.

olvinale, who scored 66 points

Ms season, performed admir-
bly in both hurdle events and

wo weeks ago at Lebanon Val-

school record in the high jump
with a jump of six feet.

Next year's schedule will re-

main the same with the addition

of Gallaudet College and an extra

meet with Western Maryland.

With all of this year's team com-
ing back and the return of Frank
Ogens and Fred Couper, Coach

Chattellier is optimistic for

a winning season next year.

Leading Track Scorers

Seconds Thirds

Holloway

Rice

Johnson

Complimen ts

of

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Ending a disappointing sea-

son, the Washington College

Tennis team split their final

matches against Mason- Dixon
Conference champion, Loyola

and PMC.
The 9-0 defeat at the hands

of Loyola was not unexpected as

the Greyhounds are a perennial

racket power. The only bright

spots for the team were a fine

effort by Drew McCullagh
against Loyola's undefeated #2

man and Steve Graeff's three

set loss at M, the only match
in which the netmen captured a

set.

The season ended on an optl-

handily defeated PMC by a 6-3

Singles winners included Fred

Grey, Steve Graeff, Dave Isher-

wood, Bob Cox, and Steve Ogilvy.

Isherwood and Ogilvy teamed

to capture a doubles match while

the teams of Grey and Cox and

McCullagh and Graeff were

edged out.

The season'srecordclosedat
2-9 though most of the team

members thought they would

ches with a little luck.

The main task for next year

will be the replacement of sen-

iors Grey, Graeff, Cox, and Dick

Harrington, who was a regular

doubles player until afractured

Index finger on his racket hand

sidelined him. Returnees will

include McCullagh, Bill Wood-

cock, Isherwood, and Ogilvy.

With an equally demanding sche-

dule the team must come up

with capable- players to fill the

vacancies if any Improvement
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— In Perspective -

Student Power
BY DON ROGERS

Washington College, during

the last decade, has seen an

Increase In the prestige and

influence of students. This In-

crease Is the result of the

rising importance of the Stu-

dent Government Association

and the efforts of a small but

energetic group of students,

facutly, and administrators.

Washington College before

1964 was passive; the student

body was generally apathetic

and student conduct was char-

acterized by irresponsibility

expressed In excessive drink-

ing and destructive behavior.

The SGA was an uninfluential

"sandbox" which dealt with only

trivial matters; the administr-

ation made all the important

decisions about student life.

Change in Scnale

By the spring of 1964, the

recommendations of the social

Life Committee Report changed

the situation. The committee-

coniposed of students, faculty

and administration members,

and Board members - was

prompted by criticisms made by

the Middle States Association

and by various faculty members.

The most important result of

the Report was that represent-

ation In the SGA became "geo-

graphical" ratherthanbyclass.

The significance of this can-

not be underestimated. Form-

erly, the Senate was composed

of members elected by class.

Because most class leaders

were members of fraternities

or sororities, the SGA was

dominated by the Greeks. Not

that fraternities were bad, but

most brother s had more re-

sponsibilities than indepen-

dents. The tendency was for

the fraternities to become the

center of interest, rather than

the SGA which was concerned

with campus-wide issues.

The creation of geographical

(i.e. dormitory) representation

brought new groups of leader-

ship Into student government

and gave the SGA a campus-

wide spirit, making it a more

effective voice of student opin-

At the same time, the ad-

ministration was making efforts

to improve the academic at-

mosphere of theCollege. There

was a contradiction, they be-

lived, between the partying

eral arts educa

they adopted the Heritage Pro-

gram to imporve physical fac-

ilities, promoted various lec-

ture series, and aided the de-

velopment of cultural organi-

zations, such as religious soc-

ieties and the Chorus.

However, there were suspic-

[ and a 11b-

i. Hence,

Don Kelly

CHEVROLLT-BUICK In

ions arising between the

students and the faculty and

administration. Such actions

as the firing of a popular pro-

fessor or the severe disciplin-

ing of students involved In an

off-campus party made student

leaders fear that the faculty

and administration were against

them. Hence, student leaders

found the rhetoric of student

power very appealing.

Student power Is not a cold

and selfish drive for power,

but the belief that students can

and should accept some respon-

sibility in conductingthe affairs

of the college. These ideas

came from the current public

opinion in the U.S. and from

many young and energetic

faculty members. The improved

academic atmosphere, the en-

hancement of the SGA as an

effective voice of student opin-

ion, and the suspicions between

students and administration set

the stage for student power at

Washington College.

Since 1964, the aims of stu-

dent power have become the

basic philosophy of student gov-

ernment leaders. The first

formal statement of the goals

of student power at Washington

College was the White Paper of

1966. It called for complete

reform of thec3mpus judiciary,

improved communication bet-

ween students and faculty, and

enhanced the status of the SGA.

During the past two or three

years, these goals have been

generally met; the administr-

ation has been receptive to most

of the goals of the White Paper

and has increased the role of

students in decision-making.

The Judiciary was reformed

In 1967, and a closer liaison

between students and adminis-

tration has improved commun-

ication. The most important

achievement is the increase of

student membership on faculty

committees. It represents the

greatest influence students have

ever had on administrative de-

cisions at Washington College.

Yet, the basic ideal of stu-

dent power Is still to be met.

Ever since the Social Life Com-
mittee Report in 1964, the ulti-

mate goal has been the creation

of a true "community."

In terms of administration this

means an all-campus assembly,

composed of members of the

student body, the faculty, the

administration, and the Board

of Visitors and Governors. Its

function would be to make all

life

policy

all spheres of college

.
tilerHowever,

doubt that this is possible. Ani-

mosity continues between stu-

dents and administration, as il-

lustrated by the recent con-

troversy over comprehensives;

and generally, the majority of

students remain uninvolved and

uninterested in the administ-

ration of the College. If the

ideal of a "college community"

is ever to be achieved, Wash-

ington College is in store for

even more basic changes with-

in the faculty and administra-

tion, and within the student

body itself.

PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS

Schedule Of Events

For Graduation Weekend

FRIDAY, MAY 30

8:00 - 9:00 p.m. - Champagne cocktails, Alumni House.

9:00 - 12:00 midnight - "Do you^own-thing" Party. B.Y.O.L.,

Alumni House

SATURDAY, MAY 31

8:30 - 9:45 a.m - Continental Breakfast, Hodson Hall.

10:00 - 11:30 a.m. - Annual Alumni Association breakfast meet-

ing, Hodson Hall. Keynote address by U.S. Senator Joseph D.

Ty dings (D., Md.), Reports by the president of the Alumni

Association, chairman of the Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors and the President of the College; election of officers.

11:30 a.m. - Meeting of the Visitors and Governors.

12:30 p.m. - Dedication of the new library.

1:00 - 2:30 p.m. - It's beer and barbecue time - Shore-style!!

Alumni, faculty, trustees, parents, Class of 1969, all on the

front campus with a swinging Dixieland band.

2:30 - 5:30 "p.m. - Numerous afternoon activities for the young

and not-so-young. Boat cruises on the Chester River, horse-

shoes, volleyball, croquet, wiffle-ball-d riving contest, etc.

6:00 - 7:00 p.m. - Traditional President's Garden Reception.

Hynson-Ringgold House.

7 00 - 12:00 midnight - Cocktails, reunion dinners and dancing

in Hodson Hall. Cocktails. 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. in Hynson

Lounge; reunion dinners and dancing. 8:00 p.m. till midnight.

Open bar ail evening.

SUNDAY, JUNE 1

9:00 a.m -Continental breakfast. Hodson Hall.

1 1 :00 a.m. - Baccalaureate on the campus.

2:30 p.m. - Commencement on the campus. Speaker: Stewart

Udall. formei Secretary of the Interior. Honorary Degrees,

Alumni Citations and Fifty-Year Certificates.
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Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE
Deep in the Heart of Chestertown

For Nice Things it , Silver & Gold

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

WATCH REPAIRS FILM SERVICE

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Thurs. - Wed - May 15-21

JAMES GARNER

in

"Support Your Local Sheriff"

CHESTER THEATRE

Fri. - Sat. - Sun. — May 16 - 17 - 18

JIM BROWN & GENE HACKMAN

"The Riot"

R - rating

213 DRIVE-IN
Fri. - Sat. - Sun. - May 16-17-18

"The Notorist Daughter

of Fannie Hill"
X - rating

also

"Taste of Honey,

Swallow of Brine"
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by James Dissette

are van simply m
flfl

a creature, of the monumental metrnnnm e?

THE RIVER PAROUSIA
Photo by Paul Whiton

M

I have felt the universe tremble
like the shoulders of laboring yeomen
bent low against their hemplines
dragging in generational time,

footfalls in elemental rhythm
thumping in the hollow chest of centuries.

Mother Mary, hold me in your warm white arms
the nfchl is whispering like assassins

I was born on Sunday
and the old blindman thinks that I will die on Sunday
(Iput off my laundry until Monday, though)
I was bom in the city

blood of the blood of Chronos,
Mother Mary, today we played with fellclolh people
and I stayed awake to piny with th e man woman and «n„)

My shelly s dead?
Mother, are there squirrels there?

Lots of things are a long time ago, Mother,
faded like your old brocades in the minds of attics
tarnished, heaped like old dry shoes in the corners,
you still hum the halfremembered waltzes
and once when you thought I wasn't looking
traipsed in tempo across my old empty room.

the room of the walls with ponies.
I used to wonder if the ponies left at night
after you kissed me on the brow and turned off the light.

My Mary pulled the chains of the old grandfather
and set hti arms right,

we chose to pray to the moon tonight,
oyer the city it pressed up to our window
like the cheek of a child crowded with cinderspires-
the night war was at one with the sun
and would sheer the black with glass bayonets
even after the war with armies
had finished dusting the mornings with sooty dew
and we had wound the last timeless clock
andnad only our fingers left to count the days.
Mother Mary, hold me in your warm white arm,

the night is whispering like «...!.»,
,

Today is Sunday
the day of the pentacostal prison
the day they say I should return to loving
the elemental anthem;
somewhere between the thumps
in the dry heart of the hollow chested
sentries of time.

Deep in the shriven river she sees herface
and wonders if she will come to liking this new place.
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Think !

Most students come to Washington College without un-

derstanding a college community. Nearly as many leave

the same way, because they have been unwilling to look

past daily activity to the meaning of their participation in

the college community. Engrossment in trivia is a disease;

it infects not only Washington College, but all of America.

American society is in deep trouble. John Doe Ameri-

can has an unwarranted preoccupation with life's triviali-

ties. He craves for immediate material security, losing him-

self in a constant struggle to satisfy his physical desires.

In such a way the average American avoids confronta-

tion with the realities of the world and himself. He is

amoral and unreflective. American society is woven

around business enterprises, bridal showers, race tracks,

and homes in the suburbs, all of which skirt real issues.

Such a society provides an escape, a fantasy world that

can only lead to tragedy.

The mass, then, is irrational and misguided. Given an ex-

pansion of its attitudes, life on earth will be destroyed in

the fit of uncontrolled passion of nuclear holocaust, or be

levelled to a plateau of mediocrity. Surely, this is a fate

worse than death.

Participation in the Washington College community
should offer a viable alternative. Life here should be an

eye-opening experience. It should set the scene for the stu-

dent's confrontation with the world and himself. It must

manifest in every student a unique sensitivity.

Bland materialism should be replaced by a disposition

for constant questioning and evaluation, an attitude which

promotes a continuous dialectic of thought, ever posing

questions in order that answers might be found. Yet,

pure intellectualism can never achieve that unique sensi-

tivity: while emotion unharnessed by thought is barbaric,

intellect untouched by emotion is inhuman.

A sensitive student has the guts to face the elements

alone, but he has the common sense not to take them too

seriously. He is passive and kind, because he has the

warmth of human emotion; but he is demanding and zeal-

ous, because he knows what is intolerable.

Washington College, despite its many vices, does offer

the opportunity to develop sensitivity in the classroom,

in the dormitory, and in the dining hall. It does offer the

chance to be reflective and introspective, and to be under-

standing and fair.

Yet, the success of the community is contingent upon
the attitudes of the faculty, the administration, and es-

pecially the students. Students must keep classes, grades,

dances, ball games, and personal relationships in perspec-

tive: absorption in these activities avoids the real issue.

Unless they somberly think about what it means to be part

of the college community, Washington College students

can only contribute to stagnation and mediocrity, the

blight which taints the fibre of America.

Don Rogers
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Four Appointed Jan Kott To Lecture

On Chekhov DramasTo Board

Four new appointees recent-

ly Joined the College's Board

of Vlsltorsand Governors. Don-

ald Darby, of Chestertown, Ar-

thur H. Kudner, of Grasonvllle,

and Tllton H. Dobbin, of Bal-

timore, were appointed to serve

six-year terms. Also appoint-

ed by Maryland Governor Mar-
vin Mandel was Abraham D.

Spinak, associate director of

NASA's Wallops Island Station,

who was re-elected to serve

until June, 1975.

Mr. Darby is a retired in-

vestment broker, Mr. Kudner

Is the president of the Tide-

water Publishing Company, and

Mr. Dobbin is chairman of the

board of the Maryland National

The Polish drama critic Jan

Kott, who has had an interna-

tional Impact on the staging of

'ell ; of i

works, will dejiver the second

annual Sophie Kerr lecture at

Washington College on Thurs-

day evening, October 9, at8 : 30.

His subject will be Chekhov's

Three Sisters and The Cherry

It was with his book Shake-

speare, Our Contemporary that

Kott first became widely known
in this country in the mid six-

ties. The book had already had

an impact in Europe, an Im-
pact reflected in peter Brook's

controversial staging of King
Lear with the Royal Shakespeare

Company. Starring Paul Sco-

i—Dolce's Review"

Midnight Cowboy

The religious symbolism of

Midnight Cowboy is one of the

most Important features of this

most compelling film. The
Christian concept of a re-

birth of soul and body is well

developed - chiefly in the char-
acter of Ratso Rizzo. The
Christian heavenis Florida, be-
cause Florida with Its sunshine

and coconut trees offers the

substance for the physical life.

Even as Ratso stands Infront

of the Berkeley Hotel on Fifth

Avenue, as joe tries to find a

girl, he envisions what heaven
(Florida) will be like. His phys-
ical rebirth - shown as he runs
along the beach without the pain
of his bad leg represents
another aspect of the rebirth.

The relationship of the char-

acters is carefully developed

by director John Schleslnger.

The friendship begins slowly

and cautiously after a jarring

Initial effort. However, the

question arises of why they

should stay together atalLBoth
are penniless and only Joe has a

means to support himself -

which Is rather unsuccessful in

the film. A basic need for di-

rection (from Ratso), coupled

with his naturally outgoingper-

sonality, is one reason to Joe
for staying with him.

But more than this it Is

his sense of loneliness from
his early life in Texas and his

confusing youthful years that

forces him to cling to Ratso's
friendship.

The depth of their relation-

ship, however, does not really

reach Its height until Ratso's
death on the bus. As Joe plain-

tively holds his dead friend

amid the gawking stares of thr

other passengers, his eyes tell

of the protectlveness and love

that he possessed for the crip-

ple. What makes Midnight Cow-

Vote in the

Senate elections

Monday, September 29
Hodson Hall

boy such a great movie Is the

visual depth ol the relation-

ship, which begins uncertainly

then gradually evolves into a

bond, breakable only by Ratso's

If the characters themselves

are stereotypes - Joe, the naive

country boy coming to the big

city - and Ratso, the small-

time big-city hustler, their

combination has immense im-

Technlcal aspects in the film

are unsurpassed in creating

the mood of New York. The

camera techniques, which

capture the very essence of the

city from the elegance of Fifth

Avenue to the shoddiness of the

upper West Side. Butevenhere,

there are great contrasts. The

elegance of Fifth Avenue is so

superficial as people pass each

other with no care or feeling.

Even as a man lies outside of

Tiffany & Co., apparently life-

less, people walk by unaffected.

And yet, it is on the decadent

West Side that a meaningful

human relationship is formed.

The camera work Is at its

best in the party scene - an

underground bash a la Warhol

with Viva. It is the only moment
in the movie where reality be-

comes obscured into fantasy.

But reality triumphs, as Joe

Is accosted by a young Park

The excellent screenplay and

John Scheslinger's direction

give actors Dustin Hoffman and

Jon Voight the best opportunity

for superlative performances,

which indeed are the results

from both actors. Hoffman as

Ratso Rizzo makes the devas-

tatlngly foul tubercular crip-

ple a most humane person, with

great warmth.

Jon Voight plays joe Buck
as an almost pure character.

His naivete to evil - despite

his basic motive for survival

and his sensitivity to life -

make him a most human char-

acter In a most Inhuman world.

It is the combination of all

these features that make Mid-
night Cowboy one of the best

movies this year, and certainly

John Schleslnger 's best.

field, this production opened

in 1962 and toured in Washing-

ton and New York In the spring

of 1964.

Kott's approach to Shake-

speare reflects the ordeals of

Poland during the past thirty

years. He sees in Shake-

speare's tragedies and histor-

ies a violence that is not sim-

ply traditional stage melodra-

ma, but rather a mirror of the

violent England in which

Shakespeare lived, so different

from at least the internal sit-

uation in Englandsincethe mid-

dle of the nineteenth century.

Himself a resistance fighter

during World War n, after hav-

ing spent the late 30's as a

surrealist poet in Paris, Kott

narrowly escaped execution by

both the Germans and Russians,

and in March, 1964, he was one

of thirty-four prominent intel-

lectuals who signed a letter pro-

testing the censorship Imposed

by Wladislaw Gomulka's Polish

government. It is this sort of

background that Kott feels

brings him closer to the at-

mosphere of Shakespeare's

tragedies andhistorles, in which

he sees many parallels with

the Theatre of the Absurd.

In Shakespeare's comedies

Kott finds other parallels with

society today, which he be-

lieves is approaching the open

sexuality, including bisexuality

and homosexuality, of Shake-

speare's England. He believes

that today's girls In ml

and boys in long hair r

ambiguous Shakespeare

boys, who are sometlm
in disguise. Kott's views on As

You Like It, in which he sees

parallels between the young

people of the Forest of Arden

and today's Flower people, in-

spired a celebrated production

of the play by Sir Laurence Oli-

ver's National Theatre troupe

at London's Old Vic in 1967.

Kott's Theatre Notebook:

1947-1967, which appeared as a

Doubleday paperback in 1966,

reflects not only hisspecial ad-

miration for Polish drama,

which he is helping to make
known in this country, but also

the wide range of his interest.

The author of a book on Vic-

tor Hugo, he is currently writ-

ing one on the drama of anci-

ent Greece. It will be entitled

A Fool Against the Establish-

ment. On the University of

California's Berkeley campus
he staged in 1968 a production

of Euripides' Orestes in which

the locale was moved to present-

day Washington, D.C., the ac-

tors wore hippie attire, and

there was background music by

John Cage.

npage-

s girls

Freshman Girl

Commits Suicide

Late In the evening of Sat-

urday, September 20th, Maria
Durand, a freshman from Vine-

land, New Jersey, took her life

by Jumping from a building in

Philadelphia.

Miss Durand, who had been

at the College for less than

a week, graduated in June from

Vi n eland High School.
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Faculty

Roster

Expands
By Ann Lickle

Two professors, an associ-
ate professor, eleven assistant
professors, one lecturer and
three instructors comprise Wa-
shington College's eighteen new
faculty members, whose ap-
pointments became effective
September 1,

William Blair Gould, dean
of the College, assumes a pro-
fessorship in philosophy. He
holds a B. A. from Wesley an
University, a B.D. from Union
Seminary (New York) and a
Ph.D. from the University of

Edinburgh (Scotland).

William K. Knowles is the

new chairman of the depart
ment of economics, A full pro-
fessor, he has a B.S. from
Iowa State an M.A. and a ph.D.
from the University of Wlscon-

Director of computing activi-

ty Is a new position at Washing-
ton, and Theodore M. Slabey,

with a rank of associate pro-
fessor, fills that capacity. He
received a B, A. from Washing-
ton and Jefferson andanM,E.A.
from George Washington Uni-
versity. He is now enrolled In

a graduate program in infor-

mation science at Lehigh Uni-
versity.

Appointed assistant profes-
sor of chemistry is John A.

Conkltng, a 1965 graduate of
Washington College. He holds
a Ph,D. degree from John Hop-
kins University.

Robert J. H. Janson-
LaPalme, assistant professor
of history of art, is the first

full time instructor in that de-
partment. He gained a B.A.
from Brown University and an
M.F.A. from Princeton. He is

a Ph,D. candidate at Princeton.
Assistant professor of Ger-

man Is Erlka Salloch. She holds
a B.A. from Hunter and a M.A.
from New York University,
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The entire student body had its first official glimpse of Dean
William Blair Gould, the new Dean of the College, at yesterday's
Opening Convocation.

where she is currently study-
ing for a ph.D. degree.

John A. Miller and James
K. McDonnell have been ap-
pointed assistant professors In
the philosophy department. Mil-
ler received his B.S. from North
Carolina State and a B.D. from
Southeastern Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary in Wakeforest,
North Carolina. He Is pres-
ently a doctoral candidate at

Emory University. McDonnell
gained a B.A. from Manhattan
College. He is a Ph.D. candi-

date at Georgetown University.

Appointed assistant profes-
sor of music is William r.
Johnston, who received a Ba-
chelor of Music degree from
Mississippi State. He expects
to receive a Master's in music

SMALLSALES, LTD.
DEALING IN ALL TYPES OF USED FURNITURE
FRIDGES, TVS. LOOK!! SOFAS - 4.00 UP, BOOKCASES
ANY SIZE - $7.00 UP, FRIDGES - $14.00 UP. CALL FOR
PRICE UST AND LEAVE YOUR ORDER FOR ANY-
THING YOU NEED. WE WILL GET IT!! PHONE: 77^4556
ADDRESS: 425 W. HIGH STREET. HOURS: 9-9. 7 DAYS
A WEEK; PRICES: THE BEST. 'SPECIAL: THIS AD
WORTH $2.00 on PURCHASE OF $5.00 UP. . . ONE AD
PER PERSON. . . EXPIRES 10/5/69.

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

from Louisiana State University
in 1970. He will resume John
Walker's work while the direc-
tor of music Is on a year's
leave of absence.

E. Gene DeFelice, a 1964
Hofstra University graduate
with an M. A, from the Univer-
sity of Chicago, Is a new as-
sistant professor in the depart-
ment of political science.

Two assistant professors in

Spanish are Martin o. Clear--
field and R. George Shivers.
Clearfield holds aB.A.fromtne
University of Maryland and an
M.A.T. from the University of
Indiana. He is a doctoral can-
didate at Vanderbilt University
Shivers received a B.A, from
American University and is

working towards a Ph.D. at

Maryland.

Robert F. Kohl and Jean
Francois Seznec are part time
instructors in Spanish. Kohl
gained a B. A. from King's Col-
lege in Wllkes-Barre, pa. He

received a M.E.D. from the

University of Delaware. Seznec
holds a propedeutlque (Span-
ish French and English) from
the University of Poitres in

France.

Mrs. Lorraine S. Przywara
has been appointed lecturer in

Russian. She holds a B.A. and
M.A. from the University of

Delaware.

Edward V. Messinger, new
assistant professor of French,

holds a B, A. from Queens Col -

Compliments

of

Tke Maryland

Notioial Baik

Chestertown 778-1600

Olivetti Und. Agency Hallmark Cardi
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Sutton's Town Stationers

Vietnam Moratorium

To Involve Campus
The Vietnam Moratorium, a

nationwide protest to the war in
Vietnam, will take place on Oc-
tober 15. Members of college

and university campuses across
the country will devote this day
to anti-war activities. The
movement will Include door-
to-door campaigns in the com-
munity, teach-ins, and rallies.

The moratorium will be ex-
panded to two days In Novem-
ber, three days In December,
and continue to escalate until

the war Is ended. Organized by
student leaders who are veter-
ans of the McCarthy and Ken-
nedy campaigns, the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee calls

for the support and participa-
tion of students, faculty mem-
bers, administrators and con-
cerned citizens.

The emphasis is on the In-

volvement of more than just

academic communities. A mor-
atorium will give students and
faculty members an opportunity

"

to take the Issue to local bus-
inesses, factories, schools,

homes, and other gathering
points.

Campus Plans
Washington College partici-

pation In the protest movement
Is being organized by campus
coordinator, Ed Schulman. In

his words, "The Vietnam Mor-
atorium stresses the involve-

ment of the responsible

elements on college and uni-

versity campuses rather than

what have been called the rad-
ical students.

"

It is hoped that the faculty

will support the moratorium
and cancel classes on October

15, or at least devote class-
time to a discussion of the

Vietnam Issue. Students, fac-

ulty, and member of the com-
munity are also urged to spend
this day writing letters to their

Congressmen and other repre-
sentatives.

Posters promoting the mor-
atorium will be placed In Wil-
liam Smith Hall and Hodson
Hall for interested students to

sign. Other activities in plan-
ning include a rally to be held
on campus October 15.

The moratorium has the en-
dorsement of the National
Americans for Democratic Ac-
tion, the National Student As-
sociation, the New Mobilization
Committee, and the National
New Democratic Coalition.

Drug Bust

Leads To

Jail Terms

Jail this :

a result of drug arrests. Those
involved were Michael Tucker,
a member of the class of 1968;

Mary Jean McDanlels, Tucker's
fiancee; William Goff, of the

class of 1969; and Thomas Reld,

a freshman last year.

Tucker and Goff were both

arrested for posesslon and con-

trol of marijuana, along with

maintaining a house in which
drugs were used. Each received

a $500 fine and three years In

Jail. Miss McDanlels jvas ar-
rested for posesslon and con-
trol of marijuana and sentenced
to two years In Jail.

Reld, who was arrested on
seven counts of posesslon, con-
trol, and sale of marijuana
and hashish, along with sale

of LSD, received a suspended
sentence of $500 fine and two
years In Jail, and was given
30 days In Jail and three years'

probation.

Why is Park Cleaners
DRY CLEANING SERVICE BETTER
THAN THE ROAD TO MANDALAYT

PARK CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
IS BETTER THAN
THE ROAD TO
MANDALAY BECAUSE
WHEN YOUR CLOTHES
ARE CLEANED THEY
WILL HAVE AN
EXTRA BRIGHTNESS
AND BEAUTY AND YOU
WON'T SLIP ON ALL THOSE
FLYING FISHES.
FURTHERMORE OUR
FASHION FINISHING AGENT
WILL GIVE YOUR GARMENTS
A LIKE-NEW LOOK AND FEEL THAT WILL
MAKE YOU THINK THE DAWN IS

COMING UP LIKE THUNDER OVER
THE CHESTER RIVER

Rug & Dry dealers

107 N. Crou Street — Opposite Fire Ho

(Drive In Window)
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Dr. John Russell's lecture

on Thursday afternoon and the

informal reception in the

Creen Room of the Tawes
Theatre afterwards was consid-

ered by many to be the high-

light of Orientation week.

Don Kelly

CHEVROLI.i !H 1 1 f K Int.

Cbfxlertowo, Md.

CHESTER THEATRE
Romeo & Juliet

Sept. 25, 26, 27

The April Fools

Sept. 28, 29, 30

213 DRIVE-IN
The Killing of Sister George*

Also Shalako

Sept. 25, 26, 27

CHURCHILL THEATRE
True Grit

Sept. 25 - Oct 1

and flip o

pearl ropes.

$1.25 to $3.00

THE

VILLAGE TOGGERY

Russell Defines

College As 'Life'

by Peter Helle,r

John Russell, vlce-provostof

student affairs at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, spoke to

the freshman class Thursday

In Tawes Theater. Calllnghim-

self an observer of, rather

than an expert on universities,

Mr. Russell spoke to the fresh-

men about their next four years

and how these years are not

to be treated as "a vacation

from life but life itself." These

four years are a passage, and

the end of this passage is a life

style that has been formulated

by responding to Issues and

questions and tempered by tol-

erance and humor.

The main part of the speech

was devoted to issues and ques-

tions that will arise on cam-
pus. Moral issues such as the

war, the draft and the cities

are not simple and students

cannot expect answers, "The
response to complex issues is

not morallsm or absolutism

but helping to shape the man-
ner by which we corporately

can look at and resolve com-
plexity In a 'people way' ra-

ther than as individuals." Mr.

Russell stated furtherthat Pur-

itan ethics were a dilemma and

opted for a corporate morality

In solving moral questions.

"Confrontation was develop-

ed, and there is much good If

you look at the history of the

Civil Rights movement," the

speaker said, but he pointed out

that lately confrontations have

lost respect for Individuals.

That is, Individuals have lost

Washington College Film Series

Sept. 28 La guerre est finie

Oct. 5 Battle of Algiers

19 Passion According

to St. Matthew
Nov. 2 Flash Gordon

9 David Copperfield

(with W.C. Fields;

16 Lonely are the

Brave

Dec. 7 Strike (silent by
Eisenstein)

14 The Magnificent

Amersons
Jan. 11 Greed

18 four underground
films by Bradhage

8 p.m. Sunday evenings in

Dunning. Admission free.

respect for other individuals

and this dehumanizing aspect of

confrontations is horrible. "We
must constantly make people

think through their decisions,**

not categorize people as Issues,

remembering that people

change. In essence, this is "a
style for revolution."

In currlcular matters, Mr.

Russell believes courses should

have relevance to today and to-

morrow but more especially to

the past for "he who does not

know his history Is doomed to

repeat it." He stressed the ne-
cessity for relevance in con-

Junction with wisdom and judg-

The question of government

was also explored. The crisis

In government is real, and the

students and colleges have a

role to play in the solution of

the problem. The new ideas of

community control and par -

tlcipatory democracy can be im-

plemented in today's world but

we must be wary of extremes,
"for freedom without respon-

sibility is anarchy and respon-

sibility without freedom Is sla-

"All this adds up to a life

style rather than a currlcular

steeple chase." The way one

decides, reasons, hopes, dis-

likes and resolves his think-

ing is one's life style. To put

it simply, "be yourself."

Finally, through all our quest

for meaning we should realize

that everything is not deathly

serious. One needs a sense of

humor. He then cited two ex-

amples of great men who dis-

played this sense of humor. Mr.

Russell quoted a description of

Charles Dickens as "a man
of generous anger and affec-

tionate intolerance." And the

second was a quotation from
T.S. Elliot. When asked why
people live so close together

"Elliot said there were two

ney from each other or so we
can love one another." Mr. Rus-
sell chose the second reason.

His closing remarks clear-

ly summed up the speech. He
urged, "a new style which fa-

ces issues, gather information,

grows in wisdom, probes and
questions life, has a sense of

worth for each person and the

perspective of humor in which

mencement begins now."

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday Sit. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. -12 p.m.

-MOTE IN MINE EYES

On Revolution
JIM R10DICK.

We live now In an age which

allows more freedom, toler-

ates more Individuality, and

possesses more potential for

expansion than any other era

In the history of man. Still,

blacks riot In Watts and Har-

lem, students disrupt campuses,

and the members of The Wo-
men's Liberation Front are

ready to kill for any and all fa-

cets of sexual equality. There
Is a very real tragedy here;

not these minute revolutions

as such, but the Shockwaves of

fear that they seem to gener-

ate in the majority of populace;

an unreasoning fear of the un-

known which should be replac-

ed by excitement.

A Harvard psychologist has
noted that the generation gap,

to include those few manifesta-

tions already mentioned, Is no-

thing more than a species mu-
tation. Along these lines is the

historic fact that revolutions do
not occur under total tyranny

and oppression, but only after

the people have tasted some of

the luxuries of freedom.

In the perspective of Wash-
ington College, we too are be-
ginning to savour some ofthese

freedoms. And yet, lest we be-
come complacent, wallowing in

our progressive enlightenment,

we must realize that this Is only

the beginning of our own revo-

lution; a necessary reaction to

the still existing educational

inanities which sidetrack the

course toward academic utopla.

cept of revolution In the con-

text of this and future columns.
The term, revolt, is Intended

to be almost synonymous with

"change." Revolt however, Is

change Implemented through

action; Ideally, non-violent ac-

tion; but In this case each In-

dividual must recognize his own
priorities, decide for himself

the worth of specific Ideals,

and then equate their value to a

certain amount ofpersonal com-
mittment and active Involve

-

These specifics are Irrele-

vant at this point, for each In-

dividual must (and should be
allowed to) define for himself

exactly what comprises a real-

istic and relevant educa-

tion; true scholastic liberty.

Certainly Individual grievances

are legitimate - forced com-
prehenslves, lack of a Black

Studies program, and distribu-

tion requirements - even these

though, are but fragmentary re-

volts In the totality of change.

And If we are to progress, yes

even to survive, we must recog-
nize this change, this generation

gap, this species mutation, as a

necessary link In the chain of

evolution. Tradition is valid only

as a temporary guide, not as a
dogma to be blindly worshipped

after It has outlived its use-

fulness.

This column, then, will con-

centrate on specific problems
in future issues, and Its validi-

ty lies in the fact that a solid

case can be made for revolu-

ton being the only true form of

democracy.

Convocation Awards
THE VISITORS AND GOVERNORS MEDAL

To the Junior with the highest academic average for the year

DEBORAH GREEN

THE ALUMNI SCHORLARSHIP MEDAL
To the Sophomore with the highest academic average for the year

VERNON THEODORE GOTT, Jr.

THE FOX FRESHMAN SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
To the Freshman with the highest academic average for the year

JESSE LANE BURKE

THE MARY LU CHAMBERLIN MEMORIAL AWARD
To a student for outstanding service to the Mount Vernon

Literary Society

JAMES LEIGH DISSETTE

THE VISITORS AND GOVERNORS SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Awarded annually to the rising member of the senior and

junior class with the highest cumulative academic average

DONALD WAYNE ROGERS, senior

TERESA WILTBANK GILL, junior

SENIOR WOMENS HONOR SOCIETY BOOK SCHOLARSHIP
To a junior woman having a "B" or betterage average, plus need

DEBORAH GREEN

THE INTER-FRATERNITY-SORORITY LOVING CUPS
To the Fraternity and Sorority with the highest academic standing

ALPHA OMICRON PI

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

Come in and get an apple for the teacher orfor yourself

THE COUNTRY STORE
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Student Affairs Office

Opens With New Staff
By Bill Prettymm

This year will be the first

in which a new administrative

organ will be responsible for

directing student affairs on
campus. The Student Affairs of-

fice Is partly the result of a
merger of the two old offices

Dean of Mena dn Women.
The reorganization has result-

In the creation of the posi-

tions of Dean of Student Af-

fairs, Harold Gray; two Asso-

ciate Deans, Miss Kelly and

Mr. Root; and an assistant to
the dean, Robert Pritzlaff.

The new office was organized
because as Dean Gray said,

"problems on campus can't be
divided by Washington Ave."
To effectively deal with the

college's problems close co-
operation of what were form-
erly seperate offices was in-

despenslble. Deans Kelly and
Root will continue to handle the

routine business carried on by
the old offices, such as resi-

dence and other related ques-

They will also Interest them-
selves In the broader prob-
lems Involved In campus living,

problems facing all students re-
gardless of sex. Dean Root
views the new office as "bas-
ically a central receiving or
advlsary agency". The new of-

fice will handle virtually all

non-academic aspects of stu-

dent life.

Because of financial con-

siderations, public, and other

responsibilities which the col

lege has, the Student Affairs of-

fice will not be able to always

implement exactly what the stu-

dent wants. However student

opinion will be given full con-

sideration

While It has a responsibility

to the public and to the laws
of the community, the Student

Affairs office will not be a

police agency. It will not ac-

tively seek evidence of Illeg-

alities on the part of the stu-

dents. At the same time It

will not take special measures
to protect students from the

consequences of their own acts.

Students will be given the

greatest privacy possible In ac-
cordance with the college's

other responsibilities. TheStu-
dent Affairs office will not hin-

der legal action taken against
any student because of his own
acts, but will act to see that

his rights as a citizen are
preserved.

The Student Affairs Office

is at the moment reconsidering
several old policies it has in-

herited. Among them are
regulations concerning use of

alcohol. At present any student

of legal age may drink on cam-
pus, in Ms room, and other

which are specifically set

aside. Drinking is also allowed
at social events approved In

advance by the Office.

The question of off campus
housing is also being consider-

ed. This Involves a financial

consideration, the obligation to

keep dorms filled to 90% cap-
acity, due to a stipulation in

the mortgage agreement. Anew
men's dorm is being projected,

If it Is built off campus living

would have to be restricted.

However, off campus living

could Inconceivably take off

enough strain to negate the

necessity of building another
dorm. In addition to these pol-

icies nearly all the other pol-

icies affecting student life at

Washington College are being
considered and re-evaluated.

Gibson Re-establishes
Position On Drug Use

By Peter Hetbtt
In the September 17 Issue of

the Chester River Press, a
front page article concerning a
recent Interview with president
Gibson by two former Washing-
ton College students was head-
lined, "Gibson Okays Drug
Usage By Students."

Neither the ensuing article

nor the text of the Interview,

originally published In the Bal-
timore Magazine, and later re-
printed In its entirety in the

September 17 Kent County

News, support the headline.

In the Interview, Dr. Gibson
stated that he felt marijuana
smoking was "merely a social

experiment." He further stated,

"if you're talking about pot,

that's one thing. But If you're
talking about LSD, morphine,
or heroin, that is another

With regard to the laws con-
cerning pot, Dr. Gibson was
quoted as saying "my reaction
is that the law is the law, and
until we can change it, we'd
better obey it."

College policy with regard
to drugs appears on page C-6
of the 1969-70 Student Hand-
book." It staters that, "Any Wa-
shington College student found

guilty of possessing, using, sel-

ling or In control of narcotic,

hallucinatory, or dangerous'
drugs on campus will subject

New Faces

Continued from page 3

lege In Flushing, New York,
and a MA. from Brown Uni-
versity. He is now a Ph.D.
candidate at the University of

California in Berkeley, where
he has been teaching graduate
students this ;

Faculty Growing

Michael J, Ledvlna has been
appointed Instructor of sociol-

ogy. He holds a B,A. from
Macalester College, St. Paul,

Minnesota and a MS. from
Purdue University.

Miss Penny Fall has been
named an assistant professor
in the physical education de-

partment. She gained a B.S.

from Boston University In 1963

and a summer master's degree
in education from Boston Col-
lege In 1967.

These new appointees bring
the total number of teaching

faculty at Washington College
to seventy. Sbtty-two are full

time members, with forty per-
cent holding Ph.D. degrees.

With new additions to the Col-
lege's teaching staff, the stu-

dent-faculty ratio is now 1:10.

themselves to immediate dis-
missal from the College.

"In addition the College will

remain cognizant of its res-
ponsibility to legal authorities
In matters pertaining to drug

In a letter to the editor of
the Chester River press dated
September 18, Dr. Gibson
stated, "l believe we all have
a great deal more to learn
about drugs, especially mari-
juana, before we can deal pro-
perly with the problem. In the
meantime, however, if a stu-
dent on this campus breaks
the law, the law will punish
him; that too Is a part of his
education."

Library

Structure

Prog;resses
Completion of the new Clifton

Miller Memorial Library, set

for late March or early April,
will mark a turning point In the

College's Heritage Program.
Once the collection has been
moved to the new building, sev-
eral Important changes In the
physical plant of the school will

get under way.

With a capacity for 165,000
volumes, as compared to the
present size of approximately
90,000, and space for 300 read-
ers, the library will amply sat-

isfy the needs of the College
for years to come. Eventual
expansion is also possible

either to the north or under-
ground.

Once the books are moved,
work will begin on renovation
of Bunting Library, providing
for a computer center, admini-
strative and faculty offices, and
classrooms. William Smith Hall

will be converted for more
classroom space and faculty
offices, along with a new audio-
visual center, expanding upon
the present language lab.

Further plans Include the ad-
dition of a new wing on the Fine
Arts Center and building of a
swimming pool by Russell Gym/

Chestertown Service Center

Maph

The members of the newly created Student Affairs office. (Top) Benjamin Root, Associate Dean,
Bottom) Harold Gray, Dean, not pictured Maureen Kelly, Associate Dean, and Robert Pritzlaff,

distant Dean.

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS
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Cain Complex Completion Near
By John Diclcion

A beautiful new addition to

an old home awaits the '69-70

Washington College students.

The Improvements will cost an

estimated $600,000 and will fur-

nish the school with an ath-

letic complex very badly need-

ed for the past few years.

The building, renamed Cain

Athletic Complex, will de-

finitely be finished for the open-

ing of the Sho'men basketball

season. The gym will be re-

surfaced and the final touches

made before It will be opened

at the end of October.

One of the central featuresof

the new complex will be the

lobby, which will contain a tro-

phy room and a concessions

area. This room will provide

the College with an adequate

place In which to receive guests

The concessions stand will

have refreshments for those

spectators desiring them and

the receipts will be an aid to

the ail-too diminutive funds

the school now possesses for

athletics.

The gym has an entirely new

LO AND BEHOLD! Athletic Department sources say that work on

the new Cain Athletic Complex will have progressed enough by

next week to allow physical education classes to use its facilities.

look. Freshly painted yellow

and brown, It Is a welcomed
change from the dreary and

drab surrounding sooftenasso-

dated with the play of the Sho*

men. There has also been work
done on the seating facilities

for the fans. For the first

time, it will be possible to pre-
sent a bowl effect around the

We Welcome

Students And Faculty

To Washington College

We also welcome them at our institution.

The lorgest Independent Bank

zing Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

CoTHE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

©J

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

basketball court.

Several tiers of stands will

be mobile so they may be eas-

ily inanuevcred into position

should the seating capacity

prove to be inadequate. Max-
imum attendance has been cut

down slightly due to the re-

moval of the lower levels of

the stands to allow more free-

dom on the basketball court.

This is not expected to pre-

sent any difficulty and should

result in better overall seating

arrangements with more com-
fort for the fans.

An eye to the future has been

employed in the plans and con-

struction of the addition. The
excavation necessary for the

positioning of a new pool, one

level below that of the basement,

was done under the northwest

corner of the building.

These measures have been
taken to insure that the building

does not become obsolete be-

fore it is completed. The bas-

ketball court will be moved
down 17 feet, to leave approx-

imately 60 feet for women's
physical education. There will,

however, be a divider separ-

ating the ladles' gym classes

from those of the men, thus

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adlar Sock.

Bui Waajuni, Similar of Boilon

Fabric Pumps Dyad Fraa

Odd Year May
Favor Booters

Odd years have been good

years for Washington College

since Edward L, Athey became

In 1966 and 1962 the Sho'men
recorded losing records. Athey

hopes to rectify that trend when

they face a 12-game schedule

this season, wlthonlytwoweeks
to get ready for the Inaugural

Wednesday, October l.wlthUp-
sala at Chestertown. It Is the

first soccer visit for the Vik-

ings.

Gone from last year's team,

which won five oftwelve games,
are fullbacks Steve Wrlghtson

and Ford Schumann, halfback

Steve Clagett, goalie Dan

Lehman, forwards Jim Bland-

ford and Dom Romano and All-

Mason-Dixon wing and most

valuable player George Buck-

Heading the returning force

are All-Mason-Dixon halfback

Barry Drew, who had made that

select billet twice, and out-

side-inside Joe Nichols, athird

team All-Southern selection last

Back with experience on the

forward wall are sophomores
Mark Sinldnson and Bob Bailey

and seniors Dave Isherwood,

"Sandy" Snyder and Steve

Ogllvy. At halfback, MarkSvec,
Paul Shepherd and Bob Lehman
are all lettermen. The full-

back corps has been depleted,

and only pete Johnson and Mar-
ty Rice are back among letter

winners. Shore hopes recelv-

allowing each to concentrate

much more easily on their re-

spective Instructors.

The new structure represents

very much more than Just a

$600,000 addition to an old gym-
nasium. It is striking evidence

of a revival of Interest In ath-

letics here at Washington Col-

lege. Unfortunately, in the past

fen* years interest in some
sports, particularly basketball,

has waned in proper ion to the

dismal fortunes o* .ie Sho'men.

It can be hoped, and not with-

out reason, that the crop of

athletes the College now pos-

sesses, aided by the incentive

of a new athletic complex, will

bring back to our college the

athletic recognition It once

ed a big boost in mid-summer
when goalie Frank Ogens, aso-

phomore, decided to return to

school after a semester's ab-

Besides the twelve-game

varsity slate, which involve, six

games In both the Middle

Atlantic and Mason-Dixon con-

ferences, Coach Athey hopes to

arrange for five junior varsity

contests.

Washington College began

soccer activity In 1946 and has

won 135 games and lost 70 since

that season. Sho'teams have

played to 26 deadlocks. Five

championships have been ac-

hieved; three in the Mason-
Dixon (1947, 1954 and 1964) and

two in the Middle Atlantic (1954

and 1961).

Athey coached Shore pitch-

men In 1949 and 1950 and has

since 1953. Mis teams have

won 113 contests, lost 55 and

had 27 tied during that span.

In odd years since his take-

over the Sho'men have a

victorious string; 5-4-2 in 1953,

5-3-2 in 1955, 7-0-3 In 1957,

8-1-2 In 1959, 7-1-3 in 1961,

8-2-2 In 1963, 8-0-3 In 1965

and 8-0-4 in 1967.

Baseballers

Win Honors

Two Washington College

baseball players received post-

season honors over the summer
vacation.

George Buckless capturedthe

short-stop position on the first

team Middle Atlantic Confer-

ence, the second team Mason-

Dlxon Conference, and the se-

cond team All-Maryland.

Dave Bruce, surprisingly

enough, won laurels not as

pitcher but as an outfielder,

he was named to the second

team Middle Atlantic Confer-

ence and Honorable Mention

All-Maryland.

Buckless was graduated In

June, but Bruce will be back o

the Klbler diamond for his fourth

college baseball season

spring.

Member of FDIC

^SflEi

Welcome

Washington College Students

Com Oil Aid Enjoy Oor Fiu Food

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 PJH. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

The "In" Out of town Spot
For Your Special Party

And Evening.
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Seven Stickmen Win Post Season

-i,

MARK MADDEN
AH American; 2nd

All Maryland; 1st team South

Acclaim Rothstein Drops

'Subnormal'

tallymen To 17

•S3
4 lu. j.. ^saealrlfi

All South Atlantic.

BARRY DREW
AU South Atlantic;

onoruble Mention All Mary-

by H. Hurtt Deringer

Washington College's la-

crosse prestige suffered again

this year with the releasing of

the Rothstein National Lacrosse
Rankings. Seventeenth position,

a loss of six places from last

year and twelve from the ele-

vated fifth-rank prominence of

1967, dropped the Sho'men to

their lowest rung since 1962.

Mild upsets by Fairleigh

Dickinson, 10-8, and Hofstra,

6-5, did the most damage and
caused Rothstein to categorize

Washington, along with Rutg-rs,
as a team "generally in the

top ten" but experiencing a

"subnormal" season and fin-

ishing "out of the select cir-

In ]

TOM HEALD
2nd team South AUantic; Hon-
orable Mention All Maryland.

Upsala

Western Md.
Loyola

Mt. St. Mary's

Gallaudet

Alumni

^Dickinson

Wagner

Lycoming
Morgan

Johns Hopkin:

Towson

CROSS COUNTRY

300
2:00

3:00

Oct. 4

Oct. 8

Oct. II

Oct. 15

Oct. 25

Oct. 29

Nov. 8

Nov. 10

Nov. 12

Nov. 21

2:00Western Md.
Loyola

Mt. St. Mary's

Gallaudet

Bowie State 2:30

Johns Hopkins
Del. Valley & P.M.C

Towson 3:00

Dickinson

MAC Champ a,

LaSaile

lOMECOMINC-Coach: Ed Athey Coach: Don Chatellier

FALL IS

PEACOAT
TIME!

Bonnett's townye- country Shop
Mldtown Mall Cheitertowii. Md.

PETE BOGCS
Although absent from post-s
son honor lists, we thought

i will play

six teams ahead or them In this

year's rankings; Johns Hopkins
(2nd), Navy (3rd), Syra-
cuse (11th), Hofstra (14th), Har-
vard (15th), and Fairleigh Dic-
kinson 06th).

1969-1970 BASKETBALL

Dec. 6

Dec. 13

Dec. 17

Jan. 7

Jan. 10

Feb. 7

Feb. 1

1

Feb. 14

Feb. 18

Feb. 21

.

Susquehanna

Johns Hopkin:

Western Md.
Loyola

Catholic U.

Lynchburg

American U.

Lebanon Vly.

Wagner

H.-Sydney

Dec. 3

Dec. 4

Dec. 6

Dec. 9

Dec. 11

Dec. 12

Dec. 16

Dec. 18

Upsala Feb. 6

Maryland State 8:00 Feb. 7

Western Maryland Feb. 10

Catholic U. Feb. 1

1

Towson 8:00 Feb. 14

Bridgewater Feb. 17

8:00 Feb. 19

8:00 Feb. 21

10

Jan. 13

V. Maryland 8:00

R. Macon 8:00

Lebanon Valley

Dickinson

F and M 8:00

Gallaudet

Lycoming
Feb. 27-28 MAC Championship

at Moravian

PMC
Johns Hopkii

Wagner

Mt. St. Mary'

Delaware Valley 8:00 Coach: Ed (Lefty) Elliott

Swarthmore 800 1 968-69 Record Won 9 Lost 1

1

Looking forward to their last soccer season at Washington College are seniors (kneeling left to

right) Joe Nichols, Dave Isherwood, Bob (Beef) Lehman and Steve Ogilvy. (Standing left to right)

Chris Ely ;-Coach Ed Athey, Barry Drew, Pete Johnson, and Dave Bruce.

THE
WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

ANNOUNCES

A large selection of Classical and Rock Albums.

Numberous Literary and Scholarly Journals from colleges

throughout the country.

The New York Times and The Washington Post*

COMING SOON
A new selection of imprinted stamped T-shirts and creslan

sweaters.

A collection of wood and bronze objets d' art from India.

Engraved Pewter mugs, plates, pitchers, etc. with the college

• FILLOUT THE APPROPRIATE FORM WHICH YOU WILL RECEIVE

IN THE MAIL.

Salisbury

Geo. Wash. U.

Salisbury

Va. Comm. Unit

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday
7 am. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 p.m. — 11 p.m.
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We passed the time with conversation which centered around one questil
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Intro. Psych

Drops Use

Of Lectures
by Evelyn Manolis

A new method of Instruction

has replacedthetraditional lec-

ture in the introductory psy-

chology course this semester.

The novel approach forces stu-

dents to become active parti-

cipants in the learning process

rather than passive recepta-

cles for information vocalized

by a professor. This technique

and the philosophy behind it

were first introduced on cam-
pus by Dr. C.B. Ferster, who
spoke at Washington College

last year.

As a prerequisite for the

Ferster method, the psychology

department prepared detailed

study questions for every chap-

ter in the introductory text

book. The procedure, of the

course requires that each stu-

dent study a small section in

the text, using study questions

!
Vietnam Moratorium

Has National Impact
by Jean Walker

In personal letters to Peter
Herbst, editor of the ELM,
Senators Mark O. Hatfield from
Oregon and Edmund S. Muskie
from Maine have endorsed the

October 15 Vietnam Morator-
ium. Muskie describedthe Mor-
atorium as "an Ingenious and
responsible method of non- vio-
lent protest In a continuing ef-

Nationwidc f

i War.

Intel v Syste

After having studied a par-
ticular section, the student par-
ticipates In an interview with

another student who has just

completed the same section.

Such meetings are held in Wil-

liam smith auditorium. The

speaker In the interview ex-

plains the material to the list-

ener; then both discuss the sub-

ject matter and clear up dis-

crepancies. Throughout the in-

terview, the students are allow-

ed to refer to their text. Each

Photo by Brion Hanrihan

Heading the Washington College Vietnam Moratorium Commit-

tee are, from left to right, Dr. Dwight Kirkpatrick, Faculty Coordi-

Ed Schulman, Campus Coordinator; and Peter Heller, Student Co-

ordinator.

student must play the role of

speaker as well as listener for

every section he studies.

There are 2 or 3 sections

per chapter. When the student

reaches the end of a chap-

ter, he must complete a written

exercise derived from the study

questions. If he performs sa-
tisfactorily, he may begin the

next chapter.

Those students who do not

pass the exercise receive ad-

(Contuined on Page 3)

Other prominent national

figures supporting the Mora-
torium include Senators Char-
les Goodell of New York, Eu-
gene McCarthy of Minnesota,

and George McGovern of South

Dakota, Professors John Gal-
braith of Harvard and Hans
Morgenthau of City University

of New York, and Dr. Benjamin

Action planned by colleges

Inflation Forcing

Increase In Tuition

ACP Honors raper,

Rates ELM 'Excellent'

Papei

by Cathy Canoll

The WASHINGTON ELM was
awarded a first-class rating by
the AssociatedColleglate Press
Service in the 81st AU-
American Critical Service.
E valuations of approximately
600 newspapers from all sec-
tions of the United States were
based on publications fromjan-
uary through May.

The issues of the ELM that

were evaluated were, however,
only those published in April

and May, under the new staff.

Newspapers were judged on

coverage, content, physical ap-

pearance, writing and editing,

photography, and editorial lead-

ership. Marks of distinction

were awarded in each of the

categories. To achieve Ail-

American Status, a paper must

receive marks of distinction in

four categories.

Ratings of First Class (ex-

cellent), Second Class (very

good), and Third Class (good)

were awarded on the basis of

total numerical scored received

in the five categories. Along

with its first-class rating, the

ELM won two marks of dis-

tinction for superior accom-
plishment in content, coverage,

and editorial leadership.

£dii. Comments

Peter Herbst, editor-in-chief
of the ELM, stated that he
feels the ELM can achieve All-

Anerican status this year.
"This can be accomplished",
he stated, "by improving the
physical appearance of the
paper and by 'tightening up'

news articles."

by Pat Schatt

Inflation, the bane of

the country, has claimed Wa-
shington College as its newest

victim. In order to maintain

the existing quality of educa-

tion President Daniel Gibson

has announced that it will be
necessary to increase tuition

and room fees beginning next

year.

Tuition will be raised $200

and room rental increased $50
totalling $1850 for tuition and

$450 room rental per semester.

This "increase will be used for

salaries, educational appar-

atus, for example books for

the new library, and the main-
tenance of the academic plant.

Course Improvements

President Gibson stated that

many improvements have been
made both in course structure

and expansion of facilities. He

NOTICE

Polish Drama Critic

Jan Kott

Will Deliver the

Second Annual

Sophie Kerr Lecture

Oct. 9 at 8:30 p.m.

In the Dillon Lounge of

Caroline House

emphasized, however, that stu-

dent fees were not used In the

building program, whichis sup-

ported by the Heritage Pro-

Although the raising of col-

lege fees Is never a popular

move, Washington College has

remained rather conservative

in its fees in comparison with

schools of equivalent academic

standards, such as Bucknell,

Dickinson, Franklin and Mar-
shall, and Gettysburg. Pres-

ident Gibson was also careful

to emphasize that efforts would

be made to help students for

whom the new fees would cause

a serious handicap.

and universities across the na-

tion range from special hourly

masses in the Georgetown Uni-
versity Chapel to a24-hourfast
at the University of West Vir-
ginia. Students at Guilford Col-
lege, North Carolina will hold

a candlelight march while

those at the University ofWash-
ington will carry flag-draped

coffins.

Bethel College in Kansas with

a student body of 600 will in-

stall a large bell in the admin-
istration building, to be rung
every four seconds - once for

each of the more than 38,000

Americans killed in Vietnam.

The Dakota State Colleges

will plant a "tree of life"

while reading the names of

those killed.

Sweeping Effect

Approximately 500 colleges

an universities, large and small,

will participate In the Vietnam

Moratorium. Says the Vietnam
Moratorium Committee: "What

'

we arelooklngtoward, ultimate-

ly, is the largest and broadest

the United States.

The role which Washington

College will playln this national

drama is yet to be determined.

A joint statement prepared by

President Daniel Z. Gibson and

Dean of the College William

Blair Gould leaves the decision

up to the individual:

"We sharethe national desire

for endingthehostilitlesln Viet-

nam. It has been drawn to our

attention that a nation-wide

committee is focusing this con-

cern in Its plans for a mora-
torium on Wednesday, October

15, 1969.

"We request that faculty and

students work out Individual ar-

rangements for classesinaway

that deals with this concern

responsibly."

Danforth Foundation

Solicits Applicants

The Danforth Fellowship, one

of the most prestigious grad-

uate fellowships in the country,

is available to current seniors

or recent graduates. Those In-

terested should consult Dr.

Wakelyn, the campus represen-

Students who plan to teach

college and intend to study for

a ph.D. in their field are el-

igible for this award. The sti-

pend includes tuition and fees,

plus a maximum stipend of

$2400 for single Fellows and

$2950 for married Fellows. Fi-

nancial need is not mandatory

for consideration.

Those holding Danforth

awards may hold other fellow-

ships, in which case the sti-

pend will be wit held until the

other awards lapse.
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October 15th
Last year was a year marked by student violence - on

many college campuses and in the streets. In a vicious cy-

cle, the violence brought on confrontation with the law,

which resulted in retaliatory measures of suppression and

further violence.

It is obvious that unless students who become involved

in dissent do so in a responsible and educated way, they

will isolate their cause and identify it with that of a radical

few.

Anti-Vietnam demonstrations have become increasingly

violent in nature. This ironic "support pacifism or I'll kill

you" mentality has hurt the anti-war cause.

It is quite possible that the majority of the nation's col-

lege students are opposed to the Vietnam war. It is also

possible that it has been through fear of becoming linked

with the radical fringe that they have not voiced this op-

position.

The silence must be broken.

On October 15, moderate students will have an oppor-

tunity to express their dissent as part of a well-organized

national campaign. In keeping with this opportunity, the

ELM will devote its entire October 10th issue to Vietnam

and the Moratorium.

We strongly urge the active support of the October 15th

Moratorium.

We are convinced that to be in opposition to the war in

Vietnam and to do nothing about it is indefensible.

Letters to the Editor . . .

To the Editor:

On October 15, Washington

College students will be able

to join with the progressive

mainstream of campus acti-

vism, represented by over 500

colleges and universities thus

far, through participation In the

national Vietnam Moratorium

The purposes of this one day

work stoppage are three-fold:

to re-emphasize the c<ntrality

of the war In Vietnam, which

continues unabated, as the dom-

inant political, moral and so-

cial Issue before Americans

today; to demonstrate that the

opposition of the univer-

sity community to the war has

not been lulled into complacency

simply because of the placebos

of minor troop withdrawals and

draft reform; and to demon-

strate the strength and soli-

darity of the university com-

munity as a political block,

hopefully to increase its poli-

tical influence and weight.

I urge the Washington Col-

lege S.G.A. to undertake a pro-

gram of seminars, teach-ins, or

rallies (educative as well as

demonstrative) appropriate for

that day, emphasizing total

campus involvement, par-

ticularly among faculty and ad-

ministration as well as

students. At the intellectual

backwater campuses, classes

will undoubtedly go on as usual

on October 15. WashingtonCol-

lege students cannot afford to

emulate the blissful and ig-

norant isolation of such schools,

pretending the major Issues of

the day either do not exist or

are irrelevant to them.

Alumnus

The latest edition of the ad-

missions publication "About

Washington College' ' ommit-

MOTE IN MINE EYE

Comprehensive Crisis
• JIM RIDDICK •

A basic problem with con-

temporary education Is its lack

of relevance to the student.

Perhaps this Is due to a mis-

direction ofemphasls;towlt,all

effort being aimed at educating

an entity rather than allowing

the person primarily concerned

to educate himself.

Obviously, each person

houses his major field of inter-

est and concentrates on a cer-

tain area within this Held. But

this is not enough.

Certain prerequisites are

somewhat arbitrarily placed as

stumbling blocks between the

student and his goal - osten-

sibly, a diploma - and these

same obstacles are the deter-

rents to any meanlngfulness

within the educational process

In Its entirety.

Infused In the maze of re-

quirements are certain tradi-

tions which should be re-

worked. Comprehensive exam-

inations being one.

Theory of Comps

Paradoxically, the theory be-

hind comps is one of the

more valid In the milieu oi aca-

demic doctrine. In their present

form, however, they have little
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meaning to any, save a few, of

the students forced to under-

go their rigors and Inevitable

trauma.

The solution is (pardon) aca-

demic, and some departments

have already implemented It.

One or more options should be

available to the prospective

graduate; a senior thesis or pro-

ject, which wouldallow each stu-

dent to do extensive independent

study in a specific area of his

major, seems to be one of the

most logical.

Indicate Feelings

Every personwho is dissatis-

fied with the present situation

should indicate his feelings to

the various student representa-

tives. Perhaps then the admin-

istration will act, and all stu-

dents can look forward to a sen-

ior year unmarred by a crisis

with no alternative.

NOTICE

HELEN VANN1
Mezzo-Sop i

Metropolitan i

In Concert

Oct. 8- 8:30 p.m.

FINE ARTS CENTER

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bbsi Weejuni, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

ted the names of four student

organizations In a section list-

ing extracurricular offerings.

Failure to list these groups

( which came into existence

during the 1968-69 academic

year ) was unintentional. A

special insert correcting this

deficiency will be Included in

copies of the publication prior

to distribution to prospective

students.

Each of these organizations

is listed in the new Student

Handbook and the 1970-71 Col-

lege Catalog. We regret theer-

SGA Establishes

New Parking Rules

$25

fine.

2) No parking in

zones at any time. Tne tow-

away zones Include fire lanes

behind hill dorms,, side-

walks, and any area so

marked. Infractions will en-

tall cost of towing vehicle and

fine.

3) No unauthorized parklngin

the A parking lot between the

hours of 8 A.M. and 5 P.M.

Monday through Friday. Park-

ing on these lots incur increas-

ing fines in the following

amounts: 1st offense-$2.00;2nd

offense-$5.00; third offense-

$10,00.

4) Motor cycles, motorbikes,

and scooters can be parked be-

hind the Moss Box and in any

lot that is open to student park-

ing. They will not be allowed

on the grass or sidewalks. In-

fractions will incur $25.00 fine.

Registration of motor ve-

hicles ( automobiles, cycles,

motor bikes, scooter ) must be

completed by October 10, 1969.

The new stickers must be on

the vehicles at this time.

Failure to comply means a

$2.00 fine.

CHESTER THEATRE
Rascal

Oct. 2, 3, 4

pang Your Hat on the Wind

Also Mackenna's Gold

Oct. 5, 6, 7

213 DRIVE-IN
Sweden Heaven & Hell

also

The Hell Benders

Oct. 3, 4, 5

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Daddy Has Gone A-Hunting

Oct. 2 thru Wed. Oct.

*$$*
,
CHESTERT0WH, ^D. Kin»-Sized Cocktails

CHARLES MARTIN, Propri

10:00 P.M. — Sunday: 3.00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Closed on Mondays

THE
WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

ANNOUNCES

Invites you

To Attend the Opening of the Store

This Sunday,

Oct. 5, 1969

From 8:00 a.m. - 12 Noon

In order to Purchase

The Sunday N.Y. Times

The Sunday Washington Post

The Sunday Baltimore Sun

The Sunday News American

NEW BOOKS
Technique of Still Life Painting, Bouquet de France, The Secre-

tary's Handbook, Harvard Dictionary of Music, Rationale of the

Dirty Joke, The Complete Dog Book, Flowers of Europe: A Field

Guide.

BUY A BELL
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Radio Oblivion'

Has Quick Demise
For a brief period, roughly

one week, Washington College

could take pride in the exis-

tence of its first private radio

station. After discovering an

F.C.C regulation which stated

that stations under 100 milli-

watts did not require a license

to operate, a group of enter-

prising students decided to set

their c

efu

i network.

ting

vealed their range to be the

north half ofKent Dorm, theback

f the dining hall, part of East

Hall and the middle of Wash-
ington Avenue. Once in opera-

tion, the strains of Jeff Beck,

Iron Butterfly, and Stravinsky

could be heard on Radio Obli -

vion; located around 800, or

1600, or somewhere.

The entire operation was cut

short by a series of tragedies.

The first took place when work-

men painting the new student

Affairs Office cut the antenna

which stretched from the Moss
Box, center of broadcasting, to

Kent HalL The second occurred

when the Moss Box was official-

ly closed due to lack of insur-

ance on the building and faul-

ty wiring. Before its tragic de-

mise, I was privileged to se-

cure an interview with Pope
Julius of Radio Oblivion.

Q. "Pope Julius, what is the

purpose of your station?"

A. "Ah. We are attempting

to cause a split end which will

NOTICE
The ELM Advertising De-

partment Requires An As-

sistant Good Opportunity

for Advancement.

travel up the hair t

the head."

Q. "I see. How do you ex-
pect to get away with this?"

A. "It's not a case of get-
ting away, it's natural.

"

Q. "How are you situated in

regard to the F.C.C?"
A. '-'The F.C.C. has no rul-

ings covering transmitters un-
der 100 milliwatts. We more or
less have an effective range of

200 feet. Actually It doesn't af-

fect anything human at alL"
Q. "What type oT music se-

lections are you offering?"

A. "Anyone who wantstoplay

a record can do so at our ap-

proval. No opera please."

Q. "How Is the station situa-

ted in regard to equipment?"
A. "Among our other equip-

ment, the station has one mad-
man. We also have one nine-

volt microphone battery that

doesn't work so well once in a

Q. "Is there any charge for

this service?"
A, "what service?"

Q. "The radio station,"

A. "Yes. You must listen to

it."

Q. "what do you plan as your

hours of operation?"

A. "That depends on when

Q. "Do you expect expansion

of business?"

A. "Yes, we plan to accept

advertisements."

Q. "From whom? There are
no businesses within your oper-
ating area."

A. Mostly personal ads.

People can come on and adver-
tise themselves. Like a skin

market.*'

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

For Your
Shopping

Convenience

We have College

Charge Accounts

Use Yours Today

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY

PAC Meets,

Repudiates

SDS Ties

the
1 Den ratic

Society were a major point

of interest at the P.A.C.'s first

meeting of the year, held on
Tuesday, September 30. It was
stated that there Is no official

Mr. Martin Kabat and interested students, including James

Dissette, Miscellany editor, (far right), are planning a movie, to be

filmed on the campus later this year.

New Method Of Instruction

;. d. s. - i.e. tie. P.A.C.

(Continued from Page 1)

ditional remedial Instruction.

They are aided by section lead-

ers who areundergraduatepsy-

chology majors or by a psy-

chology professor. At least one

psychology professor is always

available in William Smith for

consultation during the inter-

The department has speci-

fied 10 out of 24 chapters in

the text which represent the

minimal coverage of material

for general psychology. Upon
completion of these 10 chap-

ters, the student may stop and

. take a D in the course. If he

wants a higher grade he must
continue work in any of the re-

maining chapters. In order to

receive a C-he has to complete

11 chapters; to receive a c

he must finish 12 chapters, and

so on. The student who works

through 19 chapters is rewar-
ded with an A-.

According to Dr. Kirkpatrick,

head of the psychology depart-

ment, the Ferster method is

based on a number of princi-

ples. First, this system avoids

some of the difficulties involved

in teacher-student communica-

tion. Especially In introductory

courses, an instructor tends to

know too much and make use

of technical jargon unfamiliar

to the students. The idea of

having students teach students

eliminates this barrier in com-
munication.

Second, the Ferster approach

gives students an oportunlty

to work at their own pace.

may support specific S.D.S. ob-
jectives but it is not committed
to the S.D.S. program.
Barry Cocoziello, last year's

P.A.C. president, presided over
the meeting which was attendee'

by approximately 50 students.

The committee discussed some
of its previous activities in the
area of peace in Vietnam, re-
cruiting on campus, scholar-
ships for black students, and
Involvement In local social con-
ditions.

All P.A.C. meetings are open
and varied opinions will be
welcomed in discussions. The
time and place of the next
meeting will be posted Monday.

MRA Slates Election,

Phone, Loan Programs

The election of MRA repre-

sentatives will be held during

dinner on Monday, October 6.

Candidates' petitions must be

in the Registrar's office by Fri-

day, October 3. The number
of representatives from each

dorm will be the same as last

year: four from Kent House,

six from Somerset, two from
Middle Hall and one from East

and West Hall respectively.

The MRA has announced that

DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

students who would like to have

a phone in their room may now
apply to the C & P Telephone

Company, located on High

Street. The cost for room

phones Includes $7.50 for In-

stallation, $25.00 for deposit,

and a monthly bill of $5.95.

Male students are also re-

minded of the MRA revolving

loan. According to this plan,

a male student may borrow a

minimum of $5 and a maxi-

mum of $20. There Is a 50-

cent charge for loans up to

$10. Students borrowing more

than $10 must pay a $1.00

service fee. All loans must be

repaid withfn 2 weeks or an

additional 10 cents will be

charged for each day the loan

is not reimbursed after this li-

mit. Loans may be acquired

through the Student Affairs Of-

fice.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL SENIORS

Your informal (character study) photographs that will appear in

the 1970 PEGASUS will be taken on Oct. 28, 29, 30. Signing

up for this will begin on Monday, Oct. 20 and continue until

Friday, Oct. 25.
-

Start thinking now about the time and location at which you

want your picture to be taken. There is absolutely no cost to

you (unless, of course, you wish to purchase a set of the pic-

REMEMBER: Good pictures make a good yearbook and it is up

to you to come up with an idea for your senior picture.

CLEANERS CORP.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

Compliments

of

The Marylaid

Natioial Balk
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Harriers Return

Here Saturday

Vikings Sink Sho'men2-0

by Bill Dunphy

toCross-country n
Washington College as a fall

sport this year after havlngbeen

dropped In 1968. Until last sea-

son, Washington had Melded a

squad of harriers each year

since 1947. But general lack of

Interested and other clrcum-

tances prevented a team last

season. This year ts much dlf-

Coach Don Chatelller has

thirteen men out for the squad:

one senior, 3 Juniors, two so-

phomores and seven freshmen.

Captain Sam Martin Is the only

letterman back from the 1967

Dave Bird, the school record

holder In the mile; Larry Kopec

and Bob Maskrey, two fresh-

men prospects; and junior

Howard Stauber Join Martin as

the top five runners.

Course Altered

During a time trial this week,

these five runners finished with-

in 1:10 of each other. Chattel-

Uer pointed out that he was

not impressed by the actual

time of the run but added that

this might have been caused by

an alteration in the Sho'men

He will have to wait until the

team actually runs a race be-

fore he can make a Judgment.

But the fact that only a minute

separated the first runner from

the fifth Is an encouraging sign.

Nine Meets

Washington will run nine

meets against ten schools, and

Coach Chatelller feels that

there is an outside chance towln

by Bob "Beef Lehman

After dropping a tough 2-0

opener to Upsala College, the

Washington pitchmen are pre-

paring for two of their tougher

encounters of the season. The

Atheymen will play host to the

Green Terrors of Western

Maryland Saturday at 2:00 P.M.

and travel to Baltimore on Wed-

9 of these 10 decisions. This

will depend upon the health of

the first five runners and whe-

ther or not the sixth and sev-

enth come along as quickly as

hoped.

The team's first opponent will

probably be the weakest on the

schedule. Western Maryland

just began cross-country. They

do have the Mason-Dixon two-

mile champion, but he also plays

varsity soccer.

The only other good runner

from last spring has graduated.

Unless Western Maryland has

as good a crop of freshmen as

Washington does, the Sho'men

should capture their first vie-

Good Schedule

Looking over some of the

other teams on the schedule,

Coach Chattelller mentioned

that graduation hurt Towson

and Johns Hopkins and that

PMC, Dickinson and Delaware

Valley may not be as strong

as usual. He also said that Mt.

St. Mary's has a strong team

this year.

No matter what the team's

record this year may be,

though, the seven freshmen and

six other underclassmen should

provide a core of runners that

will prevent another 1968.

Con and get an apple for the teacher orfor yourself

THE COUNTRY STORE

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Countit

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
RANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne

Drive-in Window

Chester-town

nesday to take on the rival

Loyola Greyhounds.

Having successfully come

through three pre-season tilts,

essentially defeating Chesa-

peake Junior College 6-2, Sal-

isbury State College 2-1, and a

local town team 3-0, the Sho*

men officialy raised the cur-

tains on the 1969 season last

Wednesday on Kibler pitch by

entertaining Upsala College

from New Jersey.

the Sho'men played very well

attack. However, Upsala

unable to take advantage of

the situation and consequently

the score remained at v a 0-0

deadlock at halftlme.

A stroke of misfurtune hit

the W.C. booters in the third

quarter as a 35-yard looping

shot was misjudged by goalie

Frank Ogens and suddenly

Washington was down 1-0.

The Sho' men continued to

pump shots at the opposing

Photo by Anderson

Bruce Barker displays his dribbling expertise in Wednesday's Upsala tilt.

through the first quarter, dis-

playing fine footwork and good

hustle. The result was several

fine shots by Inside Bob Bailey

and right-wing, Mark Sinkinson,

none of which could connect

with the nets.

As the second quarter pro-

gressed, the Atheymen showed

signs of tiring and some of

the sting was removed fromthe

goalie but could put none past

him. The one goal loomed even

bigger going into the final per-

iod when the center of the

Upsala line stole the ball and

broke away on a fast break.

The visitor had notrouble beat-

ing Ogens on a one on one

situation, as the defense had

been caught up field.

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. lo 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS ____

Member of FDIC

MALE FOLIAGE
Bells - t- lar«s

Wet-look Jackets
Body Shirts

Vests
Knits
Belts

Chunky Heels

FEMALE FOLIAGE
Bells • Flares

Mini Skirts

Vests

Body Shirts

Suede Skirts

Belts

Bonnetfs townya country Shop
Mldtowo Mall ChMltrtowa. Md.

Coach Athey
"-

The "A" In

Sho' Athletics

by John Dickson

When a young man enters col-

lege, he expects that the people

he encounters will be on a

higher plain than those in his

high school. Naturally, he will

expect his coaches to be better

than the coaches of his earlier

training. At times it takes a

great effort for a college coach

to live up to the expectations

of his atheletes. One man who

is capable of fulfilling this

dream for his athletes isCoach

Edward Athey, director of ath-

letics.

Athey coaches soccer and

baseball and occasionally aids

Ed Elliott during the basket-

ball season. Seldom, if ever,

is he able to leave for home

before six o'clock in the eve-

ning. Ever-present paperwork

and practice for soccer and

baseball demand a great deal of

the coach's time, but he still

manages to teach several clas-

ses of physical education during

Self Control

The desire to win in athle-

tics will sometimes replace

the code of sportsmanship in

the course of competition. This

is never the case with Coach

Athey, who somehow, miracu-

lously never seems to lose his

self-control in any situation.

An athlete's conduct can

never be expected to be any

better than the conduct of his

coach, who must set the guide-

lines for his players. Coach

Athey's is the perfect example

to follow.

Personal Advisor

Athey is a"rlght-out-of-the-

movles" coach whose office

door is never shut to any of the

personal problems of his play-

ers. He has helped many of

his athletes with advice off

the field as well as on it.

The coach has been success-

ful In his role of director of

athletics just as he has been

successful on the playing fields.

He has brought many fine ath-

letes to this school, despite

the diminutive amount of funds

available to athletes for schol-

arship.

Coach Athey expects in his

athletes a desire to win, plus

the hustle and effort by which

to do so. He asks neither more

nor less. His athletes have

always deemed it an honor to

perform for him and a pri-

vilege to be under his guidance.

Chestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue
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and faculty all overAmerica will

r 1day to ring doorbellsand talk to

leans about the madness ofVietnam.

Washington College Chestertown , Maryland Friday, October 10, 1969 No. 3

mitment to an early withdrawal of all American

troops, e u her unilateral or through negouV

lions, then we plan toliave a 2-day moratorium

In November. A 3-day moratorium in Decem-

ber, if necessary. And so on.

Whatwe arc working toward, ultimately, is

largest and broadest anti-war movement

in the United S totes.

We will not be sidetracked. We will not be

put off by gimmicks or token withdrawal!,

We jsk your support. We ask you toput aside

al" on October 15th, and to de-

vote the day to organizing your fellow students

and teachers, your co-workers and your neigh-

bors to work actively against the war.

Let's gel to work. There isn't a moment lo

i
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Vlatnun Moratorium CommtttM
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Letters to the Editor
— In Perspective

-

To the Editor:

Why not have a moratorium

for the hundreds of thousands

of American's who die from

cancer and heart diseases each

year, or for countless ghetto-

lmprlsonned children who

starve to death or are eaten

by rats In their own cribs,

or any one of a number of

despicable and seemingly

avoidable causes of death? Our

presence In college Itself is

premised partially on the

Review

vague hope that a few respon-

sible leaders will emerge from

schools to steer this country

with a lot of common sense

as well as Intelligence and di-

plomacy.

So, instead of parading all

over Chestertown (and probably

causing a devastating panic In

the police department) and wav-

ing slogans in the air, I sug-

gest that we keep going to

classes (that are already paid

for) on October 15, and not

protest this vast death by re-

Battle Of Algiers

War movies have become In-

creasingly accurate within the

last twenty-five vears. How-

ever, none of these films have

delivered the real and human

elements of war, at least to

myself.

The Battle of Algiers has

come closest to success. The

film takes place in the fifties

and early sixties, as the na-

tives of Algiers are being sup-

pressed by the French colo-

nists. This suppression is ex-

hibited by the Hie gall zatlon of

certain Algerian customs, such

as their marriage ceremony.

Finally, the Algerians re-

sist, and the French counter

their resistance, then the Al-

gerians In their turn. A spiral

has developed. Yet, the under-

ground of the fifties is inevi-

tably destroyed by a unit of

French paratroopers led by

Captain Marvel, who maintains

colossal odds against the rebels

at all times.

It Is the ridiculousness of

these useless attacks and

counterattacks, not the histori-

cal importance of the Algerian

revolution, which the film em-
phasizes. It deplctsthe extreme

absurdities of warfare (espec-

ially guerilla warfare) as well

as the totally irrational actions

of people In a war situation.

The examples of the absurd

by Scott Woolever-

j that I could

never hope to recall them all.

So, instead of describing all

of the diseased actions which

take place In the film, I have

selected a few Ironies. These

the film could not help but

First is the absurdity of con-

flicting ideals, in this case,

the French ideal of colonialism

vs. the Algerian ideal of self-

determination. The film sym-
pathizes with the Algerians be-

cause they were the natural

underdogs. However, It does

not sympathize with either

side's means of promoting their

ideals: violence. It is shown

that violent enforcement of one

set of ideals will only per-

petuate if not strengthen the

other. Two massive aggregates

of people will not change their

Ideals Instantaneously, even if

violent force Is applied. In the

case of the movie the French

Ideal of colonialism eventually

gives way, but after how many

years of innocent deaths? Use-

less deaths?

Absurdity number two: death

of the innocent. Innocent

death in the name of temporal

ideals is one of the few things

that should be considered uni-

versally immoral to humanity.

The movie gives a really

(Continued on Page 3)

training from learning for a

Who has to be told that the

Vietnam slaughter Is horribly

immoral, nearly inhuman? Any

intelligent Individual who pos-

sesses a few grains of concern

for humanity Is going to be

repulsed by the waves of death

washing over S. E. Asia. But

Gallup polls have been reflect-

ing this sentiment for years --

we don't need another useless

public confirmation of our grief.

Say a sincere prayer for the

dead yourself, If you feel mo-

tivated to do so, or attend an

hourly mass, but to use up

an entire day parading around

for a plight that is so evident

and so acutely felt by all is

useless.

J, Alexander McCosh

To the Editor:

During the past week we have

talked with the campus coordi-

nators of the October 15th na-

tionwide moratorium and been

Informed of the local plans

and activities.

We feel that a silent march

to the town and the ensuing

activities, as well as the mor-

ning canvaslng and the evening

discussion led by Dr. Smith,

represent a constructive and

responsible dissent to the war

In Vietnam.

It is for this reason that

we wish to stand up and be

counted In support of the Mor-
atorium.

Rob Holland, GInny Colfelt,

David Bruce, Don Denton, Clint

Welmelster, Linda Phlnney,

David Slain a.

The Holy Crusade

The war in Vietnam Is im-

moral, because it takesthe lives

of civilians and soldiers in a

fight for an ignoble cause. Yet,

the immorality of the war is not

the conflict's most tragic ele-

ment. The war represents

merely a passing episode In the

long, sad history of American

foreign policy in the twentieth

century.

Americans are Imbued with

a sense of mission. They have

chosen to lead a crusade to

democratize the world andach-

leve paradise on earth. Much
of the foreign policy is formu-

lated and Justified in terms of

this democratic mission. But

democratic rhetoric is too of-

ten a facade for political and

economic interests. The trage-

dy is that sometimes they be-

come confused: American lead-

ers seeks to preserve political

interests under the banner of

democracy without realizing

their differences.

Moreover, the sense of mis-

sion sometimes run counter to

Justifiable political interests.

This causes a tension between

interest and rhetoric, and an

inconsistency in foreign policy

when American leaders vacU-

late over which way to go. Am-
erica's democratic crusade,

then, Is lnadept and unrealistic.

Vietnam is a result of

foreign policy based on Am-
erica's holy crusade. The cru-

sade provided a facade for an

BY DON ROGERS -J

American foothold In Southeast

Asia, and it confused a civil

war with the communist bogy

man that it had conjured up.

Democratic rhetoric both

masked and distorted Ameri-

ca's political interests in Viet-

The day of reckoning came
when American leaders were

forced either to expose the real

nature of the conflict by pulling

out, or to sacrifice political

interest by staying in. The rest

Is history.

Since that time the mounting

casualties and the continued

lneptness of American leaders

have made the public more re-

ceptive to criticism of the war.

The heinous and senseless na-

ture of the war is now well

recognized; but the role of Am-
erica's belief In a democratic

crusade is still not understood.

Indeed, much of the criticism

results from the belief that

America has betrayed the cru-

A withdrawal from Vietnam

is a cure of the symptom, not

a cure of the disease. Unless

Americans simultaneously un-

derstand the relationship bet-

ween their Ideals and their In-

terests, many more Vletnams

can be expected. It many be

instructive for both the critics

and America's political leaders

to take a good hard look at

Realpolltlk.

Pentagon Policy-

Lacks Imagination
by Dr. Norman James

Our Involvement in Vietnam

has always been eviL It was

evil to interfere, out of doc-

tr in aire self-righteousness,

when the French finally had

the wisdom to withdraw. It was

evil to uproot village popula-

tions and place them In com-
pounds, In the early sixties.

But the vilest policy of all has

been the devastation, in the

later sixties, of a weak nation

by the strongest. In the name
of mere ideology, and perhaps

also to refine our capacity to

destroy, we have wasted the

lives of Vietnamese on both

sides of their civil war —
civilian as well as military,

and children as well as the

old. We have wasted the lives

of our own young men — cruelly

maimed as well as killed. All

this to support a succession of

autocratic and repressive re-

gimes in South 7

NOTICE
William James Forum

Presents

Rev. Charming E. Phillips

(First Black American
named for Presidential

nomination at a major

party convention).

Friday, Oct. 17, 1969

8:30 p.m. Hynson Lounge

Our government continues to

see all Asian communists as

villains and all anti-com-

munists as heroes, still unable

to comprehend the outlook of

people with different circum-

stances, and hence different

needs, from our own. This is

a failure of dramatic imagina-

tion, and it is criminal in-

sanity to sacrifice young lives

because older officials lack

Submit To

MISCELLANY

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank
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Edelman To Address

Vietnam Gathering

A prominent feature i

Vietnam Moratorium in i

tertown

ticipation of Mr.

f the :

Edel-

r of the

Robert F. Kennedy Memorial
Foundation. Mr. Edelman will

join members of the collegeand

community in the silent march
from the campus to the park

of the program to be held In

the park, he will speak on Viet-

nam at approximately 12
; 30.

During the past decade, Mr.
Edelman has had an active ca-

reer. He served as Clerk for

Judge Henry Friendly from
1961-1062. In the following

year, he acted as clerk for Su-

preme Court Justice Arthur

Goldberg,

Mr. Edelman also held the

position of Special Assistant

to Assistant Attorney General

John Douglas, Civil Division,

U.S. Departmentof Justlcefrom

1963-1964. He spent the next

four years serving as Legis-

CHESTER THEATRE

The Wild Bunch

Oct. 9- 10- 11

"Stiletto"

Oct. 12- 13- 14

213 DRIVE-IN
• "Spirits Of The Dead"

Oct. 10- 11 - 12

Also

The Deadly Bees

CHURCHILL THEATRE
"Me Natalie"

Thurs. Thru Wed., Oct. 9 15

Moratorium Program To Elicit

Total Community Involvement
Students, faculty and ad-

ministration members and

townspeople will all be active-

ly involved In the Vietnam Mor-
atorium, through Wednesday
morning and afternoon.

During the morning, teams

consisting of faculty, adminis-

tration and students will be

knocking on doors, asking re-

sidents of Chestertown to take

a constructive stand on the war.

A petition will be circulated,

stating disapproval of our in-

Con and get an apple for the teacher orfor yourself

THE COUNTRY STORE

Need Something New?

The Village Toggery

The Village Toggery
Freshman - Drinking Glasses are Here DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

volvement In Vietnam and ur-

ging accelerated American
withdrawal.

Canvassers will also suggest

that townspeople write their

Congressmen Individually,

pushing for an end to the war.

At twelve noon, churchbells

will begin ringing throughout

town, and a silent march will

proceed from the main quad of

the campus, down College Ave-

nue to Cannon street, thendown

Cannon to Cross and Into the

small town green, Infrontofthe

Court House.

The rally Inthe center oftown

will begin with an introduction

by a member of the student

body. ReverendKenneth Greene,

pastor of Janes Church and lo-

cal N.A.A.C.P. chairman, will

offer a prayer. The keynote

speech will be delivered by Pe-

ter Edelman, former aide to

the late Senator Robert Kennedy.

Different leaders of the Col-

lege and community will then

participate In the reading of the

roster of Maryland Vietnam

After t

ending tl

e rally, the group will

h up to Spring Street,

waslilngton Avenue,

? march at the Col-

latlve Aide to senator Robert

F. Kennedy.

Edelman graduated from
Harvard College, Magna Cum
Laude In 1958. He completed

Ms post graduate work at Har-
vard Law School. Magna Cum
Laude, In 1961.

Battle Of

Algiers . .

.

(Continued from Page 2)

straight depiction of innocent

death. Rebels shoot numerous

French policeman on no further

basis than their representation

of authority, although the Indi-

viduals did not Invent that au-

thority. The police In retali-

ation plant a bomb in the Al-

gerian section of the city, thus

killing innocent people who may

not have even supported the re-

bels. The Algerians, in return,

ers that were probably innocent

if not Ignorant of the situation.

This terrorism tends to reduce

men to the emotional stage.

People lnthisemotlonal stage

lose communication, thus mak-
ing settlement almost Impossi-

ble. A scenetnthefllmportrays

this lack of communication so

perfectly that It Is actually fun-

ny. During Ihe riots of the early

sixties, after almost ten years

of Algerian dissent, a French
policeman Is shown asking an

angry mob, "What do you

want?" Totally horrendous-

-

nothing has been achieved on

either side except useless

death, and an Impossible form

of attack and counter at lack.

This "vicious circle" as it

was put by the French com-

mander Is otherwise known as

guerilla warfare. I feel that

this is the ultimate absurdity

shown by the film. That no one

can actually win a guerilla war,

yet they are still fought. There

is only one solution to this

vicious circle In military terms

and that Is genocide. In order

to make sure that a people

(Algerians, Jews, Vietnamese,

It makes no difference) do not

rebel against the ideals of ano-

lll> :

nihllated andthelrcountry made
into a desert.

More ironic than the absur-

dities I have shown Is the fact

that the Battle of Algiers was

NOT fictitious, a

comparable to that of i

which t ery r

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. lo 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS
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Fulbright Endorses

Students' Dissent

i|i

It has been nine months since

the President took office, the

normal period of gestation foV

humans to bring forth their

Issue. No one expected a mir-

acle, but many of us did expect

the president to make progress

in delivering on his campaign

promises to give birth to his

plan to end the war.

Now comes the newly elected

Minority Leader, the Presi-

dent's leader in the Senate, with

the novel, never-before-henrd

suggestion that there be a 60-

day moratorium on criticism

of the president because "He

early te

fight Inl.

Hfii-t'.

>rl-

! died

side 11

of 500 deaths pel

ther 1.000 Amerl

in the next 60 day:

Rather than a

on criticism, which kills no

untion oi (he war seek, instead,

a moratorium on killing. When

will this Administration bite

the bullet Instead of firing it

which practically all knowl-

edgeable observers nowbelieve

we should never have been in-

volved In?

for Hie Vietnamese to fight

their own war. 1 do not be-

lieve there is any justlfica-

for

die in that unhappy land. I.

for one. do nut Intend io abide

nority Leader until our 'par-

ticipation in this war ceases

or until I become convinced

this Administration has at least

taken the decision to extricate

appan

ly, 1 am
appar

the

,
Vi.-l.l lOiA

lean principles,

In their peaceful but deter

mined protests against the stll

pldlty and immorality of Viet'

nam, the students who parti-

cipate in the moratorium o

October 15 will be upholdlni

one of our country's best de

mocratic traditions: the re

fusal of responsible citizen;

to acquiesce In silence to

MUM
One may hope that President

Jixon will reconsider his

ssertlon of September 26 that

the <

If the president is going to

close his mind In advance to

the peaceful, orderly expres-

sions planned for October 15,

the likely result will be dis-

illusionment on the part of the

majority of young people who

still have faith in their country's

democratic procedures and the

swelling of the ranks of that

dissident, violent minority

whose excesses the President

himself has so frequently and

so eloquently deplored.

Draft Adjustments Perpetuate

Denial Of Individual Liberty

Senator George McGovern

Mr. President, notwithstand-

ing the fanfare of the past few

days, the Nixon Ad minst rat ion's

adjustments in the military

draft will allow the survival

2 per ' cent lower

sbe-

of ! this i

lief or the Minority Leader of

the Senate, the moratorium on

normal activities planned by

students on campuses across

the country for October 15 is

country right or wrong," the

participants In this Vietnam

Moratorium are doing their

country the honor of setting

it a high standard and of set-

tling for nothing less. They

seek to set It right.

obvious denials of individual

liberty.

Last Friday the President

announced what appeared to be

a reduction of 50,000 in draft

calls for 1969, It is to be ac-

complished by cancelling the

Defense Department' s pre-

viously programmed calls of

32,000 for November and 18,000

for December, andby spreading

the 29,000 October call evenly

over the three remaining

months of the year.

in draft calls i

of

June through

was 135,700. compared to only

79 000 for the same period a

year earlier. The inflation of

nearly 57,000 in those five

months easily left room for a

50,000 reduction. Total draft

calls for this year will be

Freshmen, your coupons are still good on

Underwood 31 portable typewriter.

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

ChesteHown, Md.

In effect, what appeal

nevolence to the young men

who might have been taken in

November and December is no

more than an announcementthat

they will not be called then

because they have already gone.

They were pressed into service

as part of earlier quotas.

The President also announced

on Friday his intention to move

forward on draft proposals

which will establish a random

system of selection, to put

chance in the place of decisions

presently made by some 4,000

local draft boards with the In-

spiration and guidance of Selec-

tive Service Director Lewis

Hershey, The period of prime

exposure to induction would be

reduced from as much as seven

years to twelve months.

It is impossible to respond

negatively to such a proposal,

Indeed, from the standpoint of

the eligible pool of manpower,

just about any change in the

Selective Service System would

be an improvement. The pre-

the assumption that exposure'to

compulsory military service,

Including a war which most

Americans now regard as a

blunder, is for some reason a

healthy process for young

Americans. General Hershey's

efforts to use the draft as a

punitive device - without the

delays and complications of due

process - place it even more

sharply in conflict with the

fundamental ideals of a free

society. No one who believes

in those ideals can find grounds

for objection to the changes

planned by the president.

But here again the illusion

of meaningful action outweighs

the substance. The adjustments

announced on Friday leave in-

tact the most pernicious single

aspect of the Selective Service

System. With or without the

change, thousands of young

(Gontinued on Page 6)

The War

It suddenly occured to me
that October 15, 1969, could

be one of the most significant

days in the history of American

politics. The proposed Vietnam

"Moratorium is a perfect oppor-

tunity for idealistic (non-

violent) revolution, particularly

if "The War" is as unpopular

as the polls Indicate. And If

nationwide passive resistance

is the only alternative to the

perpetuation of America's in-

tervention in another country's

civil war (as seems to be the

tragic case), then this effort

must be supported In action,

not In rhetoric.

The real significance though,

lies not in this specific issue,

but in the possibility of an

eventual return to the Ideals

upon which our democracy was
founded — a government of

the people, by the people, and

for the people. The scope of

this type of consolidated action

is unlimited, and its ultimate

implications are magnificent.

If the American people can,

for once, band together and de-

which ostensibly represents

them that they will not tolerate

anymore misrepresentation,

will have been made.

Support the Vietnam Mora-

ment of the people.

Vespa
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How I Learned
To Hate The War

by Df. D wight Kiikpatrick

Four years ago, I didn't like

the fact that we were fighting

In Vietnam, but I felt It might
be necessary evil. The "do-
mino theory" (whatever hap-

pened to that?) made sense to

me, and I felt that the SEATO
countries had to make a stand

somewhere against Red China.

I suspected that people who
demonstrated against war had as
little knowledge as I about the

political and historical origins

of the war. I also was sus-

picious that the young men who
were against our maintaining

troops in South Vietnam held

that position mainly because
they didn't want to be drafted

into a combat situation of any

kind.

Today I am in favor of total

and Immediate withdrawal of

our armed forces from Viet-

nam, allowing an unlimited num-
ber of Vietnamese refugees,

who may fear for their lives as

a consequence, to emigrate to

the U.S. My change In opinion

was not a sudden one, as a re-

sult of intensive and deliberate

study of the problem. Rather it

was a gradual realization that

the U.S.'s continuing presence
In Vietnam constitutes one of

the greatest hindrances to world

In coming to my present po-

sition I have found it necessary

to reject a number of argu-

ments against our involvement

in Vietnam. The first of these

arguments is that such a war

Is militarily unfeasible. Some
military experts claim that we
are not capable of fighting

guerilla warfare successfully,

and they certainly have a great

deal of evidence on their side.

However, I consider this argu-

ment irrelevant. If there were

a valid moral justification for

SMALLSALES, LTD.

USED FURNITURE, APPLIAN-

CES, RUGS, TELEVISIONS,

RADIOS, ETC. BY SPECIAL

ORDER. HOURS: 9-9, 7 DAYS
A WEEK. PRICES: THE BEST

PHONE: 778-4556

fighting in a war, then wewould
fight, regardless of the style.

A second argument against

our past Vietnam policy has to

do with the tremendous eco-
nomic cost to this country at the

expense of cutting down on

much-needed domestic expendi-

tures. If we could find much
cheaper ways of killing people,

would that justify the war's

continuance?

The third argument I consid-

er fallacious is that since South-

east Asia is so far removed
from us geographically, we have
no business being involved. That

kind of reasoning has been
around since George washing-
ton's time, but of course old

George's world wasamuch lar-

ger one than ours. If the isola-

tionists prior to our entrance

into World War n had prevail-

ed, we might be talking about

the Fascist rather thanthe Com-
munist threat today.

Concerning the so-called

Communist threat, I have come
to believe that this nation's

belligerent posture toward
Communist countries since

shortly after World War n has

been a major contributing fac-

tor to bringing about and main-

taining the Cold(and sometimes
hot) War. We have shown a com-
plete inability to see the other

guy's side for almost 25 years.

The lesson we haven't learned is

that the reaction tobelligerence

is belligerence. Had a calmer

voice prevailed In this country

(such as Adlai Stevenson's), the

chain of threat leading to threat

might havebeen broken, and only

then might we have settled into a

peaceful coexistence.

Thus we have President

Nixon's recent statement to the

effect that those who are call-

ing for a deadline on the with-

drawal of the bulk of American
troops from Vietnam areunder-
mlnlng the cause ofpeace, since

they are weakening our bar-

gaining position. I am tempted

to say "baloney," but in the

Interest of reasoned discussion

I will say that I can't agree

with that. And In this case I

have facts to support my views.

Morton Deutsch, a social

i*<TcLIQUORS

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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psychologist, has done con-

siderable research that has In-

dicated that the availability of

threat is detrimental to the

working-out of a compromise
in collective bargaining situa-

tions.

Moreover, Deutsch has shown

that it is much more likely that

a compromise will be worked

out if threat Is only available

to one side, rather than to both

sides. If this finding seems to

go against common sense, con-

sider the other guy's(i.e., North

Vietnam's) side. In this par-

ticular instance, Ho Chi Minh

and his successors have been

fighting aggressors who they

consider have been invading

their homeland since the

Japanese occupied Indochina.

The major threat has been pos-

ed by the acknowledged mili-

tary power of these invaders—
Japan, France, and the United

If the United States withdrew,

this would result in a consider-

able reduction in the threat

perceived by North Vietnam.

Under those circumstances, I

can conceive of a compromise
being worked out in the form

of some kind of coalition gov-

ernment, albeit at the expense

of the present corrupt and mi-

nority-supported South Vietna-

mese government.

Your immediate reaction to a

coalition government for Viet-

PEGASUS! PEGASUS! PEGASUS!

Your informal (character study) photographs that will appear in

the 1970 PEGASUS will be taken on Oct. 28, 29, 30. Signing

up for this will begin on Monday, Oct. 20 and continue until

Friday, Oct. 25.

Start thinking now about the time and location at which you

want your picture to be taken. There is absolutely no cost to

you (unless, of course, you wish to purchase a set of the pic-

tures).

REMEMBER: Good pictures make a good yearbook and it is up

to you to come up with an idea for your senior picture.

Dr. Smith

To Preside

At Firehall
by Pat Schitt

In support of the October 15

Moratorium, Dr. Nathan Smith,

chairman of the history depart-

ment, will speak at the Ches-
tertown Flrebouse. Novelist Jo-

seph whitehtll will assist Dr.

Smith In presiding at the 7:00

p.m. fire hall meeting.

Their purpose is to initiate

critical thought and discussion

regarding our Involvement In

Vietnam. People must learn,

stated Dr. Smith, "not to ac-
cept foreign policy simply be-

Dr. Smith will open with a

brief lecture providing histor-

ical background on the Viet-

nam War and a summary of

U.S. position. Concluding these

remarks will be a statement of

his own personal position. Dr.

Smith will then act as modera-
tor for audience discussion.

The town meeting Is open to

all who are Interested In ex-

pressing their views on this vi-

tal national issue. All opinions

are welcome.

nam may be that the Communists
would eventually take over. I

admit that that Is a strong pos-

sibility. But I submit — what

business is it of ours? I hap-

pen to believe that our form of

democracy Is the best type of

government for this country at

this time. I believe I would find

it distasteful to live under a

Communist regime as they are
presently constituted. However,

I have to concede that no mat-
ter what I or my country will

do, Communistic forms of gov-

ernment will be with us for a long

time. And I don't feel that I or

my country should play God in

determining what form of gov-

: is best for other coun-

If you can accept the fact that

no matter what we do (short of

total annihilation of the enemy,

and therefore, us) we are fac-

ed with the continued existence

of Communist-governed coun-

tries, then the only reasonable

course of action is to try to

inhabit thisworldofourspeace-

ably. The only way in which we
can accomplish this is for one

side or the other to stop this

Insane escalation of belliger-

ency. If national pride Is a pri-

mary concern, I, for one, would

be proud to be a citizen of the

first country to publicly admit,

"I was wrong." This certainly

would be preferable to standing

on a world full of mushrooming
clouds insisting, "Iwasrlght!"

Draft Still

Freedom Loss

Continued from Pige 4

American men each year will

be compelled, willing or not,

to serve in the armed forces.

Their right to liberty, their

right to follow pursuits of their

own choosing, will be denied.

Mr. President, it has been

widely speculated that the two

steps announced last Friday are

part of an attempt to de-

fuse youthful opposition to the

war In Vietnam,

In combination with the par-

tial troop withdrawls which are

now underway, It has been sug-

gested that the attempt to beau-

tify the draft and to briefly

limit its effect will muffle the

voices which are calling for

a prompt end to our involve-

ment in Vietnamese affairs.

If that is the strategy it Is

bound to fail. It amounts to a

grave miscalculation on both

the motives and the perception

of those who seek a change

In policy. They object not so

much because of personal costs,

but because they believe in the

ideals for which they have been

told this country stands. They
can see no legitimate interest

in Vietnam which could possibly

justify the loss of 40,000 lives

or even the risk of a single

additional American. They can

see no interest which demands
that we neglect crushing prob-

lems at home while laying bil-

lions of dollars at the feet

of a corrupt military govern-

ment 10,000 miles away. And

they can see no reason why a

nation founded on liberty and

professing human dignity as

its goal should extract invol-

untary service from any of

Its citizens.

The draft will not be accep-

table until It is gone. The war

in Vietnam will not be accep-

table until it is over.

We have waited too long on

both.
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Community Gathers

For Moratorium Day
An Interruption of "business

as usual" took place In Ches-
tertown Wednesday as the col-

lege and local community par-

ticipated In the nationwide Viet-

nam Moratorium.

A group of some 250 stu-

dents, faculty, and local towns-

people gathered at the historic

Elm for the silent march to

the little park near the court-

house downtown. Black arm-
bands were worn on sympa-
thy for the men killed in action

in the Vietnam hostilities. Some

Departments Initiate

New Honors Courses

The philsophy and math de-

partments are conducting

teaching experiments this se-

mester with the hope that these

will lead to deeper study and

greater understanding in each

subject.

Philosophy

The department of philosophy

and religion is expanding its

Introductory course 101 to in-

clude an honors section in which

students may further explore

the scope, depth, and applica-

tions of philosophy. The stu-

dents will meet one evening

a week In a small seminar group

with professors McDonnell and

Miller and discuss specially

chosen Western humanistic

works. The initiators hope the

seminar will help students de-

velop greater cohesion and style

I Korman

In their writtenassignments and

self-expression.

The honors section is not ex-

clusively for future philosophy

majors. Interest has been so

great that the department plans

to divide the participants into

two sections In order tokeep the

seminar groups small. The

work will count one third of the

final grade for Philosophy 101.

It will not lower the overall

grade, only raise it.

Math

The experiment in the Math

department is based on a stu-

dent teaching method. The class

consists of only five students,

all of whom have above aver-

age ability. Dr. Briggs has ar-

ranged a lecture schedule for

the first semesterwhereby, fol-

lowing two weeks of normal

College Joins

Computer Age

Washington College has
Joined the Computer Age, This
year, for the first time, stu-
dents faced computer cards at

Registration.

Registrar's Office

No longer will the Regis-
trar's office be burdened with

conventional filing. By merely
Inserting instruction cards in

the computer, student names,
addresses, courses and related

Information are readily avail-

able. Only the Registrar has

access to these files.

Students and faculty alike

have discovered the advantages

of computers. If Is currently

being utilized in the economic,

psychology, sociology, and math
departments.

Anyone interested in the op-

eration and programming ofthe

computer is invited to speak

with Professor Slabey on Tues-

days or Thursdays at 12 : 30 in

Room 311, Dunning HalL

(Top photo) - The march begins! An estimated 225 people marched

to the green during last Wednesday's Moratorium. Many students

and townspeople who met the marchers at the green to hear the

speeches joined the procession back to College. By the time the

marchers re-entered the campus their ranks had swelled to over 300.

(Bottom photo) - Campus Moratorium Coordinator Ed Schulman

points out the parade route to novelist Joseph Whitehili.

Clarke

Presents

Recital
by Hurtt Deringer

Pianist Garry E. Clarke, as-

sistant professor of music at

Washington College, will pre-

sent the College's first faculty

recital Friday, October 17, in

the Tawes Theater at 8:30 p.m.

Included in the program will

be selections from the works of

Mozart, Bach, Chopin, Bartok,

Hope, and Scarlatti. Clarke will

also present one of his own

works, "Montage."

A 1965 graduate of Cornell

College, Iowa, Clarke receiv-

ed a Bachelor's degree in mu-

sic with the piano and oboe as

his major and minor subjects,

respectively. He gained a Mas-

ter's degree in music from Yale

University in 1968. His major

was composition, with a thesis

completed on "The Unpublished

Works of Charles Ives."

classes, the work Is divided

among the students. They are

then responsible for deliver-

ing the lectures. The students

are expected to present the ma-
terial in the text book as a min-

imum requirement. Hopefully,

they will add supplementary

information from the biblio-

graphy and other sources. Each

student will give six lectures.

Students Instruct

Since the lectures will not be
graded, the student instructors

will concentrate on teachingthe

class, rather than the pro-

fessor. It is hoped that the

student Instructors willbecome

truly involved in their work

and not be merely passive par-

ticipants. In this way, Dr.

Briggs expects the student tea-

chers to learn more. From his

own experience he has found that

he learns or relearns some-

thing with every lecture he

delivers.

NOTICE

The talk by Rev. Chan-

ning Phillips will be on Fri-

day, Octoberl7at 7:30 p.m.

of the marchers, who were also

observing a 24-hour fast, wore
red armbands.

After a prayer, delivered by

the Reverend Greene, Mr. Peter

Edelman, former legislative

aide to Robert Kennedy, addres-

sed the crowd with a forceful

call to action.

Following Edelman's speech,

the 780 names of Marylanders
killed in Vietnam since Jan-

uary 1568 were read. The read-

ing of the list was initiated by

President Daniel Z, Gibson and

continued by various students,

and faculty and community
members.

Canvassing

Wednesday morning's activi-

ties included a canvassing pro-

gram, during which approxi-

mately 10 faculty members and

the Chestertown and surround-

ing areas. In response to their

efforts, over 300 residents

signed petitions registering

disapproval of the Vietnam War,

and demanding Immediate ces-

sation of U. S. involvement.

Canvassers reported that

most responses were favora-

ble. "Many of those who op-

posed the Moratorium still de-

pended our right to canvass,

to act on our principles. They

even wished us good luck,"

stated Kathy Mllnes.

Professor David Newell felt

'that the canvassing was an Im-

portant contribution to the Oc-

tober 15 activities. "It was
significant that students and

faculty went out and made a

face-to-face presentation to the

people."

Discussion

Capping the day's events was

a panel discussion at 7 p.m.

at the Chestertown Fire HalL

Moderated by Dr. Nathan Smith,

Chairman of the History De-

partment the panel consisted of

Joseph Whitehili, novelist and

lecturer at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, Mr. Edward Richards,

a political scientist, and Pro-

fessor Joseph Eggen, a His-

torical Anthropologist.

The evening began with a

brief summary from Dr. Smith

of the historical background

of the war and our involve-

ment in it, and a statement

from each panelist of his per-

sonal stand on the war. A live-

ly Interaction between audience

and panel, and audience and

audience lnsued, as listeners

expounded a wide variety of in-

dividual opinions on the issue.
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A Decision To Be Made

Last Wednesday's activities on campus and in the Ches-

tertown community can be considered a significant suc-

A representative cross-section of the student body,

faculty, administration, and townspeople united in sup-

port of a common cause and in so doing, they won a

battle against apathy, as well as registering broad anti-war

sentiment.

As the march began, Peter Edelman congratulated the

campus coordinators on a "fantastic job in organizing

this group." Congratulations are due not only to the or-

ganizers, but to everyone who participated.

During his speech in the park, Mr. Edelman said,

"The time has come to get out - to plainly and simply get

out of Vietnam. And if the activities today produce no

change - if President Nixon does not see what must be

done now - we must persevere - we must organize and

protest - until he does."

The ELM urges those involved in the movement to

weigh the President's reaction and make a decision.

Do we go for a two-day Moratorium in November?

If the answer is yes, let's plan it soon so that it can be

even more successful than Wednesday's.
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Review •

Hells Angels '69

I think tliat "Hell's Angels

'69" was supposed to be a ser-

ious movie with a moral les-

son at theend. Somehow, amidst

the roaring motorcycles under

that clear California sky and

the plush gaudlness of Las Ve-

gas, it was lost, and the result

was an absurd attempt at mes-

sage.

Perhaps the whole trouble

was that I was lookingfor Peter

Fonda to pop up in the middle

of everything and take command.

Unfortunately, young Fonda did

not "make the scene" (to bor-

row acholcepleceofdlalogfrom

the film). Reconsidering, "for-

tunately" is a better choice of

words. I would not have wished

the 95 minutes of viewing that

sheer torture on anyone.

This adventure involved two

wealthy young men who think

how much fun it would be to

rob Caesar's Palace in Las

Vegas via the Angels. Most of

the film involves their intri-

cate plans to seduce the group

to follow them, unaware of the

ultimate almofthedynamlcduo.

Dynamic duo, indeed! Those

bumbling fools had about as

much finesse in attempting

grand larceny as w.C. does in

pretending to be a haven of in-

tellectual endeavor. The crux of

their plan depends on having the

Angels appear at the palace,

while the two steal the money.

All theingredientsforaflrst-

rate flop are there - and they

combine brilliantly for the de-

sired effect. The plot is exis-

tent but meanders about aim-
lessly until the last twenty min-
utes of the film. There is just

enough sex to garner an "M"
rating, although I hardly think

that tearlngoffafemale'sblouse
and exposing her bra (a black

by Donald Dolce

Playte

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank

Letter...

NOTICE

CORRECTION to October 3

Report On Tuition Increase. The
tuition will be raised $200 and

< rental S50 totalling $1850
lor tuition and $450 room
tal per year.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday

Sunday
5 pjn. — 11 p.m.

and gel an apple for the teacher orfor yourself

THE COUNTRY STORE

*»w3!r For Your Special Party
And Evening.

778-1827 OR 778-0669

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 P.M. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

, 34 C

'M" rating.

Funds for a director must

have been eliminated from the

budget of the film, because the

effects of one were nil. The

screenplay at Its better mo-
ments went something like this;

Angel: Where ya' from?

Young Man; Boston (He's a

member of the - are you

ready--Salem Witches).

Angel: Man, you musta made
a wrong turn somewhere!

The rest of the audience roar-

ed with laughter at this re

and myownrefrainingfrot

bal exclamations caused

astonishment from those sitting

town Police (Special), I here-

by affirm that I, for one, do

not feel peace will be breached

by the October 15 silent march.

No panic (devastating or other-

wise) has overtaken the police

department, and I myself shall

be In the march, although not in

uniform. As for your contention

that people already realize the

slaughter going on and that

therefore the march is useless,

I regret to Inform you that the

majority of Chestertown resi-

dents generally Ignore the.Viet-

and t whor

norized thel:

lines ( I could never call them

actors) included Tom Stern,

Jeremy Slate and some blond

wench named Conny Van Dyki

But the real stars of course

were the AngelJ themselves -

Oakland chapter - and alas, they

didn't even get the star billing

in the credits.

Hopefully, this was not the An-

gels of reality - they seemed
rather tame as opposed totheir

legend. Considering that the

marquis of the theatre promis-

ed a "Las Vegas Rumble", the

action rarely left first gear. In

fact, I only wish that the starter

plug had been ripped out of the

producer's car whenever the

Idea for this piece

occured to him.

lize if is going on see nothing

that can be done about it.

Now there is something we

can all do. The Moratorium, if

carried out as planned, guaran-

tees peace by Jane 19*?1 —
at which point, if the war is still

in progress (which is lnfeasi-

ble) the entire country will be at

a standstill, thus making war

impossible.

Your suggestion for a mora-

torium in protest of ghetto

deaths is excellent. I shall bring

It before the Peace ActlonCom-

mittee as soon as the Vietnam

conflict is ending.

Unfortunately cancer and

heart disease are not causedby

the stupidity and selfseeking oj

humans, especially politicians.

Therefore I suggest you find a

better way to solve these pro-

blems — perhaps by going lntc

medical research.

Truth leads to freedom, but

there can be no freedom without

Barbara Kay Price

GANT

Sporting Striped

Oxford
Like; r cuffs to sho\ } In-

vestigate this airy oxford button-down.

Its softly roiled, elegantly elongated col-

lar keeps its flare- wearing after wearing.

cashing. Tailored with

ngular pre »Uar

r body. In multicolored strip-

ings framid with blue, grey or pumpkin

—

all on white backgrounds.

Bonnett's townya country Shop
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ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

Chestertown Service Center

Maple

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuni, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Froo

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

, Chestertown, Md.

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Countie

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Chestertown
High Street
778-2400

Member of FDIC

*<£LIQUORS

Photo by Brian Hanrihan

Peter Edelman, Associate Director of the Robert F. Kennedy

Memorial Foundation and former top legislative aide to the late

United States Senator, delivered the main address to the gathering

on the green, Wednesday.

Mr. Edelman stressed the fact that we must get out of Vietnam

now and called for an immediate troop withdrawal.

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

Jan Kott

Lectures On
Chekhov

by Barbara Oibom

The distinguished Polish

drama critic Jan Kott, now pro-

fessor of modern drama at the

Stoneybrook campus of the Uni-
versity of New York, was this

year's Sophie Kerr Underwood
lecturer. "Bringing an aware-
ness of our suffering century,"
said Dr. Norman James in his

Introduction, Mr. Kott discus-

sed the last two plays of Anton
Chekhov, ''The Cherry Or-
chard" and "The Three Sis-

ters", as the advent of the

Theatre of the Absurd.

A portion of the College com-
munity too large for Dunning
lecture hall, the site originally

scheduled, migrated to Tawes
Theater to hear Mr. Kott re-

count the whole history of the

world as the dramatists of the

Absurd perceive it. "we are

born; we suffer; we die" was
the thesis which connected for

Mr. Kott the work of Ionesco,

Becket
; Warhol, Faulkner and

Chekhov.

To convey the suffering,

Chekhov has made his stage a

void of inaction and his dialogue

two divergent streams of con-

sciousness. Events and realiza-

tions happen offstage, while pro

scenlum, the real theme of life

in The Cherry Orchard, - *1

am tired", reverberates 183

times. Kott ventured that the

repetition is a conscious effort

of man to subject his life to the

time of the body, to die with It

and escape from the boredom of

existence. Only physical plea-

sures can relieve the trivia;

"Let's have a glass of vodka,"

concluded Mr. Kott, "the life Is

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-9181

Csverubodu cJLouei _^r J-^oncko

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY HAS THEM!

Fringed and Not Fringed

Hooded and Without Hoods

Plaids and Solids

$16.00 to $18.00
THE VILLAGE TOGGERYCharge-It
DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN

SMALLSALES, LTD.

Custom-made white Pine bookcases to suit your needs . . . very at-

tractive and sturdy . . . unbelievable prices and free delivery . . . 5

feet high - $14.50, 7 feet high - $21.50 or 3 feet high - $9.00. Stain-

or varnished - in dark oak, walnut, or mahogany - $4.45 EXTRA.

Call today for 48-hour service - Smallsales Ltd. 778-4556 - 425 W.

High St.

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS
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Amazin' Cinderella Sho'men
by Bert Bogash

Everybody is so busy talking about the

Cinderella team in baseball, the New York
Mets, that another group of rags to riches

amazin's is going virtually unnoticed.

In seventh place in the Mason - Dixon
Conference last year, no-one would pre-

dict that the Washington College Soccer

Sho'men would even come close to cop-

ping a spot in the Mason • Dixon playoffs,

especially after losing star wing George

Buckless. But here they are with a 3-0-1

record in the Mason - Dixon and a 3-1-1

overall (they lost the season's lidlifter to

Upsala, a Middle Atlantic team).

Like the Mets, the Sho'men usually

score enough to stay in the game, no
more no less.

In perhaps their toughest test before

the playoffs (yes, I'll put my money on

the Sho'men to get there), the Sho'men
battled Loyola to a 3-3 tie. They jumped
ahead early in the game and coasted for a

while. Loyola, not to be denied came
back with three scores and still threatened

but the Sho'men in true Mets form slam-

med the door on them.
Against Mt. St. Mary's, who tied the

Sho'men last year, 1-1, the Atheymen
scored as much as they had to win-no

more-no less-as they beat the Mounts, 2-1.

SUPPORT
THE

SHO'MEN

October fifteenth was moratorium day,

but not for the Sho'men as they con-

tinued business as usual by shutting out :<

Gallaudet 3-0.

The Sho'men have no superstars. Sink-

enson, Isherwood, Bailey, and Drew are

good but they're not Supermen. The de-

fense is slow. It is not the greatest soccer

team on paper. But then as the Mets

proved you don't have to be the greatest

team on paper to be great. The desire to

win is half the ball game.

Coach Lefty Elliot has begun team

practices for the upcoming basketball sea-

son. Depending upon the number of

freshman out, we could have J.V. basket-

ball in Cain once more.

The varsity team should be stronger ::

than last year with some new additions to

the bench from thp freshman class. Thir

coupled with healthy Frank Marion, hope-;

fully will get the Sho'men a post-season *

tournament berth.

The new gym floor in Cain has been re-

painted and should be ready to use by the

cagers and physical education classes

shortly.

CHESTER THEATRE

Support Your Local Sheriff

Oct. 16-17- 18

99 Women
Oct 19-20-21

213 DRIVE-IN

Guns of the

Magnificent Seven

Oct. 17- 18-19
also

Hannibal Brooks

CHURCHILL THEATRE
The Lion In Winter

Oct. 16 - 22

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

They're back again!

Harriers Win

First In

Three Years

by Bill Dunptiy

Victory and defeat were the

results of Washington's first

week of renewed varsity cross-

country. Last Saturday, with

Dave Bird leading the way with

a 24:23 showing, the Sho'men

racked up a 25-34 win over a

badly outclassed Western

Maryland squad. The harriers

captured seven of the first ten

positions, with captain Sam
Martin (fourth place), Howard
Stauber (fifth place), Bob

Maskrey (seventh), Ed

Green (eighth) and LarryKopec
and Rick Horstman (tenth)

strung out behind Bird.

In Baltimore on Wednesday,

Loyola smothered the Sho'men

by a score of 20-39. The only

bright spot was Bird, who cap-

tured first place over a sloppy

course. Loyola placed six of

their seven runners in second

through seventh places, with

Washington capturing the next

described it as a poorly run

race; Loyola was ahead at the

first mile, and there was no cat-

ching up to them. The Balti-

more team had no outstanding

individual runners, It was a

matter of taking the lead early

and keeping it.

The next home meet will be

on Homecoming against Bowie

State.

Many former soccer stand-

outs will return to the Kibler

Pitch on Saturday to take on

the 1969 Sho'men squad, which

has thus far complied an im-

pressive 3-1-1 record, in the

annual Alumni game.

The Atheymen, In the past

two weeks, have chalked up

three victories and one tie, all

coming in the Mason Dixon

Conference. These are the most

important games for the locals

as they are fighting for a berth

ment consisting of teams cho-

sen for this league.

On October 4, the Sho'men
entertained the Green Terrors

of Western Maryland sent them

home with a 3-2 defeat. After

building up a 3-0 lead on goals

by Dave Isherwood, Mark Sink-

lnson, and Bob Bally, the hoot-

ers relaxed and allowed two

goals in th fourth quarter.

The following Wednesday, the

locals traveled to Baltimore to

take on a strong Loyola squad.

After registering a 3-1 lead on

two goals by Isherwood and one

by Joe Nichols, the Atheymen
allowed the Greyhounds to sal-

vage a tie on two second half

goals.

On Saturday, October 11, the

Sho'men traveled to Emmitts-
burg, Md. where they dealt

Mt. St. Mary's a 2-1 loss on
goals by Nichols and Barry

The third victory came on
October 15 as the local hoot-
ers were on the road again,

traveling to Washington, D. C.

where they drubbed Gallaudet

3-0. Isherwood tallied twice
and Sinkinson once In this en-
counter.

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE Vespa

For Sale

Call At Noon

We Repudiate Spiro Agnew
And The Message Of His Many Masters

693-7251

OZMAN'S,
We Support The Moratorium

Brion Hanrihan ram* INC.
Martin Kabat

Wm. Prettyman Auto Sales 6 Service

Lynn Whitehill
,„„.= Rood

Paul Whiton CHESTERTOWN, WD.
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New Ad Hoc
Committee
Organizes

by Jean Walker

The subject of Disadvantaged

Students and Minority Groups
will Reexamined duringthe aca-
demic year by an Ad Hoc Com-
mittee. This action was taken

at the request of Dr. William
Gould, Dean of the College and
Mr. Harold Gray, Dean of Stu-

dent Affairs.

The Ad Hoc Committee will

examine current admissions,

financial aid, academic, social

and housing policies of Wash-
ington college and their impact
on disadvantaged and minority

groups. Proposed changes in

policy and programs recom-
mended by the committee will

be referred to existing col-
lege Committees for approval.

Student members on the Ad
Hoc Committee include Tom
Washington, Glnny Colfelt, Paul

Eldrldge and Bill Ennett. They
will represent the MRA, WRA,
SGA, and Afro-American Stu-

dent Association.

Dr. Tatum and Dr. Creegan,
faculty members, will repre-
sent the Admissions and Aca-
demic Standing Committee and

Committee on Student Aid res-

pectively. Mrs. Susan Wright,

Dean of Admissions, Robert
Simmonds, Treasurer, Dean
Gould and Dean Gray will re-
present the Administration on
the Ad Hoc Committee.

Homecoming Activities

Draw Alumni, Visitors
A busy agenda will greet re-

turning alumni andvisitorswith

the celebration this week-end

of the annual Homecoming Pro-

gram.
Kicking the festivities off will

be a Boat Dance, sponsored by

the Student Government As-

Garry Clarke presented
night. See Articl

n Tawes Theatre last Friday

ship Port Welcome tonight. The
dance will feature the music of

the Playmates, and theboat will

embark from the public landing

at 8 p.m.

Tomorrow mornlngat 11a.m.
the Crew Club will face George
Washington University and Sal-

isbury State College (See P. 7

for details on the race.)

The annual Homecoming Pa-
rade will begin at 1 p.m. be-
ginning at the town landing and

ending on campus. Along with

the traditional class, Greek, and
organization floats, and the

Homecoming Queen and her

court, the parade will feature

the Denny and Dunlpace bag-

pipe band, and marching bands

from Baltimore's woodlawn
Senior High, Mace's Lane Sen-

ior High, Elkton Senior High, and

Chestertown High.

Homecoming Court

At 2 p.m. the Sho'men will

meet Dickinson College in an
important soccer match. Half-

time activities will Include an-

t of the Homecoming

Campus Committee Submits
Nominees For The Presidency

by Loretta West

Four students have recently

been named as members of the

All-Campus Advisory Com-
mittee. They Include: Bill

Buchanan, Peter Herbst, Dean

Skelos, and Cindy Stafford. The

committee will help select a

replacement for President Dan-

iel 2. Gibson who will retire

at the end of the present aca-

demic year.

The All-Campus Advisory

Committee Is also composed of

members of the faculty and ad-

ministration. It is an effort

to incorporate a broad spect-
rum of opinions In the select-

ion of a president for the col-

lege.

Administration & Faculty

Dean Gould is the Committee
chairman. Representing the
faculty are Dr. Frank Creegan,
Dr. Margaret Horsley, Dr. Jos-
eph McLain, Mr. Robert Nell,

and Dr. Nathan Smith, com-
mittee members from the ad-

ministration are Mr. Ermon
Foster, Registrar, and Miss
Maureen Kelly, Associate Dean
of Student Affairs.

The final decision in choos-

ing the college president

rests with the Board of

Visitors and Governors. The
role of the All-Campus Ad-

visory Committee has not yet

been clarified by the Board.

Iln , It 15 i that ti

The Class of 1970 elected their class officers for the last time in

close election on October 7 and a run-off election the following% Elected to the posts are: President, Sam Hopper; Vice president,

Gay Hunter; Secretary, Sally Monlot; and Treasurer, Leigh Barnard.
Among the concerns of these officers will be the securing of a grad-

ation speaker, responsibility for preparing a senior class float

for the Homecoming parade, responsibility for the senior class

it Stunt Night, and fund raising. In addition to this, Mr. Hopper
w ill represent the senior class In the Student Senate.

Qualifications Set

The Committee will probably

be involved in making recom-
mendations to the Board, con-

ducting interviews with pro-
spective candidates, and discus-

sing desirable qualifications for

the position of president of the

College.

Any member of the College

community may suggest to the

All-Campus Advisory Commit-
tee the name of an individual

he feels would qualify for the

president's position. After con-

sidering these suggestions, the

committee will take its recom-
mendations to the sub-commit-

tee of the Board of Visitors

and Governors, headed by Mr.
Thomas Nichols.

Senators

Take Office
by Gina Oliva

The results of the recent

Senate elections are as fol-

lows; Representing Caroline

House are Kay Glider from

the first floor, Ramona
Invidlato from the second floor,

and Madeline Amoss from the

third floor. The senators in

Queen Anne's Include Peg

Jackson from the first floor

and Lynn Davies from the se-

Members of the Senate from

Reid Hall are Pauline Devlns

from the second floor and Hil-

ary Parkinson from the third

floor. Minta Martin constituents

are represented by Pam Davis

from the second floor, Ginger

Damon from the third floor, and

Kathy Owens from the third

Representing the students in

Kent House are John Knight

from the first floor and Tom
Washington from the second

floor. Bob Venable is the sen-

ator from East; Jim Dillon and

Larry Varon from Somerset
central; andJohnDlmsdalefrom

Somerset West. Senators from

the hill Include Peter Heller

from East Hall, Tom Sargent

from Middle Hall, and Bohn

awarding of prizes by the Wash-
ington College Alumni Associa-
tion to the best floats and best

Immediately following the

game, fraternities will host re-

turning alumni brothersat cock-
tall parties, and an alumni cock-

tail party will be held at the

Alumni House from 4:30 until

6:30 p.m.

Sea Food

A "Sea Feasc,"boastingsev-
eral varieties of Maryland sea-

food and free beer, will replace

the usual Saturday night dining

hall fare. Served buffet-style,

the dinner will be open to alum-

ni, faculty, and students from
6:30 to 8:00 p.m.

The yearly SGA-sponsored

Armory Dance will get under

way at 9 p.m., and will feature

continuous free beer, and con-

tinuous music from the New

Breed and the Nowhere Man
(though not necessarily In that

order).

For those alumni whose
"thing" Is not psychedllc

sounds, an old-fashioned slng-

a-long Is scheduled for 9 p.m.

at the Alumni House.

Vergari from West Hall. Peter

Herbst, istherepresentativefor

the off-campus students.

Offices

The executive committee of

the Student Senate consists of

president, Dean Skelos; vice-

president, Colleen Splvey; sec-

retary, Mickey Flnan; and

responding secretary, Pam; and

parliamentarian, George Wil-

liams. Other members of the

Senate are Sam Hopper, sen-

ior class president; George

Williams, Junior class presi-

dent; Mark Lobell, sophomore

class president; Glnny Colfelt,

WRA president; and Clint Wei-

melster, MRA president.
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Editorials
Letters To The Editor

The Moratorium

In the most recent issues of their papers, both local

newspapers made editorial comments on the October

15th Moratorium.

The KENT COUNTY NEWS stated that "If the suc-

cess of the Moratorium were judged on the right to dis-

sent and demonstrate in an orderly manner, it would

have to be called a brilliant success."

The CHESTER RIVER PRESS commented that

"The Vietnam Moratorium last Wednesday in Ches-

tertown passed peacefully and the Washington College

people who sponsored the affair should be compliment
ed on the way it was conducted."

The tone of the editorials was on the whole, how-

ever, unfavorable to the Moratorium.

The Press charged that the Moratorium was not
realistic and said "The patience of the American people

is worn threadbare by students objecting and demon-
strating." And that, "Kent Countians may not view ano-

ther College Moratorium in their midst with the same
calm as last week."

The County News stated that they felt "that such

demonstrations as the Vietnam Moratorium, no matter

how quietly and properly conducted - the one here

most certainly was - can do little but give aid and com-

fort to the enemy and further deter them from coopera-

tion in a peaceful settlement."

If the attitude of these papers is indicative of the

town's sentiment, then we must question the validity of

a two-day Moratorium in this community.

A Living Institution

When Washington College's alumni return this week-

end, even the more recent graduates among them will

find the College changed. The half-finished structures of

Cain Complex and Cli'ton Miller Memorial Library an

nounce only the more physical of these changes.

An extensive turnover: in -faculty and administrative '.-'.

personnel, as well as a revamping of the administra-

tive structure, new policies with regard to many aspects

of dormitory life and student life in general, all reflect

an atmosphere that is abreast of the times.

A living institution, such as the College is, thrives on

change.

But the tradition of the College, that part of its at-

mosphere which is uniquely ours, and which will never

change, is what gives it it's life and substance. It is that

indefinable something which makes Washington College

graduates return to visit even when it's not Homecom-
ing Weekend.
We can be grateful that Washington College can be,

and has been, a forward looking institution, aware of

the needs and trends of modern being, without losing

it's roots in the past, without forfeiting the tradition

which is at its heart.
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To the Editor:

I viewed with dismay and re-

gret Mr. McCosh's letter about

the Moratorium. Useless par-

ading? I wonder. I think that

Mr. McCoshmisunderstandsthe

purpose of the Moratorium.

America suffers from a mis-

guided focus, we must turn our

attention away from the pro-

ject of suppressing another nat-

ion's fight for Independence and

take a bitter look at America's

problems. The Moratorium is

a time for learning, for learn-

ing, about the real Issues

which face our nation-

People aremarching against the

real enemies, not the Vietcong,

but poverty, racism, ignorance,

disease, and every other ma-

lady of American society.

I suppose that the parading

would be "useless," Mr. Mc-

Cosh, tf as you state, "any

— In Perspective -

(or every) intelligent individual

who possesses a few grains of

concern for humanity is going

to be repulsed by the wave of

death marching over Southeast

Asia." Unfortunately, Mr.

Nixon and his cohorts (Laird,

Mitchell, and Company) don't

seem to feel this way. They

ghettoes and starving children.

The people who marched on

October 15, and who will march

In November, December, for

however long it takes to turn

Mr. Nixon's head, these people

know where the enemy is. The

enemy Is us (or should I say

we). He is In the White House,

deaf to all around him. The
Moratorium is an effort to re-

store Ms hearing by intelligent

people who do <

Si iv ely,

Open House

member of the class of 1969,

was the recipient of the George

Washington Medal and Award.

He is currently a Woodrow

Wilson scholar in history at

the University of Virginia.

-0-

McCosh Replies

Dear Mr. Felton:

If you read my letter with

any comprehension at all,

which is expected of graduate

students these days, you would

have realized my stand — It

is not against the principles

of the moratorium, but rather

the "parading", as you so apt-

ly termed it.

But I am growing weary of

rebutting all of these sticky

sweet, Rod McKuen-type ap-

peals to sentiment presented

in the guise of patriotic con-

cern. It is very difficult to

argue with individuals who have

soothing, inspiring words like

"peace", "freedom", and"de-

mocracy", guilded in gold, dan-

cing through their heads. And

I have neither the patience, mo-

tivation or rhetorical skills to

; open-house policy Is

irward. It dismantles

le archaic Institution

imerican college has

nto the twentieth cen-

f cultural

The pattern of the past is still

familiar to many Washington

College students. Men could

cross Washington Avenue only

during specified hours; women
were seldom allowed in men's

dorms, and a man's presence

ply unheard of. Only two de-

cades ago, all on-campus social

functions had to be rigidly cha-

peroned.

This policy was based on one

important assumption; young

men and young women could not

practice the responsibility pri-

vately that they were taught to

promote publically. Anything

BY DON ROGERS
mans are basically evil is a

moot point. But modern col-

lege students are taught social

regulations before they need

inherently responsible than

were their ancestors. Indeed,

the facility with which young

men and women have accepted

social responsibility has caus-

ed a great upheaval.

The independent and respon-

sible student of the 1960's is

trammelled by the rigid social

order of the past. There is no

need for strict social regula-

tion; social obligations have

already been learned. The new
dormitory policy Is not a learn-

ing process; it is a recognition

of a fait accompli. Visiting

hours are now almost un-

restricted during the waking

fthet . This

that les

considered

wicked life of debauchery and

promiscuity.

The assumption was basical-

ly very conservative: humans
are partly lascivious and un-

ruly. Young people have to be

taught to control this evil seg-

ment of human nature. The only

way to protect them from com -

plete depravation is social re-

straint. College students will

behave themselves publically,

because they are socially re-

strained; but privately, they be-

come subject to their baser na-

ture. The rigid social code at

Washington College was a re-

flection of this attitude. The
College was supposed to prevent

situations where society could

not regulate personal activity.

The Age of Aquarius, the

electric age, has undermined
the basis of this assumption.

Improved education and mass
media educate youngsters
faster, so that they are so-

cially responsible at an ear-

lier age. Whether or not hu-

less and desirable.

Film On
Apollo 11

To Be Shown
"Eagle has landed-flight of

Apollo 11," a 28 minute sound

color motion picture document-

ing the NASA space mission will

be shown Tuesday, October

28 in Tawes Theatre at 7;30

p.m.

The film covers all aspects

of the Apollo flight to the moon,
beginning with the assembly of

the Saturn 5 and the Apollo

spacecraft at theKennedy space

center and concluding with the

successful return of Apollo 11

The film is designed to re-

create the first lunar landing

as an on-the- scene historical

event. Many of the events are

described through the actual

voices of the astronauts and
other individuals who contribu-

ted to the success of the Apollo

do £

J. A lex a rMcCo

McCosh Replies Again

I't want to fight with you.

J. Alexander McCosh

To I :• I dit.

This letter is a simple plea

to keep up faith, spirit, or

whatever in the Moratorium.

Wednesday's activities were en-

couragingly successful insofar

as participation and reaction

were concerned. With the know-

ledge and experience gained,

November's functions have only

to be more rewarding to both

participants, observers, and

A loss of Interest can only

demonstrate a lack of sincerity

and/or possibly maturity on the

student's part. A committment

i this be a

day affair to hold any hopes of

success. I urge all students

involved to continue to wear

arm bands as I am to demon-
strate their continuing interest

In the Vietnam War.

Jon Michael Ludden '78

To the Editor:

A regrettable circumstance

came to my attention during

my first day on campus. After

spending a month on campus,

I have only found the problem

aggravated, and am thusly com-

pelled to action.

I respectfully suggest that

the watertower be repainted

In gray and that the top few

rungs be liberally coated with

a suitable lubricant.

Hopefully,

George Anderson, '72
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Distribution

Requirements

by Jim Riddick-1

Of all the absurdities i

fest the i

education", none seems more

ridiculous than the concept of

forced distribution require-

ments. This, of course, includes

the physical education bit,

which is so lrrelevent to the

life of most students that com-

ment on this aspect of the aca-

demic structure is almost su-

perflous.

It Is, however, not all In ex-

cess to question once again

a dogma which forces eachstu-

dent to spend at least one full

year struggling with subjects

that hold no interest for him,

and will be of no real benefit

to any aspect of his future life.

Certainly a foundation can be

established on which to build a

case for distribution require-

ments. But, even the most cur-

sory evaluation of these argu-

uients reveals that they are

as tenous as the plot for THE
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES.

A guide more commensurate
with the Ideals of education

would be to allow each depart-

ment to set their standards In-

dependent ofotherdepartments,

and the administration. This

would allow the student a great

deal of latitude In chooslngotner

CHESTER THEATRE
Oct. 23-24- 25

"Yellow Submarine"
Also
"HELP"

, "the first time

Oct. 26-27- 28

213 DRIVE-IN

Triple Horror Show
"Eye of the Cat"

PSYCHO
Diary of A Madman

Oct. 24- 25 - 26

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Castle Keep

Oct. 23 - 29

Driftwood

Restaurant & Lounge

Chestertown's

Select

Restaurant

Smorgasbord

Every Saturday Nite!

6-10 p.m.

$3.25 all you can

Rt. 213

In Front Of

Foxley Manor

778-2060

John Conkling Back

As Chemistry Prof
by Meredith Horan

Dr. John Conkling, a 1965

graduate of Washington Col-

lege, has recently returned to

the College as a member of

the chemistry department.

Dr. Conkling, who was a

member of the Elm staff, re-

ceived his doctorate from Johns

Hopkins University last year.

During the year that Dr. Conk-

ling was editor-in-chief, the

Elm received an AH-Amerlcan

rating in national competition.

Presently Instructing junior

and senior chemistry majors,

Dr. Conkling advises his stu-

dents to pursue their educa-

tion in graduate school if they

are truly interested in their

field.

Advantages

"A student could perhaps be

qualified graduate school ma-
terial even though his grades

are not the very best. Grades
are often misleading." says Dr.

ses which he considers rel-

it to his own education, or
i the possibility of a double

Educational Concern

The focal point of this is,

obviously, that It is the educa-

tion of the individual with which
we shouldbe concerned. It Is his

education, not the administra-

tion's. Why should college be a

factory designed to crank out a

certain number of people molded
to the dictates of some nebulous

(and unfortunately almost omni-

potent) faculty? Why not let

each person educate himself?

Mazer AppliesTalents

To Creative Theater

Vespa

For Sale

Call At Noon

693-7251

If you've been enjoying dra-

ma department productions

over the past year a little

more than you normally do

but don't know why, the man
responsible might be Mr. H.

Paul Mazer, a drama in-

structor at Washington Col-

lege and something of an

unsung hero since he started

teaching here a year ago.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday
7 a.ra. - 11 p.m.

Friday
7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 pjn. — 11 p.m.

fessional set designer and tech-

nical director to be employed

by the department. Heretofore,

designing and supervision of

the building of sets fell to

students or lnsti

actual specialties were oth

aspects of production.

The appointment of M
Mazer has allowed the drar,

whose

department to exploit more fully

than had previously been pos-

sible the technical potential of

Tawes Theatre. College au-

diences will probably re-

member, for example, the fine

set designs he did for Hotel

Paradiso last year.

Major Change

Mr. Mazer has had designs

on the stage ever since he was
a sophomore at Brooklyn Col-

lege. A Broadway set de-

signer came and lectured to an

Introduction to Theatre class

that Mr. Mazer, then an art

major hoping to become a sci-

entific illustrator, was obliged

to take to fulfill a distribution

requirement. He became suf-

ficiently interested in set de-

sign to change majors and even-

(Continued on Page S)

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

College Heights Sub Shop
Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

The faculty ad-

nmendatlonis very

n graduate school

ere at Washington

College the student has a great

advantage because he is close

to his advisor. Students have

direct contact with their fac-

ulty members. These instruc-

tors all know your academic

capacities."

Better Profs

Students at a small college

such as Washington are for-

tunate also in that professors,

rather than graduate students,

the the

"Another advantage of a

small school is that you don't

have to be of professional cal-

iber to play on a team sport.

The team usually needs all the

help it can get. I warmed the

lacrosse bench here at Wa-
shington for many a year,"

he admits Jokingly.

Good Preparation

After attending a small col-

lege. Dr. Conkling felt he was

more than adequately prepared

in his field for graduate study.

His only regret was that Wa-

shington didn't have the funds

that the large urban university

did for large scientific instru-

Dr. Conkling places much
emphasis on the importance
of scientific research for Wa-
shington College chemistry ma-

jors. He stressed that the more
one delves Into scientific re-

search In undergraduate days,

the better he will do in grad-

uate school.

Review Valuable

In reference to the recently

controversial comprehensive
exams, given at the end of the

spring term for seniors, Dr.

Conkling comments, "If you

plan to go on with graduate

work, the Ideas and notes from

your spring comprehensives
will be fresh In your mind to

use for the graduate place-

ment exams the followingfalL"

He also noted that some of the

students in his field at Johns

Hopkins hadn't reviewed for

some of their courses since

their sophomore year.

"You can imagine what they

had to go through to study

for these exams. If you do bad-

Dr. Conkling and his wife,

also a 1965 graduate of Wa-

shington College, reside with

their nine-week-old daughter,

Mellnda, in Chestertown.

Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center
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Warwick Exchange Students

Give Impressions Of Campus
by Susan J. Arnold

Beryl Korman and Kathy Par-
ker, this year's exchange stu-

dents from the University of

Warwick in Coventry, England,

share an initial liklngfor Wash-
ington college and the United

The two girls say that they

have found the people at Wash-
ington College, and Americans
In general, to be friendly hosts.

Kathy commented that dorm
life seems more communal and

social here than at Warwick,
where she feels the students are

more likely to shut their doors

and study alone In their rooms.
Both girls are history ma-

jors, whose semester's work
here consists of three courses

in American history. Upontheir
return to Warwick, they must

each present a research paper
on some aspect of American
history.

After going on for a

graduate degTee, Beryl's of-

ficial career plan Is to enter

"general production training"

for the British Broadcasting

Corporation. She hopes to use

her major In history In re-

search for novel serialization

for the BBC. Kathy is less cer-

tain about her career plans, al-

though she has decided she

would not like to teach.

Education

Contrasting education here
and in England, both girls feel

that the student is allowed more
academic freedom at Warwick.
There, the students research

the subject matter of the

Senate Announces

Committee Members
by Gina Oliva

The Senate has announced

its appointments for the var-

ious committees which Include

student representation. Before

the appointments are made,

Proctors, Resident Assistants,

and fraternity and sorority

presidents inform the Senate

Executive Committee of stu-

dents they feel would be in-

terested in and worthy of serv-

ing on a committee. The Ex-

ecutive Committee then pre-

sents these recommendationsto

the senators. Recommendations
which receive at least a two-

thirds vote are passed and the

appointments are made.

Kirkpatrick is Advisor

Dr. Dwlght Kirkpatrick will

serve as Faculty Advisor, to

the Senate. Paul Eldridge has

been appointed to the Ad hoc

Committee on Disadvantaged

and Minority Groups; Hilary

Parkinson and George Williams

to the Elections Committee;

Debbie GreenandJean walker to

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank

Chestertown 77&-1600

the Student-Faculty Committee

on Academic Standings and

Admissions; Jim Dilllon and
Pauline Devins to NSA; and Peg

Jackson, Larry Varon, andBohn
Vergari to the FoodCommittee.

Fillippl is Cop

Other student appointments

include Dean Skelos, Ed Mc-

Kay, Brooks Bergner, and Ml

chael McMullan who serve on

the Plans Board Committee.

Bill Buchanan, Peter Herbst,

and Dean Skelos are the stu-

dent representatives on the

Presidential Screening Board.

The Traffic Court includes John

Anderson, Ginny Colfelt, and

Clint Weimelster. Francis Fil-

lippl is the Campus Cop,

Gay Hunter, Kathy Owens,

and Tom Washington are ser-

ving on the Student AffairsCom-

mtttee. Glner Damon, Tom Sar-

gent, and Bohn Vergari have

been appointed to the Social

Committee. The Civic Affairs

Committee includes Madeline

Amoss, Lynn Davies, Kay Gli-

der, Peter Herbst, Kathie Mll-

nes, and Bob Venable.

3 on Academic Council

Cynthia Stafford is the stu-

dent representative on the All-

Campus Advisory Committee.

John Knight. Bill prettyman,

and Dean Skelos are working

on the Academic Council; al-

ternates are Debbie Deems,

Tom Murphy, and Mickey Finan.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

THE SUNDAY TIMES
THE SUNDAY POST
THE SUNDAY SUN

THE SUNDAY NEWS-AMERICAN

May be picked up at the store between 8:30 a.m. & 12

noon Sundays.

Think About Christimas ,

course entirely outside of class.

In class, the instructor only di-

rects the discussion among the

students. Beryl commented that

In America the professor does

more of the thinking for the

student, by feeding him Infor-

mation in the form of classlec-

tures. Kathy pointed out, how-

ever, that our method may be

more efficient, and neither

method is necessarily superior.

Both Beryl and Kathy ex-

pressed sympathy for the peace

movement in America. At War-
wick, they both agreed that the

vast majority of the students

embrace Communism and the

feeling is generally anti-Amer-

ican.

Dorm Life

As for life at Washington

College, both girls are accus-

tomed to life at Warwick, with

coed dorms and virtually noen-
forcement of limited hours for

room visiting. Beryl was sur-
prised by the reaction of some
girls here, that long visiting

hours would be an invasion of

their privacy. She said, "Coed
dorms? No, I don't think it's

an inconvenience; I think it's

beautiful!"

Kathy said that she was not
disappointed that Chestertown
is not the cultural hub of the
East coast. Warwick, she said,
is also Isolated from big city

life. Both girls seem to enjoy

life at Washington College, and
Beryl said she would be more
than happy to spend the entire

year here.

Skelos Announces Bid

For College Presidency
by Vicki Colgan

The search for a new Presi-

dent of Washington College has

been enlivened recently by the

announcement that Dean Skelos,

present President ofthe Student

Government Association, willbe

in the running.

According to Mr. Skelos, the

decision to apply for the posi-

tion came immediately after

President Gibson announced his

Mazer Uses Thespic Skill

(Continued from Page 4)

tually graduated with a B. A.

in drama.

After working a couple of

years with the technical di-

rector at Brooklyn, Mr. Ma-
zer pursued graduate study at

Penn State, whose drama de-

partment then contained thirty

graduate students and one hun-

dred thirty undergraduates (a

number that has slncedoubled).

At various times he worked at

both of the college's two full-

time theatres (one was a re-

gular proscenium arch theatre,

the other an arena stage) as

well as its professional sum-
mer stock theatre.

Play Designs

The plays that he created de-

signs for during this period

Included: THE PHYSICIST,

LUV, THE KNACK, PLAYBOY
OF THE WESTERN WORLD.

His thesis for his Master of

Fine Arts degree was the sce-

nery design and construction for

a production of Maeterlinck's

THE BLUEBIRD, a play that

requires eight different sets.

"Nearly destroyed the school,"

Mr. Mazer recalls.

Current Project

THE THREE CUCKHOLDS,
a slapstick farcefrom theCom-

medla del' Arte of Renaissance

Italy adapted by Leon Katz about

the misfortunes of three men

who suffer a fate not at all

unusual for old geezers who

marry young girls, scheduled

for November 13, 14, and 15

at 8:30 p.m.

The action takes place in

front of the houses of the three

unlucky elders, with Mr. Ma-
zer's designs giving the house

fronts an exaggerated and co-

mical appearance (a realistic

design would shatter the mood
for a comedy like this). Special

effects include -- but perhaps

you should see the play yourself.

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies &. Equipment

203 High Stmt okAM -

Chestertown, Md. 778-Mtt

intention to retire, last spring.

It was further enhanced whenhe

recently found himself one of

the four student members ofthe

Presidential SelectionCommlt-

Skelos feels that "The Col-

lege is looking for someone

young and vigorous, who will

implement progressive ideas

and attract a progressive stu-

dent body. Think of the tre-
j

mendous pull Washington would

have with the avant-garde if It

had a 22-year-old graduate as

Its president!"

A College president must ful-

ly understand the workings of the

school and must be both know-

ledgeable of and Interested in

the students. And, Skelos says,

"What better preparation could

there be than four years as a

student here?"
As far asadministrative abil-

ity Is concerned, he points to

the three summers he worked

on Wall Street "in an admin-

istrative capacity" (unspeci-

fied), his presidency ofthe SGA,

and his service of the Academ-
ic Council, the Plans Board,

and the Presidential Selection

Committee, experience which

he feels more than qualify him

for the Job.

Educationally, he will be able

to boast a B.A. in(hlstory)from

Washington College, with a

strong background in eco-

A further qualification he lists

is the knack he has for Public

Relations success. "I get along

very well with little old ladles,

and would be great at having

tea and getting money from

Accused ofbeingmegaioman-
iac, Skelos says that -mp-

tlon is "basically untrue. J-

ter all, we're all a little ego-

tistical. But, I'm really only

thinking of the welfare of the

College. I happen tobellevethat

my candidacy is In the best

interest of the school . . . and

the world at large. Power! po-
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Clarke Gives

Outstanding
Performance

by Jim Dillon

Pianist Garry Clarke pre-

sented last Friday night a wide-

ly varied and extremely suc-

cessful concert recital.

Even considering that the au-

dience was a group of col-

leagues and students, the re-

sponse was overwhelming. Mr.

Clarke showed excellent tech-

nical ability, together with a

distinctive style which gave life

to works ranging from an in-

tricate Mozart study to mo-

dern avant garde compositions.

The most lntriguingplece was

"Montage," oneofhlsown com-

positions, which exhibited a

strange animal savagery. At

one point, In the middle of a

phrase, Clarke suddenly leaped

forward, plunging Ms twohands

Into the piano and plucking at the

very strings.

A Chopin scherzo, the final

piece, had a fascinating emo-
tional effect as it descended

Into a dreamy reverie, then

ended with a swift change into

strong, electric chords,

Clarke's control of mood, and

his power over the audience,

came Into sharp focus.

Combining an apparent depth

of musical knowledge with a

highly personal tone of expres-
sion, Mr. Clarke provided

a very refreshing evening of mu-

ELM Series To Profile

Visitors & Governors

Rev. Chamiing Phillips

Chides Discrimination

Chestertown Service Center

Mapli

Reverend channlng Phillips

spoke to a large group of stu-

dents and faculty last Friday

night in Hynson Lounge. The

subject of the address was

"Nixon and the Non-whites."

Reverend Phillips said the

problems confronting the non-

whites were not racial problems

but fun. 'mil- problems.

Black Unemployment

He began hisaddress by voic-

ing his disapproval of Arthur

F. Burns, newly appointed head

of the Federal Reserve Board.

"Burns," Phillips said, "be-

lieves that a little unemploy-

ment Is good for the nation."

Phillips added, however, that

the blacks have a dispropor-

tionate share of unemployment.

Phillips examined the Nixon

administration and its actions

with regardtotaxreform, hous-

ing, crime in the streets, and

peace. He concluded that he

Slack Sale

$Q50

Usually $12.00 Pair

Junior Sizes 5-13

Live the pants life &
move into a world of

easy going sport — A
special purchase by us
gives you big savings—
Shop now for best selec-

tion from this great
group of pants.

The

VILLAGE TOGGERY
"Chestertcywn's Junior Place"

301 HIGH STREET

would not give the administra-

tion "a passing grade" in any

Personalities Unimportant

Phillips stated that if LBJ
was President he would give

the same speech under the ti-

tle, "Johnson and the Non-

whites." "For we're talking

about the system" he stated,

"not Just personalities."

He said that our econo-

mic system is basically wrong
and attributed our involvement

in s. E. Asia to economics. Fur-
ther stating that political inde-

pendence without economic in-

dependence means little.

Front Society

Phillips said that, "the wid-

ening gap between the haves and
the have nots will produce are-
volutlon in this country." Ad-
ding that people "drop out be-
cause they can't stand a soc-
iety based on the profit-mot-

In concluding, Reverend Phil-

lips stated that we must some-
how redistribute our wealth and
ended on an optimistic note,

quoting the late Senator Robert
Kennedy, "It is not to late to

/or role taken by the Board of
\isitors and Governors at Wash-

ington College, the ELM feels it

ii important that students are in-

formed of the work of the Board
and acquainted with its members.
Tliis ankle gives a general pic-

ture of the Board It will be fol-

lowed bv a serin ol articles deal-

ing with individual Board mem-
bers and discussing their personal

policies and attitudes.)

by Ann Lickle

The future of Washington Col-

lege rests In the hands of 37

men-the Board of Visitors and

Governors. Functioning pri-

marily asapolicy-maklngbody,

the Board keeps abreast of col-

lege activities and plays a pro-

minent role In their develop-

The 37 members attain their

membership in four different

ways. Twelve of them are ap-

pointed by the Governor of the

State of Maryland, with the pro-

vision that nine of these 12

must be from the nine counties

of the Eastern Shore.

Alumni Election

Twelve more members are

elected by the alumni; the elec-

tion of four memberstakes place

every two years. An indivi-

dual alumnus may submit his

name for consideration. All

applications are screened by

the Alumni Council. Ballots

are then sent to the 4400 alumni

and the declsionrests with those

that are returned.

The remaining twelve are

elected for a six-year term by

the Board itself. These 36,

in turn, choose the 37th member,
who serves simultaneously as

president of the College.

The present Board meets four

times a year, however most of

the work is accomplished thr-

ough committees and then

brought before the rest of the

Board for discussion. These

committees include the ones on

Student Association, Honorary
Degrees, and Faculty.

The Board has progressed

considerably in the past 20

years. When Dr. Gibson first

came to the college, it consisted

of only 25 members. The 12

appointed by the Governor and

the 12 elected by the alumni

(who were also subject to the

geographical restrictions ofthe

governor's appointees), select-

ed the 25th member, the Pres-

ident of the College.

Dr. Gibson felt that the size

of the Board was inadequate

to suit the needs of the col-

lege, therefore, membership
was increased by 12 members,
the ones elected by the Board
Itself.

IFC To Consider
Fraternity Hazing

by Peter Herbst

Last Tuesday, at it's first

meeting of the academic year,

the Student Affairs Committee

voted unanimously to send a

letter requesting a review of

certain fraternal procedures to

the presidents of IFC and

PANHEL.
The letter consisted of two

parts. Part one requested that

the Inter-Fraternity council

"review and revise, if neces-

sary, their code ofbehavior and

ethics, especially concerning

fraternity hazing and lnltla-

rth
OZMAN'S, INC.

RT. 291 TELEPHONE 778-2484

CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

Part one further requested

that the code be presented back

to the committee within 60 days.

This limit was set In order to

allow the committee timetopre-

pare a report for the January

meeting of the Board of Visi-

part two of the letter request-

ed that IFC " make available

to us (the committee) all past

and current Judicial proceed-

ings."

The committee is chaired by

Mr. Briggs and consists of two

faculty members, two members
of the administration, and five

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525
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A Rough Homecoming For Shopmen

By Bert Bogash

I The Washington College cross coun-

Stry team will be challenged, Saturday,

>;

:

by Bowie State for the first time in a

:>Homecoming sporting event on Kibler

^Field.

| The race will start during the first

Shalf of the soccer game in order to

ifinish at half time and it should be

^interesting. The Shore runners, who
gwon their season opener over Western

^Maryland, have lost their last three in

pa-row on the road to Loyola, Mt. St.

vMary's and Gallaudet. They're hungry

tjjfor a win, especially before a large

:i|home town homecoming crowd. Junior

EDave Bird is the harrier's pacesetter.

iiiHe won the Western Maryland and

^Loyola meets, finished fifth against Mt.

$St. Mary's and was runner-up in the

•jiGallaudet match. He should have a

:|:good time on his home course.

•;: Bowie State, on the other hand is

£ 2-2 so far this season. Their coach is

£ one of the best in the business. In

x fact, Reginald Pearman has been one

£ of Washington Coach Don Chattelier's

>:• idols since the former was one of the

% country's great track stars in the late

;:;;1940's. Chatty talks of the former

Iv'N.Y.U. speedster as being "... one of

Sthe greatest in the quarter and half-

-mile and unbelievable in the relay.

Sjust give him that stick and you couldn't

g catch him."

| Saturday's meet will be run on Wash-
:: mgton's 4.2 mile course. The course

Booters Tackle MAC
Foe Dickinson

Tomorrow

record is 22:21.5, established by Bu;

Agniel of American University in 1966. §
The best time for a Sho' harrier on lhe$:

home course was 23:35 by Ben Whrt~j|

man against Gallaudet in 1967. |

The sports event that will spark theiji

most interest tomorrow is the soccer*:

game in which the Sho'men take on -a

Ihe Red Devils of Diskinson at 2 p.m. |
The Red Devils have, "seemingly the&:

best attack we ever had", according to8
their coach, David B. Eavenson. With|
fourleen lettermen returning, their only:':;:'

weakness appears to be their defense.:-;;

Dickinson, sporting a 3-2-1 record;-;

will come to Chestertown in sixth place

in the Middle Atlantic Southern Di-

vision. Washington is seventh. One
of the Red Devil wins came at the:};

expense of Elizabethtown who for years

has dominated Middle Atlantic play.

Last year they were second only to

Hofstra.

Dickinson will be tough but a Sho'-

men victory will be sweet not only be-

cause it is nice to win for the alumni,

girl friends, et. al. but because the •
|:

further bolstering of confidence is

needed to beat Mason-Dixon foes such

as Johns Hopkins, who whipped the|:

Red Devils earlier this season, 4-0.

Look at the Mason-Dixon standings.

Second place belongs to Washington

College, just 1 7/8 games behind

league leading Roanoke. Washington

College Mets, Go Get 'Em!

The Washington College shut-

out of Gallaudet, 3-0 last

Wednesday In Washington, D.C.,

strengthened the Atheymen's
chances of making the Mason-
Dlxon Conference soccer play-

offs.

The Sho'men with a 3-0-1
record in league action have
two key conference matches
with Johns Hopkins and Towson
at home within two days of each
other In November.

Forward Dave Isherwood,
with two goals, and halfback

Barry Drew, with a pair of as-
sists, ledthewashlngtonoffense

In the win over the Bisons,
Isherwood, a spark plug at left

inside, has scored five of eleven
Shore goals this season.

Shore coach Ed Athey had
high praise for his defense
which has permitted only one
goal in the past two games. He
singled out his fullback corps.
Hit by an opening game loss

of freshman standout Eric Cig-

Twenty-One Players Out For

Varsity Hoop Team

Twenty-one basketball candi-

dates were out Wednesday, Oc-

tober 15 when coach L. Edward

Elliott blew the whistle be-

ginning the 57th cage season

at Washington College.

Seven Lettermen

Seven lettermen reported In-

cluding "Bullet" Bob Koepke,

leading scorer (17.3) and re-

bounder (9.8) last year. Koepke
was number one in scoring in

the southern division of the

Middle Atlantic Conference, a

second team selection on the

All-Maryland and All Middle

Atlantic teams and honorable

mention In the Mason-Dixon
conference.

Mark Brumbaugh (10.3),

Ricky Turner (7.7), Larry Mar-
tin (6.4), Tom Polvlnale (5.7)

and Glen Hampton (2.9) were
among the returnees taking an

active part In the first prac-

tice session.

Marion's Special Program

Senior Frai k Marlon, who

averaged 13.7 points per game
while playing every contest In

his freshman and sophomore
but working on

the sidelines o strenthen his

knee. Marion was injured dur-

ing the second minute of play

of the opene a gainst Salls-

bury last year and was through

for the seasor with torn car-

tilage and ligaments in his knee.

The 6'2 senior forward will

workout on a special program

outlined by Elliott.

Dave Bruce, the sharpshoot-

ing guard with an 8.5 average

as a junior and a 14.7 mark

as a sophomore, will not re-

port until soccer season Is

John Dlxon, whoshowedsigns

of outstanding backcourt

generalmanship as a freshman,

reported to Elliott along with

1968-1969 reserves John stein-

hart and John Way.

New Hopefuls

Nine freshmen were among

the candidates along with two

upper classmen and a transfer

student.

anek, Athey moved co-captaln
Mark Svec back from halfback.

The hustling junior hasbeenthe
clean-up man in Athey's defen-
sive alignment. Senior Pete
Johnson stopped Gallaudet's

scoring ace Anderson cold and
sophomore Martin Rice has
stepped into Clganek's shoes
without a hitch.

Washington faces the first
of three straight Middle At-
lantic tests Saturday at 2 p.m.
when old nemesis Dickinson
College supplies the opposition
at Homecoming. The Red Devils
hold a 1-4 edge over the Sho*
men and have beaten the Athey-
men three in a row since a
3-0 Shore win in 1965. Dickin-
son dealt Washington its only
setback in 1964 when the
Sho'men were 1 1-1 andcaptured
the Mason-Dixon championship.

The Sho'men downed a stub-
born alumni team Saturday, 1-0,
on Mark Sinklnson's late fourth

M-D SOCCER STANDINGS
Through and Including Games of Oct. 17, 1969

Washington
Loyola

Tom i St.

Catholic U. 1

Rand.-Macon 2

W. Maryland
Mt. St. Mary's,

Gallaudet

Baltimore

Johns Hopkins
Hamp.-Sydney

Coals
Pts. F

fi
30 1

28% 11 6
26)8 6 3

26V, 3 1

26K 4

MIDDLE ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
1969 Soccer Standings

(through Games of Oct. 20)

College Division, Southern Section

W L T Pet. For Against

Haverford 2 1.000 6 2

Hopkins 2 1.000 6

Ursinus 1 1.000 5

Moravian 4 1 2 .714 14 6

Muhlenberg 2 1 1 .626 2 2

Dickinson 3 2 1 .583 11 12

Swarthmore 1 1 .500 2 2

Washington 1 1 .500 3 4

Drexel .000 — —
W. Maryland 1 .000 2 3

F & M 4 .000 5 14

PMC 1 .000 4
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Lambdas Lead Intramural Football

League At Halfway Mark

Crew Opens Fall Season

Saturday vs. Bowie
by Geoff Anderson

This past week marked the

halfway point in this year's in-

tramural football season. As

of this Wednesday the Lambda's

hold a commanding two game

theta Thepetltors,

Lambdas, who are now 5-0,

have had fine running and block-

ing from their quarterback,

Gary Bauer. In Monday's game
against the team, Bauer had

two touchdowns and two inter-

ceptions.

In third place in the standings

with a 3-2 record, are the Phi

Sigs. Monday the Sigs had an

easy time with Brand X, rolling

over them 27-6. Doing a fine

job for the Sigs this year is

their quarterback, Pete Heller.

In fourth place are the KA's

who last Tuesday demolished

Brand-X, 41-6. In this game
all members of the KA offen-

sive unit took part in the scor-

ing. Outstanding performances

for the KA's have come from

Captains George Henckel and

Chuck Vuolo. This past Wed-
nesday, however, the KA's ran

into a tough freshmen team,

by Chris Combs

This Saturday, the Washington

College Crew Club will host a

race on the Chester River

against the Salisbury State Col-

lege and George Washington

University crews. The race will

be held at 11 a.m., and the

starting line will be at theCoun-

try Club dock. The2,000meter

course will finish off the High

St. landing.

For the fall season the mem-
bers of the varsity boat will

include four returning oarsman

from last spring and four new

men. In the bow position will

be John Carlin, the captain of

the club ;

A&

main will

position.

before

College,

2-2, ..-.(]
I

KA's 19-0. SteveRanler'skick-

ing and pass catching exper-

tise sparked the victors.

After the regular season the

two fraternity teams with the

best records will play in a

championship to determine the

winner of the fratenity cup.

M

The largest Independent Bank

ving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

[n Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Chestertown

Member of FDIC

Harriers Hope

For Second

Wind
by Bill Dunphy

Washington suffered its worst

defeat of the young season and

another defeat at the hands of

Gallaudet 1.0 bring its record

to one win and three defeats

for the Homecoming Day race

against Bowie State.

Mt. St. Mary's all but shut

out the Sho'men two weeks ago

at Emmlttsburg, Thehometeam
swept the first four places plus

sixth place to defeat Washing-
ton 16-47. Dave Bird took fifth

with a 22:06 clocking for the

4.1 mile course to prevent the

Washington, D.C., was the

scene of the harriers' third

straight defeat since an opening

day win over Western Mary-
land. Gallaudet, led by Terry
Lundberg*s winning time of

22:33, defeated the Sho'men to

the tune of 21-34. Bird took

second with a 24 :05 time, but

key injuries toBobMaskreyand
Sam Martin severely hampered
Washington's chances to defeat

Gallaudet.

The Sho'men have five more
meets (Including Homecoming
and a triple meet against

P.M.C. and Delaware Valley)

before the Middle Atlantic Con-
ference Championships at La-
Salle on November21. Ahealthy
squad should end the present
losing streak and give the Sho'-

men a winning record by that

rti LIQUORS

Hfltf

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 PJH. lo 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

1 of last

timanPeteCheke-

In the number two

> had never rowed

attending Washington

Another first year man
Lester Cioffl, rowing

in the third seat. Holdover

Eric Ruark is the fourth mem-
ber of the bow oarsmen. Row-

ing In the number five seat will

be Woody MacDonald, who is a

senior and rowing for the first

time. The sixth and seventh

positions will be occupied by

two more veterans of last year,

junior Chris Rogers and senior

John Miller. Stroking for the

Sho'men this year will be Frank

Iglehart. Although this is

Frank's first year at Washing-

ton College, he has had three

years of stroking experience at

his prep school in Connecticut.

The shell this year will again

be coxed by Jack Keenan, who

held this position in all of

last seasons races.

Coach Ben Troutman, helped

by stroke Frank Iglehart, has

taught the team a new style

of rowing. The advantages of

this style have already proved

themselves during practice time

trials. The boat has already

come within two seconds of last

years best time for the quar-

ter-mile training intervals.

Hopefully the team will be able

to continue Its string of vic-

tories over Salisbury, who have

yet to finish in front of the

Washington College boat. This

will be the first time that the

Sho'men have raced George

Washington, however.

The only other race on the

fall schedule will be on Sat.,

Nov. 1, when Washington Col-

lege will travel down the East-

of Salisbury. Another entrant

In that race will be Virginia

Commonwealth Union, who

Washington College has not

yet beaten.

Soccer Scoring Leaders

G A

Isherwood 5 2

Slnkenson 3 2

Drew 1 2

Nichols 2

Bailey 1

Barker

HlT*
1

8

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, MA

"OK" USED CARS
Service On AU Makes
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Investment League
Plans 70 Activities

by Susan J. Arnold

Slightly more than two years ago, Herman crown, an eminent
banker and member of the Board of Visitors and Governors,
recognized student interest in the field of Investment and do-
nated $5,000 to Washington College for that use.

Thus, the Herman Crown Investment League of Washington
College came Into existence, the student organization second
only to the Student Government Association In financial assets.

Small Group

This organlzatlon'smember-
shlp Is relatively small, al-

though a membership drive Is

planned for the near future.

A 1968 graduate of Washing-
ton College, John Mendell, of

the Francis I. Dupont Invest-

ment firm, acts as one of the

league's brokers. Tony Park-
er, oftheCollege'sdevelopment
office, acts In an advisory ca-
pacity for the league.

Meetings lnthepasthavebeen
infrequent, because other than

basic policy decisions con-
cerning whether or not to buy
or sell stocks, there Is little

business to require formal
meetings. President Bill Buc-
hanan stressed, however, that

the league provides its mem-
bers with an excellent oppor-
tunity to learn much about the

operations oftoday'sinvestment

Recent activities of the league

include buying 100 shares of

Electronic Assistance Corpora-
tion, a firm which produces
electronic components for space
research; and electing to sell

out their stockinHeil-Collcor-
poratlons, also a subcontractor
for the Nasa program, as a

result of a proxy battle with

(Continued on Page 3)

W.H.Walsh
To Speak

On Hegel
by Loretta Wesi

"Principles and Prejudice in

Hegel's philosophy of History"
Is the title of a public lecture

which will be given by profes-
sor W. H. Walsh on Monday,
November 3. It will be held in

William Smith Hall at 3 : 30p.m.
Walsh Is currently professor

of logic and metaphysics at the

University of Edinburgh. After

graduating from Oxford Univer-
sity, he spent 13 years teach-

ing there. He served as pre-
sident of the Aristotelian So-
ciety of Great Britain from
1964-1965. professor Walsh
held the position of Dean of

Faculty Arts at the University

of Edinburgh from 1966-1968.

Recently elected as a Fellow
of the British Academy, Walsh
is well-know for his many li-

terary contributions in the

fields of history and philoso-

phy. Most prominent of

these are: "Reason and Ex-
perience", "Philosophy ofHis-

tory", and "Metaphysics and

Hegelian Ethics".

Classical guitarist, Christopher Parkening, will appear in Tawes

leatre Tuesday night.Theatre Tuesday night.

anzeHistorian Otto

To Lecture Thursday
PA

The largest group ever at a College dance, free beer, and con
tinuous music by the New Breed (above) and the Nowhere Mei
made up a highly successful Homecoming Dance.

by David Saffern

Professor Otto Pflanze, noted

German historian, will be the

first speaker in this year's Hy-

land-Prlce Visiting Scholars

Program. The topic of his dis-

cussion will be "Turning Points

in German History." The lec-

ture will begin at 8 :30 p.m.,

November 6 in Dunning Hall.

Professor Pflanze has beena
member of the history depart-

ment of the University of Min-

nesota since 1961. He has also

taught at the University of Mas-
sachusetts, the University of

Illinois, and New York Univer-

sity. A Fulbrlght grant and fel-

lowships from the American

Council of Learned Societies

and the Guggenheim Foundation

have encouraged and supported

him In his research Into 19th

century German history. He
was recently appointed to a

three-year term on the board

of editors of the Journal of

Modern History.

Dr. Pflanze's major work is

Bismarck and the Development

of Germany: The Period of Uni-

fication, 1815-1871. For this

achievement, he received the

Humanities Award of the

McK night Foundation and the

Biennial Book Award of Phi

Alpha Theta, the national his-

tory honor society. A second

volume dealing with Bismarck

as Imperial Chancellor will

complete the work. Other con-

tributions' by Dr. Pflanze In-

clude: A History of the Wes-
tern World; Modern Times(co-
author); The Unification of Ger-
many, 1848-71 (editor); and

Documents on German Foreign
Policy, 1918-45, (co-editor).

Parkening

To Give

Performance

The second of the Washing-
ton College Community Con-
certs will take place on Novem-
ber 3, at 8:30 p.m. In Tawes
Theater. The performer will

be classical guitarist Chisto-

pher Parkening, who at the age

of 21 has already established

himself as a brilliant artist

In the eyes of his audiences
and his musical critics. His
program will include selections

from Bach, Dowland, Tarrega,
Albenlz, Sor, welss and Lauro.

After studying the guitar for

seven years under various Span-

ish performers, Parkening re-

ceived a full scholarship to

study under Andres Segovia at

the University of California at

Berkeley. Segovia, master gui-

tarist of this century, claims

Parkening to be "an extreme-

ly gifted guitarist . . . belong-

ing to that special group of my
disciples of which I am so

proud."

Christopher Parkening now
teaches guitar at the Univer-
sity of southern California, He
toured the nation last year un-
der Columbia Artists Manage-
ment. He has also signed a con-
tract with Capitol records, and
an unusual three-album pack-
age will soon be released, which
may very well radiate the young
artist's talent.

Board Expands Faculty,

Selects June Speaker
by Bubaia Harbaugn

On Saturday, October 25, the

Washington College Board of

Visitors and Governors formu-
lated decisions of great interest

and importance to the student

body. These decisions concern

department expansion and

choice of a com mencement
speaker for graduation 1970.

The departments of political

science and international stu-

dies will be expanded by the

addition of another faculty

member. In the music depart-

ment, funds were designated

for an increase In the coming
year of lecturers dealing with

instrumental music. More
semi-professional staff mem-
bers will soon be acquired by

the library as It, too, contin-

ues to expand.

In a spontaneous action, the

Board selected president Dan-

iel Z. Gibson as the speaker

for the 1970 commencement
exercises. This action repre-

sented a departure from pre-

ceding tradition whereby a gra-

duation committee composed of

students and faculty determined

who would speak.

However, as Dean Gould

pointed out, this Is a "special

opportunity in view of his re-

tirement" to give tribute to

him for his service to the Col-

lege. As such, he hopes It will

be accepted In an equally gra-

cious manner by the seniors.
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Editorials

Selecting A Speaker

The Board of Visitors and Governors honored President

Daniel Z. Gibson by naming him commencement speaker

for the class of 1970. While this is certainly a great compli-

ment to both parties, the recent action by the Board raises

a few questions. Traditionally it has been the privilege and

the obligation of the senior class to have a hand in the

selection of the speaker for its graduation exercises. While

undoubtedly the selection of President Gibson will be

applauded by the senior class, the manner of selection sets

a disturbing precedent. If the Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors can choose the commencement speaker without con-

sultation outside of their own ranks, it is possible some

future choice may not be as wise or suitable.

An Egg-Headed Affair

Last week's Homecoming was one of the best planned

and well attended weekend events in recent College his-

tory. Most of the credit goes to SGA President Skelos and

Social Committee Chairman Peter Heller.

We suggest, now that the campus "organizers" have

been located and put in positions where their talents can

be used, that they investigate the possibility of having a

day long Intellectual Fair - similar to the one annually

held at Goucher College in Towson.

This Intellectual Fair, for lack of a better word, would
consist of a full day of lectures and demonstrations by

members of the College faculty. A day of this nature,

could prove to help foster an even closer relationship

between faculty and students. If the lectures focused on

summarizing contemporary trends of thought in the di-

verse fields of study offered at the College, then we could

count on participation from townspeople as well as stu-

dents.

Let's consider this egg-headed affair - it could be an in-

teresting day for all involved.

Letters To The Editor

"Love it or leave it.' Cartoon by Don Foy
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Dear Peter:

The ELM front page of Sep-

tember 26 was excellent. I com-
mend you and your staff for

your taste and optimism. Ori-

ginal and good works of art by

fellow members of the com-
munity should be front page

news in a college paper. Some
may object, sayingthattheELM

is not a literary magazine. They

may prefer to trot out all the

artists in a row and have them

— In Perspective"

perform a dazzling cultural

can-can, all uniformly bedecked

in MISCELLANY costumes, and

be done with the onerous burdon

of a creative publication for yet

another year. I applaud your

bold attempt to introduce art

and literacy on a more natural

basis, please continue to give

individual attention and en-

couragement to your artists

and let your readers know that

not all W,C. students have La-

Committees

BY DON ROGERS-

This year, Washington Col-

lege has implemented an expan-

sive committee system. Stu-

dents are represented on near-

ly all administrative commit-

tees from the Presidential

Screening Board to the Civic

Affairs Committee. This Isim-

portant because it reflects the

changing role of the student in

an educational Institution.

Less than a decade ago, the

student was little more than a

serf. He was told where to go

and when. He was quarantined

to a narrow and phantasmal

world; because the College re-

lated to him only indirectly,

the student was segregated from

the community at large; andbe-

cause he had no part in its

function, the student was aliena-

ted from the administration.

Therefore, the student was iso-

lated from the real world with

its real problems.

Subsequently, he was debased

to a juvenile mentality. Isolated

from reality, the student creat-

ed a fantasy world of his own.

His was a world of re-

calcitrance and frenzy; nothing

was taken seriously, because

nothing was of consequence.

Viewed from a student's room,
the newspaper and the textbook

were the world of fantasy, and

the orgy was the world of reali-

ty.

Students

Elect WRA,
MRA Reps

This year's representatives

in the Women's Residence As-
sociation include the following

women; Glnny Colfelt, Jean

Gershenfeld, Trlsha withering-

ton and Cindy Wommack from
Caroline House; Marty Dryden,

Betsy Murray, and Cindy Ren-
off from Queen Anne's.

The representatives from
Reid Hall are Jeanle Carter,

Janet Larmey, Diane Morawski
and Polly Qulgley. From Mlnta

Martin the representatives are

Gall Ackerman, Linda Balrd,

Barbara Eisenberg, CesGordl-
nler, Elaine Gott, Ann Llckle

and Debby Veystrk.

MRA
Members of the Men's Re-

(Conlinucd on Page 3)

Times have changed. The

post-World War II generation is

more involved in the world

community. TV and radio have

inspired a desire to be involv-

ed, to be a participant rather

than a spectator.

The demands for student po-

wer express the student's de-

sire for a piece of the action.

He does not shirk responsibili-

ty; he craves it.

The committee system is a

response to this craving. Yet,

through participation in the ac-

tual administration of the Col-

lege, students gain more than

just an effective voice. They

gain appreciation for the pro-

blems of a college, understand-

ing of the college's role in so-

ciety, and a keen awareness of

the relevance of a liberal arts

education. The student's role at

a college becomes one of in-

volvement, Instead of isolation;

and, indeed, the role of a col-

lege becomes one of education.

Crosse sticks strapped to their

bosoms with bands of steel.

Maybe someday you will even

print regular book reviews, in

any case, the ELM has im-

proved very much in format,

especially in the editions which

spare us the traditional, un-

sightly, unrepresentative ban-

ner. The contents have im-

proved too, but I would like to

In the great reeking dunghill

of third - rate criticism, the

tiniest and most repellent bolus

is the one deposited by Donald

Jim Riddick's column is dis-

appointing so far. It is naive

and boring, I hope he will leave

off prescribing aspirin for pet-

ty campus headaches (at W.C.

it is almost ludicrous) and re-

citing familiar cliches about

the war with which even

most decrepit liberal can i

tify. I hope he will read Julius

Lester's SEARCH FOR THE
NEW LAND or H. Rap Brown's

DIE NIGGER DIE.

Thanks again to you and your

staff for the great advances

made in creating a worthwhile

newspaper. Carry on, ands<

the opposition.

Christina Clark Hodum

Editor's Note-
Mrs. Hodum. the former Chris-

tina Clark, graduated in 1968 and

was the mipicni o) the Sophie

To the Editor:

A literary masterpiece; It's

amazing how much talent

$10,000 can create. To be de-

nounced by such beautiful ve-

nom inspires me to continue

writing reviews forever.

Donald Dolce

To The Editor;

Channing Phillips quoted

from Robert Kennedy who

quoted from Alfred Tennyson.

Bennett Lamond

SGA Takes Initiative

In Important Moves

In an active meeting Monday
night, the Senate passed some
Important and hopefully effec-

Flve recommendations will

be addressed to the Adminis-
tration. First, John Dimsdale
introduced a motion, passed

unanimously, to allow first se-

mester freshmen to register

cars on campus. The present

rule Is seen as a remnant of

long-dead In loco parentis po-

licy.

John Knight moved that the

Senate request deletion of the

rule thatallon-campus students

be required to board InHodson.

This represents the Interest of

those people who lose much of

their board bill by eating else-

where.

A committee Is now investi-

gating the physical possibility

of abolishing Saturday classes.

Also, a motion was passed, re-

questing better lighting be-
tween the women's dorms and

the library. It was stated that

many girls are afraid to go to

the library after dark.

Evaluation

Because of Inadequate re-

sponse and problems with the

questionnaire, the Faculty

Evaluation will not be publish-

ed for spring courses in 1969.

This semester will be spent in

considering changes and im-
provements in the Evaluation,

investigating other evaluations,

format changes, and methods

of gathering data.

Skelos tookthefloorandmov-

ed that the Senate register a

demand for a practical fire es-

cape system In William Smith.

At present, there is no effici-

ent way to evacuate the build-

ing, particularly from the third

SIDEWAK
AUCTION
Emmanuel Episcopal

Church

Cross St. and

Court Ave.

SAT., NOV. 8

Starts 11 a.m.

Lunch available
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Ruark Discusses Role

In 'Three Cuckolds
9

by Charles E. Hemming

Most of us, when we see
an actor on the stage, sliver

screen, or whatever, assum e

that acting must be pretty easy.

All you have to do Is to get

up there and say your lines,

right?

Well, Eric Ruark, who stud-

ied last summer at the Amer-
ican Academy of Dramatic Art
in New York City, can tell that

there's much more to it than

Study the Enemy

An English major who plans

to become a script writer for

television, Eric went to the

Academy in order to get a

better insight Into the per-

formance potentials of the kinds

of actors he might someday be

writing for. If the rigorous

standards at the Academy are

any guide, that potential is very
high indeed.

Historical Academy

He studied at the Academy,

Investment

League . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

the Mite Corporation because
of their planned merger.

Future plans for the Invest-

ment League include working
in conjunction with the econo-
mics department here, possi-

bly havlngarepresentativefrom

the Securities and Exchange
Commission as a speaker, and
investigating the possibilities

for investment In bank stocks,

or mutualfunds, or international

stocks, as well as the commer-
cial manufacturing stocks the

league has held in the past.

Profits from the league's In-

vestments so far have been
channelled back into new stock.

In the event of sufficient divi-

dends in the future, the league

hopes to set upasmall scholar-

ship fund.

located at 120 Madison Avenue
between Thirtieth and Thirty-

first ("It's an historical site,

but for what reason I can't

remember."), for eight weeks
between June 26th and August

26th, taking six courses.

Among his courses was one

in American mime, a form of

mime different from pantomime
in that it is concerned with

conveying moods and ideas
through physical action rather

than telling ,i story and Is there-

lore more of a dance form.

Class Exercise

A typical class exercise was
going to the opposite end of

the room from the instructor

and trying to get and keep his

attention through non - "ver-

bal means. Each class would
begin with ten minutes of

'physical, mental, and spiri-

tual' warmups designed to get

one's second wind by the time

class work actually began. The
physical part of the warmup
consisted of a one minute ex-

ercise that, Eric recalls, "if

you weren't in good condition,

could kill you."

He also took a course in

speech which concerned itself

with such matters as diction,

projection, the proper way of

moving the lips and mouth, and

pronunciation; and a course in

television acting. Because of

the longer
.
pauses needed

to allow time for the camera
to move, a different sense of

timing than that used on a stage

must be devloped. Also on the

schedule were courses In sing-

ing and fencing, which sought

to develop voice and body agil-

ity.

The most Important course

(It met every day, paired with

one of the other five courses),

called simply Rehearsal, con-

We've Got It!

The Helmet That Goes Where

The Action Is

By Betmar In

Super Colors

$4.00

The VILLAGE TOGGERY
"Chestertown's Junior Place"

slsted of preparing a scene

while classmates and Instructor

sat in the audience and con-

tributed comments. The final

exam was a ten-minute scene
done before an invited audience

of school officials, agents, and

talent scouts.

Of his experience last sum-
mer, Eric says, "I discovered
a side of acting the amateur
doesn't realize because he

doesn't realize the degree of

self-commitment necessary. I

learned the difference between
acting and merely indicating.

Every action must have a mo-
tivation."

Unlucky CovieUo

In the drama department pro-
duction of The Three Cuck-
holds, scheduled for Novem-
ber 13, 14, 15, Eric plays

the part of Covlello, one of

the unlucky husbands referred

to In the title. As a result of

his training, he has gone Into

much more study of his part,

to the point of doing research

Into the commedla del' arte

and its acting style and the po-

sition of his character in re-

lation to other characters In

the commedla.

Unlike some stock charac-

ters in the commedla, Covlello

does not appear In every single

scenerio. One Interesting tidbit

from his research is that Co-
vlello means "a place where
eggs aresatupontobehatched."
Eric and the rest of the cast

and crew of The Three Cuck-

holds hope to hatch out another

fine production for the enjoy-

ment of the College community.

MRA - WRA
i (Continued from Page 2) —

sldence Association this year
from Kent House include Bill

Ennett, Bllll Kane, Bob Orr,

Glenn Robblns and Clint

Weimeister. Somerset mem-
bers are Charlie Andrews,
George Churchill, Peter Kler,

Gardon Lattu, Walt Lewis and
Roger stenerson.

The hill dorms are repre-
sented by EdBrennan from East
Hall; Brooks Bergner, Tom
Hodgson, Chuck Vlrolo, Cliff

Virto and Chris Ely from Mid-
dle Hail; and Randy White from
West Hall.

SGA Eyes

Saturday

Classes
by Beryl Korman

On Monday, October 27, the

SGA formed a committee to In-

vestigate abolition of Saturday
classes. This action was taken

at therequest of Pauline Devins.

There has been a similar in-

vestigation in the past. Several

years ago the Registrar under-
took the task at the suggestion

of a meeting of faculty mem-
bers. However, the resulting

report concluded that Satur-

day classes were necessary to

enable every student to sche-

dule his desired course com-
bination. Further, it was felt

that abolition would endanger

the athletic program by ar-

ranging classes at times which
are now free for sports.

Another argument against

abolition has been the fear that

this would encourage people to

go home more often on week-
ends and so threaten the suc-

cess of on-campus activities.

However, a good social calen-

dar would keep students on
campus of their own free wllL

Forced participation In an In-

ferior program would not be
fair to anyone.

The general view of the fa-

culty is in favor of abolition,

provided that It would not over-
burden the weekday teaching
hours nor restrict the number
of course combinations.

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 P.M. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS
Mon. 8-7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8 - 8

Sat. 8 - 6
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SPORTS
Sweet Homecoming

A clean sweep in three sports, made Homecoming sweet

for the Sho'men.

The crew edged the highly respected rowers from

George Washington University by less than a second on the

2000 meter course. Look for a good crew season in the

Spring.

The harriers easily beat Bowie State 22-39 for their se-

cond win of the season. This is the biggest win production

for the shore cross-country team in a few years.

In soccer action, the Washington booters handled Dick-

inson easily, winning 4-0. The win over Dickinson and the

one over Wagner three days later (2-1), boosted the

Sho'men to fourth place in the Middle Atlantic Confer-

ence.

The Atheymen are coming to the nitty-gritty of the

schedule. Each game now, with the exception of Morgan

will be a must. Lycoming, a Middle Atlantic foe, will be

no breeze tomorrow. With their last year's starting team

virtually intact, the Warriors have the experience to make

this game interesting. I pick the Sho'men 4-2. Four days

later, Morgan State drops in. The toughest foe that we will

face this year, Morgan boasts one of the best teams in the

game of soccer. Cletus Nnadi and Hamid Shirzadegan

have accounted for 32 Morgan goals in 9 games (Nnadi has

scored 20 and Shirzadegan 121. Morgan should win easily

6-2.

After Morgan comes the big one, Johns Hopkins on

Nov. 8th. The Jays will be followed into Chestertown by

Towson on the 10th. The two are must games for the

Sho'men who aspire to the Mason-Dixon crown. Hopkins

is doubly important because they are in the MAC also.

The Lambda's are losing ground in the intramural foot-

ball league. Having lost to the freshman team, Snoopy, and

then to the KA's, the green Jersey's are now tied with

Theta Chi at 5-2, on the season.

Booters Blank

Devils 4 -

by Bob "Beer Lehman

Sporting a 6-1-1 record, the

Sho'men travelto Wllllamsport,

Pa., this weekend to Lycoming

College for a Middle Atlantic

contest. Following this road

trip, the booters will return

to the Klbler Pitch next Wednes-

day to take on a strong squad

from Morgan State College.

This past week, the Sho'men

continued their current winning

streak by handing Dickinson

College a shellacking to the

tune of 4-0, before a large

homecoming crowd. Threedays
later, the Atheymen traveled

to Staten Island where they

dumped Wagner College 2-1.

The booters played inspired

ball in both contests. Desire

and coordination are becoming
the season

Watch For The Opening-

ONE WAY

CLOTHES & BOUTIQUES
335 HIGH ST. *ta^

CHESTERTOWN, MD. 21620 / ,*T

featuring — J
"Clothes for the young at heart"

for Women: —
"Bells

*Maxi Coats

'Mini Coats

•Knit Vests

•Floppy Hats

*Pants Suits

•Fabulous Fakes

•Suede Skirts

•Capes

for Men: —
•Bells

•Leather Belts

•Leather Coats

•Aire Nylon Jackets

•Jewlery
Glasses

Tom Jones Shirts

Body Shirts

Watch Bands

Wallace Berry Shirts

progresses.

The locals hadtroubie getting

the attack underway against

Dickinson. For the first 15

minutes, It looked as though it

was going to be a long af-

ternoon In the making. However,

as has happened so many times

this year, the surge mounted

late in the first quarter.

The Atheymen rolled for the

remaining three quarters, pick-

ing up 2 goals from Dave Ish-

erwood, and one a piece from

Bob Bailey and Mark Slnkinson.

Also to be lauded Is the strong

defense headed by co-captain

Mark Svec and goalie Frank

Ogens which turned in a stellar

performance In blanking the

Red Devils.

On Tuesday, the Sho'men did

not let up however. Playing on

a cold, wind-blown day In New
York, the Marylanders con-

trolled the ball for about 75%

Crew Sinks GWU,
Salisbury State
by Chris Combs

Last Saturday, coxswain Jack
Keenan went for a chilly swim

in the Chester River as the

Washington College Crew cele-

brated their come from behind

victory over the George Wash-

ington University and Salisbury

State College boats.

The Sho'men crew defeated

the Sea Gulls of Salisbury by

6 lentlis, but the victory over

George Washington was less

than 2 feet. The tight race be-

tween the two leaders had seen

the Chester River crew fall

behind at the start and row
the race about one length be-

from Washing-

D, C. But in the last

meters the Washington Col-

c rew gained In every stroke

:ut Into the George Wash-
on University lead and fl-

the

hind

The Washington College shell

was stroked by Frank Iglehart

with John Miller, Chris Rogers,

Woody MacDonnald, Eric Ru-

ark, John Carlin, Pete Chek-

emaln, and Lester Cioffi man-
ning the rest of the boat.

Iglehart paced the body of

the race at a stroke rate of

26, while George Washington
and Salisbury had rowed at a

faster 34 and 36 respectively.

The W.C. boat won in a time
of 8.005 minutes with George
Washington following less than

a second behind.

This weekend the crew will

again face Salisbury State Col-

lege at Salisbury and also Vir-

ginia Commonwealth Union in

the team's last race of the fall

CHESTER THEATRE
Oct. 30-31 -Nov. 1

TRUE GRIT
Nov. 2-3-4

"STAIRCASE"

213 DRIVE-IN

Oct. 31 -Nov. 1-2

Ride A Wild Stud

and

Ready For Anything

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Oct. 30- /Vou. 5

LAST SUMMER '

Theta

Lambda

Snoopy

KA

PhiSig

Brand X

applied c

throughout the game and were

credited with over 25 shots.

Bruce Barker cracked the Ice

late in the first period, after

the locals had fallen behind

1-0. Failing to convert for the

remaining three quarters, the

Sho'men sent the game into

overtime and picked up the

winning goal from high-scorer

Isherwood.

Ogens turned in another out-

standing game as did Svec,

Pete Johnson and Martin Rice,

his first line of defense.

Matmen Start

Workouts
Washington College began

wrestling workouts last week

in preparation for its third

season in the sport. Sixteen

candidates, including seven let-

termen, reported to coach Bob

Prltzlaif.

Six other wrestling pros-

pects, including standout Bob

Bailey, are playing fall sports.

Returning from a team that

defeated American University

and Wagner College In

nine matches last year, are

captain Frank Veri, seniors

Francis Filipi and Jerry Luhn,

Juniors Brooks Jackson and Ri-

chard Holloway, and sopho-

mores Steve Goldlng and Ken

Kller. Two other veterans,

Chuck Vuolo and John Prann,

are expected out this week.

Sophomores Roger stenersen

and Bill Pacula, who were out

for a time in 1968-69, and

sophomore Roger Soo and ju-

nior BUI Bolliner, are upper-
class aspirants,

Freshman prospects in-

clude Martin Winder of West-

minster, Md., Dan Williams

from paoll, Pa., Wayne Jonas

from Potomac, Md., and Matt

Snyder of Bronxvllle, N. Y.

Freshmen John Robins from

Salisbury, Md. , and Steve Bar-

talasky of Johnson City, N.Y.,

are on the cross country team.

Kit Ersklne and Martin Rice,

both sophomores, are members
of the soccer team.

OZMAN'S, INC.
RT. 291 TELEPHONE 778-2484

CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND
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Moratorium

Committee

Makes Plans
Ed Schulman, campus coor-

dinator of the Vietnam Mora-
torium, recently announced the

committee's plans for the two
day November Moratorium.

Mr. Schulman stated that the

focus of the event would be on

letter writing sessions. Hefur-

ther stated that the campus
committee's endorsement and

encouragement of the November
15 march on Washington would

be contingent upon the National

Committee's stand.

When the ELM went to press

gard to the Nov. 15 march being

organized by the New Mobili-

zation Committee to end the war

Mr. Schulman stated that the

letter writing sessions would be
conducted in an attempt to have
all people who oppose the war
express themselves by writing

their congressman.

Leaflets concernlngthe letter

forms and the various congres-

smen will be distributed by the

local committee. The program
for the campus activities will,

therefore, be vastly different

from last months. Mr. Schulman

said, "We want the most
effective action, not a show."

Who's Who
Selects

Twelve
by Kay Glider

Twelve seniors havebeen se-

lected for Who's WholnAmeri-
can College and Universities
for the year 1970.

They include; David Bruce,

William Buchanan, Virginia

Colfelt, Joel Cope, Jessie

Doukas, Peter Herbst, Barbara
Osborn, Donald Rogers, Dean
Skelos, Colleen Spivey, Clinton

Weimester, and Edward Wor-

Selectlons were made last

spring by a committee offacul-

ty members and student repre-
sentatives under the chairman-
ship of the former Dean Burns.

Criteria for appointment to

Who's Who involve: "The stu-
dent's scholarship; his par-
ticipation and leadership in aca-
demic and extracurricular ac-
tivities; his citizenship and ser-
vice to the school and his pre-
mise of future usefulness."

College Publications

Seek Financial Help
by Bill Picttyman

All three of the College's student publications are, to use
phrase, In dire financial straits. Conditions are so bad that r

may quality of publications be improved, but in some cases
oe necessary to suspend publication.

The literary magazine, Miscellany, is the hardest hit by Wash-
ington College's "mini-depression." To start with, Miscellany,

unlike the other College pub-
lications, gets no money from
student activity fees or the

Board of Publications. This pla-

ces It in a rather unique posi-

tion. As editor Jim Dlssette

Steve Wentzell, Co-editor of Pegasus and Peter Herbst, editor-

in-chief of the ELM, are photographed in what has become a

common pose. Absent, Jim Dissette, editor of Miscellany. He and
Ed Deasy, co-editor of Pegasus were out soliciting funds when the

picture was taken.

Greeks Participate

In Local Projects
At the mention of parties,

rush, and beer, the mind of the

Washington College student im-
mediately turns to the fraterni-

ties and sororities of this

campus. But at the mention

of the United Funds Campaign,
blood donations, and the March
of Dimes, themindtravelselse-
where, but not always justifi-

ably so.

The role of the fraternities

and sororities In communities
affairs Is just as active a part

of their function as the parties.

Orphan Christmas Party

For example, PhiSigmaKap-
pa sponsors a UNICEF party

for someofthechlldrenlnChes-
tertown. They were also active-

participants IntheBlg-Brother-

Blg Sister program, as werethe
other fraternities. Lambda Chi

Alpha, as well as Theta Chi,

help in the community fund-

raising drives. Kappa Alpha
sponsors an orphan party every
year at Christmas tlmetobene-
fit some of the parentless chil-

dren of the Chestertown area.

Within the IFC, John Ander-
son Is attempting to organize
projects such as blood dona-

tions In which all the mem-
bers of the four fraternities

could participate. Fraternity

members have also supervised

many of the recreational sports

basketball, for the

Bureau of Recreation.

Civic Responsililiry

The sororities, as wellasthe

fraternities, have become in-

volved in various civic pro-

jects. Zeta Tau Alpha is cur-

rently involved in a project for

the United Fund by selling

chances. They are also stuf-

fing envelopes for Kent County
Mental Health Association. Al-

pha Omlcron Phlhelda "break-
fast in bed" project to bene-

fit the United Fund, as well as
making rag dolls for the children

at Christmas time. Alpha Chi
Omega, In the past, has partici-

pated in the Head Start pro-

gram In worton. They held

Halloween, Christmas, and Eas-
ter parties for them. They also

collect for Cerebral Palsy

These are just some of the

examples of the activities in

which the sororities and the fra-

ternities participate within the

community. John Anderson,
president of the IFC, stated that

he hoped that these community
projects would increase this

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP
Information concerning the Fulbright Scholarship program Is

available from Dr. Horsley, Deadline for application Is November
16, 1969.

In the past, the literary ma-
gazine has been financed by the

Sophie Kerr Foundation, which

last year contributed the to-

tal cost of printing the maga-
zine $1500. This year the pro-
jected cost for the Miscellany

Is $2500; and while the Sophie

Kerr-Underwood foundation has
expressed sympathy, no funds

have been forthcoming.

Miscellany then, has been
the one publication students re-

ceive which they don't pay for,

The editors feelthat It Is plainly

the responsibility of the Board
of Publications to finance the

magazine.

Elm Found Hurling

The Elm found itself In the

strange position of having bal-

anced books as of October 31

when Its debts were $800 owed
to the Kent County News, and

the bank balance read $636.99.

If the paper had stopped publi-

cation at this time, financially

there would be no difficulties.

The Elm has, however, an ob-

ligation to the student body

to print 5 more Issues this

semester. Every four-page pap-

er printed would put the Elm
$200 In debt. This means If

only four page papers were
printed for the rest of the

year, the total debt would be

$1000. This disregards phone
bills, supplies, and transpor-

Pegasus can be proud to be
In possession of enough funds

to publish a yearbook; but the

quality of this year's effort is

in doubt. The projected budget,

for a yearbook, which Is planned

to be superior to last year's

is $8000. Their guaranteed in-

come from student activity fees

is $5,500. This can produce a

"yearbook of sorts," but last

year's Pegasus cost $6000, and

the present staff hope to Im-
prove on it.

Halloween

Festivities

Go Awry
by Jim Dillon

Halloween excitement reach-

ed a high pitch as two Washing-
ton College students found them-
selves engaged In combat with

local citizens.

Dave Roach was crossing

Washington Avenue when he en-

countered youths coming In the

other direction. As they pas-

sed, he suddenly found himself

on the ground, slugged below
the right eye. As he stood up,

they got into a car and left.

Three on One
Roach came back later to find

his broken glasses. About the

same time, Alex Grabensteln

was walking with Lana Craw-
ford across the main quad and
met three youths, possibly the

aforementioned three. The girl

ran quickly when an encounter

was Impending. Grabensteln, a
pacifist, did not fight back as
the three jumped him. A $50
borrowed Jacket was ripped, and
Grabensteln sustained a heavy

bruise under the left eye.

A posse of 15 to 20 students

rounded up and set out in search
of the assailants. A Camaro
Z-28 aroused shouts from the

crowd and screeched to a stop

in front of Kent House. As the

group approached, the driver

produced a .22 rifle.

"All right, who wants It

first?" werethedrlver'swords.
Shortly thereafter, he got back
into the car and disappeared.

Police, when called, recognized
the description and quickly ap-
prehended the Camaro, confis-

cating the .22.

Some time that evening, Ed
Green, while escorting Diana
DIsharoon, was Jostled by the
same group of three that as-
sailed Grabensteln, but he
avoided a fight.

Police are following leads in

Identifying those Involved in the

fights. Grabensteln and Roach
will both press charges, at least

for reimbursement for glasses
and coat.
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Editorials

Greek Contributions

Fraternities and sororities have always contributed to

the social life of Washington College. Now, however, they

are also contributing to furthering better relations between

the town and the College. (See story page 1).

This represents a very positive trend away from the

immature destructiveness associated with Greeks in the

past, which is now reduced to isolated incidents. See Ha-

zing story page 5.

College fraternities are active participants in local fund

raising drives, and in aiding local recreational activities.

Sororities are also involved in various civic projects.

Now it appears that independents are grouping together

in a social effort. (See story page 4). We feel that they

should extend this effort beyond social activities to en-

compass community projects.

In addition to this, there is no reason why other cam-

pus organization can't follow the leadership of the Young

Republican club, which is currently working with local

political organizations, into community involvement.

We encourage the fraternal organizations to continue,

and to enlarge, their helpful activities and ask that other

organizations, whether they be established clubs or in-

dependent groups, follow the leadership provided in this

important area.
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Alumnus Baker
Receives Award

by Joanna Brown

William O.Baker, a Washing- years, Dr. Baker has super-
ton College alumnus, Is the 1970 vised all research work at the
recipient of the Industrial Re- Bell Telephone Laboratories,
search Institute Medal. This Under his leadership, methods
medal is awarded annuallytoan have been discovered for mak-
individual who has accomplished ing extremely pure crystals --

outstanding work In the field of the foundation of solid state
industrial research. science Including transistors,

Dr. Baker Is currently vice solar cells, and high strength
president of Research and pa- "whisker" filaments and comp-
tents at Bell Telephone Labora- sits.

gree at Washington College in Other research achievements
1935. He was awarded a Ph.D under Baker's directioninclude

degree in physical chemistry at the invention of the laser, and the

Princeton University in 1938, discoveries of hard supercon-
Dr. Baker has been prominent ductors, cosmic temperature
in communications research for variations concerning the "big

more than twenty years. bang" theory of the universe,

and a quantum theory of infor-

During the last fourteen nation.

Letters to the Editor . . .

To the lidilor:

It Is Wednesday night, the

night after President Nixon's

speech outlining his administra-

tion's positon on the war in Viet-

nam and asking the citizens of

the United States to back him as

he puts his plan Into action.

The speech has been and will

be scrutinized by many, but as

one of the "silent majority" I

feel that I must express my
thoughts on the President's

speech.

In addition to stating the theo-

ry that the collapse of Asia would

be detrimental to the United

States at home and aboard and

condemning only the conduct of

the war by Pres. Johnson (I.e.

failure totrainS.V. troops, fail-

ure to be flexible enough In Ms
terms, failure to recognize (hat

the United States could not win

a limited ground war In Asia,

etc.), the President pledged a

— In Perspective"

new foreign policy based on help,

and pledged to never again com-
mit U.S. troops to a hopeless

ground war in Asia and to only

carry out our commitment to

act as a "nuclear shield" for

any country that needs one.

On the war situation as it Is

now, the Pres. asked that

the people not blame him for

the mistakes of the past which

put him In a bad situation as he
took office, and to look only

at the results of the plan he has

put into effect.

He has de-escalated the was
as fast as Is possible given

the conditions which exists, and

the enemy has seemed to re-

spond with a de-escalation.

He has began to Vietnamlze
the war, thus establishingapro-

tectlve shield of Vietnamese
soldiers to protect our

withdrawal, and has indicat-

ed to Saigon that the U.S. will

withdraw as fast as conditions

The Moratorium

Mr. Nixon's statement of 3

November was discouraging,

feckless, and unimaginative. It

promulgated no new plan for

the redirection of American
foreign policy, nor did it pro-

vide for bold action to end the

conflict in Vietnam. But Mr.

Nixon has pulled no punches
on the American people; it Is

clear that he Is trying des-

perately to end the war as soon

as possible. It Is also clear

that he will end it on his own

Because he has failed to heed

the words of his most ardent

critics, Mr. Nixon can now
expect a fresh barrage of ha-

tred-laden invective. He wlllbe

assailed for Ignoring the pro-

tests of the American people.

He will be accused of reck-

lessly continuing a senseless

war. He wlllbe attacked for fall-

ing to rectify a tragic mistake.

All of these criticisms have
validity.

Moratorium of Frustration

But no wise man perceiving

the nature and content of the

protests would act differently.

Mr, Nixon aptly realizes that

the Moratorium is more a re-
sult of frustration and a priori

criticism, than of a cautious

and thorough analysis of the

situation. Unfortunately, most
of the leadership of the Mor-
atorium has been characterized

by naive, confused, and part-

time student activists, not ex-

cluding the leadership on this

campus.

Therefore, the Moratorium
has yet to motivate Mr. Nixon
to do what he should have done
in the first place - re-examine
the premises of his foreign

policy. As he outlined in his

address, Mr. Nixon perceives

an East-West conflict; the tyr-

annous powers of the East,

Russia and China, are balanced

3Y DON ROGERS—*

against the keeper of freedom
and righteousness In the West,
the United States. The Viet-

namese War is a result ofCom-
munist aggression through its

puppet, North Vietnam; and on
American surrender would par-

ticipate a series of Communist
brush-fire wars, designed to

take advantage of crippled

American prestige.

Unpardonable Simplification

This point of view Is stupid

and unpardonable. It oversimp-
lifies the harsh political real-

ities that do exist and veils

the relationships with other na-

tions that the United States

should pursue. The tragic ele-

ment is that the bulk of Ameri-
can people believe this view-
point along with Mr. Nixon,

whether or not they oppose the

war. As long as they under-
stand foreign policy in these

terms, we can only expect con-

tinuance of the present trends.

The target of protest, there-

fore, should be the assump-
tions underlying our foreign

policy. The Moratorium has a
dual task; it must educate the

administration, and It must ed-
ucate the public. Only when the

American public understands
the truth of the situation will

the President pursue a differ-

ent course, Mr. Nixon is a re-
sult of misconception, not a

The Moratorium on 14 No-
vember is certainly warrent-
ed. But emphasis on protest
Is ridiculous and vain. The
Moratorium should focus on
educating the public and elu-
cidating a rational criticism
of American foreign policy. It

would then represent a great

deal of political maturity and
social responsibility. In this
Washington College can play a
paramount role, because Ches-
tertown needs education as
badly as any place else.

permit, and if necessary, fast-

He has substituted "protec-

tive reaction" for search-and-

destroy missions, thus again

de-escalating the war.

His position might seem in-

transient to some, but to most

it should seem as flexible. He
is free to withdraw as many
troops as possible and, by com-
promise at Paris, reach a set-

tlement that is even more len-

ient than his peace proposals.

The basic question Is, how-

ever, will you support the Pre-

sident of the United States in

his plan? Are you willing to

give the only man who has de-

escalated the war by with-

drawing combat troops, since

It began the chance to continue

his planned withdrawal, or do

you want to force him to ef-

fect immediate withdrawal and

take the risk of bloodshed

abroad and "divisive recrimi-

nation" at home?
I, for one, am willing to give

the man who has offered us a

tangable light at the end of the

tunnel a chance to pursue his

policy with my support.

Paul H. Naylor

•70

To the Editor:

Would you like to see the

glorious youth of America, in

the flesh, in action? You want

to see Intelligent male college

students, being mentally

groomed for Christ - knows -

what, "doing their own thing?"

Well, make sure that you are

inconspicuously present in the

second floor lobby of Kent House
at Washington College the next

time the President of our

country addresses the nation on

television, as he did this past

Monday evening. It is a real

treat. You will probably see,

as I did, plenty of Dean's List

highbrows, so caught uplntheir

intellectual - moral - philoso-

phical views of war and peace

and rights in general that they

will not, cannot, climb down
off their lofty academic per-

ches long enough to see the

reality of the war. You will

see also a motley assortment

of frustrated freshmen, trying

desparately to make the total

transition of hippiedom—their

preoccupation with hair, clothes

and all the other little fetishes

of their role, gets in the way
of viewing anything at all

through the eyes of an Ameri-
can male. They are comfortably

satisfied with delivering dia-

tribes against "that Jerk in the

White House," and content to

leave it at that. It Is enough

to make you puke.

When are you boys going

off you pompous asses and stop

being so totally negative to ev-

eryone and everything? To sit

and snicker at the President

and "contribute" (and I use

the term loosely) snide com-
ments on his policies, doesn't

mean shit In the real world
outside of your safe and snug
little $3000-a-year college ex-

istence. Who or what do

you think is availed useful by
this kind of attitude?

Yes—this is trite. So what?

(Continued on Page 3)
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Freshmen

Evaluate

Orientation
by Cathy Carroll

For the first time, fresh-

man reaction to orientation week

has been solicited. Response

Is not yet complete, but gen-

erally it was considered a valu-

able program.

Library orientation ranked

as the least popular event. The
OKK forum seemed "panned",

remarked Dean Root, and the

SGA assembly lacked organi-

zation. Freshmen enjoyed and

appreciated welcoming spee-

ches by Dean Gould and Dr.

Russell, vice-provost of stu-

dent affairs at the University

of Pennsylvania.

Faculty Home's Popular

in (he Majors Forums, where
faculty representatives spoke to

students on their respective

fields. It was suggested that

these might be held at different

times in future orientations to

allow attendance at more than

one. The most popular activity

was considered to be visits to

faculty homes.

Social events were only mod-
erately successful. Students en-
joyed the dance but regarded
the beach party as a "flop"

due to poor weather and plan-

Letters

(L. to R.) Eric Ruark, Elyn Dye, and Mike Demick in rehearsal for THE THREE CUCKOLDS.

Players To Grace Tawes Stage

For Revival Of 'Three Cuckolds'

'!'!g.

Changes Anticipated

One major complaint oforien-

tation week was the excess of

free time. The program might

he shortened by abolishing the

language placement exam and

requiring, instead, College

Board language achievement

by Charlie Hemming

The bright, bawdy, excite-

ment of the Renaissance Italy

will be revived In Tawes The-
ater when Washington College

department of drama mounts

its production of The Three

Cuckolds on November 13, 14,

The play is an adaptation by

scholar Leon Katz of an old

scenario from the commedia
deH'arte, a form of popular

entertainment during the Ital-

ian Renaissznce. It employed

fancily costumed stock comic

cialty of the actor playing hirt

Improvised Theater

The players would be give

WE'VE GOT THEM

JEANS Tied and Dyed

to go where

No muss

the action is

no fuss -

WEEDS has done the

dying for you -

Tied & Dyed jeans in

RAINBOW COLORS

$11.00

The VILLAGE TOGGERY
"Chestertown's Junior Place"

301 HIGH STREET

a basic outline of the action and

then would improvise on it, util-

izing their large repertory of

comic responses, with no two

performances exactly alike.

From one of these outlines

Leon Katz has written a script

mosphere of a typical perfor-

mance of the commedia dell
1

arte. Leandro is in love with

Cintia, wife of Covtello, who in

turn Is in love with Franceshi-

na, wife of Pantalone who in

turn is in love with Flami-

nla, wife of Zanni.

Loving Buffoon

Coviello and Pantalone are

aided in their respectivequests

by Arlecchino, a fun -loving but

ness for pranks, who helps

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank

out in hopes of getting a free

The production will bedirec-

ted by Mr. Timothy Maloney,

chairman of the dranui depart-

ment, with the set designed by

Mr. Paul H. Mazer, also of

the drama department faculty.

Of interest is the large num-
ber of Washington College stu-

dents making their debut in this

production. Arlecchino is

played by Michael Demick. Pan-

talone by Jon Spear, Leandro
by Dana Ross, FlaminlabyElyn
Dye, Francheschina by Carole

Baldwin; and Cintia is played

by Eugenia Thorton.

Old Timers

The Washington College ve-

cuckolder.

Ruark appeared last year as
the police inspector in Hotel
Parndiso and as one of the
fathers In one Fantastiks, while
Lobell has appeared as Karl
In Strlndberg's The Father.

Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Mon. 8-7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 7

Fri. 8 - 8

Sat. 8-6

(Continued from Page 2)

It is also'valld. If you believe

In your country, stand up for

it— if you don't, no one is keep-
ing you here. Get the hell out.

Or better yet, get a deferment

from life, or be a conscien-

tious objector to responsibility,

because you aren't worth the

dung that a pung stake is dipped

in.

high due to the "war mong-
ering" Implications of this hor-
rid letter, forget it. I don't think

the United State's place is In

a small country, totally disrup-

life and fighting her

for

venient i

but i

d-drted solu-

d, either. The
bone I am picking is with all

the polished orators whoscome
out of the woodwork when such
a television address comes.

Just remember one thing,

you smart-assed college stu-

dents who profess to know ex-

actly what Is right for our
nation, more so than profes-

sional diplomats -- If your
cynical, negative dereagatory

mutterings and attitudes had

prevailed In this country from
its Inception, you would prob-
ably be whining from within

a commune right now.

J. Alexander McCosh

To the Editor:

I am very grateful to my
father for being Involved and

acting out his small part as a

servant of his country. I am
content with being an English

major, and wouldn't relishbelng

a German or Japanese major.

I like their beer but not their

politics (ideologies?).

H. \ Mr

To the Editor:

As John Wayne said, "I was

a socialist, too, when I was a

sophomore, but not when I gra-

duated..."

Well, men, andespeciallyyou

new men, let's wait until we
graduate, and start participa-

ting for real in this world,

not with words and books, but

with actions, before we dare

tell anyone else how to do it.

And another thing...

Why don't all those goddamn
hippies, who aren't contribu-

ting to our College, get the hell

out of our dining room and

stop ruining our scenery?

Bill Frank
'70

To the Editor:

As regards the letter of Bill

Frank, class of "70
;
while the

biographical material on John

Wayne is no doubt an educa-

tional service of no little mer-
it, I must confess to not under-

standing its purpose. Also ex-

actly what Is "IT" that "WE"
are not qualified to tell some-
one else how to do? How does

one become qualified to do It,

or for that matter qualified

to tell someone else that they

As for the other thing, what

Is Bill Frank contributing to

the College and why doesn't he

get the hell out of my dining

room and stop ruining my sce-

William D. Prettyman

Associate Editor

The Washington Elm
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Callisen

To Talk On
Asian Art

by Lorctta West

Tonight, Professor S. A. Cal-

lisen will present a slide lec-

ture on "Contemporary Art in

Mainland Chlna
;
An Unparalled

Revolution." It will be given

In Hynson Lounge at 8
;
00 p.m.

In professor Callisen's dis-

tinguished career as an archae-

ologist, he has travelled ex-

tensively In Europe, Africa,

and the Near East as well as

Russia, Sweden, England and

Kenya. While residlngin Kenya,

Tanganyika and Ethiopia, he ac-

Durlnf the 1930's. Callisen

taught history of art and

archaeology .it Harvard and Ro-

chester Universities, From
1945-19-59 he served as Dean

seum of Art in New York City,

a position lie occupied from

1949-1959. Currently, he is

SIDEWALK
AUCTION
Emmanuel Episcopal

Church

Cross St. and

Court Ave.

SAT., NOV. 8

Starts 11 a.m.

Lunch available

CHESTER THEATRE

Noil. 6-7-a

The Lorn Cod!

Nov. 'J-1U-II

Paranoia

213 DRIVE-IN

Not', r-8-9

Hard Contract

aha

Death Rides a llune

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Nov.

Pinions Kmnbou

1 guilansl. pcrlonik'J

Parkening Receives

Thunderous Response

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS

Phone 778-2525

an opening work by an English

At first it was apparent that

Parkening is no follower of

his teacher, Segovia. His style

was very direct and dynamic,
as opposedtoSegovia'sextreme
subtlety and delicacy of tone.

Parkening's full control of the

tent flow of mood throughout

Parkening seemed strongest,

and certainly had his impact,

when he played severalflamenco
pieces at the end of the concert.

Both the perfurmer and the au-

:aught fire. Certainly,

few

With increased age, bette:

left - hand control of stroni

chords and morecohesivetran-

moods, Parkening's future as ;

College Heights Sub Shop
Monday thru Thus • 10:30 i

I Saturc

!ING IN

Pizza - Subs - Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

Board Chairman Wingate

Discusses Campus Issues

"College days should be fun,

but not just fun. It should be a

time for some good hard work,

and the student who doesn't

participate in this aspeci Is

missing something."

Dr. Phillip Wingate, chair-

man of the college's 37-man

Board of Visitors and Go-

vernors, who made this state-

ment appears to have made a

successful combination of fun

and work during his college

A 1933 graduate of Wash-

ington College, Dr. Wingate was

Editor-in-chief of the Elm and

captain of the lacrosse team

during his senior year. He also

considered Organic Chemistry

receive bis doctorate in that

field from the University of

Maryland.

Dr. Wingate is presently as-

sistant general manager for

Company in Wilmington, Dela-

ware. Hehasbeenaboardmem-
ber for 7 years, serving as

chairman for the last 3.

As every Board Chairman in

the past, Dr. Wingate comes

up for re-election each June

for another year of office.

Policy Making Body

He sees the Board to be a

policy-making body and con-

siders maintenance of the Col-

lege's fiscal integrity to be one

of its major duties. He further

important issuefacingtlieBoard

this year is the selection of a

new president to succeed Dr.

He stated that due to the fact

that the Board meets only 4

times a year, it depends heavily

on the President, faculty, and

administration to execute the

policy and be responsible for "a

thousand details." Dr. Wingate

himself averages about 25 trips

a year to the campus.

Dr. Wingate's main interests

are organic chemistry, the

newspaper business, and la-

crosse, but he's quick to add,

"not necessarily in that order."

In addition to pursuing his in-

terest in chemistry, Dr. win-
gate writes occasionally for

newspapers. His most recent

article was published in a recent

issue of the Sunday Sun of Bal-

timore. The article was a fea-

ture on the Eastern Shore town
of Wingate which, coincldent-

aUy, was where Dr. wingate was

born and raised.

Dr. Wingate's continuing in-

terest in the Elm has been evi-

denced throughout his tenure on

the_Board. Peter Herbst, editor-

in-chief of the Elm says that,

"Dr. Wingate's frequent and

^helpful suggestions are greatly

appreciated. It is extremely re-

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. • 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

P LIQUORS

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

203 High Str«t _.
Chesttrtown, Md. Z032L

warding to

courageme;

; to h r his en.

criticism.'

Dr. Wingate Is also an avii

lacrosse fan. He readily state:

that 1933 Washington lacrossi

of r

His brother, W. Wilnn Win-
gate, was a Baltimore Sports

writer and the Wingate Trophy,

the National lacrosse trophy,

kept in the hall of fame at

Johns Hopkins Is named after

him.

Commenting on a recent

Elm article on SGA President

Dean Skelos' candidacy for Col-

lege president, Dr. Wingate

stated that "The idea is not ut-

terly absurd" and that he would

be interested in hearing faculty

Dr. Wingate stated that the

October 15 Moratorium "was a

good thing and was well done al

Washington College." He stated

that he supported and continues

to support the Washington Col-

lege moratorium activities. He

further stated that the demon-

strations should not be person-

al attacks on the President, for

Nixon needs the support of the

country, but he also needs tobe

told that the country wants to

end the war.

MRA Okays

Dorm Lounge

Innovation

The MRA recently passed a

roposal to allow students to

se dormitory lounges to add

ew furniture

and i e the iv .11* ii

Two lounges, those of first

floor North Kent, inhabited by

the "Kent House Twelve" and

already been so improved.

A list of stipulations drawn

up the MRA proposal require

MRA approval for each group

which wants to embellish the

lounge and permission from

the maintenance departmentfor
certain changes.

MRA president C lint Wel-
meister explains, "Essentially

I up a

pendent chapte:

further commented that "none
of the lounges are actually des-

ignated as 'closed' but a

problem arises in so far as

people should have some means
of protecting their property."

The system Is subject to

review by the MRA at a later
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Senate Establishes

New Parking Laws
Cars on lawns, in the fire

lanes, and towaway zones -first

three offenses $5 plus towaway
costs. Fourth offense - loss of
registration for thirty days and
car towed away If found on cam-

Parking Lots

cars illegally parked on a

lot - $5 for first three of-

fenses' after that, loss of re-
gistration for thirty days and
car towed away Iffound on cam-

Students must be notified 48
hours in advance if they are to

move their cars from a lot.

Going wrong way on hill fire

lane - $2 first three offenses;

Failure to register a car- $4
plus registration. If the car is
not then registered, it will be
towed away.

Restricted Areas

Car illegally parked at Hod-
son Hall and other restricted

areas - $5 plus towaway costs

the first three offenses; loss of

registration for thirty days and
car towed off campus for sub-
sequent offenses.

48 Hours to Pay

THE

Driftwood

Restaurant & Lounge

Chestertown s

Select

Restaurant

Luncheon * Dinner

Cocktails w Dancing

Smorgasbord

Every Saturday Nite!

6-1 Op.m.

$3*25 all you can

Rt. 213

In Front Of

Fovley Manor

778-2060

A student has 48 hours to pay
a fine; if it is not paid, he will

be assigned a hearing date. If

found guilty, he has 48 hours to
pay. Failure to do so will cause
the car to be towed away and
loss of registration for thirty

Don Kelly
Chevrolet- Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS
Service On All Make*

Chestertown Service Center

Maple

m.-9p.r

something NEW ! I !

The

gflfflr?
Of KENT- Chestertown

"for fine men's fashions"

Come in and browse around. See our selection

of Famous brands in the New Designer Fashions
as well as the Traditional stylings for the college

male. We are here to serve you, if you do not see

what you desire, please let us know so we can ad-

331 HIGH STREET - CHESTERTOWN

Chesapeake Appreciation Day, is one of the manylvents Wash-
lington College students can participate in around this area. Above
are the decorative bows of the Skipjacks which raced off Sandy
Point last Saturday. There was also plenty of seafood and beer.

IFC Begins Review

Of Initiation Methods
The Inter-Fraternity Coun-

cil this week found the campus
chapter of Theta Chi fraternity

guilty of direct violation of the

L.F.C. Constitution and the na-

tional Theta Chi charter.

Dean William Gould brought

official charges before the

I.F.C. Judiciary Board, con-
cerning procedures observed
during Initiation of Theta pled-

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

A reprimand letter will be

sent to the local chapter, along
with a letter stating the facts

of the case, to the Theta Chi
national headquarters. A letter

was drafted thankingDean Gould
for his concerned action.

Finally, the Judiciary Board
charged the IFC Council to make
a complete and concise review
of it's constitution, specifical-

ly in reference to the section

on hazing and Judicial perfor-

Dean Gould expressed en-
couragement at the decision of

the IFC to review hazing and

initiation procedures, stating

that "changes of this nature

will be Important to the Col-

*ft
OZMAN'S, INC.

RT. 231 TELEPHONE 778-2484

CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND 71
.DSMOBILE I

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

,
And Evening.

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 ?M. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS
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Upon seeing the Flash Gor-
n series In its entirety, I

tt as one might after watch-

l four hours of consecutive

There were many
among us who could not stand
the mental strain and felt obli-
ged to leave during the Inter-
mission, which came about after

two and half straight I

Flash, Dale, Zarkov, Barin,
and Mings' blunders.

These blunders were all a

part of the film's incredibly

Incoherent plot that Is to be
found somewhere in the repe-
tition of the Throne Room of

Emperor Merciless Ming of the

planet Mongo, master of the uni-
verse. Ming had enough trouble
mastering Ms own feeble intel-

ligence and that of his Inter-

galactic Invaslonary Force of

seven soldiers and a few pid-
dling space ships.

Monsters. Ming and Mongo

Flash, with the help of Dr.

Zarkov, who can cure anything
from ingrown toenails to polio

with the aid of various circu-

lar neon light bulbs and elec-

trostatic generators, manages
to halt Mongo's collision course
with Earth as well as under-
mining Ming's empire. He also

survives thirteen chapters of

monsters, rayguns, radium fur-

naces, and nasty tortures ready
to fight on against innumerable
odds to protect the Innocent Dale

Ardon, alias Mother Earth,

whose role consist mainly of

waking from unconsciousness

and scramlng "Flash."

Bombs, Barin, and Brute

Flash's brute strength and
good intentions bring all things

to a happy ending and a sav-

ing of the innocent. Ming has

committed suicide, Aura
(Ming's daughter who has been
saving Flash's life throughout

the picture) settles for Barin-
rightful ruler and friend of

Flash Gordon, Flash, Dale and
Zarkov get back safely toearch
after disposing of an odd time-
bomb. Flashflnally kisses Dale.

The mm, or at least the first

few hours, were really enjoyable

for no other reason than the lack
of coherence, lack of plot, poor
acting, and the fact that it Is a
classic of sorts. I feel it is

classical because Flash Gor-
don has been part of the en-
culturatlon of most youngsters
in the U.S. It is also interest-

ing to watch the neolithic con-
ception of spacetravel and com-
munication thrown out 33 years
ago, while living in an age of

space travel.

CHESTERTOWN

DRIVE-IN 107 CROSS ST.

Phone 778-3181
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Well I'll Be A ...

by Bert Boqash
In last week's column, I predicted a 6-2 Morgan vic-

tory over the Sho'men. Though last week practically

every member of the soccer team told me my pre-

diction was way off base. Some said it nicely, others

not so nicely. Most said it including Coach Athey. My
answer to them was: "Look at the season Morgan is

having. They're undefeatedl Cletus Nnadi has twenty-

six goals in ten games. A guy by the name of Shizade-

gan has half as many. That's a lot of goals. Anyway,
they beat Georgetown University last week, 1-0. You
guys are good but you can't walk on water!"

Well, I'm convertedl The Sho'men outplayed the

bears last Wednesday, scored early on a play involving

Dave tsherwood, who fed Bruce Barker who in turn

lofted a pass to Mark Sinkinson moving in on the goal.

With beautiful timing all around, Sink headed the ball

past the goalie for what turned out to be the only
score of the game. Morgan never had a chance.

The Morgan win, although good for morale, does
nothing for us in the standings since they are not in

either the Mason-Dixon or the Middle Atlantic Con-
ference. The big game is on Saturday as the Shore
miraclemen WILL BEAT Johns Hopkins. Hopkins, also

a formidable foe, would like to play the role of the
spoiler. Both teams are members of the Mason-Dixon
and the MAC. The Sho'men will prevail. Bring on Hop-
kins, bring on Towson, bririg on anybody. They don't
stand a chance.

Just one note to the soccer team : Don't make me
eat my words again. It's bad for my digestion.

The only disappointing thing about the victory over
Morgan, was the crowd. It's a wonder that the Sho'-
men can play so well with so little support from its

fans. Washington College, you have a good soccer
team. Show your appreciation by getting out and root-
ing for it.

Thirty-one to seven. That was the score of the in-

tramural championship game, the victory going to
Theta Chi over the freshmen Snoopy team. The lopsid-
ed affair was significant in that it was the biggest romp
for anv team in an intramural championship game in
recent years. Congratulations to the Theta's and
jjnoopy, well . . . there's always next year.

Harriers Snap

Losing Streak

by Bill Dunphy

Washington College's cross-

country team snapped a three
meet losing streak with a 23-

39 Homecoming victory over
Bowie State. Dave Bird took the

individual honors with a 24:02
clocking over the 4.2 mile
Sho'men course. Bird was fol-

lowed by Sam Martin (third

place), Howard Stauber (fifth),

Larry Kopec (sixth) and Bob
Maskrey (seventh) to complete
the scoringforChattellers'run-

. But I ! Sho'r i alsi

eighth through fourteenth places
to add to the lopsided win; only

an intercollegiate rule allowing
only two non-scoring runnersto
block opposing runners kept the
score as low as it was.

In Baltimore on October 29,
the harriers took on a wlnless
Johns Hopkins squad. Bird once
again won the race, coming in

with a time of 25;23 for 4.7

miles. But Sam Martin cramped
up and was way off his race.

Kopec did not finish the race
due to a leg cramp, and Hop-
kins took the meet by a 23-33

The record now stands at 2-4
for the Sho'men, with a triple
meet against Delaware Valley
and PMC coming up tomorrow
with It a chance to brlngthe sea-
son tally up to .500.

Theta Takes

Touch Tilt

Member of FDIC

by Geoff Anderson

This past week marked the

end of another football season.

The Lambda's for the fifth

straight year captured the co-

veted "fraternity cup" while

Theta CM won the overall

championship by beating Snoopy
31-7.

The blng one of the week,
however, was theKA-Thetatilt.

Each team desperately wanted
the victory In order to stay in

contention for the "frat cup".

The Theta's were the first

to score with a twenty yard
pass from J.D. Hall to center

Ty Wilde. The KA's came back
to tie it with a sixty yard punt
return by Chuck Vuolo. Early In

the second half the Theta's
scored twice on pass plays and
the KA's once. However, with
only ten seconds left, Vuolo
chucked a twenty yard pass to
George Henckel to tie the con-
test at 18 all.

Across the street the Lamb-
da's won a forfeit from the
Phi Slg's. since they had the
best fraternity record, the
Lambda's were once again win-
ners of the "coveted cup". In
the overall standings, the
Theta's gained championshipby
their 31-7 victory over Snoopy.
In this game, Theta quarterback
J.D. Hall ended a brilliant foot-
ball career by passingfor three
touchdowns and running one in
himself.

"Lambda 6-3
Snoopy 5.3

EA o.
5-3-1

THE SHO'MEN keep pressing as Dave Isherwood tried unsuccess-

fully to score here.

Booters Beat

Bears 1-0

The Washington Collegeboot-

ers wind up a successful foot

season in the next four days by
entertaining Johns Hopkins here
on Saturday and Towson State

on Monday. Both games have a

bearing on the final status of

the Sho'men IntheMason- Dixon
Conference which they now lead,

and the Hopkins game will ef-

fect the locals in the Middle
Atlantic Conference.

The Atheymen continued to

roll over each and every op-

ponent as they took two victor-

ies this past week from the

hands of Lycoming 2-1 and Mor-
gan State 1-0.

The booters traveled to Wil-

liamsport, Pa. last Friday and
took the field against Lycoming
at 10:30 a.m. Saturday. Dave
Isherwood, broke the ice with

less then ten minutes gone in the

contest. Lycoming tied it up in

the second half, but with the

pressure on them, the locals

came up with a picture goal as
Isherwood fed Mark Sinkinson

who beat the goalie from about

twelve yards out. This gave the

Sho'men their sixth consecutive
victory of the campaign and
moved them into contention for

the Middle Atlantic Conference

Championship.

One of the biggest victoriesof

the season came last Wednesday
as neither the wind or the bears

of Morgan State could put a dam-
per on the Sho'men's momen-
tum. Morgan, coming into this

ed teams in the state with a

9-0-1 team headed by 26 goal

man Cletus Nnadi against this

year's Atheymen and the result

Is Washington college 1, Mor-
gan state 0.

Not enough can be said about

the effort put out by the locals

in this game. The lone goal was
once again a "picture goal"

as Sinkinson got credit and

Bruce Barker and Isherwood

contributed with assists. Frank

Ogens had another great day in

the goal and Mark Svec turned

in a superb Job in handcuffing

Nnadi. Bill Inis, Peter Johnson

and Marty Rice also contribu-

ted with excellent defensive

game.

Note: Sports editor Bert Bo-
gash had to eat his words as he

predicted the Sho'men on the

lower end of a 6-2 decision to

Morgan. Six goals against this

defense?

••fraternity champions

GOAL IN THE MAKING Bruce Barker passes ball to Mark

Sinkinson foul of picture) who then headed it in to score

winning goal over Morgan St.
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Moratorium Committee

Group In D.C. March

Carol Baldwin and Mark Lobell will appear as Franceschina and Zanni in the Three Cuckolds Friday

and Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes Theatre. Photo by Nick Tighe.

Soccer Team Has 10-1-1 Season,

Chance For Mason-Dixon Crown
by Bob "beef Lehman

Washington College 1, Morgan
State 0. . .WashlngtonCollegel,
Johns Hopkins 0. . . Washington
College 1, Tow son State 0. . .and

the Sho'men keep rolling along!

The Sho'men did keep rolling

along even through the three

"must" games at the tall end
of their season. The season's
schedule is officially over now,

and with these last three Impor-
tant victories, the Atheymen
have turned In their second-best

record In twenty-four years of

soccer, registering 10 victories

against 1 loss and 1 tie.

Tournament Chances

However, these hooters are

not finished yet. As of this writ-

ing, the team has a chance at

three tournaments. The most

prestigious Is that Washington
College is being considered for

one of the spots in the NCAA
Eastern Reglonals for small

colleges, The Sho'men finished

In first place In the Mason
Dixon Conference and will

compete in the playoffs during

Sophie Kerr Committee

To Review Senior Work
The will of the late Mrs.

Sophie Kerr Underwood pro-

vides for "a cash prize to be

known and designated as the

'Sophie Kerr Prize' to be

awarded to the senior student

man or woman, at graduation,

who shall have been chosen as,

having the best ability and pro-

mise for future fulfillment in the

field of literary endeavor."

Since the terms of the will

do not specify a tupe of lit-

erary endeavor, the basis for

the award may vary from year

to year, depending on who shows

the greatest "ability and prom-
ise," The prize may be given

for original poetry, prose fic-

tion, or drama, and it may be

given for literary criticism or

scholarship, "Promise" in-

volves a capacity for future

development, while "promise

for future fulfillment" calls

for a dedication and self-dis-

cipline that such fulfill-

ment would require.

Any senior, regardless ofhis

major, may submit work to the

chairman (or this year, the act-

ive chairman) department, with

the assurance that it will be con-

sidered by the Sophie Kerr

Committee. The committee will

also consider excellent work

done for courses.

the weekend of November 21.

The third hope restsinthe Mid-

dle Atlantic Conference, where

the locals are neck and neck

with Haverford College for the

Southern Division title. A Hav-

erford loss or tie Is necessary

to give the Eastern Shoremen
the championship.

Two Shutouts

The two big games of this

past week were both played on

the Klbler Pitch and were both

1-0 shutouts, the first over

Johns Hopkins and two days

later over Towson. The Sho'men

turned In an outstanding per-

formance against Hopkins.

Speaking for itself, the defense

only allowed two shots at goalie

Frank Ogens. Thebigplay,how-

ever, was theice-breakerlnthe

fourth quarter as Barry Drew
drilled a shot from 25 yards

out into the upper left hand

corner of the net.

Two days later, the Towson
Tigers cametochestertownand

left on the short end of a 1-0

decision. The wind was a big

factor In this game, and both

teams had a tough time getting

a attack mounted. Once again,

the superb defense headed by

Mark Svec, Pete Johnson,

Marty Rice and Frank Ogens

came through in fine style for

their sixth shutout of the season.

The lone tally came from the

foot of freshmen Bllllnnlsfrom

about 25 yards out.

The Washington College Viet-

nam Moratorium Committee is

supporting the National Mora-
torium Commltte'spositionthat

there be an Immediate with-

drawal of American troops from
Vietnam.

Committee

To Study

Evaluation
by Nancy Daily

The teacher evaluation for

2nd semester has been post-

poned. Due to the lack of stu-

dent response (only 29%) the

SGA has withheld funds for pub-

lication. Instead, the Evaluation

Committee will attemot to de-

velop student Interest and In-

vestigate evaluation methods
used by other schools.

Former chairman of the E-

valuatlon Committee, Barbara
Osborn, has resigned. She had

remained as chairman only un-
til the second semester eval-

uation was completed. Now that

it has been postponed, Miss

In support of this position,

the local committee will par-

ticipate In tomorrow's march
on Washington, D.C. There will

be a bus leaving for washing-
ton from behind William Smith

hall tomorrow morning at 7

a.m., which will return to the

College around 7 p.m.

In addition to the march, the

College group will conduct a
Write - Your - Congressman
Campaign today between 11:30
a.m. and 10:00 p.m., in Hynson
Lounge. The committee will

supply all the necessary mater-
ials.

At It's Monday night meet-
ing, the student Senate orally

sanctioned the Washington Col-
lege group participating in the
march on Saturday,

Osborn feels she will not

have time later in her senior

year to handle the assignment.

She added that previous re-

sponse was disheartening, des-

pite a multiple-choice, quickly

answered questionnaire.

The Senate recommended that

the committee spend the rest of

the semester discussing pos-
sible changes in form at and pro-
cedure. As yet, no new chair-
man has been nominated.

Historian Otto Pflanze deliveied the first Hyland-Price lecture

of the year last week. He spoke on "Turning Points in German

History."
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'George - Painting
9

Proves Costly Joke

Letters to the Editor . . .

Late Sunday night, November

9 person or persons unknown

painted the statue of George

Washington In orange enamel

paint. At the same time a peace

.svmbol was painted on the en-

trance floor to William Smith,

Hall. So far there is no know-

ledge as to who did the paint-

ing or why they did it.

The minor vandalism did pro-

duce major results of a sort-

It will cost about 50 dollars to

have the paint removed and will

occupy the time of two men for

a day. It may prove completely

impossible to eradicate the

William Smith, because the

paint has penetrated deeply into

the unprotected floor.

occurring for years," said A.

Clayton McGarvey, the Col-

lege's Maintenance Director.

They are malicious and un-

necessary and don't do anyone

any good. The time spent in

cleaning the statue could have

been spent In doing something

more constructive."

Editorial

Evaluation
Two weeks ago, the Senate decided to postpone the

Evaluation and spend j semester's time working on con-

sideration of possible improvements, to be implemented

in a critique of this semester's courses. In two subsequent

meetings. The Executive Committee has not yet done so

much as appoint a new chairman.

The committee has now five weeks in which they can

work before the end of the semester. Last year, appoint-

ment of the chairman was put off to the point that the

committee had almost no time in which to consider plans

before production had to set under way.

Out of three Evaluations produced so far, the second

was the only one on which any experimentation was

done. There were many criticisms of a statistical for-

mat, but more important, a new idea was followed

through. The third followed the same format as the

first, increasing accuracy and respectability, but adher-

ing to the very basic necessary structure of an evaluation,

course by course, without any exploration of new possi-

bilities.

The Evaluation is still in the development phase. New,

fresh ideas are necessary for the growth of what could

become a highly significant and worthwhile publication.

Let's give it some time for work and a chance to develop.
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To the Editor:

I believe a student has the

right to take the combination

of courses mostsultabletohim.

In all fairness to Mr. McCosh

I propose the following courses

be offered at Washington Col-

lege: Advanced closed minded

ness, stylistics In mediocre

writing, vulger fanaticism, and

anti-Americanism.

As for Mr. Bill Frank I

propose he be given an hon-

orary degree in the art of dis-

guise. Until last week I always

thought he was a hippie.

Nestor Sanchez

To the Editor:

In regard to last week's letter

by Mr. McCosh, I would like to

offer some comments, while

Mr. McCosh is definitely a mas-
ter in the use of profane langu-

analysls

of the role dissent should play

in the United States Is lacking

in its understanding of thebasic

rudiments of American society.

I do agree with Mr. McCosh
on his evaluation of the closed-

minded people who watch a Pre-

sidential speech only to ridi-

cule. However, his comments
concerning the role of dissent

and the qualifications of diplo-

mats need to be reviewed.

Firstly, he states that anyone

who does not agree with the

policy of this country should

leave. With this point, Mr.

- McCost is exhibiting the same
type of tunnel vision which he

believes the so-called Kent

House revolutionaries possess.

The right to dissent Is one of

the basic foundations on which

this country was established.

pDolce's R eview

Last Summer
There Is a striking resem-

blance between Last Summer
and Lord of the Files. Both

Involve youngpeople (Last Sum-

mer's being ten years older

than William Goldlng's.) who

are involved in a society of

their own. The circumstances

of each plot are different, but

in each story, theessenceofthe

message Is the natural savagry

of human beings. Both cap-

ture the brutality of youth and

each leaves the viewer a dis-

turbing view into the purpose

of life.

Last Summer uses a trio of

high school students who have

summer homes with their par-

ents near New York and probes

into their relationship. The
interweaving of their lives be-

comes the basis for the film.

United Individuals

The trio supposedly present

a united front, but director

Frank Perry lets each become
an Individual character. Al-

though Dan and Peter (Bruce

Davison and Richard Thomas)
are very close friends, Dan Is

essentially a cruel, impulsive

person, while Peter has much
more sensitive feelings. The

triumverate Is completed with

Sandy (Barbara Hershey) who is

the most superficial of the

group. In the end, when the

union Is broken, it Is Dan
and Sandy who stay together.

Into this group a stranger In-

trudes. Rhoda (Charlotte Burns)

is a girl who lacks the so-

phistication of Sandy, but who
posseses the gentle humane

qualities that only Peter can
comprehend. Yet Peter, whose

loyalty to the group transcends

earlier feelings of compassion

assists in Rhoda's destruction.

It is only afterward that he rea-

lizes that an emotional schism

separates the three, and as San-

dy and Dan walk off together, he

stops - sensing the futility of

continuing the relationship.

Element of Courage

cowardice. When Rhoda and her

Puerto Rlcan computer date are

attacked by a gang, the trio

grab Rhoda and run away, leav-

ing the Spaniard to be beaten

by the criminals. When Rhoda

is being raped by Dan with the

aid of Sandy, Peter Is afraid

to help her - and Instead, as-

sists the group. The only ele-

ment of courage appears when

Rhoda sadly relates how her

mother died. After making a

bet with a man at a party that

she could swim a long distance

and return, she drowns in the

attempt. While this is not

courage in a normally accepted

sense. It is emphasis of an

individual action in opposition

to a group. Just as her mother

physically dies by defying an

opponent, Rhoda symbolically

dies when she defies her own
clique.

Loss Of Innocence

The title Itself suggests a

more obvious meaning of the

film - the loss of innocence.

After Rhoda is raped by the

group in a secluded forest (as

opposed to the open sea where
most of the film occurs), they

stand about her naked. Then,

slowly they dress and leave

without speaking, but they exit

as children no longer. The
last scene shows the beach
where It all began - a once

beautiful setting - but now, a

vast desolate, desolate, bar-

ren emptiness.

Plastic Dialogue

Director Frank Perry has

created a film that has mom-
ents of meaning, but it some-
how lacks the impact which could

have been achieved. His cha-

racter's dialogue is too plastic

to be completely believable and
their environment - neglectful

parents having affairs, divorces

etc. - has been used so fre-

quently that Its value is almost

nulL The relationships are

carefully devoloped and the
film Is at its best when con-
cnetratlng on Peter and Rhoda.

When an American respects his

country, he does not leave when

he Is offended by events or

leadership. He has the right and

obligation to voice his dissent,

possibly through an organiza-

tion or a political candidate. To

deny this right, or imply that its

use is unpatriotic, Is an attempt

to destroy the foundations of

freedom. Mr. McCosh's argu-

ment against dissent is fanati-

cism. This approach, whether

emanating from the left or the

right, Is the danger that any free

nation must fear, because fana-

ticism resides outside the do-

main of reason: it is irrational

people preaching irrational

ideas.
Secondly Mr. McCosh states

that the people are not in the

position to comment on the

faults of our diplomatic policy,

since our leaders are more ex-

perienced and knowledgeable

than the average person. But

these diplomats are not in-

fallible, and often continue to

support harmful policies, be-

cause they have lost their ob-

jectivity. Dissent at this

time, can be helpful in for-

cing a new look Into the

problem. When this dissent is

lacking a country, leaders can

gain complete control as the

Nazis did In Germany, where

this attitude of trusting the

professional leaders has an old

tradition.

Finally, I realize that I should

sleep well at nlght,knowlngthat

across the hall lives some-
one who doesn't have "conven-

ient cut and dried solutions,"

but does seereality much clear-

er than the average student. But

I still toss and turn at night;

because I know the people who

claim to see reality clearer, and

are so positive of their posi-

tions that they would crush

dissent, are not limited to the

room across thehall. They exist

throughout the nation, control

the Pentagon, and have too much
Influence in a free society. This
Is why I am plagued by the re-

curring nightmare that the type

of mind that wrote last week's

letter Is leading our country. We
should be proud for they put

this country where it is today -

Vietnam. WHAT NEXT?
David Saffern, '71

To the Editor:

On the behalf of the soccer

team, I would like to thank the

student body for its support

throughout the season and

especially for the last three

games, against Morgan, Hop-

kins, and Towson. It's hard for

the spectors to realize how

much enthusiasm in the stands

and support can do for a team
It meant a helluva lot to us!

Thanks.

"Beer* Lehman

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank
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Obsolete Regulations

Show Sharp Contrast
by Vicki Colgan

Recent open dorm policies,

the self-limiting curfew system

and liberalized alcohol regula-

tions are pretty much taken for

granted at Washington College

now. Perhaps only the seniors,

who can remember moving a

card from one box to another to

go to the library, and men for-

bidden to cross Washington Ave-

nue before 6 p.m. intheir fresh-

man year, can appreciate

the new freedoms of the 1969

campus.

But a look at the regulations

of the Women's Student Gov-

ernment Association, circa

1930, makes current campus re-

gulations seem super-ultra-

liberal indeed.

Found on the bulletin board

of the Student Affairs Office,

the Regulations include a sec-

tion entitled "House Regula-

tions", which outline not only

quiet hours ("no bathing after

11 p.m."), but retiring hours.

Lights Out

Freshmen (if they were good)

were allowed to stay up until

11 p.m.; upperclassemen had

until midnight, and special oc-

casions called for lights-out at

1:30 a.m., "after Cotillion",

ana 12:30 "after a Saturday

night dance".

The atmosphere of Reld Hall

must have been slightly dif-

ferent in the days when regula-

tions demanded ''soft soled slip-

pers must be worn after'

10:30 p.m."

Social Walking

The section on Social Regu-

lations dictates virtually every

aspect of social life for the

girls: "date privileges", "au-

tomoblling", "movies", "li-

brary" and, believe it or not,

"walking."

"All girls must be in by 7:30

p.m., but may have dates from

8 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. as follows;

seniors, 5 nights a week; Jun-

iors, 4 nights a week; sopho-

mores, Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday; freshmen, only 2 of

these 3 evenings.

Freshmen Phone Service

Freshmen, who now feel

slighted at not having their

keys, were then forbidden to

"ha*e escorts, except during
the date hours" and were re-

sponsible for answering the

house phone and door bell at all

The lucky seniors were al-

lowed to do all sorts of scan-

dalous things, like going

"downtown without escorts after

7:30 p.m."

Students were encouraged to

study; "Girls are permitted in

the library after 7;00 p.m., for

not less than one hour and not

more than two." But "no girl

Is allowed inside fraternity hou-
ses or on porches or steps."

Mr. William Johnston is acting chorus director for the pre-

sent academic year. He will direct the Chorus's annual Christmas

concert on December 12th. Photo by BUI Matthews

Dunning Computer Center Serves

Multitude Of College Purposes

How much do you know about

our computer? There are many
people who feel that there Is lit-

tle use for computers on cam-
pus. Fortunately there are those

like Dr. Trimmer, chairman of

the physics department, and
Dr. Brown, chairman of the

mathematics department, who
feel differently.

In 1968, Dr. Trimmer, after

considerable hard work, ob-

tained a grant from the Nation-

al Science Foundation to help In

the college science improve-

ment program. In the spring

of 1969, our IBM-1130 compu-
ter arrived.

Main Goal

Its main goal Is to Introduce

digital computing. This includes
providing classroom computing

for such couses as Math 111,

Numerical Analysis, and Statis-

tics. Also the psychology, eco-

nomics, and physics depart-

ments are applying it to their

fields in various programs. Of
course, it Is also an immediate
help to faculty research efforts,

especially in the area of data

reduction. Thirdly, it will be
employed for research into

other applications such asslm-

The Chestertown Arts League Exhibit

will be in Hynson Lounge
from November 16 through the 22nd

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sit. 10 a.m. -12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Computer Speaks

In addition there is also a

Teletype Terminal which canbe

used to communicate with com-
puters in other parts of the

country and 'speaks' several

computer languages besides

'FORTRAN' of the IBM-1130.

An average of 25 students

'log-in' for the computer each

day -- in a seven day week!

The computer Is now open a

minimum of 66 1/2 hrs. a week,

with plans to extend the hours
further with student volunteers.

In the evenings, student assis-

tants - Bill Ewing, Ted Gott,

pebble Green, Steve Hartley,

Carolyn Koelle, and Frank

Luxl - supervise the computer
center, while during the week
Mr. Slabey, director of the com-
puting, and Mrs. Young are on
hand for assistance and super-

In its spare time the compu-
ter is used for administrative

purposes. For example. Dr.

Brown has written many pro-
grams fo the Registrar's of-

fice, and If time permits the

computer will handle more ad-

ministrative functions in the

Next week, on Wednesday and

Fridays at 2;30, a new course

taught by Mr. Slabey, will be

started on the Introductory

Computer Programming' for all

those who are interested.

Shore Computers

Washington College is a

member of "The EasternShore

1130 Users Group," which meets
monthly to discuss mutural pro-

blems and points of interest

about their computers. The
organization consists of two

other colleges and 11 industries

with the same type of compu-
ter as ours. This Wednesday,

Washington College Is hosting

a meeting at 7;30 in room 311

of Dunning Hall. At this time

Dr. Brown will deliver a lec-

ture on linear programming.
Linear programming Is an

Operation Research technique

for the optimal allocation of

It is ideally suited to com-
puter Implementation. Dr.

Brown is an authority in Op-
erations Researchand will draw
upon his knowledge and exper-

ience in his field to present

the subject. All interested are
welcome to attend.

College

To Host

Bird Exhibit
by Lorettn West

The Maryland Ornithological

Society Is holding Its third an-

nual National Bird Carving Ex-

hibit this year In the theater

and lobbies of the Fine Arts

Building. The display will ex-

tend from 12:30 noon, Wednes-
day, November 19, through

5:00 p.m. Sunday, November 23.

Except for the first and last

day, the exhibit will be open

dally from 10:00 a.m. untU 9:00

The exhibit will present the

best works of select American
wood carvers from across the

counti It will be aunlquepro-

gram shownonlylnChestertown

and sponsored by the Kent

County chapter of the Society.

Art styles will Include real-

istic and Impressionistic bird

carvings as well as some bird

paintings.

Along with the carving ex-

ilblt, which features many local

species from wild to songbirds,

will be a slide and movie seg-

ment. The latter may be seen at

11:00 a.m. on Saturday, espe-

at 2:00 p.m. and 7-30 p.m.

dally, with a matinee at 11:00

a.m. on Saturday, especially for

children. It will feature the

subjects of conservation and

migration of different birds.

This exhibit, which twoyears
ago attracted over 4000 people

from 20 states and Canada, Is

expected to draw many more
this year. Admission of $1.00

per adult and $.50 per child

will provide funds for sanc-

tuary projects in Kent County

and elsewhere in the state.

A gift shop will also be open

at this time, selling Items of

bird motif.

Simmonds Discusses

Student-TownRelations
by Jim Dillon

Mr. Robert Simmonds, Bus-
iness Manager oftheCollege,is

in a unique position In terms of

college-community relations. A
member ofthe town council, Mr.

Simmonds is the only person

officially Involved in the affairs

both of the College and Chester

-

The government of Chester-

town consists of a council of

four elected representatives,

one from each of the wards of

the town. Every two years, two
council seats go up for elec-

is

over every four

mayor Is elected

The

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies &. Equipment

When asked about possi-

bilities for student Involvement

In community affairs, Mr. Sim-
monds stated that there are

many, particularly with volun-

teer groups such as the Tri-

County Council and the N.A.A,-

C.P. He warned against stu-

dents undertaking campaigns on

their own, in part because of a

high chance of arousing anta-

gonism among townspeople,

particularly among people one

may be trying to help.

Even though students at the

College only live in Chestertown

for four years, work on exist-

ing committees provides an op-

ing committees provides an

opportunity for continuous and

lasting efforts.

As a first step in Involve-

ment, Simmonds strongly urged

that students become aware of

the actual conditions in the

town: "housing and economic
base of a community go hand

in hand. The historical back-
ground, the people, and the local

governmental structure are all

areas one should become
familiar with before actually

becoming involved."
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THE
WASHINGTON SPORTS

We're No. 1
by Bert Bogash

Amid hope for a trip to Springfield,

Massachusetts, and the NCAA Eastern

Regional Soccer Playoffs, Coach Ed

Athey's Sho'men are assured, at least, of

a spot in the Mason-Dixon Conference

Playoffs to be held on November 21-22,

with the league's best record of five

wins and a tie in six contests. Their

5-1-0 mark in the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference could bring a college section

crown if Haverford College loses one of

its remaining three games.

After the Towson win. Coach Athey

said, "At the beginning of the season,

seeing what we had, I would have said

we would improve on last year's record,

but I didn't expect anything like this."

"This" was the season that Athey saw

his team finish with the second best re-

cord behind the 1964 club (which won

the Mason-Dixon Championship that

year) since he began coaching here in

1949. "This" was a club that banked on

a strong defense, holding eleven collegi-

ate opponents, to ten goals, and allowing

just three scores in the last eight games.

"This" was a club that garnered eight

consecutive victories, the last three be-
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ing shutouts, and ten triumphs in twelve
-J;

games for a 1 0- 1 - 1 record. j$

Washington's only setback for the sea-
|

son came in their first outing. They
|;

bowed to Upsala, 2-0, despite out-shoot- g
ing the Vikings, 28-18.

|
Last year the Sho' booters finished g

with a 6-6 record. From rags to riches §
they came and how great it feels to be £

on top! 8

Now that the new Cain Athletic Com-

plex is fast nearing completion and the g
first varsity basketball game is drawing £
nigh, visitors will soon be flocking to the :£

Chestertown sports center en masse. It
!;!;

is this writer's hope that upon entering S

the building through the lobby doors, j:|:

these visitors will gaze not on bare walls ;:;

and shelves, but on cases of trophies,
||

pictures, and plaques commemorating •:•:

achievements of past Shore teams and •:•:

athletes. Let's get these Washington Col- §
lege laurels out of those dusty boxes in

j|

some dingy closet or dark cellar and into •§

the gym where they belong. 8

1

The largest independent Ban

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Cou

since 1849

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from

to better serve Kent and Queen

Drive-ln Window

Church Hilt Chestertown
64B-S110

Member of FDIC

CHESTER THEATRE

Nov. 13-14-15

Young Billy Young

Nov. 16-17-18

If

213 DRIVE-IIM

Nov. 14-15-16

"The Detective"

also

The Devils Bride

CHURCHILL THEATRE
Nov. 13-20

"Those Were Thi

Happy Times"

Chestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue

Mark Sinkinson lofts a high boot amid a host of Blue Jays.

Harriers Drop Two

Win By Forfeit

This week saw two more de-

feats and one forfeit victory ad-

ded to the cross-country log,

bringing Washington's won-lost

record to 3-6.

Last Saturday, the team went

to Doylestown to take on P. MX.
and Delaware Valley In a triple

meet TheCadetsnevershowed
up, giving both the Sho' men and

e Valley a forfeit win.

ce that did occur, Dave

ce again took Individ-

honors with 24:01 for 4.5

iut the Valleyltes team

strength prevailed: they took

the five places immediately be-

hind Bird, and the meet 19-38.

On Monday, Towson came tn

to take on the sho'men at Wash-
ington's 4.2 mile course. The

results were less disastrous,

but no more victorious than In

the Saturday race. Towson' stop

man took first, beating Bird by

more than two minutes. Thetop
five Washington runners came
in ahead of the first five Tow-
son harries, but It was still a

25-30 loss for the home squad.

Play Off Schedule

Announced
Mr. Paul Menton, commis-

sioner of the Mason- Dixon Con-

ference announced the schedule

for the Mason-Dixon soccer

playoffs.

Washington College will play

Baltimore University on Fri-

day, November 21, at 11:00 a.m.

on the Loyola College Field at

Cold Spring Lane and Charles

Street in Baltimore.

At 2 :00 p.m. Loyola will play

Randolph-Macon on the Loyola

Field.

The two winners will play

eacn other on Saturday the 22nd,

at 1:30 p.m. at the Baltimore

University field at 2101 West

Rogers Ave.; Baltimore.

Soccer Scoring

Final Statistics

Goals

Isherwood 8

Sinkinson S

Barker 2

Nichols 3

Bailey 1

Drew 2

Innis 1

Johnson

*<£LIQUORS

*m
The "in" Out of Town Spot

For Your Special Party
And Evening.

778-1827 OR "

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPF.N DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 PJrf. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS
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Gates Urges Greater

Alumni Involvement
by Pat Counsellor

Mr. Doug Gates, secretary of

the Alumni Council, urges all

graduating seniors to remain

active participants In Washing-

ton College by joining its Al-

umni Association.

Probably the most important

part of the Alumni Association

Judiciary

Will Be
Revamped
A committee composed of stu-

dents, faculty, and administra-

tors is presently considering

the reconstruction of the Cam-
pus Judiciary system. This

committee was organized after

certain weaknesses in the sys-

tem became evident.

Under the current system,

candidates for th Judiciary are

nominated by the MRA and WRA
and then elected by the student

body. Defendants are permitted

to choose their own Jury from
the fourteen elected members
of the Judiciary Board.

In such a situation, defen-

dants frequently find a suffi-

cient number of Jurists who are

willing to decide in their favor.

As a result, there have been

few convictions. Under propo-
sals for a new system, jurists

could be selected In one of

two ways. They could be chosen

randomly and serve for one

month, or they could include 7

elected and 7 selected members.
The present Judiciary sys-

tem, excluding Pan-Hellenic and
IFC courts, has at least 7 dif-

ferent courts on campus. Fre-
quently, cases are forgotten or
neglected during the process of

determining the proper court

to which a case should be re-

According to the proposal

for a new system, there would
be three courts: aLowerCourt,
where minor violations would be
heard; and an Upper Court and

All-Campus Court, where mi-
nor violations could be ap-

pealed and major violations

would be heard.

All recommendations of the

committee considering the re-

construction of the Judiciary

system will be sent to the Stu-

dent Affairs Office, the SGA,
the faculty, and the administra-

tion. Students will vote on pro-

posals when they become more
definite.

Is the Alumni Council. This re-

presentative body consists of

the Alumni officers, 5 decade

members, members- at-large

(chosen geographically), chap-

ter presidents ( 7 out of 14

chapters are active), and mem-
bers of the Board of Visitors

and Governors. Threeyearsago
the Council was expanded to

Include the senior class pre-

sident and president oftheSGA.

One of the newest amd most
Important of the Alumni Asso-

clatlons's many committees is

the Alumni Admissions Com-
mittee, which helps with stu-

dent recruitment. An Awards
and Recognition Committee re-

commends potential alumni

candidates for honorary de-

grees and is currently consi-

dering the establishment of an

athletic hall of fame.

The Annual GivingCommlttee

pays salaries, provides heat

and lighting in the buildings,

buys the lab equipment, furnis-

hes the books, and transports

athletic teams. The Annual Giv-

ing Fund consists of the Alumni

Fund, the Parent's Fund, and

contributions from the Chester-

town community, the Visitors

and Governors, friends, busi-

nesses, foundations, and asso-

ciations.

The Alumni Association also

sponsors such actlvites suchas

the Alumni Consultation pro-

gram and the Senior Class Pro-

gram which is being planned for

this spring. The Alumni Cita-

tion Program awards citations

to Alumni outstanding in their

chosen field. Contributions

from alumni are solicited In

the annual telethon, a two-week

national effort.

Attempts are alsobelngmade

(Continued on Page 4)

Dr. Joseph H. McLain, Chairman of the Chemistry Department

has been invited to spend first semester of next year studying

solid state chemistry in Munich - with Professor B. M. Schwab.

Debate Club Sets Up
Accelerated Program

by Nestot Sanchez

The Washington College De-

bating Society is the only or-

ganization on campus which of-

fers students an opportunity foi

intercollegiate competition ii

an academic realm. The Society forui

is currently Involved in Its most 2, Ii

active program since its for- P.m.

mation three years ago.

A debate tournament at Sus-

quehanna University was the or-

ganization's first event of the

year. Bill Dunphy and David

Saffern participated In extem-
poraneous speaking and oral

College Takes Part

In Moratorium March

. A Write-Your Congressman

campaign and participation in

the march on Washington con-

stituted Washington College's

participation in the November

Vietnam Moratorium.

Over a two-day period, ty-

pists sent off a set of 90 let-

ters written to Senators and

Congressman. Dr. and Mrs.

Dwlght Kirkpatrick took the in-

itiative by spending hours on

the letter campaign.

Groups from the Moratorium

Committee and the Peace Ac-
tion Committee went in buses

to Washington on Saturday

morning and Friday night, re-

spectively. Some 10 professors

and over 70 students took part

in the March.

Response tothe success ofthe
parade and rally was enthu-

siastic. Most people commented
on the high degree of organ-
ization by the Mobilization

Committee, as well as the re-
straint and caution of the pol-

interpretation. Dunphy placed

first in one of three rounds of

speaking on current events.

Forum on Campus
TRANSMIGRATION OF THE

SOUL will be the topic of the

be held on December
ison Lounge, at 7 T 30

p.m. The specific areas of

Buddhism and Hinduism, Psy-

chic Phenomena, Voodolsm, and

Witchcraft will be examined in

four brief presentations. An In-

formal discussion -will follow.

This is the first time the De-

bating Society is sponsoring an

on-campus activity. Theorgan-
izatlon urges everyone with in-

terest, opinions, or personal

experiences in these areas to

participate.

engaged in another tournament
at East Stroudsburg State Col-
lege. It will debate the national

topic, "RESOLVED: THAT
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
SHOULD GRANT ANNUALLY A
SPECIFIC PERCENTAGE OF
ITS INCOME TAX REVENUE
TOTHE STATES."

This topic will be debated on

the varsity and novice levels.

Each debator will also enter an

individual event which will in-

clude original oratory, oral in-

terpretation, and extemporan-

eous speaking.

Dr. McLain
To Study

In Munich
by Liny Varan

Dr. Joseph H. McLain, chair-

man of the Washington College
chemistry department, has been
invited by professor G. M. Sch-
wab of the physical Chemistry
Institute at the University of

Munich in Germany to do re-

search with him In the field of

solid state chemistry durlngthe
first semester of 1970-197L

Professor Schwab Is con-

sidered by many to be the

number-one solid state che-
mist. He Is the "the pioneer in

the chemistry of the solid

state," as cited by Dr. John
Conkllng, a chemistry in-

structor here. ProfessorSch-
wab's Invitation is a result of a

theory related to him by Dr.

McLain concerning the control

of oxidation-reduction reac-
tions between solids, evolved In

analogy with n-p Junctions in

transistors.

Dr. McLain, himself a con-
sultant in solid-stste chemistry
and an authority in pyro-
technics, has already given

much support to his theory by
experimentation In preparation

for his sabbatical. Dr. McLain
has corresponded with Profes-

sor Schwab for several years

since meeting him in the United

States and Is "very excited and

quite honored" to have both

"an enthusiastic response" to

his theory and this Invitation

from him.

Dr. McLain, a W. Alton Jones
Professor of Chemistry,
McLain graduated from Wash-
ington College in 1937, He re-

ceived his doctorate from Johns
Hopkins University in 1946 and

began teaching at Washington

College the following year.

SGA Finds

Chairmen
Student Government Presi-

dent Dean Skelos made two

important announcements at the

SGA meeting Monday night.

Paul Eldridge, a freshman,
was appointed asthenewEvalu-
tlon Committee chairman. The
committee will begin work soon.

Barbara Osborn, ex-chairman,

expressed her willingness to

help as a member ofthe com-
mittee.

A new post, that of Special

Activities Coordinator, went to

Mark Brumbaugh. Brumbaugh's
duties will consist of consider-

ing new SGA projects and ac-

tivities.
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Academic Council

To Hold Two Hearings

Vox
Populi

lu I . tdid.r:

Dolce' s Review-

'Three Cuckolds

William Blair Gould, Dean of

the College and chairman ofthe

Academic Council, has an-

nounced two public hearings to

be held by the Council.

The first will be a discussion

of possible calendar changes

and will be held in Dunning

lecture hal

Brown will chair the meeting.

The second will be a discussion

of the present language require-

ments and will be held in the

lecture hall on Thursday, Dec-
ember 4 at 1: 30 P. M. This meet-
ing will be chaired by Dr.

The hearings are open to all

and faculty.

Student Involvement

A common problem is plaguing all campus organiza-
tions - lack of interested members.

This problem has been witnessed in the student senate
where President Dean Skelos has found difficulty in fil-

ling committee appointments, it has been seen in the
dearth of ELM reporters, and it has been evidenced in

the folding of several campus clubs. The Washington
Players, the drama club that during the early 1950'ssent
members as far away as the Azores to perform, the young
Democrats, an organization that in the past hosted sever-

al U.S. Senators, and the foreign language clubs, have all

ceased to exist

There have perennially been one or two individuals
with ideas and enthusiasm, anxious to revamp these
clubs, but one or two people do not a club make.

College is more than academics. It is also a time to
participate in extracurricular activities and to come to a
better understanding of your fellow student. A student
at Washington College has an especially good opportunity
to participate in extra-curricular activities due to the
size of the school and the facilities that it has to offer.

Sports are and should be an integral part of non-aca-
demic activities. But competition of the mind is also im-
portant. Many clubs, if reactivated, could provide such
competition.

The clubs at Washington College should be hosting
speakers in the fine tradition of the William James
Forum, but they are not. They should be following the
lead in bringing speakers to the campus that has been
shown by the Young Republican club and the Debate
club, but they are not. They could be adding to both the
social and the cultural aspects of College life, but they
are not doing either.

It is often said of Washington College that a handful
of students control the student organizations. While this
is indicative of a rich and rewarding experience for the
few, it is also indicative of a rather sheltered campus ex-
istence for the many.
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The purpose of this letter Is

to express the unanimous dis-

approval of the Senate, in re-

guard to the Washington College

Soccer Team not being able to

attend playoffs sponsoredbythe
NX. A. A.

Participation in this compe-
tition, which Is on the national

level would have brought this

school much-needed recog-

nition. This type of recogni-

tion would have been most help-

ful in the recruitment of high

school athletes, as well as the

non-athletes who could witness

Just what a small school is

able to accomplish.

We hope the administration

of this school will weigh these

considerations more carefully,

if an opportunity like this ever
arises again In the future.

Student Government
Association

— In Perspective

-

I think that Timothy Maloney
has finally found an actor. Mi-

cheal Denick did not give an

outstanding performance, but it

was a very promising one, and

certainly the best performance

by a student in the last four

years. His role of Arlecchino

ranged from the pathos of a

forlorn lover to the hilarious

chicanery of a marital trick-

ster. Creating a vibrant and
full characterization, he kept

the pace of the play moving
briskly In masterly fashion.

pemic, of course, was not the

play Itself was a clever piece of

theatre - light enough In con-

struction and padded enough in

plot to move steadily along for

the evening. The marital com-
plications of THE THREE
CUCKOLDS are the bases for

the plot. The three couples who
busy themselves with wife

swapping are abetted by the in-

dustrious Arlecchino. The role

of Arecchino transcends a

Apathy

Again, the miasmal shroud of

stagnation has descended upon

Washlnton College, Just recent-

ly SGA president Dean Skelos

reported his difficulty in find-

ing interested students to staff

committees, and ELM Editor

Pete Herbst complained of the

scarcity of dependable re-

porters. If this poverty of con-

cern is representative of the

student body, WashingtonCol-

lege cannot exist as a viable

center of intellectual pursuit.

A collegecommunltyinvolves

more than Just going to class.

It involves participation in act-

ivites which broaden the intel-

lectual and cultural atmosphere
of the college.

Real World

Moreover, a college com-
munity Involves relating Ideas
to the real world. Only in prac-
tice can Ideas be tested. There
fore, student government and
student-directed activities are

Yet, it seems that most Wash-
ington College students are in-

terested neither in refining

their ability to think nor In

cultivating the ability to put
their ideas to action. To many,
Washington College is an es-
cape where they can extend their

adolescence, reaping the bene-

3Y DON ROGERS t—
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fits of freedom but passing

the responsibility to others. A-
musement becomes more im-

portant than education; and sex,

alcohol, and TV rate ahead of

a liberal arts education.

Therefore, it is apparent that

most Washington College stu-

dents are not concerned about

a college education at all. If

the observations of Mr. Skelos

and Mr. Herbst depict the pre-

valent attitude, we can only as-

sume that most WashlngtonCol-

lege students want a return to

in loco parentis.

elements of a hopeless longing.

Even at the end, when he is

determined to visit a lady In

another city, the audience re-

cced in obtaining her favors.
But for all Its cleverness,

the three cuckolds seem-
ed forced at times. Visually,

it was enjoyable because of the

performances of Eric Ruerk
and Marc LobeU as well as De-
mick. But it left one with a feel-

ing of unnecassary cluttering

for the sake of keeping the play

going. For example, the em-
phasison the toys which Zanni
brings home is laborisly drawn
out - thus negating its Initial

comedy effect. This fault was
minor however, and was gen-
erally overcome bu the antics

of the actors.

Ruark and Lobell added im-
mensely to the scope of talent.

Both played their roles most
convincingly - and each was
thoroughly consistent in his

role. A lack of consistency is

characterization has been a
fault which has been apparent in

many of the past productions.

The sets were most impres-
sive and Mr. Mazer's past ac-
complishments in setting the

mood of each play is again quite

successful achieved. The sets,

like the characters,arecarica-
tures of Renaissance life. The
grotesque, towering structures

dominate the stage and create
the exterior essence ofthe per-
iod.

The Maloney direction coor-
dinated the disparate elements
into an entertaining package
that at least places a foundation

of quality on which future pro-
ductions can build.

Militants Aggravate

Limited-Scale Riot

SOPHIE KERR Committee

presents two films

FROM EVERY SHIRES ENDE:

The England of Chaucer's Pilgrims

FHE ENGLAND OF ELIZABETH
Wednesday 3 December 1969

7:30 p.m.

TAWES THEATRE
Ad ir

by Bill Thompson

Assembled on all sides ofthe
Washington Monument were
thousands upon thousands of

protesters listening to the words
and musicofthe guest speakers.
The majority of those gathered
there approved of the sentiment
and hopes of the speakers, but
many were repulsed, consider-
ing the peace speakers as too
idealistic and saccharine.

The shouts of the Yippiesand
Rats in front of the large grey
building which housed the Jus-
tice Department drew those who
were not satisfied with the Mc-
Governs and the McCarthys and
the Seegers around the Monu-

Helmeted Hippies

The rally scheduled for 4 :40
in front of the Justic Building
began around 3:00 p.m. Hel-
meted Yippies and SDS'ers
mounted the steps and decora-
ted the door with Yippie and
"Stop the Trial" flags. Here
the main issue was not specifi-
cally the war, but the Chicago
Trial.

Awaiting the arrival of the

main group of Trial dissenters,

several speakers had their op-

portunity to explain their pre-

sence and objectives in front

of the Justice Building. These

were mainly Yippie and Rat

leaders, whoappearedwellver-

sed In their Ideology.

Political Prisoners

C lalmlng that the Chicago
Eight are political prisoners,

the speakers deciied the Justice

Department as waging a politi-

cal war against radicals and
therefore ignoring the consti-

tutional rights of these lndivl-

Eventually the major groupof
Yippes, SDS'ers, Weathermen,
ind other Red Flag factions

appeared several blocks way,
chanting, "HO HO HO CHI
MINH, the NLF is gonna win!"
About this time scores of hel-

met ed police began to surround
the Justice Building. ,

Agncw Masks

The demonstrators, carrying
huge masks of Nixon, Agnew,
and Mitchell, and waving Viet

(Continued on Page 5)
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College

ReportsOn
Finances

by Kay Kiefet

The recent Increase in tui-

tion at Washington College and

the drastic financial conditions

of the three student publications

have raised Student interest in

the financial status of the

school.

Figures from a fall financial

report made June 30, 1969, are;

College Income

Student Fees
Endowments
Gifts

Other

Auxiliary Services J

(dorms, dinning hall,

Bookstore)

Student Aid

College Expenses
General Admission

Student Services

[Registration, Admission

Health Services, Student

Affairs

Public Information

and Services

General INstitutional

Instructional

Library

Plant Maintanence

Auxiliary Services

Student Aid

Doran Group Grants Interview

44.7%

The now infamous John Do
sonality Poster, enjoying the r;

crued on campus.

ier his favorite Pt

otoriety he has i

by Michael Leuter

Is it a Black panther tac-

tic? An answer to the Mora-
torium Movement? Some idiot

playing games? Who or what

is Doran, and most of all WHY?
Intrigued by the numerous

public notices on bulletlnboa-

rds, doors, windows, and trees

on campus, the majority of

Washington College students

have been asking these

questions. As anlnterested fac-

tion, the decided to probe Into

the problem of one JOHN
DORAN.
The following interview was

conducted at John Doran's room

(120 in East Somerset), with

the Doran Day Executive Com-
mittee present.

Elm: John, we hear there's

a rally being planned for you

on November 26. Why do you

deserve a rally?

J.D.: Just to preserve my
status as an ordinary, anony-

mous person.

Elm: Then, would you des-

cribe yourself asnon-descript?

Weekly Crumpton Auctions

Feature Wealth Of Novelties

SGA
Pegasus

Film Series

Drama
Consert Series

Elm

2.00

2.00

6.00

by Bill Matthews

If you're ever at a loss as

to what to do on, any given

Wednesday night, may we sug-

gest Dixon's Auction. This

cultural phenomenon occures

every week just outside the town

of Crumpton, only a mere 10

miles from Chestertown. You

can get there around 6:00 P.M.

and stay until the end, around

11:30 P.M., or just pop In any

time in between. Whenever you

get there, no matter how long

WE'VE GOT THEM!

PURPLE JEANS

BELLS, of course

$7.00 - $10.00

Wallace Beery

$5.00 $8.00

The VILLAGE TOGGERY
"Chestertown's Junior Place"

301 HIGH STREET

When Shopping with Us BE SURE to

Register for a Christmas Money Tree

you stay, you are sure to have

an entertaining evening. Lit-

erally everthingis on sale, from

ducks and chickens to local

produce, from furniture to the

kitchen sink.

Nostalgic Junk

For many, the malnattractlon

is furniture. Whether you are

trying to furnish an apartment

economically, looking for a

chair to study in or collecting

antiques, you will find what you

seek and at the price you want

to pay. There are also myriad

little trinkets and bits of nos*

talgic stuff that your grand-

mother used to use; curling

irons, water pitchers and face

bowls, potties and that old rock-

ing chair.

If it's food that catches your

fancy, you should make Dixon's

Barn a regular activity. Fresh

produce and poultry and eggs

are auctioned off every week.

There are also many booths that

sell food over the counter. One
stall, operated by a Mennonite

family, sells rare cheeses and

home-made meats like sausage

and scrapple. Another offers

home-made candy and exotic

sweets. Then, of course, there

is a snack bar and a popcorn

and peanut vendor.

Interesting Crowd

Even If you don't enjoy coun-

try food or the excltment of

bidding in an auction, you will

find It an enjoyable evening just

watching the people. There are

antique dealers from as far

south as North Carolina and as

far north as Connecticut.

For those of you that

are Interested in dogs and hunt-

ing, the National Retreiver

Field Trials are being held In

Bombay Hook, Delaware, to-

morrow. The best Labradors,

Chesapeakes and Goldens In the

country will be represented.

The best dogatthlseventwillbe

the National Field Trial

Champion, And It all happens

only an hour'sdrlvefromChes-

College Heights Sub Shop

Hours: Monday thru Thursay 10:30 a.m. to 10:0"

Friday and Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.i

SPECIALIZING IN

Pixza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

J.D.: Quite possibly.

Elm; What started the Doran

Day Rally?

Executive Committee Mem-
ber; Everyone would ask me who

my roommate was, and I would

say John Doran. Nobody knew

who he was and I thought I

should remedy that.

Elm; What do you hope to

accomplish with the Doran Day

Rally?

The Executive Committee:

First of all, John Doran Day Is

being sponsored for John Doran,

not by him. Theunderlylngpur-

pose is that virtually all stu-

dents will have left on Novem-
ber 26 for Thanksgiving Vaca-

tion. The kids that are still

here will have nothing to do,

and can participate In giving

thanks to John Doran for pro-

viding an excuse for that day,

which would otherwise have no

purpose at all. We are trying

to preserve mediocrity as an

institution, and hope all who can

will attend the Rally at 1 :30

p.m., November 26. We are gen-

erally pleased with the Interest

shown, which proves that Wash-

ington College is not apathetic.

Throughout the interview,

John reclined under Personality

Poster #502 (look it up). The

following Is a Calendar of Doran

Greek Weekend: Raffle for a

date with John Doran.

Wed. Nov. 26; 1:30 - J.D.

will heal the blind and cure the

cripples (bring water and he'll

turn it into wine). 2;30 - J.D.

will walk across the Chester

River.

Excerpts from remarks

overheard on campus during the

last week give a person a true

feeling for this momentous day:

A.: What's going on around

here tonight?

B.: Nothing.

A.: What's on T.V.?

B.: Nothing.

A.: What's at the movies?

B.: Would you believe John

Doran?

A.: What the hell Is John

Doran?
From a girl: I looked him up

in Funny Faces and I still don't

know who he is.

The following are examples of

Public Notices for the rally:

"Doran Lives", "The Doran

Day Committee Wants You -

Support Doran Day," "Remem-
ber Your Brother-ln-Law on

Doran Day." And "Studentsare

requested to refrain from pub-

lic acts displaying affection

during the Doran Day activit-

ies, in accordance with Open

House Policies."

We hope that all students

will consider the exigencies

Involved and will attend Doran

Day. Do it as a favor to your-

self.

OZMAN'S,
™m" INC.

Auto Sales & Service
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Mrs. Hynson Includes
College In Interests

Mrs. James N. Hynson, elec-

ted to the Board of Visitors and

Governors by the Board Itself,

has taken an active Interest

In and given great support to

the development of Washington

College.

Though she has made her

home In Scarsdale, New York,

for many years, Mrs. Hynson

is an EasternShorewomanfrom

any point of view. Her father

and mother came from Somer-

set and Worcester counties re-

spectively and, by a happy co-

incidence, her husband's family

come from Kent County.

An active civic leader, Mrs.

Chestertown Service Center

Maple Avenue

CHESTER THEATRE

Nov. 20-21-22

"Some Kind OfA Nut"

also

"Can Heironymus
Merkin Ever Forget
Mercy Humppe And
Find True Happiness?"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Nov. 20 thru 26

"Alice's Restaurant"

the Bible

If you though! the movie was

good, you should read the

book!

It's exciting. Stimulating, Have

you ever studied the Bible?

Let us help you. With an in-

teresting, systematic study

plan you can do it, at your
leisure, in your room. Today,
send for FREE Bible Corres-

pondence Course.

Gentiemen:

Yes, I'm interested in study-

ing the Bible. Please send me
your FREE Bible Course. I

understand no one wiil call on

Name
Address

City .... State

Zip ..... .

Church Affiliation . ,

Hynson Is Involved In numer-

ous community projects and

has been Instrumental In rai-

sing four million dollars for an

office building to house all her

county's social agencies.

Mrs. Hynson described her-

self as "her father'sdaughter"

and explained that her Inter-

est In Washington College

evolved mainly as a result

of his. A Governor of the col-

lege until he died In 1928, Col.

Hodson had expressed his In-

terest In Washington College

by creating the Hodson Trust.

When President Gibson first

came to Washington College,

Mrs. Hynson was asked to sit

on the Board. Reluctant at fir-

st because of the long distance

involved, she finally agreed, and

she Is presently anactive mem-
ber of the building and grounds

Committee. Though she has

friendly toward the CoUege, she

feels It would be Impossible to

sit on the Board without ever

being disturbed at certain

things. Perhaps, Mrs. Hynson's

only complaint Is the lack of

contact between students and the

Board. Calling herself a "great

believer In the importance of

casual communications," she

feels we must try to "find an

arrangement that will best fa-

cilitate relations between stu-

dent, faculty and the Boara. -

Alumni

(Continued from Page 1)

to "modernize" the Alumni As-
sociation. Currently efforts are

focused on changing tenure re-

gulations for members of the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

stands, members are elected

for 6-year terms and may be
re-elected any number of times.

There is a movement to have
the constitution changed so that

members could not be elected

to successive terms.

In closing, Mr. Gates stated

that encouraging students to at-

tend Washington College Is the

"greatest contribution an al-

umnus can make to his alma

Alumnus Graham Watt, Class of *49, was nominated by

President to 'be Deputy Mayor of Washington.

Uilk StUo Ik ?od
by Evelyn MaoolLs

Three Washington College

students desperately searching

for something exciting and ad-

venturous to do on a Saturday

night — not a rare phenomenon.

Legs being the only transporta-

tion available, we decided to take

a walk downtownto see what was
happening inthe bustling metro-

polls. As we anticipated, nothing

was happening.

Peacefulness wastheonlylm-
presslon that descended on us

as we walked quietly down High

Street toward the river. Some-
one remarked how easy It was
to forget that we were living

in an advanced, technological

world.

Whaling and Fishing

Approaching the river, we sav

the lights of a boat docked at

the pier — a large ship, and

rather unusual In style. We
coldn't believe our eyes as we
realized that before us stood a

real sailing windjammer — the

"Mystic Whaler."

Grand Tour

We hestltated a moment,
afraid we were being trapped in

an allusion. One of us, the

bravest, called out "ahoy." To
our astonishment, we were ans-

wered by a man's voice. For a
moment we thought the tran-

quility of the evening and the

historical prrsence of Chester-

town had intoxicated our minds.

Mr. Charles Aglee Matthews
introduced himself and gave us

We discovered that the

"Mystic Whaler," built inl967,

was an exact replica of the old

"Sharpshooter schooners." She

was complete in every detail,

even to the try-works, the brick

fireplace on deck where whale
blubber was reduced to oil.

"Bald Head Schooner"

She was described to us as a

100-ton "Bald-head" schooner,

83 feet long, with two masts
and early 3000 square feet of

lower sails in her working can-

vas. She could carry 44 pas-

sengers.

But what was she doing In

Chestertown? The mystery was
soon solved — as it turned out,

the "Mystic whaler" was a

cruise whip made for fun- lov-

ers and adventure - seekers.

During the winter she cruises

in the Virgin Islands' in the

spring and summer along the

New England Coast, and In the

fall, she makes trips in the

Chesapeake area.

Alumnus Is

D.C Post

Nominee
Graham W. watt, a 1949 gra-

duate of . Washington College,

was nominated last week by

President Nixon to be deputy

mayor of Washington, D.C.

At Washington College, Watt

was an economics major, a

member of ODK, president of

the Washington Players, and

also a student assistant for

three years in the speech

department. Alter graduating

in 1949, Watt attended the

Wharton School at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.

watt has served as city man-
ager In four cities over the past

15 years. He is presently city

manager of Dayton, Ohio.

Watt, whose nomination re-

quires Senate confirmation,

would serve at the pleasure of

the President for an indefinite

oerlod of tlmo.

Tutors

Aid Local

Students
by Pat Schatt

Interested In helping other

struggling students? The Tu-
torial Program may be for

you. You'll help students of

grades five through twelve,

from Chestertown schools, un-

ravel the mysteries of math,

science, engllsh, history and

the Romance languages.

The Tutorial Program has

been in exlstenceforflve years.

Although Mr. McHugh acts as

informal faculty adviser, the

program Is completely student-

run, with Maria Rampolla act-

ing as president this year. It

Is a completely independent or-

ganization In that it does not

rely on funds or aid from any

student organization such as the

SGA.

There are twenty students

now Involved in the program,
and, as always, there is a need

for more tutors. Anyone Inter-

ested can contact Maria Ram-

NEW YORK TO LONDON - SUMMER VACATION
TRIPS - ROUND TRIP $169. NOW FILLING - SMALL
DEPOSIT AND PAYMENTS - SEND FOR FREE DE-
TAILS, STUDENT GLOBE ROAMERS, BOX 6575 HOL-
LYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021

TOP SHOE STYLFS.

Student Discount

Club

Just present your stu-

dent class card and get a

discount on all purchases.

BARETT SHOES
CHESTERTO

Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

The

Of KENT* Cheitertowii

"Fashion for the male"

331 HIGH STREET CHESTERTOWN

Come in and browse around. See our selection of Famous
brands in the New Designer Fashions as well as the Traditional

stylings for the college male. We are here to serve you, if you do
not see what you desire, please let us know.
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Annual Water tower Painting

Survives As Traditional Sport
by Bill Prettyman

Washington College has been
for the last few days the scene
of Chestertown's most vigorous
participant sport, Watertower
painting, A traditional native

pasttime, this year-round sport

has recently become the craze
of the area. Most knowledge-
able observers rate It second
only to jousting In popularity.

The Game is divided Into two
sections and consists of a com-
petition between two opposing

Have Fun in the Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Countii

THE
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . . .

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Member of FD1C

The first naif

r-up," where the

the

lengers try to obscure the si

face of the metal behemoth v.

traditional ritualistic symbol:

While It may sound ta

"smear-up" Is an event of

gripping suspense and grueling

endurance. Participants must
ascend the tower in the dark

of night, after either consuming
a great deal of alcohol or pick-

ing the coldest night in the year

to add to the challenge. The
.second half is referred to by

the '

-up,'

i eager group of local

athletes attempts to eradicate

the ritual markings.

One of the main attractions

of the sport Is said to be its

unique combination of mountain

climbing and aerial gymnastics.

There is nothing to compare
with the thrill of watching an

experienced player descend the

tower in 25 seconds flat while

carrying two buckets of orange

Day-Glo paint and holding a

paint brush between his teeth.

Of equal drama is the morning
"ascension" of the cover-up

team as they ascend the tower
with their paint, brushes, pul-

leys, lines, and the latest In

mountain scaling apparet.

The reason for holding the

tournament here is apparently

that the Chestertown Water
Tower is a vigorous opponent

and one of the greatest chal-

lenges in the water tower climb-

ing circuit. It is known with

both affection and awe as the

"great grey water tower."

I strongly recommend that all

the students pay more attention

to this interesting home-grown
sport and give It the support

It deserves.

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - Thursday-
7 a.m. — 11 p.m.

7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Drii'tw'ood

Restaurant & Lounge

Chestertown's

Select

Restaurant

Luncheon * Dinner

Cocktails * Dancing

Smorgasbord

Every Saturday Nite!

6-10 p.m.

$3.25 all you can

The Kent County chapter of the Maryland Ornithological So-

ciety is sponsoring the bird carving exhibit presently on display at

Tawes Theatre.

Justice Department...
Continued f

Cong flags, ran around theblock
and finally massed In front of

the building. Soon demonstra-
tors began throwing rocks,

sticks, and bottles, smashing
the windows .of the Justice De-
partment, and threatening the

police.

The first canister of tear

gas exploded when demonstra-
tors attempted to raise a Viet

Cong flag, after having lowered
the American flags in front of

the building. The police char-
ged through the crowd and be-
gan to disperse the demonstra-
tors with gas. Soon red smoke
bombs and firecrackers were
set off by the demonstrators,
and the masks of Agnew and
Nixon were set afire in the

streets, causing the pUce to

fire more tear gas canisters

into the crowd.

Demonstrators Surrounded

The
not wearing gas masks dispers-

ed, but later the crowds drew

together once more near the

Justice Building. Police quick-

ly surrounded the major core

of the radicals, numberlngper-
haps several hundred, and be-
gan to fire a second stream of

gas canisters at them.

When the protestors tried to

run from the gas, they were
easily picked up by the Police

who had formed a wall about

them. The tear gas drifted

through the streets and affect-

ed many bystanders and city

shoppers.

When the Constitution was
written, a list of inalienable

rights were stated which theo-

retically gave the people a dis-

tant control of the government.
One of these rights is the free-

dom to assemble and protest.

When the government falls to

acknowledge or listen to these

protest, then that right Lias lost

its purpose, and violent demon-
strations are a logical outcome.

If the present administration

continues to treat the rights of

the people as placebos, then they

are inviting violence anddlsor-

der to become the standard of

public involvement andachieve-

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES

Enjoy snacks at our SnacK Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown on Rt. 213

Compliments

of

The Marylud

National Baik

Flowers For

ill Occasio

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Mil.

Phone 778-2525
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Athletics Aching
by Bert Bogash

Why did we not go? We were given a

superficial reason: "no money". I agree ^
that it would have cost close to one thou

Frank "Binger" Marion, the hard luck

kid on the hardwood, proved it again by

breaking his foot as he cut off a pick in a

practice session last Sunday evening.

: Sporting a familiar cast running half

ij way up his leg and weilding the crutches

:: that seem to be his trademark, "Binger",

| often called Mr. Attitude of Washington

k College, expects to be back in uniform in agreed that the cost was prohibitive. That >^

:•:• lannarv "I'll be back," the star was that. No ifs, ands or buts. And most SiJanuary. "I'll be back,"

forward said, "And when I return I'll

put on quite a show."

Coach Lefty Elliott is a little more cau-

tious in talking about Marion's injury;

"We don't know how long it will take

him after the cast is removed." When
asked about the effect that the loss of Athletic programme at Washingto

Marion will have on the team, Elliott lege. When a team plays as hard as this

replied "Certainly this is going to hurt us veer's soccer squad; when it compiles

Frank Marion, out for the season last year with i

will be out for at least one third of this campaign v

sand dollars to send the team to Spring- S foot sustained in a practice session last Sunday evening. The cast

field, Mass. for a weekend and that's a lot & on his foot will remain on from four to six weeks. Marion will

of bread. Harry Russell, Bob Simmonds, § all eight games in December but hopes to return to uniform for

Dean Gould and Ed. Athey, the partial § the January 10 encounter against Johns Hopkins,

mpmbership of the Athletic Council, .|

All Elm Team Announced
shocking, NO EFFORT TO REALLO- §
CATE FUNDS OR RAISE THE MONEY ^
FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES was made. |
No I don't think that money, wh
blem, was the heart of the matter.

pro- § This past

Something is definitely wrong with the ^

because Frank is capable of doing so

many things . . . he's got leadership abil

ty and he's an all round player."

Elliott indicated that this year, because

of more depth on the bench and a more

cautious approach to the season, Bin-

ger's injury will not hurt the team as

much as last year when Marion, three

minutes into the first game of the season,

came down hard with a rebound and sus-

ch a laudable record; when it is in a po-

sition to go on what amounts to more

than just a game, but a public relation,

recruiting, fund raising trip; IT DE-

SERVES ITS JUST REWARD.

by Geoff Andmon

first time in the history of the ELM, this y

football elections were chose by players themselvesj

week all players received ballots and voted for M.V.P.'i

their own team. The response was better than expected

with over half of the ballots being r

In the majority of cases the voting was quite close. However,

in the blocking back category, George Henckel of KA ran away Willi

the honors garnering twenty-seven votes. His closest competition

was from Tom Bortmes of Snoopy who received eight votes. The

only double winners were Bortmes and Pete Boggs of Theta Chi,

Boggs won honors in both the end and safety spots while Bortmes

was the winner of the blocking back and cornerback positions. Due

to the large response, future All-ELM selections will be done 1

ithiso

FIRST TEAM

No just rewards for Washington College

athletes. Maybe it's about time we re-

evaluate the meaning of athletics here.

Maybe we should stop varsity sports and

just have an intramural programme. Think
tained a knee injury sending him to the of tne money we'd save.
hospital for an operation that kept him Wnen tne peop |e jn a position to help |
out for the year.

athletics here do not, they are helping to |"We are a little better prepared," said
destroy a vita | part f the institution that &

Elliott, "This year it is not a matter of fil- they profess t0 |ove so we ||. *:

ling a place. It's just that he'll be missed :£

Some schools would sacrifice a lot to §
go to the N.C.A.A. Regionals. As the Uni- jj:

ted Press International reported on No- §•:

vember 15: "Robert Spiro, president of §
Jacksonville University has sent a letter &
of protest to the National Collegiate

gj

Athletic Association because the school 8
was not picked for the Southern region a
soccer play-offs ..." ^

President Spiro is adament; are you? S

OFFENSE
Center:

Blocking backs:

DEFENSE
Linemen:

by us."

And missed by the fans also

Linebacker:

Cornerbacks:

Ty Wilde -Theta

George Henckel - KA
Tom Bortmes - Snoopy

Pete Boggs - Theta

Jim Hogg - KA
Chuck Voulo - KA

Fred Buckel - Snoopy
Tom Heald - Theta

Brooks Bergner - KA
Joe Cameron - Lambda
Tom Bortmes - Snoopy
Pete Boggs • Theta

SECOND TEAM

Now that the N.C.A.A. Eastern Region-

al Soccer Tournament is past history, it

^ is time to reflect somewhat on the whole

: situation.

:
::

Washington College Bookstore

RECORDS

Savoy Brown
New Janis Joplin

New SteppenWolf
Blind Faith

Laura Nyro
New Led Zepplin

and about 400 other titles.

Then of course there are

BOOKS
Steppenwolf - The Andromeda Strain-Stage Make-Up
Sex, Man & Society. Black Suicide - A Preface to Chau-
cer. The Popular Arts - A Tender Bough - Five Plays by
Ed Bullins - Complete Works of Kalil Gibran - Magister

Lud. The Selling of the President - The Tragic Dynasty.
And a book which NO student can afford to ignore, An-
dreas Capellanus: The Art of Courtly Love.

THE
FAMILY

SHOE STORE
Adler Socks

Bass Weejuns, Sandler of Boston

Fabric Pumps Dyed Free

OFFENSE
Center:

Blocking backs:

DEFENSE
Linemen:

Linebacker:

Cornerbacks:

Geoff Anderson - KA
Rick Holloway - Lambda
Tom Heald - Theta

Steve Raynor - Snoopy
Jim Pichitino - Phi Sig

J.D. Hall - Theta

Bill Leonard- KA
Bob Skilling - Theta
Gary Bauer - Lambda
Ty Wilde - Theta

Rick Bales - KA
Chuck Voulo - KA

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS
8-7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8 - 6
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Up, up and away goes the ball in this week's action in the fabulo

female field of intramural volleyball. Photo by Anderson

For that well-

dressed look We
Shop at One Way

Have you seen their

new selection of clothes
that came in this week?

Featuring

*Vests *Maxis

*Bells *Minis

"Sweaters *Body Dresses

*Capes "Wallace Beery Shirts

PLUS all the Fashion A La Mod that the

modern guys and gals want.

ONE WAY

CLOTHES & BOUTIQUES
336 HIGH ST.

DOWNTOWN - CHESTERTOWN

Sho'men Favored In Playoffs

Barry Drew kicks the winning goal in the Johns Hopkir

only score in the game that clinched the Mason-Dixon crowi

out of the running. Photo by Anderson

Sailors Show Good
Potential In Two Meets

4
game. Co-Captain Drew's shot \

for the Sho'men and knocked Hopkin

by Granger Wibon

The Washington College Sail-

ing Club entered three boats in
the annual Chestertown Yacht
Club Die-Hard Race onNovem-
ber 2. Mat Snyder, Paul El-
drldge, and Tony Weissman,
three freshmen, were the skip-
pers. The 7.5 mile race lived

up to its title as a steady rain
made for less than ideal con-
ditions.

Mat Snyder took a good start

and was able to hold second
spot during the first leg of the
meet. In the backstreach, Char-
lie cockey managed to catch
him in a close tacking duel
through Devil's Reach. Mat fin-

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md

ished third behind Dorsey
Owens and Charlie Cockey, the

number one and two finishers

respectively. Eldridge and
Weissman finished in the four-
th and fifth positions, allowing

for a good team effort.

On November 16, the sailing

club again showed good ability

and' potential as they put up a

firm scrimmage against the

host Navy varsity. Bill Frank
and Mat Snyder gained a first

and second place for the team
on the Annapolis course. Navy

merited that the club proved to

be quite able In the small lnter-

club dingles. Another scrim-

mage with Navy was scheduled

for the week after Thanksgiv-

ing vacation.

Hoop Alumni

Return Sunday
by Bert Bogash

The varsity basketball team
will entertain a squad of Wash-
ington College hoop "im-
mortals" on Sunday In the new
Cain Athletic Complex.

The game will mark the first

use of the new gym for a var-

sity basketball contest.

Returnees in uniform to re-

live days past will include Don

Davenport, Basil Wadkovsky,

Tom Finnegan, Rich Carrol,

Dave Moreland, Marty Smith,

Gary Myers and young Ed Athey.

Tap-off time is 2 P.M.

by Beit Bogash

The Washington College Soc-

cer team will open the 1969

Mason - Dixon Championship
play-offs on Friday morning at

11:30 a.m. against the Bees of

Baltimore University.

The Sho'men go into the con-

test a slight favorite as a re-

suit of their 5-0-1 record in

the M-D loop. However, there

is no real way of clearly for-

seelng the outcome, as the two

teams did not meet in regular

season play this year. Balti-

more finished fourth in league

competition; the Sho'men fin-

ished on top.

The winner of the Washing-

ton College - B.U. tilt will

face the winner of the Loyola-

Randolph-Macon contest In the

finals on Saturday.

Loyola and Randolph Macon,

the number two and three

Mason-Dixon finishers respec-

tively, will battle It out at

2:30 p.m. Friday.

Both semi-final games will

be played at the Loyola College

field at Charles Street and Cold 1

Spring Lane In Baltimore.

The championship game will

take place on Saturday at 1:30

p.m. on the Baltimore Univer-

sity field at Rogers Ave. in

Baltimore.

Show Your Support

For the Sho'men

By Attending Both
Championship Games.

Come to Loyola tomor-
row at 1 1 : 00 a.m. and Bal-

timore U.'s Rogers Ave.

Field on Saturday at 1:30

p.m.

TASTEE FREEZ
Milk Shakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday • Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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Heidelberg Light Pilsener.

The newest,lightest taste in beer.
From ingredients selected especially for their light-

ness, and through meticulous brewing processes, new
Heidelberg Light Pilsener gives you an unexpected clarity,

quickness of taste, and polished smoothness.

If you like a light beer, and you think you're drinking
one now, pouryourself a pilsener. Heidelberg tight Pilsener.

The newest, lightest taste in beer.

You have to taste it to believe it!
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Service

Advises

Students
by Penny Wasem

The psychological service of

the Health Center under Mr.

Martin Blatt have been well R
employed this year. Student;

have had a growing need

the school's counseling i

vice, which is provided

for anyone who has turned

a health form.

Mr. Blatt serves the College

one and a half days a week
which allows him to see only

about a dozen students. Al-

though Mr. Blatt is the only

official counseling service on

campus, the Student Affairs

Office is also involved. For

these reasons various expan-

sion plans are being consid-

ered. One will hopefully be
adopted soon.

An Encounter Group or T-
Group is a new project planned

for Washington College. Ba-
sically it consists of a group

of approximately ten people who
encounter or relate to one ano-

ther for an extended period of

time, during which each per-

son frankly conveys their

thoughts to the group. Through
this means they get to know
themselves better and improve

In relations with other people.

This technique has been pri-

marily used in Industry to train

managers to work with people,

(hence the name T-Group —
Training-Group).

Although Mr. Blatt is still in

the process of organizing this

""SCBlacks Lose

N^Jn Local

Elections

Student Senate Passes

Important Resolutions

The College Chorus in final rehearsal for it's Christmas Concert to be presented t

the First Methodist Church on High Street. Students are invited free of adrnis

project, Washington College

hopes to hold a T-Group for

resident assistants and proc-

tors. This will be held off-

campus for a twenty-four to

thirty-six hour period, hope-

fully sometime before the end

of this semester.

According to Maureen Kel-

ly, Associate Dean of Stu-

dent Affairs, "the purpose will

be to help the residence as-

sistence and proctors see how

they relate to a group , and how

the group relates to them, and

to learn something about them-

selves as Individuals and there-

fore be more effective In their

Homemade Christ]

during the last few days. Early reports

these assorted peculiarities throughout the holiday 1

by Jim Dillon

The SGA passed important

measures concerning students,,

administration and community

last Monday night.

Plans for- a Spring Weekend

with a $9,000 budget are taking

concrete form, after final Se-

nate approval last week. The

main expense will be a con-

cert with a nationally famous

rock band, either Iron Butterfly
^

The Three Dog Night, or San-

Turnoul Vitall

A poll was taken in the mea.

line Wednesday and Thursday,

to predict student response for

Moritorium

Continues

In December
Ed schulman, campus coordi-

nator of the Vietnam Moratori-

um, recently stated that at this

time there are no planned cam-

pus activities for December.

He further stated, however,

that the campus committee en-

dorses the national committee's

efforts to "take the Moratorium

home for Christmas." The na-

tional committee has called for

Christmas projects onanation-

wlde level. The projects in-

clude dissemination ofanti-war

material to Christmas shop-

pers, the singing of carols that

emphasize "Peace on Earth",

and candelight marches.

the concert, tickets for which

will cost five dollars apiece.

As of Wednesday night, 240

students said they would attend

the concert, 67 said they would

not, and about half the student

had not voted.

The Senate also approved a

resolution of the Student Affairs

Committee, statlngCollegepoW

icy in the event of campus dis-

turbances. The basic purpose of

this resolution Is to "allow for

a systematic and rational ap-

proach to adlsturbance," parti-

cularly in a casewheretheCol-

lege must act, when police act-

ion Is not applicable or deslr-

by Jim Dillon

Both candidates supported by

the NAACP for the town coun-

cil lost in this week's election.

Even though the population of

Chestertown Is over 25% black

the town government has never

had a black representative. The
first and third wards of thetown,

which were contestedthls week,

ilst primarily ofslumhous-

For these primary reasons,

the local NAACP pushed a cam-

paign to run town council can-

didates who would be sympath-

etic with black problems. Both

of the candidates, Elmer E.

Campher in the first ward, and

James A. Munson in the third

ward, are black.

In the election, Incumbent

mayor Philip M. Brooks ran

unopposed. He was returned

with 561 votes. Professor pe-

ter Tapke received 40 write-

in votes, College Business Man-

ager Robert Slmmonds had three

write-ins, and former Business

Manager Fred Dumschott re-

ceived one vote.

Hazardous
Conditions

Move Classes

Chu , DisLri

Finally, a letter

President Gibson, protesting

the actions of Reverend A. Jason

Blundon, of Christ Methodist

Church, In organizing aChrlst-

mas choral concert. Of the

churches invited to participate,

all the predominantly black

churches In the area were ex-

cluded. Rev. Blundon was con-

tacted and asked to include some

black churches, which he de-

clined, stating that the error

was unintentional, and that it

was too late to make changes.

The Senate found that Rev. A.

Blundon's reasons were unac-

ceptable, and that his racial

stand (toward a Christmas con-

cert) is "inconsistent with the

stated purposes of Washington

College, with which Rev. Blun-

don is associated" as Wesley
Club advisor. Senate approval of

the motion was unanimous.

by? 1 Sanchez

r theRecent controversy <

safety of students attending

classes on the third floor of

William Smith Hall brought

about a compromise between

the SGA and Administration.

Beginning January 5, 1910, no

more classes will he held on the

third floor. The exception will

be the language lab, which will

continue to operate until a more

suitable place for it is found.

According to Dean Skelos,

president of the SGA, professors

holding classes In the third floor

have agreed to transfer themto

the student center, the cafeteria

and Dunning Hall.

The SGA president views this

as part of the student govern-

ment's continued interest in stu-

dent safety. It also emphasizes

that William Smith HaU should

be the first target of the ren-

novatlon program on campus.
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Warwick Students

Give Impressions
Beryl Korman and Kathy Par-

ker, this year's exchange stu-

dents from Warwick University,

in England, paused to give their

"considered opinion" of their

three-month stay at Washington

College before returning home

for the holidays.

"I'm working on a scheme to

move" Europe Into the Carib-

bean, so It'll be closer," says

Beryl. While looking forward

to getting home, she stressed

that she would miss the College

and the friends she had made

Kathy, though Impressed with

the friendly and helpful students

at the College, seemed to feel

that three months In the "Iso-

lated environment" of the Eas-

tern Shore had been quite

enough.

Both of the students felt that

the social and academic atmos-

phere of the College, compared

with that of Warwick, was on

the whole, rather limited, with

e mphasls from Beryl on the lack

of social "mixing" on campus.

Kathy was quick to point out,

however, that Washington Is a

college, not a university, and

that therefore there were bound

to be limitations.

The point of greatest dis-

agreement centered around the

subject of dining hall meals.

Beryl had only one comment

on the quality of the food --

"Ycchl", but Kathy called it

not only "really quite decent,"

and "not bad," but "betterthan

I'm used to."

The College Chorus and Cho-

rale received much praise from

Beryl as did the Community

Concert and film series, from

Kathy.

Suggestions on improving the

school? Kathy had a few — en-

large it allow more students to

live off campus, and attract

more out-of-state students.

Beryl merely said, ''If I could

pick the College up and put it,

student body and all, In England,

that would be fine."

Editorial

-In Perspective

Elm Finances Moratorium

Comprehensives

According to the present academic calendar, seniors

who are required to take comprehensive exams this

spring will not be given a reading period for comps nor

for finals. "...
Last year the calendar was scheduled along the same

lines as the current one. However, as the close of second

semester approached, seniors became more aware of the

impending situation. They petitioned the faculty and

administration in an attempt to change the schedule

which they felt was contributing excessive pressure to

an already anxious time of year.

Since it was late in the spring when seniors decided

to take some action, it was particularly difficult to re-

schedule the calendar. The faculty finally consented to

excuse seniors from attending classes the last two days

before comprehensive exams were administered.

If students are obligated to take comprehensive

exams, they are entitled to the means with which to ful-

fill this requirement, such as a reading period. This

would be a number of days, perhaps a week, in which

students could be free from the pressures and anxieties

of attending classes, completing term papers, and pre-

paring for finals. It would enable them to approach the

culmination of their college studies with a clearer frame

of mind.

Although May seems distant and far removed from

the present concerns of daily life, seniors should not

ignore the ramnificationsof the current calendar. It is

imperative that they take action now while there may

still be time to alter the schedule.
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The Washington Elm is

in financial difficulty. Because

of Us depleted treasury, the

semester cannot be covered.

In addition, next semester the

Elm must start paying on a

loan from the Board of Pub-

lications.

The enormous debt of the

Elm is the result of irres-

ponsible budgetary policies by

former editors. In past years

the Elm exceeded Its budget

by spending too much money

on trips to conferences, im-

provements In the format and

the content of the paper, and

useful but non-essential sup-

plies. All of these are desir-

able, but the financial posture

of the Elm should not be sac-

rificed for them.

Consequently, the present

staff Inherited a huge deficit

at the end of last year. For-

ced to pay many of last year's

bills, the current staff hasbeen

limited in its efforts to expand

and Improve the paper, and it

has been deprived of sufficient

funds to publish the regular

quota of newspapers this fall.

Next semester's budget will be

no better: the Elm must pay

off this semester's debts and

start payment on the loan from

the Publications Board.

This unfortunate - situation i

raises several questions. What

has the present staff done to

, liquidate the debt? By taking of-

. fice, the present Elm staff

accepted the responsibility for

the debt. It is the opinion of

this writer that the present staff

has not handled Its financial

problems effectively. Although

it understood the situation last

spring, only recently has the

Elm solicited funds. Hence, the .

paper continues deep in debt.

But more important, how Is

the financial integrity of the

Comps Provide

One Day Rest

The departments that still

require comprehensive exams
will administer them to seniors

this year on Friday, May 22,

and May 23. These are the two

days Immediately following the

end of second semester classes.

These dates are part of a

three-day reading period, May
22-24, in preparation for the

week of final examinations. This

week will extend from Monday,

May 25, through Saturday, May

30.

In addition to comprehen-

sives, seniors are required to

take a final exam in courses

outside their major Held. Con-

cerning finals within their ma-
jor, the obligation will be left

to the discretion of each pro-

fessor.

The present calendar does not

provide the seniors with a read-

ing period to prepare for com-
prehensives nor a reading per-

iod to study for finals, except

for Sunday, May 24.

BY DON ROGERS 1—

J

Elm to be retained? How are

the present circumstancestobe

avoided in the future? Most

newspaper staffs are dependent

upon their financial solvency;

a particular editorial staff of

the Elm is not. Its vitality

depends upon a one - year

appointment, rather than the

ability to pay bills. Financial

headaches can be passed on to

the succeeding staff, as hap-

pened last spring.

Therefore, the financial man-

agement of the Elm should be

supervised by some college re-

gulatory agency. To preserve

freedom of the press, this can-

not be the SGA or the Bus-

iness Office. The Boardof Pub-

lications, on the other hand,

could play this vital role.

In recent years, the Board

was listless and Ineffective. It

should never have allowed this

present situation to occur! If

the E.m's financial stability Is

to be protected, the Board of

Publications must take a more

active role. It should audit the

~books at least twice a semes-

ter; and it shouldreprimandir-

responsible budgetary policies.

rDolce's Revie

Letters

To The
Editor

This letter is addressed to

you in response to a large num-

ber of questions put to me by

my fellow students lately as re-

gards my being at breakfast

dressed in a blanket with noth-

ing but a sheet underneath. My

intent at the time was to com-

municate with the students that

I did not at the time know. Many

students, of whose existence I

was only dimly aware, came up

to me and asked me what In

God's name I was doing. I

simply wanted to get down to

the reality of life - the basics

which we do not know, or have

lost sight of. These are food,

friendship, love. I found out in

the extreme who my friends are,

and I leave Washington Col-

lege a somewhat hurt, but un-

derstanding person. I have

gained much from the schooling

there, I have stiU much to learn,

I am sorry for those whom I

put In fear of me.

Yours very sincerely, a stu-.

dent too sensitive for W.C.

Frederick Pogue Couper

Dick Nixon Show

The Internetwork debut of the

latest situation comedy - the

Dick Nixon Show - made its

nationwide debut last Wednes-

day night. If initial television

response is an indication of

longevity, this series looks like

a Nielsen winner for the next

three years.

Essentially - so we are told

by network programmers -this

show will be ahomestyle come-

dy series about Dick and his

lovely wife, Pat; adaughter.the

charming Tricia; and "friends

of the family" - Spiro and Judy -

the latter added for ethnic in -

terest and residents of Mary-

land. It Is also understood that

occasional guest spots have been

lined up for America's favorite

couple - David and Julie - who

hope to branch out into aseries

of their own, if the parent's

one is successful.

While the plots will surround

Dick's job in Washington, D.C.,

most will deal with specific

problems In running a house-

hold, a country, and a mouthy

vice-president. The first epi-

sode provided a general pano-

rama of things to come.

Titled "The Press Confer-

ence," It utilized a rather large

cast and allowed Dick "great

dramatic mobility - ranging

from the comic buffoonery of

his Job at the plant, a'la "Life

of Riley," to the urbane so-

phlstocatlon of a late-night talk-

show host, to the seriousness

of correcting wrong-doings In

the best tradition of Mighty

Mouse. Yet, insplte ofhis range

of talent, Dick came across as

the middle-class moron that

all Nielsen worshippers love.

Much of his success must

be credited to the direction of

the show, which is done In the

Bunuel - Antonionl tradi-

tion of mixingtantasy with reali-

ty - the importance of decipher-

ing the difference is Irrele-

Whatever the case, Dick acted

like he was conducting a sym-

ohonv with those hand and arm
movements - or maybe it was

Just that his Ban hadn't dried.

But anyone who makes the re-

porters laugh with such clever

cut-ups as "I like to be liked"

knows how to get on top of the

ratings and stay there.

But what makes this show

tick? It is that swift, cool,

businesslike approach that our

star has in dealing with his

TV-land difficulties. Or is it

the promise of future appear-

ances from Pat, Tricia, Spiro,

and Judy, David and Julie, and

the ghost of Checkersthat keeps

audiences enraptured as those

vats of perspiration start pour-

ing from that forehead, and

those Jowls shudder as he is

asked about an embarrasingin-

cldent and "quite candidly" es-

capes the claws of a Demo-

cratic reporter.

You've come a long way,

Baby.

NOTICE

The ELM is published week-

ly throughout the academic year

except during official recesses,

exam periods, and the week im-

mediately after an official re-

cess. Dates of publication for

the remainder of the academic

year are as follows: January 16,

February 13, 20, 27; March 6,

13; April 10, 17, 24; May 1, 8,

16.
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tesidents

ielebrate

hristmas
by Eileen Rice

Kent House, Caroline House,

Mgeu Anne's House, and Reid

[aU are celebrattngthe Christ

-

iaS season this coming week

(th holiday parties.

n Sunday, December 14, at

.po p.m., Kent House will

jwnsor its 3rd annual Eggnog

jrty. Both students and facul-

f
are invited to partake ol

grit's holiday "cheer".

Queen Anne's dorm will hold

ts party for residents and their

pests on Monday night start-

jg at about 9:00 p.m. Vodka

(Uiicti and other goodies will be

Caroline and Reid are holding

Llr parties Wednesday ntght

•Iter the Christmas dinner.

Caroline's party is open to stu-

nts and faculty. Reid'slsopen

!o
invited guests. Both willfur-

,lsh Christmas "spirits" and

refreshments.

Free Ballet Classes

Begin On Monday

right: Ellen Rohrbacker and Mary Jane Eavenson. course

and Debbie Goldstein and Ross Peddicord, who are help-

ing them co-ordinate the program.

Athletic Department

Announces Riding Classes

Heard of Alice's Restaurant?

Try

DOT'S

LUNCHEONETTE

Homemade Soup-Crab

Cakes-Carry Out

On Cross St., 'round the

corner from High

pen every day except Sundays.

The athletic department an-

nounced this week that horse-

back riding will be a new ath-

letic credit starting second

The new program will notonly

stress the fundamentals of rid-

ing but will include the essen-

tials of stable management and

the basic care of the horse.

Facilities includeaten-horse

stable, five of which are suit-

able for beginners, a regula-

THE WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
We are pre-dating

O UR POST-CHRISTMAS SALE

WITH A PRE-CHR1STMAS SALE

A Decidedly Unheard-of

phenomenon - but avail-

able one day only.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17

10% OFF EVERYTHING
surprise discounts, etc.

The VILLAGE TOGGERY
301 HIGH STREET

tlon-size schooling and show

ring, andnumerousridingtralls

located at the Mill Pond Farm
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard N.

Thompson, three miles west of

the College campus.

Teaching the course will be

Mary Jane Eavenson and Ellen

Rohrbacher, Washington Col-

lege students who are ceertl-

fied riding instructors.

Cost for each 8-week period

will be $40, which Includes the

standard 16-hour athletic re-

quirement. The $40 covers

transportation, safety riding

helmets, use of the horse, and

instruction.

Concerning the cost, Mrs.

Thompson stated, "Wedoh'tln-

tend to make any money off

this program. Forty dollars Is

the absolute minimum we can

charge that will take care of

the feed, hay, shoeing, etc.

that goes with maintaining a

horse in good physical shape."

Each class, limited to five

students, will meet once a week

for a two-hour session.

If a student wishes to ride

more during the week, he may
Join the Riding Club and ride

with them at the Thompsons.

Riding Club plans include aug-

menting the course with guest

lecturers, trips, clinics, picnic

rides, and a spring horse show.

Students who board their own

horses at the Thompsons will

not have to pay the $40 fee,

but must ride during the ap-

pointed class time. The Thomp-
sons set the board rate at $50

per month.

A ballet class will be taught

by Miss Karen Smith of the

athletic department to begin on

Monday December 15, from

4-5:30. The class is open to stu-

dents and faculty, male and fe-

male, beginning or advanced.

Observers are welcome. This

class is offered as an intro-

duction to the rigid classical

dance form which grew out of

16th century court dances and

became the contribution of

movement to theater and art

until the advent of modern
dance.

Classical ballet differs from

modern dance In form and con-

tent Ballet lstraditlonal, aloof,

and stylistic, using set, dictated

movements and mime which are

strung together to develop

a story. Modem dance uses the

total body to communicate aes-

thetically as Idea, feeling or

emotion. Any movement is us-

able so long as it accomplishes

Its purpose.

The ballet student concen-
trates on awareness of line,

speed balance, and dramatic

portrayal of role while the mo-
dern dancer Is concerned with

an inner sensitivity to each of

the body's parts, to the power

of the body as a whole, and to

the space In which it carves

designs.

Despite differences in pre-
sentation, technique for training

the body is essentially the same.

The dancer works to be able

to move with utmost control.

Barre work is used to streng-

then the legs and Increase turn-

out, flexibility, and balance.

Center work emphasizes com-
bining steps to achieve mobi-

lity, agility, grace, and altit-

ude (height In Jumping and leap-

ing). In addition to this, mo-
dern dance utilizes the floor In

sitting and lying positions and

uses Improvisation to stimulate

creativity.

There Is no longer such a

marked difference In ballet and

modern techniques as dancers

train In many mediums (Includ-

ing Jazz and musical comedy
dance) to be fully trained for

all types of movement.

Athey Named USILA Pres.;

Playoffs Possible in 1971

by Bill Dunphy

Washington College Director

of Athletics Edward Athey was
elected president of the United
States Intercollegiate- Lacrosse
Association at Its convention on
December 4, 5, and 6. The 88-

school association Is the na-

tional governing body for inter-

collegiate lacrosse In thiscoun-

try.

Last March, the association

became an associate member of

the National Collegiate Athletic

Association (NCAA),amovethat

has paved the way for a post-

season lacrosse tournament to

determine a national champion

in the sport.

The proposal for the tourna-

ment has been approved by the

NCAA Executive Committee and

will be voted on at the national

NCAA convention. When approv-

ed, it will set up two post-

season tournaments, one for

universities and another for col-

A selection committee, com-

posed of lacrosse coaches from
across the Nation, will select

schools to compete in each di-

vision. This committee, includ-

ing Washington coach DonKelly,

will be part cf the NCAA rules

committee. From the sixteen

schools involved, two will

emerge as national champions In

lacrosse. The first tournament

will take place after the 1971

lacrosse season.

Pending College approval, It

Is expected that Washington will

opt for college-level status, thus

enhancing its chances for post-

season play.

The lack of previous post-

season lacrosse tournamentsls

attributed to the USILA's Inde-

pendence of the NCAA. Notonly

is there more prestige involv-

ed in an NCAA tournament, but

athletic directors at lacrosse

schools have a better chance to

get funds for a trip to such a

tournament than one sponsored

by the USILA.

gflmr?
Of KENT- Chertertowo

"Fashion for the male"

331 HIGH STREET CHESTERTOWN

Come in and browse around. See our selection of Famous

brands in the New Designer Fashions as well as the Traditional

stylings for the college male. We are here to serve you, if you do

not see what you desire, please let us know.

CHESTER THEATRE

December II- 12- 13

The Goad Guys and
The Bad Guys

December 14-15- 16

I, a Woman

CHURCHILL THEATRE

December 11- 16

Battle of Britain
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Sho'men
Winless

In Four
by Bob "Beer' Lehman

The Sho'men basketball team

has gotten off to a slow start

this season by dropping their

first four encounters by scores

of 68-45 to Upsala, 106-60

to Maryland State, a close 81-

80 decision to Western Mary-

land and a 76-62 to Catholic

University. This week the hoop-

sters challenged Towson State

and Brldgewater and will return

for two home contests with Lo-

yola and penn Military College

before the Christmas break.

The Sho'men returned to Cain

Gym last night to take on the

Towson State Tigers after drop-

ping their fourth decision of the

season on Tuesday to Catholic

University 70-62. Jumping out

to a 37-31 halftime lead, the

local hoopsters were outscored

45-25 In the second half by the

Cardinals.

Tom Polvinale led the El-

llottmen in scoring with 14 while

Larry Martin accumulated 7 re-

bounds to lead in that depart-

In the first contest of the

season, the locals managed only

19 points in the first half and

ended up on the short end of the

68-45 decision. "Bullett"

Bob Koepke contributed 11 poims

and 8 rebounds while Dave Bruce

added 12 points and Rick Turner

grabbed 9 rebounds.

The following night, theSho'-

men opened the 1969-70 home
season by taking on a much
stronger Maryland State team

and wound up on the short end

106-60 score. Larry

Bees Sting Sho' ; Share

MAC Title With Textile

tin had the best night of his

4 year college career tossing

in 18 points and contributing

numerous steals and assists.

Koepke and Turner led the local

rebounders with 9 apiece.

On December 6, the Elliott-

where they dropped a heart

breaking 81-80 decision to

Western Maryland, Turner had

the best night of his collegi-

ate career by chalking up 17

points and snagging 13 rebounds.

So far this season Coach

"Lefty" Elliott is disappointed

at many individual factors, some

of them being: Not having Frank

"Binger" Marion in uniform -

106

the Coach thinks he would have

been a definite factor in one of

the games and probably in two;

having Martin hit only 56% from

the foulline (usually around 75%)

and Koepke hitting only 50%

(usually around 65%); having

Tom Polvinale and Martin

leading the team with floor

percentages of only 38 and 36

respectfully and; nothavingany-

body with a "hot hand" -

the team is hitting only 29% of

their shots from the floor. As

Elliott puts it, "Everyone is

going to be a tough ball game

for us."

Matmen Mauled

In Opener 29-7
This year's wrestling team

started off its third season last

Saturday by bowing to a strong

Susquehanna team, 29-7. The

only bright spots for the Sho-

well-deserved win

by Roger Stenersen and ties by

Francis Filfpl and Jim Plchl-

tino. Stenersen's match was
quite exciting , the outcome not

being decided until the final sec-

of the third period. In other

matches, freshmen Marty

Winder showed some good

moves but lost 4-1. Unfortunate-

ly Winder will miss the next

two meets because of a knee in-

jury which he sustained in his

This Saturday, the grapplers

take on a tough John Hopkins

team in Baltimore. With the re-

turn of Rick "Tiny" Holloway

at heavy weight the team should

improve on last years 35-5 loss

to the Jay's.

by Bert Bogash

Washington College and Phil-

adelphia Textile havebeen nam-

ed co-champions of the college

divlson of the Middle Atlantic

One week earlier, the Sho'-

men bid for the Mason-Dixon

Conference Crown was squash-

ed byBaltimoreUnlversity.who

beat the Atheymen 4-0 In the

semi-final round of that league's

play-offs.

The Sho'booters finished a

9-1-1 collegiate season with a

5-1-0 record in the southern

section of the Middle Atlantic

Conference. The only setback

was to Upsala, 2-0 in the sea-

son opener. Washington edged

Swarthmore and Haverford for

the title.

Philadelphia Textile, taking

nament, was unable to meet

Washington at a convenient play-

off date. The Sho'men would

have been forced to wait with-

out game action forthree weeks

until Philadelphia Textile met

Drew in a play-off engagement

on December 3. Textile won

2-0 on that date, but

beforehand the Middle At-

lantic had declared that the

victor would share the collegi-

ate title with Washington Col-

lege. TheSho'menfinishedthelr

regular season onNovember 10.

During the campaign, Wash-

ington defeated five MAC op-

ponents; Western Maryland,

3-2; Dickinson, 4-0; Lycoming,

2-1; Wagner, 2-1, and Johns

Hopkins, 1-0. Victories over

Dickinson and Hopkins elimi-

nated the Red Devils and the

Blue Jays from the southern

The Sho'men found it hard

getting off the ground In the

Mason-Dixon playoffs — and

quite literally, by the way. The

scene of the debacle, the

Loyola College field was in

such terrible condition that

players on both teams found It

extremely hard to maintain their

footing. This, plus flat play,

allowed the Bees to sting the

highly talented Athaymen.

Some face was saved,

the Bee's of Bal-

• V. i

Loyola College In the finals the

next day, 6-0. (Loyola had ed-

ged Randolph - Macon on a cor-

ner kick during the final over-

time perod of their semi-final

tilt).

The disappointing perfor-

mance of the Sho'men In the

Mason-Dixon Playoff still, how-

ever, cannot overshadow the

fact that they were undefeated

and finished first in the league

during the regular season.

DREW, ISH HONORED
Middle Atlantic Conference

Publicity Bureau Director, John

M. Morris, announced this week

the selection of Barry Drew and

Dave Isherwood to the South-

ern College Division All-Star

Soccer Team Middle Atlantic

Conference.

Both seniors, Drew and Ish-

erwood helped the Sho'men to a

10-1-1 record in regular season

play, Isherwood by leading the

team In scoring and Drew with

his sparkling play at the cen-

ter-half back position.

Frank Ogens, Mark Svec, Joe

Nichols, and Mark Slnkinson

gained honorable mention

laurels in the division.

The All-Star Team in its en-

tirety is: Steve Weiss, Johns

Hopkins, goalie; Jimmy Taylor

Haverford, fullback; Richard

Tobey, Johns Hopkins, fullback;

Randy Miller, John Hopkins,

halfback; Dave Sinclair Mora-

vian, halfback; Barry Drew,

Washington halfback; Eric

Drack, Dickinson, line; Dick

Young, Moravian, line; Bruce

Fechnay, Muhlenberg, line;

Dave Isherwood, Washlng-

twon, line; Vice Zarrilli,

F. ancV M., line; Eduardo

Olbes, Haverford, line; Ric-

hard Tobey of Johns Hopkins

was selected most valuable

player.

ZTA's Lambda's Lead

Their Intramural Leagues
by Geoff Anderson

The always-popular Intra-

mural program Is once again in

full swing with thirteen girl's

volleyball teams and sixteen

men's basketball squads battling

it out for league championships.

In volleyball, the Zeta #1 team
is out in front with a 10-0 re-

cord. Their big win this past

week came against arch-rival

AOPi. In other action this week

the Alpha Chi's came from be-

Wasn't Rin Tin Tin the famous

protagonist in those wild Jack

London stories? Or was that Spot?

ugh to kill small children yet kind enough I

I Rin Tin Tin. See Mr. Root in the Student

Just say, White Fang sent you.

hind to edge the AOPI's, 12-

10. After trading wins with

Chi's in the first two contests,

the AOPi's took a command-

ing lead in the early part

of the third game. However,

the lead was short-lived as the

Chi's pulled off a 12-10 victory.

Kathy Owens starred In the

Alpha Chi comeback. For the

losers, Sandy pelkey and El-

len Rohrbacker played well.

Men's basketball also start-

ed this past week with the Lam-
da-KA game being the high-

lighter. The contest was close

all the way as the Lambda's

edged the KA's, 39-38. Rick

Holloway's shooting and re

bounding was a major factor i

the Lambda victory.

This year, as in the past

years, the league Is divided In-

to two divisions. The "A"
gue will play ten games while

the "B" league will play nl

At the end of the season

top teams will participate

the playoffs.
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Admissions

Loses Two

Of Staff

Office has

suffered the loss of two

staff members In the past two

months. It will possibly under-
go minor organizational chan-

ges as a result.

Mrs. Susan Wright, Dean of

Admissions, is on maternity

leave, following the birth of a

baby girl early in January. Whe-
ther she will return to her po-

sition or remain at home per-

manently is still undecided.

Currently, Mr. Harold Gray,

Dean of Student Affairs, is act-

ing in a dual capacity in charge

of both offices. A final decision

by Mrs. Wright will be made
within one month. If necessary,

a replacement will be chosenin

March. Until the position is fil-

led, Dean Gray will continue his

temporary double duty.

Mr. William Brown, Associ-
ate Dean ofAdmissions, resign-

ed in November to become Di-

rector of the Recreation Pro-
gram In Queen Anne's County.

He is also in private business

with two local firms. Miss Judy
Reynolds, Assistant Dean of

Admissions and graduate of

Washington College, Class of
'67 Is handling Mr. Brown's
duties as well as her own.

In an interview with Dean
Gray, he stated that "I be-
lieve the effectiveness of the

office has not nor will not be
impaired. Visitations to schools

seeking admissions candidates

were not reduced and decisions

on next year's applicants are
already being made."

Role of Math, Science

Comes Under Question
andum concerning

mathametics at Washington

College was sent to the All-

College Advisor^ Committee on

Daniel Bourslin, Director of the Natii

and Technology of the Smithsonian Ins

cond Hyland-Price lecture of the year oi

for a review by Senior Don Rogers.

by Paul Whiton

lal Museum of History

lute, delivered the se-

January 8. See page 6

ed by all of the faculty mem-
bers in these departments. The

momorandum read as follows;

"We, the undersigned faculty

in the Natural Sciences and

Mathematics, are seriously

disturbed by the continued and

complete absence, from the

College's principal administra-

tive offices, of persons with

experience in, and correspond-

ing understanding of, the quan-

titative and logical implications

of modern science and tech-

nology. The radically unbal-

anced perspective that is de-

veloping from this situation is

reflected In two recent occur-

rences. One was the suggested

proscription against any scien-

tist being considered as a pre-

sidential candidate. The second

was the appearance in the new
College Catalog of the rewrit-

Academic Council Discusses

Dual Track, 4-1-4 Proposals
The Academic Council i

college committee primarily

responsible for studying the

curriculum and submitting re-
commendations to the faculty

that shape the academic policy

of Washington College. The pre-
sent council, chaired by Dean
Gould, is composed of the fol-

lowing voting members: on the

faculty Dr. Brown, Dr. Cordes,
Mr. McHugh, Dr. Tapke, Dr.

Trimmer, and, ex officio, the

school librarian Mr. Bailey;

the student representatives in-

clude Debby Deems, Mickey Fi-
nan, John Knight, Bob Murphy,

Bill Prettyman, and Dean Ske-

At the moment, the councilis

studying the four-course plan,

trying to determine strengths

and weaknesses of the program
and what particular elements
should be modified. In accor-

dance with this investigation,

four standing subcommittees

have been created to handle the

details of the Inquiry. These
subcommittees cover the fol-

lowing areas: Degrees, Calen-

dar, Curriculum Revision and

International Questions, and

The Underprivileged.
*

The Academic Council meets

weekly as a group todiscuss the

findings of the subcommittees.

The council plans to lnvestl-

Seniors Ed Worteck and John van Walker i

from spending a semester as exchange studenls at Warwick Uni-

versity, England. For their comments on the semester, see story

on page 4. Photo by Geoff Anderson

tions for revising the four-

course plan; however, It will

defer making any policy recom-
mendation until a new college

president is chosen. Two of the

plans under consideration are

the Four-One-Four Plan and
Dr. John Trimmer'sTwo Track
Curriculum.

The former program, which

has been instituted

other schools, wouh
the present four-course plan,

but the month of January would

be devoted to a choice for the

student of independent study

projects, special courses, com-
munity work, etc. Dr. Trim-
mer's Two Track system sug-

gests that, "The proposed two

tracks may be called 'prescrib-

ed' and 'elective', the former

representing essentially a con-

tinuation of the present cur-

riculum, with emphasis on pre-

paration for graduate study, and

the latter providing a more flex-

ible, open program.

Depending on the degree of

divergence, the tracks could

both lead to a standard bache-

lors degree. Or, if the elective

track represents a more radical

departure from present norms,

a different degree, such as

bachelor of liberal studies (B.

L.S.), may be prefered.

NOTICE

The New England Conserva-
tory String Quartet conducted by
Rudolf Kolish will be at Tawes
Thealre February 10th, 8:30 p.m.
The Quarlel i> comprised of Con-

servatory Students in their early

To redress this imbalance,
we ask that the presidential

search be specifically directed
toward inclusion of scientists

and mathematicians as candi-

dates, and toward examination
of all candidatespartlcularlyon

their understanding of the sign-
ificance of science and mathe-
matics to the educational pro-

and

of

tie broader role of wash-
in college as an institution

wentleth-century society."

The signers of the memor-
andum asked that it be trans-

mitted promptly to Dr. Win-
gate, chairman of the Board
of Visitors and Governors and

Mr. Thomas Nichols, Chairman
of the Board's Presidential Sel-

ection Committee.

Dr. Richard H. Brown, Chair-
man Division of Natural Scien-

ces and Mathematics, later sent

another memorandum dated

Nov. 24, to Dean Gould. In It

he made It clear that:

' 'the November 5 Mem -

orandum on the presidential

crimination directed against

President Gibson, against pre-

vious Deans, or against your-

self. We believe that you gen-
uinely desire to promote the

well-being of all segments of

our college.

Nevertheless, we feel that

some alternation and variety

in background and experience of

our highest administrative of-

ficials can benefit the entire

College and we therefore ask

that our earlier memorandum
be transmitted promptly, with

any or all of this present
memorandum being quoted In

your letter of transmittal."

Commenting on the above

memoranda, Dr. Joseph H.

McLain, chairman of the Che-
mistry Department, noted that

emphasis on science and math
as part of the liberal arts

tradition at Washington College

has gradually lessened since he

first came here In 1946.

Dr. John A. Conkling, a 1965

graduate of Washington College,

is presently teaching chemistry
on campus. He also noted a

within the short time span since

he was an undergraduate at

Washington College.

Dr. McLain feel that the sci-

(Conlinued on Page 3)
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Natural Science and Math

Throughout it's history, Washington College has been

dedicated to the tradition of the liberal arts and

sciences. It has attempted to develop the "whole indi-

vidual" and broaden his perspective by offering him the

experience to learn from a wide range of disciplines.

At present, however, the faculty of the Department

of Natural Sciences and Mathematics feel that their

areas of study are not being emphasized on an equiva-

lent basis with other disciplines at Washington College.

We believe that the fields of science and math are es-

sential facets to the Washington College curriculum for

two reasons. First, they present areas of study that are

extremely relevant to our modern society. Second,

these departments furnish a strong and solid education

in their fields.

It is our contention that for the benefit of a liberal

arts and sciences college as a unit, each segment should

be equally emphasized and respected. Furthermore, we

believe that an administration representing a broad di-

versity of educational backgrounds, not intentionally

excluding any particular discipline, is best suited to

meet the needs of our college.

Two Track Curriculum

Flexibility has been one of the factors that pro-

gressive educators cite as a necessity for improving a

college's curriculum.

At the present time, several different programs have

been suggested to strengthen the existing four course

plan at Washington College. One plan is the Two Track

Curriculum proposed by Dr. John Trimmer. We feel

that this system possesses a greater amount of freedom

and flexibility than any other proposal being considersd.

Students who do not wish to adhere to all the re-

strictions of one particular major or prepare for gra-

duate school could have a chance to broaden their

academic scope. A Two Track system would serve to

attract to Washington College many capable stu-

dents who have sought other good schools with a

more creative curriculum. At the same time such a

policy with proper planning and an adequate advising

program could facilitate students switching from one

track to the other. Most important the flexibility of the

Two Track Curriculum could offer worthwhile oppor

tunities to students in terms of off-campus study and

activity, independent study, study under persons other

than Washington College faculty. . .

However campus interest and constructive criticism

will not be generated unless improved methods of pub-

licity are adopted concerning any curriculum reforms.

The open hearings have been extremely effective; but

more information distributed about specific proposals

to be discussed as well as advanced notice of the meet-

ings, would encourage increased attendance.
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Letter
To The
Editor
To The Editor;

Students and professors who

feel that Saturday classes are

unnecessary have been told that

it was Impossible to eliminate

them because there simply was

enough classroom space.

rDolce's Review-

Joftn & Mary

But i 'ontly l

:ept the fact that holding

classes on the third floor of

William Smith involved a "fire

hazard". Some 24 classes were

meeting up there this semester

in five large classrooms(which

have capacities ranging from

23 to 56). These classes,were

promptly moved to other loca-

How, if we did not have enough

classroom space, could enough

space have been found to ac-

commodate such a move? If such

a magical feat can be perform-

ed at the request of the fire

marshall, why not employ the

One of the most annoyingfea-

tures of "John and Mary" is

the sloppy film editing. Since

much of the movie is a series

of flashbacks, and since these

flashbacks are supposed to give

a clearer picture of the char-

actors, the film editing pro-

blem, Is more than just a ser-

defect - it was Intoler-

The result was a film about

people who were emotion-

and mentally inadequate to

n the least bit believable.

quests and

and professc

of students

Essentially, he story concerns

two single

r, go to bed, and

then decide o learn about each

other. Whate i>er they might have

t each other was

carefully hi jden from the

viewer. But he final humilia-

tlon for th se who dutifully

plunked down their $2.50 to see

this thing, s why the couple

stay together in the end.

After list ning to Mia Far-

row spill a few lines of what

a nice girl she really is, and

hearing Dust n Hoffman mumble

Long Day's Journey
Charlie Hemming

On of the more dubious le-

gacies of the work of Ibsen and

Strindberg at the turn of the

century is the use of very

thinly disguised autobiography

in the work of many drama-

tists since that time. Arthur

Miller's whining and self-

pitying "After the Fall' is the

most recent example that

springs to mind. The flaw with

the author is too preoccupied

with his own specific hang-ups

to communicate any larger

message about the human con-

pite

notable

the •

eptk

the only fic-

of the characters, is Eugene

O' Nelll's "Long Day Journey

Into Night" whichwas perform-

ed by Center Stage in Baltimore

during the past month.

life of the Tyrone (read O'

Neill) family. The father. James
Tyrone, is an actor who has

come to realize he has was-

ted his talents. (James O'Neill,

Eugene's father, madeafortune

playing the Count of Monte

Cristo but squandered his po-

tential in the process.) The

mother. Mrs. Tyrone, was once

a sensitive girl who had been

charmed Into marryingher ma-
tinee idol husband only to be-

come disillusioned with the

coarse and hectic lite on the

road and to withdraw Into mor-
phine-Induced fantasy, as had

O'Neill's mother.

Their son, James Jr., who

eventually drank himself to

death, is a drunken ne'er do

well, while their son Edmund,
(Guess who?) is a glum and

tubercular poet. O'Neill, intry-

ing to silence the demons of

his hellish childhood, wrote a

timeless and universal master-

piece. It is not so much ^bout

the O'Neill family as it Is

a few monosyllabic replies,

one is only left with a sense of

confusion, trying to justify this

couple s existence together.

Occasionally shining through

this veneer of pseudosophisto-

cation is a glimpse of Mary's

essential innocence and John's

inherent honesty. These mo-

ments are so rare, and fleet-

ing, that the overall picture of

the two characters makes them

unbelievable. But their ultimate

failure in the world of swingers

Is that they are boring. Indeed,

Mr. Hoffman's only redeeming

feature in the entire film is a

stunning suit by Roland Mele

dandri that he wears at a

Much of the blame for this

lamentable 90-minute piece

must fall on director Peter

Yates. In addition to not

allowing the two chief charac-

ters to evolve into mature, be-

lievable people, he adds num-

erous minor people, whose

roles can hardly be justified.

Actors Hoffman and Farrow

seem to struggle with their lines

valiantly, trying to say some-

thing of consequence, but the

confines of the limited script

bring their efforts to nought.

about those who, looking back,

realize that the fond illusions

and lofty ambitions that have

made their lives worth living

have somehow tallenby the way-

side; In other words, all of us.

Jamie and Edmund, those two

despairing, cynical offspring

of dissillusionment and shat-

tered hopes, will strike a

chillingly responsive chord in

the younger generation which

has lived its entire life in the

present post-war decadence.

The Center Stage production,

directed by Ben Piazza, was

rather good. Tom Brannum(Ed-
mund), Calton Colyer (Jamie),

Vivia-n Kathin (Mary Tyrone),

and William Prince (James

Tyrone), gave polished, pro-

fessional performances and

never let the rambling, undis-

ciplined text drag them down.

of O'Neill's shorter plays.

to have mastered the almost

impossible art of writing ex-

positions that don't sound (like

expositions). Although the play

is powerful enough to be almost

actor-proof, making evaluation

of the production itself Is

rather difficult. One can ima-

gine lesser hands not being nble

to hold one spellbound as

well as the Center Stage Com-
pany, however.

This fine production, along

with an equally fine one of

William Hanley's "Slow Dance

on the Killing Ground" in Oct-

ober bodes well for the rest

of the Center Stage season. In

light of the company's above-

average track record so far

this season, students here, won-

dering what to do with their

weekends, should probablycon-

slder the production of Shake-

speare's "The Tempest" which

opens at Center Stage for a

month on Jan. 21, a very good

bet.

Obituary
lidsRobert C. Siir

On December 12, Robert C.

Simmonds, the 37-year old

treasurer and business man-

ager of the College, died of a

heartattack. Mr. Simmonds had

been with the College for five

years and was responsible for

the complete financial manage-

ment of the College.

In 1967 he was elected to a

Mr. Simmonds is survive

is wife and two small child-

en, ages six and seven, A

cholarship fund for his child-

en has been initiated by various

riends. Donations will be ac-

epted by Mrs. Simmonds or

Mr ville.

resident Gibson spoke

Simmonds in this way: "H
3 concern for the Colleg

apparent it all times. H

the most loyal and selJ

r. Simmo ds held a B.

n the Uni ersity of Bait

MacBeth

Try-Outs

Last Wednesday night try-

outs were held for the Drama
Department's March production

of Shakespeare's MACBETH.
35 students, the largest turnout

l try-. ithe t i yea

history of Tawes Theater, read

the various roles and strutted

and fretted upon the stage for a

few brief moments. Director

Timothy Maloney, commenting
on the largeturnoutstated,"It*s
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Chairman of Board
Philip J. Wingate, chairman

of the Board of Visitors and

Governors of Washington Col-

lege, was recently appointed

general manager of the DuPont

Company's photo product's De-

partment.

Dr. Wingate earned his Bach-

elor of Science degree in chem-

istry and mathematics at Wash-

ington College In 1933. Fromthe

University of Maryland he re-

ceived his Master's degree in

1939 and his Doctor of Phil-

osophy degree in 1942.

During the past eighteen

WEEKEND FUN
at

QUEEN ANNE'S BOWLING LANES

Enjoy snacks at our Snack Bar

2 mi. So. of Chestertown on Rt. 213

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 PJU. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

OffSale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

Faculty Displays Talents

Through Independent Projects

years Dr. Wingate has been

employed by the DuPont

Company, where he began his

career as a research chemist.

By 1966 he had risen to the

position of assistant general

manager of Photo Products.

Dr. Wingate is currently a

member ofthe AmericanChem-
ical Society, the American In-

stitute of Chemists, American

Association ofTextileChemists

and Color ists, Society of Chem-

ical Industry, Franklin Instit-

ute, Sigma psi, Phi Kappa Phi,

and Omicron Delta Kappa Honor

Societies.

of Washington Cftli*

nh'ilurh ,it ni'i'd'cv. Du

l-cbrmirv IJtll or l-'chnurv .'<>tli

M).

Psychology

Dr. Klrkpatrlck, chairman of

the psychology and education

departments has published re-

cently In two different jour-

nals. An article entitled "Ver-

bal Approval and Anxiety in Ser-

ial-Verbal," co-authored with

Rosemary Catalana, a former

student at the College, was pub-

lished in "Psychological Re-

ports". An article co-authored

with Carol Furry and Ned

Brainerd, both June '69 gradu-

ates, appeared in "Perceptual

and Motor Skills."

Dr. Grumpelt has published

recently lnboththe "Perceptual

and Motor Skills Journal" and

the "Research Elm Education-

al Journal". He co-authored an

article entitled "Emotional Up-

set as a function of Motion and

Perceptual Dissonance" with

Carol Furry and Ned Brainerd

for the forir

authored , with Ellen Rubin,

"Speed Listening Skill by the

Blind as a Function of Train-

ing" for the latter. Dr. Grum-
pelt's "Open Letter Concern-

ing Rural Slum Housing," the

subject of a news story in the

May 2, 1969 issue of the Elm,

was recorded In the Congres-

sional Record by Senator Tyd-

lngs (D-Md.) on May 20 and

published at the Junemeetingof

the Rural Housing Alliance.

Mr. Petersen is currently

working on his doctoral disser-

tation. The topic of the papers,

to be submitted shortly to Cor-

nell University, is "The

psychoacoystlc Basis of Hu-

man Echolocatlon." Mr. Peter-

sen has studied how animals

use sound in moving around

ttieir environment, and in this

paper he attempts to discern

whether blind people employ

sound In the same manner.

Mr. Mazer of the drama de-

partment designed the sets for

the two one act plays during the

summer at The Extension, and

off- off-Broadway theatre in

New York City.

In the history department, Dr.

Smith, the chairman, delivered

a paper in November on "Rus-

sian Liberals and the Agrarian

Question," before a Slavic con-

ference at the University of

Missouri. Dr. Smith also au-

Freemasonry" in a recent Issue

of the Slavic Review and recent-

ly reviewed a book for the "Sla-

vic Review."

Dr. Wakelyn's book "William

Gllmore Sims: Political Odys-
sey, 1830 - 60", is completed

and presently being prepared

for publication at the Southern

Methodist University Press.

Dr. Wakelyn also authored ar-

ticles on "The Presidential

Election of 1848" and ''James

Henry Hammond and the Seces-

sion Crises of 1860" for recent

Issues ofthe "SouthernHlstor-

ical Review."

Dr. Halstead Is present-

ly working on a book concern-

ing three Spanish Foreign Min-

isters, John Juan, RamondSer-
rano Suere, and Francisco Go-

mez Jordana. Dr. Halstead ho-

pes to have this "multi-biogra-

phical study" complete by 1971.

Philosophy

In the philosophy department

the new members, Profes-

sors, Newell, Miller, and Mc-
Donnell are all currently

Mr. Newell Is working on a

dissertation in the area of social

and political philosophy, con-

cerning the justifiable limits

of social Interference with pri-

vate morals. This thesis will

be submitted to the University

of Maryland.

Mr. Miller Is studying the

theology of hope and its ento-

logical foundations, analyzing

the movement and ascertaining

the strength of its philosophi-

cal foundations. Mr. Miller's

thesis will be presented to Em-
ory University in Atlanta,

Georgia.

Information concerning Mr.

McDonnell's dissertation will

appear In the next Elm.

Dr. James of the English

department will deliver a lec-

ture on "Poetry inthe Theater"

at the Easton Academy of Art

on "the day after Pathrick's

Day."

Sociology

After 2 1/2 years leave of

absence at the University of

North Carolina, working on her

doctorate, Patricia Home will

return to the sociology depart-

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

partment, ErikaSallochrecetv-

ed her doctorate in October
from N.Y.U. in Germanlstlcs.

Her dissertation was on the mo-
dern dramatist Peter Weiss.

Political Science

Dr. Tal Sung An, chalrmanof

the political science department

and head of the International

studies program, completedtwo

books this summer on Mao's

Cultural Revolution and the

Sino-Sovlet border crisis. The
first Is being published by a

company In India, and the se-

cond is under review by tht?

Pegagus Publishing Company.

"Vietnam perspectives"

magazine will publish in June

an article by Dr. An on the

problem of Ho Chi Mlnh's suc-

cession. A book on the same to-

pic should becompletedby May.

Dr. An Is also making tenta-

tive plans for a lecture in To-
ronto, Canada.

Science . . .

(Continued from Page I)

ence and math department at

Washington college provides a

strong undergraduate back-

ground for students. However,

relatively few majors are

attracted Into these depart-

ments. He noted numerous rea-

sons, such as the fact that

many students Interested In

these fields tend to direct their

attention toward large universi-

ties that provide expensive la-

boratory equipment.

He commented, however, that

Washington College furnishes

science and math majors with

other important advantages;

most significantly, the close

guidance of instructors. Appro-

ximately 60% of the majors In

these departments continue

their education after leaving

Washington College. They ape

able to compete well insome

of thetop graduate schools.

If such factors were empha-

sized to a greater degree, Dr.

McLain feel that Washington

College mightattract more pro-

spective science and math ma-

jors. This would create a more

complete representation of all

the areas traditional to a col-

lege of liberal arts and scl-

These are the views of many

of the faculty members and

students involved in the

science and math segment of

the college. Comments and

varying opinions from other

faculty members and students

are Invited.

ANTHONY'S FLOWER:*

Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525
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Seniors
Circulate

Comp Petition

A petition has been circu-

lated among seniors requesting

that the date of comps be

changed to the first or second

week of May, preceded by a

reading period of three days.

The petition was drawn up by

Elise Davis and then given to

senior class President, Sam

Hopper and his executive corn-

Early action this year is in-

tended to avoid a comp crisis

such as that which occurred

last spring. Comps and final

exams were scheduled during

the i > perl

dent petttlo: presented

; schedule.

The petition was signed by

approximately ninety seniors

(there are about 130). It has

been presented to Dean Gould

prior to consideration by the

Academic Council. It will pro-

bably be submitted to depart-

ment chairmen as well, although

final approval lies with Presi-

dent Gibson.

Five Profs Take
Leave of Absence

9 Photo by Paul Whir

Dr. Waller Cushen, Chief of the Technical Analysis Divisio

the National Bureau of Standards, spoke on "Use of Sysl

Analysis in Slate and Lucal Governments" last Wednesday n

Walker, Worteck Comment On
Warwick Exchange Program

By Evelyn Manolis

Two Washington College his-

tory majors, John Walker and

Ed Worteck, recently returned

from a semester's studies in

our foreign exchange program

with the University of Warwick,

In Coventry, England.

Commenting on the value of

this experience, John Walker

stated that "Academically, per

and people of value at both in-

stitutions, it would have been

more valuable to stay here. But

the total experience ol seeing

another country and coming Into

contact with its people was far

more beneficial than wasting my
time at Washington College."

On the other hand, Ed Worteck

felt that the academic exper-

ience was a very important as-

some of the courses and pro-

fessors of great value. Wor-
teck also commented that the

whole experience "helped meto
appreciate my environment

here and to be more critical.

"

students to "rarely" show up

Emphasis is placed on short

papers which are assigned re-

gularly. Worteck noted that one

of the strengths of the sys-

tem Is the personal attention

given to the student. "In Amer-
ica students turn in a paper

and then forget about it; at

Warwick the student and pro-

fessor meet and discuss each

paper In detail." However, he

also pointed out a weakness in

there is a tendency for semi-

nars to be specialized and to

meet Infrequently, students lose

a sense of continuity in the

A lack of motivation and

a great deal of apathy were

characteristics that Walker and

Worteck noticed among the ma-
jority of the students. They at-

tributed this to the fact that

British students do not have the

severe pressuresofadraft sys-

tem or an economic burden.

The Grant System pays for

room and board of most of the

than ours. All meetings are open

to the entire student body; any-

one who shows up is allowed to

vote on the particular issue at

hand. Walker noted that "The

student government had little

power -- certainly by washing-

ton College standards."

When asked what was the most

striking feature he noticed in

England, Worteck commented,

"I was impressed by the fact

that the British people, in gen-

eral, were very tolerant of the

individual as an individual —
much more than Americans."

Walker felt that "the most

striking thing was that Warwick

and Washington College were so

similar In that they were both

full of apathetic people, who

didn't care about their schools

and wanted to get out as soon

as possible.'

In discussions between Bri-

tish and American students,

both Walker and Worteck noted

that English students seemed
to be most interested in two

features of American life; the

draft and the "rich American."

By Ann Lickle

During the next school year,

five Washington College pro-
fessors will be taking a "leave

of absence' or "sabbatical

leave" in order to complete

research on topics rangingfrom
a book to a doctoral dlsser-

Mr. Bennett Lamond will be

traveling to Manchester Col-

lege in England for the purpose

of completing his docto-al dis-

sertation for Fordham Univer-

sity, the subject of which is

William Morris, a Victorian

"poet, artist, and social cri-

tic." Morris' manuscripts as

well as some of his art work

are easily accessible through

the college, as oxford was the

Alma Mater of Morris, him-

self. Mr. Lamond will be lea-

ving for Englandfrom New York
in August. He will be residing

at the college during his per-

iod of research.

Dr. Grumpelt will also be

taking a leave during the next

academic year in order to pur-

sue research' at the Neuro-

Psychiatric Clinic in Prince-

ton, New Jersey. One of the

problems that he will be in-

volved with is a new treatment

of chronic schizophrenia. His

work will also include the com-
pletion of several researchpro-

jects that are to be published In

several Journals. Two articles

have already been accepted this

year for publication.

Next year, Dr. Charles R.

Halstead will embark on a

year's leave In order to com-
plete a book entitled "Three

Spanish Foreign Ministers.'*

During this time he will be

traveling to Spain, England, and

perhaps Mexico to examine do-

cuments and memoirs. He has

received permission from the

British Government ot use the

British Archives as well as

the Archives in Washington,

D.D. The book, upon comple-

tion, will be a study of diploma-

tic interplay between Spain and

the other countries during the

second World War. He feels

that this type of study is an

"important contribution to

mankind."

Dr. Horsley will be taking

a leave of absence during the

spring semester of 1971 to work

on a research topic based on the

idea of the religion of the

Philippines in relation to revol-

ution. Her time will be spent

In examining documents pert-

inent to this topic, by traveling

to New York and Washington,

D.C.

As was covered in the Nov-

ember 20 issue of the Elm

Dy. McLain is also taking a

leave for first semester of next

year, to do research in the

field of solid state chemistry,

with professor G. M. Schwab

at the University of Munich in

Germany.

Compliments of
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He noted that there was a "lack students.
ot community spirit and ldentl- „Tne .^dents' social life
tlcatlon with the school" at

definitely centered around the
Warwick. campus bars' commentedjohn

Both students recognlaedthat Walker Besldes drlnk how _

It was Impossible to fairly eval- _„__ , h„„„ „ „ tA ,

ih h ri h i it •
range of

uate British education since it
other activities. There are doz-

was alien to the system in ens o( <
,lubs and organlzall(ms

which they were raised. At
l0 ,„,„„ ,he lnterests 0( e

Warwick, students take three
lndlvldua , .. ranflng from ,he

courses per semester Ctrl- soc (Soclallst Soclety) lo tne
semester program). Courses Tldmee mnks c]ub Us
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t„e campus
ter. since attendance is not The studBn, fovernment was
mandatory, it was common for organlzed on a different basis
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Nixon

Honors

Copeland
Mrs. Lammont DuPont Cope-

land, an active member of the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors for the last several years

was recently appointed by Pres-

ident Nixon to a national com-

This is not the first such

honor Mrs. Copeland has re-

ceived. Involved with numerous

institutions, and a leader in

civic affairs, she nevertheless

takes Her role as a trustee

at Washington College very ser-

iously.

On campus recently for a

meeting of the Building and

Grounds Committee, Mrs.

Copeland pinpointed the most

pressing problem of theCollege

as the acquisition of quality

teachers, pointing out the un-

fortunate inclination of so many fc

professors to go to larger in-

stitutions.
And away wc e° ! Undcr [he

She firmly believes in the 'ified) is iniaicd jn the art of "hill sledding". J.D. Hall and Bill Thompson \

lasting value of the small li- was necessary. It wasn't.

beral arts college and fears

that the bigger schools run the

risk of ''losing the human
touch" so important in educa-

Campus

Crepes

Creep In

^_ Facing on beautiful San Fran-

empty cm
Francisca

exciting r

Inventive

ful guidance of Lou Ellen Murphy a n, a student (uniden-

to sec if emergency action

Photo by Geoff

She declared herselfvery

much opposed to the so-called

"publish - or - perish" pol-

icy employed by many institu-

tions, which insists that pro-

fessors be authors as well.

Such Insistence, she feels, takes

the teacher out of the class

room and his attention away

from his students.

Besides her interest in and

support of educational institu-

tions, Mrs. Copeland is very

concerned with the subject of

natural wildlife preservation

and conservation, and the pre-

servation of our historic re-

in keeping with this, she ser-

ves on the board of Winter thur

Museum and has worked with

She spends much of her time

in autumn and spring at her

home near Worton, Andelotte.

Leisure moments are spent by

pursuing her hobby of collect-

ing small Chinese porcelets.

The Early P. I. G.S. Get

The Best Worm, says Primer
by Hlecn Rice

For those who find the wait

for Washington College food too

long and wish to further their

knowledge In the practical

,rts, s in \

to get to the head of the dinner

. line, thereby becoming a mem-
ber of that most hatedandfear-

ed group on campus — "Pre-

servers of International Gas-

tronomies Society" (P.I.G.S.)

1. Get in line early (prefer-

ably right after lunch}. ""

2. Have a friend who get in

line early, with whom you are

on speaking terms.

3. Pretend you have a friend

in line. Give a noncommltted

"HI." The people in front of

you will think your friends are

behind you. The people behind

you will think your friends are

in front of you.

4. If you belong to a sorori-

ty or fraternity send a pledge

lp early. (Note: try to stagger

the arrival of your brothers and

sisters), while they are stand-

ing you need not. Sit and take a

load off your brain.

5. Mill around the front of the

line for a while. Then ease your-

self in. By that time others will

think you belong.

6. Be big, tall, and strong. No

one will mind If you stand in

front of them.

7. Go to the front of the line

if you are in full lacrosse uni-

form (preferably with a stick).

8. Look like a hippy. For some
reason they can alwaysgotothe

head of the line - no questions

If all else fails, go to the end

of the line. You have failed.

colorful shopping

center with exotic shops and

restaurants.

One of these restaurants Is

the Magic Pan Creperle, a

transplant from Brittanys which

makes dozens of types of cre-

pes. Crepes are thin light pan-

cakes filled with something good

and folded over.

Sunday nights, when there's

nothing to dolnChestertownand

no eatery sounds good, dream of

Baghdad-by -the-Bay and make

some crepes on your illegal

hotplate.

Ingredients: a eggs, 1 cup

unsifted flour, 1/2 teaspoon salt,

1 cup 2 tablespoons salad oil

or melted butter. One 8-inch

crepe pan or a medium weight

aluminum skillet. Beat eggs

well with a fork. Add flour and

salt, beating until smooth. Gra-

dually beat in milk and water

until well blended. Brush skil-

let with oil or butter and place

on medium heat (375 degrees).

Pour In 2 tablespoons of bat-

ter, tilt pan so that mixture

covers bottom. Cook about 1

minute, turn and brown lightly

on second side, about 30

seconds.

The recipe makes 12 crepes.

Fill them with anything -beans,

chipped beef, creamed tuna,

anything you want.

THE
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Boorstin Lectures On
Dark Aspects of History

The Hyland- Price Lecture of

Thursday, January 8, was de-

livered by Daniel Boorstin, Dir-

ector of the National Museum
of History and Technology of

the Smithsonian Institute. Pro-

fessor Boorstin's topic was
"Dark Continents of History."

The substance of a culture is

expressed In many ways, ac-

cording to Boorstin. The ma-
terial expression of a culture

forms the basis of what we
know about it. What a histor-

ian chooses to say about a cul-

ture depends upon the arti-

facts that still exist. Using its

artifacts as guidelines, hetrles

to capture the essance of a past

Boorstin pointed out, how-

ever, that this may lead to a

distortion o( the past. Because

some materials survive, and

others disappear, historians

have the tendency to empha-

size certain factors at the ex-

pense of others. The tendency

Alexandrin

To Offer

New Course
The economics department

will offer a course in Public

Finance during the second se-

mester. Taught by Dr. Alexan-

drin, It will serve as an intro-

duction to applied economics.

Part of the course will deal

with the study of taxation, and

another part with expenditures.

Expenditure is divided into two

subtopics: government spending

for tangible commodities such

as bridges and roads and gov-

ernment spending for intangi-

ble commodities such as

growth, employment, and main-

taining a strong nation.

Public Finance is one of the

oldest course In the area of

economics. In fact, it was be-

ing taught before a formal

of certain things to survive

•Bias of Survival. ' This ten-

dency frustrates thehistorian's

effort to recapture the essence

Df a bygone age.

Durable or unused materials,

declared Boorstin, are more

likely to survive than are ma-

terials which are perishable or

useful. A weapon, for example,

Is a durable artifact, while a

dwelling is a destructible arti-

fact. Because weapons last and

dwellings are destroyed, his-

torians are led to over-empha-

size warfare and to ignore do-

mestic life.

Points of view that are dig-

nified or controversial are

more likely to prevail than

viewpoints which are mundane

or commonplace. Religious

controversies, for example,

have been widely chronicalled

Instead of the views that were

most vivid and actural to the

The role of the historian is

to recapture " what It felt

like" to live in a past era.

Yet this is difficult, if not

impossible, because much of

the material expression of the

past is gone forever. The "Bias

of Survival," therefore, has

bound the historian to the pre-

sent by limiting his access

to ;he past.

This, says Professor Boor-

stin, makes history important.

The past is important, because

it has been severed from the

Tigt-

The study of local government

has been neglected In regard

to finance. Last year, the stu-

dents who tookthlscoursemade

a study of the Kent County ar-

chives which date back to 1650.

Dr. Alexandrin hopes that this

l continueclas

pre It la . of I

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

Hallmark Cards and Stationery

Sutton's Town Stationers
Office Supplies & Equipment

W High SlrM |
_.

OMtartnm, Md. EE2L.

Ai 7 37 P m on the night of January 14th. the ELM office was taken over by a horde of scream

demonstrators. The demonstration erupted when it was announced that Publications Editor Ann W«

ruff would resign her position and graduate from the College in January. Ross Peddicon

poinled to the position, effective February 1.
Photo by C

tend his consciousness and

break through the barriers of

the present by exploringtheex-

perlences of men in the past.

History gives an added dimen-
sion to human experience.

This

s able

history

perience of which man has been

deprived. History should recap-

ture theareas of experience lost

in the past.

Yet, if the past is Important,

it cannot be totally recaptured.

The historian must recognize

his limitations, Boorstin says,

but he must also create as wide

a vision of the past as possi-

ble. In this way man can

broaden his view of man's ca-

pacities and the range ofhuman
possibilities.

As Boorstin points out, cau-

tious handling of primary sour-

ces is imperative to presenting

an accurate portrait of the past.

But this raises a more serious

question.

Boorstin poses a question

about the nature of history, it-

self. Man's consciousness and

experience arebound to the pre-

sent. Man is fenced in by a

unique reality. But he can ex-

of the past, and the "feeling"

of what it meant to live in the

past. Despite its limitations,

Boorstin seems to believe that

history has this possibility.

When he talks in terms of cap-

turing human experience or ex-

ploring the range ofhuman pos-

sibility, history becomes less

academic and more aesthetic.

To Boorstin, therefore, history

Is not an elaboration of facts,

but a small view of human ex-

perience. The method may be

scientific, but the object is art.

DOT'S LUNCHEONETTE
Cross, St., Chestertown

DAILY SPECIALS

Crab Cakes, Homemade Soups,

Carry-Out Service .

Mon. - Thurs: 7 a.m. • 5 p.m.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-0 pel

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

Chestertown Service Center

Maple

HOW TO GET
A

DOCTOR OF DIVINITY DEGREE

Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Chut

along with a 10 lesson course in the procedure of setting up and

erating a non-profit organization. For a free will offering of $20

send you, immediately, all 1 lessons in one package along i

the D.D. certificate. Write to: UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH -

6575 - HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021.

Compliments

of

The Moryloid

National Batk

Chestertown 778-1600

WANTED - Campus representa-

tive, unlimited com-

ment, no paper-

Write for information to: Miss

Barbara Kumble, College Bureau

Manager, Record Club of Ameri-

ca, 270 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York 10016.

CHESTER THEATRE
Phone 778-1575

Thurs., Fri., Sat., Jan. 15- 17

"Don't Drink The Water"

Sun., Mon., Tues., Jan. 18-20

"Hang 'Em High"

also

"The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Phone 556-6628

Thursday. Jan. 15 thru Wed., Jan. 21

"Midnight'Cowboy"
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lagers Topple Wagner,78-68

Here's How They Did It

By Bob "Beer' Lehman

After getting off to one of the

slowest starts in years by drop-

ing their first nine encounters,

the EUiottmen rebounded with

an impressive 78-68 victory

over Wagner on Tuesday night.

The hoopsters faced Mt. St

Mary's Thursday night and will

entertain Delaware Valley here

Saturday night before semester

break interrupts the schedule.

Injuries played a big part in

the early season losses, but the

cagers are in the best physical

condition of the season and ap-

pear to have finally put their

attack together.

In the losses to Upsala, Mary-

land State, Western Maryland,

Catholic U., Towson, Brldgewa-

ter, Loyola, PMC, and Johns

Hopkins, the Sho'men were not

completely outclassed. It was a

matter of playing

brand of ball for a full four

quarters. In most of the con-

tests, the locals were either

leading or were close behind at

halftime.

The Wagner game proved

quite an improvement over the

the rest of the season. The pass-
ing, rebounding, defense, and

shooting Improvements all were

evident. Larry Martin continued

his creditable season as "floor

general" while Rick Turner

put on quite a display with 5

steals and a fair share of the

rebounds. But the big factor

was the shooting of Frank

"Bing" Marion and "Bullet"

Bob Koepke who finally found

the range and helped the team

hit 40% of their shots from the

floor, compared to an average

of 28% for the first five games.

Top Left: "Bullet" Bob Koe-

pke puts one of his famous

"moves" for score. Top Right;

Ricky Turner passes off-to the

mixed emotions of fans in back-

aground. Bottom Left: Ricky

Turner scores. Bottom Right;

"Floor General" Larry Mar-

tin goes in for the lay up.

Phui : by Anderson
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Matinen Pin Loyola,

Maul Cardinals

Respectable Season?

They finally won! Shore fans knew it

[
had to come sooner or later and it did, as

| Wagner College captured the dubious dis-

! tinction of being the first team to lose to

\
Washington College in basketball this sea

)n.

Plagued by injuries during the first half

of the campaign, the Sho'men were 9-0

going into Tuesday's encounter. They

have looked better since Christmas break

=rank Marion and Ricky Turner seem-

| ed to be healing fast. In fact they almost

§ broke their eight game skien last Saturday

I at Hopkins as the lead seesawed back

§ and forth. But the Sho'men folded in the

| clutch and dropped the contest by four,

7I-67.

If the Eliottmen continue to play as

they did Tuesday, thev just may give

this season an aura of respectability.

A group of middle hall athletes, how-

ever, obviously disturbed at this admin-

istrative inactivity have started their own
hall of fame of sorts. The desks in room
3II in Dunning Hall bear numerous in-

scriptions; some funny, some not- ("Pep-

peroni", you'd starve as a comedian).

They describe the lives and loves of

famous contemporary Washington College

sports greats. Such stars as Cookie Man,

Chopper, Bo, Mort the Hippie, Mr. Hurt

and a host of others will long be remem-
bered by W. C. fans when they visit that

shrine of sports halls of fame on the edge

of the Chestertown campus. New inscrip-

tions can be seen every Monday, Wednes-

day and Friday from 9:30- l:30and 2:30

until closing.

The Washington College

wrestling team recorded the

first two wins of the winter

season with victories over Lo-
yola and Catholic University

last week.

After falling behind 13-8 to

Loyola, Frank Veri won a 12-6

decision, and Steve Goldlng and

Roger Stenersen pvt together

back-to-back pins to give the

Sho'men a 21-23 lead. Rick
Holloway added another pin In

the unlimited division to give

the Sho'men a 26-16 win.

Against Catholic U., Wash-
lngton never trailed in a match
that featured seven pins. Ji

Pltchitlno, John Prann, Frank

Veri, Golding, Matt Snyder anr]

Holloway pinned their men en

route to a 38-8 romp.

The Sho'men are now 2-3 on

the season with the next match

at home against Lynchburg on

February 7. Thus far, stener-

sen and Holloway own the best

Individual records on the team,

with 4-1 and 3-1 logs respec-

tively.

I have on many occasions pointed out It has been rumored that USILA sane- §
that a sports hall of fame would be both tioned National Lacrosse rankings

beneficial and inexpensive for Washington be compiled and released at Washington §
College to institute. The college and the College beginning this spring. Officials

athletic department still have done noth- here so far have refused comment on the

ing about it. matter.

^:::-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:v:v:-:v:y

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849

THF
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-ln Window

Chestertown Galena
High Street 648-5110

778-2W0
Member of FDIC

Notice

Maryland residents currently

Washington College who wlshto

be considered for a State Sena-

torial Scholarship beginning in

the 19*70-71 academic year must
file an application with their

State Senator. This must be done

prior to April 1, 1970.

Scholarship applications are

available in the office of Ad-
missions. Students who plan to

apply for a State Scholarship

should file an application with

their State Senator as soon as

possible.

Maryland residents currently

receiving financial assistance

whose scholarships were a-

warded on a four-year basis

need not reapply. However, stu-

dents receiving "old" Senator-

ial Scholarships which expire at

the conclusion of the current

academic year should apply for

a new award If a financial need

For further information, con-

tact Harold Gray, Dean o:

Student Affairs.

WASHINGTON COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

FINAL EXAMINATION

SALE
10% Off all records

20% Off all shelf books
30% Off all stationary and posters

ALSO
Collection of used books, etc. Vz Price

and other specials

January 18 - January 24
NOTE: The Manager is willing to bargain!

Intramural Basketball Standings

Lambda
Sawyers

Phi Sig

Trieta

B LEAGUE

Little Fred

Bombers

Doo Birds

Theta B
5 Kinds

Zonk
Phi Sig B
TTietaX

LAGNAF

Notice

There will be a Track t

organizational meeting
1:30 p. M. today in the Gym.
If you can't make it, see
Chatellier before vacation.
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Wingate Expounds On
Selection Procedures
^Editor's Note • This article was

written by Dr. Philip Wingate

Chairman of the College's Boarc

of Visitors and Governors at the

request of the ELM).

The procedure followed in

selecting a successor to Dr.

Gibson as president of Wash-
ington College was based on two
fundamental points:

1. The responsibility for cho-

osing anewpresldent restsupon

the Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors of the College.

2. While all members of the

Board were Intensely Interest-

ed In obtaining an outstanding

man for president, the Board
realized that it would be im-
possible for all members of

such a large group to follow all

details of the search for a new
president.

Consequently, the responsib-

ility for scouting, screening,

and much necessary "leg work"
was delegated to a search com-

mittee headed by Thomas s.

Nichols, who had directed and

sity.

Mr. Nichols and his commit-
tee were aware of the legiti-

mate Interest of other groups
In this search, even though res-

ponsibility rested entirely upon
the Board of Visitors and Gov-

The 1 rch t

student, faculty, administra-

tion staff members, and mis-
cellaneous friends of the Col-

lege could be very helpful in

the search and vigorously tried

to make known its desire for

such help. The search com-
mittee particularly wanted sug-

gestions as to names of likely

candidates, along with back-up

information on educational

qualifications, experience, re-

commendations from competent

persons, and indications of

availability If the candidate

should be chosen.

To give emphasis to this gen-

eral request for help, the Board
arranged to have an advisory

! Off ulty,

Dr. Charles Merdinger, Rhodes Scholar,

To Succeed President Daniel Gibson

alumni appointed.

TIm- ; lllllv

by Vicki Colgan

Dr. "Charles'J. Merdinger was
recently elected by the Board
of Visitors and Governors to

succeed President Daniel Z.

Gibson upon his retirement in

A Captain in the United states

Navy, Dr. Merdinger is a Rhodes
Scholar, and Is currently chief

executive of the Navy's Western
Division Facilities Engineering

Command.
A 1941 graduate of the Naval

Academy, he returned to Anna-
polls in 1962 to head the English,

History and Government De-
partment, and taught history

there until 1965.

During this time, he served

as part of a six-man Academic
Board which set over-all In-

stitutional Policy, as chairman

of the annual Foreign Affairs

Conference, and on many com-
mittees, including Admissions,

Catalogue, and Curriculum.

He earned bachelor's and

master's degrees in civil eng-

ineering at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute after World
War n, and his doctorate from
Brasenese College, Oxford Uni-

versity as a Rhodes Scholar,

in 1949.

He has been a member at

various times, of Rhodes Scho-
lar Selection Boards In Cali-

fornia, Maryland, and Oregon
and of Institution Selection

Boards for FulbrlghtandAtomlc
Energy scholarships.

The President-elect is the

author of "Civil Engineering

Through the Ages,' and a con-

tributor to various educational,

historical, construction and

personnel publications. He was
awarded the Toulmin Medal for

the best published article of

the year bytheSociety of Amer-
ican Military Engineersinl952,

1957, and 1961.

During his 30-year Naval

career, Dr. Merdinger has

headed many civil engineering

projects. From 1946 until 1956,

he was resident engineer in

charge of construction of the

Navy's first master Jet air

station at Mlramar, San Diego,

He then became chief ex-

and development laboratory at

Port Hueneme, California, un-

til 1959, directing a staff of

biologists, chemists, phy-

sicists, geologists, and civil,

His next assignment took him
to Yokosuka, japan, where he

filled the post of City Manager

and City Engineer for the Navy's

largest base west of Pearl Har-
bor, until 1962. During this

time, he received various a-

wards from Japanese govern-

ment officials for his "people

to people" programs.

In 1965 and 1966 he served

In Washington D. C. as Vice

President of the Naval Facil-

ities Engineering Command,
responsible for setting public

works technical standards and
budgeting and allocating funds

for some 500 naval stations

world-wide.

From 1967 to 1968, hewasthe
chief executive officer for the
Navy's largest public works or-

ganization, a multinational

mixed military/civilian force,,

headquartered at DaNang, Viet-

Itles and utilities for the Navy

and Air Force.

Early in his Naval career,

he was aboard the USS Nevada

when she was sunk at Pearl

Harbor, Dec. 7, 1941, and was
a line officer on the USS Ala-

bama in the Atlantic and South

Pacific during the war.

In his undergraduate days, he

won distinction in the athletic

field ;
as an All An

ved much valuable help from the

advisory committee and many

College. It would have appre-

ciated more back-up Infor-

mation on the candidates sug-

gested but found what It did

receive to be helpful.

The suggestion was made by
a number of people that the

search committee needed to de-

fine the character and goals of

the College along with the qual-

ities desired In the new presi-

dent before proceeding with Its

search. It was the consensus of

the search committee that this

character of the College has

been well defined during nearly

two centuries of operation and

the qualities desired In a new
president were obvious. We
wanted an educated man, with

high character, broad intellec-

tual Interests, demonstrated

executive and leadership ablll-

Since that lme, he haswork-

ed at his present position In

California in the Western Dlv-

islon of Naval Facilities Engi-

neering Com n.ind, responsible

for planning, design, and con-

structlon of najor shore facil-

crosse player.

Dr. Merdlnger's wife is the

former Mary F. McKelleget of

Cambridge, Massachusetts, and

they have four daughters --

Ann, aged 23, Joan 21, Susan

19, and Jane 17. Joan is cur-

rently attendlngwellesleycol-

lege, while Susan is enrolled

at the University of Maryland. Continued on Page 2

The Carigero String Quartet

Tuesday, February 10, 1970 at 8:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Washington College Assembly Committee, this pro-

gram is offered free to the public, no tickets are needed. Tawes Thea-

ter.

The Carigero String Quartet is composed of senior students at New

England Conservatory (their coach is the famed Rudolph Kolisch).

We proudly present a masterful program by these talented young ar-

tists - Carol Paine, violinist; Regan MacLeod, violinist; Jean Dane,

violist; Ronald Clearfield, cellist.
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Editorial
f— President Gibson •

Selection Procedure

The procedure used in selecting the new president has

severely demoralized and damaged the College community

as a whole. The means by which the Board of Visitors

and Governors made their selection appears irresponsible

and in direct violation of the trust granted it by the Col-

lege.

Because of the Board's failure to offer the students, fa-

culty, and administration a respectable share of the selec-

tion duties, the president-elect has come into office un-

aware of the campus atmosphere and unaware both of our

sense of priorities and of our problems.

There are many competent and concerned men on the

College governing board. The assumption, however, that a

group of men well established in the business world is ex-

clusively competent in determining who is qualified to be

the president of the College is naive at best.

It is difficult, at this time, to consider the job com-

pleted and our duty to be that of gathering support for the

next president. Although the president of the College

needs our support, we cannot give up our right, our duty,

to protest the procedure used in selecting him. Failure to

do this would further damage the College.

To acquiesce to the Board's action and to their January

24th refusal to hear faculty and student petitions which

were prepared for presentation on the day of the election,

seems unpalatable.

The January 24th action of the Board has frustrated

well-intentioned attempts from all segments of the College

community to build a closer and more valuable relation-

ship between the Board and the College.

We must make it perfectly clear that we are incapable of

accepting the Board's philosophy of presidential selection

and its rude and outrageous actions of the 24th.

Ross Peddicord '71

Jim Dillon '71

BUI Prettyman '71

Evelyn Manolis '70

Jean Walker '70

Victoria Colgan '70

Bert Bogash '70

Brion Hanrihan '71

Ross Peddicord '71

Paul Whiton '71

Ann Lickle '71

Leslie Alteri '73

20 Years In Office

This summer Dr. Daniel Z.

Gibson will retire as president

of Washington College. During

his twenty-year administration,

Washington College has evolved

from an academic backwater to

an impressive academic com-

munity.

When Dr. Gibson assumed

his position in August 1950,

Washington College was still

emerging fromthe stark years

of World War, IL The phy-

sical facilities were inadequate.

The curriculum ,was narrow

and limited. The faculty was

poorly paid and its quality was

somewhat questionable. The

student body was small, un-

balanced (four men to one wo-

man), and inanimate.

The intellectual atmosphere

was dismal Most students were

almost wholly dedicated to ath-

letics or social activity. There

were few public lectures, and

few opportunities for art and

Since that time Washington

College has expanded its facil-

ities and generally Improved

Its academic standing. In 1958

the curriculum was thoroughly

revised, resulting in the four-

course plan, old courses were

changed and newprograms were

added. The most significant

of the new programs were art

and music.

The size of the faculty has
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been increased and Its quality

has been enhanced. In 1950

the faculty numbered but thirty-

five; today there are more than

sixty faculty members. New

departments have been added,

such as American Studies,

Drama, and Music.

In 1962 the Heritage program

was Initiated. It has Improved

or added as many as twelve

bulirttnes on campus.

As the physical facilities have

improved, as the curriculum

has been expanded, as the size

of the faculty has Increased,

and as better students have been

attracted to Washington College,

the academic and cultural at-

mosphere has Improved tre-

mendously. This has been en-

hanced by the addition of the

concert series and the large

number of public lectures.

Many of these changes have

been prompted by the leader-

ship of Dr. Gibson. He has been

influential in two ways. First,

he has created in the Board

of Visitors and Governors an

awareness of Washington Col-

lege's problems and a sensiti-

vity to the needs of the future.

As a result, the'Board has been

most cooperative in providing

the necessary funds for ex-

pansion and improvement.

Secondly, and most important,

Dr. Gibson has provided leader-

ship. It is because of his sense

Don Rogers _
of direction that Washington

College has consistently im-

proved over the last twenty

During his twenty years as

president of Washington Col-

lege, therefore, Dr. Daniel Z.

Gibson has provided the leader-

ship and has promoted the co-

operation that has made Wash-

ington College the impressive

institution it is today. •

Selection . . .

Merdinger To Find

Active Student Body
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by Dean Skelos'70,

President, Student

Govern i

When Dr. Merdinger

cially assumes his office

fall, he will find a student body

that, unlike that of many other

colleges, have been active part-

icipants In the running of the

Institution.

There are open channels of

communication between stu-

dents, faculty, administration,

and, in the past, with the Board

of Visitors and Governors. We
have enjoyed a unique situation,

in that the faculty and Presi-

dent Gibson have realized that

students can share the res-

ponsibility in the governing of

the college.

Such a situation does not exist

in many large universities

where the student is looked upon

as a sort of product manufac-

tured by the faculty.

The social aspects of student

life have been left up to the

students toanincreaslng degree

over the past few years. The
Men's Residence Association

and the Women's Residence As-

sociation have been given the

opportunity to decide the social

environment they feel appro-

priate. Open House Is one of

many areas in which students

have been allowed to formu-

late policies which affect them.

Students have drawn up the

Continued f i Page 1

parking regulations of the col-

lege and enforce them without

the direct Involvement of the

administration. Violation of

campus policies, be they stu-

dent-initiated or administra-

tion-initiated, have been con-

trolled by a court system est-

ablished and run by students.

On the whole, this social free-

dom given to the students has

been met responsibly and has

brought about the abandonment

of the policy of in loco paren-

tis.

Academically, the students

have played a more active and

responsible role In the estab-

lishment of college policy. Stu-

dents are currently serving on

all but two faculty committees.

Students on the Admissions and

Academic Standing Committee

are involved with making aca-

demic and currlcular policy re-

commendations to the faculty

senate. There is a yearly stu-

lent evaluation, so that faculty

members can receive suggest-

ions about their courses.

Again, as in social govern-

ment, students have been resp-

onsibly Involved with the aca-

demic matters of the college.

The next President of Wash-

ington College should greet

these realities with enthusiasm

if he is to receive the support

of the student body. He must

be receptive to student ideas,

and be willing to take them into

careful consideration before

making policy decisions.

ties, vision, and hopefully some

sense of humor In dealing with

conflicting points of view.

Some members of the advi-

sory committee, acting as in-

dividuals, and one group from

the faculty did submit thought-

ful and helpful comments along

the above line, but no general

comments from the advisory

committee as a whole were re-

ceived.

After four months of scout-

ing, with help from many

sources, the search committee

felt it had a half dozen strong

possibilities, and Mr. Nichols

reported this to the Board at

its October meeting. He alsi

reported that the search com

mittee expected to make a firn

recommendation to the Board

In January. All those who wished

to suggest other candidates

were urged to do so promptly..

On December 28 the searchi

committee met and conclud-

ed that Dr. Charles J. Merdin-

ger was, by a wide margin, the

outstanding candidate. Dr. Mer-

dinger was invited to meet wit

members of the committee i

Mr. Nichols' home on January

Based on a discussion of edu-

cational philosophy with Dr,

Merdinger that day and much ii

formation gathered earlier the

eleven members of the sea

committee present voted un;

mously to recommend that the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors should elect Dr. Merdin-

ger as the ,next president

the College at the January 24

meeting of the Board.

On January 11, Judge Rasln,

Chairman of the executive com-

mittee of the Board, Mr. Jones,

chairman of the legal commit-

tee of the Board, and P. J.

Wingate, chairman of theBoard

met with representatives of th(

alumni, students, faculty

college staff to thank them foi

their help during the past i

months and to advise them
the state of the. search co

mlttee's work. Pertinent infor

mation concerning Dr. Mer-
dinger was given to these ]

presentatlves, but it was :

quested that no release be m;

to the public until the full Bo;

had an opportunity to act on

of ths seal

This request wa
part of the search comrr

tee's feeling that rumors i

premature publicity could be

embarrassing to both the Col-

lege and candidates considered

but not chosen, and might cauj

some desirable candidates

refuse to have their nami
considered.
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Alumni
Chapters

Increase
An Alumni Council meeting

was held last Saturday, Feb-

ruary 7. Old Business included

a meeting of the Alumni Cita-

tions Committee, who annually

choose one or two alumni to be

honored for an outstanding con-

tribution in their field.

While traveling around the

country, Dean Gould has been

trying to establish new chap-

ters of the Alumni Associa-

tion. He has already been to

Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,

and Atlanta, and is planning

trips to Chicago, San Francis-

co, and Los Angeles. Three new
chapters are beingestabllshed

in Florida at Miami, Tampa,
and Jacksonville, These chap-

ters not only bring alumni to-

gether, but they help to recruit

prospective students interested

in admission to Washington Col-

lege. Committee meetings were
also held to discuss admissions

procedures.

At the Executive Committee
meeting on Friday night, the

suggestion was made that a

Young Alumni Association be

established, as one-third of all

alumni graduated since 1959,

and two-thirds since 1949.

The Program Committee is

planning for the alumni reunions

to be held in June, and there Is

a pamphlet being prepared for

seniors describing the Alumni
Association. There has also

been a start toward establishing

an Athletic Hall of Fame.

It was announced that Mr.

Ernest Howard ('05) had been

selected to receive an honorary

degree.

SGA, In Open Letter, Expresses

Concern Over Selection Process
The Student Government

Association of Washington Col-

lege wishes to express its deep
concern and disappointment in

the procedures used by the

Presidential selection commit-
tee of the Board of Visitors

and Governors in its nomination

of a presidential candidate. The
following statement is a selec-

tion from the College Student

Handbook:

"As constituents of the aca-

demic community, students

should be free, individually and

collectively, to express their

views on issues of Institutional

SGA Evaluation Commitee

To Compile Course Report

The SGA Evaluation commit-
tee is presently attempting to

compile and publish a new eva-

luation of courses. It Is pro-

jected that the appraisal of

first semester'scourse&willbe
available to students In suf-

ficient advance of registration

for fall '70 classes so that It

will be useful.

The Evaluation i

lished in 1967. It v,

for the spring col

and the fall cour

1969. However, it

slble to compile

as first pub-

is continued

rses of 1968

es of 1968-

ras not pos-

. valid eva-

the beginning ofthe present aca-

demic year, it was concluded

that not enough students had

filled out their questionnaires

to enable the committee to pro-

duce a valid critical analysis.

The Student Government As-

sociation strongly urges all stu-

dents to complete their

questionnaires and return them

promptly. The SGA points out

that if students wish to bene-

fit from the existenceof asound

Evaluation, they must cooperate

and give a little of their time

and consideration to the quest-

ionnaires.

policy and on matters of gen-

eral interest to the student body.

The student body should have

clearly defined means to parti-

cipate in formulation and appli-

cation of institutional policy

affecting academic and student

affairs."

In keeping with the above

statement, the Board saw fit to

have students appointed to All-

Campus Advisory Committee.
Through this committee it was
hoped that the students would

have a direct voice in the scr-

eening of candidates, that they

would be allowed to take part

in interviews, and that they

would be able to submit their

recommendations to the Board.

Unfortunately as far as the

student body Is concerned, the

Advisory Committee played no

role whatsoever In these

matters. Therefore, the SGA of

Washington College feels that a

trust has been broken by the

Board's Presidential Search

committee in the way it went

about choosing a nominee for

/our approval
On the 24th of January the

Board disregarded the student

and faculty resolutions protest-

ing the selection procedure. We
believe this discourteous act

has led to a loss of faith in

the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors by the academic com-
munity. This disregard of the

academic community's interest

may become a source of stu-

dent unrest. A definite proce-

dure, incorporating the In-

terests of the entire College,

for selection of the president

should be established to pre-

vent unnecessary discord. In the

Interest of harmony In the aca-

demic community of Washing-

ton College it would be bene-

ficial for the Chairman of the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors to attend a Student

Senate meeting and explain why
the selection was made in this

unfortunate manner.

Signed - S.G.A.

Academic

I Standings

I Change
The Washington College stu-

dent body has changed following

receipt of first - semester
grades. Fifteen students were
dismissed due to academic
deficiency, eight of whom were
freshmen. Forty-three students

have been placed on probation,

Including twenty-three fresh-

Although these statistics ap-

pear alarming, the Registrar

reports they are actually some-
what lower than normal.

Filling the empty ranks are

six new transfer students and

four special students. They
bring a variety of Interests and

backgrounds tothecampus. New
members include David Beau-
douin, freshman from Mary-
land University; SydneyCraven,
sophomore from Colorado Col-

lege; Iradge Izadl, an Iran-

Ian student from Queens Col-
lege, New York; Charles parks,

sophomore from Frostburg
State College; Carol Romlne, a

Chestertown resident transfer-

ring from Northeastern Univer-

sity, Boston; and Marsha
Tressler, sophomore from Le-
noir Rhyne College, South Caro-
lina.

Special students IncludeCon-
stance Anthony from Towson
State College; Lief Gulbrand-

sen, a high school senior and
son of Dr. Gulbrandsen; Charles
Kellogg, ourasslstantdleticlan;

and Judy Ratner, a former
Washington College student.

College Band To Give

Concert Next Weekend
by Sarah iayne

On Friday, February 20, at

8:30 p.m. In Tawes Thater,

the Washington College Band
will perform for the second time

in Its two year career.

Conducted by Professor

Garry Clarke, the band will play

compositions including "First

Suite" by Gustav Hoist, "So-

lemn Music' by Virgil Thom-
son, "Son of A Gambolier",

an early piece by Charles Ives,

and the recently discovered

"March for the Sultan Abdul

Medjid" by the 19th century

composer, Donizetti.

Featured soloist is Bruce
Baker in "Adagio and Allegro

for Horn" by Don Haddad. All

the music included in the pro-

gram is serious concert music,

written specifically for concert

bands.

The band was Initiated in

October of 1968, under the gui-

dance and leadership of Mr.

Clarke, acting chairman of the

music department. Since that

time the membership has grown

from twenty to approximately

forty players, depending heav-

ily on incoming Interested

freshmen.

The biggest problem has been

the lack of certain key Instru-

ments, and the fact that the

group Is so young. However,

this has been partially offset

by the recruitment of mem-
bers of the community at large.
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Teach-in To Emphasize

Environmental Pollution

Letter
rDolce's Review

by Jean Walker

On April 22, national atten-

tion will focus on the deplor-

able condition of our environ-

ment caused by smog, sewage

and pollution. By means of an

' 'Environmental Teach-In"
conducted on college campuses,

In high schools and communi-

ties, interested students and

citizens will stimulate aware-

ness and concern for ecological

The teach-in was suggested

and sponsored by Senator Gay-

lord Nelson, a Democrat from

Wisconsin and Congressman

Paul McCloskey, a Republican

from California- Environmen-

tal Teach-in, Inc. has been es-

tablished as an Independent, tax-

exempt organization to encour-

age local programs throughout

the country.

Specific programs and plans

have been left to local com-

munities. Each will have a dif-

ferent set of environmental pro-

olems and unique metnoas lor

achieving maximum effective-

ness. Suggestions offered for

campus programs Include

seminars on environment, for-

mulation and public announce-

ment of a "dishonor roll" of

polluters, environmental mar-

ches and rallies at pollution

sites and discussionsof the col-

lege's role In environmental

control.

To the Editor:

Dr. Wlngate's article in your

last Issue further strengthens

my opinion that the Board of

Visitors and Governors either

has no knowledge of accepted

procedures for presidential

selection or has decided that

such procedures are Inappro-

priate for Washington College.

The American Council on Ed-

ication, of which the College is a

member, has prepared a book-

let on the selection of university

and college presidents, and the

suggested involvement of the

college community goes far

beyond the submission of names

of possible candidates. If the

majority of Board members

are unaware of the contents

of this booklet, I suggest they

do some remedial reading. If,

however, the Board rejects the

concept of joint effort in mat-

ters of such importance to the

institution, 1 fear for the fu-

ture of Washington College.

Dwight R. Kirkpatrick

Chairman, Dept. of

Psychology and Education

Continuing Protest

The S. G. A. letter to the parents, alumni, and local

newspapers concerning the presidential selection proce-

dure, reprinted in its entirety in the first page of the

ELM, is evidence of the continuing protest of the Board's

actions.

We feel that the letter, in asking for Dr. Wingate to at-

tend a Student Senate meeting, is acting in the best in-

terests of the College. It is important that the Senate have

the opportunity to question Dr. Wingate on the Board's

actions and on his philosophy of presidential selection.

Students who have opposed the presidential selection

method -should be given an opportunity to express their

views at the Convocation on February 22. We believe that

the S. G. A. president should be given time to. speak in

their behalf.
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Applause, Applause

"Applause," the new Lauren

Bacall musical which opens in

New York in two weeks, has

all

combined successfully, make a

smash Broadway hit - Miss

Bacall, a current celebrity since

"Cactus Flower" and the Bo-

gart revival, book by Betty

Comden and Adolph Green, mu-

sic and lyrics by Charles

Strouse and Lee Adams(Super-

man, Golden Boy), and direction

and choreography by Ron Field

(Cabaret, zorba). But with all

of these cooks preparing the

stew, why does the meal taste

like Nedicks, 'instead ofCara-

Desplte the overflowing cup of

talent available for the musical,

the result is a much disjointed

effort, with lame choreography,

poor acting, a weak book, and a

collection of uninspiring songs.

Based on the movie ''AH

About Eve", "Applause" ex-

Senate Takes Action

On Selection Process
At its Monday night meeting,

the Student Senate dealt with

several topics of importance to

the student body.

The Senate approved the con-

tents of a letter that willbe sent

to all parents, the ELM, theKent

County News, and Chester River

Press, expressing disapproval

of the procedure usedinselect-

ing the new president for the

College. This letter was pre-

pared by ' Mark Brumbaugh,

Specialized Activities Chair-

man, Dean Skelos, SGA Presi-

dent, and Ed Worteck, last

year's SGA Vice-President. A

copy of the letter appears In

this issue of the ELM.
Former senator John Walker

played a tape recording of an

interview with Dr. Merdinger,

the new president of the Col-

lege. The Interview was con-

ducted by Walker and Peter

Herbst, ELM editor on Febru-

ary 4. This was introduced to

provide the senators with fur-

ther Information concerning Dr.

Merdinger.

Dean Skelos, SGA president,

formed a committee of eight

students to work with several

faculty members. The group

will draw up aspects of the

Statement on Students Rights

and Freedoms that will be sent

to Dr. Wingate, Board chair-

man, and Dr. Merdinger, presi-

dent-elect, for their acknow-
ledgement.

Ginny Colfelt, WRA president.

Informed the senate that the Col-

lege Is installing mercury vapor

lights at several locations on

campus. The purpose Is to en-

sure further safety on campus.
Peter Herbst, Civic Affairs

chairman, announced that the

committee is presently investi-

gating the off-campus housing

situation. It will prepare a re-

port to be delivered to the

Senate by March 9.

The candidates for Miss
Washington College were an-

nounced by Hillary Parkinson

and George Williams, elections

co-chairmen. One *of the

nominees is Mrs. Linda Baird

Hawkes. A shortdiscussionwas

raised concerning her eligibili-

ty, since she is married, for

the position of Miss Washington

College. It was resolved that

for the present contest Mrs.

Hawkes would be eligible, how-

ever. A by-law would be adopt-

ed to disqualify married women

for this position in the future,

The Senate heard budget pro-

posals from various campus

clubs and organizations. It vot-

ed to postpone decisions on al-

lotments until its next sche-

duled meeting on February 16.

Emory Bequests

Memorial Fund

A bequest of $25,000 was left

to Washington College by the

late Mrs. Edith May Emory of

East Orange, New Jersey. The

will has established a fund to

bring lectures, recitals, or per-

formances by distinguished in-

dividuals to the campus.

The bequest was left as a

memorial to Mrs. Emory's hus-

band, who diedinl940. Known as

the Robert Julian Emory Mem-
orial Fund, it will be effective

beginning with the 1970-71 aca-

demic year.

Mr. Emory wasbornIn Ches-
tertown and attended Washing-

ton college from 1890-92. He
later moved to New Jersey and

founded the Robert J. Emory
Company in Newark, which

specialized In designing and

building special machinery.

The invention of the Baird

Machine, which eliminated the

flicker lnearly motion pictures,

is attributed to a company for

which Mr. Emory served as

president and co-founder with

the late De Coursey Ruth.

plores the relationship between

an aging Broadway queen and

her protegee. As Margo Chan-

nlng, MtssBacalldlscoversEve

(Diane McAffe) accidentally af-

ter the opening night of another

one of her hit plays. The re-

lationship grows as Eve starts

working for the established ac-

tress and Miss Channlng feels

she at last has found a friend.

However, she gradually discov-

ers that Eve merely wants to

use here as a stepping stone for

her own career. This plot was

good enough In the Bette Davis-

Marilyn Monroe movie and

would have been more than

satisfactory here, if several

changes had been made.

First, little is done in char-

acter development. The real

feelings of the characters are

hidden behind the cliche-ridden

lyrics which they attempt to

sing, while any meaningful char-

acter information is neglible.

For example, the moment of

truth for Eve comes during her

most important song - most in-

appropriately entitled "Hallo-

ween". However, when film se-

quences are introduced during

the number, the result Is jar-

ring and only confuses the au-

dience about her real motives.

The character of Margo Chan-
nlng is also filled with rid-

dles. Her own love of the thea-

tre is threatened by her love

of her director. The relation-

ship" with Eve simply adds to

the menagerie of activity. When
Margo decides in favor of the

din- ar

theatre, there is again confu-

sion as to why. The Comden-
Green book does little to ans-

wer these basic questions, and

instead, focusesonmeaningless

witty conversations between the

The choreography and music

were most disappointing. There

is one well staged number "Ap-

plause! Applause!" which shows

the ability of the dancers when

given the opportunity. There are

no songs worth mentioning, al-

though a very disturbing fea-

ture was that two of Miss Ba-

call's songs were "canned' .

Unfortunately, none of the cast

sings well - Miss Bacall In-

cluded - the worst offender

being Miss McAffee who could

not be heard beyond fifth row

The one redeeming feature

of the show however is Lauren

BacalL Although her singing

leaves much to be desired, her

presence on stage dominates

everything else, and she de-

livers her lines with a precise

accuracy that keeps the audi-

ence attentive to her constant-

ly-

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Baik
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Interview

Dr. Charles Merdinger

John Van Walker '70
The student body of Wash-

ington College had numerous op-

portunities to meet with the pre-

sident-elect last week, but the

meetings did little to convince

students he will be an accept-

able president.

Dr. Charles Merdinger dis-

appointed, confused, annoyed,

and dismayed respective mem-
bers of the student body as they

discovered him unwilling tore-
veal his opinions on the College

and how It should be run.

Non-Committal

It was not that Dr. Merdin-

ger is a laconic man, but his

standard response to student

questions was, "I don't really

know enough about the College

toi t sub-

ject, but I am open to any ideas

and suggestions. What are your

ideas?" This tactic was ob-

viously unpopular with the audi-

ence, convincing It that Dr.

Merdinger had made no real

effort tobecome acquainted with

the college whose presidency he

had accepted. Dr. Merdinger ad-

mitted he had met only a hand-
ful of Washington College stu-

dents before accepting the po-

sition, yet felt it made no dif-

ference.

Most of the controversy cen-

tered not on Dr. Merdinger
himself, but on the selection

process employed by the Board
of Visitors and Governors. The
Board held the president's se-

lection to be a private matter

and quite effectively ignored the

college community's desire to

take part in choosing their new
leader. This much despised,

tactless policy occasioned a

barrage of questions.

Regrt-ts Hostility

Dr. Merdinger felt It was not

his place to question or judge

the Board. He did remind his

audience that the Board had the
legal right to choose a presi-

dent as it saw fit, and there
was "no use beating a dead
horse." While he deeply re-
gretted the hostility to his ap-
pointment, it was "past his-

tory," and he exhorted the en-
tire college community to work
with him for the betterment of

Washington College.

In reply to specific questions

concerning drugs, alcohol, the

sanctity of student rooms, and
student demonstrations, Dr.

Merdinger stated he was
"against anything illegal." Yet
he regarded the present college

policy of non-enforcement as

"realistic."

Responsible Press

Censorship of the paper was
not seen as practical by Dr.
Merdinger. But the College does
have a financial interest in the
ELM and thus responsibility
for its statements. Obscenity
was offensive to valuable fri-

ends of the College and there-
fore had no place in college
publications.

Fraternities and sororities
held little interest for Dr.
Merdinger. Hlspolicywas "live
and let live" though he felt that

"cliques" which segregated
themselves intentionally from
the student body could be "a
danger."

Concern for Organization

For Dr. Merdinger Wash-
ington College's main pro-

blems were those of all small
Independent colleges, enroll-

ment and money. It was neces-

sary to build up the enrollment

to 750 students, as presently

planned, then to study the sltua -

tion before Increasing enroll-

ment to perhaps 900 or 1,000

SALE - - - SALE - - - SALE

Now In Progress

4.22

6.22

SKIRTS

DRESSES

SWEATERS

BLOUSES --

KNIT TOPS 3.22

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
1 Navy Raincoat-famous make was 39.50 NOW 12.22
1 Zip Out Lining Coat was 21.00 NOW 10.22
1 Pea Jacket was 23.00 NOW 11.22
1 Corduroy Mini Coat was 33.00 NOW 13.22
1 Black Maxi Coat was 55.00 NOW 28.22

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY
Downtown Chestertown

students. Fund raising was al-

ways an important job and Dr.

Merdinger intended to apply

himself vigorously to this task.

The words which perhaps
typify Dr. Merdinger are "le-
gal", "organization,"and "in-
put," all of which galled his

auldence. Legality has long
since ceased to be a sine
qua non for colleges

t
hope-

fully yielding to a sense of

morality. Dr. Merdinger does
not seem to hold a like opin-

ion. At Washington College we
have become, or at least were
well on our way tobeing, a com-
munity; however, Dr. Merdinger
constantly stressed the impor-
tance of organization.

Student Impact

The principle of organization
lies in levels of decision-mak-
ing power, with someone re-
sponsible for the final judge-
ment. While the students of a
college, "the consumers," ob-
viously have Interests and can
be of great value in assisting
the administration, there are
limits on their abilities. The
new president will be open to

' any Idea, but "there is an opti-

mum size to all committees"
and "with everyone wanting a

piece of the action someone
must be in control.

Dr. Merdinger regularly re-

ferred to student Ideas as "in-

put" but gave no Indication that,

through training or personal

Inclination, he Is properly pro-

grammed to deal with "student

input" In an effective manner.

Being willing to listen to any

idea is not enough; understand-

ing is also required. Dr. Mer-
dinger failed consequently to

demonstrate a comprehension
of the ethos of Washington Col-

lege, 1970.

The students and faculty are

worred about what kind of man
Dr. Merdinger Is. So far the

only answer Is — the Board's

Dr. Charles Merdinger, the president-elect of the College.

College Plans For

Washington Weekend
Once again festivities arebe-

ing planned for the annual cele-

bration In honor of George
Washington.

Since the Birthday weekend

has also traditionally been Pa-

rents' Weekend, efforts nave

been made to provide for a wide

variety "' Interests.

The Convocation and Birth-

day Ball will be the focal points

of a weekend jammed with

events. At the Convocation on
Saturday, Feb. 2L the spacious

new facilities of the Cain

Athletic Center will be formal-

ly dedicated. The Birthday Ball

will climax the weekend as the

formal event of the Eastern

At 'the Ball, Miss Washing-
Ion College will be named.
She will be one of five candl-

tion of the Faculty last Spring, dates nominated by the student

no classes will be held on Satur- body. The nominees are: Ja-

day, February 21st." net Frenl, Daphne Hanks, Linda

Other activities planned for

the weekend Include a Band Con-

cert by the Washington College

Concert Band: the opening of

the "UluUferuraltsmansmp- art

exhibit; a panel discussion on
"College 1970 . . . who's In

Charge?"; an open House for

parents at the Riding Club fa-

cilities at Mill Pond Farm: and
a wrestling match withHamp-
den-Sydney.

IN DOWNTOWN CHESTERTOWN
IT PAYS TO WALK AROUND THE CORNER

ROBERT L. FORNEY
JEWELER

CROSS ST. "AROUND THE CORNER"

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

g And Evening.

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 PJrf. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

CHESTER THEATRE

Thurs. - Saturday

Feb. 12-14

"Change ofHabit"

also

Sunday - Tuesday

Feb. 15-17

"Camelot"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Thursday, Feb. 12

through_

Wednesday, Feb. 18

"Easy Rider"

Chestertown Service Center

Mapli
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Hynson-Ringgold House

Home Of Presidents, Ghosts
by td Worteck

At the corner of Water and

Cannon Streets stands the Hyn-

son-Ringgold House, presently

serving as the home of the pre-

sidents of Washington College.

The building, sometimes re-

ferred to locally as the "Ab-
bey", was acquired in 1944

with the help and contributions

of friends of the College.

Built upon the *6 lot In the

original land division of Ches-
tertown, this Georgian town

house is a combination of uni-

que architectural styles and

lnterlorwork. Nathaniel pal-

mer, a wealthy local mer-
chant, erected the first build-

ing, the rear wing, between 1735

and 1740. The front wing, also

a separate house, was commis-
sioned by Nathaniel Hynson, Jr.

In 1735. In 1761 Thomas Ring-

gold connected the original

buildings with a third struc-

ture that gives the edifice its

present appearance. There have
been few changes made In the

home, and Its unique features

such as the antler stairway

with Its double wings leading to

the landing, and hand carvings

above the mantle, are still pre-

The Interior of the Hynson-

Rlnggold House has frequently

been cited as exemplary of

the craftsmanship during the

18th century. The paneling of

the right hand drawing room was

sold to the Baltimore Museum
of Art where It Is now on dis-

play as the "Chestertown

The residence has always

been associated with the famous

and the unusual. George Wash-
ington records two visits to the

Hynson-Ringgold in his diary,

a club for young Brlstlsh offi-

cers. The original builders

of the house were all prominent

merchants and actively parti-

cipated In the politics of the

period. During a latter era the

owners Included Senator James
A. Pearce and his son Judge

James A. Pearce, Jr.

Dr. Gilbert W. Mead, one of

the College's past presidents

records another interesting

feature of the Hynson-Ringgold

(Continued on Page 5)

- Review

Lessons Begin

At Mill Pond

Center Stage's 'The Tempest'

Conversation on campus took

a new twist last week, at least

among students belonging to the

Riding Club.

There was, generally, ac-

claim for Cochise, the new-

ly arrived appaloosa from

Pennsylvania; dismay over the

antics of Sgt. Pepper, a big

gray Mecklenberg, originally

Imported from Germany, who
detests bridles; and revelation

over Dia's extended trot, not to

mention Dutch Treat's disposi-

tion, Silver's looks, Jubilee's

Morgan breeding, or Foxtrot's

canter (he doesn't).

Although It may sound foreign

to Washington College non-rid-

ers, it's the vernacular used by

Riding club members who laun-

ched their new program last

week at Mill Pond Farm, two

miles from the campus.

The Club, under the guidance

of the founding committee,

teaches hunter seat equitation

by Charles Hemming—J on beginner and Intermediate

level.

One of the more interest-

ing tidbits of romantic folk-

lore that has grown up around

the work of Shakespeare Is

that In "The Tempest". Pros-
pero Is a self-portrait of the

author who Is saying farewell

to the stage after years of

"conjuring up" plays and char-

acters. It is a good theory to

throw around at your next cock-

tall party, (as long as there

are no Shakespearean scholars

on the guest list; they'll cut It

to ribbons), but don't run It Into

the ground. Unfortunately, this

is exactly what Dennis Rosa, a

director whose, name Is not

exactly synonymous with subtle-

ty, does in the current Center

Stage production of "The Tem-
pest." The actor playing Pros-

pero, J. Frederick Jones, was
made up to look like the spitting

image of theBard, and, when not

donning a wig and cloak to play

Prosper o, would hand out

"scripts" to the other actors

and give "cues" to the various

sprites and elves. Just to make

TAKE AN S.O.B. FOR
SUNDAY DINNER

Our dictionary defines S.O.B. as an abbre-

viation for the greatest tasting food treat

you'll ever have; namely our SUPERFOR-
MIDABLE OCTAMEROUS BURGER.

We admit that S.O.B. is a weird name for a

food dish, but it does describe to a tee
what you'll get when you order one.

The S.O.B. is a super huge sandwich, over-

stuffed with eight different ingredients:

two large hamburgers (over 1/4 lb. of

meatl grilled to perfection, cheese, lettuce,
tomato, pickle and special secret sauce all

on a triple-decker roll.

The only sandwich of its kind in the area!

A SUPERFORMIDABLE OCTAMEROUS
BURGER indeedl

Makes one hungry just thinking about it;

and since everyone knows that Washington
College students are hungriest on Sunday
evenings, we have a sort of foreign aid pro-

gram to help rid you of those "Sunday
night hunger pangs."*

Buy an S.O.B. at the regular 65c price and
we'll give you an order of French Fries or
a large coke FREE with this ad or college

I.D. You can't beat thatl

*For those who go hungry on Monday, the
offer is good then too. The same is true for

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday.

We don't care when you try the S.O.B. just

so long as you try it! You'll love it!

GET THAT S.O.B. AT

Bailey's Snack B ar
Can's Corner, Worton -• opposite the new Worton

Elementary School -• just a 5 minute drive from
the College, OPEN 6 a.m. - 9 p.m. 7 days each week

GOOD NEWS for Fraternities, Sororities and other campus organizations: We supply all
party and picnic food needs at low prices.

sure you get the point, he Is

listed in the program as play-

ing "Shakespeare as Pro-

Mr. Rosa is also fond of mix-

ing his media, and this magical

factor gives him plenty of op-

portunity, for he employs mu-
sic, dance and mime rather

heavily.

The end result Is a produc-

tion In which the play tends to

be submerged underneath a

mass of gimmicks that have

been imposed upon it from with-

out. Mr. Rose seems less In-

terested In Interpreting "The
Tempest" than in using it as a

vehicle for showing off.

The acting was, for the most
part, adequate without .any real

lightning fires. Only two actors,

Bert Houls, a mime from New
York who played Ariel in

the constant state of motion ap-

propriate to a sprite, andThur-
man Scott, who was suitably

savage as Caliban, were real-

ly impressive. (The running

around they were required to do

every night would tax most ath-

letes.) Wendy Glraird seemed
rather wooden as .Miranda,

but perhaps it Is lust that Oliv-

ia Hussy's Juliet has spoiled

Mr. Rosa does know how to put

on a good show, a talent as rare

these days as a talentfor "ser-

ious" drama. Since entertain-

ment that is really entertaining

and not just a means of killing

time Is hard to find, I find that

this psychedelic trip for egg-

heads can be recommended to

searchers of same. Dyed-in-

the-wool Shakespeare purists

had best stay home, however.

Other vocabulary-expanding

phrases will soon pop up as

members build an '-outside

course" ( a series of fences

to be negotiated over a distance

of ground), participate in a

gymkhana (mounted games) with

Gunston School, and plan their

spring horse show which will be
open to all Eastern Shore horse

people.

Officers of the new club in-

clude Ross Peddlcord, "presi-

dent; Debbie Goldstein, vice-

president; Ellen Rohrbacher,

secretary; Betsy Conwell, trea-

surer; Mary Jane Eavenson,

program chairman; and Gor-

don Lattu, publicity chairman.

^T
New Oyster Bar at the Plaza?

Try

DOT'S

LUNCHEONETTE

Homemade Soup-Crab

Cakes-Carry Out

NOW STOCKING

FINE LETTER PAPERS
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The Ghost And Mrs. Gibson
(Con ti nut

House. "TheCollegeapparent-
ly came close to possession of

the House more than a hundred
years ago ... In 1835 It was
proposed to abandon College

Hill and purchase the House,
moving the College Into town."
Though the board passed a re-

solution to this effect, the house,

for unknown reasons, was never

acquired.

The structure, with its leng-

thy history and famous occu-

pants, has been the topic of many
stories and local folklore. At

a link in the "Underground
Railroad" with a tunnel leading

from one of itsdeep sub-cellars

to the Old Customs House sev-

ral hundred yards away. Un-

1 from Page 4)

you of seeing lights burning in

the attic at mysterious times
when the house has been empty
and dark for months. And Mrs.
Gibson tells of a guest who was
curious about a legend which
claims that anyone walking up
one side of the double stair-

way, crossing the landing and
walking down the other side,

will, upon descending, hear a
faint voice call out 'What are
you doing?' The guest climbed

si .Tin tlie

he has designed for the College's March pro fortunately, the tunnel

located today.

rt be

William R. Herbst Forces

Staff Into 'Gross Perversions'

by Bill Preltyman

Being An Essay Concerning
Friday the Thirteenth and
Other Diverse and Wonderous

The time had come,
The walrus said, "To speak
Of many things."

Indeed I must speak of a

Plot so monsterous in Its range
and vague in its Implications

that it boggles the imagination.

For I have escaped the honey-
combed caverns of Kellogg to

reveal the truth concerning that
repository of all that is mis-
leading and typographically In

error: The Washington Elm,
On my death bed I am for-

ced to tell, by pangs of con-

science, the hideous secret of

that evil malefactor of crime,

that pinnacle of deceit, peterC.
Herbst. Under the guise of a

mild, meek-mannered editor,

for years, has lurked the spec-
tre of ... William Rudolph Herb-
st This fiend in inhuman
form has for months forced

his entire staff into gross per-

versions of all that Is decent,

upstanding, and right. In a few
words, all that Barry G oldwater

has stood for. But none of

Herbst's past crimes measure
up to his latest sinister plot.

In a maneuver, whose audac-

ity stuns and outrages the sen-

ses, he has forced through the

editorial board, smuggled past

the proofreaders, bribed Into

the hands of the printers, and
finally got into circulation, only
through the cold - blooded

MURDER of the circulation

manager, a story.

It is a story calculated to

outrage grandmothers and all

right thinking people from here

to Calcutta. In short, a story
on how the thirteenth Issue of

the paper comes out on Fri-

day the Thirteenth. In case you
are wondering where this sad
^attempt at humor is concealed;

be warned you are reading It,

Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center

RANTED: Math Major «

fessor for part-time bookkeeping
j

r tax work. Julian E. Leager,

Islington. Call 928-3118.

Driftwood

Restaurant & Lounge

Chestertown s

Select

Restaurant

Luncheon * Dinner

Cocktails * Dancing

Smorgasbord

Every Saturday Nite!

6-10 p.m.

$3.25 all you can

eatl

Because we're a groovy cleaner. We
know how to polish the mirrors on a

pailleted vest. We know how to clean

around the Railheads on a nailheaded

jumpsuit. We know how to keep a silver

coat silver, a suede skirt suede-y, a

RUG and DRY CLEANERS
CH EST E RTOWN, MP. 21*20

the legend and returned some-
what startled for having heard
the soft voice, while no one
below had uttered a sound. To
this day the guest Insists It

was not her Imagination. While
the Gibsons admit there fre-

quently are strange noises in

the house, none of them has
heard the ghost speak."

Cookbook Offers Omelettes
by Jim Dillon

If your skillet Is still in work-
ing order, here's another hot-

plate recipe hot off the presses
for your palate. This method
of omelet-making was handed
down by an old sea-dog ste-

ward in the British merchant
service.

Whip two eggs per person with

salt and pepper to taste. Get

your pan stinging hot and slap

In one teaspoon of butter. Throw
in your eggs, making sun

(Mim Of Tuadae
SUNDAY, FEB. 15

TAWES THEATRE
"The best all-time film

(in French)"

. Have Pun in the- Country in

THE COUNTRY STORE

keep them off the bottom of

the pan.

Next you pour In your filling

(see below) and fold half of

your omelet over the other

half, making an envelope around

your filling, like a one-slice

folded-over peanut-butter-and-

Jelly sandwich.

It is essential to wait for the

right moment for flipping, when

the egg Is soft enough to seal

Itself around the edge yet hard

enough to hold together.

Myriad fillings are possible.

Make an omelette fromage,

with grated cheddar, or an ome-
let with mushrooms already

sauteed in butter, or a Boston

omelet, with beans, or a Span-

ish omelet, with onions and to-

mato, or one with crisp crum-
bled bacon, or a fines heroes

omelet, with mixed herbs

thrown Into the eggs. Whatever

makes you sing.

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Cheatertown, Md.

Phone 778-2525

TEACH IN GHANA OR NIGERIA?

Yes - - If You

WRITE:

1. Have a Bachelor's Degree; preferably a Masters Degree.

2. Have at least 30 semester hours credit in one of the following:

a. physics, b. chemistry, c. biology d. mathematics,

e. industrial arts, f. French, g. geography,

h. home economics or i business education.

3. Desire to teach at the secondary school level.

4. Are in good health; single, or married (without children).

Both spouses much teach.

TEACHERS FOR WEST AFRICA PROGRAM

ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE

ELIZABETHTOWN, PA. 17022
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SPORTS
by Bert Bogash

"Athletics is an important part of overall college life"

stated President-Elect Charles Merdinger in an interview

during his visit here recently.

According to the former collegiate Football, Basketball

and Lacrosse letter winner, athletics not only helps the

participant's health, but is also a "valid learning experi-

ence." The axiom, "It is not whether you win or lose, but

how you play the game that counts," is important not

only for athletics but also in the game of life. Attitudes

developed on the playing field can be very helpful in a per-

son's future. In addition, athletics can "instill a sense of

spirit" and unity among the members of the college com-

munity. Dr. Merdinger further stated that the develop-

ment of a "a healthy mind and body is an integral part of

a liberal arts education."

Showing an understanding of the value of sports for

publicity purposes, the former Rhodes Scholar comment-

ed that "athletics is a legitimate area for publicity. The

more we can place the name of Washington College in the

newspapers in a favorable light, the better able we will be

to attract the capable student we want, the good faculty

member we want, and the money that we need."

Outwardly shocked when told that the coaches here

are forced to care for the athletic fields. Dr. Merdinger

stated that he "will seriously study" the matter along with

the problems of inadequate training facilities and the lack

of a trainer to treat injuries sustained on the playing field.

"I will study these matters," he said, "and if financially

possible, will hope to correct them."

"I don't favor athletics over everything else, after all,

the role of a college is basically to improve the mind,"

said Merdinger. "But I certainly hope that we can run a

reasonable athletic program at Washington College."

It seems as though there will finally be a high ranking

member of the administration who understands the im-

portance of athletics and will keep it alive here.

And this writer, at least, will look to the seventies as

the decade of renewed school spirit and a better name
and age for Washington College accomplished with, among
other things, the aid of a strong athletic program.

The wrestling team has proven to be the one bright

spot of winter sports in Chestertown this year. The grap-

plers entered Wednesday's encounter with American riding

high on a record string of three consecutive victories.

Stenerson, Holloway, Pitchitino, Veri and Golding have

winning individual records so far this season as the team
scored a record 38 points in each of 3 . last two victories.

Coach Lefty Elliott must be talking to himself these
days. His ball club has finally started rolling and is playing
well together. Things were looking up after two consecu-
tive wins over Swathmore dnd Western Maryland. Even the
loss to Randolph-Macon was nothing to be ashamed of as

the Sho'men were in the game all the way. Then this week
the hoopsters embarked on a two game road trip. They
lost to Lebanon Valley by three in the first game. In the
second, against Dickinson, with the Sho'men trailing 67-66
and six seconds left on the clock, Dave Bruce sank a jump
shot to put the Elliottmen on top by one, 68-67. Dickin-

son called time and set up the play. When time resumed

they quickly got the ball down the court to their big gun
and game's high scorer, John Whitman, wRo converted at

the buzzer to lift the devils to a 69-68 victory.
It's all par for the course this season I guess, but it just

doesn't seem fair. -

I've got to question the reasoning behind the benching
of Mark Brumbaugh in basketball. "Bruins" played ap-

proximately two minutes of the 83-68 loss to Randolph-
Macon in which time he gathered a rebound, a steal and an

assist. We could have used that kind of playing a great

many times this season. Why did he play so little?

Larry Martin goes up over Randy Macon's big boys for a shot,

iho'men chopped the hard-fought contest, 83-68.

NEW YORK TO LONDON - SUMMER VACATION
TRIPS - ROUND TRIP $169. NOW FILLING - SMALL
DEPOSIT AND PAYMENTS - SEND FOR FREE DE-

TAILS, STUDENT GLOBE ROAMERS, BOX 6575 HOL-

LYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021

Basketball

Summary

College Heights Sub Shop

SPECIALIZING IN

Pizza — Subs — Steaks

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

Phone 778-2671

OPEN SUNDAY EVENINGS

TASTEE FREEZ
Milkshakes

Sodas

Cones

Sandwiches

Monday - Sat. 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Mt. St. Mary's 80; W. C. 63

Hall: 40-26 Mt. St. Mary's
Game high: Riley - 19 points

Sho' high: Polvinale 17 points

Del Valley 62; w. C. 40

Half: 31-18 Del. Valley

Game high: Sechler - 15 points

Sho' high; Marlon - 13 points

Washington 60; Swarthmore 57

Half; 40 - 30 W. C.
Game high; De Sha - 16 points

Sho' high: Marion - 14 points

Washington 73; W. Md. 64
Half: 34 - 28 W.C.
Game High: Bruce - 32 pts.

Randolph - Macon 83; W. C. 68

Half; 43 - 41 Macon
Game High: Weston - 24 points

Sho' High; Polvinale - 22 points

Lebanon Valley 66; w. C. 63

Half: 34 - 31 W. C.

Game high; Petrlce - 14 pts.

Sho' High: Bruce - 13 points

Dickinson 69; W. C. 68

Half: 44-42 Dickinson

Game high: Whitman 26 points

Sho high: Bruce - 12 points

SUPPORT
THE

SHO'MEN
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Another Exciting Intramural

Basketball Season Closes
by C

This past week marked the

close of 'another exciting men's
Intramural basketball season.

Under the direction of Coach
Chatelller over a hundred men
took part In action In two lea-

In A league action this past

week an Independent team, the

Suns, took top honors with a

10-0 record. The hot shooting

of Norberto Vlamonte and the

cool rebounding of Drew Mc
Cullough led the way in the

Suns' 57-35 victory over the

second place Elms.

In frat games the big one of

the week was Sawyer Automa-
tic against Lambda A. Aveng-

ing their earlier loss to the

boys In West. Sawyer edged

out the Bauer-less Lambdas
26-24. Harry "Doug" Stoker's

sixteen points was the deciding

factor in this contest. If Sawy-

ers should beat the Sigs this

week, a tie between Swayers

and the Lambdas would result.

In the junior league Little

Fred ran away with league

the

season came at the hands of a

determined Theta B. Team. The
Theta's with the help of Mark
Slnklnson's eight points edged

Little Fred 29-26.

the prestigious playoffs. In A
league the Suns, Elms, Lamb-
das, and Sawyer will battle It

out for the championship while

Little Fred, Theta B, Doo Birds,

and Bombers will try for B
league honors.

American University Snaps Win

Streak As College Wrestlers Bow

mm
Phoios by Geoff A

American University snapped

Washington College's wrestling

win streak at three matches

by defeating the Sho'men 25-16

Wednesday night. Without cap-

tain Frank Veri and Roger

Stenersen. the Sho'men were

behind 21-5 after the 158-pound

match. After Steve Goldlng won

and Matt Snyder pinned his

man, Bob Richards from A. U.

was disqualified after pinning

Simeoni in the 190 match. With

the additional loss of one point

for unsportsmanlike conduct,

the score was 20-18. The rally

ended when Rick Holloway was
pinned at 3 ;

50ofthe final match.

Last Saturday, the Sho'men

equalled their best point total

of the season in defeating

Lynchburg College 38-8. Wash-
ington won three matches by

forfeit (118, 190. and unlimited)

while Jim pitchitlno won byde-

fault. Veri, Goldlng and Ken

Kiler pinned their men ami

Stenersen upped his Individual

record to 5-1 with a lopsided

decision over Don McClellan.

The Sho'men are now 3-4 on

The next two matches are

away against Lebanon Valley

and Wagner. The next home
match is February 21 against

Hampton-Sydney in the season

^<TcLIQUORS

'he 1 „

* bafeS^&^^kffl

^T
serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1849
5l- *

™
fc &i

THE
CHES

\

5TERTOWN
INK

Maryland

In Banking Services . .

.

Lynchburg wrestler gets shoulde

ned him. Note Refs hand still on I

r off the mat too late as photo was taken seconds after Ken Kiler pin-

nat after signaling pin.

Open Si

to better serve Ke

Dri

Church Hill

556-6601

The Newest from the Oldest

iturday from 9-12

nt and Queen Anne's Counties

/e-ln Window
\

Chestertown Galena
Hieo Street MMU0
778-2W0

Member of FDIC

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Mon. 8-7
Tubs. & Wad. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 • 7

Fri. 8-8

Sat. 8 - 6 ,

COLLEGE
SNACK BAR

NEW HOURS
Monday - TTiursday

7 a.m. - 11 p.m.

7 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Sunday
5 pxn. — 11 pm.

Don Kelly

Chevrolet-Buick-Opel
'

Rt. 213

Chestertown, Md.

"OK" USED CARS

Service On All Miko
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Peaceful Beauty

Transcending

All Time

Eternal peace and

rest ... the inner

comfort of this

thought is part of

our dedicated funer-

I am drymouthed from my spitting,

1 call back the two old men In me

that walk the streets of Dresden

the city we illumened,

death eared and left handed i have never

heard or held the laughter we demanded

from ourselves

so sometimes I weep over the birth

we revered only enough to miscarry.

I am dryeyed learning hope from the unborn

who wail for stillblrth-

when we were six time existed on a plate

three times a day and ended at eight

after the abilone sky bruised black and

blue veined like a dragonmouth powerless

In a dream where crustaceans cried

and the ferns were green with anguish

the crocus hoarse from passionals.

o if only once my ivory soap had not sunk!

and 1 learned to live inside a shell

where once pirates Jug-juged earrlnged

to ooopahpah of gypsy accordians,

so now I learn from the tugboat bellied pelicans

and the tooraloom of toads

the dryKllled fish that walk the roads

to Helicon

so I build myself a cuckoo clock with all the

cuckoos out and my two old men inside

winding their watches, jumping out

and screaming It's ten till five.

Caterpillar

Charley went byebye

In a can of stemo
and went the first fifty

yards of his new life

cacooned In plastic sheets

and the next inexorable

In what he thought was a

pine shell for

fermenting spirits.

1 left the backyard yesterday

over a bonefence of super-

stition

ringing with a whoty owl's

With question marks for

spades I dug

and found the rusted ribs of a

bicycle

old tire old bell

ringing with the whoty owl's

America, are you afraid to live?

dead rib rusted shell Chevrolet

bleeding your red dust coral in the vacant bay,

enamel windfall old Joke deadpan

raising your head to lap the black sand

The moon's been Jumped by a sacred cow

your only have to close your eyes

to make the sky turn blue

a cathollck convertible at a turn in the road

monkeys in the truck, white wall toad

camel Joe and pepper smog, cactus flowe

hamburger delux, up a dime, It's all the

blue road toad rain same

whose dull scansion are you apprenticing

but some encastled Romantic and his dream

your merlgolds and your one last word,

Tom More less In a sea of green, I say

look on what we were, be ye not,

our legend and our epistle.

o but whose ears will clap and parcel

such a small corner of the universe?

what myth are you now protecting

taloned caretaker, what shrines,

with your sacred learning

and your profane future?

we will be brilliant in death.

chew you missiles and your nails

suck the air from Rocky Mountain Arsenal

and when you vomit the venom

of your own sting,

as you turn up the stair

you will be hooded and noosed

one second before my prayer

and together we will drop through the floor

of the scaffold you mothered.

'

Anger worn proudly like a Boy Scout merit badge;

scorn of a reflection In frozen spit.

Never let you right hand know too well the left;

Your ear's as quiet as the caesarian or child's

Deny your love for him and a band of gypsies will

carry you away.

Nevergardless, my honey appearance tastes mc

The encastled Womantic dream is all but wet.

Santanyana said it better.

But you act as well as anyone.

Let's clear this phlem of stagnant bubbles;

For If time be tempermental

And the scaffold be fixed for fall,

It seems unwise and sentimental

To chew rosebuds in the cattle's stall.

These bent and broken lines which spell our tales

Are found on glass and rock.

Love the means, for to kiss a tombstone

Is to say a face grows beneath a wart.

The war is wltlun—

( Troubled by these ink balloons?

Give a finger and we'll tie some strings).

) you afraid to die?

-This breed of passion is not

my policy;

I'd rather be a butterfly than

Oh! Take away the coffee,

Bring a pot of tea.

Time's a sewing patches

On my knobby '111 knee.

Pull the carrot, chop the

Dig thetato, beat the storm.

We'll have a feast, my fel-

low friend;

We'll grab a bone and make

it bend. Ha!

I sa# a fish, not gold but green.

Staring from the lake.

I saw him speak, not heard but sg

Claiming I was fake.

And now he hangs from my wall,

His senses did mistake,

Real from real, one from all,

And he looks better fake.

-Funny guys, those who peeloff

My adhesive love for remem-

ber when.

My thrill for them

Lies smouldering in the sanc-

tuary of my bowels,

gimme gimme gotcha

You've such a jolly face!

gimme gimme gotcha

It's such a jolly place!

-Scarecrow, elephant, basker-

Can't see the way to my way
Love to hear you practice

Hate to hear you play

-Don't buy your loves

And wear them on Sundays.

It's all free,

(If you want it to be).

And when its over,

U its over,

And when it ends,

I'll see you smiling

In the shadow of our fate.
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George

Washington

Weekend
by ill 1 Kin

George Washington's Birth-

day begins today with regis-

tration and a reception lor par-

ents from 5:00 to 7:00 p,m.

at the Alumni House. At 8:30

p.m. the college band will give

a concert in Tawes Theater.

Saturday, February 21beglns

with breakfast in Hodson from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. This is fol-

lowed by registration and coffee

for parents in Hynson Lounge.

During this time the faculty

will be present for consultation

with parents.

Convocation and the dedica-

tion of the Cain Athletic Center
will take place at 11:00 a.m.

Luncheon will be offered from
12:30 to 2 :00 p.m. in Hodson.

There will be a parents'

meeting and panel discusslonin

Tawes Theatre from 2
:00 to 3:00

p.m. The topic of the panel

discussion will be "The College

1970 -- Who's in Charge?*'

Panelists will Include: Mr.
Brennan from Guilford, Conn.;

Dr. William B. Gould, Dean of

the College; Dr. Dwight R. Kirk-

patrick, Chairman of the De-
partment of Psychology and Ed-
ucation; Mr. Dean Skelos, Pre-

sident of the Student Govern-
ment Association; and Dr. Phil-

lip Wingate '33, Chairman of

the Board of Visitors and Gov-
ernors. All are invited to at-

tend the discussion.

The Sho'men will wrestle

Hampden-Sydney at 3:00 p.m.

From 4:00 to 5 :00 the dorms
will hold open house. Dinner

will be served at 5:00 p.m.

in Hodson Hall. The highlight

of the weekend, the Washing-
ton Birthday Ball, will be held

from 9:00 to 1:00 a.m. In Hod-
son Hall.

The College Band, under the direction of Professor Gary Clarke,

will perform tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Tawes Theater.

Merdinger RelaysFirst

ImpressionsOfCollege
(Editor's Note: When Dr. Merdinger

was on campus early this month the

ELM asked if he would care to

write an article for the paper. Dr.

Merdinger chose the topic/.

Thank you for your kind invi-

tation to share a few of my
thoughts and observations with

your readers as I prepare to

assume the presidency ofWash-
ington college in July. Even

though my move toChestertown

is nearly half a year away, 1

am already In the debt of many
members andfriends of the Col-

lege. Among them are Dr. Win-

gate, Mr.. Nichols, and the rest

of the Board ofVisitors and Go-

vernors who have honored me
with their Invitation to accept

this challenging post, various
citizens of Chestertown who
have been most cordial in their

welcome, and, of course, the

large number of students, facul-

ty and staff members who have,

at this early date, alerted me
to many of their problems and

aspirations for the College In

the years ahead. Above all, I

am indebted to President Gib-

Notice

Shaker Art Exhibit

The art and craftsmanship of the Shakers, their architecture,

furniture, and interior design, will be the subject of an exhibit of

photographs and water-colors at Washington College's Fine Arts

Center from Friday, February 20 to Sunday March !.

The collection, on loan from the Index of American Design in

Washington D.C., will be on view to the public each weekend

during the following hours: Friday, 7:30 to 10:30 p.m., Saturday,

9:30 to 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., Sunday, 2:00 to 4:00

p.m. Weekday viewing by appointment only. For further informa-

tion, telephone 778-2800, ext. 211.

son who has brought Washing-

ton College to this high point

after twenty years of Inspired

leadership. My earnest hope and

pledge is to continue the mo-
mentum he has generated in

moving this fine college Into the

1970' s.

Incident to my appointment, I

have flownbackandforth across

the country several times, log-

ging over 20,000 miles in the

process. With each visit, Involv-

ing exposure to larger numbers
of people, I have been impress-

ed not only with what Washing-

ton College is today, but what it

can become. My latest visit dur-

ing the first week of February

was certainly the most enlight-

ening thus far. Let me sum up

for you a few of my impres-

February is not the most hos-

pitable month in Maryland, and

my few days in Chestertowr

last week were no exception.

However, it was not the quali-

ty of the weather which first

struck me -- despite the fact

that I had just flown from a tru-

ly warm and sunny California

—

but rather the atmosphere ol

warmth and friendliness of the

all-College receptlonheldonmj

arrival. I was most gratified

by that heart-warming experi-

ence, meeting all those Intelli-

gent, articulate, and politeyount

people, along with some of the

faculty, who stood patiently In

line for over an hour and a half

to exchange a few words with

me. Invariably, the message

which came through was that

they like Washington College.

How refreshing in this general

age of disillusionment! As far

as I was concerned, this set

the whole tone of my visit,

(continued on Page 4)

SGA Presents 'Facts
9

In Selection Process
An outline offactsconcerntng

the Board of Visitors and Go-
vernors Presidential selection

1. Sometime during the last

six years President Gibson out-

lined a procedure to be used in

the selection of his successor.

The

nity.

2. During this time the col-

lege community approved the

document of Student Rights and
Freedoms, and operated under
an atmosphere of trust and co-
operation.

3. During July, Dr. Wingate

established a college advisory
committee to aid the Board In

its presidential selection pro-
cedures, stating that he hoped
there would be co-operation bet-

ween the two groups. At this

point the committee consisted

only of faculty members. Stu-

dents were added to the com-
mittee in September, and ad-

ministration in October.

4. August 26-28 (approx.) Dr.

Merdinger came to the campus,

At this time the selection pro-
cedure had not been establish-

ed, and the impression was gi-

ven that this was a prelimi-

nary interview. However, he did

meet with various members of

the college community. A
majority of these individuals

expressed in written statement

negative opinions concerning

Dr. Merdinger.

5. September 7. The only

joint meeting of the Board Se-

lection Committee and College

Advisory Committee was held.

During that meeting, the facul-

ty and administration request-

ed that they be involved In the

selection process in several

ways
: 1) to submit names to

the Board for consideration, 2)

to review the vitaes of all can-

didates considered, 3) to recom-
mend candidates who should be

brought to the campus for In-

terviews, and 4) to interview

these candidates and to pass
recommendation on these in-

dividuals. The Board Commit-
tee responded that they had not

established procedures to be

followed; but, they would out-

line a policy during a meeting

to be held on October 13th.

6. October 11. The College
Committee met and discussed

criteria for a presidential can-

didate: 1) administrative man,

2) Involved in llveral arts, 3)

not in the military, 4) received

support of campus.

7. October 13. The meetlngof
the two committees was can-

celled. Many of the members of

the Board committee were not

even aware that a meeting had

been scheduled.

8. October 25. At the meet-
ing of the Board of Visitors and

Governors, Dr. Wingate report-

ed that over 100 applications had

been received and were being

screened, and that he hoped a

candidate would be nominated

at the next full Board meeting,

9. October 2L The College

Advisory Committee sent to

Dr. Wingate a letter request-

ing approval of the selection

procedures they had outlined.

10. December 15. A letter

from the College Advisory

Committee was sent to Mr.

Nichols (with a copy to Dr.

Wingate) requesting that he

clarify the role of the All Col-

lege Advisory Committee In

the selection process. He ac-

knowledged receiving the let-

ter and merely stated that he

had been In touch with Dr.

Wingate (and wished Dean

Gould a Merry Christmas).

11. December 28. For the

lection Committee met in Eas-

ton. No more than three

members of this committee had

met Dr. Merdlnger(at this point

not even the Chairman, Mr. Nic-

hols had met said candidate).

However, the committee was
asked to unanimously approve

Dr. Merdinger fornominantion.

Several committee members
refused to vote without hav-

ing met Dr. Merdinger.

12. January 4. Dr. Merdinger

was flown to Baltimore to meet
with the Board selection com-
mittee. He was approved by the

committee; however, several

members voiced their objec-

tions to the selection process.

13. January 17. Dr. Wingate

and other Board Selection Com-
mittee members met with the

(continued on Page2)

Notice
George Washington was a Horseman!

"Riding was his chief, if not sole recreation. .
.'*

As a part of George Washington's Birthday Celebration, the Riding

Gub cordially invites the college community, parents, and alumni to

inspect their facilities at Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thompson's Mill

Pond Farm on Saturday.
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Editorials

A Special Issue

"The ultimate legal power of selecting a President rests

with the Board of Visitors and Governors. But only at its

peril can the Board make a unilateral determination of its

own. It must consider itself not as a typical governing

body in a corporate institution, but a single, specialized

entity within a total organization. Too often Board mem-

bers forget the distinction between formal and legitimate

power and are surprised when, defying the university com-

munity, they find their orders are not obeyed."

This quote, from a recent issue of SATURDAY RE-

VIEW magazine, renders striking similarities to Washing-

ton College and its governing board. Our Board did defy

the College community by acting unilaterally in selecting a

new president. Now it seems somewhat surprised that the

College refuses to obey its orders.

It is not our intent to question the selection procedures

now, for we have already stated that we feel the Board op-

erated in violation of the trust given it by the College. It is

our intent, rather, to support a non-violent demonstration,

wearing of white armbands, at Convocation, as a symbol

of continued protest of the procedure.

In further supporting the protest of the Board's proce-

dure, we have devoted this issue of the ELM to explica-

ting the selection process. The story on the history of the

Board should help to give everyone a better idea of the

situation.

In an effort to give the weekend a prettier side we have

included photographs of the candidates for Miss Washing-

ton College.

College Medical Service

Washington College was recently treated to the latest in

a series of semi-tragic farces enacted by the College Medi-

cal Service. A student reported to the infirmary complain-

ing of severe abdominal pains. The resident physician told

him to go back to his room and take an enema. Luckily he

did not follow the advice, but went to the Kent and Queen
Anne's County Hospital where it was discovered that he

was suffering from acute appendicitis.

The incident was only semi-tragic due to luck or the

grace of God. It seems strange that in the age of great med-

ical advances Washington College students should have to

trust their lives to luck or even the grace of God. Why a

farce? What can one call a resident physician who is only

in residences one hour a day, five days a week. It appears

students are to become only seriously ill between, the

hours of one o'clock and two o'clock from Monday to

Friday. Should one be so lucky to become ill at an oppor-

tune moment, then they can wait with the other ten or

more patients waiting to see the doctor.

If he gets to you in an hour good, if not come back to-

morrow. Consider also the advanced methods ot ciagnosis.

Have you ever had a doctor poke you in the stomach to

find why you are suffering from stomach pains, and then

tell you that you are sick? Or has your family doctor ever

told you to take two aspirins for a possible fractured foot

with the admonation that pain is good for you?

How would you feel if despite a notation on your med-
ical record that you are allergic to sulfa, and your doctor

gave you a sulfa drug and you went into a coma? This is

not to say that Dr. Gulbrandsen is incompetent, just indif-

ferent.

Washington College does not have a medical service but

a cattle call. Students appear, get little but perfunctory

treatment and even less sympathy. Apparently the whole
system operates on the theory that the student is in good

health and a malingerer unless proven otherwise. . .Unfort-

unately, no real effort is made to prove otherwise. The
blame would seem to rest in a system that gives the Re-

sident Physician no real interest in a responsibility to his

clientals. Perhaps it would be advisable to explore the pos-

sibility to receiving a full time, responsible physician, be-

fore God lifts his grace and the next patient dies.

College Petitions

From The Students

The Student Government As-

sociation of Washington College

wishes to express its deep con-

cern and disappointment in the

procedures used by the Presi-

dential selection committeeof

the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors In its nomination of a

presidential candidate. Thefol-

lowlng statement is a selection

from the "Student BlllofRights

and Freedoms' as it appearsln

the College Handbook:

"As constituents of the aca-

demic community, students

should be free, individually and

collectively, to express their

views on issues of institutional

policy and on matters of gen-

eral interest to the student

body. The student body should

have clearly defined means to

participate in formulation and

application of institutional

policy affecting academic and

student affairs,'

In keeping with the above

statement, the Board saw fit

to have studentsappointedtothe

All Campus Advisory Com-
mittee. Through thlscommittee

it was hoped that studentswould

have a direct voice in the

screening of candidates, that

they would be allowed to take

part In interviews, and that they

would be able to submit their

recommendations to the Board.

But, so far as the student

body is concerned, the Advisory

Committee played no role what-

soever inthese matters. There-
fore, the SGA of Washington

College feels that a trust has

been brokenby the Board's Pre-
sidential search committee In

the way it went about choosing

a nominee for your approval.

In light of this, the SGA de-

mands an explanation of this

procedural breakdown, we
further request that the final

appointment of a president be
be postponed until the March

Board meeting so that the can-

didate or candidates can be

interviewed by the members of

the All Campus Advisory Com-
mittee.

This statement was unan-

imously adopted at the January

20, 1970 meeting In special ses-

sion of the Student Senate of the

SGA for presentation by the

President of the Senate, Dean

Skelos, to the January 24, 1970

meeting of the Board of Visi-

tors and Governors of Wash-
ington College.

From The Administration

We, the undersigned mem-
bers of the administration of

Washington College, feel com-

pelled to express to the Board

extreme disappointment over

the manner in which a new

president of the College has

been sought.

Whether intentionally or un-

wittingly, the Board Committee

ignored repeated requests to

meaningfully involve faculty,

students and administrators in

the- selection procedure, there-

by demonstrating an appar-

ent lack of trust, understand-

ing and sensitivity toward

these important segmentsof the

institution. This action, at a

time when Washington College

needs the best kind of coopera-

tive effort from all of its peo-

ple, has unfortunately led to

the worst kind of polarization

and distrust.

We urge theBoardofVlsitors

and Governors to now recognize

the seriousness of the situation

that exists on this campus, and

to take immediate steps to re-

build the rapport that once ex-

Not to do £

would be a gross disservice to

Washington College.

As a first step in this direc-

tion, we further urge that Dr.

Merdinger be brought to the

campus at the earliest possible

Selection History .

College Advisory Committee

and other selected individuals

to announce that Dr. Merdinger

would be nominated to the full

14. The week of January 17-

24. Resolutions were passed by

the faculty and Student Govern-

ment Association condemning

the selection process. Petitions

were also submitted by mem-
bers of the administration and

individual students denouncing

15. January 24. Dr. Wingate

was informed of these petitions

prior to the Board mee"ting.

However, he refused to allow

them to be read to the board

and ruled some opposition out

of order. Neither at this time,

nor at any other time in the

past, did Mr. Nichols or Dr.

Wingate reveal to other Board

members the negative letters

reviewing Dr. Merdinger by

the individual Interviewing Dr.

Merdinger In August.

16. February 16. The follow-

ing statement was released by

the All College Advisory Com-

(eontinued from Page I)

mittee: To :
All members of the

faculty, administration, and Stu-

dent Government Association.

From; The All College Advisory

Committee. Subject: The Pre-

sidential Search. "The All

College Advisory Committee
must report, with regrets, that

the Board of Visitors and Go-

vernors chose to operate on its

significant part in the process

of selecting a new President.

Summary: In the light ofthese

facts, and the failure of Dr.

Wingate to communicate direct-

ly to the Student Government
Association the following de-

mands have been passed unani-

mously by the Student Senate:

1. We demand that the Board

of Visitors and Governors adopt

and abide by the Student Rights

and Freedoms.

2. We demand that all future

presidential candidates must be

referred to a student -faculty-

administrative committee. If

the committee rejects a candi-

date he cannot be considered

(or the post by the Board of

Visitors and Governors.

'

moment In order to allow stu-

dents, faculty and administra-

tors to see and judge the man
for themselves. To prolong the

mystery, rumor and misunder-

standing about the man would be

another serious disservice, bolt

to the CoUege and Dr. Mer-
dinger.

Signed: M.D. Gates; Theodore

Parker;. Bedord J. Groves;

Maureen A. Kelley; Judith L.

Reynolds; Harold Gray; Benja-

min Root; Charles A. Cockey;

John A. Hauler; H. Hurtt Der-

inger; William B. Gould; Ermon

N. Foster; Robert G. Bailey;

Martin Kabat (CAC), Susan Ca-

rey Wright (CAC).

From The Faculty

In 1966,

ernment of Colleges and Uni-

versities was jointly adoptedby

the nerici

University Professors, the

American Council on Education,

and the Association of Govern-

ing Boards of Universities and

Colleges. The portions of that

authoritative statement most

applicable to our situation read

as follows;

"Joint effort of a most cri-

tical kind must be taken when

an institution chooses a new

president. The selection of a

chief administrative officer

should follow upon cooperaUve

search by the governing board

and the faculty, taking into con-

sideration theopinlons of others

who are appropriately interest-

ed . . .The president ....
should havethe confidence of the

board and the faculty."

Despite the s

advice, and 1

vantage to a new president of

prior assurance of faculty and

student enthusiasm, the Board
of Visitors and Governors will

be voting on January 24, 1970,

on a candidate for President

without the benefit of a search

that meaningfully involved all

segments of the college com-
munity.

We consider this procedure

inadequate. Even more impor-
tant, perhaps, we consider it

a disservice to the successful

candidate.

Therefore, be it Resolved,

that the Faculty of Washington

College expresses to the

Board of visitors and Gov-

ernors its misgivings about the

procedures followed in the sel-

ection of a presidential no-

minee, and its grave concern

for the effect on faculty and

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Mon. 8 7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8 - 8

Sat. 8 - 6
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Linda Baird Hawkes

Terry Teasdale

Despite the uproar in the Washington College community
concerning the Board's procedure in selecting the new Presi-

dent, a pretty respite in all the controversy will be the crown-

ing of Miss Washington College Saturday evening at the Birth-

day Ball.

Five candidates were selected by student vote from the /un-

ior class. They include (above, left to right) Linda Baird

Hawkes, Daphne Hanks, and Terry Teasdale; Ibelow, left to

right) Michele Magri and Janet Freni.
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Merdinger Impressions . . .

Subsequent meetings -- includ-

ing a workout In the gym— with

various groups of students, fac-

ulty, administrators, andBoard

members simply tended to con-

firm those first impressions.

Even the open session of the

Student Senate, which attracted

a number of critical types pro-

ceeded In a calm and orderly

fashion; significantly, those

litely waited to be recognized

by chair. Is It any wonder that

I was even more favorably im-

pressed with the College after

Though my schedule for those

few days in Chestertown was

Jam-packed and we hardly

scratched the surface in many
areas, I did come away with an

Increased awareness of the

strengths of the College as well

as some of the more pressing

problems it faces. One over-

powering Impression I got was
the practically unanimous plea-

sure the students (and faculty)

derive from being individuals

rather than numbers — an In-

creasingly rare phenomenon In

this country as the multi-uni-

versities continue to grow. Fur-

ther, it soon became evident

that Washington is blessed with

a very competent facul'.y, some
fine administrators, and an able

student body. Pollcleslnvolving

student participation appear to

be enlightened and realistic

Generally, the physical facili-

ties are adequate and improv-
ing. Having said this, have we
described a Utopian situation—
a college in a romantic dream?
No. Washington college does
exist In the real world and ob-

viously has some real pro-

It Is Immediately apparent

that this institution, in com-
mon with most other small lib-

eral arts colleges in this coun-

try, needs more money. Though

the College has the interest and

(continued from Page 1)

support of a number of people

of means, the fact remains that

its endowment is small, contin-

ued income Is by no means

assured, and, as a matter ol

fact, it will probably end the

operating year with a deficit.

Despite the nobleness of ltspur-

pose and the good-wlU of Its

members, the College will not

survive In this world unless it

can make it's way financially.

We will need the continuous

help of everyone we can enlist

to comb over all areas and de-

velop new sources of funds as

well. Perhaps It won't be tot

difficult to bring some new for-

ces to this task. It seemspopu-
lar in academe these days for

many different individuals and

groups to press for a share oi

the power of decision-making

on campus; here let us hope

that those of this persuasion

will also see fit to direct some
of their energies to this vital

area of fund raising. (In the

long run they may find it ab-

solutely essential to pitch in,

or they may have no campus left

to helpmanage.)Obviouslymanj

have devoted themselves whole-

heartedly to this taskin the past

and are doing so now; we could

still use more.

Entwined with the problem of

Insufficient funds Is that of de-

clining projected student enroll-

ment - again a malaise being

felt in many of the small pri-

vate colleges. Currently, the

goal of the College appears to

be to enroll some 750 students;

probably we should study the

ramifications of raising our

sights to 1000. Whatever the

number considered most desir-

able, however, current figures

Indicate that the College is be-
hind last year's project enroll-

ment for the ensuing fall term.
The professionals directly

charged with attracting new stu-

dents are working hard, but

their efforts under today's con-

ditions are not enough. For one
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thing, they have not been able

to cast a wide enough net;

Washington Is capable of at-

tractlng students from many
areas of the U.S. (and the world)

other than the middle Atlantic

states. But it must seek them

out. May I suggest that we urge

every friend and member of the

College to involve himself per-

sonally and directly inthis need-

ed recruiting effort?

While funding and student re-

med 'to stand out

of |

Ted i

ber of other

demand my
months ahead. Among these

areas were; the recruiting and

keeping of a competent faculty;

updating and revising of the

curriculum; the proper"role of

athletics, of the many extra-

curricular activities, the place

of fraternities and sororities,

and the relation of town and

gown; organization and adminis-
trative policies; student andfac-

ulty participation in policy-

making areas; the physical

plant, various service functions

such as the dining hall and
bookstore, and plans for future

development; public relations

and the alumni; the new library;

and a host of other subjects. In

addition to the above, I came
away wondering about such
things, large and small, as to

whether locating a proposed S.

E. Asia Institute on the college

grounds might be a burden or a
boon, whether we should experi-

ment with the 4-1-4 plan, why
should we not have Phi Beta
Kappa and Sigma XI chapters
on campus, what can be done to

place our graduates in a more
favorable position to win post-

graduate scholarships, how to

improve jobplacement services

for our graduates, whether
the school colors should be
changed, ad infinitum. The list

does seem endless.

Now I don't mean to imply

that all of the above are tru-

ly "problem areas' nor that

I am yet aware of where all

the problems lie. Further, it

will take much more study on

my part to get a feel for pri-

orities. Basically the institu-

tion Is sound and is headed in

the right direction. As time

permits in the next several

months I hope to reflect on the

contributions I can make in

keeping it moving ahead. Toth.it

end. I would appreciate re-

ceiving from any Interested In-

dividuals not groups or com-
mittees at this time please)

their thoughts on the following:

(1) What would you like to

see Washington Collegebecome
in the next decade?

(2) what specific actions dc

you recommend that we take tc

make the kind of college you
visualize?

As noted above, I hope to re-
flect on my forthcoming re-

sponsibilities in the months
ahead, but anticipate making nc

decision or policy statements

concerning the College befon
assuming office on July 1st,

First of all, to do so would be

Inappropriate. Courtesy, com-
mon sense, and good practice

Indicate that such actions lie

In the province of President

Wm. Wright Abbot Ernest A. Howard

William Abbot. James Madison Professor of History at the Uni-

:rsity of Virginia, will speak at Convocation and Ernest Howard,

will receive an honorary degree.'05

Gibson while he is In office —
and he will retain that office

until I relieve him. Secondly,

my education on all facets of life

at Washington College is far

from complete. I want to read

and listen and learn a lot more
about It before entering the

realm of policy and decision-

making.

Much as I would like to devote

my full time now to this learn-

ing process, commitments madi

before my election to the presi-

dency preclude this. Some are

relatively minor -andarebind-

ing only morally - such as my
agreement to prepare a section

for the next edition of the Ency-
clopedia Brltannica by May. Of

major concern are the respon-

sibilities of my present posi-

tion. Currently, 1 head an or-

ganization which, due to Con-
gressional budgetary cut-backs,

Is involved In the greatest or-

ganizational upheaval it has ex-

perienced in a quarter of a cen-

tury. The future careers of hun-

dreds of people, involving the

uprooting of their families and

homes, hang in balance. As you

can appreciate, my prime re-

sponsibilities remain here in

California until I, in turn, am
relieved.

To sum up, I am most favor-

ably Impressed with Washing-

ton College and the town, and my

family and I are eagerly looking

forward to our move to Chester-

town this summer. With the help

of all the friends and members

of the College I am sure w<

continue the dream of President

Gibson to make this truly o

the great small colleges In the

nation.

Charles J. Merdinger

CHESTER THEATRE

Thurs. - Suturday

Feb. 19-21

"Eye of The Cat"

also

Kiss of The Vampire

Sun. - Tugs.

Feb. 22 - 24

"The Detective"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Thursday, Feb. 19

through

Wednesday, Feb. 2

"Easy Rider"

3- Piece

Week-Ender

$25 oo

Skirt, Slacks and vest

in chocolate brown
linen to take you
many beautiful places,

anion Turtleneck to

top it off - $10.00

THE VILLAGE TOGGERY
Downtown Chestertown
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Ad Hoc Commitee

Recommends Changes

i parent wears a white
armband in protest of the

method used by the Board of
Visitors & Governors in select-

ing the next president for the

College. Over 300 persons parti-

cipated in the demonstration.

Right, Mr. Ernest Howard receives the honorary Doctor of
Humanities from President Gibson. Convocation speaker Dr. Wil-

liam Abbott, center, looks on. Mr. Howard received a standing ^ent
awarded the honor.

by Bill ivmmh.hi

The new Ad Hoc Committee
on Disadvantaged and Minority

Group Students has been meet-
ing weekly from October until

January. As a result of these

meetings, It has presented its

recommendations for new po-

licies and programs dealing

with disadvantaged and minori-

ty group students to the ap-

propriate bodies on campus.
The Committee wasauthorlz-

ed last September by President

Gibson and was composed of

representatives of the SGA,
MRA, WRA, Afro-American
Students Association, the

chairmen of the Committee on
Admissions and Academic
Standing and Committee onstu-

Dean of Admls-

Abbot Addresses Convocation,

Deals With American Revolution
by Dave Saffem

William W. Abbot, professor

of history at the University of

Virginia, gave the major ad-

dress at the Washington's

Birthday Convocation in Cain
Athletic Center, on Saturday,

February 21. Dr. Abbot examin-
ed the origins of the American
Revolution and lt5 relevance for

Americans today.

Dr. Abbot maintained '''at or-

ganized resistance against the

British government had existed

for ten years prior to the clos-

ing of Boston's port, but until

that time the resistance was
fragmented and centered around
each separate colony. Since

each colony differed socially,

economically, and politically,

each one had its own unique

response to Britishdomination.

Anti-Royalist Resistance

Virginia had earlier subordi-

nated the Royal governor to the

legislature and could oppose

British actions throughthe pow-
erful House of Burgesses. How-
ever, the merchants of Mass-
achusetts formed an alliance

with the Royal governor to pro-
tect themselves from the agra-
rian Interests In the legislature.

Therefore, when opposition be-

came necessary, mob violence

was the only method feasible to

isolate the royal officials.

The Stamp Act was the only

time before 1774 that the colo-

nies reacted with unity to Bri-

tain's actions. At this moment,
America's Intellectuals realiz-

ed that the role of government,

society, and the Individual must
be re-examined In the new light

of this threat to the colonial

way of life. This resulted In

the first revolution — a revo-

lution of thought creating new
ideas and attitudes. The se-

cond revolution was the estab-

lishment of 13 republics bas-

ed on these new attitudes.

The actual military cam-
paign was not a nationalistic

attempt to preserve one nation,

but it was based on a pact

between 13 allies to preserve 13

independent states.

Later, the Constitution pro-

tected the people by creating

the executive and limiting all-

public officials. "The Ameri-
can Constitulon," Dr. Abbot be-
lieves, "bought about the

fruition lo the ideas of thel7C0's.

Both today's radicals and con-

i benefit from

knowledge of our Revolution. If

the radicals understand the ori-

gins of the Establishment, they

would not feel so alienated and
Isolated. Also, the conserva-

tives might have less tendency

to portray our national flaws as
national virtues."

sions, the Dean of the College,

the Dean of Student Affairs,

and the chairman of the Ad Hoc
committee. The purpose of the

committee was to review cur-
rent policies and consider new
programs for minority and dis-

advantaged students.

Major recommendations that

the committee feels should be
adopted by all segments of the
college community wereformu-
lated. In essence they are: (1)

Washington College should

intitlate an active program
to substantially Increase Its

number of qualified minor-

Comp Petition Merits

Approval Of Faculty

NOTICE

William James Forum

Joseph VVhitehill - Prisons: The New Demonology

Friday, Feb. 27, 8 p.m.

Hynson Lounge

As a result of a decision

at a recent faculty meeting
on February 16, seniors who
are taking comprehensive
exams will be exempt from all

final exams unless they wish to

take them. Comprehenslves will

be given during final exam week,

which will allow seniors the

three-day reading period nor-
mally used for finals.

Last year, seniors were
excused from classes the last

two days of the semester and

took their comprehenslves dur-
ing reading period. This was
followed by finals in courses

outside of their major during

final exam week. The changes

for this year came after the

faculty was presented with a

petition from members of the

senior class.

Initiated by Ellse Davis, the

petition was Intended to prevent

a situation In which students

would have to take comps and
finals back to back. Approxi-

mately 95 seniors signed the

petition. It requested that sen-

iors be given April 29-30 and

the morning of May 1 as a read-

ing period for comps. The ex-

ams would then be taken the

afternoon of May land the morn-
lnf of May 2. Seniors would be
exempt from finals in their ma-
jor unless they wished to take
them. These finals would beta-
ken at the end of May, as sche-
duled for the rest of the student

At the faculty meeting it was
also decided that the "drop
and add" period for changing

courses will extend until the

tenth calendar day after the

class begins. Students original-

ly requested 14 days. Accord-
ing to the faculty decision, the

student must receive permis-
sion from the instructor of the

course he is adding and from
his advisor. He must also noti-

fy the professor of the course
he Is dropping.

tty group students: (2) j to

achieve this goal, academic and
the internal policy changes are
required and desirable; and (3)
the commitment to the first

point should be central In future

planning of Internal and extern-
al policies. TheCommitteealso
made specific recommen-
dations to specific portions of

the college community.
The Dean of the College re-

ceived the following list of re-
commendations; (1) adoption of

contemporary and minority-
oriented courses compatible
with a liberal arts tradition;

(2) exchange programs of stu-
dents and faculty with Institu-

tions offering courses of this

type such as Morgan State Col-
lege; (3) attempts should be
made to recruit professors cap-
able, of teaching minority-ori-
ented courses; (4) a program of

Mid-East and African studies
should be explored within the
caldendar year.

Further recommendations
Included: (5) financial assis-

tance should be made available

to needy students to participate

in a reading skills course and
other remedial or tutorial cour-

ses considered necessary; (6)

the faculty advisor system
should be strengthened; and (7)

students admitted on a "high

risk" basis should be Identified

to the Dean of the College and

faculty advisor with recommen-
dation for academic scheduling.

The committee also suggests

the Academic Council consider
slder the addition of either (1)

African Origins, (2) Recon-
struction, Or (3) Ghetto Socio-

logy, as courses for the 1970-

71 academic year. The commit-
tee also felt that admissions de-

cisions concerning disadvan-

taged or minority group stu-

dents be allowed an extra sem-
ester on academic probationbe-
fore dismissal If their moti-
vation and class record are sat-

isfactory.

The Committee on Student

Aid was encouraged to be of

assistance by giving special

consideration to minority and

disadvantaged students In "rat-

ing" for aid, and by formulat-

ing a permanent policy con-

cerning aid to the students.

It was suggested that these

students be allowed an addi-

demlc probation before losing

financial aid If they are mak-
ing a legitimate academic at-

There should be a sharp in-

crease in funds for minority

and disadvantaged students.
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Editorials

On Fires

There was a fire in Reid Hall on, of all days, Friday the

thirteenth. Several things were discovered that should be

of great interest to the administration. Number one, the

fire broke out because of faulty wiring in a students

stereo record player. Strangely enough with the prevalence

of electrical gadgetry found among College students, there

are no extinguishers in the dorms suitable for electric

fires If a student should use one of the ordinary extin-

guishers, out of ignorance, he would in all probability

electrocute himself. Number two, when a student tried to

turn on the fire alarms to clear the building, it was dis-

covered they had not been reset after the last fire drill.

Three to four minutes were taken to find the key to reset

the alarms. An interesting mathematical problem might be

to calculate how far a fire can travel in three minutes.

Number three, a great deal of confusion was caused by the

fact that visiting males did not know the routine for

evacuating Reid Hall. It seems all previous drills were held

in the girls' dorms after curfew. Unless by some means it

has been determined that fires only break out after cur-

few, it might be wise in the future to reschedule drills at

other hours. In fact the ELM recommends ID installation

of equipment suitable for all types of fires, and (2) some

type of co-ordinated campus-wide fire program.

Letters To The Editor]

Comps Petition

The petition concerning comprehensives was presented

to the faculty as an attempt to alleviate the added pres-

sures of poor scheduling from an inherently tense situation

for seniors.

At the faculty meeting, consideration was given to the

plight of seniors who are required to take comps at the

end of this semester. The faculty showed an understand-

ing of the situation and an active concern by making a

decision that went beyond the original student request.

The new schedule for eomps is an excellent example

of cooperation between faculty and students. It demon-

strates that, through joint efforts and proper consideration

of each other's position, faculty and students can work to-

gether to solve the problems arising within the academic

community.

Student Publications

We would like to give notice to the student body con-

cerning the up-coming change in the staffs of the student

publications.

Any student who is interested in becoming Editor-in-

Chief, of the ELM, Pegasus, or Miscellany must announce

his intentions to the chairman of the Board of Publica-

tions, Dr. Peter Tapke, or to the current editor of the ap-

propriate publication. It is not necessary for a candidate

for Editor-in-Chief to have had any previous experience

with the student publications.

Any student who is interested in becoming a member of

the editorial staff of one of the publications should regis-

ter his interest with a current member of that publication's

editorial staff.

The deadline for announcing one's intention to the

chairman of the Board is next Thursday, March 5. The

new editors and their staffs will be announced in the

March 13 issue of the ELM.

To The Editor:

On Saturday, Dr. Philip Win-

gate was given the opportunity

to denychargesofdupllcltycon-

cerningthe presidential Selec-

tion controversy. His reply was,

amazingly, "Youmayberlght"

There are two conclusions

one may draw from such a re-

ply. One, Dr. Wlngate actually

does not know the process

by which Dr. Merdinger was se-

lected. 1 personally believe this

to be impossible. The second

conclusion must then be that

Dr. Wlngate willfully acted as

an obscurantist, thus preventing

the college community from a

meaningful involvement In the

selection of its new president.

In either case, Dr. Wlngate,

for the sake of both decency

and dignity has no honorable

course but to Immediately re-

sign his position as Chairman

of Board of Visitors 3nd Gover-

nors of Washington College.

John Van Walker

To The Editor:

1 wanta say that I'm damn

tired of hearln' all this griping

about Presidential Selection

committees. I think this Cap-

tain Merdinger sounds like a

great guy, and we're lucky he's

coming'. I Just hope all the bit-

chers don't scare him off. He's

too good for us most likely . . .

And because he's a military

man it means he can make de-'

clslons!

Skipper Merdinger I'm glad

to have you aboard.

Bill Frank

To The Editor:

Although by necessity this

letter is formally addressed to

the editor of the ELM, by right

it should be addressed to Jim

Dillon, who has notonlytheten-

aclty but the audacity to write

a column on campus re-

cipes. After Dlllion attemped

to whet our palates with a re-

cipe for "crepes ( or is that

"creeps'*), he now has made

another first In the Journalis-

tic life of the ELM In offer-

ing us a recipe for "omel-

ettes' ,
betterknownas "eggs.''

Dillon seemingly tries to

make the scene as another

"Gallopplng Gourmet',' but

unfortunately comes off as a

"cantoring Cook" or maybe

even a "Halting Hashslinger."

His recipe for omelettes starts

out with the supposedly strong

recommendation thatitwasorl-

ginally conceived of by a cook

on the British merchant marine.

Now while I have never per-

sonally served in the merchant

marine (at least not lately),

this introduction does not par-

tlcually tempt my taste buds,

as a recelpe for "C rations

a la king" would not partic-

ularly challenge my cooking

or eating abilities either.

As for the statement by Mr.

Dillon in which the "cook"

(and I do use the term loosely)

is supposed to slap the eggs

into the frying pan without al-

lowing them to touch the bottom

of the pan. Right. Now I ask

you. perhaps the author should

next conduct an Interview with

Mr. Newton In his change of

policies.

And referring to the dir-

ections to place the eggs in a

red" hot pan, I take It Mr. Dil-

lon prefers his eggs on the well

done side? Or perhaps the red

hot frying pan goes with the

preceding directions. That is,

even an egg knows better than

to touch the bottom of a red

hot frying pan. But then egg-

(heads) probably know better

than most British merchant

marine cooks (and James Dil-

lionses).

In short, I definitely feel

that in the campus recipes

Jim Dillon comes out with egg

Eileen M. Rice

Howard
Accepts

Degree
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by Barbara L. Osbom

There Is something going on

at least four nights a week in

the Fine Arts Center and at

other Indeterminable times of

the day around campus. On

March 12, 13, 14, the college

community will experience it as

theater, and If they listen care-

fully, they will recognize the

result of all the current activi-

ties as "Macbeth."

The contributory activities,

however, are wide variations on

the preparations made by Lord

Chamberlain's Men for the

early seventeenth century pro-

duction. Paul Mazer has set the

stage at a rakish angle, which

must be why it's called a

"rake," and framed ltwithcat-

walks of steel mesh. The upper

stage over the proscenium and

the two staircases at either

side of the stage will keep the

lines of the set sharp and clean,

and the furnishings of one mov-

able platform-table and glossy

cubed seats will square off the

environment.

Unyielding Is the dominant

characteristic of the produc-

tion. Mazer has used steel, an

unusual stage material, for Its

"hard," "rigid," "hostile" and

durable qualities which comple-

ment the interpretation of the

play. Whereas wood and com-
fortable furniture might help

absorb the actors' conflicts,

their words and movements will

clang against the steel and re-

verberate Into the audience.

The costumes, too, willforce

the troupe and their deeds Into

harsh relief. Joyce Marcel, a

free-lance costume designer

from New York, Is using plas-

tics, metalllcs and heavy quill-

ings to prevent any buffer of me-
dieval Scotland from separating

Macbeth et. aL from 1970. She

finds it "exciting to work with

the image of man asamachine,"

and the mylar and "gorgeous"

plastics will help to render all

of the characters on the cruel

side of humanltv.

by Lickle

'Macbeth' Production

To 'Steel' The Show

Ernest A. Howard, a 1905

graduate from Washington Col-

lege, received an hon-

orary degree of Doctor of Hu-

manities at the annual Wash-

ington's Birthday Convocation

Mr. Howard has devoted 70

years of service to the Col-

lege, the longest continuous ser-

vice in the history of the school.

His most active role has been

that ofmembership on the Board

of Visitors and Governors, a

position he has held since 1936.

He is now serving his seventh

consecutive term as a trustee.

He has served under five dif-

ferent chairmen, holding posi-

tions as the Board's secretary,

as a chairman of the invest-

ment committee and as a mem-
ber of the committee concern-

ing honorary degrees.

The history of Washington

College has always Interested

Mr. Howard, He has delved into

the founding years under Dr.

William Smith and Collin Fer-

guson. He also researched the

presidents of the 1880's. Mr.

Howard is also making a great

contribution to the College's

. archives with his biographical

compilation of more than 200

honorary degree recipients.

He subscribes to many fund

raising projects for the Col-

, lege as well as a contributing

to the Alumni Association.' In

1964, he donated the Ernest

Howard Chair In English Liter -

Buildings

To Receive

Facelifting
Within the next two years

Washington College hopes to

further complete its Heritage

Program by renovating William

Smith Hall and redesigning and

adding to Bunting Library.

According to Mr. Parker,

Director of Development, the

first step in the program is

to be the Installation of a sprink-

ler system In William Smith

Hall this summer. The cost

will be about $500 and will

enable all floors to be used in

the building next year.

Plans are also being made

to redesign the Interior ofBunt-

lng Library during the summer.

Bunting will be used for faculty

offices and a few classrooms.

An addition to the building will

be constructed, and some ofthe

old exterior will be redesigned

(but maintaining the colonial

style).

After Bunting has been ren-

ovated, major interior and ex-

terior work on William Smith

will begin. Classrooms, offices,

structed.

Upon the completion of the

renovation program, new land-

scaping is planned. There will

not be any new buildings or pro-
jects on campus until the Her-
itage Program is accomplished.

The only possible delay in the

program would be due to lack
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Saturday's

being the

proudly;

lanet Freni was. chosen Miss Washington College at last

Birthday Ball by male student vote. When asked about

first "Independent" thus honored, she just snorted

Alumni President Bond

Lists Major Concerns
The main concern -of the

Alumni Association, as seen by
its president, Jack Bond,

Is to maintain communications

between alumni and the college

community.

In a recent Interview, Mr.

Bond, a member of the Class

of 1930, further stated that the

Association Is concerned with

raising funds by Alumni contri-

butions, participation In the

search for prospective students,

and reducing the number of ac-

cepted students who decided to

attend other institutions.

Mr. Bond said that the ma-

jority of the financial' contri-

butions comefrom older alumni,

and that "we lose a grad-

uating class for about 10 years."

He felt It was understandable

that recent graduates are un-

aiile to make monetary donations

but stated that they could make
a significant contribution to the

college by recruiting admis-

sions condldates.

The retired Somerset County

School Superintendent stated

that the Association is sending

material concerning admissions

to alumni for distribution to

schools in their areas. The

Association is also seeking re-

cent graduates who will visit

with students who have been

accepted by the College, but

are undecided as to whether

or not they will attend. Mr.

Bond felt that young alumni

would be able to answer in-

quiries concerning social life,

courses, professors and other

Mr. Bond supports a recent

motion by Spencer Robin-'

son, the Association's 1st Vice-

President, that would change

the clause of the Alumni Con-

stitution concerning elections

and prevent Alumni-elected

Board members from serving

two consecutive terms and ex-

clude non-alumni from election

to the Board by the Alumni.

The Alumni elect 12 of the 36

members of the Board; 4 per-

sons to 6 year terms, every
'

2 years. Mr. Bond feels that

the proposed constitutional

change would allow more alumni

to be involved on the Board

and would create greater inter-

est in the College.

Mr. Bond expressed general

disappointment In the method

used by the Board In selecting

lege. Mr. Bond concluded by

saying, "Washington College

must go on. Dr. Merdlnger has

been legally appointed, and

though I don't prefer the pro-

cedure used in selecting him,

I am fully prepared to back

him.

'Senior Nostalgia Strikes Deep,

Into Your Life It Will Creep 9

by Ed Worteck

They arrived wearing wee-

juns. i .moderate hair for the

guys and moderate skirt lengths

for the chicks walking into

the firm arms and fond em-
brace of "In loco parentis"

and housemothers. "Joe Col-

lege" was not an Insult but a

role to perfect, while "mini-

skirt ' and "Patches" seemed

weird to many.

Freshmen driving south on

213 in September passed the

skeleton of the Kent Plaza Shop-

ping Center, future home of the

Lounge. But after "gaping out'

during freshmen orientation

week everyone knew that Newts'

and the Tavern were where it

was at (everyone secretly hop-

ed that someday they would be

served at the Bluebird)! Co-ed

dormitories were pioneered

briefly by Thackray Doddswhen

she was assigned

dorm. Meanwhile t

Program groped «

with the help of

crews pushing the

Center and Caroline House be-

hind schedule.
,

The problems of- freshmen in

'66 centered on — Social life?

Open dorms consisted of a few

frantic hours on a Sunday af-

ternoon with the door wide

open ... of course there was

always the high jump pit in fall

and spring. Perma press hadn't

been perfected, and one certain-

ly didn t want to look artsy,

craftsy at an important social

event like when "Little Oedipus

and the Mothers" Jammed.

le Heritage

ver onward
:onstructlon

Fine Arts

Yes, i i the

of '66-67 found students at odds

with law and order. There was
danger lurking in the dorms . .

.

the fears of being busted by a

proctor or housemother for

drinking In your room. Per-

haps a bottle burst the paper

Shaker

Art

Exhibit

Currently <

photographs i

view in the Fir

i collection of 3

tional Gallery, depicting Shaker

photographs as "striking."

He further staled that the Shak-

ers show "a superb sense of de-

sign . . .austere, bare, but in keep-

ing with contemporary '

The exhibit is the first of a pro-

jetted series of exhibitions which

hopefully will become a regular

fixture at the college.

NOTICE

Any student wishing to study abroad, with the approval of

Washington College, should apply to Dean Gould by March 1.

bag you were carrying beneath

your coatatanon-campus dance

in Cain Gymnasium. Many
males escaped this tragedy and

survived an armory orgy only

to discover with horror that

their Reid Hall dates couldn't

negotiate the stairs to sign the

ledger. Alas! for the weak of

heart there was always the

chance to bribe an upperclass-

man, secure a fifth, and sneak

off to the railroad tracksbehlnd

the soccer field.

Girls quaked at the thought

of forgettingtomovetheir cards

after 7 :00 to go to the library,

or missing the 10:30 week-

day curfew. This would mean

the sure swift punishment of an

added door duty.

In '67, sprlngburst ear drums
on campus at approximately

3,000 decibels from stra-

tegically elevated stereos

crooning the sounds of soul . .

.

while people drifted to class

singing "My Girl" (students

at this point thought Jefferson

Airplane was a new six cent

stamp). Despite a pan in

"Dolce's Review, ' the Play-

ers production of "MacBird",
the first amateur performance,

made the pages of the "Los
Angeles Times' . . . and the

lacrosse team was good.

Fraternities, Sororities

Announce List Of Pledges
This year, the fraternities

and sororities of Washington
College have taken a total of 62

pledges In the second semester
rush program.

The sororities took 30 out of

the 62; with the Alpha chl's

taking nine, the Zeta's taking
eleven, and theAOPi's pledging

ten. Those who pledged Alpha

Chi are all freshmen; Kathy

Heathercote, Barbara Gleason,

Peggy Chalmers, Lana Craw-
ford, Helen Austlne, Kay Kie-

fer, Beth Kahn, Pam Locker,

and Joanna Brown. The Zeta

pledge class consists of three

sophomores, Marty Dryden, Sue

Wilson and Gretchen Schultz,

and eight freshmen, Mary Crise

Peg Jackson, Lynn Purltz,

Meredith Horan, Nancy Smith,

Ann Bernsdorff, Jenny Lucke,

Sally Pearson. The AOPt'stook

ten girls, four of which were

sophomores: Mindy Bergner,

Barbara Hancock, Nancy Moffltt

and Allison Cooksey. The six

freshmen are Polly Qulgley,

Diane Morawskl, Denlse Skid-

more, Sharon Toher, Karen

Gossard and Dorcas Vawter.

The fraternities pledged the

remaining 32, with the Lamb-
da's taking 13, the KA's 10,

the Sig's 4, and the Theta's

5. The Lambda's Include Tom
George, Rick Horstman, Mike

Mann, Mitch Mowell, BUI Pit-

cher, Steve Sandebeck, Jon Rob-

ins, John Tansey, Bob Venable,

Jim Wentzel, Steve Bartalsky,

They also took two social mem-
bers, Mike Carew and Charlie

Collins. The KA's pledged John
Cann, Tom Bortmes, Pete Lar-

son, Don Garrett, Kit Ersklne,

Chris Wisdom, Ron Lokos, Tony

Lilly, Al Hamilton, Pete Kier.

Dan Williams, Scott Woolever,

Bill Innis, Tony Wiseman pledg-

ed the Slgs and John Wayne,

Bob Sbriver, Tom Hartensteln,

Dave Bowen, Eric Clganek are
the Theta Pledges.
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SPORTS
Matmen Make It

Five and five does not sound like much, but when a

team goes .500 after being two and seven the year before,

it's fantastic.

Hampden-Sydney fell victim to Bob Pritzlaff's wrest-

lers, who rounded out their season at five wins and five

losses. The victory was their fifth in the last seven. Other

triumphs came over Loyola, Catholic U., Lynchburg and
Lebanon Valley.

The last match must have been a great personal victory

for Pritzlaff, who was instrumental in starting the sport

here in 1967-68 after a lapse of twenty years.

That first season, the Sho'men, though spirited,

couldn't buy a win while bowing se,ven times. Last year

they gained two victories and dropped seven.

Led by Jim Pichitino and Steve Golding, both of whom
garnered 28 dual meet points, the Shore matmen scored

204 points while the opposition managed 199. Behind
them was Roger Stenerson, whose individual record came
to 7-2. Team Captain Frank Veri was 5-2 and led the team
in consecutive victories with five. Golding and Ksn Kiler

were high for the squad in falls with three. The hardwork-
ing Mat Snyder, who never wrestled before coming here,

was 4-3. Rick "Tiny" Holloway, 5-4, registered the fastest

fall, a speedy 1:26 against Loyola Marty Winder led the

team in takedowns in one season with nine.

Steve Golding, a junior, has the most career victories

with 14, while Holloway, also a third-year man, leads in

career falls with six and career points, 55.

Wrestling fans be soothed, for this year's grapplers,

with their fine efforts and the spirit that they have gener-

ated for the sport, have insured that the mat game is here

to stay at last.

The 01' Curmudgeon, Hurtt Deringer, and his statf are

in the final preparation stages of their U.S.I.L.A. Nation

Lacrosse Ranking Network. Any predictions fellas?

Bells i
- Shirts

Jackets — Skirts

Jeans — — +- Dresses

— Vests —

ETC ETC ETC

ONE WAY
CLOTHES & BOUTIQUES

335 HIGH ST.

DOWNTOWN - CHESTERTOWN

Question of the week: Since scholarship money is so

tight around here these days, shouldn't athletes who re-

ceive aid play more than one sport and, in essence, "earn

their keep"?

Marly Winder has h

Matmen Close Best Season
On Washington s Birthday,

Hampden-Sydney took 13-11 lead

when Vlnce Ober pinned Jerry

Luhn, in the 158 pound class.

The Sho men took the lead right -

back "on Steve Golding' s 2-1

decision over Rocky Bounds.

The teams then split decisions

in the next two classes, with

Roger Stenersen winning his

seventh match in nine decisions.

With the score at 17-16 and the

match and a .500 season on

the line, Rick Holloway scored

an overwhelming 11-3 decision

to close the door on Hampden-
Sydney.

The team will go to Towson
State this week-end for the

Mason - Dixon Tournament.
Whatever the outcome of the

the team esta-

blished wrestling as the num-

ber one winter sport on cam-

pus. In addition, with the loss

of only one senior, captain

Frank Veri, from the ten star-

ters, prospects for an even

better season in 1971 are bright

Washington closed out its best

wrestling season ever last week

by defeating Hampden-Sydney
20-16 before a Washington's

Birthday crowd In the Cain

Athletic Center, combined with

a win and a loss the week
before, the season record came
to a respectable five wins and

five losses.

On February 14, the Sho me
ravelled to Lebanon Valley t

take on the Flying Dutchmen.

In a nip and tuck match

in which Marty Winder scored

his first dual meet victory,

Roger stenersen put Washing-

ton ahead for the first time in

the match with a 16-9 decision

in the 177 pound bout. With the

score 16-15, Matt Snyder pro-

ceeded to put it out of reach

in the next match by pinning his

opponent. The final score was
21-20, Washington.

The team headed toward New
York and Wagner College the

following Wednesday, only tobe

humiliated by a score of 22-20.

All the Sho'men points were
scored on four forfeits. Wagner
simply overpowered the locals

by winning the six remaining

contests, two via pins.

Hoopsters Halt Losing Slate
Playing for the final time on

the Cain hardwoods, seniors

Frank "Blnger ' Marion and

Dave Bruce hit for 22 and 20

points respectively In leading

the Sho men to a 77-73 victory

over Franklin and Marshall.

Tuesday night, February 17,

saw Marlon, Bruce, Larry
Martin, "Bullet" Bob Koepke,

Tom "Polvo" Polvlnale, Al

"Battlln" McCosh, and Mark
"Bruins" Brumbaugh play the

final home game of their col-

The Sho'men went into the

lockeroom at halftlme with a

42-31 lead riding primarily on

Bruce's 12 points.

Marlon cameoutlnthe second

half and hit for 14 points to lead

the team in scoring.

The locals battled against

an F. & M. press and fought

CHESTER THEATRE

Thus. - 5a/.

Feb. 26 - 28

Chitty Chitty

Bang Bang

also

Sun. - Tues.
Feb. 1 - 3

"Medium Cool"

CHURCHILL THEATRE

Tlmrs. - Wed.
Feb. 26 - Mar. 4

"Coming Apart"

corner of the court, caused by

a defect In the construction of

the new addition on the gym,

in registering the win.

Due tothe snow the next week-

end, the game with Loyola was

cancelled and rescheduled for

Monday night. The Sho'men ran

with the Greyhounds for theflrst

half and were only down 34-28

at halftlme. However, the se-

cond half was another story.

The Baltlmoreans registered

a 54-36 second half score giv-

ing them the final margin of

88-64.

The Sho'men split the final

two decisions of their 1969-

1970 slate by defeating Gallau-

det 77-54 and dropping a 93-

83 finale to Lycoming, giving

them a 5-16 record as com-
pared with last year's 9-11 to-

tals.

Tom Polvlnale and Frank

"Blnger" Marion led the

ElUottman to victory In Wash-
ington, D,C. with 17 and 11

points respectively. The local

lioopsters never trailed and had

registered a 33-23 margin by
halftlme, to which they added

a 44 point second half.

Two nights later In what pro-

ved to be a scoring battle, the

Sho men wound up on the short

end of a 93-82 decision. Mar-
lon led the locals with 14

markers, followed by "Bul-
let" BobKoepkewithl3andRlck
Turner with 12. Sharp- shooting

by the Pennsylvanians enabled

them to rip the cords for 50

points In the first half as op-

posed to W.C.'s 37.

Final Statistics

Total Points

Marion 183

Bmce 233

Koepke 209

Polvinale 195

Turner 149

Martin 135

Hampton 101

Young 64
Brumbaugh 66

Dickson 54

Way 8

Steinhart 6

McCosh 6
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Spring Fest

To Stretch

SGA Budget
The Student Government As-

sociation will spend approxi-

mately $9,000 tor Spring Weed-
end. Of this figure $7,500 is

allocated for the concert, fea-

uring the "Iron Butterfly."

'he remaining $1500 will pay

or a dance and miscellaneous

Each student willspend$14.00

or the entire weekend. This

igure includes a hidden cost

of $6.50 drawn from the Stu-

dent Activities Fee, which is

paid by every student. For
hose who wish to attend the

estivities additional chargesof

S5.00 per person for the con-

cert, and $2.50 per person for

the dance must he paid.

The concert is being held in

Cain Athletic Center ratherthan

Tawes Theatre, to accomodate

a large crowd. An advertising

campaign is being conducted

with a concentrated effort in

area high schools. The high

muthy Maloney, Chairman of the di

ic, will assume the role of Macbeth and h

t weekend.

d Sue Belcher, resident of a local c

g shrew in the drama department's productii

of year |. !<>!/! ,11-1

necessitates attracting

able non-college audience.

projected figures, based on

an attendance of 600 at both

concert and dance indicate a

deficit of $4,500. This debit

has been declared acceptable by

the S.G.A. and is included in

the budget. It equals approxi-

mately one-third of the S.UA's
total income.

S. G. A. Treasurer. Steve

Wentzell, warns, however, that

should attendance for the week-

end fall more than ten per-

cent short of expectations, the

S. G. A. could be totaling its

accounts in red ink.

Players To Present 'Macbeth
9

,

Moloney Changes Atmosphere
A new interpretation of the

original drama of the Shake-

perian tragedy of "Macbeth"
will be presented Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday, March
12,13, and 14 at 8 : 30 p.m. in

Tawes Theatre. A matinee is

scheduled for 1
: 30 p.m. Fri-

Timothy Maloney, chairman
of the drama department, di-

Three Seniors Vie

For Wilson Fellowship
Three Washington College

Seniors were selected to com-
pete for the coveted Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships awarded

annually. They are Debbie

Green, Steve Hartley and Don
Rogers. The Woodrow Wilson

Fellowships are awarded to

seniors of exceptional ability

wishing to enter college teach-

ing.

Both Miss Green and Mr.

Hartley have been named to the

honorable mention list of the

Fellowship. This designation

entails the circulation of their

names among graduate school

deans in the United States and

Canada. They competed with

approximately 12,000 outstand-

ing seniors who were nominated

by more than 800 colleges. Of

these, 1,150 received honorable

mention.

Each has also distinguished

themselves academically at

Washington College prior to

this award. Miss Green, a psy-

chology major, in her junior

year was awarded the Visitors

and Governors Medal for the

highest scholastic average. She

was also honored with the Sen-

ior Women's Honor Society

Book Scholarship given to a jun-

ior women maintaining a "B"
or better average.

Mr. Hartley, a math major,

received the Fox Freshman
Scholarship Award as well as

the Alumni Medal for maintain-

ing the highest academic aver-

age in freshman and sophomore

Macbeth. He is aided by Paul

Mazer, assistant professor of

drama in charge of set design.

Susan Belcher will portray Lady

Macbeth, and Joyce Marcel, a

professional from New York,

is designing the costumes.

While maintaining what he

believes to be Shakespeare's

central theme in "Macbeth",

Maloney has removed scenery

and costumes from that of the

Elizabethan age. In doing so,

he hopes to be able "to take

things further than in the tra-

ditional version" by making it

of universal relevance, rather

than a product of a particular

place and time.

The rest of the actors in-

clude sophomore Eric Ruark

portraying Banquo, freshman

Micheal Demick portraying

Macduff, sophomore C. A. Hut-

ton portraying Duncan, sopho-

more David Merritt portraying

Lenox, and sophomore Mark
Lobell portraying Ross.

Senior George Schlffer por-

trays Seyton, and sophomore

Dave Ripley portrays Donabain.

Dave Bress, a freshman, will

be playing Porter, sophomore

Dana Ross is Slward, senior

Charlie Hemming is the Scot-

tish doctor, andsophomore pet-

er Boggs is the English Doctor.

Junior Tom Narbeth portrays

the Old Man, John Miller por-

trays the Sergeant, junior Ed

Deasy portrays Murderer 1,

freshman John Raskin Mur-

Bartalsky and Alex easier por-

tray soldiers.

Juniors Jim Dlssette plays

the part of Malcolm, senior

Dave Thompson Angus, and

sophomore Ginaollva the nurse.

Tickets can be obtained

through the Box Office (ext.

268) located In the Fine Arts

Center, from l :
30-4 : 30 p.m.

every day. Admission will be

$2.00 for adults and $100 for

students.

Whitehill Leads

Prison Panel
Critical problems of the

American prison system was

the topic of a panel discussion

led by Mr. Joseph Whitehill.

The focus of the meeting was

on a council set up at St. John's

College in Annapolis, which

deals with prisons in the state

of Maryland, people on the panel

were active members of this

group.

On the panel were jack Mc-

Nulty, a businessman who is

working on the Baltimore City

and County Penal System. Judge

Curley of the people's Court of

Anne Arundel County, Dr. Da-

vid Vogel, a criminologist from

Berkeley, David Hall, who spent

12 years in the patuxent Cor-

rectional Institute, Mr. and

Mrs. Whitehill, and Mrs. Mc-
Nulty, who was never recogniz-

ed.

SGA Urges

Resignation

Of Wingate

At Its Monday night meeting

the Student Senate voted to send

a letter to all members of the

Board of Visitors and Governors

demanding that Dr, Philip Wtn-

gate, the chairman of the board,

tender his Immediate resig-

nation from the board. The
action, stemming from a mot-

Ion Introduced by Senator John

Knight, came almost Immed-
iately after the Senate had

voted down a motion, intro-

duced by Mr. Knight the pre-,

vlous week, that demanded tbe

resignation of the president-'

elect Dr. Charles Merdlnger.

The majority of the Senate

felt that action stemming from
the college communities' griev-

ance over the method used in

selecting Dr. Merdlnger as the

next president should be direct-

ed at Dr. Wingate, who form-

ulated the procedure, rather

than at Dr. Merdlnger. In other

action, the Senate voted down a

motion made by Senator Jim
Dlljon, that would have entailed

sending a letter to the Board

asking them to approve the

Statement of Student Rights and

Freedoms, which was approved

by the faculty and the Student

Senate last year, and the pro-

cedure for presidential sel-

ection as outlined by the SGA
in their presentation of facts

concerning the selection pro-

cess which wasdistrlbutedover

Convocation Weekend.

A heated controversy, con-

cerning whether the Board

would approve this motion and

then ignore the demand for Dr.

Wingate"s resignation, was fin-

ally resolved by the decision to

send only one letter, the one

asking for the resignation. The
controversy culminated when

Senator Dillon stated that he

felt the Senate was acting In a

negative rather than positive

manner. Dillon concljded by

asking the Senate to accept his

resignation.

Tired of airing your gripes in

the snack bar & at the dorm?

Come to the forum sponsored

by the Junior Class. Tuesday,

March 10 at 8:00 P.M. in the

Dining Hall. Students, faculty,

administration and <

members-all invito
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Editorials

Dr. Wingate
The ELM endorses the Senate letter asking for the resig-

nation of Dr. Philp J. Wingate from his position as Chair-

man of the Board of Visitors and Governors.

We feel that the primary responsibility for the method

used in selecting the new president is Dr. Wingate's.

Dr. Wingate is an active Board chairman. His interest

and concern in the college is undoubtably genuine. How
then could he so misunderstand the college's desire and

right to be included in the selection process? How then

could he ignore and postpone the student Senate's re-

quest for a meeting with him? And most important of all,

how could he answer charges of improper conduct by

saying, "You may be right"?

We may be right, but it doesn't make any difference

now. Dr. Wingate may have learned a lesson from this, but

isn't it a lesson he should have known prior to assuming

office?

In conclusion, we feel that if the Chairman of the col-

lege's governing board has as little feeling of what campus

atmosphere is and what the student and faculty concerns

are, as Dr. Wingate evidently has, then it would be in the

best interests of all involved that he resign.
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Letters to the Editor

Special Issues

"Give Merdinger

a chance"

To I

The ELM Editorial Board has, on three occasions this

year, published special issues. The first in October, con-

cerned the Vietnam Moratorium. That issue did not in-

clude any other campus news than that which was directly

related to the Moratorium. The Board felt that other unre-

lated stories would dilute the impact of the issue.

In January the ELM printed a two page information

sheet on the new president, Dr. Merdinger. Again, there

were no articles other than those concerning the president.

The February 20th ELM was the third special issue of the

year. The issue was devoted to the presidential selection

process, which was the main campus news story.

If the ELM were operating with a larger budget, it

could have inserted a two or four page supplement in the

regular issue on each of these three occasions. Under pre-

sent financial conditions we are unable to do this and,

consequently, have to decide whether to play down impor-

tant issues or skip normal campus coverage for a week.

The ELM editorial board has, in an effort to provide as

much information as possible on crucial issues, decided to

skip normal campus coverage for that reason, in these

three issues.

Maloney's Casting
We question the reasoning behind Mr. Maloney's cast-

ing of Macbeth. Mr. Maloney has cast Sue Belcher, who is

not a student of the College, in the coveted role of Lady

Macbeth, and has cast himself as Macbeth, the lead.

If this were an isolated incident then perhaps we could

rationalize it by saying that the cast will profit from the

experience of working with an actor of Mr. Maloney's sta-

ture, which is undoubtedly true, or that roles of such mag-

nitude can not be handled by full-time College students.

This is not an isolated incident, however, for last year

Mr. Maloney cast himself as the lead in Strindberg's "The

Father", and during the Theatre I season of summer 196Ef

excluded members of the troupe and cast other non-mem-

bers in significant roles.

College drama productions should give students an op-

portunity to participate as actors. They should enable ta-

lented students to try such roles as the Father, Macbeth,

and Lady Macbeth. If a student can't handle the lead role,

then don't do the play.
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I write In regard to the exer-

cise in futility currently engag-

ed in by some of the faculty,

student body and the ELM con-

cerning the appointment of Dr.

Charles Merdinger as presi-

dent-elect of the
1

college. Be-

ing 500 miles and eight months

separated from Washington Col-

lege, I do not attempt to judge

the merits of the case.

If the administration of Wash-

ington College were to treat

a faculty member or student

in the way in which Dr. Mer-

dinger has been treated, the

outrage would be heard in San

Francisco State. Whether or

not the Board conducted itself

properly is a moot question.

Its declsloi. had been made. As

T.S. Eliot points out In the

Four Quartets, "What might

have been is an abstraction

remaining a perpetual possibili-

ty only in a world of specula-

tion." Investigations by theSGA,

cross-examination of Dr. Win-

gate, yes even prognostication

by John Van Walker, can result

in no change of the Board's

decision.

Threats and intimidation of

Dr. Merdinger hardly seem

worthwhile enterprises for the

intellectual "community" which

the ELM so fondly seeks. It

would seem that pr. Merdin-

ger failed to comprehend, not

Washington College's ethos, but

rather its pathos, which in the

instant situation approaches

bathos.

The fact remains that be-

cause of dissatisfaction with

the Board's procedure, some

at Washington College have seen

(it to insult 3nd intimidate the

Board's choice as President.

To sit in judgement on a man
who has yet to take his first

action as President seems just

a bit premature. Indeed, Mr.

Walker's apocalyptic article

stating that Dr. Merdinger's

meetings "did little to convince

students that he will be an ac-

ceptable president" is a case

in point. Such a priori argu-

ments are fruitless.

Dr. Merdinger is not a mem-
ber of the Board or Its selec-

tion committee. He is the pre-

sident-elect of the college. At-

tacks on the Board and/or its

procedures cannot change that,

nor should such attacks focus

on the president-elect. He is

entitled to the respect his of-

To paraphrase the popular

song, "All I am saying, is give

Merdinger a chance." For up

'til now, all the "community"
has done, is to create a mood
in which Dr. Merdinger will be

anything but receptive to its

desires.

Michael R. Young '69

Facing Realities

To the Editor:

I have been following the

discussions in the ELM about

President-elect Merdinger with

great interest. I would like to

take this opportunity to extend

my best wishes to Dr. Mer-

dinger for a successful tenure of

office. We must all face the

reality that he has been legally

elected President of Washington

College. If Washington is to

continue and prosper, and if the

college community is Indeed

free and academic, we must not

judge Dr. Merdinger on gen-

eralities and suspicions.

However, It appears that the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors did not face reality when

they excluded students and

faculty members from Mr. Nic-

hols* selection committee. lam
sure that the members of the

Board believe that they know

what is best for Washington

College. I wonder If this know-

ledge stems, as It should, from

and outlook of the students and,

if I may, the faculty of the col-

If the Board knows the values

held by the Washington com-

munity, as it should, why did

it practically ignore the student

body and faculty when select-

ing a new president? It would

have been a simple matter to

appoint one or two students and

faculty members to Mr,

Nichols' committee. What harm
could it have done? If these ap-

pointments hadbeen made, could

students now object to the

Board's procedure?

I believe that few people at

Washington know Dr. Merdin-

ger and his opinions. While I

think we must all wait for evi-

dence before we judge him,

there is one thing we all know

about him; he was a member
of the military for thirtyyears.

Only time will show whether or

not this experience Is an asset

or a liability to him as presi-

dent. However, the Board once

again showed its insensitivity to

the feelings and beliefs of the

Washington community by ap-

pointing a military man to the

presidency. Are the members
of the Board so uninformed that

they are unaware of the anti-

military sentiments of prac-

tically all young people in this

county? If they are not so unin-

formed, then they surely must

have great confidence in Dr.

Merdinger's ability to rise

above local prejudice. Let us

all hope they are right.

Robert J. Hunter '69

Senator Resigns

Dear Mr. Skelos:

I would like to submit my
resignation to this year's stu-

dent Senate. I submitted the

only positive, constructive sol-

ution to this whole stinking

Presidential Selection Problem,

and people voted it down 13-

8, on a Roll Call vote, out of

I moved that the SGA de-

mand that the Board officially

adopt the Joint Statement on Stu-

dent Rights and Freedoms

(which it hasn't, formally) and

agree that any further candidate

for Washington College presi-

dent go first through a stu-

dent - faculty - administration

Ironically, this whole motion

was a follow-up on an SGA
letter to the parents, handed

out on George Washington's

Birthday, saying "This is what

the Board should do."

The only argument that stood

against my motion was that the

Board would in all likelyhood

reject this, and that the Sen-

ators would then have "egg on

their faces."

The Senators were too proud

to leave themselves in the open

in front of the public eye. They

can. say to their parents "Gee,

the Board ought to do this,"

but they can't do anything about

it themselves.

A motion to demand Philip

Wingate's resignation passed,

and rightly so. becausethat man
was inexcusably irresponsible

toward the college he is sup-

The problem is that our Sen-

ators can kick Wingate's be-

hind, but they can't move to

correct his mistakes for the

future. If I didn't give up

my worthless vote (this year)

and raise a stink about it, I'd

be wasting a chance to use my
precious words,

Jim Dillon '71

The "August"

Assembly

To the Editor:

I am addressing myself to the

problem of inelficiency, the no-

nothingness attitude and the do-

nothingness attitude of the Stu-

dent Government Association.

I have sat in this "august"

assembly for 4 semesters now

and each semester has shown

an increase in lack of respon-

sibility, pure and unadulterated

apathy and personal, subjective

judgements by one Senator to-

wards another, none of which

should exist in a deliverative

Parliamentary precedurehas

been bastardized to such an ex-

tent over the last two semesters

as to allow the president of the

SGA to shut up people he doesn't

wish to be heard. I have be-

come more and more disgusted

with my peers in the Senate,

and the disgust which I felt

came to a very large and bitter

culmination this past Monday
' where I saw a portion of the

Senate, a group of supposedly

intelligent students, reduced to

unthinking, uncaring automa-

To start off, the secretary

was unable, through pure neg-

lect, to provide the SGA minutes

of last week, and the next two

hours were taken up with mostly

meaningless talk, without

direction, content or purpose.

The motions which were pre-

sented by responsible students

for careful consideration on the

part of all were, for the most

part, considered very super-

ficially and, in certain in-

stances, there was a distinct

attitude of hatred and nihilism

by one person, Mr. Joel Cope.

One earnest and very concerned

member of the Senate was so

disgusted with the whole pro-

ceedings that he gave up with

the group and summarily re-

signed. Student and faculty talk

about Apathy, but I doubt that

they realize that the SGA is

(Continued on Page 3)
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SEA Organizes

Poverty Lectures
The Student Education As-

sociation has organized a ser-

ies of lectures dealing with

what a recent Presidential

Commission considers the pri-

mary problem for the U.S. in

the 70's — poverty.

It has influenced the social,

political, and economic de-

velopment of society — es-

pecially in the fleldof education.

In an attempt to present the

Fire Sparks

Clean-Up

Campaign
As a result of the recent

[ire in Reid Hall, state and

local fire officials have become
concerned with what appear to

be flagrant fire hazards in the

dormitories. The State Fire

Marshall has issued a report

asking the College to promote

a clean-up program.

He suggested a number of

precautionary measures to be

taken. Electric frying pans.

heating and cooking utensils

with open coils should not be

used in any of the rooms. Mat-

tresses should be kept on bed

frames, candles should be used

with discretion, and the rooms

should generally be kept neat.

The Administration, in addition,

received a letter from Fire

Chief Neal, reiterating many of

these points, and stressing

practical methods that can be

used to prevent fires.

The Administratlonhas asked

the Resident Assistantstocheck

tor possible fire hazards on a

non-penal systemandtoempha-
size the need for concern. The

State Fire Marshall noted that

he had the authority to make
unannounced lire hazard checks:

however, he would prefer to let

the College handle it.

many facets of poverty, speak-

ers will represent a wide vari-

ety of interests and back-

grounds.

On Wednesday, March 4 at

8:00, VISTA member T. Ltnd-

fdrd spoke on current efforts

of Volunteers In Service to

America to alleviate poverty.

Miss Llndford stated that "no
nation of affluence can afford

poverty." In describing VISTA
programs, she explained that

the volunteers do whatever

needs to be done, from mixing
rat poisons to kill rats in De-
troit, helping the mentally ill

In West Virginia. There are ap-

proximately 1500 VISTA volun-

teers, ages 18-84, many of whom
are specialists In their fields.

One out of every seventeen law
school graduate becomes a

VISTA volunteer. Miss Llndford

communicated the enthusiasm

she felt for her work by pro-
viding vivid examples of Indi-

vidual efforts In teaching chil-

dren to read but more im-
portantly, "giving identity and
meaning to their lives." Infor-

mation regarding VISTA and ap-

plication forms are available.

Anyone Interested can contact

Mr. McHugh.

On Wednesday, March 11,

Rudolph Buckman of the Na-

tional Congress of American

Indians will deal with the

problem of "Poverty, Economic
Development and the American

Indian."

Yet another segment of the

poor will be presented by

NAACP representative Mr.

Walter Weldon Black on Tues-

day, March 17. His experience

as Urban Program Director for

the NAACP in Washington, D.

C, will provide valuable in-

sight into the problems and so-

lutions for "Poverty and the

Slip Into A Slip-Ikini

It's new and beautiful.

THE SLIP-IKINI - Made

of Anti-Cling NYLON
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for under scooters and /
and Minis.

ONLY

$3.50
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Readers Write . . .

(Continued from Page 2>

Future is black .

structive student ideas and

power?

My God
;

if It is, and the

students here are judged by

what comes out of the SGA and_

the attitude held by the Sena-

tors while in session, then I

don't see why students should

be treated like responsible, in-

telligent adults, and I see black

days for the students of Wash-

ington College.

.
Ramona Invidiato '72

Downtown Chestertown

The Panel Discussion held Saturday, February 21, on "The College in the 70Y" evolved mainly

into a discussion of procedure used by the Board of Visitors and Governors in their selection of Dr.

Merdinger as 23rd president of Washington College. Anyone wishing to relay comments, questions, or

further discussion may contact one or more- of the Panel participants. They are (pictured above I. to r.):

Dean Skelos (c/o the College), Dean William. Blair Gould (c/o the College), Mr. Tony Parker. (Dir-

ector of Development, the College), the Honorable George B. Rasin (Chestertown, 21620), Dr. Dwight

Kirkpatrick (c/o the College), and Dr. Philip J. Wingate, (111 Warwick Drive. Windsor Hills, Wilming-

ton, Del. 19808). Not photographed, Mrs. Alfred" L. Moniot (401 Maple Ave., Haddonfleld, K.J.,08033).

moved and approved to write

Dr. Wingate, chairman of the

Board of Visitors and Gover-

nors asking him to resign. In

discussing the motion, one sen-

ator suggested that it be tab-

led until all the constituents,

the student body, could voice

their opinion of this action.

Strong debate pursued the sug-

gestion. The conflict over the

presidential selection and the

president-elect has been dis-

cussed In senate for more than

a month. Committees have in-

vestigated possible construct-

ive reactions and proposed al-

ternatives, All the Information

Is in our hands; our consti-

tuents (students) could not be

as well prepared to decide our

course of action. Some would

not care to. We cannot afford

to delay this action or its pur-

pose will be lost." And so,

the motion was approved four-

teen to eight — signed, The

Student Association Govern-

Thls situation Just struck me
to be ironically parallel to the

selection procedure which they

were acting against. How can

this small group assume to

represent the student body,

while simultaneously opposing

the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors, who as professionals

and with "all the information

at hand!" assumed to repre-

sent the college community.

O. K., disapprove, but at least

he consistent

Larry Varon '70

NOTICE
Position of Manager of the

>om. Salaried - S50/ se-

Required - experienced

photographer, no experience

working for publications neces-

sary. Contact: Chairman of Pub-

lications Board Dr. Tapke.

apathy itself.

what goes on practically every

week, three Senators, during a

discussion about the methods the

students should use in dealing

with the problem of the presi-

dent and the selection pro-

cedures, were consumed in a

discussion about notice for WRA
residence assistance jobs. Dur-

ing the meeting, others walked Consistency Urged
out and still other Senators were

either talking or were caught

up In meditating on the cell-

ing or their hands or else were

idly doodling. Is this the kind

of body that is supposed to be

the core for organized ano con-

To the Editor:

Let me interject a simple

observation into confusion since

the selection of our new presi-

Recently, the student senate

Newton Says Earth

Is Slowing Down
by Larry Varon

"Why the Earth is Slowing

Down," anonmathematicalphy-

slcs lecture concerning the

changing rotations of the earth

and moon, will be presented

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Dunning

Hall, Room 203, by Dr. Robert

R. Newton.

The moon pulls on the tides,

the tidesdrag on the earth, while

they also pull back on the moon.

As a result, the motions of the

earth and moon are. gradually

slowing down. Yes, ourdaysare

getting longer. However, the

rates are of one to two parts

per billion per century. Using

data obtained from paleontolo-

gy, ancient astronomy, and ar-

tificial satellites, it Is pos-

sible to project and estimate the

changes of the earth and over

the past several hundred mil-

lion years. Dr. Newton will ex-

amine these changes.

Dr. Newton Is now Super-

visor of the Space Research and

Analysis Branch of the Applied

physics Laboratory at Johns

Hopkins University. He re-

ceived his B.S. In electrical

engineering at the University of

Tennessee in 1940, andhisMS.
in 1942 and Ph.D. in 1946 at

Ohio State University. Hav-

ing many years of experience

in his field, Dr. Newton has

specialized in molecular struc-

ture, theoretical ballistics,

electron physics, celestrlal

mechanics and satellite track-

ing. Recently, he has been in-

volved in studies of satellites,

of space probe tracking, and of

stabilization of space vehicles.

The Physics Department of

Washington College is sponsor-

ing this lecture, aided by the

COSIP grant by the National

Science Foundation. It is the

result of correspondence bet-

ween Dr. Newton and Dr. Trim-
mer, chairman of the physics

department, who knewthe lec-

turer personally while at the

University of Tennessee with

dark

Compliments

of

The Maryland

National Bank
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Matmen Third In M-D,

Holloway Champ
Washington College captured

third place and Junior Rick

Holloway won the unlimited

crown In the Mason-Dixon

Wrestling Championships held

Friday and Saturday at Towson

State College,

The Sho'men edged Loyola,

35 points to 33 points, to fin-

ish behind champion Western

Maryland and runner-up Tow-

son In the nine-team title meet.

Roger Stenersen and Jim Pl-

chitino gained third places in

their weight classes. Matt Sny-

der and Ken Kiler won fourth

positions. Stenersenwrestledln

the 190-pound weight class, Pi-

chitlno at 134, Snyder at 177

and Kller at 142. Freshman

Marty Winder lost an opening

round 118-pound match to Jim

Shartner of Western Maryland.

Holloway pinned an opening

round opponent from Johns Hop-

kins in 2 : 15. HedecislonedLeon

Cronce of Western Maryland,

9-6, in the semi-finals and cap-

tured the title with a 5-2 de-

cision of Al Phillips of Tow-

son. Phillips was undefeated and

top-seeded coming into the

match.

Stenersen, a sophomore,

leading 5-2 with thirty seconds

to go, lost a 7-5 opening round

decision to Rich Car of Loy-

ola. He scrambled back to win

the next two scraps.

Ptchltlno, beaten by the

tournaments' outstandlngwres-

tler, Gary Scholl of western

Maryland, battled back to whip

opponents from Gallaudet and

Towson.
Snyder and Kller won initial

matches, lost In the semi-fi-

nals, stayed alive with consol-

ation semi-final wins, but lost

their consolation finals to each

place fourth.

Washington College has now

completed one of Its best wres-

tling campaigns, a 5-5 overall

season under coach Bob Prit-

zlaff and a third place in the

Mason-Dixon championships.

Girls Start B-Ball
by Geoff Anderson

Last week marked the start

of another girl's intramural

basketball session, with six

teams competing, Miss Penney

Fall, the director of the girl's

program, stated thatthlsyear's

action should be the best ever

seen on the Cain hardwood.

In the big games last week

Reld pulled out a come from

behind 19-17 victory over AOP1.

The Pi's led throughout most of

the game until Polly Qulgley

dropped in two quick buckets

to give Reid the victory. Qulg-

ley had eight points in the win-

ning cause.

The Zeta's defeated Alpha

Chi's 33-6 while Queen Anne's

defeated the Aopl's, 23-4 in this

week's action. Peg Jackson had

sixteen points for Queen Annes.

Three teams; Caroline, Reid,

and the Zeta's will fight It out

for the championship with Queen

Anne's having an outside chance

of finishing high in the

standing.

Rick "Tiny" Holloway displays championship lorn

Photo by Geoff Anderson

nect thai helped him win Mason-Dixoi

Sho'men Teams Begin Practice

For Spring Sports Slate

Peg Jackson of Queen Anne's drives past Linda Hawkes in girl's

basketball action last week. Q.A.'s whipped the AOTT's 23-4.

Washington College athletic

teams have begun practice for

a spring sports card of 52 con-
tests in four field sports. The

Sho'men will meet opponents in

27 outings on Kibler Field while

journeying away from Chester-

town for 25 contests.

On February 9, Washington's

most publicized sport began

formal workouts. Under the di-

rection of Head Coach DonKel-

ly and Assistant Coach Bob
Pritzlaff, more than 40 candi-

dates turned out for the first

held in the gym.

After two weeks of condit-

ioning and stick handling in-

outside In preparation for one

Suns, Little Fred

Are Champions
Once again an independent

team has captured the "A"
league intramural basketball

championship. The Suns edged

Sawyers Automatic (KA) 41-38

in overtime three Sundays ago

to take league honors.

The Suns, who ended the sea-

son with a 12-0 record, relied

heavily on the fine shooting of

Steve Carrington and NovyVia-
monte to pull the victory out

of the fire in the final moments
of the overtime period. Sawyers
Automatic was somewhat help-

less as four of their starters

fouled out of the game. At

one point in the action Sawyers

was playing with only three men.

The only bright spot for the

losers was the fine play of Doug

Stoker, who garnered 14 points

In the junior league Bobby

Orr's 18 points led Little Fred

to a 38-29 victory over Theta

B, Little Fred led all the way
and appeared to have little dif-

ficulty in chalking uptheir tenth

In the season finale, the Lam-
da's pulled out a three point

victory over Sawyers Automatic

to bring back the frat cup to

West HalL

of the roughest slates the Sho'-

men have faced inrecent years.

Included in this year's schedule

are North Carolina, Harvard,

Syracuse, and Duke In addition

to John Hopkins, Fairleigh Dik-

inson, Hoftra, and Navy, all of

whom dealt the local losses

last year.

Three of the biggest spots

to be filled are the shoes of

All-Amerlcan attackman Ron
Regan, flashing midfielder

Mark Madden, and steady Steve

Claggett. Things are looking

however. Returning on attack

are Mark Svec, Tom Murphy,
John "Tab" Franco, Jim Muel-

ler and Paul shepard. The im-

pressive newcomers are head-

ed by Tom George, Tom Bor-

Jack Copeland.

The midfleld corps Is an-

chored by veterans Barry Drew,
Pete Boggs, Joe Nichols, Chris

Ely, Mark Sinklnson, Bob
"Beef" Lehman, John "J. D.

Hall, and Frank "Binger" Mar-
ion, Bob Shriver heads the frosh

prospects along with first year

The defense appears tobethe
strongest unit thus far, as Coach
Pritzlaff has three seasoned

veterans in Ty Wilde, Tom
Heald, and Dave Slama, backed

by returners Steve Golding and

The job of "net tender" is

up for grabs with the edge go-

ing to the experienced Kit Er-

sklne over freshman Fred
Buckle.

The first game against North

Carolina here on Saturday.

March 21, is only three weeks

Baseball brought out J. Tho-
mas Kibler, advisory coach, at

83, and a dominate diamond fi-

gure since 1913. Kibler and head

coach Ed Athey greeted twenty

candidates. Over the last two

seasons the Shore nine has

been 6-10. This year's club will

be built around versatile senior

Dave Bruce, an outfielder by

trade, a pitcher by demand and

a shortstop by choice. Frank

Ogens returns after a year's

absence to handle the catching

chore. The help of Steve Ray-

nor, a fine freshman pitching

hopeful, could spring the

Washington diamondmen back

into a winning season. Their

last was in 1966.

A 14 game schedule with a pair

of home doubleheaders and eight

games on the Kibler diamond

faces a Shore nine with only

five lettermen, but nine fresh-

men hopefuls.

Twenty-six men are out for

track, a sport that was 1-7

in 1969. Coach Don Chatellier,

in his 15th season, expects to

have one of his best seasons.

His last winning one was in

1966, when he was 5-3.

On February 27 an eleven man
Shore contingent will take part

in informal indoor races against

other small colleges at the Uni-

versity of Delaware.

The four top scorers back

last year's squad are Tom Pol-

vinale (Baltimore. Md.1: sprin-

from last year's squad are Tom
Polvinale; sprinter Mark Gil-

crest; miier Dave Bird and wei-

ghtman Rick Holloway.

Twelve track meets face the

Sho'men, Five will take place

on the Shore all-weather track.

The opener is April 2 at Gal-

laudet.

NOTICE

In the next issue, ELM Sports

Editor, Bert Bogash, will reflect

>n the sports scene at Washing-

Ion College over the past years.

The changes, the attitudes, the

deaf ears, and the concerned

athletes all played an important

part in what athletics were last

March and what they are now.

What can be done for the fu-

ture? Bert's recommendations

will be there too!

Schedule Change

The starting time of the Wash-

ington College - North Carolina

lacrosse game on March 21, has

been changed to 1:00 P.M.
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Committee To Propose

Selection Solution
President Gibson attend-

ed Monday night's SGA meeting

to Inform the Senate that a

committee of the Board of Vi-
sitors and Governors were at-

tempting to find' some solution

to the current campus discord

over the presidential selection

method.

According to Howard Med-
holdt, Chairman of the Public

Relations Committee, which

met on Saturday, March 7, "The
committee agreed that while

the Visitors and Governors' de-

cision InelectingDr. Merdlnger
was final and irreversible, It

would be unwise to ignore the

cernlng the procedure."

Formal Procedure

Mr. Medholdt suggested that

the committee should urge the

Board to adopt a resolution to

the effect that, 'In. the future,

when a new president is sought,

lection procedure that is in

keeping with procedures re-

commended by the 'American
Council on Education' and the

'Association of Governing
Boards of Universities andCol-
leges', i.e. It would appoint a

selection committee compos-
ed of members of the Board,

the faculty, the student body,

and the administration to carry

out the search for a new presi-

dent and makes Its recommen-
dations to the Board,"

Not Binding

Such a resolution is now be-

ing drafted by Mr. Medholdt for

the committee's approval. He
also has outlined the commit-
tee's action to Dr. Wlngate. The
recommendation will be brought

before the Board at its meet-

ing on March 21. Although Pre-'

sident Gibson and Mr. Med-
holdt are hopeful that the re-'

solution will be well received

by the Board, they pointed out

that the committee's action is

In no way binding on the entire

Board of Visitors and Gover-

The members of the Public

Relations Committee of the

Board are: Howard Medholdt

(Chairman), William Duvall,

Arthur Kudner, Ellas Nuttle,

Harry Russell, Hubert Ryan,

and Phillip Wingate ( ex offi-

cer). Kudner, Ryan, and Wln-
gate were not present at Sat-

urday's meeting. Non-members
who attended the meeting, in-

cluded president Gibson,

Dwight Kirkpatrick (represent-

ing faculty), and Charles Cock-

ey, Director of Public Rela-

tions at the college.

unrest over the Board's ac-

tions, Mr. Medholdt added that,

'In recognizing this problem

as largely due to a lack of com-
munication between Board's

actions, Mr. Medholdt added

that, "In recognizing this pro-

blem as largely due to a

lack of communication between

Board members and campus
groups (faculty, students, and

staff), the committee further

agreed to recommend a spe-

cial meeting with representa-

tives of these groups to dis-

cuss how the Board can improve

communication and under-

standing between itself and the

people on campus."

The proposed would Include

the Executive Committee of the

Board, the public Relations

Committee of theBoard.anrlsiv

members each to be apoolnted

by the following groups: faculty,

student body, administrative

staff, and alumni.

Meeting Saturday

Mr. Medholdt stated, "It Is

the hope of the committee that

by establishing this first meet-

ing with campus representa-

tives we can create a frame-

work for continued dialogue."

If the Board acceptstherecom-

mendation as outlined, it is ex-

pected that the meeting of Board

members and campus groups

will be held at the earliest

convenient date following the

March 21 Board meeting.

* Dr. Philip Wingate, Chair-

man of the Board of Visitors

and Governors will be on

campus tomorrow, March 14,

and has agreed to have lunch

and talk with members of the

student senate.

Bill Prettyman was selected to be next Editor-in-Chief of the ELM by the Board of Publications. The

appointment was by unanimous decision. Flanking Mr. Prettyman are Managing Editor Jim Dillion, Bus-

iness Manager Eileen Shelley, Photography Editor Paul Whiton, and Sports Editor Geoff Anderson. Not

photographed; Ross Pedicord, Publications Editor; Sharon Smith, News Editor; Dave Beaudouin, Fea-

tures Editor; and Leslie Alteri, Circulations Manager.

Dr. Tyson Stresses Necessity Of

Comprehensive Sex Education
by Sid Craven

Last Thursday evening Dr.

John Tyson, from the depart-

ment of gynecology and ob-

stetrics at Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital, gave a lecture on "Con-

temporary Sexuality." The

program was sponsored by the

W.R.A.
The topic for the evening cen-

tered around the urgent need

for population control and pro-

blems that are Involved in sex

education, birth control, and

marriage.

Dr. Tyson stated that, "in

thirty years the world popu-

Hyland-Price Series

Features J. H. Plumb
by David Saffern

J. H. Plumb, leading British

historian, will discuss "Reason

and Unreason in the Eighteenth

Century: The English" in a

lecture in Hynson Lounge on

March 16 at 8:30 P.M.

Mr. Plumb is Professor of

Modern English History at Cam-
bridge University, and a Fellow

of the British Academy. He

has attained wide recognition

in the United States as Visit-

ing professor at Columbia Unl-

versity as well as for the Sa-

posnekow Lectures

.

professor plumb has publish-

ed numerous works, including

his much praised DoliUcal

biography, The life of Sir

Robert walpole. He often In-

terprets the crucial issues of

the past as in The Growth of

Political Stability, and his lat-

est book, The Death of the Past.

Professor Plumb is also gen-

eral editior of the thirty vol-

ume History of Human Society.

He frequently contributes to

magazines such as Saturday

Review, New York Review of

Books, and the New York Times

Book Review.

professor Plumb prepares

original material for his lecture

tours and later develops the

ideas into a publishable for-

mat. He has the reputation

of being both an exciting per-

sonality and a lecture.

latlon will have doubled and

in fifty-five years it will

have tripled if current rates

are still maintained." He sug-

gested some areas where-lnthe

population explosion might at

least be slowed down.

The speaker stressed the need

for more comprehensive pro-

grams in the field of sex ed-

ucation. A fault in our nat-

ural biological system is that

males and females are phy-

sically mature long before they

reach a mental maturity.

Schools shouldbecomemoreup-
dated in their methods of sex

education to meet the pro-

blems biadolescentsbeforethey

Sexual Identification

The present vocabulary is of-

ten misleading or carries un-

desirable connotations to the

teacher and student alike. The

word "sex" itself carries far

more meaning than just the act.

It Is a system by which child-

ren learn to identify with male

or female roles -with their ac-

companying economic and social

systems.

As a person passesfrom high

school to college the problems

of sex become more involved.

Birth control measures and the

knowledge of such measures

become very Important. Dr.

Tyson gave a review of the

types of available birth con-

trol listing them by the degree

of the effectiveness, 1) the pill,

2) I.U.D. 3) the diaphragm, 4)

the condom, and 5) the creams,

Abortions

Dr. Tyson thenlntroducedthe

possibilities of therapeutic

abortions. He mentioned that

abortions carried on under re-

latively safe conditions are be-

coming easier to obtain if there

are sufficient grounds for one.

There was significant stress

on the psychological problems

that arise even after the suc-

cessful termination of a pre-

gnancy. There are usually ad-

verse reactions byafemalewho
feels that she has lost part of

herself and something that was

A termination of pregnancy

should not be used as an easy

way out unless there are rea-

sonable grounds on the part

of the people Involved or ad-

verse conditions, either econo-

mic or social.

Family Planning

Family Planning

The last point Dr. Tyson

brought up was the use of sur-

gical measures to limit the pop-

ulation. For those people who

want to avoid the chance of

having more children, either a

vasectomy for the male or a

hysterectomy for the woman
would prevent unwanted

child. These measures should

be employed to ensure that a

family planned today or in the

future will have no more than

two or three children.
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Editorials

A Retraction
In regard to the February 20 ELM Editorial concern-

ing the College Medical Service, it is apparent that some
clarifications have become necessary.

First the Editorial was in no way intended as reflec-

tion on Dr. Gulbrandsen's professional competency or

practice. The ELM does not feel itself qualified to make
such judgements. The Editorial was intended to decry the

lack of involvement and small portion of time Dr. Gul-

brandsen devoted to the College. As such it was more
concerned with the organization of the College Health

Service, that with the credentials of anyone involved.

Second as regard to the statements concerning Mr.

Vegari's appendicitis case, here an error was made in

1) not personally interviewing Mr. Vegari, and 2) not get-

ting the complete medical opinion concerning his case.

The ELM recognizes the error as regards this portion of

the editorial, and at the same time wishes to state that in

no way do we criticize the professional talents of Dr.

Gulbrandsen. At the same time, the ELM feels the situa-

tion regarding the College Health Service is still unsatis-

factory.

Year's End
With this our last issue, the 1969-70 ELM staff would

like to thank those people whose suggestions, criticism

and assistance have made our year a profitable one.

Specifically they are:

- Dr. John Conkling, our faculty advisor, whose valu-

able advice and thorough knowledge of the workings of

the ELM has helped to settle many problems that we have

encountered.
-- Dr. Peter Tapke, whose continued interest in and

concern with the ELM has been of great benefit to us, as

It has been to the last staffs.

- Mr. Charlie Cockey, Director of Public Relations and
Mr. Douglas Gates, who have made helpful comments
and offered constructive criticism throughout the year.

-- Dean Harold Gray, for the efforts he has made to

keep the ELM informed -on the developments emanating

from the Student Affairs Office.

- President Daniel Gibson, who closed no doors to the

ELM and who ensured that there would be no censorship

of responsible journalism.

-- Dr. Philip Wingate, chairman of the Board of Visi-

tors and Governors, who receives our special thanks for

his frequent letters of encouragement and support, his

contributions, which helped assuage our financial debts,

and the interest and concern expressed to the members of

the staff on numerous occasions.

- Kent Publishing Company, and particularly, Mr.

Ralph Usilton, Jr., Newkie Connolley, Paul Adams, Trixie

White, Mary Potts, Debbie Skinner, Muffy Ihnat, Mary
Johnson, Mrs. Patrick and Peggy Usilton, all of whose
skill, cooperation, and sense of humor made the techni-

cal aspects of putting the paper out a great deal easier and
a lot more fun.

In closing, we would like to dedicate our volume of

the ELM to the memory of a man whose genuine con-

cern and active interest in the ELM kept up our morale

and contributed a great deal to making our year a suc-

cessful one - the late Robert C. Simmonds.

NOTICE

Letters to the Editor . . .

The William James Forum
Presents

Dr. Paul Nolan

"Nietzsche And Freud"

Thursday, March 19

8 p.m. - Hynson Lounge

'Unfortunate'

Editorial

To the Editor:

A recent editorial concerning

Dr. Oskar Gulbrandsen and the

College Health Service was
most unfortunate for two basic

reasons; (1) failure to research

a harshly worded criticism of

a professional staff which de-

served the opportunity to ex-

plain medical positions and

practices to the layman who at-

tacked them erroneously. Crit-

icism based on proper investi-

gation Is welcomed, however the

article to which 1 refer fell far

short of responsible Jour-

nalism.

While limited space prevents

me from describing the appen-

dectomy case in proper detail,

there Is undeniable evidence

that Or. Gulbrandsen acted pro-

perly, provided adequate obser-

vation on TWO separate occa-

sions, consulted a second phy-

sician and arranged for imme-
diate surgery once the pain had

become localized.

Other criticisms in the arti-

cle deserve more specific

detail, adequate research, and

most Important, communication

with those who are responsible

for the administration of the

Health Service, Dr. Gulbrand-

sen and myself.

Within the past week, our staff

has had two extensive meetings

with Dr. Gulbrandsen con-

cerning our present service.

While we anUclpate minor chan-

ges next year, I wish to state

my unqualified support for our

present medical staff and my
genuine hope that each will

return to our campus In Sept-

ember.
Sincerely,

Harold Gray
Dean of Student Affairs

Valid Concern

To The Editor:

I was very much impressed
with your editorial in the Feb-
ruary 20, 1970 Issue entitled

"College Medical Service."

As a surgeon of fifty years'
standing I naturally would be
concerned with the proper care
of students who complain of va-
rious aliments andare dismiss-
ed as nostalgic or psychosoma-
tic afflictions. Your concern is

a very valid one, and properly
directed at an individual and
not at the entire medical pro-
fession. It is the responsibility

of those entrusted with the
health of students to avail them-
selves of all the diagnostic In-
struments at their command,
and there are many, before
dismissing them as ennui.

I hope your editorial will

stimulate improvement In the

service.

Cayetano Panettlere *15

let me say that people could be

divided into three categories;

talkers', thinkers, and doers. So

it is with the Senate.

The talkers rattle on, com-
menting on every comment,

convinced that, because the ring

of their own voice In their ears

is ever present, they are con-

tributing priceless bits of Infor-

mation.

The thinkers are those who
analyse before they speak. Very
rare people. They may speak

often, they may not. But they

present concrete, well thought

out Ideas, rather than simply

criticize.

The doers sometimes talk

a lot, sometimes say nothing.

But give them something to ac-

complish and a thorough job Is

What a pleasant place, awor Id

free from talkers.

CI nny Co lie It

Senator

Ain't No Apathy

To The Editor;

Let's cut the bullshit about
apathy at Washington College.

There ain't any such animal.

The so-called "apathy" is just

a cop-out for Individual fru-

it's strange howihis

>rn arises when someone's
get stepped on or when

else gets the jump on

a good idea. Let's face It,

we can't allbegreatlnnovators,

nor can we be appeased all the

time.

Many people SEEMconcerned
about the selection of the pre-

sident. Well, let's do some-
thing or forget It! Let's not

fear action, but inaction. Let'o

not attack each other, but the

source of the problem.

I feel that the demand for

Dr. WIngate's reslgnatlonisthe
most positive and immediate
action that can be taken in the

entire Issue. If you feel other-

wise, say so! But don't com-
plain about the Senate, Wash-
ington College, or any group,
if you don't assert your rights

in a responsible and Intelligent

Clint Welmeister '70
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Skelos Defends Senate

Actions in Speech

r Barbara Osborn

i
Tawes Theatre.

ppear in the Drama Department's production of Macbeth this weekend

Dolce's Review-

Easy Rider

For months, people have been
elling me how great Easy Rider
When I finally saw the Him,
ft the theatre with a gTeat

snse of void - not so much be-
of the poor quality of the

Iclure, but because of what
ould have been said, but was

There was several objections

at I had about the movie.

The characters were not

lowed to develop into any kind

!
a meaningful relationship.

ould this have been purpose

-

the directors part? I

ot, because the film is

jsentially about Wyatt and BU-
i as members of the now gen-
ation - their adventures are
coridary to' themselves as
luracters.

Establishment Money

he two are futile in their

seach ofa non-materialistic life

of total freedom. The freedom
they supposedly seek Is unob-
tainable because their existence
as "free men" is based on mo-
ney obtained from a sale of

cocaine :to an Establishment
pusher, whatever unpleasant
things might happen to them,
they will always have the se-

curity of escaping from the

dllemna via Establishment
means (money).

Regardless of the role of the

money, Wyatt and Billy are al-

ways so surface-oriented that

their understanding of the world
they explore Is strictly a visual
romp of stereotypes. Their re-
lationships with people - except

with the lawyer - are only on
the most superficial level, and
the two are unable to commit
themselves to people. The Mex-
ican farmer, living in abject po-

The largest Independent Bank

serving Kent & Queen Anne's Counties

since 1*849

THEf U
CHESTERTOWN
BANK

@J

0" Maryland

In Banking Services...

The Newest from the Oldest

Open Saturday from 9-12

to better serve Kent and Queen Anne's Counties

Drive-in Window

Chesterto«pn
High Street
778-2400

Member of FDIC

verty, receives consolation with

one of the worst pieces of dia-

logue I've heard In years -

"It's not every man who can do
his own thing in his own time."

On Friend

When visiting a

pair take, but give nothing in

return, except for Billy's sug-

gestion that the experiment will

ultimately fall.

One of the few moments of

honesty Is in their relationship

with the lawyer, George. He Is

the only person who goes be-
neath their veneer and where
understanding becomes a re-

ality. But when George Is bru-
tally killed, Wyatt and Billy con-

tinue their meaningless drift-

ing.

Wyatt and Billy are drifters

In a Tennessee Williams sense.

Unable to grasp onto a mental
stability, they physically mi-
grate in search of this stability.

Temporarily, they discover it

with George.

I think that Easy Rider would

have been much more bearable

if it had stopped pretending to

be "in," dropped young Fonda,

and Just told its story.

Clarke Wins

Grant For

Yale Study
Mr. Garry Clarke, x

orofessor of music, was re-
cently awarded a research grant

amounting to $1,500 to be used
for a period of eight weeks
at Yale University. These
grants are given by the Natio-

nal Endowment for the Human-
ities to 100 music teachers
chosen from various colleges
In the nation.

Mr, Clarke Intends to do re-

search on Charles Ives, an In-

novative American composer,

whom he once knew at Yale.

Ives became a millionaire in

the Insurance business. He
died In 1954, It was not un-

til recent years that his works
have attracted notice.

All of Ives' manuscripts are

currently at Yale. Mr. Clarke

has already completedanumber
of papers on Ives, He hopes
that further research will en-

able him to write two articles

on certain musical aspects of

the artist's compositions.

(Editor's Note: The following

speech was delivered by SGA
President Dean Skelos at the stu-

dent Senate's Monday night meet-

ing. It is included in the ELM at

the request of the ELM editorial

board).

The past four years, I have
had the opportunity to observe
four senates in action. Each
year there has been the pren-
nial criticism that the senate Is

a do-nothing organization.

There has also been the per-
ennial debate on how the sen-
ator should vote. I believe, as
President, it is my responsi-
bility to try and answer these
questions.

Concerning the problem of

representation, I believe the
senator should not be bound to

a strict vote by his constit-

uents on every Issue. There are
certain issues, such as the re-
cent letter to be sent to Dr.
Wlngate, that the senator, who
has been following the problem
over the months, should have a
free hand to vote as he sees
fit.

Concerning my position as
president, I relize that I have
made mistakes, parliamentary
proceedure hasn't In the past
and will not In the future be
used to silence anyone. I do
not believe in formal meetings
and will not run one unless the
majority of the Senate desires
to do so. I hope this is not the

Concerning the senate as a
body, I think we have been an
effective working group. Home-
coming was both a social and
financial success. Safety im-
provements have been made on

Elm Staffs

Penny-Pinching

Pays Off
by Gay Hunter

As the term of office for the

1969-70 draws to a close, the

financial situation of the ELM
looks brighter than It has for

two years,

Upon assuming office In the

spring of 1969, the staff was

confronted with the debts

amounting to over $2,000, In

an attempt to alleviate this sit-

uation, several steps were

taken. A $1,000 loan was re-

ceived from the Board of Pub-

lications, advertising and sub-

scriptions were increased, and

the number of pages per issue

were carefully limited.

Presently the ELM has a ba-

lance of $1350.00. The only out-

standing debt Is the loan from
the Board of Publications. If

this loan is changed to take

the form of a gift, the

newspaper may complete the

year without any debts.

Each four page paper costs

$198.00. Therefore, with the

number of remaining Issues

limited to five, and the opera-

lng expenses such as telephone,

mailing, transportation, and

photography kept at a minimum,
the present balance will be suf-

ficient to cover all expenses.

sure on the college. The Board
of visitors and Governors is

making fire safety their pri-

mary concern In the renovating

of Bill Smith and Bunting. Stu-

dents have been placed on all

commutes and there was an
Increase of student member-
ship on the academic council.

We have progressed this year.

Our position this year has been
to show that we will not be
passive members on these com-
mittees. Those who criticize the

committee system, I feel, have
tunnel vision. After this year it

will be realized the students

are responsible members of

these committees. Many pro-
posals have been rejected be-
cause the faculty has not ac-

cepted student equal re-

presentation and Is too timid

to act because the new Pres-
ident of the College is not on
campus. Next year's senate wlU
have to help steer the College

under the new president and
convince him that what we tried

to achieve this year is good.

We have also voted to make the

black scholarship permanent.
Our senate has been active

and forceful. Unlike those who
would criticize you, I congratu-

late you. I am sure that there

will be some who will not be
satisfied with my address, but

what I have, said Is true. I

hope we will continue to work
together for the good of the

student body, and the college.

Sincerely,

Dean George Skelos

SGA President

i

Fourgiveii'

To Open At

Harbor House
Opening this Friday night at

the Harbor House will be a
new groupon campus, The Four-
given. From now till the end
of May this folk singing group
will be appearing for an eight

o'clock performance.

The members include Tom
Hodgson, on a twelve string

guitar, banjo and vocals, Gil

Bliss, guitar and vocals, Jim
Bell, bass guitar, and Bill Ing-

ham, lead guitar and vocals.

Both BUI and Gil were in a
group last year known as the

In May The Fourglven plan

to give a concert performance
in the Fine Arts Center. The
group's music will mainly con-

sist of little known songs by
well known artists. One se-

lection played by the group is

a poem written by Mr. La-

mond which was set to music.

Compliments

The Morylaid

Natioaol Bask

Chestertown 778-1600
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Athletics Are Important
by Bert Bogash

"What's going on today?," came the question

"We "have a game this afternoon."

"Great, it should be a good one!" was the enthusiastic

reply.

That was four years ago.

Today, the question of what is on the day's agenda is

still asked; but when athletics is the reply, few are enthu-

siastic.

Three or four years ago, most students attended most

Sho'men games either as a participant or as a fan. The

spirit and the pride generated in our school passed like

electricity through the air on the day of "the big one."

In 1966-67 the athlete derived a great amount of per-

sonal satisfaction from sports and loved every minute of

his time spent on Kibler Field. Today, many of the talent-

ed ones do not even go out for the team, contented to

play intramurals and spend their time lounging around.

The once powerful fifth ranked in '67 Washington Col-

lege Lacrosse team wound up a disappointing seventeenth

in the national standings last season. The demise of the

most successful sport here was due primarily to a very

poor recruiting program and the lack of funds to improve

it even to mediocrity. I attacked the recruiting system in

an editorial on April II, of last year and it has not changed.

In fact, the official attitude of the Athletic Department

and the College administration has changed very little over

the past few years. We are still lacking a trainer. We are

still lacking good training facilities, the coaches still care

for the fields, and our recruiting is still very poor.

The blase attitude demonstrated at Washington College

over the past few years has made its mark on the athletes

disgust for the sports program here. Their constant com-

plaints and those who do not even come out for a sport

that they could play show the undercurrent that is brew-

ing as a result of that attitude.

Are sports important at a small liberal arts college? I

am convinced that they are. President Frederick L. Hovde

of Purdue University said it better than anyone I have

heard on the subject.

"It seems to me that in the management of the af-

fairs of men in this society and all societies, the

strain is always on the character and never on the in-

tellect. If you give some thought to that little state-

ment, I think you will agree with me. The strain is

always on the character and never on the intellect,

for our knowledge is great about man and nature and

society and all the things we need to know, but our

ability to manage our affairs puts a strain on the

character. And where is this more true than in the

field of the management of intercollegiate athletics?

This is a deep concern to all of us who love the

game; love it for its fundamental contribution to

people who play the game and to the society which

nurtures our colleges and universities and our recrea-

tional athletic program.

It seems to me that the principal 'esson a young

man learns in participation is, of course, that the

young of the species are like the young of all species,

they love to play games. Thus it follows that sports

is the first place a young man learns that to succeed

and develop himself as a person, to develop his ta-

lents, requires the basic ingredient of self-discipline.

This is where the young man first learns the basic re-

quirements that are imposed on all men if they would

develop themselves. I have never in my life met a man

in any profession who succeeded and was competent

in his job who did not give to his personal develop-

ment this motivating quality of self-discipline.

There once was a great deal of intellectual

snobbishness with respect to various curricula. In-

tellectual snobbishness denies the intellect itself. But

I am glad to report there is a new and renewed inter-

est in the value of the part to be played ... in all

athletics in the physical education of our nation."

However, there still is intellectual snobbishness here.

Maybe if people realized the value of a good sports pro-

gram, intellectual snobbishness would vanish from the face

of Chestertown.

Then we could give our athletic program all that it de-

serves: facilities, trainer and recruiting funds.

A few students, athletes, coaches, administrators and

myself have been advocating improvement. Dr. fvlerdinger

seems to be the man to help it next year. I hope the rest of

you wake up to the problem before it is too late.

Beef Lehman takes a well deserved breather during a reci

March 21, at 1:00 p.m.

Crew in Six Meets
and experienced r

Washington College and the

Navy Plebes will dip oars Sat-

urday, March 21 on the Severn

college begins its fourth crew

campaign.

The Sho'men have announced

a six meet card that includes

a pair °f home races on the

Chester River. A new rowing

foe and an old opponent-- North

Carolina and Salisbury State,

respectively -- will test Wash-

ington on Saturday, April 18.

On Sunday, April 26 Manhattan

College will stroke against the

Shore eight for the first time.

The remainder of the spring

slate includes; Saturday, April

4 - George Washington Univer-

sity on the Potomac River; Sat-

urday, April 11 - Washington,

D.C. Regatta; and May 8-9,
Dad vail Regatta on the Schuyl-

kill River, Philadelphia-

Club members back from the

eight that defeated George

Washington onHomecomingDay

Include captain John Carlln,

Eric Ruark, John Miller, Les

Cioffi, Woody McDonald, Pete

Chekemaln and coxswain Jack

Keenan. Chris Rogers, the

eighth man, Is spending this

semester at American Univer-

sity. Rick Bales, Chris Combs,

Don Garatt, Tom Washington

and Bill Buchanan are also in-

dividuals with experience Inthe

club. In addition, there are

several newcomers, making it

possible to race either a four

or another eight In some races.

fall i Sho'r

undefeated In its racing sche-

dule, thrashing George Wash-

ington and twice beating Salis-

bury. Coach Ben Troutman, in

his second campaign, has high

hopes for an eight that includes

a combination of seasoned ve-

Brooks Bergner will try for a coveted seat on Washington College'

tennis team as the netmen continue practice for April 2 opener.

i Jumped off to a

strenuous preseason training

program in mid - February. In

earyl March they were bending

their backs on the Chester for

the arduous task that lay ahead.

Their snappy Schoenbrod shell

will soon be powered by new

German - made Karlischoars,

heavier with more efective

scoops.

Nash To

Speak At

Crew Benefit
Ted a Nash, University of

Pennsylvania head rowing

coach, will headline the third

annual Washington College

Crew Club dinner Saturday,

March 14. The guests speaker

will also show slides and movies

in connection with crew and the

1968 Olympics.

This year Nash succeeds

the legendary Joe Burkat Penn.

Nash is also somewhat of a

legend, having coached the

champion four In the 1968 Oly-

mpics. Mentor of the Penn

freshman crew for many years,

Nash two years ago saw his

Quaker four defeat ail rivals to

become this country's entry In

Mexico City. Burk once com-

pared him to Tom Sawyer and

his white-washed fence, say-

ing: 'Tf Ted Nash were sel-

ling insurance, he'd be a mil-

lionaire."

Ted Nash follows rowing all-

time great Jack Kelly and last

year's winning Henley coach

Mike Gasch as the Crew Club

dinner speaker. He has been

very helpful to the Washington

College rowing enterprise In

past years, aiding Shore men-

tor Ben Troutman in observa-

tion practices on the Schuyl-

kill.

The 7;00 p.m. dinner in Hod-

son Hall will be preceded by a

hospitality hour at 6:00 p.m.

Toy encourage as many peo-

ple as possible to join the

Crew Club for the annual din-

ner the subscription has been

dropped from ten dollars aplate

to five.
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Rapp

Dismissal

Reversed
On -Wednesday, April 1st, Ste-

phen Rapp was called into a

conference with the Dean of the

College, William Blair Gould.

3 of a ;of i

terviews with students whose
mid-term grades had indicated

they were experiencing schol-
astic difficulty. On t

April 2, Mr. Rapp received i

official communication
Dean of the College';

Mr. Rapp reportedthat

from Dean Gould <

following: "As a probationary

student, you have not attended

classes for at least six weeks.

It is with regret that I must in-

form you that you are hereby

dismissed from the college for

academic reasons. I wish you to

be off the campus byfive o'clock

Sunday, April 5".' After seeing

the note, Mr. Rapp went to see

the Dean and Informed Mm that

he was not at the present time
on probation. TheDeanacknow-
ledged that an error had been

made in regard to this point.

He also pointed out that the

probationary status was not the

Issue, but Mr. Rapp's attitude

as a responsible student was.

Dean Gould at this time also of-

fered to reinstate Rapp if he

would present him with a writ-

ten statement that in the future

he would attend classes. Rapp
at this time refused to give the

Dean a written statement.

That weekend, April 3 to Ap-
ril 5, Rapp attempted to carry

the matter to other authorities

including the Dean of student

Affairs, and the President. Fi-

nally, on Monday, April 6, Mr.

Rapp had a conference with

President Gibson. At this con-

ference Mr. Rapp was Inform-

ed that If he pledged to attend

classes In the future, he could

remain as a student at Wash-
ington College.

On the evening of Friday,

April 3, signs denouncing Dean
Gould and his actions were
painted along the walls of Som-
erset, Kent and Hodson Hall.

Attention Muckrakers!

Hie Washington ELM cere-

brally requests your services to

operate in the vanguard of a

bold new breed of enterprising

reporter with personal problems

and general psychotic tenden-

cies. When you lie down on a

lawn, does the grass die all

around you? The ELM wants

you, we think ....

5RHR J^'V* ^"»"5»55n

Frankl
Searches

mmm For Value

C. Vann Woodward Lectures

On New Reconstruction Book

fessor of history at Yale Uni-
versity and the expert on the

"New South", delivered a lec-

ture based on a new book that

he is finishing, entitled "Re-
constructions and Emancipa-
tions; A Comparative View",
in Tawes Theatre on April 2,

In an attempt to re-evaluate

the failure of American Re-
construction, Dr. Woodward ex-
amined the post-Civil War per-

iod in the context of similar

periods in other western
Hemisphere countries (British

West Indies, Cuba and Brazil).

The emancipation of American
slaves and the subsequent re-

construction period differ from
the other areas In several ways.

Slave Proportions

Firstly, the United States had

to cope with two-thirds of all

the slaves emancipated in the

Western Hemisphere. In all the

other countries, the black popu-

lation outnumbered the whites

by ten to one, while in the South

the whites held a two to one

majority.
The white population was

much more concerned that its

southern neighbors, because

emancipation had cost many

lives in the Civil War, while

in the Caribbean no war freed

the slaves. The North urged

quick results, but the South was

extremely antagonistic. Al-

though the Southern planters had

only imported one half million

slaves, the amount had soared

to four million by 1865, creat-

Only Total Emancipation

The United States was the

only country in the hemisphere

to free all of Its slaves simul-

taneously and without an ap-

prenticeship program like Ja-

maica. Trying to cope with

this problem and satisfy Nor-

thern feeling, Negroes were
granted political rights and op-

portunity to serve in office.

Although Black Reconstruction

ended In 1677, it is unparalleled

throughout the Americas.

Despite the differences in

circumstances of the various

American emancipations, cer-

tain similarities existed in all

situations. Immediately after

the slaves were told of their

freedom they left the planta-

tions In Jamaica. Therefore, *

certain laws were passed cre-

ating compulsory labor.

Economic Necessity

These laws were passed

throughout the Western Hemis-

phere, because the black popu-

lation was essential to the main-

tenance of a stable economy.

The reaction to the desire to

own land was frustrated every-

where but Jamaica by re-

strictive sales. In Jamaica,

coolie labor was imported to

offset the Negro migration to

Prejudicial Imbalance

The result of non-distribution

of land continued the Negroes'

complete economic dependence

on the white population. Final-

ly, race prejudice permeated
the hemisphere. The southern

United States was united in this

prejudice, and the North was
paralysed in its division over

Negro equality.

Reconstruction in the United

States was a failure that was
particularly pronounced be-

cause so many died to make it

a 'success. The promise of a

whole America, North and

South -- Black and White, re-

mained unfulfilled.

Dr. Victor E. Frankl, world

famous psychiatrist and author

of "Man's Search for Meaning"
i has sold almost one mil-

lion copies, delivered a lecture

to a full house In Tawes Thea-
tre, Sunday, April 5.

Dr. Frankl, who has lectured

at 112 colleges and universities

In the United States since 1961,

Is curently professor of psy-

chiatry and neurology at the

University of Vienna, presi-

dent of the Austrian Medical

Society for Psychotherapy, and

il of the neurological depart-

ment of the Polikllnlk of Vienna.

He is considered to lead the

Third Viennese School of psy-

chotherapy, the first and second

being those of Freud and Ad-
ler, respectively.

In his lecture Sunday even-

ing, "Mankind's Search for

Meaning", Dr. Frankl spoke

of the necessity for mankind,

particularly in the face of an

ever - increasing world tech-

nology, to search for meaning

in life. This technology mani-
fests Itself In what he referred

to as the new nihilism, I.e.

reductlonism.

At the end of the lecture,

before Dr. Drankl entertained

questions from the audience,

Dr. Gibson presented Mm with

the Washington College Distin-

guished Lecturer Award. He
Is the first recipient of

the award, which was recently

instituted by the faculty to honor

guest lecturers.

Victor Frankl prepares for last Sunday's lecture in Tawes Theatrt
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Editorial

The Rapp Case Letters to the Editor
The Washington College Student Handbook 1969-70

contains the Student Bill of Rights and Freedoms, as ap-

proved by the students, faculty, and administration of

Washington College. The Bill of Rights and Freedoms has

a section on Procedural Standards in Disciplinary Problems

which states:

In developing responsible student conduct, disciplinary

proceedings play a role substantially secondary to exam-

ple, counselling, guidance, and admonition. At the same

time educational institutions have a duty and the corollary

disciplinary powers to protect their educational purpose

through the setting of standards of scholarship and con-

duct for the students who attend them and through the

regulation of the use of institutional facilities. In exception-

al circumstances when the preferred means fail to resolve

problems of student conduct, proper procedural safeguards

should be observed to protect the student from the unfair

imposition of serious penalties.

The depth of the commitment given to the Student Bill

of Rights and Freedoms, in actual practice, has been

brought into question by the action dismissing Stephen

Rapp from Washington College. The merits of Stephen

Rapp as a student do not concern the ELM quite as much

as the precedent which was almost established by his dis-

missal.

Question number one: Was discipline secondary to "ex-

ample, counselling, guidance, and admonition?" Mr. Rapp

received a notice of dismissal on Thursday, April 2, after

a conference with the Dean of the College on Wednesday,

April 1. Prior to the conference, little occurred in way of

"counseling, guidance, and admonition" in regard to Ste-

phen Rapp's position as a student.

Question number two: While it is clearly recognized

that the College has the right to secure the removal of any

student who does not meet its stated standards of scholar-

ship and conduct, does not the student have the right as

stated in the Bill of Rights and Freedoms to be informed

of the nature of the charges against him, that decisions of

dismissal not be arbitrary, and that there be provisions for

appeal of these decisions?

In fact, on Thursday, April
1

2nd, Stephen Rapp was

informed that the Dean of the College wished him "to be

off the campus by five o'clock Sunday, April 5th." If the

student had assumed this was an official and unappealable

decision, and left, once withdrawn he would have had no

viable recourse. But by carrying the matter purely on a

personal basis to the President, the student had the deci-

sion reversed.

However, the ELM remains concerned that there seems
to be no clear-cut body of rules and procedures governing

dismissals, which is known to all segnu ,.s of the College.

Furthermore, if the slightest possibility exists that any stu-

dent can be dismissed on the authority of one man, with

out recourse, that possibility cannot be allowed to con-

tinue.
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'Disgusting' Slogans

To the Editor:

The sight of painted slogans

on the walls of Somerset, Kent
House, and Hodson Hall, the

morning of Freshman visiting

day was disgusting. That a few

pseudo-revolutionaries decided

to Indulge In finger painting

does not give them the right

to deface buildings which are

college property and used by
the rest of the college com-
munity. If these kindergarten

candidates wish to complain
about something, other media
of protest such as this news-

didn't impress anybody with

their unimaginative slogans. On
the contrary, they only de-
monstrated that some people in

the College still have a strong

need for a sandbox,

Nestor Sanchez '71

Wingate Replies

To the Editor:

The March 6 issue of The

ELM reports that the Student

Senate voted to send a letter to

all members of the Board of

Visitors and Govenors de-

manding that I resign from the

Board. The ELM also printed

an editorial recommending that

I see nothing out of order In

the ELM carrying an editorial

in strongopposltlontome. New-
spapers have long claimed the

right to advise their readers

on any subject and the readers

have reserved the right to take

the advice or reject it. I be-

lieve that I have at all times

acted In the best interests of

Washington college and I will

therefore not resign from the

The Student Senate, however,
falls to understand Its true

function, I believe. Itwasform-
ed to guide student activities

and not to direct the Board in

the performance of Board
duties. The Student Senate lacks

the experience for such a role

and it has never been charged

with this responsibility. Also,

the Student Senate appears not

to understand the courtesies

which shouldbeextendedbyboth
parties In a discussion of dif-

ferent points of view.

At Dr. Gibson's request
I recently wrote Mr. Skelos
and advised him of my willing-

ness to discuss matters of in-

terest with the Student Senate
even though I have made sev-

eral earlier attempts to give

my views to all groups at the

College. The most recent was
a panel discussion at the Col-
lege on February 2L Neverthe-
less, when Mr. Skelos called on
the phone I agreed to meet with

him andhlsassoclates on March
14. Mr. Skelos neglected to tell

me to the Student Senate's de-
mand that I resign. When I

learned of this demand on Mar-
ch 12, when the ELM arrived,

I concluded that nothing of value
would come from a discussion
with the Student Senate which

has already made up its mind,

and I t erefore cancelled the

meeting

my statement that "you

may be right, " made at the

February 21 panel discussion,

surely o one present misun-

der stood my position. I made it

clear that I thought the Board's

choosing a new pre-

as legal, proper and

sound. lowever, I am willing

to edp

matter how mistaken it Is, in

my opinion, "may be right."

I did not think the man who asked

the long indignant question to

which I replied was right. I do

not think the Student Senate Is

right on its current position

concerning the affairs of Wash-
ington College.

Sincerely yours,

P.J. Wingate, Chairman
Board of Visitors and Gov.

Washington College

FrankiVMeaning'

To the Editor:

Many students have told me
that Dr. Frankl's talk has been

of great help to them. This let-

ter Is in no way intended to dis-

pute the value of Dr. Frankl's

advice about, and criticism of,

the "normal" world. Particul-

arly, his comments on seeking

pleasure without "meaning"

through sex and drugs are very

important, and I hope he has

reached you on this point. Drugs

and pleasure - seeking are

important matters for your in-

dividual consideration.

About logotherapy In clinical

practice I know nothing. Again,

Dr. Frankl's arguments about

neuroses stemming not only

from drivesbutalsofrom moral

choices strike me as eminently

valid and fruitful.

I am, however, disturbed by

Dr. Frankl's application of

these values to the "other"

world, the world of Auschwitz.

He was there, and I was not, as

he Immediately replied when I

questioned him about "heroes

and martyrs" exterminated by

Zyklon-B gas obtained from

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Sena-

dlingsbekampfung (German Ex-
termination, Inc.). Neverthe-

less, I think I am entitled to

the intellectual argument.

There Is ab ndant testimony

among su s from the death

camps com radicting Dr.

Frankl's state ment that, "as

the inner life of the prisoner

tended to become more in-

tense, he also experienced the

the beauty of art and nature as

never before." (Man's Search

for Meaning, p. 62). Thus, Jean

Amery says of his experience

in the camp that mind was
"absolutely useless in the de-

humanized world of the concen-

tration camp - for prisoners

as well as for the guards - for

mind was empty consciousness,

devoid of any correlate to so-

cial reality." Consider the case

of SS-man Stark ( his name
means "strong*') who, having

killed an old Jew, asked the re-

maining Inmates In the room
about Goethe and Humanism.
Stark, an Auschwitz guard, was
cramming for his final exam in

school on the side. To the in-

mates, Goethe's words were

: echoes from the past,

the antithesis of an experience

of beauty. Music was used ex-

tensively in Auschwitz, not for

Joy, but to speed up the march-
ing step of the prisoners on

their way to work or to the gas

chamber. It is a fact that the

Hitler regime drew largely on

the ecstasy of music. Ifyou ever

of the National- Socialist Part-

eitag in Nurnberg, made by Lenl

Rlefenstahl, Triumph of the

Will, watch for thisphenome-

Dr. Frankl's characteriza-

tion of the victims of Ausch-

witz as "heroes and martyrs"
seems to me to belittle their

death, to reduce Auschwitz to an

understandable framework of

reference. What we should

call the victims of Auschwitz,

I do not know. Perhaps the

sober, factual word Is most
adequate: the dead. A hero and

a martyr are individuals who
act of their own free will for a

cause In or against a society.

For this belief they are wil-

ling to die. Within Auschwitz,

Gypsies, Jews, Poles, Rus-

sians, Germans, had no society

to fight for, and they did not

understand why they were tor-

tured and killed. Personality

and individuality are unmasked
as myth, a folic de grandeur

invented by man, when one is

confronted by an Auschwitz or

an atom bomb. The machine,

be it the gas chamber or the

bomb, though made, by .man,

is no longer comprehensible

to man; it is "ontologtcally un-

classiliable."

Therefore, the controversy

on which Dr. Frankl touched In

the seminar, I.e. whether or not

the Jews, knowing they would

be killed, should have fought

back, is, in my opinion, an In-

appropriate question to ask.

Nobody returned from the gas

know the victims' answer. The
Arendt and Bettelheim position

i.e. that the Jews should not

have submitted, is refuted by
the prisoners inability to grasp

the incredible. Dr. Frankl, on

bullion would have caused even

more deaths. To substantiate

my answer to him that there was
a practical limit to the killing,

that the number of killings was
determined by the capacity of

the machine to kill, I would like

to present two quotations which

must stand for many: "On the

second day it was noticeable

that one or another (of the SS)

did not have strong enough

nerves to continue with the

shootings for a long period,"

(Lt Walther, Nov. 1, 1941), and

"our program Is: extermination

of the Jews. Clear . . . most
of you know what lt means to

see 100 corpses. . . to have

accomplished this (the shooting)

and - aside from some human
weakness to have remained de-

cent - that is what has hardened
us. This is an unwritten ...

page of glory In our history"

(Hlmmler, Chief of the SS).

There are also many letters on
record in which the camps com-
plained to the firm of Topf

that the ovens constantly broke

(Continued on Page 3)
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i-Do Ice's Review-

Macbeth

For an amateur theatrical

group, "Macbeth" Is a diffi-

cult and ambitious undertak-

ing, and a modern Interpreta-

tion of "Macbeth" lsevenmore
difficult to stage effectively.

The Maloney- Mazer produc-
tion with Carl Gamba In the

leading role was the most
serious dramatic attempt of the

past four years, and except for

one fault, was the best. That
fault was the general level of

acting.

This was the largest cast ev-
er assembled on the stage of

Tawes Theatre, and with the

limited number of students

available, a high degree of com-
petent actors would be diffi-

cult to locate. The great ma-
jority of the players had im-
mense difficulty handling the

lines, and the result was poor-
ly projected, often slurred and

unintelligible, carefully i

orized prose. There we

rapport in their

tion, which too often was stiff

and stilted.

Strong Portrayals

However, there were four in-

dividual performances which
deserve special comment.
Ca Hutton played the emo-
tional Duncan with a certain

sympathy that I found most ap-

pealing. MacDuff, portrayed by
Michael Demick, was z force-

ful and vibrant characteriza-

tion. He is undoubtedly the most
promising actor to come to the

stage in the past four years.

Susan Farm's performance of

Lady Macbeth was woefully In-

adequate for several reasons.

Her mistakes were more in a

lack of interpretation rather

than a wrong one. Lady Mac-

You Can't Win
by Captain January

Word reaches me that the

girls of Reid Hall are harbor-
ing slime cultures on their lav-

atory floors, perhaps the pen-
icillin Is needed for mass in-

oculation against those rat

bites .....

By the doowaadlddy, \

happened . to Washington, col-
lege's Peace Action Comlttee
and the Afro-American Student

Association? Yeah, lt'ssomuch
easier not to hassleit. Ho-hum.

National EARTH (Environment
Day Is coming up April 22. Take
a tree to lunch

The "Macbeth" cast party
had to be the outstanding social

frenzy on campus so far this

I've been asked t

that the ELM staff desperately

needs literal groupies to boost

their journalistic morale.

Girls, this Is a really boffo

status thing, and besides, you

get to see how a real news-

paper works from the Inside

out. Sort of Uke a fecal move-

(Capt. January anxiously

awaits your cards, letters, and

crayola scrawls on aqua toilet

tissue. Mall your particular

aberration in a plain brown

paper to Capt. January, care of

the Washington College ELM.
(No organic matter, please.)

Beth Is an extremely complex
character. Miss Farm too often

supplied loud noise for mean-
ingful interpretation.

Gamba

Carl Gamba's Macbeth was
done with an overwhelming In-

tensity that gave great depth to

the character. His Macoeth
ranged from a man of cunning
deceit to one whose conscience

is overwrought with guilt. His
lines flowed so smoothly and
with such clarity, his physical

movements were so expressive

of the Inner contortions of bis

character that he dwarfed the

other actors throughout the

The sets were amongthe most
imaginative that I have ever
seen. They gave asomberfore-
boding quality where a feeling

of great turmoil could be felt.

When the emotional eruptions
occurred, their dramatic ef-

fect was Heightened.

Good Staging

The total utilization of the

stage was most impressive.

Complementing the eerie quali-

ties were the lighting and the

rough-edged walls. The tow-
ering walkway at the top of

the stage was most interest-

ing as an overseer of the

macabre events and characters.

The costumes provided an

effective means of conveying

the timelessness of the play.

The use of modernistic plas-

tics with a hard architectural

line (an obvious Cardln inspir-

ation), combined with the tra-

ditional use of fabrics, en-
couraged this feeling.

In this, the most ambitious
Maloney production to date, the

results were a unique college-

level theatrical experience. The
superior set design, and a few-
excellent performances made
an exciting evening of theatre.

NOTICE

Registration Week - will be

April 13 - 22. Registration Day
23rd.

Brother Masai speaks in Hynson Lounge.

Panther Spokesman

Roasts 'Facist Pigs
9

Brother Masai from the Bal-

timore chapter of the Black

Panther Party did not mince
words when he spoke In Hyn-
son Lounge on Wednesday, April

1, on the oppression of the

blacks. In the course of the

evening, he explained the sit-

uation and purpose of the Black

Panther Party.

Brother Masai asked to be
introduced only as a speaker

for oppressed people. He ex-

plained his problem In speak-

ing to a college audience. In

the ghetto, Brother Masai ex-

plained, one lives a constant

battle. One Is confronted by
"pigs" twenty-four hoursaday.
"Some of you don't like what

I'm saying," he reminded the

audience, "but It's true, and I

can back it up with facts ... the

blood and sweat ofblack people."

He went on to reemphaslze his

main point of the evening, that

the time has come for action:

"We're not going to negotiate

anymore."
The position of the resident

of the black ghetto, and more
specifically the Black panther

Party member, was explained,

as that of being backed into a

turn and 'fight "back, deliver-

ing the ultimatum: "Either

withdraw the oppressive forces

from the black community, or

black people in ghettos across

the nation wlllget guns and start

shooting."

Endorsing the Black Panther

Party motto of "Power to the

People", Brother Masai ad-

vocated getting the guns out of

the hands of the "pigs" and

Into the hands of the people.

Readers Write . .

.

Baltimore's Center Stage presented Tennessee Williams' 'The Glass Menagerie' in Tawes Theatre last

day evening.

(Continued fro

down and, as a result, could

not meet Its quota.

How large is your capacity

for comprehension? My own
emotional range Is very limit-

ed. A car accident killing five

people, and a plane wreck kil-

ling ninety - three, cause the

same response. I have read the

Vietnam casualties many times

and I cannot remember them:

just some number, some big

number. I cannot imagine this

number, make a mental Image

in my mind of the miles of

dead bodies.

In other words, what I fear

is that Dr. Frankl's position

might lead a young person to-

day, who was born after Aus-

chwitz and Hiroshima, toastate

of euphoria, if he only searches

for personal "meaning lnlife."

This search is Indeed our task,

but in today's world of ballis-

tic missiles and gas warfare,

of pollution and race conflict,

the "meaning" must go beyond,

transcend in the literal mean-

i Page 2)

lng, the individual. The task

for your generation, as I see

it, must be an attempt to ex-

pand your capacity for feeling,

to enlarge your consciousness.

Not through the use of drugs,

but through an effort to under-

stand the "meaning" of Ausch-

witz and Hiroshima, one can

bridge the abyss that exists bet-

ween man's ability to kill and

his capacity to imagine the kil-

led.

I have no advice to offer on

how one can expand moral ima-

gination, but surely a generation

which has as its slogan, "Make
love, not war", Is on a better

road than mine which chanted

"Deutschland, Deutschland, li-

ber alles.'* Think of the "make"
as a creative effort, and you

will come close to what Rllke

meant when he spoke of . "Lel-

sten der Liebe" (the willed

act of love.) If we do not find

this enlarged "meaning" soon,

there win be no life.

Erika Salloch, pro! of German
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SPORTS
by Geoff Anderson

Happiness Is

Raynor Perfect As Sho'men Triumph

3-0 : Strikes Out Seventeen Batters

This past weekend proved to be a joyous one for W.C.

fans as the stickmen edged Syracuse 8-5 and freshmen

Steve Raynor pitched a perfect no hit no run game to lead

the Sho'men past Swarthmore, 3-0.

Raynor was superb as hestruckout seventeen and allow*

ed the count to go to 3-2 only once. Undoubtedly, Ray-

nor is one of the hardest throwers seen on Kibler Field in

a long time. Steve's fastball was so hard that battery mate,

Frank Ogens is still nursing two swollen fingers.

If you were one of the fortunate fans who was on hand

for the Sho' men's 8-5 lacrosse victory over Syracuse, you

witnessed quite a different brand of lacrosse than most

W.C. fans have been accustomed to watching in the past

two years. No longer is the offense centered around just

one superstar like it was last year. This year the attack is

more balanced with the addition of freshmen Tom George

and Tom Bortmes and the return of veteran Mark Svec. If

the mtdfield defense can tighten up, the Sho'men should

end up with a fine 7-4 season.

by I I Dunphy

While lacrosse and baseball were winning at home, track

and tennis were away at Salisbury chalking up victories.

A McCosh-less tennis team won rather handily, 7-2, in

their practice match while the thinclads had a more dif-

ficult time in registering their first victory, 81-64.

Coach Chattellier has said that this year's track team
will be the best he has had in twenty years. If the thin-'

dads are going to live up to this expectation, they are go-

ing to need some depth in the field events. The majority of

Salisbury's 64 points on Saturday were netted in the field

events. If the trackmen can come up with a second and
third man in each field event, this year's team could live

up to Chattellier s expectation.

Freshmen Steve Raynor shows the form he used in blanking

Swarthmore, 3-0. Raynor struck out seventeen Swarthmore batters

on his way to a perfect game.

Stickmen Lose Two,
Edge Syracuse 8-5

by Bob "Beef'Lehman

the first full carrying an 8-5 defeat. Wash-This past

week of the young season, the

Sho'men defeated Syracuse 8-5,

lost a 16-10 battle to last year's

number two team in the nation,

Johns Hopkins, and faced Loy-

ola the following day. This Sat-

urday, the locals welcome back

some of the top lacrosse names
to come through this school

for the annual Alumni game.

The Kellymen opened the sea-

son before Spring Vacation by

entertaining the University of

North Carolina. The locals

dropped a 7-6 decision in the

first Strohbar Division loss

ever. Putting on a poor per-

formance generally, the Sho-

men got 3 goals and 1 assist

from freshmen Tom George,

a goal each from Tom Bortmes
Bob "Beer' Lehman, and Mark
Svec, two assists from Pete

Boggs and one from "Little

Joe" Nichols.

After giving up their Spring

Vacation in order to practice,

the locals faced a week of rain

upon officially returningto sch-

ool in which the Hopkins game
was postponed until this week
and a game with Harvard Uni-

versity was cancelled.

Saturday, April 4th, the

Orangemen from Syracuse

came to Chestertown and left

ington played weak 2nd and 3rd

quarters but put together a

strong 4th period, registering

two goals eachfromBarryDrew
and Bob Shrlver. The other

scoring was done by: Nichols,

1 goal and 1 assist; a goal'

each from Bortmes, Mark Sin-

kinson, and Pete Boggs; 3 as-

sists from George, lfromSvec,

and 1 from Drew.

Three days later, the Blue

jays came down from Balti-

more. The Sho'men got off to a

slow first period falling be-

hind 4-2, but bounced back in

the second period and gained

a 6-6 halftime score. The lo-

cals seemed to fall apart in

the third period as Hopkins

pulled away 14-8 by register-

ing an 8-goal period. In the

loss, Coach Kelly had nine men
register in the scoring column,

headed by George's 3 goal, 2

assist performance and Svec's

goal and 3 assists. Also scor-

ing goals were; Frank "Bin-

assist. FredBuckel, although

the losing end, registered

saves in the net.

Midfielder Barry Drew passes off to teamate in Tuesday's loss

) Hopkins, 16-60.

The "In" Out of Town Spot
For Your Special Party

And Evening.

778-1627 OR 778-0669

SMORGASBORD & COMPLETE MENU
OPEN DAILY AT 5:30 P.M.

3 ?M. to 9 P.M. SUNDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

Steve Raynor hurledaperfect

game while striking out seven-

teen opposing batters as Wash-
ington College opened its 1970

baseball campaign with a 3-0

defeat of visiting Swarthmore

Collge last Saturday. Raynor

was In trouble only twice dur-

ing the game, both during the

third Inning. He ran the count

to 3-0 on Bob Chase, the first

man up that inning, but Chase

grounded out to second on the

next pitch. Raynor went to 3-2

on Mitch Ell later that inning,

but promptly recorded his sev-

enth strikeout to end the frame.

Ell, the Swarthmore pitcher,

had a one hitter until the sixth

Inning when the Sho'men put to-

gether an error onagroundball

by Raynor, a fielder's choice on

a ground ball by Steve Ellyson

and a single to left by Dary

Carrington for their first run.

In the seventh, two walks, a

single and a sacrifice fly pro-

duced Washington's other two

The Sho'men play at Upsala

today and will play at Wagner

on Monday. The next home con-

test will be on April 22 against

Dickinson.

LATE RESULTS

Lacrosse:

W.C.

Loyola

Kozak To

Write Articles

A series of articles will be

written by Bruce Kozak start-

ing Aprill7concernlngtherela-

tionshlps between the Greeks

and Independents at Washing-

ton College. The intended pur-

pose of these articles Is to

"clear up" some of the rumors
and misconceptions that have
developed through the years,

about these two groups. An
open line of communication bet-

ween Greeks and Independents

should create a better under-

standing of the views of each

other. It is hoped that, in the

process, part of the "Rumor-
Mill Establishment" of Wash-
ington College will cease to

exist.

WANTED - CO-ED TO MO-
DEL FASHIONS FROM OUR
TOWN SHOP - Every Saturday

from 11:00 to 2:00. Size 9 oi

1 1 preferred. Please apply Fri-

day, April 10, 9:00 to 1:00 or

4:00 - 9:00 p.m. Ask for Mrs.

Simmons. The Village Toggery,

Downtown Chestertown - Phone

778-0833.
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Prof.

Wakelyn
To Leave

|

Dr. Jon L. Wakelyn, as-

sociate professor of history,

will be leaving Washington Col-

:ge after this school year.

rofessor Wakelyn, who at-

nded Long Island University

id received his Ph.D. from
ity, has taught here

'Mini-

Schools'

Defended

Ric

thn He als<.

director of .American Studies

an interdepartmental prograrr

instituted this year.

Dr. Wakelyn has accepted r

position at Catholic Universitj

where he will be teaching i

graduate serr

ing of the

graduate cou:

graduates ir

rin"TheCoir

replied,

;e open to under-

The Old South,

and a junior colloquium in

American history. He feels

that Catholic University will of-

fer a more professionally re-

iriented atmosphere,

asked what he fore-

is the future of the

n Studies program, he

will be 27

majors next fall; that speaks

for itself." He thinks the

major will flourish because it

is an interdisciplinary study.

As for his replacement, those

concerned are carefully search-

ing for a qualified man who has

a Ph.D., with training in his-

tory and American Studies, and

who has taught for at least

one year. He will be assisted,

by Mr. Neill, assistant profes-

sor of English.

English Scholar Ricardo Quintana

Lectures On 'Historical Perspective'

Calling himself an "elderly

humanist", Dr. Ricardo Quln
tana, the eminent 17th and 18th

century English Literature sch-

olar, presented a lecture in

Hynson Lounge last Thursday
night on "The Historical Per-
spective in English Lltera-

A noted specialist on Jona-

than Swift, Dr. Quintana is a
professor of English at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin and has
concentrated his study of the

field primarily on the period

from 16G0 to 1800.

Drawing a definite distinction

between scientists and human-

ists, the professor set out to

define the modern humanist and

his role in establishing a world

view appropriate to the "Age

entering

Two New Professors

Chosen For Fall Term

Claus Adam, cellist of the J

performance last Saturday night.

illiard String Quartet, before the

Dr. Nathan Smith, chairman of

the historydepartment, has said

there will be two strong addi-

tions to the Washington college

faculty next fall. They are

both final selections after along

and careful search of over 100

Mr. Gerald Belcher will be a

temporary replacement for Dr.

Halstead while he Is on sab-

batical. Mr. Belcher, a Ph.D.

candidate from the University of

North Carolina, has taught one

year at Dickinson College and

researched abroad at the Brit-

ish Archives. His specialty

is early Modern European His-

Mr. Daniel Premo, a Latin

American Studies specialist, is

a - Joint appointment of the

history and political science

departments. He studied at the

University of Texas, one of the

Urban education and teach-

ing methods were subjects dis-

cussed by Eric Olson, third

grade teacher at the Mantua-
Powelton Mini-school in Phila-

delphia, at Washington College

Wednesday night. In a speech
entitled "How My Middle Class

Background Enabled Me To Get

a 2-A Deferrment, Live Com-
fortably While Other Americans
Are Dlelng, Starving, and/or

Vegetating ... And Become an

Expert on Urban Education",

"Americans," he said, "do
not take the process of edu-

cation seriously." Although

teaching the young Is one of

the most vital duties of a so-

ciety, less than one percent

of the American tax dollar is

spent on education, and teaching

is a low-status, low - paying

profession. He said highly

structured, unimaginative cur-

riculum and bureaucratic red

tape many times drive young

idealistic educators Into other

fields.

With tapes of children singing

the current pop song, "Kiss Him
Goodbye," as background music

Mr. Olson presented slides of

his students in class and on

field trips. "Both educators and

children need to realize, " he

said, " that all the world is

a classroom and learning does

not stop at 3:00 p.m."

According to Mr. Olson,

a teacher cannot possibly con-

verse with 36 children, the

average size of a public sch-

ool class. At Mantua-Powelton

Mini School, an experimental

school for average and above-

average children with below

average grades, Mr. Olson and

two other teachers handle a

class of 26 children. Mr.Olsen
generally works with groups of

eight.

Mr. Olson's presentation was

fifth in a series of lectures

sponsored by the Student Edu-

cation Association under the

direction of Mr. Tom Mc-
Hugh. "High School", the can-

did, controversial film of

Northeast High School In Phil-

adelphia, will bethelr final pre-

sentation. It will be shown

Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. In

atloiu Hynson Lounge.

NOTICE

The Lambda Chi Alpha chapter of Washington College is estab-

lishing a trust fund for Paige Roberts, daughter of 1/Lt. John W.

Roberts HI, class of 1967, who was killed in South Vietnam. The

proceeds of the fund will go to Paige on her eighteenth birthday.

The ELM urges the student body, fauclty, administration and alum-

ni to extend their sympathy and support.

of Aquarius"
into.

Modern humanism, he says,

can no longer accept Samuel

Johnson's 18th century view
that history is "essentially un-

interesting," nor can we ap-

prove the various "cyclical his-

tory" theories propounded la-

ter in the 19th century, since

this theorizing is illegitimate

,
which is as bad as

(Continued on Page 3)

few schools which offer major

programs such as the kind in

which Mr. Premo participated.

One must first choose a dis-

cipline, his being political

science, and then choose an

area, l,e, Latin America. The
total amount of work Is equiva-

lent to a double ph.D.

Mr. premo lived and worked

In Latin America for almost

ten years for the U.S.LA. and

Is now In Bogota, Columbia,

doing research for his dissert-
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Editorial
Letters to the Editor

The Literary Manifesto
Social technologist Marshall McLuhan once profoundly

stated, in part, that, "the medium is the message." Printed

media, specifically the newspaper, is an integral and neces-

sary factor in its message to a concerned public. Unfortu-

nately, the general relevancy of most contemporary print-

ed matter, our own Washington ELM included,appears sad-

ly and singularly lacking in recent perspective. We of the

newly appointed ELM staff propose to re-establish rele-

vancy, to reflect and improve our immediate social en-

vironment, and to represent our readers with a genuine

journalistic concern, rather than to bore them with trivia

and irrelevant bits of ennui. Then we asked ourselves the

question - - how?

Firstly, it is apparent that the ELM has been basically

out of touch with its students, faculty and administration.

We hope to rectify this glaring discrepancy in the coming

weeks by an in-depth coverage of the news as it rises in

pertinence to the campus and its inmates. These reports

will be hopefully followed up and reviewed with greater

clarity by articles of a more retrospective nature. In addi-

tion, special emphasis will be given to the expanding role

of the arts and social action on campus.

Secondly, we of the ELM feel that our highest goal can

be to function as a literal spokesman for the college com-

munity. Whether there is presently a community at Wash-

ington College is open to critical analysis. However, the

ELM, acting as an essential medium and open forum, may
possibly generate community response, and eventually, a

more cohesive and evident community at large.

Finally, in the carrying out of our own editorial policy,

we shall directly entertain the guide as, set down in the

Student Bill of Rights and Freedoms:

Student publications and the student press are a valuable

aid in establishing and maintaining an atmosphere of free

and responsible discussion and of intellectual exploration

on the campus. They are a means of bringing student con

cerns to the attention of the faculty and the institutional

authorities and of formulating student opinion on various

issues on the campus and in the world at large.

We can add nothing to this statement, except to say

that, for the present, the Washington ELM will stand as a

viable and constructive press, free of any censorship, and

open to the candid opinion of our community. But our

readers need not look for the annually distasteful essay on

apathy. It is up to our community to manifest itself. The
ELM is willing to help.

THE WASHINGTON ELM
Vol. XL - No. 19

The ELM is published weekly through the academic year except dur-

ing official recesses and exam periods, by the students of Washington

College in the interests of students, faculty, and alumni. The opinions
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Chestertown, Maryland. Second class postage paid at Centreville,

Maryland.
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Sparkling Prose

To the Editor:

Recently, I received ti • fol-

lowing letter dated April 2,

1970, from P.J. Wlngate, Chair-

man, Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors, Washington College. It

"Dear Dean :

When I returned recently to

Wilmington a copy of the Stu-

dent Government memorandum
recommending that the Board

of Visitors and Governors

choose new leadership was a-

waiting me.

The Board elects Its chair-

man each year at the June

meeting and I*m sure It will

give the proper consideration

to the Student Government mem-
orandum. I might add that my
wife thinks the recommenda-

tion should be accepted and so

do my golfing associates who

claim they lose money every

time I attend a Board meeting.

But golfers often exaggerate and

I do not lose money every time

I play. Also, my wife pro-

bably is glad to have me away

from the house from time to

time despite what she says to

the contrary. So I'll just wait

and see what happens at the

next Board meeting.

However, If the Student Gov-

ernment Association decides to

write any more letters to the

Board, I believe you should be

sure that the Secretary proof

reads them before sendingthem

along. This past memorandum

L "Many faculty members
are considering learning (sic),

which directly endangers setting

back the academic progress

of the college."

2. "It is strongly recom-

mended thattheir(sic)beanlm-

medlate change in leadership

if the college Is to continue

to progress.
1

'

Where future criticism of me
is directed to my associates

on the Board, I would prefer

that it be done In sparkling

prose, but if that is asking

too much, please, at least have

the secretary proof read what

Anyway, good luck to you and

your associates during the re-

mainder of your College days.

You will soon be alumni and over

thirty in the not-too-distant fu-

ture. Then watch out for that

future generation..."

Silence is Indeed the best

reply to this letter. It is

quite obvious that Dr. Wingate

has no respect for the Wash-
ington College students' Intel-

ligence. However, the chair-

man's letter also has some glar-

ing errors in spelling. I al-

so will quote one example;

"I believe you should be sure

that the secretary ' proof

reads them before sending

them along."

For the benefit of Dr. Win-

gate, "proofreads" is one word.

Where future criticism is dir-

ected at me, I would also

prefer that it be done in spark-

ling prose. I will not con-

clude by condemning those over

thirty. Indeed, this would be

lowering myself to the level

of the chairman who is quite

an artist at avoiding issues

of importance.

Sincerely,

Dean George Skelos

President, student Government
Association

Gould Replies

To (he Editor:

I appreciate the article and

editorial in the April 10th

"Elm", for it is my conviction

that an academic community

finds purpose and direction as

its several parts — faculty,

students, and administration --

are responsible to each other.

This mutual responsibility be-

came the issue when Mr. Rapp

refused to give me his word

that he would be responsible to

his academic work. I should

mention at this poin^: that at

no time during my conversa-

tions with Mr. Rapp did I de-

mand that he supply me with

a written statement promising

to attend classes. I asked only

that Mr. Rapp give me verbal

assurance that he would beres-

ponslble to his academic work.

I told him that since I do not

keep regular office hours on

Saturday, I would accept a writ-

ten statement of such an in-

office the n

In his

President o

decided to

left

rvlew with the

i Monday, Mr. Rapp

sign a statement

prepared by President Gibson

in which he agreed to attend

classes as a condition of his

reinstatement. A more accur-

ate heading for the lead art-

icle would have been, there-

fore, "Rapp Reverses Stand".

Dr.- Gibson's readmission of

Mr. Rapp was based on Mr.

Rapp's decision to be respon-

sible to his studies.

The "Elm" editorial raised

two questions that deserve full

answers. Question one: "was

discipline secondary to exa-

mple, counselling, guidance,

and admonition?" Question two;

"does not the student have the

right ... to be informed of

the charges against him, that

decisions of dismissal be not

arbitrary and that there be

provisions for appeal?"

Concerning the first question,

I counselled Mr. Rapp on Dec-

ember 18, 1969 when he was

still on academic probation, at-

tempting to help him in a re-

view of his work. I was plea-

sed to write home on January 19.

1970 that his grades warranted

his being removed from proba-

tion. It was a disappointment,

then, for me to discover that

his current mid-semester gra-

des were so low that if not

improved he would be in danger

of being dismissed at the end of

the term by the Committee on

Academic Standing.

Although Mr. Rapp informed

me on April second that he did

not Intend to continue at Wash-
ington College after this term,

I advised him to improve his

grades so that he could either

be re-admitted easily in the

future or could transfer as a

student in good standing to ano-

ther college or university. At

this point, Mr. Rapp stated

clearly that he had no Intention

of doing any work, I then strong-

ly urged that he withdraw for

personal reasons, rather than

to risk dismissal by the Com-
mittee at the end of the term.

He refused, and reiterated that

he would not do any work and

no one could do anything about

Concerning the econd ques-

tion, Mr. Rapp was clearly

informed 1 large again-

st him w as academic irres-

You Can't Win
by (.jpc.ii

Rumor has it that this week-

end's Intrafraternity Council's

beach party might be raided by

the local constabulary as a re-

sult of threats lodged by the

beach's owner, Mr. John Trus-

low, or "Uncle John" as he

is affectionately referred to by

his flunkies. It seems that the

beach, the site of last year's

IFC bash as well, is situated

too close to Truslow's exper-

imental farms. Truslowclalmed
fowl play as last year's band

scared his hens out of a week's

egg production. Lay on, Trus-

Mammoth construction has
begun on the massive "Little

George" fountain situated twixt

Minta Martin and Reid Halls,

plans call forthe fountain to de-

pict the father of out country

as a small tad defecating on

his father's plantation.

Platter Chatter Department:

There is word of a hot record

ring now operating in Somerset
House working off the highly

efficient rlpoffs from the school

store, Golly, if we can't trust

our own brothers, who can we
trust? Gee . . .

You may have noticed In re-

ceiving your schedule of next

fall's class listings that three

n January

Political Science courses were

dropped. The motive for this

departmental madness lies in

the administration's cutting

of the school budget Because

of this absurd tact the Poly-

sigh Dept. was thwarted in hir-

ing a third man to their staff.

As It now stands, the Polysigh

Dept. is the smallest on cam-
pus. Meanwhile, two new men
were hired for the Music Dept.,

and two for the History Dept.

In lie of this action, we can

still probably all look forward

to the continuance of that high

caliber of statesmen presently

Inhabiting our government.

Kent House South, The Merry
Pranksters of Washington Col-

lege, are planning to hold a

50's Rocknroll Revival and

Sock-Hop In the near future,

probably in the dining hall of

Hudson. Admission will be min-
imal and there's free beer for

all you mean cats. Hey, baby,

thatsa what 1 like!

(Capt January is a staunch

advocate of the maxim that the

pen is mightier than the rod.

Mail yours (and any other com-
munity notes) to; Capt. January,

c/o the Washington ELM.
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In Perspective-

C. Vann Woodward

After two decades of unpre-
cedented growth andpopularity,

the future of history has been
suddenly called Into question.

This is evidenced by history's

declining status withintheintel-

lectual community, a fall In un-

dergraduate interest, and the

rising opinion thai history is

irrelevant.

During his recent visit. Dr.

C. Vann Woodward, professor of

history at Yale University, was
interviewed about his views on
history's current crisis and
history's possibilities for the

Apologetics Dropped

History has been discredited,

says Woodward, largely be-
cause of its old uses. History
was formerly used to sanctify

the status quo, as it was dur-

ing the 1950*s in the United
States. The revolt against the

status quo of the 1950's, there-
fore, Included the rejection of

history.

Professor Woodward belie-

ves that the rejection of this use
of the past is justified. De-

by Don Rogers
. partial escape from the pfense of the statusquo.hefeels,

is not a legitimate use of his-

tory. But neither can it be used
to promote change and revol-

ution, as the radical historians

propose. If history cannot be
used to defend the present, nei-

ther can it be used to attack

it. History is not a tool; it is

part of the human experience

complete In itself.

Extension of Experience

According to Woodward, true

history transcends utilitarian

or problem - solving uses of

the past by capturing experience

remote from the present. It is

Readers Write .

.

because it acts as an extension

of an individual's own personal

experience.

But the ultimate futureof his-

tory, he believes, depends upon

the willingness of historians to

abandon the utilitarian and

sanctifying uses of history.

History's future role, he hopes,

will be one of enriching human
life, by making available past

experience to contemporary

(Continued from Page 2)

ponsibility. I told him that if

he would not be responsible to

his studies I would dismiss

him for academic reasons If

it were within the jurisdiction

of my office. To avoid any
arbitrariness on my part, I im-
mediately checked with the

President of the College, the

I of I

Photo by Paul Whiton

major factor in the Alpha

Quintana
(Continued on Page 1)

the illegitimate humanism
which some scientists attempt.

More recent literature has

witnessed a change toward the

Intensely subjective, and con-

cerned Itself primarily with

self-realization andthelnternal

struggles of man's self.

Whereas in the older literature

life Is often symbolized by a

journey toward some goal, now

it is more often thought of as a

prison we are trapped in.

Carried to the extreme, this

literary outlook sees salvation

as possible onlythrough the self

and Its values are reduced to

what Dr. Quintana calls "hyst-

Moreover, the hysteria of the

"new Hie" has engendered a

counter-hysteria which is just

as hysterical as what it Intends

Dr. Quintana points out the

need for a new Insight Into the

nature of cultural stability.

Chain
Admissions and Academic
Standing and the Registrar. I

was told by all three that It

was purely an administrative

decision. I returnedtoMr. Rapp

and again admonished him and

told him I would issue a letter

of dismissal unless his atti-

tude changed. He knew at all

times the President of the Col-

lege was the senior adminis-

trative officer for an appeal.

When Mr. Rapp appeared In

my office with the letter of dis-

missal on April 5, I coun-

selled him once more to re-

consider his attitude; he re-

fused. A half hour later I

sought him out and urged him

to change his

The ; ; aftei

spoke with a friend of

told him the situation ;

lined above. That

checked a second time with the

President, the Chairman of the

Academic Standing Committee,

and also with his professor sand

his advisor to see if there were

another procedure that should

be followed. If so, I was fully

prepared to discuss this with

Mr. Rapp on Saturday. They ap-

peared unanimous in affirming

my administrative decislonasa

responsible one. My request to

Mr. Rapp to be off the campus

forty eight hours after his dis-

missal Is consistent with other

campuses. Where, as a cour-

tesy, I informed Mr. Rapp's

parents of my action on April

3rd and Invited their counsel

and found that Mr. Rapp had

not made them aware of the

situation. I believe my action

was far from being an unila-

teral one. Rather, In fairness

to the situation and especially

to Mr. Rapp, I sought the opin-

ion of a group that I felt that

most concerned and best qual-

ified to help.

I am glad that Mr. Rapp chose

to change his mind and to be

responsible after speaking with

president Gibson. If the above

counselling, guidance, admoni-

tions, and action has resulted

in Mr. Rapp improving his work

so that he will be In good stand-

ing at the close of the term, I

will be among the first to con-

gratulate him.

The Intended purpose of this

article is to express the view-

points of Alpha Chi Omega which

they considered of mainlmpor-
tance. By examining these

points of view, a better under-

standing between this groupand

the rest of the college may be

developed.

Members of Alpha ChiOmega
felt that any person who belong-

ed to anyorganlzation(Greekor

Independent) could be in the

position of being labeled. These

"stigma titles" are supposed

to be an adequate description of

each Individual in that group.

College

Presents

'Burgomaster'
On the nights of April 30,

and May 1, 2 and 3, the Wash-

ington College drama depart-

ment will present their final

production of the school year,

with Mr. Timothy Maloney

directing. The play, entitled

"The Burgomaster", Is aeon-

temporary drama written by

Gert Hofmann. The cast has

three characters: Otto Moll,

his wife Therese, and Wllhelm

Nachtigall. Otto will be por-

trayed by David Ripley, Therese

by Meg German, and Nachtigall

by Wayne Jonas.

Members of Alpha Chi felt that

to be labeled solely as an Alpha

Chi was one thing, but to

stamp an Alpha Chi as a house-

wife or drunkard was something

entirely different.

Outside Labels

) does the labeling? One
1 that ii

• group

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Mon. 8-7

Tues. & Wed. 8 - 6

Thurs. 8 - 7

Fri. 8 - 8

Sat. 8 - 6

But wh

not the Individuals ir

Itself that favored

these labels. It was people out-

side of this group that felt that

the label was necessary.

Many of the Images that

a group is supposed to pro-

ject, unfortuantely, are usually

the fault of two or three indi-

viduals In the group itself. It

was more Important to the

Alpha Chi's to be known as

individuals first and then as

members of their organization.

Paranoid Automatic

It was pointed out that these

labels, which seemed to sym-

bolize each girl as a "compu-
terized automation", had pre-

vented many an Independent

from joining a sorority. On the

other hand, the Alpha chi's felt

that It was the Independents that

had created these labels.

It was expressed that a sor-

ority was a center base of com-
mon Interest from which thein-

dlvidual could then branch off

Into more diversified Interests.

But was this center base used

as a crutch by the people In

their sorority? They seemed

to feel that any person on a col-

lege campus will always try to

find a group for security and

Independent or Greek.

Some people will state that

such viewpoints and labeling Is

"common" knowledge to every-

one. But until we stop lump-
ing people Into categories and

placing labels on them, we will

be labeled-just like the know-

ledge that Is known to every~
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SPORTS
by Geoff Anderson

The Grand Old Man
The Washington College community was shocked Mon-

day night at the news of Coach Kibler's heart attack up at

Staten Island. After the Sho'men's 7-6 victory over Wag-

ner College Coach Kibler collapsed in the locker room.

Through the fine efforts of the police and Wagner training

staff Kibler was revived. Presently he is recovering in a

Staten Island hospital. I'm sure any notes or cards to the

Coach would be greatly appreciated. His address is:

Staten Island Hospital

101 Castleton Ave.

Staten Island, N.Y. 10301

How do you win a track meet when you give up

eighteen points in just two events. It's not easy as the

thinclads found out last Saturday in their one point loss

to Western Maryland.

In the running events, the Sho'men could do no wrong

as Sam and Dave took a first and second in the 880, while

Mark Gilcrest and Bob Maskrey combined for a 1-2 in the

440.

However, in the field events it was quite a different

story. Even though Pete Johnson and Chuck Vuolo took

a first and third in the javelin and Rick Holloway and

Norris Commodore placed first and second in the shot, the

thinclads gave up a juicy eighteen points in the triple and

long jumps. All that this year's team needs is a part-time

long jumper and triple jumper.

While the track team was off cavorting at Western Mary

land the lacrosse team stayed closer to home to tangle

with the Alumni in the annual old-times game.

The Alumni, led by the midfield of Jim Chalfant, Dick

Louck, and Eddie Athey, looked impressive in the 8-7 set-

back. Playing along with the oldtimers were Dave Bruce,

Jim Hogg, and Chip Gorgone. Coach Kelly may have to

look for a new manager as his current one is seriously con-

sidering breaking into the lineup next year.

Photo by Geoff Anderson

The Washington College Crew prepares for their race with Salisbury this Saturday on the Chester

River at 1 p.m.The Crew placed fifth in a field of six al the Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington last

Saturday.

Thinclads Edged By W. Maryland,

Bird and Gilcrest Meet Standouts
by Dave Griffith

With a record twenty-seven

men out for track this spring,

Coach Chatellier's thinclads

have jumped off to a strong

start by winning their first two

meets, while dropping their

third by a mere one point.

The two wins, over Salisbury

State and Loyola respectively,

were highlighted by strong

showings in the running events,

particularly the intermediate

and long distance races with

Dave Bird, Mark Gilcrest and

Tom polvinale, combining for a

total of thirteen first places in

the two meets. In the field

events, Rick "Timy" Holloway

won the discus throw at both

meets, while Norris Com-
modore captured two second

places In the shot put.

In the 73-72 loss to Western

Maryland, the Sho'men once

again were victimized by lack

of strength In the field events.

After giving up eighteen points

in the triple and long Jumps,

the Sho'men battled back with

individual wins in the shot put

(Commodore), discus (Hollo-

way), high jump (Polvinale), and

javelin throw (Johnson). How-

ever, the deficit was just out

of reach as the Green Terrors

outscored WC 35-33 in thefield

However, in an all-out team

effort led by the ailing Bob
Maskrey, the Sho'men fought

back. Dave Bird once again won

the mile, while Howard Stau-

ber finished third, Gilcrest and

Maskrey combined for a 1-2

finish in the 440 and a 1-3

finish in the 220. In the hurd-

les, Polvinale finished second

In the highs, with Bartalsky

placing second in the interme-

diates. Yet this effort fell just

short of victory as western

Maryland's 2-mile champ-

ion out-distanced the field in

his event and won the meet

for the home team.

Diamondmen Nip Wagner;

Raynor Posts Second Win

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chesterlown, Md.

Phone 778-252S

New Oyster Bar at the Plaza?

Try

DOT'S

LUNCHEONETTE

Homemade Soup-Crab

Cakes-Cany Out

Dave Bird breaks the tape just ahead of Gary McWillia

Western Maryland in the Sho'men's 73-72 loss to the Green Ten

This past week, Sho'men

dropped two straight doublehea-

ders to Western Maryland and

Upsala before defeating Wagner

7-6 to bring its baseball re-

cord to 2-4 in action last week.

In the Western Maryland dou-

bleheader, Steve Raynor hurled

a two hitter but was the vic-

tim of four Sho'men errors as

he lost a 2-1 decision to Jim

Schwertzler. In the second

game, the Green Terrors

jumped on John Dickson for 11

hits as, they rolled to an 8-2

victory behind a four-hit effort

by Barney Schulze.

Novy Viamonte was pitching

a strong two-hitter going into

the fifth Inning in the opener

at Upsala, but wildness hurt

him In the fifth as the Dutch-

men sent 13 batters to the plate

(eight faced Viamonte, five Dave

Bruce), scored nine runs, and

coasted to a 10-1 victory.

Dary Carrington lost the second

bill Up-half of that twin

sala's Artie Klemm had a per-

fect game going through 6 2/3

innings of the seven inning af-

fair, before Bruce broke up the

bid on a single up the middle.

The final score was 6-0.

In the Wagner game, the Sho'-

men prevailed despite an eight-

error effort by the Washing-
ton defense. The Sho'men scor-
ed three runs^ In the seventh

and two runs in the eighth,

and then survived an eighth in-

ning rally by the Seahawks to

give Raynor his second win.

On a less joyous note, Coach
J. T. Kibler collapsed in the

locker room after the Wagner
victory and was rushed to St.

Vincent's Medical Center on
Staten Island. Reports indi-

cate Hint he Is recovering, but

It is doubtful that he will

make any more trips with the

ball team this year.

Off Sale

COMPLIMENTS

PLAZA LOUNGE
Kent Plaza Shopping Center
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the money from the Sophie Kerr
foundation had been cut for the

second editon, but that from this

year forward they were willing

to pay 50% of the net cost of

the magazine

the

Education Professor T
The History of Campu

races

s Unrest

JIM DISSETTE

Miscellany 189?

Jim Dissette, editor of the

Miscellany, was Interviewed

this week about the budget cut

of the magazine. He said that

sponsibllties that the found-

ation had to fllfill -i.e., college

scholarships and lecturers. As
an aid, it was suggested that

the English department might

find their lecturers before the

beginning of each school year.

They would then .know what
finances they had to work with -

specifically, the money alloted

to the magazine.

Jim is. not completely con-

vinced that the second Issue

cannct be published. The pro-

spect of a second editioncreat-

ed the desired continuum, anda

good deal of excellent material

has been submitted. With the

little money they have left over,

and donations from those in-

(Continued on Page 3)

Dr. Reiss Discusses

Grail Quest Origin
"The Holy Grail Is an image

which our civilization has cho-

sen, or been compelled to cho-

ose, as a recurrent basic sym-

bol of Western christian

Ideals," said Edmund Reiss in

a lecture on "the Quest of the

Holy Grail", given on April 14

as a part of the Sophie Kerr

Dr. Reiss, professor of medi-

eval literature at Duke Univer-

sity, approached the mystery

of the Grail from a study of

the development of the Quest

theme.

Avoided Quicksand

"Origins of the Grail consti-

tute the most quicksand topic

I know of," claimed professor

Reiss, comparing the tracingof

the Grail archetype to such

studies as the nature of Kaf-

ka's Castle and the Holy Trin-

ity. Avoiding more than a cur-

sory review of the question,

the lecture proceeded to the his-

torical background of the GraiL

Although the Grail theme be-

came famous as the central

motif in Arthurian legends, the

Grail first appears in 12th cen-

tury French romances, and only

later do the two distinct

mix.

Perfect Pilgrimage

Parellel to the time of the

Crusades, the Grailtheme stood

as the goal of the pure knight,

beyond physical prowes and

weapons on the pilgrimage to

the Holy City of Jerusalem.

Most versions of the Quest

describe the Grail as theEuch-

The Grail is not of this world;

its possession was not seen

possible for Western society.

The Grail Hero would usually

(Continued on J

Dr. Saul Sack, professor of

history of education at the uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, gave a

presentation of the historical

perspective on student activism

and what it means today, on

Thursday, April 16, in Hynson
Lounge.

Dr. Sack began by stating

the three points on which he

wished to elucidate; (1) that the

current student movements
aren't especially new or revolu-

tionary, (2) the events that have

led up to the special character

of today's student movement,

(3) that sole administration au-

thority is no longer relevant.

New Militancy

"Physical violence and pro-

test on campus are not peculiar

to the contemporary scene," he

said, giving as an example the

Insurrection of Harvard stu-

dents in 1776 over dissatisfac-

tion with the Commons. Stu-

dent and youth rebellion is as

old as educational institutions

themselves, for "relevancelsa

perennial demand of youth."

Dr, Sack went further to point

out that today's activism has

some unprecedented qualities.

In comparison to previous

activism, it is more militant,

more hostile to the Establish-

ment, more wide spread, more
sustained, and concerned with

political issues of a much wid-

er currency. He then cited some

tlonal developments as the cau-

ses of those qualities; the Ci-

vil Rights movement, the draft,

the presence of police on cam-
pus, escalation of the Vietnam

war despite Presidential cam-
paign promises, etc. "Student

movements arise In periods of

transition . . . when values

prevalent on campus are not

supported In the larger so-

ciety," he said-

Rising Student Voice

Concerning the question of

who should govern the college,

Dr. Sack said that it is unjusti-

fiable to exclude students from

the policy-making bodies of the

school. The concept of admin-

istrative authority Is fast bo-

ning and"

dership of the school

change from disciplinary t

©WWjraffiB5 r^usMEiiEWSIWYER PRES5 P.aBox46-6S3WS«eElIiCAHF.90046

Photo by Bill Ennett

DR. SAUL SACK

You

Can't

Win
by Captain January

Last Tuesday, the Food Ser-

,
peaking tn what has to be

of Its finest moments of

inspirational inexactitude

(hint), installed a fire alarm

on one of the main doors in

the rear of the cafeteria and

reassigned it as an emergency

exit, or fire door, or some-

thing. When the door Is open-

ed, an alarm Is triggered which

sounds not unlike a horsefly

experiencing an excruciating

hernia. In a stunning display

of concentrated illogic, the

Food Service figured that If

their scheme showed signs of

success, fire alarms would be

Installed on every door in the

cafeteria save the main en-

trance. Oh, If you haven't figur-

ed out their motivation yet, well.

It's not that they fear a cafe-

terlal conflagration. (Afer all,

brick, concrete, tile and glass

don't burn well, do they, fel-

las?) Just where the conspir-

acy is at, kids, Is that our in-

trepid chefs fear a massive

wave of uncarded, salivating

outsiders craving those culln-

(Continued on Page 2)

NOTICE

The ELM will not publish

the week of April 26, but will

resume publication the week of

May 3rd.
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Editorial

The Whole World

Is Dying

In local Chestertown secondary schools, children and

their teachers called classes off and went outside to plant

trees and clean up rubbish. In the Baltimore and Washing-

ton, D.C. areas, hundreds marched on local factories to pro-

test the releasing of harmful contaminants into the atmos-

phere. At the U. of Md., students sponsored a massive cam-

pus teach-in, with workshops, films, and speechesbeingheld

constantly during the day.

All of these activities occurred last Wednesday in recog-

nition of the nation's first National Environment Day, or

Earth Day, as it was popularly called. As par for the course,

no activities were organized by and for the Washington Col-

lege community. Indeed, it appeared that many of the stu-

dents and faculty were unaware what day it even was. The
ELM feels somewhat disappointed by the apparent fact that

its readers are seemingly disdainful or outrightly oblivious

to their good fortune of living in this world.

Still, despite Washington College, America is presently in

the middle of what may be aptly termed "The Green Revo-

lution." Citizens everywhere are finally tearing themselves

away from their TV sets long enough to see how badly we
have loused up our environment. Our precious natural re-

sources are dwindling from needless waste, millions of gal-

lons of industrial pollutants are being poured daily into our

drinking water, and in many places the very air is not fit to

breathe. In all, Man has upset the delicate balance of the

ecological scales and, in doing so, has posed a threat to his

very existence.

President Nixon, in his State of The Union message last

January, underlined the growing concern of government to-

wards ecology when he stated, "The great question of the
seventies is, shall we surrender to our surroundings, or shall

we make peace with nature . .
.?"

The issue itself is manifestly clear. What we safely view
from a distance as students today, we will surely have to
combat as adults in the near future. We must not fool our-

selves; ecology is everyone's problem. As the "Whole
Earth Catalogue" wryly points out, "We are as gods, so we
might as well get good at it." Only when we stem this

thoughtless tide of manufactured filth, when we purify the
already contaminated air, water and land, and then take
steps to save what we have not yet befouled, shall we, not
as simply Americans, but as basic human beings, be eligible

as passengers on what Buckminster Fuller calls, "our space-
ship Earth."

THE WASHINGTON ELM
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Letters to the Editor . . .

FaSt Exceeds DreamS spectators. It really didn't t

To the Edilor:

The "Fast For Peace" of

April 14 was an apparent suc-

cess here at Washington col-

lege. Over 300 people partici-

pated In It, which is more than

I had dreamed for. As a mat-

ter of fact, I had anticipated

more antagonism, simply be-

cause the VN Moratorium
movement has lost some of the

prestige It once held.

The November 15 "March
on Washington" was undoubt-

ably a more attractive activi-

ty. For those of us who partici-

pated, I think it Is safe to say It

for t

part to attend the "March,"
in fact, all that was asked was
for us to be there.

However, I think the "Fast"
displayed a willingness on our

part to actually sacrifice some-
thing to show concern over the

war anditsvictims, Vietnamese
and American. As a group, we
didn't necessarily protest the

war, but we did show a willing-

ness to aid its victims and help

rebuild that which the war has

destroyed and to alleviate some
of the despair it has caused.

I hope that, in the future,

the Peace movement will con-

tinue to bring us closer toge-

ther in understanding the war
in Southeast Asia.

William P. Sheppard, '73

Vietnam Moratorium commit-
tee - "Fast for Peace" Pro-
gram Coordinator, Washington
College.

Friendly Workers
To the Editoi:

I don't mind friendly work-
men who say hello when I walk

- but the friendliness of

nor some of the actions and

offers of action.

Meg German '72

'Absurd Tact'

by

Utile

some of the workmen
new library is just a

much. I have no desire to get

anyone In hot water, but I feel

that some of the remarks made
by the men should not be made,

Dear Captain January:

Rather than followingan "ab-

surd tact", the decision by the

administration not to add ano-

ther faculty member in the

department of pollcltcal science

was made after the ad hoc com-
mute on the budget was dir-

ected by the Board to make
further cuts to reduce the pro-

jected 1970-71 fiscal deficit.

I should point out that the

following departments have two
professors or less

: Drama, Art,

Physics and Education.

This year there are two pro-
fessors in the political science

department. Next year there

will be the addition of the

Joint appointment of Mr. Premo,
who will teach both political

science and history. Thus, there

Is a net gain over last year

although not as great as we
had hoped.

The history department has
not had two additions as indi-

cated in your column, for Mr.
Belcher replaces Dr. Halstead

while the latter is on leave. Mr.
Premo shares the appointment

(Continued on Page 3)

cause being among one-half

million people is certainly more
entertaining than having an

empty stomach. The "March"
also drew a lot of curious

Captain

January
(Continued from Page I

)

ary disasters summoned up

daily from the Pit, or by dark-

er means. In other words, the

fire alarms are not to be In-

stalled for our safety, but to

shield strangers from thatcon-

stipational devastation we here

at school have grown to know
and love and endure. I thereby

salute Food Service Director

John Linville for his continu-

ing, unselfish exposition of con-

cern and warmth, at our

expense. Only one thing, John.

Take a word from your wise
ol' Skipper, fo' de best laid

plans . . . Disgusted students

triggered the alarm two or three

times Tuesday before a harried

manager, exhausted from re-

peatedly running back and forth

to turn the alarm off, finally

deactivated the whole damn de-
vice. But look at the bright _. .

side, John. You could always
The Alpha Chl s caPtured the first prize in Greek weekend's song-

keep the doors locked for good.

Butterfly, by dropping two from
the old group and picking up
on new sidemen, have trans-
cended their previous teeny-

bopper hype and are finally

laying down a good-heavy pro-
gressive sound. All in all, re-
inforced by my faith in the

critical reliability of several
underground presses, I'll pro-
bably be buying a ticket and so
give the S.G.A. one more
chance. After all, maybe they
made a mistake this time and
got us something spiffy. Se-

condly, kudos are in order for

the silver throat of Phil Sal-

ter In his vocal recital last

Friday night. Although the con-
cert was sparsely attended due
to the fact that most of the cam-
pus was in its cups on the eve
of IFC Weekend, those who did
attend applauded wildly to the
exceptional mastery and control
Mr. Salter demonstrated
through a wide selection of clas-
sical pieces. I don't care what
you say, Mannie, this kid's
headed for the big time . . .

(Capt. January secretly hates
all of you butajob'sajob.write
to Capt. January, c/o Washing-
ton ELM).

Then we'd all be trapped if the

place burned down . . .

Your obedient servant ex-

tends his sincere apologies in

regard to misinformation which
I received and passed on last

week, concerning the 50's Sock-
hop being held this weekend in

the cafeteria. Those perpetrat-
ing this Saturday night's stroll

down Memory Lane in ankle

stocks and two-toned wedgies
are not Kent South's Merry
Pranksters, but those en-

trepreneurs of Hops Colture

themselves, the Kent House
Twelve. I'm sorry, guys. After

I do twelve genuflections before
my blue suede shoes, a couple
of pigeons ner.ks will be wrung
in retribution.

While I'm usually not into

making plugs, I feel I

must make a wishy-washily ex-

ception this time and do not

one, but two. Firstly, after

examing several highly favor-
able reviews (including one in

last week's L.A. Freep) I have
reason to believe that Spring
Weekend's Iron Butterfly con-
cert might not be the sugar-

frosted disaster that many are
expecting. It appears that the

Dream One
circa 1100 BC

three thousand years away
everybody and their sons

with their wrists out,

words about airports and ;

devils selling railroads

to the crowds
songs of roads to follow

and lanterns to hold.

tight

grimace,

children of the networks
nursing warm glass tubes

tell of visions of veterans

of holy wars

Gapetto and his sterilized

stiletto

carving Bogarts out of flesh.

and you wonder why we sleep

from the dry tinworks of t

country

and dream of watersheds.
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Rabat Reviews 'Miscellany 188'

th his favorite read-

Readers Write . .

.

with political science as indi-
cated above.

The three appointments to the

music department are part-
time lecturers (whos total

salary equal less than half-pay

for a fulltlme insturctor. They
are being added so that a student

may be accredited for teaching
misic in the public schools.

William Blair Gould
Dean of the College

January Agrees
Dear Dean Gould:

Mayhaps I lack the Intellec-

tual subtlety to grasp your let-

ter's meaning, but what have

you said that I didn't? Glad you
see things my way. Hotcha,

Capt. January

Scum In ReidHall
To the Editor:

The state of the bathroom on
Hie first floor of Reld Hall Is

teplorable. Chewing gum re-
mained where it was attached

shower wall in Septem-
ber until January. Blood has
teen known to blush loudly on
te floor for weeks. Scum was
draped by the first floor resi-
sts from the shower tiles.
three girls on the hall shared an
Infection; the bath tub was the
middle man.

It has been brought to our at-
tention that in order to save mo-
ney, Washington College has de-
leted the funds normally ap-
propriated by the maintenance
department. It would seem the

Holy Grail . .

.

(Continued from Page 1)

die, before or after entering a
monastery.

The Grail is the Image of a

"reality waiting to be realized;

3 remote possibility yet the

greatest of all possible facts;

'he ultimate ideal, and the hope-
less quest."

(Continued from Page 2)

College could findabetterplace

attachments. In one place it

seems scotch-taped together.

There is not an adequate sup-

ply of variety of cleaning fluid.

There are no sponges. Already

the health of two girls has been

affected.

Perhaps a Cleaning com-
mittee, comparable to the Pood
committee, could be set up by
the Senate to work with the

maintenance department. Per-
haps special meetings should

be called.

First Floor Reid

Ca Comments

To the Editor: .

I can think of a lot more
things this campus could use
than a fountain midway between
Reid and Minta Martin Hall.

Ca Hutton '72

Budget Cut . .

.

(Continued from Page I)

terested, the Miscellany stair

might be able to give us a

magazine next October. To have

a quality magazine, ittakestlme

and money.

Jim wanted to stress the Im-

portance of the magazine next

year as a channel for the pro-

ducts of the new creative wri-

ting class and workshops under

Prof. Robert Day. He does not

want to have to depend on ad-

vertising, therefore, patrons

will be needed desperately.

Compliments

of

The Morylmd

Notional Balk

Chestertown 778-1600

When Camus said of his Sis-

yphus that, "The struggle It-

self toward the heights is enough
to fill a man's heart," hechar-
acterized my own prejudice with

respect to the poetry of today.

I am tired of someone else's

"eternal rock-pushing," of pri-

vate ecstasies or redundant in-

vectives. Actually though I have
had enough of what I will call

poetic masturbation; that is, the

the belief that if we expose
our guts or lay our nerve end-
ings bare in some form which
doesn't look like prose, then we
are poets. AU too often the re-

velation "for those of us who
thrash about / Madly In the
night/ Looking for candles,"
reduces to mere aphorism:

"Everyone going to its own no
place." perhaps the problemof
those who ". . . twist and
crawl with the abecedarian

message/ Writhing behind dead
lips," is that they lack what
Lorca called "duende," that

mysterious and distinctly poet-

ic force through which our pri-

vate struggles suddenly be-
come a song or a flamenco
into which the audience is lr-

resistably drawn. But Lorca's
"duende" is an almost magic
force; It is Philosopher's Stone

of poetry: a rare genius that

can work immediate transfor-

mations almost the way the

young Mozart must have created
his music. To those of you who
believe you have inherited this

"duende", I have nothing to

say because you are by nature

too fortunate to waste yourtime
worrying about reviews and
such. For the rest, however, I

think we must begin by estab-

lishing a point of departure,

a set of criteria by which we
may hopefully judge our own
work. I have chosen those three
rules agreed upon by 11. D.,

Richard Aldington and Ezra

Pound; (1) Direct treatment of

the 'thing' whether subjective or
objective. (2) To use absolutely

no word that does not contri-

bute to the presentation. (3)

As regarding rhythm: to com-
pose in the sequence of the

musical phrase, not in sequence

Three Principles

At first glance Pound's

"three principles" do not seem
very awesome — indeed many
of us might almost be only

too ready to agree. But as he

points out, it Is that second rule

which almost all of us are un-

able to obey: "Indeed "vers

libre" has become as prolix

and as verbose as any of the

flaccid varieties that preceded

it. It has brought faults of Its

own. The actual language and

phrasing is often as bad as that

of our elders without even the

excuse that the words are shov-

elled Into fill a metric pat-

tern or to complete the noise of

a rhythm sound."

I think, in all honest few of

those who wrote for this edi-

tion of the Miscellany would be

willing to stand by every word.

Then I wonder — doesthiscrit-

iclsm seem too harsh? It would

if it were meant to be applied

individually to each poem, if I

were now to proceed to show how

the great majority of poems in

Miscellany 188 fail, If I were

to pick away at these poems

syllable by syllable. Instead let

me simply explain that Pound's
"three principles" are stan-

dards towards which all poets

are advised to work and if I

have any single or general cri-

ticism of this Miscellany it

is not the absence of talent,

creativity, or even of an indi-

cative or individual poetic

idiom, rather it is the absence
of work.

Self Expression

Now it is at this point that

my review suddenly becomes
vulnerable. Until now I have
relied on Lorca and pound —
I was standing of safe ground.

Then I throw it away for an
accusation which some of you
might easily reject by simply
telling me how many hours you
labored overyourcreatlons. So,

to protect myself, I must ex-
plain what I mean by work. Bas-
ically, I mean that those who
contributed to Miscellany 188

are not finished poets and yet

they are more concerned with

self-expression than with study,

they want more to clean out

their own private attics than

to study the art of poetry. Quite

simply, to study the art of poe-
try means that one must learn

to Imitate before one can hope
to create (unless, of course,

he possesses Lorca's magical
"duende"). Finding one's own
Idiom must come after the poet

has mastered the idiom of the

great poets who have preceded
him. In music, for example,
there are those who compose,
and those who play. And of the

classical masters (choose

whom you will), I believe that

the former group must also

have mastered the art of play-

ing music ( though the con-

verse is rarely true). At the

same time as the composer-
to-be learned to play music he

must also have studied the mus-
ical compositions which pre-
ceded him and which formed
the body (If not also the soul)

of the art he was himself about
to undertake. The application

of this rather elaborate (and

perhaps oversimplified ) con-
trast to poetry is made easily

enough; the poet-to-be time,

must master skills as surely

as the pianist must train his

fingers and at the same time,

he must delve into poetry's past

with a special fervor, with what

might be an almost religious

awe. That, in following this

arduous Journey backward, he

need not fear being stifled Is

easily enough guaranteed by

the movement of poetry from

Homer to Yeats. Here perhaps
It Is enough simply to say that

such a journey will certainly

lose many along the way—but

'then so many of us are wri-

ting poetry and so few of us

Poetic Genius

Now I have said my piece.

There remains Miscellany

168 and a promised review.

But given what has preceded,

that task is suddenly easier, at

least from my point of view. I

am able to give unqualified

praise to Linda Honan's "Tale

of Sir Thopas" - - - if she

did not work long and hard over

this masterful imitation (in the

highest sense of the word) of

Chaucer, then she has some

poetic genius which is rare
enough to deserve her fullest

attention In years to come. Or
if she did work long and hard,
she should most certainly con-
tinue to do so - - l think old
Ezra would certainly smile
down on her. Bill Thompson's
"Proposed Fragments of Book
VI for William Carlos Williams'
paterson", on the other hand,

confuses me. perhaps, how-
ever, that Is the nature of

"fragments." Nevertheless,
many of those "fragments" are
brilliant - - I think. The poem
moves so rapidly through so
much and in so many different

able to settle on a starting point.

It seems that there are mo-
ments when I think a poem is

taking form (for example, the
sequence beginning "God creat-
ed alcohol"), and then suddenly
the rhythm runs away, the mood
seems to shift, and I'm left

wondering about a poem which
"changed its course" more
quickly than I could. Actually
what Intrigues me in Mr.
Thompson's poetry Is the sim-
ple fact that he does seem to be
in control of the language though

as yet he is toying with it, ex-
perimenting (the same to you
Mr. Dissette), Hying out in ev-
ery direction. I hope it won't

be taken badly If I say that "My
unconditional suspenders"
should be the first three words
of an excellent poem. In ef-

fect I am saying that Thomp-
son and Dissette are the school

poets if only by virtue of their

love for poetry, for the writing

of it. This love, however, is at

one and the same time the

strength and weakness In their

"finished" work - -as strength

it shows itself in an uninhibited

desire to touch on all that lan-

guage can do and as weakness

it manifests itself as unre-

strained verbiage, that prolixity

against which Pound warned.

Good Taite

There is, of course, more to

say. In fact, it is unfair to close

before mentioning the striking

translations of Mr. Clearfield

and the careful, literal work
of his students, the sometimes
surprisingly good poems by
those who do not think of them-
selves as poets, the excellent

photography, and what seems to

me to be a mature job of edi-

ting. And I am certain that the

entire community Is pleased

(and some undoubtedly reliev-

ed), at the good taste and dis-

cretion shown by the editors,

contributors, advisors, etc. The
final word, however, is one of

caution. The poets represented

in Miscellany 188 seem often

to have forgotten that poetry

seeks to clarify rather than to

obscure. Obscurity will almost

always alienate a good reader —
who will excuse a poem's dif-

ficulty only because behind that

difficulty lies profundity and not

confusion. Nightmares, rhet-

oric, our charming reminiscen-
ces, all have no place in the

work of the apprentice poet.

It Is in this manner that many
of our contemporary poets are

losing touch and retreating

Into solipsism: they are too of-

ten writing from the attic or

from the basement andignoring

the house In between.
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SPORTS
by Geoff Anderson

The Forgotten Men
If you haven't noticed lately the tennis team is presently

enjoying a winning season. Bernie Merrick and his boys real-

ly haven't had much trouble this spring as they have regis-

tered wins over Elizabethtown, 8-1, Salisbury, 7-2, and Wes-

tern Maryland, 6-3. About the only thing that is giving the

netmen trouble this season is the miserable weather we have

been having. With two of the last three matches rained out,

the Sho'men haven't seen action since the Elizabethtown

match ten days ago.

Although Merrick hates to come right out and say it, the

coach feels that if players like Laird Okie, Bill Mitchell, and

Brooks Bergner play up to their potential, this year could

be a winner for the netmen.

In the return meet with Western Maryland this past Mon-

day the thinclads were out to avenge their earlier one point

loss to the Green Terrors. Most track followers ventured to

guess that with Frank Ogens helping out in the long and

triple jumps the Sho'men would have little difficulty in

trouncing the boys from Westminister. Unfortuantely, it

didn't quite work out that way.

It took a fine effort by the mile relay team of Ciganek-

Marjin-Maskrey-Gilcrest before the victory was iced for

the Sho'men. Not only was their 3:27.8 good enough to

win but it was also the best time recorded in the Mason-

Dixon conference this spring. Part of the credit for the win

goes to Coach Chatellier or Mr. IBM, as he is affectionately

called by his team, who came up with a winning lineup.

Mile Relay Records 3.27.8, Deciding

Factor In 76-69 W. Maryland Win
In a meet that Coach Don

Chatellier called "the best ef-

fort by agroupslncel've coach-

ed here," the thinclads hand-

ed Western Maryland their first

setback of the year, last Mon-
day, "76-79, avenging an ear-

lier one-point loss to the Green

An indication of the close-

ness of the meet was seen ear-

ly as long Jumper Frank Ogens

took third place in that event,

with only an inch and three-

quarters separating him from

first place. In the other field

events, pete Johnson continued

his winning ways with a first In

the Javelin, while Norris Com-
modore and Rick Holloway com-

bined for a one-two in the shot

put. Holloway also won the dis-

cus as Ogens and polvinale

took seconds in triple and high

jumps, respectively. Jimmy
Plchltlno also took a second,

in the pole vault.

In the running events, the

Sho'men were once again ham-

pered in the 440 relay as apul-

led muscle to Dave Boan des-

troyed a ten yard lead and cost

the race. Alter Dave Bird set

a meet record in the mile,

and Polvinale placed a second

in the hurdles, Coach Chatel-

Stickmen Trounce

Little (Quakers, 14-2
Last Saturday the Kellymen

finally put together the type of

offense (scoring 14 goals) and

the type of defense (allowing 2)

that they are capable of play-

ing, against an Inferior Swarth-

more team. Even though the

performance was not against a

top contender,

» this c

[•belt.

1 Buckel and KltErskine,

in the nets, as the first

line defense ofTomHeald, Dave

Slama, and TyWalde, played ex-

ceptional ball. The potent at -

tack -was headed by three "hat-

tricks" from the sticks of

freshmen Tom George, Marc
Svec, and "Little Joe" Nichols.

In addition, Barry Drew chalk-

ed up two tallies. Tom Bort-

mes aided on two goals, in ad-

dition to assist efforts from the

sticks of "Pistol Pete" Boggs

and Heald.

The stickmen will be on the

road this weekend as they take

on Washington and Lee this Sat-

urday down at Lexington. The
Sho'men's next home game Is

May 2 against Fairlelgh -

Dickinson.

lier began to juggle the line-

up. To avoid being shutout in

the 100-yard dash, Mark Gil-

crest was taken out of the 440

and responded by winning the

100 In a time of 10.2. Bob
Maskrey and Eric Ciganek, tak-

ing up the slack In the 440

finished 1-3 with ciganek com-

ing from behind to take third

place. This performance was

matched by a 1-2 sweep In the

880 by Bird and Sam Martin.

Gilcrest and Maskrey also com-
bined for a 1-2 in the 220. Al-

ter Gary McWilliams, Western

Maryland's Mason-Dixon two

mile champion, won that race

with a Klbler field record -

9;45.2, the meet came down to

the milerelayinwhlchCIganek-

Martin - Maskrey - Gil-

crest combined to easily out

distance the Green Terrors and

clinch the meet.

On the previous Saturday the

thinclads sent a small contin-

gent to the Mason-Dixon Re-

lays where the team of Gil-

crest - Martin - Stauber -Bird

won the distance medley by
fourteen seconds over second

place Catholic University.

LACROSSE SCORING
through April 1

8

George

Bortmes

Nichols

Shriver

10

Student franchise Plan
The Sea-Swinger ** has been one of

America's best selling sailboats. A full

12' sloop rigged boat at only $179.95.

If you wish to know more about a

franchise, contact:

MR. SAUL B. GREEN, director of marketing



>12ACK!
Profs Hold

Teach-in
The Washington college Stu-

dent Government Association

sponsored a limited teach-in for

the student body, on May 5th

at 10:00 a.m. The purpose

of the teach-in was to provide

students with the information

necessary to form an Intelli-

gent opinion concerning Nixon's

decision to commit troops in

Cambodia. At the same time

the student body voted on a

series of proposals defining

their reaction and response to

the decision and the Vieti

war in general.

There were about 450 stu-

dents present to hear a panel

consisting of Dr. Grumpelt, Dr.

Nathan Smith, Dr. Tai Sung An,

Dean Skelos president of the

S.G.A., andBillSheppard chair-

man of the campus Vieti

Moratorium Committee.

Foreign Reaction

The first action undertakei

was an examination of the pos-

sible reactions of the U.S.S.R.

and China by Dr. Smith and Dr.

An respectively. Dr. Smith pre-

dicted that Russia's reaction

would be heavy on indignation,

and short on concrete promises

of aid. He pointed out, Interest-

ingly enough, the Russian Pol-

icy in relation to Vietnam was

a prisoner of public opinion.

The Russian public has inter-

nalized the propaganda about

defending the peoples republic

and pressures the government

to commit itself. The govern-

ment would like to contain the

conflict in order to

me and money to an

;stlc economy. Dr.

Smith stated he did not believe

the Cambodian venture was an

attempt to open another front;

of territorial expansion. He

added that he did feel that the

Cambodian action had unmasked

Nixon's true strategy; not to

Student Body Opts For Action

On Killings And Escalation
led and to protest wh

pening In this country. Wednes-

day was to be a day of '

i.e. - letters and telegrams to

nd congressmen, and

groups to D.C. in the hope of

seeing and speaking with repre-

This motion was de-

feated.

The second motion called for

a suspension of classes on

Tuesday in memory of the four

students killed, and to protest

U.S. expansion into Cambodia.

This motion was passed.

During a 10-minute break,

Dean Skelos attempted to call

President Gibson in order to

ask for confirmation of the re-

solution. H could not be reached,

so Skelos called Dean Gould.

The Dean did not have the au-

thority, nor any precedent, for

suspending classes.

Also during this break, a

number of college studentswere

Informed of the resolution, and

they decided to attend the S.G. A.

meeting when it reassembled.

They suggested that the S.G.A.

not wait until 10 ;00 the next

morning to notify the school of

the proposal as had been plan-

ned, but to call a meeting that

(Continued on Page 4)
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Students

Move For
Pass-Fail

Students Dean Skelos, SGA president, Bill Sheppard, campus Moratorium Committee, and faculty

lembers. Randy Grumpelt, Nathan Smith, and Tai Sung An, coordinated the teach-in on Tuesday, May

pull I but i t the \

Into a more politically accep-

table action.

That the Communist Chinese

would not commit themselves

militarily was the main point

of Dr. An's remarks. He felt

the Chinese would not like to

intervene for the followlngrea-

sons; (1) the Sino-Sovlet boun-

dary dispute; (2) the division of

the country due to the purge

during the great cultural re-

volution; (3) the historical em-
nity that exists between the Chi-

nese and Vietnamese; and (4)

LIU m i mil-

pointed ou

Cambodia

j be busy assuming

control. An also

that the invasion of

is a military oper-

iseless. He felt that

Vlet-Cong would simply with-

draw from the area of American

troops and return later when the

Americans left.

After a question and answer

period the S.G.A. put a number

of resolutions beforethe student

body. The first, which was ac-

cepted unanimously, deplored

violence and asked for peace-

ful protest.

"We hereby resolve that vio-

lence has noplace in Washington

College's protest against our

Cambodian Involvement andthat

it is the responsibility of every

member of thecollege commun-

ity to see that violence or the

provocation of violencedoesnot

The second resolution con-

cerned the distribution of a

petition on campus and off

against the escalation of the

"To Rogers C.B. Morton,

Charles Mathias, and Joseph

Tydings:

We, the undersigned, wish to

strongly protest our nation's

continual escalation of the war

in Indochina. The recent Amer-
ican and South Vietnamese troop

actions in Cambodia are testa-

ments to our escalation.

We therefore strongly urge

that the Congress take steps to

reassert its constitutional right

to make major policy decisions

that engage this nation in war.

Specifically, we petition that

congress support a resolution

to withold all funds for mili-

tary use in Indochina, until

troops are withdrawn from

Cambodia.
In additon, we request that

the Congress repeal the Tonkin

Gulf resolution, which in effect

gave the president the power

to engage the United States in

Major military activities in

Vietnam, until such time as the

tion are terminated."

The third measure passed

was to boycott classes for Tues-

day, May 5, and Wednesday, May
6, which was also passed with a

scattering of nay votes. A pro-

posal put forward by students

not associated with the S.G.A.

off • i for I

maining three weeks, with gra-

des determined on a pass-fall

basis, while they stayed on cam-
pus and organized political pro-

test. This proposal was voted

on a proposal originating In the

meeting of the "Eastern Shore

Committee to End War through

Congressional Action," held

Immediately beforehand. The
proposal is to change the pre-

sent system of grading to an

optional pass/fail basis for the

remainder of the current seme-

ster in order that concerned

students may devote additional

time and effort towards bringing

the Indochina War to an end.

The proposed optional pass/

fall system would not be per-

manent. It would be in effect

for only the remainder of the

current semester. The propo-

sal was amended to state that

students may elect a pass/fall

grade for courses presently be-

ing taken to fulfill their majors

or distribution requirements,

and receive full credit forthelr

An amendment to the pro-

posal stated that all present

cut policies would be suspended.

(Although this amendment was

adopted by the Senate, itsspon-

later

it, primarily 1

. kid i ..IIKl

;ause the little

by attending

ued on Page 4)
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Editorial Poem by Jim Dissette

Tomorrow Is Too Late
President Nixon's decision to

invade Cambodia, coupled with

the tragic death of the four stu-

dents at Kent State University

have initiated what may be the

largest wave of student protest

to date. The Washington College

community faces the urgent and

inescapable task of determining

what will be their position In

that wave of national concern.

America has through its his-

tory enjoyed a unique luxury;

the luxury of being able to ig-

nore the realities of war, the

i sorrow, the ab-

surdity. Washington College has

to an even greater extent en-

joyed that luxury, by being

shielded no only from the real-

ity of foreign violence, but from

domestic turmoil. We are now

In a period where luxuries, for

college or nation, can no longer

be maintained. The very sur-

vival of this country as a de-

mocratic state may be in ques-

: al-

istlc, effective action. It is

because of this that Washington

College finds Itself in a unique

position. The very purpose of

the Collegelstocreate rational,

informed public citizens.

The College also posessesthe

facilities, the people and the

knowledge to achieve this goal.

These advantages are not now
being used. At a time when
college students axe forced to

involve themselves in the grave

problems which face this nation,

the College is providing neither

the information nor the atmos-

phere in which to make a ra-

tional, informed decision.

It has been the College's

position that It teaches the stu-

dent to think logically and ra-

tionally. However, It is alsothe

College's duty to provide in-

formation and discussion about

contemporary affairs, the nec-

essary information. One cannot

think rationally in a rational

decision vacuum.

One cannot say that the stu-

dent should not be Involved. By
the student's very existence, he

^sassM^>:.:^^^j^^^^;.;.;.:.:.:-:.;.::t .:.
:
.:

Is involved. If the "older gen-

eration" decries their youth's

present reaction to the pro-

blems and trends of today, ther

they must assume the respon-

sibility of providing youth with

the knowledge and capability tc

rationally influence their world,

both morally and practically. It

is all well and good to denounce

irresponsibility in the young,

but nothing is done to create

responsibility and make it

viable. The College is In a uni-

que position to do this, and a

failure to do so is not only mor-
ally wrong, but in a sense sui-

cidal.

In the past few days, this

college has come into the sit-

uation where this commitment
to reason is not only feasible

but necessary. Members of the

faculty possess the knowledge

necessary tocreateaninformed
student body which can provide

the intelligent decisions needed

of today but of tomorrow as well.

The College Itself posesses the

equipment, the structures, and

the focal point to transmit this

knowledge effectively.

The ELM, therefore, recom-
mends that:

1. A permanent Student Com-
mittee be formed to arrange

extra-curricular lectures and

seminars on such subjects as

current, International and nat-

ional affairs, pollution and ra-

2. A series of intensive lec-

tures, seminars and discussion

groups be formed for the next

three weeks to provide the In-

formation necessary to clear up
the prevailing Ignorance about

the Indochlnese war.

3. That any student who feels

called upon to participate poli-

tically be given any and every
opportunity to do so, even if

only to validate our democra-
tic system of government.

4. That the College should
reevaluate its methods of ach-
ieving its time-honored goal

of education todetermineif they
are truly educating people to

take their place asanactlveand

contributing member of society

today and tomorrow.

In short, it is the duty of

this college and every college

to answer their students' cry

for help In facing a difficult

world. If this help Is not given,

they have no one to blame for

the "barbaric" actions of their

students but themselves.

Dream One - Dream Two . . .

words about airports an

changels

devils selling railroads

to the crowds
songs of roads to follow

and lanterns to hold,

grimace,

children of the networks

nursing warm glass tubes

tell of visions of veterans

of holy wars

Gapetto and his sterilized

stiletto

carving Bogarts out of flesh.

and you wonder why we sleep

far

from the dry tinworks of our

country

and dream of watersheds.

bright like

a bayonet shocks the infidels,

provoked by love on paper,

and surely four students slain

wouldn't even change your poker

to prlestcreases. It's your game
but the rule's upset

the game is crossed

so when yourfuslllade sets flints

and fires

in their falling we will honor

the threshold bet ween the cradle

of heaven

and the deathbed of lime

to plant the Judas tree

that someday you shall honor
and finally be free.

Administrative Folic)

On Campus Disorders

. :::.,'. .
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Iron Butterfly
The Senate passed a resolution Monday, April 27, placing

the price of advanced tickets for the IRON BUTTERFLY con-
cert at $3 for Washington College Students. The number of

tickets available at this price will equal the number of stu-

dents. There will be a list of students' names to insure that

each student buys only one ticket at the lowered price. If a

student is not attending the concert, he may still buy his tic-

ket at $3 and sell it to another student with an off-campus

If a student waits to buy his ticket at the door, he will be
required to pay the original $5 price.

PAULWH1TON 71,

Photography

Collins

To Speak

Michael Collins, the astro-

naut who piloted the command
module on the historic Apollo

11 voyage to the moon, will

speak here at Washington Col-

lege on Tuesday, May 12. Col-

campus disturbance must be
flexible at all times. However,

certain actions by any group

cannot be condoned and often

require an immediate response.

Other actions often allow time

for an evaluation of the situa-

tion and a more deliberate

reaction. Even though reaction

and tactics necessary for a re-

ply to a disturbance are not al-

ways predictable, policy should

and i

rational approach to a dis-

turbance during the first phase

of an incident, often the most
critical period.

Classification of
Disturbances

The following actions require

immediate response. This does

not necessarily mean the use of

police or law enforcement agen-

A. Violence against any mem-
ber of the college community or

guest of the college.

B. Extensive property dam-

C. Forcible interference with

the freedom of movement of a

campus guest or any member
of the college community and/

or the safety of such persons.

D. Examination or destruc-

tion of files (institutional or

personal).

Other forms

may not require an immediate
response and might be consi-

dered in light of the special

ways they affect campus life

and the procedures used by the

Procedures During
Disturbances

1. Direct communication with

demonstrators should be estab-

lished, maintained and con-

sidered essential to a peace-

ful solution in any disturbance.

Persons who are in a position

to grant approval to necessary

changes or recommend direct

action, should represent the

college. Such persons must be
empowered as agents of thepre-

sldent who would determine in

advance their responsibility In

secretary of state for public af-

fairs.

His public lecture, which is

free, will begin at 1 ; 30 p.m. In

Tawes Theatre. The lecture is

entitled "Foreign Policy: Ideal-

ism or Realism". A reception

and question-answerperiod will

follow In Hynson Lounge.

If he arrives in time, Collins

will also attend Dr. An's class

in foreign relations. Following

the class, he will meet for an

hour with students.

In his new office, Collins Is

responsible for State Depart-

ment relations with the Ameri-
can public.

such negotiations. Faculty, ad-

mlnistrators or board members
may be Involved in such t

muni cation.

2. whenever possible, the de-

cision to Issue an ultimatum

to call in outside agencies

should be made only after

conference Involving those fac-

ulty and administrators de

monstrators and the president

of the college. (It is possible

that Individual members of the

Student Affairs Committee <

the entire committee could be

utilized for such assistance.)

3. The decision to involve po-

lice should be made only after-

(a) a carefully chosen and ne

cessary ultimatum has beenif

nored or (b) in the opinion <

the proper authorities, th

normal process of campus life

has been disrupted to a point

where no other course of

tion Is deemed appropriate,

4. Due process, especially the

use of established judicial pro.

cedures at the College, should

be used in the case of any c

monstrator charged with illegal

action by the college. Civil

proceedings should be usee

when the College or any

vidual wishes to charge a dem-
onstrator with crimes clearly

outside the realm of our r

gular Judiciary systems.

Off-Campus Disturbances

Students as members of t

College community and as cit-

izens of Chestertown are en

led to the right of personal

c

cern and freedom of expression

about issues both on am
campus.

Social, racial and moral pro-

blems should not be considered

unique to a geographical area.

They represent the concerns of

Individuals who live and work

in the community. A person's

temporary residence does not

prohibit his Interest and ln-

involvement in affairs which af-

fect him and those with whom
he associates.

If in the course of his in-

volvement, a student violates

state, federal or local laws, t

College will neither protect n

penalize him except In cas

where a violation of the Student

Rights and Freedomsstatemenl

concerning academic policies

has been committed. The

College will neither condemn

nor defend the positions of in-

dividuals whichreflect personal

beliefs or moral commltm
on controversial issues.

The College as an academic

institution and as defender <

personal freedom and individual

rights, will expect full pro-

tection of the law and due pro-

cess for any member of It

community who is involved i

off-campus activities.

Our campus should n<

become a sanctuary, where vio-

lators of local, state or
eral law can take refuge. How-
ever, law enforcement agents

must respect Individual i

dom, due process and college

property when on campus In

tempts to apprehend, Investi-

gate or discuss the activities

of individual students.
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The biggest and dumbest mistake anyone can make at this point is to underestimate the incredible seriousness of the
urrent situation.

Students

Discuss

D.C. Trip
To discern whether the trip

to Washington on May 6 was
relatively effective, and If not

that, at least educational, the

ELM asked that people who went

respond to the following ques-

1. Who did you see?

2. What type of reception?

3. What were his/her views?

4. Did you make any impres-

It was encouraging that 53

students gave their answers. Of

these 53, the majority saw leg-

islative or administrative aid-

es, although a few were lucky

enough to see their senators.

With a few exceptions, most

were cordially received and

given as much help and infor-

mation as possible.

One student said that he gath-

ered that the sentiment is strong

concerning Nixon overstepping

his prerogative. As a concrete

Instance of this, he cited his

talk with Senator Aiken of Ver-

mont. Although thereappearst

be a new general sentiment

Aiken said, he did not think then

would be votlngagainstthePre

Another impression he re-

ceived was that there were sev^

cial invasion of Cambodia, but

that they either did not think

the Hatfield Amendment is the

answer, or are non-committal

about it and the Mathias Res-

olution. An aide said that Sen-

Muskle Is In the process

of writing his own proposal to

Many officials seemed to ap-

preciate the effort made, and

encouraged the continuation of
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Pass-Fail

There are only two words thai I think have meaning for the 70' s:

"acceleration" and "reversibility."

(ail mark, not the actual let-

The proposal passed the Sen-

ate by a vote of 25 to 0.

Following the voteon the pro-
posal a motion was made that the

Senate pledge itself to abide by

the decision arrived at in the

subsequent student body meet-

ing. The motion passed by a 25-

(Continued From Page 1)

classes would not Inhibit the

students anti-war activities)

The extended pass/fail sys-

would be conducted, by and

», In the same way the cur-

system is, insofar as
: (1)

:oncerned student would ln-

i the registrar of his de-

cision; (2) the course professor

would not be Informed of the

student's decision; and (3) the

course professor would give a

letter gTadefA, B,C, D, F) to the

registrar who would trans-

late the gTade Into either apass
(P)orafail(F).

It was decided that If the pro-

posal was passed by the Sen-

ate, a meeting of the entire

student body would be called to

decide if the proposal would be

sent to the faculty to be voted on.

A question was brought up

concerning the reporting of

grades to graduate school. Er-
mon Foster, the college reg-

istrar, was contacted and he

stated that under the current

pass/fall system graduate

schools receive only the pass/

A meeting of the student body

was called at midnight. The

roughly organized notion which

the Senate has passed half an

hour earlier was read to the

student body. The students were
asked to consider the motion,

write recommendations for re-

finement, and submit them to

the Senate office in the morning.

A group of students, faculty, and

administrators would consider

each of the points and compile

them for presentation and de-

bate at an 8 : 30 p.m» meeting

of the student body on May 7,

at which time students would

also vote on that motion. The
motion was then re-read by

Dean Skelos and questions were

invited from the floor.

Student Expresses

Pro-War Opinions

Michael Brown, was Inter-

viewed Tuesday afternoon. Dur-
ing Monday night and Tuesday
morning's meetings, he spoke

out in support of the Presl-

He argued, "Vietnam Is a

matter of principle. North Viet-

nam should not be allowed to

take u .er any country. * .Us

extends to Cambodia and Laos.

Because they are willing to

fight for It and willing to en-

dure a large expense—because
North Vietnam has shown a de-

sire to dominate South Viet-

{ nam—we should be willing to

fight and continue to."

He said that he had not gone

to Vietnam but would fo If cal-

led because he feels bound by

the decision of the majority in

the case of a similar war, but

if he were opposed he would

voice hlsdisaprovaL He strong-

ly favors following the wishes
oflhe majority,

During the discussion Tues-
day morning, he asked why Mc-
Carthy was not elected pres-

sald:

"I did not understand how I

was being misunderstood. If I

had the chance 1 would not ask

the question again. But If most

of iiie people are for peace—
which I don't believe and since

Vietnam was the major issue-
there should have been more

He supports the resolution

calling for non-violence, which
was adopted unanimously bythe

students. He feels that a col-

lege could not vote down such

of

the opinion that there could be
violence, which would be dis-

asterous for all concerned.

When asked about the sit-

uation at Kent College, he said,

by !

screaming crowd 1

shot was fired, I would shoot

back too." He felt that the

guardsmen were not controlled

because they were young and
with no combat experience.

Newman Speaks To Students,

Urges 'Staying In The Hassle'
Explaining that he wanted to

"rap" with the student body,

actor Paul Newman gave a talk

on Wednesday morning at 10:30

in Tawes Theater on the sub-

ject of the extension of the war

Into Cambodia and the students'

reaction to It. Onstage with him

were his associate Bill Johnson,

Dean Skelos, and Dr. Gibson.

The meeting was attended by
six hundred and fifty students,

faculty, and townspeople.

Newman started by saying

that he was "not an expert"

on Southeast Asia. He made his

mediate point, saying "if you're

going to Washington, know why
you're going." He asked that the

students know what they want to

say, and that they learn some-

Monday Night

(Continued From Page 1)

night. The Senate adjourned so

that everyone could return to

their respective dorms and

inform people of the meeting,

which was set for 11:45 p.m.

in Hynson Lounge.

The Lounge was crowded with

students, faculty, and adminis-

tration by 12:15. Everyone had

a chance to voice his opinion,

and whereas classes could not

be unilaterally suspended, cer-

tain professors announced that

and it was left up to each In-

dividual whether to cut any of his

other classes.

At 12:45 it was moved to ad-

journ the meeting until 10:00

Wednesuay morning, at which

time further facts andlnforma-

tion would be givenfor the bene-

fit of all those who were un-

certain about the war in Viet-

nam, and the official extension

of it into Cambodia.

Many students and faculty

remained to continue individual

and group dialogue In order to

clarify ideas, by the exchange

of them. Students also worked

on posters to put up around the

campus and in the community

to inform people of the Wash-
ington College "teach-In" the

thing about the United States'

Involvement in Southeast Asia.

He also said that if the students

want to close the school, they

should know why they wanttodo

it, and they should keep their

purposes in mind and ahead of

Mr. Johnson spoke for a mo-
ment about the inequities of the

n-S draft deferment, saying

that It caters only to the middle

class segment which can afford

to send its youth to college.

He felt that the removal of this

would jar the middle class Into

demanding a volunteer army due

to the fact that its youth would

be immediately drafted on

graduating from high school and

sent to the front lines in

Vietnam.

might not get results immed-
iately. "Nothing's free," he

said, "if you don't get results,

you've got to hassle It, and if

you give up the hassle, your an-

ger turns to poison inside."

Newman also suggested that

the SGA make a statement of

what the students' want that

could be agreed upon. He said

he would advocate a general

strike if the students would work
constructively to do something.

In a lighter vein, Johnson said

he had heard George Wall sug-

gest that perhaps the U.S. has

no silent majority, perhaps it

has a deaf government. Newman
referred to Homer's use of the

term "great silent majority"

to mean the dead. "When Ho-
mer talked of someone who had

passed into the 'great silent

majority,' he meant that that

person had died."

Committee Forms Up

To Organize Shore

Against Indochina

tee to De-escalate the War
Through Congressional Action"

formed Tuesday night here on

campus. The purpose of this

committee is to make the cur-

rent anti-war movement much
more effective by organizing le-

gal political community pres-

sure on congressional repre-

In a meeting on Tuesday night,

three committees, on fund-

raising, advertising, and re-

cruitment were set up. Social-

ogy professor Michael Ledvlna

was voted acting chairman,

Sherry Daiger was elected sec-

men, Med German, Micky Ma-
gri, and Bert Bogash were ap-

pointed.

The main program will In-

volve arranging town meetings

certed expression of protest,

directed toward Rogers Morton,

Joseph Tydings and Charles

Mathias. Organization of con-

stituents in an election year can

be a very effective means of

focusing the Impetus toward

ending the war.

On Wednesday night, the main

business of the committee was

the passage of a suggestion to

the S.G.A. for an optional pass-

fail grading for any student in

any course this semester. The

financial committee reported

donations of $100 after the first

NOTICE

Donald Dolce, free lance cam-

pus drama critic, will present his

"Donalds" tonight at 7 in Bill

Smith Auditorium.
next morning. and from this progress to con-
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What we
have here is

a failure

to communicate.
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Concert Given

In Honor Of Gibsons
Last Saturday evening, May

9, a concert by pianist John

Browning was held in honor of

Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Z. Gib-

son. Members of the college

community, close friends of the

Gibson's, and friends of the

College attended. Followingthe

concert, there was a reception

in Hodson Hall.

In his opening remarks, Dr.

College

Discusses

Relations
by Cathy Carroll

A breakdown In communica-

ions has ensued between Wash -

ngton College and itsgovern-

ng board. For this reason the

Dovernlng Board of Visitors and

Governors met with faculty,

students and administration, on

April 25 in Queen Anne's Dorm
to discuss ways to overcome

and eliminate the communica-

tion breakdown.

It was felt that the Board was

not adequately interested or in-

formed about the day-to-day af-

fairs of the College. The board

conducts four meetings a year.

One board member said he did

not think the meetings were

long enough to accomplish much

beyond routine business.

There was a general agree-

ment that meetings of greater

frequency and length should be

held to give more board mem-
bers a chance to become in-

volved in the college commun-

ity. It was suggested that mem-
bers conduct open forums and

meet informally with students

in the dining hall.

Part of the discussion dwelled

on the lack of awareness of

students concerning the way the

school operates. A suggestion

was made to Include programs

on the governance and operation

of the College into the Fall

Orientation Program and to

broaden the program to include

new personnel. Board member

Dr. Wagnor said he would fi-

(Conlinued on Page 2)

NOTICE

Washington College will host

'Iron Butterfly tonight and a

long with them, we expect to

be entertaining several obser-

vers from the narcotics squad.

A word to the wise gathers

Phillip Wingate, Chairman of

the Board of Visitors and Gov-

ernors, commented that Ches-
tertown was once referred to

as the "Athens" of the East-
ern Shore. He compared Dr.

Gibson to the great Greeks be-

cause of his outstanding lead-

ership at Washington College

during the past twenty years.

The "Citizens of Athens" re-

cognized Dr. Gibson with" a

standing ovation.

John Browning is one of the

world's leading young pianists.

His technique, his great sen-

sitivity, and his poise on stage

surpass almost every other pia-

nist of his age.

The program was filled with

some of the greatest music of

the piano repertoire, spanning

from the Baroque to the Post-
Romantic period styles. Mr.

Browning showed his mastery
of all styles. Especially in-

teresting was his Romantic in-

terpretation of the Bach Chro-
matic Fantasy.

The concert and reception

were in honor of both Dr. and

Mrs, Gibson, in recognition of

their combined service to the

college and their interest in

the arts, especially music.

During his twenty years as

president of Washington Col-

lege, Dr. Gibson has streng-

thened the school In all

areas. Mrs. Gibson, an ac-

complished pianist, accom-

panies the college chorus and

choral

'Folk Peace Service
9 Held

For Students Killed At Kent
by Bill Pitcher

Jeffrey Miller, Allison
Krause, Sandy Lee Scheuer,

William K. Schroeder. Four

young students of Kent State

University, Ohio, killed by Na-
tional Guardsmen on Monday,

May 4. Many students and fac-

ulty believed these deaths to be
tragic and unnecessary, and de -

Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Z. Gibson i

John Browning after his piano <

urday evening.

elded that those of us at Wash-

ington College that so desired

should be given the chance to

do and say something about it.

Quiet March

On May 8' at twelve noon,

more than half the school ga-

thered at the ELM to partici-

pate in a "Folk Peace Service"

In memory of the four stu-

dents.

They walked two by two down

to Kent Circle and over to High

Street on the way to the Christ

Methodist Church. The proces-

sion to the church was unevent-

ful and remarkably silent. Led

by Dean Skelos and Bill Shep-

pard, everyone took their place

After opening remarks by

Reverend Jason Blundon, the

group sang the hymn, "Song of

peace." After thls,DeanSkelos

went to the pulpit to speak about

the unnecessary deaths. The

main point of Ms speech was

that they were another example

of the useless killing that is a

result of the war inlndo-Chlna.

Informal Ceremony

After the Scripture readingby

Reverend Blundon, everyone

was given an opportunity to of-

fer a prayer.

Later the "Fourgiven" led the

gathering in singing "Turn,

Turn, Turn", "Where Have All

the Flowers Gone?" and "If I

Had a Hammer." We filed out

of the church singing "Kum-
Ba-Yah" and continued singing

on the way back to school

But on the way, we encount -

ered a woman yelling out of a

second floor window to us. Her

rhetoric consisted of telling

people togethaircutsandabath,

but the only response she evoked

from the procession were peace

signs and "Lady, you are for-

given."

Gibson

Praises

Students
To the Students:

Over the past twenty years

there have been numerous oc-

casions when I have been proud

of the students of Washington

College. But never more so than

during the past ten years, cul-

minating in the simple and

heartfelt memorial service last

Friday. Though I'm supposedto

be hard-boiled (an error), it

brought tears very close to the

surface. If only you can keep

your present Idealism burning,

the world will be abetterplace.

God bless

Daniel Z. Gibson
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Editorial

Sounds Of Silence

On May 11th, a small uprising was staged in Augusta,
Georgia to complain of the death of a 16 year old

black, Charles Oatman, who was beaten to death inside

the city jail, turned into a riot. The question remains

whether he died due to injuries received from black cell-

mates in an overcrowded jail, or from the officers of the

law. Governor Maddox immediately responded to what
he termed a "communist conspiracy" and give the Na-

tional Guard orders to shoot to kill. The Guard entered

with fixed bayonets when the dust cleared the toll was
six dead and sixty wounded. The Guard immediately

charged the Augusta Police Department with responsi-

bility for the deaths.

I, myself, sat back and waited for the cries of out-

rage, of shock and sorrow from all those who recently

deplored the blood shed at Kent State. I looked for the

proclamations and demonstrations from those groups

organized for peace in the world. I searched for news of

the massive student protest and concerted action sure to

follow an injustice. And I heard silence.

It is a curious thing this silence, a curious but familiar

thing. If you listen closely, you can hear it echoing and

reechoing down the corridors of American history. I can
remember hearing it many times. It was the same sil-

ence that engulfed us after four black children were kil-

led one Sunday in a bombed-out church. The silence

that came in like a fog after Watts, Detroit and all the

long hot summers. The silence that buried King, Mal-

com X and all the other martyrs. The silence that swal-

lowed up the Kerner Commission Report on Racism and

God knows how many others. The silence that greets

cries of police repression when the Black Panthers find

every major leader dead, imprisoned, or forced to leave

the country.

But this is all objective. Have you ever lived with sil-

lence, fought in silence, bled in silence, died in silence?

yVill you ever understand? Help, the silence is killing me.

William D. Prettyman

Editor - in - Chief
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

There are several clarifica-

tions I would like to make re-

garding the interview published

in the May 8th issue of the ELM
entitled "Student Expresses

Pro-War Opinions."

When first approached by an

ELM reporter, I was told that

a survey of student opinion was

being made so that an overall

picture of campus sentiment

could be presented on paper.

As the unofficial representaUve

of the less vocal faction of the

student body, I was concerned

that my views might be mis-

interpreted and printed out of

context. Upon publication of

the article 1 found my fears

confirmed. The article was

worded in such a way as to

change the Implication of my
answers. At this time I would

like to take the opportunity of

expressing my opinion in my
"own" words, thus clearing up

any misunderstanding.

First. I did not speak out

in support of the president"

In general; rather, I spoke out

in support only of the Adminis-

tration's Southeast Asian pol-

icy. There are many other as-

pects of Mr. Nixon's adminis-

tration which I do not support.

Second, my support of Mr.

Nixon's Southeast Asian policy

can be validatedby the following

1. North and South Vietnam

have always been at least two

separate countries, oftenin vio-

lent conflict over the rich rice-

lands of the Mekong Delta, ex-

cept for a short period of

"unity" under French rule (c.

1850-1954).

2. According to the Geneva

Accords of 1954, Indochina was

divided into four areas - Laos,

Cambodia, North Vietnam and

South Vietnam. The Accords
guaranteed one hundred days of

free passage between Northand

South Vietnam for those who did

not wish to be under Communist
rule (North Vietnam) to travel

south, and for those who de-
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sired Communist rule to go

north. This guarantee was bla-

tantly violated by the North

Vietnamese massacre of thou-

sands of Catholics outside of

Hanoi during this time.. At the

end of the decade, Communist

activity was reactivated in the

South under the direction on

North Vietnam, president Diem

then requested U.S. aid in com-

bating the new threat; It was

received in the form of equip-

ment and advisors. By this

time, the Increased infiltration

of equipment and men from the

North had led to a very real

threat of North Vietnamese vic-

tory in South Vietnam.

3. With the assassination of

president Kennedy, Mr. John-

son, as a "green" leader, was

left with two alternatives - (a.)

an escalation matching that of

the North Vietnamese, or (b.)

total war, involving the risk of

direct confrontation with China.

Johnson chose the former. Time

has shown that he underesti-

mated the enemy; It is now Mr.

Nixon's policy to reverse John-

son's error through Vietnam

-

Izatlon.

4. With the overthrow of

Prince Slhanhouk, it finally be-

came possible for U.S. troops

to his North Vietnam's major

supply depots in Cambodia. The
equipment captured and de-

stroyed In this operation is

buying vital time for the Viet-

namlzation program. The suc-

cess of the operation thus

far can be seen in the capture of

over 130,000 rounds ofammuni-
tion, thousands of weapons, and

hundreds of rockets, none of

which will new be used against

U.S. troops. Since the monsoon
season will begin shortly, It will

take several months and much-
needed manpower for the North

Vietnamese to carry replace-

ment supplies down the Ho Chi

Minn trail.

5. Mr. Nixon, though well

aware of the dissent his decision

would provoke, valuedU.S. lives

over his own popularity.

These are a few of the rea-

sons why I believe the U.S.

commitment in Indochinaisjusi

and necessary. In conclusion,

I hope that the ELM will, ir

future, make a more concerted

effort towards fair representa-

tion of views conflicting witl

those of the editorial staff.

Respectfully

Michael B. Brown '73

refer consisted of your opinion

words to an Elm reporter.

Every effort was made to in-

sure that your views were not
misrepresented. The first

draft of the article, about
whxeh you complain, was pre-

sented to you for any additions
or deletions you cared to make.
When you revised certain por-

incorporated in the printed
article. Both times you were
oeked to express your views as
fully and completely as pos-
sible. If, for whatever reason,
you would n-ot express yourself
fully and articulately; I fail

to see where this constitutes
misrepresentation on the part.

your charges.
The Editor

To the Editor:

What kind of horse shit Is

this? Calling off school so

students and faculty can go to

D. C. to BITCH.

Maybe if our professors

taught something other than re-

volution, we'd have a few clear

heads around.

I'm not in Chestertown on

All our pot smoking profs

should either act like American

educators or trip out!

It's a funny thing, but the

people in Washington aren't try-

ing to screw anybody, they're

just trying to make the de-

mocracy work, that our pot

head profs are trying to de-

If the shoe fits, wear it!

Bill Frank '70

John Franco '70

To the Editor:

Until today we were proud to

be students of Washington Col-

lege, proud of the way we as

a student body showed our con-

cern for world affairs. Today,

however, the worst people man-

ifested itself - - Ignorance, self-

concern, and greed. It's a rude

awakening to find that your fel-

low students, so concerned for

world peace a few days ago,

now are anxious to have classes

cancelled because they want to

go home early. We seem to

be no better than the older

generation, the establishment,

the dog-eat-dog world. Wehave
turned W. C. into a younger

form of this world which we
are trying to Improve. Those

students who are not working for

peace, but taking advantage of

the new plans for their own
benefit are just as guilty of

"trying to beat the other guy

out." The so-called thirst for

knowledge of the younger gen-

eration, the salvation of the fu-

ture world, has been disproven

by these students. It is frlght-

(Continued on Page 31

Communications Breakdown

:hael Collins,

assistant Secretary of

spoke on the subject of

tan foreign policy in

Theatre, May 12lh.

(Continued from Page I.)

nance a visit of a staff mem-
ber to "a school in the North"
which he said has a model or-
ientation program.
Alumni representatives also

expressed a sense of aliena-

tion fromthe college. Thealum-
ni journal, The Reporter, was
felt to be inadequate as an in-

formation vehicle. It was
recommended that alumni be in-

vited back for more than just

social affairs andthat programs
be sponsored to inform them of

the College's needs and plans.

A quota system was sug-.

gested to enlarge the propor-

tion of young alumni represent-

ing the board.

Other ideas included; a team

approach to admissions, invol-

ing faculty, students, and alum-

inus, the implementation of

more ad hoc committees, the

encouragement of board mem-
bers to attend meetings and

workships of the administrative

staff, and the inclusion of the

entire college community in

major decision making.
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| Dolce's Review
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Donald Reviews the Donalds

It was beautiful! Absolutely nounced that M
beautiful! Donald Dolce made

his stage debut last Friday

evening in Bill Smith Auditor-

ium as he presented the Donalds

- his awards for theatrical ex-

cellence at Washington College

from 1966 through 1970.

Making a triumphant entrance

to Hello Dolly, Donald swept

onto stage in a white linen bro-

cade shirt suit, a Pucci

scarf (with a Cardin label), and

a Bill Blass belt. He looked

resplendent, and his command
of the stage can only make one

wonder why college audiences

have not seen him in previous

productions.

And what colossal con-

celt! Not only did he nominate

and select the winners, but he

had the audacity to give him-

self the Grand Award. Aside

from that, most of his choi-

ces were predictable and seem-

ed legitimate with a few ex-

ceptions.

Michael Demlck should have

won for something, and it is

questionable whether Pamela

Kneller should have won two

awards. However she was wear-

ing an interesting dress, and

Mr. Dolce's choices are not

always known for being objec-

tively selected. Certainly Ben-

nett Lamond, Peter Herbst, Ca

Hutton, and Carl Gamba were

deserving receiplents. The sur-

prise of the evening was the

decision to give Timothy Ma-

loney three awards for "Best

Production of the Year", 1967-

66, 68-69, and 69, and 69-70.

Mr. Dolce combined a flair

for theatrical showmanship with

his uncanny ability to keep the

audience tense with antici-

pation, to give the College an

evening it will long remember

He was ably assisted by Ca

Hutton, who produced the ex-

travaganza, Alison Howell on

lights, and Bill Kane and Dave

Roach, who did the music.

But above all, it was Donald's

evening, and the audience re-

sponded ecstatically when he

announced himself

Dolre hadwor
the first "polonlus*' award -

given to that student who has

written during the past four

years, the most words about

drama in the Washington Elm.

A fitting choice'

Well, Its over now, but it

was great while it lasted. The
winners were;

1966-67 - Best Actor - Ben-

nett Lamond for "Waiting for

Godot", Best Actress - April

Marshall for "Hello, Out

There", Best Supporting Ac-

tor - Charles Hemming for

"Waiting for Godot ", BestSup
porting Actress - Victoria Col-

gan for "Macbird", Best Pro-

duction of the Year - "Waiting

for Godot" directed by J. T.

Miller.

1967-68 - Best Actor - pet-

er Herbst for "Play",

Best Actress - Pamela Knel-

ler for "The Miser", Best

Supporting Actor - Steven Ogil-

vy for "Oh, Whata Lovely War"
Best Supporting Actress -Pam-
ela Kneller for "Enrico IV",

Best Production of the Year -

"Enrico IV" directed by Tim-
othey Maloney.

1968-68 - Best Actor - Ca
Hutton for "The Fantastlks",

Best Actress - Alison How-

ell for "Hotel Paradiso", Best

Supporting Actor - Woody Mc-
Donald for "Hotel paradiso".

Best Supporting Actress - Anne

Lickle for "The Father", Best

Production of the Year - "The

Fantastiks" directed by Timo-

thy Maloney.

1969-70 - Best Actor - Carl

Gamba for "MacBeth", Best

.Actress - Meg German for the

"Burgomaster", Best Support-

ing Actor - Marc Lobell for

"The Three Cuckolds", Best

production of the Year- "Mac-

beth" directed by Timothy Ma-

loney and H. Paul Mazer.

You Can't Win

That's right, matles, Its time

for the Second Annual Capt.

January Dubious Achievement

Award presentations and Clam

Shucking Bee for the Handicap-

ped. So let's drop what we're

doing and hope that everybody

gets what's coming to them ...

First of all, I take grim plea-

sure In sharing the "I Before E
Except After C" Award to Mr.

Philip J. Wingate (sic), Chair-

man of the Board and calcula-

ting grammarian.

To Mr. William Blair Gould,

(everybody's straight man In

Swahili), the "You're probably

Wondering Why I'm Here"

Award,

To 'Skipper' Charles Knocks

my Socks Off Merdinger, the

"Damn the Torpedos, Full

Speed Ahead" Award.

The "Ignorance Is Bliss"

award to the Board of Visitors

and Governors.

To Mr. Bill Frank, the Splro

the Grand Agnew of Washington College,

Award winner by giving him a

standing ovation. Not to be out-

done, Dr. Norman James an-

Letters . .

.

(Continued fiom Page 2)

ening for if there are so many

who wiUsacrificeprinciplesfor

personal gain, what will happen

when we are the leaders, when

we are again put in position of

trust? Will we sacrifice honor

for personal benefit?

Those who are truly work-

ing for peace are being ex-

ploited. We were put on an

honor system so that these stu-

dents could have more time to

work for their cause. This sys-

tem is being blatantly misused

by those who have no intention of

working for any cause but their

own. What is a beneficial and

good proposal for those in need

of it is being unfortunately used

Debbie Veystrk '72

Sylvia Kuhner '71

LouEllen Murphy '72

Susan Hoover '72

Ellen Rohrbacher '72

Gay Hunter '70

Put That in your pipe and

Smoke It"! Award.

The "Better Living Through

Chemistry" Award to Dr. Jos-

eph MacLain. Flame on ....

To Judge George B. Rasin

and Sheriff Bartus Vlckers

jointly, the "Where Does the

Time Go When You're Having

Fun?" Award.

The "Changing Horses in

Midstream" Award totheCam-

pus Peace Mob, who're setting

up shop in the old local draft

board offices.

To Dr. Jon wakelyn, author

of that seminal bestseller,

"What Makes People Tick?, the

"Take the Money and Run"

Award.

The "You Can Fool Some of

the People Some of the Time"

Award to Mr. R. A. Sherman,

crypto-Lambda from Ohio and

nifty narc.

To Mr. Martin Rabat, the

"We're Founding a Great Li-

brary Here" Award.

To Mr. Ross, Nigh Watch-

man Extraordinaire, the "La-

mont Cranston" Award.

To the school Infirmary, the

"This is Gonna Hurt You More

Than It Will Me" Award.

The "Quicksilver Messenger

Service" Award to the Main-

tenance Department.

To the Student Affairs Of-

fice, the "Who Was that Mask-

ed Man" Award.
The "Competence Under Du-

ress" Award to those girls up-

stairs at Kent County News who

lay out this ridiculous rag each

To the ELM staff for con-

tinued and diligent observance

to the finer principle of yellow

journalism, the "Richard C.

HeymannlV Memorial" Award.

To Donald Dolce, the "Cap-

tain January" Award, and to

Capt. January, the "Donald Do-

lce" Award.

To Miss Janet Freni, though

being Miss Washington college

is a Dubious Achievement in

itself, the "Doris Day Look-

alike" Award, with a Swinesnort

Cluster.

The "Rock of Ages" Awardto
Mr. Joel 'Homefolks' Cope, who
must be some king of a mas-
ochist to keep showing up around

To t i anonynu

ripped off over $4,000 from the

Bookstore this year, the "You

Have To Pay For Free" Award.

The "Lost Command" Award
to the incoming freshman class,

(you fools!)

To the entire Washington Col-

lege student body, the "M-I-

C-K-E-Y M-O-U-S-E" Award.

And last though least, the

Dubious Achievement Hem-
mie for 1970 goes to Richard

Milhaus Nixon, who got himself

elected president under the sol-

gan, "Bring Us Together" and

then fooled everybody. Hotcha!

The joke's on you, America, and

his name is Tricky Dick.

But to the heavy disap-

pointment of indignant readers

everywhere ,
your wiggy

Captain will return next fall

(sort of like athlete's foot)

with even more perceptive slan-

Both Sides Now
During the past six years,

the relationship between the

Greeks and independents has

changed. The incoming fresh-

men have come to depend less

on the formalized organization

to enjoy an active social life

and to find a group with common
goals and interests.

The growing problems con-

cerning campus life were exam-

ined in the spring of 1964 by a

committee composed of stu-

dents, faculty, and adminis-

tration members and Board

members. At that time, the com-

mittee felt that the control of

social activities on the campus

was unevenly distributed..

The findings of the committee

came to the conclusion that the

Greek organizations controlled

a major portion of the social

activities. The SGA whose re-

presentatives were the class of-

ficers (president, vice-presi-

dent, two senators at large)

was composed mainly of Greek
members. Many of the demands

of the Independents were over-

looked by these representatives.

While the Greeks had an active

social life within their own

groups, the Independents were

being treated as "second-rate"

members of the student body

because ofthe inactivity oftheS.

GA on social affairs for the

whole campus. The Independents

achieved a major voice over the

activities by the SGA when re-

presentation was changed to

each housing unit.

When the problems of repre-

sentation had been settled, an-

other dispute developed over the

regulations concerningdrlnking

and coed guests. The Greeks

were having closed parties in

their chapter rooms with a B.

Y.O.L. policy that Independents

could not enjoy in their own

lounges.

After. Dean Westerdahl "le-

galized" alcohol on all parts of

Compliments of

COLLEGE HEIGHTS
and

KENT PLAZA
BARBERSHOPS

HOURS

Mon. 8 - 7

Tues. & Wad. 8 - 6

Thufs. 8 - 7

Fri.8-8

Sat. 8 - 6

the campus, the chapter rooms
no longer were the center of so-

cial gatherings on campus. With

the sweeping changeslntheOpen

House regulations, the use of In-

dependent lounges became obso-

lete.

Many of the social activities

Dn the campus are still in the

hands of the Greeks but this Is

gradually changing. Armory

dances will become few and far

between In the future because

chapters are in debt after each

event. (The average loss is about

$200 after each dance.)Thebur-

den of maintaining anactlve so-

cial life may fall on the Inde-

pendents. No longer istherethe

excuse that Independents cannot

afford to sponsor any campus

functions. With some Ingenuity

and organization, the example

displayed by the Kent House 12

can be repeated by any group of

Independents.

Campuses throughout the

country are rebelling against

the concept of the "formaliz-

ed organization. " These organi-

zations are losing their appeal

to many of the incoming fresh-

men who have developed "anti-

organization" philosophy with

the result that many a Greek

chapter has been forced out of

existence. Many consider the

tradition and ritual ofthe Greek

organizations to be composed of

mostly waspish moral attitudes

of the past. Even though many

members are hardly living up

to Puritan ideals, the Image of

what the organization is sup-

posed to represent have pre-

vented many from joining.

To defend their position in the

face of this image, sorority

and fraternity members have

united not only to Justify their

position in the organization but

on the campus itself. But many

people feel that any reason for

antagonism Is dying because of

the greater Interest to become

a member of the "non-group"

generation.

Because of thechangingroles

the two "factions" are going

through, some Individuals are

still searching for an "open"

conflict, if people would take a

closer look at the situatlonaslt

stands today, they may someday

realize that they arelooklngfor

conflicts of past generations.

Many of the "conflicts" will be

as artificial as the people who

profess to know of them.
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SPORTS
Little Fred

Defeats KA

All-Elm Softball Teams 1
1st Team M
Rick Holloway Lambda "A" RF ^
Tom Polvinale Lambda "A" SS

Ted Gott Little Fred 3B

Dave Thompson Grey Phantoms 1B

Mark Brumbaugh Sig "A" CF

Pete Johnson Sig "A" C

John Davies Little Fred LF
I

Bob Danner Little Fred 2B

Ed Athey Ralph P

2nd Team

*
Dan Williams Sig "A" RF

Glen Hampton KA "A" IB

George Henckel KA "A" CF

Lou House Ralph 2B

Rick Bales KA "A" 3B

Geoff Anderson KA "A" C

Paul Shepherd KA "A" P

Chip Gorgone Sig "A" LF

Don Garratt KA "A" SS

Little Fred captured the in-
tramural Softball championship
by routing the KA "A" team
15-5 on Wednesday. Bob Dan-
ner was the winning pitcher for
the champions. Paul Shepherd
was the loser.

In the semUJnal round,

KA captured the fraternity

cup by defeating the Phi
Sigs 16-15. The KA's were
behind 13-5 in the fifth

Inning when they rallied

behind peter Kier's home-
run to overtake the Sigs.

Len

In the other, semifinal, Lit- af'er the Sho'men:s 12-3 loss to ti

tie Fred also came from be-

hind to defeat Ralph 9-8. Down bottom of the sixth to tie the
8-1, they scored 6 runs In the eame, followedbyBillMosner's
bottom of the fifth Inning. Bob sacrifice, driving in John Dav-
Danner poled a homerun in the ies with the winning run.

Diamondmen Reach .500;

Raynor Ends Up 6-3

by Bill Dunphy

Washington college finished

Its baseball season last Tues-
day with a 5-3 victory over a

fine P.M.C. Colleges nine,

bringing Its record to a respec-

table 7-7 for the season. Steve

Raynor brought Ms personalre-

cord to 6-3 with the win.

After a disastrous 2-5 start,

the Sho'men put together wins

over Dic^nson, Mt. St. Mary's
P.M.C, and doubleheader

against Loyola with losses to

Towson state and Johns Hop-
kins to account for the final

tally.

Daryl Carrlngtonrecordedthe
only other Sho'men win with a

shutout in the nightcap of the

leading hitter with a .378 aver-

age. Raynor and senior Dave

Bruce were the only other Sho-
men to top the .300 mark.
Raynor finished with a .326

average while Bruce came up
with a .319 mark.

With the 7-7 record, this

year's team had the best won-
lost percentage since 1966, when
the Sho'men had an 8-6 record.

Gilcrest

Wins M-D
440 Dash

by Dave Griffith

After finishing the season

with an 8-4 record, which was
its best record ever, the track

team sent a small contigent to

the Mason-Dixon championships
on Saturday, May 9. Mark Gil-

crest turned in the best per-

LATE RESULTS

Navy
W.C.

W.C.

W.C.

PMC
PMC

Compliments

of

The Morytaid

National Bart

Chestertown 778-1600

Jim Wentzel takes in Steve EUyson's throw to nail PMC runner in Tuesday's 5-3 Sho'men victory

Flowers For

Alt Occasions

ANTHONY'S FLOWERS
Chestertown, Md.

Phone 778-2529

Gilcreat

formance of his career by win-

ning the 440 with a time of

49.6, taking of a second off

the school record. Washington

College was also represented

in both the 440 and mile re-

lay and finished fifth In those

events.

The same day, Pete Johnson,

who was competing in the MAC
championships since the Jave-

lin is not included in Mason-
Dixon competion, finished his

fine college career with a 4th

in that meet. Johnson, Martin,

and Polvinale arethe only grad-

uating seniors from this year's

K1BLER BETTER
Coach Kiblei is presently re-

covering from his recent heart at-

tack at Kent and Queen Anne's

Hospital.
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